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Better than summer
SCOTT HARRIS
// SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM

What it all means is that barring any
unforeseen movement—or, presumably, a series of disastrous new polls
for one of the three main opposition
parties—Canadians look headed for a
not-entirely-unexpected fall election
sometime in November. Of course, with
coalition threats, hastened leadership
contests and the Conservative's $70 billion in vote-buying announcements

ell, that's that. On the second
day of the Liberal Party of Cana
da's caucus retreat in Sudbury, Liberal

Leader Michael Ignatieff put an end to
rampant speculation and hollow political talk on all sides about "principles"
and “what's good for Canadians," telling the assembled party faithful that
he is ready to pull the plug on Stephen
Harper's minority government when
Parliament resumes.
“After four years of drift, four years of
denial, four years of division and discord—Mr. Harper, your time is up,” Ignatieff said to cheers during his speech at
the three-day retreat. “The Liberal Party
cannot support this government any further. We will hold it to account. We will

since October, we've essentially been in
an election cycle the entire time.

There's no doubt that Canadians—
even the 59 percent who bothered to

show up last time—really don’t want
another election, but what's more clear
is that all parties in the House, especially the governing party, need to reorient
to the new reality of minority Parliaments lest the country stay trapped
on this particular hamster wheel for a
long time. It's not that minorities can't
work—they do in countries around the
world, and have in Canada—but they
require parties to move in precisely the
opposite direction from the increasingly cheap, attacking, partisan direction
they've been drifting of late. Keeping
any one party from having 100 percent
of the power is clearly the desire of Canadians, which means our “leaders”
need to find a way to make it work. It's
called democracy, boys. W

oppose it in Parliament.”

The strong talk from Ignatieff comes
less than a year after the last federal election, and less than four since Stephen
Harper first moved into 24 Sussex Drive

following the 2006 contest. It also comes
just a week after NDP Leader Jack Layton

walked away from abrief and fruitless attempt at finding common ground with
Harper, saying the NDP has a "very fundamental difference with the direction
that they are taking the country.”
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Vue Weekly welcomes reader response, whether critical or complimentary. Send your opinion by mail (Vue Weekly,
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ten an act of rebellion in the first place.
From the outset the accumulation of
smoking-related litter on the streets

: YOU'RE THE BUTTHEAD

an animal (or less than one), and I'll act
like one. Does he actually think that
his patronizing remarks will make the
: practice less likely? My initial reaction
: to his op-ed was to have a smoke and
: throw my butt right ... um, actually, I

: forget where it was.

was obvious to anyone who bothered to

pay attention, but the moral right were
seemingly too preoccupied devising
additional prohibitionary measures to
notice. Now the supposed solution is
to devise still further laws that target
smokers. That'll learn ‘em.
Far from being an "easily enforceable
bylaw," it could only have a substantial
effect if we move 'closer to a panoptic society, while largely ignoring the
other officially estimated two-thirds
of "small litter," not to mention all that
"large litter.” (Is it just me, or does the
city audit categorization seem tailormade for government action on cigarette litter?) When this tactic fundamentally fails, or creates still further

to deal

problems and additional legal mea-

: with "the smoking program” in its
: favourite soft-fascist fashion; by in: voking the heavy hand of the law, but: tressed by a bourgeois morality, an ide: ology of healthism, and a strong dose
: of Christian puritanism thrown in for
: good measure. That this likely would

: lems was expected by anyone familiar
with the history of prohibition, espe-

sures ensue, count me as one who said
I told you so.
Incidentally, while every culture certainly has norms of purity and pollution, it’s doubtful that the specific ones
Harris is concerned with are “universally accepted." The mere fact that there
are people who feel as I do suggests that
they aren't even consensual on this particular plot of the planet. Even a cow
could figure that much out!

: cially considering that smoking is of-

Ted Hermary

Years

ago,

Alberta

decided

: not achieve the official goal of reducing
: smoking and would create other prob-
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On behalf of the staff and
writers, Vue Weekly would
like to express its sincere
condolences to the family and friends of Gordon
Morash, who passed away

on August 28. Thank you,
Gordon, for your passionate
writing and your enticing descriptions of this city's food
scene. Your contributions
will be sorely missed.
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oniticeship program gives city slickers first-hand experience of the farming lifestyle
~

especially coming

s

from urban-raised

youth—thrills Gwen Simpson, who
grew up on her family farm in BC and
now owns Inspired Market Gardens
with her sister and their spouses.
"I think it's absolutely wonderful,” she
enthuses. "In our community most of the
farmers are the typical age, they're well
over 55, there's not that many young folks
around, they farm pretty conventionally.
"L have a line taken from Wendell Berry: ‘Who will love the land in the way it
deserves and needs to be loved?’ I really
believe that unless people live on the
land, unless there are young people who
live on the land, how will they understand how important it is? In my generation everybody I knew either grew up
on a farm or they knew someone who
farmed, had relatives who farmed. And

oD hes

has gobbled up and consolidated small
4

farms, and drawn by the lure of

educational and career opportunities and a more cosmopolitan life-

style, generationsofAlbertans have left
behind life on the farm and headed to
the bright lights of the city.
Of the province's 3.3 million people
more than 82 percent now live in cities, according to 2006 Statistics Canada
numbers. Of the remaining rural population fewer than 25 percent—just over
155 000 Albertans—now live on farms,
representing
less than five percent of the
total provincial population. It's a far cry
from the heyday of the farming-dominated provincial economy which existed
before oil was struck at Leduc No. 1 in
1947. In 1931 more than half the province
belonged to farming families, meaning
that in a single lifetime the province has
shifted from one in two Albertans living
on
farms to less than one in 20. Around
half of those remaining no longer make
their living producing food, choosing into work off-farm.
But with increasing awareness about
a range of pressing issues, from climate
change to peak oil, pesticides to food

that's not the case anymore. Our generation, the boomer generation, is the
last generation like that. If we don't get
some young people and their children
to have a way of coming onto the farm
then we're going to lose that.”
And while Simpson is happy to share
her lifetime of knowledge, and is glad
the program is looking to learn from
the experience of the first season and
hopefully expand next year, she says it's
been far from a one-way experience.
"It has to be an exchange where they
feel that they're not just going out to be a

labourer on the farm, that they're going
to actually learn how they can raise crops
wa

reenhouses //Supplied

- safety, more and more Albertans are be-

ginning to ask themselves where their
food comes from, how it is produced
and are taking an interest in growing
more of it themselves. Community gardens, farmers’ markets, communitysupported agriculture programs and organic foods are all soaring in popularity.
Some young people are even starting to
go against this decades-long trend ofthe

grain drain by trading in their urban lifestyles and heading back to rural Alberta
to make their living producing food.
It's an choice that appeals to Michael
Hunter. After moving to Edmonton
four years ago, doing what he calls "typical living-in-the-city activities," the

36-year-old and his wife, Beth, began
making an effort to learn more about
the food they were eating.
"Beth and I were both getting increasingly concerned
with issues of food secu-

rity, reading and watching documentary
films about food security,” he explains.
“We were also making long-term plans

for havinga family and were realizing
that the path we were on was not going
to be a sustainable
one to leave to the
next generation. So we decided to start

looking into changing our lifestyle."
That exploration led the couple to
discover a new pilot program in the
province—the

Alberta

Sustainable

Agriculture Apprenticeship Program
(ASAAP)—that aims to connect young
people like Hunter who are interested
in sustainable agriculture with farms

and farmers who are willing to offer
them

seasonal

apprenticeship

posi-

tions tohelpthemlearn
the ropes. —
"The underlying goal of the program,

-

really, is to provide people with the

hands-on experiential knowledge that

experience in learning how to grow
food, essentially."

they need in order to make an educated
decision as to whether they want to go
into a form of sustainable agriculture as
a career choice," explains Becky Lipton,
the program's coordinator. "It got started last winter because I saw that there
was a lack of infrastructural support for
people who were interested in getting
into sustainable agriculture, whether
it's someone who doesn't come from a
farming background or someone who

is interested in transitioning over from
some type of conventional agriculture

who didn't have a background in organies or the high-value niche products.”
Lipton's perceived need led to conversations with some farmers she knew in the
Edmonton and Peace regions who were
focused on sustainable practices—organic growing, free-range and grass fed livestock, niche products, direct-to-market

selling—and were willing to share their
knowledge with a new generation of potential farmers.
In the pilot season 10 farms signed up
to take on apprentices for full-season
placements—which Lipton stresses is
necessary to really geta sense ofthe true
experience of running a farm—and pay
them a combination of a stipend and
room and board in exchange for their
labour. In the end five apprentices were
placed in the Peace region and three

near Edmonton, including Hunter.
"Twas making plans about what I was
going to do with my summer and this
came up,” he says. "We decided that it
was important enough that I'd make
less money, but get some important

eee
S EP

Beginning in May Hunter started spending three days a week at the Inspired Mar-

ket Gardens, a small operation based on
a 160-acre family farm near Carvel, just
outside Stony Plain, which focuses on
growing and marketing herbs and edible
flowers. It has been, Hunter says, an eyeopening experience.
"I was very overwhelmed when I
first started. It was a very steep learning curve for me just in terms of plant
identification, never mind learning
anything about how to grow them,” he
laughs. "Things just seem to progress
very, very quickly; I take a couple of
days offand come back out here and see
how fast things are growing, so just becoming more aware very quickly of how

much of an ongoing effort it is to run
an operation. Someone has to be here

all the time, there's always things that
have to be observed and maintained.
"I had an appreciation already, sort of
conceptually, how hard itis to make a living growing food,” he continues, "but to
actually have a hands-on experience of
how quickly things change and how you

have to be able to adapt to those changes
really brought it home and made me realize why farmers are so tied to their land.”
Despite the challenges of absorbing as

much knowledge as he can and working long hours, Hunter says there are
many upsides, too.
"Tye never felt more comfortable in
any working environment,” he says.

"The sounds, the smells, the sights—
you just feel better about your place
in the world, I think, when you're sur-

3 —SEP 9, 2009 // WUWEWEEKLY

rounded by a more natural surround-

ing and not having to breathe in fumes
all day. So it's done very good things for
my mental and physical health; I feel a
lot more at peace with myself.”
It's a sentiment that's echoed by 26year-old Jordan Wilson, aself-confessed
city boy who has been apprenticing on
Sunworks Farm, a certified organic
poultry and livestock farm north of
Camrose, since mid-May in preparation
to move with his fiancée Megan to her
family's farm near Ardrossan
"None of it has been particularly easy,”
he admits. “It's been a huge shift for me
because I grew up in Edmonton; for 25

years I've been living there and suddenly moving out to a farm an hour away
froma major city was amajor change for
me, but I've learned so much and grown
so much that it’s been fabulous.”
But, he admits, it's not easy.
"The work is never done. There's always
more to do out there. More than anything
it's getting the stuff done in a day you
have to do, and then once you've got that
stuff done it’s a matter of seeing what is
the other stuff, the other projects that
we're working on and how much of that
can I get done before I'm at a place where
I can't work anymore,” he laughs. “But
the work that you're doing out here is way

more important than anything else that's
going on, so you're focusing on the work
and you want to be out there, because
that's what's important. I didn’t have that
before I went out to the farm."

That appreciation of the intangibles
that come from the hard but rewarding
work of making a living off the land—

and the economics and the market and
the soil prep and all of the things that go
into it being a viable industry,” she says.
“And Michael brings an urban perspective
andayoung perspective. He'll say, Why do
you do that?’ and he makes us think more
carefully about what it is we're doing and
why. So it's been a really good program."
For Hunter, the experience with
ASAAP and Simpson hasjust reinforced
that the path he and his wife are on—to
move to a rural eco-village where they
can focus much of their time on food
production—is the right one for them.
"It hasn't made me feel any less apprehensive about the workload,”he laughs,

"but I'm more convinced than ever that
there's a strong movement growing
not just within agricultural communities, but across the province, across the
country. People are starting to realize
that we can’t depend on our industrial
food system to continue to supply us

with safe food in the abundance that
we're going to need it.
"I often say to people that I'm not an
alarmist, but there are water issues, climate issues, fossil fuel issues, thatall will

start to change how we view our food
systems and our supply of food, and will,
whether we like it or not, force more of

us to learn how to work within the field
of agriculture and grow more food more
locally. SoI want to be on the forefront of
that, Iwant to be prepared.” W

The Alberta Sustainable Agriculture Apprenticeship Programis currently accepting
applications for fall farm apprenticeships.
ASAAP also organizes workshops and
farm tours, a number of which take place

in September. For more information visit
startfarming.ca or contact Becky Lipton,
ASAAP's coordinator, by email at becky.lip-

ton@mail.megill.ca orat780.271.1126:
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the phone, social media should be con‘ sidered a tool that professional journal: ists use, rather than their competition.
5 This is exactly the approach the Huff: ington Post (huffingtonpost.com) took

asking themselves as they try to navi- :
gate through the current'Crisis in
journalism. If you're like me,
you find the conversation
about current events more
interesting than the consumption of news
It appears that the Internet
is facilitating an increase in expression, collaboration and conversation. The pattern is dispersed
and uneven, but unmistakable
The :
current crisis in big business-supported :

journalism, coupled with the explosion :

form of journalism.
This is not just about new technologies
or online tools, but rather new forms of
journalism, and other practices, that are
enabled by new online tools
Social media and "professional" jour
nalism are not mutually exclusive. I've
previously detailed how the crisis in
journalism is largely the result of big
media itself and of bad public policy.
journalism
Comparing
“professional
and social media is like comparing the
phone to broadcast news; sure the

phone hasn't enabled mass distribution
of content the way the Internet has,
but like social media, it is conversationbased, participatory and dynamic. Like

: series, "TVO is mixing the best of old and
+ new media to stimulate a higher level of
+ citizen engagement.”
: . If properly resourced, the more demo-

IGGY LOSES, | WILL LEAD THE LPC!

SWEET TWEET >>TweetCommons
offersjust
oneexample
ofhowtocenenewni ayn to ek
What do you find more engaging: reading an article in a newspaper, or Ca
a conversation about it afterwards with
a friend? This is the question journalists,
editors and media executives should be

: acted on citizen input. According to Mark
: management consultant involved in the

Gd Paul Dewar

Zhe

of personal expression through online
media, are fundamentally transforming
journalism practices and giving way to
the emergence of a more participatory

? to drive the direction of the discussions.

@M_\gnatieft you can count onone less vote trom me, if
‘there isa lal election. The economy needs to be focused
‘on, not an election.

: cratically accountable, public and inde-

ee

Wee

! pendent media outlets will be the new
: incubators of innovative forms of jour-

: taken seriously and seed weeaets this : cess via various points of entry).

; pro-am model has the potential to radi-

: cally extend the reach and effectiveness
: of professional journalism.”
: In just one example, the Guardian newswhen they developed their new Social : paper harnessed their online community
News project, which encourages : to produce better professional journalaudience conversation through = ism by inviting people to read through
integration with Facebook.
: MP expense documents, normally conOnline tools enable mass- : sidered a highly expensive initiative.
distributed labour, which can : To date, 23 376 people have reviewed
be very useful for journalism. : 204 477 pages for the Guardian.
Rather than calling up one : A Canadian example of this transforsource, you can have your "au- ; mation in journalism practices can be
dience" or "participants" help you : found in perhaps the most unlikely
do the research and fact checking. : of places: the Financial Post. The FP's
"Crowd sourcing" can widen the scope : live blog coverage of the CRTC's trafand depth of newsgathering and can : fic management hearing facilitated by
broaden engagement with media par- : journalist Matt Hartley, was engaging,
ticipants
: interactive and timely, Hartley, both a
Crowd sourcing allows user-produced : skilled online discussion facilitator and

:
:
: Wikipedia to out-compete “profession- : knowledgeable about the media and
: al" encyclopedias and open source soft- : telecommunications
industry, added
ware projects like Firefox to compete : value to the discussion by inviting peo: with corporate giants like Microsoft. If : ple who presented at the hearing to
: these domains can be reinvented, per- : join in the discussion. Hartley kept the
: discussion open—all Twitter chats that
: haps journalism is next
; were appropriately tagged were auto: NYU journalism professor Jay Rosen : matically fed into the conversation and
: calls this new form of journalism "pro- : on-topic messages were moderated and
: am," short for professional and amateur. : posted quickly. This openness made the
: According to Rosen, "the pro-am ap- : content flexible to user habits and pre: proach looks for the hybrid forms that : ferred levels of engagement.
: combine substantial openness with some : The FP's coverage was successful
: controls.” Those controls come in the : as a result of the following three ba: form of journalists acting as facilitators : sic ingredients necessary for engaging
: of collaborative crowd sourced journal- : participatory journalism: 1) good facili: ism. Rosen maintains that pro-am, or : tation (skilled, respected, knowledge: participatory journalism, “won't replace : able), 2) value (informative/relevant
: what traditional newsrooms do, but if : content) and 3) openness (provides ac-

: nalism. This is why it is still essential
= to re-imagine how journalism can be
: Participatory journalism need not be : financially supported.

The public wants more participatory
: forms of media, and we can't trust that
: large corporations, with their matrix of
: commercial and ideological interests,

: complicated; sometimes it's just a mat- +

: ter of incorporating the conversation
: that is already happening online. For
= example, when | was asked to go on the
: Dave Brindle show to talk about the use
; of Twitter in the uprising in Iran, | sent
: a message to my Facebook and Twitter
: network asking for input. The input | re: ceived helped inform my comments on

: the show, but more importantly, David

: will be the curators of democratic dia-

} logue. While some enlightened media
! outlets have taken up the challenge
‘ of reinventing journalism, apart from
: the prematurely cancelled ZeD series

: and Exposure, the CBC and many other

: Brindle took note of the discussion and : socially mandated media outlets have
: used the comments as conversation
! points during his show. We therefore

: had radio journalism that was crowd: sourced and integrated into a broader

: yet to take full advantage of online
media tools.
Instead of considering media as static,
; It's time to consider it as part of an on-

i discussion that was happening online.
: Another example of creating new me-

: going conversation. The media outlets

:
t
:
:

: sion and free expression with a mix of

dia by tapping into existing discussions
can be found on two new websites:
PoliTwitter and TweetCommons. These
sites connect Canadians with their elect-

: that most effectively facilitate discus-

open citizen engagement and profes} sional journalism will capture audiences.

: At first glance, social media tools and
i ed representatives in government by : the Web in general appear to facilitate
! drawing in Twitter feeds and, therefore,
this best, but local outlets and news: online conversations.
: based platforms also have a place in this
: Waiting for big corporations to become
new media ecology. The media terrain

: purveyors of open, transparent and par: ticipatory journalism will be a long wait
: indeed. As media critic Jay Rosen put it
: when talking about the current journal: ism system, “If you know how the old
: one fell apart, it's easier to put some: thing new together." Keeping in mind
: that the greed of big medias largely re-

is in the process of being renegotiated
and public service media organizations
: should be at the forefront. W
:

! Steve Anderson is the national coordi: nator for the Campaign for Democratic

: Media. He is a contributing author of
: Censored 2008 and Battleground: The

: sponsible for the crisis in journalism, we
Media. Media Links is a monthly-syndi: can focus squarely on new independent > cated column on media issues supported
:: and public projects.
: by CommonGround, The Tyee, Rabble.ca,
: Here in Canada, TVO, Rabble, the Tyee : Vancovuer Observer and Vue Weekly.
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>> FAMINE ‘IN ETHIOPI

The Stony Plain
6th Annuai

Rotary Run
for Life
Sept

13, 2009

Please help us to remember our friend

Donations to the Rotary Run can be sent to

and colleague Ross Moroz, who passed
away Sept 26, 2007, by participating in
the Rotary Run for Life or by making a
donation. Money raised at the event will
go towards suicide prevention programs
in the Stony Plain area.

Servus Credit Union
4904
- 48 Street
Stony Plain , AB
7z 118
Att'n: Wally Ress
Please make cheques payable to:

Rotary Club of Stony Plain - nessers Accomst
For more information, or to register,
please go to rotaryrun.ca.

For more information,
Misha Moroz at

2

please

contact

A quarter-century after a million Ethiopians : on land where only 40 million faced star- : population of the rich countries has grown
died in the great hunger of 1984 — '85, the : vation in the 1980s. It is going to get much : about tenfold since the earliest days of the

country is heading into another famine. The : uglier in Ethiopia.
:: industrial revolution, but for the first half
: Yet it's practically taboo to say that The : of that period it grew quite slowly. Many

spring rains failed entirely, and the summer

rains were three weeks late. But why is fam- : whole question of population, instead of : babies died, and there were no cures for

being central to the debate about devel- : most epidemic diseases. Later the death

ine is stalking Ethiopia again?
The Ethiopian government is

opment, about food, about climate

rate dropped, but by then, with people
change, has been put on ice. The : feeling more secure in their lives, the birth
reason, | think, is that the rich : rate was dropping too.
countries are secretly embar- : Whereas in most of the poor countries
rassed, and the poor countries are : the population hardly grew at all until the
deeply resentful
?; start of the 20th century. But once the
Suppose that Ethiopia had been : population did start to grow, thanks to
the first country to industrialize. Sup-. : basic public health measures that cut the
pose some mechanical genius in Tigray : death rate, it grew faster than it ever did

authoritarian, but it isn’t incompetent. It gives fertilizer
to farmers and teaches best
practices. By the late ‘90s the
country was self-sufficient in
food in good years, and the

government had created a strategic food reserve for the bad years.
So why are we back here again? Infant : invented the world’s first steam engine : in the rich countries.
deaths are already over two per 10 OOO : in T10. The first railways were spreading : Unfortunately, economies don't grow
per day in Somali, the worst-hit region of : across the country by the 1830s, and at the : that fast, so these countries never
Ethiopia. (Four per day counts as full-scale : same time Ethiopian entrepreneurs and im- : achieved the level of comfort and security
famine.) Country-wide, 20 percent of the : perialists spread all over Africa. By the end : where most people will start to reduce
population already depends on the dwin- : of the 19th century, they controlled half of : their family size spontaneously. At the

Academic Success Starts at UCan
Whether you're looking to start an undergraduate program or complete your degree, UCAN

makes it easy. Our innovative Finish Faster program will help you attain a bachelor's

dling flow of foreign food aid, and it will get : Europe too.

degree in half the time it takes at other schools! In just two years, you'l] have a quality

worse for many months yet. What have the
Ethiopians done wrong?
The real answer (which everybody carefully avoids) is that they have had too many
babies. Ethiopia's population at the time of

education you can be proud of.
Study part-time, full-time, on-campus or online. Our delivery options are endless and
allow you to set the pace for your studies. Working full-time shouldn't stop you from pursuing
post-secondary education - flexible course schedules at UCAN make it easy to do both! Small
class sizes, combined with Industry-influenced curriculums and world-class instruction
means you'll get the education you want, when you want it. Choose from a number of
undergraduate and post-graduate degrees, including BCom, BA and MBA programs. Degree
programs are available at campuses in Vancouver, Victoria and Singapore. as well as
offered online. Weekly start dates make it simple to jump into life at UCAN
Accessible, Affordable, Available

24/7,

Higher Education

Within Reach.

the last famine was 40 million. Twenty-five
years later, it is 80 million. You can do everything else right—give your farmers new
tools and skills, fight erosion, create food
reserves—and if you don't control the population, you are just spitting into the wind.
itis so obvious that this should be the start
of every conversation about the country.

: Never mind the improbabilities. The point
: is that an Ethiopia with sucha history would
: easily be rich enough to support 80 mil: lion people now—and if it could not grow

: You're thinking: that will never happen.
: Famine will become normal in Ethiopia well
: enough food for them all, it would just im- : before that. No combination of wise domes: port it. Just like Britain (where the industrial : tic policies, and no amount of foreign aid,
: revolution actually started) imports food. : can stop it. And you are right.
: Money makes everything easy.
: History is unfair. Conversations between
: In T710, when Thomas Newcomen devised : those who got lucky and those left hold: the first practical steam engine in Devonshire, : ing the other end of the stick are awkward.
: the population of Britain was just 7 million. It: But we cannot go on ignoring the elephant
; is now 61 million, but they donotlive in fear : in the room. We have to start talking about
: of famine. In fact, they eat very well, even : population again. W
: though they currently import
over athird of :

Even if the coming famine in Ethiopia kills
a million people, the population will keep : their food.
They got in first, soalthough
they
growing. So the next famine, 10 or 15 years : never worried
in the slightest about populafrom now, will hit a country of 100 million : tion growth, they got away with It
people, trying to make a living from farming : The problem is well understood. The

1.877.431.6887
online.ucan.ca

$; current rate of growth, Ethiopia's popu: lation will double again, to 160 million
: people, in just 32 years.

: Gwynne Dyer is a London-based inde: pendent journalist whose articles are
: published in 45 countries. His column ap: pears each week in Vue Weekly.
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For Lessons on Guitar - Bass Ha
-

Drums - Woodwinds - Violin - Brass - Voice and more
ional, skilled instructors make learning
fun
customized to the goals of each student

prep, recital & ensemble opportunities
for all ages, levels and styles * No registration fees
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and school year rental rates

entals available on all instruments

9219-28th Ave. NW, 780.432.0102
Brouwer,
| Assistant
years with
on Public Schools
jow
2

learning
can be better when
pol is clean. It’s a healthier
ronment for students. That’s
1 do this— it’s important to me
2 to the education of
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LAW >> CELLPHONE

PRICING

Who killed the cellphone cost calculator?
ausendae
——

How telco lobbying quietly trumped consumer interests
in 2008, the OCA paid Decima Re- : ficials to discuss consumer issues.
search almost $60 000 to con- : The carriers were apparently concerned

You Want Me

duct extensive usability testing. : that the tool only covered voice services
The company

3) Fire B

an iingunen

e kly Oe

4) Best | Ever Had
Drake

5 Some

conducted

12 : and that it was geared toward lower

two-hour
focus group sessions : priced plans. Sensing that Clement was

inHalifax,Vancouver,
and Mon- : facing pressure to block the calculator,
tréal that included cellphone : Canadian consumer groups wrote to the
users as well as "cellphone : minister, urging him to stick with it,

intenders"—those expecting to : Despite months of preparation, thou.
purchase a cellphone within a year.
: sands of dollars in taxpayer expense, the
Decima Research's report noted “par- : creation of an effective tool and the obvi.
; ticipants felt being a consumer of cell- : ous benefits for lower-income Canadians,
: phones is frustrating and difficult. The : Clement nevertheless killed the project
: service plans of different providers are : Given the tool's potential to encourage
: difficult to compare because they are : more Canadians to adopt wireless ser.
: all different ... Secondary frustrations : vices, the decision ironically came just
? and challenges included the length and A as Clement was meeting with technol-

Se:
oe

6) Beautiful
Eminem
7) Day ‘N’ Nite
Kid Cudi
8) Summer Girl
Stereos

: limitations of contracts, billing inaccura- : ogy executives in an effort to kick-start

9) Don’t Trust Me
30HI3

Last week | discussed the well-known
challenge faced by millions of Canadians

10) |Want You Back
The Jackson 5

as they sort through a myriad of cell-

: cies, and quality of service issues such as
_ : dropped calls and coverage."
The focus groups’ response to the cell: Government records suggest intense : phone cost calculator was positive, with
: lobbying this spring by Canada's wireless : the vast majority of participants indicat:
: companies, who feared the service would : ing they would use the tool and encour:
: promote lower cost plans, played a key : age friends and family to do the same.

phone pricing plans in a marketplace still
lacking in robust competition. Previously : role in the decision.
unreported, however, is that Industry : The Office of Consumer Affairs (OCA),

DIBS
EXCLUSIVE RINGTONES
TEXT “DIBS” TO 4321 & HAVE 1ST DIBS
DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR
VIRGIN MOBILE PHONE!

ane

: a national digital agenda. According to an
: Industry Canada spokesperson, "techni: cal limitations" were to blame.
With public dollars having funded the

: mothballed project, the government should

: now

consider releasing the calculator's

; source code to enable other groups to pick

Yet just as Industry Canada was set to : up where the OCA left off. In the meantime,

: launch the tool, the major wireless car.
Industry Canada has posted a cellphone
Canada officials identified the same prob- : a branch within Industry Canada with a : riers began lobbying against it. Accord : checklist that asks consumers many of the
lem and worked for years to develop an : mandate to promote and protect con- : ing to lobbyist registration records, the : same questions, but does not provide any

online tool to address it.

; sumer interests, was the original source

: Canadian Wireless Telecommunications

After spending tens of thousands of : for "Which Cell Plan? A. Calculator." The : Association and Bell Canada met with of.
: calculator asked consumers for detailed : ficials from Clement's office on April 8,

dollars creating and testing an online
calculator designed to help consumers
select their ideal wireless plan, Industry
Minister Tony Clement killed the project
weeks before it was scheduled to launch.

:
:
:
:

: information on carrier plans or pricing. W

Michael Geist holds the Canada Research

information about their current or antici- : with the association listing telecommuni:
Chair in Internet and E-commerce Law at
pated cellphone use and then provided : cations regulation and consumer issues : the University of Ottawa, Faculty of Law.
them with a detailed list of suitable plans : as the topics of discussion. Two weeks : He can reached at mgeist@uottawa.ca or
from Canadian providers.
: later, Telus also met with the same of- : online at michaelgeist.ca.

Ofter vaild until
September 6th

Now that’s a great deal.
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Edmonton
Edmonton City Centre

Kingsway

Red Deer
Bower Place

BOB THE ANGRY FLOWER
a

: showing symptoms of Gulf War Syndrome
+ had no antibodies to squalene.
The risk of vaccine reaction is low,

i though, | keep hearing, and surely they
:
= :
:
in advance. It's just:
when
we're only half-informed, my
nelief in our right to the whole

story kicks in.
Information we're being given
‘on the coming vaccine is definitely incomplete, fuzzy. and

both confusing and soothing.
Trust the trial and approval
process, they tell us. But the
shot could well end up containing
squalene to ensure a strong and longlasting immune response on minimal viral
material, so I'm unwilling to trust.
Squalene isn't currently approved for use
in vaccines, but approval can quickly be

in the case of an emergency such
as a pandemic. Squalene, a naturally occur-

ring antioxidant found in our bodies and
in foods like olive oil and natural health
products, is a good thing. The problem is
that although it is beneficial and innocuous
when ingested, it is anything but innocuous when injected as part of an immuneactivating compound.
in launching an immune response to the

viral component of the vaccine, we also appear to launch one to squalene in general,
attacking its essential role in the health of

won't use squalene, and surely theyll test
the vaccine adequately before they roll it
out, and anyhow, risking the symptoms of
autoimmune disease is preferable to risk-

ing mass spread of the swine flu. OK, if
you say so, but I'm not convinced.

Accelerated vaccine approvals
might be justifiable for a deadly
virus, but the swine flu strain
has so far been relatively mild,
posing no more danger than
the regular seasonal flu.
But push the vaccine they will,
from the safe perch of legal immu: nity for vaccine manufacturers.
: We're also stocking up with millions of
: doses of the antiviral drug Tamiflu, chil: dren being the most recent on the list of
: those for whom the drug is approved, even
: though it had been linked to the deaths
: of children four or five years ago and the
: Canadian Medical Association Journal had
: issued a safety alert at that time saying it
: should not be given to children less than
: a year old. Has the drug become safer or
: more effective since then?
: To offer something besides negativity, we
: do have some very safe immune-boosting
: measures available to us. Elderberry ex: tract has been shown to inhibit entry of the
: HIN1 virus into target cells, and vitamin D's
: impact on immune function has long been

THANK CHRIST
You'Re HERE/

GEATS SAID MADUESS
FLED WTO THESE HILLS.

: known by those inclined toward alternative

our nervous systems.

Where we discovered that squalene in : health—there is a clear and direct link bevaccines was problematic was with the : tween low levels of vitamin D and problem-

AND Wio Are You,
O STRANGE TALKING

anthrax vaccine used with Persian Gulf : atic cold and flu infection, The Public Health
War military personnel Some lots of the : Agency of Canada, currently conducting
vaccine administered contained squalene : research on vitamin D's potential with flu
(a fact initially denied by the Department : viruses, now plans to expand the research
of Defense, but later confirmed by the : to include the HINT swine flu virus.
FDA), and the link between the contami- : We've done the trust first, clean-up-thenated vaccines and Gulf War Syndrome is : mess-later thing before, and nowhere
: more tragically than with pregnant women
as clear as day.
From the February 2000 issue of Ex- : and children. Remember thalidomide for
perimental Molecular Pathology, we know : morning sickness and DES (diethylstilbethat of the deployed soldiers suffering with = strol) for miscarriage prevention? With
Gulf War Syndrome, over 95 percent had : thalidomide we exchanged temporary nauantibodies to squalene, and that of those : sea for permanent birth defects; with DES
not deployed but immunized, 100 percent : we traded risk of miscarriage for cancer in
had antibodies to squalene. Veterans not : both mom and baby. W@

a VE ALL WOR
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RAFTING PACKAGE
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WHITEWATER
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Rafting at the Kananaskis River or the

j

Horseshoe Canyon

PACKAGES AVAILABLE SOON!

:

Rockies
-Deluxe room with 2 queen beds

-Deluxe room with 2 queen beds

-Free deluxe continental breakfast

-Free deluxe continental breakfast
waterslide, indoor
I
-Three-story
f0O
hot tubondfit ES

~Two hour horseback riding in the

pool,

.
ee

=de
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- Three-story wal terslide, a indoor pool,
hot tub and fitness room

1402 Bow Valley Trail

Local 1.403.609.4656

Canmore, Alberta T1W 1N5

Toll Free 1.888.678.4656

www.canmoreinn.com
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WASKAHEGAN // ADVENTURES

«

Follow Jeremy Derksen as he treks over 300 km of foot-blistering trails
vueweekly.com/waskahegan

> LAST CHANCE

OFILE >> KARINE BETTS

roiding fall hangups

Personal peaks

Enjoy a safe, prolonged season with some basic precautions
~~
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With 5 Peaks overall title on the line,
oe power runner takes it in stride
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Five kilometres Into 5 Peaks' eight-kilo- : "Running around your neighbourhood
you can just tune out, you don't really
metre "sport" race at Terwillegar Park,
| emerge from the trees into a clearing : have to think," Betts explains [In trail

Colourful MEC and Salomon flags flap in : running] you have to think, otherwise
the wind as a small but vociferous crowd
cheers. Volunteers pass out an un-

identified pink beverage in paper
cups. As | chug on the run—
mostly splashing it on my
face and shirt—I hear Karine
Betts loud and clear above
the clamour, "C'mon Jeremy.
Let's go!"
At a toned and tanned 5'1"
Betts may be petite and public-

‘As summer falls away, our outdoor pur- : overnight in the woods—keeping warm
suits quickly change. It seems autumn is : is your first priority. It's cold enough now

: Bears are not to be trifled with at the
: best of times—and

they're especially

purgatory for some; no snow for skis and : to get hypothermia if you're wearing a : hungry in the fall as they prepare to

: bed down for six months. The most im: portant part of bear safety Is in not atdoors prematurely. But fleeting fall is a :
: tracting the bear in the first place. After
time for great seize-the-day hikes and : Going on a bear hunt
bikes, as long as you're prepared for the : Trying to get the most out of the wan- : thoroughly cleaning your campsite and
: ing summer days is also on the minds : utensils, hang food and odorous things
season's little surprises.
; of animals which hibernate. My friend : at least three metres above the ground
and | were biking in the mountains : and two metres from the tree trunk.
Cold shoulders
on a late afternoon, the single : Bears love garbage and they are easily
Fall trips to mountain peaks and
track narrow amidst plump : habituated to trash, so do both of you
river valleys are breathtakingly
berry bushes, when | noticed : a favour: burn what you can and pack
awesome as trees explode
a dark grey scar on a white ? everything out with you.
into autumnal yellows and
poplar. A bear had reached : Beyond food, bears are more likely to
reds. Daytime temps can
nearly
three metres up and : attack if startled. Move loudly through
soar, fooling us into leaving
slashed the tree wide open : the trees with a bell on your pack or
the extra layers in the car as
several seasons ago. | paused : bike or by talking, singing or hooting—
we get drunk on the final whiffs
to inspect the swollen black claw :: make your presence known. Travelling
of summer. But because temperatures change so drastically from morning : marks while my partner continued into : at dawn and dusk is riskier, as these
: cooler times bring bears out to look
to afternoon then plummet as the moon : the thickening bush.
food. Look for fur on rub trees, bear
rises, prepping for outdoor adventures in : The world was quiet except for the bear :: for
fall is perhaps more important than sum- : bells on his bike. Caution crept onto my : beds (large, flattened swaths of grass in
tree
shade), scat and tracks. If they're
=
shoulders.
|
turned
around.
Ten
metres
‘
mer or winter.
Injuries or losing your way happen when : away, a weeping, fresh gash on another : fresh, you best leave the area before
you're
fresh meat.
:
snap
loud
A
sun.
the
in
gleamed
you're not prepared, and outcomes are : tree
worsened with major temperature fluc- : broke my concentration.
i Make a conscious effort to respect the
tuations. Always carry a sweater, a toque : "Jay, let's get out of here!” | yelled, and
season and you might find that summer
and a source of fire. Should you sprain an ‘ we hurried out of bear-ville, our trip :
fun doesn't have to end on Labour Day.
ankle and you can't make it home before : home considerably quicker than our :
:
Now get going. W
bush.
the
into
route
:
stay
have to

too cold for tires, so we tend to hide in- : sweaty singlet in the dark.

nightfall—or worse, you

SsEP 3 — SEP 9, 2009 // VUEWEEKLY
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‘ you're going to trip and fall It's very unpredictable—you could start out too
fast then all of a sudden there's a
huge hill or some scree."
In this setting, a wrong
step can quickly lead to
trouble. "At Devon there
was someone who went

down

in front of [me] so

hard. It's just heartbreaking,”
she cringes in empathy. The 5
Peaks
events
embrace everyone from
ity-shy, but she can sure dominate in a :
crowd. After three of five races, Betts led : ultrarunners to weekend warriors
the women's "enduro" category in the 5 : from age 14 to 60-plus, but no matPeaks Northern Alberta 2009 race se- : ter who you are, she says, "Everybody
ries, It's no small feat. Each enduro race : puts in the same amount of effort
stretches 15 — 20 kilometres over steeps, : To have the last few minutes take it
. ." she trails off.
roots and dirt; top racers often finish in : away from you
After the race | catch up with Betts
just over an hour.
At Terwillegar, Betts is resting up from : again as she passes out cups to the ena marathon, but she'll be back on course : duro racers. "Well, how did you like it?”
at Cooking Lake on September 19 (the : she asks
last race of the season), vying for the : 1 enjoyed it, | admit, but in particular
overall Northern Alberta women's title. : | got a rush from passing other racers.

After that, she's set her sights on the : She smiles knowingly, one eyebrow arch: ing above black sunglasses as the comBoston Marathon.
Yet talking to Betts, the focus quick- : petitive streak of a winning racer flickers
ly shifts away from her accomplish- > briefly across her face. "That's how you
ments. "You should interview Nadine,” : get hooked," she says. W

she says at one point. Nadine Mueller,
Betts’ close friend, is in third, putting ; ON THE WEB
them neck and neck in the standings. :
"| don't race to finish first. As long as :

| see improvement that's enough for :
me. You'll have a good race where
you'll beat someone, then the next
race they'll beat you. | like the community, the environment.”
| envy that mentality. | enter the race

:
;
: The follow-up: Paul Manning-Hunter
: In July we featured Paul Manning-Hunter,

with no other goal than to finish, but : whitewater kayak racer, as he preafter passing a few runners |get a feel : pared for the National/Pan-American

for the competition and that changes. | : an enwutir Slalom Championships set
start thinking top 20. Not that there's a for Kananaskis River on July 29 —Aug
3. He came In fourth at Nationals in
lot of time for adjusting goals as | maa competitive field—just one second
neouvre around roots and brush, down :
: short of second place.
loose dirt descents.
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Restaurant Reviews
Check out our comprehensive

online database of Vue Weekly's
restaurant reviews, searchable by

location, price and type.
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PROFILE // LINO OLIVEIRA

Deep pedigree

Imagination and experience define the food at Sabor Divino
// SABRON@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ortuguese flavours were missing
from Edmonton's culinary spectrum, says chef Lino Oliveira. That
is, until Sabor Divino opened up about
eight months ago.
Oliveira is proud to lead the kitchen,
and draws from his lifetime of experience eating and cooking Portuguese
food. Originally from Portugal, Oliveira
grew up in Edmonton. He started working in the restaurant business at 14,
gaining front-of-house experience at
some of the city’s premiere establishments of the day, including La Boheme
and the now-shuttered Victor's. In1993,
he travelled to Portugal, and as Oliveira
puts it, "What was supposed to be short
holiday turned into 14 years.”
He had owned a few different estab-

and will tell you.”
Although Oliveira would have been
content to remain in Portugal, a downturn in the economy made it difficult
for him to keep up with rising costs. His
family and friends had been encouraging him to return and opena place here,
and in 2007 he relocated back to Edmonton and with his childhood friend
Christian Mena opened Sabor Divino.
As expected, Oliveira's menu at Sabor Divino is strongly influenced by
his time overseas. Dishes such as codfish, octopus and pork and clams are

ture in cooking. After the hired chef left,

Oliveira stepped in. "I had always cooked,
and I had always watched the kitchen because I was always curious about it,” re-

eating fish there than on the Prairies because chances are it's never been frozen,”
says Oliveira. "But when you just get a filet
of fish on your plate, you don't know how

long it was in the fridge.”
When Sabor first opened, Oliveira at-

tempted to bring an appreciation for
fish and meats cooked on the bone,
"L would prepare a whole bass for two
people, come out and bone and skin it
at the table,” recounts Oliveira. "But it
wasn't well-received.” He has reverted

the flavours,” states Oliveira. "We don't

add sauces to them after.”
Sabor also offers items typically
found in adjacent regions, including
France, Italy and Spain, and Oliveira
does make a point to say the menu is

lates Oliveira. “Once I found the kitchen
I didn't want to go back in front.”
Inspired by fresh seafood and proCLL

termined more easily when on the bone.
"Being by the coast, you're more afraid of

very.common in Portugal. Moreover,
in Portuguese cooking, much of the
seasoning (such as piri-piri, a distinct
Portuguese chili blend) is inherent.
"Our food is infused and cooked with

but his final restaurant cemented his fu-

LE

Mediterranean. "I have a good imagination,” shares Oliveira. "I think I have
a good hand and most of my dishes
speak for themselves."
However, Oliveira has found that he
has had to adjust some of his dishes
to cater to the Edmonton market. "In
Portugal, people love to have their fish
with bones, head and skin because it’s like
cooking a piece of meat on a bone—it's a
lot more flavourful,” states Oliveira. Moreover, the freshness of a fish could be de-

when you attempt to make a dish that is
regional to the area and you don't make
it right, there are customers that know

lishments in a small coastal town (and
continued working in front-of-house),

UU

influenced by Western Europe and the

duce, Oliveira learned through trial and
error, with help from the locals. "When
you cook food that is traditional, there's
history behind it," says Oliveira. "So

SHARON YEO

ULL

CLO

C

TE

to serving filets of fish, brought in fresh
every other day.
Oliveira says his seafood supplier provides good quality and variety, so he
LU

CUCMT

OL

CEM

CO

CEEL

isn't necessarily left yearning for the
fish markets in Portugal. However, he
does know that much of what he serves
now is farmed, and that he needs to
learn more about sustainable fisheries.
"Right now price and availability are
two factors," states Oliveira. "It is pricey
unless everybody is offering it, and we
would need more demand."
The Edmonton market has also dictated Sabor's less formal vibe. “Our intention was to go fine dining when we
opened,” recalls Oliveira, "but as we've
progressed we're finding that we're get-

social event because there's more interaction with the whole table," conveys
Oliveira. "If you have a table of 20, you
might never talk to the people at the other end, but all ofa sudden you're passing
food around, and you get closer."
As Oliveira discovered from cooking
in Portugal, the restaurant business is
never stagnant. That's a challenge he
relishes, seizing the opportunity to be
creative and continually striving to be
better. "I hope by next year we'll be do
ing a completely different menu," says

ting more casual because that's what

Oliveira. "I don't want to get bored and |
don't want the customers to get bored."

people want.""
This includes their family-style dinners
which have been more popular than set
menus with large groups. "It becomes a

Between his rich experience and pas
sion for food, there's no doubt he will
be highlighting Portuguese flavours in
Edmonton for years to come. W
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REVUE // MILL CREEK CAFE

Eating full time

drinks, a help-yourself can of Tropical
Temptation juice from the cooler ($1.50)

and a bottle of Alexander Keith's ($4.75).

Lunch place keeps it casual on new dinner menu

We had no choice but to order the vegetarian spring rolls ($4.75) for my daughter
who relishes them, and almost as soon as
she returned from fetching her juice, they
arrived—hot, crispy and a tad burnt. Just
a few of the corners, but still. The fight
was on to grab the "good" pieces. The rolls
were adequately filled with cabbage and

JAN HOSTYN

Fo experience, | know that transitioning a breakfast/lunch restaurant
into one that also serves dinner can be dif
ficult, so when I heard Mill Creek Café,
an unassuming breakfast/lunch place just
east of the most annoying part of Whyte

carrots, and there were no visible puddles
of oil. My daughter was enchanted.
Our waitress removed the leftover bits
of burnt spring rolls and plunked down

Ave, was leaving its doors unlocked until

four plates. Dinner was served.

9 pm on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights, Iwas more than a bit tentative. But
curiosity
got the better of me
The café, tucked in the corner of a
staid brown

building,

kind of dark. Bright

looked

Most of our choices were fairly
standard fare—a chicken quesadilla
($10.75), a margharita pizza ($9.50) and
a calzone ($8.50). | experimented a bit
and chose the pan-seared salmon in a
chili-lime sauce ($14.00).
The experiment was a flop. Part of my

quiet and

yellow suns dot

ted the windows,

though,
and gave it a
of like an unofficial
cheery edge, k
welcoming committ
Inside, the caf
2s comfortable, relax
ing and

unpretentious.

The green-and-

brown colour scheme see
ural extension of the yell
of an earthy, back-to-nature

i like a natsuns—kind
vibe. There

was a chalkboard listing the specials, a
display case to provide t nptation and
h the requisite
a drink cooler stuffec
non-alcoholic beverag
It looked like a place that serves break
fast and lunch

16 // DISH

We were greeted with a smile and a
quick “sit wherever.” Two older ladies
were swirling the remnants of their wine
in one corner of the room and a couple
was downing the last of their tea in anoth
er corner. The rest of the room was filled
with empty tables, some high, some low,

and a few stools along a window ledge.
We settled in at one of the tall tables.
and our waitress sauntered over and
dropped off menus
Like the café, the dinner menu is very

sandwiches,

salads and pizzas. There

are a few more ambitious offerings and
a daily special but, overall, it's simple,
lunch-y stuff. Stuff they're used to doing. Not, OK-let's-totally-reinvent-our
selves-for-four-hours-a-night.
Our waitress came back lugging a big
carafe of water and four big plastic glasses.
The thrill of having unlimited water at our
disposal combined with a rather limited
wine selection led us to order only two
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and was sufficiently messy. Some fresh
tasting salsa and a few multi-coloured tortilla chips filled up the rest of the plate.
The pizza came on a hearty, chewy,

nine-grain crust. Thin-crust pizza lov
ers beware—this is one bready pizza
I, with my love for grainy bread, quite
liked it. The calzone was like the pizza
only it was folded over and had mush

rooms and calabrese salami added to
the cheese and tomato sauce. It was
quite the hit.
A deceptively simple side salad served
with the pizza turned out to be my favourite dish of the night. It wasn't fancy
or exotic, but everything my fork man
aged to stab was pristinely fresh and
perfectly dressed.
Of course, we had to have dessert—a
warm, gooey chocolate brownie, topped
with vanilla ice cream, dark chocolate
sauce, multi-coloured chocolate mor-

sels and a dab of whipped cream. Simple

pan-seared salmon was seared so much it

yet sublime.

was hard and rubbery, and part was squeamishly raw while the sauce was sweet and
gloppy and not-at-all limey. The salad it

Mill Creek Café isn't a let’s-dress-upand-go-out-for-dinner kind of place but,
then again, it doesn't pretend to be. It's

was served on looked good, though.
The salmon went back to the kitchen
and stayed there, and I decided to raid

casual, comfortable and, for the most
part, quite edible. WV

everyone else's plates.

The quesadilla was a quesadilla, and the
whole wheat tortilla it was made with
went well with the whole earthy theme.

It had lots of cheese, peppers and chicken

me

vino veritas

er up, you don't need to be an expert to enjoy this stuff
When | was approached to start writing about wine, | have to admit the task
seemed daunting. Wine can be so intimidating, even for cork dorks like me,
because it seems like there's so much
know, and there's always someone
who'll know more than me. When
people find out I'm a wine columnist, they often ask me, "So
you must know a lot about

The Happiest Hour on Whyte

4-7pm Tues - Fri
$5 Pints

$5.25 loz. Classic Martinis
2 for | appetizers

Temptation Tuesdays

wine then, huh?" My answer

more.

is, "Well, sort of."
The only reason I'm able
to admit this is because I've
made my peace with wine. |
don't let it intimidate me any-

$5 Bacardi Mojitos

After years of serving in restau-

$2 off ANY glass of wine

$3 off all appetizers

Get Corked Wednesdays

rants and working in wine shops, I've
learned that the biggest thing stopping
people from simply enjoying wine is the
intimidation factor. Wine lists with hardto-pronounce titles and wine shelves
brimming with seeming do-or-die choices make wine drinking seem like a secret society. And no one ever likes to
feel dumb. Especially when you're out

$8 off ANY bottle of wine

Flirtini Thursdays
$5.25 loz. Classic Martinis
$7.25 2oz. Classic Martinis
$9.25 302. Classic Martinis

for dinner with friends or buying a gift
for your boss.
There are three steps to overcoming

the wine fear factor.
First, admit to yourself that, yes, there
is a lot to know about wine. Volumes, in
fact. Given its ties to history, literature,
religion, geography, food science, et cetCONTINUED
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Here’s your opportunity

to save lives.

Edmonton

Donor Clinic
8249 - 114 Street
Monday - Friday
9:00 am - 1:00 pm
3:30 pm - 7:30 pm
Saturday
8:30 am - 2:30 pm

| Book your life
| Saving appointment
today!
Call 1888 2 DONATE
(oe
mare te pene

Corsdan
Bood Sertecs
i bsyonto

your vitality

llow-o

Summ

era, it should come as no surprise that
wine has been very well documented.
Sommeliers and winemakers devote

their careers to the art and science of
wine because they love it. They are
certainly to be respected for their dedi-

cated knowledge of how it's made and
what makes it great (or awful), but let's
face it, there will always be someone
who knows more about wine than you.
Don't sweat it. Wine drinking shouldn't
be a competition anyhow.
Second, remember that, although you
may be no expert in wines, you are an

expert in what you like. Sure, you may

LES

STEAK

with a stay at

HOUSE

the one-of-a-kind Fantasyland Hotel, right inside West Edmonton Mail

BOOK NOW for rooms starting as low as $149 per night
and receive two attractions passes or breakfast for two!
Book b¥Bhone,
ooms@fihwem.com

| or online:

|-800-RESERVE

10caplet cents foeLOcomplete deaks. Each entree
snctudos 2starter soe toeh house sabed sod chrewo tome,
sed » ancceapanied byyour chuce aftwoside dhbwa

(737-3783)

fantaswlapdhotel.com

Special fall rates are also availat#ieat WEM

Inn
INCLUDING...

o

ALBERTA
TENDERLOIN &
BBO SHRIMP
$44

Inn
fr

ANTASY
AND
HOTE!
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a

$25-

$44

COMPLETE

aT $25

an
EDMONTON
9990 JASPER AVENUE
(78O)990-0123
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Alberta’s
electrical workers
18 // DISH

Live

Work

Better,

Union!
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a Bordeaux,
but most people know if they prefer
sweet fruit over austere soil, light and

crisp over full-bodied and buttery. And
the only way you'll learn this is to keep
drinking. Try wines side by side to make

the differences more apparent. Keep

Keep track
somewhere of wines
you love and what
you love about them,
even if it's "smells
like Fruit Loops."

RUTH'S

Get ready for a fantastic Fallow-up to your Sun

suaet

<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17

track somewhere of wines you love and
what you love about them, even if it’s
"smells like Fruit Loops." With practice,
your confidence will grow. Don't be
afraid to ask questions, either. Any wine
merchant or server worth their salt (and

your business) will be more than happy
to help you navigate their selection.

Lastly, remember why we drink wine.
Every bottle of wine has a story to tell,
whether it's where it came from, how
it was crafted, or what occasion we're
marking by uncorking it. We drink wine
because it has the ability to capture a
moment, to represent an event, like celebrating an anniversary or the Eucharist

Wine is relational. Like a meal, it brings
people together. To quote a French
proverb, “In water one sees one's own
face; but in wine one beholds the heart
of another." So drink up—you've got absolutely nothing to be afraid of. W

Sake-flavoured vodka is one sipped la that's worth it
The sweetness of the tonic water brings out

. the sweeter fruit flavours of the vodka. If
: you'd like another highball-type drink, try
: mixing up a variation on the Moscow Mule,
% which traditionally combines vodka, lime
: and ginger beer. The sake in Wokka Saki
: makes a great buddy for a nice spicy ginger
} beer. For a more classic cocktail, take advan+ tage of the vodka's smoothness to mix up a

: martini with just a splash of vermouth anda
: couple dashes of bitters.
Don't be turned away from this great
; product by its buckets of trendiness. This
: is high-quality product, not bargain base: ment trendsploitation. W

AUTHENTIC
TURKISH
CUISINE

Bestselection of import
Heer on the south side!

DOpcWilinesday to

pO LIGHT LIME AVAILABLE

unday for
inner

at

* Over 500 different

5 pm

Winesfo choose irom!

- Excellent selection

| Please phone for

_
Tequila!
Of
9848
-99TH STREET
PHONE 780-461-0809

eservations

10345-106 St -423-3044

EXTREME seipir.

This is a recipe from Gary Regan, a
cocktail legend. He recommends Martini & Rossi dry vermouth as the best
flavour matchfor Wokka Saki.
In past years, few liquors have been trendier than vodka and sake. They're still on
roll, actually, and liquor stores are

full of rows and rows of varieties and flavours of vodka while
their selections of sake con-

KEGNCORK.COM

RES

: This seemed like an easy Saettanter win, a
capitalization on vodka's ubiquity with the : _2-V2 ounces Wokka Saki
bonus of sake's whiff of the exotic.
ounce dry vermouth
While the sake flavouring seemed : 2 dashes cocktail bitters

like a good’idea to me, | wasn't : Lemon twist for garnish.
totally sold on the fruit. | poured :

my first taste of the spirit with : Fill a cocktail shaker with ice, then
visions of blueberry vodka in my : pour in the Wokka Saki, vermouth and
head, The scent of the spirit reas- : bitters. Stir, then strain into a chilled

tinue to grow.

Vodka's popularity is under-

standable. It's subtle, easy to

Ce

TOLL FREE 888-461-0161

Wind

sured me, though. It has a subtle : cocktail glass, Garnish with a lemon
aroma, with hints of fruit behind a : twistIfyou like.

mix and tastes okay even if it's

rubbing-alcohol cheap. Of course,
like anything popular, vodka's been

rich sake scent. No hint of sweetness. :
poked and prodded almost out of recog- : When | tasted my shot, | was sold. Again, :
nition, sold to us in almost infinite flavour : there was no hint of sweetness. Instead, :

’

TOKYO MULE

variations, most of which are as subtle as : there was just the smooth, rich flavour of :
a big stick. Vodka has become the base for : good vodka, propped up with the winey : Use a nice spicy ginger beer for this
all kinds of achingly sweet, artificial tasting : touches of sake, and a gently peachy, aprirecipe. | used "Old Tyme" brand, which
concoctions, in flavours ranging from cherry : coty type of fruitiness. Despite the fruit in : 1found at Sobey’s.
to vanilla to plain gross. An unfortunate : its flavour, there was no sweetness to the ;
side-effect of the flavoured vodka trend : Wokka Saki. It tasted perfect to my anti- : 2 ounces Wokka Saki
11/2 ounces lime juice
seems to be unpalatability—but | can't help : sweet palate.
but hope. That's why when | saw a bottle : Wokka Sakiis smoothanddeliciousenough : 6 ounces ginger beer (or just use
of Wokka Saki flavoured vodka on the shelf : to be served chilled on its own. Taste it this : enough to fill your glass)
{ thought | ought to give it a try. Wokka :: way to get a good idea of its flavours. How- ;
Saki is a double gold medal winner at the : ever, thanks to its low-profile deliciousness, : Fill a highball glass with ice, then add
to comSan Francisco Spirits Competition. It's a UK : this flavoured vodka is easy to mix as well : Wokka Saki and limejuice. Stir
product that blends vodka with "fine Japa- : Mix it with some tonic water for a fancied- : bine, then top itup with ginger beer. Uv
nese sake and subtle fusion of Asian fruit" : up vodka tonic if you want to keep it simple. :
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Arts Reviews
Find reviews of past theatre,
dance and visual arts shows on
our website.
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Labour of love
Originally written as a wedding gift, The Drowsy Chaperone skips
parody and embraces musical theatre for its lavish escapism

STEP BY STEP > The!Drowsy Chaperone takes an unabashed s' tance on musical theatre
DAVID BERRY

up to an including starring in it

// De

‘ou canis =
the
crea
of The Boake pene

might have been a bit trepidacious to let
t ice come
their creation go. Thou
an awful long way from its roots—in
cluding, of course, a Tony-winning, 674

show run on Broadway—the take-off of
1920s vaudevillian musicals began as a
pretty remarkably _—— project: the
rio of Don McKellar, Lisa Lambert and
Gregg Morrison originally put together
che show as a wedding present for their
friends

Bob

Martin

and Janet

Van

De

Graaf. Given its nature, it makes sense
‘hat, no matter where the show went—
xom the Toronto bar where it premiered
through major theatres in the city, from
3roadway to London's West End to a 30:
tity tour of Canada and the US—the oriznators had some hand in its production,

20 // ARTS
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Reimer's version of the hit musical that
will be strutting across the Citadel stag-

All that changed last year, when
direc
tor Max Reimer started puttin
thera
show for Vancouver's Playhouse
Theatre
Company, where he serves as both artistic
lirector and general manager. Despite
earlier statements to the contrary—MckK.
ellar once told the CBC that he couldn't

es this September,

For his part, Reimer

thinks the originators had little to worry
about: as he tells it, The Drowsy Chaperone is a pretty hard show to mess up.

imagine anyone other than Martin taking on the role of the Man in Chair, the
character he created after he first saw
his gift and the audience's guide to the
eponymous, “long-forgotten” musical—
they let Reimer take a swing. It would
seem as ifthey couldn't have picked a better caretaker for their labour of love: Reimer's show earned the same accolades
The Drowsy Chaperone has become accustomed to, hailed by some as the finest of
last year's Vancouver season.
McKellar, Lambert and Morrison's
boon has turned out to be Edmonton's,
as well: with a few minor changes, it is

"What's really nice about a piece that's
well-written and clever as this is that
it really lends itself to interpretation,"
Reimer exclaims with a casual excitement during a break in rehearsal for
the Citadel run. Not seeing any reason
to blow up a good thing, Reimer’s major
changes have come in the form of set
design, replacing the original's cleverthough-cramped dramatization of the
Man in Chair's apartment to something
a little more free-wheeling and befitting of a lavish musical.
"The big difference is that, in the original, the man’s world was the set, and

they tricked the set so that entranceways
would come out of fridges, and a bed

WUEWEEKLY
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would come out of an ironing board,”
he explains. "What I thought was that
his imagination could be bigger, that it
could transport us more completely.
“There are still lots of aspects of his
world, but when we actually go for
the big ‘20s musical, we just go there,”
he continues. "What we lose with the

tricks, we gain with his perspective,
because he wanders in like a ghost
through his own world. To me, it feels
very much like we're seeing it through
his perspective: it's not just a narration,

where he's sitting off to the side explaining what's happening—he's in it.”
For Reimer, the Man in Chair's immer-

sion into the musical helps highlight the
fact that The Drowsy Chaperone is, essentially, two plays intertwined: onea flashy
though somewhat airheaded song-anddance play, and the other a more sober,
though still acutely observed and wry,

play about a solitary man who finds
some of his purest enjoyment in a bit
ofsimple escapism. Through the Man's
comments and asides—which range
from sincere appreciation of the artistry
on display to cynical summations of the
actors’ careers to near-rants about the
problems with intermissions and candywrapper crinkling at the theatre—we
are taken as much through his head as
through the cheesy musical he so thoroughly enjoys.

And it's crucial to Reimer that the audience understands that enjoyment.
Though The Drowsy Chaperone came at
a time when the reaction to lavish, bigbudget musicals was in full force even on
Broadway—witness the success of things
like the parodic Spamalot, the cynical Av-

enue Q, the campy, tongue-in-cheek Hairspray—it is, as he explains, an entirely
different beast.

“It's not tongue-in-cheek parody,” Re-

ae
t

"While we had the big

at the peak of its powers when it’s doing something more than just lionizing a particular genre:
itis ultimately a love letter to theatre in general,
and its power to move us. Man in Chair openly
admits to wanting some escape, some chance to
forget his drab apartment and quotidian life, and
telish in spectacle. But this is nothing so simple

and the backpush to it, right down the

middle comes this one that says, ‘You know what,
we can love this thing straight up.’
"This was created by people who know and love
musical theatre,” Reimer continues. "A lot of
times, I think, parody is done by people who are
annoyed at musicals, or who know them but who
are bored and tired of them. This isn't like that:
this is more of a valentine than a parody. It's like
when you have fun with family, your brothers

as an encouragement to show up and tune out
the rest of the world: the Man keeps polluting this
fantasy world with real-life facts, keeps—despite
his harsh words for anything that pulls us away
from the illusion—reminding us that theatre
does not exist in a vacuum, that itis given form by

and sisters or something: you're having fun with
them, but there's a love under there that allows

you to do all kinds of things."
Ensuring that love comes across, then, is what Re-

and gives form to the world aroundit, even if that

one of the big problems in London, to date about
the only place where The Drowsy Chaperone hasn't

world is as small as one apartment.
"He's so transported by theatre," Reimer reflects
lovingly. "You know, we talk about what theatre
can do and what it does do. I believe it does two

won raves, was that audiences and critics went

things: I believe that it can be transformative, but

in expecting a big, broad parody). The musicalwithin-the-play is an easy thing to look down on:

social wiring that loves to have an experience ina

imer sees as the key to the play (he points out that

itcan also be conformational. There's a part of our

a wedding narrative that trades in hammy Euro-

group, and that's the power of theatre.
"For him, it was a connection to his mother: he
was given this record that he plays by his mother,
and it's something he shares with her," Reimer

pean stereotypes, punny gangsters, extended spit
takes, a recurring monkey theme in the songs and

plot twists that even the Man in Chair can't help

continues. "That's a really interesting insight, how
art is a great topic for human hearts-—that it's how
we pull together. Ultimately, I think, it's just sort of
how coming to something like Drowsy Chaperone
and being confirmed is a great moment." V

but mock, it is in many ways the quintessential

bad musical, a sitting duck for snide remarks. But
for the wider play to work, the audience has to ap-

preciate how much the Man—stand-in for the creators as much as the audience themselves—truly

appreciates it, for all its ridiculous elements.
“It's not a smarmy or slick or superior thing at

sa
eed
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all," offers Reimer. "That's really hard to do, be-

THE DROWSY CHAPERONE

cause when you're delivering these lines,alotof
them are melodramatic or especially naive. But
if you can deliver them, as I've said, like you're
family, and you love this stuff, both aspects become so much more fulfilling.”

OIRECTED BY MAX REIMER
BOOK BY BOB MARTIN, DON MCKELLAR

—_LYRICS & MUSIC BY LISALAMBERT,
GREGG MORRISON
STARRING JAY BRAZEAU, SUSAN GILMOUR, DEBBIE
TIMUSS, JOHN ULLYATT
CITADEL THEATRE (9828 ~ 101A AVE), $60 ~ $95

That's essential, because for all of Reimer's "valentine to musicals” talk, The Drowsy Chaperone is

original Toronto cast. It's roughly as successful as
all its previous runs.

her

inauspicious beginnings. :

es the course it took to CNd : eae
in stages.
: 2006
i
4
: The Drowsy Chaperone opens on Broadway on
: May 1, with the man for whom it was originally a
*é
: wedding gift, Bob Martin, in the role of the Man
mainstays Don McKellar, : in the Chair. Coming with a high pedigree—beid Greg Morrison initially de- : sides its previous success, it was nominated for 14
wsy Chaperone as a wedding : New York Drama Desk Awards four days before it
friends Janet Van De Graff and : even had its official opening on May 1—It would
jething still reflected in the : play for 674 performances, closing on December

-be-betrothed couple in : 30, 2007 after earning two Tonys, for score and
t
ay. Martin enjoyed : book, and four Drama Desk Awards, including
:

: outstanding musical, score, book and music.
(ee

eee
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2007
: A little more than a year after it opened on
: Broadway, The Drowsy Chaperone opens on Lon-

: don's West End. This will mark the show's first
: misstep, with tepid reviews and middling houses.

it actually closes down in August, six months before producers had initially planned to pull it.
Slightly better news came inthe form of a national

{ tour, starting in Toronto in September and visiting
+ more than 30 cities across the United States.
ES

: 2008

Vancouver's Playhouse Theatre Company debuts

: the first production of The Drowsy Chaperone
: that did not involve the original creative team.
. + This provesno impediment:
Max Reimer's show

}} once again draws rave reviews, and ends up as

panyshistory
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VISUAL ARTS // WHERE DO YOU COME FROM?

Made in Edmonton
Local artists are using posters to answer the
titular question in Where Do You Come From?
DAVID BERRY

a poster design based on the eponymous

// ORVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

question,

communicative powers and seemingly
endless opportunities for social net-

dovetails nicely with Wong's current

working, unquestionably allows us to
build some form of community, connected via data packets as it is. But that
form of interconnection has almost
equally unquestionably hurt our physical communities, and all that comes
with it: the incidental contact of a nonniche world, the sense of place, the idea
ofa locally shared future.
There are certainly some who don't

tured liquor oralcohol. A lot of people can
only go out one night a month—in that
one night they've got to get all the bases
covered. So you get your bar moments,
you get your shopping moments. It's not
just for women, but our idea was that
there weren't a lot of things just for ladies
entertainment-wise, and that's who's usually the person who's buying the tickets
to the event and deciding which show to
go see. So rather than dragging someone
who doesn't want to go, this is a chance
for people to go out with their girlfriends.
It's become an all-ages event—girls will go
with their moms and grandmothers, so it
fills the whole generational gap too." (In
the press release it's touted as a “comedy,
gameshow, boozy, prize-filled hag fest!" Of
course your Grandma will love it.)

FAWNDA MITHRUSH
// FRSIMDA@VUEWEEKLY.COM
TO

Wis. it's a sleepover, a frilly bridal
:
shower or a raunch-ridden stagette
party, there's something rather funny
that happens when women get together
and indulge in their girlishness. The inherent giggles could lie in the gossip, the
silly games or in the phallic-shaped party
treats, but most who've attended any of
these gatherings knows that there's always some sweetly flavoured booze being

passed around which helps to get things
rolling.
That nectar, along witha few other

girly indulgences, are what makes the Hey
Ladies! night
at the Roxy such a success.
For those who have never been, Hey Ladies! is part of the Roxy Theatre's performanice series. Now in their third season,

the Ladies—that notorious gaggle of lo-

"We have too much stuff for each show,

we're always saving things for the next
one,” says Stewart, noting that each Hey
Ladies! is a unique one-off deal, and often sells out. "We could do it almost every week. We get to talk and kind of be
saucy about things—Leona is always the
sauciest. I don't want to say it is The View
because that's just a bunch of chickens

talking. But there is something entertaining about girlfriends getting together, and
we've made the audience another girlfriend at the bar."
Gentlemen, be not afraid, she adds.
"There's a lot of fellas who are figuring
out that there's a whole room of ladies
in here. There's a couple guys going
‘hey, this is a place to meet them!" And
their Grandmas, too. WV

("That's our Dear Abby moment," explains
Stewart) and a live round of the Match
Game. In the lobby at half-time there's
shopping, booze and food sampling, and

says Stewart. "We have guests who have

AA

FRI;SEP 4 (8PM)
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of course, lots of weird and imaginative
prizes. This time the Ladies host their

businesses in Edmonton, but also artists
and musicians. And we always have a feaPYPTTPNUTDUD TDTILTTTVTDILINTL ETT EEEUTUUEOTEUUOQUUOQOU TOTO QOUONOO ONTOONIN IOHIO TTI IIIT

featuring artist Spider Yardley Jones, Mr.
Noel (a teacher), honorary Lady Donovan
Workun, stylist Micheal Berard and musical interludes with the Provincial Archive.

In addition to promoting upcoming
arts events and news around town, each
show also features a Dear Ladies segment

cal comediennes Davina Stewart, Leona
Brausen, and Cathleen Rootsaert—host a
periodical Friday night variety show that
features all sorts of news and goodies cateredto Edmonton women.
"We call it a live info-tainment show,"

really know where we're going until

1 want to try and

bring that together.

couldn't count local designer Gabe
Wong among them. His newest project, Poplar and Pine Press, has been
founded with the expressed purpose
of fostering
a sense of connection,
both
between Edmonton and Canadian artists and the wider public,
"Edmonton needs more representation
of its arts culture. Anyone who looks
can see a lot of stuff happening across
the disciplines—theatre, visual art,
dance, music—butit all sort of compartmentalizes into their own fields," Wong
explains, surprisingly animatedly, over
coffee. "I want to try and bring that together. To create a sense of space in an
arts community is important: if we're
always looking at the larger scene, we're
not developing our own voice.”
Though that ambition will take on various forms as Wong begins to stretch his
legs—including a cookbook with local
gourmand Julianna Mimande that will
intersperse recipes with profiles of local
food producers—its most immediate incarnation is Where Do You Come From?,
most simply described as a poster show.
Wong tracked down graphic designers
and illustrators from both Edmonton

and abroad, including a healthy selec-

To create a sense
of space in an
arts community is
important: if we're
always looking at the

larger scene, we're
not developing our
own voice.
we've discovered what we're made of—

though the connections

hardly end

with the theme. For Wong, the choice
of medium was quite deliberate, as the
design ofa poster both gave him a wide
pool oftalent to draw on and, he feels,
makes the art much more accessible
to the average citizen, both in terms of
their message and their cost.
"Posters are very deliberate in what
they're saying; if you think of what they're
usually used for, social events, they're say-

ing things directly, where art can be alittle
more free-form,” Wong explains. "Also,
art should be affordable and accessible. I
wanted people to feel like they could own
a piece of art without it being really expensive. It'd be nice for more people to be
aware ofthe scene in Edmonton, and feel
some ownership ofit." VW
OPENS THU, SEP 3
WHERE DO YOU COME FROM?
PRESENTED BY POPLAR AND PINE

THE ARTERY (9535 JASPER AVE)

tion of ex-pats, and asked them to create

"Back To School, Back To Rule" show,
IIIT ITN MITINITTONTITNTTINTUOITUTOOTN TeMnUOUPONUOUNUOTU UNCOOL COTE

concerns—he points out that we can't

See this as any great loss, but you

GIRL TALKERS >> A trio of local comediennes hoot Hey Ladi ‘

taken from French post-im-

Pressionist Paul Gaugin's statement/
title "Where Do We Come From? What
Are We? Where Are We Going?"
The theme of the show obviously

Gris can bean odd thing, The
Internet, with its globe-spanning
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COMIC COMMENTARY // ARCHIE MARRIES VERONICA

Forever 17

‘

A fantasy marriage storyline and updated look don't deliver any new maturity to unchanging Archie comics
BRYAN BIRTLES

// GRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
s comic books have become less

the contraband stuffed under a
camp mattress and more

a treasure

to be socked away in protective mylar and read with white gloved hands,
the tone and graphics of many comics
have become more serious as well. Instead of episodic one-offs to be picked
up weekly or monthly for a few bucks,
expensive miniseries and graphic novels take characters on a permanent arc
that affects the whole canon, or at least
specific timeline.

Archie Andrews and his friends and
neighbours in Riverdale are different—
every month, Archie is still in Miss

Grundy’s class at Riverdale High next to
Jughead, who is dreaming about burgers. He's still got a date with Betty on
Friday and Veronica on Saturday. He's
still in detention being supervised by
Mr. Weatherbee, and Dilton is still tutoring him in science. And once he gets out
of detention, he'll be down at Pop Tate's
chocolate shop with the whole gang.
That's the point of Archie—his is an
idyllic world where everyone is 17 forever. All the girls are pretty, all the lawns
are green, everyone's parents are married. His presentis our imagined past—a
place where the biggest problem facing
the world isn’t pollution, AIDS, drugs,
poverty or any host of other mind-boggling problems, but how Archie is going to fix his jalopy before the big dance

down at the teen centre.
This idealized world, created and reinforced over the 65-year history of Archie
Andrews, is part of the reason why the
*recent experiments in the series haven't
succeeded. Though the "new look” series and the recent "Archie Marries Veronica" storyline have no doubt been big
sellers in addition to being big news, artistically the stories are bankrupt—there
is an esthetic and thematic disconnect
that keeps the storylines from being
anything but disappointing.
Full of cop outs and easy answers, the
special editions fail because they don't
deliver on what they promised—namely, a more “mature” comic. Full of the
esthetic hallmarks of the new breed of

comics—continuity throughout a miniseries, grander themes and increasingly detailed artwork in the case of the
"new look” series—but, in the end, they

deliver nothing of the emotional punch
readers might have been expecting and
are, in effect, shallow imposters.
Inthe first of the “new look" series, the
dark tone of the artwork is undercut
by the fact that the problem the gang
faces is that Veronica is dating a "bad
boy” whose worst sins are driving a
motorcycle and cheating on tests—not
particularly egregious, In the latest special edition, where Archie proposes to
Veronica, the entire plot line is negated
on the fourth page when it’s subtly revealed that what follows is a fantasy—a
reveal that will no doubt come in handy

eS
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at the end of the arc when everything
goes back to normal. Without any
consequences, the story means literally nothing. Fans that are perturbed
by Archie's

decision

can

no

doubt

look forward to another cash-grabbing
miniseries a year from now in which he
"imagines" that he marries Betty.
Putting characters in new situations
is not necessarily a bad decision, but

doing it the right way would make the
ostensibly updated Archie comics more
artistically appealing, not to mention
more honest. W

ARCHIE:
THE PROPOSAL
ARCHIE COMIC PUBLICATIONS
24 PP, $2.50
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_ Looking for an honest rejection
Criticism isn't so bad, so long as you know who's doing it
When it comes to feedback, be it on an : investigation into looking for honesty
art show or a new haircut, there is always : in reviews of his own work, Koleric was
an overwhelming pull to only hear the
interested in talking about how | have
negative. Falling back on that tired clich
handled criticism, in both dishing it, but
that it’s just easier to believe the
mostly taking it.
bad things in the world, those
Referring to the anonymous/

\\ 3

who want to make art simply

ERS

need to grow a thicker skin.
Art is meant to be shared in
the public arena, and that
means it will be scrutinized,
speculated, celebrated and

Dest

judged no matter what.

TOP 30 FOR THE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

Moving in-between fine lines of
honesty and brutality, criticism and whining, and previews and nepotism, when

3, 2009

Sam Baker - Cotton (music road)
Slaid Cleaves - Everything You Love Will Be Taken Away... (music road)
Steve Earle ~ Townes (new west)
Watermelon Slim — Escape From The Chicken Coop (northem blues)
Christian Hansen & The Auttistics - Power Leopard (ch)
Modest Mouse — No One's First, And You're Next (epic)
Levon Helm — Electric Dirt (dirt farmer)
Wilco — The Album (nonesuch)
=
on
SONOnh.
Raul Malo — Lucky One (concord)
. The Dead Weather — Horehound (wamer)
. Reverie Sound Review - S/T (boompa)
Tinariwen —Imidiwan: Companions (outside)
. Gurf Morlix - Last Exit Te Happyland (gurf moriix)
. Black Mold -—Snow Blindness IsCrystal Antz (Flemish eye)

moniker

there is a hint (or a smack) of rejection

shielded

or negativity, what should be professional quickly slides into something personal.
As artists, often in the case of emerging
artists unsure of their own path, one diss :
often turns into all that was needed to :

a

a healthy discourse with anonymous Internet users
is akin to growing a garden in a patch of noxious

second guess yourself, your capabilities
and quit your art for something safe from
the barbs of outside perception.
But the context changes if rejection of
your work is coming down from an anon-

:
:

ymous source, a faceless voice, one that

: exact issue. Arguing anonymous

weeds. The bad chokes out the good, and that
simply cannot be ignored.

:
:

All of this comes froma recent sit down
with local industrial designer and artist Adriean Koleric, who wanted to talk
about criticism. Starting from his own

: opinions are legitimately backed up by a
: name, or research, and if we're all lucky,
: a bit of social etiquette. WV
:

: for further legal redress. Cohen outlines

: Amy Fung is the editorofprairieartsters.com.

Tribute (music road)

Magnolia Electric Co. — Josephine (secretly canadian)

24. Johnny Flynn—A
Larum (vertigo)
25. Neko Case — Middle Cyclone (anti)

26. Trevor Tehir -Sky Locked
Land (riverdale)
27. The Wailin’ Jennys — Live At The Mauch Chunk Opera House (outside)
28. Joe! Plaskett - Three (maplemusic)

ON SALE Nowr

LIGHTNING BUST
INFINITE LIGHT
Infinite Light,

_ Admission:
\ $2 (kids free)

Lightning Dust's sophomore album for

lack Mountain)

calling upon the powers of classic pop
king the most of five days with a Steinway

Jue

about

the strings.

Handmade Mafia
At two convenient locations in the heart of Strathcona
Orange

Lightning Dust have delivered a

Hall

Make Sure To FRIEND US at MYSPACE.COM/MEGATUNESEDMONTON

RAYACOM > VUE
PRINT

& DESIGN

10355 Whyte Ave. Shop online at megatunes.com 434-6342
24. //

Savoy

the adventure in finding love and the

journey in losing and rediscovering "the light."

: for just one "That sucks.” But as a believer

: the article was prompted by the recent
: court order put onto Google to divulge
: the identity of one of its users who was
: anonymously defaming public personas

22. Gwar
-—Lust In Space (metal blade)

Jagjaguwar, finds duo Amber Webber and Joshua Wells (both of

posting

doesn't even offer any context or back- : on the Internet has proved to be more : in calling-it-like-it-is, |am an advocate for
: toxic for than encouraging of free speech, : a difference of opinions so long as those

ground from which constructive criticism
could be gleamed.

20. Lee Harvey Osmond —A Quiet Evil (atent)
21. Various - Ribbon Of Highway, Endless Skyway: The Woody Guthrie

Bob Dylan - Together Through Life (columbia)

; at bay. With no boundaries whatsoever,

: trying to maintain a healthy discourse
remarks : with anonymous Internet users is akin to

With no boundaries whatsoever, trying to maintain

ee
Oi
aee

Neil Young — Fork In The Road (reprise)

(like

= a major problem of Internet anonymity
: Is that the crude keeps everyone else

: growing a garden in a patch of noxious
blog, Koleric’s interest in how | : weeds. The bad chokes out the good, and
deal with rejection is a fair one. : that simply cannot be ignored.
As artists and writers, you put
That said, | personally don't believe any
yourself out there, often seek- i real feedback should ever be dismissed,
ing feedback, and in the realm of = but we should note that no feedback exists
internet anonymity, can only brace : without attachments to major self-esteem
: yourself for anything—so why keep doing : or entitlement issues, which when mixed
: it at all?
: with the distanciated communication of
: A recent article by the New York Sun- ? the Internet, is almost always poisonous.
: day Times's Randy Cohen addresses this : A thousand "That's greats" are no equal
=
:

. Joe Henry - Blood From Stars (anti)

29.

for anonymity

: political dissent), while pinpointing that

found on the Prairie Artsters

. Tommy Castro — Hard Believer (alligator)
. The Low Anthem —Oh My God, Charlie Darwin (nonesuch)
. Dan Mangan
—Nice, Nice, Very Nice (fu:m)
SAS
SGONHOTRHONM
. Behemoth
—Evangelion (metal blade)

23.

: legitimate forums
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DESIGN CELEBRATING
HOPE: Visual communication

Design students collaboration with members ofU ofA

‘Things, Concept Jewellery
Design -Sept
3,6-gpm

SCOTT eo
"© * RuGUST—GROUP

ee

Paint
i Sah 7ee-aseexte + Artworks by James Davies

Poetry Nights andFrieach month
BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave,780.469.8755 « Story
Slam: every 3rd Wed ofthemonth

SNAP GALLERY 10309-97 St,780.423.1492 - Main
holz + Studio Gallery: Artworks byAnthea Black, SNAP’s

ain Fl, SirWinston Churchill Square, 780.496.7030

Winter Artist in Residence; until Sept 5 + Main and
Studio Gallery: SNAP Membership Exhibition curated

.
LOOKAT AOTEAROA: Photographs by
Chris Gavigan « Until Sept 30

CITY ARTS CENTRE 10943-84 Ave, 780.932.4409 «
talesstorytelling.com «TALES. Monthly Storytelling
Circle: Tellstories or come to listen; and Fri each
month « Until Jun, 8pm; $3 (free first time)

by Belfast Print Workshop, Northern Ireland; Sept 10‘Oct 17; opening reception: Thu, Sept 10

GALLERY IS-Red Deer Alexander Way, 5123-43 St,

Red Deer, 403.342.4643 » Arlene Westen solo show «

SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY Melcor Cultural

Until Sept 26- Opening reception: Fri, Sept 4

Centre, 45-5 Ave, Spruce Grove, 780.962.0664 » Artworks
by Margie Davidson; until Sept 5 » OPEN ART
COMPETITION: Any artist in the province of Alberta,
competition for beginner, intermediate, advanced and
3-D; Sept 8-19; opening reception: Fri, Sept 11,7pm

HARCOURT HOUSE GALLERY 1215-102 St,
780.426.4180 » Main Gallery: SPACES WITHIN |

WITHIN SPACES: SKY VESSELS: Artworks byJennifer

+ LANDSCAPE INSPIRATIONS; Artworks by Pam

Wilman +Sept 3-26 » Opening reception: Thu, Sept 3,
6-9pm; artist in attendance

Storytelling Festival at Fort Edmonton Park; Thu, Sept

Flying High: Festival Teaser: a preview of the TALES.
3, 7-9pm; Pay what you will ($6 minimum)

TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE 1121-142 St,

Until Sept20 « Closing reception: Fri, Sept 18, 5-7pm
(Alberta Arts Days)

IMAX: VAN GOGH: BRUSH WITH GENIUS; until Sept?

JEFF ALLEN ART GALLERY Strathcona Place

ALLEYSCAPE STUDIO-Red Deer 4330 Ross St

Senior Centre, 10831 University Ave, 780.433.5807 «

Alley, 403.597.9788 « THE ACCIDENTAL NATURE OF

ROUGE LOUNGE 1011-17 St, 780,902.s900 + Poetry
‘Tuesday: Every Tue with Edmonton's local poets »
8pm + No cover

780.452.9100
» DA VINCI: THE GENIUS: Until Sept7+

‘Open: 11:30am-ipm; 3-4pm « TIP OF THE BRUSH:

STORYTELLING FESTIVAL-FLYING HIGH Fort
Edmonton Park, Whitemud Drive, Fox Dr , 780.496.8787

MUCH THAT APPEARS: Small Collages by Donna
Herrick + Sept 4-Oct 10

Featuring artworks bythe instructors and students of
Strathcona Place + Until Sept 25

+ fortedmontonpark-ca « freenetedmonton.ab.ca/-tales «
Fort Edmonton Park and TALES, celebrate the 2oth Anniversary featuring special guest teller Norma Cameron.
Storytellers situated throughout the Park will share
fictional andtruetales; Sept 6-7+ Egge's Barn: Sunday

VAAA GALLERY ard Fi, 10215-1212 St,780.421.1731 «

JOHNSON GALLERY . Southside: 7711-85 St,

Doing What Comes Naturally: Artworks
by themembership
Hand Weavers, Spinners
and Dyers ofAlberta
celebrating
the United Nations Intemational
Year ofFibre

780.455.6171; New works byAda Wong, Julie Drew, Ruth

Vontobel-Brunner, Audrey Pfannmuller and Daniel
Bagan. Blown glass by Sol Maya « Northside: 11817-80
St, 780.479.8424; Artworks by Don Sharpe, Jim Painter,
Dan Bagan. Historical photographs of Edmonton.
Wood carvings by Adie. Pottery by Noboru Kubo

improv madness starring the cast of Die-Nasty plus

members of Rapid Fire Theatre. Directed by Dana

Andersen with music by Paul Morg:n Donald - Fri
Sept 11, 6pm continuously until 1pm on Sun, Sept.a3 THE DROWSY CHAPERONE Citadel Shoctor Theatre
9828-101A
Ave, 780.426 481 « Main Stage Series: A toe-

ROSIE'S 10475-80 Ave, 780.932.4409 talesstorytelling.

HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-Red Deer Sun-

NOT GO GENTLE: Paintings by Corinne Anderton -

10329-83 Ave, 780.433.3399 « An entire weekend of

Tickets and weekend passes available at the door

poetry every 3rd Sun evening

ing receptions: Sept 10, 7-10pm

works, 4924 Ross St, Red Deer, 403.346.8937 » DO

DIE-NASTY SOAP-A-THON Varscona Thestre

780.479.5382, www.levabar.com »Standing room only,

STUDIO GALLERY 1: Perron Street, St. Albert

Paintings
by Jennifer Dorner « Sept 10-Oct 10 « Open-

Stroll ofPoets « Every Mon,7pm « $5door

LEVA CAPPUCCINO BAR 1103-86 Ave,

com » TALES: Edmonton Storytelling Café: TALES.
Alberta League Encouraging Storytelling open mic « 1st
‘Thu each month, 7-9pm; Pay-What-You-Will (min $6) «

Bowes, Sarah Alford and Shirley Wiebe + Front Room:

UPPER CRUST CAFE 10909-86 Ave,780.422.8174 +The
Poets’ Haven: Monday Nightreading series presenited by
=

CARROT CAFE 9351-118 Ave, 780.752.4867 « Carrot
Writing Circle « Every Tue, 7-9pm; A critique circle the
ath Tue every month

Gallery: THE GOLEM PROJECT: series by Mark Reb-

GALLERY AT MILNER Stanley A. Milner Library

Ellis and Marie Anne McLean, music byMaria Dunn: Sept

6, 8pm; Sis(adv atTALES. 780.932.4400)/$16 (door)

AUDREYS BOOKS 10702 Jasper Ave,780.423 3487«

canvas by Robert Sinclair; until Sept 8 - Artworks by
Martha
Cole; Sept 12-22

_ FRINGE GALLERY 10516 Whyte Ave, bsmt of the

ee

St, 780.488.3619 «

Evening Festival Concert: featuring Norma Cameron and

+ Sept10-Oct 10» Opening reception: Sept 10,7-9;3opm

Cat Thom, Renée Englot, Pearl-Ann Gooding, Bethany

=

tapping tribute to the golden age of musical theztre. Book

by Bob Martin and Don McKellar, music andlyrics by Lisa
Lambert and Greg Morrison « Sept5-Oct 4
HEY LADIES! Roxy, Theatre Network « Comedy,
variety, game, therapy, alibi, dame fest. Learn, laugh
and tipple with Davina Stewart, Cathleen Rootsaert
and Leona Brausen as they host special guests « Pri

Sept 4 » $a1 at TIX on the Square

NASHVILLE ICONS Mayfield Dinner Theatre, 16615-109

Ave, 780.4834051/1-877-529-7829 (Toll Free) »Mayfieldtheatre.ca + ByTracey Power and Will Marks, celebrating the
evolution ofCountry Music, from itsearly days with Hank

‘Williams, tomodern day superstars Garth Brooks and Shania Twain « Until Nov 1 « Buffet and Show from $55.99

STRUT AND JIVE THE NIGHT AWAY Jubilations
Dinner Theatre,8882-170 St, Phase IlWEM, Upper Level,
780.484.2424/1877-214
2424(Toll Free) jubilations.ca «
Hustle back to the ‘70s, featuring the funkiest hits of the
flashiest decade in history » Until Oct 25

KAMENA 5718 Calgary
Tr S, 780.944.9497 * Mon-Wed,
Fri 1oam-6pm; Thu 10am~-7pm; Sat 1oam-spm « Art-

works by various artists

ment«

A

Pee ae i idee
ate Teen ove
Scene: movie club forteens; istand 3rd Thu every month
(nomovie onOct 15;a screening forTeen Read Week on

the Oct22};Spiderman; Sept 3

KAASA GALLERY Jubilee Auditorium, 11455-87 Ave
+ OPEN PHOTO 2009; Presented by Visual Arts Alberta
+ Until Sept 30
LATITUDE 53 10248-106 St, 780.423.5353 « Main
Space: PRIVATE PROPERTY—ACCESS DENIED: A

series of security guards in a site-specific installation
by Thomas Kneubuhler (Switzerland); until Sept 5+
ProjEx Room: ART PARAPHERNALIA FOR A MODERN

AGNES BUGERA GALLERY « 12310 Jasper Ave,

780.482.2854 + agnesbugeragallery.com
»SOTTO VOCE:

Paintings byDanitle Lemieux, Sept 12-24 « Opening reception: Sat,Sept12,2-4pm.
pons
leat
+ Discovery Gallery: WALLPAPER: New sculptural wor
emerging glass artist Katrina Brodie; until Sept 12+ Lower

WORLD; Stanton's store brings the shopping experience into the gallery, investigating the roles of art and
the gallery in society as an emblem of aesthetics, design, lust, desire, wants, needs, and habits; until Sept 5

LOFT GALLERY sco Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood
Park, 780.922.6324 » Open every Thu s-9pm; Sat 10-4pm

« FLORALS AND STILL LIFE: Sept 3-Oct 31 « ArtSociety
of Strathcona County general meetings the 2nd Tue
each month: Sept 8, 7pm

Gallery: HITCHED: Couples in craft; untilOct3

MCMULLEN GALLERY U of A Hospital, 8440-212

ART BEAT GALLERY 26 St-Anne St,St Albert,
780.499.3579 + artbeat.ab.ca + Artwalle Featuring artworks by

Saeed Hajatti and Marina Bazos « Sept 3

TIONS: The Women's Art Museum Society of Canada
show featuring women’s collections « Until Oct 24+
Opening reception: Thu, Sept 3, 7-9pm

ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave « WHERE ARE YOU

MCPAG Multicultural Centre Public Art Gallery, 5421-

FROM?: Poster show featuring 29 visual creatives
from Edmonton and beyond » Sept 3-mid Oct+
ening: Fri, Sept 4, 8pm; after party to follow at
par) ee and DJ Campos

Travelling exhibition; until Sept 8 - Paintings by Carol
Hama; Sept 11-Oct 7; opening reception; Sun, Sept 13 +
Dining Room Gallery; New paintings; Until Sept 17

St, 780.407.7152 « COLLECTING, COLLECTED, COLLEC-

51 St, Stony Plain, 780.963.2777 » WILD EXCURSIONS:

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE
INSTITUTE 9 Mission Ave, St. Albert, 780.651.8176 +
Aboriginal Veterans Display + Gift Shop » Finger weaying and sash display by Celina Loyer

MUSEE HERITAGE MUSEUM < St. Anne St, St.
Albert, 780. 459.1528 « DECOYS TO DECORATIVES: the
History and Art of Decoy Painting + Sept 3-Nov 15

MUTTART CONSERVATORY 9626-964 St, 780.
496.875s » SERENDIPITY: Sculpture show + Until Sept 27

AIDS WALK FORLIFE

ORTONA ARMOURY 9722-102 St « Open every Sat
12-5pm, by appointment 780.423.2966/780.431.1737 «
BACKWARDS STARE: Experimental Drawing Show:
Works by Tim Rechner and Caitlin Sifin Richards » Sept
10-Oct 3 » Opening reception: Thu, Sept 10, 7-10pm,
music byTreejam

When:

PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY 10183-1:2 St
» Edmonton Contemporary Artists, Society's Seventeenth Annual Exhibition featuring painting, sculpture
and photography + Sept 8-25 » Opening reception: Fri,
Sept 13, 7pm; music by the Jerrold Dubyk Quartet
PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY 19 Perron St, St

Registration at 11:00 am
Walk at (:00 pm

VG

a

BIBS

ES: Tho
5km event begins at Chorehill Square, winds through
Edmonton'sy downtown core aind returns te the start.

00 event day, partictpants will walk the Slum course and retura to

Wikat:

ee

Churehétl Square for food, livemusic and entertainmest forthe whole family.

leais:

$120,000 te bs achioved by participants, with am additional
$50,000
in corporate sponsorship.

WOMEN'S INSTITUTES 100 YEARS OF COMMUNITY

SERVICE: Celebrating the contributions of the Alberta

Women’s Institutes over the last 100 years - Until Oct
32 + Free admission

ee

PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR: Photographs featur-

ing a variety ofwildlife - Until Sept13

ae

ArtistSociety ofAlberta= UntilOct5+ Meettheartists: |_ paRTNERSHIP PROJECT OF
by

various artists

Chloe er operatic

Sepp pocpe=

Thu, Sept3, 6:30-9p
ST
ALBERT ART WALK Wares, Meese Clothing,
eset Rest liSy ee
eee
lery, Bookstore

eB

:

cANapiax

Perron, Crimson Quill, Roche's Fine
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citemaate
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ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM 12845-102 Ave,

780.453.9186 « royalalbertamuseum.ca « WILDLIFE

LDING G
FINE
iptures Rmi,
—tsig nae UofA
by
na ARTS BUILDING

ee

event day. Participants con walk as individuals or as part ofatoam.

SSMalle SDISEEE

i
Roper Rd, 780.427.1750 * culture.alberta.ca/archives
«
Open Tue-Sat 9am-430pm; Wed gam-gpm + ALBERTA

n

‘

00 participants wet

ws

Albert, 780.460.4310 « GUILDED: St. Albert Place Visual

eaeLeas pone

The Walk will do us good.
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Multiple Perspectives
by Brian Gibson
Brian Gibson examines how film rarely
explores more than one perspective in our
weekly SideVue column
STS
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COMEDY // EXTRACT

Extracting manliness
Mike Judge's latest comedy examines emasculated males and the workplace hierarchy
JOSEF BRAUN

/? \OSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM
e blue collar cousin to his 1999 cult
film Office Space, Mike Judge's Extract
examines the ironies of hierarchies in the
workplace. Joel (Jason Bateman, perfectly
cast) built his company from the ground
up. His patented flavourings and the small
company that produces them have helped
Joel ease his way intoa big suburban house,
a big pool, a big car and other middle-class
comforts that are slowly transforming
him into a depressive eunuch, unloved by
his bored wife Suzie (Kristen Wiig), unappreciated by his resentful employees, left
with nothing to doin his spare time except
masturbate in one of his three bathrooms
while Suzie watches Dancing with the Stars
or get drunk with his New Age dope-fiend
barkeep buddy Dean (Ben Affleck, alarmingly convincing).
A thread of emasculation runs through

make numerous

Extract, whether it’s Joel's dwindling sex
life or the literal testicular injury suffered
by staffer Step (Clifton Collins Jr.). The only
sexually satisfied male character in the

himself "just a working man.”

Extract is unusual among mainstream
comedies in that Judge conveys affection
for his characters while at the same time
refraining from sentimentalizing them. In
the case of one of the film's most memorable supporting bits, amusingly embod-

movie is a supremely dimwitted young
stud-for-hire, and in his case that's all he
has going for him. Genuine empowerment is enjoyed only by Cindy (Mila Kunis), a small-time grifter hoping to make a
bigscore by convincing Step to sue Joel and
the ultra-manic bus stop ad lawyer played
by Gene Simmons, groomed here to most

ied by Beth Grant, he doesn't shy away

from making her a flat-out racist. When I
spoke with Judge he recalled how a friend
once described to him the real-life model

closely resemble a rabid poodle. Joe! will
TULL

attempts to break out

of his rut, including selling his company,
having an affair and smoking a bong the
size of alamppost. But in the end he may
find his greatest consolation in Step, who
for all his flaws is truly proud to consider

CL

LO

CL

LCT

CU

all come off better as a cartoon, like Judge's

Noir for your money

MS

CL

and King of the Hill.
a lot of funny scenes
of them are so broad
to feel completely in-

LCM

night, sol tend to see reruns of old shows.

out, given that the industry has changed
so much?

And reality shows. I was actually hooked
on American Idol for several seasons. |
think in a way that’s a sort of classic. It
could have been on in the 1950s.
VW: Are there shows that were on when
you were coming up that still feed you cre
atively when you see them now?
MJ: Oh yeah. I saw an old Bob Newhart
episode about a year ago and it was just
brilliant. That character Carlin, his whole
thing was genius. It was that episode
where Carlin ends up buying the building
that Bob Newhart lives in, so during his
therapy session Bob has to explain to his
patient about the heater not working and
so on, trying to tell the guy he'sa tightwad
and a bad landlord. You know there's this
Jim Thompson novel called The Alcoholics
Seeing that episode of Bob Newhart made
me think that The Alcoholics could make a
good movie.
VW: Really?
MJ: It's about a guy a guy who runs a

treatment centre. He's kind of a Bob Newhart-like character.

VW: Has your idea of what makes goodTV
or good movies changed since you started

for my experience of

demeanor was som-

LLCO

and crime novelist Jim Thompson.

VW: It must be tempting to turn any
idea into television because then, in
theory at least, you have an opportunity
to build an audience.
Mk: At one point Fox did want to make a
TV show out of Office Space. This was before the British version of The Office came
out, much less the American one. Now I
feel like we've had two great shows about
offices and we don't need another one.

greatest successes, his television shows

LLL

Mf: |think it’s the same. I always think in
terms
ofclassic TV, Ihaven'treally watched
prime time TV since Istarted in this business. I watch a lot of TV but mostly late at

VUE WEEKLY: When you have an idea
do you know right away if it's a television
show or a movie?
MIKE JUDGE: There were moments when
I was working on Office Space where I
thought maybe it should've been a TV
show. I'd be doing scenes with Gary Cole
and Ron Livingston, or Gary Cole and Stephen Root, and thinking how fun it would
be to just keep writing stuff for these guys
and see where it goes, But for the most
part the stuff I've made were things that
always knew what they wanted to be from
the beginning.

for Grant's character, listing all her external traits. Judge felt like without having
met the woman in question he absolutely
knew her as a type. And perhaps herein
lies some of the problems with the characters in Extract, So many of them feel much
more like types than people. There are
times you can'thelp but wonder ifit would

Beavis and Butthead
To be sure, there are
in Extract, but some
and familiar it’s hard
vested in them.
I can't say the same
meeting Judge. His

bre, yet his responses to my questions
were never less than playful, bouncing
improbably from his admiration for both
Badlands and The Big Lebowski—"the kind
of comedy you can meditate on"—to the
unlikely kinship between Bob Newhart
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tack on the police van that results in : Japan in 1964 must have made a killing.
two deaths and one six-month suspen- : "Morals or money, what will it be?" a
sion for supervising officer Daijiro Tamon : flabby old yakuza boss asks his massage
(Michitaro Mizushima). He doesn't mind : therapist. We know what her answer
the time off so much as the ambiguity as : will be, but with Shishido’s hitman Shuji
to who staged the attack, and why. Ta- : Kamimura it's a little trickier. Takashi No: Ishihara’s girlfriend was raped and suicid- : mon turns self-appointed detective, fol- ; mura’s A Colt is My Passport opens with
: ed. He did five years for killing her assail- : lowing a trail littered with naked archery = Kamimura's execution of a major crime
: ant. Kitahara's father also suicided, though : murders, suspicious women and this one : boss. We're disoriented with quick, jazzy
: it comes to light early in Rusty Knife that : thug who's always getting disarmed or : cuts from one setting to another, from
: the suicide was staged by his enemies. As : spilling drinks all over himself. Sharing : gunfire to a car starting, from wide shots
: in | Am Waiting, their enemies turn out to : something with the kinetic style of Sam ; to close-ups, the contrast reflecting the
: be the same yakuza gleefully capitalizing : Fuller, Suzuki's camera often seems on : eerie disconnect between an assassin's
: on Japan's economic miracle. Highlights : the verge of doing gymnastics. Take Aim : rifle and his distant, silent target. After
: include French-speaking gangsters and a : at the Police Van is over before you know : the killing Kamimura and his young part-

Nikkatsu Noir showcases the fascinating fun of Japanese film noir
Nikkatsu Noir, Eclipse’s new box set of : collaboration on the incendiary hit Crazed

mukokuseki, or borderless crime thrillers, : Fruit.

They meet one foggy night after Ishidoes indeed convey a persuasive sense of : hara's ex-pugilist closes down his dockside
the trans-Pacific kinship alluded to in its : restaurant to post a letter to his brother
title. By 1957, film noir, having been brew- ; in Brazil The image of their figures isolated within the gloom of night water
ing in American studios for more
than 15 years, had been given a
name. The films in Nikkatsu
Noir prove that postwar Japa-

will later be elegantly contrasted

nese filmmakers were taking

against the sunlit surface of
that same water in the late afternoon. The two are bonded
by their longing for escape from
a Japan that offers them nothing,

by a tender scene in which the
shadowy stars are silhouetted

: sequence where a reckless kid takes his
: girlfriend for one crazy motorcycle ride.
:
: Things get even crazier with Seijun Su: zuki's Take Aim at the Police Van (‘60).
by preternatural brushes with vio- : The images, shards of exposition and

notes. Noir lurks in the open-

ing credits rolling over headlights on unspooling pavement,
in the voice-overs, flashbacks
and jazz-hued scores, in the haunted
antiheroes, loose women and well-heeled
heavies, in the urban milieu. Yet for all
that these films remain deeply Japanese in
their formal exactitude, moral codes, and
especially in their social concerns during

:
:
4
:
:

an era of seismic upheaval

:

Set

along

the

Yokohama

waterfront,

| :

Am Waiting re-teamed heartthrob Yujiro :
Ishihara and siren Mie Kitahara after their :

26 // FILM

ner Shun are to destroy the evidence,
Giant-cheeked Joe Shishido gets thrown : take their earnings, and flee the country.
: off train in the first 15 minutes of Rusty : The film turns out to be about just how
: it, leaving you confused, and dazzled.

: Knife, but he's back with a vengeance in : difficult this last part can be.
: Cruel Gun Story. Guy looks like he's got : Kamimura and Shun wind up at a sea: the mumps but still comes off tough as : side inn full of rough truckers and a
: Lee Marvin, here playing a convict let out : waitress with whom everyone seems to
: of the pen early under the auspices of : fall in love. Shun will sing a pretty song
: some big-time yakuza who want him to : and get beaten to a pulp, while Kamimu: lead a heist involving a truckload of gam- : ra will have to make tough choices fast,

; fragments of almost Godardian text: cues pile up in quick succession—a hand
: lovingly stroking a rifle, a series of road
; signs that ominously read "IN THIS AREA
: HAVE OCCURRED MANY ACCIDENTS,” : bling receipts, one cold-blooded junky, a : and take a stand against an avalanche of
a guy in a bus drawing the symbol for : disabled lawyer, a climax brimming with : thugs hot for his blood in a surprisingly
hands, once more giving a riveting, rather
hammy performance. Kitahara returns: "Aki" with his finger on a steamy window, : gunfire and dynamite, and a staggering : rich and elegiac climax, not only to this
too, though this time as a noble innocent ‘ 2 woman waiting alone under a freeway : body count. Anybody offering spectacu- : film, but to Eclipse's fascinating and very
untainted by the surrounding corruption. : overpass—and then it happens, the at- : lar death workshops to movie actors in : fun little cinematic showcase. ¥

lence, and a connection to the Yokohama
underworld they'll have to fight to sever.
Ishihara returns in Rusty Knife, once
more running a humble business, once
more trying to wash blood from his

WUEWEEKLY
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masterful Rashomon gives four
g takes on the same bloody event

Ar

New FALL CLASS Schedule
ONLINE NOW
tel 451.8131
12039 — 127 stree

www.edmontonyogastudio.com
i

bila.
if

a
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hers off the edges, crashes torah
e holes where the roof has fallen in,
stabs into the puddles and washes across
thewholescenein great silvery sheets. The
torrential rain at the start of Rashomon
(1950) feels nearly apocalyptic, and the
jose
wreck of a city gate where it all
takes place.does nothing to break up the
forboding gloom. A young priest (Minoru
Chiaki) and a middle-aged woodcutter

{Takashi Shimura) take shelter there,
seated together, not conversing, though
through those thick lips encircled by an
unkempt beard the woodcutter keeps
muttering, "I don't understand." A third
man (Kichijiro Ueda), some guy just trying to get out of the downpour, barges in,
startsa fire, gets them talking. He wantsto
hear a good story, and winds up with four
of them, all variations on the same event,

none ofthem matching up.
That's Rashomon, a film so persuasive
in its perplexity it's become an adjective.
[t won an Oscar, and the Golden Lion at
Venice. It introduced Akira Kurosawa to
the world—the West especially—and the
world watched in fascination despite the

film's refusal to elucidate its central mysteries. It ensured us that our memories
are incompatible, butthrough the movies
at least each of them could be true for the
time it takes totell them.
Rashomon has been
in a

newly restored print. Ithits Metro Cinema

this weekend, a place where Kurosawa's
oeuvre has always found awelcome home
over the years and hopefully will for years
to come. I've seen it more times than
almost any other film, and its singular

mood never fails to captivate me. An in-

spired
by perc.

of two short stories
vce
(Rashomon

and ‘In @ Grove’), the narrative isa sort

nw veekend.

the trees and shrubs and even pointed the
camera straight at the sun, a move which
dazzled all his contemporaries anxious
to find mules to break. Somewhere in this
grove the woodcutter finds alady's hat, and
then a dead body. There's a trial, where a
judge never seen or heard elicits testimonies from those connected to the incident,
including the alleged killer, a known ban-

Septantbes oth & 20th, 2009
Saturday & Sunday

stAlbert Surgeon
a

Join us for a weekend of art. The following artists inyite you to visit
them in their studio's to watch them at work. [2:00pm~5:Oman

dit (Toshiro Mifune, first seen staring into
the clouds like a sick animal), the wife of
the dead man (Machiko Kyo), and, in an
especially chilling sequence, the dead
man himself (Masayuki Mori), speaking
through a medium and giving no comfort-

ing reports from the afterlife. The bandit
meets the couple in the woods, tricks the
husband, ties him up, and ravishes the
wife. This much is basically clear. But what
were the circumstances of the husband's
death? A fight? A killing? A suicide?
The performances are each compelling,

Jeannette Sommers
Laura Watmough
June Haring
Pearl Der

St. Albert, AB + P: 780.973.6771

Laraine Weaver

ingly lonely—but united in their synchro-

nized ambiguity. A fourth variation is given that might resolve the contradictions,
but even this becomes suspect. The cry of
an abandoned baby eventually brings a
close to the string of irresolvable storytelling. Some find the baby’s eleventh-hour
intervention is sentimental, but it strikes
me above
all asKurosawa's
way of imparting that life simply goes on, even when the
only thing certain is infinite uncertainty. It
finally doesn't matter tous what really hap-

St. Albert, AB + P: 780. 419. 2055

66 Estate Way West, Summerbrook Estates

MONK

varying wildly in tone—Mifune almost
hysterical in his braggadocio; Kyo wounded, maybe conniving, sliding seamlessly
between femme fatale and helpless victim;
Mori stoic, pathetic, and in death harrow-

Spotlight Gallery #107, 25 Chisholm Rive.

Sy

‘49 Glen Meadow Cres.
St. Albert, AB » P: 780.418.1192

Big Lake Artists Studio

32 Rayborn Cres.

Doris Charest

St. Albert, AB * P: 780.458.3951

Pat Wagensveld

Studio Gallery 11 Perron Street

rte

St. Albert, AB + P: 780.460.5993

pened in the grove that day, andhowjustice
is finally meted out isn't even mentioned.
Maybe the truth lies somewhere in the
collective crannies of each of the stories.
Everyone has their reasons for telling what
they do, so it's hard to say who to should
trust. But if Ihad to, I'd put my money on

Jeanette Somm
ess

of labyrinth, a web of flashbacks
within

So thewoodcutter
journeys deep into a
sun-dappled
grove. Just how deep we get

® strong sense of from the multitude of
Laraine Weaver

Peari Der
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Doris Charest

June Haring
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josts who haven't oui:
that
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"characters are representative of
ferent roles within so

there's the

leader, the soldier, theintellectual, the
everyman and others. To some extent,
it functions as a critique of the boundaries of authority in society. But appreclating it on this level is difficult, as this
subtext is underdeveloped considering
how blatant some of the symbolism is
that seeks to draw attention to it.
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Opening this week
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9
Directed by Shane Acker
Written by Pamela Pettler
Starring Elijah Wood, Jennifer Connelly
John C Reilly, Crispin Glover

kkk
It's an appropriate time for 9 to be
released. Not only is it coming out on
theeainth day of the ninth month of
the ninth year of the millennium, it's
doing so in a time when most people
are feeling strangled by recession and
entrenched in increasingly hostile and
embittered political disputes. Audiences may consequentially be more open

than usual to an animated family film
that's outwardly very bleak, but ripe

with undertones of hope.
That may sound more than a little
silly given the basic premise: a handful
of living stitched dolls work together
to survive attacks from murderous
machines after the human species has
been wiped out. But it's so beautiful
to look at, it's easy to take seriously.
Even though post-apocalyptic landscapes have become a familiar staple
in Hollywood films, this imagining is
made unique by a mid-20th century
European

steam-punk

atmosphere

in

an end-of-the world scenario predating
computer technology. The sky is concealed by thick black smog, the ground
is littered with rubble inherited from
mankind, and the climactic showdown
takes place in a coal-burning factory
that could have been pulled from the

cover of Pink Floyd's Animals. Its Rube
Goldberg-inspired action sequences are
also eye candy, forgoing the currently
omnipresent, incomprehensible manic
fights in favour of inventive and meticulously choreographed skirmishes.
The style alone warrants a viewing,
but the overall product isn't as fleshed
out as it could have been. With a running time of under 90 minutes and
virtually no character development, it
doesn't quite feel like a feature film in
terms of scope. It's based on an Oscarnominated 2005 short of the same
name that featured no dialogue, and
in which the nature of the setting and
characters wasn't made explicit. By virtue of this, the emphasis was on the
visual artistry. Although a feature film
without dialogue would likely be commercial suicide, it doesn't help that the
conversation is so stilted and expositive. It only serves as a reminder that
it was written for the express purpose
of extending upon and explaining the
source material.

In order to be properly enjoyed, it

has to be approached in terms of style
rather than substance, But there's certainly something to be said for style
when the dreary atmosphere it creates
is successful enough to make you to be
emotionally invested in the plight of a
supernatural doll creature. The visceral
response it evokes will satisfy kids of
all ages, and its originality more than
makes up for its shortcomings.
CODY CIVIERO

ep So 10-year-old £,,

‘waril( sill
MW ner) sets out one mo,

ing with his headphones on, hoping ..
hear transmissions from the lang .
the dead. He nearly gets his wis
the Amazing Clarence (Michael c;,,..
narrowly avoids running him over ,
his magic van.
The encounter constitutes 4 .
generational meet-cute betwee,

precocious oddball fixated on spirity;
ism and this ornery widower, a
philanderer and retired stage magi:
driven to suicide by guilt and lonelin.
It doesn't take a psychic to see that ¢);
pair will become ostensibly unlike),

pals over the course of Is Anybody
There? Edward's bored and desp
for some paranormal action—who
gonna call? Clarence needs someon.
to help redeem his tainted memori

and confirm his talents, and nothinc
fits the bill like a young innocent
ily impressed by card tricks or a p

JT CODY@VUEWEEKLY.COM

séance. (Clarence also needs som

Is Anybody There?

to give him a reason for grooming
shaven and under-slept, Caine |:
like a werewolf suffering from

Directed by John Crowley
Written by Peter Harness

Starring Bill Milner, Michael Caine
kkk
Are all only children this endearingly
morbid? The kid lives with his folks
in their run-down family-run old folks
home somewhere in rural England, circa 1987. Surrounded by so many souls
ambling around death's threshold, he
gets the idea to set up a tape recorder

to try and capture the nocturnal rattle

loss.) It's obvious these two were
for each other.
Edward's parents, however, are 3
other story. His mum (Anne-Maric

Duff) works her fingers to the bo
to keep their place in runnin

while dad (David Morrissey) becon
increasingly negligent thanks to
onset of midlife crisis. He comes ho
one day with a designer mullet to |
perfect his I'm-the-next-drumme
Maiden look. He's aching to win th
affection of their teenage employee

With well over 63,000 members, AUPE is Alberta's Largest Union.
AUPE represents more than 7,500 support staff members at 14 Alberta post-secondary institutions and 3 school districts.
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Factotum, the melancholy comedy of

O'Horten

himself
and everyone else.

Starring Bard Owe
kk KIO

There's a lot going on in Is Anybody

There?, though rest assured every-

thing fits all too neatly into the thematic thrust of Peter Harness’ script,
which tries to balance the macabre
with saccharine whimsy, though the

film like the one named after him, is

that he actually took as his vocation
a commitment to traversing the same
route over and over, taking pride in
sliding back and forth with maximum
efficiency and minimum discomfort.
He was a railway engineer, cultivating the Oslo-Bergen line for 40 years.
When we meet him he's retiring at
the age of 67. They give him a party
and a little commemorative train as
a parting gift. A bachelor, he seems
to have nothing to do now save the
maintenance of his simple pleasures,
his pipe and his beer. But without explicitly indicating some inner urge toward adventure—our hero is a man of
few words—he'll use his retirement
to quietly cede his destiny to the dictates of chance.
O'Horten is the third feature from
Norwegian
writer/director
Bent
Hamer. Like his period piece Kitchen
Stories, in which social scientists examined the habits of bachelors, and

not excessively ingratiating, yet he's
saddled with a character whose jour-

ney isn't as compelling as his starting
point, which is simply to say he was
more interesting when he was just a
troubled tyke and not the prop of an
over-eager screenwriter. Both Duff
and Morrissey shine in their surpris-

ingly well-drawn supporting «characters, yet here too, their happy ending feels annoyingly pushy. Only the’
quirky collection of aged residents
is overwhelmingly tough to bear,
though even here | blame the material
over the actors. The sort of dottiness
and sentimentality on display in their

scenes careens between flabby farce
and the sort of sap you'd expect from
religious programming.
JOSEF BRAUN

// }OSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM

MICHAEL

to its own quirky and subtle sense
of comic propulsion. | enjoyed the

Every one of us is charged with finding
our own private balance between staying on track and surrendering to the
call of diversion. When we look back,
which of these things will have ruled
us? Which granted us that thing that
we ultimately lived for? The thing
about Odd Horten (Bard Owe), the
thing that makes him such a wonderful character for a charming little

latter wins out by a long shot. It's
cheerier territory for Boy A director
John Crowley, but his approach simply feels more generic. The saving
grace is the cast, and Caine’s elderly
Alfie does have his moments, such as
the lovely little scene where the old
atheist whispers his dead wife's name
in the mirror with the sad flicker of a
hope that she might answer. Milner's

a pointed sense of possibility Things
do get precariously absurd, yet Owe,
with his soft, handsome blue eyes and
that mouth that burrows into mongtached, rumpled cheeks whenever he
smiles, makes it all seems more or
less reasonable. Maybe this is how
you get after four decades of train
travel and dutiful service, perfectly
calm and composed, and ready to go
completely off the rails.

dreary day jobs and career drinking
based on Charles Bukowski's novel
of the same name, O'Horten moves

Written and directed by
Bent Hamer

but.mostlyJustmanages to embarrass

film very much. Still, after watching
it | caught myself and wondered if it
maybe wasn't all a bit too slight—but
that's a self-conscious film critic talking. Hamer's style is unassuming. His
story seems threaded so loosely as to
tear with the slightest force. Yet upon

JOSEF BRAUN
//JOSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM

scrutinizing my memories of O'Horten

Now Playing

some weeks later, | found that so many
individual moments were still with
me and giving me pleasure, moments

SESS

lot more than it might first seem. A
quieter variation on About Schmidt,
it's a portrait of life a little frayed and
grey but still chugging ahead, still being explored however one can still
manage. And it conveys an optimism
that's pretty rare in movies this per-

sonal or this artful.
Shot by John Christian Rosenlund,
who also shot Factotum as well as
The Bothersome Man, another, even
more

pecullar

Norwegian

comedy,

O'Horten is filled with wintry cold
nights that feel strangely warm, especially in sequences like that where
Odd exits a favoured watering hole to
find people sliding home down newly
iced-over

streets.

The

nearly

aS

The Final Destination 3-D

that remain vivid, curious, warm, rich
in detail, and finally adding up to a

silent

nights imbue Odd's wanderings—into
a strange child's bedroom where he's
forced to spend the night, into the
home of an eccentric old tippler, into
a car with a blindfolded driver—with

Directed by David Ellis
Written by Eric Bress
Starring Bobby Campo, Shantel VanSanton, Mykelti Williamson
kit
If the 3-D movie event is a phallic experience—which it is—then The Final
Destination 3-D is maybe a little too
fixated on the penetrating effect of impaling objects, to an extent that it rambles on and on about it, making all the
other 3-D films at the table nervously
raise their eyebrows when he's not looking. One scene after another sees things
fly through the screen after or before
killing whoever Is in Its path, in turn the
blood and gore as a result of the impalement flying out toward the audience. It's
enough to say, "Enough already’—which
all depends on how forward one might
feel in accusing a film of being a little
too obsessed with Mommy's penis, or
whatever Freudian diagnosis might be
CONTINUED

ON PAGE 30 >>
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applied

here. | don't

know—!

would

rather not say anything.
The plot, almost identical to the not
half-bad 2000 kick-off of the Final Destination series, sees four fresh-faced
twentysomethings escape their pre-des-

tined deaths at a race car rally, in which

ISANYBODY THERE?
NIGHTLY @7:00& 00M SAT&SUNDAYMATINEES 0PM
ATED: PG.COARSELANGUAGE. MATURE THEME
2 TRUER

a series of unrelated catastrophes kills
almost everyone else in attendance.
Nick (Bobby Campo) has a vision prior
to the event, with every detail falling
into place once they actually start to
happen; he is hence cued to convince
his friends to exit, and promptly save
their hides. But the cookie continues
to crumble, placing one survivor after
another in a horrific death scenario in
the order in which they were originally
supposed to die. Nick gains the trust of
his girlfriend Lori (Shantel VanSanten)
and the arena's security guard George

MASTERPIECE?

VALENTINO THE LAST EMPEROR
SAT& SUNMATINEES
@3:00PM
RATED:PG.NUDITY

(Mykelti Williamson); they do what
they can to thwart what is described
as "fate," but is that even possible?

The characters are dumb, the acting is
bad, and the storyline hardly deserves
to be defined as such; that being said, |
admit my compulsion to experience the
3-D technology with hopes that it fulfills
its potential It doesn't, instead overusing
the same technique of testing how many
nails, knives and flying hockey pucks can
leap out of the sealed reality of the film
until Jonathan has to break out the Advil.
A few moments reveal the potential for
the innovative technique, most of which
are subtle stationary pieces of gore (for

instance, when a bitchy girl gets her
head lopped off by a flaming tire, and
her corpse writhes on the ground like
the inside-out baboon in David Cronenberg’s The Fly). But there's no reason to
venture outside of the first three films
to explore our torturous outcome as it

might be scripted by some fickle divine
hand —who | imagine looks like Paris Hilton, her tongue wagging as she wields a
glass dildo in place of a sceptre.
JONATHAN BUSCH
//)ONATHAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Halloween Il
Written & directed by.Rob Zombie
Starring Scout-Taylor Compton, Malcolm
McDowell, Taylor Mane
kkk Ke
What is particularly striking about Rob
Zombie's sequel to his lame remake
of John Carpenter's Halloween is how
smooth the transition that the metalmogul-turned-director
makes
from
paying the franchise a sloppy tribute

to crafting a kind of unforeseen vision.
"Bad" directors like Ed Wood, Russ
Meyer and Herschel Gordon Lewis
found a voice in their consistency to
drive up profit margins from the lowest
of production budgets, churning out
film after film until a creatively skewed
mindset began to take shape. Zombie,
granted more money (though not that
much by comparison to the big guys),
makes cult films for the multiplex generation, albeit self-conscious ones that
remix the originals that drive his pretentious passion.

Zombie's Halloween left off with Laurie

(Scout-Taylor Compton) supposedly ic-

Ww

GARNEAU
theatre

|

:

RASHOMON

ing killer Michael Myers (Saskatchewanborn WCW vet Taylor Mane), who in
turn had presumably knocked off his psychological caregiver Dr. Samuel Loomis
(Malcolm McDowell). But everyone lives
on for the sequel—Myers' body is never

©

found, while Loomis hangs on to notorize his public image by sharing the experience in a true crime bestseller. Critics

of the book include families of Myers’ 15

THURSDAY, SATURDAY: MONDAY: 7:00PM |FRIDAY SUNDAY: 9:00PM

victims, who blame Loomis for raising a
monster to benefit from the juicy real-life
massacre. Laurie, having since moved in
with a gal pal and her single police chief

father (Brad Dourif), is the most haunted,
hiding the ill-fated secret revealed during
the incident that she is Myers’ sister. On
cue, big brother Michael returns donning
his signature mask (and a Zombie-like

beard), killing everything in his path to

jf

0’HORTEN
THURSDAY, SATURDAY» MONDAY. §:00PH |FRIDAY» SUNDAY 7:00PM

TAKING WOODSTOCK
NUGHTLY€ G45 A SHSPM+SAT& SUMMATINEES & 200
RATED:WACOARSELANGUAGE MUDTY,SUBSTANCE ABUSE

reunite with Laurie.
The real drag about Halloween was its
display of Zombie's cinematic inexperience, as he played up the gritty goofiness of his previous projects in the path
of Carpenter's skillfulness. This time
around, instead of resorting to mimicry,
Halloween Il is a test of its own personal indulgence, daring enough to axe
itself from the franchise and derail the

storyline into an auteurist territory
character and aesthetic. McDowell’: 5
Loomis flourishes in an internal -\,of morals, while Laurie's day-to-day, |)
is a feast of sexy white-trash delic=c\.including a messy, garbage-ridden be
room, a troupe of MCS-loving co-wor
ers, and Margot Kidder as—get ¢|
her therapist. Zombie's fright antics ca,
and sample from a variety of influenc
from Dario Argento to Eli Roth to at.
1990s music videos of Floria Sigismond
Fortunately, almost every one of th.
cards is played right on the money
JONATHAN BUSCH
J/ \ONATHAN@VUEWEEKLY COM

eS

Valentino: The Last Emperor
Written & directed by Matt Tyrnaue:
Featuring Valentino Garavani, Giancart:
Giammetti

kk
At a certain point in Valentino: The
Last Emperor, a reporter points 5ut
that the then-upcoming 45th annive:
sary celebration for eponymous desizn
er Valentino Garavani is "fit for the

King." The more appropriate Fre.c|
regal metaphor for the man portrayed
through these 96 minutes is probab|
actually Louis XVI: a clueless and some
times openly cruel monarch who
only real experience of the world
around him is being sucked up to and
honoured. Even Giancarlo Giammetti,
Valentino's longtime boyfriend and
business

partner,

very openly

admit

that being around Valentino require
an awful lot of patience, somethin;
the adept eggshell-walker must ta!

performance-enhancing drugs for
Just so we're clear, here, this is more

a fault of the documentary than Val
entino himself. Granted, the latter i
a petulant and moody man-child, th:
kind of person who employs people t«
brush the teeth of his gaggle of pug
and will throw a fit if his opinion is
even mildly contradicted. But peopl:
at least those not born regal, don't just
pop into the world like this: Valentin:
allowed to act like an entitled ass be
cause he's spent most of his 45 years ir
fashion as one of the world's most fa
mous fashion designers. And while T/
Last Emperor gives you a smattering 0!
how that happened—his past in Rom:
dressing Jackie Kennedy, etc.—in ne
really bothers to examine why.
It's entirely possible that Valentin
himself was a stumbling block in fig
uring this out—about the only thir
he can offer in explanation of his con
cerns and designs Is, "I like beauty”

but nevertheless, without some kind o
context, Valentino: The Last Empero’

doesn't rise much above an MTV rea
ity show: watching a rich person
foolishly.
DAVID BERRY

Jf DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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PREVUE // SONIC BOOM

PRNerSANAH ENRLANNOYY UAL

Whooooooosh
~Sonic Boom brings indie luminaries to Edmonton
got picked up at the airport and went
straight
to a show—it was by far the most
bizarre experience of my entire life,” he
laughs. "I think I cried like five times while
we were playing. When you truly realize
how much things mean to you and I'm
standing there realizing what I just experienced over the course of 10 days and what
I'm expressing and what I'm sharing, [just
got so overwhelmed.”

BRYAN BIRTLES
// BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

S a city geared towards music festivals, Edmonton has long had a blank
space where a big time youth-oriented
fest could slip right in. Ever since Edgefest stopped rolling through—and because
Warped Tour has been sticking with those
cowboys down south all these years—
Edmonton has been waiting for some sort
of alternative rock festival to step up to the
plate and it appears that Sonic Boom may
be just the festival to do so.

*» Gathering together indie luminaries
such as Metric and Franz Ferdinand to
Northlands, Sonic Boom will no doubt
be the highlight of the festival season for
a certain segment of the population—
like the kids who enjoy going to Folk

Fest, but only to hang out at the top of

fact, he seems excited to talk about anything. Having recently completed a10-day
silent meditation in rural Illinois, Bucholz

couple of times before—reaffirms his feelings of wanting to share his unique vision
with the world.
“It's the idea that every great sage in history has said—know thyself," he explains.
"To have an experience where there's no
reading, no writing, no books, no TV, no
communication, no stimulus ... that is
the only true way to take their advice and

says that the experience—one he's done a

know thyself. When you take that all away

the hill and talk about the bands they
wish they were seeing.
Ash Bucholz, one half of Toronto duo
Ubiquitous Synergy Seeker or USS, is ex-

cited to talk about coming to Edmonton
for the inaugural Sonic Boom festival—in

there's an immaculate opportunity to get
to the core of what on Earth is going on.
For me it just means so much because

that's what I write about in our music and
that's what I express."
Sonic Boom won't be the first show
the group has played since Bucholz’s
retreat, but hopefully it will leave a similar impression
"| went straight from 10 days of silence,

ais vvvvveevsneensvvnensvevsvevarvenvenecnveuesetnesaneeu enn ee

While seemingly endless silence hasn't
been a part of life for Wade MacNeil
lately, airplanes have been a big factor
for the Alexisonfire guitarist—in order
to warm up for the band's appearance at
Sonic Boom, the group took a little jaunt
over to England to play in a couple of
little festivals over there called Reading
and Leeds. Playing the mainstage for the
second year in a row at two of England's
premiere festivals was something the
group thought would easily fit into its
schedule—five months ago.
"It's definitely not something I ever
complain about, but things seem a lot
easier to do when you book them five
months in advance,” MacNeil laughs
from somewhere in Ontario, where he's
furiously running errands in advance of
hopping a plane to Edmonton. “You're
MINTO

NTMI

like, ‘Oh yeah, we'll play two shows a da
{in England), then fly straight back an
then fly straight to Edmonton!"
Playing a big outdoor festival like Soni
Boom is miles away from playing a sma
club, so the set list and the performance:
have to change, MacNeil explains. and

though some of the intimacy of an Aley
isonfire club show might be lost,
fan:
can look forward to increased ferocit
"There are certain things that are lo:
on such a grand scale so you definite}

do play the showalittle differently,” Viac
Neil says. "For a larger thing we don
to make the set overly complicated. it!
justall fucking barn burners—we do ou!
bestto
play as hard as we possibly can fa!
half an hour or 45 minutes and don't
up on people at all. I don't think we'll b

playing any of the el ones—not thaf
we've got very many.”
\nreoeramauerneaneyenmo
mam rset 0)
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PREVUE // DANIEL JOHNSTON

No sympathy for the Devil

Appreciating Daniel Johnston on his own terms

thinking: in
t
el-

That intricate popiness is something
that's struck Eamon McGrath especially
strongly this past month. A local stalwart of more bands than even he can

ementary school how when
people get out of school or college they
have to go get a real job. I wanted to be
an artist, and I thought, ‘I gotta get out
of this.’ I figured if I got famous and
rich, I could do it.”
Johnston

heart, and his songs alternately burst
with joy and get crushed under bleak
wringers that are occasionally frightening in their directness.

/ DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Daniel

is a pretty
his work.
scabs, his
his open

depression. They're catchy, emotional

DAVID BERRY

ny: f = Started

being easily accessible, there
undeniable pop genius to
Openly picking emotional
simple arrangements match

speaks

in an

odd

creak,
arettes
®)
yelled

two decades of singing and cigadding a slight husk to what
ise sounds like a child who's
himself hoarse. It’s probably the
ng—and certainly for fans of
most t
most recognizable—feature
his mu
of a man wh 10, even if he hadn't got fa
mous and rich—well, rich enough to
have "a house and a cat, so I'm doing
pretty good"—would hardly have lived
a life so ordinary. Though there was
a time when he was most famous for
basement-recorded,
often-harrowing
pop ditties, collaborations with indie
stalwarts like Yo La Tengo and having
Kurt Cobain wear his band shirt, Johnston’s current place in the pop cultural
conscience owes a lot to the 2005 docu-

mentary The Devil and Daniel Johnston,

which chronicled the singer-songwriter's career and, especially, battles with
mental illness.
“Every major problem that I had was
in the movie," Johnston jokes. "But I
just think it's kind of funny, because it

just goes on and on.”

Nevertheless, it has put Johnstoni inan
odd place: specifically, one where that
illness often seems to overshadow his
work. Though you might not be able to
call his records—even the more recent,
slickly produced albums that remove
much of the lo-fi fuzz of his earliest organ-and-a-tape-recorder offerings—of

WUEWEEKLY // SEP 3 — SEP 9, 2009

probably keep track off, McGrath got
the special honour of not only opening for Johnston, but putting together
his backing band for the evening. He
was given a list of songs, which he and
his latest band, the Peacemakers, have
been practicing for the last while. It
has, McGrath says, given him a new appreciation of Johnston as an artist.
“He's kind of one of those people
who's more heard-of than heard, and
I think that happens because people
kind of write him off because he's a nut
or something,” McGrath explains in his
usual, bluntly thoughtful way. “His music and his lyrics and intertwined in this
really tight way—it's reminiscent of Dylan, actually, When you get to the root
of his songs, they're really just classic,
heart-wrenching pop songs.”
“People always focus on this mental

illness thing and it really kind of pissq
me off,” he continues. "It's not like, yol
know, despite that, he's a great artist
he's a great artist, bottom line
McGrath has a point, but it dc
to at least partly overlook the
hig
his struggles, though hardly the onj
thing worth paying attention to,
informed Johnston's work in an um
tant way. Keeping with his musi«
kedness, he’s always been open a‘
his struggles, and no small part of (n
honesty is due to the raw emotione!!
and almost childlike vigor with whic
he's thrown himself into the wots
Perhaps the best approach to Johnstof

may be simply to appreciate thal h
an artist willing to deal with his

demons, a rare and unique indivi
with the talent to allow us to conne
with his life.
For his part, though, Johnston sect
fairly unconcerned about how we re 8%
ing to deal with him beyond appreci4

ing his songwriting.

“Most of my songs are autobiograp!

cal," Johnston

offers

with

a 145i

chuckle. "I was dumb enough no!
worry about it, I guess.”
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Music ATConvocation Hair Series
September 13 at 2 pm

An Afternoon of Avant GardelMusic
William Street, Saxophone

RogetAdmiral, piano

Monpay NoonMusie
September 28 at 12 pm
Shelley Younge, flute
Janet Scott Hoyt, piano
ree admission
CONVOCATION Haut, Arts Bun DING, UNiversrry OF ALBERTA
StibseFiption package for Music at Convocation Hall series and

Tickets

for Events

(cash Only) are available at the door or in advance

through the University of Alberta Students’ Union InfoLink desks located in
HUB, SUB, CAB and

ETLC

WWW.MUSIC.UALBERTA.CA

Qwitter,com/conyohall
musi¢@ualberta.ca
780 492 3611

‘N MUNRO

(@VUEWEERLY.COM
herging from the creative swirl that
Black Mountain, Lightning Dust
e up of Amber Webber and
Wells. Set to head out on tour in
port of the band's second album,
nite Light—a hypnotic gem of a reWebber spoke with Vue Weekly
ently about the birth of the band, the

ation of the new album and fleshing
lineup outon tour.

£ WEEKLY: You've described the new
bum as being more of a pop record
n he first one. Was thatintentidnal
you began working on it?
BER WEBBER: When Josh and I are
iting songs, we're just constantly

ge

songs and we never think con-

usly about what kind of record we
ni to make. It just kind of came out

#' “ay, and I guess after a few of the
bre upbeat songs it’s like, "Oh, shit,

instrument [in Black Mountain] and
was singing, and he was always on the
drums, so it's definitely a challenge for
us whereas Black Mountain is sort of
our first-nature band.

VW: When did you decide to do Lightning Dust as a band?
AW: I can’t remember what year it was
but a few years ago we recorded on
Josh's cassette eight-track six of the
songs that were on the first album, and
we recorded them just for friends as a
little fun project during the fall and
winter and then we just made a cover
for it and sent it to some friends, and
we sent one to Jagjaguwar and they
were like “You should put this out, you
should re-record it and put it out.” So
we did and by that time we had so many
songs anyway, so that was how the first

Lightning Dust started—"Oh, well, we
may not have time to tour this or do
anything but somebody wants to put it
out so why wouldn't we, you know?”

gonna be more of an uplifting re-

7°." and we kind of rolled with it.

* Despite both you and Josh play-

‘1 Black Mountain, there's a
siderable distance between the

nds of that band and what you do

i ightning Dust.

| don't think Lightning Dust could
* sound like Black Mountain be-

use Lightning Dust is just the two of
and Black Mountain has five strong
‘ers—Steve McBean writes most of
Songs and the arrangements are

snitely the five of us working
er bard on them. Lightning toDust

doesn't have that. Josh and
I, in

‘ning Dust we're both using
in‘ents that are not totally
to
ou are definitely sort of out new
of our

wort zone, like playing guitar for

= Playing piano for Josh, when
St Started

Lightning Dust was sort

© challenge. I was never
playing an

VW: Was there a point where you had
a bunch of songs and you said that it's
time for another album?
AW: Yeah. For the second album it's
probably 50-50 where I wrote half
of the songs. Josh and I never really

worked together from the start, I'd just
write, say, half of the songs and the
vocals, and then I'll do some rough recording to show him and then he goes
into his little room, because he has this
little studio room, and he'll put everything on the track or write a bridge or
add something to it and then bring it
back to me and we sort of work on the
rest together. And if he writes a song
on the piano or organ or whatever he'll
just bring it to me and then I'll write

bum—and of course they don't all work
out—and he wrote a bunch ofsongs.
VW: This is a very collaborative process
for the two ofyou, but it's not two people sitting in a room together.
AW: Llikeit, it's exciting to give something
to him and see what he brings back.

VW: What is the recording process
like—the band is a duo, but the albums
don't really sound like it. There a lot of
things on there, but it's pretty much
just you two and a few guests?
AW: Yeah, we had our friends Colin
MeKill and Cris Derkson come in and
play violin and cello, but other than
that we just do all the instruments.
We've had a challenge trying to get
the live band together, so now we have

our friend Ryan Peters playing drums
with us, and I have a twin sister, Ashley, and she's coming along with us
playing bass and singing. On the last
tour we did they were along, too, and
it worked out good. And even with
adding two extra people there still
could be another person doing odds
and ends, but we don't really have the
funds to do that.
:
VW: It's nice to hear live music that's not
a direct copy of the record, though. You

have to make do with what you've got.
AW: Yeah, totally, Itbecomes something
different. We did the tour with Bonnie Prince Billy recently and they're so
good at doing that—none of the songs
sound like any of the album versions
but they're so beautiful in a new way
and it makes it exciting for them, and
I think it's better for the audience. It's
so fun watching them, and even night
to night it was never the same. V

lyrics and all these little parts, so that's
how we work. We don't really jam, because it's kind of fun to just do that for
a change. For me, I wrote about seven
songs that I wanted to be on the al-
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FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LUISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM.
ATUGSEVEOUENO CTTA ACTER
FS

‘The Secretaries;
no minors;

8pm (door) $10atBlackbyrd,

{hot inchading
Sun Geni

Unioneventscom, TicketMaster

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’

10551- 32 Avenue {Upstairs!
730-432-5053

Fritickets:
$27(adult

Fri 4-6pm.

These,
The Cake Eaters; $5

(grassy $13(child resy

(door)

atthe Winspear Centr b.

BLUES ON WHYTE Fist Pull
of Blues

RED PIANO
BAR Hottest

CHRISTOPHER'S
PARTY PUB
Open stage hosted by Alberta
Crude; 6-10pm,
COAST TO COAST PUB Open
mic
atthe pub: hip hop open
mic every Thursday
night with
host
Yak Dollaz

dueling piano show featuring
the Red Piano Players; Spm-tam
‘SECOND CUP—Varscona Live

Papi and Dj Latin Ser:

music every Thursday
night

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE

between
7pm and gpm

Connected Fridays: 51.77)
Bounce, Nestor Delano, 111

Morrison

BAR-B-BAR DJ james; »,

CROWN
PUB Bass Head
Thursday:
Drum and Bass,
Dub Step, Hip Hop, Break

UNDAY,SEPTEMBER 6TH

Fernando; 9pm (door)
$5(cover)

BAR WILD Bar Wild Pod

BLACK
DOG FREEHOUSE

beats; gpm

IMMACULATE
MACHINE

a FHeSECRETARIES

DUSTER'S PUB Thursday open

no cover
DVB Open mic Thursdays

ENCORE CLUB Industry Music
and Networking Night; $10

JAMMERS PUB Thursday open
jam; 7pm
Graham Lawrene (jazz piano}

8pm
B'S PUB Open jam with Ken

Skoreyko; gprn

Ww

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
Secret Fires (reunion show),

LAG EINDS

SEPT 10
SOUTHERN FRIED ROCK LEGENDS

WHITE COWBELL
OKLAHOMA
SMASHULA

Falklands, Kidnappers

NORTH GLENORA HALL Jam
by Wild Rose Old Time Fiddlers

PAWN SHOP Immaculate
Machine, Hector Fector,

‘UE

SEPTEMBER

19TH

ON THE ROCKS Mourning
‘Wood; gpm

of Blues

180 DEGREES Sexy Friday night

GIANTS {C0 RELEASES

AUDIO ROCKETRY
SEPT

15 (0 ALLiAse.

PALE MOON LIGHTS

AYLA BROOK

& BOMBSCHAN

SEPT 16

THESE ARMS
ARE SNAKES
METZ

& DESIDERATA

SEPT 19
ANTICLUB SATURDAYS PRESENTS.

A TROPHY LIFE
THE CHALLENGER
EXPLODING

SEPT 22

CUFF THE DUKE

www.pawnshoplive.cz

Contest

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte Ave
Requests with DJ Damian

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite: Top 40/
dance with DJ Christian
GINGUR SKY Urban Substance
‘Thursdays
HALO Thursdays Fo Sho: with
Allout DJs Dj Degree, Junior

BRIXX BAR Left Spine Down

(Van), Psyldle, Chaos Theory with
Greg Gory, Dervish DJing; 9pm
(door); $12 (dear)

KAS BAR Urban House: with Dj

Mark Stevens; gpm

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Dish

Thursdays: funky house/techno
with Dj Colin Hargreaves,
house/breaks with DJ Kray

DJ Tron, Optimix Prime, Miyuru
Fermando; dance party

Leckie Olsen; all ages; 7:30-

RED PIANO BAR Hottest
dueling piano show featuring the
Red Piano Players; 9pe-2arn

9-30pm; $5(door)
CASINO EDMONTON Robin

Kelly (Elivis tribute)

ESMERELDA'S Ervics

F
Frenzy Padays Playing the |

in country

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte Ave

Top tracks, rock, retro with DJ
Damian

CASINO YELLOWHEAD

TheCounterfitz (funk)

(Captain Tractor
SSAWMILL BANQUET CENTRE

GAS PUMP Top
DJ Christian

4o/dance wi

The Classics; 7pm (door) 8-12
(dance); tickets by phone at

GINGUR Flssin’ Frida’

Leona Burkey at gpm

7eo468.4u5

guest DJs

DVB TAVERN Live music every

Fri: gpm; $5

‘STARLITE ROOM Benefit of A
Doubt, The London, Letters to

EARLY STAGE SALOON Kyler

$12 (door)

from Slowburn} 8pm; no cover

STEEPS-Old Glenora Live

COAST TO COAST Open Stage

Elise, Seventh Rain; 9pm (door);

Schogen Band (guitar player

K, hardstyle/techno with D]

EDDIE SHORTS Despite the

Decha, tech trancefelectro with

DJ Savage Garret; no minors:
no cover

PAWN SHOP Blacklight,
Bodypain, Togas with Daphutur,

CARROT Live music Fridays

every Friday night with host

Brown

wit

moto
new wave, electro; Underdog:

Blindnessm Warning to Avoid

(original rock); no cover

Music Fridays: Rob Taylor; 8:30-

1o30pm; free

TOUCH OF CLASS—Chateau

Louis Lyle Hobbs (pop/rock;

Bomb Squad, DJ Solja, w
LEVEL
2 LOUNGE
Hypnotic
Friday; Breakbeat, house,
progressive and elec

Groovy Cuvy, DJ Fuuze
NEWCASTLE PUB Pridz

House, dance mix with

DJ

Donovan
NEW CITY UKWID LOUNGE

nnn ernnn

+ ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave » ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL 7704 Calgary Trail South, 780.432.4633 « AVENUE

THEATRE 9030-118 Ave, 780.477.2149 * AXIS CAFE 10349 Jasper Ave, 780.990.0031 - BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 107:
Jasper Ave, 780.420.9098 + BILLY BOB'S Continental Inn, 1665 Stony Plain Rd, 780.484.7751 » BEAUMONT BLUES
FESTIVAL Beaumont and District Agricultural Fair Grounds, 1.5 km west

AITTHLUB SATURDAYS PRESENTS...

TURDAY

Fri 4-6pm.

BLUES ON WHYTE Fist Full

nn

SEPT 12

GREATER THAN

7 &7 Is (last show ever) The Mitts
NEW CITY SUBURBS | Love
‘Bos Danceparty, Back to School
Edition

Millionaire Wet Underwear

FLUID LOUNGE Girls Night out

gpm; $6

Blush; 5

no cover before 19pm; Shiwana

BUDDY'S DJ Bobby Beatz; gpm;

House; 9pm, Sio

NO HEAT

~

Underdog

Main Foor: Edlestic jams
Nevine-indie, soul,

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’

with Ronnie After Work hosted
by Ron Rault every Thu and

IVORY CLUB Kyler Schogen
Band (blues/classic rock};

Thursdays with Gary Thomas

WHITE COWRELL
KLAHOMA

levels~Topwise Soundsystem

Spin Dub & Reggae in The

BLACKUGHT, BODYPAINT, TOGAS...
WITH DAPHUTUR
DJS / DJ TRON
‘OPTIMIXX
PRIME / + MORE

and Christina Martin, 100 Mile

LIVE WIRE BAR Open Stage

ROCK

Big Rock Thursdays: DJs on 3

FILTHY MCNASTY’S
Punk Rock
Bingo with DJ SWAG.

OFFICIAL AFTERPARTY
SEPT G
FRIED

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

jam at 6:30pm; Steven Bowers

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open

JULIAN'S—Chatesu Louis

SOUTMERS

AXIS CAFE DJ Sugakane
BLUE CHAIR CAFE Heather

SEPT 4
EASY LOVE DANCE PARTY
SEPT 5

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 10

Friday DJs spin Wootto;

DRUID Guitar heroes
jam hosted by The Assassins
of youth (blues/rock}; gpm;

-,

concert
$20 (adult resy's3-

(Brass)
$54(child resree (¢:

PROHIBITION
The Stills
(acoustic), With Hands Like

with Ronnie After Work hosted
by Ron Rault every Thu and

of Beaumont on soth Aves BONNIE DOON BOWLING Bonnie Doon Mall, 85 St, 82 Ave « BLACK

DOG FREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082 - BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.989.2861 « BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3981 « BOOTS 10242-106
«BUDDY’S 1172sP Jasper Ave, 780.488.6636 - CASINO EDMONTON 7055 Argyll! Rd, 780.453.94
0.423.5014 « BRIXX BAR 1003 102 St (downstairs), 780.428.1099

CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-153 St, 780 424 9467 » CHATEAU LOUIS-Julian’s/Royal Coach/Touch of Class 11727 Kingsway, 780 452 7770 - CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY UB
il «COAST TO COAST PUB 5552 Calgary Trall, 780.439.3675 - COPPERPOT RESTAURAD
West, 780.462.6565 »CHROME LOUNGE 132 Ave, Vict
102 Millbourne
wns Rd, 780.472.7696 » CROWN PUB 10709-109 St, 720.428.9628 » DIESEL ULTRA
>0 » CROWN AND ANCHOR is
Capital Place, 101, 9707-2
CLUB « DEVANEY’S IRISH PUB 9013-88 Ave » DRUID 1:06 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928 « DUSTER'S PUB 6402-128 Ave
Drive, 7
? LOUNGE 1:845 Wayne Gr
780.474.5554 * DVB TAVERN & 307-99 St; DV TAVERN.com + EARLY STAGE SALOON 401: sa Ave, St »ny Plain » EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase II
485.9494, empireballroom.ca « ENCORE CLUB 957 Fir St, Sherwood Park, 780.417.0231 « ENTERPRISE SQUARE
+ EMPIRE BALLROOM Upper Level phase 2 WEM,
ATRIUM 10230 Jasper Ave - FIDDLER'S ROOST 8906-99 St - FILTHY MCNASTY'S 1052-82 Ave, 780.916.1557 » FLOW LOUNGE 11815 Wayne Gretzky Dr, 780.604. A

} «FLUID LOUNGE 10105-109 St,780.429 y0
Ave, 780.433.9676
«GAS PUMP 10166-1214

« FOXX DEN 205 Carnegi Drive, St Alb
80.483.484

FRESH START CAFE Riverbend Sq, 780.433.9623 » FUNKY BUDDHA 10:

« HARVESTING
GINGUR SKY 15506-128 Ave, 780.913.4312/780.953.3606 « HALO 10538 Jasper Ave, 780,423.HALO

ke; Harvestinghell.com» HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 15.20A (basement), Stony Plain Rd, 780.756.6010 + HILL TOP Pus
20-106 Ave 70.490:7359 * HOOLIGANZ PUB 0704-124 St, 78¢ 52.1168 + HYDEAWAY-ALL Ages Art Space 16209-100 Ave « IVORY CLUB 2940 Calgary Trail South = JAMMERS PUB 11948-227 Ave, 780.451.8779 «| AND R 4003-10
780.436.4403 + FEFFREY'S CAFE o£40 142 St, 780.451.8890 - JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB AND RESTAURA
429.508: (rest) » JET NIGHTCLUB 9221-34 Ave, 780.466.6552 » KAS BAR 10444-82 Ave, 780-433-6768 - LB'S PUB >
pub
+ LEVEL 2 LOUNGE 11607 Jasper Ave, 2nd Fl, 780.447.4495 « LIVE WIRE 1:07 Knotwood Rd. E>
80.483
2 Dr, St Albert, 780.460.910
« LEGENDS PUB 6:
2 « MORANGO'S TEK CAFE :0228-79 St - NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490.1999 + NEW, CITY 1008: ja
Albert, 78
: LOOP LOUNGE 467 St Albert
- O"MAILLES
2 Ave, 780.989.9066
+ NIKKI DIAMONDS 8130 Gateway
Bivd 780.439.8006 » WORTH GLENORA HALL 13535-1094 Ave + O'BYRNE'S 1016-82 Ave, 780.414.6766
68) 10304OVERTIME DOWNTOWN
«82.47
ert « 180 DEGREES 10730-107 St 780.414.0233 « ON THE ROCKS 1730 Jasper Ave, 780.4
= IRISH PUB 398 St Albert Tr, St
22
44-21
53222, RR
GRILL
«PARKLAND
6 St, 780.485.1777
«PALACE CASINO-WEM 8822 170 St, 780-4
St, 780.423 1643 + OVERTIME SOUTH Whitemud Crossing, 421:
51-82 Ave
irs 180.432.0814 « PLANET INDIGO-jesper Ave 11607 Jasper Ave -PLANET INDIGO~St Albert 812 Liber:
pruce Grove, 780. 960.6871 + PAWN SHOP
+ PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY HALL 10860-57 Ave + PROHIBITION 21026 Jasper Ave, 780.420.0448 - RED PIANO. PIANO)
Albert « PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-1«
? BAR 1638 Bourbon St, WEM, 882 170 St, 760.486.72 - RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825 « RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108-149 St - ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE
ROSE AND CROWN 1025-10) St » SECOND CUP-Mountain Equipment 12336-2102 Ave, 780.452.7574 + SAWMILL BANQUET CENTRE 384°-7°
3 102 12-117 St, 780.482.5253
i Ave» SECOND CUP~Stanley Milner Library 7 : Winston Churchill Sq » SECOND CUP-Varscons Varscona Hotel, 106 St, Whyte Ave - SHAW CONFERENCE CENTRE
HELL FESTIVAL Benalto Alberta Rodeo Grounds, Syi

08
2 gpyy Jasper Ave » SIDELINERS PUB 110:8-227 St, 453 cob + SOBEYS SYMPHONY UNDER THE SKY Heritage Amphitheatre, Hawrelak Park, 780.428.2414, 2£00.993-5
+ edmontonsymphony.c om + SONIC BOOM ROCK FESTIVAL Northlands, sonicboomfestival.ce, unionevents.com, sonieiozg.com - SOBEYS-Jasper Ave 0404 Jasper
102 St
SPORTSWORLD 3710-104 St » SORRENTINOS-South 4208 CalgaryTR S, 780.434.7607 - STARLITE ROOM 20030
Ave » SOBEYS—College
Plara 822
-STOLL!'S and #1, 10 368-82
Plaza 111:6-82 Ave, 780.988.8105

780.428.1099 « STEEPS~Old Glenora 1241: Stony Plain Rd, 780.488.1505 » STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-College
~ urs
£; 780.437.2293 « SUEDE LOUNGE 1806 Jas er Ave, 780.482.0707 * TAPHOUSE 9020 ficKenney Ave, St Albert, 780.458.0860 « UMION HALL Argyll, 99 St, qBazox.2562
»WUNDERBAR 5:2
LOUNGE 1054-82 Ave, 780.437:7699 * WHISTLESTOP LOUNGE 1n416-132 Ave, 780. 451.5506 » WILD WEST SALOON 12612-so St,780.476.3388

;

PUB 112, 205 Camegle Dr, St Albert, 780.459.0395
ethours.com « YESTERDAYS

- (0030-102 STREET

INFO: 428-STAR

HARVESTING HELL BAND OF SKUs
METAL FESTIVAL Witton apesgusit
\O9/05

ei
t

REVUE /WED, AUG 26 / AC/DC/ OMMONWEAETH STADIUM

O9/OG UNION EVENTS
&STARLITE PRESENT

Harwill; 30pm (sign-up), every

Jazz Series: Peter Belec Trio; 8pm;

Sul, a-spm.

no cover

SUEDE LOUNGE The Finest

DVB TAVERN Live music every

Nic-E every Saturday

dence with DJ Mikee; gpm-2am;

TOUCH OF CLASS~Chateau
Louls Lyle Hobbs (pop/rock;

op cover

830pm

sarchy
Adam (Punk)
OVERTIME
SOUTH Retro to

poow: dassic rock R&B, urban and

PLAY NIGHTCLUB
The first

URBAN LOUNGE Bonafide

burforthe queer communityto

Brown and Eddie Toonflash;
9pm.

RED STAR Movin! on Up Fridays:

SOBEYS SYMPHONY UNDER

indie, rock,funk, soul,hip hop
with DJ Gatto, DjMegaWattson
ROUGE LOUNGE Solice Fridays

THE SKY Edmonton Symphony
Orchestra, Bob Bernhardt (concert; Hollywood Adventures and

with a mix offRetro and Disco;

73030pm

ip) Tysin

SUEDE LOUNGE
DJ Nic-E

HYDEAWAY-All
AgesArt
‘Space Lightning Dust (members
of Black Mountain),
Toy Singers;
all ages; 8-1pm; S10 (door)

IVORY CLUB Duelling piano

TEMPLE
T.GI Paydays; Skirts

show with Jesse, Shane, Tiffany
and Erik and guests

Molemand and Wub Deez;
9pm.

JAMMERS PUB Saturday open

WUNDERBAR
Fridays with the

jam, 3-7-30pm; country/rock band

Girls, D) Avinder
and DJ

no cover

gpm-2am.

JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB

'Y AFTERHOURS Foundation

Headwind (classic pop/rock},

Fridays

9pm; no cover

JET NIGHTCLUB Greg Wood,
HaleHale and Guardians of
Power; 8pm; Siu (door)

JUUAN'S-Chateau
Louis Petro

Polujin (classical guitar); 8pm

1L&’S PUB Molsons Saturday
‘open stage every Saturday

afternoon hosted byGord
Macdonald; ¢-30-9pm

Hell And The Razors, Erin And

Djs

Adam, The Flying Crawdads,

AZUCAR PICANTE Every Sat: DJ

Jodie Leslie, Lindsey Walker

(ON THE ROCKS Mourning

‘Wood; gpm.
PAWN SHOP SONICPresents

(rodk, Indie, punk, rock, dance,
retro, rock}; 8pm (door); Sonic
Boor official afterparty

Sheaths,
Moby Dicks,

RED PIANO BARHottest dueling

Vindleators (blues/rock); 3-8pm

PAWN SHOP Sights and Sounds,
tickets at Blackbyrd, Pawn Shop

Petro Polujin (classical guitar);

STARLITE ROOM Datta Rock,

Esser, DJ Degree vs. Warrior
Music; gpm (door); Sis at

TicketMaster, Blackbyrd, FOOSH,

Unionevents
com

The Hardline Blues Band,

And Drew Malcolm, Marshall
Lawrence, Pascal Lecours, Raygun
Cowboys, Red House, Ric Proctor,

Souththunderbird, And More; $35

(adult/day)/Sas (student/senior/

STANLEY A MILNER LIBRARY

THEATRE Edmonton RagaMala Music Society: Samaresh
Chawdhury (Indian classical
vocalist) with Ramesh Misra and

Pradyut Ray (tabla); 7pm; $20/$15
(enior/student) at door ; RagaMala info line 780.4457.

festival: Slates, Colleen Brown

EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock, hip
hop, house, mash up

Band, 40 Thieves, Thea vs. Loki,
Manraygun, Michael Rault, Doug

SOBEYS SYMPHONY UNDER
THE SKY Edmonton Sym-

Best in Show 3-mini-music

Hoyer; 2pm; no cover

and DJ Kwake

BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT
Jazz on the Side Sundays: Bobby
Caims
BLUES ON WHYTE Deadly

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte Ave

Pretty

FLUID LOUNGE Saturdays Gone

Gold Mash-Up: with Harmen B

phony Orchestra, Bob Bernhardt

(conductor), The Hi-Lo Big Top

Gireus: hour-long concert at
2pm; Teddy Bear Picnic; Tribute

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB Celtic

Damian

Music Session, hosted by Keri-

GINGUR SKY Soulout Saturdays:

Lynne Zwicker, 47pm

Labour Day celebration with

EDDIE SHORTS Sunday acoustic

Capone

oriented open stage hosted by
Unde Jimmy; all gear provided;

pmo-1am
EMPIRE BALLROOM Long
Weekend: 7 Deadly Sins Party

Featuring DJ Jonnie Spinns,

Centre box office

BACKSTAGE TAP AND GRILL
Industry Night: with Atomic
Improv, Jameoki and Dj Tim
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

Sunday Aftemoons: Phil, 2-7pm;

Main Floor: Got To Give It Up:

DJ Red Dawn

Metal Open Air Alberta Music

Festival: Featuring metal bands;
all ages
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Bluebird

Funk, Soul, Motown, Diseo with

Drag Queen Performance; no
cover before 10pm.

North: Where Writers Sing and

and Alex

‘Tell: Featuring Colleen Brown,
Carrie Catherine, Mark Davis, and

GINGUR Ladies Industry

NEW CITY SUBURBS Saturdays
Suck with Greg Gory and BlueJay

70pm; $12 (door, adv at TIX on

weekend with Gunz and Rozez
Sound, Invinceable, Capone,
Spyce, Rocky

HYDEAWAY-All
Ages Art
‘Space Blazing Violets; 8pm.

NEW CITY SUBURBS Get Down

rock, indie, punk, rock, dance,

UNION EVENTS PRESENTS

Matt Epp, hosted byAnn Vriend;

the Square)/Sio (SAC members)

LR. BAR Open jam/stage
every
Sunday hosted byMe Nextand
the Have-Nots; 37pm.

Sundays: Labour Day long

Sundays with Neighbourhood

EDGUY

EPICUREAN /LUNA MORTIS

Rats

OH SHAP!

di Y SaTuRDAYS

wit DEGREE, COBRA COMMANDER,

i SUE, og n,n
FVIEMBERS & GUESTS FACILITY

OVERTIME DOWNTOWN

electro house with PIresidents

LOOP LOUNGE
Jam hosted by

with
DJBo

J), Lenny B and the Cats; 4-30pm.
‘tlwhenever

Philly
and guests

NEWCASTLE
PUB Sunday

SAVOY MARTINI LOUNGE
Reggae on Whyte: RnR Sundays
with DJ IceMan; no minors; gpm;

RENDEZVOUS Survival metal

acoustic
open stage with Willy

no cover

James and Crawdad;
3-6pm.

'WUNDERBAR Sundays Dj

NEW CITY Open Mic Sunday
hosted byBenDisaster;
gpm

Gallatea and XS, guests; nocover

CD
WEDNESDAYS
HOSTED BY
ID & KHIRY TAFARI
{OF LOCUTION REVOLUTION]

WITH DJS BUDAKRON

& SHORTOP

(sign-up,
nocover
BLACK
DOG FREEHOUSE
Sleeman Mondays: tive music

SEP 3 — SEP 9, 2009 // WUIEWEEKLY

DJ BATTERY oxc/ WEEKLY GUESTS

09/11 TEMPLE NIGHTS

Sunday Industry Night: Requests

RED STAR Saturdays
indie rock,
hip hop, and electro with Dj Hot

Robb Angus (the Wheat Pool)

THE DERZERNER/KRISIUN/WARBRINGER
@D/19_UMION EVENTS PRESENTS

BUDDY'S DJ Bobby Beatz; opm;

FLOW LOUNGE Stylus Sundays

Live On Site! Anti-Club Saturdays:

iY TO REME

TNSIND EPIC AM COMMIT ASI BIRD SANG SONG/THE KILLDEARS

Res)/$i8 (grass\/$13 (child res)/free
(grass) available at the Winspear

HARVESTING HELL FESTIVAL

PAWN SHOP SONIC Presents

SILVERSTEIN CLL BEFORE YOU DG
ELDORADO/SHIMON LINDSEY/JOSEPH BLOOD

Lippia at 7pm; Sun afternoon: $12

guests

Punk Rawk Saturdays
with Todd

DISPOSABLE HEROES /ORDER OF CHAOS

concert to Old Blue Eyes: Steve

Saturday: DJ Groovy Cuyy and

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE

PAUL DIANNG MANRAYGUN

(adult)/free (child); Sun evening:
$33 (adult res)/$as grass)/S1s (child

School of Evil; 9pm (door); $10

NEWCASTLE PUB Saturdays:
‘Top 40, requests with DJ Sheri

THE ROUGH SEA {VANCOUVER}

©9/45 FORMERIRON MAIDEN SINGER.

res)/free (grass); Mon: $27 (adult

‘Top tracks, rock, retro with DJ

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizzle

SIDIESEL ffDEGREE /COBRA CMMNDR /BATTERY/«

spm

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

ESMERALDA'S Super Parties
Every Sata different theme

OWSNAP. INTHE BRIX

No Heat Tomorrow, Define the
Line; 8prn (door); $10 (door) adv

day)/$6o (weekend pass at TIXon
the Square)

Brown, Luke Morrison, Nestor
Delano, Ari Rhodes

Reggae night every Saturday

Open Stage Jam hosted byThe

BUDDY'S DJ Earth Shiver ‘n'
Quake; 8pm; no cover before
opm

HALO For Those Who Know:
house every Sat with DJ Junior

180 DEGREES Dancehall and

ORLANDO'S 2 PUB Sundays

every Sun; 2-4pm Sundays
‘Cameron, Johnny V. Bill Bourne
And Madagascar Slim, Eve

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Saturday DJs on three levels.
Main Floor; Menace Sessions:
alt rock/electro/trash with Miss
Mannered

LIGHT
TRAVELS
THE DUSTY ROADS BAND/RED RAM

Sundays with Mobasdass; 9pm

Equipment Co-op Live music

BEAUMONT BLUES FESTIVAL

tickets available at the Winspear

Touch It, hosted by DJ Papi

EVAN SYMONS

ON THE ROCKS Shocker

ROYAL COACH-Chateau Louis

LIVE NATION PRESENTS

SECOND CUP—Mountain

Line-Up Includes: Bobby

Gunz N Rozez, Invinceable, Spyce,

bc Awescmes
(LPrelease),

Y AFTERHOURS Release
Saturday

Romances—movie night at 7pm;

Centre box office

Remixed
every Friday

jand Slacks Schools
Back withCpt.

and guests with Degree, Cobra
Commander and Battery; 9pm

ductor), Operamania: Kathleen
Brett (Soprano) 2pm matinee con-

SPORTSWORLD
Top 4oRequest

STONEHOUSE
PUB Top 4owith

TEMPLE Oh Snap!: Every
Saturday, Cobra Commander

WUNDERBAR Featured DJ and
local bands

jooory:$5

STOLLI'S
Top 40, RAB, house
with People’sDB}

Underground House with DJ

(door); $5(door)

ceenina decade with DY'sAlexx

BAR & GRILL

RELEASE

SURELY TEMPLE
THURSDAYS
DOORS SPM + $5 COVER - $5.50 DOUBLES

DJTRON, OPTIMOX PRIME & MIYURU FERNANDO

WWW.STARLITEROOM.CA
MUSIC // 35

me

THE HANDY
TOBACCO OPTION
THIS
CE PRODUIT
PRODUCT | CREE UNE
1S HIGHLY
FORTE
ADDICTIVE |DEPENDANCe

Smoke

free, chew

spit free, SNUS

free and

is an alternative

for adult tobacco

users.

SNUS is packaged in small,
handy pouches that just need
to be tucked under the upper lip
to deliver maximum taste

SNUS

Original and

Freshmint

tins

are available now through select
tobacco retailers in Edmonton

Visit www.snus.ca

for more

information

Cigarettes are highly addictive.
La cigarette crée une tres
forte dépendance.
WUEWEEKLY // SEP 3 - SEP 9, 2009

snu

: Ing much. So far, | have only received a : that | have got some plays on
eMusic, so
: report back from Rhapsody; my music : there should be some cents there.
Soon,

> was streamed 13 times, and artists get : | should eclipse the $1
mark in royalties!
: a penny per play. But, with reporting : | figure, at this rate, the album sl¥guld

: times lagging by a month and a half, : break even in about SO months, or alittle

; those 13 plays only come from the : over four years! Man, | have to start re: final week of June, and don't reflect : cording again, and get the tracks ready
one, yes, it was a i line retailers such as iTunes, Amazon, :: name which | recorded under, as | want : any potential streams from July and :
for the follow-up album.
yt Since then, they
=
eMusic, Napster and Rhapsody—i : this experiment to be as honest as possiAugust. Really, 13 plays—all of them : Yes, | have been following up on iTunes
decided to take a series of :
ust part of the
: and eMusic and the like. It's easy when
electronic-music tracks | had :
have two dozen fans on MySI should eclipse the $1 mark in royalties! I figure, at : you only
played with in GarageBand,
But,
to get my first roy-23 Twitter followers or a handful of
bundle them together with : ad this rate, the album should break even in about 50 i: pace,
'
-in a new
fans on iLike. Bands that have millions of
some album art, and release :
as a , the — thrill
: fans can't track them all. | can tell you evmonths, or a little over four years!

alty cheques here : work of independent musicians to on- : In this space, | haven't divulged the

is back.

This

week,

a 14-song album. It cost me :

my

+ erything about my album's sales perfor-

$52.42 to get the album in :

Junecore account moved
from zero to 13 whole cents.

the stores, and my wife tells : ble. Idon't want to give the album extra
me | can't put any more money : promotion in this space. | have to work
(That's US currency, so maybe,
:
like 14 cents Canadian!). Now, all | : into this nutty experiment until this : the promotional angles the same as any
? other struggling musician would.
need to do is make another $52.29 and : album breaks even.
my album project will break even.
: | have been promoting myself using : Back to the royalties. Because there
Regular readers of this column (hi, : traditional channels, sending out discs : is a lag time of almost two months
Mom) know that, in June, after doing : to radio stations—mainly Canadian : between sales and the reporting of
a series of stories about Tunecore— : university stations, that is—putting up : sales, | am only getting June results in
one of a new cottage industry's worth : posters here in Toronto and maintaining : the middle of August. The album went
: online in late June. so | wasn't expectof new companies that distribute the : Twitter, iLike and MySpace accounts.

monthly; nocover
Peers ltl

+ mance because it isn't like the nunters

:: in the United States—in the space of = are changing on a daily basis. And, | can
:: about one week might not be all that : monitor pretty well every fan's post or
: bad. | don't know.
: status update. | sweat that | might actu:: More is coming. | know through re- : ally lose a fan, that someone will divorce
:: ports that | have sold at least one, count : me on Twitter. | think that, maybe, it's
:: it, one song through iTunes. As | did this : more stressful to have 20 fans than it is
+: through Tunecore and have no middle
to have 20 000.
:: man to pay, | will see 100 percent o'
As for the 13 cents, | don't think | will

: the royalties on that 99-cent sale, af

: ter Apple takes its cut. And I've noticed

withdraw

it from my artist's account

: just yet. W

$2650 atTicketmaster, Unioneventz. © Naomi

BLUES ON WHYTE Deadly Pretty
Be

.

ee

‘each week: presented by

Lad

HYDEAWAY-All
Ages ArtSpace

O'BYRNE'S Celtic Jam with Shannon

Green and Go, Warrior Music Rivals,

Johnson and friends

SECOND CUP-T24 Street Open mic

Protocol; 7pm.

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE
Open mic

Jimmy Whiffen ofHoleinthe Guitar

every Tue; 8-10pm

NEW TY Gc

Prododions 232

SECOND CUP-Stanley Milner

Gypsy andcircusfusion spectaculars;

GIOVANNI CABOTO PARK Finding

Ubrary Open mic every Tue;7-9pm

lastWed every month

ised

jothers; annual LabourDay ane NERS PUB Tuesdzy AllStar
Bubecue fortheUnemployed
a30- ith
AliciaTutandRickey
ssopmaiee
Sidecar; 8pm

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY
HALL Aeoistic Bluegrassjam
presented
bytheNorthen Bluegrass

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB JazzNight;
7pm; S10(door)/Ss (student)

ooo. so.ssscssessessesseesecsesseeeseesee
CLASSICAL

Circle Music Society
every Wednesday
eal

NEW-OTY This WillHurtyou
Mondays: Johnny Neck andhis Job

ENTERPRISE SQUARE ATRIUM The
Enterprise String Quartet, WorksBy

PROHIBITION Wednesdays with
Roland Pemberton I

present mystery musical guests

fee

RED PIANO BAR JazzandShiraz

eerie

HALL Acousticinstrumental
oldtime Guest U OfA Scholars
ForEach

PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY

Brahms Lecture-Introductions

and hisJump
Trio

fiddle
jamhosted
bytheWildRose
Old Tyme Fiddlers Society; 7pm.

woke
ois ARveanaiianishecenisakavenstysusbose

paar hseiedHien jacksa0

PROHIBITION Chicka-Dee-Jay

Monday Night: Soul,R&B,British

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE Main

EET ONSa

Invasion, Ska, Rocksteady, and more
vith Michael Ranult

Floor; CJSR's Eddie Lunchpail;
Wooftop: with DJ Gundam

SECOND CUP—Mountain
Equipment
Open Mic every Wed,

BUDDY'S
DJArrow Chaser; 9pm

Etopm
STEPS TEA LOUNGE-College

ROSE BOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE
The Legendary
RoseBowl Monday

jamhostedbySherry-LeeWisorand

Darrek Anderson; 8pm.

ESMERALDA'SRetro everyTus;n0
Ress oti ment)

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte Ave
Latin and Salsa music, dance lessons

Sigma

3H

ae

Wednesdays featuring Dave Babcock

RIVER CREE Wednedays Live Rock
Ss

pO
everyWed;hostedby
Ernie Tersigni; 8:30-10pm

TEMPLE WyldStyleW
2

rive

,

hip hop, every Wed; $5

aS

Reggae music, no cover

Trumpets(trumpet)
to Tehafloowsky:
JensLin- HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB TuesdaysGeman
ACelebration
of= pLaout: ElectrobeatswithElectro
the Solstice byJiaJiaYong: apm;$27 DjsJoust!andSoSerious

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE Wednesday
Nights: with DJ Harley
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main

(adult res\S.8 (grassV$13 (child res
Free (grass) available atthe Winspear

;
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE ‘abilly,

Floor: Blue Jay's Messy Nest Wed
Night: Britpop, new wave, punk, rock

PROHIBITION Tuesday
Punk Night

BUDDY'S Dj Dust 'n' Time; 9pm; no

RED STAR Tuesdays: Experimental
Indie Rock, Hip Hop, Electro with DJ
Hot Philly

DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE Wind-up
Wednesdays:
R&B, hiphop, reggae,
old skool, reggaeton with InVinceable,

Centre box office

Ghoul-rock, spooky with DJ Vylan

SPORTSWORLD Retro Night;

FLUID LOUNGE Wednesdays
Rock
This

WEDNESDAY

Eco0srusripinpmn
wn
Dj Spincycle

Vee ti me)
Sod

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE Dj

isan
mie

sit eee

Proacat
ae pees)

7Ao;30pm
ee

‘Submenge the Sky; 8pm.
EEHOUSE

‘n'roll
with LL.CoolJoe

Roind i
Slade(indie,punk andmetal)
<a
Mai

Wain.

Floor: Glitter Gulch Wednesdays: live

NEW

music once a month

alee pore
oars
RED STAR GuestDJs

band oriented, hosted
byChuck

"ss thisweekJimDonnett and
-hges

oP

BLUES ON WHYTE TheVindicators
COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Live

Peeveyadinetsy
BE ER
EDDIE SHORTS Wed openstage,

MYER
HOROWITZ THEATRE Daniel
‘Shaston (popfrock) AllAges; 7pm;

SUBURBS Shake It:wit

Greg Gory and Eddie Linchpail; no
saiacee gona(Coe)

es

DECEMBER 2. - EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE

eetnemlay
a
wild es
Bersales
fednesdays

.
FIDDLER'S ROOST Little
Flower

House, progressive and electronica
seth
oyHastaDYReta,Space

Open Stage with Brian Gregg

Age andweedy guests; 9pm-2am

FOXX DENTheMaryThomasBand Dj;no
WynpERBAR
Wednesdays withnew
cover

Wed night open stage; 8pm-12am

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Openstage
with Jonny Mac; 8:30pm; free
HOOLIGANZ
PUBOpen stage
we 4i 4: k A d byShane and

™

‘Garin¥notwedeealsy
S

VME

DOORS AT 7-ALLAGES WELCOME
GET TICKETSATUMIOMEVENTSC0M 0" ticketmaster.ca
0 BLACKBYRD
AT ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS, CHARGE BY PHONE 780-451-800AND

JUST ANNOUNCED!!! - ON SALE Saturday September 12
Join unionevets.com for pre sale passwords
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PREVUE // DATAROCK

NANNY

POPBUNANAY
eHats

Old school
Datarock's newest
takes up the challenge of using pre-1984 equipment
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GROWN UPS >>I

gaa

tions. It can mean both anger
and love, and before the "Axis of Evil”
there was the "Red Menace.” Norway's
Datarock might have been thinking
those things when the band took the
word for the name of its latest album,
but it's more than likely not that deep.
Red is also the colour of the band's

bands that we love. We didn't really
think about ourselves as a band or
anything. We were more like .,. almost
like a DJ or something," Saroea laughs
deeply, "playing other people's music. We don't know how to play cover
songs; we just have to make our own
cover songs. We just fooled around
and made funny, stupid songs.”
You could argue that Saroea is being
self-deprecating. The band’s simple
songs mix its love of Talking Heads

trademark

with

// CAROLYN@\V/UEWEEKLY.COM

IRS is a oo

Mitch anal
and the*

DETROM WHEELS‘=

full of connota-

tracksuits,

the ones

they

wear on stage in an unabashed homage to the early ‘80s.
If you have a soft spot in your heart
for Jane Fonda's aerobics videos and

have spent evenings over wine discussing the meaning behind Devo's
"Whip It," you won't need to ask why
After

all, Datarock

co-founder-guitar-

ist-vocalist-drummer-producer Fredrik
Saroea didn't
When Saroea and his partner-incrime

Ket-Il1

(aka Ketil

Mosnes)

got

together with a whole host of friends
as Datarock, the pair's respective love
for thrash metal and Guided By Voices was overshadowed by even earlier

influences—like the Commodore 64
and The Breakfast Club. Were they surprised by the bleepy-beat sounds that
came out of them?
"Our thoughts about the band, from
the very beginning, was to sort of pay
tribute to a variety of very different
A

WUEWEEKLY

ttc
Ayan

finally figured out what became ofthose two kids in Royal Tenenbaums // supplied

CAROLYN NIKODYM

ALL SHOWS DOORS AT 7PM +13103 FORT AD + 643-4000
38 // MAUSIC

a

Revenge

of the Nerds

and

turn

it into a little slice of genius. That,
and there is an awful lot of work put
into the whole experience that is
Datarock. Its first EP, for instance,
was only pressed 400 times, but the
five-inch CD included a video game
the band wrote. And Red takes on the
challenge of using pre-1984 analog
equipment, as well as using live instrumentation as a template for what

ing on over there; oh wow, it's actual-

ly live percussion in the background
here and there.”

What did take Datarock by surprise,
however, was the reception its nerdy,
BMxX-is-better-than-sex music got
The

band's

small

endary DJ, announcer and tastemake
John Peel. And since then, Datarock
has played hundreds of high-octane

shows. The band simply didn’t expect
its “funny, stupid songs” to resonate
so loudly with people. Sure, there
nostalgia in leaning heavily on ce!
tain cultural references, and when

happens electronically.

you capture it just right, that can gral
an audience.
But Saroea has commented on the
magic of the band’s matching red

"It didn't start off as a dogma or
anything; it just happened to be so,”

tracksuits, and they just may be the
key to Datarock's success. After all,

Saroea says. "We wanted to make
it the way that if you end up listen-

when you dress up like that to get uP
on stage, it's more like you're pretend
ing to be a band—and that’s some:
thing that we've all done. W

ing to the album a couple oftimes or
many times, every time you listen to
it, you're supposed to be able to pick
up something new in the production
There's a lot of layers, with small stuff,
that you won't hear the first time you
play it, but then eventually you'll pick
it up—wow, there's something fun go-

———

// SEP 3 - SEP 9, 2009

aforementioned

run, first EP led to a gig on the mai
stage at the prestigious Sonar Festival
in Barcelona in 2003, where it got 4
hearty nod from BBC Radio One's leg
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THREE-COURSE DINNER FEATURING ALBERTA BEEF, ORGANIC SALADS?

CAPTAIN TRACTOR

DECADENT DESSERTS AND OTHER SAVORY SELECTIONS.

THE ODDS
DERRACK ANDERSON BAND
DANCE ON

FOR RESERVATIONS PLEASE CALL 780.930.2636

Receive

50% off any bottle from Sage’s

exclusive and extensive wine list on Wednesday nights
LIVE

ACTS
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TO

CHANGE

Tax and gratuily
not included.

Management reservesall rights, While quantiles
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PREVUE // BAND OF SKULLS

S2 rT
)

Stir it up
ok

Band of Skulls mixes heavy British

| blues with ethereality

acoustic

IWIUSIC
{
ve
~

BRYAN BIRTLES

Fo England's Band of Skulls,
a name change coupled with a
change in attitude became the kick

AL GUESTs

in the pants the band needed to put
its career on track. After first getting
together in London under the name
Fleeing New York, the band played in
clubs around town but never found a

way to take the next step, until finally the members

decided to reinvent

themselves and take the whole thing
more

seriously,

After that, explains

guitarist and singer Russel Marsden,
it wouldn't have felt right to leave the
band under the old moniker.
‘We went through this period of
reinvention, so when it came time
to make another record it just didn't
feel right for us to be called the same

LN

FREE TR IVIUM LIVE SHOW DOWNLOA
WITH EVERY TICKET PURCHASE
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thing, it felt very strange,” he ex
plains over the phone.
“The day we
did it we were just happier and more
productive; it was just great. It felt
very natural to do it it gave us the
freedom to be creative again.”

That freedom to be creative led to 4
sharpening of the band’s sound into

what it is today. The group's debut album,

entitled

Baby Darling

Doll Face

Honey, blasts open with classic rock
attitude of a decidedly British bent—
think Cream, Zeppelin—but halfway
through shifts in tone to become more
expansive, leaving plenty of space
between notes. As Marsden explains,
Band of Skulls spent about a year not
playing shows, simply working on
honing that sound, before emerging to

make a record and head out on tour
"It was almost a sort of closing ir
on the real sound of our band and
trusting our gut a little bit more
explains. “Sometimes the gut
ing, that sticking to your guns an
doing what you do best . as soon a
we stopped worrying about
wha
were sounding like and sounde
like we sounded we were in a muc!
better place.”
Not only did the band seques
itself away to work on honing th
sound, but they enlisted the help o!
Ian Davenport (who's worked wit!

Supergrass and Badly Drawn Boy)
assist them. As Marsden explair
Davenport was exactly the right foi!
the band needed to help take it
different level.
"I think sometimes you need some
one else's ears ot someone els

perspective on what you do to
the best part of yourself,” h ©
"He just let us free when we ne«
to be free and held us back when
needed to be held back and that
we needed. I think the result spe!
for itself actually, the record sounc

really good and it translates ree!!
well. | hope when people see us lv’
they won't think it's that different—°
little bit more feisty perhaps, bu!
they're the same songs. We're really
proud of what we've achieved,” W

pRevuE
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| // THE WIND WHISTLES

a

Whistlestop tour
Duo formed musical partnership to complement romantic one
FAWNOA MITHRUSH
// SAWRDAGVUEWEEKLY.COM

are lots of examples of couples
who make music

together—too

ee really. Oftentimes these reiationships are associated with a band's
demise (Fleetwood Mac, anyone?), but

for Vancouver folkies Liza Moser and
Jom Prilesky, coupledom is what allows them to tour the world in the way
they've always wanted.
"Our six-year anniversary is next’

month. We met at a place that used to
have shows all the time in Vancouver
called thePicadilly Pub,” explains Mo-

ser. “L wasin college at the time. I went
to a showto see a friend's band, it happened to be their last show. I ran into
another friend who introduced me to
his friends, and one of them was Tom."
The two hit if off after a late night rendezvous at Denny's, and started hatching escape plans. “Since then we've
gone on one trip to Europe together

from heavier backgrounds of music at
the time we started Wind Whistles,”
Moser says. "Tom was in a band called
the Nature of Things which was kind
of technical, spazzy punk stuff and
really noisy. He was screaming a lot
and he kind of felt the need to coun-

that was non-music related, that was

ter it in a way. When when we came

just backpacking. When
we got back we

back from Europe on that backpacking
trip we were kind of feeling bummed
out, going back to jobs and missing
Europe. He ended up writing our first
song which was about coming back
and howit's asad thing. That ended up
being a really folky song.”
This stripped-down, indie sound combined with their pining for more over-

moved in together and since we've lived

together we've made music all along
the way,” she says.

Their progression into the band didn't
exactly happen overnight. The simple,
artsy sound of theWind Whistles happened to be a big departure from their
musieal track records. "We both came

TTT TUITIO
Ca MEUN

earlier this summer with Animals Are
People Too (and yes, Moser is a vegetarian), which saw them leaning back—just

a little—on their rockish pasts.
"Our newest album, most of it was
written on tour last year in Europe and
in Canada. At that point we were oversaturated in folk. Animals is still folky,
butit's a bit poppier. There's a few more
driven songs with a bit of electric guitar and stuff because of that same need
but opposite, of wanting to get back
into something a bit heavier. I'm actually now back in a heavy band, a kind of
grunge band called Bad Fate, and Tomis
hoping to start something again soon.”
Not that the cutesy album art on Animals points to any indication of a harder sound (it looks a bit like the creatures
from The Wind in the Willows meeting
an urbane version of some Maurice
Sendak characters). Still, you can't help
but enjoy the weird, comforting hooks
of tunes like "Turtle" and "Spooks."
seas exploits to give them a novel idea.
Now recuperating in Vancouver from
“We thought, "Hey, maybe we can write
the last European tour—which Wind
songs that can hold the weight ofaband
Whistles returned from last month—
with just two acoustic instruments,
the band is gearing up for another two
that way we can tour Europe together
months of shows across Canada. The
and we don't need to rely on bringing
plan is to appear in Edmonton twice:
a drummer and a full band with us.’ I once this Friday at Naked, and again
got into playing acoustic bass and that's
after the band loops around Ontario
how the Wind Whistles started."
and heads back west which means
Since shacking up, so to speak, the
you can also catch the duo in October
pair have released two full-length alat the Hydeaway. V
nae UsERELONAINeLLAIN)
bums and one "secret" album, available
by download only to those who purchase
FRI, SEP 4 (8 PM)
either of their previous two releases.
THE WIND WHISTLES
Window Sills came out on aaahh Records
WITH PAPER TIGER, STACY LLOYD BROWN
in Spring of 2008, an album of delicate,
NAKED CYBER CAFE (10354 JASPER AVE)
jaunty folk tunes. They followed that
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PREVUE // BLUEBIRD NORTH

Northern showcase
Bluebird North lets singers and songwriters shine
to bring its "sing-and-tell" showcase to Canaq,
an cities like Ottawa and Vancouver,
and y

SAC has asked local singer/songwriter An;
iend to help bring it to Edmonton
With Guests
TOY SINGERS

"It's funny, | went to Nashville and met th
president of SAC, Eddie Shwartz, throush
friend," laughs Vriend. "When I mentioneg
|
was from Edmonton, he said, ‘We need son
one [to curate Bluebird North] in Edmont:
Do you wanna expand there?”
Four times a year, Vriend will be hand-p
ing a group of musicians to share the stag:
a “songwriters-in-the-round" series, where
ists showcase their own songs while contribut

3
OCTOBER
SATURDAY

ing to each others’. Often the goal is to see h
spontaneity and creativity flows between
ists who've never played together before
"I want

to get artists who

usually don't

p!

together and see what happens. I find that
way more exciting,” she explains. "My goal
to pick people from different genres and bz
ance it with young and old, shake it u
Get people who normally play in bands to p!
solo, for example. And not just people fro

Edmonton; I want to get artists who
ing through town, too.”
This weekend's first showcase sees
nians Colleen Brown and Mark Davis
Carrie Catherine of Saskatoon and

7
OCTOBER
WEDNESDAY

MONDAY
SEPTEMBER
2
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are cx
Edmont«
along
Matt 5;

of Manitoba, already a tidy blend of accon
plished artists and young blood. Besides j
the performance, audience members will hay
an opportunity to engage the musicians in

OCTOBER
SUNDAY
18
SONGBIRD >> Saskatoon’s Carrie Catherine will be
in town for Bluebird North 1 Hf Suppled
WITH GUESTS ES
aT Se

Mi} HAVEN

SOCIAL

For more information, visit songwriters.ca

MATTAEW
SEPTEMBER
FRIDAYBARBER ©
25
SOLO PERFORMANCE

I: 1982 in Nashville, the Bluebird Café apeheth

as a restaurant that occasionally hosted musicians.

21
OCTOBER
WEDNESDAY

M+} EDMONTON

Over

25 years

later, it has become

an

institution for singer/songwriters, and its success has propelled it beyond Nashville. The
Songwriters Association of Canada (SAC) has
already successfully partnered with Bluebird

cf JODY GLENHAM
2 DANIEL MOIR
PAWNSHOP

The SAC’s goal is to advocate, educate and bui!
community on behalf of Canadian songwriter

CLUB

CKUA PRESENTS...

mi}

Q&A about aspects of songwriting
"It's to encourage songwriters and the pub
lic to experience the songwriting process
gether, so people can get the inside scooy
see what songwriting’s all about. It's als
increase the profile of SAC.”

EVENT

CENTRE

23
OCTOBER
FRIDAY
“SATURDAY
26
SEPTEMBER
ll» PAWNSHOP
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29
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SUN,
SEP 6.(7 PM)
BLUEBIRD NORTH

HOSTED
BY ANN VRIEND
FEATURING COLLEEN BROWN, MATT EPP, CARRIE CATHERI!(

MARK DAVIS
THE HAVEN SOCIAL
CLUB
$12, $10 FOR SAC MEMBERS.
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New Sounds
Kak

and inflections. The result is one of ‘
the more interesting voices in indie, a

still maintaining

in a genre where too often it’s an aftergood enough and that’s all.
Its importance to the Cave Singers
can't be overstated. Though the band
rarely missteps, they have a defi-

genre-appropriate fear of the divine
are largely stripped away here, in favour of a decidedly more optimistic
bent. Where Invitation’s opener found
the band thinking of heaven on “Seeds
of Night,” here they openly exult about
finding a way home and sing about
doing our best to carry on the much
brighter "Summer Light." Welcome Joy,
as could be expected, is very frequently
an album about taking pleasure in
small, quiet things, finding the sun in
things even if it's only a reflection

The slight tonal shift isn't the band’s
only change. Perhaps its most welcome shift is the maturation of singer

Quirk

:

: constantly recruiting talent from +)
: cream of the alterative music crop

: vicinity ofPortland and Seattle. Yes

= singing about Scott Walker on a midd/

MARYCHRISTAGVUEW
when the entire band comes together. : |}
"Beach House," wisely released by :
Matador in advance ofthealbum, isan :
ideal end-of-summer song, about escaping troubles into an easy summer
Anjulie
night. Easy tamborines and bongos : Anjulie

mix with a slick little guitar line, and
Quirk drives the mood home with the

moments,

clearing

finds peace in dancing and

singing on lawns.
Overall,
ing

though,

its legs.

Welcome

Provided

:

: (Hear Music)
; keke

lines "Oh, love, let's prove them wrong :
/ Time ain't wasted on us,” which :
would be downright comforting if it :
wasn't so damn uplifiting. They follow ;
that up with the similar-in-mood "Vv,"

document of a band that's

finest

track, backed by sunnily =
I
channeled from the very early’
yes, those textures of strings and per
sion embedded in a tapestry of in
mentation as deep and heavy as a
mer evening are reminiscent of
Buck production. You'll also re
the references masterfully woven ini
solid songs by Minus 5 lifeb’
McCaughey, melodic, superbly
and etched with lyrics as literary 2
great American novel: swampy
Souther
Gothicism, ‘60s power pop, poignant

:
:
:
:
the rambunctious (though : lonesome balladry and a straight-a!i
earns
quot
predictable) ending. And it's Quirk's : Jesus country song that wryly
singing, distant and near-broken, : apocalypticisms. Driven by (mostly) MM
that pushes the -finger-picking of : Caughey’s lovely urgent voice and deft
into something : ornamented by a chorus of golde
closer “Bramble”
more touching than your average : throated honeys, it’s a long meaty alb
: precisely crafted.
genre exercise
There are moments here, though, > MARY CHRISTA O'KEEFE

like he's lying down after a long day,
Quirk could occasionally grate, sound-

his

:

pretty strums and galloping sticks of
a song like "Hen of the Woods,” and
the genuine joy in a line like "Evening comes, and manisit short" that

which

from

tha

: Colin Meloy, out of fey sea shanty m

frequently

Pete Quirk's voice. With a timbre and
tone that befits his last name, as well
as a tendency to mumble out his lines

sary. Here, though, he has taken cues

Daintier th
togold and
ical than Lily Alle
Toronto-born Inc

an-Guyanese ch
teuse Anjulie pou
her guarded hed
: over a delicate throwback mix of furl
: soul-pop. She hits almost every m
: she seems to aim for—the happ
: bucks groove that, for some p
: blends into coffeehouse ambien

:

Joy is a :

still find-

they mature

with their singer, though, the Cave
Singers are well on their way to indie
folk that does much more than passa
pleasant evening. V

: the sound of steaming milk—and

ist=

: That

104430 - 124 street
780.732.1132
www .listenrecords.net

being said, Anjulie

is a fre

: opened bag of multi-coloured marshn
: lows that won't

necessarily

rot y

: teeth.
: JONATHAN BUSCH

JOMATHAN@VUEWEEX
the visitor rico
jim o'rourke

everything goes wrong LP7ico

ALL AGES ¢ GPM SHOW MckETsa NOKETMASTER - PRESENTED BY UNIONEVENTS

: Rubik
: Dada Bandits

: (Fullsteam)
S tekotoktr
At

UPCOMING
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top 10 sellers
07.

snow blindness

black mold

02. pleasure is the headlight

03. lucifer rising bobby

04, luminous
05. live conte

spiral joy band

beausotell

ight six organs of admittance
nce om

06. string of pearis v/a
07. king of jeans pissed jeans

08. lemans ty segall
09. s/t daceh
10. ove: floaded ark espvail/batoh

: and—though Dada itself somet™
: gets mired in its own obfusca'
> this album is totally listenable
> BRYAN BIRTLES
/{ BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY COM
= ee
ae
Fe

WUEWEEKLY

// SEP

sp
confus!

and
self-awa
Finnish band R
delivers on the
of the groups
full lens
Bond

SHOWS
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di

: covers some genttine emotion, soundi§
as though it stems from the singer's
: tualrelationships instead of the bowels
: acash-hungry second-source
songwit¢

records&cds

* RASLIGNT ANTREM

and

that holds together the innocuously

ing far closer to an indie rock Carol
Channing than is welcome or neces-

DIRTY SOUTH
& LAID BACK LUKE mii

Vaguely fa.
probably |
is: the Minus
ultimate tasten
ers
Supergrou

:

:
:
:
elevates them beyond the run-of- 3
the-mill. It's his self-harmonizing :
and quiet confidence that pushes :
"Leap" beyond its upbeat but pretty :
standard hootenanny feel. It’s his lilt :

established,

undertones of failure, loss and a very

DOORS 9PM-TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER, FOOSH, ALEXIS CLUBWEAR, GMIAC SAMCENTRE

If anythin,
ingsworth

:

nite tendency towards the easy and

Ihe Cave Singers don't take long
to mark a shift in mood on their
newest
full-length from Matador,
Welcome Joy. Though their debut fulllength, Invitation Songs, was hardly a
dark, brooding affair, its occasional

BEACH PARTY}

tics

voice that’s truly another instrument

imnennorevesreceeanatannnre

BODY PAINT. BUCKETS & GIVEAWAY:

his trademark

thought, or at least counted on to be

// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

DRESS FOR THE BEACH!

often, exchang-

ing some of his whine for a rasp, but :

DAVID BERRY

DOORS SPM
-TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER

ettokst

his elocution more

PRESENTED BY URBAN METROPOLIS
ALL AGES - DO00RS 5PM
TICKETS AT
TICKETMASTER

LMFAO

: (Yep Roc)

Cave Singers
deri §Joy
Matador)

€MONION VENI
JAY SEAN
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: Talking Heads

Most of the songs were already
completed by the time Eno got

: More Songs About Build: ings and Food

his hands on them—Talking
Heads had been together

*t Gire)

: Originally released: 1978

since 1975, while

: ofallstripes
that
: find that after
: having nearly a
: lifetime to write

: enough material
: fora first album,
: churning

out

t second

album

sow

especially—these

Kissers

how to rock a dance floor. Overall,

ys a welcome hit of up-tempo pop for
yone who can appreciate the moodiness Of undisguised electronics and
ma machines.
VD BERRY

}0 oviD@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Known
to his mother as Chris Adeney,

Wax
Mannequin
defies any sort of generic music categorization.
getically

Unapolodramatic

d somewhat morbid in his poetry, Adney’s raspy drone comes across like the

harming lovechild of Tom Waits and
#60) Wiseman.

Saxon is more toned

lown than Wax'sprevioustworock-style
leases, and it's a very welcome shift to

Whe soft-seat side. “Treading Water" isthe
fandout ballad, short but dark and wist|. It's followed by an emotive cover of
beoff Berner's “Voleano God.” The gui-

a: churns emotive tinklesthroughout—
e solemn, folky sound rounded out

ith the help of the back-up band, Black

Blood—while Adeney coos softly over
@ghtly woven metaphors. A clever, beitching listen from the very first spin.

DATAROCKIME

/

with special gu

DJ DEGREE «.

sign, and the
Heads long re-

a

sisted advances
made by Sire
Records
until
the
members
felt they had

oulre a pocket / I'm a sleeve" or the : within the short
sjecto-pop-funk of standout "Wander- : period of time
ng Heart”

drummer

Chris Frantz and frontman
David
Byrne
previously
played together in a band
called the Artistics when both
attended
the
Rhode
Island
School of De-

: The sophomore slump is a
! near mythical predicament
: faced by bands

LONG WEEKEND BACK TO SCHOOL BASH
ROOM #1

by
: demanded
: record company
enough — good
: execs—in order | iam
songs to justify a
:
: to keep up the
record deal—so
P
x
: hype and satit wasn't as if he
: isfy
fans—can
CHEESE>>The album's coverisaphoto-| Was helping to
: be challenging. ‘mosaic of thousands of close-up polaroids
write the mate: Wait too long
rial the way he
: and you risk losing your audience. Rush : would on later albums. Still, his fin: job it with a tepid and ill-defined second > gerprints are all over the record.
: barrage and you risk your credibility.
With the very first song, it's clear
Talking Heads' 1978 release More : that Talking Heads have grown from
: Songs About Buildings and Food rests : its twitchy beginnings. "Thank You
: comfortably in the third category of : for Sending Me and Angel" is a funk
: being a record that, instead of falling : groove repeated over and over, though
: flat with warmed-over imitations of : one that is distinctly Talking Heads in
: the songs off the group's first album— : that, while the band is more than will: 1977's aptly named 77—More Songs : ing to borrow ideas from funk, it never
: About Buildings and Food in many ways : pretends to be anything that it isn't.
: outdoes the Heads' debut. Part of the : Byrne's hyperactive vocals overtop,
:: credit for that belongs to producer : coupled with the thin and trebley tone
: Brian Eno—More Songs was the first : of Tina Weymouth's bass ensures that
: of three albums Eno produced for the : no one is mistaking this white-boy funk
: group—and his contributions changed ; for the likes of George Clinton.
: the face of the band from the twitchy : As the album moves on, it's this new
: and artistic group that complicated the : way of thinking about songs that de: face of the New York punk scene into : fines the record almost as much as the
= the white-funk all-stars that sold out : esoteric subject matter of the lyrics—
: stadiums. In More Songs, Eno's con- : long the focus of any writing about the
: tributions are more subtle than they : band. The ideas that Eno brought to the
: would be on future releases, such as : table, coupled with the already defined
: Fear of Music and especially Remain : esthetic of the band, became the tem: in Light, which takes a decidedly Af- : plate for the group's future success; in
: rican turn both in its rhythms and in : More Songs About Buildings and Food,
: the band's new collective method of : Talking Heads can be heard making its
: writing. In some ways, in fact, More : first foray into the mixture of pop, Af: Songs About Buildings and Food could : rican polyrhythm and punk that would
: be considered a transitional record.
* define the group's career. W

a

V4

SA
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J
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i

é
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AWNDA MITHRUSH

(0 A@VUEWEEKLY.COM

> RickWhiteAlbum
: 137

The Maccabees
Wall of Arms

: (Blue Fog)

: The best of the year!
: Toronto's bone-rack Jesus
= psych rock masterpiece
One of the Framework's vocalists—
Ryan Isojima and

:

Chris
sound

: (Downtown)

Graham

so much
alike it’shardtotell

: Amanda Blank
: | Love You

:
: Sexed-up synth workout

: or a synthed-up sex workout
Either way, boners!
done before.” Had this band ex- :
eda decade or two earlier, it would :
pve fitrightin.
That's notto saythere's :
originality to be found here—if the ; Toca Loca
ity to take bits and pieces fromava- : p*p
them apart—sums

"p perfectly when he sings, “It’s all
Fen

‘ty of influences can be considered
Sinal, that is. “Turn off the World,”

: (Centrediscs)

:

eushly resembles U2 moulded with : Sweet avant-garde "jazz"
adness
orthe Eurythmic
s.

'STINA DE GUZM
AN

"INA@VUEWEEKLY.

? with Tourette's syndrome “vocals”
: and piano "playing*

(Damino)
Morissey worship
All Brits do it or face the

: Arcade Fire-ing squad
La Coka Nostra
: A Brand You Can Trust

: (Suburban Noize)
White guy gangsta rap
: What's that whirring sound you hear?
: World-wide eye-rolling

; The Antlers
: Hospice

: (Independent)
: Dainty guy vocals
: To enjoy it you will need
: Whisper 2000

COM
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PREVUE // DANIE SYRE

Seeing the music
Danie Syre sees the music first, hears it second
James were able to take what I wrote
and embellish it. It can be hard to
hand your songs over to someone

JAMES STEWART
// {STEWART @VUEWEEKLY.COM

hen it came time to record her
second album, Time For the Truth,
Danie Syre sought out familiar faces.

else—those are my babies! But the
songs turned out really well, and I had

a great time working with those two.”
Not just a CD release show, the Haven will also be displaying Syre’s art-

After having worked with Chris Wynters and James Murdoch on 2007's The
Journey, Syre had a clear idea of what
to expect from the experience, and

work, which also graces the cover of

both her albums. Sharing an equal
passion for her art and her music,
Syre finds inspiration for her paintings in her songs, and uses her strong
visual responses from music to create
and capture the images on canvas.
“I've been a visual artist since I was
three years old. I find the two—music
and painting—just seem to go together,” Syre explains. “I've always painted
and I've always sang. When I write a
song! get a really strong visual picture.
It's like watching a movie in my head,
and then taking certain images from
that movie, and those are the paintings
that I do. I've been contacted a couple
times about having my music licensed
for some actual movies, and that would
be amazing. But I just want to keep

how her songs would be embellished
and honed under the guidance of the
two experienced helmsmen.

National « Local
Exhibits
Performances

"They were so awesome to work
with,” Syre says. "With this being the
second album that I've recorded with
them, I had a much clearer idea of
what to expect from the entire process. I'm more pleased with how this
record turned out—I feel that the
songs are better on the whole, and I
feel much stronger vocally.”
Spending her formative years singing for a cover band, Syre's musical
world changed dramatically when
she inherited her father's prized 1969
Martin acoustic guitar. No longer
content to learn the songs of other
bands, Syre began to create her own
songs, becoming more familiar with
the instrument as she went.
"I wanted to write and have this
creative outlet, even though I could

9

:9535 JASPER AUC

EDMONTON
THERRTERY@NOISELARCA 7B0.441.6966

Stay Tuned for the premiere of our new website:

writing, and to keep painting. I've never
been happier." V

erases
acanlnetacen
ene REA
THU, SEP 10 (7:30 PM)

WWWATHERRTERY.CA

BORROWED >> Syre's guitar, appar
ently lent to her by a friend named
Martin // Supplied

DANIE SYRE
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB, $15

barely play,” Syre laughs. "Yeah, and
I'm still not great. But Chris and

HOROSCOPE
ARIES (Mar 21- Apr 19)
Your assignment is to get angry in the
most unique, brilliant and constructive

: shadow murmurs in your inner ear. Be ea: ger to tune in to the messages your body
: is longing to tell you, These communica: tions might sometimes be a minor pain in

: will, like coal, present you with both rich
: opportunities and knotty dilemmas
:
: VIRGO (Aug 23 — Sep 22)
: | dare you to say yes to a possibility you've
: said no to in the past. | double dare you
to try an impossible thing before lunch

way possible. Merely being annoyed
afid muttering generic curses will defi- : the ego, but the long-term benefits to your
soul could be substantial
nitely not be sufficient. Nor will it
work for you to get consumed
CANCER (Jun 21 — Jul 22) : each day. | triple dare you to imagine
in knee-jerk rage or to be
| have tuned in to your yearn- : you're a genius at inspiring people to like
peeved about the same old
ing for resolution, O Seeker. : you and help you. | quadruple dare you
boring targets that everyone
| know that your heart fer--: to drive overly stable people crazy for all
reacts to. What the cosmos

laser-sharp fury that will fuel your

ingenious drive to change everything for ;
: | might provide to appease your quest for :
the better
> neat, simple truths. But what | have con-

LIBRA (Sep 23 — Oct 22)

: | know a 19-year-old woman who has been

: cluded, O In-Between One, is that any so- : going through an especially vivid phase
; lutions | might try to offer you would not ; of living on the edge between yes and no.
? Do you find yourself leaning in the : only be fake, but also counterproductive. : She told me that yesterday morning she
woke up with the feeling that in the next
direction of sappy emotions and syrupy : What you actually need, | suspect, are not :
words? That's what my astrological pro- : answers to your urgent questions, but : 12 hours she could either commit suicide

TAURUS (Apr 20 — May 20)

Are you having intense cravings for can-

jections suggest. And if that's indeed the : rather, better questions; more precisely : or else perform some epic deed in which

provocative sweetness. A wilder, more
A sweetness that can
vibrant sweetne
smash obstacle s and incite high magic

;
:

GEMINI (May 21 — Jun 20)

:
:
>

Lawon't

;

protest if you try to conceal your-

self from bullies or gossips or critics or :
sists. You have cosmic permission to ;

r down and keep a low profile. But

:
plea > don't hide from yourself. In fact, :
extra

:

available to yourself. Listen respectfully
to the questions and comments that your

:
:

48 //

: she surpassed all of her previous limits.
: She chose the latter path, completing an
: 30-kilometre bike ride that tested her
> endurance and drove her into the heights
:
of exhilaration. As she pedalled, she
LEO (Jul 23 -Aug 22)
No one knew there was coal in the Unit : drove herself onward with the throbbing
ed States until 1790. A hunter who was : thought that this was a perfect way to
wandering near Pennsylvania's Broad : silence the self-destructive voice within
Mountain stumbled upon it accidentally : her. | offer her victory to you, Libra, as
when his campfire lit up an outcropping : being worthy of imitation
of pure anthracite. That discovery was ;
both a blessing and a curse; since then, > SCORPIO (Oct 23 — Nov 21)
the mining of coal has yielded abundant : Let's take inventory of your harvest,
energy but also environmental degrada- : Scorpio. What blossomed for you these
tion. | predict a metaphorically similar : past months? Which of the seeds you
event for you in the coming days, Leo : planted last March and April sprouted
You will inadvertently find a potentially : into ripe, succulent blossoms? Which
enormous source of valuable fuel that : seeds grew into hard, spiky clumps? And

to steer you in a different 3 formulated questions; more ruthlessly
not that an extravagant in- ? honest questions. Dig deeper, please
Open wider. Think fatter.
chocolate and sentimental
or bad. But what you truly :

need, in my opinion, is a more muscular, :

| encourage

you

to make

yourself

E could

give you a green thumb when you :

: cultivate your seeds in the next cycle?
:

: SAGITTARIUS (Nov
22 - Dec 21)
: Before she became a rock goddess, Gwen

: Stefani cleaned the floors at an ice cream

: AQUARIUS (Jan 20 - Feb 18)
: I love the new neighborhood
|just move!
= to. It’s insanely eclectic: Modern subury

: ban-like Homes with impeccable emerald
: green lawns stand right next door to be
wit
: draggled 1950s-style ranch houses
: unfinished plywood for garage doors and
high
brown
weeds
blanketing
the
fron
:
> yards. A rusty mustard-yellow 1977 Cadi

2 parlour. Prior to ascending to stardom,
vently wants the riddles to run : the right reasons. | quintuple dare you to : Ellen DeGeneres was an oyster shucker,
their course, the mysteries to : fantasize that your so-called delusions : Keanu Reeves worked a janitor and Brad
be revealed, the uncertainties to : of grandeur have begun to contain more : Pitt performed as a giant chicken mascot.
: As for me, my gig as an internationally syn- : lac Seville sporting a McCain-Palin bum
be quelled. And | have ransacked my : than a few grains of truth.
: dicated astrologer was not my first Among : per sticker is parked on the street nex
imagination in search of what consolation :

needs from you this week,
Aries, is a controlled explosion of liberated, compassionate,

case, I'd like
direction. It's
volvement in
ity is wrong

: expectations, supercharge your fantas
: and make forays out into the frontier
: high in ways that are appropriate to yout
: did you learn about growing things that : ethical code.
: what about weeds, pests and predators?
: Were you tireless about keeping them
: away from your beauties? Finally, what

WUEWEEKLY //

= many other things, | washed enough pots
: and pans in cheap restaurants to fulfill
: my dishwashing karma for my next five
: incarnations. | hope these examples serve
: to inspire you, Sagittarius. Even during the
: down economy, the next six months will
; provide you with ripe astrological condi: tions for upgrading your job. And the com: ing weeks will be prime time to brainstorm

: about how to go about it.

:
:

: to a shiny'2007 Volvo with a sticker that
- advises, "Be the change you want to seq
: in the world.” Aging rednecks with fist

: ing gear scattered in the driveway |v

: next door to hipster musicians who blas
:> psychedelic folk songs from their g2'8

: rehearsal space. | urge you to hang >

: in places like this in the coming weeks

: where diversity rules, where the pize0"
} holes are exploded, where variety « °°
: just the spice of life but the main cou’*

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 —
Jan 19)

: [know some brave pioneers who make re-

PISCES (Feb 19 — Mar 20)

: The month of August brought you 5°"
peculiar advances. You got a reward tha
: didn't mean as much to you as it me
my
but
work,
that
doing
: I'm glad they're
You ©
: path Is different. | don't indulge in marijua- : have had you received it earlier.

:: sponsible use of psychotropic drugs asthey
: map out the borderlands of consciousness.

2
grew an enigma that had puzzled
: na, LSD, ayahuasca or psilocybin. However,
you fir
my many years of doing meditation, dream = frustrated you forever. And
game
shadowy
a
of
wriggled free
: work and various spiritual practices have
attached to long att
: nevertheless transformed me into a radi- : you had been

: lost its power to educate you. As *
: ous as these wistful breakthrough
have. Keep that disclaimer in mind as you : been, they are prologue to what's h«

: cal mystic with some of the same knowledge that the psychedelic experimenters

> ruminate on my advice for you, which is : your way. Get ready to solve a pro”
*
> this: Blow your own mind, baby. Raise your : you didn't even know you loved.

ee

eee

eee

VEGAN/VEGETARIAN POTLUCK Riverdale
Community
Hall, 9231-100 Ave «Bring ahome-

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB .
gcocities.com/makingwaves_edm «Recreational/

made vegetarian, vegan or raw vegan dish for 6

competitive swimming. Socializing after practices
+ Every Tue, Thu

people, plate, utensils, mug, copy of recipe « Sun,
Sept
13,5:30-7pm

PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St - playnightclub.ca « Open Thu, Fri, Sat » The first bar for the
queer community to open in a decade with Djs
Alexx Brown and Eddie Toonflash

WOMEN IN BLACK tn Front of the Old Strath-

cona Farmers’ Market Silent vigil the ist and 3rd
Sat, 10-11am, each month, stand in silence for a
world without violence

PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON 9540-22
Ave, 780.488.3234 « pridecentreofedmonton.org

em

+ Open Tue-Fri 1-10pm, Sat 2-6:30pm + LGBT
Seniors Drop-in: Every Tue/Thu, 2-4pm + CA: Thu

CENTURY CASINO 13103 Fort Rd, 780.481.9857
+ Shows start at8pm Thu-Sat and late show at

(7pm) « Suit Up and Show Up: AA big book study
group every Sat, noon « Youth Understanding
Youth: Up to 2s years, support and social group

10:30pm on Fri-Sat; $12 (Thu)/$19 (Fri/Sat)

every Sat, 7-9pm; yuy@shaw.ca + Womonspace:
Board meeting ist Sun every month, 10:30am-1230pm +
Trans Education/Support Group: Meet the

COMEDY FACTORY Gateway Entertainment
Centre, 34 Ave, Calgary Trail « Thu, 8:30pm; Sat,
8pm and 10pm « Bob Angeli; Sept 4-5 » Danny
Accapella; Sept 11-12

*

presenting

with Gerald St

(A 12-STEP SUPPORT GROUP Braeside
Church basement, N. door, 6

anal

Bishop St, Sir Winston Churchill Ave,

<:.Albert «For adult children ofalcoholic and

nal families « Meet Mondays including

ist and 3rd Sun, 2-4pm, every month; albertatrans.
org + Men Talking with Pride: Sun 7pm; facilita-

COMIC STRIP Bourbon St, WEM, 780.483.5999
+» Wed-Fri, Sun 8pm; Fri-Sat 10:30pm + Dave
Stawnichy; Sept 4-5 « Brian Work from Saskatoon; Sept 11-12

DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 780.710.2119 « Comedy
Night: Hosted by Lars Callieou « Every Sun, gpm

LAUGH SHOP-Whyte and Fl, 10368-82 Ave,

Retest sedgecolecton xt

#
for
col
n atnocost.
Der Meatveresretercance accoted

PRACTICE 10502-70 Ave,
lling.ca » Karma Tashi Ling:

Tranquil-

Wed, 7pm + DVD's and discussion:
=e paedlaewelcome
DIAN MENTAL HEALTH

JOCIATION Suite 800, 10045-111 St,

PRISM BAR 10524-101 St, 780.990.0038 + Wed:
Free Pool; Karaoke, 9pm-midnight « Thu: Prism
Pool League; 7-11:30pm « Fri: Steak Nites; 5-9pm}
DJ at 9:30pm

Stee

AFFIRM SUNNYBROOK-Red Deer sunnybrook United Church, Red Deer, 403.347.6073
+ Affirm welcome LGBTQ people and their
friends, family, and allies meet the 2nd Tue,

6321 « Family support drop-in group for
dividuals who aresupporting an adult family

mber who isliving with a mental illness «

etry Wed, 6:30-8:30pm

HESS CLUB 720.474.2318 - Learn to play chess;
bpportunities for all ages including classes, school
programs and tournaments + rovingchessnuts@
haw.ca

ORN FEST Prairie Gardens and Greenhouses,
&6307 Lily Lake Rd, Bon Accord, 780.921.2272 +
brairiegardens.org = Sept 5-7

OUNTRY SOUL STROLL dmontonscountryside.com + Self-guided driving
our of Sturgeon County and the northern region
bf Edmonton's countryside + Until Sept 7
REE LANGUAGE StanleyA.Milner Library,
entennial Room (lower level) « Introduction to
basic conversational Cree « Tue, Sept 15-Nov 24;
Wed, Sept 16-Nov 25; Thu, Sept 27-Nov 26, 6pm +

(OME-ENERGISING SPIRITUAL
FOMMUNITY
FOR PASSIONATE LIVING
puneau/Ashbourne Assisted Living Place, 11148-84
re «Home: Blends music, drama, creativity and

bilection on sacred texts to energise you for
Basionate living
«Every Sun 3-spm

EDITATION ORIENTATION SESSION

Willpower Institute Edmonton, 12520-2135 Ave,
-459-0470/780.451.9535 « willpowerinstitute.

bm - Wed, Sept 9, 7-9pm; evening class starts

pt io, 7-9pm + Free

BUGARSWING DANCE

Orange
Ball, 1035-84 Ave, 780.604.75CLUB
7a « sugarswing.

bm »Swing Dance at Sugar Foot
Stomp: no
‘Penience needed, beginn

er lesson followed by

Nice every Sat, 8pm (door)

AE!

AINABLE AGRICULTURE DEVELOP-

Myer Horowitz Theater, and Fl,Students’

on Suilding, U ofA « Dr. Rene VanAcker,

pfessor and Chair, Department of Plant Agricul-

Es. University of Guelph talk on howagriculture
2

m industrial
toamultifunctional
OIST TAICHI SOCIETY«six
Wilbur

ntyre Garebo, 103 St,
83Ave « Demonstartions
0st TaiChi; Sat, Sept
12,10-11:30am «

included with membership. Confidentiality assured
WOODYS 11723 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6557 * Karaoke with Nathan; Mon 8pm - Martini Mondays;
3pm + You Don't Know Game Show with Patrick
and Nathan; Thu 9pm «Long Island Iced Tea; Thu
3pm « Karaoke with Morgan; Wed 7pm « Karaoke
with Kevin; Sun 8pm

Ave + Featuring music by Finding February and other
bands; presented by the Edmonton and District Labour Council (EDLC) + Mon, Sept 7, n30am-330pm

SOBEYS SYMPHONY UNDER THE
SKY Heritage Amphitheatre, Hawrelak Park,
780.428.1414, 1800,563.5082 « edmontonsymphony.
com + Edmonton Symphony Orchestra, Bob
Bernhardt (conductor) + Sept 4-7 + Tickets available
at the Winspear Centre box office

STORYTELLING FESTIVAL Fort Edmonton

YOUTH UNDERSTANDING YOUTH .
yuyedm.ca » Meets every Sat, 7-9pm « Contact Scott

for info email: info@yuyedm.ca,T:780.248.1971
Se

CORNFEST AND FAMILY FUN DAY
Callingwood south parking lot, 69 Ave, x78 St « callingwoodmarketplace.com + Support the Firefighters
Burn Treatment Society featuring Corn, entertainment and family activities + Sat, Sept 1a, noon-spm

Park, 780.932.4409 + ecn.ab.ca/-tales/ « TALES
Edmonton +Sept 6-7 « Egge's Barn, Fort Edmonton;
Sunday Concert featuring Maria Dunn with
Norma Cameron and Cathleen Thom; MarieAnne McLean, Renee Englot, Bethany Ellis and
Pearl-Ann Gooding; Sept 6, 8pm; tickets $15 (adv at
780.932-4409)/$16 (door)

GADEN SAMTEN LING'S TIBETAN

BAZAAR Alberta Avenue Hall, 9210-118 Ave,
780.418.8340 « gasamling.ca « Jewellery, clothing,
and arts and crafts from Tibet, Nepal and India,

books and informative presentations, and Tibetan
food + Sept 12-13, 1oam-spm «$5, child under 12 free

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106 St,
780.423.5014 » bootsbar.ca + and Thu: Illusions Social
Club + 3rd Wed: Edmonton O Society « 2nd Tue:

Edmonton Rainbow Business Association + Every
Fri: Philosophy Café »Fri and Sat DJ SeXXXy Sean
10-3 + Long Weekend Sundays feature the Stardust
Lounge with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair

Oil

:

BACK 10 SCHOOL BH" =

BUDDYS NITE CLUB iiyasB Jasper Ave,
780.483.7736 « DJ Dust 'n' Time; Mon gpm « DJ
Arrow Chaser; Tue 9pm +DJ Dust 'n' Time; Wed
9pm; no cover before 10pm « DJ Arrow Chaser;
Fri 8pm; no cover before 10pm « Dj Earth Shiver
‘n’ Quake; Sat 8pm; no cover before 10pm « DJ
Bobby Beatz; Sun 9pm + Drag Queen Performance Show; Sun; no cover before 1opm

NOOOHS APH

NO LOS

EDMONTON PRIME TIMERS (EPT) Unitarjan Church of Edmonton, 10804-119 St- A group
months for a social period, short meeting and guest
speaker, discussion panel or potluck supper. Special
interest groups meet for other social activities
throughout the month. E; edmontonpt@yahoo.ca +
primetimersww.org/edmonton

ghn@sewardconsulting.com

area. Monthly activities, newsletter, reduced rates

LABOUR DAY BARBECUE FOR THE
UNEMPLOYED Giovanni Caboto Park, 95 St, 108A

al

iDMONTON BICYCLE COMMUTERS’
OCIETY 10047-Bo Ave, back alley entrance,
£0.433.2453 «edmontonbikes.ca
«Basic Bicycle
chanic: « Every Tue and Pri, 6pm + Free

12, 10025-2024 Ave, 780,702.5127 » Fri, noon-ipm +

lcome + Every Sun (10am worship)
WOMONSPACE 780.482.1794 + womonspace.ca,
Womonspace@gmail.com « A Non-profit lesbian
social organization for Edmonton and surrounding

ballroom lesson, social dancing, a silent auction,
hors d'oeuvres, and a dessert buffet » Sat, Sept
12,
6:30pm « $20 (adult)/$i0 (youth 3-15); infants under
two are free; tickets at TIX on the Square
?

\

of older gay men and their admirers who have

member)/$i0 (non-member; pre-register

780.436.1555 * People of all sexual orientations are

BISEXUAL WOMEN'S COFFEE GROUP .
A social group for bi-curious and bisexual women
every and Tue of the month, 8pm « groupsyahoo.
corn/group/bwedmonton

pre-register at 780.496.7020 for Tue or Wed; info:
ura Morin at 780.496.1968 or lmorin@epl.ca

EDMONTON ESPERANTO SOCIETY km

ST PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH 1526-76 Ave,

EDMONTON COMPETITIVE DANCESPORT TEAM St. John’s Cultural Centre,

10611-110 Ave « dancesportfundraiser.ca + Gala
and
fundraiser featuring show dances from Jim
Deglau
and Elena Sinelnikova and a free introductory

UPCOMING:-UPCOMING:UPCOMING

7pm, each month

f

10209-2123 St, 780.482.1587 « Soul OUTing: an LGBT-

focused alternative worship « and Sun every month,
7PM; worship Sun, 10:30am; people of all sexual
orientations welcome. LGBT monthly book club
and film night. E: jravenscroft@rwuc.org

up to 25; Tue-Sat, 3-7pm

780.476.1010 « thelaughshop.ca + Mike Dambra;
until Sept 6 « Amateur Night hosted by Lori
Ferguson-Ford; Sept 9, 8pm « Harry Doupe
Wed-Sun, Sept 9-13

bot 12-13 atMillwoods Town Centre, 23 Ave, 66St
IST

tor: Rob Wells robwells780@hotmail.com + HIV
Support Group: and Mon every month, 7pm
+ Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning (TT1Q) Alliance: Support meeting and Tue
every month, 7:30pm + Transgender, Transsexual,
Intersex and Questioning. Education, advocacy and
support for men, women and youth « Free shortterm, solution-focused drop-in counseling; Wed,
7-0pm YouthSpace: drop-in for LGBTQ for youth

ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH

common interests meet the 2nd Sun, 2:30pm, most

GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION teamedmonton.ca « Women’s Drop-In Recreational Badminton; Oliver School Gym, 10227-118
Sti780.465.3620; Wed, 6-7:30pm + Bootcamp; Lynnwood Elementary School at 15451-84 Ave; Mon,
7-8:1spm; bootcamp@teamedmonton.ca « Bowling:
Gateway Lanes, 100, 3414 Gateway Blvd; Sat, s-7pm;
bowling@teamedmonton.ca + Curling: Mon, 7:159:19pm), Granite Curling Club; 780.463.5942 » Running: Sun, Tue, Thu; running@teamedmonton.ca
» Swimming: NAIT pool, 11762-106 St; Tue, 8-9pm,
Thu, 7:30-8:30pm; swimming@teamedmonton.

KULLY< \"
“H POCRITES .
THE

INTEN

ca « Volleyball: Tue Recreational: Mother Teresa
Elementary School at 9008-105A, 8-10pm; Thu
intermediate: Amiskiwaciy Academy, 101 Airport
Rd, 8-10pm; recyolleyball@teamedmonton.ca;
volleyball@teamedmonton.ca « YOGA (Hatha): Free
Yoga every Sun, 2-3:30pm; Korezone Fitness, 203,
10575-115 St, yoga@teamedmonton.ca

ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB:
CROSSDRESSERS 780.387.3343 « meet
monthly « For info go to groups.yahoo.com/
group/edmonton_illusions/

INSIDE/OUT U of A Campus « Campus-based
organization for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-identified and queer (LGBTQ) faculty, graduate student,
academic, straight allies and support staff « ardThu
each month (fall/winter terms): Speakers Series.
Contact Kris (kwells@ualberta.ca)
LIVING POSITIVE 404, 10408-124 St « edmlivingpositive.ca, 1.877.975.9448/780.488.5768 +
Providing confidential peer support to people
living with HIV - Tue, 7-9pm: Support group «
Daily drop-in, peer counselling

ne

FOR ALL THINGS NEW CITY INCLUDING GUANA BATZ, THE FAINT, THE CREEPSHOW,
D.0.A., APOPTYGMA BERZERK, THE MATADORS, THE BRAINS, AND SQ MUCH MORE!
PLEASE VISIT www.newcitycompound.com.
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The trees are alive
“A cool wind was breezing up Yonge : outside playing.
Street from Lake Ontario, relieving me : The bathhouse | had called was off the
from the urban heat still trapped be- : beaten path, and what was interesting
about the directions he gave me
tween the buildings. It was after
was that they weren't based on
midnight and | was looking for
where he was, nor did he ask
public sex in Toronto, resolved
where | was; rather he orientnot to use the Internet to find
ed me as if | was standing at
the cruising park I've been
ground zero in Toronto's gay
told exists downtown. At the
ghetto. He, ina way, assimilated
time | had been thinking a lot
my location or my knowledge of
about how online hook up sites
geography with my desires.
_like Manhunt were changing the
As | entered the park | started to have
geography of desire. Had everyone
abandoned the physical for the virtual? : second thoughts, worried about getting
Was the thrill of happenstance encoun- : arrested, that there would be no action or
ters being replaced by online browsing : that the action would be more than | was
: prepared to see. For all my thinking about
and choosing?
queerness and sex |still find myself easily
| called a bathhouse listed in the free
queer paper, worried the person on the : shocked, jarred and sometimes under-exother end wouldn't want to give me di- : perienced, fumbling in an attempt to look
rections to the park lest it take away : like | know what I'm seeing or doing.
from his business. Instead he responded : At first | felt disappointedly vindicated.
wistfully, as if he too would rather be : The park looked empty save for the men

EERfe}

? who had found benches and picnic tables : All these men cruising around loaded = use of the park as an outdoor sex spa...
? and converted them into homes, shop- :‘ with curiosity and sex but no one doing = He laughed as he said this and th
h
=a+
: ping carts parked where a garage would : anything. Some guys leaned against the =boastful grin said, "They are wasting
be. | had been thinking that maybe cruis- = trees, waiting for someone they liked = time, the queens just smash the bulbs °
ing parks—historically important places } to approach them; avoiding eye contact : Sometimes the lights from cars
for men who want to have sex with men : with those they weren't interest in. Other : circled the park cut through the tre =
to meet—were becoming less relevant, a = guys just hovered near the trees, hoping, 4 : and illuminated details and faces. | cout
: place only for those who did not have or : think, to live vicariously through whatever : see for a flash that the guy beside m: chose not to use the Internet. As my eyes : happened to others. Some guys just saun- : was in his early 30s. The movement 0
: adjusted to the dark it was older bodies : tered around as if they weren't in a cruis : his face and his voice younger than ho.,
: that began to surface. | felt fora moment : ing park, as if they had somehow found : his face looked.
: like a pompous anthropologist who just : themselves in the park and were trying to : He tells me how he has been coming ;
:: the park since he was 16, since before |
: had his life's work validated. My phone > figure out what was going on.
: vibrated. It was a friend. | began speak- : In between the trees are benches. ft : lived his life as a gay man. It was in :
? Ing with her as | walked around the park, : seemed to me this was were the cool and : park where he learned to give hand jol
: collected guys sat to watch the action, and : blow jobs and talk with other guys w/
: thinking that my adventure was over.
: The park, which is basically a large traf- : then acted accordingly. | wanted to be in : liked to have sex with men. He calls it Em
fic
circle
perimetered
with
streetlights
: this crowd so | sat down. It was from this : erald Island, and it is his favourite pla
:
: and trees, is divided into quadrants by a : vantage point that |began to see how beau- : the city. Sitting there with him, the w
big
heroic
statue
in
the
middle.
As
|
left
: tiful the physical space of the park was. We : noise of the city muffled by the rustling 3
:
> trees, breathing and sighs of anxiety ar4
: the quadrant | began in and enter on to : were basically in a grove of trees that cre: ecstasy,|realized that the Internet and al
f the other side, the population of the park : ated a frame of the night sky, ablaze with
: began to change. Soon a plethora of bod- E stars. The ground was Lush with grass and > that it offers for dudes who want to hoo
up poses no threat to the lure of nature
: ies were emerging from the trees andthe : the occasional texture of roots. The guy :
> shadows. | cut my friend short, put my : beside me started telling me that every > It's just another plain on which men
:
find
each other and explore. There
: few years the city cuts down some trees or
: phone away and joined them.
: either/or, there is just more. W
: At first it was comical, yet unnerving. = puts up more lights in an effort to curb the
:
=
:
:

CLASSIFIEDS

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3716

“PAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@ VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM
‘uuyceverneyevsnyneceevee ses e49 00 OCCULT

Have You Had
a Spiritual Experience?

Quality music instruction since 1981.
Guitarist. Educator.
Graduate of GMCC music program

Gallery at Milner: Call for Submissions; Deadlir
Oct15,Inquiries/applications:
ArtSelection
Committee, Centre for Reading and th
Stanley A.Milner Library 7 Sir Winston C!
,

FREE WORKSHOP

EDUCA’

Sunday Sept 13 1-3 pm
TransAlta Arts Barns

FILM AND TV ACTING

Learn from pro's how to
act in Film and TV
Full-time training.

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH
ENGLISH: We train you to teach. 1000's of jobs
around the world. Next in-class or ONLINE by
correspondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St.
Call for info pack 1.888.270.2942

1-866-231-8232
www.vadastudios.com

FRAMING
PICTURE

MOVIE

FRAMES

DOSTER

Aftordable picture fram

8126

Gatev

‘The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists
Please drop off your resume at
10536 -124 Street

SHOE

ath

Bld. 439-0408

(a

SS

SS

INSTRUCTOR NEEDED
DANCE INSTRUCTOR req'd for 2009-2010
dance season. Extensive background in both
West African & Caribbean dance disciplines,

HELP SUPPORT THE YOUTH EMERGENCY
SHELTER SOCIETY-PROGRAMS FOR
YOUTH 780.468.7070; YESS.ORG

min. syrs. exp. Salary commensurate to exp.
Apply to Movements by email movementsdance@shaw.ca or fax 780-424-3505.

Sq, Edmonton AB T§J 21/4; T: 780.496.7030; !

10330 - 84 Ave Edmonton

780-490-1129

Presented by ECKANKAR

wwweckankar.org

Public Outreach is offering great positions for anyone
and
looking to gain valuable work experience in a fun
flexible environment.
As part of an Outreach Team, you will engage in meaningon
ful dialogue in order to promote sustainable funding
enjoy
behalf of our select group of non profits. Our Teams
working outdoors in a dynamic and interactive atmoly about.
sphere, on behalf of causes they feel passionate
and scholarWith flexible scheduling, excellent training,
ty!
opportuni
ships this is an ideal employment

EVENT
SECURITY
STAFF
WANTED

guaranteed wage

To apply, please send resume with cover letter

to edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca

or call 780.436.9896

VARA Gallery
CallforSubmissions: Deadlinz
Mon, Sept.
2a,4pm; T: 780.422.1732 for inf

FLEXIBLE HOURS
NO SET SHIFTS
GREAT FOR STUDENTS
IDEAL FOR ANYONE LOOKING TO
SUPPLEMENT THEIR CURRENT INCOME

BACKSTAGE
SUPPORT SERVICES LTD.

NO DOUBT
KINGS OF

LEON

RISE AGAINST
KENNY

CHESNEY

CLUTCH
MiA
PEARL

JAM

THE OFFSPRING
SILVERSUN

$12 / Hour

cragalleries€displays@epL.ca

Need a volunteer? Forming an acting troupe?
Want someone to jam with? Place up to 20 words
FREE, providing the ad is non-profit. Ads of more
than 20 words subject to regular price or cruel

AKON

Fun and Inspiring
Employment

editing, Pree ads must besubmitted inwriting. in
person or by fax. Free ads willrun for four we:
ifyou want to renew or cancel please phone (
nys at780.426.1996/fax 780.426.2889/e-mn office i
yueweekly.com or drop itoffat10303-108 ‘
Deadline is noon the Tuesday before publicatior
Placement will depend upon available space

BUSTA RHYMES
CITY AND COLOUR
BIG AND
SOCIAL
2004
SINCE
EVENTS
AND
CONCERTS
PREMIER
ALBERTA'S
STAFFING

RICH
DISTORTION

www.publicoutreach.ca
WUEWEEKLY If SEP 3

2004

PICKUPS

SEP 9, 2009

APPLY NOW !
CONTACT US TOLL FREE AT 866.413.2739
OR ONLINE AT BACKSTAGESUPPORT.COM

: has gone and why, or is

ys kid, either. He was 48! I'm 31 and | felt | : space until their
DNA was well and
was more mature
than him. So, we : truly mixed. Ideally, you'd end up with
broke
up. Then |fell in love with : a guy who wanted to do it about as
) his polar opposite. We've been : often as you do, with some
room in
togethera couple years and : there for negotiation. Un-ideally,
of
our sex life has gone down- : course, you could make yourself
a
hillrapidly, from two or three : boyfriend who never wants to have
times a week to maybe once : sex but does like to make a whole lot
every three months. I've tried : of immature, sniggery jokes about
it.
to initiate it, but | get nowhere. : On second thought, maybe this isn't
It only happens when he wants to. | : the best plan.
really love this guy and! want to marry = The first guy sounds unbearable. I'm
: him. | just need to figure out how to find :: surprised you stuck it out with him as

: a happy medium.
_ when I feel the person on the end of : Love, Opposite Day
the line is waiting. But, that's not why
he's my ex. He was rather immature. He
wos so obsessed with sex; everything
was sexual. If|said it was raining out
he'd say, "Ooh, sounds ... wet." If|said

there a chance :: nearly everybody needs at some
point.
: that you do know what's up (shut up) :: This is no time
to ask him what's wrong
: with

him but don't want to admit it? | ::

:: don't think it's abnormal to experience
i a drop-off after a few years, particu: larly, but four times a year is pretty
:: slim pickings. As a mere stripling of 31
: | would be very cautious, in your place,
: about signing any long-term contracts
:: under those conditions. At the very
: least you ought to know what's going

with him or to suggest that maybe He's
:: just not man enough for you, not if you
:: actually like him, anyway. It is time to

::
::
:
:=!

find out what's going on with him all

those times you initiate and you “get
nowhere.” Is it possible he's missing
your cues? Is there a better time or a
:: better approach? A different act? If no,

: no, no and no and this is just who he
= on with him (and with your relation- :: is, a guy who's interested in sex four
ship) before you agree to marry some- ; times a year and
anything extra just
: one who frankly isn't going to satisfy : seems unnecessary or unappealing,

: you. It would be a different story if :: then you're going to have to figur@®ut
: you were saying, “We only do it every :
: if there's some way you can get your

: long (ooh, long) as you did. It must : hree months and we're both happy : itches scratched.
Maybe he'd be happy
; have been hard to ... | mean you had ! with that," I'd dance at your wedding
: just holding you while you take care of

:
: Dear Day:

? to have been open to ... | mean on top :: then. The way you're talking about it :
: things for yourself. Maybe he'd be OK
: of—oh, never mind. It must have been : though, I'd feel more like | was danc
f you had a “friend.” Maybe he needs
: A happy medium in your case would : like living with Michael Scott with a : ing on your marriage's
grave and
: a check-up and a meds adjustment and
: require something like the matter- : few drinks in him: "That's what she :: I've always liked Nick Cave and while
stuff :: all will be well after that. You're going
: transporter machine from The Fly— :: sald!" Awful. You have my sympathy.
: I'm just not that goth. Sorry. It ain't : to have to find out, is all. | don't care if
something was hard (difficult) he'd say : you'd put Mr. Sounds Wet in one pod : The new guy is a harder nut (oh, shut } going to work.
} it's hard. And that's not what she said,
"Ooh, hard!" It was like that with ev- : and Mr. Every Three Months in the :: up) to crack, Are you really as mysti- : You're going to have to have one of : or sol hear.
erything! He was not some 20-year-old : other and zap them back and forth in : fied as you sound as to where the sex :: those sit-downs that nobody wants but : Love, Andrea

Heavy rock band seeks bass player. Songs
written, demo available, pro gear a must,
backing vocals an asset. No amateurs. Paul

ARTIST
TO ARTIST
‘ART TALK: Stanley A.Milner Library Theatre
- (owmstairs),7 SirWinstonChi
Sq; ASA

www.northsidestudio.biz

ALL HOT SEXY BABES
Try it FREE! 18+
780.665.0808
403.313.3330

780.690.1353

Session drummer for hire in Edmonton

ae

. Experienced, creative and easy to work

tions: Tue, Sept 8,espe at St. Josep!

STEAMWORKS GAY
&BIMENS BATHHOUSE.
aay

-

21745 JASPER AVE. 780.451.5554
WWW.STEAMWORKSEDMONTON.COM

1005S OF HOT LOCAL SINGLES

TICS ANONy,

It’s FREE to try! 18+

com

~,

HELP NB UNE
sihmias
/
ae
780-421-4429

780.669.2323
403.770.0990
#1 SEXIEST CHAT!

Call now! FREE to try! 18+

:

780.665.6565
403.313.3301

ATT 4ES S857

WAN NLP

~

with. Lots of studio credits. Check www.
kellystodola.com for more info. stodola@
telus.net

Info: Brenda Chelvam

780.760.
, brenada@shaw.ca; Heather
Bedford-Clooney 780.484.8325, hbedford@
shaw.ca; EdmontonColumbianChoirs.com

Submit exhibits for consideration in the folowing categories: Environmental Site Specific
lnstallation; Curated Group Exhibit, Individual
cr Two Artist Exhibit, and Community Programs are invited to participate in 2010 at The
Works Art Market and Food Street (deadline
Feb, 15, 2010) and Street Stage(
Mar,
15, 2010). Application at www.theworks.ab.ca

780.452.7440
TI910 - 127 Ave.

Wanted: experienced local bands to play
live. Good opportunity to make money.
All musical styles welcome. Call Veronica

also. Contact aota_artists@yahoo.ca
for details

Catholic High School.

#1 Adult Massage
Come out & play

band. 780.421.1250.
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MENSMEN- DOWN UNDER, MEN BATHS, 12224 JASPER AVENUE,
EDMONTON
(780) 482.7960

Experienced country lead guitarist. Older
person. Looking for work or will join new

Artfrom the Unknown. Emerging artists call
780.414.0702
for submission package

The Edmonton Columbian a

ADULT

780.233.4269

with the EPL present
afree art talk with Gerald
St. Maur (artist and poet); Thu, Sept 17, 7-30pm

WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly
Jam on the second Sunday of the month at 9119-

Chat with 100's of HOT naughty girls!

128A Ave. Rock, country & old time music Ph.

780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com
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VOLUNTEER

The Learning Centre Literacy Association is
seeking volunteer tutors to help adults develop
reading, writing and/or math skills. Volunteers
participate in
learning, tutor one-to-one,
or assist dageleiere Skills and Experience:
High school level reading, writing and/or math
skills Contact: Denis Lapierre, 780-429-0675,

Prof guitarist seeks something interesting-Brit
pop or experimental
band. Infl Eng beat, Ex-
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girl Ph Bill 780.633.3849

The HOTTEST local singles!
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180-223-0699
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403-351-0611

LOCAL CHAT. CALL FREE: code 2315
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DIAL #CUCK (4725425).

a 79¢/MIN- SELL ROGERS, FIDO AND
+ "Cheep
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1.900.451.2853 (75 min/S24*)
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FRIDAY
CANADA'S BIGGEST
CAMPUS PARTY!

“

NORTHLANOS.

AG RI COM
HALLS A,B & C

WINDER

*LIL JON with py spiver

BIF NAKED *« STATE OF SHOCK

REV THEORY * SOCIAL CODE * AGE OF DAZE
TUPELO HONEY * ARMCHAIR CYNICS * KROME * PLUS MORE!
t
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YOUR VOTE
COUNTS!

#1 SOUTHTOWN

CHRYSLER.COM

Save more with our low price guarantee!
2006 Dodge SRT 10

2005 Dodge Grand Cara

2006 Dodge Dakota

STK# 5209840
sale price

STK# PA6964A

STK# 224796A
sale price
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2008 Dodge Caliber’ 'sxt

2007 Dodge Nitro SLT
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2008 Saab 97X
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,
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2008 Toyota Tundra
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2009 Dodge Avenger

2008 Jeep Patriot

STK# TWP7160
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sale price
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Everyone
Approved
regardless of
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Don’t Waste

|

Your $$$ on
Depreciation!

2009 Dodge Ram 1500
STK#
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2006 Chrysler PT Cruiser

2004 Malibu Maxx

2005 Mitsubishi Outlander

STK# 717962A, GT, Convertible

STK#

STK#

sale price

PW7035

sale price

WOW!

Vehicles may not be exactly as illustrated. “All vehicles based on 0% down plus taxes and fee's. 84 month term O.A.C.
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Get High Speed for an amazing price.
For a limited time, sign up and get:

os

/Mo*
For 1 year in a bundle

TELUS security services

= 24/7/3865 support
| a No contracts

Sign up today and get your first month FREE!

=< TELUS
the future is friendly*

Call 310-4NETor visit telus.com/gethighspeed or your nearest TELUS authorized dealer.
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Think Adventure. Think Ween.
‘Findoutmore call 780-497-4000
“a
-Of-visit www, MacEwan.ca/ThinkAdventure
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Sex in the City // Vue's annual peek at what's going

on in the world of getting it on
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‘Never mind the mallets,
here's bike polo.

:

Former IronMaiden vocalist

:

Paul Di'‘Anno storms into town.
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STUDIO

Ashtang
27, Street

www.edmontonyogostudio.com

tel 451:8131

ARTS
//REVUE

: Fawnda Mithrush reviews
the dance
: show Cabane.

} FILM//SIDEVUE
: Brian Gibson examines how few war flicks dare to examine the true
: atrocities of the Second World War.

listening, solet's talk, Join the conversation on Facebook.

Join our Vue Weekly Facebook group.
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abour Day
95 percent of agreements are negoti-

SCOTT HARRIS
/{ SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM

t's hardly the way anyone would
choose to spend Labour Day, the lazy
end-of-summer holiday ostensibly set
aside by the government to celebrate the
collective gains made over the years by
workers. But against the recommendation of their union's bargaining commit-~
tee over 70 percent of the 350 workers at
Safeway's main distribution centre and
the Lucerne Foods ice cream plant in
Edmonton voted against the company’s
latest offer, setting in motion a lockout/

strike which sent workers to the picket
lines early Monday morning for what
United Food and Commercial Workers
(UFCW) 401 president Doug O'Halloran
warns could be a months-long strike.
The workers, who have been without
a contract since December 2008, say

they are concerned about company
plans to bump full-time workers from
the current 37 hours a week to 40 hours
a week, saying the company wants to
implement the move so that it can lay
off workers in the future, a not-entirely
implausible scenario.

The decision to go on strike is never
an easy one—much less so during an
economic downturn—which is one of
the reasons that despite the popular
notion of unions as strike-happy, some
ANUULANY EVO EUAN UATE

ated without a strike occurring.
But, ultimately, the only real bargaining chip workers have against employers is to refuse to work. The right to
strike when absolutely necessary is,
ironically, responsible for the gains supposedly celebrated on Labour Day. But
in a province like Alberta, with labour
laws that are hopelessly slanted against
workers, and which get worse each time
the government amends labour legislation, the strike as an effective tool has
been eroded significantly.
Immediately
upon locking outits workers Safeway began the process of hiring
replacement workers, some of whom
will be receiving higher wages than the
workers they are replacing. At the same
time, a Labour Relations Board decision

handed down on Monday prevents picketers from doing anything more than
telling trucks entering the facility about
the situation, preventing them from
otherwise disrupting operations.
What it all means, of course, is that
Safeway has absolutely no reason to return to the bargaining table in good faith,
leaving the workers with few options to
secure better working conditions, save to
count on the support of enough consumers to, as they have done before, boycott

Safeway for the duration ofthe dispute.

Happy Labour Day, indeed. W

PM
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: PUBLIC NEEDS ALL INFORMATION
; Dp: "better safe than sorry" apply more
to joining the mass inoculation being
: planned against the HiNi virus or choos: ing not to because of dangers in doing so
: ('Trustand risk,” Sep 3- Sep 9, 2009).
At latest report 72 deaths have been
: attributed to this flu. A small number
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gredients have had harmful effects in the
: pastand “while Glaxo has said its adjuvant

michae

has proven safe and effective in clinical tri-
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: when compared with the little broadcast
: fact that "influenza results in an average
of 20 000 hospitalizations and 4000
: deaths each year."
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: yet approved in the US.”
Unlike previous experiences with gov
ernments' pandemic panic reactions, this
: time all potential dangers must be clearly
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: in everyday living to avoid catching all in-

: fluenzas and transmitting them to others,
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: rather than scare tactics that have been
: used in the past. Positive steps can be tak-

: en immediately in hospitals and schools
> to make alcohol-based sanitizer not only
: available, as has been done in hospitals,
: but obligatory upon entering the facility.
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is given to feedback about articles in Vue Weekly. We reserve the right to edit for length and clarity

Which risk is the greater, catching this
flu or suffering debilitating effects from
a hurriedly prepared vaccine said to
contain dangerous ingredients? Governments must be pressed to provide all the
data available so individuals can make
informed decisions for themselves and
their families.
Joe Hueglin
SS
A TAX BY ANY OTHER NAME

It is interesting that in these tough budgetary economic times Albertans are
being told to expect significant cuts in
health care, education and a long list of
other government services. Yet at the
same time Albertans are being told that
they will need to pay for an estimated
$14 billion in electricity transmission
upgrades that may not be needed. If government-projected

costs are consistent

with past estimates, the public can expect to pay in excess of $22 billion dollars
for transmission upgrades after Bill 50 is
passed this October.
Ask a health-care official or a school
board member what they need for resources, and they can produce a documented, prioritized list with facts and
figures to accommodate

and justify a

request for additional funds in an effort
to maintain basic services. Ask Alberta
Energy to produce a prioritized list with

facts and figures to prove what is needed
for the public, and they cannot produce
any such documentation. Alberta Ener
gy admits they have never done a cost/

benefit analysis to prove what is in the
public's interest.

Bill 50, when passed, guarantees that
Alberta Energy will not have to justif;
a need for spending taxpayer's money.
Alberta Energy is quick to point out
that Albertans will not pay for this with
a tax increase; they say Albertans will
pay for these upgrades with an electricity rate increase. But a tax increase by
any other name is still a tax increase
Bill 50 is a wolf in sheep's clothing;
it eliminates the regulatory process
once required to justify these kinds of
expenditures. Bill 50 is the largest tax
increase proposed in over 50 years, and
may just be the largest ever proposed in
the history of Alberta.
One can only wonder how much of our

health-care services affecting the elderly
and our schoo! programs affecting our
children would improve if even a portion
of these funds were diverted to accommodate their needs. Such a diversion
would elevate the needs of our elderly
and children above that of industry. Un-

fortunately, such a diversion would be
called a tax increase and Mr. Stelmach
says a tax increase is unacceptable.
Joe Anglin
Lavesta Area Group
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two-one polo!
eague joins the fast-growing ranks of bike polo enthusiasts
right now,” says Joshua Kupsch, who
rounds out the original four. "I think
through the relations of the polo players in Edmonton with other aspects
of cycling—through the couriers or
through the fixed-gear riders, through
the commuters, through the track riders and road racers—it's beginning to
grow and the word is kind of getting
around. Right now the most important
thing for the sport to grow in Edmonton is to improve the awareness of what
it is, to kind of have it recognized as a
sport that people play."

swinging a homemade
ed from a ski pole and
ofplastic pipe at a tatange

h
mut

bi

street hockey ball. Most of
are fixed-gears—many with‘their wheels covered with

colourfully decorated chloroplast to protect thespokes from wayward mallets.
After some jostling in the corner the

ball pops loose of a crowd of players, and
one of them directs it with her mallet as
she circles around and heads toward the

opposite net. A defender leans forward
and locks the rear wheel of his bike after a short high-speed pursuit down the
length of the rink to make a controlled
skid into the path of the attacker, who is

crouched low over the handlebars as she
pushes the ball towards the goal. Wheels
collide, sending riders and bikes alike
careening to the ground. Cheers and
jeers erupt from both teams, and from

the spectators on the other side of the
boards, as they pick themselves up, collect their mallets and exchange a smile
and a quick "You OK?" before hopping
back onto their bikes to make a mad
dash to the red line.
Welcome to hardcourt bike polo, the
rough, very DIY urban equivalent of the
ancient game of kings, which in recent
years has enjoyed an explosion of popularity in cities around the world, including Edmonton.
“The rules are very loose,” explains
Chris Dunbar, a lanky Nova Scotia native and one of a group of four cycling
enthusiasts who started organizing
games of bike polo in the city back in
June. "Basically, you've got to put the
ball in the net. Anytime you put a foot
down you have to go tag out at centre
before you can come back into the play.
You can push the ball down the court,

ONLY HIS PRIDE IS HURT >> Chris Dunbar takes a spill during a recent Edmonton
Bike Polo game //Trevor Kjorlien
but anytime you score you have to score
on the end of your mallet. Whoever gets
to five first takes the cake."
"Body to body, bike to bike, mallet to
mallet is the contact," adds Ted Cottingham, another of the pioneers of the
game in Edmonton. "And you only do
things you'd want done to you."
But while collisions might at times
seem almost as frequent as goals—and
are occasionally spectacular—success
in the game is more about bike control,
ball-handling and teamwork. Injuries beyond minor bruises and scrapes are rare,
according to Neil Macdonald, a Halifax
expat also involved in getting the game
off the ground here, especially for players
who are new to the game.
"As we're getting better it seems to be
getting a little bit rougher and we're
seeing a little more contact with riders.
It's something that the more experienced riders like—they'll go chase after the ball when another experienced
rider has it. But if it's someone new
playing we tend not to gang up onthem

or be aggressive to them," Macdonald
says, reassuringly. "We let them get better and let them enjoy the game. We're
always open to new players, and if six
new people show up we'd have a whole
new-person game and just let them ride
and not have that intimidation factor of
someone that's been playing for a bit.”
It's that laid-back friendliness, combined with an ethic that often sees
players offering to take a seat while
they hand their mallet and bike over to
a curious onlooker, which has led to a
rapid increase in the number of players making it out to regular Thursday
evening games or to the numerous lastminute contests that frequently crop up
throughout the week. Starting with just
four players in late June, the group has
ballooned to over 40 members, with up-

wards ofa dozen sometimes coming out
on any given night. Two teams of players are even planning a trip to Vancouver in a couple weeks’ time to take part
in the East Van Crown tournament.
"It's certainly kind of its own culture

TECHNOLOGY LAW >> DIGITIZATION STRATEGY

While the hardcourt variety of the sport
is only a few months old in Edmonton,
playing polo on bikes has a history dating back more than a century. Irishman
Richard J. Mecredy is credited with inventing the game ofbike polo in 1891, in
a six-to-a-side iteration played on grass
using a larger ball and strictly eschewing contact between riders. Grass bike
polo was even a demonstration sport at
the 1908 London Olympics, and enjoyed
widespread popularity until it waned
following the Second World War. With
the advent of the mountain bike the
grass-based version has enjoyed something of aresurgence in popularity, with
international competitions resurfacing
in the '90s and into the new century.
While versions of the hardcourt
game were also played in the early part
of last century, the direct roots of the
contemporary three-on-three version
now gaining popularity date back to
the winter of 1999 ~ 2000, according
to Kevin Walsh, a Toronto native who
got hooked on the sport while pursuing a master's degree in Madison,
Wisconsin. Last year he created the international website bikepolo.ca—selfdescribed as being "where people take
bike polo way too seriously"—to give
the burgeoning international community a way to better connect and organize tournaments.
"(Hardcourt bike polo] has probably
been reinvented dozens of times, but
the hardcourt bike polo style that we're

playing are the rules that came out of
Seattle and then Portland,” he says. "The

big thing is the perpendicular mallets
where you have to score off the business end and a fairly small hockey ball.

Those are the two big things that they
brought into the bike polo history.”
As in Edmonton, bike polo has spread
quickly from its beginnings in the Pacific Northwest through bike messenger and fixed-gear cycling communities
around the world. Walsh says there are

now about 140 clubs or cities registered
on the site, most of them in the US and
Europe, but also including locales as

diverse as Santiago, Chile, Seoul, South
Korea and Shanghai, China. Canada
now has hardcourt leagues up and running in almost a dozen cities from Montréal to Victoria.
The number of clubs and players has
driven an increase in the number of
regional and national tournaments in
recent years, and the Labour Day long
weekend saw 48 teams, including teams
from Paris, London, Geneva and Berlin,

compete in the Hardcourt Bicycle Polo
World Championships in Philadelphia.
The team from Seattle, somewhat ap-

propriately, came out on top.
The future growth in the sport, Walsh
speculates, largely depends on whether
cycling in general continues to grow in
popularity, as it has in recent years
"I think it depends on the health of
cycling itself. There's two big barriers
to entry to polo. One is the willingness
to fall off your bike, which not every-

body has, and two is the willingness to
break and fix your bike, to put together
a new bike for polo and so on," he says.
"With both of those barriers to entry,
the healthier biking is the lower those
barriers are going to seem for people.
So if biking keeps on growing the way it
is right now, I don't see any reason why

bike polo will stop."
Interested players can find out about
upcoming games through Facebook by
searching “Edmonton Bike Polo” or at edmontonbikepolo.com.
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Stuck at the starting gate
While other countries move ahead, Canada's national digitization strategy remains MIA
: clips, maps, photographs and documents : protection but are out of print, or for which : Society and Media Vivian Reding has called
Digitization of books has become synony- : create their own digital libraries.
: for the creation of "a modem set of EuroCanada was once thought to be part : from across Europe. The site plans to host : the copyright owner cannot be located.
mous over the past year with the Google
= By comparison, Canada seems stuck at : pean rules that encourage the digitization
Book Search project and the class acof this group—national digitization = 10 million objects by the end of next year.

tion lawsuit launched in response

to the search giant's efforts to
create an Internet-based li-

brary consisting of millions

of books. While the digitizing

continues, the legal drama

reached an important stage this

working groups were estab
lished and a strategy seemed
imminent—yet plans have
languished to the point that
it feels as if someone has hit
the delete key on the pros-

pect of a comprehensive Ca-

week when a court in New York

nadian digital library.
:
Canada's failure to keep pace was
: made readily apparent by the release late
Porting criticizing
or
thesettlement.
The attentiononGoogle Book Search is : last month of a European consultation
ale, yet ithas distracted from : document on its digitization efforts. In Sep-

closed third-party submissions sup-

the broader question of government-sup- : tember 2005, the European Union launched

Ported digitization efforts. Many coun- : 12010, a digitization action plan. Several
tries have not been content to leave th : years later, Europeana debuted, a website
digitization of their culture and heritage : that provides direct access to more than 4.6

to Google, instead embarking on plans to : million digitized books, newspapers, film

:
:
:
:

The majority of the materials included : the digitization starting gate. Library and : of books." Yet in Canada, few have placed
to date are in the public domain, meaning : Archives Canada was given responsibility : the spotlight on the legal barriers to creatthey are no longer covered by copyright : for the issue but was unable to muster : ing a national digital library. These include

and can be used and accessed by all. In
fact, the European Commission has emphasized "works in the public domain
: should stay there once digitized and be
: made accessible through the Internet.” It
: acknowledges, however, that this is not
: always the case since some groups claim
3 rights to digitized copies of public domain
: works or charge for downloads.
: The European consultation document
: grapples with difficult issues such as guar; anteeing access to public domain works
:= and identifying ways to improve access to
: works that are still subject to copyright
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: the necessary support for a comprehen- : the danger associated with extending the
: sive plan. The Department of Canadian = term of copyright or providing overbroad
legal protection for digital locks that could
: Heritage, which would seem like a natu: ral fit for a strategy designed to foster : render Canadian culture inaccessible.
: access to Canadian works, has funded a : Supporters once talked about the dream
: handful of small digitization efforts but.: of a national digital library comprised of
: has shown little interest in crafting a vi- t every Canadian book ever published.
= Years later, they are still dreaming. W
: sion similar to Europeana
Digitization law and policies have also :
: gone missing-in-action. The national : Michael Geist holds the Canada Research
: copyright consultation wraps up next : Chair in Internet and E-commerce Law at
: week, but the digitization issue has : the University of Ottawa, Faculty of Law.
= He can reached at mgeist@uottawa.ca or
: scarcely been raised.
: European Commissioner for Information : online at michaelgeist.ca.
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Back-to-school blues
Stories from teachers, parents reveal serious problems with the education system in Alberta
RICARDO ACURA

The stories
go on and on, but they give

// UALBERTA.CA/PARKLAND

a very clear sense of a system that is
broken and badly in need of repair. For
all of the government's rhetoric about
prioritizing the education of children,
the reality is very different. It has been
six years since the Alberta Commission
on Learning reported back to the government with a series of recommendations
on kindergarten, funding, class size and
numerous other issues, and the reality is

Talk to any parent or teacher for long
enough this time of year, and you're bound
to eventually start hearing back-to-school
stories. Whether it's battles over shopping
for school supplies, stress over just the right
outfit for the first day back, or simply excited
kids bouncing off the walls in the last week
of holidays, everyone has their story.
My family’s story this year, however, has

that all of those recommendations continue to gather dust on the shelves.
At the same time the provincial govern-

been more punctuated by shock and frustration than ever before. My 12 year-old
twins last week started Grade 7 French
immersion at McKernan School, but our

back-to-school story actually started the
week before. While in the midst of spending hundreds of dollars to purchase all of
the supplies on the list provided by the
school, and spending hundreds more on
new clothes and shoes that we know will
no longer fit come December, we received
the annual notice from the school outlining what our fees will be for this year.
At the bottom of each fee sheet In bolded font was the number $560. My brain
could simply not process how in a province where education's still supposed'to
be public, universal and free, | was being
asked to cut a cheque for $1120 so my
kids could go to school.
One of the first questions that ran
through my mind upon seeing the total
was, "What happens to parents who simply cannot afford to pay the fees?” The
answer, luckily, was written in large letters at the bottom of the fee schedule:
"All fees must be paid in full by Septem-

ber 30 unless other arrangements have
been made.” In other words, if you cannot afford the fees, it is up to you to suck
up your pride and beg the school to give
you a break, and even then the best you
can expect is to be put on some sort of
monthly payment plan for the fees.
| was still not entirely over the shock

ee
LIKE SARDINES >> Cramped clas srooms and high fees are the unfortunate reality in
Alberta classrooms //rie
of the fees when, after the first day of
school, my partner and | sat down to ask
our kids about their new class and teacher. The first thing out of their mouths was
concern about the fact that there are 37
students in their class. That's not just their
homeroom class; they will travel with
those same 37 students to all of their core
subjects, Anyone who has ever spent any
time with a 12-year-old knows full well
the impossibility of not only keeping 37
of them in control, but also of being able
to collectively teach them something.
There's a reason that the Alberta Learning
Commission recommended a maximum
class size for junior high of 25 students—
having more than that does damage to
both the students and the teacher.
A line of angry and concerned parents

immediately formed outside the principal’s office at the school, but these
parents’ concerns were met with the
response that nothing could be done,
and with vague platitudes about how
bright the students were and how good
the teachers were and that it should not

be a problem. Even if extra funding was
found, explained the principal, the priority would be to split up the kindergarten

class at the school—which currently has
30. students—not the Grade 7 class.
In my frustration, |began asking other parents and teachers for their back-to-school
stories, and | quickly discovered that ours
is not an isolated or extreme case. | heard
from a high school English teacher who
currently has 38 students in her class, and
only 35 desks. | heard from the parent of a
special needs student who had to fight up
the entire bureaucracy all the way to the
superintendent to secure a classroom aid
for his child. And the parent in southern
Alberta who was told, essentially, that the
only acceptable diagnosis and treatment

for her child was ADHD and medications,
and subsequently had to spend thousands
of dollars outside the school system to
obtain specialized support for her child's
severe reading disability. Or the teacher in
Edmonton who actually had an administrator go in and arbitrarily alter her marks after she had submitted them.

crumble and our children's education will

suffer greatly as a result.
The rationale from the government, of
course, is the same as that given to me by
my kids’ principal—we have no options
we have no money. This may be true for
the principal but it certainly isn't for the

provincial government. This is, after all,
the same government that has managed
to find $2 billion for carbon capture and
storage, over $5 billion in royalty breaks

ment has just undergone a province-wide
"conversation" with Albertans about what
our education system will Look like in the
future. The problem, however, is that the
minister made it very clear that there was
to be no discussion at all in this "conversation" about what the system looks like

today. The government knows that the
system is in disarray, and they are purposefully choosing to look the other way.
The truly sad and frustrating part is
that things are in the process of getting
worse. As bad as things are today, Alberta Education announced the week before
school started that they would be clawing back some $44 million in accumutated surpluses from school boards around
the province. That same week he asked
all school boards in Alberta to "trim" one
percent from their operating budgets
for the 2009 — 2010 school year, which
would mean another $56 million in cuts.
Now Education Minister David Hancotk
has issued notice to school boards that,
there will be even bigger budget cuts

coming next year. In other words, as bad
as things are today—and have been for

to the oil and gas industry and over $22
million in severance payouts for fired
health managers. It’s not about a lack of
money, it’s about priorities,
And we as parents make It easier for them
to ignore the needs of the education system because we don't complain—we suck
it up and do what's necessary for our kids
to succeed despite the system. Teachers
do likewise—suck it up and do whatever
it takes to educate and nurture despite a
system that seems designed to keep that
from happening. When we do complain
and speak up as parents and teachers, we
tend to make targets out of each other,
rather than out of the government that is
ultimately responsible for this mess.
If we truly value education, and truly
value our children’s well-being, then it's
time to stand up and be heard. Call your
school board reps. Call your MLA. Call
Ed Stelmach and Dave Hancock. Orga
nize other concerned parents at your
children's school. Rally in front of their
offices, or at the legislature. Take action
and demand that our education system
be prioritized—with funding and with a
structure that works. If we don't, then we
stand to lose what little is left of our pub-

the last five years—they are about to
get much, much worse. Teachers will lose

lic education system in this province. W

jobs, class sizes will continue to grow,
supports for special needs students will

Ricardo Acufia is executive director of the
Parkland Institute, a non-partisan public
policy research institute housed at the
University of Alberta.

disappear, school fees will increase exponentially, infrastructure will literally
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>> THE WAR ON DRUGS

The longest war

introducing

The Ford

Recycle

‘Tideisturning globally against the
;
*
5
1
US's foolish, failed ‘war on drugs’
{t's too earlytosaythat there isa general :: States until a very different generation
revolt against the “war on drugs" that the
United States has been waging for the
past 39 years, but something significant
is happening. European countries have
been quietly defecting from the war for
years, decriminalizing personal consumption of some or all of the banned drugs

Your Ride

> comes to power.

:
: Elsewhere, however, it is coming to an

; time when the job of the history books
: will be to explain how this berserk aber: ration ever came about. A large part of
in order to minimize harm to their own : the explanation will then focus on the
people, but it’s different when countries : man who started the war, Richard Nixlike Argentina and Mexico do it.
on—so let us get ahead of the mob
Latin American countries are
and focus on him now.
much more in the firing line.
We can do that because of
The United States can hurt
the famous Nixon tapes that
them a lot if it is angered
recorded almost every word
werk COT of his presidency. It turns
by their actions, and it has
ewe
a long history of doing just
out that he started the war
that. But from Argentina to
on drugs because he believed
Mexico, they are fed up to the
that they were a Jewish plot. We
back teeth with the violent and
know this because researcher Doug
dogmatic US policy on drugs, and they : McVay from Common Sense on Drug
are starting to do something about it.
: Policy, a Washington-based NGO, went
in mid-August, the Mexican govern- : through the last batch of tapes when
ment declared that it will no longer be a : they became available in 2002 and found

pYER
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punishable offence to possess up to half 2:
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grams of marijuana (around four joints), ::

q

a gram of cocaine (about four lines), five :

50 milligrams of heroin or 40 milligrams

=

of methamphetamine.

:

At the end of August, Argentina's supreme court did something even bolder:
it ruled that, under the Argentine constitution, "Each adult is free to make
lifestyle decisions without the intervention of the state," and dismissed a case
against youths who had been arrested
for possessing a few joints.
In an ideal world, this ruling would
have a powerful resonance in the United

Program

: end much sooner, and one can imagine a

A million Americans
a year go to jail
for "crimes" that
hurt nobody but
themselves.

:
:
:
: Nixon speaking to his aides as follows:
: “You know, it's a funny thing, every one

: of the bastards that are out for legaliz+ ing marijuana is Jewish. What the Christ
+ is the matter with the Jews, Bob? What

: is the matter with them? | suppose it is

: because most of them are psychiatrists.”
: Nixon had much more to say about
+ this, but one should not conclude that
: he was a single-minded anti-Semite. He
= was an equal-opportunity paranoid who
1919 (and another amendment to end : believed that homosexuals, Communists
alcohol Prohibition in 1933), so who : and Catholics were also plotting to ungave Congress the right to criminalize + dermine America by pushing drugs at it.
other recreational drugs nationwide by : "Do you know what happened to the
the Controlled Substances Act of 1970? : Romans? The last six Roman emperors
Nobody—and the US Supreme Court : were fags. ... You know what happened
has yet to rule on the issue.
: to the popes? It's all right that popes
A million Americans a year go to jail : were laying the nuns, that's been going
for "crimes* that hurt nobody but them- : on for years, centuries. But when the
selves. A vast criminal empire has grown = popes, when the Catholic Church went
up to service the American demand for : to hell in, |don't know, three or four cendrugs. Over the decades hundreds of : turies ago, it was homosexual.
thousands of people have been killed : "Dope? Do you think the Russians alin the turf wars between the gangs, the : low dope? Hell no ... You see, homosexpolice-dealer shoot-outs and the daily ¢ uality, dope, uh, immorality in general:
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States, whose constitution also restricts

the right of the federal government to
meddle in citizens’ private affairs. It took
a constitutional amendment to enable
the US Congress to prohibit alcohol in

thousands of muggings and burglaries
committed by addicts trying to raise
money to pay the hugely inflated prices
that prohibition makes possible.
Most users of illegal drugs are not

addicts, let alone dangerous criminals.
Legalization and regulation, on the pattern of alcohol and tobacco, would avoid
thousands of violent deaths each month
and millions of needlessly ruined lives

each year, although psychoactive drug
use would still take its toll from the vul-

: left-wingers are pushing it. They're try: ing to destroy us."
: The reason for this 39-year war, in
3 other words, is that President Richard
: Nixon believed that he was facing a
? "lew-homo-doper-Commie-shrink-lefty: pope” conspiracy, as Washington Post
:; writer Gene Weingarten put it ina glori: ously deadpan article in 2002. But that
: is just plain wrong. As subsequent de-

:

conspiracy.

Ford
780-423-4330 | 11420-107 AVENUE

= Jew-homo-doper-Commie-shrink-lefty-

But there is little chance that American : pope-Latino
voters will choose to end this longest of
all American wars any time soon, even
though its casualties far exceed those of
any other American war since 1945. The

AND IT STARTS TODAY!

: these are the enemies of strong societ: ies. That's why the Communists and the

nerable and the unlucky, just as alcohol : velopments have shown, it is actually a
and tobacco do.

PLUS, IT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY

W

:
! Gwynne Dyer is a London-based inde: pendent journalist whose articles are
t published in 45 countries. His column ap-
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war on drugs* will not end in the United : pears each week in Vue Weekly.
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Why personal change 5 not “1 sagen Sapee.
toward the rich as well as an extractive
economic
system, we can destroy the in-

DERRICK JENSEN

// DERRICKJENSEN.ORG

dustrial economy that is destroying the
real, physical world.

A much-acclaimed author and activist,
ick Jensen has been dubbed the
“philosopher poet" of the ecological movement. His deeply personal and challenging works—including A Language Older
Than Words, Endgame and this year's
Songs of the Dead—explore the violence
and unsustainability at the heart of industrial civilization and the radical solutions

The second problem—and this is anoth
er big one—is that it incorrectly assigns
blame to the individual (and most espe-

cially to individuals who are particularly
powerless) instead of to those who actu

ally wield power in this system and to the

Jensen sees as being proportionate to the
scale of the crisis we face. While Jensen's

ideas have attracted as many detractors as
admirers, there is no denying the power of
his writing and the challenge his ideas offer to the dominant worldview.
Jensen will be speaking and taking questions at the University of Alberta on Sep-

tember 16 via webcam—a medium he often uses to reduce the ecological impact of
speaking to audiences around the world.
The event's title, Forget Shorter Showers,
is taken from an article of the same name
which Jensen penned for the July/August
issue of Orion magazine. In advance of his

talk in Edmonton, Vue Weekly offers up
Jensen's article as food for thought.

We any sane person think dumpster diving would have stopped
Hitler, or that composting would have
ended slavery or brought about the
eight-hour workday, or that chopping
wood and carrying water would have
gotten people out of Tsarist prisons, or
that dancing naked around a fire would
have helped put in place the Voting
Rights Act of 1957 or the Civil Rights
Act of 1964? Then why now, with all the
world at stake, do so many people retreat
into these entirely personal "solutions"?
Part of the problem is that we've been
victims of a campaign of systematic
misdirection. Consumer culture and the
capitalist mindset have taught us to substitute acts of personal consumption (or
enlightenment) for organized political
resistance. An Inconvenient Truth helped
raise consciousness about globel warming, but did you notice that all of the solutions presented had to do with personal
consumption—changing light bulbs,
inflating tires, driving halfas much—and
had nothing to do with shifting power
away from corporations, or stopping the

growth
planet?
States
gested,

economy that is destroying the
Even if every person in the United
did everything the movie sugUS carbon emissions would fall

by only 22 percent. Scientific consensus
is that emissions must be reduced by at
least 75 percent worldwide.
Or let's talk water. We so often hear that

the world is running out of water. People
are dying from lack of water. Rivers are

dewatered from lack of water. Because
of this we need to take shorter showers.
See the disconnect? Because I take showers, I'm responsible for drawing down
aquifers? Well, no. More than 90 percent
of the water used by humans is used by

agriculture and industry. The remaining
10 percent is split between municipalities and actual living breathing individual humans, Collectively, municipal golf
courses use as much water as municipal
human beings. People (both human people and fish people) aren't dying because
the world is running out of water. They're
dying because the water is being stolen.
Or let's talk energy. Kirkpatrick Sale
summarized it well: "For the past 15
years the story has been the same every year: individual consumption—
residential, by private car and so on—
is never more than about a quarter of
all consumption; the vast majority is
commercial, industrial, corporate, by
agribusiness and government [he forgot military]. So, even if we all took up
cycling and wood stoves it would have a
negligible impact on energy use, global
warming and atmospheric pollution.”
Or let's talk waste. In 2005, per-capita
municipal waste production (basically
everything that’s put out at the curb) in
the US was about 1660 pounds. Let's say
you're a die-hard simple-living activist,
and you reduce this to zero. You recycle
everything, You bring cloth bags shopping. You fix your toaster. Your toes poke
out of old tennis shoes. You're not done
yet, though. Since municipal waste includes not just residential waste, but also

waste from government offices and busi-

et, which means everyone loses. If-we
choose the "alternative" option of living
more simply, thus causing less harm, but
still not stopping the industrial economy
from killing the planet, we may in the
short term think we win because we get
to feel pure, and we didn't even have to
give up all of our empathy {just enough
to justify not stopping the horrors), but

nesses, you march to those offices, waste
reduction pamphlets in hand, and convince them to cut down on their waste
enough to eliminate your share of it. Uh,
I've got some bad news. Municipal waste
accounts for only three percent of total
waste production in the United States.

1 want to be clear. I'm not saying we
shouldn't live simply. I live reasonably
simply myself, but I don't pretend that not
buying much (or not driving much, or not
having kids) is a powerful political act, or
that it's deeply revolutionary. It’s not. Personal change doesn't equal social change.
So how, then, and especially with all
the world at stake, have we come to accept these utterly insufficient responses?
I think part of it is that we're in a double

bind. A double bind is where you're given
multiple options, but no matter what option you choose, you lose, and withdrawal
isnotan option. Atthis point, it should be
pretty easy to recognize that every action
involving the industrial economy is destructive (and we shouldn't pretend that

solar photovoltaics, for example, exempt
us from this: they still require mining
and transportation infrastructures at every point in the production processes; the
same can be said for every other so-called
green technology). So ifwe choose option
one—if we avidly participate in the industrial economy—we may in the short
term think we win because we may accumulate wealth, the marker of “success” in
this culture. But we lose, because in doing
so we give up our empathy, our animal
humanity. And we really lose because

industrial civilization is killing the plan-

once again we really lose because industrial civilization is still killing the planet,
which means everyone still loses. The
third option, acting decisively to stop
the industrial economy, is very scary for

a number of reasons, including but not
restricted to the fact that we'd lose some
of the luxuries (like electricity) to which
we've grown accustomed, and the fact
that those in power might try to kill us
if we seriously impede their ability to
exploit the world—none of which alters
the fact that it's a better option than a
dead planet. Any option is a better option than a dead planet.
Besides being ineffective at causing the
sorts of changes necessary to stop this
culture from killing the planet, there
are at least four other problems with
perceiving simple living as a political
act (as opposed to living simply because
that's what you want to do). The first is
that it's predicated on the flawed notion that humans inevitably harm their
landbase. Simple living as a political
act consists solely of harm reduction,
ignoring the fact that humans can help
the Earth as well as harm it. We can
rehabilitate streams, we can get rid of

system itself. Kirkpatrick
Sale again: "The
whole individualist what-you-can-do-tosave-the-Earth guilt trip is a myth. We,
as individuals, are not creating the crises,
and we can't solve them.”
The third problem is that it accepts
capitalism's redefinition of us from citizens to consumers. By accepting this
redefinition, we reduce our potential
forms of resistance to Consuming and
not consuming. Citizens have a much
wider range of available resistance tactics, including voting, not voting, run
ning for office, pamphleting, boycot
ting, organizing, lobbying, protesting
and, when a government becomes destructive of life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness, we have the right to alter
or abolish it.
The fourth problem is that the end-

point of the logic behind simple living
as a political act is suicide. If every act
within an industrial economy is destructive, and if we want to stop this
destruction, and if we are unwilling (or
unable) to question (much less destroy)

the intellectual, moral, economic, and
physical infrastructures that cause every act within an industrial economy to
be destructive, then we can easily come
to believe that we will cause the least
destruction possible if we are dead.
The good news is that there are other
options. We can follow the examples of
brave activists who lived through the
difficult times I mentioned—Nazi Ger-

many, Tsarist Russia, antebellum United
States—who did far more than manifest
a form of moral purity; they actively opposed the injustices that surrounded
them. We can follow the example of
those who remembered that the role of

an activist is not to navigate systems of
oppressive power with as much integrity

as possible, but rather to confront and
take down those systems. W

noxious invasives, we can remove dams,

we can disrupt a political system tilted

so
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homes and drugs

a

weeks,
three related : population
ofourcity,

} crime among addicts who have not benefit: ed from other treatment options, a study
: by the North American Opiate Medication
: Initiative (NAOMI) has found. The research,
: published in the New England Journal of
: Medicine in August, supports other research
: of its kind that has found heroin mainte.

:: periment, even though the provision of

were in the news. First, : The second related news item is an anof Alberta Hosnouncement of a federally-funded
Project that will give 1325 homeless
Canadians in Moncton, Montréal,

? housing for those with mental health and
:: addiction issues is neither risky nor experi: mental—supported housing has, according
? to the science, a clear and positive impact
: on psychiatric symptoms and substance
: abuse disorders.
There'll be those who say OK fine, just not
in my backyard, even though a review of the

Toronto, Vancouver and WinniPeg a place to live, along with

living in the community are well

; treatment—heroin by prescription—reduc: es drug use, overdose rates, prostitution and

psychological and social supPorts for a period of four years.
The Mental Health Commission
of Canada study will compare how
much money the government spends
on services for those given both housing
and other support to those provided only
with the normal services of emergency
shelters and counselling.

> nance to work, and to cost less per person

: ($7500 per year as opposed to the estimated
: $55 000 per year for an untreated addict).
: Mention this in conversation with friends

:: relevant literature done by the Centre for : though, at least in my
experience, and youll
: Applied Research on Mental Health and Ad- : meet with some resistance
and raised eye: diction (CARMHA) for the Vancouver Coast- : brows. Maintenance,
whatever kind works
=
: alHealth Authority concluded that the data :> best, is humane and logical. But it is still, to
:
:: shows "no observable relationship between ; many, simply wrong to keep addiction going,
:
: residential recovery homes and either prop- + a condoning of something harmful, a relin:
: erty values or crime rates," and that "this : quishing of our idealism and superiority.
: Im predicting itll be $110 million well :: type of housing can havea minimal (or even : Thin superiority, mind you. We all depend

enough to do so,and when community support
and housing needs are met.
We're being reassured that the appropriate community supports will be in place
before the beds are closed, of course, but
weve heard that before, the last time beds
were cut, and the community supports cur- : spent, affirming that homes for the homerently available are anything but sufficient. = less is not only the right thing to do from
Cost cutting in mental health, those on the : a humanitarian perspective, but also froma
inside say, usually results in bedlam on the : fiscally responsible one.
streets. It's a shortsighted move, one that : But the project will have its detractors.

= positive) impact on the neighbourhoods in : on drugs to manage what ails us, it's just
t which they are sited."
: that most of us depend on drugs that are
:

But you can't really talk about homeless: ness and mental health issues without talk:: Ing about addiction, which brings me to the
will only addto theheartbreaking homeless : There'll be those who see it as a risky ex- : third related news item: heroin maintenance

: legal and whose purity and concentration
: are regulated and controlled. And though
: heroin comes with serious risks and side ef: fects, the biggest risks come with illicit use

resulting from untreated addiction—with
contaminants found in street drugs, high
overdose potential, non-sterile injection
Practices and addiction-related crime.
Heroin, a serni-synthetic derivative of mor-

phine, was first brought to us by Bayer and
used legally and very effectively to relieve
pain and fever in lower doses and with fewer side effects than morphine. Because of its
highly addictive nature, it has mostly fallen
from approved use, though it is still used in

the UK (under the name diamorphine) as
Maintenance treatment and for a number of
general medical conditions
Aswith all drugs, potent effect comes with
a dark side. Clearly, addiction of any kind is
not a happy thing, but progressive societies
let the data inform their medical practice.

Progressive societies also let the data inform their public program spending, their
approach to the addicted, the ill, the homeless. They refuse to play the short-sighted
game

of cutting costs when lives are at

risk. And they take into account the wisdom of those who've learned from being in
the trenches, those who know from experi-

ence what works.

GRENDEL
BURNED BY
HONOURED

The Stony Piain
6th Annual

Rotary Run
for Life
Sept 13, 2009
Please help us to remember our friend
and colleague Ross Moroz, who passed
away Sept 26, 2007, by participating in
the Rotary Run for Life or by making a
donation. Money raised at the event will
go towards suicide prevention programs
in the Stony Plain area.

Donations to the Rotary Run can be sent to:
Servus Credit Union
4904 - 48 Street
Stony Plain , AB
T7Z 1L8
Att'n: Wally Ross

Please make cheques payable to:

Rotary Club of Stony Plain - Runners Account

For more information, or to register,
please go to rotaryrun.ca.

For- more

information,

please

contact

Misha Moroz at mishamoroz@gmail.com

NO GEAT EYE

Here’s your opportunity

|

to save lives.
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Edmonton
Donor Clinic
8249 - 114 Street
Monday - Friday

q

IF ANYTHING 175 THE

STORY OF HOW YoU

AND THATE THE STORY oF

HOW I SAVED THE GEATS'

GOT THAT GIRL KILLED/

9:00 am - 1:00 pm
3:30 pm - 7:30 pm

Saturday
8:30 am - 2:30 pm

SOs.

Book your life
saving appointment
today!
Camedia Blood Services
eS.
oloedddad
ery

Haina lyengar Ashtanga

tel 451.8131
12039 — 127 Street
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Not quite like beef
At its best—and worst—Alpaca meat has its own style
slaughtered in a registered slaughterhouse—and you need to have a foodhandling permit.

JAN HOSTYN
// \AN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
(n.0cmBeeeReNEMANI
NIN OE

The problem was (and still is) with
us, the consumers. Weseem to bea bit
hesitant to give alpaca meat a try.
Lutz admits that raising alpacas fo:
meat has had more than its share of
challenges. In the beginning, the ac
tual taste of the meat was one of thos¢

Ss” you're sitting around talking
and the conversation turns to alpacas. You know, those kind-of-cute,
furry creatures that are known for
their soft wool and funny-looking
appearance.

I'm

guessing

the

first

thought that crosses your mind isn't
going to be "Yum."
Michael Lutz, one of three brothers who raise alpacas on Belle Valley
Farms, is out to change that thought.
"Alpaca meat is really quite delicious.
If Ihad to describe it, I would say the
taste of it lies somewhere between
beef and bison. A sweeter beef, | guess
you could say."
Nutritionally, alpaca is similar to bison. It's a very lean meat that's high
in protein and low in cholesterol. It's

also extremely high in iron. “If you
need to bump up your iron levels,
eating alpaca is a good way to do it,"
explains Lutz. "It's almost the same as
eating beef liver, just without having
to endure the taste ofliver."
Belle Valley Farms, in the cattle business since the late 1800s, decided to
test out alpacas back in 1997. The original plan didn’t include alpaca meat,
however. They were more interested
in the wool. But, after seven years of
trying, things simply weren't working
out. "The market just wasn't there.
Sweaters made with alpaca wool cost
too much.”
Lutz and his brothers had 25 alpacas

and no market for them. "I sat back,

SNe |

oo

3
?

CUTE AND TASTY >> Michael Lutz holds a small alpaca //Jan Hostyn
Why not test out the market for alpaca meat? It has traditionally been
eaten in Peru and South America, but
it was a new concept for our part of
the world.
There were no problems getting cer-

gazed out the window and watched
the alpacas grazing. And I wondered,
what now?
"Alpacas are animals, just like cows
and pigs. And animals are meat.” So
Belle Valley Farms switched gears.

tified to sell alpaca meat. "As long as
you go through the proper system, it's
not a problem. You can even sell rabbit meat." The only requirements are
that all meat needs to be provincially
inspected—which means it has to be

TIN
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PROFILE // LUZZARA COFFEE BAR

Viva Luzzara
Southside scooter shop houses lunch delicacies
SHARMAN
/ SHARMAN

HNATIUK
@VUEWEEKLY.COM

‘ve beenon the hunt for net dials
for the past few months now, and
while the recession hasn't stopped me
from eating out, I have tried to make
a conscious effort to keep my midday

meal spending down. Thankfully I've
found myself a recession deal that is
dirt cheap and delicious; $5 for a panini and soup at Luzzara Coffee Bar
on Whyte Ave
This little coffee bar is connected to
Top Gear Scooters, a local source for
Italy's Vespa scooter. Luzzara, a town
in northern Italy, was the inspiration
behind the local Italian coffee bar. On
awork trip to Italy, one of the Top Gear

12 // DISH

owners thought that incorporating an
authentic coffee bar would compliment

the Vespa experience in Edmonton.
Luzzara has officially been open since
April 1 and is managed under the care
and creativity of Sasha La. Her passion for food and Italian heritage has
helped to create a simple menu that
focuses on ingredients and flavour.
I was introduced to Luzzara during a hair appointment at the Beauty
Parlour, a hair salon that is above the
coffee bar and integrated into the Top
Gear building design. Coffee is supplied with your hair service, and if
clients are hungry food can be ordered
for upstairs. I had arrived a few minutes early for my appointment so I deCONTINUED

ON PAGE 15 >>

BUON APPETITO >> Sasha La shows off some of Luzzara's offerings ///starman Hratuk

Vv WEWEEKLY // SEP 10 - SEP 16, 2009

challenges. Its flavour and tenderness
are highly dependent on what alpacas
eat. So before they could sell the meat,
they had to figure out what to feed the
alpacas—and what not to feed them
That took time and involved more
than a bit of trial and error.
"Over the first four years, our dogs
were fed very well. We'd butcher an
alpaca and, if we didn’t like the taste,
we'd feed it to the dogs. It was very expensive dog food. But it gave us anidea
of what to do and what not to do.”
They also began designing their own
recipes that were suited to alpaca
meat. Lutz's wife is from Brazil, so
whenever they came back from visit
ing the country, they brought back
cookbooks. The cookbooks didn't
have recipes that used alpaca meat per
se, but they did have recipes that used
similar meat we're not used to eating
here. They took some of those recipes and adapted them. “My motherin-law is a great cook, and she really
helped. She's just one of those people
who can make something from practically nothing.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 23 >>

eee
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BELLE VALLEY FARMS
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

) (Produces, they eat far less, Eight alpacas eat about as much as one steer.
"If you put a bale of hay in front of 50
Not only does Belle Valley Farms offer
alpacas, it'll last about 3 weeks. Put a
traditional cuts of meat like steaks,
bale of hay in front of so steers and
roasts and ribs, but they've also deit’s gone in less than a day.”

A really good year
Naming your beer 1516 creates lofty expectations

veloped their own pepperoni sticks,
smokies and jerky.
When

you try alpaca for the first

time, Lutz recommends starting with
the ground kind. "You can't really
mess up ground alpaca. If you made
something like a burger, it would give
you the taste of the meat, but you can
also throw it in a pot of
chili.”
Steaks are a bit more of a challenge.
They need to be cooked quickly, and
should never be done beyond rare to
medium-rare. Alpaca is so lean that
if it's overcooked, you end up with a
very tough piece of meat. Marinating
the steaks first also helps keep them
tender. "But really, beef and bison are
the same. They all get tough if you
cook them too much.”
Lutz describes the animals themselves as "easy to handle" and “kind to
the land.” Even though it takes five alpacas to get as much meat as one cow

Cattle, because oftheir hard hooves,

do a pretty good job of tramping down
the land, But alpacas don't really have
hooves like cows do. Instead, they
have pads at the bottom of their feet,
which cause much less wear-and-tear
on the land and the environment.
But raising alpacas isn’t all good; they
spit. That doesn't seem so bad, but evidently thatspitdoesn'tjust smell, itstinks

‘It's a defence mechanism," laughs Lutz
"Skunks pee, and alpacas spit.”
The spitting discovery was also part
of the whole learning curve. "If you
butcher alpacas at a certain age, you get
a tinge of that smell in the meat. And
trust me, even a tinge is too much
BELLE VALLEY FARMS
MICHAEL, WAYNE & DANNY LUTZ

RR#2, MORINVILLE 780,939,2125
BELLEVALLEYFARMS.CA

Dmtofollow Bavaria's BeerPurityLawWecrnyrate (CO
1516 BAVARIAN LAGER
: isin beer circles a revered concept, and
OKANAGAN SPRING BREW- : the best brewers still attempt to abide

ING, VERNON, BC

$12.50 FOR SIX PACK
The year 1516 was an important one in
the beer world. It marks the date that
the world's first consumer protection law came into effect. In
1516, Duke Wilhelm IV of Bavaria passed the Reinheitsge-

bot, which also goes by the
less intimidating "Beer Purity
Law," which stated that beer
brewed and sold in Bavaria
could only contain three ingre-

dients; water, barley and hops (this
was long before yeast was discovered).
It is a strict law, forbidding any other
addition, even carbon dioxide, requiring

; by it, especially in Germany.
Which brings us to Canada. Okanagan
: Spring—one of Canada's oldest craft
: brewers, now owned by Sapporo of
japan—markets its 1516 Bavarian Lager,
suggesting it is in honour of this historical law. The brewery claims
to abide by its rules, which is
only partially true—its carbonation process would fail
the test. But the ingredients
are pure. A beer with such a
name has a challenging task to
prove its mettle.
The beer pours a brilliant, bright
yellow with a decent white head that
: doesn't stick around long. The aroma is
: subdued, showing only a touch of malt
? sweetness and no hop nose. The taste

brewers to use a delicate method (called
Krausening) to carbonate their beer.
? starts off a bit sharp and grainy with

The law was passed for two reasons.
a light grassy hop. The middle softens
First, it was to prevent brewers from : Up and the beer ends with a balanced,
scooping up rye and wheat for their : almost fruity finish. In the lingering afbrewing, as those two grains were : tertaste | pick up some grain harshness
needed for the production of bread. : and a touch of hops. The beer is not
Second, and more importantly, it was : very bitter but has other hop qualities,
to push out scurrilous brewers who : which is unusual.
adulterated their beer with all sorts of : If |measure the beer for its drinkabili'Nappropriate additions to lower the : ty, it scores fairly well. It is a bit boring,
cost of production. Such contaminants = but overall pleasant. | wouldn't turn
included tree bark, fruit, eggs, fish : down a pint. However, comparing it to
bladders and even toxic substances. By : German light lagers (called Helles), it
controlling the ingredients, the Duke : pales, | am afraid. It lacks the crispness

knew he could improve the quality : and nuance of a German lager.
Of beer. Penalties were harsh, and in : Therefore as a beer attempting to
short order Bavarian brewers learned : honour the Reinheltsgebot, it falls
to make “real"
i
eal" beer and quickly
short. Chalk
to a casebiker.
of overme
became
=Sreachihg
, 1516this|s up
a Ukeable
2hat
the world's best brewers.
_|he The Reinheitsgebot survived until the would be more acceptable if it didn't
‘ste 1980s, when EU rules struck it
try to conjure up images of German ar“own. Yet even today the Purity Law
: tisans and historic beer laws. W
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Warmth of East Africa

Mouday & “lucsday

Karmel Café and Restaurant serves up
hospitality, authenticity

stl Feature Pastas
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‘REVUE // KARMEL CAFE AND RESTAURANT

only $7.99

Grauch
Great Nalian Dining vince 1991
§ 8715 -109ST.

439-8466

fiorecantina.com

Fresh

Saturday & Sunday
$4.99 Bnreakéfact
Jam until (lam

Brunch
sewed until Som

organic proses

JUEWEEKLY.COM

enjoy food from other cultures—a lot.
I'm the kind of person who prefers to
head down to places like Chinatown,
118 Avenue or 107 Avenue in search

home-baked goods, local =

of some good, authentic cuisine from
around the world.
Karmel Café and Restaurant serves
food from East Africa, namely Ethiopia,
Somalia and Kenya. We arrive shortly
after 8:30 pm—during the month of
Ramadan, the dining room opens at
this time—and a server greets us at
the door and seats us at a table for two.
Many of the other tables are full—it's
Sunday evening, and the place is hopping. A good sign.
Karmel's warmth—both in temperature and décor—becomes apparent

international cuisine, meats and cheeses, natur al
products, unique

handmade

crafts and, fine art

immediately.

The dining room

feels

quite warm, but not uncomfortably so.
The walls are painted in large geomet-

ric patterns, using bright colours like
reds and greens. Large posters and wall
hangings cover the walls; burgundy
tablecloths with golden, elephantpatterned embroidery decorate the
tables. The lighting itself is soft, and a

‘he
Old Strathcona
OPEN

10310

Farmers’ Market

SATURDAYS
YEAR ROUND
8 AM-3IPM

- 83 Ave,

Edmonton

Free Parking
780-439-1844
www.osfm.ca
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little oasis of trees rests to my immediate right. It's the kind of eclectic and
homey atmosphere that's common in
family-run establishments, one that
gives a place its specific and unique
feel. Throughout our meal, we notice
that many of the people who enter the
place, and those who work there, seem
to know each other; greetings and conversations surround us, suggesting a
kind of community. All of this adds to
the warmth that we feel here.
The server takes our drink order. The
banana and mango shakes ($2) that we
initially request are not available tonight, so we both ask for some mango
juice ($2) instead. Mango juice is a bit
thicker than orange juice, and tastes
creamier and less acidic. It goes down
very well.
We look at the menu, There is one
page for breakfast, one for lunch and
one for supper. Although it's an East
African place, the menu has one column for North American dishes, and
one column for food from the African
cultures. Between the two columns, the
supper menu has about 10 options; the

x

A touch of the farm in

the heart of the city
WUEWEEKLY

// SEP 10 - SEP 16
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entire menu is Halal.
I order the beef suqaar ($10), which
beefcubes cookedina soup broth. Fro:
the options of sides, I select muufo
thick, fluffy bread. My companion o:
ders the chicken suqaar ($10), selectin;
chapati, a thinner, flatter bread, as th
side, after hearing the server's explana
tion about these two menu items. The
server, a soft-spoken man, answers ou
questions about the restaurant a
the food, and attends to us very wel!
In talking with him, we learn that thi
place opened on Canada Day.
We both enjoy our meals. The bee!

suqaar has a nice, spicy zing to it
which seeps even into the vegetab!
found in the sauce. The meat itself i
tender and pleasant to eat. I'm also
big fan of the muufo—because it’s
fluffy it just soaks up the beef sauce
The texture reminds me a bit of 2
muffin; together with the beef sauce
the muufo is a winner. The salad has
a tangier, more citrus-like dressing
so I'm probably using each one of my

taste buds for all the flavours that are
happening on this plate.
The poultry is as pleasing as the
vine dish. No less spicy, the chicke
also entices with its strong

fle

and gentle texture. The chapati, mu
like the muufo, win both of us 0
too. It's like a pancake, flat and a bit
sweet. Cut into triangles, and heape
on the plate, the chapati allows
the quickest possible pick-up, wra
ping and eating action of the chick
and veggies. Being the kind of perso!
who can never finish everything th
she orders, and because the portio!
sizes are generous, | take half of m
meal home.
Both of us are stuffed when we leav«

but we're happy. The food was de!
cious, and the prices just as reasonab!
And we're both happy to know that
we want good East African food,
don't have to wait around for Heritage
Days to roll around in a year. V

hind the till. All ofthe paninis, andthe |
ep-

meats and vegetables
that fill them, are
grilled on the one grill press she has on
the counter. While I could taste that her

Kennedale Plaza

ite soups
are from scratch, I was surprised
_ to find outthat she doesn't make them at

13062-50 Street

home first. “Thave one burner that I start
the soups on, and then J usually transfer

it to the crock pot,” Sasha explained. She
~ has one filled with today's soup, and the
other already simmering for tomorrow.

We were treated to a bow! of fagioli soup,

is enough
for an
can be ordered
p was the Rise and Shine breaka
buttery croissant toast-

visit to ears
ts In a different

are in season. | just
bought a lot of

yellow zucchini so

a simple combination of chickpeas and
bowtie pasta in tasty broth.
Eventhough
we were both stuffed, [was
overjoyed
with the last panini that graced
our table. The Nutty for You is a dessert
or breakfast croissant grilled with nutella
and seasonal fruit. Today's treat included
Strawberries which were unbelievable
when paired with nutella and the buttery
taste of the grilled croissant ($5).
What Ilike is that each visit to Luzzara
results ina different menu option. "I try
to buy fruits and vegetables that are in
season. I just bought a lot of yellow zucchini so you'll probably see a lot of that
in the soups and paninis for the next
few days" laughs Sasha. The stand-up
cooler is stocked with an assortment
of beverages, including Bob's favourite
limonata, as well as her ingredients for
the next few days. Everything is fresh
and her menu choices are supportive of
an authentic Italian experience—simple flavour combinations made from

fatihereaiants

you'll probably see

Even though business has been slow

a lot of that in the

toPeeeBae a ep a ere:

ie,

.

soups and paninis for

_ the next few days
laughs Sasha.

ed with a poached egg, back bacon,

cheddar and sliced tomato ($5). Bob's
half of the tasty back bacon breakfast
croissant was gone before I could even

take a sip of my chailatte ($4.25).
Next panini up was an assortment
of spicy meats and cheese grilled on a

ciabatta bun ($5) and the Southern Bell
stuffed with roasted bell peppers, eggplant, zucchini, spinach and Sasha's
5
a
ee
eet
oe
meatatarian, Mqasin love with the fla-

in

icona.

More and

more o}

ie

surrounding business owners and staff

are popping in for a coffee and breakfast
sandwich in the morning. An authentic

Italian coffee bar is a great concept, but it
doesn't translate for everyone who is used
to a quick Starbucks fix or a drive-thru
Tim Hortons coffee and doughnut. North
American culture has grown accustomed
to super-sized coffees and meals, buta visit to Luzzara can show you that the quality
ofa good espresso and panini tastes much
better than the quantity found at the
drive-thru. For $51 will certainlybeback—
Tuzzata Coffee Batis atasty Old StrathcoSS Raa
ROE Soa
'
A

* DANY LUNCH SPECIALS!
* LIVE ENTERTAINMNENT
ON THE WEEKEND
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Get ready for a fantastic Fallow-up to your

Summer

with a stay at

the one-of-a-kind Fantasyland Hotel, right inside West Edmonton M

BOOK NOW for rooms starting as low as $149 per night

and receive two attractions passes or breakfast for two!
Book by phone, @-mail or online:
rooms@filhwem.com

¥

1-800-RESERVE (737-3783)
fantaswlandhotel.com

Special fall rates are also availat#ie@at WEM Inn,
‘eS
WEST

*Valid for stays booked 21 days in advance for dates up to
October 31, 2009. Blackout dates may apply. Subject to
availability, May not be combined with any other
coupon or

vour and texture of the Southern Bell.
What surprised me was that Sasha does

discount offer.
Payment must be made at time of booking
and is non-refundable. Taxes not included. Other conditian

all ofthe cooking in the small space be-

may apply.
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EXPERIENCED FOOD WRITERS NEEDED
Vue Weekly
is looking for a few experienced writers whose love

of food and love ofwriting go hand in hand. An ability to meet
deadlines, ace word counts, and explain what tapenade is over

and overtoyour editor without getting super frustrated are all
advantageous attributes. Ifyou posses these attributes, please

Send writing samples and a CV to dish@vueweekly.com
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Alberta’s

electrical workers

Live Better.
Work Union!
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“BETTER THAN BOOBS!
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Welcome, once again, to Vue Weekly's annual Sex in the City issue. This time, instead
of printing the responses to every question asked in our annual sex survey, we've
decided to highlight a few choice cuts, and put everything up on our website. So
if you're looking for the full results, please check out vueweekly.com, where you'll
find them, as well as the results of all of our past surveys. You also may notice
that this year's issue is full of sexy artwork by local artists. All of this artwork will

r

be available by silent auction at the super-sexy issue launch party we're throwing
on September 12 at the Artery. Please come on down to check out the Secretaries,

Capital City Burlesque, Sans AIDS and to bid on some of the fine pieces contained
within these pages.
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4E CITY >> SURVEY RESULTS

Dithe last month,
how many times have you had sex? |
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In the last month, how many
times have you masturbated?
e
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Reata red Artists
Jeannette Sommers
Laura Watmough
June Haring
Pearl Der

Spotlight Gallery #107,
25 Chisholm Ave.
St. Albert, AB « P: 780.419.2055
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Estates

Summerbrook

Laraine Weaver

19 Glen Meadow Cres.
St. Albert, AB « P: 780.418.1192

Doris Charest

Big Lake Artists Studio
32 Rayborn Cres.

Pat Wagensveld

St. Albert, AB » P: 780.460.5993

St. Albert, AB « P: 780.973.6771

St. Albert, AB » P: 780.458.3951

Studio Gallery
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11 Perron Street
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ieath the sheets

fparthe unthinkable—calls his ex-girlfriends while sober|
exercise in

terribly con-

to say that there
onesty surroundin our society, on
or macro levels. So,

Di

&

fh
Medi

hats, and I think you're more

avariety of reasons
why :
t sexual partners to rate
-Imake my living criand thought it was only
myselfto one, [thoughtit

fe

: it’s entirely possible this also reflects > enjoyed the sex exponentially more :
; some sort of latent political fetish I've
after this, perhaps because of the :
= yet to be honest with myself about. : heightened naughty factor,
:
: Keeping in the spirit
: of anonymity, I've
: also tried to keep the
You wear a lot of scarves and
: descriptions of our
: relationship pur: posely vague.

comfortable in
i those than in

ZOE LAURIER

:
:

(shes

your own skin.

: Zoé and I dated for
: more than six months.

My general :

be funny—essentially I : impression was that the sex was ab-

g

Zoé didn't reply with her responses in

what it would be like to : solutely fine but nothing particularly : time for the publication deadline.
honest and unfettered opinion : special, aside from a particularly fun :
that’s fairly personal and ‘ stretch that happened after we techni- ; MARGARET TRUDEAU

usually not delivered forthrightly.
: cally broke up.
Tothat end, I asked several former lov- .
ers, froma variety of circumstances, to : ZOE'S REVIEW

i Margaret was an odd case, in that I
: was cheating on a girlfriend at the
: time (I'm going to forgo trying to jus: To be perfectly honest, I don't recall : tify myself here). It was also the best
the
details
of
our
sex
life,
which
I
sup:
; sex I've ever had in my life, the impli: pose says something in and of itself. = cations of which could probably take
= When I think of our relationship, = up a whole other essay.
: sex wasn't the highlight. I remember :
: the good sexual moments and the MARGARET'S REVIEW
; bad, but not too much in-between. I
: maintain that you are a sensitive and
If had to use one word to describe sex
: timid lover, which I initially thought
with you, it would be "passionate."
: to be endearing, but also rather bor- pecapreeneeetiiits
And I don't mean passionate in that
icky,
hold-my-chin-and-gaze-into: ing. Though off to an awkward start,
my-eyes-while-we-make-love kind of
: the sex became comfortable, but was
: rarely exciting—until we broke up. | way. | mean doing-it-in-the-hallway-

tell
me how I did. I encouraged them to :

beashonestas possible, andthenIasked
them a few follow-up questions about

anything
in their review that intrigued
me. Some rejected me outright (I quote:
"This is the first time we've talked since
it ended. Fuck off."), some felt too awk-

ward to participate, but four were will-

ing,
and their responses are below.
To preserve their anonymity—no
sense dragging their good names
into my dumb idea—I've named
them after former prime minister's

wives, assigned at random—though

:
:
:
:

:
:
: because-we-couldn't-even-wait-to-

: get-into-the-apartment kind of pas: sion. Generally it was fast and intense
: and fun. Oh, and I really liked the fact
+ you were up for absolutely anything. I
: had a fetish that had gone unfulfilled,
but that wasn't anissue with you. And
: the sex was such that I didn’t mind
; you expecting the same in return.

If you canppread a pas"

little bit

the pecs

EEve

: DB: Has your fetish still gone unful-

filled outside our relationship? What
was

it about

me

that made

you feel

alright to divulge it?
:
: MT; Yes, it has. It's hard to say what it
: was that made me okay with telling
: you about it, I think you give off the
;
CONTINUED ON PAGE 24 >>
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Comixxx
How do comic books deal —
our sexual desires?
BRIAN GIBSON
// BRIAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

: tion of women. There's a website listing

: the victims of "Women in Refrigerator

+
o there's this great comic-book lim- :
ited series. And it's dressed up with :
a plot about super-heroes saving the :

world but includes mixed media and

stories-within-stories, takes on Cold War
politics, metaphysics, even the nature of
time itself, and it’s ticking along, until

--- Sex comes into the picture. There's
something just too crude and reductive
as nastily fascist as the world the series
is criticizing, about a woman falling in
love with her rapist.
Maybe that’s because Watchmen focuses on men. Even the love-making scene

between Nite Owland Silk Specterinthe

film version, as Peter Birkemoe, owner
of Toronto comic store The Beguiling
notes, "caused quite a bit of disdain and/

or laughter inthe audience familiarwith

Syndrome"—all the females in male superhero books who've been brutalized
or killed as a plot device.
Even though psychologist William
: Moulton Marston and his wife Eliza: beth conceived of Wonder Woman as
: a feminist role model in the 1940s, the
: Amazon princess and her successors
: on the panelled page have usually been
pneumatically, but not psychologically,
: enhanced. Take Mary Jane Watson. Be: fore and after a wet T-shirted Kirsten
: Dunst in the first movie adaptation, Pe: ter Parker's favourite redhead has been
: super-sexed up. In 2007, there was some
: criticism when a new collectible figu: rine of Mrs. Parker was released, show: ing her bent over, thong showing, while
: washing her husband's costume. Last
: month, two Spider-Man covers looked

the source material,” since the series : like Mary Jane centrefolds. And Marvel
isn't erotic. But women tend to come up : is now issuing a Models Inc. comic series
short in comics—usually short-skirted - to show off more leggy ladies. Such imor skimpy-topped. As Birkemoe says, : ages are sure to make Disney's recent ac-

"If people don't think of sex when they : quisition of Marvel for $4-billion, a deal
think of comics, sadly they do think of : made in large part to enchant the Magic
sexism—the ridiculous super-heroine : Kingdom's elusive tween and teen boy

costumes, fighting crime in high-heels : demographic, sex-cessful.
and spilling out of your top. More of- : Dig deeper in the comic-store shelves,
ten than not, these criticisms are sadly : though, and some intelligent, threejustified.” And sex in superhero books : dimensional explorations of sex do
often seems to involve dehumaniza- :
CONTINUED ON PAGE 24 >>
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of respondents have used
sex toys in the bedroom
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Interesting
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i

habits?

Just mush-talk and cuddling, and that's just fine by me.
Holding his toes in-between mine. It's oddly comforting!

water! whoever is up must get water for us both

Gots to gO poop. Feeling guilty anytime I ejaculate. God damn Catholic block!

Vomiting? Getting the sex munchies. Insomnia. Shower

to gether

I walk around naked or smoke.
Sleeping. Iprefer to be alone, get cleaned up and not see you for awhile,
Ihave to make sure the condom is disposed of in the garbage. Get dressed

Feelings

of inadequacy.

I pee to prevent UTIs.
and

run

I

Smoked oysters and crackers in bed?

Requesting my lover to make me a ham sandwich. He generally doesn't oblige.

Giggling like a school girl. Eating. Watch Family Channel. So wholesome.
Smoke weed.

When there’s an orgasm, I just start laughing like an idiot.

Walking offleg cramps. I just like to be held. Kinda vanilla, but nice.
1 love playing with her nipples, licking and sucking ... always looking for another round, I guess.

Laughing. Mopping the sweat off? Cigarette, maybe?
I like to shower with my partner after sex. It feels so nice to be naked and relaxed in a hot steamy shower.
Ewww, ; I'm gay.A
I love me an Iced Capp from Tim's right after.

Smoke. Spooning:

| Feigning seizures so my partner would leave.

Peeing and then going to bed.

Extended toe-cracking. Sleeping. Playfully arguing over who gets the wet spot.
Typically we lie there in blissful silence for a while, then talk about whatever is on our minds.
As a woman, it's hard to resist visiting the bathroom and cleaning up a bit. Just a glass of water.
7 fall asleep within
25 second = Wiping each other off with a washcloth.
The craving for Tim's usually sets in shortly after ~~ if that can be considered interesting.

Snacks ... gotta eat something to get the blood sugar back up.

Nope, usually just sleep it off or get up and shower to start the day. I get the shakes after I orgasm.

the month.
I'll wash off after if she is at that timethe of
in the glow crap, I want to go clean
T always have to go to the washroom after. None of this basking

SEP 10 ~ SEP 16, 2009 // WUWEWEEKLY
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; and thereforewe never really reached : with one-night stands. Do you? If so,
: any momentous occasions.
do you find it generally better or worse
than longer-term things, and why?
impression that you're up for pretty : DB: Wedidn't date very long. How much
much anything, sol knew you wouldn't : ofa factor in that was the sex?
AC: I have a bit of exerience with one
be shocked or horrified. [must admit, :
night stands. They always seem to
wasa little surprised—in a good way— : MP: I think of course sex has a fac- : happen when you have had too much
when you told me you were willing to : tor in everything, but it wasn't ev- : to drink; therefore, that “inhibition”
act on it, though.
: erything. What I had really enjoyed : is more free. I wouldn't say one or the

: about the relationship was the : other is better: I think there's just a
DB: Obviously ours was not a typical : dialogue between us, and the rela- : difference between the two. One night

affair. Do you think the fact it was : tionship seemed to be heading in a : stands, I find, are just these fun things

illicit to begin with influenced how
we approached it (i.e. do you think
we were a bit more free and willing
with our sex because I happened to be
cheating at the time)?

: friendlier direction—more friendlier
: than romantic.
:
: DB: You mentioned that there was
: nothing good enough to tell your gal

MT: Yes, there's no question. The fact
that we were sneaking around forced
us to do it wherever we could whenever we could, and this lent a sense of
excitement and adventure to it that
definitely isn’t typical.

: enough to rate a mention, or wasitjust :
: For the most part, the reviews were
: not very noteworthy in general?
: generally what I expected, which is
:
: MP: I think what I mentioned to gal : slightly surprising in and of itself:
: pals was more about your personal- : I've occasionally thought that, for

MARYON PEARSON
Maryon and I dated for a fairly short
amount of time (in the neighbourhood ofa month or so). Of the people

who were willing to respond, she was

the one I was expecting the worst
marks from. Notwithstanding a few
choice encounters, sex for the most
part was awkward.

MARYON'S REVIEW

: where you let loose and it's about the
: pure fun factor. But the more long
: time thing, it's more about love, pas: sion, pleasing and all those things.
:

: pals about. Was there anything bad : CONCLUSIONS

: ity, or conversations we had, or weird, : instance, someone else was enjoy; over-the-top sarcastic remarks you : ing it a tad more than I was, or that I
: may have made, or I made to you. So : was more into it than my partner, but
: I guess I found your personality more : it would seem that, for the most part,
: interesting than what happened be- : how things are going is fairly obvious
: to both partners. That's some informa: tween us in the bedroom.
: tion that would have come in handy.
:
That said, I was really surprised by
: ALINE CHRETIEN
: how much everyone's response (and
:
: Aline and I had a drunken one-night : my recollections) basically served as
: stand. I haven't had enough one-night : a microcosm for the relationship in

: standsto knowifthey're generally this : general. I don't know if sex is just a
: loose and free or there was something : great metaphor for relationships or
: particularly good about this one, but! : our memory just tends to conflate

: do know that I would have had no ob- : things, but it's an interesting concor> dance, anyway.
Most of our sexual encounters were : jections to a two-plus-night stand.
Less surprising, but a good reminder
catalyzed by the intake of alcohol. :
: anyway, was how much a factor openFrom my sketchy rememberings, the :: ALINE'S REVIEW
> ness and a lack of inhibition factored
sex when we were drunk was fun and :
somewhat aggressive, though not : Well, I did have a lot to drink that : into the experience, whether it was
necessarily a ribbon winner, meaning : night, but I do remember it being a : natural or chemically induced. Also,
I don't think either of us orgasmed : very, very good experience. You were : eagerness seems to count for a lot:
at any euphoric level. I’m also one of : really attentive and sensual in your ; I'm sure talent, as it were, factors in
those girls who thinks making out : approach. [also remember you being ‘ somewhere, but at least half the battle
is the greatest and really important, : a really good kisser. Basically, it was : seems to be making someone feel de: sired, etc, since almost everyone menand again here when we were drunk : a lot of fun.
: tioned it in some oblique way.
I remember it being fun and when we :
were sober I remember it being some- : DB: [ actually had another girl tell me : The last interesting thing will be
what awkward and stilted. In general, : that it was usually better when I had : the response to this article. | think
I think you're slightly uptight—you : been drinking. Do you think the fact we : it's safe to say that this level of forth: rightness on this particular subject is
wear a lot of scarves and hats, and : were both drunk helped?
: rare even among friends and family,
I think you're more comfortable in :
those than in your own skin—though : AC: Drinking always loosens things up, ; let alone the general public. I hope
you relaxed a lot when drunk, so the : but I have a feeling that that attentive : it encourages people to be a bit more
: forthcoming in their own experience,
sex was better when we were drunk > nature is just who you are
: and not just several months worth of
However, in being drunk sometimes :
the details and staying power lacks, : DB: I don't have a lot of experience : jokes at my expense. W

SEXANDCOMICS
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23

~~:

gender porn isssurprisingly
i
popular in

:: comics form, making up what I have to
imagine is a much higher percentag-

pop up. This may be because of the : oftotal porn than in any other format. |
rise of female writers and illustrators, : theorize,” Birkemoe says.."This is mostiy,

Birkemoe notes. Alan Moore, Watch- : because
with pen and ink you can create
men writer, recently collaborated with : the transgendered body of your fantasy

his wife Melinda Gebbie on Lost Girls, : much more easily than you can find an
an erotic reimagining of children’s book i actor with those traits, if such a person
characters Alice, Dorothy and Wendy. : even exists.”
And, Birkemoe explains, "Comics with : In North America, Birkemoe's noticed
sexuality as central themes are increas- : "LGBT themes in comics sell very wel!
ingly popular, even if many of these : in comics form, but much more so in .
works would not be considered erotic. ?: personal works by LGBT authors than
Best-selling recent works like Fun Home : by some token reference in a superherc
(by Alison Bechdel) and Skim (written by : book.” There can bea greater part-of-life
Toronto's Mariko Tamaki andillustrated : honesty to graphic novels, Bardyla says
by her Alberta-born cousin Jillian) are = "If you examine the more alternative
excellent examples that have sex at : and independent comic sector, the vast
their core with hardly any explicit de- : majority of those stories are auto- or
piction. On the pom side, Ihave noticed : quasi-biographical and therefore lend
both men and women becoming more :_ themselves to discussing most people's
open about including out-and-out porn : biggest hang up: sex.”
in their purchases.”
: And in some graphic novels, where
Jay Bardyla, owner of Edmonton's : adult male characters harbour an adoHappy Harbor comics, says that, "These : lescent frustration with women, honesty
days we sell as much sexual material to : can be the best policy. Birkemoe's found,
: forinstance, "Joe Matt's honest depiction
women as we do men.”
Pornographic comics still aren't nearly : of his own rather pathetic relationship
as big over here as in Europe or Japan, : with porn has won him just as many fans
but then North America doesn’t have : with women as with men, perhaps beas popular or transgressive a comic cul- : cause he confirms their worst fears.”
ture. As Bardyla explains, "Forstarters, : Even in the simpler world of super
it was, and somewhat still is, generally : hero comics, there's now more of the
more difficult to obtain that type of : men for straight women readers and gay
material in North America than over- = male readers to ogle. "The male bulge is
seas ... Frequently creators and, more : making a strong comeback,” notes Baroften, retailers are imprisoned in the : dyla, and men's "excessive musculature
US for (legally) creating, distributing : has always been present." A recent issue
and possessing ‘adult’ material. That's ‘ of X-Factor showed a kiss between Ricwhy the industry had to create the : tor and Shatterstar, a revision of their
Comic Book Legal Defense Fund, to al- : sexuality that character co-creator Rob
low people to properly express them- >- Liefeld objected to.
selves in a free society without fear of : "So many characters have been around
=: for decades and to decide which are no
litigation or incarceration.”
Japanese manga, a popular art form : longer hetero requires some finesse,"
with its origins in traditional Japanese : Bardyla says of today’s comics, increasart, has its own pornographic offshoot : ingly reflecting our more sexually comthat, inside the covers, cango far beyond : plex and open society. "In the case of the
the outside world's legal lines. Hentai : Rictor/Shatterstar relationship, had one

publications present all sorts of fetishes : of the original co-creators not publicly
and perversions (Bondage Fairies is one : said a bunch of silly things, the kiss may
self-explanatory title), and has many : have gone largely unnoticed except by
subgenres, including yaoi (male-male : the people who actually read X-Factor."
sex for female readers) and bear porn : But even during an economic downturn,
(burly, hairy men for gay male readers). : in any industry, even the industry that
: was, just a few decades ago, mostly kids’
And maybe comics can offer more ofa : books selling for a dollar at the corer
projection-screen for the sexual imagi- : store's revolving wire-rack, talking about

nation than a video or film. "Trans- : sex sells as well as sexy images do. VW
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Did you contribute to the
in the last year?

90% mw:
SAID YES

I've2 Walks at porn, but I wouldn't pay forit.

I bought a toy.

I aes a DVD.
ht

|12224 JASPER AVE. EDMONTON
er racis BATH HOUSE

780-482-1960

I bough t a magazine.

I bought t some Internet porn.
I paid for a Stee
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www.gayedmonton.com
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Explore the downtown art scene at
a variety of locales over a weekend

of free displays, debuts, and
For more information, visit
edmontonartcentral.ca.
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Sex and music go together like condoms and an orgy
jt! BIRTLES
{/BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

putting on a sexy record can certainly aid

usic and sex seem to go hand in
lhand—not only do rock stars get
all the action they could ever handle, but

your moves don't seem choreographed.

in the move-making process, as long as
Picking out sexy album covers is difficult
because sex sells and everyone wants to

sell records, so there are plenty to choose
from. The list presented here is not exhaustive, isn't presented in any order and
inalot of cases has less to do with objective
sexiness and more to do with hilarity.

COUNTRY LIFE
Roxy Music
(Island)
1974

Gift

Unlike plenty of covers that feature partial nudity or sexy ladies, Roxy Music's
Country Life is especially sexy because it’s so nonchalant. Like these girls were just
kind of standing around near some trees and Bryan Ferry kind of happened by and
said, "Hey, what's up—you girls want to be on a record cover?" From 1975 - 1980,
the only copy of Country Life available in the United States was one that featured an

image of
just the trees in the background on the cover as this album was deemed
too controversial and worthy ofcensor.

OUSE

& OYSTER

STICKY FINGERS
Rolling Stones
(Atlantic)

BAR

1971

Conceived by Andy Warhol, 1971's Sticky Fingers puts the purchaser right into the
action by including a working zipper right on the front of the album which, when
unzipped, reveals a pair of white briefs with a requisite bulge. Not only was the zipper cover sexy, but it was also tough, damaging records placed nearby in any collection and becoming a nightmare to ship. The cover was too sexy for the Spanish
government, however, who banned it in 1971, forcing the Stones to come up with
an alternate cover which featured severed human fingers swimming in molasses
Clearly less sexy but how it’s less offensive is anyone's guess.

RUTH'S

CHRIS.

STEAK

HOUSE

MUSIC TO MAKE LOVE TO YOUR OLD LADY BY
Lovage
(75 Ark Records)
2001
An homage to the cover ofSerge Gainsbourg's second album, Music to Make Love to
Your Old Lady By features a sexy image of aman at a piano with a bouquet of roses,
eager to seduce his partner with song. Though the entire album, from the cover
to the music, is tongue in cheek, it is downright sexy in its own way—I was once

reprimanded for playing it at a coffee shop I worked at because, although it was
certainly mellow enough for the laid back atmosphere of
the place, some customers felt the themes were a bit racy. But I'm not bitter, it gave me an opportunity to
listen to it more at home.

A-TOM-IC JONES
Tom Jones

(Decca)

1966

I'm not going to sit here and pretend that I know what's sexy about Tom Jones—the

curly-haired-blue-eyed-soul-singing Brit has never really done it for me—but the
guy's been knee deep in babes for over half a century, many of whom bring extra

panties to his concerts just so they can have the pleasure of throwing more at him.
If you could still pull in that much action while approaching 70 years old, you'd be
on this list too.

WHIPPED CREAM & OTHER DELIGHTS
Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brass

(A & M)
1965

A classic in pop-culture iconography, Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brass's Whipped
make
Cream & Other Delights was the greatest discovery any 13-year-old boy could
the
in his parent's record collection. Parodied numerous times by other artists,
by cocover has been recreated using clam dip by Soul Asylum, spaghetti sauce
that
record
The
Five.
median Pat Cooper and even sour cream by the Frivolous
Cream & Other
launched an interest in jazz amongst the junior high set, Whipped
album—and I
Delights remains Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brass's most popular
Vv
too!
music
good
pretty
some
made
hear that the group
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The Walk will do us good.
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ALL AIDS WALK FOR LIFE PROCEEDS SUPPORT DIRECT SERVICESFORPEOPLE LIVINGWITHAND AFFECTED BY HIVIAIDS IN YOUR COMMUNITY
2009 IMAGE BY ACCLAIMED CANADIAN HIV-POSITIVE ARTIST
DONSHORT

CKUA Celebrates Arts Days!

ae

Alberto
Freedoms
FoCrmate part
Te Acre

September 18th
12pm to 3pm
Royal Alberta Museum
12845-102nd Avenue

Join Monica Miller, for a special, How
/ Hear It, in
celebration of Alberta Arts Days.
Special Guests:
+
+
+
+

Karla Anderson performing from her new CD Brand New Day
U22 sensation Lindsay Ell
Edmonton's first poet laureate, Alice Major
local indie latin/experiemental band Aroot’s Bazaar

ckua
radionetwork

Come on down, tune in to 94.9 FM or listen online at ckua.com.
er
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WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS

OPEN RELATIONSHIPS?

ON

Win-win situation 7%

Challenging but worthwhile

Good idea but not workable

Beginning of the end
The end

Get $25 off ~~ Siomeran
any new phone.
Now
Get

that’s a

riche Phone you wari

6000

great deal.

Oo

koodomobile.com
[CToyele Mer=11|

aay

m FUTURE SHOP

Walmart >\<

al,

Zoes

Koodo

re!

amcor
Edmonton

Red Deer

Edmonton City Centre

Bower Place

Londonderry Mall
Miltwoods Town Centre

') Mopurchase necessary. Contest ends October 1, 2009. Seebuildabash.ca for Contest Rules.

West Edmonton Mall

BUILD-A-BASH AND WIN!
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HIV EDMONTON WILL COMPETE
IN THE 2ND ANNUAL ALBERTA
THROWDOWN
Agencies to compete for top fundraising for

the 2009 Scotiabank AIDS Walk for Life

|

EXTRA MILE CLUB

Edmonton — HIV Edmonton announced the 2nd Annual Alberta Throwdown at an event August

19, 2009 in Hawrelak Park. For the second year, HIV Edmonton is competing against AIDS
Calgary to see which agency can raise the most money. AIDS Calgary won this competition

New for 2009, walkers that raise
$1,000 or more receive membership

last year and Debra Jakubec, HIV Edmonton Executive Director, will serve clients lunch at AIDS

in the Extra Mile Club

Calgary wearing Calgary Flames memorabilia.
HIV Edmonton hosted a Kick Off Event August 19,
2009 to announce the one month countdown to the
Walk and Jakubec was forced to wear the Calgary
t
i nh
i ea ja.

4
3
September 17, hosted by Mile
High

“Last year, AIDS Calgary participants raised more

Marshall Nick Lees

funds then we did,” says Debra Jakubec, HIV

Edmonton Executive Director. “I know we can win
this year - everyone loves the ‘underdog’ so I hope
to have their Executive Director, Susan Cress here
serving our clients next year.”

:

.

Benen Oa
oeeee
_« Invitation to an exclusive VIP
reception at the Sutton Place

:

All funds raised from the Scotiabank AIDS Walk for Life stay right here in Edmonton.

,

:

- Express registration at the Walk
for Life

- One free one hour massage,
courtesy of Prana Holistic

On September 20, 2009, Edmontonians are invited to gather at Churchill Square to walk to raise
funds and awareness for HIV/AIDS programs and services. Join us for the Edmonton debut of
The Blue Montegos for a Post-Walk Concert. The 2009 Scotiabank AIDS Walk for Life: Alberta
Throwdown is the largest annual fundraiser for HIV Edmonton. Pledges can be made online at ’.
wwwihivedmonton.com or directly with individual walkers or team captains.

Raise $1,000 or

more to become a member of the first ever Extra Mile Club.

EDMONTON ESKIMOS PARTNER WITH HIV
EDMONTON FOR THE EARLY BIRD PRIZE
Participants must turn in pledges by September 11 to be eligible
to win the early bird draw, announced by Edmonton Eskimos
running back, Jesse Lumsden
AIDS Calgary
This year marks a rematch of the Alberta Throwdown against AIDS Calgary. Last year's completion saw
As
reigning victorious over HIV Edmonton (see picture above of Executive Director Debra Jakubed being humiliated).
of September 1, AIDS Calgary is beating HIV Edmonton by almost a 2:1 ratio.

pak Whee
hh
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DDECEAIT
PRESENT

THE PHENIX WORKSHOP
THE NEXT WORKSHOP
WiLL

Beeipovenomecuenns,

IN OCTOBER ipius an otentation

'~HIV Edmonton is proud to announce an exciting new

T

and a toliow-up session)

nership with WestJet for our inaugural “Destination for Two Raffle”.

October 14th 7pm-opm

are onsale now forjust $5. Winners will beannounced during a live

(Oneritation)

draw held during the 2009 Scotiabank AIDS Walk for Life at Sir Winston

October 17th 12pm-6 20pm

Peaskas

Churchill Square September 20, 2009.
Grand Prize:

Second Prize:
=

Return tickets for 2 to any WestJet destination

Sy
(Part 384) appr eadpn

$250 Eveline Charles Gift Certificate

October 31st 12pm-8:30pm
(Part 6883

-

Third Prize:

One night stay and breakf.
the Coast Edmonton

‘ro

at

OTTO"

Workshop

combines Eroticism and

Risk Reduction. Itis

[75 feaisier
or ifyou
have

questions

picase

contact

designed
for gay,

bisexual men
& queer
men who want to reduce

theirrisk
ofHIVISTI

|= @ HIV Eqinonton
Phone:

(uel 780-488-57S742

infection while learning
how to have better
sex. | Enmail
H

iv

ve

EDMONTON

a0.g@hivedmonton.com

www. hivedmonton.com

Novernber
25th 7prn-9pm
(Follow-up)

Plaza Hotel

Tickets may be purchased by contacting:
Joyce LaBriola, Fund Development Coordinator
joyce 1@hivedmonton.com or 780-488-5742 ext. 230

All funds raised from events such as this raffle or the 2009 Scotiabank AIDS
Walk for Life stay here in Alberta and are used for HIV/AIDS prevention,
education, and support and outreach programs in the Edmonton
metropolitan area. To register for the 2009 Walk for Life, log onto
www.hivedmonton,com.
=

————

“TOP WALKER” IS GOING TO NYC
Top fundraiser to win a trip for two to

paricipate

AIDS Walk New York in Mayy 2010
Edmonton - HIV Edmonton has partnered with AIDS Walk New York and is
proud to announce the incentive prize for the 2009 Scotiabank AIDS Walk
for Life “Top Walker”. The walker that raises the most money for the 2009
event will win a trip for two to NYC to participate in the 2010 AIDS Walk
New York, as well as all corresponding celebrity and hospitality events.

-

TELL ME YOUR STORY
HIV Edmonton has worked with People Living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) for

over 20years to provide a unique education service to Edmontonians and
surrounding communities -the story of living with HIV. It takes a unique
person to fulfill this responsibility. First, a person must be infected or
affected by the virus. Second, and perhaps the more difficult part for many
individuals, is to be able to speak about the personal journey of HIV - from

becoming infected, to dealing with a diagnosis, to sharing one’s current state
of physical, emotional or spiritual health. Often, speakers share information
from their past — where they grew up, or the factors they believe led them
to arisky situation. The speakers also share their perceptions of stigma and
discrimination, and what it is like to disclose their status to their families
or partners. Throughout the year, HIV Edmonton educators and speakers
visit schools, organizations and centres in Edmonton and rural areas to tum
lived experiences into messages aimed at educating others about HIV and
enhancing supportive environments for PWHAs.

AIDS Walk New York started in 1986 and is the largest AIDS Walk in the
world, The 2009 AIDS Walk New York saw more than 45,000 walkers on the

io km route through Central Park and raised $5.6M.

HIV Edmonton has also partnered with Travel With Us, an Edmonton
based travel agency, to make this incentive prize package possible. The
Edmonton Walk for Life’Top Walker’ will receive airfare for two, hotel

accommodations in NYC and will be invited to attend the VIP Breakfast at
the historic Tavern on the Green in Central Park.
“We are so grateful to AIDS Walk New York and Travel With Us for

partnering with us on such an amazing incentive prize,” said Debra Jakubec,
HIV Edmonton Executive Director. “Our walkers are so passionate and
Supportive and we look forward to awarding this package to our most

successful and hard working Top Walker.”

On September 20, 2009, Edmontonians are invited to gather at Churchill
Square to walk to raise funds and awareness for HIV/AIDS programs and
Services, Join us for the Edmonton debut of The Blue Montegos for a post-

walk concert, The 2009 Scotiabank AIDS Walk for Life: Alberta Throwdown
is the largest annual fundraiser for HIV Edmonton and ft will be a headto-head fundraising competition with AIDS Calgary. Pledges can be made

online at www.hivedmonton.com or directly with individual walkers or

team captains. Raise $1,000 or more to become a member of the first ever

One way in which HIV Edmonton supports GIPA (the Global Inclusion of
People Living with HIV/AIDS), is to work with Positive individuals to provide
services for PLWHA whenever possible. HIV Edmonton worked with advocate,
educator and counselor Stephen Alexander, of the Canadian AIDS Society,
to provide a Speakers Training workshop titled “Tell Me Your Story” on May
21-22. Speaker trainees learned about their roles, rights and responsibilities,
using their voices effectively, presentation tips, and HIV 101 through
presentations, exercises and hands-on experience. Since their training, the
Speakers have become received certificates of completion, become registered
HIV Edmonton volunteers, and completed over 10 speaking engagements.

If you would like to become a Speaker with HIV Edmonton, please contact
Volunteer Coordinator Helen Larson to find out about current opportunities.
helen.s@hivedmonton.com or 780-488-5742.

780-488-5742

© WWW.HIVEDMONTON.COM
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Extra Mile Club.
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Constitutional

Lecture

Professor Constance Backhouse
Distinguished University Professor and University Research Chair
at the Faculty of Law, University of Ottawa

? 500mma Cards 539

,

Canada’s First Lesbian

ge. Caloer
Fu 1 Side t20% cve

Sexual Assault Trial:
Yellowknife, 1955

» 3x6’ Banner -$126

Thurs., Sept. 17

Full Colour ~ Weather Proof - 13 azViny! - Grommets
add $1Each

2500 Brochures - 599
=

5:00 p.m.
231/237 Law Centre
University of Alberta

=

this lecture is free and open to the public

Full Colour ~ 8.5 x 11 100ib Gloss txt - Various Fold Options

RSVP

for the reception by Sept. 11 to

cca@law.ualberta.caior (789) 492-6681

10529 116 Street /16220 Stony Plain Rd
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What's the most interesting request

you've ever gotten in bed?

One night when my wife was in a particularly good mood and she was done on me and she looked up at me and
said, “Feed me your cum." The look in her eyes and the way she said it was all I needed to oblige.

Spanking ... too weird for me.

To "freeze" like I'm frozen in time, !vemetalotof chokers
inmy life.
To piss in a guy’s ass. F oot

ob. A receipt.

Can we barf on each other's cocks?
She stuck her finger up my ass.
Lick

My

Licking my own cum.

|Anal.

"Talk like ey

“Let me teabag you."

"Can I lick your armpits?"

"Lets fuck until dawn" from a guy who ejaculates within 10 minutes.
“Suck on my toes." My man
“Every once in a while I witness something that fully captures my ows

Call

me

Daddy!

emotions

I have never felt such a iuning-fork hum in my political
spint as when that bad-ass. truth telling, Iraqi journalist threw both of

E

his shoes at President George W. Bush. It was perfect.”

For

someone

or someone

To blindfold

— Melissa Harris-Lacewell, The Kitchen Table, December 15, 2008

wanting anal.

( declined)

i
to il my

ass.

to ak fruit in my

ano

ass.

her girl, tie her up,

throw wet sponges on her,
then fuck while she's in the room, weeping.

Ted Kerr

One guy asked me for a blowjob 1.5 minutes after breaking up with me. I was crying at the time.

One woman wanted me to call her my dirty little whore
and other such things which I was not really used to.
To lick my girlfriend's pussy while it has a Hershey's kiss inside it ... enjoyable to us both.

"Can you pop the zit on my back?"

To bite on

his dick.

And I quote: "HIT ME HARDER, YOU PUSSY!"
For him to cum on my face, chest while gently pulling my hair/head back.

"

.

"

Blow into my pussy.” ticking my own cum.

Probably the first time he suggested we try “the back door" entry! I'm glad we did.

To keep my boots on.
To let her rape me in my sleep. To watch partner perform with another woman.
69 and pissing are not strange to some, but Ifind it indefinitely disgusting.

Just a guy asking me to bite on his nipples. Really hard ... over and over again.

Wear a bunny outfit. Aaaaaawkward

To use a white candle to fuck her in the ass while we were having intercourse.

Une Rieee

a

GET ALL THE JUICY
©
RESULTS FROM THIS

YEAR'S SEKSURVEY
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Arts Reviews
Find reviews of past theatre,
dance and visual arts shows on
our website.

instance, elected to present their project in the outdoor Strathcona pool.
"Artists always surprise you a little
bit, maybe sometimes in a positive way
and sometimes not,” Janes says. "I was
surprised how literal some people took
{the theme]. But the people I collected
were for a few different reasons: I wanted there to be a fair bit of diversity.”

Taking centre stage this year with
Twisted She, Cowan adds that it's a triumphant but bittersweet mark on her
artistic resumé. "My academic career
is taking me away from Edmonton
but I'm totally thrilled that I get to

do this performance and installation
because

Latitude

53, and VisualEyez

specifically, have been so important to
me throughout the last seven years of
being here,” she explains. Since arriving here in 2002 to finish her Masters

degree at the U of A, Cowan has made
regular appearances at the festival,
usually performing in the opening sa-

ia
Lae ME?>> Spoken word artist T.L.Cowan bids Edmonton fuera at VisualEyez // supplied

iy, COMER one of our city's foremost spoken-word artists, is head-

ing south. In fact, the sharp, witty
purveyor of “fucked-up femininity,”
as she puts it, has already packed up
her books and shipped
them off to the

University of Calgary, where she’s been
placed as the Killam Post-Doctoral FelTUTTI

TTHTT TNs revvedNU

low for the upcoming school year.
"This, in some ways may be her last
performance in the city," explains Latitude’s executive director Todd Janes.
"She is presenting the Twisted She series, it's a series that developed very
much throughout VisualEyez over a
number ofyears.”
VisualEyez, now in its 10th incarnation, started out as a unique opportunity for local audiences to catch artists

UeNDOTPONUTTDI T ORIOL

LCC

UNDO ONNOONOUOTONTOOU Ts UULUEECLELLE CL LLILOO MCU

TUTTE

working the national and international performance art circuits—this
year we'll see the likes of Reona Brass
of Saskatchewan, Michael Fernandes
of Nova Scotia, and Toronto-based
Rita Kamacho. Over the past decade

lon or closing night gala.
"My first year in Edmonton the festival happened at the end of May. Victoria Stanton was doing this installation
in the store window of Colourblind
on Whyte Ave.," Cowan remembers.
"It was a nude tableau vivant; this was
my first involvement in VisualEyez, being naked on Whyte Ave. and doing
this really amazing performance that
involved three women, three men, a really big cake and some toy SUVs. Since
then Iwas like, '[love this festival! What
else can I do?"

running the festival, Janes notes that

there's been a growing contingent of
Edmonton artists getting involved.
This year many responded to the festival's theme: water. IdeaAssassins, for
LULL

Olesen,

Mickey

Wannechko,

the

Vallee,

and.

Twisted

She

Elaine
cycle

evolved into a tripartite project, each
section to be featured on a different

day of the festival. First is an installed
exhibition, where all the ingredients
of the live show will be on display—
though not in any particular schema
or order. Then comes the live performance, where the audience gets to

see how all the pieces were organized
by the artists. Finally, the third part
will be a workshop-like debriefing of
the previous two events, allowing the
viewers and artists to share their re-

sponses to the cycle.
"We decided to do the installation to
showcase some of the work that the
collaborative artists have done, but
also to dislodge the idea of live performance as a surprise. It's not like I have
to pop out ofa cake, or this only works
if you don't know the punchline—it's
rather to start thinking about the performance as a collaboration between
the artists and the audience,” Cowan

explains. "I'm hoping that people give
us some real critical feedback, and also
be able to experiment with that myself as an artist. It'll be like reading a
review of your work in the newspaper

in front of an audience,” she laughs.
"It's totally terrifying yes, but that's
the idea. Doing something that's kind
of terrifying: that's what VisualEyez
thrives on. Why not do something that
scares the shit out of me?"W
SEP 16-27

This time, she's had a bit of grant
money at her disposal to recruit collaborative artists. Working with kel-

leY bolen, Kristen Hutchinson,
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VISUALEYEZ
LATITUDE 53 & VARIOUS LOCATIONS
ALL EVENTS 8Y DONATION/PWYC

Jan
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\ ISUAL ARTS // DESIGN CELEBRATING HOPE

ertain celebrations
ynCelebratingHope suffers from the ns

ON of the works it presents
flowing with roughed-up photographic
imagery and grungy or scribbly type,
with a few more graphic and geometric
designs standing out. Most of them have
a paper cutout of aCD and some of them
have pages from their booklet mounted
on foam-core, but these items suffer
from a poor production value, notably
in poorly-cut CD stand-ins and underSaturated reproductions that lack the

(/ ADARAWBBUUEWEEKLY.COM
"Fhe central issue of Design Celebrat& ingHope
is one of uncertain pur-

pose.

Its main role, and the reason that

s in FAB Gallery, isthat it isa showeee

in for the past few years. It's informative, perhaps, but I didn't find myself
strongly compelled to read it. It’s a
presentation. The student design has
a vibrancy coming from its nature as
a disparate collection of ideas, some

ces students at

gloss and high production value that we
expect in the final product. It makes the
design look cheap, especially in the longer selections from the design selected
for production.
More

low usto see,orbetteryetto
han , the graduation showswhichare packed with
lol ‘epacheprary itseems like
overflowing tables full of random projthat they have developed.
awfullot of time and space spent cD
ring an incomplete presentation of I've already written here about the diffi- ects, it still suffers for its presentation.
We can only see afew parts of each projculties of showing student design work
student's work.
ie bestwaytoviewtherealcontent of in the gallery, and while this collection ect, and the onesthat receive more space
gnCelebrating
Hope would betoal- _doesn't-seem~as overwhelming as the seem random. Plenty of them are over-

SEP 10 — SEP 16, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY

frustrating,

however,

is that

roughly two-thirds of the wall space is
given over to snatches of writing from
various people involved in the project
and descriptions and photographs of
what the designers, musicologists, refugees and others have been involved

strongly portrayed, about what the
project looks like, and also coming
from the audio material at its core—
some of which is played accompanying a fairly predictable slide-show and
low-resolution video projected on one
wall. The didactic presentation of in-

terviews and background on the walls
undermines this colour. It doesn't help

that this is the second time that essentially the same show has been presented this year at FAB, since much of this
material was displayed in the spring.
This time they are releasing the final
product, but it doesn’t seem to justify

the exhibit as it stands. W
cance roseascsnagAey
TANASE

UNTIL SAT, SEP 26
DESIGN CELEBRATING HOPE:
AN EXHIBITION OF STUDENT DESIGN WORK

FOR THEBUDUBURAM CO PROJECT
AB GALLERY (87 AVE ~ 112 ST)
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VISUAL ARTS // ANGLES

Unfinished Angles
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Christopher Berry's sculptures make up a one-sided collection
ADAM WALDRON-BLAIN
// ADAMWB@VUEWEEKLY.COM

importantly the sculptures themselves
are disappointing. Berry says that he
wants to entice and reward viewers to
examine the sculptures from all sides,
but his exhibition argues with this stated
aim: all of the works have clear front and
back sides, and are arranged to display
the worked side as you enter each space.
It's telling that the big FAB Gallery windows are covered, as viewing the sculptures in the front room, and throughout
the show, from behind reveals an empty,
unfinished set of surfaces which seem
unconsidered.
Perhaps the unfinished reverses of
these sculptures are intended as a kind
of game, an intentional technique in a
different set of work, but there seems to
be little evidence of that here. In fact, in
some ways it seems like cheating: Berry
writes in his statement about an athletic
struggle sometimes involved in creating the works as he struggles with the
weight of the material, and their reach-

e best thing about Christopher
Berry's collection of steel sculptures
in FAB Gallery this month is something
you can appreciate as soon as you walk
into the room. His sculptures, dominated by diagonal slaps of metal, make a
striking image against the clean gallery
walls and right-angle lines of the space.
As images, each room is animated by a
sense of considered design and a lively
sense of motion.

The strongest work is in the front
room, directly to the left of the entrance.
These works are lower and more triangular than the skyscrapers in the rest
of the gallery, and probably sit the best
in their space. Even when you are close,
they don't lose this appeal, as this, the
most

rectangular

of the FAB

Gallery

spaces keeps them strongly in focus. Of
all of the works in the show, these are
, least formulaic—the others tend to be
roughly rectangular towers with some
step-like complications appearing about
a third of the way from the top and a
slightly more complicated base—and
hold up the best to close examination.
In the other rooms, approaching Berty's sculptures strips them of a part of
their magic. The striking diagonal lines
aren't as impressive up close, but more

engagement: these issues throw the
material nature of the sculptures themselves into question, as Berry's carefully
maintained even patina of rust and de-

liberately careless welding do little to
distinguish themselves from the collection of work abandoned outdoors
on the west side of the Fine Arts Building, or from any of the steel sculptures
produced by numerous students at
the U of A. In some ways, their phallic
heights seem almost like a caricature
of an idea of the modernist-descended
steel sculpture beloved in Edmonton,
even though they abandon attempts
to render them complete objects with
their empty spaces and unfinished
backsides, but it seems a stretch to give
them that much credit.
The name of the collection, Angles
is in itself non-committal and that’s a
fair description of the show as a whole.
Christopher Berry has either too many
ideas floating around in his ostensibly
unplanned sculpture, or too few. His
writing seems to lean towards the latter,
but whatever the cause, these sculptures
don't seem to be about anything. V

ing heights also suggest a straightforward process of physical striving. That
might not be the most exciting thesis
for the show, but it doesn't even seem to
be followed-through, especially with the
disagreement between the clear two-dimensional staging and his writing.

UNTILSAT,SEP26

ANGLES
WORKSBY C
FAB GAL!

Other aspects of the show seem also
to be done by rote, without a critical

.

OPHER BERRY
/ERNZST)
NOT QUITE CORNERED >> Chris Berry's angular sculptures are disappointing / sup,

Following in his footsteps
Bigfoot: The Life and Times of a Legend trails the skeptics, believers and culture surrounding the infamous creature
The titles or authors | can't recall, the : symbol of our primal conscience. If he : in a cave with an entire Bigfoot family, the : Buhs' thesis. The men who made Bigfoot : mass produced.
content only barely, but the photos in my : does exist, would Bigfoot be the product : implication being that he was destined to : what he is were mostly white, working- : Yet from almost the very beginning 8
elementary school's surprisingly bounti- : of nature, or would be some manifestation : become the boyfriend of Bigfoot's daugh- : class and rural, loggers, hunters, small : foot seemed ready to be co-opted. |
ful selection of Bigfoot books spring back
into memory as though only days, rather
than decades, have passed. The thing lived
on the peripheries of the visible, so naturally it was the images that really
mattered. The elusiveness of
the creature could not have
seemed more carefully designed. The iconic, infinitely
reproduced stills from the
1967

Roger

Patterson

:
:
:
:
°

: ter; Jimmy Stewart agreeing to smuggle a : town

: Yeti paw from Nepal to England. Bigfoot
: spawned a lot of things, among them

reporters, disgruntled scientists
: and more than a few outright con men,

: against consumerism within the very cu!

in which consumerism was born, yé
: one of them. Following the emergence : this same creature was all too adaptable
: hugely profitable industry. But along the : of sensational Yeti reports in the Hima- : not only to the dictates of literature arc
: way he also spawned a community of mis- : layas, sightings of Bigfoot in the Pacific : movies, but to New Age ideologues and
: great

stories,

heated

arguments,

and a

ing better ones that Joshua Blu Buhs
: does in his engrossing read Bigfoot: The

:
:

iconography a compelling case is built around the
creature fulfilling a deep need, becoming a figure
of authenticity in a world where so much of what

:: Life and Times of a Legend (The Univer-

:

: sity of Chicago Press, $34.95). The book
: is a biography of a figure whose existence
: is extremely dubious at best—and Buhs,

:
:

: while remaining respectful of true believ: ers, makes clear from the outset that he's

:
:: "What accounts for Bigfoot's popular-

constitutes daily life is composed of the overtly
phony, and mass produced.

Much to the chagrin of those determined ::

to usher the creature into the annals of :
legitimate science, Bigfoot lends himself :

quite nicely to being placed within the :
universal myth of the wild man, a potent :
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: for the teachings of Iron John and Wome"
: Who Run With the Wolves. The creature
: has never been captured, but he has bee

: stuffed with fire-repellant materials 21°

: can be frequently found enjoying 2 ¥'\°
: ride at Disneyland. By taking a closer lo
: at the cultural history, Buhs suge
: cumulate in the 1950s, leading to an : that with the demise of the primi:
: explosion of Bigfoot related material in : Bigfoot and the ascendance of the "¢"

:: ity?" Buhs asks. Because the possibility
: of its existence "was evidence that the : the '6Os, the overwhelming majority of
: world was not yet fully explored, that :: it turning up in magazines devoted to a
: there was still room for man to test his :: blend of traditional masculine interests
: mettle, to touch the really real behind : and the paranormal. As Buhs traces the
: the false front of consumer goods and : development of Bigfoot iconography a
and the better part of a century. There : scientific arrogance." This angle, of mod- : compelling case is built around the creaare countless terrific anecdotes: the man : ern man—and we are talking mostly : ture fulfilling a deep need, becoming a
who shot Bigfoot and listened to him tell :: about males here—alienated by an in- : figure of authenticity in a world where
his life story as he lay dying; a guy being = tellectualized, feminized, materialistic : so much of what constitutes daily life
kidnapped by a Bigfoot and held captive : or reductive culture lies at the heart of ; is composed of the overtly phony, and
not among them—and is thus in essence
a biography of the conditions under which
this figure was cultivated and came to
thrive. Buhs tells a great story by weav-

:
:
:
nadian term—would only ever be Bigfoot ::
so Long as it remained in the shadows, off : ing together a multitude of interrelated
: stories taking place over two continents
the grid, never quite seen by prying eyes

40 // Al

: creature represented a tireless resistar

: Patterson, as most reports attest, being : ture

body parts but of fragments : fits, some passionate and articulate, some =: Northwest and of Sasquatch in British : people trying to sell more Canadian Club
from our vast cultural swamp? : cynical, some cracked. The story of their f Columbia, as well as reports of traces 3 and Kokanee—like a good many back
: of the creature, such as hair, feces and, : woodsmen, Bigfoot, it seems, is a heavy
Such questions, however rti- : formation is one of the book's highlights.
: most famously, footprints, began to ac- :: drinker. He would with time become sale
diculous the subject matter :
saascscmeantonimgeraneniumimrosieatueteemamnomee 7 euddlyra pestimend to the Hendersor
might seem to some, can yield : ,
(now inh adnanennaseR ONY
+ He would be the poster monster for en
complex and revealing answers, :
As
Buhs
ices
the
ditidcegrnaist
of Bigfoot
: vironmentalists, and a sort of prototyp®
and | can't imagine anyone provid- :

film,

sensuously grainy, as though
the creature's fur were mottled
with blur, and that pose, looking back
over its shoulder like a wounded lover
bidding a dramatic farewell, fascinated
me like it did millions of other kids, and, |
guess, almost as many adults. Bigfoot was
al ady so perfect, | couldn't understand
why anyone would want to alter its allure by trying to prove its existence, or by,
most appallingly, trying to hunt it down
and kill it. Bigfoot—or Sasquatch, to use
the more noble-sounding and proudly Ca-

of the collective unconscious, a shared
desire to believe that something almost
human could persevere uncorrupted by
the domesticating and soul-deadening effects of civilization, a Frankenstein's
monster built not of disparate

: hip, fully tamed one, we can trace som
: sort of gradual surrender to the unstoP
: pable juggernaut of modern artificial
: The stalwarts, meanwhile, have not giv"

: up their vigil. The creature may st! IL
: out there, immune to polluted stree
: and deforestation, smacking his feet int
: some soft earth as a way to say | * pe
©
: here," and laughing at us as he return?
: his cave to watch free cable. W
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p till Sunday
Nasty once again trade their beds for the stage, all weekend long
kept Stiles away from the Soap-AThon for the last few years, but “this
year, it just worked perfectly, in that I
was invited to both of these other festivals, [in] Calgary and Austin, which
fall on either side of the Soap-AThon. I could not say no. And it made
me happy dance around the room,”

she laughs.
As for the high school reunion
theme, Stiles thinks the idea contains
more than enough possibility to fuel
a weekend of improvisation.
“We're all crazy in high school. We
don’t know who we are, really. We're
trying to fit in with people who don't
know who they are, really. We're all
trying to figure out how to date, how
to meet, who we're going to be, who
we are, where we're going. There's

a

so much interpersonal dynamics
to happen in that time,” she points
out. “And then to go back and see
those people after you spent a chunk

of life figuring it out. That to me is
just really rich in story. To go back
and see the guy that you were desperately in love with for three years
... is this someone that you would've
wanted to be with, or, is it the mo-

ment missed? Is it the bullet dodged
or the moment missed?”
Soap-A-Thon mainstay Mark Meer has

his own hopes for what high school
pastimes get revisited onstage.
“Personally I hope to see some Dungeons & Dragons being played, as that
was the extent of my high school
memories,” he jokes (maybe).

The reason for this year's shorter
than normal run, he Says, is actu-

ally for the audience: Sunday night
seems to run a little late for them
And besides, at this point,
Meer
points out that they don’t have anything to prove by clinging to those
extra three hours. He himself is
all but unphased by his now yearly
weekend-long performances.
“I haven't gotten the hallucinations
in years,” he says. “I miss them.”
FRI, SEP 11 (7PM) UNTIL SUN, SEP 13 (9PM)
DIE-NASTY SOAP-A-THON
FEATURING THE CAST OF DIE-NASTY
VARSCONA THEATRE, (10329-83 AVENUE),
$15 FROM 7PM = 1AM, $12 ALL OTHER TIMES,
OR $40 FOR A WEEKEND PASS

aq

Le

asty revisits set schoolina sleepless weekend
PAUL BLINOV
// PRUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ver 17 years, the improvised DieNasty Soap-A-Thon has become
not just a fundraiser for the regular
Die-Nasty improv season, but a staple theatre event unto itself. Spanning an entire weekend—this time
scaled down to 50 straight hours of
improvising from the usual 53—it's
as much of a challenge for the audiences—a few of whom each year

you're doing, because it becomes
the reality. You live that life for that
many hours.”
The distance of her new home, plus
teaching and performing opportunities in Europe and elsewhere have

brave the entire weekend—as it is for
the improvisers who attempt to per-

mobile

form the whole time without sleep.
Some of them succeed, though, on
both ends.

M 1 Gotta Feeling
Black Eyed Peas

This time around, the theme (a loose

scenario to scaffold the weekend's improv) is a high school reunion, a scenario that seems particularly fitting
for Patti Stiles: the weekend marks
not just a lengthy performance for
her, but an Edmonton homecoming.
Now living and working in Australia (where she's the Artistic Director
of Impro Melbourne), Stiles was a
founding member of the Die Nasty
troupe and holds the record as the
first female to perform the entire
weekend without sleep. While the
thought of performing from Friday
to Sunday without sleeping might,
provoke more gawks than copycat
attempts, she still seems gung-ho

about trading her 40 winks for the
extra stagetime.
“It sounds insane that you would
be awake that long,” she explains,

//Supplied
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You Want Me

3) Fire Burning
Sean Kingston
4) Best | Ever Had
Drake
5) Birthday Sex
Jeremih
6) Beautiful
minem
7) Day ‘N’ Nite
a Cudi

THE

CITADEL

Open

THEATRE

House

SATURDAY, SEPT 19, 2009
1:00 Pm - 4:00 PM

‘a
>

9828 +101 A Ave, Edmonton
FREE Backstage Tours,

Presentations, Displays and Contes

~

{

A PART OF ALBERTA ARTS DAYS ;
ee

8) Summer Girl
Stereos

9) Don’t Trust Me
3OHI3
10) |Want You Back
The Jackson 5

“but it's really not that hard. There

are chunks of time that are incredibly difficult,
but the majority of time
is fun. And where you brain goes in

the impro, and the intensity of the
reality of the environment and the

characters that have been created.

Actors desperately search for, and

train towards, living their characters in the moment, be it impro or

Script. And when you're improvising

for that amount of time, that's what

==
EXCLUSIVE RINGTONES
TEXT “DIBS” TO 4321 & HAVE 1ST DIBS
DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR
VIRGIN MOBILE PHONE!
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FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL
(LOM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM
STEER LLLLLL
TE LEC CLCLCCLCOO

(MYSTIC EAST-SUFI MUSIC WITH KATHAK DANCE Stanley A Milner Library Theatre, 7 Sir Winston Churchill

Fi,SirWinston Churchill Sq« 780.496.7030 » A CLOSER
Coe
ee
ee
.
30
GALLERY IS-Red Deer « Alexander Way, 5123-48 St,
Red Deer, 403.242.4641 « FIFTY-so: Collages byArlene
Westen
»Until Sept26

WEST END GALLERY « 12308Jasper Ave«780.428 43,
a
*
artworks
EGalrie
Lambert Sept-Oct» Opening reception So”

Sq» Transcend the Material World: Deewangi with Kathak

dancer Maulik Shah from India, anUsha Kala Niketan

‘Bowes,
SarahAlford and

Dance production
»Sat, Sept 12,7pm; Sun, Sept 13,3pm +
‘$:8/Si2 (students) atthe door, TIX onthe Square

TRIPTICO-FLAMENCO
SHOW -'B Scene Studios,

Sept 10-Oct 10» Opening receptions: Sept 10,7-10pm

8212-104 St- 780.459.5643 « triptico-show.blogspot.com+

Calgary and Edmonton flamenco artists featuring flamenco
song, darice, violin and guitar « Sept 18-19, 7-30pm (door)

BLUE CHAIR CAFE « 0624-76 Ave« 780.460.875¢ - Stor
Slam: every 3rd Wed ofthe month
=

reception: Fri,Septa8,5-7pm (Alberta ArtsDays)
JEFF ALLEN ART GALLERY «Strathcona Place Senior
‘Centre, 10831 University Ave + 780.433.5807 + Oper: 1a30am~-

TOP 30 FOR THE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

my

10, 2009

|

1. Sam Baker — Cotton (music road)
2. Slaid Cleaves - Everything You Love Will BeTaken Away... (music road)
Steve Earle - Townes (new west)
Watermelon Slim — Escape From The Chicken Coop (northern blues)
Christian Hansen & The Autistics - Power Leopard (ch)
Modest Mouse — No One's First, And You're Next (epic)
Levon Helm —Electric Dirt (dirt farmer)
Delbert McCiinton
—Dick50 (new west)
Raul Malo— Lucky One (concord)
1w
SLMPNOAAD
The Dead Weather - Horehound (wamer)
11. The Cave Singers ~ Welcome Joy (matador)
12. Tinanwen — Imidiwan: Companions
(outside)
13. Gurf Morlix — Last Exit To Happyland (gurf morlix)
14. Dustin Bentall — Six Shooter (impala)
15. John Fogerty
& The Blue Ridge Rangers
— Rides Again (verve)
16. The Black Crowes - Before The Frost... (silver arrow)
17. Black Mold — Snow Blindness Is Crystal Antz (Flemish eye)
18. Dan Mangan— Nice, Nice, Very Nice (fu:m)
19. Behemoth
—Evangelion (metal blade)
20. . The Wooden Sky - If! Don't Come Home You'll Know I'm Gone (bbr)
74 3 Joe Henry
~ Blood From Stars (anti)
22. Wilco — The Album (nonesuch)
23. Tommy Castro—Hard Believer (alligator)
24, Johnny Flynn — A Larum (vertigo)
25. Reverie Sound Review — S/T (boompa)
26. Trevor Tehir - Sky Locked
Land (riverdale)
27. Lee Harvey Osmond - A Quiet Evil (latent)
-Oh My God, Charlie
Darwin (nonesuch)
28. The Low Anthem
29. Various - Ribbon Of Highway, Endless Skyway: The Woody Guthrie
Tribute (music road)
30. Neko Case ~ Middle Cyclone (anti)

CINEMA
AT THE CENTRE «Library Theatre, Stanley A.

apm; 3-4pm « TIP OF THE BRUSH: Artworks bythe instructors and students ofStrathcona Place « Until Sept 25

Milner Library +7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq + Centre for

JOHNSON GALLERY

FAVA-FRESHWORKS - Metro Cinema, 9828-1014

780.465.6172; New works byAda Wong,
Julie Drew, Ruth
Vontobel-Brunner,
Audrey Pfannmuller and Daniel
Bagan. Blown glass by Sol Maya - Northside: 113:7-80
St«780.479.8424;
Artworks by Don Sharpe,
Jim Painter,
Dan Bagan. Historical photographs ofEdmonton. Wood
carvings
by Adie Pottery
by Noboru Kubo

Reading and the Arts showcases little-known films every
month. Titles to be announced.
Ave Zeidler Hall - 780.429.1671 + Pushing Borders: FAVA
Freshworks Screening: Showcasing 5 local artists and 7
original and new works « Sept 17, 7pm « Tickets: $8 (FAVA
members)/Si0 (general)

NFB FILM CLUB .Library Theatre, StanleyA.Milner
Library,7Sir Winston Churchill Sq + Free monthly film
series shows the best in animated and documentary film
from the National Film Board of Canada Titles to be
announced « Sun, Sept 20, 2pm
‘STANLEY A. MILNER LIBRARY -7 Sir Winston Churchill
Sq + Centre for Reading and the Arts Department « epLea

« From Books to Film: Weekly showings offilms adapted
from books; every Friatapm «Teen Movie Scene: movie

club for teens; astand yrd Thu every month (no movie on
Oct 15;@ screening for Teen Read Week on the Oct 22)
SSE

ee

Se

me

GALLERIES
+ MUSEUMS
AGNES BUGERA GALLERY + 12310 Jasper Ave «
780.482.2854 »

Paintings by Danible
tion: Sat, Sept 12, 24pm

» SOTTO VOCE:

+ Sept 12-24 « Opening
recep:

ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL - 10186-106 St « 780.488.6612
+Discovery Gallery: WALLPAPER: New sculptural work by

emerging glass artist Katrina Brodie; until Sept12+ Lower
Gallery: HITCHED; Couples in craft; until Oct 3
ALLEYSCAPE STUDIO-Red Deer +4930 Ross St Alley,
403.597.9788 « THE ACCIDENTAL NATURE OF MUCH

THAT APPEARS: Small collages by Donna Herrick »
Until Octio

ARTERY + 9535 Jasper Ave + WHERE ARE YOU FROM?:

« Southside: 7711-85 St +

KAASA GALLERY - Jubilee Auditorium, 11455-87 Ave «
OPEN PHOTO 2009: Presented by Visual Arts Alberta
+ Until Sept 30

LATITUDE 53 « 10248-106 St- 780.423.5353 + Visualeyex
Festival 2009: Festival ofperformance art« Sept 16-21
LOFT GALLERY - s90 Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood Park «
780.922.6324 » Open every Thu s-9pm; Sat 10-4pm « FLORALSAND STILL LIFE: until Oct 31« Art Society ofStrathcona County general meetings the and Tue each month

MANULIFE PLACE - 1018-101 St,first and second levels «
COLOUR
FIX: Paintings byJeri Lynn Ing « Sept 6-27
MCMULLEN GALLERY - U of A Hospital, 8440-112 St+

780.407.7152 » COLLECTING, COLLECTED, COLLECTIONS:

‘The Women's Art Museurn Society of Canada show featuring women's collections
+ Until Oct 24

MCPAG - Multicultural Centre Public Art Gallery, 541-31
St, Stony Plain « 780.963.2777 « Alberta landscape paintings by Carol Hama and Sharon Hazen; Sept 11-Oct
7; opening: Sun, Sept 13 + Dining
Room Gallery: New
paintings; until Sept 17
TUTE - 9 Mission Ave, St Albert + 780.651.8176 + Aboriginal Veterans Display « Gift Shop « Finger weaving and
sash display
by Celina Loyer

MUSEE HERITAGE MUSEUM -s StAnne St,StAlbert 780. 459.1528 » DECOYS TO DECORATIVES: the History and
Art ofDecoy Painting « Until Nov a5

and beyond + Until mid Oct

MUTTART CONSERVATORY
-9625-964 St»780.496.8755 «
SERENDIPITY:
Sculpture show «Until Sept27

ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA
«Enterprise Sq, 100, 10230

ORTONA ARMOURY « 9722-102 St « Open every Sat

Jasper Ave + 780.422.6223 » MUSEUMS
IN THE 21ST

CENTURY; Presenting the world’s leading museum building projects conceived in the aist century; Sept 19-Deo13;

12-sprn, byappointment 780.423-2966/780.431.3737 « BACK-

WARDS STARE:
:
Show: Tim Rechner
and Caitlin Sian Richards « Sept 10-Oct 3 « Opening receptiore Thu, Sept 10,7-10pm, music byTreejam

guests only) «CANADIAN MUSEUMS NOW: Contributions
from the Art Gallery of Ontano, Royal Ontario Museum,
Gardiner Museum inToronto; Canadian War Museum in

PICTURE THIS GALLERY «959 Ordze Rd, Sherwood Park
+ 780.457.3038 « PictureThisgallery.com + CANADA SCAPES

Ottawa and the new Canadian Museum of Human Rights
in Winnipeg; Sept 19-Dec 13 « THE NEW FLANEURS:

Artworks by Gregg Johnson, Brent Heighton, Dean Mcleod,
Jonn Einerssen,
Audrey Pfannmuller, Roger D.Arndt, Bi
Yuan Cheng, and Murray Phillips + Until Sept 19

‘Contemporary Urban Practice and the Picturesque: A selec

tion of picturesque works of art from the AGA collection.
Featuring Don Gilk until Dec 13; opening reception; Sept 18
(for invited guests and AGA members only) - BUILDING A

AND SPACES FROM LANDSCAPES TO SEASCAPES:

PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY + 10183-2112 St - Edmon-

ton Contemporary Artists, Society's Seventeenth Annual

VISION: Art Gallery of Alberta and Randall Stout Architects:

Exhibition featuring painting, sculpture and photography
+ Until Sept 25 -Opening reception: Fri, Sept 11,7pm;

charting the design and construction of Randall Stout
Architects’ new Art Gallery of Alberta; until Dec 13; opening
reception: Fri, Sept 18, 7-9pm (AGA members and invited
guests only)«Lecture: Randall Stout Presents:
The New Art
Gallery of Alberta; Sat, Sept 19 at the Winspear Centre; $10
+ Tour: Walking on Water; A Walking Tour of Edmonton's
Water Features conducted by Renato Vitic in celebration
ofAlberta ArtsDays; Sun, Sept 20, 13pm « Art for Lunch:
Enterprise Square Atrium; free on the last Thu each month,

PROFILES
PUBLIC ART GALLERY « 19 Perron
St, St
Albert + 780.460.4310 « GUILDED: St Albert Place Visual

Compare building sketches, photographs, diagrams and
plans with the final model of the new Art Gallery of Alberta,

1210-2:s0pm « Manhuntillll: Led by Adam Waldron-

music by the Jerrold Dubyk Quartet

the contributions of the Alberta Wornen’s Institutes over
the last 200 years « Until Oct 31« Free admission

LET'S BLAZE

BILTON CONTEMPORARY ART-Red Deer « 4b-5809-5:
Ave, Red Deer, 403.343.3933 * AN ACT OF CHOICE: A

ROYAL ALEX HOSPITAL - Food Court, 10240 Kingsway

ETO FRIEND US at

AL

IM/MEGATUNESEDP

10355 Whyte Ave. Shop online at megatunes.com 434-6342
42 // ARTS

CALGARY AND EDMONTON RAILWAY MUSEUM 10447-86 Ave + 780.433.9739 « Edmonton's first railway
station, 289. Open through Sept, Tue-Sat, 1cam-4pm +
$2 (ind local rail history book)

CENTRE D'ARTS VISUELS DE L'ALBERTA + 9103-95 Ave
« WINDOW ON...: Artworks by Denise Parent, Jeannine
Chalifoux, Sylvie Pinard, Alain Favre, and Andreas
K. Hellum « Sept 11-22 + Opening reception: Sept 12,
7-8:30-m, artists in attendance
CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S
RED GALLERY 9621-82 Ave

780.498.2984
»FALL SALONAT RED: Christ's paintings

from the past + Until Oct a
CROOKED POT GALLERY « 4912-5 Ave, Stony Plain

+ 780,963-9573
+Open Tue-Sat 10am-gum
« SMALL
PACKAGES: Pottery by Carol Hartwell - Through Sept
ELECTRUM GALLERY «12429 Stony Plain Rd - 7Bo.gS2s4o2
+ Gold and silver jewellery by Wayne Mackenzie, and
artworks
by various artists
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LEVA CAPPUCCINO BAR - 1053-86 Ave « 780.470

5.5

www.levabar.com « Standing room only, poetry ever,
grd Sun evening

ROSIE'S « 10475-B0 Ave+ 780.932.4409 « talesstorytelling
com = TALES: Edmonton Storytelling
Café:TALES.

Alberta League Encouraging Storytelling open mic + 1st 7)
ach month, 7-9pm; Pay-What-You-Will
(main $5)
ROUGE LOUNGE - 1011-117 St « 780.902.5900 « Poctr

‘Tuesday: Every Tue with Edmonton's local poets - 8p:
+ No cover
RUTHERFORD HOUSE « 11:63 Saskatchewan Dr, U

of A= Book launch for Diane Wishart’s new book The
rose that grew from concrete: Teaching and learning wit!
disenfranchised youth » Thu, Sept 27, =30-7pm; info at
diane.wishart@ualberta.ca

UPPER CRUST CAFE « 10909-86 Ave «780.422.8174 - The
Poets’ Haven: Monday Night reading series presented by
Stroll ofPoets « Every Mon, 7pm « $5 door

BEWARE THE QUICKLY WHO - Shell Theatre-Dow
Centennial Centre, 8700-84 St, Fort Saskatchewan -

‘780.992.6400 « fortsask.ca « By Eric Nichol; Rare Form

Theatre's all-ages
tion « Fri, Sept 18, 8pm +Tick
- ets: $is (adult)/$i0 (senior/student)/$s eyeGO available
the Dow Centre ticket outlet, and TicketMaster
‘CHIMPROV - Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave + 720.433.339
+ rapidfiretheatre.com
+ Rapid Fire Theatre's improv
show
featuring some of Edmonton's hottest comedy troupes
every Sat, upm, except forthe last Sat ofeach month - Sep
19-June 12« $10 (door); adv atTIXon the Square
DIE-NASTY SOAP-A-THON «Varscona Theatre, 10325

83 Ave + 780.433.3399 « An entire weekend of improv
madness starring the cast ofDie-Nasty plus member:
of Rapid Fire Theatre. Directed by Dana Andersen
with music by Paul Morgan Donald « Fri, Sept 11, 6pm
continuously until 1apm on Sun, Sept 13 « Tickets and
weekend passes available at the door

THE DROWSY CHAPERONE - Citadel Shoctor Theatre
9828-101A
Ave + 780.426.4811
«Main Stage Series: Atoctapping tribute tothe golden age of musical theatre. Boo!
by Bob Martin and Don McKellar, music and lyrics by Li:
Lambert and Greg Morrison «Sept s-Oct 4

EVERYMAN, WHO WILL YOU BE TODAY - Catal:
Theatre, 8529 Gateway Boulevard, 780.431.1750 « Catch th

Keys Productions (Workshop
series) «UntilSept22

gam-430pm; Wed gam-gpm + ALBERTA WOMEN'S INST'TTUTES 100 YEARS OF COMMUNTIY SERVICE: Celebrating

KO
KO, a popular live draw in Toronto's Kensington Market,

" Mike Gravel MC; in celebrancr
of Alberta ArtsDays » Fri, Sept 28,7pm - Free

Arts Council + Until Sept 26

ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM .« 12845-102Ave +
780.453.9186 » royalalbertammuseum.ca « WILDLIFE

spread his wings over the last year criss crossing the country
with his guitar and beats. In addition to showcase slots at
JunoFest, Canadian Music Week and NXNE; KO has shared
the stage with the likes of Daniel Wesley and III Scarlett. The
songs on KO's full length debut, “Let's Blaze" reflect heavily
on the artists storied youth. "I'm living a dream now, but |
was most definitely living a nightmare when | was younger.”

talesstorytelling.com « T.A.L.ES. Monthly Storytel)ing Circle: Tell stories or come to listen; and Fri eac}
month + Until Jun, 8pm; $3 (free first time)

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA - 855s Roper Rd
+ 780.427.1750 + culture.alberta.ca/archives + Open Tue-Sat

Blain; meeting point: Art Gallery of Alberta, Enterprise
Square; Wed, Sept 16, 7-8pm + Free (member}/Si0
(adult)/$7 (senior/student); $5 (6-2ayrs)/free (syrs and
under\/$20 (family); Pay-What-YouMay, Thu, 4-8pm

group photography exhibit « Until Septa2

CITY ARTS CENTRE + 10943-84 Ave « 780.932.4409 +

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE INSTI-

Poster show featuring 29visual creatives from Edmonton

opening reception: Sept 18 (AGA members and invited

CARROT CAFE « 9351-118 Ave «780.752.4867 « Carrot

Writing Circle - Every Tue,7-9pm; A critique
iil the
4th Tue every month

Shania Twain « Until Nov 1 « Buffet and Show from $55.59

‘STRUT AND JIVETHENIGHT AWAY «

jubilations

Dinner Theatre, 8882-170 St, Phase IlWEM, Upper Leve:

PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR: Photographs featuring
a variety of wildlife » Until Sept 13
+ Artworks by the members of the Emerging Artist
Society of Alberta « Until Oct 5
SCOTIA PLACE - Jasper Ave, Main Floor + 780.469.7343 «

THEATRESPORTS
« Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave «
780.433.3399
+rapidfiretheatre.com + Rapid Fire Theatre

presents the 3oth season of Theatresports every Fr’
night at apm +Sept 18-July 30« $1 (door); advatTX
on the Square

New and old photos
of Edmonton landscapes and buildings by David Aaron « Until Sept 30

TIDELINE - Studio Theatre, Timms Centre fertheAr

SCOTT GALLERY « 1041-224 St« 780.488.3619
Artworks
by Martha Cole - Sept 12-22

cfm + By Wajdi Mouawad, translation by

U ofA,87Ave,122St

lotheatre‘Tep-

SNAP GALLERY +10309-97 St- 780.423.2492 + Main and

Studio Gallery: SNAP

Exhibition curated by

Belfast Print Workshop, Northem Ireland «Sept 10-Oct 17+
Opening reception: Thu, Sept 10

SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY « Melcor Qulnural
Centre, 35-5 Ave, Spruce Grove + 780.962.0664 « OPEN ART
COMPETITION:
Any artist inthe province ofAlberta,

competition for beginners, intermediate, advanced and 3-D;
unti] Sept 19;opening reception: Fri,Sept11,7pm + 2009
SENIOR'S SHOW: Artworks by Albertan artists over 55; Sept
21-Oct 10; opening reception: Sat, Sept 26,1-4pm
‘STUDIO GALLERY « 1:Perron Street, StAlbert «

show Sun, Sept

preview Wed/Septas - Tickets

Soe ene tates bes
ce coeDourbeim
performance;
adytickets atTIX onthe Square

VICTORIA MARTIN: MATH TEAM QUEEN - Varcom
Theatre, 1039-83 Ave +

780.471.1586+

ee
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Kathryn Walat, developed by’
oe
(preview)
Sept28-27,7-30pm; Satpay-what-you-can
matn-*
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The smoke from a cigarette is not just inhaled by the smoker. It becomes second-hand
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Health Canada
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Missing in Action
by Brian Gibson
Brian Gibson examines how few war flicks dare t.
examine the true atrocities of the Second Woric
War in our weekly SideVue column.
a
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DRAMA // LITTLE ASHES

stn

Ashes to ashes
Little Ashes sticks to safe biography and superficial depictions when exploring 3
three legendary artists' shared moments of youth
call the movie an abomination, because
that word just sounds a little too exciting
to be applied to what's found here.
It starts in 1922, when the soon-to-be
dark luminaries Garcia Lorca (Javier

JOSEF BRAUN

// \OSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM
In 1933, while visiting Buenos Aires, the
Spanish poet and playwright Federico
Garcia Lorca gave a lecture on the aesthetic properties of duende, a force that
can be located in certain works of art or
folkloric traditions, such as flamenco,
yet resists clean, orderly explanation. It
has something to do with the abyss, with
a deeper sadness that speaks from expe-

Beltran), Buifiuel (Matthew McNulty)
and Dalf (Robert Pattinson) converge at
university in Madrid. Much ostensibly
iconoclastic wankerspeak about revis-

ing the values of art is tossed about in
mealy-mouthed

rience, with a strangeness that shakes

loose unexamined fragments from the
firmament of the unconscious, with an
inescapable connection to one's roots,

arousing the admiration of Bunuel and
the erotic desire of Garcia Lorca, whose
quiet homosexual longings find an eager receptacle in Dali's sexual ambivalence and overriding urge to be adored.
The development of artistic vision in
Little Ashes is largely reduced to shallow manifesto spouting. To be fair, the
story's emphasis is meant to be on the
peculiar and fragile dynamic of the relationships, yet here too, despite a valiant
and genuinely sexy supporting turn
from Marina Gatell as the sole woman to
intrude on this very male milieu, we're
asked to be satisfied with boilerplate
conflicts that depend on our acceptance
that Lorca was a sensitive saint cursed by

ness and desire and death. (Trying to
define duende can be a bit like trying to
define film noir; sometimes it’s simply

what makes something otherwise roumediating on loss, into something rich,
chilling, and mysterious in ways that extend far beyond the solving ofa mystery.)
Little Ashes is a movie about Garcia Lorca as his formative youthful encounters
with filmmaker Luis Bunuel and painter
Salvador Dali, and, let me tell you, does it
aver not have even a drop of duende.
Though made, perhaps, with commendable intentions, Little Ashes, written by Philippa Goslett and directed by

accents,

love an enema!”), and advanced talents,

with a sensuality never entirely distanced from the diabolical, with earthi-

tine, such as a crime drama, or a poem

Castellano

since, unfortunately, the proceedings
are largely to be spoken in English by
one Spaniard and two Brits. Dali upsets
the status quo with his foppish ruffled
shirts, giddy non-sequiturs (“I would

acted even than the Hampton-scripted
Arthur Rimbaud-Paul Verlaine movie
Total Eclipse. It goes to show that there's

Paul Morrison (Solomon and Gaenor),
effectively takes three of the 20th century’s more incendiary artists and tames
their shared youthful reveries into
something grotesquely bland and safe,
an assembly of biographical conjecture
in which the term “outrageous” is most
firmly kept within quotation marks, and
annoying affection, rather than artistic revelation, is celebrated. It’s like the
worst thing Christopher Hampton never
wrote. More earnest and awkwardly
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nothing, not surrealism nor sadism, not
dada nor death metal, that cannot be
appropriated and converted into stuffy
museum pieces, sordid soap opera, or
soul-deadening muzak. My recoil exacerbated by the fact that at least one ofthe
three figures in Little Ashes is among the
artists whose work I treasure more than
any other, I'm fighting the temptation to
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an oppressive culture, Bufuel a bellige:
ent homophobic thug with, most aston
ishingly, no sense of humour, and Da!
a poncy, profoundly pretentious idic;
Now, I'm not trying to suggest that Dali
wasn't, too a depressingly large ex*en|

a poncy, profoundly pretentious idio
since there's an awful lot of evidence to
support this characterization. But it is
the fundamental business of biopics to
transcend the most superficial depiction of their subjects, because otherwis
what's the point? I doubt that Little Asi
es would have ever got any sort of theatrical release at all were it not for Twiligh
star Pattinson’s sudden stardom, but i
surely won't do his career any favours to
be found hamming it up wincingly, playing a public figure all too large for life «:
begin with. Of the central trio only Bel
tran can muster up any emotional integ
rity from the material, so Lorca, at leas

might not be rolling in his grave. V
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DVD >> SUGAR

Not so sweet
Sugar's story of an immigrant baseball player is far from a rags-to-riches cliché
Maybe the simplest way to understand : out a few times in the special features on
the small but distinguished oeuvre of : the just-released DVD). Sugar follows its
: eponymous character, Dominican pitcher
Anna Boden and Ryan Fleck is to
:
Miguel "Sugar" Santos (neophyte Alsee their films as tweaks on
genis Perez Soto), from his days at
American cinematic clichés,
an American-run baseball camp
complications
on simple

to his try-out at spring training
com to a brief, semi-illustrious stint
with a small-town America Adetective
D avid
level team to his disillusionment
with the game and settling into
an idealistic young teacher
Berry
immigrant life in New York. We see
reaching out to help an inner: him go from arrogant young would-be
city youth; unfamiliarly, the teacher
had his own problems and faults to over- : star—he promises his girlfriend that, afstories that define the national ethos. Half-Nelson
was, among other things,
the very familiar story of

: Here's an examination of American cul- : Puerto Rico after Sugar beans him.
: tural imperialism, Sugar not just making :
:

:
:
:
:
;
:
:
:
:
;:
:

his living at a baseball camp—the players openly sport the incongruous Kansas
City logo, and their English lessons are
a mix of baseball terminology and subservient humility—but his family clamouring to watch American Idol. There's

ee

44, // FILM

: and Boden document (his audition tape

: rality tale, nor some purely intellectual
: exercise, its characters all argument and
: no flesh. They are spiritual disciples of
a subtle comparison of restrictive and : the Ernest Hemingway maxim that holds
robust religion, Sugar’s sincere but more ‘ if you make things as true as possible,
flexible Latino Catholicism—he clutches : the wider meanings and themes will
a cross and prays before every game, but ::: take care of themselves. Sugar's failed

= never anything less than utterly com
:: pelling, fully realized both as a brash

salsa with a corn-fed blonde at the bar : host family feeds as much into the immi: grant alienation/disparate religion ideas
: as it does his character's desperate need
: to connect with somebody, mentally as
: much as physically. The release of his

? porch bench, telling the story of how he
? got his scar to the young girl he'll short:

: and impetuous young man and as a joy
: ful and compassionately sensitive hu-

: man being. Perhaps his best scene is one

: that only Spanish-speakers will actually
: understand, but that his performance al-

that hardly stops him from attempting to : attempt to bed the granddaughter of his : lows anyone to understand: he sits on 4

: ter he gets rich and famous in America, : afterwards—-bumping up uncomfortably
: he'll drive a car across the ocean to come : with the equally sincere but far more se: back for her, one impossible dream fol- : date heartland Christianity of his lowan
= lowing another—to disillusioned outsid- >: host family. Here's the isolation of the
In that sense, then, Sugar is most: er in the space of about a year, a far cry : American immigrant writ large, Sugar's
inability to order anything but French
readily understood as the sports story : from the usual rags-to-riches arch.
That is, of course, not all there is to : toast at a greasy spoon as alienating and
strained through reality, the tale of a:
depressing as the fans who lambaste af:
way,
the
Along
talents.
Boden's
and
Fleck
:
against
fights
who
scrappy underdog
or the oplong odds and fails, the 999 999-out-of- : we'll get subtle commentary on any num : ter every poor performance,
posing player who tells him to go back to
:
life.
Sugar’s
of
a-million shot (something Fleck points : ber of corollary aspects
come, and his actions seemed to be as
much about finding his own redemption
as they were about helping a troubled
youth

: Soto, found at one of the camps Fleck

:: But then, the most admirable quality of : curiously charming, is another of the
: all that is how Fleck and Boden never let } special features here). So much of the
: the film devolve into some treacly mo- : film just silently follows him, and he’s

: friend and mentor is as much a commen-

: ly try to seduce. As he relates his story
: in his native Spanish, we see the yearn
: ing for connection on his face, the casual
: ease of chatting up a woman wash over

: To that end, much can be said at Perez

: to an utterly stunning film. ¥

: tary on how the baseball machine uses : him and finally the return of disappoint
: up these third-world workers as it is a : ment as the realization that he's stil!
: punishing blow for a man who feels lost : not truly being understood returns. !t's
:: a perfect microcosm of what amounts
:: in a strange land without him.
ee
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ynton Film Society's fall program showcases cool guys and
girls from eras long gone
to whistle, don't ya?" line, which is
made all the better by Bogart’s reaction, a smile equal parts knowing and
dumbfounded. That’s one of maybe
a half-dozen sharp exchanges, and
comes at the end of a coy bickering
Sequence that's one of the sharpest
outside romantic comedies,
The film deflates considerably when
it's time to get away from all that, however, thanks in no small part to some
less-welcome old Hollywood tropes:
just because there aren't explosions
and everyone's dressed in a suit doesn't
make films like this any more substantive than today’s studio filler. Walter
Brennan is just painful as the hammy,
drunken comic relief, and the film gives

Film Society picked

film to lead off its fall program,"

of Cool.” By which I don't

mean that ToHave
and Have Not is all
that greata film. What it is, though,

is a perfectly mediocre flick that relies basically entirely on the chemistry ofits leads, Humphrey Bogart and
Lauren Bacall (it was their first film
together—her first ever—and you can
see how they ended up together): then
as now, cool guys (and girls) can make
a lot of otherwise unremarkable stuff
worth watching.
Based loosely on the novel by Ernest Hemingway, it was changed just
enough to keep it from saying much

copious amounts of screen time to Bacall and Hoagy Carmichael's lounge
act, which is pleasant enough, I sup-

of anything (not that the original
was amy great shakes: Hemingway

pose, but serves no other purpose than
to showcase the both of them.

himself reportedly thought it was his

worst novel, which didn't prevent it
from getting three separate film adaptations). Very consciously made to
resemble Casablanca, it features Bogey as a gruff ship's captain content
to while away his time in Martinique
taking tourists on fishing trips, unconcerned with, though not unaware
of, the island's Free French Resistance. It is only a matter of time, of
course, before his inherent decency

has him helping smuggle a couple
Cee
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COOL CATS >> The EFS fall program celebrates old school cool // supplied
resisters onto the island, necessitating his own departure.
Most of this is window dressing,
however, for the blossoming relationship between Bacall and Bogey,
and thank heavens for it. Bacall’s
part was evidently upgraded once
the chemistry between the two be‘came apparent, and their scenes to-

gether encompass most of To Have
and Have Not's charms. The dialogue
is that kind of pseudo-sexual subterfuge mastered by old Hollywood
writers—this script was penned by
William Faulkner(!) and Jules Furth-

man (The Big Sleep,.Rio Bravo)—and
actors alike: his is the film with BaCall's now-infamous "You know how

TT TT SMT TICS STN TSTICAMTETTOGOARENETTITSSTOONTCTITTSTRNECCTPESTUERUNCCTTSTRCRLCCUOIUULLLCUOMONNGCLLCUD MO CLCLLUOOUOOLLLOOOTUCLCOOOOUOOLCOD NUON ODCOOOCU

FOREIGN DRAMA // KATYN

That said, “Kings of Cool," rounded out
by Steve McQueen, Robert Mitchum
and Paul Newman, will get quite a bit

better, with films that manage to integrate star power into a sharply crafted
story. Probably the best example is The
Sting, George Roy Hill's Oscar-winning
caper flick starring Paul Newman
and Robert Redford. Trading heavily
off the chemistry they developed in
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, it
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follows a pair of
grifters attempting to
pull one over on a big-time Chicago
mobster. Hill was wise to cast Newman and Redford as characters who
rely on charm to get by, and it has the
built-in arch and suspense of a scam;
the result is something akin to Ocean's
11 (the remake) set to ragtime, the ef

fortless screen presence of the cast
only enhancing the visceral thrill of,
pulling the wool over the mark's eyes.
Also worth checking out are the two
McQueen vehicles, Bullitt and The
Great Escape. The former is a kind of
proto-action film mostly notable for
its infamous chase scene through the
streets of San Francisco that actually holds up pretty well—something
like The French Connection, in that
regard—and the latter is, of course,

arguably his definitive role. Like The
Sting, it's an impressive marriage
of actor's persona with a well-puttogether story, and represents the
upper limit of working cool into an
interesting film.
MON, SEP 14 (8 PM)
TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT
DIRECTED BY HOWARD HAWKS

WRITTEN BY JULES FURTHAM, WILLIAM FAULKNER
STARRING HUMPHREY BOGART, LAUREN BACALL
PART OF THE EFS FALL PROGRAM, KINGS OF COOL
ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM (12845 - 102 AVE), $10
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Prisoners of war
The moral and political decisions surrounding Katyn's brutal tragedy create nail-biting intensity
JONATHAN BUSCH

fate. The last third of the film sees
the Polish government attempt to
pull the country from ruin after the
Soviet invasion, all the while silencing those who seek to come forward
about Katyn.
Wajda, who won his first Cannes
prize in 1957 and more recently a
2000 lifetime achievement Oscar
(and a Best Foreign Language Film
nomination for Katyn in 2008), plays
loyal to the sensitive text while still
captivating us into the epic of its narrative. The director's own mother
and father suffered through a similar
fate to the characters of Mulaczyk's
novel, inspiring the film's powerful reality. While he abstains from
the sentimental melodrama of The
Reader and the noirish campiness of
Paul Verhoeven's Black Book, Wajda
foregrounds his passion for history

/ }ORATHAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
=

i leading up to a brutal enactment
of the 1940 massacre at the Katyn
forest, an intertwined series of related events observe the nature of
life and death in the face of concealing the undoubted truth of a nation's
past. The Soviets’ responsibility for

the tragedy—the slaughter of Polish
military officers, intellectuals and
prisoners of war—was not acknowl-

edged until 1990, though a number of
witnesses would struggle with pieces
of evidence that surfaced upon the

return of letters and personal belongings of the victims to their surviving
families.

Prolific

director

Andrzej

Wajda portrays the domestic testimonials of these individuals, based
on Andrzej Mulaczyk’s novel Post-

Mortem, as a series of failed efforts to

into which the stylish mise-en-scene
and nail-biting plot of Katyn become

of historical juStice.
Anna (Maja Ostaszewska), wife of

subtly integrated.

discover freedom in the expression

WARTIME TRAGEDY >> Ka’

's characters are Searchin,

Polish military officer Andrzej, hears

in-law, forced to attend the lecture
of a SS officer, is also arrested along

ately begins a search until she finds
him. Unable to convince
him to sneak
away from the camp, she pleads as he

with his colleagues for the univer-

adheres to his militaristic pledge (to
which she argues takes lesser precedence than the vows of their mar-

detailed drama moving between the
experiences of both the prisoners and
their wives and children, where much
of the emotional intensity relies upon

of her husband's arrest and immedi-

“age). Then, Anna’s professor father-

sity’s failure to comply with German
orders. These events kick off a closely

the moral and political decisions that
central characters like Andrzej and
Anna are forced to make.
As the story continues, another officer Jerzy (Andrzej Chyra) escapes
death at Katyn, despite the inclusion
of his name in a list read after the

discovery of the mass grave. The wife

SEP 10 — SEP 16, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY

of a slain General holds contempt

FRI, SEP 11, SAT, SEP 12 & SUN, SEP 13 (7 PM)

to Jerzy's adherence

KATYH
DIRECTED BY ANDRZEJ WAJDA
WRITTEN BY WAJDA, PRZEMYSLAW

to the Soviet's

blaming of Katyn on the Germans,
even as resistance to the false verdict
may have cost him his life. Her cold
and accusatory response forces him
to question if life is truly lived while
burdened underneath the plague of
such a lie, and he decides his own

NOWAKOWSKI, WLADYSLAW PASIKOWSKI
STARRING
MAJA OSTASZEWSKA, ANDRZE} CHYRA
METRO CINEMA (9828 - 101A AVE)
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All About Steve is an odd humors,

film

letters) that sent me through fou,

stages of Reviewer's Shrugging Acc...

tance That This Is A 2-Star Movie: 1) |=.

ing awkward for the lead characte; _

Feeling embarrassed for the actor ply),
the lead character. 3) Feeling some ad
ration for the movie's all-out, gawky co,
mitment to awkward comedy. 4) Foe|
some annoyance at the usual rom
schmaltz-injections—cheesy music.
so,
ing speechifying, crap about self-(oya_
meant to turn our frowns upside-dow,
The actor in quizzical question is San,
dra Bullock, playing Mary Horowit»
crossword puzzle-maker (14) who {||
in romantic feeling (4) with Steve (Braq

IS ANYBODY THERE?
GHTLY @7.00»SAT& SUNDAY MATINEES®
RATED:
PG.COARSE LANGU E. MATURE THEME
“A

PRL

MASTERPIECE?

Opening at the Princess

the more typical, straight-ahead life-recap
to really using de Sentis as a window into
some deeper questions: occasionally some
deeper messages are hinted at—her patron, German art collector Wilhelm Uhde,
makes an offhanded remark about disliking
the term "naive art"—but by and large this
is a point-to-point retelling of her life just
before her discovery to her eventual downfall due to a combination of honest naivety
about how the world works and some

Séraphine
Directed by Martin Provost
Written by Provost, Marc Abdelnour

Starring Yolande Moreau, Ulrich Tukur
kkk

VALENTINO
THE LAST EMPEROR
SAT&SUNMATINEES@

Naive art is a loaded term, one that can
technically refer to artists with a variety
of backgrounds and concerns, but in practice is often a semi-condescending term
used to describe artists who create with-

deep-seated mental issues whose contri-

out formaV/academic training (and yet still
make interesting work, which is where the
concept's underlying patronization comes
in). Séraphine de Senlis, the subject of this
biopic, was not only a naive artist, mixing
her own paints and creating stunning floral pieces after completing her day job, she
was also probably insane, spending the last
years of her life in a mental institution.
One would think the combination would
make for a film pretty rife with big themes,
but Martin Provost's Séraphine prefers

GARNEAU

LITTLEAASHES
Paul Morrison Film

bution to her work is left fairly unclear.
Provost, however, is a skilled enough
craftsman to still make the film palatable.
He's not afraid of quiet, and cinematographer Laurent Brunet's camera is fond
of observing de Senlis from wide angles,
the atmosphere indicative of her isolated

status within both the art and regular
worlds. More credit should probably go
to Yolande Moreau, however, who brings a
muted grace to a role that could easily devolve into acting on parade, Though there
is always a curious passion behind her
eyes, her transformation from put-upon
and devalued housekeeper to burgeoning
art star is genuinely transformational, the
former's sunken world-weariness matched
by the latter's childlike joy. Likewise, her
slow slip into madness feels thoroughly
grounded, her lashing out and ranting the

Three rebels willing
totake onthe world. Two lovers risking itil One story, untold until now.

honest response of a person who was nev-

FRIDAY «SUNDAY. 9:30PM |MONDAY 7:00 09:00PM

er quite cut out for dealing with the world
watching it slowly crumble around her. It
would be nice if they pushed that towards
a grander end, but there's no denying the
film's esthetic appeal.
DAVID BERRY
#/ DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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anyone

even

remote

stick quality. Turns out that watching
someone absentmindedly, or purposely

fall into a deep hole (3) is pretty damn
funny, even in slo-mo.
On the one hand, Mary is irritating, ever
unlikeable. On the other hand, Mary is ir
ritating, even unlikeable, and that's kino
of daring for a romantic comedy. Beside
Thomas Haden Church grabs most of t!

attention (6, 3, 4) as Hartman Hughes
leather-tanned, cocky TV reporter wh
totally at ease with his sleaze.
All About Steve does have alot of dea
spots, though. Laughs at strangenes
and affectionate humour about gee!
are tough to completely pull off, and
Squalls' apple-sculptor doesn't quite
it, nor does Katy Mixon's helium-chee

poston ote
thetest
thn

lenge in the back of a newspaper—other
than the latest position outlined in the sex

weaxc
Te
LS«

a Gremlin,

no less—

defies geography, and the use of dc:

children in the climax feels a little chea

(6). The direction is pretty boring (2?)
and the Authorized Rom-Com Dictior
ary, Volume 20: Sentiment to Sounc
track, gets consulted a lot. Ultimately
though, the romance gets punctured

like a balloon at Pinhead's birthday 99!
ty and the movie doesn't offer a totally

upbeat conclusion (5, 6).

’

(Answers: comedy; cruciverbalist; love

wry

SES eres ere

102

f

not to mention

feminist, since the kooky, sex-star
spinster isn't exactly the most 2ist-c
tury character around, But then the film
starts to indulge its inner weird child
Mary pretty much stalks Steve, and
thei
first reunion is a cringe-comedy take o
the lovers-running-towards-each-othe
cliché. And tragedies, especially fallin
into an abandoned coal shaft, are mine:
for their strange, uncomfortable slap

set
oACT RAK
6:309:30pmn
~,

Motro operates with the support of

Conseil des Arts
du Canada

of his truck for some hot down.a;
across puzzle-solving action—not!
cryptic about Mary's designs here
Steve's scared off by this behaviow,
as would be HBO's Samantha and Co

serial demonstrator. The zipping ar

THE POSEIDON ADVENTURE
Canada Council

shooting off trivia and thesaurus word;

(8) while stripping off Steve in the b

Directed by Phil Traill
Written by Kim Barker
Starring Sandra Bullock, Thomas Haden
Church, Bradley Cooper
wk It

SHOOT: WEDNESDAY 8:00PM

For more information, call 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org

away in anyone's company, but when s|
sees Steve, Mary Horowitz come off
well, a whore with wit, joking away ar

the country—in

ar 2:00PM

A Ave.
.
{ll Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel! Theatre, 9828-101

parents set her up with on a blind datThere's something about Mary, alright
she’s a reclusive workaholic who natter

All About Steve

in the interest of doubling your review-reading fun, and since this movie is about someone who devises everyone's favourite chal-

MATINEE

PRESENTS

ley Cooper), a TV news cameraman 4

Everything you were too afraid to ask about working
with ACTRA: working with ACTRA, how to make an
ind:
DT
budget
filfilm with hh ACTRA ACTRA and and the
ndependent/low-budget
agreements you need to do so.
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ALLABOUT STEVE(PG,comelanguage)
passes FrivTite 1:40,4-15 7:00,945: Wed 1:40,4-15,7200,

sashaa

Michael C. Hall,
the equally rabid
ts a near future
millions of dollars
iy unlimitedsupply
nning Man reworked

ry, with digs at video
culture replacing the

depts plenty of mate-

slamming a world where

and violence is being

increasingly erate asaform of entertainment, where people are atrophied by
material excess, and where most people's
lives are so empty that they feel compelled
to live vicariously through elaborate roleplaying scenarios. Teenage kids direct peo-

ple to kill each other for their own amusement from the safety of their living rooms,

without

considering the implications be-

hind what
re doing, and disgusting,
morbidly obese slobs fulfill sexual fantasies through the bodies of supermodels in

Sim-like games. The cultural lampooning is
almost overbearingly obtuse, but violent

video games aren't subtle subject matter
for parody.
:
It also could have been the source of
some first-class self-conscious explosion

escapism, but the most disappointing aspect of Gamer
isthat the action sequences
border on unwatchable. The camera work
Js seizure-inducing, the settings are ugly,
and it's all just generally displeasurable
to the senses. It's impossible to tell who
‘s killing whoat any given point, and this

incoherence arse any amount of tension that the
should be feeling
for the hero. There are also erratic shifts

in tone that make the product feel unpolished. Its sentimental moments, including
@ scene in which the protagonist's wife
espe
; attemptsto regain custody
their daughter, can't
betaken seriously
the contextof the hyperbolic cartoon

atther

eae

Gerard

Daily 7:00, 9:15

EXTRACT (14A, crude coarse language. substance abuse)

Daily 720, 9:10; Sat,Sun, Tue, Thu210

Daily 2:00, 6:30, 10:00

DISTRICT
9(14A, goryscenes, brutal violence, coarse

5074-130 Ave,780.472.9779

KISSAN (HINDI W/ES.T.) (STC)
Fri-Sat 135,4:35,6:50, 9:20, 12235; Sun-Thu 1:35 4735,6:50,0:20
BANDSLAM (PG)

language)

Digital Cinema Daily 115 4:05 7:30, 10:25

‘THE TIME TRAVELER'S WIFE (PG, nudity, mature subject

AUIENS INTHE ATTIC (PG)
Daily 2:00, 4:40,7:25

JULIE & JULIA (PG, coarse language)

FUNNY PEOPLE (144,crude coarse language, sexual con-

Daily 1:05 4:00, 6:50, 9:50
THE UGLY TRUTH (14A, language may offend, sexual

Daily 1:05, 4:05,6:55,9:55
ORPHAN (1A)

content)
Fri, Sun-Thu 12:50, 3:45, 7:20, 10:00; Sat 3:45, 7:20,10:00

Fri-Sat 9:25, 12:10; Sun-Thu 9:25

HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF-BLOOD PRINCE (PG,

violence, frightening scenes)

I LOVE YOU, BETH COOPER (144, crude sexual

Daily 12:30, 3:55, 00

ICE AGE: DAWN OF THE DINOSAURS (G)

Digital 3d Daily 12:35 3735, 6:45, 9:25

PUBLIC ENEMIES (14A, violence)
Daily 1210, 4:00, 6:50, 9:50

SOCIETY

TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT (PG)
Mon, Sept 14,8:00

GALAXY - SHERWOOD PARK

Wed-Thu 7330, 1920

SORORITY ROW (iA. gory violence, language may offend)
Fri 4:50, 7:40, 10:30; Sat-Sun 1:30, 4:0, 7:40, 10:30; Mon,

Wed-Thu 7:10, 930
ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)

No passes Fri 3:50, 6:50, 9:40; No Passes Sat-Sun 1:10, 3:50,
6:50, 9:40; No passes Mon 6:50, 9:40; Wed-Thu 6:59, 9:40

GAMER (:8A, brutal violence, nudity, language may offend)
Pri 4:20, 7:15, 10:00} Sat-Sun 1:45, 4:20, 7:15, 10:00; Man,
Wed-Thu 7s, 19:00

Fri 3:40, 7:20, 10:15; Sat-Sun 12:90, 3:40, 7:20, 1015; Mon,

Wed-Thu 7:20, 10:15

Fri-Sat 1:15, 4115, 6:30, 7:35, 9:45, 10:45; Sun-Thu 1:15, 4:15, 6:30,
735 945

WHITEOUT (14A, gory scenes, nudity, not recommended
for children)
No passes, Stadium seating, Dolby Stereo Digital Fri-Sun,
‘Tue-Thu 22:15, 2:45, 5:15, 7:45, 10:5; Mon 12:15, 2:45, 7:45, 10:15

THE FINAL DESTINATION 3D (8A, gory violence)

Digital 3d, Stadium seating Fri-Sun, Wed-Thu 12:10, 2:30,
4:45, 7:00, 9:15; Mon-Tuie 12:10, 2:30, 4:45, 7:10, 9:30

NIAN (PC)

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (:8A, gory violence)

Dolby Stereo Digital Daily 3:00, 6:20,10:00

Fri-Sat 2:55, 4-25, 7:20, 9:35, 11°55; Sun-Thu 2:55, 4:25, 7:20, 9:35

JULIE & JULIA (PG, coarse language)

STAR TREK (PG, violence)
Fri-Sat 1:20, 4:15, 7:00, 9:50, 12:20; Sun-Thu 1:20, 4:15,

Stadium seating, Dolby Stereo Digital Daily 12:50, 3:45,
6:40, 9:40

7:00, 9:50

CINEPLEX ODEON NORTH
‘14231-37th Avenue, 780.732.2236
WHITEOUT (14A, gory scenes, nudity, not recommended

for children)

S15) TAS 9S

$20,7.50, 10:20; Tue 12:20, 2°50, 10:20

CLAREVIEW 10
427-9
Ave, TEOATZ7600

4:10, 7:05, 10:15

GL JOE: THE RISE OF COBRA (14A)
Digital Presentation Fri, Mon-Thu 3:50, 6:40; Sat-Sun 12:50,

$50, 6:40
DISTRICT
9(14, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse

language)
Fri, Mon-Thu 3:45 6:45, 9:30; Sat-Sun 12:40, 3:45, 6:45.9:30

SHORTS (G)

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (18A, gory violence)
Fn, Mon-Thu 4:25, 8:00; Sat-Sun £00, 4:25, 8:00

Daily 12:25

THE TIME TRAVELER'S
WIFE (PG, nudity,mature subject

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (:8A, gory violence)

matter)

Daily 2:30, 6:30, 10:00

Digital Presentation Daily 9:a5

DISTRICT 9 (14A, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse

‘THE FINAL DESTINATION 30 (18A, gory violence)
Digital 3d Fri, Mon-Thu $00, 7730, 10:00; Sat-Sun 2:00, $00,

730, 10:00

G.I, JOE: THE RISE OF COBRA (14A)
Fri-Sun 3:30, 6:40, 9:50; Mon, Wed-Thu 640, 9:50

GRANDIN THEATRE
» Grandin Mall, Sir Winston Churchill Ave, St.Albert,
780.458.9822

violence, frightening scenes)
Date of issue only: Thu, Sept 10; 4:10, 8:35

G FORCE (G)

Date of issue only: Thu, Sept 10: 1:45, $05, 7:55
GAMER (18A, brutal violence, nudity, language may offend)
Date of issue only: Thu, Sept 10: 1:20 3:20 $20 7:20 gias

LEDUC CINEMAS
GAMER (8A, brutal violence, nudity, language may offend)
Daily 6255, 9:20; Sat, Sun aags, 7.20

SORORITY ROW (158A, gory violence, language may offend)

Fri, Mon-Thu 4:45, 6:60, 9:10; Sat-Sun 12:35, 2:40, 4:45.

Daily 1250, 4:40, 7:50, 10:30
THE FINAL DESTINATION 3D (18A, gory violence)

THE TIME TRAVELER'S WIFE (PG, nudity, mature subject
matter)
Daily 22:50, 3:30, 6:40, 9:20
Pri-Sat,Mon-Thu 1:10, 4:20, 7:15, 10:10; Sun 12:30, ys, 10:10

violence, frightening scenes)
Daily aus, 4245, 8:15
THE UGLY TRUTH (14A, language may offend, sexual
content)
Fri, Sun-Thu 1:40, 4:30,

7:30, 9250; Sat 4:30, 7:30, 9:50

G-FORCE IN DISNEY DIGITAL 3D (G)
920

LAST NIGHT OF THE PROMS (STC) Sat 2230
WWE BREAKING POINT (Classification not available)
Sun 6:00

HALLOWEEN
Il(:8A,brutal violence, gory scenes)
Daily g:00

SHORTS (G)
Daily 7:00; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:30
9828-1014 Ave, Citadel Theatre, 780.425.9272

KATYN (STC)

Wed 8:00; part oftheseries Turkey Shoot!

TH Ave, Groat Rid, 780.455.8726

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (:8A, gory violence)

Dolby Stereo Digital Fri 6:30, 9:50; Sat-Sun 3:10, 6:30, 9:50;
Mon-Thu 500, 8:25

DISTRICT
9(14A, gory scenes, brutal violence,coarse

language)

Dolby Stereo Digital Fri 7:00, 10:00; Sat-Sun 12-30, 335

7,00, 10:00; Mon-Thu 5:20, 8:15
GAMER (8A, brutal violence, nudity, language may offend)
DTS Digital Fri 7:10, 9:30; Sat-Sun 12°55, 3:20, 720, 9-30

Mon-Thu 530, 835

JULIE & JULIA (PG, coarse language)
DTS Digital Fri 6:45, 9:40; Sat-Sun 12-45 3:45, 6-45, 9:49;
Mon-Thu $10, 8:00

|
WETASKIWIN
CINEMAS
Wetasktwin, 780.352 3922

6:40, 90

FAVA FRESHWORKS: PUSHING BORDERS (STC)

GAMER (i8A, brutal violence, nudity, language may offend)

‘Thu 7:00; Q&A with filmmakers after the screening: $6
(FAVA members)

UP(G)

409, 7-00, 935,

SORORITY ROW (1A. gory violence, language may offend)

Fri, Mon-Thu 4530,725, ¢-45 SateSun 1:40, 4:30,7-159:45

SORORITY ROW (134, goryviolence, language mayoffend)

DISTRICT 9 (14A, brutal violence, gory scenes, coarse

children)

GAMER (18A, brutal violence, nudity, language may offend)

WHITEOUT (24A. gory scenes, nudity, not recommended for young children)
No passes Fri, Mon-Thu 4:00, 7:00, 9:35; Sat-Sun 1:10,

WHITEOUT (x4A, gory scenes, mudity, notrecomimended
for children)
Fri-Wed 1220, 410,725,1015 Thu 4:10, 735 1025 Starand
Strollers Screening: Thu 00

9 (PG,frightening scenes, notrecommended foryoung

Wed i;00

Dally 7:05, 92g Sat-Sun 105, 315

KILL BILL VOL 1& 2 (134,gory violene))
Sun 2:00; part ofthe series Films of Quentin Tarantino
THE POSEIDON ADVENTURE (STC)

Fri,Sun-Thu 1535,4-45,7:50,10°30; Sat12:50, 4245,750,40°30

No passes Pri‘Tue 1:20, 4:10, 6:50, 9°30; Wed 4:10, 6:50, 9:30

JULIE & JULIA (PG, coarse language)
Daily 7:00, 9:25; Sat-Sun 2:00, 3:25

Fri, Mon-Thu 4:50, 7-40, 9250; Sat-Sun 1:50, 4:59, 7:40,9:50
9.(PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young

children)

,

9:40; Star and Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

Digital 3d Daily 130, 3:50, 6-90,

Pri, Sat, Sun, Mon 7:00; Mon 9:00

‘2S-99 St,7BOAIG.BSES

FriTMue, Thu 12:40, 2:50, 4:50, 7:20, 9:40; Wed 2:50, 4:50, 7:20,

HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF-BLOOD PRINCE (PG,

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (184, gory violence)

LITTLE ASHES (124)

§ CINENPLEX ODEON SOU

‘9(PG, fnghtening scenes, not recommended for young
children)

G.L JOE: THE RISE OF COBRA (14A)

Fri, Sat, Sun 7200

Daily 22:30

LITO St, TEOALA 2400

Date of issue only: Thu, Sept 10: 2:35

Fri, Mon-Thu 4210, 7110,9:40; Sat-Sun 1:30, 410,720, 740

content)

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM

WHITEOUT (.4A,gory scenes, nudity, not recommended
for children)
Daily 12:45, 345, 710, 0:45
SORORITY ROW (i8A, gory violence, language may
offend)
Daily 2:45. 4:45, 7:40, 10:20

HALLOWEEN Il (:8A, brutal violence, gory scenes)
Date ofissue only: Thu, Sept 10: 1:05, 3:05, £05,7:05,9:20

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)

Daily 2:40, 4:00, 7:30, 9:50

VALENTINO THE LAST EMPEROR (PG, nudity)
Sat, Sun 330

‘Thu 1:20, 4:10, 6:50, 9:307 Star and Strollers Sereening:

GAMER (i8A, brutal violence, nudity, language may offend)

‘G-FORCE (G)

Daily 6:45, 915; Sat-Sun 1:00

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)

G.L JOE: THE RISE OF COBRA (144)
Daily 3:00,7:20, 1020

THE UGLY TRUTH (244, language may offend, sexual!

SERAPHINE (PG)

SHORTS (G)
Sat-Sun 1:00

Daily
110,3-49,6:50,9:40

JULIE & JULIA (PG, coarse language)
Daily 1:00, 3:50, 6:45, 9:39

Daily 7.00; Sat. Sun as

JULIE & JULIA (PG, coarse language)
Fri 3:45, 6030, 9:20; Sat-Sun 12:35, 3:45, 6:30, 9:20

METRO CINEMA

EXTRACT (14A. crude coarse language, substance abuse)
Fri, Mon-Thu 4:20, 6:55, 9:20;Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:20, 6.4%, 9:20

matter)

Fri 4:10, 7:05, 9:45; Sat-Sun 12:40, 4:10, 7:05, 9:45; Mon, Wed-

1S ANYBODY THERE (PG, coarse language, mature theme)

Daily 2:00, 6:30, 10:15

Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Mon, Wed-Thu 12:20, 2:50,

language)
Digital Cinema Daily 2:20, 5:00, 7:40, 10:30
THE TIME TRAVELER'S WIFE (PG,nudity, mature subject

matter)

‘Thu 7:05, 9:45

Daily 9:00; Sat, Sun 35

DISTRICT 9(14A, gory scenes, brutal violence,coarse
language)
Daily 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:00

)

Digital 3d Daily 2:00, 4:10, 6:15, 8:30, 19:35

THE TIME TRAVELER'S WIFE (PG, nudity, mature subject

ADAM (PG, coarse language)

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (i8A,gory violence)

Stadium seating, DTS Digital Daily 12:00, 2215, 4:30, 6:45, 9:00

Daily 12:45,
3:30,6:40,9220
‘THE FINAL DESTINATION
3D (184, goryviolence)

Daily 6:45, 9215; Sat, Sun 2:00

SHORTS (G)
Date of issue only; Thu, Sept 10: 1:00, 6:55
HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF BLOOD PRINCE (PG,

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)

EXTRACT (14A, crude coarse language, Sas abuse)

substance abuse)

Digital 4d Daily 12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 8:00, 10:30

9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for
young children)
Fri-Tue, Thu 1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7:15, 9:5; Wed 1:00, 3:15,

Daily 12:50, 320, 7:00, 10:40

8722-109 St,780.433.0728

TAKING WOODSTOCK (14A, coarse language, nudity,

Date of issue only: Thu, Sept 10: 1:10, 2:50, 4:30, 6:15, 7:55. 940

(PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young

GAMER (184, brutal violence, nudity, language may offend)

325

THE FINAL DESTINATION (:BA, gory violence)

DISTRICT 9 (14A, gory scenes, brutal violence,coarse

No passes Fri-Tue 1:30, 4:10, 7:05, 10:15; Wed-Thu 1:30,

Daily 6:45, 9:00; Sat-Sun,
Tue 12:45, 7:00

GAMER (i8A, brutal violence, nudity, language may offend)
Stadium seating, DTS Digital Daily 12:30, 3:15, 5-45, 8:25, 10:45

Stadium seating, Dolby Stereo Digital Daily 12:45, 4:00,
‘TAS, 10:10
‘

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)

language)

SHORTS (G)
Daily 6:50; Sat-Sun,
Tue 1250,

5:40, 8:10, 10:40; Mon 12:40, 3:10, 10:40

Janguage)

Mature subject matter)
Fri-Tue, Thu 2:10, 5:10, 7:50, 10:25; Wed 1:00, 5:10,7:50, 10:25

DISTRICT 9 (4A, gory violence, brutal violence, coarse

Dateofissue only: Thu,Sept.10

‘SORORITY ROW (:8A, gory violence, language may offend)
TYLER PERRY'S |CAN DO BAD ALL BY MYSELF (PG,

Daily 9:20

EXTRACT (14A, crude coarse language, substance abuse)
Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun, The-Thu 12:40, 3:10,

Daily 1:45, 4:30,7:10, 9:45
Daily 12:50, 3:00, 5:20, 8:00, 10:20

Fri, Mon, Wed-Thu 7:00, 10:10; Sat-Sun 2:00, 7:00, 100

language)

Jence, crude content, not recommended for young children)

NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM:
BATTLE OF THE SMITHSO-

GIJOE THE RISE OF COBRA (4A)

10337-82 Ave, 780.433.0728

Fri 4:40, 7:10,9:30; Sat-Sun 12-30, 2:30, 4:40, 7:10, 9330; Mon,

DISTRICT 9 (14A, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse

930

Daily 7:30; Sat-Sun, Tue 1:30

children)

singBREAKING POINT (Clasifcation not available)

TRANSFORMERS: REVENGE OF THE FALLEN (PG, vio-

Fri-Sat 1:30, 4:30, 7:05, 9:30, 11:50; Sun-Thu 1:30, 4:30, 7:05,

INGLORIOUS BASTERDS (:8A. gory violence)

9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young

Fri-Sat 1:25, 4:00, 6:45, 9:25, 11:45; Sun-Thu 1:25, 4:00, 6:45, 9:25

UP(G)

matter)

Daily 7:00; Sat, Sun, Tue 2:00, 3:20; Movies For Mommies:
Tue 1:00

Wed-Thu 7:49, 10:30

MY SISTER'S KEEPER (14A, mature theme)

Fri-Sat 1:45, 4°35, 7:15, 9:40, 12:00; Sun-Thu 1:45, 4°35, 725, 9:40

Daily gas

for children)

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (138A, goty violence)

may offend)

‘THE FINAL DESTINATION (:8A, gory violence)

WHITEOUT (14A.gory scenes, nudity, not recommended

LAST NIGHT OF THE PROMS (STC)
Satua30

THE HANGOVER (18A, cnide content, nudity, Janguage

Daily 7:10, 9:30; Sat, Sunm Tue 1:10, #0

Fri 4:30, 7:30, 10:20; Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:30, 7:30, 10:20; Mon,

matter)

G1 JOE: THE RISE OF COBRA (144)
Fri-Sat, Mon-Thu 12-45, 3:50, 7:10, 10:19; Sun 12:20, 3:00, 1010

tent, not recommended for children)

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (:8A,gory violence)
Daily 7:30;Sat. Sun, Tue, Tho 2:45
EDMONTON Fit

MNOHHHHNHANTMTHNNAAHNMATAER
offend)

THE TIME TRAVELERS Wife (PG, nudity, mature subject

WHITEOUT
gorysceni ies,nudity,
ity, not recommended
a
:(14A.Borys

2020 Sherwood
Drive, 780.416.0150

Daily 1:10, 3:50, 6:5$ 9:35

7:10, 10:00, 12:25; Sun-Thu 1:50, 4:20,

trash television. And

Man, it's a mostly fun
action and gutting tF-aver-

GAMER (:8A, brutal violence, nudity, language mayoffend)
Daily 1:30,420.745.1035
|

Daily 12:40,
4:25,7:55
INGLOURIOUS
BASTERDS (184, goryviolence)

Daily 7:00,9:00

Fri-Sat 1:50, 4:20,
7:10, 10:00

Seg

Daily 2555,340,735,10005
‘THE FINAL DESTINATION
3D(184 goryviolence)
Digital
3dDaily 1:00,335,$15,7:30,9:55
APNI BOLI APNA DES (PUNJABI W.ES.T.)(G)

DISTRICT9A btalvsene goryseescane

y Mark Neveldine

Yosser

THEA

‘SHORTS (G)
Sat, Sun, The 200; Movies forMommies:
Thu, Sept17:200
ORPHAN (18)

DUGGAN

CINEMA - CAMROSE

6601-48 Ave, Camrose, 7E0.GO8 24

Language)

Daily 7-05gos: Sat,Sun,Tue,Thu2:05
SORORITY ROW (:2A, goryviolence, Language may offend)

SEP 10 — SEP 16, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY

‘TULPAN (STC)
‘Thu goo
PPARKLANDCINEMA7
CINEMA 7

0 Century Crossing, Spruce Grove, 780.972.2332; Serving
‘Spruce Grove, Stony Plairr,Parkland County
WHITEOUT
(14A, gory scenes, nudity, not recommended
for young children)
Daily 7:05,9:10; Sat, Sun, Tue2:05, 330

Daily 6:56, 9:20; Sat-Sun 12:56, 3:20

Daily 7.00; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:39

SORORITY ROW (18A, gory violence, language may
offend)

Daily-7:05, gas; Sat-Sun 105, 335
‘THE FINAL DESTINATION (8A, gory violence)

Daily 70, 9-25; Sat-Sun 1:10, 3:25

BANDSLAM

Daily g20

(PG)

SORORITY ROW (iA, gory violence, language may
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PREVUE // PAUL DI'ANNO

Devilsplender performs live in Vue
Weekly's studio
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Running free
Iron Maiden's ex invades Edmonton
EDEN MUNRO
// EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

did “Symphony of Destruction" and we
liked it and Dave [Mustaine] liked it so

we said, "OK, fuck it, let’s put it on the
album as an extra bonus track for the
re-release in Europe.”
I don't even know how well we did over
there, I have no idea. All I was happy
about was when we recorded the album
I did all of my vocals for all the tracks
twice in two days from six o'clock until

ruce Dickinson might be the voice
of Iron Maiden today, but it was

Paul Di'Anno who owned the mic
for the band's first two albums—that
would be the self-titled debut and
Killers, both of which feature songs
that

are

still mainstays

in Maiden

shows to this day. After a relatively
brief four years in the band, though,
Di'Anno departed and went it alone,
first putting together Battlezone and
then Killers, and ultimately going it
alone, using unsung musicians from
around the globe whenever he took to
the road—which has been most of the
time, really. Di'Anno spoke with Vue

12 o'clock and I'm like, "Yeah, that was
good.” I was really happy with that—I
went home with my kids and went back
in about two weeks to mix it.

VW: Do you like to record quickly

like that?
PD: I fucking hate recording. Oh, God,
how the hell can you get out what I've

Weekly as he was preparing to boarda
plane for a Canadian tour.
VUE WEEKLY:
playing music

When

you

written, whether it's angry or whatever,
surrounded by four walls, no audience
or anything? I find it really difficult to
drag it out of me, so I just get myself all
spoked up and pissed off and get into
the studio, I go storming in there and,
as I said, when we did Nomad I did the
first track at six and finished the whole
album by 12—that's every track plus the
backing vocals, and I did it again the
next day and said, "Ah, fuck it, that's
enough. If you can't get anything off of
that then leave it.”

start out

as a kid, everyone
around you is doing the same thing,
but there comes a time when some
people just fade away and stop play
ing for whatever reason, while others
never give it up.
PAUL D'IANNO: Yeah, it's in the blood
I guess. You hear the cheesy old
chestnut,

"It's

the

greatest

drug

in

the world," and for me it probably it
is. It's not about

money

VW: When you have to get yourself into
a certain space like that, it would be difficult to go into a studio for two months

or anything

anymore—I've been there, done that
one—it's really about genuinely just
loving to go and play.

and stay there.

VW: Who's playing with you on this tour?
PD: You know what? I can't tell you.
See, for me to keep ticket prices down

and everything, we use different bands
in different countries so we don't have
to charge a fortune. Wé've got about
36 [bands that I use]. These guys from
Calgary, I don't even know the name of
the band yet—I'm going into rehearsal
with them and we'll take it from there.
They're all rehearsed up and it's like,
"Surprise me." Sometimes that can fall
flat on its face, but normally it’s quite exciting getting to play with different musicians you haven't played with before
You get surprised, sometimes you get
very shocked—sometimes
they're awful. I mean if they're awful, I'm fucked.
VW:

There

are a lot of videos of you

with various bands up on YouTube,
and the one thing that's consistent
throughout is that you're giving your
all in every song
PD: Well, if you're gonna

do the job,
you might as well do it all the way.
It's not worth holding back. I've never
done that in my life—even in rehearsals I sing just as hard as I will when
I'm on stage. The thing is, every day
there's something that will piss you
off and it doesn't matter who you are.

48 //

LIVE AFTER MAIDEN >> Wrathchild Paul Di'Anno is pressing a Calgary band into
service on his upcoming tour //Supplied

Something's really going to get you
off through the day, so I just channel all that and instead.of punching
somebody out or shouting at someone, I do it on stage. I get rid of it and
it's like therapy.
VW: There's one video out there with you
singing in a group called Rockfellas and
you're playing "Message in a Bottle.”
PD: I like the Police. Rockfellas is a
project we all put together last year
and it's with some of the top musicians in Brazil: the bass player from
one of Brazil's biggest bands of all
time, Raimundos, and the guitarist
from Charlie Brown Jr. and me and
Jean Dolabella from Sepultura, and
we did it for fun. It was a fun project
and we didn't play that many shows,
but it was pretty awesome and we
might do it again—we're not sure yet,

but we'ree thinking about doing ‘punk
covers this time.
VW: Do you listen to a lot of stuff at
home that might surprise people?

PD: Bossa nova music. My girlfriend's
a bossa nova singer. I love samba. I
listen to classical musie and stuff as
well, and some stuff like Cat Stevens,
but it's mostly punk with me—it always has been.

PD: Oh, half of these bands do this.
That's what gets me down. It's not
about the money. Some bands that go
in there, the singer will come in and
sing two lines or four words. Oh, God,
I'd probably be in jail for murder because I'd shoot the producer for taking too much fucking time. I'd be going nuts, I couldn't deal with that. You
must lose all the feel, all the energy
must go. | understand that musicians
might have to take a bit more time, but I
don't play any of the instruments on the
albums—lI write the songs but I don't
actually play them in the studio—I just
do the singing part of it and I couldn't
do that, man, I'd be going nuts.
VW: When something's done like that,
it captures the emotion of the moment.
PD: Oh, yeah, I'm not supposed to be
some opera singer reaching all them

perfect notes. You have a go and if
VW: With your own music, 2006's The

Living Dead was the latest release?
PD: Yeah, we re-released it. It was called
Nomad first of ail and released in 2000,
and it was released in Europe as The Living Dead because we'd shot a video for
the thing. And when Megadeth was
breaking up—apparently—the record
company asked us if we'd do a tribute to
them, like a one-song tribute, and so we
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you hit or get it around that mark it
should be enough.
VW:

Are you working on anything

and a friend of mine where I am po)
the minute in Salisbury down in Sou)
west England, has just handed me ,,

pieces of music so I'm going to go a
when Ihave a bit of time and see w};,
can come up with for that.

VW: You've been solo for far longe={\;,,
you were with Iron Maiden, but tho
first two albums have stood the test
time and are a pretty solid foundation
to be standing on.
PD: Oh, yeah. I think this year 5r ney;
year is the anniversary of the ‘irst 3|
bum and it doesn't seem that anyone

gonna be doing anything to celebra
which is a bit ofa shame, really. | don
really want to do that much, but then
again, you look at it in another light

and some of the Maiden fans of them
first two albums, some of the younge
ones haven't seen me doing the
song
or they've only heard my versions ot

some of the Maiden stuff we put int
the set which is a hell of a lot heav
and faster than the originals, so it
could be interesting.
The Maiden songs I put in my set |
keep saying never again, never again,
and then when you getonstage and you
see how much they're loving it then
it's like, "Oh, shit, I'm never going to
get rid of these songs, they're going to
have to stay forever.” But then ag
shouldn't knock it because they
en me a fantastic career. You shouldn't
bite the hand that feeds you

VW: Since Maiden, you've had a fc
bands of your own.
PD: Yeah, there hasn't really been that
many bands. There was obviously
Battlezone, but Battlezone became
Killers. We had a few sort of lineup
changes and then we changed th
name because we got all this shit from

the record company. That's the bane
of my life: record companies. | seem
to fall out with them really quickly
because they want one album every
three years and I'm like, “Fuck thet

no, I'm touring.” I don’t write thet
quickly—I'm a little bit slow on (ha!
side of it—I can't write when |'m on
the road, and I'm always on the road
so I'm never home to write songs

VW: Do you set time aside then (0 ¢
nothing but write?
PD: Yeah. I'll havesomeideas. As! say!
got these 16 tracks here and it's just fixing

it all out. On a day off I'llhave a listen '
whathe'sdone andiff likeitPll mark"
one offasa keeper and once that's
I'll get on to writing lyrics then. *

new now?

PD: We did five new tracks in Germany
last year—it's very industrialized—but
we got in a bit of an argument with the
record company and we told them to
piss off, basically. So | kept them songs

fine
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BEATROUTE MAGAZINE STH ANNIVERSARY PARTY
WITH ELECTRO PARTY ROCKERS FROM OAKLAND

Metalcore band engages a wider variety on latest album
&
erYAN BIRTLES

WITH NOAH YORK CITY (CALGARY) & NRMLS WLCM DJS
NIK 7 & JAYCIE JAYCE (SHOUT OUT OUT OUT OUT)

// SOYANI@VUEWEEKLY.COM

By) te

fter more than 10 years and four
bums, it was important for heavy

i?
.

:

metal band Killswitch Engage to not
fall into the trap of repeating itself, of
yecreating an easy formula and bang-

.

hak

‘

ing out songs the way a factory worker
works an assembly line. To that end, the

group knew it needed to make a change

to the way it had always made albums;
guitarist Adam Dutkiewicz had long
been the band’s principle producer,
but for the newest record it was time to
shake things up.

"Adam was definitely closely involved
with the album but we ended up using Brendan O'Brien,” explains vocalist
Howard Jones, rattling off a list of rock
‘n' roll luminaries the producer has
worked with which

includes

AC/DC,

Bruce Springsteen and Rage Against
the Machine, amongst others. "He was
into what we do, and so Adam and Iflew
down to Atlanta to talk with him and he

OFF THE RAILS >> Killswitch Engage hooked up with producer Brendan O'Brien and
tried
rding for the band's 2009 self-titled release //Supplied

explains, and for him to personally try
out a new approach to recording.

was a really cool, mellow guy—a lot of
energy but still real mellow. We thought,

"(O'Brien's] approach, it's a little different; Adam recording vocals, he can
be—I mean, we have a lot of fun—but

‘Let's give this a shot.’ It was time for us
to change things up a bit. Using a different producer was a big thing.”

at times he can bea little heavy handed
and harsh. Brendan just pushed me to
go for it, try some different stuff—it
Was

Changing up the responsibilities in the
studio allowed the band to focus on different aspects of the songwriting, Jones

a more

at ease

atmosphere.

But

ing and make stronger, more varied songs and I think that
that's really the main difference when
you listen to this album compared to

the other ones—there's a larger variety
in the songs." WV
TUE, SEP 15 (6 PM)
KILLSWITCH ENGAGE

'

SEPT 18 PAWN

SHOP.

both things work so I really don't have

WITH IN FLAMES, PROTEST THE HERO

a problem with that," he laughs. "It

18+ DOORS AT SPM TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER, FOOSH & BLACKBYRD

SHAW CONFERENCE CENTRE, $39.50

WWW.FOUNDATIONCONCERTS.COM =WWW.BEATROUTE.CA

was really just a chance for us to focus

ce
of

MALLLN ticketmaster BEATROUTE

JRTEGA
SEPTEMBER 13 -E DMONTON EVENT CENTRE
PLUS GUEST 5 IND!
ti
NDE

BUY
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.
AKANE

ar

ticketmaster (204) 780-5353
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Damian

JAMMERS PUB

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite:
Top 40/dance with DJ
Christian

IRISH CLUB Jam

NEW CITY The Varukers,

Rockin’ with Ronnie After
Work hosted by Ron Rault
every Thu and Fri 4-6pm

Skully and the Hypocrites,
The Intensives; no
minors; 9pm (door)

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Marie
Josee Houlle and Tanyss

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE Battle Snakes,
Renegade Cop

Open mic at the pub:
hip hop open mic every
Thursday night with host
Yak Dollaz

RED PIANO BAR Hottest

CROWN PUB Bass Head
Thursday: Drum and
Bass, Dub Step, Hip Hop,
Break beats; 9pm

SECOND CUP-Varscona

DRUID Guitar heroes

URBAN LOUNGE Short
ofAble, guests

dueling piano show
featuring the Red Piano
Players; 8pm-1am
Live music eve:

Thursday night
7pm and 9pm

DUSTER'S PUB Thursday
open jam hosted by The
Assassins of youth (blues/
rock); 9pm; no cover

between

WILD WEST SALOON
Kory Wlos

DV8 Open mic Thursdays

Dis

ENCORE CLUB Ai!
Request Music Night with

BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE
Escapack Entertainment

DJ Kenni Kixx

BLACK DOG
FREEHOUSE Big Rock

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB

Thursdays: DJs on 3 levels—
Topwise Soundsystem
spin Dub & Reggae in The

Open jam at 6:30pm;

Danie Syre (CD release
Party and art exhibit);

HAVEN SOCIAL

John

BLUE CHAIR CAFE

COAST TO COAST PUB

door), 1opm (show); $5
fore 16pm)/Si0 (after)

FRESH START Care |.
music Fridays: Rob H
6-gpm; $5

with Allout DJs DJ Degree,
Junior Brown

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Dish
Thursdays: funky house/
techno with DJ Colin
Hargreaves, house/breaks
with DJ Krazy K, hardstyle/

Cowbell Oklahoma,
guests; 8pm.

ARTERY The New Krime,
Sans Aids, Skin (jazz); 9pm

Kirkwood, Brian Toogood
tio

KAS BAR Urban House:
with DJ Mark Stevens;

PAWN SHOP White

TicketMaster

FOXX DEN Slowburn
9pm-x:c0am

AXIS CAFE Devin and

LIVE WIRE BAR Open
Stage Thursdays with
Gary Thomas

by Alberta Crude; 6-10pm

Hines; 7:30pm; $20 at

AVENUE THEATRE The
Red Threat, guests

Everyone Everywhere,
Randy Graves, Define the
Line; all ages; 6:30pm; $10

CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY
PUB Open stage hosted

ARDEN justin

(box)/S2a (theatre) So},

HALO Thursdays Fo Sho:

d
B'S PUB Open jam
‘i
5

NORTH GLENORA HALL
Jam by Wild Rose Old
Time Fiddlers

Oyster; 7:30pm; $24

FRIDAY

GINGUR SKY Urban
Substance Thursdays

with Ken Skoreyko; gpm

SEPT 16

BIS BLUE JAY AND TEAYT D RETURN SPINNING
1E ROCK. BRIT POP SOUL
TRE BEST NEW
NEW WAVE, SIXTIES AND WGRET

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte
Ave Requests with Dj

release), Acres of Lions,

Vindicators

ENCORE CLUB, P,,
FESTIVAL PLACE ;

AVENUE THEATRE
Mapping the Escape (CD

BLUES ON WHYTE The

The Barr

Fridays with Dj imino
Austin

Blackbyrd

Thursday open jam;
74pm
ULIAN’S Grah
ps Sate
8pm
:

Nba; $10

SEPT 11

Mack Band

FILTHY MCNASTY’S

FLUID LOUNGE Girls
Night out

Sa0pm $15 at door,

Thursdays: Ido Van Der
a sings and DJs(songs
of the sixties); 7pm (door),
8pm (show); pay-whatyou-want (min $2

EDDIE

iopm; Shiwana Millionaire
Wet Underwear Contest

SWAG.

CECE

THURSDAY

Seeey

Punk Rock Bingo with DJ

FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM
TOUTE

"Sa82

BUDDY'S DJ Bobby Beatz;
9pm; no cover before

gpm

techno with DJ Decha,
tech trance/electro with DJ
Savage Garret; no minors;
no cover

NEW CITY SUBURBS
Bingo at 9:30pm followed

by Electroshock Therapy
with Dervish Nazz Nomad
and Plan B (electro, retro)

ON THE ROCKS
Salsaholic Thursdays:
Dance lessons at 8pm;
Salsa DJ to follow

WORY CLUB Duelling

BLUE CHAIR CAFE

Shane, Tiffany and Erik
and guests

Rockin’ with Ronnie After
Work hosted by Ron Rault
every Thu and Fri 4-6pm
BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rault
Brothers Band; $15

BLUES ON WHYTE The
Vindicators
BRIXX BAR Light Travels,
Red Ram, The Dusty Roads
Band; 9pm (door); $12

(door)
CARROT Live music

Fridays: Tim Chesterton;
all ages; 7:30-9:30pm; $5
(door)

CASINO EDMONTON
Catalyst (Carribean)

OVERTIME SOUTH Retro

CASINO YELLOWHEAD

to New; classic rock, R&B,

Sugar Rush (country rock)

urban and dance with DJ
Mikee; 9pm-2am; no cover

PLANET INDIGO-St
Albert Hit It Thursdays:

breaks, electro house spun
with PI residents
RENDEZVOUS PUB Metal
Thurzday with org666
STARLITE ROOM Music
ist and The Techno Hippy
Crew: Bassnectar, Kush
Arora, Shamik and guests;
8pm

STOLLI'S Dancehall, hip
hop with DJ Footnotes
hosted by Elle Dirty and

ion

8pm; no cover

BEER HUNTER-St Albert
Get Bentt; no cover

CENTURY CASINO
Tuskfest: in honour
of Wayne Tocheniuk
featuring Winter Kill, All
Star Jam, hosted by MC
Party Hog; $25 (adv)/$30
(door)

COAST TO COAST Open
Stage every Friday night
with host Leona Burkey
at 9pm

DV8 TAVERN Live music

piano show with jess¢

JEFFREY'S Terry
McDade's Harpe Jazz
featuring Jeremiah

McDade; $15

JEKYLL AND HYDE

(PUB) Every Friday
Headwind (classic poy
rock); 9pm; no cover

JET NIGHTCLUB Tie
Ides of Ruin, Fifth and
Vegas, Vancouvers—Mas

Undergoe, AJ and Dar
(Acoustic act); Sic
JULIAN'S Graharr
Lawrence (jazz piano
8pm

LEVA CAPPUCCINO BAR
Live music every Fri

NEW CITY Gre
featuring the Gi
The Raygun
The Benders,

i

The Razors, The Ph:
ty

MegaTunes and Mars and
Venus

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE The Joe, Dous
Hoyer, Warrior Music

EARLY STAGE SALOON

ON THE ROCKS
Absolut Mardi Gras, Bad
Judgement; 9pm

Hank Lionheart and the
Bluehearts (rockin’ blues)

180 DEGREES Sexy Friday
night every Friday

every Fri; 9pm; $5

+ ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave « AVENUE THEATRE 9030-118 Ave, 780.477.214 19+ AXIS CAFE 10349 Jasper
Ave, 780.990.0032 » BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 1076s Jasper Ave, 780.420.9098 « BEER HUNTER-St Albert
386 St Albert Rd, 780.418.7867 + BILLY BOB'S Continental Inn, 16625 Stony Plain Rd, 780.484.7751 + BLACK
: DOG FREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082 - BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.989.2861 + BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3981 - BOOTS
: 10242106 St, 780.423.5014 * BRIXX BAR 10030-102 St (downstairs), 780.428.1099 « BUDDY'S 117258 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6636 - CASINO EDMONTON 705
: Argyll Rd, 780.463.9467 » CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-153 St, 780 424 9467 « CHATEAU LOUIS—Julian’s/Royal Coach/Touch of Class 11727 Kingsway, 72
: 452.7770 « CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB 2021 Millbourne Rd, West, 780.462.6565 » CHROME LOUNGE 132 Ave, Victoria Trail - CITY MARKET 104 St, Jas)
? Ave» COAST TO COAST PUB 5552 Calgary Trail, 780.439.8675 + CONVOCATION HALL Arts Bldg, U of A,780.492.3611 - COPPERPOT RESTAURANT
: Capital Place, 101, 9707-110 St, 780.452:7800 » CROWN PUB 10709-109 St, 780.428.5618 « DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE 11845 Wayne Gretzky Drive, 780.704.CLU!
:
; « DEVANEY’'S IRISH PUB 9013-88 Ave - DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928 + DUSTER'S PUB 6402-118 Ave, 780.474.5554 » DV8 TAVERN 8307-99 St,
i DVB8TAVERN.com « EARLY STAGE SALOON 4922-52 Ave, Stony Plain « EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase Ul, 780.489.SHOW « ENCORE CLUB

i 957 Fir St, Sherwood Park, 780.417.0111 » FESTIVAL PLACE 100 Festival Way, Sherwood Park, 780.449.3378, 780.454.2852 « FIDDLER’S ROOST 8906-99 S
? FILTHY MCNASTY’S 1051-82 Ave, 780.916.1557 « FLOW LOUNGE 11815 Wayne Gretzky Dr, 780.604.CLUB « FLUID LOUNGE 10105109 St, 780.429.0700
is FOXX DEN 205 Camnegi Drive, St Albert - FRESH START CAFE Riverbend Sq, 780.433.9623 « FUNKY BUDDHA 10341-82 Ave, 730.433.9676 + GAS PUMP
? 10166-114 St, 780.488.4841 « GINGUR SKY 15505-1138 Ave, 780.913.4312/780.953.3606 « HALO 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.423-HALO « HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 15.20
: (basement), Stony Plain Rd, 780.756.6010 » HILL TOP PUB 8220-106 Ave, 720.490.7359 - HOOLIGANZ PUB 10704-124 St, 780.452268 « HYDEAWAY-ALl Ages
PUB 11948-127 Ave, 780.45.
2 Art Space 10209-100 Ave » IRON BOAR PUB 491:-s:st St, Wetaskiwin » IVORY CLUB 2940 Calgary TrailSouth « JAMMERS

Riverview Inn, 10209
®t J AND R 4003-106 St, 780.436.4403 « JEFFREY'S CAFE 9640 142 St, 780.451.8890 « JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB AND RESTAURANT
: Ave, 780.426.5381 (pub)/y80.429.5081 (rest) « JET NIGHTCLUB 9221-34 Ave, 780.466 6552 « JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 1455-87 Ave, 780.429.1000 « KAS BAR
: 10444-82 Ave, 780.433.6768 « LB'S PUB 23 Akins Dr, St Albert, 780.460.9100 « LEGENDS PUB 6104-172 St, 780.481.2786 «LEVEL 2 LOUNGE 11607 Jaspe
TEK CAFE 108
2 and Fl, 780.447.4495 + LIVE WIRE 1107 Knotwood Rd. East « LOOP LOUNGE 367 St Albert Rd, St Albert, 780.460.2222 « MORANGO’S

Blvd,780.439.8006 +NOR?
: NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490.1999 - NEW CITY 1008: Jasper Ave,780.989.5066 « NIKKI DIAMONDS 8130 Gateway
? GLENORA HALL 13535-1094 Ave « O'BYRNE’S 10616-82 Ave, 780.414.6766 « O'MAILLE'S IRISH PUB 398 St AlbertTr,StAlbert - 180 DEGREES 10730

: 107 St, 780.414.0233 « ON THE ROCKS 11730 Jasper Ave, 780.482.4767 * ORLANDO'S 115163-121 St - OVERTIME DOWNTOWN 210304-211 St, 780.423.1643 °
« PLANET INDIGO-Jasper Ave ;
OVERTIME SOUTH Whitemud Crossing, 4211-106 St, 780.485.1717 + PAWN SHOP 1055-82 Ave, Upstairs, 780.432.0814

asper Ave » PLANET INDIGO-St Albert 812 Liberton Dr, St Albert ~ PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St * PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY HALL 1050-57

CUFF THE DUKE

1638 Bourbon St, WEM, ‘
Ave « PROHIBITION 11026 Jasper Ave, 780.420.0448 « QUEEN ALEXANDRA HALL 10425 University Ave - RED PIANO BAR
LOUNGE 1011-127 St, 780.4525»
St, 780.486.7722 « RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825 « RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108-149 St - ROSEBOWL/ROUGE

WITH GUESTS ZEUS

‘
Winston Churchill Sq » SECOND CUP—Varscona Varscona Hotel, 106 St, Whyte Ave « SIDELINERS PUB 11018-127 St, 453-6006 « SOBEYS—College
«SPORTSWORLD 13710-204 St + STANLEY
8225-212 St - SOBEYS—Jasper Ave 10404 Jasper Ave « SORRENTINOS-South 4208 CalgaryTR S, 780.434:7607
Ave
1126-82
+ STEEPS—College Plaza
A. MILNER LIBRARY THEATRE 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq - STARLITE ROOM 10030-2102 St,780.428.1099

SEPT 26

TWO HOURS TRAFFIC

W.PAWNSHOPLIVE.CA

ROSE AND CROWN 10235-10: St - SECOND CUP—Mountain Equipment 12336-102 Ave, 780.451.7574 + SECOND CUP-Stanley Milner Library 7 SiPlaza

780.437.2293 STRATHCONA COMMUNITY
780.988.8105 + STEEPS-Old Glenora 1241: Stony Plain Rd, 780.488.1905 + STOLU'S 2nd Fi, 10368-82 Ave,

«URBAN LOUNGE 10544-82 Ave
St, 780.702.2582
LEAGUE 10139-87 Ave « SUEDE LOUNGE 13806 Jasper Ave, 780.482.0707 « UNION HALL Argyll, 99

‘

- Y AFTERHOURS 10028-102 St, 780.994.3229"
780.437.7699 » WILD WEST SALOON 12912-50 St, 780.476.3388 » WUNDERBAR 8120-101 St, 780.436.2286
X-WRECKS 9303-50 St, 780.466.8069 « YESTERDAYS PUB 112, 205 Camegie Dr, St Albert, 780.459.0295
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BRIXX ,BAR
CobraOhCommander,
= Degree,
Battery, guests; 9pm; $5

Rouratenet
He

anaeee Me Next,
ve Nots;

PAWN SHOP SONIC

esents Live On Site AntiClub Saturdays (rock, Indie,

Balas ide
a Sas?
PAWN SHOP Anticlub
Se © release), Audio

CARROT Open mic

cketry}

clectro;
Fri
ververtedUnderdog:

Saturdays;73010pm; free QUEEN ALEXANDRA
oun
ee

and

Catalyst

= = er the ‘60s ‘jos

‘80s

Fathead
;

BooTs
B
Retro Disco: sretro

poate

CASINO YELLOWHEAD
Sugar Rush (country rock)

BUDDY’S DJ Arrow Chaser;

CITY MARKET Slowburn

Gi

pm

8pm; no cover before xopm

ro

ck hip hop,house, mash
ee

So

ESMERELDA'S
Ezzies
tis

FUNKYBUDDHACWhyte
Ave Top tracks, sack, retro
with DJ Damian

GAS PUMP Top 4o/d
with DJ Christian

GnNGiledie

win

eae

a

.

USE,

Pre

ROSEANDCROWNIoren

ae

Be

SORRENTINOS-South

DV8 TAVERN Live
Li musici

STARLITE RO! OM

(door); $20ai

Foosh, Unionevents.com

Hank Lionheart and the

Bluehearts (rockin' blues)

STRATHCONA

EDDIESHORTS TheBary

COMMUNITY LEAGUE

pelea

and Penne.
his Community Service

Hours Pauljames Coutts

and Cowls, Well Hi

Millionaires; Spm; Sigat

FOXX DEN Slowburn:

seers forwe Genie
ress Ale

4

gpm-i:0oam

lusic Shop,
CLUB = House, daa piaceeds
Friday:Breakbeat, HAVENSOCIAL
to the Joe Bird Memorial

Christina S, Thea Neuman

and

Groovy Cuvy,

Oj] Fuuze

;

4

nixwih Dy
House,..dance
mur eae

LOUNGE ee

Pui}

CMRTIME SOUTH Retro
urban anddancewith

stage/

HILLTOP PUB

mic Sat:hosted bySally's

oe
=

ear

4

Ave Suggestive Saturdays:

Live music every Sun;

ith

electro

DJ Hot Philly and
h

HSsr Sa Survival

SPORTSWORLD Inline

and Roller Skating Disco:
Top 40 Request with a mix

retro and disco; 1-4:30pm
of
and 7-10:30pm

ee ON WHYTE
STOLLI'S

Top 40, R&B, house with

(

HILLTOP PUB

Stage/mic hosted bySalys
ee

Kory Wlos

Ee
Gassical

s

Cmssleat

CONVOCATION HALL

Music At Convocation Hall:
An Eveni:
vening Of Avant
Music: William
Street

Garde:

and

guests

Commander and Battery;

gpm (door); $5(door)

WUNDERBAR Featured D)
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i
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e
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the door (cash); advance at
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Cab, Etle
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°
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e
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beireoga

Sundays: with DJ Esco

wane

BLUESONWHYTEThe == Suindays Ladies Industry

.
DEVANEY’S IRISH PUB

Celtic Music Session,

bes by Keri-Lynne
pecker 7p

een se EDDIE SHORTS Sunday
acount cr ent Dpet
a

Wetaskiwin

A. MILNER
STANLEY THEATRE
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Seem
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astSu
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=

owevenr
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iano); apm; $20 (adult)/Sis

BUDDY'S Dj Bobby

a toeia

°
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ei = pHeR ROGETAdmifral

gpm; Drag Queen
Baemance;

SUNDAY

2

®

SS
a ae ®
occu Ripe

commander

HI

®

8

HouseeeWith DJ Nic-Eevery

Finest Underground

uy

’

:

Mystic East Sufi Music

cover
Mike: gpmiatn as cover

featuring jazz
IRONBOARPUBJazzin

2-4pmSundays:

asntnznnnntneatnetnenns

eeeatTIX
Lae
$18/S12 for (student)

Consonance

ight

®
S

in

SUEDE LOUNGE Th ie

BamyPaet:
perce
y/rock); 8:30pm
WILD WEST SALOON

Je eps

Equipment Co-op

®

i?
a
fe
“i2a

MCPARTYHOG ALLSTARAMMSHENAUCTION= PRES

®

People’s DJ

RESTACB ONDJazz on the

;
BYORAMAY-Al AgeArt URaAN LOUNGE Line
Space The Joe:

Set
CUP-Mounta
SECOND ides

SEaE op

TOUCH OF CLASS-

e

iEatoar)Sig
er
She

gewith Degres, Cobre

guests; 8pm

Dusty Roads Band; Sio

The Low Flying Planes, The

e

TEMPLE Oh Snap!:

FARLYSTAGESALOON — Ticketmaster Blactbyrd,

Brown; 4-6pm (early show!)

Si

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE

Hypnotig

jowease

——_2-5pm,

Lounge

itchell,
inteAtenla Mintel
J.D.MLL Jefferson Movold,

THE EMPRESS Colleen

weekly guest DJs By

electro

30pm (sign-up), every Sat,

les
Se Maron,
eae
aaUeenscnee:
fegiaiasichs,) oe Se
730pm,S/S

llas

Filipe

RIVEROddsCREE-LIVE
The

Speeeierrisrenl
guest
host
WillieJames,

official afterparty

a an
pa 5

featuring the Red Piano

Players; gpm-2am

Bigeetcotacatleatintry
2
oct

Eskimos and Stampeders

Pata

RED PIANOBAR Hottest

COMMUNITY
Haut |
Weekends (CD release),

e

PLEASANTVIEW

ROYAL COACH-Chate:
<
Louls Petro Polujin

guests

or $5

LAL ATTETAS ER

t

®

MANTA CHRIS MOLINEDX

;

e

ORLANDO'S 2 PUB

ee

NANNARONE = =
STONYBINNS

SBA) boon
Sundays Open Stage Jam
funders
OpenStgclan | Ia $25" ADY S30"
TNC,
(blues/rock); 3-8pm

Se

idents
resides

tosS
tory
Al

e

@Oe

®

Mats 2

~

Paquette; ; 8;Spm

Sei i Ws

i
wc

EA

e

PAWN SHOP SONIC

nee electro house with PI

NGS

e

Presents Live On Site! AntiClub Saturdays: ey indie,

release party); 7:30pm
: $20
‘4oor), pm (music);

‘annual membership),

:

fF

—

I

S

z

po

RED STAR Saturdays indie

dueling piano show

CROWN PUB Acoustic

ree 7
see
pe
ne Fridays:
Plati

ry and BlueJay

ne hip hop, and

Martin (CD

monthly for guests)

pas Down; 9:30am-

NEW CITY SUBURBS

puna Suck with Greg

ar lagta Blues

ciety:

dance

LOUNGE
PuntRak
Saturdays with Todd and
NEW CITY LIKWID

PLANET INDIGO-Jasper

Saturdays: Greater Than

(door)

ay
lnalpot

withDJSheni

A

ON THEROCKS

(the

Saree Goo Giy- We pier

er

we

as,

oka’

e et eeeeeeseeoeseesece
vauny
< THE * SEPTEMBER I-12:

e

The Mitts, Geiser,Krang

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizzle

ieee
Junior
Brown, Luke

{tenes”-cCcom

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE E

LOUNGE ane

wees als Myhre, Dale

Luke Morrison

ad
a

Ari Rhodes

Sor des din

:

»

Nestor Del Delano,
, Nestor
Morrison,
0

a

Bounce, Nestor Delano,

GINGUR SKY Soulout

qa

N

Willy James snd Crowded
sem
:
NEW CITY Open Mic
Ben
by
hosted
Sunday
ein gpm (sign-up);

by D Dr. Oxide; 4 7-10pm

samcumALoUNce Sa
BAR-B-BAR DJ J

Seneca Mae Up:with
Spe
es Lee
FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte
rock retro.
tracks,
Top
Ave
withDJDamian

acarix

week Mike Alviano; 4-6pm;

abe

Loop LOUNGE Jam
and the Cats; <s07m ‘til

hosted by Jj,Lenny B

whenever

FLUIDLOUNGE Saturday,
NEWCASTLE
PUBsunday
with
acoustic open stage
we

Who
HALO ForThose

acoustic music

Fri: D)J Papiand DJ Latin

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM

TheTragically Hip; Spm

O'BYRNE’
Sn itn ae
Angus
J
Wheat Poo!)

Staller
noes

wl

J AND R'BAR Open jam/

With

Untold Story;5
:
Defeatist,

8pm-23; no cover

ee
byGord Macdonald;

hi

(student
lent)/$5 pace
eco bypesventh pay stub)

TEK CAFE
JORANGO'S
Saturday
open stage:hosted

Numbers Cleanse Kill,‘

X-WRECKSMr.Lucky;

e every

aturd,

Sumi
pm; eee

Burlesque,
Capital
Gta CityGityBurlesque,
ee

Kory Wlos

a

dikroors ee iip/higp us si

sf
-yrenenean Fridays with
thePonyGirls,DJAvinder _JULIAN’S Graham

.

HAVEN SOCIAL

Sigur
path Shiver by
MoNex andtkeHave
hehe ho no cover
Nots; 3-7pm

Eiip Linp
Sat
every eranice)
AUDITORIUM
JUBILEE
Hestlenianto-the
Beatles
Experience; 8pm; $59/$29

Be

"

trash with Miss Mannered

rock); 9pm; no cover

erTEU

Eien
0330pmm

SaturdayMainDjsFloor:
onthree
levels.
Mi
Sessions: alt rock/electro/

a

Lindi Ortega:7pm; 3950 at
+

NEW CITY SUBURBS
Get Down Sundays with

Neighbourhood Rats

OVERTIME

ua

DOWNTOWN

puna Indust Might
ar SRme.

tat

——_D)ieeMan
no covernominors‘
9pm;

@

.

e

&
eooveceeeneesseeoesene®

13103 FORT AD » 643-4000
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MIXING

Mixmaster Sandor

cy

Turns out digital mixing is good for novices and pros alike
Back in June, | wrote a column that questioned how much skill—or, dare |
use the word, musicianship—
was needed to mix music
using

A SOLO PERFORMANCEBY

MAT IAEW
FAI
SEPTEMEBER
25 BARBER
THEHAVEN
SOCIAL
CLUB

HONSF
Witt

fey

:

FLOW
LOUNGE

SUN
SEPT
27 UNITED
CHURCH
MCOOUGAL

nan, aT

~
: a
=

=

=]
=a

gadgets,

=

hosting each week;

presented by Jimmy
Whitfen of Hole in the

Guitar Productions; 8-12

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jazz

8OCTOBER
THURSTARLITE
ROOM

COMMUNITY HALL
Acoustic instrumental old
time fiddle jam hosted by
the Wild Rose Old Tyme
Fiddlers Society; 7pm
PROHIBITION Chicka-DeeJay Monday Night: Soul,
R&B, British Invasion, Ska,
Rocksteady, and more with

Michael Rault
ROSE BOWL/ROUGE
LOUNGE The Legendary
Rose Bowl Monday Jam:

30SOCAL
OCTOBER
FRI
THEMEN
CUB
falTETRAa1wll DUNEftPal|HALOWERSHOW:wit THE SOWUCTDRS
FRI NOVEMBER 27 a AVENUE THEATRE /THE HIDDEN CAMERAS avo GENTLEMAN REG
SAT NOVEMBER 28 a AVENUE THEATRE /cru presets SKYDIGGERS ano GUESTS

BLUES ON WHYTE Eddy
Shaw
BRIXX BAR The Chris
Tabbert Regret, The Rough
Sea; 9pm; $8 (door)

EARLY STAGE SALOON

PLEASANTVIEW

RELEASE
SHOW

Annabelle Chyostek; 8pm;
$28.50 at TicketMaster

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM
The Tragically Hip; 3pm

and his Job present mystery
musical guests

DAN MANGAN:

ARDEN Sirens of Song,
Lynn Miles, Melanie Doane,
Catherine Maclellan,

DRUID—jasper Ave Open
stage with Chris Wynters

NEW CITY This Will Hurt

~-) fe

TUESDAY

Night; 7pm; $10 (door)/$5
(student)

you Mondays: Johnny Neck

mri

Mixer

Fowler (eclectic tunes)

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB
Open stage Mondays
with different songwriters

I

hosted by Sherry-Lee Wisor
and Darrek Anderson; 8pm

Surprise guests all nite
long; Allan Christie hosts
Carmen's birthday and the
yrd year Anniversary of the

Early Stage Saloon

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB
Blackout Tuesdays; 8pm;
no cover

L.B.’S PUB Ammar's
Moosehead Tuesday open
stage every Tuesday night;
9pm-2am; featuring guests;
hosted by Mark Ammar and
Noel (Big Cat) Mackenzie

STARLITE ROOM Paul
Di’'Anno of Iron Madien,
Disposable Heroes and

6-9pm; Audrey Ochoa
oe pe gt ped

every Wed; hosted by Ernic

Order of Chaos; 9pm

LotediyChiksaiiiee

Sees

(door); $20 at Ticketmaster,
Blackbyrd, Starlite
Room/$23 (door)

College Plaza Open mic

tOP™

TEMPLE Wyld Style

FIDDLER'S ROOST Little

Se

Flower Open Stage with

Dis

Brian Gregg

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor: CJSR's Eddie
Lunchpail; Wooftop: with
Dj Gundam

FOXX DEN The Mary

BUDDY'S DJ Arrow
Chaser, 9pm

STEEPS TEA LOUNGE

gpm-1am

—

ail Eipbop
_

Thomas Band Wed night

celaberlin Bence

HAVEN SOCIAL Open
stage with Jonny Mac;

oO

Eom

Messy Nest Wed Night

open stage; 8pm-12am

es

Dj Harley ” gnats: with
2

alah

HOOLIGANZ PUB Open
stage Wednesdays hosted
by Shane and Naomi

rock ‘ny’ roll with LL Cool
Joe

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM

BUDDY'S DJ Dust ‘n'7

Ave Latin and Salsa music,
dance lessons 80pm

The Tragically Hip; 8pm

gpm; no cover before 10;

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Open
mic

NEW CITY Circ-O-Rama-

DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE
Wind-up Wednesdays
R&B, hiphop, reggae, o!
skool, reggaeton with

fusion spectaculars; last

weekly guest Djs

ESMERALDA'S Retro
every Tue; no cover with
student ID

GINGUR SKY Bashment
Tuesdays: Reggae music;
no cover
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB
Tuesdays-Blackout: Electro
beats with Electro DJ's
Joust! and So Serious

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE ‘billy, Ghoulrock, spooky with DJ Vylan

Licious: Gypsy and circus
Wed every month

PAWN SHOP These

Arms Are Snakes, Metz,
Desiderata; 8pm, $13 at
TicketMaster, Unionevents.
com, Listen, Blackbyrd

Brit pop, new wave, punk

InVinceable, Touch It

FLUID LOUNGE

Wednesdays Rock Thi
LEGENDS PUB Hip
hop/R&B with DJ Spincy:!
NEW CITY LIKWID

Cadaver

PLEASANTVIEW

LOUNGE DJ Rox Slad

PROHIBITION Tuesday
Punk Night

COMMUNITY HALL
Acoustic Bluegrass jam
presented by the Northern

(indie, punk and metal

RED STAR Tuesdays:

Bluegrass Circle Music
Society every Wednesday

PAWN SHOP Tears n
Beers: Pale Moon Lights
, Ayla Brook,

SPORTSWORLD Retro
Night; 7-10:30pm

Wednesdays with Roland

evening

Perel cer,

ait

d Ed ae atif
Ses d ina

PROHIBITION

NIKKI DIAMONDS Pun’

Pemberton Il

inesday
RED STAR Guest D)s eve"

wl

every

WEDNESDAY

RED PIANO BAR Jazz
and Shiraz Wednesdays

ARTERY Coco Love
Alcorn, Chloe Albert;

and his Jump Trio

SECOND CUP-Stanley
Milner Library Open mic

7pm (door), 8pm (show);
$12 (adv)/S1s (door) at
Blackbyrd, Listen

RIVER CREE Wedned,

i

Live Rock Band hosted

STOLLI'S Beatparty

jr

with Rudy ice
Electro,e and
D)

h; 7pm; $s

BUDDY'S DJ Dust 'n’ Time;

SIDELINERS PUB Tuesday

In Flames, Protest the
Hero, guests; 6pm; $39.50 at
TicketMaster

All Star Jam with Alicia Tait
and Rickey Sidecar; 8pm

SEP

16, 200

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor: Glitter Gulch
Wednesdays: live music
once a month
BLUES ON WHYTE Eddy
Shaw

COPPERPOT
RESTAURANT Live jazz
every Wednesday night;

d

minors; 9pm (door)

Open mic every Tue;
8-10pm

SHAW CONFERENCE
CENTRE Killswitch Engage,

// SEF

Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chi
of Vue Weekly, now an editor and auth
living in Toronto.

Hip San Electro with DJ
Hot Philly

every Tue; 7-9pm

WUEWEEKLY

it as a tool, not a machine that will
everything for you. W

Experimental Indie Rock,

Main Floor: Eclectic
Nonsense, Confederacy
of Dunces, Dad Rock, T]
Hookah and Rear Admiral
Saunders

FILTHY MCNASTY'S Metal
Mondays: with DJ S.W.AG.

doesn't get too obsessed with numbe
The key with the Pacemaker is to |

with Shannon Johnson and
frends

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

gpm

to understand that it won't take the ay
istry away from the Dj, as long as the 0}

O'BYRNE’S Celtic Jam

SECOND CUP-T24 Street
BAR WILD Bar Gone Wild
Mondays: Service Industry
Night; no minors; 9pm-aam

a deal And, if the tracks are close, |isi
ers or dancers aren't going to notic
For me, the real nifty thing about :
maker is that it allows the user to ma ni
late a digital music file as if it was on vin.
It can be cued to a certain spot, sped x,
slowed down, chopped up. The rest of +}
stuff is gravy.
So, maybe | was a bit harsh back ,;
June when | questioned the integrit
those who use digital mixing devi
think I've seen enough of the Pac

found it a lot more fun to use by ignoring

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays

BLUES ON WHYTE Eddy
Shaw

works out. Really, putting tog
songs with varying BPMs isn't that bi

maker is an extraordinary machine. But, !

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE Daniel and

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

some of the features. Beat match,
nice, but | think that a good danc;
should be like a good mixtape:
should flow into each other based
mood and feel, not because the ;

Now, there's no arguing that the Pace-

no cover

Sleeman Mondays: live
music monthly; no cover

=

(THUR
OCTOBER
30 THEPAWNSHOP
FR
29

|

WUNDERBAR Sundays
Dj Gallatea and XS, guests;

MONDAY

bebe e
aaa

Ss
=
=
=

electronic

discussed the Pacemaker, a
mixer that allows the user to
upload MP3s and mix them
together seamlessly.
The people who represent Tonium, the company that makes the
Pacemaker, saw the column and offered to
send me out a loaner, so | could spend a
few weeks playing with the device. | want
to make that clear right up front.
So, what did | think of the machine?
First off, the thing is tiny, maybe about
twice the size of an iPod. You can hold
it one hand and manipulate the controls
with the other. It has a round interface
that you control with a finger, to do everything from cueing up a song to playing with tempos.
It's actually a very easy device to pick up
and play. Sure, there are some advanced
things you can do with it, but if you just
want to load up some MP3s and mix them,
it’s a breeze to figure it out, especially if
you've used an iPod or any other kind of

LOUNGE
LOW

digital music player.
Basically, you play one song, and
cue up the other. The device will
scan the songs and let you know
the BPM. A click of a button,
and the machine will actually
match the beats, and you can
simply rotate the wheel to slow
or speed up a song after you've
made a switch. And, of course, you
can cue up one MP3 while the other is
playing, no different than having a mixer
and headphones between the decks.
But, simply using a thumb trigger and the
wheel, you can clip out a section of a song
and loop it. You can even play it backwards.
Really, with the BPM information and
the automatic beat matching, a total novice could, after less than a few minutes of
practise, put together a credible mix, without awkward breaks or interruptions.
The Pacemaker software can also be
plugged into your computer, where you
can do some more elaborate mixing,
and create Podcasts.

featuring Dave Babcock

Yukon Jack; 7:30-9pm
OND
cuP

hp ee =

every Wed, 8-10pm

Wednesday
STARLITE ROOM Wild

Style Wednesdays: Hip

Wednesdays: Hous,
P
iveandelectron!
pele arta

=

STARLITE ROOM
Silverstein, A DayTo

Remember, Ten Second

clots ata new

ednesdays

Epic, lam Committing A

no cover

Sin; early all ages

Y AFTERHOURS Y Not

show;

spm (door); tickets at
Ticketmaster, Blackbyrd

Wednesday

DJ

THE HANDY
Ife) :j.\aae OPTION
CE PRODUIT
CREE UNE

Smoke free, chew free and
spit free, SNUS is an alternative
for adult tobacco users.

SNUS is packaged in small,
handy pouches that just need
to be tucked under the upper lip
to deliver maximum taste:

—

SNUS Original and Freshmint tins
are available now through select
tobacco retailers in Edmonton.
Visit www.snus.ca

for more information.

Cigarettes are highly addictive.
La cigarette crée une tres
forte dépendance.
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PREVUE // LIGHTS

a

Punk, bat different
It's allin Pe honest attitude for Lights

entire esthetic is about overcoming internal obstacles, about reaching further, in
the same way a video game is about beat-

BRYAN BIRTLES

// @RYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

of Warped Tour vixen, she is, ather core,
a 14-year-old boy. Maybe even 13.

With an affinity for video games, comic
books and exotic animals, Lights will be
the first to admit her interests don't run
much in the way of what girls are "supposed" to like. But her attraction to heroic
narratives and wivid colours inform her
art—from the cover art of her upcoming
album The Listening to her music videos
to the way her songs are structured. Her

KLY

PRESENTS

Paul Di Anno
ORIGINAL LEAD VOCALIST OF

thing can be real. You can come up with

CONTINUED

ing a final boss and a comic book is the
triumph of good over evil.
‘Tve always grown up being very attracted to a very strong female image
where you can be muscle-y and you can
kick ass and you can be a hero in your
own right for whatever battle you may
be fighting—to me that's very cool,” she

‘ll let you in on a little secret about
Toronto synth pop siren Lights: as
much as she may come offassome kind

MUM

this is a make-believe world where any-

a far-fetched idea, draw it into reality an
now you have something you've inventec
all ofa sudden in front of you that’s real
that's a lot like songwriting.”
Kicking ass even extends to her choice
in pets—Lights isthe proud owner ofat
rantula named Lance. She didn't exaci!
want a spider, but she did want a pet thai
didn't need tons of attention or to be fe:
every day, as her touring schedule would
have made it too much work. Still, as she
explains, when she first came up with th
idea it was with trepidation,
"It's honestly all about defeating the
things that make you afraid—I was
afraid of spiders but I thought I'd ¢

says. "It's just all very attractive to me and
as far as comics goes it's the same situa-

tion as video games—it's a nice getaway
and it's actually great inspiration because

OMT

LOL

CUT

SER

DLE LULL

ON PAGE 6: >

CLOG LCOSMULL UCC COLUM OCLUCCUCL SACL

CORSO

PREVUE // SCOTT COOK

Keep it in the family
Roaming troubadour Cook sings for the folks and the kids
JAMES STEWART
// jSTEWART@VUEWEEKLY.COM

THE WORLDS # 1

ETALLIC
TRIBUTE BAND
PSEC
SABES

hae
ro
eae
Edmonton-based roots musician Scott
Cook, After laying down basic tracks
for his upcoming album This One's
on the House at Edmontone studios
with Thom Golub, Dwayne Hrynkiw
and Doug Organ, Cook looked to his
musician friends to flesh out the
record, tracking overdubs with the
likes of Bill Bourne, Dana Wylie and
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Darrek Anderson among others in
various locales throughout the city.
The only problem?
‘It's just impossible, with everyone leaving town every weekend to
go to this festival or do that show or
whatever," explains Cook.
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"It made it

really hard to finish up all the tracking. I would never record an album
in the summer again. We did it over
the course

of two

or

three

months,

and actually ended up running over
deadline. I'd already booked a small
CD release tour months ago, and I
was starting to feel as though I'd
painted myself into a corner. But in
a way it was good to have the pres
sure of those deadlines, otherwise it
can be hard to move on. You just end
icking

Me eence

at it forever.”
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HILLTOP HOODS

Way Down Here

.

Cuff the Duke return to the music scene

with their brand new album Way Down
Here’, featuring their eiislalelivic-Melislale Mo}
gritty alt-country

State Of The Art
j

The fifth studio album (first Canadian release)

from Australia’s premier Hip Hop crew! A dark,
heavy, challengingraw
, and occasionally funny
album, that's ‘State Of The Art’ in sound and soul,
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Milwaukee At Lastlt!
Brand new live CD & DVD!
Récorcdecah the Pabst Theatre in| Milwaukee, Wisconsin onthe US leg of
his Release The Stats tour ih 2007, the 10-song live CD focuses on
RSibGsS The Stars with highlights from Want One’ and aiscintillating
Performance of Noel Coward's if love Were All! fromihis ‘Rufus Does Judy’
Show, PIUS Gispine tingling|acapella\ Version of Celtic song’Macushla’.
The 23song DVD fecitures the entire Release The Stars’ album and tracks
trom) Rufus Want One’ Want Two’ and!\Rifus Does Judy’.

3 Versions Available: 0, DVD and

Deluxe CD+0VD
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PROTEST
THE HERO
‘allop Meets The Earth
Protest The Hero unleash their first
ever live CD/DVD. Includes full length
concert audio and video with
extensive bonus content!

IN CONCERT Sept.15
Shaw Conference Centre
(with Killswitch Engage)
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PREVUE // DEVILSPLENDER
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Just like Canada Day
Rob Malowany returns for a Hometown Riot
CAROLYN NIKODYM
// CAROLYM@VUEWEEKLY.COM

hen
devilsplender's
Rob
Malowany began talking up his
ideas for his latest release Hometown
Riot, there were plenty of musicians
who thought he was crazy. The notion of heading into the studio without rehearsal, without demos even,
does sound a little half-baked. But
ask Malowany why, and you'll get
some very well thought out answers.
"There is something that I always
loved, that was always my favourite
thing about playing music with people, like when you pull out a brand new
song and the very first time you play it.
It has an energy unlike anything else,"
Malowany explains over the phone

from Vancouver. "Everyone is kind
of, like, excited, and there's this real
feeling of, ‘Oh, this is fun.’ And you're
seeing it evolve immediately. It's this
instantaneous gratification. Like, ‘Aw,
that was cool; that rocked!”

his theory

that

spontaneity

plus skill in the studio equals
a sincere recording. The other thing that Malowany had
going for him is that he wasn't
very worried about the results.

q q When you pull out a brand new song and the very
first time you play it... It has an energy unlike
anything else.
It's the kind of experiment a musician has to grow into, one borne of a
derie. Malowany did, after all, bring
in some of his most talented friends

"It's one of those things where if it
didn't work, it wouldn't have worked,”
he laughs. "We're making music here,
you know? It's not like we're solving
the world's problems or something.

(Rubim de Toledo, Robin Hunter, Stew
Kirkwood and Chris Wynters) to test

In the grand scheme ofthings, I can’t
take myself that seriously.”

mixture

of experience

and camara-

This is an attitude that comes across on
Hometown Riot, complete with Malow
any’s self-effacing lyrics, A listen or two

gives the sense that he is completely relaxed and comfortable in his own skin.
"When I was growing up and in Edmonton for many years, I was like, aw,
all my friends are doing all this stuff.
It's just the kind of person Iam—I felt
competition or I felt tense about it or
I felt I needed to do more,” he says.
“But now—I think this comes across in
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the record and the performances and
stuff—it's like, no, I am doing all I can
do and I'm enjoying every second ofit."
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fans

moving to Vancouver last year, he has
been able to get some of Edmonton's
heavy hitters to release albums with
him. MacDonald's EP Heavy Bag will

ADRIANBELEW.NET
56
26

to be, and

town release party of devilsplender's
Hometown Riot, which will also be a
showcase for Malowany’s Reminder
Records lineup: Neil MacDonald, Brian Toogood and Kirkwood. Despite
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will get a sense of that at the home-
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be ready for the show, while Too

and Kirkwood will be releasing «!
own albums later in the fall
"This record label is not somet!i
where I am putting up a whole
of money and releasing re
Malowany explains. “It's more
co-op. It's more of a relation
based hugely on respect for on
other, where it's like, why would
want to go out and do what | ¢
support some other people wh«

like-minded or have like interest
have the same desire?
"It's not like I set out this year

‘Oh, these guys are doing this
adds. “It was really just, ‘I'm doing
do you guys want on board?’ And ©2
oftheminstantly
said, Of course! ‘
wouldn't I want to do that?” V
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DINNER & SHOW PACKAGES AVAILABLE AT RIVERCREERESORT.COM OR CALL 780.930.2619
TICKETS FOR SHOWS AVAILABLE THROUGH TICKETMASTER CHARGE-BY-PHONE 780.451.8000 OR TICKETMASTER.CA

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT THAT ROCKS!
THURSDA

=pLREE ISN’T A CROWD!
E.COURSE TASTING MENU
$45 PER PERSON,
E DINNER Nae ALBERTA BEEF, ORGANIC SALADS,
urDESSERTS AND OTHER SAVORY SELECTIONS.
RESERVATIONS PIBASE CAUL 780.930.2636
Fecelve * 50% off any bottle from Sage’s
exclusive and extensive wine list on Wednesday nights

LIVE ACTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Tax and gratuity not included. Management reserves all rights. While quantities

las

RIVER CREE
RESORT

AND

ENOCH,

CASINO

ALBERTA

WHITEMUD DRIVE & WINTERBURN ROAD | 780.484.2121
SEP 10 — SEP 16, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY
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from home
g serves Bentall well on Six Shooter

EDEN MUNRO

od of development for you and the other players?

// EDEM@VUEWEEKLY.COM

DB: Absolutely. That was also it, we wanted to take
the songs out on the road and just be playing to-

t's been a few years since Dustin Bentall released his debut album, 2007's Streets With No

Lights, but it’s not like the BC musician has been
sitting around letting time pass him by. No, Bentall
has been busy writing songs and running down
roads leading to stages all over the country, and
it shows in the confident, rolling, dusty country
of his new record—credited to the Dustin Bentall
Outfit—Six Shooter. Bentall spoke with Vue Weekly
recently about the path between his two albums.
VUE WEEKLY: Six Shooter was recorded really
quickly over a couple of weeks last summer, but
how long was the lead up to that?
DUSTIN BENTALL: Well, with the first album I just
kind of made it and threw it out there with not
much experience, and then it just slowly gained
speed and after the first run of touring it got more
attention and I kept going back out and getting
busier and busier. So the timing just kept getting
pushed and pushed until we got to goin the studio
and make this album. I had all the songs—I was
ready to make it probably at least a year before we
did, but allthese touring opportunities kept popping up.

VW: Do you write all the time?
OB: I'm always writing. I'm not really one to sit
down and just write analbum or kind of woodshed
to get it done like that. Especially with this album,

2 couple of those songs were written right after I
finished
the first album, and one part of one of the
Songs Was written five minutes before we recorded

PAWNSHOP

WALLPAPER

OCTOBER
FRIDAY

gether so we could go in to the studio, because we
really wanted a live feel with all of us just playing
the songs.

OQ. Kelli Scart

VW: Did you notice a big difference between when
you first started putting the band together and a
year later?
DB: Yeah, absolutely. Even more so this year, this

urs
=
=

past summer, just because we have even that
much more experience. The guys in the band are
such heavy, talented players that we don't even

rehearse much. We just play on stage and we get
up whenever we can and play as much as possible
and I can throw anything at them and they'll nail
it. That kind of keeps [the songs] unscripted ...
There's a benefit to when a band’s got their thing
down and they nail it all the time, but I want to
keep it interesting for us as well as whoever is
watching so you don't know exactly what's going
to be happening. Then it's fun for us because there
are moments when you're just riding the rails and
just hanging on.
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VW: Tell me about the name of the band—this second album is credited to the Dustin Bentall Outfit.
DB: Well, the first record I did with session guys and
it was just my songs and it made sense to do it like
that. I didn’t have a touring band at the time, but
with this record, we've been playing for a year and
we've got plans to keep playing together—we're a
band—so I didn’t want to call the record just under
my name. I wantedto give the band more credit and
let it be known that we're a band now. W

PLUS GUESTS

PINK MOUNTAINTOPS

m+ PAWNSHOP

it in August last year, so they were written over a
period of almost three years.

THURSDAY
19
NOVEMBER

VW: When the band came together, you worked as

K',

unit for about
ayear. Was that an important peri-

LIGHTS
<< CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 54

and meet a spider soI went into the pet store and I
asked the pet guy in there to put the spider on my

hand and instantly I was unafraid of spiders and
he beeame a beloved pet to me,” Lights says. "It's
another way of challenging your fears and then
Summing it around into something that you love.
Plus he's great.”

Lights's ability tochallenge herself even came in

sendy the firsttime sheventured onto the Warped

received by concertgoers more used to skate punk.
But, screwing up her courage, she made it work.
“I had no idea how I was going to be received on
Warped Tour because my music is very different
than a lot of the music that’s on there,” she admits.
"| think if you're being honest about what you're doing and you can play your instrument and you've
invented this and this is your thing and you're making it your own, then you're not so different from

NOFX—they’re doing the exact same thing.” W
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THE VIC CHESNUTT BAND
GUY PICCIOTTO AND MEMBERS OF

‘Sur. Lacking the spiky hair and “fuck you" at‘tude that appears to be a requirement, she was
“nsure as to how her dreamy synth-pop would be
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PREVUE // THESE ARMS ARE SNAKES

Snakes on a vinyl
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each other well enough that we know
he's not going to surprise with som,
weird thing like, ‘Oh, by the way, this ;
a white power song’ or anything”

DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Seattle foursome offers fans a new way to say, ‘Screw you’
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here isn't a lot to misunderstand

about These Arms Are Snakes’
sound. Drawing as much from the bigtime arena rockers of the '70s as from
the punkand hardcore bands where the
Seattle foursome cut its teeth, TAAS—

Nevertheless, you have to wonde:
the general confusion hasn't pushed
TAAS—rounded out by bassist Briar
Cook and drummer Chris Common

whose acronym is almost as awkward
as its proper name—mixes a pumping,
punishing rhythm section with pointed

to go for a more direct format for its
music. Though Snere’s themes tend to

guitars and occasional synth flourishes
for something that isn't really assaulting so much as overwhelming, less a
wall of sound than a wave.
The same can't quite be said of singer
Steve Snere’s lyrics, however. Usually delivered with a melodic gravel—
though he can also shout with the best
of them—Snere's words are about as
dense as the most feverish of beat poetry. But don't feel bad if you can't quite
follow along: half the time, neither can
his bandmates.

has recently favoured releasing split
seven-inches with some of the band’
closest Seattle friends, which has produced songs even more driven and
tight than before.
Just kidding, obviously. As Frederiks
en explains, it's got more to do with the

take centre stage on the albums, TAAS

changing form of music distributio:
than anything.
"CDs
are just boringatthis point; viny)
always been a lot more fun," he say:
"Now that you have download codes
and stuff, you can have that kind of col
lector's item—anybody can get an MP3

“He gives us a minor run-down, but
when he tells you what it's about, you
just kind of look at the lyrics and go,
‘I have no idea what the fuck you're

but the record is that tangible thing tha
you can hang on to. Plus you get brag-

talking about, but fair enough. That's

and J got one. Screw you.” W

ging rights: ‘Oh, there's only 500 copies

how your brain works,” guitarist Ryan
Frederiksen says with an understanding nonchalance. "Steve knows exactly

THESE ARMS ARE SNAKES

what's going on with it, but he likes to

WITH METZ, DESIDERATA

leave it open to interpretation: that's
his fun way of doing it, and we know
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PREVUE // THE JOE

Rap sheet

Local workaholic rapper pushes his limits
MIKE ANGUS
/

MIKEANGUS@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Edmonton

rapper The Joe is

just one side of Joe Gurba's creative

schizophrenia. He's also an illustrator,

This polarization creates tension on the
recording. It's the conflict of an artist
seeking to shape culture and gain legit
macy while dismissing the super
rites of passage in maintaining a hip
stance. "It's more like a defense mech:

record collector, youth worker and runs

nism, where ifit doesn’t go well, you jus

the artist label Old Ugly. In a word, the

say, ‘It was a joke.’ And if it does go well,
you can say, ‘It started off as a joke
like a built-in way for never feeling bad
about yourself.”

kid's creativity is relentless.
"T need to be busy," he concedes with a
grin, as if it weren't apparent. He's putting up two CD release parties for his

latest record, Ut Oh, and although his
prolificacy could easily fill both shows,
he’s opted to invite several artists from
the Old Ugly crew to share the stage with
him. "[{That’s] the best thing about a rep
crew: the voice keeps changing,” he alludes. "There's something really hip hop
about this ‘pass-the-mic’ mentality, you
keep hearing a new voice with new flow,
something completely fresh.”

For a rapper who admits to being "fed
up with rap,” the pursuit of something
fresh speaks more to his appetite as
an artist than anything else. Ut Oh is a
sprawling collection of hyper-literate
rhymes, tongue-in-cheek criticisms of
post-modern culture, experimental hip
hop, “personal prayers” and even a Belle
& Sebastian cover.
"It's my first record in three years, so it's

Gurba need not worry. His legitimacy
stems from the integrity and scope ol
his creativity. And besides, Ut Oh is re
ally good. Gurba’s appetite for mile-e
minute lyricism can leave your head
spinning if you're not prepared to keep
up with how smart he is, and how muc!

weight he can pack in a rhyme, wheth
he's “re-thinking the ‘battle rap’ prob
lem” or calling out the absurdities of «
white-Canadian, middle-class upbring
ing. His collective creativity results in
an infectious, hilarious examination 0!
a post-Facebook existence, candidly (w)
rapped in his sincerest geek-rap sens!
bilities. While hip hop and Old Ugly may
provide a safety-in-numbers for Joe the
rapper, Gurba the artist possesses all the
talent and skill to go it alone. ¥

like I'm a different artist. I'd been writing
poetry the year before, so I hadn't really

CENTRE 7
TON EVENT
DECEMBER 6 -EDMON
on Cites
srau'maeas
0 BLACKBYRDDOORSATS30-ALLAGESWELCOME —AT ALLTICKETMASTER OUTLETS, CHARGE BY PROME 780-451-800AND

focused on rap atall,” he explains. “About

the same time, I booked an opening for
GZA, so I tried to gear at least some of
the songs towards a hip-hop thing, but
... it just came off as really pretentious—
which it is—so that's why the record's

very polarized. Some of it’s really heartrendering and some ofit's really cheeky.”
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D LOVE ALCORN

‘to the beat
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a poster design, I always have to think
about, OK, how do I represent jazz and
folk and soul, hip hop and bicycles?”

st puts her bicycle to work as a kick drum

On Joyful, however, all of these influ-

“There was about eight years where
I wasn't promoting

my

own

name.

Everyone in the industry that I talk
to, they would sort of invest in me
for a certain point and then they'd
be, like, ‘OK, but what are you?’ And
I'd be, like, ‘I don't know. I can't be
folk and jazz and hip hop—what?""
Alcorn laughs. "So for about three or
four years, I just decided that I'm just
going to bankroll myself and I'll be
my own investor by being horribly in
debt, and tour a bunch.
"When I send packages to people, it's
hard to encapsulate what I do in a sentence,” she adds. "Like, the thing they
warned me about for years and years,
I'm finding to be totally true. Whenever I
wantto doa photo shoot or come up with

ences mesh seamlessly together, and
Alcorn has no trouble has no trouble
representing all of them—even bi-

cycles, "I Got a Bicycle” is a fun ode to
her two-wheeled, transport.
"I was recording with my friend
Chris Gestrin [who has worked with

the likes of k-os, the Rascalz and
DOA] and my bike was right outside, so I was like, ‘Hey, let's hit the
bicycle and make the rhythm tracks’
and it worked out really well. He put
a bunch of bass EQ of me hitting the
seat of the bike, so that worked as
the kick drum," she explains. "I love
working with people that I have that
type of
triist with, where you can just
try anything, and they're not going to
be like, 'That's a crazy idea,’ they'll be

tt ttt

te

idea out if it doesn't work.”
The fun element is key to any flirtation, and it gives Alcorn the same ‘
kind of license as comedians might
have. It’s the license to comment on
the world's foibles—like, Say, stinky
cars—without sermonizing.
"I'm always trying to find a way of
broaching the subject without getting too dark or preachy or something—still feeling hope. Like, Saying, 'Look there's bad stuff, but let's

try to still put positive energy into the
world,'" she says. "If we acknowledge
bad things but on top of that only put.

bad, negative energy into the world, ~
that’s not going to help.”
And if flirting is done right, everyone feels good,
WED, SEP 16 (8 PM)

COCO LOVE ALCORN
WITH CHLOE ALBERT
ARTERY, S12 = $15

like, ‘Fun!’ And you only throw the
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CAROLYN NIKODYM
CAROLYN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

oco Love Alcorn is a flirt. She
Ca
at folk, waves at soul,

winks at hip hop and nods at jazz.
While bestowing affections this way
can lead to some misconceptions,
there is also the chance of requited
love from some unlikely sources.
In the span of a week this summer,
Alcorn’s latest album Joyful hit a jazz
chart in Quebee City and on CJSR's
hip hop Top 10. While she’s not totally confounded by this—she does

actually rap on the track “Intellectual

Boys"—she is pleased with where her
music finds itself. She'll take it all.
Flirting in this way isn’t always
easy. After all, industry types might
see the way she approaches music
as fraught with commitment issues,
but Alcorn has been at it for about 17
years, releasing her first album back
in 1995. And she's certainly had successes. She has opened for the likes of
Burton Cummings and Ani DiFranco,
had her music featured on television shows and released electronica
albums as Paloma (with members of

Previous to 2007, Cook was splitting
his time between teaching in Taiwan
and playing music in Canada. A decision to play music full time brought
him back to Edmonton for good at
that time, though he notes it's more
of a home base than anything, as his
relentless touring schedule doesn't
allow for much downtime in the city.

Bradley Ferguson).

KULLY:

encourages a sense of community.”

Cook brings that sense of community to his upcoming album release
party, a hall party replete with a potluck dinner,.raseals underfoot and—
of course—a fully-stocked bar.
"I'm making hummus!"
laughs
Cook. "I looked into getting a bigger
or more established venue for the CD
release, but in the end I decided to
do the show the way that I've always
can have friends working the door

have friends all over Canada that I met

to do the potluck, and people can
bring their kids. I've found it's better
to keep it inthe family and have more

industry in Taiwan; it’s all geared
to-

monton definitely has that thing going
’n, (00—there’s a real lamentable lack
°* music industry here, too, so people

“re in it more for the love ofit, and that

‘.

\"

“HYPOCRITES.
INTENSIVES
TARANTUJA

and the bar, and this way we're able

ofa relaxed party atmosphere.”

V

Wards pop music. As a result there's

really no pie to fight over, so everyone
‘elps and supports each other. Ed-

|

i

no minors

done them. It's just nicer when you

My experience living over there
helped me music-wise, because I now

while living there, and it definitely
‘nformed my lyrics. There's no music

doors 7pm

54-40) and Joystick (with Vancouver's

a

SCOTT COOK
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 54
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Fortresses

: (White Whale)
2 ketok irs

Vivian Girls
Everything Goes Wrong
(In the Red)
kkk

indie bands are in their ascendancy—
think Animal Collective, Grizzly Bear,
Dirty Projectors, Vampire Weekend if
you don't put too much stock in that
last deseriptor—along come a trendy
gaggle of bands who trade in fairly
simple instrumentation and screeching, fuzzy distortion—think No Age,
Wavves and of course Vivian Girls.
Last year's self-titled debut set up the
all-female trio as punkily optimistic, inspired to tell the world about the good
times they were having to dirty guitars
and a relentless rhythm section. Their
follow-up, Everything Goes Wrong, takes
a decidedly more disillusioned turn
while also filling out their sound. The
latter could hardly be classified as any
great leap, but the overall thematic

kt

€DMONON EVENT ENIAE
oA
oP

13

LMFAO
URBAN METROPOLIS PRESENTS

DOORS 9PM +TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER

Oo” of the ongoing debates of science is to what extent we can come

up with what might be described as biological laws:
the worlds of chemistry
and
physics seem to our modern eyes to very
much follow set patterns, predictable
enough if we know the state from which
they start. It would stand to reason that

biology should probably be similar, but
that also gets us wading into a whole

DIRTY SOUR:
SS
& LAID BACK LUKE nocnse

= RASLIGNT ANTHEM
ALL AGES ¢ GPM SHOW

TIxETSATCKETHASTER
-PRESENTED BYUNION EVENTS

ALL AGES
DOORS 8PM - TICKETS

of

»,

somew}

after a third or fourth full-length lis,
Curious fans will be pleased to hea
make this particular act seem app
ing.
JONATHAN BUSCH
// JONATHAN@VUEWEEKLY.CO.

ting a little more art into their punk.
A break-up album where the mood is
anawful lot more "aw fuckit" than "what : Arctic Monkeys

have I lost?” Everything Goes Wrong runs

the gamut between bratty kiss-offs and
frustration at not being able to escape
an ex's pull. The former includes the bitingly sarcastic "You're My Guy," about a
friend whose benefits aren't making up
for his insensitivity, and "I Have No Fun,”
a semi-bitter turn-around of a lover's
criticism. The latter represent some of

: Humbug

:: (Domino)
way
:
:

If you can get pa
the band's init
over-hypedness-

:
:

the relatively expansive and noodly "Set

:

of, say, genetic determinism,

Out for the Sun," which asks "why do I
wait around for this one?" before burst-

section, in the same time that aurally
intricate and musically innovative

dle

i}

alb:

with another

‘ musician evolving at his own pac;
teeming the kind
of patience that wo

:

as a terrorist and a fake, as an example.
Or, for one more relevant to the music

received

i tion associated with the Canadia
role is mostly heard teetering
percussion, only becoming discerna|

the best stuff on the album, including

what kind

art

: traditonally arranged songs sounding
: more and more like a ghostly Tom p;
in a grieving process. The experi; nent

lot of philosophical debates that make
people uneasy: to use but the example
of free will can we really be said to have
if it's possible to determine the physical
and psychological make-up of a person
from a collection of nucleic acids?
I'm not nearly qualified enough to
offer any kind of solid opinion of that
kind of debate, but I think a case can
be made for our everyday lives being
~ governed by what we consider purely
scientific principles. For every action
there's an equal and opposite reaction,
for instance: Barack Obama inspires a
youth group to finally engage in poli
tics, and an older group to deery him

folk /rock
Mare
Morri
follows up twe

:
:
:
:

unity is a welcome step for a band that's
purposely fairly straightforward, put-

DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@
VUEWEEKLY.COM

Vancouver

;

and there are those
who sti
i
with it—the Arct

Monkeys is one of
the more clever acts who can count or
mainstream support. Though Humbu

pushes the band away from its more
ing into ani extended, distorted fury, and
the decidedly more to-the-point opener ; upbeat, punky roots—not a whole lot
"Walking Alone at Night," where singer/ : here would play all that well ona danc:
floor—Alex Turner's sharply sar
guitarist Cassie Ramone wanders in a
lyrics haven't gone anywher
catchy daze, reprimanding herself for
though the album has its share
ever caring about the one who got away.
There's plenty more, from the openly : missteps, for the most part the evolu

hurt break-up song “Survival” to the : tion seems natural: the groo
ends of "Crying Lightning” and "P’
moodily sparse and surprisingly sin-

ister "I'm Not Asleep," all of it adding :

Approaching”

seem

appropriate

foi

: Turner's weltschmerz, and the rel
ly dreamy "Cornerstone" might be thc
able emotional core. It's not the kind of : best song the group has ever written
delicate touch that can really pull your : DAVID BERRY
if DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.<
heart strings, but it might be a perfect
album to put on while you're walking :
up to an album that manages to infuse
crashing and fuzz with a very vulner-

home pissed off. W

Miles Jones
: Runaway Jones

ist=

: (Mojo)
kkk ky
10443 - 124 street
780.732.1132
www listenrecords.net

recordsa&cds

With the help of
several
producers
including
Black
Milk,

yo

la tengo

sound of wonder Lrico
The Seund _

Gi Wonder!

legends of benin cev:

PRESENTED BY THE BEAR «NO MINORS « 1 ON SALE SATURDAY SEPT (2

UPCOMING SHOWS... 0673: CHILDREN OF BODOM
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top 10 sellers
01.

snow

06. king of jeans pissed jeans

blindness black mold

02. luminous

night six organs of admittance

03. lucifer rising bobby beausoleil

04. string of
05. live
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pearls v/a

10

0 ark espvall/patoh

‘fe is the headlight spiral joy band
10. everything goes wrong

conference om

// SEP

Natura!

Dig

gers and DJ Serious,

popular songs trrco

vivian girls

Toronto emcee/D!
producer
Miles
Jones has crafted a record which shu’
bee!
club
and
beats
street
between
fles
classic and contemporary styles
a
to Coast," came about from a [1
Jones took in Japan and sounds like

pinch of Lupe Fiasco with a da
Akon. If Runaway Jones were an

fly, and you could rhyme like this

answer with a solid "Heck, yeah!
KRISTINA DE GUZMAN
/ KRISTINAGIVUEWEERLY.COM

2

fH

cartoon, "Runaway," whose tempo B'<
ually accelerates as if to accompa”)
moment of suspense, would be the p
fect theme song. To answer Jone
03
question, "Do you remember them
at a time like this? When the music

LBUM REVIEWS
: The Black Crowes

every piece is just one brick in a wall
of sound.
Its a record that swells up
rather than kicking the door

: Amorica

: (American)
= Originally released: 1994

ul

same

: second—a bonus f=

ofthe Wu-Tang
iad
nung
we Ghostface: there hasn't been a
rE lot of evolution, and what was
once revolutionary and revelatory has

:
:
:
:

influencedsomuchitseemsrunofthe

:

mill. Rae is certainly more inspired
than hisfrequently limp interceding
records, and with the right producer—
RZA on the creepy "Black Mozart,” J
Dilla on the epic "House of Flying

:
:
:
:
:

daggers’—hitsonsome worthyfollow- :

digital giveaway |
when you buy the |
first—is .. Until
the Freeze, and
both were recorded live in front of
an audience.
Truth be told,
neither of the
new discs is bad.
In fact, the two
albums are quite
likely the best

up to the original. It won't ever be mis- :
taken, but it's at least worthy of the :
: thing
legacy.

the

band

: has tumed out on

DAVID BERRY

/ DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

: record in more
: than a decade,

AMORICATHE BRAVE >>

; and it's miles above the last record, the

ee

band's first with new guitarist Luther

Se

:
:

= Dickinson, son of late soulman Jim Dick :

Megadeth
Endgame

: inson. This time out, the group manages

LAUNCH / KICKOFF EVENT

UNG
>

No, the opening percussion on

but suffers a bit : titled Before the Frost ..., while the

the

PRESENTS

FLL ae FRIDAYS LIVEPay

down, though it doesn't exactly build slowly and quietly.

+ There's a new album out by the

continuation of his : Black Crowes. Two, actually. The
legendary solo de- : first—the official new album—is

from

JCL

:

"Gone" grabs hold of the listener
and looks them straight in the eyes,
swaying back and
forth — hypnotically as one guitar
muscles in with a
4 chunky, rhythmic
riff, another lays
down something
funkier but borne
of
the
same
soul Before you
know it, there's a
lead snaking its
way through the
groove, hard to
catch as it wiggles
| through the song.
It's a
tough
Leaving radio behind opening
to an album that depicts the wear and tear the
band had been through in the few years
since it broke big, though the Crowes
were just as willing to let the guard

: to coalesce into a more than solid unit, >: down—even if distrust remained, lurking

(Roadrunner)

: helped along by a decent-enough help= ing of songs that go somewhere rather
Prisoners? Hell no, : than wandering aimlessly through some
we
don't
need : jammed-out sonic wasteland.
them. And Mega- : But, while there are enough keepers to
| deth doesn't take = make it worth wading through the two althem on Endgame, : bums at least once or twice, and while the
which feels like a : players in the group are sounding more like
new beginning as : a whole than they have in the past couple
the band tears apart the opening in- : of years, the new music ultimately suffers
strumental, “Dialectic Chaos,” with du- : from being scattered over too many mincling guitars over a rhythm section as : utes, with too much filler in between.
olid as the band has ever known— : Lack of focus is a problem that 1994's

: Amorica doesn't have, though. An album
: borne of success—the band was still ridying together a fantastic band with : ing on the wave created by the classic-rock
killer songs, from the heavy groove of : stylings of its debut and the ragged, cutthe main riff on "Bit the Hand" to the : ting rock 'n' roll of its sophomore album—
Spanish-guitar undertone of "The : and frustration—the band had spent time
Hardest Part of Letting Go ... Sealed : in the studio previous to the sessions that
With a Kiss" to the all-out beating of : spawned Amorica, only to abandon those
"Headerusher.” And the production : recordings until they were released many
maybe even more so. Really, bandlead-

er Dave Mustaine has outdone himself,

: in the lyrical background—easing up on
: songs like "Cursed Diamond," "Nonfiction"

: and Descending.”

: day, its not every day / We can part the
: sea/ And ona bad day, its not every day/
: Glory beyond our reach." It was this will: ingness to reach far—and occasionally
: fail—that imbued Amorica with an en: ergy that simply could not be sustained.
: While classic-rock radio has ensured ~
= that the band will be forever linked with
; the hits from its first album—"She Talks
: to Angels,” “Jealous Again," etc—there
: is something infinitely more interesting
: about the painful chaos that Amorica

= years later as Tall—Amorica is a wide- : emerged from. Unfortunately, after a
: ranging set of songs that somehow man- : couple more years the band would im: ages to connect, seeming very much like : plode and never fully recover. W
:

step along the way. All that makes for =
an album every bitas good
asanything =
in the band’s past.

: Let's Go To War

Spirits
Spirits
:
(Sonic Unyon)

: Karmageddon

: (Last Gang)
; Slap-Chop Electro
: Stuttering synth dance-a-thon
> And youll love his nuts

PRIZES AND CONTESTS TO WIN CONGERT TICKETS AND CD LIBRARIES

: tend to rise up loudly into musical thun: derstorms. Lyrically, though, singer Chris
: Robinson perhaps sums the band's evolu: tion up best in the chorus of the rolling
: "Wiser Time," where he sings, "On a good

serves it all well, too, utilizing sound

atthew Sweet and Susanna

DOOR

In fact, the quieter tunes outnumber
: the rockers on Amorica, even if they do

clipsand plenty ofatmosphericsounds
beneath the band's crunch, Mustaine
sounding as angry as ever with every

Hoffs

DOORS @ 8PM. NO MINORS.

SS" BIG ROCK PRESENTS: 4

HAIR OF THE DOG

NO COVER LIVE MUSIC EVERY SATURDAY AFTERNOON
$3.75 BIG ROCK PINTS 2 TO 7PM!

MIKE ALVIANO
SATURDAY, SEPT 12

80's influenced
DX7, played with balls

: Anda

popped collar

Under the Covers Vol. 2
(Shout)

: Joey Cape

Ook eit

: Bridge
Albums made up of : (Bad Taste)
cover

songs

are

:

pretty rarely any- : It's in his nature
thing more than a : HAD to make acoustic disc
minor bump in an

: Like breathing, yawning

artist's
catalogue,
and that's pretty

:
:

much the case with this second covers

:

Sct from Matthew Sweet and Susanna

: ko

Nofts. It’s pleasant and often fun—the :

Eas

Let's Blaze

ack and forth ofthe male-female vocals : (Castle Hil)

Sves the songs a twist, ifnot anentirely :

? Backpack hip hopper
? Reformed Squeegee kid sounds like

is

: He needs a showerrrrerrrrr

: Jesse Harris
: Watching the Sky
: (Secret Sun)
: Slinky and sexy
: Penis and Vagina meet
: When mambos kick in

oe
: Taken By Trees
: East Of Eden
: (Rough Trade)
: Cosmopolitan
: Cool-guy world music made by
: Ululating Swedes

SEN @VUEWEEKLY.COM
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PREVUE//IAMCOMMITIINGASIN.

for nuthin’
Burlington youths aren't buying it, though
MIKE ANGUS
// MIKEANGUS@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Bonen:

I Am

Committing

la Sin (IACAS) has only been together for a year, has just released its
first EP, Grow Past Their Promises, and

FRISEPT
12.9

11TH

10030

t

NORS

WWW.BRIX)

the members’ average age is a mere 19
years old. So it surprised me to hear
guitarist Paul Marc Rousseau express
his seeming premature frustration
alongside his reverence for his hometown’s live music scene.
"Burlington has a reputation for having one of the strongest music scenes
in Canada. So many successful and influential bands have come out of there,
like Silverstein, Death Divine, they're
doing really well. It's too bad I feel like
the scene's dying, and that's upsetting
Kids are stupid. People go to shows for
the wrong reasons now. They don't go to
shows to see bands; they want to hardcore dance until someone gets hurt. I
have a bigger problem with how DJ sets
by people who used to be in bands sell
more tickets than the bands they used
to be in. That shit sucks."
Obviously, [ACAS has no problems
getting in your face. In fact, the group
seems hell-bent on it, taking an unblinking-though-tongue-in-cheek run
at hot topics such as politics and organized faith throughout the EP—as

XX BAR & GRILI

102"

\RANDGRILL.CA

name—and wrapping it in razor-edged
progressive rock that's as literate and
smart as it is aggressive and inciting.
“We definitely have a pretty major
problem with organized religion. I
don't think it was an initial tenet of the
eratnmcenane
en

then it’s probably not a good one. 3
we're not gonna use it. So we're pr
BentmLAneLSFuAa aMMPMEaE?tEaM
Sherine cot

we're committing a sin, we don't think anybody
commits sin and that's the bottom line. We're a
veiled political band.
band ... but at the same time, music is
an art form, and it's useless if you don't
have anything to say. The big thing is
there's a stigma that if you're an atheist you're amoral, you're a bad person,
and we all think that’s total shit. We
obviously don't think we're committing
a sin, we don't think anybody commits
sin and that's the bottom line. We're a

impatient, ADD songwriters. | thi
all the best songs are written quick

songwriting process.

that’s how we record, that's how we cai __
our lunch. Do it quick or not at all
eeerPEUMATINAAANEN
MABNCRINETRNNAENEN AINE AL

: efficiency and beauty. Now please repeat

: together not by bread but by two slabs of
: fried chicken. | nominate this spectacular
: creation to be your earthy metaphor of the
: week. In accordance with the astrological
: omens, | hope it inspires you to head out to
: the frontiers of extravagance in both your
: spiritual affairs and your romantic life. The
: coming days will be an ideal time to pray to
: both Christ and the Goddess while making
: love, for example, or to get sandwiched be: tween two delicious devotees while medi: tating naked, or to perform a boisterous
: ritual to invoke emotional riches with the
: help of a genius of love.
:

: the following assertions about 20 times: "I
: know exactly what | want. |know exactly
: what | don't want. | know exactly what |
: kind of want but | won't waste my time on
: it any more because it sidetracks me from
: working on what |really really want."
:
: SCORPIO (Oct 23 — Nov 21)
: Ants may literally be crawling in your
> pants as you pull off a savvy coup or abril: liant stroke. An annoying pest may try to

1 } SEP 72
(5PM)
palit on
A DAY TO REMEMBER, +

OROSCOPE
ARIES (Mar 21 — Apr 19)

GEMINI (May 21 — Jun 20)

| don't think I'm being unduly optimistic : "Here's what | did not do this summer,"
when | speculate that you're on the verge
of achieving a ringing victory over your

: begins the testimony of one of my Gemini
: readers, Beth Hylton. "Not once did | swing

bad self. What makes me so confident that :
this development is in the works?
Well, in recent weeks you have
been dealing more forthrightly
and intelligently with the low
est aspects of your character.
You have also become more
fully aware of the difference
between
your
out-and-out

on a tire swing

over the river, watching

the pink shimmery reflection of myself

in a wet suit on a tire swing. | did
not take a day off work to sneak
out alone to Jones Beach with a
book and a beer in a ginger ale
bottle. | did not eat outside ata

red-checkered-tablecloth-andtoo-much-cheese-on-the-pasta

Italian restaurant. | did not catch
fireflies for the satisfaction of setting
unripe aspects of your character
that may someday become very beauti- : them free and! did not napinthenoontime
ful There's a second sign that you're close : sun. Where are all the | dids'?" I'm happy to : LEO (Jul 23 — Aug 22)
to transforming one of the most negative : inform Beth, as well as any of her fellow : It's Build Up Your Confidence by Any
things about you: you have almost figured : Geminis who might have been remiss indo- : Means Possible Week—for Virgos only.
During this holiday, you have an astroout the truth about a murky curse that : ing the kinds of activities she named, that
unregenerate

you

qualities and the

internalized

some

time

ago.

When

you finally identify it, you will know intui-

tively how to banish it forever.

: logical mandate as well as a poetic license

: the next three weeks will be a very favour: able period to make up for lost time.

: to pluck the easy victories. So go ahead
: and solve the kinds of riddles that are

: CANCER (Jun 2 — Jul 22)

TAURUS (Apr 20 — May 20)

: your specialty. Arrange to be in situations

: Murmurs and whispers will have more
| expect that you'll be a force of nature in : clout than clamours and shouts. A candle
the coming days, the human equivalent : in the dark will provide more illumination
of a divine intervention. In fact, you might : than a bonfire at high noon. Short jaunts
want to give fair warning to friends and : could transform everything permanently;
loved ones who assume that you have : long trips might only shift things slightly
always been and will always be steady, : and temporarily. Forceful confrontations
placid and mild. Otherwise they may : may lead to a muddle; feints and tricks and
be unduly freaked out when your intel- : bluffs could spark crafty solutions. The
ligence explodes like a double rainbow : "simple facts” will probably be tainted by
or when you start emoting like a water- : lies of omission; the messy contradictions
fall. They might accuse you of “not being :: are likely to be eminently trustworthy.
yourself" when your laughter turns vol- :
canic or your decisions hit with the force

:: LEO (Jul 23 — Aug 22)

of the aurora borealis. It'll be interesting
for you to notice which of your close cohorts responds most favourably to this
outbreak of your elemental gifts.

:
:
:
:

68 //8

KFC is test-marketing a flamboyant new

:
::
:
:
:
=
:>

where

your perspective

is desperately

needed. Put yourself in the presence of
people who think you're a gift to the hu
man race and subtly encourage your secret admirers to be less secretive. If you
have any trophies or awards, make them
more visible. There's no shame in bragging
2 this week, Virgo, but for best results do it

: with your best understated elegance.
:

; ment they landed, a shockwave tha
: would cause an earthquake on the «
: posite side of the world, in Chile
an
: Argentina? No one knows. I'd like
: propose a not unsimilar but more int
: esting experiment. What if every

= corn who reads this horoscope

: one minute at exactly 1pm EDT on
: tember 12, and during that time yo
: meditate intently on a single glowin
: thought, which is this; all of you ¢
: corns deserve an act of uncanny 5
: distract you at about the same time that : that will help free you from one of you
:: movers and shakers are tuning in to your 4 most oppressive beliefs.
> magnificence. But | don't mean to imply :

: that minor irritants will undermine your : AQUARIUS (Jan 20- Feb 18)
: victories. | think you're too unbeatable

: Some rare people, through heroic act

: mild headache as you receive your reward
: or stumble slightly as you stride into the
: spotlight
:

: nation, manage to free themselves pret
: thoroughly from the inertia of their p2s!
: This accomplishment is more possible for

: for that to happen. At worst, you'll have a : will and the help of a really good imag!

> you right now than it has been in a long
2
: SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 — Dec 21) : time. In fact, you could even overcome
:: "That which can be destroyed by the truth :: negative legacy that made some of you
: should be," wrote author P.C. Hodgell Iwish : ancestors crazy and sick. For maybe

< there were a gentler way to articulate that : the third time ever, you're In a posit
> wisdom, but | can't think of one. Instead Ml : to escape the sins of the fathers and the
:: suggest a way to apply it so as to make the :: flaws of the mothers!

: end result more graceful than shocking:
: Don't pour out the whole truth all atonce
in one big dramatic gesture. Do it gradually
: and tenderly. As you do, keep in mind that

:
=> PISCES (Feb 19— Mar 20)
: if you build it, they will probably ¢
: if you just pretend to build it
: when the truth has finally dismantled the : may come anyway, and end up st!

: thing that could not endure the truth, you : around because of your charming s attui
: may be able to use the debris as raw mate- : ement to life's deeper rhythms. !f, a5
: LIBRA (Sep 23 — Oct 22)
it, y
: My first demand is that you weed out the :: rial to build something new that the truth : build it or pretend to build
? manic or send out mixed messages. ‘"
: wishy-washy wishes and lukewarm long- >: will feel right at home in.
:
may
be
intrigued
and
attracted,
but t"<
= ings that keep you distracted from your :
: definitely won't come. So my advic
;
: burning desires. My second demand Is that :: CAPRICORN (Dec 22 - Jan 19)

else knows
menu item at selected restaurants in the : you refuse to think that anyone
US. This remarkable delicacy is an exotic :: better than you what dreams will keep

sandwich that consists of bacon, two serv- : your life energy humming with maximum

WUEWEEKLY
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: What if a billion Chinese people jumped
:: up into the air at the same exact mo-

> ment? Would they create, at the mo-

:

And that's how we handle everythj

veiled political band.”
Despite how much thought Rousseau et al put into song, it's again
shocking to hear him talk about the

: ings of cheese and special sauce, all held

obvious

;

atheist you're amoral, you're a bad person, and we
all think that's total shit. We obviously don't thin| x

from the band's

if it weren't

try that out.

comes together in 20 minutes
that's a song. But if it takes more
(|
one session to work out the skele;

The big thing is there's a stigma that if you're an

“It's enigmatic in a way. I'm not sure
how songs come together. We get together and if by accident something
is played that's like ‘Oh, I don't think

780.428.1099

that’s a song,’ we

> sces, is to suppress your mood swin
: as you at least start pretending to
: the thing in earnest. W

106 St’Tue,8-gpm,
Thuy 7-fo-8jopm; sWwithming@teamedmonton.ca + Volleyball:
TueRecreational: Mother Teresa

(0030-102 STREET

Elementary Schoolatgoo8-105A, 8-10pm; Thu intermediate:

Academy, 101 Airport Rd, 8-10pm; recvol;volleyball@tearnedmonton.ca
+ YOGA (Hatha} Free Yoga every Sun,2-3-30pm; Korezone
Fitness, 203, 10575-115 St,
yoa@teamedmonton.ca

RALLY TO TAKE THE POWER BACKI . Centra
Lions Senior Centre, 11113-113 St+ 780.406.9077 » OurPowerEdmonton.ca» StopthesaleofEPCOR + Wed,Sep16,

U ofA» Libby Davies and Kim Elliott willshare stories and
photos from their Aug 2009 delegation tothe West Bank

‘com/groupfedmonton_illusions/

INSIDE/OUT
..UofACampus «Campus-based
:

organi
nganiza~

(LGBTQ) faculty, graduate student, academic, Straight allies

(donations
tofund Edmonton participation in theJan1, 2010
(Gaza Freedom March) « psnedmonton.ca/2009/09/02/eventreport-from-palestine/

and support staff«3rdThu each month (fall/winter terms}:

‘MacEwan College, Rm627,
bye
ie
27.Alberta Coll
lege
Campus,
10050

Peer support to people living with HIV + Tie, 7-9pm: Support

$3373 (ind moming refreshments,
hunch}: Pre-registerat

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB . geocities

Speakers Series. Contact Kris (kwells@ualberta.ca)

LIVING POSITIVE «404, 1048-124 St. edmlivingpositive.ca + 1.877.975.9448/780.488.5763 « Providing confidential

Group + Daily drop-in, peer counselling

MacDonald
Dr«rcvo.org » Sat,Sep19, 8:30am-430pm «

Sepigboardworkshop.eventbrite.com,
E:voluntarysector-

‘com/makingwaves_edm + Recreational/competitive swimming, Socializing after practices + Every Tue, Thu

SUGARSWING DANCE CLUB .Orange Hall, 10335-84

PLAY NIGHTCLUB .10220-103 St « playnightdub,

Ave + 780.604.7572
«sugarswing com +Swing Dance at

a» Open Thu, Fri,Satwith DJs Alexe Brown and Eddie
Toonflash

Sugar Foot Stomp:
no experience needed, beginner lesson
followed by dance every Sat, 8pm (door)

PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON
--9540-11: Ave»

SYMPHONY 101-ES0 -stanleyA.Milner Library

780.488.3234 + pridecentreofedmonton.org + Open Tue-Fri

«For those who wish to enhance their symphony-going

1-10pm, Sat 2-6:30pm + LGBT Seniors Drop-in: Every Tue/
‘Thu, a-4pm « CA: Thu (7pm) + Suit Up and Show Up: AA big
book study group every Sat, noon + Youth Understanding
Youth: Up to 25 years, support and social group every Sat,
7-9pm™; yuy@shaw.ca * Womonspace: Board meeting ast Sun
every month, 10:30am-12:30pm « Trans Education/Support
Group: Meet the ast and 3rd Sun, 2-4pm, every month; albertatrans.org « Men Talking with Pride: Sun 7pm; facilitator:

experience. Hosted byD7. Baker « Sat,Sep19, 1pm« Free,

household items ingood condition toolarge forregular
garbage collection atnocost. Household hazardous waste
tems not accepted « Sep12-23 atMillwroods Town Centre, 23

786.387.3343 +meet monthly « For info goto groupsyahoo,

tion for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-identified and queer

and Gazainoccupied Palestine - Fri,Sep18,7-9pm Free

«gjoam-330pm + $60(before Sep15-early bird special)/$75
aterSep15)at780-464-6005 E:hynntlau@gmailcom
GIG BIN EVENT - edmonton.ca/reuse
-To dispose of

pre-registration required at 780.496.7030
TAOIST TAI CHI SOCIETY «sir Wilbur McIntyre
‘Gazebo, 103 St,
83 Ave « Demonstartions of
TaoistTaiChi;
Sst, Sep12,10-130am + Butler Park, 15715 Stony Plain Rd,

free introductory
taichidass; Sat, Sep12,2-3pm

VEGAN/VEGETARIAN POTLUCK - Riverdale Com-

Rob Wells robwells78o@hotmail.com » HIV Support Group:

munity Hall, 9231-100 Ave « Bring a homemade vegetarian,
vegan or raw vegan dish for6 people,
plate, utensils, mug,

and Mon every month, 7pm « Transgender, Transsexual,

Intersex and Questioning (TT1Q) Alliance: Support meeting

Ave,66St» Kennedale, 12810-58 St;Sep19-20
BLACK HOLES: A NINETY YEAR JOURNEY «

copy ofrecipe + Sun, Sep13,18530-7pm

and Tue every month, 7;30pm +
Transgender, Transsexual, In-

WOMEN IN BLACK «In Front ofthe Old Strathcona

tersex and Questioning. Education, advocacy and support for

Robbins Health Learning Centre, Rm 9-323, 10910-104 Ave «
byLaura Ferrarese,
edimontenrasc-com
+Pree publiclecture

Farmers’ Market « Silent vigilthe 1stand 3rd Sat, 10-12am,
each month, stand in silence for a world without violence

men, women and youth * Free short-term, solution-focused

WORKING THROUGH INTERPERSONAL
CONFLICT -Lois Hole Library, 17650-69
Ave«mrjcca+

LGBTQ for youth up to 25; Tue-Sat, 3-7pm.

Mediation and Restorative Justice Centre + Sep 19, 1-30-4-

Pool; Karaoke, 9pm-midnight «Thu: Prism Pool League;

peeented bytheRoyalAstronomical Society ofCanada «
Seo16,7g0pm

drop-in counseling; Wed, 7-10pm « YouthSpace: drop-in for

s30pm » Pre-register at stylermatters.eventbrite
com; Heather

7-1:30pm « Fri: Steak Nites; 5-9pm; DJ at 93pm

at 780.423.0866 ext 201
ee

ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH .

CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION .
Suite 890,10045-112 St+ 780.414.6311 » Family support drop-in

AZIMUTH THEATRE -11315-106 Ave « A Close Encoun-

opportunities forallages including classes, school programs
and tournaments
«rovingchessmits@shaw.ca

CREE LANGUAGE
.Stanley A.Milner Library,
Centennial Room (lower level) « Introduction tobasic
conversational Gree « Tue, Sep 15-Nov 24; Wed; Sep 16-Nov

a5 Thu, Sep 17-Nov 26, 6prn « Pre-register at780.496.7020;
tnfte Laura Morin at780.495.1968
or lmorin@epl.ca

DOLLHOUSE MINIATURE SHOW AND SALE .

Exccutive Royal Inn West Edmonton, 10010-178 St+ Sun,Sep
®o, 10am-¢prn = S4(addultSa (p-asyrsyinder
6free

EDMONTON BICYCLE COMMUTERS’
SOCIETY
+ 1004)-80 Ave, back alley entrance « 780.433.2453 +
cdmontonbikes.ca
+Basic Bicyele Mechanics -Every Tue/
Frito Sep a5,6pm.+ Free (member)/Si0 (non-member),
preregister

EDMONTON ESPERANTO SOCIETY -10025-1024
Ave, RimaBia8 «780.702.5127
«Fri, noon-zpm -vaughn@
sewardeonsulting
com

EDMONTON
FAMOUS SOCIETY «Lousie
McKinney Park= Picnic inthe Parle Celebrating Women

ter with James Jordan: Vaudevilleian Magic show « Sep 17-20,

8pm; Sep 19-20, 6pm + $22 at fixzzyhairnet, $15(door)

CENTURY CASINO «13:03 FortRd« 780.481.9857-

Fri-Sat; $12(Thu)/Si9 (Fri/Sat)

organization for Edmonton and surrounding area. Monthly

34 Ave, Calgary Trail «Thu, 80pm; Sat, 8pm and 1opm

activities, newsletter, reduced rates inchided with membership. Confidentiality assured

» Danny Accapella; Sep 21-22 « Daryl Rhoades; Sep 18-19
» Olivia
Allen Arlington; Sep 24-26 + So You think You're
Funny: competition for Comedy Factory's ninth Birthday,
Every Thu in Sep

WOODYS - 11723 Jasper Ave + 780.488.4557 « Karaoke with
Nathan; Mon 8pm « Martini Mondays; 3pm « You Don't

COMIC STRIP «Bourbon St, WEM «720.483.5999
«Wed-

oass.bon6/assings
«Slideshows areontheandMon each

month «

Hikes presented
(2008)
byShirley

jackoon, Oscar Zawalsley and Edda Loomes and Copper
Ganyon (2008) presented byElvira Leibovitz - Donation ofa

‘onic + Sep24,7-30pm

MOUNTAIN

z

LECTURE

SERIES . E-120 VanVitetCentre, Physed, U ofA+
“seatattons byDr. Dianne Chisholm on her new work

yuyedin.ca, T: 780.248.1971

Animal Rescue Society (SCARS) « Sep 18, 6pm » $35 ind buf

RIVER CREE «The Venue « Brent Butt + Sat,Sep 19,8pm.
WINSPEAR CENTRE . SirWinston Churchill Sq +
780.428.1414 « winspearcentre.com
+ Gerry Dee «Thu, Sep x7,

COHENIGHTS ARTS SOCIETY - Westin Hotel, Devo-

‘Spm + $44 and $36.75 at Winspear box office

nian Rm, 10135-100 St « Fund Raising Gala for Nepal Medical

School; Sat, Sep 19, 7-30pm (appetizers, silent auction)
dancing until 4am; $60 (entire evening)/$a5 (after 10pm, for
the dance)
atTIXon the Square « A Tower
ofSong: Jubilee

Auditorium « Leonard Cohen Night 2009: With Adam Co-

group for bi-curious and bisexxal women every and Tue of

the month, 8pm « groupsyahoo.com/group/bwedmonton

“<hatect ontherenovation oftheAGA willdiscuss the
vo pe aa ilowopley behindthenewgallery- Sst,Sep

4 PHILOSOPHY
FOR LIVING sGiCultureCentre,
re. Awe,and «Free Buddhist lecture« Sat,Sep12,

Q&A WITH DERRICK JENSEN - ET.Bldg.RmE

pod fh

den

+ Forget

“onal Change Dees NotEqual Potitical Change - $5-$10
“tng scaleadtickets atEarth's General Store)« Wed, Sep

hen, Adam Gregory, Larisa Sembaliuk Cheladyn (visual art),
Janaya“Sista J” ElisofSouljah Pyah; Ido vanderLaan, hosted
by Peter Brown «Fri, Sep 18, 8pm »
Tickets at TicketMaster

COMPETITIVE DANCESPORT TEAM . st John's
Cultural Gentre, 10611 110 Ave « Gala and fundraiser + Sat,
Sep 12,6-30-22 + $20(adult/Sx0 (3-15) at TIX on the Square

CORNFEST AND FAMILY FUN DAY -Callingwood
south parking lot,
69Ave, 178 St callingwoodmarketplace.
com + Support the Firefighters Burn Treatment Society + Sat,

10242-1065
st-

780.423.5014 + bootsbar.ca « and Thu: Illusions Social Club «

3rd Wed: Edmonton O Society « and Tye: Edmonton Rain-

Sep 12, noon-spm

bow Business Association « Every Fri:Philosophy Café « Pri

BUDDYS NITE CLUB « 117255 Jasper Ave - 780.488.7736 «
DJ Dust 'n'Time; Mon 9pm + DJ Arrow Chaser; Tuegpm + D)

EDMONTON COMPETITIVE DANCESPORT
TEAM . St John's Cultural Centre, 10611-110 Ave «

dancesportfundraiser.ca + Gala and fundraiser featuring Jim
Deglau and Elena Sinelnikova; a free introductory ballroom
sert buffet « Sat, Sep 12, é-yopm « $20 (adultl/S1o (youth 3-15)

Chaser; Fri8pm, nocover before 1opm + DJ Earth Shiver 'n’
Quake; Sat 8pm, nocover before 10pm + DJ Bobby Beatz;
Sun opm « Drag Queen Performance Show, Sun, nocover
before iopm.

at TIX onthe Square; infants under two are free

EDMONTON EARTH DAY EVENT
- Macintyre Park
beside the Old Strathcona Farmers Market, 82Ave, 104 St;

Adventure Park, behind the Knox Church, 85Ave, 204 St+
Harvest celebration with entertainment and environmental
advocacy and exhibits anddemonstrations
«Sat, Sep19,126pm « Info 780.460.1796, E edmontonearthday@shaw.ca

2:30pm, fora social period, short meeting and guest speaker,
discussion panel or potluck supper. Special interest groups
meet for other social activities throughout the month. E:

Alberta Avenue Hall, g210-1n8 Ave + 780.418.8340 - gasamling.

edmontonpt@yahoo.ca
«primetimersww.org/edmonton
GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION
- teamedmon-

and India, books and informative presentations, and Tibetan
food » Sep12-13, 10am-spm + $s,child under 12free

ton.ca
«Women’s Drop-In Recreational Badminton; Oliver
School Gym, 10227-218 St;780.465.3620; Wed, 6-730pm
+ Bootcamp; Lynnwood Elementary School at1545-84 Ave;
ing: Gateway Lanes, 100,3414 Gateway Blvd; Sat,5-7p™

PAUL DIANNO

TABBERT REGRET

THE ROUGH SEA S\ANCOUVER

DISPOSABLE HEROES /ORDER OF CHAOS

SILVERSTEIN

(7 TWOSHOWS
ALLAGES»EARLY

TO REMEMBER

TENSECOND EPIC/1AM CQ

o3/18

CALL
BEFOREYOUOi
BIRD SANG SONG./THE KILLDEARS

GOATWHORE
THEBERZERKER
/KRISIUN/WARBRINER

}@9/2O UNION EVENTS PRESENTS

EDGUY

EPICUREAN /LUNA MORTIS

(9/25 CD RELEASE PARTY

‘21. FOUNDATION & RMS PRESENT

GADEN SAMTEN LING'S TIBETAN BAZAAR .

ca Jewellery, dothing, andartsandcraftsfrom Tibet, Nepal
JAMBHALA
« Westin Hotel, Devonian Rm + pahsedunp «
‘An eventingofmusic, poetry and dance supporting the Patan

Academy ofHealth Sciences + Sep19,7:30pm + $60(entire

event) at theonthesquare.ca; $25(10pm until event ends)
ST ALBERT CELEBRATES THE ARTS FESTIVAL Various venues through St Albert « celebratethearts.ca « Sep

18-19 « Mayor's Celebration oftheArtsGala: $40
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‘2G THE UNION PRESENTS

Et

QT Et Ea

10/02

STRATOVARIUS easott
\
é
temple ORE

lesson, social dancing, silent auction, hors d'oeuvres and des-

Dust 'n'Time; Wed gpm, no cover before 1opm + D] Arrow

EDMONTON
PRIME TIMERS (EPT) «Unitarian

“este. 4 StrWinston Churchill Sq« Randall Stout, lead

HOODS

(9/25 TECHNO HIPPY
CREWPRESENTS
Conference Facility, 3223 Parsons Rd « scarscare.org«It's

‘(Church of Edmonton, 10804-119 St« A group ofalder
gy men who have common interests meet the and Sun,

THE NEW ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA - Winspear

HILLTOP

SMOKEY BANDITS/SIRIUSLY TWISTED/GUESTS

CANINES AND COCKTAILS -Palace Banquet and

Meets every Sat,7-9pm « Contact Scott for info email: info@

and Sat DJ SeXXXy Sean 10-3 « Long Weekend Sundays feature the Stardust Lounge with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair

Asovted Living Place, 1248-84 Ave « Home Blends music,
“coma, creativity zndreflection onsacred textsteenergize
ou forpassionate living « Every Sun 3-spm

CLASSIFIED) tue0

Magic silent and live auction; fundraiser for Second Chance

LAUGH SHOP—Whyte « and Fi, 10368-82 Ave«

YOUTH UNDERSTANDING YOUTH -yuyedmca-

780.476.1010 « thelaughshop.ca
+Harry Doupe until Sep 13+
‘Tim Koslo; Sep 22-27

BOOTS
BAR AND LOUNGE

SOLIPSISMILIGHT
TRAVELS
MUSBANDRED
WITHTHESEWANDS/BREEN SEL ems

fet dinner) available at Tail Blazers and online

7pm>Karaoke with Keyin; Sun 8pm

United Church, Red Deer « 403.347.6073 - Affirm welcome
LGBTQ people and their friends, family, andallies meet the
and Tie, 7pm, each month
BISEXUAL WOMEN’S COFFEE GROUP
-Asocial

SUDE Show - Hostelling totemational, 10647-8 Ave«

YO

HOLD STEADY |TAS GIRLTHAT BOY
THE
STILL LIFE|CYGNETS
DAVID STARFIRE #OFHROUR MMEHERE

Know Game Show with Patrick and Nathan; Thu 9pm «
Long Island Iced Tea; Thu 3pm « Karaoke with Morgan; Wed

Fri, Sun 8pm; Fri-Sat 10:30pm « Henry Cho; Sep 10, 8pm;
Sep 11-12, 8pm and 10:30pm « Hit or Miss Monday's; Sep
14, 8pm «
Alternative
Tuesday's; Sep15,8prn «Lars Callieou;
Sep 16,8pm - Finesse Mitchell; Sep27,20, 8pm; Sep18-19,
8pm, 10:30pm.
DRUID «11606 Jasper Ave «780.710.2119 - Comedy Night:
Hosted
byLars Callieou «Every Sun, 9pm

* Scuion © Sep15-Oct20,6:30-830pmi « $20(fee covers the

GREAT EXPEDITIONS-HOSTEL
TRAVEL

ST PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH - 1526-76 Ave +
780.436.5855 « People of all semua! orientations are welcome +
WOMONSPACE . 780.4321794 + womonspace.ca,
womonspace@gmail.com «A Non-profit lesbian social

COMEDY FACTORY «Gateway Entertainment Centre,

AFFIRM SUNNYBROOK-Red
Deer -Sunnybrook

coe?ofmmamal

10209-123 St « 780.482.1587 + Soul OUTing: an LGBT-focused
alternative worship » and Sun every month, 7pm; worship Sun,
1030am; people of all sexual orientations welcome. LGBT
monthly book dub and film night. E: jravenscroft@rwucorg

Every Sun (10am worship)

Shows start at 8pm Thu-Sat and late showat10:30pm on

Mectings forthese who aresupporting a family member

who has @ mental ilinessjwant tolearn more about mental
Stoesses. Meet for2 hours every Tuefor6 consecutive weeks

wroaestiR

PRISM BAR - 10524-101 St + 780.990.0038 « Wed: Free

BUDDHIST PRACTICE « 1052-70 Ave,karmatashiling.
a+ Karma Tashi Ling: Tranquility Meditation and Chenrezig
Practice with Ani Kunzang every Wed, 7pm - DVD's and
discussion; Fn,7pm + Free, beginners welcome

sgmup forindividuals who are supporting anadult family
rember who isliving with a mental illness - Every Wed,
$30-830pm.
CHESS CLUB «780.474.2318 « Leam toplay chess;

1

ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB: CROSSDRESSERS .

T-9pm; 7pm(registration),
70pm (action)
REPORT FROM PALESTINE - 8US1-s Business Bldg.

downstairs)
7SirWinston Churchill Sq+ ASAwith theEPL
eee ta whGr‘StMaur (artistand

roam

DJ BATTERY ax/ WEEKLY GUES

BEHIND STARLITE ROOM

ALL EVENTS (8+ + DOORS AT 9PM

WildStyle

WEDNESDAYS

{OF LOGUTION REVOLUTION]

WITH DJS BUDAKRON
& SHORTOP
Tn

A

ee

WILD STYLE WEDNESDAY’S PRESENT:

a

fed i =

7

aS

SURELY TEMPLE
THURSDAYS

+$5 COVER + $5.50 DOUBLES

HITRONTMA PRIME& MIR FERNANDO
oe

a

ee
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_The journey to acceptance
| stand surrounded by about a hundred : other, Gender Spectrum, is for families
ridiculously hot transmen, surprised to : with children or teens who are trans and
find myself the minority in a room
: gender variant. There are also a number
like this. When | signed up for
of parties and meet-and-greets that
a conference on transgender
link the conferences together.
issues, | didn't know the
| came here to try to underevent would be populated
stand, to learn more about what
almost entirely by FtMs. I'm
the hell it really feels like to be
trans. | am cisgender, meaning

not complaining, of course,

that I'm lucky enough to identify with the body that |was born
into. | am a lot of things—a dyke

and not just because of the
insane level of attractiveness. I've now seen more trans

and gender variant males here than

: and a tomboy, very queer and maybe

[have in my whole life and the beauty in ! even gender non-conforming in my ap-

: But this isnt about me. It's about the : Conference attendees all seemed
: 65-year-old in the elevator who's living in:: agree that the best and most imports
: between genders and the 8-year-old at the

cussions that | don't get it. | don't know
: what it's like because I'm biologically af: firmed, another new term I've learned
: this weekend. Queerness, my sexual ori= entation, does not help me to fit in, not

: that | expected it to; the sex you like has
: little to do with the sex you are. Or as
: conference director Aidan Key put it: "My
: gender is my innate sense of self. My sex: ual orientation is who | bounce it off of”
: It's expected behaviour at these sorts of
: events to ask a person's preferred pronoun
: (with the caveat "if you have one’) right af: ter you trade introductions. The idea being
: that you never know and shouldn't attempt
: to guess someone's gender identity. | find
: myself feeling a strange sense of shame ev-

: them are liberal-thinking hippie-types,
: but most are exceedingly average and
: "normal" mothers and fathers who were
: able to listen when their children con: fided their difference. These are parents
: willing to take on other family members,
: school administration, neighbours and a
end. One set of workshops, known as : privilege amongst a bunch of trans and : This is absolutely my own feeling and nota : society as a whole that still condemns
the gender variant as confused at best or
Gender Odyssey, is for transidentified : gender variant people, feels weird. I'm : distaste the other convention goers are pro: wholly wrong at worst.
people, their partners and their allies. The : consistently reminded as | listen to dis- : jecting onto me. They couldn't care less.

this room of these masculine, unique fig- : pearance—but | am not transgender, and
ures is something to admire. The courage : no matter how much | want to empathize,
: [can never truly get what it feels like.
of just being, | suppose.
The event itself is actually two con- : Unfortunately, I've been left feeling : ery time | answer, as if the fact that | was
ventions held simultaneously in Seattle, : a bit disconnected at this event. Being : born into a body I'm fine with is somehow
Washington over the Labour Day week- : the minority, the person of some sort of : something to feel uncomfortable about.

CLASSIFIEDS

Please drop off your resume at

EVENT
SECURITY
STAFF
WANTED

10536 -124 Street

INSTRUCTOR NEEDED
DANCE INSTRUCTOR req'd for 2009-2010

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH
ENGLISH: We train you to teach. 1000's of jobs
around the world. Next in-class or ONLINE by
correspondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St
Call for info pack 1.888.270.2942

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!
Great opportunity to improve

your health and wealth!

780-454-6971
EDUCATIONAL
FILM AND TV ACTING

Learn from pro's how to
act in Film arid TV
Full-time training.

$12 / Hour

eee

guaranteed wage

EE

FRAMING

KINGS OF LEON

FORM

EXTRAS

Ocash

DO Caps $4

Card#t.

OExtra Line $&

Name

0 Symbols $4

Ph,

DO Box Word Ad $4

Address

O Check

O VISA D Mastercard

Lines -

SILVERSUN

PICKUPS

EST
2004

RHYMES

2004
SINCE
EVENTS
AND
CONCERTS
PREMIER
ALBERTA’S
STAFFING

:

com * Stop by 10303-108 St. Edmonton
780.426.1996 from 9am to Spm Mon-Fri * Email rob@vueweekly.‘k counts as one character « Allow one space following punctuation

10

ADAMS

EP

16,

APPLY NOW !
CONTACT US TOLL FREE AT 866.413.2739
OR APPLY ONLINE AT

BACKSTAGESUPPORT.COM

Print your ad here:

—

-
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BACKSTAGE
SUPPORT SERVICES LTD.

THE OFFSPRING

SOCIAL

Phone
line » Every latter, space or mar
Deadline Tues at Noon « Please print legibly on lines at right « Up to 45 characters per
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IDEAL FOR ANYONE LOOKING TO
SUPPLEMENT THEIR CURRENT INCOME

PEARL JAM

BRYAN

.

Extras

Postal Code

FLEXIBLE HOURS
NO SET SHIFTS
GREAT FOR STUDENTS

MIA

BIG si RICH

FORM OF PAYMENT

OD Bolding $4

= seen her so incredibly happy. | thoug!
: she was going to faint.” W

CITY AND COLOUR

CLASSIFIEDS Four Lines For $20

ORDER

= on, she said, "| have never before or

CLUTCH

www.publicoutreach.ca

Blvd. 439-0408

: ing the child silently desired one. On th)
: day they went to the mall to try ther

KENNY CHESNEY

to edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca
or call 780.436.9896

DOSTER SRO

; her daughter a dress after years of know

RISE AGAINST

To apply, please send resume with cover letter

PICTURE FRAMES
MOVIE

NO DOUBT

BUSTA

1-866-231-8232
www.vadastudios.com
a

AKON

As part of an Outreach Team, you will engage in meaningful dialogue in order to promote sustainable funding on
behalf of our select group of non profits. Our Teams enjoy
working outdoors in a dynamic and interactive atmosphere, on behalf of causes they feel passionately about.
With flexible scheduling, excellent training, and scholarships this is an ideal employment opportunity!

www.maxtrax4u.com/kenneths

: in relating a story about offering to |

Apply to Movements by email movements
dance@shaw.ca or fax 780.424.3505

Public Outreach is offering great positions for anyone
looking to gain valuable work experience in a fun and
flexible environment.

For more info call Ken

(he

dance season. Extensive background in both
West African & Caribbean dance disciplines,
min. syrs. exp. Salary commensurate to exp.

Fun and Inspiring
Employment

This patented product
will be the next

: And that's what any parent wants, |
: their kid to be really and truly hap:
: One mother illustrated this beautit

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists

FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@ VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM
AAUUPAEP AA CEA CE UNA EPEA

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!

: place to instigate acceptance and unde

: pool who was born female but is now living : standing was inside the grade schooi
= as a boy. It's about the supportive parents : tem. A number of parents that |
: of a gender fluid teenager and a 20-some- : to mentioned that it seemed thar +
: thing “fancy-gendered princess boy” here : younger kids were, the easier it was
: with his mom. It’s about acknowledging :: them to understand why a cla
: people's journey to acceptance and recog- : would be arriving to school in
: nizing that it's almost never an easy one.
= now or would be using a different nar,
: Meeting and watching the children and - {ft seems an obvious choice to paren
: their parents has been enlightening for : at this conference to fully commit the
: me. The amazing strength and power : Selves to supporting and nurturing the
: inside kids who are able to articulate
ransidentified child. To ther, it's cles
: their sense of self while still in elemen- ? no choice at all. As one mom so eloguen
: tary school is obvious. What really shook ? ly put it, "The gifts are seeing my child
: me though, is the parents. Sure some of : joy life. Because she was living a lic.”

2009

: as though sealing a bargain) around the :: ing to avoid panic here, and what could ;
expectations
: base and move this in concert with your :: be more panic inducing than having your
: mouth. Some men can easily detect the : airway and vocal capability cut off while
: difference but many don't care—friction :: somebody straddles your chest? Try ly-

has long had its place in the lexicon, but it : is friction, after all, and warm, wet and :
:

has not replaced and ought not to replace : deep are usually good enough without :
"blow job,” "giving head,” or "going down : having to get all picky about it. Most men :
on." They are not at all the same thing.
? enjoy a blow job, period, and few—I can- :

of immediate,

spectacular

;: success. Nobody's born knowing how to
:: do this sort of thing, at least not until
: those replicants get here.
~
ing prone or crouching, with the dildo up- ; If you two get this far and wish to—oh
right as though projecting jauntily from : heck, there's no better way to put this—
your boyfriend's pelvis as he lies on his :: goalittle deeper, there's good informaback, and practice opening your throat as : tion to be found in instructional videos
though chugging a beer or saying "Ah."
:: and DVDs, like the ones Nina Hartley
You may find, in time, that you really : puts out, and in books such as Violet

If all you two are interested in is mouth- : not say none, but let's not get distracted
Penis contact, you shouldn't need a : by the corner cases—get off on making :
textbook or anight of, you should : girls gag or produce involuntary Roman :: can control your gag reflex. The feedback :
Blue's The Ultimate Guide to Fellatio,
pardon the expression, cram- : showers.
; provided by areal live boyfriend, though, : which contains nifty tips like how to
ming. You can practice a bit : If you can imagine yourself practicing : in the form of appreciative gasps and :
keep your lipstick perfect throughout,
with nothing fancier or more : ona dildo and not immediately collapse } groans, is a motivator the likes of which :
/
as well as, yes, bona fide deep-throateyo
banana-flavoured than your : in giggles, you're ahead of the game and : mere plastic, no matter how colourful,
ing techniques. | think deep-throating is
own finger or a popsicle stick, : | give you my blessing. Buy something : will never achieve. Not, at any rate, with : overrated, myself, but then, | only bor, ‘
just to determine how far back : realistically sized and inexpensive (jelly : today's technology. Androids and repli- : row a penis and ought to defer here to
you can tolerate an oral foreign
rubber, probably), pretend it's attached : cants haven't yet started rolling off the : those who possess them full time
:
body before you need to expel it. : to your boyfriend (the sillier the colour : assembly lines and into our toy boxes.
: One last word of warning: yes, there
: It does get easier with practice. Once you :: the harder this is to carry off, | imagine) : Faking it with inanimate objects will : can be a somewhat unpleasant surprise
$: graduate to the real thing, you will find i and see how deep, fast, et cetera, you can : only get you so far; if you really want to : at the end of a successful blow job. InDear Will:
indeed,
butfirstlet'sget our terms straight: : that the more control you take over the ? go without gagging. Keeping your neck : learn, you're going to have totryit onthe : form him that he is responsible for early
are youconflating
thestandard-issue blow : process (you do the moving, he just lies > straight and head slightly back are sup- : real thing. | don't know your boyfriend, : warning and withdrawal, no “whoopsies"
job with theX-treme sport called “deep- : there being happy he has a penis), the : posed to help, although the often recom- : but | bet he'd be game for a little experi- : allowed. This probably ought to be conthroating” (taking the penis all the way into : less gaggy you will feel. If it still feels ? mended lie-on-your-back-with-your-head- + mentation. Just make sure that the ses- : sidered non-negotiable at the beginning,
the throat), or has the boyfriend specifical- : overly intrusive or out of control, wrap : off-the-edge-of-the-bed position strikes : sion Is approached as an experiment, and : subject to later review.
ly requested the latter? "Deep-throating” : your hand (spit into it generously first, ; meas ill advised at best, since we are try- : that neither of you brings to it unrealistic : Love, Andrea
band. 780.421.1250

. INSTRUCTION
MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116
Quality music instruction since 1981.
Guitarist. Educator.

Graduate of GMCC music program

Session drummer for hire in Edmonton .

Guerrilla Gardening need volunteers. E: theurbangreening@gmail.com, T:780.432.6181 for
info. Facebook: http://edmontongg. blogspot.com

Experienced, creative and easy to work with.

ADULT

STEAMWORKS GAY
& BIMENS BATHHOUSE.

Lots of studio credits. Check www.kellystodola.com for more info. stodola@telus.net

IMENAMEN- DOWN UNDER, MEN BATHS, 12224 JASPER AVENUE,

WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly
jam on the second Sunday of the month at 9119-

#1 Adult Massage
Come out & play
780.452.7440
TI910 - 127 Ave.
www.northsidestudio.biz

128A Ave. Rock, country & old time music Ph.

780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HELP LINE 24
Hours a Day-7 Days a Week If you want to
stop using, we can help
Local: 780.421.4429

Toll free: 1.877.463.3537

1008S OF HOT LOCAL SINGLES
It's FREE to try! 18+
780.669.2323
403.770.0990

x

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FOOD BANK

Volunteer at Edmonton chante, Edmonton's francophone music festival, Sept 26-Oct 3. Positions
for francophone and bilingual-speaking volunteers available.T:Mathieu Gauthier 780.469.4402
E: m.gauthier@acfaedmonton.ab.ca

2

WWW.STEAMWORKSEDMONTON.COM

ALL HOT SEXY BABES
Try it FREE! 18+
780.665.0808
403.313.3330

Volunteers Wanted for Kaleido Festival,

Sept 25-27, 2009. Please contact Nathan at
kaleidozoog@gmail.com for info

24/7

11745 JASPER AVE. 780.451.5554

EDMONTON
(780) 482.7960

#1 SEXIEST CHAT!
Call now! FREE to try! 18+
780.665.6565
403.313.3311
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Chat with 00's of HOT naughty girls!

Continue Terry's Marathon of Hope: Sun, Sept 23
atTelford House, 4907-46 St, Leduc. Allages can
run, walk orroll 2,5 or 10 kilometers to raise funds
Stanley A.

Sq, Edmonton ABT] 2V4; T: TBo.ss6:7030; inf

cragalleries&cdisplays@epl.ca

VAAA Gallery Call forSubmissions:
Deadline:
Mon, Sept21,4pm; T:780.421.1731
forinfo

ART TALK: Stanley A.Milner Library Theatre
(dowmstairs),7 SirWinston Churchill Sq;ASA
St. Maur (artist and poet); Thu, Sept 17, 7-30pm
Art from the Unknown. Emerging artists call
Pgh

a

ah a

met

ee

show and sale. Vendors for art market wanted

also. Contact aota_artists@yahoo.ca
fordetails
The Zombie Short Film Festival (Oct 30 in

Toronto) is
from all over

than 25 minutes |
bies
in some

¢
submissions
Your film must be less

and must involve zom-

beonDVDinNISC format. $20(CAD)feefor
com or contact Jim Taylor at647.291.4774,

categories: Environmental Site Specific

Sherwood Park, Spruce Grove and St. Albert.
Pledge forms at the Leduc Public Library, Leduc
Recreation Centre, Kennelli Springs, Leduc Chamber of Commerce, terryfox.org, Info: 1.888.836.9786
Continue
Terry's Marathon ofHope:
Volunteer
before and on Sun, Sept 13to help set
upthe
site, distribute refreshments,
and cheer onthe
participants.
CallSusanne
at780.986.5983 or email
terryfoxleduc@shaw.ca
forinfo

person, Looking forwork orwilljoinnew

] 780-665-6565

ee

5555

Mobile pay, text “SCORE”

to 96669 ssitome
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Calgary
403-313-3330
1-900-451-3333

Canadian Mental Health Association /Board Rectuiting 2009 Learnabout our community work

www.crha-edmonton.ab.ca

cae diapers,
baby formula to Bissell Centre
East, 10527-96 St, Mon-Fni, 8:30am-4:30pm.

Reimbursement

-665-0808

Edmonton

IE
Sea com
ta
neeof
asie:
daily items, please bring: coffee, sugar,
powde!

led

of A isseeking major depression sufferers
hesed in participating ina research
study. Call
icom

O
eS
S
6
The Support Network: Volunteer today to be
a Distress Line Listener. Applyon line thesup780.732.6648

WANT TO STOP SMOKING? NICOTINE ANONYMOUS

"Experienced
country lead guitarist. Old

|

n

Second Chance Animal Rescue Society.
Our dogs
are TV stars! Watch Gobal TV every Satat9:45 AM
where new, wonderful dogs will beprofiled. www.
scarscare.org

portnetwork.com or

—_———_———

; ] Edmonto

S.CARS.

———————————————————__

grams are invited to participate in 2010 at The
Works Art Market and Food Street (deadline
Feb.
and
Mar.

Other Cities 1-877-834-4044

ton: CFB Edmonton, Devon, Fort Saskatchewan,

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS
requi d for studies at
UofA. Call780.407.3906;
E:Us=
lowing

Calgary 403-313-3311

for the Terry Fox Foundation. Pet-friendly. Free
registration at9am; run at10am. Other Terry Fox
Runs will betaking place in and around Edmon-

780

best pick lite.
LOCAL CHAT. CALL FREE: code 2315

780.413.7122

(Crinealiine)

IAEETINGS: 7PM, EVERY WED, EBENEZER UNITED

1.900.451.2853 (75 min/S24*)

CHURCH HALL, 106AVE,163ST.CONTACT GWYN

TryCrnaalin Testforfree.Text“xtra”toSFREE « werw.crutsalinn.co

7004433020
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EDMONTON'S PRE-OWNEDSUPERCENTRE

30 DAY EXCHANGE!
PROGRAM
WE

|

BY CERTIFIED

TECHNICIANS

WILL

A DEALERSHIP
BUILT ON TRUST!

OG astele)s
Ai

NTohs

=) = UNDERSOLD!
IF WE DON’T HAVE IT... WE WILL GET IT!
OVER 1600 UNITS AVAILABLE!! NO BETTER INVENTORY
ANYWHERE IN ALBERTA!!
rT

-

2003 a
Bui

Rendezvous

.

\

2008 Gr. Cherokee SRTS

STK# hb

STK#

market price $15,997
ale price

only
ae

sale price

BW

only

rocnoose
Ford a

2008 Chrysler 300 Touring
STK# PW70S7

PW7166

only

BW

only

Don’t waste

ac a

2006 Pontiac Wave
STK# PW7034.
market price $12,299

Saving Hew

startinga

B/W

sale price

=

2007 Jeep P Patriot
STK# S05770A

Ul

2006 Ford Taurus
536263A.

STK#

market price $23,997

market price $13,999
sale price

2007 Chev Trailblazer

2009 Chev Cobalt LS

STK# 7644104
market price $19,997

ot
P

sale price

-

2008 Toyota Tundra
ea

starting at only

aos.

2008 Dodge Caliber

=

&\
t

te
—>

starting at only

2004 Ford Mustang
07’ SSA
STi
mai
arateice $11,997

a
2

2005 Dodge Ram SRT1(
—

STK#

S20984A.

market price $47,892
sale price

sale price

2008 Dodge Gr. Caravan
starting at

SER:

4404-66 STREET

SOUTHTOWN CHRYSLER-COM
the car buyer’s best friend..

Disclosure: New prices
are inches ofallapplloshie men
rebates and appias Conte
eeTotten
purchase
payersare
basedcont or pl manufacturer
ves LeaseDaya
aecane
term pe perncie
i
Poartall

Auto is a proud supporter
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Saturday 9 - 6,

tease purchase. *
reftected
with 3

11-4

.

PRE-OWNED INVENTORY.
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“ONLY while supplies last!

09 CLEARANCE SPECIALS

07 FORD FOCUS
oe

: \

rf ;

i : “4

“yp

.

&

STK 9RO1622A
4DR SE, ONLY 21K

;

.

—

”

05 FO RD eleleis)
;

a

CPWO003A

og

STK 9SR8633A
LOADED WITH LEATHER &
SUNROOF

~

| ___- $16,997,
997, SAVE
SAVE $2000
$2000
:

08 CHEVROLET MALIBU

Pa

OS PONTIAC MONTANA

-

STK PTO141
sve

Lan

;
or
wi”
A

06 HYUNDI AZERA

STK PTO145
LOADED WITH LEATHER &
SUNROOF

$8,997, SAVE $2000
06 CHEVROLET COBALT

BTR BEDZDE78

STK 9SP5963A
LS COUPE

$8997, SAVE $2000
05 MAZDA 3 GT

07 HYUNDAI SONATA
STK PTO15S

$13,997, SAVE $2000

$12,997, SAVE $3000

05 FORD FIVE HUNDRED

03 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

LIMITED ALL WHEEL DRIVE,
LEATHER & SUNROOF

59,997, SAVE $2000
We've
«=

:

$8,997, SAVE $2500

|
$13,997,SAVE$2000

got you covered.

Ac sl

lata

»
5-YEARV100,000
KIMEXTRA CARE ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
* NODEDUCTIBLE CHARGE
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.

mObility

© Bluetooth

www.southtownkia.ca

SOUTHTOWN
1-888-227-5493
780-465-3535
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MOTORS
Power to Surprise”

ea
97
STREET

iim

ally exclusive.
GST isextra. Vehicles may not beexactly asshown, may beinbound. All programs and offers are mutu; ad
Prices include freight,
Uh and biweekly
oR
- $17,645
onlongest term Ho $0Down ,dere OAC26Bi-weekly payments peryear.Eg:Sportage #9SPC0278
Payments pear
All rebates todealer.Lok
ml
hl ch hel
1
payin oh OE. crt
tofinance ts$1623.73.
Cost
payments
and payments subjectto change without notice
¢
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Dyer Straight
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Bob the Angry Flower
Well, Well, Well

19

Veni, Vidi, Vino

22

Prairie Artsters

25

DVD Detective

;
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MUSIC // 31
The Hold Steady // The Hold Steady struggles

34 Enter Sandor
40
SO

Music Notes

51

Old Sounds
Quickspins

with fame

:

New Sounds

7 Xe @/A-y,
52

Free Will Astrology

54

Queermonton

55

Alt.Sex.Column

24

Arts

29

Film

32

Music

53

Events

REVUE // SANS AIDS

: FILM// SIDEVUE
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: As film fest season hits its stride, Brian Gibson looks at what the
4 point of a film festival really is in our weekly Sidevue column
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: Restaurant reviews, features, searchable and easy to use.
dishweekly.ca
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9900 4 STREET
UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA
EDMONTON, AB

FOR TICKETS:
VISIT UNIONEVENTS.COM
‘
ALGO ATOALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS
MEGHARGE BY. PHONE 780-45158000
MOMLINE AT TICKEDMASTER.CA

NOVENBER 22 @8:00
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EDITORIAL
4

fat lady?
SCOTT HARRIS

bumbling Ed Stelmach and the Conservative's increasingly directionless and

// SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Eo by the wildly unpredictable
standards of an Alberta byelection,
Paul Hinman's victory in Calgary-Glenmore was a result—and at numbers—
that few had predicted.
Hinman, who will hand over the leadership reins of the Wildrose Alliance on
October 17, managed to pull in hordes
of disgruntled Calgary Tories who were
all to happy to "send Ed a message" just
ayear anda halfafter Albertans handed
the Stelmach Conservatives a landslide
72 of the 83 seats in the legislature.
The Tory vote, which has delivered the
riding to the ruling party for four decades, utterly collapsed and moved to
the right, despite the Tories offering up
a high-profile local candidate who wisely distanced herself from the premier.
Conservative support was chopped in
half compared with the 2008 contest,
in which Ron Stevens collected over
half the votes in the riding, with just 26
percent of voters putting their X next to
Diane Coliey-Urquhart's name.
Support for the Wildrose Alliance,
heretofore a party with almost exclusively rural appeal, quadrupled on
the way to squeezing out the Liberals,
whose support remained stagnant.
It was, of course, a referendum on a
CTTUTINTLELL US EEL

TELL

CALLOO CULL UCRLOOOECCOELC COLO

:

incompetent handling of the province :
which has seen a $15.5 billion swing in c
its bottom line over the past year.
The Hinman victory has led many :
commentators to declare a sea-change :
in the province's politics, with the To- :

ries facing a new threat from its right :

flank, particularly if Wildrose Alliance

:

members opt for Danielle Smith in the :
upcoming leadership vote.
But while the victory will likely :
rouse provincial politics somewhat, it

also bears keeping in mind that simi- :
lar pronouncements of impending
change were being brandied around

:

in advance of the 2008 election. Not
to put too fine a point on it, but the
Tories would have to additionally lose
as many seats as all opposition parties

combined have ever managed since
big blue took over to lose power in a
legislature with 87 seats.
While a split in the right-wing vote will
hopefully lead to more opposition seats : ,
and a more realistic representation of : |

Alberta's political diversity under the :
dome, the Tories could take the result
as a message that they need to somehow

:

find a way to move even further to the : Ge
right in the years before the next election, a thought almost as disturbing as a
Wildrose Alliance government. W
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have the power to fix.
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would like to supply correct information for four errors in David Berry's
article about the history of the Drowsy
Chaperone
("A briefhistory
ofthe Drowsy
Chaperone," Sep 3 - Sep 9, 2009).

1. No one from the original Toronto
cast, except Bob Martin, appeared in
the Los Angeles production.
2. The show won five Tony Awards,
not two.

3. The show won seven Drama Desk
awards, not four.
4. And just to nitpick, the correct spelling is Van de Graaff
Thank you for your time.
Sandra Balcovske
—————
GO TO THE PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE

n response to Ricardo Acufia's article ("Back-to-school blues,” Sep
10 ~- Sep 16, 2009): while I agree that
responsibility for large class sizes
can be blamed on inadequate government funding, the problem that
Acufia raises in regard to fees can

best be brought up with the school's
principal and the other parents at the
school. Fees are decided at the school
level, and it's time, I think, for parents
to recognize that this is an issue they

WUEWEEKLY

// SEP 17 —- SEP 23 2009

and fight against the development of

I can't help but think that the hor-

fee structures in their schools that are

rendous fees that McKernan School is
asking of families is a reflection of the
supposed socio-economic
make-up
of that school’s student body and the
principal's (probably correct) expectation that McKernan parents will ulti-

debilitating for many people in their
own communities.
Anne Bailey

mately pay up. My daughter attends a
junior high school that draws from a
very mixed socio-economic community—ranging from upper-middle class
families to a significant number of lowincome parents. It simply would not be
possible for many of our families to pay
$540. In sharp contrast to McKernan,
our fees are much, much lower, rang-

ing from about $25 - $40 for the whole
year, depending on what (i.e. lock,
yearbook, agenda) you opt to pay for
or not. Frankly, I'm trying to imagine
what could possibly account for such
a discrepancy between two junior high
schools in the same system. Our school
may not offer all of the extras that McKernan can, but it still offers a full range
of options (including band), anew computer lab, a new fitness club and, most
importantly, several excellent teachers
in reasonably sized classes.
Parents like Acufia need to ask pointed questions of their principals—and
of themselves—and regardless of their
individual capacity to pay, stand up as
a united front, refuse to pay the fees,

eee
HARPER DOESN'T GET IT

Doesn't Stephen Harper get it? “If we
do not get a majority the Liberals,
the NDP and the Bloc Québécois wil!

combine and they will form a govern
ment ... If we do not win a majority
this country will have a Liberal gov
ernment propped up by the socialists
and the separatists,” Stephen Harpe:
said in Sudbury, where Progressive
Conservative Stephen Butcher was
bumped after running as a Conservetive in 2004 as the last Tory candidate
in favour of an evangelical Reformer
"Socialists and separatists?” There
is more to fear from the neocons who
got us into this mess in the first place

The last time Harper tried this failed
gambit he had to beg the GG to prorogue parliament to save his party
and his leadership. He cares not for
the country.

Rather a coalition compromise than
ideological intolerance; rather parlie
mentary democracy than a dictator
ship of one.
Brian Marlatt
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surrendered its traditional land base via
a treaty. Despite the region's resource
wealth, many houses in Kelly Lake are
tamshackle trailers. Natives say the gas
is being stolen from unceeded land and
they have launched a $5.2 billion-dollar
land claim for recompense
Most people who live near sabotaged
sites aren't against extracting gas, per

gasprea =
two kilometres
under
the earth's surface. And since Oc-

se. Rather, they say regulations favour
corporations over landowners and the
environment.
Companies, with their
teamis of lawyers, engineers and experts,
often understand the regulations better
than the cash-strapped provincial govemmient which is supposed to be overseeing extraction.
Ken and Loretta Yause have farmed

tober 2008, someone has blown up six
sour gas pipelines operated by EnCana,

North America’s
largest gas corporation,
incontrolled
acts ofsabotage.
in Wild West fashion, EnCana is offering a one-million-dollar bounty for

information leading to a conviction. It
is likely the largest reward in Canadian
history (the RCMP offered the same

near Dawson Creek for the last 30 years,

amount during the hunt for those who
blew up Air India, killing
329 people).

BUSINESS IS BOOMING >> Area resident Rick Koechl doesn't support the bombings, but says they've brought attention to local
concerns about development //chris Arsenault

growing cereals, canola and grass seed.
“We have three [gas] leases on our property and a pipeline,” Ken Vause, who
used to work on a drilling rig, says as we
chat at their kitchen table.
The Vauses say they "never had a problem” with the industry until the latest
round of negotiations, the first since
BC's gas boom really got going at the beginning ofthe 21st century.

the world economy.” Shiny new pickup
trucks line the roads from Dawson Creek

ter Kut, a municipal cotfncillor in Pouce
Coupe, "That concerns some people, too.

he didn't show us any plans for where
the new pipeline would go," Ken recalls.

They don't know what toxic materials
come from the burns.”

In BC, unlike Alberta, land agents—the

The In
National Security Enforcement Team (INSET), a mix of top

law enforcement officials tasked with
investigating
the attacks, has sent some
250 officers to the region, located six
hours from Edmonton. The force includes masked men with high-powered
machine guns who have been spotted in
the woods by local residents anda sniper
flown back directly from Afghanistan.
INSET labels the sabotage as "eco-terrorism" even though no one has been hutt.
The bomber apparently sees it differently. "Return
the land to what it was before you came every last bitofit ... before
things get a lot worse for you and your
terrorist pals inthe oil and gas business,"
wrote the alleged bomber in aJuly 15 letter sent to the Dawson Creek Daily News.
The badly printed, hand-written letter

demanded EnCana cease operations in
the area. It also promised to suspend attacks during a three-month grace period
so “we can all take a summer vacation,”
meaning attacks could recommence
now that September15 has passed.

to Fort St. John. Since 2000, companies

have drilled more than 10 000 oil and
gas wells in the region, and in 2008 the
BC government collected more than
$3.6 billion dollars from selling drilling
rights and reaping royalties. And the
boom shows no signs of slowing down
as companies compete to lay claims to
underground leases, even at current
prices, which analysts don't think will
stay down indefinitely.

But as sour gas lines cut into fields of
canola, companies flare toxic chemicals
lighting up the night sky with an eerie
glow and trucks kick up dust on previAt a July press conference, police acously tranquil dirt roads, some local
cused the saboteur of “terrorizing these
communities of Pouce Coupe and Dawresidents say increased production is
son Creek.” But the Mayor of Pouce
coming at their expense.
"The pace of the development hit us
Coupe, a village of 749 residents at the
like a tsunami," says Tim Ewert, an orepicentre of Peace River gas activity,
ganic farmer living near Tomslake, in
doesn't see it that way.
the heart of the sabotage area.
"I have discussed this [sabotage] with
"We counted 82 trucks pass the house
some pipeline workers,” says Mayor Lyman Clark, a vocal supporter of the gas one day before noon,” says Woody Ewert,
Tim's son, after coming into the
industry, during an interview at the village's office. "One just frankly
told me,‘I farmhouse fresh from plowing the
fields. "The amount of dust that traffic
am more afraid of the bears.”
:
Despite low natural gas prices, drilling generates on our gravel road is ineredactivity continues at an almost frantic ible. Our lawn would look like we were
ina fog bank, but it was just dust.”
pace on the
BC side ofthe border—as
But Brian Liverse, a spokesperson for
Mayor
Clark puts it,"The whole area is
in a boom right now, unlike the rest of EnCana, the region's largest player and

"A land agent came here for an hour,

so far the only target of sabotage, says
his company works hard to be a good
neighbour. The corporation has a program called "courtesy matters" where
contractors are expected to drive less
than 50 kilometres per hour to minimize
dust and noise.
"Where we have a large amount of
regular traffic, we put calcium down on
the roads to reduce the dust,” Liverse
adds during an interview in a sparse
boardroom at the company’s Dawson
Creek field office. "We try to avoid rig
moves and a large amount of traffic
when school buses are picking up their
kids.” The company, he adds, also supports numerous charitable projects in
the Peace River region.
While Tifh Ewert agrees that EnCana
has tried to mitigate dust and other surface issues, he says all the companies extracting gas from the area have failed to
address larger environmental concerns.
"There were never any baseline studies
done onair or water. They never checked
to see what size or how deep the local
aquifers were before starting the whole
drilling program,” says Tim Ewert, as we
sip hot coffee, fresh off the stove, at his
kitchen table. Ewert worries that cumulative impacts from the gas boom could
damage the local water supply, create
harmful air pollution or leave sulfuric
residue on his fields.
"Gas plants are flaring 24/7," says Pe-

Much of the region's gas is sour, containing hydrogen sulfide, a "highly toxic
gas” which can cause death within a few
breaths, according to the US Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry.

Industry's incursions into previously
pristine land are "changing the way of
life, our hunting, trapping, berry picking
even just going camping,” says Cliff Calliou, hereditary Chief of the Kelly Lake
First Nation, an aboriginal community
with some 500 residents a 30-minute

drive from sabotaged sites.
After the first attacks in the fall of
2008, police and media speculated—
without evidence—that the bomber
came from Kelly Lake. Chief Calliou
calls the police actions in his community a "witch hunt."
"They [police] threw two people in
jail with no charges," Chief Calliou
says during an interview at Kelly
Lake's community centre. In addition
to the unwarranted jailing of Kelly
Lake residents, police also accused 76year-old Regina Mortensen, a grandmother recovering from hip surgery,
ofsabotaging the pipelines.
The Kelly Lake First Nation, which
maintains traditional governance struc-

tures outside of the Indian Act, hasn't

people who represent gas companies in
negotiations with farmers—don't have

to be registered, a situation farmers say
leads to all sorts of abuses. In previous
encounters with gas companies, the
Vauses had always managed to negotiate deals for pipeline routes and compensation. But not in today's booming BC; the pipeline ended up cutting
through the middle of an active field.
The land agent, a former RCMP officer,

filed papers with the Mediation and Arbitration Board (MAB), the provincial
body responsible
for ruling on disputes,
without ever explaining where the
pipeline was going, says Vause.
The Vauses, like many farmers, considerthe MABa "kangaroo court" which
favours gas companies at farmers’ expense. Once the land agent, representing Calgary-based Spectra Energy, filed
MAB papers, the Vauses hired a lawyer
and drove to Grand Prairie to be in the
lawyer's office for a conference call
with representatives from Spectra and
the MAB.
"On the conference call, everyone iden-

tifies themselves,” Vause recalls. "When
Spectra's
representative
introduced
himself, the mediator [from the MAB]
said, 'Oh, how are you Brian? Haven't
CONTINUED

ON PAGE 10 >>
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noves ahead on how Edmontonians move

es green light to first Transportation Master Plan update in a decade
wise a very supportive day for the TMP,
which was passed following a third
public consultation on the matter after
major hearings in October of last year
and another in June. Both the Edmoners 14, as city counton Transit Service and several counusly in favour of apcillors expressed concern over the lack
he Transportation Master - of tangible goals in the plan, which is
, which will guide city of- nevertheless an impressive philosoph-

portation planning for
. A major advance from
, which focused almost

tive methods of getting around, such

as transit and “active transportation"
{cycling and walking, essentially).
"It was a year inthe making, and there
was potentially a lot of controversy
around the LRT and some of the work
we've been doing, so it's very good to
see that the council was on side in
terms of concepts and principles,” said
city transportation manager Robert

Boutilier of the result. "I didn't get a
sense [from the meeting] that there
was a lot of criticism, councillors were
just looking for more information and
assurances that we would do what we
said we would do.”

cycling and recreational cycling. Boutili-

ee
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It's the right vision, with the focus on transit and
active transportation. The big question is whether
we're going to implement it in our lifetimes.

s edition, titled The Way We
a much more integrated
and sustainable view of transporta-

tion, witha particular focus on alterna-

of the overall vision—the introduction
of premium bus service, and improving
cycling facilities throughout the city.
That last point seemed of particular
concern on September 14, as several cyclists, who all spoke in favour of the plan,
showed up to stress its importance, as
well as the disparate nature of commuter

ical document that aims to shift the
transportation focus away from traffic
in one of Canada’s most car-dependent
major cities.
The TMP, the first commissioned by
the city in 10 years, stresses sustainable transportation methods, from
integrating land-use and maintaining
infrastructure to its most ambitious elements, shifting modes of transport to
more transit ridership and active transportation over the next 30 years. Among
the proposals to that end include fur-

er said he understood the concerns, and
emphasized that his priority was on getting Edmontonians around the city, not
helping their leisure activities.
"Riders have different profiles, and
we have to make sure we have right
profiles for the right use. The transportation network I'm talking about is
more towards providing linkage from
wherever you live to wherever you
work or shop,” said Boutilier, who also
pointed out that, as far as active transportation is concerned, the battle will

ther LRT expansion—the exact routes

be more on changing public percep-

of which will be determined after another public consultation in November,
as council didn't want the controversy

tions than anything. "My biggest concern with active transportation is not
the commitment by councillors or to
a certain degree even the budget, but
the awareness of the public [of what

surrounding the proposed west and
southeast lines to hamstring approval

Those assurances did prove to be the

one sticking point in what was other-

options they'll have].”
Budget concerns do factor into the decision to not set more tangible goals, however. Boutilier cited both the unanimous
decision and recent council actions—including controversial decisions to scrap
the trolley buses, expand the LRT towards NAIT and emphasize the right of
transit over traffic in recent decisions—
as proof that council has the will to implement the TMP but did worry about
where money might come from.
"I don't think they have a lack of desire, but we just can't tax people to the
limits,” he said. "[The desire is] there,
the only thing will be the budget, and
with the economy the way it is and
questions about provincial and federal
government

funding, we don't know

how it will go.”
Ward 5 Councillor Don Iveson, one of
the TMP's earliest proponents on council, echoed Boutilier's sentiments on
moving forward.
"More than anything else [that might
hamper the agenda], it's the budget,”
Iveson said. "Essentially, the challenge
is always that we want to do different
things, but we're pretty much addicted
to roads. Up until now, anyway, it's been
really difficult for our transportation
department to say, 'We're going to slow
down the road agenda so that we can
fund these other priorities.’
"It's the right vision, with the focus
on transit and active transportation,”

he added. "The big question is whether we're going to implement it in our
lifetimes." WV
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litical support at their expense. EnCana,

«<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

talked to you in a while.’ The

for example, has donated $255 470 to the

mediator

personally. You don't stand
"This pipeline they put here, lam stuck
with the liability forever,” Vause continues. "I never signed a paper or anything
for it, but lam still liable, IfI drive over it
and damage it, lam responsible.”
The Vauses received $19 000 dollars
from Spectra as compensation for the
land disturbance, which didn’t even
cover half their legal bills.
Tom Flanagan, a political science
professor at the University of Calgary,
agrees farmers consider present regulations unfair, and says it's driving hostility to the industry in the area.
"Maybe part of the answer [to dealing
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with sabotage] would be to amend the
legislation for companies to pay greater
compensation to surface rights owners,”
Flanagan suggests.
Making laws less favourable to oil companies isn't easy, especially for provinces
increasingly dependent on petroleum
revenues. An article in the Journal of
Environmental Management argues that
Alberta is a "first world jurisdiction"
with a "third world analogue” in its lax
environmental and political regulation
of the oil industry. Area farmers say BC

is even worse than Alberta, which might
help to explain why drilling rigs are
moving across the border from Alberta
to BC in record numbers.
"The BC government has seme excellent programs to stimulate their economy and oil and gas activity in the area,”
according to EnCana's Brian Liverse.
But critics of the current regulatory
regime say gas companies can buy po-

governing BC Liberals between 2005

and 2008. The Liberals, in turn, have
used monies from their economic stimulus to build roads and otherinfrastructure primarily tofacilitate gas extraction
in the region.
In a dozen interviews, not one Peace

River resident, including harsh critics
of the oil industry, supported the sabotage, but some are happy that their complaints are finally being noticed.
"I don't condone what this person [the
bomber] is doing,” says Rick Koechl, a
junior-high-school teacher who lives
some 40 minutes from the bombed sites
and an activist pushing for sour gas
wells to be set back at least a kilometre
from houses and schools, "but at least
it's bringing attention to the situation
up here. We've had legal organizations
help us with this fight, but that's not
very sexy, is it?”
Attacks in northeastern BC aren't the
first case of high profile sabotage against

Canadian sour gas pipelines. An Alberta
court on April 20, 2000 convicted Wiebo Ludwig, a well-known farmer and
preacher, of bombing gas wells owned
Alberta Energy Co. Ltd. (AEC}—which in

2002 merged with PanCanadian to form
EnCana. Ludwig claimed his wife miscarried a child because of sour gas exposure. During their investigation of Ludwig and his associates, police admitted
to blowing up a gas well themselves in
order gain credibility for an informant.
EnCana reps refused to comment on
what, if anything, the company learned
from the Ludwig saga.
As the September 15 deadline for resuming attacks passes, Ludwig has re-
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“entered the limelight, this time with an
open letter to the bomber asking him or

hertoendtheattacks. Thesabotage cam.

these conflicts cannot ultimately be
settled by use of force, but by way ofinformed and patient persuasion.”
But while

attempts

at persuasion

continue, profits from the region's gas
are building the towers of Calgary and
Vancouver and feeding the provincial
treasury in Victoria. While oil workers
move to northeastern BC in search of

well-paying jobs as truck drivers, pipefitters, inspectors and technicians,
June Volz says those with a connection

to the land are getting busted up by the
current boom.
Volz has farmed in the region for decades and has no intrinsic complaints

with the gas industry—rent from pipelines are, after all, putting her kids
through university. But Volz says the re-

spectful tone which defined interactions
between industry and residents through
the 1980s and ‘90s has changed since
the boom started.
"(Negotiating with oil companies] was
almost kind of fun. They'd make an offer
and you'd go back and forth. And it was
always with respect." Volz says as we sip
iced tea. "[Now] there is a great degree of
arrogance on the part of companies."
When asked what made relations go
sour, Volz pauses for a minute before

saying, "I think that they [gas companies] are getting a lot of support from
the government. The oil companies and
government are at the dinner table and
the farmers are underneath the table
looking for crumbs." W

Y LAW >> PRIVACY

world of privacy
Privacy law emerges as a Canadian export

a.
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of additional incentives over and above those currently
offered when combined with the $300 available from the
Government of Canada’s Retire Your Ride program.
Incentives range from $1000 to $3000. Visit ford.ca for details

THIS IS THE BEST CLUNKER
PROGRAM IN THE HISTORY OF
THE CANADIAN AUTO BUSINESS,
AND IT WILL SAVE MILLIONS OF
LITRES OF FUEL.

The recent Canadian privacy case involv- : PIC filed a separate complaint against
ing Facebook attracted international : Facebook. Once again, the commissioner
attention as the world's leading social : spent about a year investigating the issue.
networking site agreed to implement a : Now armed with the Abika.com decision
that conclusively determined that there
series of changes that will affect 250 milwas no legal barrier to investigatlion users. While the case is widely
ing foreign companies on their
viewed as a significant victory
compliance with Canadian law,
for Canadian privacy, the isthe commissioner conducted
sue might never have been

addressed but for a second,
little-noticed privacy decision

released two weeks later.
In December 2004, the Canadian Internet Policy and Public
Interest Clinie (CIPPIC) at the Uni-

a comprehensive

investiga-

tion of Facebook's privacy
practices, identifying several
areas in need of change.
Taken together, the two cases

provide a powerful response to
who doubted the ability of Ca: nadian privacy law to influence foreign
: organizations. Canadian law will not
: always apply—there is no reason to fol: low Canadian rules if there is no con: nection to Canada or no Canadian data
: collection. However, organizations that
: do business in Canada or collect Canadi: ans' personal information should recog: nize that a corporate office in Chicago
: will not shield it from the application of
: Canadian law in Calgary.
: When the Canadian government intro: duced its private sector privacy law in
: 1998, the world was divided on the best
: approach to address emerging privacy
= concerns. The European Union actively
: promoted its detailed, regulatory ap: proach, while the US sought market-driv: en solutions backed by tough penalties
: for violations of privacy promises.
: Supporters touted the Canadian law as
: a middle ground alternative, featuring

versity of Ottawa filed a complaint with : skeptics
the Privacy Commissioner of Canada
against US-based Abika.com, an online
data broker that collects, uses and dis-

closes the personal information of Cana-

dians (| am an adviser to CIPPIC but was

not involved directly in the case). The
company offered a wide range of search

services on individuals, purporting to dig
up everything from past police reports
to consumer preferences.
A year later, the commissioner ruled

that she could not investigate the complaint. The company refused to respond

to questions and the commissioner was
of the view that there was no mechanism

to further pursue the case given jurisdictional limits of Canadian privacy law.

CIPPIC asked the federal court to re-

view the decision. In February 2007, it

ruled that thecommissioner was mistaken—the law did not preclude conducting investigations
of foreign entities even
if subsequent enforcement of a finding :

regulatory requirements

: thought Canada might serve as a model
: for other countries. Last month, the Pri: vacy Commissioner demonstrated that it
: is not the Canadian privacy model that

determined that "the American company : has been exported to other countries,
disclosed the personal information of : but rather the law itself. WV

Canadians, without their knowledge or :

Consent, to third parties" in violation of : Michael Geist holds the Canada Research
= Chair in Internet and E-commerce Law at
Canadian law,
:

During the nearly five years that the : the University of Ottawa, Faculty of Law.
He can reached at mgeist@uottawa.ca
: or online at michaelgeist.ca.

Abika.com case was winding its way :
through the Canadian legal system, CIP-

~~ AND IT STARTS TODAY!

and a privacy

? commissioner, but with greater marmight prove difficult.
in light
ofthat ruling, the commissioner : ketplace flexibility. At the time, many
resumed her investigation of Abika.com,
releasing anew finding on July 31, 2009.
her with the US Federal
Trade Commision
mmis
the commissioner
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NUCLEAR

POWER
Issues is a forum for individuals and organizations to comment on current events and
feces

issues of importance to the community. Their commentary is not necessarily the opinion af
the organizations they represent or of VueWeekly.
Ws

A clear and present danger —
Despite biased consultations Albertans have spoken out
against nuclear power, but will the government listen?

Maybe it's the relatively thin air up on
those high plateaus that makes
them foolish. First Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad,
who
would
probably have won the second round in the presidential election in Iran anyway,
cheated massively in order
to win in the first round and
avoid a runoff. The incredible
~
voting figures declared by the
government triggered huge demonStrations in Iran and gravely undermined the regime's legitimacy.
Two months later, in next-door Af-

CECILY MILLS
1 CAULS@COMPUSMART.AB.CA
Grassroots provincial Tories in May 2007

~
endorsed a plan to have the government
strike a committee to study and make recommendations on whether nuclear power
should be part of the province's energy mix.
Premier Ed Stelmach promised to “involve
all Albertans through public discussion to

see if that’s the direction we want to go in,”
pointing out that "this is a very important
decision that the next generation and gen-

most of them directed at the $250 000
Expert Panel report and the lack of access to the "consultation." Although the
Government of Alberta spent six figures
to tell Albertans interested in commenting to go to the Internet, they forgot that
not all Albertans have Internet. After
three attempts to complete the online
survey with a dial-up connection, a call
to my MLA that failed to turn up a hard
copy and three telephone calls to Alberta Energy, | finally managed to secure a
paper copy, which | duly completed and
mailed in prior to the June 1, 2009 dead-

GONE FISSION >> How many ways do Albertans need to say no to nuclear? //rie
ES: spoken out frequently and clearly
on the issue. All this information is public,
and the government needs to take it into
account before making a final decision on
nuclear power. What follows are just some
of the many ways in which Albertans have
tried to have their voices heard.
Numerous

reports. questioning nuclear

2500 signatures from residents across

Citizens’ groups have also emerged in

all corners of the province, including the
communities where future nuclear plants
may be constructed. These organizations
include Nuclear Free Alberta, Citizens
Advocating the Use of Sustainable En-

Action Committee, the Whitecourt-based
Tipping Point Project, the High River Regional Environmental Action Committee
and Lethbridge's Greensence.
Leading nuclear experts have visited
the province to speak on the dangers
of nuclear power, including Jim Harding, author of Canada's Deadly Secret:
Saskatchewan Uranium and the Global
Nuclear System, the world-renowned Dr.
Helen Caldicott, author most recently of
Nuclear Power is Not the Answer and Dr.
Gordon Edwards, president of the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility.
Albertans
have also spoken out
through letters to the editor and by sign-

sions with Albertans.” So much for the May
20, 2009 promise from Tim Grant, the assistant deputy minister of energy: "There's
no doubt in my mind that if the people
say: ‘We don't want nuclear power, it’s not
going to be here. It’s my job to make sure
people have access to the information they
need to make an informed decision.”

Despite the fact that the government's
side of the nuclear power “debate” is a
travesty of a full and transparent democratic process, Albertans have nonethe-
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gion were presented to Peace River MLA
Frank Oberle in November 2007. About
the province opposed to nuclear power

have been

Further input was limited to "randomly

By June 5 the last of these "consultations"

to Ed Stelmach and Mel Knight. A petition with more than 1500 signatures of
Peace Country residents opposed to the
construction of a nuclear plant in the re-

including Nuclear Power in Alberta: An
Alternative Perspective by Citizens Advocating the Use of Sustainable Energy
(Cause), Nuclear Power in Canada: An Examination of Risks, Impacts and Sustainability by the Pembina Institute, Keep Alberta Nuclear Free: Community Nuclear
Action Guide by Sierra Club Prairte and
Risks from Nuclear Power Development
in Northwestern Alberta by the Peace
River Environmental Society.

in Alberta

ergy (CAUSE), the Athabasca Bioregional

had taken place. So much for Mel Knight's
April 23, 2008 promise of "an unbiased examination of the issues ... an objective and
broad-based research paper as a first step
to having informed and meaningful discus-

is, of course, no way to estimate how
many Individual letters were written

released,

power

line. If the government had really wanted
"to hear from all Albertans" on this critical issue they would have sent the survey with a stamped return envelope to
every home in the province.
selected Alberta citizens," 20 “discussion
groups” held in 10 communities across
Alberta and some stakeholder meetings.

It doesn't,

really, because

the war in Afghanistan has
been unwinnable for years,
and it was never a vital American interest. Nor was Karzai’s
regime honest or competent be-

fore this election. But Obama could
: say that the revelation of the true nature

: of the regime that the United States is
: supporting has forced him to reconsider
} the scale of the US military commitment

would have been eliminated in the first. :

The report of the government-appointed "Nuclear. Power Expert Panel,” which
was expected in the fall of 2008, was
finally released on March 26, 2009.
"There are those of course who have very

just interested in what we're doing here,
we want to make sure all Albertans have
their questions and concerns answered.
The views of Albertans will be important
in developing a provincial approach on
the issue of nuclear power generation.
The Alberta government has been clear
that the province will not take a position
until we hear from Albertans.”
There were indeed "strong feelings,"

: than for making it in the first place.
What Obama could now say |f
he wanted, however, is: "This
changes everything.”

ghanistan, Hamid Karzai did exactly the : in Afghanistan, and he could then start
same thing. All but one of his opponents : working his way towards the door,

erations after that will live with.”

strong feelings," said Minister of Energy
Mel Knight at the time. "We have to make
sure that all Albertans, whether they
have strong feelings or whether they're

Widespread electoral fraud + Karzai offers
Obama a way out, if he’s willing to take it

Society,

the

Grimshaw-based

Citizens

Against Nuclear Development (CAND),
the Peace River Environmental Society,

the High Prairie Regional Environmental

ing petitions opposed to nuclear power.

In a collection | have of 80 letters written by Albertans in the last three years,
75 are opposed to nuclear power in the
province. Of the five that supported
nuclear power, two came from persons
with ties to the nuclear industry. There

was presented by the Coalition for a Nuclear Free Alberta in November 2008.

Despite it all, the Alberta government
has clearly failed to read the signs of the
time, which are apparent to most commentators. July 31 and August 1, 2009
National Post articles announced the
“nuclear renewal" was over after Ontario
suspended plans for two nuclear reactors at its Darlington station, saying the
nuclear renaissance is "dead on arrival,” or
as Alberta NDP leader Brian Mason put it
somewhat more cleverly, "nuclear power
is an idea whose ‘half-life’ has long since
expired.” Calgary author Chris Turner in his
2007 book The Geography of Hope wrote,
"The Economist ... stated baldly of nuclear
power plants that ‘not one, anywhere in
the world, makes commercial sense.”
For three years, the Alberta government
has managed and suppressed dissent on
this critical issue. As one Calgarian wrote
on June 22, 2009, “The Stelmach government has already made up its mind and
the entire public process, including the
public survey and stakeholder consultations, is a farce.”
When the legislature resumes in the
fall, Mel Knight will most likely announce

that nuclear power is "the right fit for the
province.” But this decision is too important to be left to politicians and Industry.
Albertans have spoken. In a climate that
did not permit debate, Albertans never
gave up because they believe in the
democratic process. They want to keep
Alberta nuclear free, and it is the responsibility of the government to listen and
declare Alberta nuclear free. W
Cecily Mills is a retired teacher, volunteer

and lifelong social justice activist who
has researched, written and given presentations on nuclear power.
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round of voting, so his re-election as
president in the second round was assured. He had bribed the northern warlords to deliver large blocks of votes to
him, and in the south his Pashtun ethnic
roots made him the favoured candidate
among those who dared to vote.
Yet in order to "win" in the first round
of voting and avoid that run-off, Karzai's
people indulged in brazen, systematic
cheating. His men set up hundreds of
fictitious polling stations and registered hundreds of thousands of ballots
in his favour. (Some of them weren't

: Suppose he does that, and that in a
: couple of years he is safely out of the

: door. The last American and other for
: eign troops have gone home, leaving
: Karzai to his fate. What happens then?

: This is the tricky bit, because of course
! we cannot know for sure. But here are
= some significant facts to consider.
: The 9/11 attacks were not planned
:
=
:
election is not just a
:
:
disaster for western

q

even folded, so they could never have :
been inserted into a real ballot box.)
Karzal's organizers also took over 800
real voting stations and kept local citizens out while they stuffed the ballot
boxes with votes for their man. In some
provinces, the number of votes for
Karzai was 10 times greater than the
total number of people who had actu-

:
:

This shameful

policy. It's also an
opportunity.

3 in Afghanistan. They were planned by
: al-Qaeda operatives in Germany and
: Florida, and it is very unlikely that the
? Taliban government of Afghanistan had

? advance warning of them.
ally shown up and voted. But the "Inde- : The Taliban and al-Qaeda were not
pendent Election Commission,” a body
dominated by Karzai loyalists, reported
that Karzai got 54 percent of the votes

and won in the first round.
Why did he do it? Maybe it was because he knew that the Obama administration wanted him replaced,
and feared that the US would try to
manipulate the election in the other
direction. At any rate, the damage is

done, and Washington is now shackled

:
:
:
!

“allies,” though they held similar views

about the right way for Muslims to
live. The mainly Arab senior members
of al-Qaeda were in Afghanistan in

: 1996 — 2001 because they had fought
: alongside the Afghans as foreign volun: teers during the war against the Soviet
: occupation in the 1980s. The Taliban
: leaders felt a debt of honour towards
: them, and gave them refuge.
: The Taliban never ruled all of Afghani
: stan. They controlled their own Pash
: tun homeland in the south and east,
: plus Kabul and some other bits, but

for the next four years to acorrupt and
incompetent “winner” whose contempt
for the electoral process and the Af: the militias of the other ethnic groups
ghan people is manifest.
At the moment, there is dismay in the : always held out in the north.
western capitals that have sent troops : So why does western political rhetoto fight in Afghanistan. How can they : ric take it for granted that the Taliban

ask their soldiers to die defending an il- : would gain control of all of Afghanistan
legitimate regime whose leading lights : if western troops left, or that they would
are a crooked president, his drug-trading : then allow al-Qaeda to have bases in the
brother and two vice-presidents who are : country again, or that they have the
both former warlords with much Afghan ? slightest desire to attack the West?
blood on their hands? But this shameful : If western troops did pull out of Afelection is not just a’disaster for western
policy. It's also an opportunity.

; ghanistan, Hamid Karzai would try to

thodoxy that the war in Afghanistan

} outcome. This outrageous parody of an

: make a deal with the Taliban, and he
President Obama made a huge mis- i might succeed. Even if he failed, few
take in accepting the Washington or- : western interests are at stake in the
is both vital to American interests and : election has given Barack Obama the
winnable. If he doesn't turn around : political room he needs to save himself,
and start looking for a way out, it may : and he should seize the opportunity. V
destroy his administration in the end :

(though probably not in his first term). : Gwynne Dyer is a London-based indeBut the hardest thing in politics is to : pendent journalist whose articles ore
change course: you are punished far : published in 45 countries. His column
more severely for admitting a mistake : appears each week in Vue Weekly.

activists chained themselves to equipment on the site and unfurled a banner
reading “Tar Sands: Climate Crime." On
the same day members of the Rainforest
Action Network unfurled a 20-metrehigh banner over Niagara Falls, calling
on Obama to reject oilsands oil in favour

ofa “clean energy future.”
Ome
SSS
BYELECTION
SENDS ED A MESSAGE
Vos in Calgary-Glenmore sent Premier Ed Stelmach a stinging rebuke

inthe September
14byelection, ending 40
years of
Tory rule in the riding by sending
outgoing Wildrose Alliance Leader Paul
Hinman back to the legislature.
Hinman, who lost his former seat in
Cardston-Taber-Wamer in the 2008 election, won the contest with 4052 votes, or
37 percent of the total. Three-time Liberal hopeful Avalon Roberts came a close
second with 3776 votes, while the PC's

port enjoyed in 2008 by former MLA Ron
Stevens, who stepped down in May.
The byelection, widely seen as a referendum on Stelmach's leadership, comes on
the heels of the Wildrose Alliance Party's
October 17 leadership contest and a vote
on Stelmach’s leadership at the Conservative AGM in early November.

local star candidate, city alderman Diane

Colley-Urquhart, finished a distant third
with 26 percent of votes, just half thesup-

cial campaign to head off what it calls
"plans for deep cuts to post-secondary
education” as the province wrestles

with a $6.9 billion deficit. The group

PSE CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED
Ihe advocacy group Public Interest Alberta has launched a provin-

says funding cuts are already impacting the quality of education, and that
investments in PSE are critical despite
the current economic situation. Details
of the campaign are available on the
group's website, pialberta.org.
SCOTT HARRIS

I/ SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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A few grains of salt
e

SMON offers just one example of why a
little bit of skepticism can go a long way

web hosting
www.alentus.com
780.429.9903

| shouldn't read the things | read, or talk : ed “every institution that might stand in
to the people | talk to; they sometimes : its way, including the US Congress, the

I WANNA HELP
You ACROSS

BUT THESE
TESTIMONIALS...

A

THE

REPORTS OF {DU STIUIGIN' FOLKS

WHEN YOORE HALFWAY ACROSS 7

THERE'S A TKUST GAP
IS WHAT IN SAYING.

fuel what some view as unnecessarily vig- : Food and Drug Administration, academilant skepticism. Too late though, |
ic medical centers, and the medical
had a conversation with former
profession itself.”
Health Canada scientist Chiv
History shows that almost
Chopra this week, and in
everything we learn needs
perusing an obscure library
=m _ modifying. That's the beauty
pick, read about iatrogenic
of science; we keep adjusting
disease—disease
caused
what we know. But though
by medical treatment—and
we acknowledge the probabout SMON in particular.
lems of conflicted interests and
Chopra and SMON aren't really
knowledge monopolies, and though
related, except that both fuel my skep- : we've been wrong too often to count
ticism of the medical establishment and : and alternative theories initially vigor
our food and drug regulatory bodies. : ously resisted often prove true, skepti
Chopra, former Health Canada scientist, : cism directed at the medical orthodoxy
knows the inner workings of the regu- F and delivered via what Steve Anderson
latory process, and about the power : writing in last week's Vue Weekly, aptly
of industry to obscure the truth about : called "big business-supported journal
where the real risks lie.
: ism," is still largely taboo.
Which brings me to SMON. SMON is : Taboo or not, skepticism is in order
short for subacute myelo-optico neu- : Because once enormous amounts of
ropathy, a polio-like illness in its ability : time and money have been invested in
to paralyze. It swept through Japan in : an accepted theory, once too many cathe 1960s and was attributed to a virus : reers are at stake, course corrections
for a decade and a half before it was hy- : are delayed at the expense of humar
pothesized it might be caused by high : lives. So | listen to the experts and reac
doses of a drug called clioquinol used : the health news, but | also keep in mind
to treat intestinal symptoms. In the : the power of sheer momentum. And |
end clioquinol was found to be neuro- : listen to those who tell a different story
toxic in high doses; SMON was an lat- : because it is often the unpopular, un
rogenic disease. The drug was banned, : published hidden rest of the story tha!
the courts awarded damages in the : will develop a fully-informed decision
hundreds of millions, and the epidemic : on how to approach our health.
disappeared—but not before it left tens : | admire doctors and am thankful for
: medical interventions; don't get me
of thousands in its wake.
The thing is that microbial causes come : wrong. They save lives, every day. My
with Lucrative potential preventions and : son is alive because of insulin. My broth
treatments. They come with ready re- : er-in-law had blocked arteries bypassec
search money. Non-microbial theories of : last week. My other son now wears 2
disease tend to stay on the back shelf, : white coat in a university hospital, and
because discovering that what's behind : yes, | think that’s pretty cool But none
some of our troubling plagues might be : of that means I'd take any orthodox wis
our own doing just isn't as lucrative,
They're really not out to get us, | sometimes hear. | know they're not, not in a
conspiracy sort of way. But, since sci-

: dom at face value.

: Because despite our desire to trust the
: experts, despite our hopefulness, medi
: cal science is industry driven; knowledge
ence itself has been caught in the web of : monopolies and conflicts of interest
corporate interests, it is prudent to View = affect what filters down to us. It is in
press-release-driven medical and health : dustry that charts the path for medica!

news with a generous sprinkling of salt. : research and determines the treatments
? we receive when we visit our doctors,
As Marcia Angell, former editor of the : and industry, as we all know, must pu!
New England Journal of Medicine put it, : shareholder values above the public
the pharmaceutical industry has co-opt- : health interest. W
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Spicy secrets
Learning the secrets of Indian cooking at City Arts Centre
ANGIE ROOS

everything else was so flavourful. jy,

// ANGIE@ VUEWEEKLY.COM
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the real winner were the pakoras; (}
were a hit and they disappeared befo
anything else. We ended our mea! w)i:),

'm one of those people that can cook
a fairly decent meal if I have a good
recipe. But for some reason or other,
Indian cuisine has always eluded me. I
can follow a recipe by Madhura Jaffrey

a big mug of chai that our instruc
prepared using only cloves, cardamo)
black tea, milkand sugar. She cooked
very slowly and for quite some time a;
Irealized that this was an essential ¢ p
I was happy to have a real chai recipe a
I find it is always the perfect ending «
any Indian feast.
Although the instructor's input w:
invaluable at the Spice Centre, | hardly
recall her during the cooking portion
of the class, which was unfortunate as |

(the Indian cookbook guru) and it still

inevitably ends up tasting like a nonIndian person trying to cook Indian
food. A totally unauthentic, definitely
not spicy enough version of what you'd
get at an Indian restaurant. What was
wrong with me?
I've long been obsessed with Indian
food and my inability to cook it properly,
. So it would make sense that I, a vegetarian, would sign up for the City Arts Centre's Indian Vegetarian Shop, Cook and
Eat class. I would finally be able to master aloo gobi. How hard could it be?
I met my classmates and my teacher

would have enjoyed a few anecdotes an.
some tricks of the trade. I certainly en
joyed the class but I felt I was just read

ing a recipe and following it. That said
I left feeling stuffed and happy, armed
with recipes and the hope that I cou!
make this feast all on my own one day

at the Spice Centre (9280 - 34 Avenue)
one Saturday morning in July for our

Hoping to impress friends and fami\
I decided to host an Indian feast at m
home so I could try out my recipes ar
dazzle people with my cooking skill. |

tour and an explanation ofall things related to Indian cooking. Our instructor,
Sukhi, led us through the mind numbing Spice Centre while explaining to us
the difference between garam masala

was pretty sure they would think thai

grew up in Mumbai! I now had a gian'
box of Indian spices purchased fro:
the Spice Centre and from Superstor:
Superstore carries a good selection «
spices, but you might end up with five
pounds of chana flour and a lifetime
supply of fenugreek leaves.
I started with my aloo gobi recipe and
instead of adding the cauliflower and
potato, I made a dal instead. Dal is a
spicy lentil curry using the same spi:
combination and tomato base you us
for making aloo gobi. I made the dal t!
evening before and discovered that it was

and tandoori masala. I have to admit I
was feeling a little cocky at the centre,

thinking I knew everything I needed to
know about spices. I was so wrong. I began to discover that my biggest mistake
was always changing up the spices, mixing whatever I had around, thinking,
"Well, Idon't have coriander seeds, but I
have cumin seeds!" or using ground cotiander instead of the seeds, thinking,
"Well, they're both coriander!” Apparently, it makes all the difference in the

world, What a fool I've been.
After a thorough tour and lesson on

really quite simple once you have all the
Spices: it only took about 20 minutes
fact, all ofthe recipes were quite simple
follow—lI thinkit is often amatter of hev

spices, mixes, lentil varieties and okra
we were invited to stock up on spices
and snacks and meet at the City Arts

Centre to start cooking.
At the City Arts Centre they provided
us with a great big kitchen, plenty of
room and lots of good cooking uten
sils. We were handed a list with seven
different dishes, divided into groups of
three people and given a station. I was

at the masala rice and aloo gobi station.
There wasn't a lot of instruction per
se, we were just following a recipe and
hoping for success. My teammates and
I carefully measured out the spices, be-

ing the correct spices on hand. |also pi
pared the vegetables for the pakoras th«
night before, as they require a lot of cho;
ping. I prepared the mushroom curry
a0

the shahi paneer about an hour and hal!
before my guests arrived. We were give”

a recipe in class for making homemade
spices. I prepared the aloo gobi, a potato and cauliflower curry, with great
interest, as ] think this is a very important dish to get right.
After an hour or so, everyone was start-

eaerrauanenstoest
nasetymnina

a

After an hour or so, everyone was starting to

look pleased with themselves and the kitchen
smelled wonderful.
ing very particular all along so the dish
would taste as “authentic” as possible.
We started with the rice dish, taking
turns chopping, mixing and grinding

16 // DISH
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ing to look pleased with themselves and
the kitchen smelled wonderful—like real
Indian food. One team had made pakoras,
a yummy, spicy nugget made of mixed

WUEWEEKLY // SEP 17 — SEP 23, 2009

vegetables and chickpea flour and fried

until golden. Another team made mushroom curry and raita, a cool yogurt dish
with red onion and fresh cilantro. There
was also a shahi paneer, a creamy pink

tinged curry with homemade cheese,
and a vegetable korma, which is a mix of
vegetables and spices in a yogurt sauce.
We set out all the food buffet style
and began to garnish the meals and get
utensils out. Everyone piled their plates
high, excited to taste everything. I first
tasted the aloo gobi, which my team
had prepared. It was spicy! The paneer
was tasty, as was the korma. | felt that
the rice would have been good plain, as

paneer, butIfigured since I have two jobs
and a two-year-old I could be excused

from making it from scratch, regardless
of how easy itseemed.

I put all the food out buffet style anc
we sampled everything. The pakoras
were a hit, although part of me regret
ted the decision to fry them up in the

29-degree heat. I heard a lot of happ’
comments about the mushroom cur)
and the paneer was also garnering °
tention. But there was one maggie
problem that almost everyone exce)'
my two-year-old seemed to notice: tii
food just wasn’t spicy! Not any of
CONTINUED

ON PAGE 15 >”

waffles ever?

é

ae

ispies to the batter yields surprises
—
WEDNESDAY,

AT 6:30 pm

">
SEPTEMRER

23°"

WINE & TAPAS PAIRING
"HARVEST" THEME
5 wine and food pairings for $50
Please: call 780 437 7489 for reservations

Temptation Tuesdays
Bacardi Mojitos $5
$4 off all appetizers

Get Cerked Wednesdays

$2off ANY glass of wine
$8 off ANY bottle of wine

The Happiest Hour on Whyte
Tues-Fri 7pm
$5.25 Classic loz. Martinis
$5 Pints

2 for | Appetizers

Pest

.

Devlin’s Cocktail Lounge...
Serving SEXY on Whyte daily
10507 820d Avenme | 7X0 437 7489

ilike waffles, but |don't like Rice Krispies.
That doesn't usually pose a problem;
eat waffles, and | don't eat Rice Krispies.
But | ran across a recipe that insisted i
made the best waffles ever. And guess
what the secret and mysterious

:
:
:
:

week buffer before they were due to
self-destruct. Out came my bowls and!
started combining the most unlikely ingredients. Into one bowl went the flour

(1 used /2 cup whole wheat and 3/4 : thing. The milk mixture got dumped
cup white), Rice Krispies, corn- :

(and weird) ingredient was?

starch, sugar, baking powder,

Maybe it was the big box of
Christmas Rice Krispies languishing in my cupboard, the
one my daughter simply needs to

a mewseek co

have every year and then only downs
a bowl or two of. Maybe it was my utter

adoration of waffles and the possibility
that these were, in fact, the best waffles
ever. Or maybe it was because it was
just too bizarre to pass up.
Whatever the reason, the very next
morning found me climbing onakitchen

chair and reaching way to the back of

that impossible cupboard above my
fridge. My fingers grasped a large rect-

angular box and pulled. Ta-da—the
Christmas Rice Krispies.

| checked the expiry date. Evidently
even airy specks of sugar and salt are
subject to ruin. Perfect—I had a two-

PARKALLEN

rule of baking and didn't :

give the recipe a thorough
read before embarking on
my experiment,
cornstarch
was kind of a surprise ingredi
ent, too. One | don't use very often,
: It must have been my husband's lucky
: day—t! had just enough, circumventing
: an unexpected morning jaunt for him to
: the grocery store.
Into another bowl went the egg yolks,
: the milk, the vanilla and the oil, andthen
|
: beat the egg whites. | have to admit,
: separating the yolks from the whites
: and then beating the whites is not my
: favourite thing to do. It takes time, dirt: ies extra dishes and is, in general, apain.
= | usually skip that step but, in the spirit
: of the experiment, | followed the recipe
: exactly. Except for the little bit of whole
: wheat flour | substituted, that is.

F pew
wept:
Alberta’s
electrical

:

baking soda and salt. Since :
{ had broken the cardinal :

Yup, Rice Krispies.
I'm still not sure what pos-

sessed me to actually try it.

: So | beat the egg whites until soft little
: peaks held their shape when | lifted up
: the beaters. And |pretended | enjoyed it
: Then it was time to combine every-

workers

:

RESTAURANT
luneh
dinner
weekend brunch

:
:
:
: into the flour mixture. Before | could

: even stir, the whole concoction started
: to snap, crackle and pop. Seriously. Mu-

: sical waffles. Thankfully, the concoction

: quickly tired of singing and started to
resemble normal waffle batter again,
: except for the red and green flecks.
: I then folded in the egg whites. Folded,

‘

7018 - 109 ST
780.436.8080
www, parkallen.com

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18 >>
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DISH AT HOME
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

: don't keep pouring until the batter : corner before dousing it with toppings.
: reaches the edge, or you'll have waffle : naked waffle can't hide anything.
: batter everywhere.

Leave some

room

: The waffle was light and crispy and 3}

not stirred,
Stirring would deflate them : for the waffles to expand.
t
and make the whole beating the egg : A minute or two later, a high-pitched
white thing futile. So don't stir.
: beep pierced the kitchen. It was my
| now had lovely, airy, and very colour- ! signal the waffie was done, courtesy
ful waffle batter. The red and green Rice t of the all-knowing waffle iron. | genKrispies did not magically become mut- i tly coaxed the large, fluffy and deep
ed once they were incorporated into the : golden brown creation out of the hot
waffle batter.
* iron and plunked it on a waiting plate.

? solutely lovely. And still speckled wit:
: red and green flecks. | read—and wh,
: knows—that the Rice Krispies leave |i:
: tle pockets of air in the waffles, Making
them extra-light. Someone in my hous-

i thought they tasted like Rice Krispic
: squares, but | think that was just wishf\)|
: thinking. They definitely had a slightly
: Sweeter edge, though, thanks to th
: Rice Krispies.
The crispness even held up well to

: liberal dousing of various toppings, An,
: there was no snap, crackle and popping

2nd location at 10923- 101 st
open days
/
a week

: when they came into contact with ms
: ple syrup. They must have gotten it |

: out of their system earlier.
Were these the best waffles ever? |

? not sure, but they were pretty darn good

BEST ALL YOU CAN EAT SUSHI IN TOWN
$25.99 (adult) $14,99 (5-11
|
BENTO available atlunch &dinner for $9.99only!

: And now! know what to do with big boxe
: of leftover Christmas Rice Krispies. W

(from America's
THANYS FOR VOTING US BEST ALRICAN!

LANGANO SKIES

Test Kitchen)

1V& cupsall-purpose
flour
1.cup
Rice Krispies

3/4 cup cornstarch
: V4 cupsugar

WHIP IT GOOD >> Thetoppingisthe most important partmnt
It was time to cook,

1 teaspoon baking powder

: The anticipation was high, and one of :

The recipe says to pour 2/3 of a cup of : my kids immediately whisked it away.
batter into the centre of the waffle iron, : It was treated to a strawberry-andbut that's far too methodical and pre- : whipped-cream bath before | could

1/2 teaspoon baking soda

: 3/4 teaspoon table salt
: 2 large eggs, separated
: 1V2 cups milk
cise for me. | just poured until it looked ; even snag a measly crumb.
: 1 teaspoon vanilla extract
like enough, and then | closed the lid : More batter, more high-pitched beeps : 1/2 cup vegetable oil
and waited, A word of warning, though: : and, finally, a waffle of my own.Isnucka :

Vegetarian an

<qeaes Ghoicss

Every Day!

awesom e
Plus chec. k out the

Buffet ry
Vege tarian Vibrations
Each Mo:
Last Tuesday of
The

Voted Edmonton's best African restaurant
9920-82 Ave
-3334
langanoskies.com

COOKING CLASS
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
Now this is entirely my fault and I accept full responsibility. I halved the
chili powder in my recipes, as we had
done in class, Our instructor informed
us that the recipes were seasoned according to her spice preference, which
was pretty spicy. When I made the aloo
gobi in class and forgot to halve the
chili powder, it was definitely burning
our tongues. So I thought in order to

and milk. That's the real secret, I guess

keep everyone happy, I would keep all
of the dishes mild. The result was that
my meal at home ended up tasting like
a non-Indian person trying to make
Indian food. And I was pretty sure no
one thought I grew upin Mumbai. Now
1 know for next time to follow the instructions to the letter.
I was feeling pretty confident about
making the chai on my own since receiving this tip from my sister-in-law:
let the spices boil a little longer on
their own before adding the tea bags

because guests were now asking me fo:

my chai recipe. Ha! In fact, it turns out
Indian food is all about secrets. I feel
like [now have a few of ayown
aroma omen Hae

INDIAN VEGETARIAN SHOP, COOK & EAT
CITY ARTS CENTRE
10943 - 84 AVE
S70
FOR INFORMATION ON UPCOMING CLASSES

VISIT TINYURL.COM/LLP6GU

AUTHENTIC
TURKISH
CUISINE
Open

Tuesday

unday

dinner at 5 pm

to

|

;
|

| Please phone for :

INCLUDING A AM
AND-GeEET wit

LiL Jons $ BIF,

.
te win Ge te WU EWEEFLY. COMA Ant

cick te BACK +OSCHOOL

putter

Reservations

a beer for every taste

bowl
10922 88th Avenue

ft's easy to get confused

the : each of the grape varietals’ strengths and

about

grape sometimes known as Syrah and : to minimize its weaknesses.
sometimes as Shiraz—after all, having :
two names for what is essentially the : The first plantings of Syrah in Australia
same thing seems designed to bring on : occured in 1831 after clippings of the varibefuddlement. The confusion has only : etal were brought over from France and

been increased by the effective market- : Spain. From there, the Australian wine
phenomenon slowly took hold of the
ing campaigns of Australian winemarket, increasing its fans signifimakers, who have all but exclu- 4
cantly between 1970 and 1990,
sively associated Shiraz with
their country. Add to all that
becoming a major player by
the turn of the century. | don't
a number of legends about
ely.col
as
think the Aussies or the world
the grape's origin and one
e'
mno@VUer
were quite ready for the popumight become so mixed up,
larity that was to come from
not even-a tall glass of the
the cutting-edge packaging and
stuff can take the edge off.
competitive pricing backed up by
One of the most persistent legends surrounding the wine comes from : sinfully good wine, ready to drink straight
the city of Shiraz in Iran which was, at : away. The Aussies, like the French, use
one time, famous for its wine. Despite : Syrah to blend, using Grenache, Syrah and
the many legends surrounding Shiraz : Mouvedre in the blend, with GSM written
which appeared to back up claims that : boldly on the label
the city was the origin of the varietal, in : At the same time Australians were
the late 1990s this was proven to not be : growing, harvesting and crafting these dethe case. In 1998, researchers successfully : licious, rich-berried wines the Californians
concluded that the grape varietal is native : were also focused on Syrah; inky and rich
to France. The DNA testing found the par- : as well, but with undertones of earthients of Shiraz—or Syrah if you prefer— : ness and licorice spice. In 1970 a group of
to be two obscure Vitis Vinifera grape : viticulturists called the "Rhone Rangers”
varietals called Dureza and Mondeuse : planted the first Syrah in California. The
Blanche; both existing only ina very small : hot climate of the western regions turned
; out to be ideal for growing Syrah. Napa,
region close to the Rhone Valley.
The Rhone Valley and southern appel- : Sonoma and Paso Robles are some of
lations are the main growing regions for : the regions producing these inky, jammy
this varietal in France. Known to make : wines. In essence, California Syrah was on
some of the most complex Syrah in ex- : the market in a New World package, with
istence, these wines are also made to : New World style ready to compete.
last, as they can age up to 20 years with : Syrah/Shiraz is one of the most popuproper cellaring. The powerful and bold : lar grape varieties in the market today,
wines of Hermitage, the most famous of : whether it's from Australia, California,

V¥

|

; aa

the Rhone Valley appellations, gave Syr- : France or the many other wine-producah its global recognition. Made from 100 : ing countries in the world, From the in-

percent Syrah, these inky, deep garnet-

credible richness on the nose of a Rhone
coloured wines have luscious aromas of : Valley Syrah, to the jammy, luscious fruit
black/red fruits, leather and spice, along : and spice of a New World Shiraz, each
with smoke, rich fruit and pepper on the : country and its coinciding terroir offers
palate, Syrah is also commonly blended : an originality of flavour that is worthy of
with Grenache and Mouvedre to enhance : your exploration. WV

EXPERIENCED FOOD WRITER
Vue Weeklyislooking for a few experienced writers whose love
of food and love ofwriting go hand in hand. An ability to meet
deadlines, ace word counts, and explain what tapenade is over

and over to your editor without getting super frustrated are all

advantageous ents. Ifyou posses these attributes, please
aC. to.dish@vueweekly. com
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Find reviews of past theatre,
dance and visual arts shows on
our website.

PREVUE // VICTORIA MARTIN: MATH TEAM QUEEN

The nerd circle of life

is like. The stakes are so high. If you'
ever seen a teenager who's had a {(0),

with their friends, their world is over

Victoria Martin: Math Team Queen examines the
clique-filled, high-stakes daysofhigh school |

Working
with the young cast has cays.
a bit ofa shift
in gears for Schmidt, to
Joining Piatocha are Branden Mart),

playwright Jason Chinn, and best bu:
FAWNDA MITHRUSH
// FAWNDA@VUEWEEKLY.COM
ihe way people see their high school

years might depend on what school
they attended: the view might be skewed
if the student body was large or small, or
ifthe school was in a big city or remote
town. Usually though, hindsight of that
very special time in life—that excruciating, uncertain, pressurized handful of
developmental years—all depends on
who was there, who pissed you off, or
who you tried to impress.
It's at this tortuous cusp in life where
Victoria Martin comes in. The themes in
Northern Light Theatre's season opener
are quite a departure from the company’s reputation for curating dark and difficult subject matter (NLT is also moving
south to the Varscona venue this year),

but Victoria Martin: Math Team Queen
was one play Artistic Director Trevor

Schmidt was unwilling to pass up.
"Tove this play, I think the kids in it are so
sweet, and it's so endearing,” he explains.
"There's social status and peer groups and

cliques and unspoken rules about social

Cole Humeny and Richard Lee Tsi.
"It's really great as a theatre dire;
to work with younger people once
a while because they will blindly tr,
you, which is great,” he laughs, “bu
also realize that I want them to unde
stand why I want them to do thine;
and it's good to force me to articulate

behaviour that nobody can ever get on top
of. When I read it Iremember being quite
moved emotionally. [think probably wept
alittle bi—I'ma big sucker that way—and
ifa play moves me emotionally I definitely _
want to do it. I read it and thought about
that terrible time in life when everything
is life and death—it invoked that time
period on such a gut level, on such a core
emotional level."
Essentially, the play presents the
storied clash of the cliques. The very
pretty, very popular Victoria (Melanie
Piatocha) has to join the math team—
eeeww—to avoid detention. Of course,
said team is chock-full of geeks, four to
be exact, each with his own quirks and
troubles. They don't like her, so to spite
them she sticks it out on the team, all
the while keeping it secret from her
popular friends. As it turns out, all of
them actually do have feelings (including Victoria)—and there's plenty surprises going on to thicken the angst.
"Everyone has a little secret, everyone has a little crush, and everyone has
their own insecurities,” Schmidt says,
admitting that he and the cast of young

... I said to the actors at the beginnin
‘T could try and force you all to work
the speed and the way that I work. bi
that's not really good. I'd like to figu
out how you work as a performer an
to speak to you in your language rath:
than making you all learn mine.”
Good advice for any student strut

ALGEBRA IS SO TOTALLY, LIKE, HARD >> Victoria Martin: Math Team Queen

gling to understand the people arour
them, isn't it? W
—————

~ SUN, SEP27(7:30 PM)
‘MATH TEAM QUEEN

follows clashing high school cliques // supplied
up-and-comers are working with some
pretty hackneyed stereotypes. "I'm try-

ing not to do like tape and the glasses
and bad mixes of plaid with bowties—
we're not trying to do a cartoony, overthe-top version of nerds. I think it's
grounded and rooted ina kind of reality.
It doesn't matter what you're dressed

PTT
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like or what social scene you
school, it's all based in that terrible fear
of not knowing if you're doing the right
thing because you've never done it before. One of the things they keep saying
in the play, the characters keep turning
to the audience and saying, ‘In case you
don't remember, this is what high school
TIT

OR SCHMIDT

NG?

MARTIN, JASON CHINN, COLE HUMENY,
RIC»
ARDLEETS!
VARSCONA THEATRE, (10329 - 82 AVE)
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DRAMA // TIDELINE

VISUAL ART // PROSPECTUS

The sum of its parts

Bury the past

The individual works in SNAP's group project PROSPECTUS
don't make up a greater whole

A stint as a gardener helped
Jeff Page find Tideline

ADAM WALDRON-BLAIN
ADAMWE@VUEWEEKLY.COM

NAP, as a workshop and gallery
combined, is intentionally a very
community-oriented space. Artist-run
centre members’ shows are strange
things, however, asevenatightcommu-

nity-driven organization like this one
draws a varied audience. They aren't
like the usual kind of group show, because they present a minimally curated
cross-section of the group rather than a
focused exploration of an idea, or even
a group ofpeople tied together by more
than circumstance. What then, is there
to say about them?

But the initiative to exhibit this collec-

ofview, I can perhaps see the draw. That
doesn't necessarily make for a compel-

ling show, though.
Despite all of this, what fascinates and
frustrates me most about PROSPECTUS
is the work itself. Beyond Marc Siegner's
rough characterization of the work as
small or medium-sized, on paper, and
drawing-like, most of the prints are basically the same. All but a handful are black
and white, with perhaps a pale, warm
neutral like cream helping out, and featuring cloudy tones mixed with snatches
of photography, semi-legible text and
drawing. This is apparently what printmaking is about in Edmonton, and this
show is not the only place to see it.

tion, the desire of the society members

Not all of the work fits this category,

to mount something as an organization, makes sense. Like many of SNAP’s
initiatives, it is about emphasizing and
strengthening the community surrounding the centre. I can only speculate about
the specific reasons for mounting PROSPECTUS, aside from tradition, but as
a group project, from the artists’ point

of course: there are tricks in a few of
the works, appealing details, and even
once in a while some colour. And I'm
well aware that working in a certain:
method or with a certain press or what
have you will produce results of a kind,
and in a shared studio like SNAP where
the presses and associated equipment

20 //

IE PIATOCHA, BRANDEN

are such a big attraction, a certain commonality is expected. But I am not sure
why “printmaking” seems to refer to
this kind of image specifically.
I wrote last week about sculpture that

PAUL BLINOV
/ PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

I felt failed to distinguish itself from a
long line of similar work, and the same

ing program, Jeff Page was broke.
"I heard that Tom Peacocke, who was
one of the founders of the drama department and a great, great theatre artist in
Edmonton, a very important man, needed a gardener,” he says, taking in the
coffee house patio sunshine between rehearsals. "I don't know anything about
gardening, but I know I can lift heavy

phenomenon
can be seen in these prints.

Looking at the show as a whole, it's not
really clear why we should care about
the works individually, which really does
a disservice to the prints and even to the
artists themselves. Beyond that, I can't
help but question why the common ele*ments have become so typical. It seems

an overwhelming adherence to a single
method, a single tradition, the justification for which has been all but forgotten
by the younger artists, It doesn't seem
to know what it has to say, so it's hard to

before he entered the

University of Alberta's MFA direct-

things, and at least have the skills of a
gorilla. So! called him up.”
Soon Page was getting his hands
dirty in Peacocke's yard. The work
itself was, of course, not very theat-

rical, but Page's gardening stint did
lead him to his MFA thesis project—

want to listen. W

WUEWEEKLY // SEP 17

saricernetey

Ihe summer

knowing that the guy toiling about his
garden was about to enter the directing program, the guy started exerting
a little influence over Page.
"The gardener was being gardened, in
essence,” Page muses. “He kept asking
SEP 23, 2009

me these questions: why do you choos:
plays that you choose? What's the first
question you would ask a designe:
How do you communicate with an a

tor? I would be left all day to ponde
them while I pulled weeds and plante
pogonias ... One day I was sitting there
and he threw a book at me, and he said
"Nobody does this guy. He's important
And he threw Tideline at me.”
A strange, poetic script, Tideline fo!
lows Wilfrid's (Scott Shpeley) attempt (0
bury his father in the man’s home coun
try, a war-torn Middle Eastern land tha!
already double-stacks its corpses in the

ground, and has little use—or room
for another cold body. As Wilfrid ven
tures deeper through the country, "
starts to encounter similar individual's
burdened
by their own pasts and famil;
histories, and his journey starts to wide D
beyond just laying a man to rest in hi
native land—Tideline questions how w«
can bury a violent past altogether a"

start fresh, free of hereditary conflicts
and old hatreds that too often get han‘

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2 >”
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TRE // THE DROWSY CHAPERONE

PUERTO

UeTENNCPEE NANNY

taNT R

THEATRE NETWORK -

Dream weaver

The Drowsy Chaperone's hilarious musical-within-a-play lets our
own personal experiences transform it into something heartfelt
Ironic distance can frequently come
off as annoyingly post-modern, when
it doesn't completely undercut what
follows, but it works extremely well
for two reasons. For starters, the muSical itself, while ridiculous, is impeccably put together (with the possible

‘

sid Stephen Mallatratt
From the book hy Susan all

exception of Ullyat's singing; while a
talented and emotional performer, he's
nevertheless routinely outclassed in
musicals, though at this point I blame
casting).

Even

the occasional

record

skip is sharply choreographed, and the
music is grand, particularly if, as the
Man in Chair suggests once, you don't
pay much attention to the lyrics.
More important, though, is that con-

nection between Man and play. Though
he claims at the beginning to only want
a little entertainment, as he leads us
through its patently obvious theatre, or
at least this little musical, is not such a
simple thing for him: he glories in the
curious foibles, rants about things that
break the mood, almost breaks down
heart /jeupplied

Se
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DAVID BERRY
J/ DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

i:my preview for The Drowsy Chaperlone a few weeks ago, Italked
abitabout
how it was a love letter to theatre, and its
power to move us. There are certainly

elements of that—anything that creates
a musical-within-a-play as lovingly and
unreservedly as this is obviously saying
something about what theatre does—
but after seeing it on stage, I have to
say that's too small a piece of the whole
puzzle. This is much more a play about
how our own personal experiences can
transform a play: the musical, as our
guide will point out numerous times,
is a fairly cheesy bit of puff, the kind
of thing that, if it were real, would be
justly largely forgotten. But it is something else entirely to Man in a Chair—a
personal connection with his mother, a

foreignerandtheeponymouschaperone
(Susan Gilmour), a tipsy mentor played
by an egomaniac. So that’s the musical
we're supposed to be dealing with.
The framing device of the Man in Chair
allows The Drowsy Chaperone to produce
its ridiculous musical and mock it, too,
and it takes full advantage of both opportunities. The aforementioned foreigner, Aldolpho, is ridiculed by Man
in Chair as a relentless ham and then
draws some ofthe play's biggest laughs
from strained overacting; the Chaperone is revealed as an irresistible diva
who selfishly demands a chance to belt
out an anthem in every show, right before Gilmour nearly brings the house
down with an ode to alcoholism. It lets
us in on the joke right before it pushes
it to its ridiculous extreme.

over connections that draw him back to

his own life. It leads to an ending that's

anunexpectedbutentirely earned heartwringer, the Man in Chair's breakdown
a very welcome and fitting reminder
that theatre's—and, if we're going to be
high-falutin’, art's—greatest trick is giv*
ing us insight on the hang-ups and connections we bring to it, taking our own
personal world and giving us a chance to
work it out up on stage. V

Pou

by Nir JoctgumEpe

UNTIL SUN, OCT 4
THE DROWSY CHAPERONE
DIRECTED BY MAX REIMER

BOOK BY BOB MARTIN, DON\MCKELLAR
LYRICS & MUSIC BY LISA LAMBERT, GREGG
MORRISON

STARRING JAY BRAZEAU, SUSAN GILMOUR,
DEBBIE TIMUSS, JOHN ULLYATT
CITADEL THEATRE (9828 - 101A AVE)
$60.~- $95

place to tum when he is blue, a welcom-

ing capsule of another age that he notso-subtly pines for—and as he guides us

RRTS ON THE-AVE-PRESENTS THE 4™ANNUAL

through it, we're not so much reminded
of the power of theatre to move as the
power we have to make theatre moving,
the myriad esoteric personal connec-

=

>

—

tions we bring to a performance that
influences, sometimes profoundly, what

we take away from it.
The play begins in Man in Chair's (Jay
Brazeau) apartment while he is experi-

FAMILY ARTS FES

encing one of his blue moods, or as he

describes it, in a taste of the self-awarely
clever asides to come, "self-conscious

anxiety resulting in non-specific sadness.” His remedy, implied to be his
usual way of dealing with the feeling, is
to take usthrough the eponymous musi-

cal, a 1920s pseudo-vaudevillian spectacle that takes place in the lead-up to the

wedding of Robert Martin (John Ullyat)
and Janet Van De Graaf (Debbie Timuss).

The main plot point, as Man in Chair will
gleefully point out, is that the groom is
not supposed to see the bride on the

wedding day, and that’s rounded out

VAy/ id

27 with the 4th annual Kaleido Family Arts Festival
Arts on the Ave is ‘TAKING IT TO THE STREETS’ September 25 this year also marks the Grand Opening for the’,
which
The festival kicks off with the No Tie Gala Art Show and Sale,
fabulous new

Nina Haggerty Centre

for the Arts.

they
Join Minister Lindsay Blackett and Mayor Stephen Mandel as

Centre.
cut the giant ribbon to officially open the new

There's live Jazz by the Parkers, work by over 50 artists on

gargoyles!
display, wine and cheese and watch the rooftop for human

at 8.
Friday, September 25, 6-10 with Ribbon Cutting

by punny gangsters, a daffy, spit-taking
Society matron, a ridiculously accented

SEP 17
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ADMISSION IS FREE, donations are welcome.
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~ MINA HABGERTY CENTRE FORTHEARTS- 9225-1AVENUE
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Elaborate on collaborate
What does it mean when someone wants to collaborate?
Collaborating, as both word and action, : past collaborator (in an era when nobody : Fortier’s concept of how Racine could
gets tossed around a lot these days. Ev- : gets to collaborate with Betty Goodwin), > contribute to Fortier’s meticulously choeryone seems to be collaborating with : referenced the art happenings and col- : reographed work.
someone, and if for some untimely
: laborations between now-prominent art
As Edgar Degas was greatly influenced
reason they are not, then there's
ists like John Cage, Merce Cunning. : by sitting in on ballet classes, producdefinitely talk of collaborating
E
ham, and Robert Rauschenberg - ing a series that would shape the era of
on a future project.
\
as how dance, music and visual : Impressionism to Richard Serra’s forma| will offer the opinion up
arts have always influenced : tive and vested interest in contempofront: collaborating is exeach other. Wishing to distin- : rary dance, channeling this perception
tremely difficult. Or more
guish the differences between : of movement and space into post-war
precisely: good collaborainfluences and collaborations, ; sculpture, these too are not collaborations are extremely difficult.
| am unconvinced that Fortier’s : tions, but points of research and oneA juggling act of vision, skills,
production of Cabane moved besided inspiration. The question then is:
€gos, personal growth and straight
yond mutual inspiration and into the : does actively involving your inspiration
up logistics, to collaborate means to : realm of collaboration.
: in the process equal a collaboration?
trust and release total control by all :
CAAT HRT
METAS
parties in favour of a unified and comA juggling act of vision, skills, egos, personal growth
prised vision—and unfortunately not
many people can pull this off.
and straight up logistics, to collaborate means
.
Recently experiencing three very differ- :
ent types of collaborations in the form :
of contemporary dancer/choreography :

Paul André Fortier with musician Robert :

to trust and release total control by all parties
in favour of a unified and comprised vision—and
unfortunately not many people can pull this off.

sion. Fortier, who turned 60 last year and

who cites visual artist Betty Goodwinasa

entre

for

th

OP

: emotional and immediate approach:
: Rechner, whose work continues to |

: based in a harnessed intuition, contribute
: his aesthetic and energy to the show, x,
: like Racine, he too serves more as a tripe:

: and influence in the overall work.
F
: On the same night of Richards anc
= Rechner’s opening, Alford/Bowes/Weibo’;
: Spaces Within |Within Spaces premiera,
? at Harcourt House. Also calling this a col
: laboration, the artists showcase thre
i distinct sections reflective of each artis’;
; practice. Since meeting three years ap.
: in Grande Prairie, and living and working
i respectively between areas in Norther;

: Alberta/Chicago/Vancouver,

the three

: have kept in touch through periodic
: dates on what each is working on, an

= even sending in samples of materials
¢ times. The individual works alone are ir
; dicative of each artist's heavily processec

? aesthetics and practices, sharing similar
: ties in transformative labor technique
: and subtractive aesthetics. With unde

Racine, drawing between Tim Rechner :
and Caitlin Sian Richards, and a mixed : The wonder of Racine was certainly on :
media visual installation by Sarah Al- : display, and as a presence, Racine as a
ford, Jennifer Bowes, and Shirley Weibe, : performer certainly triggered much of
I'm left wondering about the limitless : the movement; but the production was
processes behind such a common yet : without a doubt a Fortier Danse creation
diverse practice.
: first and foremost. Racine's skills have
In their artist talk prior to their opening : most likely inspired and benefited Forperformance, Fortier and Racine made it : tier as an artist, and Fortier has injected
clear that collaborating needs a single vi- : new blood into the melancholic Racine,

: through the influence of Rechner’s mo,

: Local figurative painter Caitlin Sian Rich= ards premiered her new series of draw: ing exercises made with abstract painter
= Tim Rechner in FAVA’s Ortona Gallery as
: a more democratic collaboration. With
: Pieces created in tandem in Rechner’s
: studio, along with pieces traded between
: the two over a span of four months, it is

: tectable compromises engaging in quiet

: conversations amongst the works,
i unification of the pieces solidifies their
; process into a collaborative exhibit. A
: each piece can stand on its own, it is thei
= inclusion of each other's growth that cre

> ates the potentialtomutually inform and
= expand each other. W
but the work created was not a collabo- : visually clear that Richards’ formal tech- =
niques are heading into a new direction = Amy Fung is the author of PrairieArtsters.com
: -ration of visions, but a performance of
:

COTIONS

ry | |
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TIDELINE
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
ed down from father to son.
"T think a lot of what [playwright Wajdi] Mouawad is talking about is this

idea of cultural belonging, and this idea
of how can we, as young individuals in
this world, move forward in the creation
emu

Leeann veunaymtaHmorteAnue

yy wan)

AGP

brought in a cast and crew whose cul
tural backgrounds meant they too could
point him in the right direction, cha
neling their collective cultural experences into the production.
"] think if you were gonna do thi
[play], you have to work that way,” h
says. "I know for me, I couldn't be ar
rogant enough to say ‘I’m gonna te!

Ee

FRA

AISNE

Ne

I think a lot of what Mouawad is talking about is this
idea of cultural belonging, and this idea of how can
we, as young individuals in this world, move forward
in the creation of ourselves if we're constantly being
urged to kill each other by these ghosts, and these
age-old hatreds, and rivalries and prejudices.
of ourselves if we're constantly being

urged to kill each other by these ghosts,
and these age-old hatreds, and rivalries
and prejudices,” Page explains. “It isvery
political in that way, because you kinda
can't write about that era without it being political. But I think that ultimately,
it's about human connection, and it's
about how do we find those people in
the world that we can join with to help
us, in essence, be ourselves authentically in the world, to create the new idea
that we want to live in.”

Page was intrigued by Tideline, but the
second act was filled with what he calls
"sort of political and social poetry,” and
some cultural ideas that he, Americanborn, didn’t have an immediate handle
on. So he geared most of his MFA sessions towards helping understand that
world, seeking out courses in theatre
and war, and the politics and cultural
theories of the Middle East. He also

Vv UEWEEKLY

// SEP 17 —SEP 23, 200:

your story for you, because I have '
right in the theatre.’ One of the thing
I think the theatre is full of, and are
dangerous people, are what I call e
torial page humanists: people who ca
get outraged at what they read in th
newspaper, and yet create environ
ments around themselves that are bit
ter and abusive and less than humane
and will stand on a pedestal and say
‘I'm doing important work." In the en
I'm just making plays, but if I'm gonn<
make a play about a certain thing, |
better get the people that it will res‘
nate within it.” W

Featured Artists

to visited in their suai towip etherat wor
k.

12:00pm-5:00pm

Jeannette Sommers

Laura Watmough
SIV mal- lalate]
Pearl Der
MONK
Laraine Weaver
Doris Charest

Pat Wagensveld

Spotlight Gallery #107, 25 Chisholm Ave.
St. Albert, AB * P: 780.419.2055

/

66 Estate Way West, Summerbrook Estates
St. Albert, AB «P: 780.973. 6771

19 Glen Meadow Cres.
St. Albert, AB » P: 780.418.1192

Big Lake Artists Studio

32 Rayborn Cres.

St. Albert, AB + P: 780.458.3951

Studio Gallery 11 Perron Street
St. Albert, AB * P: 780.460.5993
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‘Shows
run until Sep 26

FRINGE GALLERY - 10:6
‘Spot » 780.432.0240
+Artworks

‘Ave,bsmt ofthePaint
James Davies«UntilSep30 AUDREYS BOOKS « 10702Jasper Ave- 780.423348
Poetry Nights andFrieachmonth - Booksigning of:,.

Bt ofrigeBrava!by fige ladles,
MaryandSa,”

wt

¢;Sep 35.730pm_—

=

BLUEE CHAIR CAFE
- 9625-76 AxeAve+
FE +780.469.8755 A«Story
CARROT CAFE «9351-118 Ave « 780.752.4867 « Carrot

e
pean Cirle Every ‘Tue, 7-9P7-9pm;Acritique circle the

CITY ARTS CENTRE «10943-84 Ave« 780.93:

.

Hi te res
monthnth + Until
alors
Ponstoiktantee

(freefirsttime)

CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LIBRARY

Paintings byCorinne Anderton « Until Sep 20« Closing
monton flamenco artists featuring flamenco
cbse! ial cl patterSep Ba qcysoTTGoCTe

FM

FAVA-FRESHWORKS
« Metro Cinema, 9828-101A Ave Zei*

+ pee

)

ee

TOP 30 FOR THE WEEK

dler Hall- 780.429.1671 « Pushing Borders: FAVA Freshworks

Screening: Showcasing 5 local artists and 7 original and new
works « Sep 17,7pm » $8(FAVA members)/$10 (general)

OF

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM
+Razom: A Fusion of Ukrainian

1. Sam Baker—Cotton
(music road)

Dance « Sat, Sep 26, 8pm

Tom Russell—Blood
And Candle Smoke (shout)

NFB FILM CLUB - Library Theatre, Stanley A.Milner

Slaid Cleaves ~ Everything YouLove Will BeTaken Away.... (music road)

series shows the best inanimated and documentary
film

Delbert McClinton & Dick 50 - Aquired Taste (new west)
Christian Hansen & The Autistics ~ Power Leopard (ch)

;

and students ofStrathcona Place« UntilSep25

iment.
EDMONTON
PUBLIC LIBRARY
c
fee
. « eplca/experim
ent EPI

11. Kieran Kane- Somewhere Beyond The Roses (dead reckoning)
12. Tinariwen — Imidiwan: Companions (outside)

43. Modest Mouse - No One's First, And You're Next (epic)
15. John Fogerty & The Blue Ridge Rangers - Rides Again (verve)
16. The Black Crowes — Before The Frost.... (silver arrow)
17. Gurf Morlix - Last Exit To Happyland (gurf moriix)

Dan Mangan — Nice, Nice, Very Nice (fum)
The Cave Singers - Welcome Joy (matador)
The Wooden Sky — If| Don't Come Home You'll Know I'm Gone (bbr)
Fruit Bats — The Ruminant Band (sub pop)

Wilco — The Album (nonesuch)
23. Gordie Tentrees — Mercy Or Sin (gordie tentrees)

24.
25.
26
27 .

28. Joe Henry —-Blood From Stars (anti)

29. Lee Harvey Osmond - A Quiet Evil (latent)
30. Reverie Sound Review - S/T (boompa)

LOFT GALLERY « g90 Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood Park «
780.922.6324 « Open every Thu 5-9pm; Sat10-4pm + FLORALS

KASBAR LOUNGE -10444 Whyte Ave = 780.422.8174 «

Spoken word, performance poetry byMoe Clark and
friends, presented byWriters Guild ofAlberta and the

Canadian Authors Association, starting with an open mc

session with “raving poet” Mike Gravel, MC; in celebra
tion of Alberta Arts Days « Fri,Sep 18, 7pm « Free

LEVA CAPPUCCINO
BAR +1053-86 Ave +780.479.5382 -

Standing roomonly,poetryevery3rdSun evening

County general meetings the and Tue each month

ROSIE'S - 10475-80 Ave + 780.932.4409 « TALES:

(MANULIFE PLACE «10180-101 St,first andsecond levels «

Encouraging Storytelling open mic «ast Thu each month
7-9pm; Pay-What-You-Will (min $6)

COLOUR FIX Paintings byJeri Lynn Ing» UntilSep27

MCMULLEN GALLERY - U of A Hospital, £440-122 St+
780.407-7152
* COLLECTING, COLLECTED, COLLECTIONS:

Edmonton Storytelling Café: TALES. Alberta League
ROUGE LOUNGE - 10111-1317 St « 780.902.5900 + Poetry Tues

day: Every Tue with Edmonton's local poets « 8pm « No cover
RUTHERFORD
HOUSE «11153 Saskatchewan Dr,UofA-

780.482.2854 » SOTTO VOCE: Paintings by Daniéle

Bishop, TedBlodgett; Fri,Sep18,12-4pm

Lemieux + Until Sep 24

ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL « 10186-106 St« 780.488.6631

MCPAG -Multicultural
Centre Public Art Gallery, sensi St,
Stony Plain « 780.963.2777 « Alberta landscape paintings by
‘Garol Hama and Sharon Hazen; until Oct7

illustrator, Wallace Edwards, presents Alphabeasts, Monkey

Canadian West bytextile artist Lorraine Roy; Sep 19-Oct
31; opening reception: Sat, Sep 19, 2-4pm - Lower Gallery:

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE INST.

HITCHED: Couples
incraft +Until Oct 3

Veterans Display « Gift Shop + Finger weaving and sash

+ Discovery Gallery: SAVING PARADISE:
Treesofthe

TUTE « 9 Mission Ave, St Albert « 780.651.8376 « Aboriginal

display
byCelina Loyer

ALLEYSCAPE
STUDIO-Red Deer «4930 Ross StAlley,
403-997-9788
« THE ACCIDENTAL NATURE OF MUCH THAT

MUSEE HERITAGE MUSEUM «5 StAnne St,St Albert 780. 459.528 « DECOYS TODECORATIVES: the History

ARTERY + 9535 Jasper Ave« WHERE ARE YOU FROM?:

and Art of Decoy Painting « Until Nov 15

Poster show featuring 29 visual creatives from Edmonton

MUTTART CONSERVATORY
« 9626-96A St«780. 496.8755 +

and beyond « Until
mid Oct

SERENDIPITY:
Sculpture show «UntilSep 27

ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA - Enterprise Sq,100, 10230
Jasper Ave + 780.422.6223 « MUSEUMS IN THE 21ST
CENTURY: Presenting the world’s leading museum

build ng

projects conceived in the ast century; Sep 19-Dec 13; opening
reception: Sep 18(AGA members and invited guests only)
+ CANADIAN MUSEUMS NOW: Contributions from the
Ast Gallery ofOntario, Royal Ontario Museum, Gardiner
Museum
in Toronto; Canadian War Museurn in Ottawa and
the new Canadian Museum of Human Rights in Winnipeg,

Sep 19-Dec13 » THE NEW FLANEURS:

rary Urban

Practice and the Picturesque: A selection ofpicturesque
works ofartfrom the AGA collection. Featuring Don Gill;
until Dec 13; opening reception; Sep38(forinvited guests

ORTONA ARMOURY +9722-102 St« Open every Sat

12-spm, by appointment 780.423.2966/780.431.1737 « BACK-

WARDS STARE: Experimental Drawing Show: Tim Rechner
and Caitlin Sian Richards « Until Oct 3

PICTURE THIS GALLERY - 959 Ordze Rd, Sherwood
Park « 780.467.3038 CANADA SCAPES AND SPACES
FROM LANDSCAPES TO SEASCAPES: Artworks by

Gregg Johnson, Brent Heighton, Dean Mcleod, Jonn
Einerssen, Audrey Pfannmuller, Roger D. Arndt, Bi Yuan
Cheng, and Murray Phillips » Until Sep 19

PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY« 1183-112
StEdmonton Contemporary Artists, Society's Seventeenth
Annual Exhibition featuring painting, sculpture and

ofAlberta
and Randall Stout Architects:
Compare building
sketches, photographs, diagrams and plans with the final
model ofthe new Art Gallery ofAlberta, charting the design

photography + Until Sep 25

and construction of Randall Stout Architects’ new ArtGallery

Arts Council « Until Sep 26
PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA -8ss< Roper

of Alberta; until Dec 13; opening reception: Fri,Sep 18, 7-9pm.
(AGA members and invited guests only) Lecture: Randall
Stout Presents: The New Art Gallery ofAlberta; Sat, Sep 19 at
the Winspear Centre; 10 « Tours: Walking
onWater: AWalking Tour ofEdmonton's
Water Features conducted by Renato
Vittic incelebration
ofAlberta Arts Days; Sun, Sep 20,1~gprn+
Curator's Tour of The New Aldneurs with Marcus Miller; Thu,
Sep 24,7pm:+ Artfor Lunch: Enterprise Square Atrium; free
on the last Thu each month, 12-10-12:sopm « All Day Saturdays: The Flow tours with Parkour enthusiasts; Sep 26« Free

Trevor Tchir — Sky Locked Land (riverdale)
Young Galaxy — Invisible Republic (Fontana)

+ DAZED AND

reception: Fri, Sep25,7pm; A Bunny Making Workshop with
Chris Reid: Sat, Sep26,1-3pm; $10pre-register »
Festival 200% Festival ofperformance art-Until Sep2x

Panel Discussion: OntheBencfits oftheArtsinHospital
and Healthcare Settings; Featuring Dr. Steven K.Aung,Ted

and AGA members only) «BUILDING
A VISION: Art Gallery

Johnny Flynn—A
Larum (vertigo)
Behemoth
—Evangelion (metal blade)

+ Until Sep 30

LATITUDE 53 - 1024-106 St»

AMUSED: Artworks byChris Reid; Artisttalkandopening

FACULTY CLUB - 11435 Saskatchewan Dr, 780.492.8832
+ Nora and Grant Stovel and The University of Alberta
Press launch,
Jane Austen Sings theBlues, inspired by
Bruce Stovel's passion for Jane Austen and blues music .
‘Thu, Sep 24, 4-6pm - Free

Book launch for Diane Wishart's
new book The rose that grew
from concrete: Teaching and learning with disenfranchised
youth
+ Thu, Sep 17, 530-7pm; info atdianewishart@ualberta.ca

APPEARS:
Srnall collages by Donna Herrick
«Until Oct 10

14. Dustin Bentall — Six Shooter (impala)

v
Bagan.
Edmonton.
Wood carvings byAdie. PotterybyNoboru Kubo
KAASA GALLERY - Jubilee Auditorium, 11455-87 Ave «
OPEN PHOTO 2009: Presented by Visual Arts Alberta

featuring women’s collections;
until Oct 24 + Noontime

AGNES BUGERA GALLERY « 12310 Jasper Ave +

(warmer)

:

The Women’s Art Museum Society of Canada show

SS
SS

and Mark Morris « Sep 21,3-30pm « Free

New Woksby
AdWorg icDeemetal ae

AND STILL LIFE: until Oct31« Art Society ofStrathcona

Churchill Sq Centre for Reading and the ArtsDepartment + epl.ca « From Books to Film: Weekly showings of
films adapted from books; every Fri, apm - Teen Movie
Scene: movie club for teens; ist and 3rd Thu every month
(no movie Oct 15; screening Oct a2 for Teen Read Week)

GALLERIES
+ MUSEUMS

Steve Earle — Townes (new west)
Raul Malo - Lucky One (concord)

18.
19.
20.
21.

from the National Film Board of Canada Titles to be

announced « Sun, Sep 20, zpm
STANLEY A. MILNER LIBRARY - 7 SirWinston

Watermelon Slim —Escape From The Chicken Coop (northern blues)
Levon Helm — Electric Dirt (dirtfarmer)

SeMmNonnwn
The Dead Weather - Horehound

Library,7Sir Winston Churchill Sq » Free monthly film

Arno\:
a

Afternoon with Local Authors: Readings byLisa MartinDeMoor, Jasmina Odor, Thea Bowering, Katherine Miller

JOHNSON GALLERY «Southside: 7711-85 St-

for Reading and the Arts showcases little-known films
every month. Titles to beannounced

Guebert Library, 73St,112Ave + Alberta Arts Days—

Feception: Fri,Sep18,5-7pm (Alberta Arts Days)
ee
University Ave« 780.433.5807 +
: :3Oam-1pm;
pupm TIPOFTHEBRUSHE Avooks bythe

CINEMA AT THE CENTRE -Library Theatre, Stanley
A.Milner Library «7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq« Centre

ees

PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY « 19 Perron St, St

Albert - 780.460.4310 + GUILDED: St Albert Place Visual

Rd + 780.427.1750 * ALBERTA WOMEN'S INSTITUTES

100 YEARSOFCOMMUNITY SERVICE: Celebrating the

contributions of the Alberta Women’s Institutes over the
last 100 years - Until Oct 3:« Pree admission

Business,
TheExtinct Files
and more « Sat, Sep ig,11am
noon « Pre-register at780.459.1532

UPPER CRUST CAFE «10909-86
Ave +780.422.8174 «The

Poets’ Haven: Monday Night reading series presented by

Stroll ofPoets - Every Mon, 7pm +$5door

WHITEMUD LIBRARY - Reading byMarie-Louise Gaya
thor ofBeloved Stella and Sam Series « eplca/stellaandsarn
anEEEEEEEEEEEEEaeemaEE
ee
BEWARE
THE QUICKLY WHO - Shell Theatre-Dow

Centennial Centre, 8700-84 St, Fort Saskatchewan «

780.992.6400 « By Eric Nichol; Rare Form Theatre's all-age

presentation «Fri, Sep 18, 8pm +$15 (adult)/Si0 (senior
student)/$5 eyeGO at Dow Centre, TicketMaster

CHIMPROV
- Varscona Theatre, 1032983 Ave +
780.433-3399 » Rapid Fire Theatre's improv show featuring

some of Edmonton's hottest comedy troupes every Sat
apm, except for the last Sat ofeach month « Sep 19-June
12 «$10 (door); adv at TIX on the Square
CONCRETE THEATRES 20TH BIRTHDAY PARTY - Caz

lyst Theatre, 8<29 Gateway Boulevard Sat, Sep 26,7:30pm All ages, licensed event + $10 atTIX onthe Square

DES FRAISES EN JANVIER (STRAWBERRIES
INJANUARY) « L'UniTheatre « Sep24-Oct 4,8pm Thu-Sat; Sun at
apm +$24(adult)/$20 (senior)/$1s
(student)
DISNEY'S HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL: SUMMER CEL:
EBRATION -Jubilee Auditorium « Wed, Sep23,7pm
THE DROWSY CHAPERONE - Citadel Shoctor Theatre,
9828-101A
Ave + 780.426.4811
«Main Stage Series: Atoc-

tapping tribute tothe golden age ofmusical theatre. Book:

by Bob Martin and Don McKellar; music andlyrics byLis:
Lambert and Greg Morrison + Until Oct 4

ROYAL ALEX HOSPITAL - Food Court, 10240 Kingsway
«+Artworks by the members of the Emerging Artist
Society of Alberta - Until Oct 5

(member)/S10 (adult/$7 (senior/student),
$5(6-x2yrs)/free (syrs

‘SCOTIA PLACE - Jasper Ave, Main Floor « 780.469.7341 +

809-51 Ave, Red Deer, 403.343.3933 » WALLS AND

SCOTT GALLERY « 10411-124 St+ 780.488.3619 » Art-

and under\'$20 (family); Pay-What-You-May,
Thu,48pm
BILTON CONTEMPORARY ART-Red Deer - 4b-

ST ALBERT PUBLIC LIBRARY - Children's author and

New and old photos of Edmonton landscapes and buildings by David Aaron - Until Sep 30

NASHVILLE
ICONS -Mayfield Dinner Theatre, 16615-109 Ave

+ 780.483.4051 « ByTracey Power and Will Marks, celebrating

the evolution ofCountry Music, fom itsearly dayswithHenk

JOHN WORT HANNAM
QUEENS HOTEL

WHISPERS: Ceramic works by Eva Lapka « Sep 19-Oct

works by Martha Cole + Until Sep 22

‘Williams, tomodern day:
Garth Brooks
and Shania
Twain « Until Nov: « Buffet and Show from $55.99
‘STRUT AND JIVE THE NIGHT AWAY - Jubilation:

“Queen’s Hotel” is Wort Hannam’s

Jeannine Chalifoux, Sylvie Pinard, Alain Favre, and
Andreas K. Hellum + Until Sep 22

fourth full-length recording. Once
again, Juno award winning Steve

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY 9621-82

INSPIRATIONS:
Artworks byPam Wilman +Until Sep26

Ave « 780.498.1984 + FALL SALON AT RED: Christ!'s

URBAN ROOTS 1048-82 Ave alley » AFRICA AT HEART:

Dawson takes the helm producing 11 tracks of
authentic Canadiana folk/roots music. The writing,
although true to John’s narrative story-telling style, is
tighter, smarter, more personal, and with a breadth of
subject matter not seen on previous recordings.

CROOKED POT GALLERY «4912-51 Ave, Stony Plain «

Work by Ash Shumba, two exhibits, byone artist inone
venue. Getting you intouch with Africa « Until Sep 22

780.963.9573 » Open Tue-Sat 10am-spmn « SMALL PACKAGES:

VAAA GALLERY « yrd Fi,1ozi5-112 St« 780.421.1771 « Doing

17 « Opening reception: Sep 18, 7-9pm

SNAP GALLERY - 10309-97 St- 780.423.1492 » Main and

CALGARY AND EDMONTON RAILWAY MUSEUM 10447-86 Ave + 780.433.9739 « Edmonton's first railway

Studio Gallery: SNAP Membership Exhibition curated by

station, 1891 + Open through Sep, Tue-Sat, 1oam-4pm +
$2{incl local rail history book)

‘SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY « Melcor Cultural
Centre, 35-5 Ave, Spruce Grove « 780.962.0664 - OPEN ART

CENTRE D'ARTS VISUELS DE L’ALBERTA « 9103-95

COMPETITION:
Alberta Artists; until Sep 19 »2009 SENIOR'S
SHOW: Artworks by Albertan artists over 55; Sep 22-Oct 10;
opening reception:
Sat, Sep 26,1-4pm_

Ave - WINDOW ON...: Artworks by Denise Parent,

e sure TO FRIEND U

E.COP

paintings from the past - Until Oct 2

ARTS

780.482.1402 « Gold and xilver jewellery by Wayne Mackenzie, and artworks by various artists
FINE ARTS BUILDING GALLERY « U of A,Rm 1-2, 02 St,

‘STUDIO GALLERY - 1 Perron St,StAlbert - LANDSCAPE

What Come: Naturaily: Artworks bythe membership Hand
VISUALEYEZ FESTIVAL 2009 -Latitude 53,1048-106
St, and various other venues - 780.423.5353
«The tenth

edition of Canada’s only festival of performance art,
curated by Todd Janes, writing and animation by Warren

WEST END GALLERY - 12308 Jasper Ave- 780.458.4892 «
Liberian Refugees): CDlaunch and reception: Sep 24,7-10pm «
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Dinner Theatre, 8882-170 St,Phase Il WEM, Upper Leve!
« 780.484.2424/1.877.214.2424 (Toll Free) » Hustle back
to the os, featuring the funkiest
hits oftheflashiest
decade
in history + Until Oct-25
THEATRESPORTS
- Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave ~

«Rapid Fire Theatre presents the 30th sea780.433.3399
sonofTheatresports every Frinight ataxpm « Sep18-July

30 + $10(door; adv at TIXonthe Square
TIDELINE «Studio Theatre, Timms Centre fortheArts.U c!
A.8}Ave,12St»ByWajdi Mouswad, translation byShes)
‘Tepperman, directed byJeffPage. A young North Amen
mn
across the ocean tobury hisfather inhis

land +Until Sep26,7-30pm; Thu, Sep 24,1230p"
native
a aberwDicSepa easokena Pecer Dost

before performance),
advatTIXonthe Square

Weavers, Spinners and Dyers ofAlberta celebrating the
United Nations International Year ofFibre « Until Oct 10

Arcand (Mohawk/BC) «Until Sep ax

ATUNESEDMONTON

10355 Whyte Ave. Shop online at megatunes.com 434-6342
24 //

Pottery
by Carol Hartwell » Until Sep 30
ELECTRUM GALLERY - 12419 Stony Plain Rd «

Belfast Print Workshop, Norther Ireland » Until Octx7

Featuring
artworks by Jean-Gabriel Lambert
«Sep 29-Oct 1+
Opening reception: Sat,Sep 19,artist inattendance

Women's Project « Sep18-27, 7-30pm; Sat

matinee » $2s(opening night/S20 (adultySs8

atdoor, adv at780.471.1586,
TIXonthe Square
WALTERDALE
THEATRE OPEN HOUSE -Walterdaic

Playhouse, 10322-83 Ave « Tour thetheatre with 2 cos
tumed guide + Sat, Sep 19,12-4pm +Free

(studen/=0"

y1-%

Film Caps

Onlineatvueweekly.com
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Pushing Borders

Fest or Famine?
by Brian Gibson
Film fests season is upon us, and Brian Gibson
examines what, exactly, is the point of the festivals,
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An optimistic protagonist and anenvironment with personality create Tulpan's immaculate charm
Fi

scenes in the film, Asa trying to impress
Tulpan’s parents with his sailor suit and
his terrifying and no doubtvery tall tales
of survival amidst the deep-sea food
chain. "God, is she beautiful!” Asa raves
at one point about Tulpan. But for all his
efforts he's never even been granted a
peek of the girl he so wants to make his.

where's
this image in Sergei Dvort_sevoy’s Tulpan that lingers in your
mind long after seeing it, perhaps becauseit sort of sums up the particular

blend
of utter strangeness and delight

that this film invokes so eloquently. Asa
(Askhat Kuchencherekov) is moving
along the vast flatness of some Kazakh

Again, it's alla dream.

Winner of the Prix Un Certain Regard at

steppe with his buddy Boni, who drives
this souped-up tractor pasted over with
tittie pies, blasting Boney M's rendition
of "Rivers of Babylon" through the stereo on endless repeat. Asa dangles his

the 2008 Cannes Film Festival, Tulpan is

some kind of wonder, A bit like Atanarjuat, it offers an unusual combination
of elements, a narrative that roughly

adheres to a genre convention or two, a

slight frame off the edge of the vehicle

startling and rigorous anthropological
study and a,distinctive cinematic approach to characters that for the most
part have likely never stepped inside
a cinema in their lives. The results no
doubt have a lot to do with the depth
of Dvortsevoy's investment into the
people and place before his camera. He

-as though he's a sail catching the wind,
doing so with a capacity for joy and

optimism that silently defies whatever
glum presumptions you might have of

the two worlds he's moving between,
one being that of a low ranking officer
in the Russian navy, the other that ofa
nomadic shepherd trying to support a
family in this hardscrabble wilderness

that might as well be the fucking moon
to most of us, so wildly desolate is the
landscape, so remote from modern
comforts,
Though straddling two worlds and
probably not fitting in very well with
either, Asa’s young and optimistic. He
wants to get married and start a fam-

ily and have some sheep and a settle-

ment of his own, through he dreams
not of a traditional yurt like his sister
and her husband and their three kids
inhabit, but some sort of big, Westernstyle spread with electricity, running
water, and satellite TV. He is above all
a dreamer, which doesn't help much
when there's sheep to be herded and
children to be clothed and fed. But the
world around him is changing, a lifestyle is vanishing, and maybe some sort

of special human fortitude along wit
it, so maybe a dreamer is just what's
needed to make the transition. He getsa
hard time from his gruff brother-in-law
Ondas (Ondas Besikbasov), who doesn't

believe Asa has what it takes to build the
sort of life Ondas has so tirelessly forged.
And he gets little sympathy from the
family of Tulpan, the "neighbour" girl
whose hand he comes asking for in marriage. It makes for one of the funniest

wright, novelist, essayist, or polemicist, which each present a whole

mented, something wildly cryptic form
of verbal exchange that pushes
naturalism

;

so far that it be-

Tm

comes abstract and flamboyantly stylized. People don't
yo" actually talk like this, but

acquired taste,

there isn't a word spoken in
Mamet that isn't drawn from
the eccentricities of real talk.
Over the years I've found this defining aspect of Mamet's work less reward-

ing, or at least not as rewarding as other
aspects. Though mapped out in big, alter-

nating blocks of silence and often overheated patter, I'd suggest that Homicide's

real strengths, as with a lot of Mamet, lie
more in story and theme, in engrossing

complications that finally lead to simple
artifice and stoic machismo

conclusions. Simple, but not stupid. This
is a movie about cops and criminals doing what cops and criminals do, about

as less varied, or variable, than it’s often
made out to be.

taking sides, about tit-for-tat acts of
violence. But then again, maybe it’s not
about any of these things. Maybe it's

of Redbelt (08), | seethis body of work
Anyone who knows anything about

Detective Bobby Gold (Joe Mantegna),
the protagonist of Homicide Is, to be sure,
a talker. He's the resident hostage negotiator. His colleagues refer to him as the
Orator. They depend on him when dealing with people in need of convincing. It's
not that he has some unusual style of
speech but rather that he's so eloquently
plainspoken. Somehow this connects
to Bobby's being a Jew, something he's
worked hard to erase from his persona—
he grew up being disparaged for his race
and just wants to be a cop now, and a
good one. He's always the first to enter a
door when danger could lie on the other

side. Though his reputation is solid some
part of him is always trying to prove
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miracles. Messy miracles.
Of course, there are miracles

and

there are miracles. Kuchencherekov's

performance is itself something that
verges on the transcendent, not only
when he's under extreme duress, but
also when he's just trying to drum up
some good faith. Asa seems endearingly innocent to his lack of conventional handsomeness, and there's a
terrific scene in which he displays a
picture of Prince Charles as evidence
that guys with jug ears can be glamorous, too. It's another sparkling
moment of dry comedy, but there's
something more to it, something that
testifies to the breadth of what movies can do, taking us to the loneliest
places on the world, patiently waiting
to find some vision to film there that's
pulled straight out of the uniqueness
of that place, and still in the end

com-

ing up with something that has genuine old-fashioned movie charisma. W
THU, SEP 17, FRI SEP 18, SUN SEP 20(9 PM),

for 28 years while working for an aviation company and developing his chops
as a documentary filmmaker. He spent
months casting the nonprofessional actors and then brought them out to live
in a yurt fora month before production
began. He's said that only about 20 percent of the film was fully planned out,
while the other 80 percent was prompted to some degree by the environment

MON SEP 21(7 PM)
TULPAN
WRITTEN BY SERGE! OVORTSEVOY, GENNAD!
OSTROVSKY
DIRECTED BY DVORTSEVOY
STARRING ASKHAT KUCHENCGHEREKOY, SA:
MAL ESLJAMOVA, ONDAS BESIKBASOV
METRO CINEMA (9828 - 107A AVE)
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; forces of violent anti-semitism surround-

: Ing them; he goes from loathing what

David Mamet's Homicide doesn't stray from his usual style, and that's fine
about the same thing nearly all Mamet
stories seem to be about, something to
do with how the road to integrity gets
narrower and lonelier the further you
follow it, to the degree that even those
who directed you down the road in the
first place turn out to be false allies. It's a
world-view that can seem either bleak or
existentially freeing.

and its wildlife, which is found to be
bursting with personality. When you
see the film, you'll understand just how
attuned to its environment Tulpan really is. It's not too much of a stretch to
Say that Dvortsevoy's camera captures

was born in Kazakhstan, and lived there

The invariable Mr. Mamet
A fresh appraisal of David Mamet the : Mamet knows something about Mametspeak, that deliberately repetitive, fragfilmmaker—as opposed to the play

A NANANANSANATNENE

himself. He and his partner Sully (WiLliam H. Macy, with a big-ass moustache)
are supposed to track down a cop-killer

(Ving Rhames) who slipped through the
FBI's fingers, but chance steps in and
shoves Bobby onto another case. An old
lady was killed behind the counter of her
convenience store. The locals say it's because she had some legendary treasure
hidden in the basement. Bobby wants to
shake it off, but his superiors demand he
attend to it. Partially because the grieving family is wealthy and Influential. Par-

= he sees as a Jewish persecution complex
= to realizing the conspiracy against them

: seems all too real. But without spoiling too much of what follows, Homicide

comes to reveal that blood ties are never
what they're built up to be, that the only
family worth trusting Is the one you bulld,
that those who seems closest to you are
perfectly capable and actually far better
equipped to fuck you over. We meet a
man who killed his wife and children. We
meet a mother talked into trapping her

own son. And we meet Bobby, searching
for meaning through connection to his
ostensible People, only to find himself
increasingly isolated and ill-prepared

tially because they‘re Jews.

to take care of himself or his work—an

Bobby's journey is founded in identity
crisis. It takes him from disdain for his
own Jewish heritage to an all-consuming
longing to belong to a community with
deeper roots and a more profound cause
than that of the police, who Bobby refers
to as "the garbage men’; he goes from
audaciously insulting the family of the
murdered woman to desperately trying
to penetrate their secret world of retaliation against the quiet but very active

ingly minor as a torn holster strap pays

early scene in which something as seemoff in that old-fashioned dramaturgical
way that Mamet has such enduring affection for. So Homicide is a lesson in
noir, and for the most

part about as

good as Mamet gets. And | think if you
watch it and (re-)try his later, less celebrated films—The Spanish Prisoner (‘97)
anyone?—you might find the throughline has more consistency and integrity
than naysayers claim. W
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has

of its predecessor's mod.

est charms noritsfeeling fortheordinary

messiness of teenage existence. Jennifer's
Body wants to tap into the thick ambiguities of female bonds, using supernatural
conventions, namely telepathy and some
sort of Satanic shenanigans, to flush the
internal drama out into something height
ened, fantastic and immediate. But the
film's teenage monster is only vaguely
conceived and engages in no particular

Though the film captures some excellent

moments

Opening Friday
EE
oe
ee?

Cloudy with a Chance of
Meatballs

Written & Directed by Phil Lord, Chris
Miller
Featuring the voices of Bill Hader, Anna
Faris, Bruce Campbell, Mr. T
kkk ke
_ Don't snag yourself on the whole "funny
for grown-ups too" thing—jokes in family
films we think children are too dense to
relate to. Creativity succeeds when those
lines are dissolved, or at least made insignificant, so that even the keenest talkers
can't decipher what they liked about it.
Cartoons are no exception; they're alright

when they make adults feel like children,
but are even better when they remind us
that we're hardly that different to begin
with. We all like to watch stuff, and sometimes we can't wait to watch it again.

Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs is
about an oft-failed scientist named Flint
who lives in a town that Loses its sardine
factory, the prime source for jobs. People
only get to eat sardines, and then the
mayor tries to boost the town's cred by
el
he tourism. There's an obvious
parallel here to Michael Moore's Roger &

Me, a grown-up movie that a lot of people
thought they wouldn't find entertaining
because it’s about unemployment.
Flint notices that, because of the sardines, everybody has lost their interest in
eating. He invents a computer application
that can turn the rain that falls on his town
into whatever kind of food he writes into
the program. What's funny is that Flint
merely types in the kinds of food into a
line of text that closely resembles HTML
coding. Also, the display on his computer
is a pastiche of different styles of graphics
from various time periods, which confuses
us as to which branch of computing styles
that the film is referring to.
Then Flint meets Sam Sparks, an aspiring
weathergirl eager to cover his story when
the town makes news as delicious food
begins dropping from the sky. He makes
her a palace out of Jello. They have trouble
defining it, and why it's so fun to eat—it's
practically synthetic, like the food that he
makes in his computer. But it still brings
a kind of joy to everyone, and they don't
stop to think why they like it so much.
Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs works
because it bounces so many different elements of humour and contemporaneity off
of each other, and makes us feel like they're
somehow all related because we are so en-

tertained by watching them work together.
It’s not that it lets us escape from what we
call our over-thought, complicated lives—
that’s impossible. Instead it makes sense of
those complications so that we feel good
about therm, and that’s better.
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The 3-D version costs a few dollars more,
but the filmmakers put the technology to
good use. The objects don't leap out from

the screen at the audience, like we might
expect. The most interesting effects, like
intricacies of the characters' physical features and the spaces they inhabit, occur
inside the space of the screen—instead
of forcing the world of the film to collide
with the space of the real, we are invited
all the more close until it becomes that we
are one and the same.
JONATHAN BUSCH

time-saving techniques, into ideas for TV

/7 JONATHAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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The Informant!
Written by Scott Z. Burns
Directed by Steven Soderbergh
Starring Matt Damon
kak ky
The exclamation point decorating the
title of The Informant! gives us a helpful nudge from the get-go that where
we're going is going to be plenty goofy.
It's not a musical, but it is in one sense
a hell of a song and dance. As imagined
by obscenely productive director Steven Soderbergh and Bourne Ultimatum
screenwriter Scott Z. Burns, this filmic
realization of investigative reporter Kurt
Eichenwald's 2000 nonfiction book of
the same name—sans flamboyant punctuation—is less a corporate thriller than
it is a punchy comic meditation on greed,
compulsion and manipulation. Mark Whitacre, the agri-business executive who secretly collaborated with the FBI in a campaign against his employers on charges of
price fixing back in the mid-1990s, would
have made a perfectly fascinating subject
for a more conventional sort of white-

collar crime movie. But Soderbergh and
Burns have gone way out on a limb in
terms of tone and narrative focus to render him a figure that's at once enigmatic
and strangely intelligible. They've taken
some pretty crazy risks, and the risks pay
off as terrifically audacious entertainment with a toothy social slant.
A large part of the credit for why this all
works so well should go to Matt Damon,
who in films like The Departed, The Good
Shepherd and the Bourne franchise has
nurtured a niche for himself via his remarkable talent for twisting his own boyish charisma into perverse shapes. His Whitacre is
a golf-loving, Wal-Mart-clad, mustachioed
Midwesterner,

an

imminently

pany’'s new CEO once all the fuss blows
over and his current bosses are behind
bars. But his innocence is always undercut
by his evident intelligence. As he keeps reminding everyone, he’s the only guy who
knows the science and the business side
of things at Archers Daniels Midland. He's
someone capable of big things.
The Informant!'s most winning distinction
lies in what we're able to gather of Whitacre's private thoughts and obsessions. The
use of voice-over is inspired. Rather than
function in the past-tense as a way of conveying exposition or foreshadowing, Whitacre's disembodied voice comes to us as
present-tense reportage direct from his easily distracted brain, a series of frequently hilarious digressions into deceitful butterflies,
polar bear camouflage, German words and

cheerful

husband and father of three with a big,
ugly suburban house and eight—count
‘em—eight cars. Even his tics, such as his
habit of constantly adjusting his glasses,
feel so utterly normal and trustworthy.
He approaches the feds as a guy who just
wants to do the right thing, so naive that
he thinks he'll actually become the com-

shows about doubles and a story of a man
who drops dead upon realizing that the man
across from him is wearing a tie with the
same pattern—but in reverse. These interruptions are brilliantly timed and only seem
like non-sequiturs until you gradually detect
a pattern evolution that speaks, however
obliquely, to Whitacre's peculiar pathology,
his desire to lead a double life. He's a strange
man, one who needs to talk, and listening
to him let loose as the contradictions in his
claims accumulate to preposterous degrees
is an awful Lot of fun.

Only

mythology. Its central relationship is undeveloped, and its attempts to character.
ize Needy as the geeky one are laughably
reduced to disguising her beauty behind
a pair of glasses. Finally, its rendering of

backgrounded by the pitter-patter of
snow on industrial plastic—it's not without its problems. Vera's parents are just
a little too over-the-top to be all that believable, little more than a harpy and an
almost comically insecure loser. As well,
for what's mostly a pretty quiet film, the
musical choices are overbearing and not
really all that appropriate, unless smalltown 12-year-olds are way more into indie
rock than | remember.
But it works when it's trying to capture

no Carrie, no Ginger Snaps. It's not even
Trick or Treat. It feels like a mostly cyni
cal cash-in on the latest teen exploitation
trends and Cody's emerging brand.
More disappointing however is where
this film finds director Karyn Kusama,
whose feature debut Girlfight was such
a knockout nine years ago. Between
Girlfight and Jennifer's Body Kusama's
sole feature credit. has been Aeon Flux

the increasing connection between Vera

(didn't see it either.) But it seems like

and Daniel, each approaching the other
with a very adolescent mix of trepidation
and openness, hurt by life but not quite
enough to close off. By the time their
inevitable parting comes, you definitely

Kusama's career has gone in roughly the
same direction as Girlfight’s star Michelle
Rodriguez, who went from coming out of
nowhere with a genuinely tough, Oscarworthy leading performance, to a string
of supporting roles as the snarling, more
one-dimensionally tough girl in films like
The Fast and the Furious, Resident Evil
SW.A.T. and Battle in Seattle. While it
wouldn't have redeemed her resume
any, | kind of wish Rodriguez would have
showed up in Kusama's latest, just to cut
to the chase and beat the shit out of Jennifer, preferably in the first act.

want to see more

between

them, or at

least what happens next, and that’s really
what it takes for these kinds of movies to
stick with you.
DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY. COM

Now playing
Jennifer's Body
Written by Diablo Cody
Directed by Karyn Kusama
Starring Amanda Seyfried, Megan Fox

Ky

adolescent psychosexual trauma is crassly

superficial So it’s no Let the Right One In

JOSEF BRAUN
Hf \OSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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Sorority Row

Written by Josh Stolberg, Pete Goldfin

Playing at the Metro
eS
ES TE

particularly a snack inside a playground

crawling tube, a wide-ranging discussion

wet

JOSEF BRAUN
// WOSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM

between the young leads—

RS

Fri, Sep 18, Sun, Sep 20 (7pm)
Sat, Sep 19, Mon, Sep 21 (Spm)
Written & directed by Simon Reynolds,
Ingrid Veninger
Starring Jacob Switzer, Elena Hudgins

Metro Cinema (9828 - 101A Ave)
kkk
The one-magic-day story, where a man and

a woman (there might be same-sex examples, but | can't recall any; | don't think gay
love is depoliticized enough for this kind

of casual, solipsistic tale) meet and fall in
love in 24 hours or less, is well-established
territory, and has produced some of the
finest, quietest explorations of love of the
past few decades: Aaron Katz's hipster-fied
New York drama Quiet City, for instance, or
for a slightly more mainstream experience,
Richard Linklater’s absolutely brilliant and
heartbreaking pair, Before Sunrise and Before Sunset (any excuse to mention those

two should be taken).
Simon Reynolds and Ingrid Veninger deserve points for cleverness for transplanting
the scenario to an adolescent pair. What

we lose in more realized romantic tension
and the weight of life experience, we gain
in the unassuming frankness of youth, the

lack of guile or recognition that what's happening might be at all important. Daniel Gacob Switzer) is a bit of an outcast in Parry
Sound. He's got friends—even, kind of, a
girlfriend, though as he says they mostly
just talk online—but he seems to be kept
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The body in question belongs to the
resident narcissistic teen hottie of Devil's
Kettle, the generic rural American town
where a suitably demonic series of events,
dreamed up by a writer whose own first

ger, Mark Rosman
Directed by Stewart Hendler
Starring Briana Evigan, Leah Pipes

name is Spanish for devil, unfolds. Along
with a limpid rock band on tour, lifelong

Imagine Child's Play: Senior Year, with

pals Jennifer (Megan Fox) and Needy
(Amanda Seyfried) are the only survivors
of a fire that inexplicably breaks out at
the local watering hole, prompting what
is surely the most poorly managed evacuation of a one-floor licensed truck stop in
movie history, replete with extras running
around, flaming, flailing, screaming. But
only Needy will make it home that night.
Jennifer will be abducted by said rockers
in their boogie van—‘agents of Satan with
really awesome haircuts,” as she'll come
to describe them—and whisked away into
the wilds of Devil's Kettle to endure hardships only gradually revealed. When she
returns from her ordeal she's covered in
blood, breaks into Needy’s house, starts
gobbling up mom's roast chicken without
even asking and lets a massive black barf
bomb erupt all over the kitchen floor. |
guess it's the barf that lets us know we're
watching a horror movie.
"Hell is a teenage girl,” declares Needy
at the top of her excessively explanatory voice-over, setting the tone of flamboyantly hormonal high school journalkeeping which will prove to dominate
Jennifer's Body, the follow-up to Academy Award-winner Diablo Cody's screenwriting debut juno. Like Juno, Jennifer's
Body has a sassy and irreverent sense of
humour to help ease us into the angst,

weet
Chucky killing off the Bratz dolls, all in
university now. That's what we get with
Sorority Row’s Theta Pi, on a campus in
Preppieland, USA—we know it's Preppie-

land because a common phrase among
these budding college feminists is ‘lm
gonna go get the Escalade and you round
up the girls.”
This band of sisters is: Ice Queen (Leah

Pipes), Slutty Spice (Margo Harshman),
Token Ethnic amie Chung), Bookish Virgin
(everyone's favourite badly named celeb
rity child-actor, Rumer Willis), and Faintly

Moral (Briana Evigan). Well, there's also
Megan (Audrina Patridge), but she turns
out to be the Corpsey One. They all have
less emotional complexity than actual
Bratz dolls, but slightly more posability—
not to be confused, in this case, with points
of articulation. Screaming, calling “Hello”
in dark spaces, saying "destroy the people

we love" without laughing and being able
to form the occasional post-teen sarcasm
sentence—but not actual irony—do not
count as articulation.

After the requisite fake-vomit scene and
lipstick-lesbian kiss are ingeniously com-

bined, Megan Is, lucky for her, quickly re-

moved from the film—death by tire iron—
after a revenge-on-boys prank (Involving

fake roofies! Hilarious.) taken too far. The

sisterhood, imitating Steinem and co. to 2
wet-T, decide to emphasize the "secrecy

js now" Then they dump her down a mine
shaft
and the plot follows, dropping us
into dark spaces without any emotional

gravitas,
real scares, smart twists or even

PANDORUM

Faintly Moral, who puts on scruples like
it's anew makeup she's trying, goes along
with the coverup and, come convocation,
she’s at the sorority house, ready to be
hunted by a graduation-gowned killer
whacking
off everyone who knows about

THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 24™

Megan's death (plus an extra college
party zombie or two) with a Swiss Army-

~ TPMarSCOTIABANK THEATRE
WEST EDMONTON MALL

style tire iron: "It looks like ... someone
pimped it out.” Grad the Ripper can kill

pretty smoothly with it, making the sup-

posed labour of Sorority Row’s writers
and director (who should be hooded in
anonymity) look even more like bloody

A LIMITED NUMBER OF DOUBLE GUEST PASSES
ARE AVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP AT

bad hackwork. Unfortunately for bargain
bins everywhere, after the only sisters

WUEWEEKLY

who can get beyond their own cattiness

are left standing, a pointless opening for
a direct-to-DVD sequel is thrown in.
But at least, after this survey of university students as techno-savvy. se-

10303

gratuitous nudity before it's back to Girls
Gone Dead, and a last-minute switch to a
hokey, comic tone, there's a saving face.
For those who'd been betting on how
low Star Wars alumni could go, watch
Princess Leia—Carrie Fisher as "House
Mother Crenshaw*—blast up a kitchen
with a shotgun as she tries to kill a Vader-reject in a black cowl
Maybe it's the roofies, but that's got me

thinking: Chucky vs. the Ewoks ...
BRIAN GIBSON

// BRIAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Whiteout
Directed by Dominic Sena
Written by Jason Hall, Paul Kolsby
Starring Ashton Kutcher, Anne Heche,
Margarita Levieva

KARI

Antarctic research bases are an abused

setting in thriller films for a reason. Harsh,
inhospitable and Isolated “habitats contrasted with claustrophobic, manufactured
interiors make for an unquestionably sexy
and paranoid setting. In the hands of a
competent filmmaker, it should be enough
to make a audience go stir crazy.
Unfortunately, the only cabin fever
elicited from Whiteout is the result of
sitting in a theatre and being subjected

to an endless stream of clichés. In this
graphic-novel adaptation, Kate Beckinsale plays an archetypal jaded cop who

has lost faith in her own abilities and is
subsequently on the verge of early retirement. She takes up a position in the
South Pole in order to escape her duties
until she can officially give up, but ends
up having
to deal with a bunch of dead
Scientists and the remains of an ancient
Russian cargo plane missing a valuable

snipment. A perfunctory and unnecesSary romantic interest is thrown in, and

voila: you have a dictionary definition of
2 Suspense film.

Minus the suspense, of course. It at‘empts to substitute a gradual build-up

STREET

PRESENTED BY

rlal partiers with the compassion of Nazi
youth-troopers, many ponderous buildups leading to gruesome deaths, some

-108

of tension with an occasional gratuitously violent moment in between stretches
of boredom. The result is both dull and
occasionally nauseating.
One scene that isn't nauseating is the
opening, which involves Beckinsale stripping
down and having a shower for reasons of

VUE
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no apparent consequence to the plot. Score
that as a plus ifyou like, but it's a pretty contrived way of adding some sex appeal to a
movie where the hot protagonist logically

has to spend the rest of the time in a parka
(oh, and there's some obscuring steam anyway). And it betrays the assumptions that
the people behind Whiteout make about
their audience. Recycled plot devices and
filmmaking techniques are one thing. But
constant insults to the intelligence are another, and this is a movie that gives absolutely no credit to its viewers.

It's filled with expository dialogue so
that no plot point is illustrated without
explicit commentary from the characters
describing what is happening on screen.
Kind of like aid for the visually impaired
that can't be turned off. Flashbacks are
employed liberally, even at one point
reminding us of something that hap-

)de

pened a minute earlier. It ends on a twist

in which the mastermind behind the
murderous scheme is revealed (complete with a long monologue expounding his motives) after every single other
character that has been introduced has
since been conclusively ruled out. And
the characters walk around in 50-below
weather without their faces covered, just

MH

so that the audience can tell the difference between them.
Perhaps it’s unsurprising that Whiteout
has been dusted off two and a half years

after filming was completed. That kind of
delay is usually the result of either perfectionist directors polishing their arty
films, or marketing teams needing extra
time to figure out how to make a really
tough sell It's pretty clear which camp
this falls into. Like the unfortunate plane
that triggered the bloodshed within it,
Whiteout should have been left buried.
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CODY CIVIERO
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PREVUE // COLD SOULS

Soul on ice

MAOUUALEATL

HK,

drum machine worker who sold her s,,
forallittle financial gainontheapparen,
lucrative
black market).

Cold Souls has a clever premise,
but doesn't take it very far

The humour, greatly helped along byG
amatti’s skill, is refreshingly offbeat, |),
there's not much else going on here. B;a
thes abandons what little philosophic

pondering she's doing halfway throug)
when Giamatti’s soul is stolen by a Ris
sian mobster whose girlfriend wants

soul of an American actor to help 2
Soap opera career. We spend the rest o;

the film watching
him try toget it bac|
with the help of a former
soul mule (Din
Korzun) who helped swipe his chickpe

DAVID BERRY

Cold Souls
COLD SOULS
NOGHTLYAT70020 Pe SAT& SUMMATINEESAT2:0
RATED:
PG.NUDITY, COARSE LANGUAGE

// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

NIGHTLY @ G45 SAT& SUN MATINEES @ LOOPM
RATED. PG.+ NOSHOW WED SEPT 23:PRIVATE BOOKING

Fo a metaphysical concept, the soul
is physicalized quite a bit. Sikh religion represents it as fire, which I suppose
speaks fairly closely to its ethereal qualities; Descartes held that the soul interacted with the body through the pineal
gland, a pea-sized part of the endocrine

system; not long ago, 21 Grams took its
title from the supposed weight of a soul,
that being the change in weight between
a living body and a dead one.
In Cold Souls, Paul Giamatti (as Paul
Giamatti) is somewhat perturbed to find
out that his soul looks like a chickpea,
although considering some of the other
manifestations we see—a jelly bean,
what appears to be a lump of coal—he
seems to get off alright. Potentially odd
physical properties, though, are about all

GARNEAU
ANDUTTERLY CHARMING

the insight we get into what might constitute a soul; well, that and the fact going
into your soul seems to involve a pretentiously fuzzy trip through an abandoned
apartment block. Even the doctor who
performs Giamatti's de-soulification
(David Strathairn) refuses to offer any insight, stating "We simply remove it.”
Giamatti's spurred to consider such a
radical surgery because he's having trouble getting into and out of character as
Uncle Vanya at a generic theatre. There's a
potentially interesting idea there, using an
actor's heightened and constantly shifting

identity to explore our own slippery notions of same, but writer/director Sophie
Barthes instead uses the situation mostly
for laughs: Giamatti's acting when he's literally soulless is a creepy Shatnerian parody, and he naturally nails the role when
he gets his soul briefly replaced with that
of a supposed Russian poet (really a humDTT ITT ST TUTTE

TOTS TTUTSTTRETTPESOSTT UTTER TTC CU CLO

and has grown fond of him because,
it. Tangibly, their connection isn't muc!
more than her telling him he has a bea)
tiful soul, with no real explanation
what it is about the soul that Giamat;
found so heavy that she likes.
Barthes has come up with a cleve
premise, but she does so little with itthere's less in the way of philosophica!
questioning here than was in the Mat;
series, never mind the work of David (
Russell or Charlie Kaufman—the {jl
basically goes nowhere. I'll grant that n
everything has to be some grand meta

physical treatise, but Barthes is the on
using such a loaded concept, and there
little evidence that she thinks of it as any
thing more than a quirky set-up. Vv
Remora sere
colo souLs
WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY SOPHIEBARTHES
STARRING PAUL GIAMATTI, DIRA KORZUN,

DAVID STRATHAIRN.
6'a:4
eo
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FILM // PUSHING BORDERS

Border-crossing
FAVA's Pushing Borders has local filmmakers
playing with content and form

fr her emmy male th csceary

CETL AMIGA city

SATURDAY... MONDAY: 9:00

TULPANOOP
THURS FRIDAY. SUMOAY,

// PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

CO -DIRECTOR SIMON REYNOLDS IN ATTENDANCE
FOR QO & A FRIDAY, SATURDAY

The Video Store,” the quick tale of a ma
who spots his porn star crush on
street, and tries to cultivate a relation

PAUL BLINOV

& SUNDAY!

EDMONTON FILM siurow.7c0rn
SCHOOL CLASS ae

LON

MAE ( Bite

& Meruronrcerurssemomery™

NOGHTLY @ 7.004 S:00PM» SAT& SUN MATINEES & 2.0078
RATED: PG COARSE LANGUAGE
NUDITY

ye could forgive Ryan Halun for beinga little nervous. He'sbeena FAVA
member fora few years now, helping out
on a number of film works in that time,
but this season's opening salvo of original local shorts—part of the Freshworks
Screening Series—marks the first time
he's constructed a film of his own.
After what Halun calls a “little life crisis" where he settled on trying his hand
at a short film, and FAVA silent auction
where he bid on and won a filmmaking
package—"I had a few too many drinks,”

ship with the fantasy man right th:

and there.
"I'm pretty excited about it. Also, e
tremely terrified,” Halun admits ov
the phone. “This will be the first time al
of our group has seen my film."
His is one of seven entries in this ed)

tion of Freshworks, together loose!
titled Pushing Borders, and, he note:
probably "the most narrative” partofthe
program: Kyle Armstrong's "MENTA

NOTESFROMACLUTTEREDMIND," is
short “stream-of-consciousness”-sty!

he jokes—he's created “On The Way To

CONTINUED

ON PAGE 29 >>

SUNDAY DOUBLE MATINEE
POPPET PICTURES & METRO PRESENTS THE FILHS OF

QUENTIN

TARANTINO

RINDHOUSE
SUNDAY

ar 2:00PM
Members:

AUDITION
SKILLS

All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.
For more information, cal! 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org
122-102
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No passes Daily1:30,4:40,7-4510°35
DAL BOLE HADIPPA (HINDI W/ES.T) (STC)
Daily 1230, 400,725
WANTED
(HINDI W/E.) (STC)
Daily
100, 430,00

THEATRE-JASPER

a

eres

OL LL LLU
EON UC
DOT
Fel, Mon-Thin 4:06,7:00,9:30; Sat-Sun YLAS, 4:00, 7200,
9:30

notmenetinecti

Daily x20,7-35 105
Daily 7-59,1930
SRG,3

recommended
foryoung

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)

FrieTue, Thu xas,425 7:00, 9:45; Wed 2:20, 4:5,7200, s045

GAMER (184,brutalviolence, nudity, language mayoffend)
Daily 420, 9:50

EXTRACT (14A, crude coarse Language, substance abuse)

Daily 12:55,735
Pri-Sat2:s0, 4:20, 7-00,9°50, 12:25 Sun-Thu 1:50, 4:20,7:00,

‘THE FINAL DESTINATION
3D (8A, gory violence)

$50. 2

technig

"Videostore" also plays with
, Superimposing

the

at-

meeting as it happens with

the protagonist’: ‘s phone

call to a

friend, recounting the whole thing—

whic h isn't
too far from how Halun
cametopossesstheidea.
_
"It was actually my best friend's

{story],” Halun says. “I was at a club,
and he's agay male bear, and he sawa
guy on the
dancefloor that he'd actually seen in a porno film. And it was

just a tiny little incident, right? But it
triggered alittle thing in my head on

what would you do if you did see your
porn stardream?”
, you

about it.9

make

a movie

455. $55

not recommended
for children)

INGLOURIOUS
BASTERDS (18A, gory violence)
Daily 2200, 6:30, 10:00

10005
ALIENS
INTHE ATTIC (PG)
Daily
200, 4:40,7:25

Fri, Mon-Thu 345, 6-40,gis; Sat-Sun 32°30, 345,6:40,
gas
DUGGAN CINEMA - CAMROSE

SORORITY ROW (i8A, goryviolence, language

language, sexual content)

offen:

JENNIFERS BODY (14A, gory violence, crude coarse language, sexual content)
Daily 725, 945; Sat, Sun, Thu x15
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)

Daily 7:00 9:00; Sat-Sun 2:00; Movies for Mommies: Thu,
Sep 2g 1:00
WHITEOUT (4A, gory scenes, nudity, not recommended
forchildren)
720, 9:10; Sat, Sun, Tie,Thy 2:10
Daily

matter)

Daily 1:05,4:05,655,9255
PUBLIC ENEMIES
(14A, violence)

Fri-Tue, Thu1:10,3:50,655 9:35,Wed6:55,9:35
THE UGLY TRUTH (14A, language may offend, sexual
content)
Daily 1920

Daily 110, 4:00, 6:50,9:50
MY SISTER'S KEEPER (14A)

Fri-Sat 1:254:00, 6-459°25,21:45;Sun-Thu 1:25,4:00,6:45,9:35
‘TRANSFORMERS:
REVENGE OF THE FALLEN (PG, violence, crude content, not recommended for young children)

Fri-Satasas, 415,735, $45 1045 Sun-Thu 115, 45,735.945
THE PROPOSAL
(PG, coarse language)

Fri-Sat 2:40, 4:10, 7:20, 9:45, 12:05; Sun-Thu 1:40, 4:10, 7:10, 9:45

‘THE HANGOVER (184,crude content, nudity, language

mayen
Fri-Sat 1:45,435,75,
9:40,12:00; Sun-Thu 1:45, 435
7S 9:49

HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF-BLOOD PRINCE (PG,
violence, frightening scenes)
Daily 4:00

STAR TREK (PG, violence)

‘Star andStrollers Screening, No passes
Thu 1:00
¥0200-102 Ave, 780.421.7020
(CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)

Digital 34, No Passes, Stadium seating Fri-Sun 12:45, 310,
6:00, 8:20, 10:40; Mon, Wed-Thu 1:45, 4:00, 6:20, 8:40; Tue
145, 4:00, 6:20, 8:40

GALAXY - SHERWOOD PARK
2020 Sherwood
Drive,

LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)

Fri 3:45, 7220, 9:45; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:45.70, 9:45 Mon-Thu

LOVE HAPPENS (PG, course language)
JENNIFER'S BODY (14A, gory violence, crude coarse
No passes Pri 4:20, 7:20, 10:00; Sat-Sun 1:45, 4:20, 7-20, 10:00;

LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)

Dalby Stereo Digital Fri-Sun 12:00, 3:30, 6:40, 10:00; Man,
Wed-Thu 1:00, 4:15, 7:30; Tue 1:00, 4:25, 7:30

and Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

No passes Fri-The, Thu 12:50, 3:40,7:20, 10:00; Wed 3:40, 7-20,

10:00; Star and Strollers Screening, No passes Wed 1:00

Daily 230, 4:30,7-45.10:10
SORORITY ROW (13A, gory violence, language may offend)

Daily2:00,$20,7:50,10:25

‘TYLER PERRY'S | CAN DO BAD ALL. BY MYSELF (PG,

for children)
Fri 430, 7:50, 10:20; Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:30, 7250, 1020; Mon-Thu

750.1020
SORORITY ROW (138A, gory violence, language may offend)

children)
Pri 4:40, 6:40, 9:20; Sat-Sun 12:40, 2:40, 4:40, 6:40, 9:20;
ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)
Fri 3:50, 645, 9:40; Sat-Sun 1:10, 3:50, 6:45, 9:40; MoreThu

Fri 3:40,7:30, 10215; Sat-Sim 12:50, 3:40, 7:30, 10:15 Mon-Thu

FBO, 10-15
GRANDIN THEATRE
Grandin Mall, Sir Winston Churchill Ave, St.Albert,
78OAS8.9822

Date ofissue
only:Thu, Sept 17: 6:15,7:55, 953°

HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF BLOOD PRINCE (PG,

violence, frightening scenes)

Date of issue only: Thu, Sept x7; 12:55 2:30 6:50

language)

Date of ismueonly:’Thu, Sept a7: 420, 8295

Mon, Wed-Thu 1:20, 4205, 645, 9°30; THe 1:20, 4:05 6:45, 9630

GFORCE(G)
Date of issue only: Thu, Sept 17: 1:00, 2:49, 4:25

WHITEOUT (14A, gory scenes, nudity, not recommended
for children)

JULIE'G
JULIA (PG,coarve language)
Date oftimue only: Thu, Sept 17; 1:35, 4:15 6:40, 8:55

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (12A, gory violence)
Date ofissue only: Thu, Sept x7:1:45 S05 8:05

GAMER (:8A, brutal violence, nudity, language may offend)
Date
ofissue only: Thu, Sept 17: 1:20, $20, $20, 7:20, 525

‘427-38
Ave, 7BOATLTCOO

INGLOURIOUS
BASTERDS (18A, gory violence)

Pri, Mon-Thu 4:30,7-20; Sat-Sun
110, 4°30,720
GAMER (:8A,brutal violence, nudity, language may offend)
Pri-Thu gas
9 (PG,frightening scenes, not recommended foryoung
THE UGLY TRUTH (144, language may offend, sexual
‘content)

Daily 1:40, 4:00,725.945
CINENPLEX ODEON SOUTH
1525-99
St,7BOAIG.BSES

children)

Daily 12:40, 7-15, 10215

SORORITY ROW (8A, gory violence, language may

children)
Fri‘Tue, Thu 12:20, 2:45, 5:00, 7:20, 9:45; Wed 3100, §:00,
7720, 9:45; Star and Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

language)

DISTRICT 9 (14A, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)

No passes Daily 12:00, 2 40, $:45,7290, 10:30

9.(PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young

&00, 830

730.950

language, sexual content)

WHITEOUT (14A, gory scenes, nudity, not recommended
for children)

DISTRICT 9 (14A, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse

SHORTS (G)

‘THE FINAL DESTINATION
3D (:8A. gory violence)
Digital 3dPri, Mon-Thu 4-49, 7-90,9:50; Sat-Sun 1:30, 4:40,

No passes Wed

offend)

Fri,Mon-Thu
500, 8:30; Sat-Sun 1:40, 900, 8:30

Digital 3dDaily 2:10,4:10, 6:15,8:20,10:30

6:45, 9:30; Star and Strollers Screening,

Fri, Mon-Thu 7:00, 10:10; Sat-Sun 2:00, 7200, 10:10

Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:10, 2:40, 5:15, 7:45.
105 Mon, Wed-Thu 120, 3°35, 6:00, 8:30; Tue 1:10, 3°35,

1045; Mon, Thu 1:35, 4:10, 6:40, 7s The 1:35, 420, 6:40,FS
Wed 2:35 4:30, 955

No passes Fri-Tue, Thu 1:20, 4:00, 6:45, 9:30; Wed 4:00,

6:45, 9:40
INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (184, gory violence)

THE FINAL DESTINATION (:8A, gory violence)

Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 2:05,
2:50,7:00, $45;

LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)
1:00

9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS
(G)

Daily 7-00, 9:10;Pri,Sat,Sun 1200, 3:10

Daily 1:45, 4:30, 7:40, 10:30

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)
Daily 1:10, 4:20, 6:40, 9:20
offend)

Fri-Sun, Tue-Wed 1:30, 4:20, 7:45, 10:15; Mon, Thu 130,
4:20, 10215

THE FINAL DESTINATION 3D (:8A, gory violence)
Digital 3d Daily 4:50, 8:00, 10:20
INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (18A, gory violence)

Daily 2:00, 6:30, 10:00
DISTRICT 9 (4A, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse
language)
Pri-Tue, Thu 12:00, 3:50,

7210, 10:10; Wed 3:09, 3:50, 10:10

G-FORCE IN DISNEY DIGITAL 3D (G)

Digital ad Daily 12:10, 2:30
HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF-BLOOD PRINCE (PG,

violence, frightening scenes)
Daily a5

WESTMOUNT CENTRE

TH)Ave, Groat Rd,7BOAES.8726
LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)
Dolby Stereo Digital Fri 7:00, 9:45; Sat-Sun 12:45, 3:45,
7:00, :45; Mon-Thu $30, 8:30
Dolby Stereo Digital Pri 8:15; Sat-Sun 1:30, 4:55, gas;

Mon-Thu $00, 8:15
9.(PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young
children)

Daily 720, 9-20; Pri, Sat, Sun 120, 320

Pri, Mon-Thu 4-45 6:50, 9:10; Sat-Sun 12ryo,
2:40, 4-45, 650,

DTS Digital Fri 720, 9:20; Sat-Sum 12°55, 3:20, 7:10, 9:20;
Mon-Thu 5:40, 8:49

JULIE
&JULIA (PG,coarse language)
DTS Digital Fri 6:45, 9:30; Sat-Sun 12:30, 3:35, 6:45. 9:30;

Mon-Thu ss, 8:60

wo

WHITEOUT (144, goryscenes, mudity, notreeornmended

forchildren)

9828-1014 Ave, Citadel Theatre, 780.425.9212

TULPAN (PG, coarse language,
nudity)

No passes Pri,Mon-Thu 4:10,7-5 9-40; Sat-Sun1290, 420,

Pri, Sun ¢:00; Mon 7:09

Wetaskiwin, 780.352.3922
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)

Daily 7:00 PM and 9:10; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:0

ONLY (PG)

SORORITY ROW (184, gory violence, language may offend)
Fei,Mon-Thu
4-20, 7-10, $35 Sat-Sun
1:00, 629. 7-10, $35

Fri,Sun7-00;
Sat, Mon q.00
EDMONTON FILM SCHOOL CLASS SCREENING (STC)

‘THE INFORMANT!
(14A)
and
FricWed 22154105.70, 10:25; Thu4:05,720,10-9 Star

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (6)

Daily 7:00, 9-25; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:25

Digital 4, Nopasses Fri, Mon-Thu 4:90,7:05 9-20;Sat-Sun

TAKING WOODSTOCK (14A, coarse language, nudity,

14, EP, FOS $20

substance abuse)

Swollers Screening: Thu 200

JENNIFER'S BODY (144, goryviolence, crude coarse

LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)
‘unenenu
rents nee

ot ener

GRINDHOUSE
(14, gory scmnes, brutal violence)

Language.
sexual content)

No passes Daily 12:40, 3:55699, 54°
EULA

evn 4050064 VCORE PALM

AED AU

superego
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SORORITY ROW (:8A, gory violence, language may offend)

TAS 40

No passes Fri-Wed 1250, 515$30,745; Thu435, $39,758)

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OFMEATBALLS (6)

R

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (18A, gory violence)

Daily7:05 geassFri,Sat,Sun 1205,315

JENNIFER'S BODY (14/, gory violence, crude coarse
language, sexual content)

+=

GAMER (:8A, brutal violence, nudity, language may

SORORITY ROW (:2A, gory violence, language may offend)
JUUE & JULIA (PG, coarse Language)
Daily 7200, 9:25 Pri, Sat, Stun 1200, 5:35

-

Daily 12290, 3:40, 6:50, 9:40

JENNIFER'S BODY (14A, gory violence, crude coarse

Date ofissue only: Thu, Sept17

No passes, Stadium seating Pri-Sun 12:20, 2:55 530, 8:00,

‘THE FINAL DESTINATION
3D (184, gory violence)

WEM, 8882-170 St, 780.444.2400

745,10330

S45, Sas

GAMER (8A, brutal violence, nudity, language mayoffend)

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)

Pri 4:50, 7-45, 10:30; Sat-Sun 1:30, 4:50, 7-45, 1030; Mon-Thu

10735 Mon, Wed-Thu 1:05, 725, $45, Bias; Tue 105 y35,
ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coare language)

WHITEOUT (144, gory scenes, nudity, not recommended

forchildren)

booking

THE INFORMANT! (14A)

EXTRACT
(14A, crude coarse language, substance abuse)
Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:40, 3:05, $45, 8:10,

JENNIFER'S BODY (144,goryviolence, crude coarse
language,
sexual content)
Nopasses
Daily 1230, 3200, 5:30, 8:00, 10735

Daily 7:00, ¢:00; Sat. Sun 200

WHITEOUT (14A, gory scenes, nudity, not recommended

Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun ra-as, 2°30, 4:45, 6:50,

Fri-Tue, Thu12:40,330,6:50,9:30; Wed3:30,6:50,9-305Star

COLD SOULS (PG,coarse language)
SERAPHINE (PG)
Daily 6:45; Sat-Sun 1:00; No show Wed, Sep 23,private

Digital 3, No passes Dally 12:30, 2:50, s:10, 7:30, 9:50

9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young
children)

‘THE INFORMANT!
(4A)

Daily 925; Sat, Sun 330

Mon-Thu 7:20, 19:00

Mon-Thu 6:40, 920

9:00; Mon, Wed-Thu 1:25, 3:30, $30, 7:30; Tue 1:25, 3:30,
59730
INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (13A, gory violence)

‘W0337-42 Ave, 780.433.0728

ADAM (PG, coarse language)

language, sexual content)

Digital, Stadium seating Fri-Sun 12:15, 3:00, 725, 9:50; Mon,
Wed-Thu 11, 3:45, 615, 8:45; Tue 1215 3:45 6:15, 8:45

Digital 3d,No passes Daily12:15, 230,4:40,7:00, 9:20

780.416.0150

TAO, 3:45,

‘THE INFORMANT! (144)

#50

8712-109
St, TEOATLOTZB

EVERY LITTLE STEP (PG,coarse language)
Daily 7:00,9:00; Sat-Sun 2:00

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)
Digital 3d, No passes Pri coo, 75, 9:30; Sat-Sun 12550, 2:45,
$00, 7as, 9:30; Mon-Thu 7:15, 930.
THE INFORMANT! (144)

No pastes, Dolby Stereo Digital, Stadium seating Fri-Sun
22540, ¥15, 790, 10:05; Mon, Wed-Thu 1:30, 4:00, 6:30, 9:00;

‘Tue 1:30, 4:00, 6:30, 9:00

‘W231 7th Avenue, 780.732 2236
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)

10.439. 5284

Mon-Thu 60, 9:50

Fri-Sat 1:20, 4:15,7:00, 9:50,12:20; Sun-Thu 1:20, 4215,7-00,

CINEPLEX ODEON NORTH

née

No passes Fri 3:30, 6:99, 9:59; Sat-Sun 12:46, 3:30, 6:90, 9:90;

ICE AGE: DAWN OF THE DINOSAURS(G)
Daily
1:05 345
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)
CITY CENTRE 9

UP(G)
Fri-Sat 1:30,4:30,7:05,9530, 13:90;Sun-Thu 1:30, 4730, 7205,
9730
NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM: BATTLE OF THE SMITHSONIAN (PG)
Fri-Satxss, 4:25,720, 9935235 Sun-Thu 1:55,4:35,7:20,9935

m2

Man,
Sept 21,8:60

language)

THE TIME TRAVELER'S WIFE (PG, nudity, mature subject

Dally 6:50, 9:05; Sat, Sun, The 12:50, 3:05
THE INFORMANT! (1A)
Daily 7:00, 9:20; Sat, Sun, The1:00, 3-20; Movies For Mommies: Tue, Sep 22:2:00
WHITEOUT (14A, gory scenes, nudity, not recommended for
young children)
Daily720595 Sat, Sun, Tue1:05, 315
SORORITY ROW (iRA,gory violence, language may offend)
Daily 7210, gas; Sat, Sun, The110, 3-25
INGLORIOUS BASTERDS (184, gory violence)
Daily 730; Sat, Sun, Tue 2:30
ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)
Daily 655. 9:10; Sat, Sun, The 22°55 320

FILM SOCIETY

ta

HEAVEN KNOWS, MR. ALLISON (PG)

Digital Cinema Daily 12:35, 3:40,700, 10:05

FUNNY PEOPLE (144, crude coarse language, sexual content, notrecommended
for children)

10 Contury Crossing, Spruce Grove, 780.972.2322: Serving
‘Spruce Grows, Stony Plain; Parkland County
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)
JENNIFER'S BODY (14, gory violence, crude coarse

a

Daily 720 9:20; Sat, Sun, Thu 2:20

All

‘Thu 7-09; part of
the series U ofAFilm Studies Dep't

Daily 6:45, 9:00; Sat, Sun, Tue 22-45, 3:00; Not presented in 3D +!

SSO148 Ave, Camrose, 780.608.2164,

language)

Daily 705 9:05 Sat, Sun, Thu 2:05

moval

Sun 2:09;Partof the seriés TheFilm: of Quentin Tararitino
METROPOUS
(PG, violent scenes)
PARKLAND CINEMA7

LOVE HAPPENS (PG,coarse language)

EDMONTON

DISTRICT 9 (14A, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse

Daily 4:50,1035

}:
12:40, 3:50,
32:40,

Digital 3dPri-Wed 2:00, 3-20,5-25,7:40, 9:55;Thu12:45 2:50,

A PERFECT GETAWAY (14A, gory violence, substance abuse,

Fri-Sat 2:05,4-457:40, 10:05, 12:15; Sun-Thu 205,4:45,7:40,

un's

passe
No
Pri, Mon-Thu
s 350, 645,gag:
SsSat-Sun
hem

9(4A
DISTRIC
T brutal violence, Ory scenes, coarse

SORORITY ROW (8A, goryviolence, language mayoffend)

ithm

ESOL UURUESUTATDUUAETLLUIELUELUCLLD ULL

THE INFORMANT! (144)

Daily 7205 pm and 9:15; Sat-Sun 1:05, 3:35

JULIE & fULIA (PG, coarse language)

Daily 6:55. 9-20; Sat-Sun 12:55, 320
PTT

NOT OT
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Dragonforce
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New Sounds online

Octoberman

i

More album reviews online, Monday to
Friday.

Vuefinder
Live show slide shows. This week: Sans AIDS,
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OVER // THE HOLD STEADY

Steady as they go
ne Hold Steady tries to Stay Positive while growing up
very possible to have an insight on how
they're living. Maybe it's just a matter of
working at it a bit more—making sure
that, when I get off the road, I'm not just
hanging out in rock clubs all the time—
but there's always that connection.”
His mention of not just hanging out in
rock clubs isn't just an offhanded remark,
either. Like most of the Hold Steady's
records—"I reserve the right to not write
an album with a theme in the future,”
Finn jests—Stay Positive organizes itself
around a loose idea, in this case what it's

like to let go ofa wild youth and find your
kicks in a slightly more adult fashion
For Finn, the obvious point of entry is his
jourmmey from a twentysomething

who

used to spend his days in the clubs and
bars that made up Minneapolis's alwaysburgeoning musicscene to someone who
recognizes his

commitments and respon-

sibilities the next day, even if those are
related to a rock band. Which isn't to say,

as the album's name and the rollicking
chorus of its title track would imply, that
he's turning grandpa and telling the kids
to quiet down and get outta his bar.
"It’s a fun time, but I think when you're
hanging on to it, it can ultimately lead

to kind of a dead end,” Finn explains
"Hanging on to it was sort of what I was

talking about with Stay Positive: that just
kind of running its course and leaving

LOOKING NEW YORK, FEELING MINNESOTA >> Frontan Craig Finn and guitarist Tad Kubler found their Hold Steady bandmates in NYC after moving there from Minnesota // supplied

DAVID BERRY
// OAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

t's quite possible that I caught Craig
Finn at his Craig Finn-iest. Relaxing in
Boston with some ofhis college friends in

advance of the Hold Steady’s expansive
British and North American
fall tour, he's
fresh off taking in the previous night's
Bruce

Springsteen

concert.

Perhaps

drinking
beer inthe bleachers at a Twins
game would actually
be just a bitmore

in keeping with the singer's mythos and
obsessions, but it's doubtful he conducts
interviews under those circumstances.
"We were just watching him last

night," Finn responds with a breezy
he had a chance to meet the man with
whom he tends to draw more than a

fleeting comparison, and who he also
counts as a personal hero. “I have met
Bruce Springsteen, though, and it was

4 real pleasure. When you meet your

heroes, there's a big chance for them to
disappoint you, but I don't think he dis@ppoints too many people.”
Perhaps Finn could have asked Spring-

Steen for some pointers on how to deal
with adoring fans. Finn and his bandmates—guitarist Tad Kubler, keyboar_Zmult-instrumentalist Franz Nicolay,
‘ssist Galen

Polivka

and

drummer

ed Drake—may not exactly be on E
€et yet, but they're almost certainly

the biggest inheritors ofTheBoss's bar-

rock-about-blue-collars style. Formed in
Brooklyn after Finn left his native Minnesota and previous band, indie notables
Lifter Puller, behind, the Hold Steady
built a reputation with punishing, bombastic and frequently hard-drinking live
shows, distilled into its first two records,
2004's Almost Killed Me and 2005's
Separation Sunday—the latter of which
contributed to the group being the first
band in 15 years to grace the cover of legendary New York alt-weekly the Village
Voice. It was the subsequent two releases, 2006's rock hymn for misspent youth
Boys and Girls in America and 2008's
growing-older-with-grace classic Stay
Positive, though, that has really pushed
the band to the top of the indie rock
world, topping best-of-the-year lists and
pushing its very down-home American
sound across the planet.
Now Finn, always highly regarded for
his lyrical talents—a sharp observer never afraid to back away from life's grimier
side, he's less poetic than he is narrative,
Bukowski set to the kind of rock 'n’ roll
that makes you want to pound a bottle
on your bar table—is rightly being recognized as one of America’s most acute
and talented songwriters, the next in a
long line of Middle America’s chroniclers. Which has led to people responding in much the same way he responds to

Springsteen—something the remarkably
congenial rock star admits he's having
trouble adjusting to.

"It's hard, because, you know, it’s a part
of it that I'm still getting used to and am
still not that great at. It's one thing to be
at your shows and sort of be prepared for
it, but when someone comes up to you at
a restaurant or something like that, it’s
kind of shocking,” he admits, pausing to
ruminate onthe phenomenaa
bit further.
"It's part of being an artist in some ways,
but it usually takes me by surprise. I hope
I'm pleasant, but it kind of knocks me out
of my own world—I guess it startles me,
actually, more than it shocks me: to be all
ofa sudden thrust into that kind of mode
when you're sitting with your girlfriend
having dinner, it's a weird situation.”

aging bar-star into a near-epic tragedy;
"Lord, I'm Discouraged" finds a man beg-

ging for salvation because he thinks his
girlfriend is cheating on him. These are
hardly unique topics in the Hold Steady
ouevre, as well.
But

more

than

just subject

matter,

Finn's lyrics rely on a very particular milieu, a specificity of time or place or character that separates him from so many

would-be barstool poets, The group of
friends at the centre of "Constructive
Summer" gathers on top of water towers
and gets compared to “double whiskey
coke no ice”; "Joke About Jamaica" takes

its name froma choice bit of Led Zeppelin
trivia; the title track from Stay Positive has

That kind of situation
may be more
fraught for Finn than the average person
thrust into the spotlight. As mentioned,

enough tell-tale details to fill a magazine
issue, maybe its choicest line the recognition that "the sing-along songs will be our

his subject matter certainly veers towards
those who, while not exactly failures, are

scriptures.” You can't help but wonder if,

certainly mired in the quotidian living of
averagemediocrity, the guys and gals who
work nine to five and the odd overtime
shift, relax with a drink and occasionally wonder where it’s all going. Notwithstanding the occasional crime narrative
of songs like “Sequestered in Memphis”
or "One for the Cutters,” Stay Positive is
littered with the people who live in the
marginally upkept houses on your block.
"Constructive Summer” finds a group of
dudes finding an almost transcendent
joy in working on a summer project; "Joke
About Jamaica” whirls up the story of an

SEP 17 - SEP 23, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY

the further he gets away from living like
his song’s subjects, the harder it might be
for Finn to write. He, fortunately, has no
such worries.
"A good song should use something
specific to explain something universal,”
he emphasizes. “It's always there though,
especially with the lifestyle I lead: I still

watch baseball, I still sit down and havea
beer with my friends.
"The one thing I've been focusing on
lately is, I'm getting older, and everyone's
getting older,” he continues. "My peers
are maybe involved in different things—
young children and careers—but it's still

people washed

up, waking up one day

and finding yourself 40 years old with a
drinking problem and no real prospects
and fooling yourself that you're involved
in something exciting at night.”
For Finn it was, somewhat ironically, a
rock band that put him on the straightand-narrower. Reflective of his humble
middle-American persona, Finn takes
the responsibility of entertaining his
fans rather seriously, and sounds honestly reverential when he describes
what's it like to be able to talk to this
many people with a song he's written.
"When we first started, we were really
heavy partiers. When we started touring so heavily, it became obvious that
we couldn't keep up the level of shows
we wanted to do and still go crazy every
night,” he says. "I mean, we see people
at six straight shows, people who travel,
and we think, ‘Well, we don’t want to
give them the same show every night.’
These people are taking off work, putting money in their gas tanks, driving to
the shows, getting hotels: let's make it

worth that. It’s really flattering to have
those people aboard, so we better make
sure that we're living up to that."
It would seem that Finn has learned
something from the Boss after all. W
ol
MON, SEP
21(8PM)
THE HOLD STEADY
WITH STILL LIFE STILL
STARLITE ROOM, $20
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MUSIC

URBAN LOUNGE ElisRoller, Swiss Connection,
quests

gpm-2am; no cover

WILD WEST SALOON

Jo Hikk

YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
i EMAIL LISTINGS @VUEWEEKLY.COM

DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM
PUA

UL

LLL

rs

THURSDAY

Thursdays: All Request Music

Night with DJ Kenni Kiec

AVENUE THEATRE Now,

Sevensided, Kaley Bird, Wool
on Wolves; 8pm; no minors

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB
Open jam; 6:30pm

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’

{0551-82 AVENUE -UPSTAIRS!-780-497-5058 MERE
°

.

.

NO,

Ken Skoreyko; 9pm
4

Thomas

COASTTOCOASTPUB

Open mic atthe pub: hiphop

Time

Fiddlers

= LOUNGE Murder, Mutiny,
The Za Za Zas, The
Secretaries

night with host Yak Dollaz

RED PIANO BAR Hottest

CROWN PUB Bass Head

dueling piano show featuring

te)eeae Players;:
iP

satel

Seve

FUNKY BUDD!

Ave Requests with DJ Damian

REXALL PLACE Big Valley

DRUID Guitar heroes

GINGUR SKY Urban

Jamboree Make-up concert:

DJ Mark Stevens; gpm

with DJ Colin Hargreaves,

EDMONTON EVENT
a,
; 9pm;
CENTRE LMFAO;
$32.30 at TicketMaster

Remember, en Second Epic,
early all ages show; spm

THE WHEAT
POOL amas:

¢(Sheer= EAMON MCGRATH
W.PAWNSHOPLIVE.CA

SECOND CUP-Varscona

Live music every Thursday

Assassins of youth (blues/

ROOM

verstein, ADayTo

i
Tam Committing
A Sin; spm:

$10, proceeds to Habitat

End Get Bentt;

Decha, tech trance/electro with ©71" vet

no cover

se

EDDIE SHORTS

Nothin’ (70s roc

CENTRE Full M

Party; 9pm (door)

TicketMaster,

AXIS CAFE Jodi King, Lisa

DJ Savage Garret; yaa
no minors;

Stony Plain 5:

and the Arriva

EDMONTON Even

accepted

sont 7P

7pm (door);

See

ia

ENCORE CLUB

Fridays: with

d

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’
with Ronnie After Work

Dy

FESTIVAL PLace

(hla
ie; 7:3¢

(tabley/s38 (

at Festival Place

hosted by Ron Rault every

FRESH START Ca‘

Electroshock Therapy with

Pins an alae Sp

agian men Omad and Plan
B (clectro, retro)
ON THE ROCKS Silsaholic

iy =

BLUE
CHAIR
Rault Trio;
$15 Ron
8pm;CAFE
BLUES ON WHYTE Eddy

70pm; $5

4

Ae

ajorwicz & Friend

HAVEN SOCIAL cLur

=

» ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave - ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL 7704 Calgary Trail South,
| VENUE

GUIDE

AVENUE THEATRE 9030-118 Ave, 780.477.2149 « AXIS CAFE 10349 Jasper Ave,
ULTRA LOUNGE 10765 Jasper Ave, 780.420.9098 - BEER HUNTER-West End
a BILLY BOB'S Continental inn, 26625 Stony Plain Rd, 780.484 7751» BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082 « BLUE
: Ave, 780.989.2861 » BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3981 » BOOTS 10242-106 St, 780.423.5014
- BRIXX BAR 10030-2102 St
:

461

780.990.0031

- BAN!

7522-2178 St,

780.4

CHAIR CAFE

(downstairs),

78

i + BUDDY'S 127258 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6636 - CASINO EDMONTON 7055 Argyll Rd, 780.463.9467 » CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-253 St, 780 424 9
? cec STAGE-City Centre Mall 100 St, 102 Ave » CHATEAU LOUIS_Julian’s/Royal Coach/Touch of Class 11727
Kingsway, 780 452 7770 « CHRISTOPHER

i PARTY PUB 2021 Millbourne Rd, West, 780.462.6565 » CHROME LOUNGE 132 Ave, Victoria Trail - COAST TO COAST PUB 5552 Calgary Trail,
780

H + CONVOCATION HALL Arts Bldg, U of A, 780.492.3622 « COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Capital Place,
101, 9707-110 St, 780.452.7800 - CROWN AND
15277 Castledowns Rd, 780.472.7696 « CROWN PUB 20709-209 St, 780.428.5628 » DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE
1:845 Wayne Gretzky Drive, 780
: CLUB + DEVANEY'’S IRISH PUB 9013-88 Ave + DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928 « DUSTER'S PUB 6402-118
Ave, 780.474.5554 « DV8 TAVERN
i St, www.DV8TAVERN,com + EARLY STAGE SALOON 4o1:-s2 Ave, Stony Plain - EARTH DAY RECYCLED Melntyre Park and Adventure Park -«EDMONTON
? ANCHOR

i EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase II, 780.489.SHOW « ENCORE CLUB 957 Fir St, Sherwood Park, 780.417.0121 « FESTIVAL PLACE 100 Festival
Way,

Park, 780.449.3378, 780.464.2852 - FIDDLER'S ROOST 8906-99 St - FILTHY MCNASTY’S 1051:-82 Ave, 780.916.1557 « FLOW LOUNGE 11815 Wayn

Sh

} Dr, 780.604.CLUB + FLUID LOUNGE 10205-109 St, 780.429.0700 » FOXX DEN 20s Carnegi Drive, st Albert FRESH START CAFE Riverbend So, 76

? » FUNKY BUDDHA 10341-82 Ave, 780.433.9676 > GAS PUMP 10166 14 St, 780.488.4841 + GINGUR SKY 15505-1218 Ave, 780.933.4312/780.953.3606
- HAL(
? 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.423. HALO - HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 15220A (basement), Stony Plain Rd, 780.756.6010 » HILL TOP PUB 8220-106 Ave, 780.4907
i HOOLIGANZ PUB 10704-2124 St, 780.452.1168 » HYDEAWAY-All Ages Art Space 10209-100 Ave » IRISH SPORTS AND SOCIAL SOCIETY 125;¢
'0.453,2249 « IRON BOAR PUB 4911-s:st St, Wetaskiwin - IVORY CLUB 2940 Calgary Trail South « JAMMERS PUB 11948-1297 Ave, 780.451.8779
-) AND
i R 4003-106 St, 780.436.4403 » JEFFREY’S CAFE o60 242 St, 780.451.8890 - JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB AND RESTAURANT Riverview Inn,
10209-10
: 780.426.5382 (pub)/780.429.5082 (rest) » JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 1455-87 Ave, 780.429.1000 » KAS BAR 10444-82 Ave, 780.433.6768 + L.B."S PUB 23 Aki

St Albert, 780.460.9100 » LEGENDS PUB 6204-172 St, 780.481.2786 - LEVEL 2 LOUNGE 12607 Jasper Ave, and Fl, 780.447.4495 « LIVE WIRE 1107 }

Rd. East

OCTOBER 3

Tim Mcgraw; 7pm

EARLY STAGE 5;

Vespertine Battle Scene, In

BEER HUNTER-West

K, hardstyle/techno with DJ

jai

signet
R’S PUB Thursd
ursday

The Evil tris; xopir

Nicole Grace; 8pm

house/breaks
withDJ Krazy

DV8 Open mic Thursdays

THE JIMMY
OWIFT BAND

i

DV8 TAVERN D

For Humanity, donations

h

pedpes

SPIRAL BEACH &
THE DANKS

CENTRE SHEL: TH
Beware the Quicki,

all ages; 6:30pmr(door);

night between 7pm and gpm

TWO HOURS
TRAFFIC

DCD, Optimix Prime,
Miyoru Fernando; gpm

_ (4001); $5 (cover)

The Midst OFA Murder, The

open jam hosted by The

WITH GUESTS ZEUS
SEPT 26

DOW CENTENNIA

lout Djs DJDegree,Junior = Quasars Forthe Saigen

KAS BAR Urban House: with

exery Frits

Thursdays: witliDj Tron,

AVENUE THEATRE

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Dish
Thursdays: funky housejtechno

COAST TO Coast

host Leona Bu

Brown

rock); 9pm; no cover

CUFF THE
DUKE

Stage

TEMPLE Surely Temple

HALO Thursdays Fo Sho: with

SEPT

SEPT 22

Hook featuring &3,

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite: Top

LIFE
‘OPHY
THE CHALLENGER EXPLODING

ENDURING THE FALL
SUBURBAN SYNDROME
& SPARKY

32 // MUSIC

Rock Bingo with Dj SWAG,

Substance Thursdays

NEW CITY LIKWID

Thursday: Drum and Bass,

20

_~hop-with DJ Footnates

NORTHGLENORAHALL — “/4mcewtbDJchristan
i
= FRIDAY
Jam by Wild Rose Old

ee Step, Hip Hop, Break

WW

FILTHY MCNASTY’S Punk

Stage Thursdays with Gary

open mic every Thursday

ATR

$39-95/849.95 at

‘The Tragically Hip; 7pm

LIVE WIRE BAR Open

CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY

(

noon-ipm; free
CENTURY CAs; INO

hosted by Elle Dirty and

BRIXX BAR Manrayguy,

PUB Open stage hosted by

ANTICLUB SATURDAYS PRESENTS..

Society: Dave 83)

Shiwana Millionaire Wet

out

Alberta Crude; 6-10pm

:-

anid TheTechno Hippy Crew: Mall TheSaimmon,
Bassnectar, Kush Arora, Shamik
and guests; 8pm
STOLLI’S Dancehall, hi
ancehall, hip

Beatz;
Sm nvenverbcirerny

RR Cis

,

joYELL Ow bal
Brothers

© CBC STAGE-city

BUDDY'SDj Bobby

and $69.50

Shilob Lindsey; gpm (door);

19

Underdog

L.B.'S PUB Open jam with

$i0 (door)

‘ORK cr ¥

spin Dub & Reggae in The

(door)/8pm (show); $89.50

Shaw

SEPT

levelsTopwise Soundsystem

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Tim

Eldorado, Joseph Blood and

NIK(7
7 &JAYGEJAYCE

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

BLUES ON WHYTE Eddy

Williams; $15

18

——

Thureday withorg666
ins
STARLITE ROOM Musics:

fom

IAMMERS PUB Thursday
open
jam; 7-11pm

ie

SEPT

CASINO EDMon

=

RENDEZV ‘ous P UB Metal

Sa

with Ronnie After Work

.

electro house spun with PI

_Big Rock Thursdays: Djs on 3

.

$30pmM: $5 (door

Hit Thursdays: breaks,

Escapack Entertainn ment

ENCORE CLUB Thirsty

ROT Live mn,

Kevin Cook: 21}

PLANET INDIGO-St Albert

ainpligetd

BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE

LT

BRDOE BAR c.)) pDig BirdSang5. ,
Rilldears; 9pm (4.
can

OVERTIME~South Retro to
New: classic rock, R&B, urban
and dance with DJ Mikee-;

LOOP LOUNGE 367 St Albert Rd, St Albert, 780.460.2122 - MEAD HALL 10940166 St» MORANGO'S TEK CAFE 1018-79 St - NEWCAS

PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490.1999 » NEW CITY 1008: Jasper Ave, 780.989.5066 « NIKKI DIAMONDS 8130 Gateway Blvd, 780.439.8006 -« WORTH GLENOR*

HALL 13535-1094 Ave - NORWOOD LEGION 1150-82 St » O’BYRNE'S 106:6-82 Ave, 780.414.6766 - 18O DEGREES 10730-107 St, 780.414.0233 » ON THE
ROCKS 11750 Jasper Ave, 780.482.4767 « ORLANDO'S 1 15163-1221 St - GVERTIME-Downtown

10304-22: St, 780.423.1643 - OVERTIME-South

Whiter

Crossing, 4211-206 St, 780.485.1727 » PAWN SHOP 0551-82 Ave, Upstairs, 780.432.0824 + PLANET INDIGO-Jasper Ave ::607 Jasper Ave - PLANET
NDIGO~St Albert 812 Liberton Dr, St Albert » PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-2103 St * PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY
HALL 10860. 7 Ave « PROHIBIT!O
= 11026 Jasper Ave, 780.420.0448 « PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA 8555 Roper Rd, 780.427.1750, culture.alberta.ca/archives - RED PIANO BAR

: Bourbon St, WEM, 8882-170 St, 780.486.7722 » RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825 - RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108-149 St «ROSE AND CROWN PUB
H Sutton Place Hotel, 10235-201 St « ROSEBOWL/ROUGE

LOUNGE

102::-117 St, 780.482.5253

« ROSE AND CROWN

10235-1203 St « RUTHERFORD HOUSE

z 21153 Saskatchewan Dr, 780. 427.3995 + SECOND CUP-Mountain Equipment 12336-102 Ave, 780.451.7574 - SECOND CUP-Stanley Milner Library
i Winston Churchill Sq » SECOND CUP-Varscona Varscona Hotel, 106 St, Whyte Ave » SIDELINERS PUB 11018-127 St, 453-6006 «SOBEYS—College

P

; 8aa5-13 St» SOBEYS-Jasper Ave 10404 Jasper Ave » SORRENTINOS~South 4203 CalgaryTR S, 780.434.7607 « SPORTSWORLD 13710-104 St - STANLEY
: A. MILNER LIBRARY 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq « STARLITE ROOM 10030-2102 St, 780.428.1999/ 780.496.7030 » STEEPS—College Plaza 1121
ve
: 780.988.8105 - STEEPS~Old Glenora 1242: Stony Plain Rd, 780.488.1505 « STOLLI'S and Fl, 10368-82 Ave, 780.437.2293 « SUEDE LOUNGE : 106 Jas
: Ave, 780.482.0707 « TAPHOUSE

go20 McKenney Ave, St Albert, 780.458.0860 « UNION HALL Argyll, 99 St, 780.702.2582 -«
URBAN LOUNGE 10544-3?

i 780.437.7699 * WHISTLESTOP 12416-2132 Ave, 780. 780.452.5506 + WILD WEST SALOON 12912-s0 St, 780.476.3388 -WUNDERBAR 8120-10: St, 780.4)
: + X-WRECKS 9303-50 St, 780.466.8069 » ¥YAFTERHOURS 0028-102 St, 780.994.3256, www.yafterhours.com » YESTERDAYS PUB 112, 205 Carnegic

0°

: Albert, 780.459.0295

3
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indie

rock,
hip hop, and electro with
Dj Hot Philly and guests
RENDEZVOUS Survival metal

night

SPORTSWORLD Inline and

Roller Skating Disco: Top 40
Request with a mix of retro and
disco; 1-4:30pm and 7-10:30pm;
wwwsports-world.ca

Dale Ladouceur, John Spearn,
Incanto, Peter Puffin; 12-6pm;

free; edmontonearthday@
shaw.ca

STARLITE ROOM Edguy,

EDDIE SHORTS Mojave
{acoustic original rock), guests;
$5-$10 (door)

Blackbyrd

ENCORE CLUB So Sweet
Saturdays: with DJ Love Jones

FESTIVAL PLACE Café Series:
‘The Lost Fingers (pop/rock);
$15
atFestival
Place box office

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB
Quiet Evolution (CD release);

7:30pm (door), 8:30pm (show);
$15 (door)

HILLTOP PUB Open stage/mic

Sat: hosted by Sally's Krackers
Sean Brewer; 3-530-3pm.

HOOLIGANZ PUB Fringe;
9pm; no cover

PLAY NIGHTCLUB
The first
bar for the queer community
___to.open
inadecade with _
Dj's Alexx Brown and Eddie
Toonflash;
9pm (door); $5www.
playnightclub.ca

RED STAR Movin’
on Up
Fridays: indie, rock, fink, soul,

WESTIN HOTEL-Devonian
Room Jambhala: Edmonton
Opera Chorus, Souljah
Fyah, Second Hand Smoke;
Aroot's Bazaar, Front Porch
Roots Revue; 7:30pm; $60 at
tixonthesquare.ca

WILD WEST SALOON Jo
Hikk

X-WRECKS Damn-ItJim
YARDBIRD SUITE Cheryl
Fisher (CD release) Moments
Like This, The Hutchinson
Andrew Trio, Eric Allison;
Spm (door), gpm (show); $16
(member)/$20 (guest)

SUEDE LOUNGE The Finest
Underground House with DJ
Nic-E every Saturday

TEMPLE Oh Snap!: Every
Saturday, Cobra Commander
and guests with Degree, Cobra
Commander and Battery; 9pm.
(door); $5 (door)

WUNDERBAR Featured Dj
and local bands

BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT
Jazz on the Side Sundays: Don
Berner

BLUES ON WHYTE
Funkafeelya

IRON BOAR PUB Jazz in

Jenkins; spm; free

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB

STANLEY A. MILNER
LIBRARY Symphony 102: DT.

Celtic Music Session, hosted by
Keri-Lynne Zwicker, 4-7pm

Baker's interactive intro to the

EDDIE SHORTS Sunday
acoustic oriented open stage
hosted by Uncle Jimmy; all

IVORY CLUB Duelling piano
show with Jesse, Shane, Tiffany
and Erik and guests

JAMMERS PUB Saturday
‘open jam, 3-7:30pm,; country/
rock band gpm-2am

JEFFREY’S Gordie Matthews;
Sio

JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB

Wattson

Headwind (classic pop/rock);

gpm; no cover

symphony with excerpts from
the ESO's upcoming season;
1pm; pre-register By Calling
780.496.7030

WINSPEAR CENTRE ESO
Momentous music from the
world of the film The Red
Violin; 8pm; Saturday at
Symphony Prelude at 7:15pm.
in the Upper Circle 3rd level

lobby; $20-$69 at Winspear
box office

BRIXX BAR An Horse, guests;
gpm (door); Sia at Blackbyrd,
TicketMaster

gear provided; 9pm-1am.

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB
Souljah Fyah Sundays hosted by
Rhea March; 8pm; $10 (door)/$s
(student)/$s (restaurant/pub:

J AND R BAR Open jam/stage
every Sunday hosted by Me
Next and the Have-Nots; 3-7pm

B'S PUB Molsons Saturday
open stage every Saturday
aftemoon hosted by Gord
Macdonald; 430-gpm.

AZUCAR PICANTE Every Sat:

SPORTSWORLD
Top 4o

MACLAB CENTRE-Leduc
‘Lewis and Royal, 2pm; free
MEAD HALL Alberta Stew

Saturday DJs on three levels.
Main Floor; Menace Sessions:
alt rock/electro/trash with Miss
Mannered

Do, Preying Saints, The Grave
Mistakes, Frolics; 8pm (door),
‘9pm (show); Sio

BUDDY'S DJ Earth Shiver'n’
Quake; pm; no cover before

cover

iopm

O'BYRNE’S Open mic jam

Saturday open stage: hosted by
Dr. Oxide; 7-10pm

EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock,

with Robb Angus (the Wheat
Pool)

NEW CITY Apoptygma

ESMERALDA'S Super Parties:
Eyery Sat a different theme

Request
with 2 mix of Retro
and Disco; 7-10:30pm;
sportsworld.ca
STOLLI'S Top 40, R&B, house

with People’s DJ

‘STONEHOUSE
PUB Top 4o

with
DJTysin

SUEDE LOUNGE Dj Nic-E
Remixed
every Friday

TEMPLE
T.G.1 Psydays; 9pm
WUNDERBAR Fridays with
the Pony Girls, DJ Avinder
and
DJ Toma;
no cover

Y AFTERHOURS Foundation

MORANGO'S TEK CAFE

Berzerk; no minors; 7pm
(door) early show; 7:30pm
(show); followed by Saturday
Sucks afterparty; tickets at the
Likker Box

O'BYRNE'S Live Band
Saturday 3-7pm; DJ 9:30pm.

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

hip hop, house, mash up

FLUID LOUNGE Saturdays
Gone Gold Mash-Up: with
Harmen B and DJ Kwake

FUNKY BUDOHA-Whyte
Ave Top tracks, rock, retro with
Dj Damian

180 DEGREES Dancehall and
Reggae night every Saturday

GINGUR SKY Soulout
Saturdays

ON THE ROCKS Bonafide;

HALO For Those Who Know:

9pm.

house every Sat with DJ Junior

ORLANDO'S
1Caldera; $5

Brown, Luke Morrison, Nestor
Delano, Ari Rhodes

PAWN SHOP SONIC Presents
Live On Site Anti-Club

Saturdays (rock, Indie, punk,
rock, dance, retro, rock); 8pm
(door); Thisweek: Bear Country,

A Trophy Life, guests

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizzle
Saturday: DJ Groovy Cuvy and
guests

NEWCASTLE
PUB Saturdays:
Top 40, requests with DJ Sheri

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
Punk Rawk Saturdays
with
Todd
and Alex

NEW CITY SUBURBS
Saturdays Suck with Greg Gory
and Bluejay
PAWN SHOP SONIC Presents
Live On Site! Anti-Clob

Saturdays:
rock, indie, punk,

rock, dance, retro rock; Spm

(door)
PLANET INDIGO-jasper
Ave Suggestive Saturdays:
breaks electro house with PI
residents

7,

P ysArcnv
RAY SAWYER

Ser
+g

| —)

$4*/si9*

UAALABLEAT CONTORY CAD

Ser
Ps

by JJ, Lenny B and the Cats;
4:30pm ‘til whenever

Fridays

DJ Touch It, hosted by DJ Papi

STATING $39

employees with pay stub)

LOOP LOUNGE Jam hosted

Dis

SHOWS
Call 780.481. YUKS
FOR TICKETS & INFO

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Jim
Findlay Trio; donations

DOW CENTENNIAL CENTRE

the ist Saturday each month:
this month: The Don Berner
Trio; gpm; S10

SHOW

Saturday

SUNDAY

mic hosted by Sally's Krackers;
3pm

SHELL THEATRE Yvonne

-COMING

Y AFTERHOURS Release

Classical

hip hop with Dy Gatto, D] Mega
ROUGE LOUNGE Solice

Epicurean, Luna Mortis; 8pm

(door); tickets at TicketMaster,

STOLLI'S ON WHYTE Top
40, R&B, house with People’s DJ

HILLTOP PUB Open Stage/

Wetaskiwin featuring jazz trios
New: classic rock, R&B, urban
and dance
with DJ Mikee; 9pm2am;
no cover

Summer
Jazz Series: Dan
Skakun Trio; 8pm; nocover

NEWCASTLE PUB Sunday
acoustic open stage with
Willy James and Crawdad;
36pm

NEW CITY Open Mic
Sunday hosted by Ben
Disaster; 9pm (sign-up); no

ON THE ROCKS Shocker
Sundays with Self Evolution;
9pm

ORLANDO'S 2 PUB
Sundays Open Stage Jam
hosted by The Vindicators

OocT
2
SH4*/si9*
| oa
=

SUB S3O*

Mitch R
and the

DETROIT Wnt

(blues/rock); 3-8pm

PAWN SHOP Ninjaspy,
Sparky, guests; 8pm

REXALL PLACE Keith
Urban (Escape Together
World tour), Lady
Antebellum;
6:30pm (door),
7a0pm (show); sold out

ROYAL ALBERTA
MUSEUM THEATRE How
1 Hear It: CKUA Radio Finale

Concert: participants from
Sat Workshop and mentors;
a-apm

RUTHERFORD HOUSE
From Classics to Ragtime and
Great-War ballads: Corinne
Lillo and friends; 1-3pm

SECOND CUP-Mountain
Equipment Co-op Live
music every Si : 2-4pm
ey
CONVOCATION HALL
Edmonton Chamber Music
Society, Manitoba Chamber
Orchestra with Dame Evelyn
Glennie; apm; $30 (adult)/$a5
wenior)/$10 (student) at TIX
on the Square
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COMMENT >> DOWNLOADS

More than one dl in town
ITunes isn't the only option for legal downloads

€DMONION EVENT

ENIAE

=a
URBAN METROPOLIS PRESENTS

Canadian Recording Industry Associa- ; that's an awfully big one for Henderson
tion president Graham Henderson
to make. Are Canadians who want
believes that if Canada enacts
to shop for downloads only limtougher copyright-protection
ited to the world of Apple?
legislation, like that which
Hmm. Napster offers legal
exists in Sweden or the
downloads to Canadians; for
United States, more busiyg
$9.95 a month, a Napster
nesses will spring up to promember gets unlimited downvide legal downloads.
loads. Only issue is that NapIn a recent editorial posted in
ster is a PC-only service. Still, the
the Georgia Straight, Henderson
company markets to Canada.
suggested that Canadian consumers : And eMusic, another member-driven,

don't have a lot of choice when it comes : legal download service, has been availto legal downloads or sharing.
able to Canadian users since April of
"Here, effectively the only choice for i 2008. My album is available on eMusic,

DOORS SPM«TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER

online music is between iTunes and illegal," he wrote.

Henderson

said that countries

and | have received royalties (19 cents a
download) for songs purchased by Ca-

that : nadian users.

have gotten tough with piracy have fostered economies where start-up downloading and sharing services can thrive,
as illegal activity has been curtailed and
users look for new ways to get their

:
:
:
:
:

Last.fm also pays royalties to artists
for streaming and downloads, andthose

& LAID BACK LUKE ott

WINSPEAR CENTRE
Davis Concert Organ and

= RASLIGHT ANTHEM

BACKSTAGE TAP AND

ALL AGES ¢ GPM SHOW

GRILL Industry Night: with

TickttsstTCKETMASTER- PRESENTED BY UNION EVENTS

members of the Edmonton

Symphony Orchestra, 1-3pm,
free; Symphony 101. D.T.
Baker, 3-4pm

ists from our home and native land.

Puretratks, another download

DJ Tim
ALL

AGES

DOORS 8PM TICKETS

AT TICKETMASTER

=

«=

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

R&B, British Invasion, Ska,

Rocksteady, and more with

Sunday Afternoons: Phil,
2-7pm; Main Floor: Got
To Give It Up: Funk, Soul,
Motown, Disco with DJ Red
Dawn

ROSE BOWL/ROUGE
LOUNGE The Legendary
Rose Bow! Monday Jam:
hosted by Sherry-Lee Wisor
and Darrek Anderson; 8pm

BUDDY'S DJ Bobby

STARLITE ROOM The Hold
Steady, Still Life; 8pm (door);

Performance; no cover before
iopm

FLOW LOUNGE Stylus
Sundays
GINGUR Ladies Industry
Sundays
NEW CITY SUBURBS

tickets at TicketMaster,

Blackbyrd, Megatunes

Night; no minors; 9pm-2am

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

REXALL PLACE Keith
Urban (Escape Together
world tour), Lady Antebellum;
6:30pm (door), 7:30pm
(show); $84.50, $69.59, $20

WUNDERBAR Sundays
DJ Gallatea and XS, guests;
no cover

Sonny Rhodes

SECOND CUP-Stanley
Milner Library Open mic
every Tue; 7-9pm

RGPPERPO!

SIDELINERS PUB Tuesday
All Star Jam with Alicia Tait
and Rickey Sidecar; 8pm.
YARDBIRD SUITE Tuesday
Sessions: Dave Babcock
Quartet; 7:30pm (door), 8pm
(show); $5

ENTERPRISE SQUARE
Enterprise String Quartet:
Guillaume Tardif (violin),
Virginie Gagné (violin),
Charles Pilon (viola), and

Mixer

NEW CITY LIKWID

LOUNGE Daniel and Fowler

MONDAY

(eclectic tunes)

BUDDY'S DJ Arrow Chaser;
gpm
every Tue; no cover with
student ID

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte

TUESDAY

Ave Latin and Salsa music,
dance lessons 8-10pm

music monthly; no cover

BLUES ON WHYTE
Sonny Rhodes

GINGUR SKY Bashment
Tuesdays: Reggae music;
no cover

BLUES ON WHYTE
Sonny Rhodes

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB
Open stage Mondays with
different songwriters hosting

each week; presented by

Jimmy Whiffen of Hole in
the Guitar Productions; 8-12

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jazz
Night; 7pm; $20 (door)/Ss

#2556 8882-170 ST. {WEST EDM MALLS = 409-SHOW

(student)

EDMONTONEVENTCENTRE.CA

and his Job present mystery

DRUID-Jasper Ave Open
stage with Chris Wynters

L.B.'S PUB Ammar'’s

Moosehead Tuesday open

stage every Tuesday night;

9pm-1am; featuring guests;

hosted by Mark Ammar and
Noel (Big Cat) Mackenzie

NEW CITY This Will Hurt

you Mondays: Johnny Neck

WUEWEEKLY

BRIXX BAR Joel Kamps,
guest; 9pm (door); $8 (door)

O'BYRNE'S Celtic Jam

with Shannon Johnson and
friends

// SEP 17 - SEP 23, 2009

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE ‘abilly, Ghoul-

every Wed; h

Tersigni; 8:30-1

Wyld t
Live

RESTAURANT Live jazz

Dis

every Wednesday night;

6-gpm; Shelly Jones

BANK ULTRA LOUNG

DV8 The D.B.G; 9pm; $6

Harley

EDDIE SHORTS Wed open

BLACK
DOG FREEHOU
FREEH(
ain Floor: Blue j

stage, band oriented, hosted
by Chuck Rainville; 9pm-1am

Wednesday Nig

Nest Wed Night:
aa eee a

B

EDMONTON EVENT
CENTRE Dragonforce; 6pm;
$36.60 (adult)/$36.50 (youth)

with LL Cool Joe
BUDDY’s Dj Du

FIDDLER’S ROOST Little
Flower Open Stage with

DIESEL ULTRA LOUNG
Wind-up Wednesday
hiphop, reggae,
)

Brian Gregg

HAVEN SOCIAL Open stage
with Jonny Mac; 8:30pm; free

ESMERALDA'S Retro

College Plaza

= weer oe

5:45pm

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

Sleeman Mondays: live

ee

Djs

FILTHY MCNASTY'S Metal
Mondays: with DJ S.W.A.G.

Wed, 8-:opm

STEEPS TEA Lou?

ednesday:

open stage; 8pm-12am

Lunchpail; Wooftop: with DJ
Gundam

SECOND CUP-Mountai;
Equipment Open

every Wed; $s

FOXX DEN The Mary
Thomas Band Wed night

Main Floor: CJSR’s Eddie

Yukon Jack; 7:30-

Bee

Joanne Yu (cello); 4:30-

9pm

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays

Wednesdays: live music once
a month

Open mic every Tue; 8-10pm.

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

minors; 9pm; no cover

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor; Glitter Gulch

SECOND CUP-124 Street

BUDDY’S Dj Dust 'n' Time;

Reggae on Whyte: RnR
Sundays with DJ IceMan; no

sports-world.ca

BLUES ON WHYTE

OVERTIME DOWNTOWN

SAVOY MARTINI LOUNGE

: thor living in Toronto,

WEDNESDAY

Nonsense, Confederacy
of Dunces, Dad Rock, T]
Hookah and Rear Admiral
Saunders

Sunday Industry Night

:
: Steven Sandor is a former editor
: of Vue Weekly, now an edito

Megatunes

aa
BAR WILD Bar Gone Wild
Mondays: Service Industry

: It's a lot more fun and sounds 2 |

site, is : a lot better. W

Night; 7-10:30pm; www.

Main Floor: Eclectic

Requests with DJ Bo

tougher
copyright.
laws and the rise of the e-ms,
are totally separate issues
: ing piracy will send more y
gitimate sites, but it doesn
investors are hesitant to kick<
: downloading and sharing sto
= country at this time.
: But that's the problem with
: With the bluster comes the
'
: And it's easy to dissect an o
: ment the likes of which Hende,
: in his column. In the end, such
: only goes to hurt his argumen
: Or, if you're really too tired ,

PAWN SHOP Cuff The
Duke, Zeus; 8pm; tickets at
Ticketmastser, Blackbyrd,

Get Down Sundays with

Neighbourhood Rats

UPCOMING SHOWS...
OCT7:GOGOL BORDELLO
-OCT11:FROST FEAT. ARMIN VANBUUREN
-OCT 23:MOBY

PROHIBITION Chicka-DeeJay Monday Night: Soul,
Michael Rault

Beatz; 9pm; Drag Queen

PRESENTED BY THE BEAR -NO MINORS - TIX ON SALE SATURDAY SEPT 12

musical guests
PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY HALL
Acoustic instrumental old
time fiddle jam hosted by the
Wild Rose Old Tyme Fiddlers
Society; 7pm

Atomic Improv, Jameoki and

: about

are available to Canadian users and art- : line debate, just go out and

music legally. Sounds like a logical argu- : available in Canada and the United States.
ment. But ...
And let's not even start about the ringSorry ... "iTunes and illegal?"
tones that are available through all the
Let's debug that statement. Because, : various service providers in Canada.

DOORS AT 9PM
TICKETS AT

: The pointi
that choice
s for«
especially in a country with a p
base as small as Canada, is pre
good. There are plenty of a\:.
: to iTunes out there. To me, ¢/

gpm; no cover bef

Teggacton sith ITnVincea'
gucst

Touch It, weekly

FLUID LOUNGE
Wednesdays Rock T
LEGENDS PUB

HOOLIGANZ PUB Open

hop/R&B with D

stage Wednesdays hosted by
Shane and Naomi

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Open

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE Dj Roxx 5!
{indie, punk and metal

mic

NEW CITY SUBURBS

NEW CITY Circ-O-RamaLicious: Gypsy and circus

Shake It: with Greg
Eddie Lunchpail; 1

fusion spectaculars; last Wed

gpm (door)

be

NIKKI DIAMONDS

OIL CITY ROADHOUSE

and ‘8os metal every

Jimmie Van Zant

Wednesday

PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY HALL
Acoustic Bluegrass jam
presented by the Northern
Bluegrass Circle Music
Society every Wednesday

RED STAR Gues! 9!
Wednesday
ARLITE ROOM

aT
Style Wednesday
9pm

evening; 6:45-11pm;

bluegrassnorth.com

STOLLI'S Beatpa

Cadaver

PROHIBITION Tuesday
Punk Night

PROHIBITION Wednesdays
with Roland Pemberton It!

with Rudy Electro

RED STAR Tuesdays:
Experimental Indie Rock,

RED PIANO BAR Jazz and
Shiraz Wednesdays featuring
Dave Babcock and his Jump
Trio

rock, spooky with DJ Vylan

Hip Hop, Electro with DJ

Hot Philly

SPORTSWORLD Retro

RIVER CREE Wednedays
Live Rock Band hosted by

H

Wednesdays: Hou
pragressive and cle
Space Age and '
9pm-aam; www

WUNDERBAR Wed:
with new DJ; 09
cove

Y AFTERHOURS
Wednesday

¥

SE

|
THE HANDY
anO);7 \eeene) site),

<dala

|

ae

CE PRODUIT

(al

CREE UNE

'

FORTE

Smoke free, chew free and '
spit free, SNUS is an alternative |

for adult tobacco users.

|

SNUS is packaged in small,
handy pouches that just need
to be tucked under the upper lip
to deliver maximum taste.

SNUS Original and Freshmint tins
are available now through select
tobacco retailers in Edmonton.
Visit www.snus.ca

for more information,

Cigarettes are highly addictive.
La cigarette crée une tres
forte dépendance.
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SHOW THIS SATURDAY!!!

concert
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by death
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780-451-8000
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Qrarlite

(0030-102 STREET

INFO: 428-STAR

MANRAYGUN

BUMS >> DRAGONFORCE

Roar of the DragonForce
English power-metal band delivers an Ultra Beatdown
: one no matter the complexity of |
: parts?
: HL: The songs have always been
: number one priority and not the ins
: mental parts or guitar solos. We <p

ELDORADO /JOSEPHBLOOD/SHILOHLINRSEY

os/is

CALL
BEFORE YOU Dic
BIRD SANG SONG/THE KILLDEARS

: Way More time on the singing

sec

: than the guitar parts. We always w,
t to evolve—it is something we do

i cause we believe we must impro
: everything as much as possible a|
> time. Ultra Beatdown shows a ve

03/19

is
HAPsD GUM

": namic side of DragonForce not se<
: any previous albums.

: VW: At the same time, some of
: tracks, like "A Flame for Freedom

? "The Warrior
G@S/ZL

FOUNDATION
&RMS PRESENT

i
iiSTEADY
STILL LIFE

Inside," feature slow:

: more delicate parts amongst the mc
: aggressive bits, giving the music a sen:
: of ebbs and flows. When the band
: working on the songs is there m:
: thought given to covering a variety

JAMES NTO

: textures and emotions?

; HL: On this latest album, we pi
: posely wanted to explore that pa
: of our sound in more variety. Anothe
? example is the song "The Last Journ
! Home”: it is a very melodic and dynamic

t track, but at the same time still sound

@3/ZG THE UNION PRESENTS

DANIEL WESLEY

AFESTIVAL FILM FUNDRAISER

REPUBIC

Wi RAND AARCHIVES

BOUNCING SOULS} =e
Wit YOUTH BRIGADE
10/3

FOUNDATION
&CAUA PRESENT

ELLIOTT BROOD
THE WOODEN SKY

Urs
CCN
REDRAM/OLDJOE&THETRUTHHURTS

temple
FVIEMBERS & GUESTS FACILITY

"wlth DEGREE. COBRA COMMANDER,
DJ BATTERY a2 WEEKLY GUESTS

BEHIND STARLITE ROOM
ALL EVENTS

18+ + DOORS AT OPM

ae
WEDNESDAYS
HOSTED BY
1D & KHIRY TAFABI.,
{OFLGCOTION REVOLUTION}_
WITH

DJS BUDAKRON
& SHORTOP

In the realm of metal, the sound o
England's DragonForce veers pretty far
away from sanity. Guitars and keys spin
intricate lines across the speakers, the
drums and-bass grounding the songs
just as the vocals twist and turn through
the music, weaving otherworldly tales.
The band's output has been likened toa
videogame soundtrack, and that doesn't
seem like an unreal stretch, though it
would be a mistake to dismiss the group
as all flash and no substance. No,
every line—no matter how
wild
and
driven—comes
across as well-considered
within the context of the
songs.

Founding

guitarist/

producer Herman Li spoke
with Vue Weekly recently
about the band's latest release,
2008's Ultra Beatdown.
VUE WEEKLY: How long did it take to make
Ultra Beatdown, from the initial songwriting
through to the end of the recording?
HERMAN LI: It took roughly a year to
write, demo and record. We really take
our time to experiment with the music
change it around a few times and see
what works best for all the instruments.
VW: How did the band approach the
songs: Lyrics first? Music first?
HL: We always write the music before
the lyrics. Some words can only fit cer
tain notes in music, along with the tim
ing and the melodies. For us it doesn't

make sense to write lyrics without the

ation sche aaraee
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: WW: Karl Groom

produced the album

: alongside you and Sam. What did’ |

MOST SERENE

SAINT ALVIA&& OFF WITHTHEIRHEADS

: totally DragonForce.
FAST AND FURIOUS >> Yeah, DragonForce can throw down the killer high-speed
leads, but the band occasionally slows it down to great effect, too //supplied

music, and when we change the vocal
melodies most of the time we have to
change certain words too so it still fits
well together.

One at a time or some combination of : bring to the album during the recor

: the two?
ing? Was it important to involve a set
: HL: Every person has to be recorded: ears from outside the band?
: separately so we can isolate each in- : HL: We've been working with Karl since
: strument and focus 100 percent of our : the year 2000 when we did our firs
: attention on each one. When you play : demo. Karl understands our way of
: all together, it's impossible to really : working more than anyone out there. He
: hear yourself and everyone else all at : isan extremely underrated producer and
: engineer. He's been a very important o
the same time.
: the DragonForce production sound.

VW: Were there other songs written
that were left off the album?
HL: There were two bonus
tracks which were released in
different countries and on different formats. We wrote 10
songs which were all meant
to be on the album as we
_ thought they were all as good
as each other in different ways,
but unfortunately this time two ended up as bonuses!

: HL: That's a big'map! It starts from th
: time we started listening to rock musi:
: Everything we listen to has played a
: part in influencing or inspiring us m

? sically. All the touring and recording
: experience we've had were essential i:

: making Ultra Beatdown so successful
: It was pretty unbelievable that we gol
: nominated for a Grammy recently for
: playing the style of music we do. | mea
: down to be when you started, or did the ; really, who would have thought?
finished shape emerge as the writing :
: VW: Is there anything else you'd like
: and recording went along?
: HL: Everything interacts with each oth- > say about the album?
er—if one thing changes in a song, we ; HL: The new album really shows ho
: might change another part of a differ- ? much we have evolved as musician
: ent song so they can be on the album : and performers. Even our fans were
: together. We really look at the overall : surprised how we have matured as
big picture as well as the tiny details : band and the variety we have shown on
each time we make an album. As the : the new album while still sounding lik«
: songs develop, we start thinking about : DragonForce. We are really happy abou!
: the setlist and how particular songs will ? it, and this world tour so far has beer
: flow better on the album together. If we ‘ the best DragonForce experience eve’
: need to change or re-write a part in a > seen on stage. We will only keep on ge
: song, we will do it. | run a very flexible, : ting better! V

VW: How did you decide which songs
: to include on the album? Did you have
: an idea of what you wanted Ultra Beat-

> constantly changing and adaptable type :
: of production schedule.
:

VW: What was the recording process.
vw: _Careening ‘instrumental ores
like for Ultra Beatdown? There.are a lot
gor for Qragonkorce—is there:; D
of notes flying around throughaut the ~>arethe
:
any pressure to up the ante with éach:
album in very complex passages—were
the instruments all tracked together, : new album, or is the song still number ;
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You

? can also hear his excellent work throug
: his prog-rock band Threshold
2
: VW: If you were to trace the mus
: cal map that led DragonForce to Ult/
: Beatdown, what would it look like?
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: FRI, SEP 18 (8 pm)

THU, SEP 17 (9 pm)

; SAT, SEP 19 (8 pm)

: SAT, SEP 19 (8 pm)

: SUN, SEP 20 (9 pm)

LEONARD COHEN NIGHT 2009
NORTHERN
$20~$50

“ALBERTA®

JUBILEE

AN HORSE

WITH GUESTS

AUDITORIUM” *

- BRIXX BAR & GRILL, $12

: Peter Brown hosts an evening of music,
: poetry and movement, all inspired by
Leonard Cohen. The night is headlined by
: Adam Cohen and also features Souljah

:
:
:
4

OK, it's all about the press rele,
? emails this week. But seriously, t}

i great paragraph: “It is not because
: is the size of jockey or because [
: was once kicked by a goat that An |
: bears its name. There's no s

Fyah's Janaya "Sista J" Ellis, Adam :

TAs
T ES

Gregory, visual artist Larisa Sem- ‘

: that. A friend once gave Kate a sy
: with An Horse written on it beca
: thought it was grammatically cor;
: wasn't and that was quite a long
: ago but Kate still wears the s: She hasn't grown in years. Damon

baliuk Cheladyn with dancers :
from the Victoria School of :

Performing and Visual Arts :
and more.

; MOJAVE
{AsanDOLE TOL FEEAPTNLULL NveseroASIMUTLALAVOTY

FRI, SEP 18 (9 pm)

} EDDIE SHORT'S

: remembers the goat like it was y
: day.” Well, it makes me want to s¢

:
>
:
+

: band anyway.

Spooky, folky soundscapes are the order :
of the day for Mojave. Not that this band :
sounds like it spends much time out in
the daylight. No, these tunes are the sort

: that tend to be creeping out of the shad-

MIKE PLUME
HOROWITZ THEATRE
: ows as dusk is falling and you're trying to
: get home safely. The band's latest, Crow's
: Funeral, is stellar. And the members care : In a few words pilfered from his press
: about the world, too. From the band's : release, Mike Plume's latest album, 8:30
: MySpace: "Mojave is focused on creat- : Newfoundland, “covers a lot of years and

ELDORADO
WITH

SHILOH

LINDSEY, JOSEPH BLOOD,

MAN-

:

RAYGUN
BRIXX BAR & GRILL, $12

: WALLPAPER

A whole whack of West Coast folks have :
gpteamed up for the Two Cadillacs and a :

: ing a green music scene. 'Stories’ avoids

WITH NOAH YORK CITY
PAWNSHOP, $15 —$20

Pack Mule Tour. Really, the tour name it- :
self is reason enough to check the show

z So, this is a celebration in honour of
Beatroute's Sth anniversary,
: so I'm just going to let the magazine's
: founder, Glenn Alderson, do the talking
: here: "Honestly, this band could be as big
: as Chromeo ... not that Chromeo is cool
: anymore, but this is going to be a really
: fun show!" Check it.

out, but if you need another, every one : Calgary's
of the band's on the bill is pretty killer.
Plus, local Manraygun Is gearing up to
release its second full-length album, so

you might be able to snag a live preview

of something new if the boys are feeling
inclined to play something.
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: CUFF THE DUKE
> WITH. ZEUS
: PAWN SHOP, $13

:

: | was skeptical about this album |
:: alot of miles: from'Norman Wells to The : cause the biggest thing on the cove;

: packaging by being offered exclusively : Rock’ on the title track and lead single;
: through digital retailers. All travel made : from late winter games of shinny on a
: by the band is carbon offset through Tree : frozen Alberta pond, where 'the season
: Canada, and they are members of 1% for : never ended’ on ‘More Than a Game’;
; the Planet, donating a portion of their : from the highways out of town where
: profits to environmental charities. They : dreams begin on ‘Free; to back roads
: also help raise money for a cause near to : leading nowhere, where people whose
: their hearts, the Stillpointe Llama Sanc- : dreams have died go to heal in peace, on
: tuary where they have adopted Starman. : Junior.” Plume's a storyteller who carves
: and Miss Honey.” So go help out and buy :: his tales out of life, and he delivers them
: like they matter.
: an album. Or a download.

10030-102

: TUE, SEP 22 (8 pm)

3

: is a sticker proclaiming

that it

: produced by Blue Rodeo's Greg K
? Well, Vue writer Justin Shaw revi
:: it in this week's New Sounds and
: likes it, so maybe it's nothing
: than a little namedropping in the int
test of commercialism. | assume
: Greg Keelor will not be appearing
: the band on stage since | haven
j any gigantic stickers stuck on the Pa
: Shop's door lately. W
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After intermission: solo recital of piano improvisations
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"If you do have a certain influence with
people, hopefully you can use that in a
constructive way,” he says. "Some people
Say entertainers or writers or actors or musicians should not be involved in politics.
But why would we as artists be any less
Savvy about these issues than politicians?
In lots of cases a lot more savvy. You've got
an actor who's the governor of California,
an actor who was the president of the US
and on the positive side a playwright who
was president of the Czech Republic for
eight years. If you do want to drum up
an issue and you can use your ‘celebrity
status’ to further that, then that's a good
thing. Of course, sometimes people will

ses his power for good
Or, you know, useitto secure fleeingband
members to the bumper of the van...
A better question might be to consider

how Keithley himself
has held it together
all these years, being the sole continuous
member of the band since its inception.
Maintaining a very vocal stance about
politics and freedoms, he notes, is notonly
part of the punk ethic, but also precisely
what makes DOA matter to people. A
couple years back, the Vancouver Sun rana

poll where Keithley was included in a list

figured it out," he
of facetious answer
together by a lot of
n use itfor anything, if
roken or if part of your

naming British Columbia's 150 most influential people.
"Inanutshell
the DOA philosophy isto be
your own boss, think for yourself and try
and affect some sort of positive change in

it. But it showed that there's a lot of openminded people who live in Vancouver that

Now that he's a dad and a very recognizable rock star, Keithley notes that celebstatus can really, truly be used positively

kind of relate to DIY—that, in a way, set the

tackle the wrong subject and fuck itup—it »
depends how informed they are.”
Here's hoping he'll draw up a read-

ing list for the likes of all those PETA
bandwagoners. V

template for punk rock. But it's the punk/
activism angle that really Ithink sticks out
for people. It again goes to the longevity

in politics—if you're smart about it. He

theworld. Therewereabunchofpeopleon

we're talking about: DOA's not just about

a band that goes out there and sings their
songs and gets fucked up. That's made it
last longer for people.”

definitely an argument that varies by
region—kind of like how over in BC the

DOA

[the list] that lthought
were totally unworthy,” he chuckles. “It had some politicians
and media types and some musicianson

view of Alberta's oilsands problem is a bit
more, say, objective.

NEW CITY

doesn't exactly take a stance on the babyharp-seal issue, but does admit that it's

FRI, SEP 18

WITH LET'S DANCE, PANIK ATTAK, FU BOATS
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Hold the Fortresses
~Octoberman comes together for its new album
MIKE ANGUS
/f MIKEANGUS@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ed about music and that's all you're

or Toronto alt-folk band Octoberman, success has emerged from
the scaled-back honesty and dark
folk delivery of the group's stark
soundscapes. As much as this unique
formula has worked for the band,
. frontman Marc Morrissette explains
how the players chose to change the
recording process in order to keep
things interesting for their new record, Fortresses.
“We didn't want to record it the
same way as the last one, where we're
all doing it in chunks and then going
back and sleeping in our own homes.
I really wanted to capture the vibe of
when you're on tour and you're excit-

doing and all you're thinking about.”
The five-piece band shacked up in
Ottawa with Dave Draves for a crash

3

ose

still wanted to include what Octoberman is known for.
"I still want to keep the other side
of Octoberman alive, where it's more

When you're recording to tape, it totally changes
the way you respond to it. To fix the mistakes, you
have to actually record over the last take, so you
really need to make the decision, 'Is it worth fixing
this mistake?' And nine times out of 10, we just
said, ‘You know what? It sounds fine.’
course in recording live off the floor,
putting everything to analogue tape
and banging out eight songs in four
days. This breakneck pace left little
time for over-thinking song arrange-

austere sounding and acoustic based,
so we then went down to Portland
and worked with Larry Crane, who's
worked with some amazing artists
we're all fans of: Elliott Smith, Steven

ments

Malkmus,

or ideas, though

Morrissette

Cat

Power.

We

didn't

re-

IN THE MOMENT >> Octoberman recorded Fortresses live to analogue tape and
then added flourishes to the basic tracks //supplied

hearse those sessions very much, we
wanted to keep it really spontaneous.”

Supporting Caste 2009 Tour
—_sr
with

.

|

S
a
4

The Rebel Spell
Passenger Action
& DFA

This overall insistence on on-the-spot
creativity and unadulterated performances served an ultimate purpose,
“Which is kinda nerve-racking," Morrissette admits before adding, "but at
the same time, you're really capturing a performance rather than overthinking it.”
The goal was to extract an essential
collection of songs where emotion
and feel outweighed studio gloss and
calculated perfection. The justification was the band's ability to trust its

collective skill and judgment.
"When you're recording to tape, it
totally changes the way you respond
to it. To fix the mistakes, you have to

October 24th + October 25 t
a %
Starlite room

actually record over the last take, so
you really need to make the decision,

Tickets at ticketworkshop.com, ~
d, freecloud and liste
T 8PM
- LICENSER§

VME MAM 2

i

/
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‘Is it worth fixing this mistake?’ A
nine times out of 10, we just said, ‘You
know what? It sounds fine."
Whereas most artists would squirn

at the thought of leaving blemish«
on record, for Morrissette, it was a

most the goal, inspired by some of hi
favourite records.

"When it's five people playing ina
room, there's just something there
you don’t wanna mess with too
much. There's a vibe. I can hear a!
the mistakes on there, but my fav
rite records are ones I can hear m
takes on. There's something exciti':
about that.” W
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AND HIS BAND motHer MOTHER
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PREVUE // AMELIA CURRAN

On the hunt
Halifax-based songwriter tests her limits on new album
DAVID BERRY
/f DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

f Amelia Curran sounds a little
worn out, she’s got good reason to
be. Talking to her just before she actually sets out on the road to promote
her latest, Hunter, Hunter—this after a

hefty summertime schedule that saw
her jump from folk festival to folk
festival—she's fresh off no less than
three sold-out shows in her current
home town of Halifax, and admits
that summoning up the energy for

that kind of crowd three nights in a
row has sapped some
from her.

of the energy

It. serves, for the time being, as a
very nice little peak for the St. John's-

born

www

singer-songwriter.

a

wer

OMPOUND

FRIDAYvw eepy
sept

Though

she's rarely been lacking in acclaim
and attentien since she first started
busking on the streets of Newfoundland's capital—her first show was at
the behest ofalocal stalwart, and her

Records (home of other guitar-and-a-

folky-tune types Luke Doucet, Justin
Rutledge and Wendy McNeill, among
others). Her first album for the label,
War Brides, spread her name far be-

You know, there was one two-month period where
I thought, ‘All right, that's it, I'm tapped out. |

have nothing; I'll never write a song again ... but
it comes back. Life doesn't stand still, so there's

always something.

first few records earned her a collection of East Coast Music nominations and awards—things have really
started to take off for Curran since
signing with Toronto-based singersongwriter specialists Six Shooter

yond the Atlantic coast she's haunted
her entire life, and Curran has spent
much ofthe last few years either touring or holing up in St. John's working
on Hunter, Hunter.
Of course, with increased exposure

COA
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comes increased pressure: three full
rooms in one relatively small town
is an awful lot to expect of a woman
more used to playing open mics than
stadiums. For her part, though, Curran
is taking her rising stature with grace,
especially for a self-admitted homebody who tends to shun the spotlight.
"You know, there was one two-month
period where I thought, ‘All right,
that's it, I'm tapped out. I have nothing; I'll never write a song again. The
Six Shooter girls are going to be really angry,” Curran says with a throaty
laugh, one that definitely sounds as
though her voice has been getting a
workout of late. "But it comes back.
Life doesn't stand still, so there's always something. I've described [the
last little while] as getting a promotion: it's the same job, it's just more
ofit, and it's more focused.”

doors 7
no minors

oe

on sale now
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battered souls besides her own. W)!
ness something like “The Mistres
an affecting little strummed
number that takes the view of the o
er woman, who can't be much hay

than the woman being cheated on
Curran says, trying on someone else
life, even if only fora few minutes, h
helped her deal with the whirlwind :
the last few years.
"You've got so much time in your
mind when you're an artist, especia!!

when we're on the road—and it's
a cyclical journey: it's always
and deeper," she explains. “Ther
a few songs on Hunter, Hunter t!

almost exercises in trying to tric
self, make myself a bit lighter anc
bit more cheeky, maybe more ¢g0"'
tical—just creating a character, 10’
ever it is, and it can be a fun little ("
to step out." W

Curran has helped herself along in
her stepped-up job by expanding her
own horizons. Always a highly confessional, introspective songwriter,
Hunter, Hunter sees her venturing
more into storytelling mode, Curran
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Savea ukulele
Doug Hoyer does his part to elevate the instrument
yoo eT
el
Hoyer isn’t one to shy away
a challenge. Anyone who's
seen him perform around town can
attest to his self-deprecating wit and
a knack for off-the-cuff humour in his

wry, winsome pop tunes. So who better to launch a local campaign to rescue the much-maligned ukulele from
beinga cruel punchline, or being eas-

ily dismissed as meaningless kitsch?
With an all-ukulele 2008 fundraiser
raising just over $1000, Hoyer decided
to take another kick at the can with
Uke Fest 2009, featuring a stacked

ent buyer] Mark Hayes last year,” Hoy-

he took the time to get reacquainted
with the instrument.
"I have this very distinctive memory
of sitting in a tree in Hawaii in Grade
8, watching the sun set over the ocean
and picking out the bass line to ‘Pretty
Fly for a White Guy’ by the Offspring
on a ukulele,” laughs Hoyer. "I definitely don’t view it as a joke anymore.
I don't see it as kitschy at all—it has
a really nice sound to it. Also, a while
back I toured Germany with the Blaz-

er explains. "I'd met a Peterborough
band called the Burning Hell on tour,”
Hoyer explains. "They're a totally fun,
awesome band that use the ukulele.
Their singer, Mathias Kom, introduced
me to an organization called Ukuleles
for Peace. Basically they set up these

classes and ensembles in Israel, and
they bring Israeli and Palestinian children together, and teach them how
to play the instrument and have concerts. It's just a really grassroots way of
promoting peace.”

THU, SEP 24 (8 PM)
UKE FEST 2009

ment on a Hawaiian family vacation
Many years ago, it wasn't until Hoyer

ent showcasing the ukulele.
“| started Uke Fest with [New City tal-

heard the distinctive tone throughout many of his favourite records that

an instrument it is.”
Itshould serve him well again this fall,

PLL
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"Michael Rault will actually be playing

bass in my touring band, and my friend
Kevin Guadett will be playing drums
for me. It’s not my regular band, so it'll
be interesting to see how different it
might be. Kevin actually dropped out
of college to do this tour, so hopefully I
haven't ruined his life.” WV

kind of stuck overseas without an in-

lineup featuring local and touring tal-

on URE

out to the Halifax Pop Explosion.

ing Violets, and after the tour I was
strument, so I started to go pretty crazy. So the next time I went travelling I
brought a uke with me and you really
appreciate how light and portable of

Initially introduced

when Hoyer hits the road for a crosscountry drive alongside localsongsmith
Michael Rault, as the two.tour their way

to the instru-

EVERY THURSDAY

WITH DOUG HOYER, BE ARTHURS, RENEE
WILSON AND MORE
NEW CITY, DONATIONS (ALL PROCEEDS GO TO
UKULELES FOR PEACE)

VVEEKLY
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PREVUE // SHILOH

Competitive streak
Shiloh bounces back to Edmonton

BRYAN BIRTLES
/{ BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ne time Edmontonian Shiloh will
be making a triumphant return to
the city as Canada's newest pop-punk
phenom, headlining a tour in support
of her debut album, Picture Imperfect.
And while she may have only lived in
the City of Champions for a short period—seven months by her count—it
is where she got her big break, by winning a singing contest put on by radio
station 91.7 the Bounce.
"It was three weeks after I moved to
Edmonton and a few days before the
competition I saw something in the
newspaper sol thought, ‘Eh... mightas
well do it because it’s good exposure,”
she says. "I ended up winning it and
went to Vancouver ... where I recorded
some songs and met my managers.”
It was not, however, her first time
singing in front of people, or even
singing competitively. Born in Abbotsford, BC and growing up in
Saskatchewan before moving to Edmonton, Shiloh spent much of her
formative years going from competition to competition, relying on her
mother to get her to the far-off places
where they were being held.
‘I've been doing competitions my
whole life for singing,” she says. “I
went down to the States, did a lot of
country singing competitions. I travelled a lot when I was younger to do
this, just me and my mom in the car

for three days of travelling, do the
competition and then go back home
and a month later we'd go back down
for the next round.”

Unlike plenty of other singers who
find the business of selling records
to be taxing, Shiloh takes it all in

NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS >>

Here's Shiloh // supplied
artists’ existence.
"Making the videos is kind of like a
day off for me where I can just chill
and sit down. People are running
around all the time but I don't even
notice them,” she says, going on to
explain that she's been very involved
with the visual aspects of her career.
"If something is in the video that I
don't agree with I'm like, ‘Oh that's
not so cool.’ I have a lot of input into
my videos, and I hada lot ofinput into
my album as well. I spent a lot of time
thinking about it. It was like thinking
about a tattoo—it took a little while
but I'm going to be living with it and
I'm glad it’s the way that it is." W
ee
Se

2uo SHOW ADDED BY OVERWHELMING POPULAR DEMAND -SEPTEMBER Ath SOLD OUT

OCTOBER1-NORTHERN ALBERTA JUBILEE AUDITORIUM
EOMONTON AB -8 PM -RESERVED SEATING -ALL AGES

TICKET QW SALE NOW at UNIONEVENTS=<COM

aon

WAILABLEAlticketmaster.ca
CHARGE BYPHONE (780) 481-0000

stride. Not only is she enthused about

‘ouring—insisting on sleeping on the

UE

bus even when there are hotel rooms
booked—but she even likes making

WEEKLY

musi¢ videos, often the bane of other
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Bndefsk

: baby darling doll face honey

: (Universal)
: kkk

MATTHEW

The hype sur
ing England's 5

Corb Lund
Losin' Lately Gambler

point on his slide, all but illustrating the :

(New West)

There are a couple of pieces here that
are exactly the type of songs that Lund

:
:

can knock out with casual ease, and

:

crowds of any size. On record, though,

Smoking |live s
: but when the band is turned o

kkk

tears note by note in a sonic tapestry.

ik

of Skulls ma}
lot of sens

only does the
apparently pur

the sort which tend to please barroom :

BARBERis

they fall a little flat—not derailing the : turned on all the way. Unfortu;
recording, but certainly fragmenting it : Band of Skulls’ debut, baby darlin

FAT
SEPTEMEBER
25 THEHAVEN
SOCIAL
CLUB

a bit with the heavy cloud of the past : face honey, lacks consistency and
hanging overhead: "Talkin' Veterinar- : tually peters out. Blasting out o;
ian Blues" tips its hat to the venerable : gate, the first two songs on the alby
talkin’ blues style, but here it lands a : "Light of the Morning” and "Dea:
shade close to Lund's own "Truck Got
Stuck,” but with slightly less effect,

: Diamonds and Pearls"—sound like |

Clean" cuts closely to "Always Keep an
Edge on Your Knife.”
It's on the backstretch of the record
where some of Losin’ Lately Gambler's

:
:
:
:

EDEN MUNRO

bestmomentsarefound,thoughthere’s

// EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

something about this round of songs

: ply ceased to grab you in the same \

: White invented a time machine

;;

while "It's Hard to Keep a White Shirt : took him back to 1966 where he becam

FAI
SEPTEMEBER
25 HOW
LOUNGE
PURSES RARER
NEES
SNe

MRE

Us
strums mark the opening
of Corb Lund's Losin’ Lately Gambler, “Horse Doctor, Come Quick” ably
continuing the songwriter’s trend to-

2
FRIOCTOBER

wards equine topics, which once again
emerge several times over the course

LOUNGE
TLOW
Be

of Lund's latest song cycle, though he's
not expressly tied to the subject. There

is much fertile ground for this cowboy,
POUTET im

8THUR
OCTOBER
STARLITE
NOM

a)

Pa
BEAR,im6 THPAWNSHOP PSH

ft

AD -s i

his band of Hurtin’ Albertans pushed

:

the walls with all their might on immediate and intimidating, unclassifiable tracks like “Student Visas” and “A
Leader on Losing Control,” they now sit
back and lope comfortably, more than
at home with the sound that they've
carved out for themselves.

:

| EEE

‘ Porcupine Tree
: The Incident

: (Roadrunner)
i tokintsk

The album doesn't quite step right

:

to the edge that Lund has looked

:

some captivating blues for the charac-

down—and

ters who populate his soundscapes.
Musically, “A Game in Town Like This”
finds a comfortable groove, riding a
wave of smoothness that might seem

Marty

out of place coming from the more memiles that have led the man from the
smalls to the backroads of country music suit him well as he sings like a man
more resolute than desperate: he may
know that the cards are losers, but that
doesn't mean the game is over.
When Lund pauses for a little reflection, the result is devastating on “Alberta Says Hello,” a brokenhearted tale that

leaves plenty of space around Lund's
languid acoustic strumming for Grant
Siemens to wrangle a suitable counter-

ist=

OCTOBER
FAL
30

Soldier! Horse Soldier!. Where Lund and

get to the end, the whole thing has <;

: and has lost the sense of urgency th
: the album jumps out with.
: BRYAN BIRTLES
: // BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

not all of it rooted far from city life;
be it roads made of dirt or pavement,
Lund is plenty adept at working up

tallic Lund of yesteryear, but the long

THEPANSHOP

that seems a little less urgent then the

strongest cuts on his last album, Horse

best friends with Eric Clapton and sta
edsinging for Cream. It stays pretty
after that for a bit, but by the tim

I've

leapt— :
from before in his songwriting. Still,
there's comfort in the absolute com- :
mand that the group takes over the :

Robbins-channelling

"Devil's

:

Best Dress” and the '70s country-rock
of "Chinook Wind,” not to mention
the absolute perfection of the melancholy, never-say-die closer "This Is My

;
:
:
:

a

pret

pretension: I used
to go to perfor

mance-art
I once

parties

watched

guy hump a broke
TV to a soundtrack of a feedbacking
guitar. It was a pretty good party, but a
a certain point even I have to go
"Naaaaah ... that's too much,” <
that's how I feel with this one. It feels

Prairie” (which is technically not the :
closer, given the "bonus" live reading : little mangled and ill thought out, |i!
of "Time to Switch to Whiskey”). Losin’

: someone inthe band really wanted it tc
: be industrial and weird, and someor
but it wields its flaws with confidence, : else wanted it to sound like a space
Lund and band never doubting their : pop album, and now we're treated to
path as they venture onward with a : this weird middle thing that doesn
pinch of caution—though, really, that : make much sense.
might just be the sound of them gath- : BRYAN BIRTLES
/{ BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
ering energy for the next charge. W
Lately Gambler is not a perfect work,

Scotland Yard Gospel Choir
... And the Horse You Rode in On

(Bloodshot)
kkk

10443a - 124 street
780.732.1132
www .listenrecords.net

recordsacds

Drama queens
joice: Elia, his dron
¥ ing British accer
and his never en‘
ing lineup of pley

shadow instrumentals up

ers are back

FRLOCTORER
30a| HOWLDUNGE

w

another albuin
:
: of poppy, whiny, self-absorbed sons

: about relationships, parents and bei!

RELEASE fe
DAN
(MANGAN:
SHOW
FRI
20
OCTOBER

eskimo snow Lrico

? loathing lyrics and allows the songs ‘
? come off somewhat happy. Compa"
: canbe heard, and many of the hooks 3!

top 10 sellers

:a

"THETREWS ACOUST[
iat6 Ua el

rlMOVEMBER 2H AVENUETHEATRE/THEHIDDEN
CAMERASAND EATEMAN nee
SAT NOVEMBER 28 ar AVENUE THEATRE /crus presturs SKYDIGGERS axo GUESTS

: plain depressed. The music, still ve
: dancy and fun, juxtaposes with the s

: sons to the Cure, the Smiths, and Pu!

THE
CLUB
SOCIAL
HAVEN

50 // Music

got

high tolerance

occasionally

01. everything goes wrong vivian girts

06. persistent reptition caretaker

02. snow blindness biack mold

07. sft deceh
08. plegsure is the headlight spiral joy band

03. live conference om
04. string of pearts v/a
05. tuminous night six organs of admittance
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09. the visitor
jim o’rourke
10, king of jeans pissed jeans

}
:
:
:
2

catchy, but the album may be best suit«
for those predisposed to cynicism. *
those who would prefer listening ‘© less
rambling and wallowing in ones ow”
blah lyrical content, venture elsewhere

: JUSTIN SHAW

// (USTIN@ VUEWEEKLY.COM

ALBUM REVIEWS
: The Magnetic Fields

can think of)—there's

: 69 Love Songs
5 Baarelly released: 1999

: In his foreword for the 2006
: edition of David Foster Wallace's
; Infinite Jest, Dave Eggers compares
: the appeal of the doorstop book

i
rae

with spirited, in- : to the Magnetic
cs and very few syn-

: Fields’ 1999 mas-

Many of the songs are : terpiece 69 Love
for redemption and 2 Songs: for Eggers,
3 both are works of
son.

a moment

of very real, and often painful,
sincerity.
Merritt is certainly at his funniest when he's at his most
sardonic, however. "Yeah! Oh
Yeah!" isa brilliant little call-andresponse where the eponymous
airy refrain serves to drive home the
slow deterioration
of a relationship,
ie. "What a dark

: (Merge)

and dreary life /
Are

you

reach-

excessive ambition
the band, offers honest ad- : and genius. It may
ber and relenting guilt > bea little bit of a

ing for a knife? /

i stretch to comtimistic, hope springs from : pare three hours
ing softly and firmly into : of music, even

Yeah! Oh yeah!"
The first album's "|
Don't Want to Get
Over You" is a series of excessively
downer
options
Merritt could do
to get over his lost
= love, and his emo' tionless baritone
: gives lines like "| could make a career of

: with a
5 subject

limited

matter,
: with about TIOO

> written pages in
: terms of ambition,

imperial Blaze

(Atlantic)
aKa

:
:
:
:=
:
:
I left a kind of in- :
dent in my com- :

puter

cause

chair

I

be-

didn't

realize
how muchI

buthe'sabsolutely ®
right on the genius
level Over the course of 69 songs aah
outon three CDs, MagneticFields' frontman
Stephen Merritt parodies everything from
Irving Berlin to punk rock to Fleetwood Mac
and also manages to run the gamut from
sneering cynic to subdued romantic What
: could have been an easy gimmickisinsteada
: survey of late-20th century pop music with

:

was wiggling my :
butt in my seat to :

Sean Paul's fourth and latest disc. The :
highlight is that he isn’t particularly -:
distracted by electro trends, yet still :
feels pretty current—a signthathe'sa :
mature musician who doesn't have to :
>
pretend that much.
;
JONATHAN BUSCH
:
// }OMATHAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
_:
=
=
:
Phish

:
:

Joy

(EMP)

new ‘songwriters
a
ee

Could you really

kill your wife? /

i
:
:
:
;
:

being blue /! could dress in black and read
Camus / Smoke clove cigarettes and drink
vermouth’ a stingingly dry cleverness.
Still, it's when he drops the sneer that

69 Love Songs really shines. "The Book of
Love" is a great example, Merritt's slightly
: snarky verses bookended by a sincerely
some of the funniest and most touching + romantic admission that his love can basi: cally do anything and he'll still be around.
love songs of the 1990s.
This is certainly to some degree a parody ? "Love is Like a Bottle of Gin’ draws out
album—Merritt has said that these are : the titular simile to the somber and surreally much more about love songs than : prisingly wrenching conclusion that the
love itself, which fits with the Magnetic : comparison only works one way, and "The
Fields' frequently meta MO—but to take : Death of Ferdinand de Saussure" involves
it solely, or even primarily, as such is to cut : the murder of the composer, but also the
off a lot of its power. Merritt takes some : recognition that love is both incompreshit for being disingenuous and cynical, : hensible and essential.
and that's certainly in his arsenal, if not : The album's best moment, though, Is
his preferred tactic, but passing him off as : maybe it's most sincere. The electro-pop
just that is to fail to recognize that cyni- : "Long-Forgotten Fairytale,” something of
cism almost always comes from someone : a template for the later hit "| Thought You
disappointed with things, for which sincere : Were My Boyfriend," is a melancholy, if
appreciation is a necessary precondition. : not occasionally bitter, encounter with an
For every bit of sneering piss-taking— : ex, Merritt's overwhelming desire used

Axe Music, 11931 Wayne Gretzky Dr, Edmonton, AB

Ea
Ednvatin'

But03
100.3 fm

- SBEAR WUEWEEKLY
fn association with

He
rgwriters

GzSOCAN

7] SENNHEISER

= both thematic (‘World Love," a world mu- : and abused by a lover who's walked out
= sic parody that isn't exactly spot on but is : before. It's a stunning ode to how simulta-

2.9.0:0"4

After wrapping upa : intellectually right on the mark) and lyric : neously powerful and stupid Love can be,
which works as a description of the entire
stellar summer tour : ("How Fucking Romantic," where Merritt

introduction
to : deflates every clichéd gesture of love he : brilliant album as a whole, too. W
| Phishv.3.0,
the Ver- :

mont foursome release their first studio offering since
2004's Undermind. Asalwayswithaband
renowned for its live shows, the chal-

lenge is to trytocapture the energy ofa
Phish show in the studio. While nothing
matches
the band live—and phans were

:
:
:
: Dog Day
: Concentration
: (Outside)
:
: Not exactly new

Been Around” was played only once, on
the final night—Joy, produced by Billy
turn to the studio. The music on the al-

: It's over too fast

—————

oo
: Crazy Frog

bum suffers a bit from a lack of coher- : (Domino)

ence—jumbling together as disparate
Down
styles asthejaunty “Backwards
the Number Line,” the standout bluesy
Faulty
the
From
Time
"Stealing
rock

:
: Space

synth relaxer

: For fans of Edgar Froese

:

groovy “Sugar Shack,"Tums:and:
Plan," Mike'sprog-rock
"Time

Like a night with Dave Berry

But it needs to be mentioned
This dog is a champ

Etienne Jaumet
Night Music

Breathes' Steve Lillywhite,
is a solid re-

(Ninjatune)
Giant tease EP

All seven of us

: Everybody Dance Now

ig-minute

———————
: Jason Greeley
: Jason Greeley

fuforthepromise ofthe
hopefuulness
the final words on the :

ture, inthis—in
album—Phish’s
"second time around.”
SCOTT HARRIS

Delicious sausage

= Don't want to see how it’s made
: Don't care what's inside

THE

: The perfect soundtrack
: Cruisin’ Whyte in the Lancer,
: Applying bronzer

theme running through the album: a : Hudson Mohawke

Elastic"—but
there isadefinite lyrical :
that : Butter
mix ofreflection onthetribulations
brought theband back together and a : (Warp)

MEET

: (M1 Recordings)

: (Royalty)

& scHWARTZ HUND

i Guy has what It takes

: Huge choruses, black wardrobe,
: Songs about "The Mall”

(| SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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20th Anniversary Edmonton

September 19, 2009
NOON TO 6PM
MACINTYRE AND ADVENTURE PARKS
(by the Old Strathcona Farmers' Market)

FREE ADMISSION
Borneo Lion Dancers © Bob Jahrig * Dale Ladouceur
and Broke Ensemble ¢ Incanto « John Spearn ¢
Peter Puffin «©Wendy Walker © Wonderstuff «
Cartoonigans ¢ Tai Chi demonstrations, and more...

ENVIRONMENTAL FAIR %* WORKSHOPS % KIDS ECO-FUN
EARTH FRIENDLY PRODUCTS % WHOLISTIC HEALTH DISPLAY
WALK, TAKE THE BUS, OR RIDE YOUR BIKE (Free Bike Lock up in Adventure Park
Courtesy of Edmonton Bicycle Commuters)
BE

s THU SEPT

.

17TH.

Global
EDMONTON”

10030 102" BRIXX BAR & GRILL
ORS
ANDGRILL.CA . 780.428.1099
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HOROSCOPE
ARIES (Mar 21 — Apr 19)
To the thug who stole my Chevy Malibu
from its parking place while | was recording an album in San Francisco back in
"91: | forgive you. To the lovely
and talented Artemisia, who

: min-black hole. Every time I've turned my : parents. To gather the evidence for this : courage and tough-mindedness.
: meditations to the Gemini tribe, ve been : revelation, scientists had to sort through :

: hearing a psychic version of a giant suck: ing sound. What does it all mean? | sense
:
that you're especially voracious
right now, almost insatiable—as

: huge amounts of data; there are thousands : SCORPIO (Oct 23 — Nov 21)
: of genes but only a few mutations. A Chi- : Studies show that many people believe

: nese scientist who was a member of the
: research team said that “finding this tiny
couldn't bring herself to fall in
if you're inclined to engorge and : number of mutations was more difficult
love with me as we partied at
absorb any old thing that you : than finding an ant's egg in an emperor's
the Burning Man festival back
happen to find in front of you. : rice store." | predict that you will soon have
in 2001: | forgive you. To the
Are my speculations true? If : a comparable experience, Leo: from an
agent who helped my writing
so, | hope and pray that all the : overwhelming array of choices, you'll be
career so much but also cheated
things you're finding in front of : able to locate the rare catalysts you need.
me out of thousands of dollars: |
you are healthy for you. But just in :
forgive you. To any Aries readers who
case some of them are not: would you : VIRGO (Aug 23 — Sep 22)
hate it when | refer to my personal life in : consider exercising some discrimination : There's a device on the market that claims
their horoscopes, and would much rather : about what you allow to enter into the sa- : to age wine very quickly. The makers of
: Clef du Vin say that by using their simple
cred temple of your body and mind?
| confine myself to talking about them:
: technology, you can “accelerate the aroforgive you, and recommend that you :
: matic development of the wine's flavour
engage in a more thorough and profound j
: These days, your gods can kick the butts d and soften its structure." So dramatic is
version of the cleansing | just illustrated.
: of everyone else's gods. Likewise, your : the supposed effect that “one second
: lawyers and agents and sidekicks can most ; of the device in the wine is equal to one
TAURUS (Apr 20 — May 20)
The old saying “You can't have your cake : likely outwit, outdo and out-wrestle ev- : year's age." | believe that you now have the
and eat it too” suggests that maybe it's 5 eryone else's. But it's crucial to note that if : metaphorical equivalent of this marvel,
not a good idea to go out on dates with : you try to work alone, you will not be able : Virgo. This temporary talent won't work
a variety of lovers while you're engaged : to kick other people's butts, let alone the : on wine, but it could perform wonders
to be married. Nostradamus scholar John : butts of their gods, lawyers, agents, and : with other processes that would benefit
Hogue has taken the spirit of this idea : sidekicks. The skills of your allies will be : from having their evolution expedited.
and.created a-variation that | think ap- ; indispensable. The way | see it, your test :
plies to you right now, Taurus. "Youcan't : in the coming days will be to overcome : LIBRA (Sep 23 — Oct 22)
have your past and your-future, too," he : any tendency you might have to indulge : "The soft-minded person always fears
says. In other words, you cannot fully : in pathological levels of self-sufficiency as : change,” said one of my favourite transembrace the exciting and daunting possi- : you cultivate a greater capacity to ask for : formers,, Martin Luther King Jr. "For him,.
: the greatest pain is the pain of a new idea.”
bilities that loom ahead of you if you also : and receive help.
5 The corollary to King's pronouncement is
insist on immersing yourself in the plea- :
23 — Aug 22)
:> that changes are less likely to be painful if
ures of the past. You can either have the :: LEO (Jul
>
"We're
all
mutants,”
read
the
headline
of
: you're not afraid of them. According tomy
old ways or the new ways, but not both.
: a report on the latest genetic research. : astrological analysis, Libra, none of that
> It turns out ‘that like everyone else, you : stuff will be an issue for you in the coming
GEMINI (May 21 — Jun 20)
According to my astrological analysis, you :: have between 100 and 200 mutations in : weeks. As you slip into a phase of riotous
currently have a certain resemblance to : your DNA—absolutely new characteristics : growth, | expect you will have abundant
a vacuum cleaner or a hungry baby or a : that were not passed down to you by your : accéss to previously dormant reserves of

CANCER (Jun 21 — Jul 22)
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: their attendance at a sports event impacts

: the outcome of the game. They are obvi: ously suffering from a ridiculous delusion,

: a car engine works, how to make money
: on eBay and how to craft a foreign policy

: that would deal effectively with Pakistan
: What about you, Capricorn? What are
: dumb about? This is an excellent time
: to cure your ignorance about any sub

: ject that will be important for you to be

: right? Theyre enthralled by the kind of : smarter about in the future.
: magical thinking that our primitive ances- :
: tors engaged in, right? Normally I'd say yes,
: but not right now, not for you Scorpios.
: For a limited time only, your presence at
: events where people congregate may exert
; an uncanny influence far beyond the power
: of logic to explain. Your opinions will carry
: more weight than usual, and your power to
: shape group dynamics will be at a peak.
:

:: AQUARIUS (Jan 20 - Feb 18)
: The following projects would be excellent
: ways for you to spend your time in the

= coming weeks; 1) Attend a fantasy camp
:.where you Learn rodeo tricks. (They might
: come in handy during committee meet
-: ings and collaborative efforts in the ne»!

: six months.) 2) Teach a worthy candidat
: the intricacies of licking your nuzzle spot

; SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22- Dec 21) : (It no longer makes sense to expect pe:

: If I'm reading the astrological omens cor- : ple to read your mind). 3) Scratch an itch
: rectly, you're now ensconced inasmooth : that has been subliminally bugging you
: groove and not even close to being stuck : (Unless of course you find some value
: in a cluttered rut. You're making the right : in being subliminally bugged.) 4) Solicit
: moves for the best reasons, and never : lively information from a devil's advocate
: trying to get ahead at the expense of ? a sexy mother and a world traveller. (You
: others. During a grace period like this, : need exposure to people whose perspec
: | think you'd be wise to convene what | : tives will pry open a couple of the closec
: call a problem team. A problem team is : areas of your mind).

: a posse of smart allies whose task it is :

: to dream up every possible glitch that : PISCES (Feb 19 - Mar 20)
: could threaten te undermine your ef: forts in the coming weeks. They lead you
: through dry runs that test your reflexes
; and prime your resourcefulness, thereby
: making those glitches unlikely to occur.
:
:
:
*
>
:
::

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 — Jan 19)

While I'm pretty much a genius when it
comes to the meaning of Kurt Cobain's
Lyrics, the art of cooking perfect scrambled eggs and the secrets of beinga good
listener, I'm an absolute idiot about how

: Your quest has come to a fork, Pisces
: Down one path lies a tumultuous 00

? session—a compulsive, tormented hunt
: like Captain Ahab's pursuit of Moby
: Dick. In the other direction, a graceful
: chase beckons, more in the manner of

: Sir Galahad's pure-hearted search for
: the Holy Grail” Choose one fork and
: your quarry will be beastly, impossible

: and frustrating. If you choose the other
:: fork, your quarry will be magical, earthy,
: and transformative. W

GLBT
SPORTS ANDDrop-In
RECREATION
«teamedmonton.
<a
Worrien's
Recreational Badminton.
Of
School Gym, 10227-118 St780.455 3620; Wed,

6-7:
+ Bootcamp; Lynnwood Elementary School at1541-84 Ave;

yuyedm.ca,T: 780.248.1911

WORKING THROUGH INTERPERSONAL
CONFLICT «
Lois Hole Library, s7650-69 Ave «mrje-ca + Mediation and Re-

bowling@teamedmonton.ca + ‘Curling: Mon, 725-92spm),

SPECIAL EVENTS

Granite Seley
leon Sun, Tue, Thu;
running@teamedmonton.ca « Swi
> NAIT
niy6a106 St; Tue,8-9pm, Thu,7-30-8:3opm; swimmin, es,
monton.ca + Volleyball:
TueRecreational: Mother Teresa
ElementarySchool at 9008-105, 8-10pm; Thu intermediate:

AZIMUTH THEATRE « 11315-105 Ave « A Close Encounter
with James Jordan: Vaudevilleian Magic show + Sep17-20,
Spm; Sep 19-20, 6pm « $12 atfuxryhair-net,
S15(door)

CENTURY CASINO « 13103 Fort Rd- 780.481.9857 « Shows
start at8pm Thu-Sat andlate show at x030pm on Fri-Sat;

_ Sep 23,7-8:30pm « Free, Pre-register at780.459.2682

‘Sia(Thu)/$u9 (Pri/Sat) + LanSirota; sep17-19 + Terry Clement
Sep 24-26

PASSIONATE LIVING - Gameau/Ashbourne AssistedLiving

COMEDY FACTORY « Gateway Entertainment Centre, 34

(CLOSEST ANIMAL RELATIVES - Jubilee Auditorium «
Presentation byDr.Jane Goodall; followed bya book signing
+ Sun, Sep 27,6:30pm « Tickets at TicketMaster; proceeds

HYDEAWAY~ALL
AGES ART SPACE +10209-100 Ave +

Comedy Variety Showwith guesthost MattAlaeddine
+Tue,

CENTRE FOR CONSTITUTIONAL
STUDIES Law Centre,

Ren 32/237, U ofA « lawuualberta.ca/centres/ocs
«Lecture by

Sep 22,830pm (door),
gpm(show)

Professor Constance Backhouse, who will examine the ways
inwhich female sexuality was has been negotiated inthe

LAUGH SHOP-Whyte « and Fl,10368-82 Ave «780.476.1010
+ thelaughshop.ca
«Andrew Grose; until Sep20«Tim Koslo;

workplace, theplight oflesbians intheworkplace, andthe

Sep 22-27
MYER HOROWITZ THEATRE «Students’ Union Building,
8900-114 St,U ofA JonLajoie » Wed, Sepa3,7:30pm «$5

role ofthestate inenforcing fernale heterosexual conformity
through criminal law «Thu, Sep 17, spm
MINI MEDICAL SCHOOL - Bernard Snell Hall, U ofA
Hospital, 8440-112 St« Sixevenings oflectures, with topics
‘ranging from viruses toaging, are designed forthe public to

learn more about the world ofmedicine and science from
doctors andresearchers attheU of A «Tue, Sep 22-Oct 27,
7-9pm « Register atcpLualberta.ca/Home/Events/mini.cim

on the renovation of the AGA will discuss the architectural
philosophy behind the new gallery « Sat, Sep 19, 2pm = $10
THE QUANTUM ACTIVIST - Unity Church of Edmonton,
Westmount Presbyterian
Church, 13820-109A Ave +
780.913.6466 « Showing ofa film challenges usto rethink
our ideas ofexistence andreality « Fri,Sep25,7pm; Sun, Oct

WINSPEAR
CENTRE -SirWinston Churchill
Sq+
Winspear
box office

YARDBIRD SUITE « 11Tommy Banks Way« CBC, TheIrrl‘evant Show * Sun, Sep 27,7-30pm « Sis atTIX on the Square

AFFIRM SUNNYBROOK-Red
Deer «Sunnybrook United
Church, Red Deer + 403.347.6073
«Affirm welcome LGBTQ

people and their friends, family, andallies meet the and Tue,

RAISING SPACES ECO RENO DEMO DAYS « Eco Ammo

BISEXUAL WOMEN'S COFFEE GROUP «A social group

12,12-430pm,
REPORT FROM PALESTINE - BUS 1-5, Business Bldg, U
ofA= Libby Davies and Kim Elliott stories andphotos from.
their Aug 2009 delegation tothe West Bank and Gaza in
occupied Palestine « Pri,Sep28,7-gpm » Free

SOUTH EDMONTON BUSINESS ASSOCIATION (SEBA)
+ The Fouf Points Sheraton « 7230 Argyll Rd« 780.436.7410 =

‘sebaonline.ca - Business networking event with a presentation byRon Gilbertson about Edmonton's current economy,
opportunities,
threats and challenges «Sep23,7am «$25
(SEBA member)/$35 (non-member)

forbi-curious
and bisexual women every and Tue of the
month, 8pm + groupsyahoo.com/group/bwedmonton
BOOTS
BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106
St«780.423.5014
+ bootsbar.ca « and Thu: Illusions Social Club « 3rd Wed:
Edmonton © Society
«and Tue:Edmonton Rainbow Business Association « Every Pri:Philosophy Café « Priand Sat
Dj SeXXXy Sean 10-3 » Long Weekend Sundays feature the
Stardust Lounge with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair
BUDDYS NITE CLUB «117258 Jasper Ave + 780.488.7736 « DJ
Dust
'n'Time; Mon gpm « DJ Arrow Chaser, Tue gpm + DJ
Dust 'n'Time; Wed gpm, nocover before 10pm + DJ Arrow

Chaser; Pri8pm, no cover before 10pm + DJ Earth Shiver 'n’
Quake; Sat 8pm, nocover before 1opm « DJ Bobby Beatz;
Sun gpm + Drag Queen Performance Show, Sun, no cover
before 1opm.

EDMONTON PRIME TIMERS (EPT) - Unitarian Church
‘SYMPHONY
101-ES0 -Stanley Milner Library +
For those who wish toenhance their
‘experience Hosted by D:T. Baker « Sat, Sep19,1pm + Free,

pre-registration
required at780.496.7030

a+ 877.975. 9448/780.488.5768 « Providing confidential peer
Support to people living with HIV «Tue, 7-9pm: Suppart

group « Daily drop-in, peer counselling

MADELEINE SANAM FOUNDATION Faculté St Jean,

of Edmonton, 10804-119 St+A group ofolder gay men who
have common interests meet theandSun, 2:30pm, for a
social period, short meeting and guest speaker, discussion
panel orpotluck supper. Special interest groups meet for
other social activities throughout the month. E:edmontonpt@yahoo.ca « primetimersww.org/edmonton

SS

ee

BRIDGES OF HOPE-Leduc - Maclab Centre, 4308-50 St «
bridgesofhope.ca + International Network of Development
Agencies presents cultural music featuring West African

with Noumoufassa and members of Manding Jata «

Thu, Sep 24, 730pm «Tickets at Leduc Recreation Centre

780.980.720, TIXon the Square; proceeds to Bridges of
Hope's programs in Africa

CANINES AND COCKTAILS - Palace Banquet and Con-

ference Facility, 3223 Parsons Rd « scarscare.org « I's Magic

silent and live auction; fundraiser for Second Chance

Animal Rescue Society (SCARS) + Sep 18, 6pm « $35 (ine)
buffet dinner) available at Tail Blazers and online
CELEBRITY AUCTION - Fairmont Hotel Macdonald

+ Edmonton Meals on Wheels fundraiser. high profile
Edmontonians will be auctioned off -Sep

yopm «$50

(inel dessert buffet and bid card) at 780.42

rn)

EDMONTON EARTH DAY EVENT - Macintyre Park

beside the Old Strathcona Farmers Market, 82 Ave, 104 St;
Harvest celebration with entertainment and environmen:

treatment and harm reduction in Prench, English and other
African languages « yrd and qth Sat, gam-spm each month «

shaw.ca

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB «geocities.com

makingwaves_ecim + Recreational/competitive swimming,
Socializing after practices + Every Tue,Thu

MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH - Holding monthly

19, 12-6pm « Info: 786.460.4756, E: edmontonearthday@

Fidmonton's non-profit organizations show the service
they offer and the volunteer opportunities available « Sep

20, nam-4pm « Free

Starbucks on Jasper Aveand 101 St

+ 780.485.1089 « Sat, Sep 26, gam-gpm + Free

PLAY NIGHTCLUB «1022010 St « playnightclubca » Open

HARVEST FESTIVAL «Grain Elevator Grounds, Spruce

780.488.3234 « pridecentreafedmonton.org + Open Tue-Pri

JAMBHALA «Westin Hotel, Devonian Rm « pahsedu.

1-1opm, Sat 2-6:3opm + LGBT Seniors Drop-in: Every Tue/

hp + An evening of music, poetry and dance supporting
+ $60 (entire event) at tixonthesquare.ca; Sas (Lopm until

the Patan Academy of Health Sciences « Sep 19, 730pm

Youth: Up to as yeas, support and social group every Sat,

event ends)

7-9pm; yuy@shaw.ca » Womonspace: Board meeting ist Sun
every month, 10:30am-1a-yopm + Trans Education/Support

KALEIDO FAMILY ARTS FESTIVAL « 118 Ave between
91-94 St « artsontheave.org « Music, dance, theatre, film,

Group: Meet the ist and 3rd Sun, 2-4pm, every month; al.

literary and visual arts on Alberta Ave « Sep 25-27
RHYTHMS OF OUR OWN-DRUM FESTIVAL - Catalyst

and Mon every month, 7pm + Transgender, Transsexual,
Intersex and Questioning (TT1Q) Alliance: Support meeting
and Tue every month, 7-30pm + Transgender, Transsexual, Inmen, women and youth « Free short-term, solution-focused
drop-in counseling; Wed, 7-10pm + YouthSpace: drop-in for
LGBTQ for youth up to a5; Tue-Sat, j-7pm.

PRISM BAR « 10524-101 St «780.990.0038 » Wed: Free Pool:
Karaoke, 9pm-midnight «Thu: Prism Pool League; 7-1a:3opm.
+ Pri: Steak Nites; 5-gpm; DJ at 9:30pm

ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH «10209-123 St
+ 780.482.1587 + Soul OUTing; an LGBT: focused alternative

worship « and Sun every month, 7pm; worship Sun, 10-30am;
people of all sexual orientations welcome. LGBT monthly
book club and film night. & jravenscroft@rwucorg:
ST PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH «1526-76 Ave «780.436.1555
« People of all sexual orientations are welcome « Every Sun
(toam worship)

WOMONSPACE -786.482.1794 » womonspace.ca, womon:
space@gmailoom +A Non-profit lesbian social organization
for Edmonton and surrounding area, Monthly activities,

|
|

webspace-ca +A celebration of percussion music, featuring

percussion and dance ensembles and performers « Sep
19; workshops (gam), drum cireles (a-7pm); perfor-

imances at apm; Performance/drum circle; Sas (adult AIPS

member)/$jo (adult non-member), $15 (senior/student/
youth AIPS member)/Sao (non-member)

ST ALBERT CELEBRATES THE ARTS FESTIVAL «
Vari-

ous venues through St Albert « celebratethearts.ca « Sep
18-19 «Mayor's Celebration of the Arts Gala: $40
STANLEY CARROLL'S PROFESSIONAL WAKE -

Einpress Ale House « It's a wrap! « Thu, Sep a7, 7pm Thu,
Sep x7, 7pm
TIMERAISER «TransAlta Arts Barns + Using volunteer

hours ascurrency rather than dollars, this is the only

Edmonton event connecting people and causes with art«
Sat, Oct 17 «Tickets attimeraiser.ca
ZACHAROVANA NICH: AN ENCHANTED EVENING - St

John’s Cultural Gentre, 1611-110 Ave « Silent auction and
gala presented by the Alberta Council for the Ukrainian
Arts Entertainment by Euphoria, Darcia Parada, Lilia

— sr

Krieger (Mercury Opera), Atomic Improv, Charlie Sakuma

newaletter, reduced rates included with membership.

(Bandura), and Dniprovi Khvyli « Sat, Sep 26, 7pm +
$35/830 (member) at 780.488.8558

'WOODYS - 11723 Jasper Ave «780.488.6557 « Karaoke with

A WORLD OF ROCKS, FOSSILS AND GEMS «Elmwood

Know Game Show with Patrick and Nathan; Thu gpm +
Long Island Iced Tea; Thu 3pm « Karaoke with Morgan; Wed

by Lapidary artists « Fri, Sep 25, 1-9pm; Sat, Sep 26, gam-6-

CKUA Celebrates Arts Days!

>

‘Theatre, 8529 Gateway Boulevard « aipsdrumsshaw-

Confidentiality assured

Nathan; Mon 8pm + Martini Mondays; 3pm + You Don't

|

Grove + 780.060.4600 + Corn roast, carnival and silent
auction « Sep 26

‘Thu, a-qpm + CA: Thu (7pm) « Suit Up and Show Up: AA big
book study group every Sat, noon « Youth Understanding

tersex and Questioning Education, advocacy and support for

|

Conference Centre + everyoneforedmonton.com +

THE GREAT POTATO GIVE AWAY « Norbest Farms,
Northeast Edmonton, Manning Freeway N; Rt on 195 Ave

‘Thy, Fri, Sat with DJs Alexx Brown and Eddie Toonflash

|

EVERYONE FOR EDMONTON SHOWCASE . Shaw

coffee shop group for gay, lesbian, bisexual, trans-identified,
and straight friends « qth Sun in Sep and Oct, 22:30pm at the

PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON -9s40-111 Ave «

8

Adventure Park, behind the Knox Church, 85 Ave, 104 St»

Rim 3-18, 780.490.7332 « Program for HIV-AID'S prevention,

Free (member)Sio (membership) «Pre-register

>

music, and dance from the ancient Manding Empire

tal advocacy and exhibits and demonstrations « Sat, Sep

Rob Wells robwells72o@hotmail.com » HIV Suppart Group:

7pm, each month

products for your home and renovations projects * Sat, Sep

port staff - 3rd ‘Thu each month (fall/winter terms): Speakers
Series. Contact Kris (kwells@ualberta.ca)

bertatransorg + Men Talking with Pride: Sun 7pm; facilitator:

4,6pm
+$10

Headquarters, 10436-81 Ave,780.965.5954
»Ecofriendly

(guest)/free
West Coast Swing

at TicketMaster
;
RIVER CREE +The Venue « Brent Butt « Sat, Sep 19,8pm.

780.428.1414 + Gerry Dee + Thu, Sep 17, 8pm « $44and $36.75at

THE NEW ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA - Winspear Centre,
4 Sir Winston Churchill Sq«Randall Stout, lead architect

‘Singles
dance «Sat, Sep 19,

LIVING POSITIVE « 404. 10408-124 St» edmiivingpositive

Hosted byLars Callieou + Every Sun, 9pm.

support the Emergency Unit and Quarantine Facility for
orphaned mountain gorillas inRumangabo,
DRC

780.387.3343 » meet monthly+For info go to groupsyahoo.
‘com/group/edmonton_illusions/
INSIDE/OUT « U ofA Campus « Campus-based organization

You think You're Funny: competition for Comedy Factory's
ninth Birthday;
Every Thu inSep
Sun Spm; Fri-Sat 1930pm
+Finesse Mitchell; Sep 17, 20,
‘Spm; Sep 28-19, 8pm, 10:30pm + Trailer Trash Tuesday's;
Sep 21,8pm + Jamie Kaler; Sep23-24, 27,8pm; Sep 25-26,
‘Spm, 1o30pm + Hit or Miss Monday's; Sep 28,8pm + Daniel
Kinno;
Sep 30, Spm
DRUID
+11606 Jasper Ave » 780.710.2119
+Comedy Night:

780.439-7333/780.963.1155
»Sep26,8pm.

ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB: CROSSDRESSERS «

Ave, Calgary Trail + Thu, 8:30pm; Sat, Spm and opm
+Daryl

COMIC STRIP « Bourbon St,WEM « 780.483.9999 « Wed-Fri,

‘Acampus - The Edmonton Soroptimist Club presents

alive video conference feed ofVictor Malarek « Sioat

Amiskiwaciy Academy, 101Airport Rd, 8-1opm; recvolleyball@teamedmonton.ca; volleyball @teamedmanton.ca
«YOGA (Hatha): Free Yoga every Sun, a-3:30pm; Korezone
Fitness, 203, 10575-115 St,yoga@teamedmonton.ca

for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-identified and queer (LGBTQ)
faculty, graduate student, academic, straight allies and sup

Rhoades; Sep18-19« OliviaAllen Arlington; Sep24-26 » So

‘living + Every Sun3-spm
HUMAN TRAFFICKING
INALBERTA? «Corbett Hall,U

very Sat,7-gpm + Contact Scottforinfoemail: info@

Mon, 7-Saspm; bootcamp@teamedmonton.ca - Bow!ing: Gateway Lanes, 100,2414 Gateway Blvd; Sat,¢-7pm:

stylematters eventbritecom; Heather
at780.423.0896 ext 201

Place, 1148-84 Ave « Home Blends music, drama, creativity
and reflection onsacred texts toenergise you forpassionate

YOUTH UNDERSTANDING
YOUTH -yuyedm.ca +Meets

‘rv Market « Silent vigiltheastand 3rdSat,10-11am, each
month, stand insilence fora world without violence

storative Justice Centre+ Sep19,:30-4:30pm + Pre-register at

HEORGE LITTLECHILD
i
+ Artist, author andillustrator willdiscuss hiswork « Wed,

7pm» Karaoke with Kevin; Sun8pm

Community Hall, 16415-83
Ave « Displays, demonstrations

ppm « $4 (adult)/$3 (senior/student)/free (child under 12)

Mbertos
Preetons
ToCreate Sprit
ToAahaere

September 18th
12pm to 3pm
Royal Alberta Museum
12845-102nd Avenue

Join Monica Miller, for a special, How! Hear It, in
celebration of Alberta Arts Days.
Special Guests:

+ Karla Anderson performing from her new CD Brand New Day

m2

+ U22 sensation Lindsay Ell
« Edmonton's first poet laureate, Alice Major

“ip

« local indie latin/experiemental band Aroot’s Bazaar

— Ckud
radionetwork

AlbertaArtsDays
Sept 18-20 AibertaArtsDays.ca
Come on down, tune in to 94.9 FM or listen online at ckua.com.
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LGBT >> MALE PRIVI

Learning to share

: women who were so instrumental in the : able-bodied our privilege increases te

: support of gay men when they needed
fold. Our gender and our colour will 3!
: it the most.
In spite of HIV—some have argued be- é matters now, and how we will be
: tina Friday morning at the offices of i cause of it—gay men have made tremen- =
is what we do with our privilege *
: HIV Edmonton, and Jakubec, the executive == dous strides towards equality in recent
Gay men rose up during the aips } director, and LaBriola, the fund dikepan :: times. The experience of a gay, white, midsis and changed the world. Th,
: coordinator, are gathered around a com- : dle-class man bears no significant differ- : passion and strength and
love ang
: puter screen, going over last-minute de- : ence in terms of privilege compared to a :
port of allies, gay men fought f
: tails of the upcoming AIDS Walk for Life. : straight, white, middle-class man. Pair two :
cessible drugs and woke the wor;
Through their history and their current : men together, as happens in a gay relationto a complex health crisis unparai
work Jakubec and LaBriola represent the :: ship, and they arguably have more acces- : In modern times. This should be
under-acknowledged work of women who : sible privilege than a heterosexual couple, ery history book ever printed anc
; have been caregivers, fighters, advocates = and seemingly infinitely more possible
gay man should swell with pride ;
: and, perhaps hardest of all, the survivors :: power than a lesbian couple, a mixed-race
accomplishment. But let us also y,
: within the AIDS movement.
; couple or any pairing of a visible-minority
the next chapter, the one in which
: While there is no doubt that in the : couple, Gay men have a larger amount of : as gay men acknowledge our privil-.
: face of AIDS gay men fought back, : social, economic and political power than : honour women like Jakubec and Lag
:: worked hard and saved lives, what is > they ever had before. Because of this, and : la for the role they play in ous lives
: often forgotten is that beside them in ? to celebrate it, gay men should consider : use our ever-growing clout to make
: the struggle were women. This lack of : how they can give back within gay com- : world a better place for women anc
: acknowledgement from gay men about :: munities and throughout society.
: of society. W
: the work of women within the HIV/AIDS : An obstacle gay men may have in shar- :
: still at it. Now living in Edmonton LaBriola : movement is symbolic of a larger issue : ing their privilege is continued heterosexThe 2009 Scotiabank AIDS Walk fo:
: helps out with what is now called the James : with the gay community: the inability for
ism and homophobia, but what we forget : takes place Sunday, September 20j
: Tolin Memorial Fund, and she is planning a : gay men to share and acknowledge their : is we are men—a privileged status in our : am to 4 pmat Sir Winston Churchill Sq.
: satellite event in Edmonton this spring.
; power specifically with "groups" such as : world. For those of us who are white and : Visit hivedmonton.com for full details

=® It was 1987, and Debra Jakubec was work- : grounding support for Tolin. He
got sick
ing in a restaurant kitchen when
\
the father :: in 2001, was admitted to a hospice and
of one of her co-workers died of AIDS. The : from there quickly passed. Tolif’s hospice
family wouldn't help clean out his apartbill almost bankrupted his parents.
ment after he died because they
Sitting around with her theatre
were afraid of AIDS. Jakubec
friends over beers at a gathering
befriended. her co-worker as
after James's funeral, reunited ala way to support her, seeing
most 10 years after graduation,
as no one at work was talking
they brainstormed on what they
with her about her father’s
could do to honour Tolin’s life
death. Although Jakubec had
and support his parents. The idea
never met her co-worker’s dad
came to hold a fundraising event.
and didn't know her co-worker all
Donating their time, skills and conthat well, she helped clean up the dead
nections they pulled together a silent aucman's apartment. This was her first experi- : tion and a theatrical production of Jeffery,
ence in dealing with HIV/AIDS.
: raising $75 OOO to donate to the hospice.
Around 10 years later, Joyce LaBriola : Exhausted but exhilarated, the groupwas enrolled in a small theatre school : members decided that they would make it
in New Jersey, where she made a great : an annual event, and seven years later are

ER

fo}!

group of friends, including James Tolin. While they were attending school
together Tolin was diagnosed as living
with HIV and LaBriola was able to be a

CLASSIFIEDS
Ow

FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS
@ VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM
CUTTITUTATTTTCOTUTTTOOTCE
L LLL LO LLL LCL

Guitar Courses with Ma Fletcher
One of Edmonton's most respected teachers.
Seen on TV in 26 countries, performances
at go festivals and fairs. 25 years teaching to
over 3,000 students, Courses at Don Wheaton

MCC

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!

COCLTCLELOCT CCOE

EC

YMCA (Downtown)-Mondays pm; Castle
Downs YMCA-Tuedays pm; U of A-Saturdays.
Beginner to advanced. Courses start week of
September 21st. New-Ultimate Blues Course.
Check out my website www.mafletcher.com;
register online: mafltchr@gmail.com or call

TC

FRAMING

780.426.4155 or 780.938.5072

MOVIE DOSTER SHOP

FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
ARTIST/NON PROFIT CLASSIFIEDS

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!
Great opportunity to improve
your health and wealth!

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH
ENGLISH: We train you to teach. 1000's of jobs
around the world. Next in-class or ONLINE by
correspondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St.
Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists
Please drop off your resume at

For more info call Ken

780-454-6971

10536 -124 Street

Learn to voice cartoons, commercials, gaming,TV
shows, web design, comedic scripts, dj work, and
more. Fall workshops—Voice Over Training
780.756.4435
www.sharkbytes-studios.com

FILM AND TV ACTING

Learn from pro's how to
act in Film and TV
Full-time training.
1-866-231-8232
www.vadastudios.com

ORDER

FORM

$475.00 780.421.1250

ART TALK: Stanley A. Milner Library Theatre
(downstairs), 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq; ASA

with the EPL present a free art talk with Gerald
St. Maur (artist and poet); Thu, Sept 17, 7-30pm

Artfrom the Unknown. Emerging artists call

a

780.414.0702 for submission package

Guitarist. Educator.
Graduate of GMCC music program

Call for artists-Kaleido 2009 Art Festival,

Free Trial Guitar Lesson
Learn Guitar the Fun Way with Ma Fletcher.
Private Lessons: Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday; www.mafletcher.com; e-mail mafltcher@
gmail.com; call 780.426.4155 or 780.938.5072

CLASSIFIEDS Four

EXTRAS

FORM OF PAYMENT

1 Bolding $&

OCash OCheck OvisA

Cl Caps $4
DJ Extra Line $4

Cardé#
Name

CIBox Word Ad $4

D1Symbols $4

Address

Ph.

and

¢ Perks
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advancement

¢ Friendly, socially
¢ A fun, dynamic,

Work

opportunities

as daily coffee
and

to make

conscious
inspiring

and treats
co-workers

work

environment

a difference

today!

www.publicoutreach.ca

edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FOOD BANK

780-436-9896

* Lines

Extras

__

oa

Subtotal. fs

Postal Code___-

¢ Travel

wage

hours

Sept 25-27. Looking for all styles of work for art

LINES FOR $20

0 Mastercard

Phone 780.426.1996 from 9am to Spm Mon-Fri i * Email std coca

i A
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TOTAL ees

ta. pi by i

.Ed
ns
lad
-
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ton

per line + Evary letter,
Deadline Tues at Noon « Please print legibly on lines at right « Up to 45 characters
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¢ Flexible

Mon, Sept 21, 4pm; T: 780.421.1731 for info

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116

SHELTER SOCIETY-PROGRAMS FOR
YOUTH 780.468.7070; YESS.ORG

¢ $12/h, guaranteed

VAAA Gallery Call for Submissions: Deadline:

Quality music instruction since 1983.

HELP SUPPORT THEYOUTH EMERGENCY |

Public Outreach, Canada’s leader in face-to-face
fundraising, is currently hiring its fall staff. Our
fundraisers spread awareness and raise funds
for a select group of non profits.

Stanley A. Milner Library, 7 Sir Winston Churchill
Sq, Edmonton AB Ts] 2V4; T: 780.496.7030; E:
cragalleries&displays@epLca
Selling old Stainer violin; nice tone, label reads
1600 with case and bow, in good shape; will
take repairable better quality violin in trade

Machura 780.240.1509, marvymachura.co

WE’RE HIRING

Committee, Centre for Reading and the Arts,

www.maxtrax4u.com/kenneths

Bass player with vocals needed. Roots mu
Three piece: the Mary Machura Band. M

munity Programs are invited to participate

Need a volunteer? Forming an acting troupe?
Want someone to jam with? Place up to 20 words
FREE, providing the ad is non-profit. Ads of more
than 20 words subject to regular price or cruel
editing. Free ads must be submitted in writing, in
person or by fax. Free ads will nun for four weeks,
if you want to renew or cancel please phone Glenys at 780.426.1996/fax 780.426.2389/e-m office@
vueweekly.com or drop it off at 10303-108 St.
Deadline is noon the Tuesday before publication.
Placement will depend upon available space
a
Gallery at Milner; Call for Submissions; Deadline:
Oct 15. Inquiries/applications: Art Selection

This patented product
will be the next

ww

The Zombie Short Film Festival (Oct 30 in
Toronto) is currently seeking submissions
from all over the world. Film must be less
than 25 mins long and must involve zombies
in some way. All styles are welcome, on DVD
in NTSC format. $20 (CAD) submission fee.
Info: zombieshortfilmfestival.com or contact
Jim Taylor at 647.291.4774, zombieshortfilmfestival@gmail.com

Individual or Two Artist Exhibit, and Com-

FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE

8126 Gateway Blvd.

in 2010 at The Works Art Market and F«
Street (deadline Feb. 15, 2010) and Stre¢
(deadline Mar. 15, 2010). Application at ws.
theworks.ab.ca

Submit exhibits for consideration in the
following categories: Environmental Site
Specific Installation; Curated Group Exhibit,

ARTIST TO ARTIST

Affordable picture frame options.

show and sale Vendors for art market wanted
also, Contact aota_artists@yahoo.ca for details
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of people agreeing to do sex thing they : you can say no, why not give yourself
don't want to do, it sounds like + permission to enjoy saying yes?
your boyfriend's playfulness: But that was the easy part. Anything
has, up to now (emphasis on > you and a single, trusted partner can get
the "up to now’) been good = up to, no matter how complicated, can
for both of you. Discovering : easily be called off whenever. Provided
more about yourself is good, =: you generally get on well and assume
mw
0? Especially when the things : the best of each other and know how to
you discover feel good and/ : talk through a disappointment or an em
~ or give you orgasms? So perhaps : barrassment, it is as nothing, pffft. Now,
i to reframe the “agreeing™ to try > bring ina third (or fourth?) party ...
as being offered new opportuni- : Do you have any more specifics about
ties and deciding to accept them.
: what he means by “opening up your bedOr not. If you feel in any way that he : room?" There are many ways to go about
? would be mad at you or disappointed in > this, with different pros (although we're

3 friends. This was by far the most popular : nized "swing" parties or houses? Has he
> group-activity style in my extended circle : done the research? | don’t know where you
= for yoinks, and while | cannot possibly + are, of course, but there are just plain few: claim that it was socially uncomplicated, : er of these than there used to be, and moy_
:: most of us/them survived years of it with : have a pronounced bias toward heterosex
: our friendships still intact. It takes a real- :: uality and recreational lesbianism, that is
: ly powerful dedication to self-awareness :: to say, big polymorphous puppy piles and
:: and open discussion of feelings, and the : male/male partnering are out, and women
: determination and the skill to transcend :: just plain get more action than men do.
:: the baser sorts of great-ape-ish territori- : This may sound titillating in theory, pro: ality to succeed at this, though. Oh, that : vided he js one of those guys who at least
: and often quite a lot of alcohol.
: imagines enjoying watching. In practice, it
You may be able to find a couple : can be less than fun for the guy and much
: through the “alternative” personals, but * less than fun afterwards when you both
> you may not like them or, indeed, be :: have to have a big stupid fight about it.

: in any way willing to take off so much : In short, you need to know what he has ip
+ as your socks in their presence. | know

: mind before you can either agree or form
: lots of people who have found fun com: : a well-reasoned objection. And in answer
:: panions for outre activities this way
to your original question, yes, one can
? some relationship-changing way if you ? not talking about pros, are we?) and dif- :: but there is an undeniable element of : turn back—swinging doors swing both
decided to take a pass on anything then : ferent cons (them either). There is, alas, :: unsavouriness to many of the couples ! ways—but somebody may not want to.
the set-up is just a skootch less com- : mo guaranteed simplest, safest and most + you find trolling the interwebs for new : You can neither know which one of you
pletely consensual than | would like. Do : fun method, or else everyone would do : “friends.” Many of the less frightening ; that will be, nor how you'll feel about it
be sure that you feel completely (ugh) : it that way. The safest way and also the : couples are already dong it with their : when it happens. Proceed with caution,
empowered to not do it, whatever it : most likely to provide congenial partners :: friends, you see, which implies that they + and do not let this be one of those things
: you do to please the fella
= is, but on the surface at least it really :: Is, also alas, the most likely to produce > have friends to do it with.
t doesn't sound non-c to me. As long as : social complications: do it with your : Or was your boyfriend thinking of orga : Love, Andrea

reading, writing and/or math skills. Volunteers

dilearningcentre@shaw.ca

Are you an International Medical Graduate seekingeensure? TheAlberta International Medical
Graduates Association is here to help. Support,
study groups, volunteer opportunities—all while
creating change for tomorrow. aimga.ca

Second Chance Animal Rescue Society
(SCARS) Join Andrea or Alison on Global TV
at 9:45am every Saturday, where they will

Canadian Mental Health Association, emhaedmonton.ab.ca Education Program offer
workshops to give skills to intervene with

icipate in group learning, tutor one-to-one,

Experienced country lead guitarist. Older

versa Koakiog forwork or will join new
~

ee drop-inleamers. Skills and
jence:
school level reading, writing and/or math

il s. Contact: Denis Lapierre, 780-429-0675,

- 780.421.1250

Session drummer
for hire in Edmonton .
Experienced, creative and easyto work with.
Lots
ofstudio credits. Check www.kellystodola.com
for more info. stodola@telus.net
——

JAM
(WANTED:
jam on
second
the
128A Ave. Ro

a

thy

for open public mont
ofthemonth at 9119i

have many adorable and adoptable puppies
who are looking for a new home
a
oe
ee
ep ea
Edmonton Bicycle Commuters (EBC) is looking
for people tohelp atthe shop or with other tasks.

5

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HELP LINE 24
Hours a Day~7 Days a Week If you want to

stop using, we can help

Contact: info@edmontonbikes.ca

STEAMWORKS GAY & BI MENS BATHHOUSE.

24/7
11745 JASPER AVE. 780.451.5554
4
WWW.STEAMWORKSEDMONTON.COM

#1 Adult Massage
Come out & play
780.452.7440

ALL HOT SEXY BABES
Try It FREE! 18+
780.665,0808
403.313.3330

Second Chance Animal Rescue Society.Ourdogs
Sat at9:45
areTV stars! Watch Gobal TV
AM where new,wonderful dogs wil be profiled.

_

starseare.org,
:

Health Association /BoardReGanadian Mental

‘Guiting 2009 Learn about our community work:
www.cmha-edmonton.ab.ca

; ‘East,10527-96St,Mon-Fri,8:3oam-4:30pm

#1 SEXIEST CHAT!
Call now! FREE to try! 18+
780.665.6565
403.313.3311

=a eee

ee

girls!
Chal with (00's of HOT paughly

artsontheave.org:

Dr’s Appointment Buddy—Accompany new
_ refugee immigrants to their medical appointments to give support and assist with paperwork. Thu, 10:30am-2:30pm. Transportation not
required. Leslie 780.432.1137, ext 357

SCARS.

100S OF HOT LOCAL SINGLES
It's FREE to try! 18+
780.669.2323
403.770.0990

TI910 - 127 Ave.

www.northsidestudio.biz

Local; 780.421.4429
Toll free: 1.877.463.3537

The Carrot needs volunteer barristas for weekly
or bi
shifts (training provided). Volunteer
host to introduce Friday
night’s musical acts.
Volunteer cleaners (
or biweekly cleaning).
Ifany of these jobs appeal toyou contact
Irene at
770.471.1580, i

ADULT

Calgary 403-31 3-331 1 ¥

Nigh}Tm
Line
eth

Other Cities 1-877-834-4044

PALS. Project Adult Literacy Society needs

inthe
_volunteers to work with adult students
ESL English as a Second Language Program.
Call 780.424.5514 Training and materials are

ee provided

ee

] Edmonton

#) 780-665-6565
PFS00-5(

Volunteer drivers and kitchen help urgently

Mobile pay, text "SCORE® to 96669 sstemn

-5555

needed. Ifyou're available weekdays, 1oamapm
call Meals on Wheels. 780.429.2020

ae

ee
Se Se Se
Volunteer with your Pet, TheChimo Animal
Assisted Therapy Project uses animals in therapy
sessions with trained therapists to help the clients
achieve specific goals. Info: www.chimoproject.ca.
E: volunteer@chimoproject.ca or T:780.452.2452

Se

eee

CANADIAN LIVER FOUNDATION is looking

for enthusiastic volunteers for presentations

and special events. Call Carmen at 780.444.1547

SS
ES
Se
eseae
The Support Network: Volunteer today to be a
Distress Line Listener. Apply on line at: www.
thesupportnetwork.com or call 780.732.6648

780-665-0808
Edmonton

sity Restnohons appt

ders.com;
An Eating

bastpia lite,

Program for those with anorexia or with bulimia.

E:sacred6@telus.net;
T:780.429.3380

780.413.7122.

LOCAL CHAT. CALL FREE:
code 2315

pCrnce ire
1.900.451.2853 (75 min/S24*)
TryCruse Vertforfree,Yext“xtra”teSFREE» wwwcrutsalinece
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University of Alberta Libraray
PO Box 41021
5th Floor Cameron
Edmonton, AB

T6G 238

Y)

PEG GOCE

7
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BY CERTIFIED
TECHNICIANS
ys

IF WE DON’T HAVE IT ... WE WILL GET IT!!
OVER 1600 UNITS AVAILABLE!! NO BETTER INVENTORY

e;

ANYWHERE IN ALBERTA!!

—

a

2008 Gr. Cherokee SRTS
STK# PW7166

nae
Bui
Rendezvous

goal tt anee $15,997
sale price

=

sale price

DYoy
a Manes
koik>)

a eon Bs
Sad a he

ST

Mee
STK#

SS

SOON
BuyPreowned

2007 Jeep Patriot
505770A.

market price $23,997
sale price

SE
tee

2009 Chev Cobalt LS

oe Chev Trailblazer
76441
'64410A.
aaitiat price $19,997

>

eens
‘starting at only

starting at only

sale price

ta\s

2008 Dodge Caliber

2008 Toyota Tundra

8

2005 aed Ram SRT10
STKH

230755A.

STK# 5209)

market price $11,997

Rinticoer
price $47,898

sale price

starting at only

sale price

VERY MICE
COUPE

2009 Dodge Ram Q/C 4x4

7<>

starting at

4404-66 STREET

CHRYSLER

4g

SOUTHTOWN I CHRYSLER.COM i]
the car buyer's best friend..

Disclosure:
purchase

man
rebates and are
New pricesare inclusivee of all applicable manufacturer
on 96 month term plus taxes. Lease
are
are based

payments
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month

not be combined with sale prices. All prices reflect customer loyalty bonus cash.

down pat

YE amines

starting at

be exactlyasitlustrated.
may not be
Vehicles
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~

See dealer for
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STK 8SP0278

STK 9RO1622A
4DR SE, ONLY 21K

$16,997 OR $108 B/W

LOADED Th LEATHER &
SUNROOF

$200
O5 PONTIAC

2.

BS

MONTANA

$8,997, SAVE $2000
ACCENT

06 CHRYSLER PT

T- 5.96 57

4

i

O6 HYUNDI AZERA

Ln
——
,
STK PTO145
=err LOADED WITH LEATHER &
SUNROOF

STK PT014)
sve

O09 HYUNDAI

y
BOA
es

.

OA

ORUISER

06 CHEVROLET COBALT

STK 9SP5963A
LSCOUPE

$8997, SAVE $2000
05 MAZDA 3 GT

07 HYUNDAI SONATA

STK PAO151

STK.PTO165

3,997, SAV
si tase
2

‘ 2000
==

ae

=

|

OS FORD FIVE HUNDRED
UMITED ALL WHEEL DRIVE,
LEATHER & SUNROOF

$8,997, SAVE $2500
m@bility

@ Bluetooth’

|
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780-465-3535
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For life.

SO
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IRI

MLL
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You're bom, you die.
And in-between you can blow a wad on

footwear fads that are here today and in
the hereafter tomorrow. Blundstone boots
are not immortal. But since 1870, they've

cheated fashion’s grim reaper with
timeless style, no laces and
all-season comfort.
Try one pair, and you

can’t live withoutthem.

brew)

6
8
9
10
12

Vuepoint
Dyer Straight
Issues
ZeitGeist
Well, Well, Well

12

Bob the Angry Flower

14

To the Pint

28

Hopscotch

32

DVD Detective

#066 The Chisel Toe in
Crazy Horse Brown

blundstone.ca
Gravity Pope 0442 Whyte Ave

439-1637

Kunitz Shoes 23rd Avenue & 114 Street

438-4259

Wener Shoes 10322 jasper Avenue 422-2718
Campers Village 1095!-170 Street NW 484-2700
Campers Village South Point 3235 Calgary TrailNW 479-2267
Soft Moc West Edmonton Mall

Low Cost Counselling and
Psychological Assessments

Here’s your opportunity
to save lives.
Edmonton
TT
Donor
Clinic

|

8249 - 114 Street
Monday - Friday

|

9:00 am - 1:00 pm
3:30 pm - 7:30 pm

489-5616

Clinical Services at the University
of Alberta is now accepting
referrals for the 2009-2010
university year. Personal, couples
and family counselling, along

MUSIC // 36
Enter Sandor
ey Music Notes

with child and adult psychological

58

assessments
a one-time
Counselling
provided at
information

- Old Sounds

are welcome. There is
$50 administration fee.
and assessments are
NO CHARGE. For more
call 780-492-3746.

Saturday
8:30 am - 2:30 pm

Book your life
Saving eh
aa

New Sounds

9 Quickspins

60

Free Will Astrology

62

Queermonton

63

Alt.Sex.Column

EVENTS
30
35

Arts
Film

38

Music

61

Events

LISTINGS

: ARTS//REVUE

28

: SheKaltes Fanibyepcrectictipolate add
some colour to Alberta Ave.

as

:

FILM//SIDEVUE
Can Kanye Con Cannes? by Brian Gibson

Should film festivals offer more awards to generate more discussion?

!

’
We're listening, so let’s talk. Join the conversation on Facebook.
cial ea
es 2 2

5DISHafDISHWEEKLY.CA
Restaurant reviews, features, searchable and easy to use.
dishweekly.ca

eet

Vea”

ne atutbay, october 24 Aisjot?
Me Seliz & the Souther”

Watch the performance and interview online at vueweekly.com eeS

‘Utica

Join ution editor jane —

kilometres, three mountain peaks, 17 000
Tilo cover live music every Saturday Afternoon from 4-6 pm.
ft 3.75 Big Fork pints until 7PM
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vueweekly.com/tothedeath2010
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For a limited time, sign up and get:

m TELUS security services

/mo’

= 24/7/8365 support

- For 1 year in a bundle

mw Nocontracts

Sign up today and get your first month FREEt
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ing closed
SCOTT HARRIS
// SCOTT@WVUEWEEKLY.COM

f there is one lesson the Stelmach
government has taken from years
of failed attempts by former-premier
Ralph Klein to goas faras he would have
liked in privatizing the health care system in the province, it's to never show
Albertans the entire plan at once.
Rather than come out with an overall
vision for privatization which public
health-care advocates can analyze and
use to galvanize opposition from Albertans, the strategy now is to make
piecemeal changes one announcement
by one in order to sidestep a legitimate
public debate on the overall direction
being implemented.
With so much going on behind closed
doors, then, it's illuminating to get a
peek at the discussions that are being
had about where the government is
headed when it comes to caring for the
sick and elderly in the province. The leak
of a consultants’ document on alternatives to publicly-funded long-term care
beds provides one such opportunity, and
it doesn't look pretty.
The May 2009 document prepared for
the Alberta Seniors department, leaked
after a freedom of information request
in the spring by the provincial NDP re-

doors :

The documents

:
an 80 percent reduction in the next 20 :
years—and a deregulation of the pricing ;
system for lower-service privately-run

:

assisted-living facilities to encourage :
the private sector to take up the slack.
Options discussed for pricing models include a deregulation of rates to :
merely limiting the number of times :
rates could be increased (look how well

:

that worked during the rental crisis)
to implementing a star system similar
to hotels, which would allow different
rates to be charged. Building new facilities through public-private partnerships (P3s) were also discussed.
Minister of Seniors and Community
Supports Mary Anne Jablonski stressed
that it is only a discussion document,
not government policy, but that's the

:
:
:
:
:

t

:
:

point. Major cuts and deregulation to =

our health-care system are being talked : PTOI

about, and Albertans aren't in on the :
conversation. With such major changes :
being proposed Albertans need to insist :
ona place at the table. WV

NTO
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ing years in the number of seniors’
long-term care beds in the province—
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sulted in a heavily-censored version, :
shows a system with significant prob- :
lems, with increasingly market-based :
approaches offered as the remedy.
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WHEN PIGS FLY
pandemic is trying to sweep the
globe, but it just doesn't seem to be

catching on. People were first alerted
to this in March when it broke out in
Mexico, and was dubbed "Swine Flu."
After the flying pig jokes started getting old—and pig farmers began getting anxious—and medical experts
started getting officious about accuracy, it became Influenza A (HiN}). It

is said that the striving for accuracy,
not diminishing the backlash to the
pork industry, is the true reason for
the change, but I have my doubts; it's
far more likely that the concern over a
backlash to the humour industry is the
real concern.

Seriously, I went to the World Health
Organization (WHO) site to find out

what HiNi even stands for, and I discovered that it's not new at all! It’s
something to do with the two main
proteins of the virus, which are of the
hemagglutinin (H) and neuraminidase
varieties. This is, to me, pretty much
gobbledygook, but there are, according to WHO, 16 hemagglutinin varieties and nine neuramainidase varieties.
Supposedly
this isthe strongest variety,
hence the double #1 status. The Avian
Flu of a few years back was H5N1, it
was, I surmise, four weaker on the H
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scale. Interestingly, there was little
outcry and no official rebranding back
then, and nobody beyond the laboratory level knew the term H5Ni. Maybe
it's because lots of birds actually fly.
Whether or not this pandemic will
pan out is something which is uncertain, but it didn't happen in the spring,
and it's still too early in the autumn. In
a racially insensitive response to the
call for preparatory supplies in case of
a greater outbreak (the supposed correct cautionary move according to the
WHO), Health Canada sent large quan-

tities of body bags to some Manitoba
First Nations in lieu of more preventative supplies. Health Minister Leona
Aglukkaq has pled ignorance on the
matter of what looks like planned ethnic cleansing to some. While stating
that she thinks it is regrettable, she
stopped short of giving an apology.
The rise in irrational behaviour like
excessive “cleansing” by rather inefficient methods, such as the use of hand
sanitizers at the entrance to schools,
hospitals and some stores, is providing
people with what is likely a false sense
of security, but a false sense of security
is still a sense of security! The multinational pharmaceutical corporation

GlaxoSmithKline is fast tracking (ie.
without going through the proper testing channels) a vaccine against the flu
and it will likely be ready by November.

The Tories have “inoculated” the corporation against liability if people become

ill from the untested drug. In the meantime, I am working on a formula for a
new hand sanitizer that prevents OCD.
TJ Mair
——
YOU TAKE MY BREATH AWAY

The Harper government shipped bodybags to two First Nations communi-

ties as "preparation" for a potential
flu pandemic. The federal Conservative government previously refused
to ship hand sanitizers because they
said Aboriginals could not be trusted

with hand washing supplies. With the
recent shipment of body bags the mes.
sage that our indigenous community

heard is, "Just bag your dead.”
We heard the minister of agricul:
ture laugh at the dozens of listeriosis

deaths, we've seen Mr. Harper cancel
the medical-isotope cancer program.
We watched Mr. Harper fail to defend
the integrity of our health system
against an avalanche of slander in the
US healthcare debate. Now, the Harper
government has let racist attitudes
creep into Canadian healthcare.
The capricious indifference to life
and healthcare in Mr. Harper and team
is breathtaking.
Eugene Parks
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facility doesn't bode well for the future of Edmonton's current arena
"In most cases, cities eventually tear

uses than what can be done with refur
bishing or reusing the facility.”
Randy Ferguson, the chief operating

reticent to discuss a future without an
onsite arena.
It's financial outlooks like that that
have made Ward 3 Councillor Tony
Caterina, who represents the neighbourhood where the arena sits, a major supporter of refurbishing Rexall
and an outspoken critic of using any
kind of public money to build a new
arena (although he does clarify that

officer of Procura Real Estate, certainly

he would

their old arenas

who points
Detroit as
Though he
hope. "That

ues to make front-

s with every press
here

is precious little

ers. There are prorndevelopment that

thinks so. Procura is a local development firm which has worked on a
myriad of
projects, including the major
Century Park development, and Ferguson says Procura, along with a number
of other developers, would certainly be
interested in the land if it were to be
come available,

arenas, a casino, other
shopping and housing,

to even enter the

publicly said he will
mu
mn to see the facility
estimates for total con‘tanged anywhere from
‘million dollars to a bilrs—despite that, again, there

“We'd look at it very closely for cer
tain. | think you could create a transit
oriented, mixed-use development that
would really be something special for

isn't evensomuch as a floor plan—and
there has been little talk of where further funding
will come from.
What
we do know, however, is that the
Katz Group is committed to seeing a
downtown arena built, ideally in place
before the Oilers’ lease at their current
home, Rexall Place, expires in 2014—a
commitment sincere enough to stage
ences before apparently even talking to

a design firm.
Though in the past the group has paid
lip-service to the idea of refurbish-

ing Rexall or building a new arena on
a Northlands site, recent announcements have made it clear that those options are apparently off the table. And
if we're safe in assuming that the Oilers’
days in Rexall Place are numbered, it's

time to ask what might happen to their
soon-to-be-former arena.
Fortunately, the last 20 or so years of
professional sports history gives us
humerous examples of what happens
when cities get new, multimillion dol-

team when its tenants, the Flyers and
76ers, moved to a new facility. This option becomes more attractive when you
consider the fact that Northlands, the
company that manages Rexall Place,
doesn't actually see a profit from Oilers’ games; besides parking fees for the
south lot, all the revenue from Oilers
games, from ticket surcharges and luxury boxes to concessions, goes straight
to the hockey team (though the Oilers
do pay an annual fee to offset the cost
of running and maintaining the facility, it isn't enough to cover Northlands
expenses, and the team’s annual rent is
only $1). It's possible that, with a more
amenable tenant, Rexall could be better
off than before.

lar sport-and-entertainment facilities,

as the need for new or expanded revenue streams has encouraged dozens
of teams across North American to
construct new stadiums and arenas.
Unfortunately, few of the examples allow for much optimism for the future
of Rexall.
The simplest solution might be to
simply keep the facility as is and find a
new major tenant. When the Vancou-

ver Canucks moved from the Pacific
Coliseum to the more central GM Place
in the mid "90s, the old building was—
eventually, five years later—taken over

by the Vancouver Giants, a major junior
hockey team. Likewise, the Spectrum in
Philadelphia was turned over toan AHL

says Mason,

that land may have more valuable other

about the new arena
tz Group to house
entertainment property,

those headline-grabbing press confer-

down,”

to Boston, Chicago and
hockey-related examples.
does offer a glimmer of
land is on an LRT line, so

Possible, of course, but not at all likely.
For starters, one of the few other potential tenants, the WHL Oil Kings, are also
owned by the Katz Group, so it’s likely
they would play in one of the two new
rinks to be built. Even if another tenant
were to be found, however, it’s unlikely
that a market the size of Edmonton
could fully support two major facilities,
which would be competing for other
events such as concerts, monster truck
rallies and rodeos. As Dan Mason, director ofthe leisure and sport management MBA at the U of A School of Business, explains, even larger markets that
have tried that approach rarely meet
with success.

"In Philadelphia, they've recently decided to tear [the old Spectrum] down,
because it doesn't make any sense for
them to run two arenas," Mason ex-

plains, pointing out that it's hardly an
isolated incident. "Columbus is another
example. Though it's generally considered a model for urban planning with
their arena district, the team is actually
not doing that well in the facility, partly

because it's not doing that well competitively, but also because you have Ohio
State University a couple miles up the
road. What you have are two major fa-

cilities sort of cannibalizing each other,
basically competing each other out of
the market. While the district is very
successful ... the actual facility itself is
struggling because it has to compete
with another facility.”
Another possibility might be retrofitting the arena for another purpose. In
Montréal,

the old Forum

was

turned

into an entertainment complex with
movie theatres, shopping and restau-

rants, while Toronto's old Maple Leaf
Gardens was sold to Loblaw's with the
intent of being used as a supermarket,
although after many delays it still sits
mostly vacant, save the oceasional charity event or trade show. The sticking
point for Edmonton is that those buildings already sit in built-up downtown
areas that area far cry from the desolate

parking lots that surround Rexall Place.
Which leaves the most likely outcome.

the north part of Edmonton," he says,
pointing to the LRT service and area
amenities making it prime land for a
development that could potentially encourage the city’s already-existing area
revitalization strategies. "Developers
that are looking at infill and look at the
larger scale consider carefully improving not just the footprint ofthe site, but
around the site as well."

But while the land Rexall Place sits on
may turn out to be better in the long
run, the same cannot be said for its
management. Though officials from
Northlands refused interview requests
to speculate on what may happen with
Rexall and stressed their commitment
to working with the Oilers through
their lease agreement, you don't need
to talk to Northlands to see that they
would be in dire straights should Rexall
disappear.

Though Oilers games don't contribute
anything to Northlands’ bottom line,
their annual report shows that the 100plus other events the arena holds per
year represent the public company's
primary revenue stream, accounting for
$5.8 million in profit for a company that
only netted $566 000 last year once all
other operations and events are taken
into account, When you factor the con
tributions Rexall makes to the major
events stream—which includes the Edmonton Indy (which quite notoriously
lost money in 2008), Capital Ex and the
Canadian Finals Rodeo, held at Rexall—
and consider that its only other profit
able enterprise, racing and gambling, is
so only because of targeted government
subsidies to support the industry, and
it’s no wonder Northlands officials are

not stand in the Way of any

private company that wanted to undertake such a venture)
"I think what people should remember is that Rexall and Northlands, that's
Edmonton's—the citizens own that.

Northlands is a non-profit organization that's there to facilitate events that
promote the city of Edmonton; they're
not there to make a profit,” he explains,
pointing out the Katz Group, which is
strongly suggesting it would prefer to
run any new facility that is built, has no
such mandate.
There are, however, still glimmers of

hope for the organization, even without Rexall. December will see the grand
opening of the renovated Agricom
building—rebranded as the Edmonton
Expo Centre—a massive expansion that
makes it the largest conference facility
in Canada outside of Toronto. As Brian
Leadbetter, director of government and
community relations at Northlands,

would explain, the larger facility does
Open up new opportunities for Northlands, and Edmonton
"It allows us to bid on bigger international events that we were formerly
prohibited from just by virtue of limited capacity in the city," he says, not-

ing that some could bring in as many as
25 000 delegates to the city at any given
time. "What this is really enabling us to
do is expand our footprint in terms of
broader economic impact and tourism
impact in Edmonton."

Though Caterina

is also bullish on

what the new facility can do, the image

of Edmonton as a convention mecca is,
like the new arena plans, nothing but
a grandiose vision for the time being
There's also no evidence
that it would
be enough, especially if, as some reports
have indicated, the new arena site is to

include a convention centre to rival the
downtown Shaw Conference Centre.
For now, there is little we actually
know about the future of a major arena
in Edmonton. But it's important that,

along

with

about

funding,

all our

other

questions

location and specifics,

we ask ourselves what's going to happen to Northlands if—or as seems increasingly likely, when—a new arena

gets built
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>> ARCTIC OCEAN SHIPPING

The northern passages
Despite Harper's bluster, Northeast Passage more
suited for shipping than Canada's Northwest Passage
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Early this week two German-owned container ships ; Passage is actually with the United States, not with
: Russia. The Russians have absolutely no interest in the

arrived in Rotterdam from Vladivostok in the Russian
Far East, having taken only one month to make the
voyage. That's much faster than usual—but then, they
didn't take the usual route down through the South
China Sea, past Singapore, round the bottom of
India, through the Suez Canal (pay toll here),
across the Mediterranean and up the west
coast of Europe. They just went around
the top of Russia.

It's the first-ever commercial transit of
the Northeast Passage by non-Russian
ships, and it shortens the sea trip between
East Asia and Europe by almost a third. It’s
the melting of the Arctic sea ice that has made
it possible, although for the moment it’s only pos-

: Northwest Passage, since they have their own rival
: the Northeast Passage. But the United States used
: to believe that the Northwest Passage could be ven

useful if it were ice-free, so Washington has long
maintained that it is an international waterway
which Canada has no right to control
Canada disputes that position, pointing
out that all six potential routes for a com
mercially viable Northwest Passage wind
between islands that are close together
and indisputably Canadian. But Ottawa
has never asserted military control over the
Northwest Passage until now, because to do so
would risk an awkward confrontation with the United

R
out

sible for a couple of months at the end of the summer : States—unless you can pretend that you are building
melt season, when the Arctic Ocean's ice cover has : those warships and that naval base to hold the wicked

shrunk dramatically. But it is a
The voyage is more evidence
well underway, and will strike
But it also shows that all the

sign of things to come.
that climate change is
the Arctic region hard.
fuss about the North-

west Passage is irrelevant.

It's the Northwest Passage, another potential shortcut between Europe and East Asia that goes through
the Canadian Arctic archipelago, that has got the attention in the past few years. Although ice-breakers
have traversed it from time to time, no ordinary commercial ship has ever carried cargo through it. But
when the Russians put on their little propaganda
show at the North Pole two years ago, the Canadian
government had kittens.
In 2007 Artur Chilingarov, a Russian scientist famous
for his work in the polar regions and personal Arctic
adviser to then-president Vladimir Putin, took a mini-

sub to the North Pole and planted a Russian flag on
the seabed. Canadian prime minister Stephen Harper
immediately flew to Iqaluit in the high Arctic and responded with a rabble-rousing speech.
"Canada has a choice when it comes to defending our
sovereignty in the Arctic,” he said. "We either use it or
lose it. And make no mistake: this government intends
to use it." He then announced a program to build six to
eight armed Arctic patrol vessels to assert Canadian

control over the Northwest Passage, and a deep-wa-

ter naval base on Baffin Island to support them.
"| don't know why the Canadians reacted as they did,”
Chilingarov told me a few months later in Moscow,
and on the face of it he had a case. After all, Russia has
no claims over any land or water that might conceivably belong to Canada, and Canada makes no claim on
the North Pole. But Chilingarov actually understood
the game that Harper was playing quite well

Canada's dispute over sovereignty in the Northwest

// SEP 24 — SEP 30, 2009

: Russians at bay, not to defy the Americans.
: That is Harpers game, and he now visits the high
: north every summer to re-assert Canada's sovereign
: ty claims. But in the end it will make no difference,
: because the Northwest Passage will never become a
: major shipping route. The Northeast Passage is just
:
: too much easier.
: The problem for Canada is that all the routes for a
: Northwest Passage involve shallow and/or narrow
: straits between various islands in the country's Arctic
: archipelago, and the prevailing winds and currents in
: the Arctic Ocean tend to push whatever Loose sea ice
: there Is into those straits. It is unlikely that cargo ships
: that are not double-hulled and strengthened against
: ice will ever get insurance for the passage at an 2!
: fordable price.
: Whereas the Northeast Passage is mostly open we
: ter (once the ice retreats from the Russian coast), an:
: there is already a major infrastructure of ports anc
nuclear-powered ice-breakers in the region. If the dis
: tances are roughly comparable, shippers will prefer
: the Northeast Passage every time—and the distance:
: are comparable.
: Just look at the Arctic Ocean on a globe, rather than
: in the familiar flat-earth Mercator projection. It is in
: stantly obvious that the distance is the same whether
0
the
: shipping between Europe and East Asia crosses
= Arctic Ocean by running along the Russia's Arcti
, coast (the Northeast Passage) or weaving between
: Canada's Arctic islands (the Northwest Passage).
Europe
: The same is true for cargo travelling between
: and the west coast of North America. The Northwest
W
viable.
y
; Passage will never be commerciall
;
:
: Gwynne Dyer is a London-based independent journa!
? ist whose articles are published in 45 countries. His
: column appears each week in Vue Weekly.
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trous for our public health system.
A good example of how this will play
out is with hip replacement surgeries.
Mr. Duckett must reduce walt times for
hip replacement surgeries by three-weeks
over the course of the next year in order
to qualify for that portion of his bonus.
The way this will be done is by dedicating more public funding to the private hip

clinics that were given this responsibility under the Klein government. Because
hip surgeries at these private clinics cost
significantly more than they would in the
public system, the government will have
to pay a premium to make them happen.
As a result, Mr. Duckett has to find those

savings elsewhere in the public system so
he can meet his budget targets. The only
way he can do that without hurting his
bonus is by focusing his cuts on the areas
where he has no government targets—
areas like mental health and seniors' care
The key to any shell game Is understanding that you can never win. On
the street you have to be aware of the

fact that you're up against an illusionist
who is there to take your money—the
only way to win is not to play. The same
Is true with the current moves that are

taking place at Alberta Health—we must
be aware that neither Albertans nor our
health system can win, and we must re-

fuse to play the game.
We cannot lose sight of the fact that
ultimately what Mr. Duckett and Ron
Liepert are doing is looking to make
some $2 billion worth of cuts to a system that still has not recovered from
the cuts and restructuring it was subjected to in the '90s. It doesn't matter
which shell the ball is under, we will
lose in the end. Don't let them get
away with it. W

Ricardo Acufia Is executive director of the
Parkland Institute, a non-partisan public
policy research institute housed at the
University of Alberta
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*All you have to do is follow the little red”
ball. See? It’s right here under this shell,
just keep your eye on it. Got it? Got it?
Nope, not there."
ifyou watch this "game" for long enough,
you'll eventually get so frustrated and
confused that you'll throw your hands
up, give the shyster all your money and
walk away in disgust.
That is the exact same reaction that Albertans trying to follow health care policy over the last six months have been experiencing. It is one big shell game, with
Alberta Health Services CEO

Stephen

Duckett and Health Minister Ron Liepert
expertly manipulating the little red ball
so that there is no possible way the public can keep track of where it's going.
Those of us that have played this game
before know exactly how it will end—a
health system that is more expensive,
with reduced services, fewer staff, longer
wait lines and a renewed government

drive to privatize as a way of solving the
problems they have created.
It Is reminiscent of former-premier Ralph
Klein blowing up a hospital i Calgary,
then trying to convince Alb rtans that
we needed to privatize beca’ sc the public
system was resulting in hug. wait times.
It is critical to keep in m id what Ralph
Klein did to health care in Alberta, because it provides important context within whichto understand the potential imPacts of the decisions being made today.

For example, anyone who remembers
how the Klein governme c absolutely decimated community-based mental health
Services
and support »rograms knows the
_ absurdity
ofStephen Duckett’s claim that
we can close Alberts -ospital
infavour of

community: supports for those patients.
Even hispromise
of:ev:funding
for community care options is_neaningless given
that atbestitwill be st.cked up in trying

© cover
the existing Lick of community
™

alth services.
Our current mental health system
needs millions
of dollars worth of investments
to help it come close to
meeting even current needs. How does
- Duckett expect that it will be able
to support
the added demand? Especially for those patients that absolutely re® Institutionalization in the short or

long term? In the end, it will be family,
friends and the police service who will
be called upon to once again subsidize

Ralph's World (er, Ed's World).
Another example of this shell game
is what is being done to seniors’ care in
the province. Alberta Health Services announced in August that they would be
cutting funding to long-term care services by three percent as part of their plan

to eliminate their $11-billion deficit. This
cut came on the heels of over 10 years
of reduced service, diminished safety
and increased direct costs to patients as
a result of the massive privatization and
re-categorization of long-term care that
has taken place over the last decade, A
system that was already failing to meet
the needs of Alberta's seniors was now
going to be even less able to do so.
Last week, however, Stephen Duckett announced that he would be moving some
800 seniors over the next three years out
of acute care hospital beds and into “community living options." Once again, there
will be funding provided to open up "new
spaces" in the community, but nothing to
address the current state of disarray that

the system finds itself in. In addition, the
last five years have shown that opening up
those spaces provides no guarantee that
the seniors who need them will be able

to afford them. In the end, we'll be kicking
seniors out of hospital beds, handing over
new tax dollars to private care providers
and providing no guarantee that any seniors in Alberta will receive the care they
need when they need it.

At least freeing up those acute care
beds will help reduce hospital waiting
times, right? Wrong. Once those seniors
have been removed from those beds, and
left to their own devices, most of those
beds will actually be closed permanently.
Why? Well, because apparently that way
we can save $13 million, Isn't that more

PEN HO USE
OCTOBER e+3
EXPERIENCE FIRST-HAND THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT THAT
GIVES NAIT STUDENTS THE EDGE.
* Visit over 100 displays and interactive exhibits showcasing NAIT’s wide
range of career-related full-time and apprenticeship programs.
Talk to students, faculty and alumni for a personal perspective
Learn about options for part-time studies, customized industry training,
applied research and much more.
Friday, October 2, 2009,

9 am -3 pm

Saturday, October 3, 2009, 10 am - 3 pm
Free parking during Open House
NAIT Main Campus - 106 Street & Princess Elizabeth Avenue, Edmonton

important than saving lives?

Mr. Duckett's contract is set up in such a
way that, in addition to his $575 O00 sal-

Register online and get details at nait.ca/openhouse

EDUCATION

ary, he is eligible for a bonus of $144 000

FOR THE REAL WORLD

if he meets certain targets set out by the
government. Thirty percent of his bonus
depends on his ability to meet the govern-

ment's budget targets (read: cuts). At the
same time, 40 percent of his bonus depends on his ability to reduce wait times.
These contradictory goals will be disas-
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TECH LAW >> CANADIAN INTERNET REGISTRATION AUTHORITY

Master of its domain?
Canadian Internet agency doing little for online public interest initiatives
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Perhaps the greatest failure, how- : the developing world.
ever, has been the stagnation in parlaying
the organization's financial success into
a bigger contribution to the Canadian Internet landscape. Rather than focusing on

:
:
:
:

A fourth possibility is to remoy;
financial barriers to domain registra

by offering free registration to
dents. Citizens of Rwanda and the

: ties, where Canada ranks in the middle : free domain name registrations th»:
: of the pack as compared with other : on local seryers. In South Africa
thority, the agency that administers the : encourage participation in Internet gov- : developed countries, it is worth con- : za is offered as a second-level do,
dot-ca domain name, holds its annual gen
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executives about the growing number of : While CIRA never managed to become a
Canadian domain name registrations, the : household name—many registrants simrobust financial health of the organization : ply want their website or email to work
without regard for bigger policy issues—it
andasmall list of corporate bylaw amend
ments, Yet as CIRA moves into its second : could count on hundreds of Canadians to
decade, the promise of a leading Internet : vote for the board of directors, participate
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voice in Canada and an active, engaged

membership is gradually fading away.
Engaging Canadians was viewed as a top
priority during the organization's early
years (I was a board member from 2001
— 2006). Meetings were held in communities across the country in an effort to

: in consultations, and show their inter: est in how Canada's domain name space

3
:
:
:
:

should be managed.
Today, most of that interest and energy
has disappeared. CIRA has been largely
absent from the public policy issues of
the day and few members show much

: ing resources toward Internet public in- : At the heart of these initiatives js
: terest initiatives.
: In the United Kingdom, Nominet (which
: runs the dot-uk domain), has contrib: uted millions of dollars to charitable
: organizations that help disadvantaged
: groups access the Internet. Similar pro: grams are in place in Australia, which
: makes annual grants to projects for the
: benefit of the community.
: Other domain name agencies have
: concentrated on research and policy de: velopment. The Austrian agency funds
= an annual call for projects to enhance

: recognition that a country-code c

? name is a public trust that must look
: yond commercial opportunities to
: its mandate. To achieve that goal,

: should be thinking about giving a
+ domain names or scholarships, not thou
: sands of dollars in door prizes. W
:
: Michael Geist holds the Canada Reseay
: Chair in Internet and E-commerce Luv
: the University of Ottawa, Faculty of |
:: He can reached at mgeist@uottawa
: online at michaelgeist.ca.
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The spuds are big

Introducing

The Ford

Rec

Potato
f
giveaway aims to highlight 15

oflocalfarmland to city's food security

cle

itd Ride
Program
Recycle your 1995 or older vehicle and receive up to

*3,300

of additional incentives over and above those currently
offered when combined with the $300 available from the
Government

of Canada’s

Retire Your Ride program.

Incentives range from $1000 to $3000. Visit ford.ca for details.

SAMANTHA POWER
// SAMANTHA@VUGWEEKLY.COM

see the farm, experience the harvest
and take some homegrown potatoes to

their table for Thanksgiving."
Gi Visser clearly believes in the
‘old adage which holds that if you
believe in something strongly enough,

you have to put your money where
your mouth is. This weekend, Visser, a local farmer, will give away over
100 000 pounds of potatoes—around

$20 000 worth—to anyone who wants
to come pick them as part of a campaign to encourage city council to preServe some of the city’s last remaining

urban agricultural land.

But Walters, who heads the Greater Edmonton Alliance, hopes Edmontonians
will take home more than that.
"Currently most food in the region is
imported and we, as a city, need to look
at food security as a question of building a strong local economy," Walters
contends. "Edmonton is rare in havrare UNH NIBOKOTONWrCATINENEMORNNAN
MACONRER MRNAS RMMMUAKG MOS

@

Non-farmers don't
understand the
importance of the
productivity of
this land and we
want to get the
message across. It
is irreplaceable.

PLUS, IT WILL.SAVE. YOU MONEY

The giveaway is part of an ongoing
effort by the Greater Edmonton <Alliance, a grassroots coalition of about
30 community organizations, faith
groups, unions and small businesses,
to encourage the development of local food production through the Municipal Development Plan. The plan _
ing large tracts of usable land within
is in continued development by counour boundaries. And you really need to
cul, and has been looking at land use
of the most hotly contested pieces of
land is just north and south of the
Manning Freeway.

consider what you lose, in food security
and to the economy, when you just pave
over it. Statistics show that the more
people shop locally the more they think

Although the highly industrialized

of their environmental footprint. J be-

north of the highway may already be

lieve that shift is happening.”
With over 600 people showing up to
two different council hearings on the
land-use question Walters believes city
council will need to look stronglyatzoning the northeast land as agricultural.
"We are going in the right direction
from where we started," Walters says,
positively. “This Municipal Development Plan is a 10 to 15 year plan for how
the city will work and we believe there is
a strong role for urban agriculture.” W

throughout and around the city. One

lost to future agricultural use, Visser is
hopeful for his side of the freeway.
"Somehow, just as you have a green-

belt along the North Saskatchewan
zoned for parks, you could zone this
area as farmland because this land is
right in the city of Edmonton supplying
the city,” Visser says.

Visser, who has farmed on the land for
Over 60 years on this third-generation

farm, says handing out free potatoes
isa small price to pay to give people in
Edmonton an opportunity to come out
to the land and see the value it holds for
the city asfarmland.

_"Non-farmers don't understand the
‘portance of the productivity of this
and we want to get the message
across. Itis irreplaceable," Visser says.
“It's a great time for Edmontonians to

THIS IS THE BEST CLUNKER
PROGRAM IN THE HISTORY OF
THE CANADIAN AUTO BUSINESS,
AND IT WILL SAVE MILLIONS OF
LITRES OF FUEL.

AND IT STARTS TODAY!
see
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°
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780-423-4330 | 11420-107 AVENUE

The Great Potato Giveaway happens on
Saturday, September 26 from 9 am~4 pmat

1 SOO-232-9485

Gorden Visser's Norbest Farms (take Manning Freeway north to 195 Ave, then follow
signs). The next public hearing on urban

land use takes place on Thursday, November
12. Visit greateredmontonalliance.com for
more information.
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ALT HEALTH >> SUICIDE PREVENTION DAY

Too much silence

: 2000 and 2007.

: victims, we're also aware that they leave : mestic abuse. We'd have to talk about
= a productivity-oriented society that ex

At home, | checked a couple of other dis- : victims in their wake. _

i ease mortality numbers: 3120 cervical can- : | think we're silent because we're not $ pects us to bounce back from loss or
: Cer
deaths for the same period (based on : sure’we have any good’ solutions. There ! trauma faster than we're actually wired
Their faces appeared on the screen before : ton's Support Network. The scene in the : an estimated 390 annual deaths), and 964 : are those who advocate medicating all : to do. We'd have to talk about a society
us in the sun-lit atrium of City Hall, one af-

ter the other, male and female, young and
old, mostly smiling and congruous
with the gorgeous late-summer
day, but incongruous with the
pain in the room. Many of

atrium was the last leg of a morning of re- : AIDS deaths (according to a 2007 Public : strong feelings of hopelessness, but : that has little tolerance for the less-than.
} membering. It had begun with an outdoor : Health Agency of Canada Surveillance Rewe're also becoming very aware that : able, those who don't fit into our 50-hour
ceremony in Sir Winston Churchill = port). The relative absence of media cov- : emphasizing the link to mood disorders ; work weeks or narrow definitions of suc-

those assembled were weeping; the faces* appearing on
the screen were the faces of
sons and daughters, brothers
and sisters, friends and parents
now gone, gone because their burden

of pain had become too heavy to bear, and :
they'd put it down.
:

They'd put their burden down and :
passed it on to those who love them, :

Square that included words and :
music from some of the guests,

a short and sombre placard- :
carrying walk around City :
Hall, a ceremonial releasing of :

doves, and finally a piper lead- :
ing us through the square and :
into City Hall. Inside, over Lunch,
Dr. Raj Sherman eloquently addressed
those assembled, and then on the screen
we saw the faces of those we'd Lost.
What | Learned from the placards carried
by those walking was that more Albertans

who now carry both the pain of searing : die by suicide than by car accidents each
loss; and the one of knowing the magni- : year. That in Canada, suicide is the leading
> cause of death in men aged 25 — 44. That
tude of their loved one's pain.
The September TI event, which took : Alberta's suicide rate is higher than that
place the day following World Suicide : of other Canadian provinces. That Canada
Prevention Day, was the doing of Edmon- : recorded 33 396 suicide deaths between

:
:
:
:
3
:

HFOFELUM MRINEHHNNAONETLUAINOHAAUNENN
NT

We'd have to talk about the problems

We're uncomfortable thinking about it. We
recognize desperate hopelessness in ourselves and
our loved ones at times, and it scares us.
erage of events such as the Support Network's suicide awareness march is striking.

| think we're silent about suicide for a
million reasons. We're uncomfortable
thinking about it. We recognize desper-

: ate hopelessness in ourselves and our
: loved ones at times, and it scares us. We

: don't want to admit our conflicted feelé ings about suicide—it's not a victimless
: act, and though most of us are aware
: that those who take their own lives are

cess and beauty and value.

NIEMTOAMONHANPEARATEKNNMT ANOLON

We're silent about suicide for a million reasons.

: of a survival-of-the-fittest economic sys-

= tem, and our own culpability. About jot
: losses, financial pressures and our gen: eral anxiety and stress and sense of futil: ity. We'd have to talk about the problem
: of hungry brains, brains craving omega
: is problematic—we're already over-med- : 3s no longer abundant in our meat and
icated, and the applicable meds them- : dairy supply and micronutrients no lon= selves are linked to suicide risks.
: ger abundant in our soil, about how we're
: | think we're silent because we don't : poisoning our home.
: want to admit that suicide rates are an : And then, if we talked about those things
: indicator of the overall well-being of : we'd be faced with the fact that we as a
: society. If we focused on that we'd be : society don't always care enough to do the
: compelled to address the social prob
ight thing, a society that doesn't neces.
; lems of marginalization due to ethnicity : sarily want to invest in problems that cost
: or sexuality. We'd have to talk about the } much to fix and don't fit well into a busi
: effects of school bullying, rape and do- ! ness and profit-oriented society. W
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Hatha

Iyengar

Ashtanga

12039 — 127 street
www.edmentonyogostudio.cam

tel 451.8131

First Saturday af every month,
From our family to yours...

HANDMADE.

MAFIA

Support fresh & hip designers from right here
in Edmonton at two-great locations.

ORANGE HALL
10335-84 AVE.

(Le
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and

i

SAVOY
10401-WHYTE AVE.
Saturday,

October

3rd

10am to 4pm

free admission
Thanks to our sponsors!
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s the honey, baby
t of things, it pays to go all natural with honey
4
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|

a
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WHAT'S THE BU: ZZ? >> Patty Milligan inspects the hives iHan Hostyn

LET'S BEE FRIENDS >> Honeybees congregate on the hive //Jan Hostyn
mists. They'll go exclusively to one
source of nectar until it's all gone, and

les, beekeepers do get stung and no,
they don't ever get used to it.

Justask
Patty Milligan, aka Lola Canola. Not only does she own Lola Canola
Natural Honey, she’s also the actual beekeeper—the person who manages the
bees and harvests their honey. She does
this all under the protective cover of her
big white bee suit. But those suits are exactly that—a form of protection. They're
not sting-proof.
"You're out there and you're totally

vulnerable—you're wearing cloth that
they can totally sting through. And getting stung never gets easier. It still hurts
every single time.”
For Milligan, the stings are just a minor inconvenience, a very small part
of what's involved in producing honey.
Actually, the bees are really the ones
whotransform the nectar into honey;

edto management
bee
needs tobe done.
Her time
is spent monitoring the bees

for

mites, delivering

treatments
and

the hives before they get too
tially,
making sure the bees

eee

August
are the honey production months, and that's when

Milligan lets the bees do their thing;
Bees,

“nectar and transform that

nectar

that

into

pri

hone And they accomplish

ther efficiently.

a

Says every colony has a plan.

Scoutsgoout and track down the quickest and easiest source of nectar, then fly

back
tothe hive and direct the colony to

that source. Only once that nectar is all
pe

padScouts go out again and
source
of nectar.

"Bees are kind of like serial monoga-

i

then they'll move on."
Honey gets its personality from the
type of flowers the nectar is collected
from, which determines the honey's
flavour and colour and even its rate and
texture of crystallization (how fast the

honey starts to solidify after harvesting
and whether the crystals that form are
large or small).
In Alberta, our three main sources
of honey are alfalfa, clover and canola and most of the honey produced
here is a combination of the three.
The honey itself is a very sweet, light
honey—much like what you'd find on
store shelves.
Varietal honey—where the nectar
comes from one main floral source,
such as blueberry, buckwheat or avocado—is where honey's personality
can really flourish. These honeys can
vary from pale amber and mild to dark
brown and bold. "It's kind of like the
taste of milk—it changes right along
with what the cow eats.” Right now
varietals form more of a specialty market, but one that is growing.
Most of the honey you find at the
supermarket is mild and very sweet.
Most of it has also been heated. Although honey is a thick liquid when
it comes out of the hive, it gradually
starts to crystallize and solidify. To
keep it liquid, honey has to be heated. "All honey wants to crystallize;

pollen, other products of the hive.
Filtering also slows down the crystallization process by removing anything
that might encourage the honey to crystallize. Honey will start to crystallize
when it comes into contact with bits and
pieces of things—like toast crumbs.
Milligan offers honey that is both
raw—which means it's never been
heated above 35° C, the temperature

it's just a natural process that it goes

through. It’s sugar, after all,” says Milligan. “Some honey, like canola, crystallizes very quickly—within weeks.

And then others, like borage, take a
much longer time.”
Honey is also heated so it can be filtered, otherwise it’s too thick for the filters. Filtering removes impurities, even
microscopic ones, that may have found
their way into the honey, but it also removes bits of beneficial propolis and

SsEP 24 — SEP 30, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY

of the hive—and

gently heated,

for

those of us who need our liquid honey
fix. But unlike store bought honey, her
honey is only heated to about 42° C.
That helps minimize the detrimental
effects of heating, like a change in flavour or loss of nutrients.
Milligan doesn't filter her honey, either, she just strains it. That way it can
go through the strainer without being

heated

first. Like filtering, the strain-

ing process removes some of the bigger
impurities—"People don't want honey

with a bee leg in it"—but leaves behind
the pollen and propolis. After the honey's
strained, any remaining impurities rise to
the surface ahd can just be scooped off.

Milligan admits honey production is
facing its share of challenges right now
which some people attribute to Colony
Collapse Disorder (CCD), though Milligan doesn't. “The bee population is
diminishing, we know that. We're just

not really sure what's going on. People
need to call it something,

so they're

calling it CCD.
"With CCD, the bees just disappear.
There are no bees, period. Not even dead

bees. What we have in Alberta are dead
bees—lots of them.”
Milligan attributes the losses to a combination

of things, like stress, varroa

mites and nosema parasites. And the
bees seem to have built up a resistance to
some of the medications that have been
used to treat them. Like us, bees are battling their own superbugs.
There's so much more to learn about
bees. They get grumpy on cool and
cloudy days. Once they bring the nectar
back to the hive, they fan it with their

wings to bring the moisture content
down because honey with a high moisture content will ferment easily. A single
hive might contain up to 80,000 bees.
And honey isn't the only product we
consume courtesy of bees. There are also
pollen and propolis, both known for their
health benefits. But that’s ‘another story.
Lola Canola can be found at the Down-

town Farmers’ Market. Stop by, ask some
questions and maybe even buy some local honey while you're atit. W
aad

——

PATTY MILLIGAN
LOLA CANOLA NATURAL HONEY
1.877.921.3657
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Slainte Crannog

talk about sufficiency. We talk about
benefit,” says Maclsaac. "Not only to us
but to our employees, our community,
and most of all to the soil and the envi-

Organic and sustainable brewery delivers

being an organic, zero-waste brewery.
: They grow most of their own hops on

| must say, it wasn't the easiest task making it to this particular brewery tour.

gu @Q

10"

7pm-1 1.40pm
Tickets $15.00
Sampling Tickets sold separately

pica verSlave
Liquor

a.

Re,

f The Beat Beer Store tn Canada, with over 650 Different
Biraeds And Comnttrat 11519 St Albers Trail,

wew aeerbrecke iquoreom

}
j

an accident closed Highway 1
and forced a back country detour around Shuswap Lake before
we could arrive at the small town of Sorrento (about 15 minutes outside Salmon
Arm) to visit one of Canada's smallest
and most fascinating breweries.
And trust me, the ordeal was worth it.
The brewery | was so determined to
reach is Crannog Ales, Canada's first
(and only) certified organic, on-farm
brewery. | had heard of this groundbreaking brewery, but had never had the
privilege of sampling its wares. You see,
they produce just kegs, and distribute
in B.C. only. So, when a vacation had us
passing through Sorrento, | felt | had to
make the effort.
Owners Brian Maclsaac (also the brewer) and Rebecca Kneen opened Crannog

: drying finish. The Beyond the Pale Alc
: is a pale ale that clearly charts its own

: the farm (something unheard of a few : path. A huge fresh hop aroma—floral
= years ago). They buy organic malt from : and almost sweet—starts the experi-

Up at 5 a.m. to catch a ferry and
to complete a seven hour drive
to make the last tour of the
day. But, that wasn't alL. Fires
around Kamloops backed up
traffic and fouled the air. Then

at the German Canadian
Cultural Centre, 8510 Roper Rd

> the style.
:: We move next to Red Ranch Red. It
: is a delicate amber colour with pleas.

: ant caramel and soft hop aroma. It is a
to rhyme with brogue) is committed to : rounded, drinkable beer with a slightly

CRANNOG ALES
SORRENTO, B.C.

Oct 2% @ 3”!

ronment we rely on.”
With that in mind, Crannog (pronounced

? ale with a touch of toffee in the flavour
: It is a flavourful and attractive version of

: a BC. malting company. And every scrap : ence. Then the light crystal malt base
: of waste is used. Spent grain is fed to a : kicks in, only to be pushed aside once
+ small herd of pigs on the farm. Water is t again by a lingering, rounded bitterness
: re-used. Even their used sanitizing and i This beer is neither American nor British
: cleaning agents (which are all-natural) ; in its origin. It is original. The beautiful
: are added to compost and soil to add nu- : hop aroma is its highlight.
: trients. Even the decision to not bottle : The final beer is the one | have been
: Is intentional and political. "Bottles en- = waiting for, Its reputation precedes it

: courage drinking alone. You have to be i and it possesses, | believe, one of the
i social—no sitting in your basement by
: yourself. You have to be in a pub to enjoy
: beer at its best.”
The tour doesn't take long, as there is

= not much to show. The brewhouse con-

: best beer names ever. Back Hand of God
= Stout (coming from an old Irish Saying,

= "It hit me like the back hand of God’)
: is certainly deserving of the awards
: and praise it has earned over the past

:

: sists of a small 1000 litre brewing sys- : couple years. It starts with a rich roast

: |

: tem, two primary fermenters and seven : aroma reminiscent of chocolate-covered
= conditioning tanks. As breweries go, this t espresso beans. Some velvety sweet: is tiny. They produce in a year what a ! ness comes with the first sip, and then

:

: ver's downtown east

_ : Molson or Labatt brewery produces in : more roast but only to the extent of
* = less than a day. As another point of com- : drying out the beer and accenting its
; parison, our local Alley Kat Brewing— : stout heritage. The beer is surprisingly
side, and Kneen, a = considered a small microbrewery—pro- : smooth for its roast assertiveness and it
in Nova Scotia, had : duces about 5 times the amount Crannog : finishes notably dry. | liked it so much |
:+ bought the t-shirt.
themselves to the = does each year.
organic production, ; After dispensing with the tour we con- : I Left glad that | had endured the trek

: former sheep farmer
: long since committed
political principles of
: community commitment and small-scale,
(which is the Celtic name for a traditional : local production. So it was a straightforIrish house built on stilts in marshes to : ward task to apply those principles to
:
preserve land for food production) on : operating a brewery.
their small plot of land in 2000. Ma- : "We don't really talk about profit. We

: gregate in their sampling room (@ cozy,

: to make it to Crannog. | may not get to

: converted cellar room) for generous : sip their product often, but | am cer
: samples of what they have going at the : tain that | will drop by again the next
: moment. We start with the Bogtrotter

= time | am in the Shuswap. As they say

: Brown Ale, which is a nutty, sweet brown

: in Ireland: Slainte! W

Kennedale Plaza
13062-50 Street
780-479-7400

spit“tei + DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS!

Great Ntalian Dining simee 1991
8715-109 ST. 439-8466
fiorecantina.com

Alberta’s
electrical workers
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volves around good food

f ec mmunity defines downtown café
;

:

eV"

Temptation

Tuesdays

Bacardi Mojitos $5

SS off allappetizers

Get Corked Wednesdays
$2. off ANY lass of wine.
$8 off ANY bottle of wine

Flrtini Thursdays
Classic Martinis on speeial all night
$5.25 singles

$7.25 doubles
$9.25 triples

\

The Happiest
~

Hour on Whyte

Tues-Fri 4-7pm
$5.25 Classic Loz. Martinis
$5 Pints

SPIN ME RIGHT ROUND >> Axis Café will have you in and out for focch // Bryan Birtles

2 for L Appetizers
ANGIE ROOS

// ANGE@VUEWEEKLY.COM
casa emanate
NMOS
hen Axis Café first opened, I
was really excited because it
was exactly what Ithought Edmonton
needed: a nice café downtown that
served really good coffee. You know,
the kind of place you can go and get
cozy in a big leather chair on a cold
day and drink coffee and read a good
book, or somewhere to hang out and
listen to music and maybe have some
wine and food. And, please, not an-

other chain store because there are
plenty of those already.
Axis Café does a little bit of everything and I like it like that. In May, as
soon as the 104 Street Farmer's Market opened my family and I would go
and have coffee and maybe a snack
with our two-years-old after a busy
market morning. I've ordered the
breakfast burritos before and really
enjoyed them and the coffee is always

great, so I was hoping that lunch

would be great too.
l arrive a little late for our noon date

armed with a sleepy toddler and several toddler distractions: raisins, paper,
pen and a stuffed kitten. My husband
_ Works nearby and we had just under
an hour. In toddler time that's about

six years but luckily for us, the café is
not busy wHen we arrive on a Thursday afternoon. The windows are wide
open and the music is good. The café
1s Sunny and spacious and we choose
to sit upstairs in the little loft area inStead of at the front of the café where

all the good people watching can be
had. One thing [like about Axisis that
is child friendly, although maybe not

“©” purpose. It's got that extra space
Upstairs where we can let our daughterrun around wild and so far, the oth®r customers have still been friendly

towards us—though I wouldn't blame

them for moving as far away from us
85 possible. The café invites you to

“nger a bit with your friends or your
maly, a welcome respite from a busy
day. I can also appreciate that they're

a local business that celebrates other
local businesses: the art on the walls
showcases local artists and changes
seasonally and it's also a venue for local musicians to play.
We order at the counter, and I notice
that they have a great lunch special: a
grilled panini sandwich with soup and
a drink for $10. There are about seven
or eight panini choices, several of
them vegetarian and two soups made
fresh daily. Other options for lunch include salads, quesadillas and assorted
baked goods, but the lunch special is
really a great deal. The staff person is
very sweet and patient as we muddle
through the decision making. I finally
choose the Toffalo sandwich, (which
comes highly recommended by our
- server), the corn and spinach chowder
and a red latte, which is rooibos tea

based drink with steamed milk. My
husband is having the Italian salami
panini ($6.50) with a coffee. We also

order a brownie to share ($2.95) and we
are told that most everything is baked
on site.

The artwork at Axis is really great
right now, created by a local artist
named Giselle Denis. I've admired her
work at the 104 Street Market and it
adds a really bright and cheerful atmosphere to the simple café décor.
We start on the brownie straight away,
simply because it's there. It's got a
great texture, if you're like me and prefer your brownie really chewy, moist
and gooey, I did find it a bit too sweet
for my liking though, but I just happen
to like darker chocolate.
Our lunch arrived in just under five
minutes, which is perfect waiting

time for a toddler and great if you're
in a bit ofa hurry in general. My panini comes served with the soup on
the side anda little packet ofsaltines.
My husband's panini is served with
corn tortillas. The Toffallo panini is
served on a whole grain baguette:
thick slices of tofu in a spicy, peppery
red sauce, with melted mozzarella
and spinach. It's really yummy and

the spicy sauce adds an unexpected

kick. I imagined the chowder to be
kind of creamy and thick but it was
a clear broth with chunks of potato,

corn and spinach, flavored with lots
of thyme. It was not super hot, which
in this case, was useful, as my daughter could easily help herself though I
thought it could have used a bit more
salt. My husband's panini included
spicy salami, tomato, mozzarella and
spinach with mustard on whole grain
bread and grilled, He enjoyed it but
would have preferred it without the
mustard, He also thought the coffee
was "good." I pressed him for details:

Devlin’s Cocktail Lounge...
A great place to meet alter work or after class
10507 82nd Avenue | 780437 7489

do you mean the coffee is just good,

or is it, like good? "It's, like, good"
he said. He’s a man of few words.
We polished off our entire meal and
I was looking forward to trying my

red latte. I guess the latest rage is
Rooibos tea lattes and cappuccinos,
which makes sense to me when you
want a hot drink but don’t want the
caffeine. I like Rooibos because it
tastes like black tea without the caffeine and has loads of healthy goodness in it: plenty of immune boosting vitamin C and antioxidants, or
so I hear. I take my latte with a bit of
sugar, so it's more like a dessert since
we ate the brownie first anyways and
it's a great way to finish the meal.
We notice that there is a room in the
back for private functions and meet-

ings and also a room downstairs called
the Metro Room with live music on Friday nights, There's a lot going on here
at Axis and it seems like a great community hang out. I'm surprised it's not
busier for lunch to be quite honest. The
food is of good quality and very reasonable. It’s a great place for a quick lunch,
and by quick I mean 34 minutes. We're
finished before we can say "temper tantrum" and we both leave content.W
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Contest open to any full-time U ofAstudent.
Entry form pickup & drop-off at room
#209 HUB Administration, Mon-Fri between

9 am-3 pm, Limit of two entry forms per person.
Draw on September 30, 2009 at 3 pm sharp!
Prizes must be accepted as awarded and
cannot be traded for cash. Call 780-492-2241

for detalls or go to www.ualberta.ca/habmall
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From Fables to Twilight
The evolution of children's literature has let it shift from moralistic

teachings to an outlet of dynamic escapism for people of all ages
SUE KARP
// SUE@VUEWEEKLY.COM

istorically, children have never
had much power over how adults
treat them, nor has it generally been
a priority to understand how different a child's mind is compared to that
of an adult. Children’s literature has
mostly consisted of moralizing grammars written for adults, by adults, and
children could glean from it what they
could. And yet today children's literature is arguably the most dynamic and
influential literary genre, spawning
such barrier defying series as Harry
Potter or Twilight. A close examination of the evolving treatment of this
genre can provide clues as to how this
change has occurred.
Oral tales that were recited for the entertainment and edification of adults,
such as the tales of Homer or the epic
of Beowulf, were not aimed specifically at children, but would, of course,
have been heard and avidly listened to
by them. These stories contain much
that children still find appealing today: adventure, travel to distant lands,
monsters, heroes and magic. This
early crossover between adult and adolescent realms is a pattern repeated
throughout history—one that demonstrates that though children do not
possess a cognitive capacity capable
of fully appreciating the complex demands ofadult literature, they do have
the ability to understand and enjoy
much more content than adults give
them credit for. Dumbed-down children's stories fail because they don't
take this into account.
The most successful children’s authors, such as Roald Dahl, realized that
children in various stages of cognitive
development will appreciate differing
aspects of the story: younger children
will be drawn to the animism and metonymic pace of the story while adolescents and adults are able to appreciate
subtleties and metaphoric digressions.
Some of the first examples of writing intended primarily for children
are clay tablets dated around 2000 BC
that belong to the ancient Sumerian
civilization. These tablets are thought
to be primers for educating the elite's
children and contain fables and moralistic tales, a pattern that was followed
for centuries. One of the key ideas to
keep in mind when researching and
discussing children’s literature is that
it is almost never written by children
and instead reflects what adults think
children should like. It’s incredibly
strange when you consider that the experts in the field of adolescence, chil-
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a sort of encyclopedia written by Czech
educator and Protestant Bishop Comenius. It's considered to be the first pic* ture book written exclusively for chil-

dren, containing information on a wide
variety of subjects, and woodcuts to dazzle the eyes of a developing child. While
previous toVisible World's publication
many books were read to children, World
encouraged children to pick the book up
themselves and find knowledge on their
own, to develop their own minds and
discover their own proclivities, much

as the Protestant Revolution challenged
Christians to find their own path to God
by reading the Bible themselves. It wasa
pivotal moment in the education of children and their intellectual development
as the onus of learning was transferred
from the adult to the child.
The harsh scare tactics of the past were
soon put to shame by the idea born of
the Enlightenment that children were
a pure, blank slate, closer to nature and
purity than adults and were to be gently
cultivated instead of crudely disciplined.
In this mode of reasoning, in 1744 John
Newbery published A Pretty Little PocketBook, striking a balance between instruction, education and amusement. Pocket-

dren, have historically remained in the
dark while adults decided what would
be best for them.

While oral history and a few fragments of writing intended for children
scattered throughout time are fascinating, written children’s literature
really picks up interest after Guttenberg invented his revolutionary print-

ing press during the 1440s. In 1484
the first English translation of Aesop's
Fables was published and the next year
gave us the first English translation of
Mallory's Morte D'Arthur, arguably two
of the most influential books in the
pantheon of children’s literature and
Western literature in general. Aesop's
Fables demonstrates the ubiquity ofthe
fable or moral in children's literature
and was also used in education as a example of logic, while Mallory’s stories
provide examples of noble Christian
behaviour with a side benefit of being
terribly entertaining. Children would
read the same texts the adults, as this
was before the days of children’s versions of anything, including the Bible,
and so children would try to take from
the texts what they could.
Children's literature from the late
Medieval Period and the Renaissance
consisted of rather grisly material by
today's standards, such as John Foxe's

classic Actes and Monuments published

in 1563, a graphic description of the
torture and murder of Christian martyrs. These accounts were considered
acceptable children’s reading because
of the important moral messages they
conveyed, be it piety and faith or the
importance being flame retardant
during a witch-hunt. Foxe's book demonstrates one of the hallmarks of the
most successful works of children’s
literature: a willingness to show the
darker side of life. Children and adults
alike in Harry Potter are brutally slain,
and there's no arguing with the purposefully disturbing themes in Snicket's Series of Unfortunate Events.

The first fiction books written exclusively for children emerged in the
late seventeenth

century with James

Janeway’s A Token for Children, a grim
puritanical fiction in the vein of Actes,
but slightly lighter. Real change occurred in 1686 with Bunyan’s A Book
for Boys and Girls, considered revolutionary in its focus on amusement
rather than instruction. Though unillustrated, as most books were prior
to the nineteenth century, these titles
helped establish a stable market for
children’s literature that was then built
on by various other authors, allowing
the genre to grow.

Orbis Sensualium Pictus, or Visible
World, published in English in 1659, was
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Book was immensely popular, spawning
numerous imitations and further encouraged the publishing of children's
literature. It can also be celebrated as a
brilliant literary work admired by contemporary authors, including Samuel
Johnson, who provided legitimacy for
children’s literature by their endorsement of Newbery’s work.
Growing in popularity throughout
the eighteenth century were retellings of folk tales, most notably those
by Charles Perrault in France who is
credited with writing the first Mother
Goose stories. Also of interest are the
Brothers Grimm of Germany whose
incredibly influential retellings partly
inspired the idea of romantic nationalism, that the spirit of a country can
be found in its folktales. This thinking
led to many children being required to
read such tales in an effort to instill national pride as well as proper moral instruction. These are influential in that
unlike Aesop's Fables, these folk tales
were written exclusively for children.
The Victorian Era was the Golden
Age of children’s literature, when

it

became socially acceptable to be a serious author writing for children. This is
when so many of our modern classics
were written: Alice in Wonderland, The
Wizard of Oz, The Wind in the Willows,
Treasure Island, Little Women, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Anne of Green

Gables and the list goes on. These stories enchant

us even

today because

of the quality of their writing and th:
complexity of the narrative. Here t!
unfairness of the subjugation of ch
dren by adults is explored in an =
most subversive manner, empowerin
children with the idea that their fee
ings matter just as much as any aduli
Many of these writers actually aske
children what it was they wanted
read, further empowering children i;
constructing their own literature.
This is the dawning of the age when
most children’s stories were being
written primarily for enjoyment wit
little to no emphasis on edificatio
These are the kind of stories that even
kids who aren't bookish love, because
morality isn't being forced down their
throats and they're allowed to live a lif
of fantasy for a longer period of tim

Life in the newly minted Industrial Age
was hard and escapism was essential to a
healthy mind. These books offered thai
for children, because everyone needs tc
get out of the world for a while, to oper

that hatch toa magical realm where you
own problems don't matter.
Much like the Industrial Age, our post
modern era is increasingly complicated
interconnected, and leaves many people
feeling frustratingly alienated. Taking
a break from the stresses of every day
life is an absolute necessity for a healthy
psyche. The escapist nature of much of
children’s literature is a balm for the sav
age modern mind, child and adult alike
Many adults forget what it’s like to be
child, the intense stress of constant in
struction and correction, no privacy an<
the terror of school. Children need these
fantasy outlets of fiction just as muc!
as adults do. Since it is more acceptable

culturally for popular children's books
to be escapist, it is eminently logic:

that children's literature would beco!
a testing ground for such stories and
hence a trendsetter for adult fiction anc
popular culture in general. ~
Looking over the history of children's

literature, one can see how the genre ha
shifted from yet another method of con

trolling the youth of a society and mor
phed into an outlet of youth culture tha

inturn influences mainstream adult cu
ture. Children who used to be told what

to do and how to act are now leading th«
way in reintroducing adults to their own
imaginations. At the bottom of it all
children don't have sophisticated met
odologies for analyzing literature—they

have instinctual judgments that tell
storyisany good or not. In tha!
them ifa
and
sense, they keep literature honest

have become guardians of quality sto")

telling without the self-imposed lim!
ofan adult mind. V
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ig soon to a bookstore near you
offer a new way of advertising to potential reader

s, but do they actually inspire reading?
in which media shapes our experience
gave the programs the opposite effect:
rather than—or, in the best case sce-

narios, besides—using entertainment

to educate, they were teaching children
that education should be entertaining.
One can apply a similar reading to
book trailers. In crossing mediums, they

might not so much be inspiring a new
generation to pick up books so much as
creating one that expects the qualities of
a film in a book (an expectation that is

exceedingly hard to fulfill, although one

virus thatthreatens totake over New York

ity fot
theworld.

e above trailer
was the first of three—
the other two forgo the stock footage-y
quality ofwhatyoumight call theteaserfor

recreated moments from the book, low-lit
affairs which looka bitlikescenes from an
independent horror film with a particularly creative visual effects artist—but despite Del Toro's cinematic credentials, they
are hardly an isolated
thing. Book trailers,
as they're commonly known, have been
around in some form or another for almost seven years, although it was the rise
of streaming video capabilities on sites
like YouTube and MySpace in 2005 that
saw them begin to enter mainstream—at
least as much as that term can pertain to

literary culture—acceptance, and with
certain notable exceptions, it's still largely
the Internet that the videos call home.
Though the trailers for The Strain have a
particularly cinematic quality—they
were
shot by Francisco Ruiz Velasco, who has

worked with Del Toro on both Hellboy II:
The Golden Army and the upcoming The
Hobbit—the term can technically apply to

anything from authorinterviews
conducted bythe publishing company toreadings
ornarration
over images of the book and

a few stillpictures that may or may not
move across the screen like wayward powTTT
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erpoint presentation images,
.
As might be predicted by the delivery
method, trailers are primarily used by
publishing companies in an attempt to
attract demographics that might not oth-

erwise be inclined’ to pick up books (although it isworth pointing out that some
authors, especially younger and less-es-

tablished ones, have begun creating their
own trailers to run with or in the place of
publishing company offerings).
“In publishing, we're always trying

to find new ways of advertising and
reaching people,” explains Cory Beatty,
Marketing Manager of Digital Advertising and Promotions at HarperCollinsCanada, who oversees the digital
campaigns for all of HarperCollins'
books, including The Strain, as wellas an
in-house production company devoted
to creating trailers. "In [the case of book
trailers], it was trying to reach a whole

new kind of demographic: people who
are a bit younger, people who would be
online or in movie theatres, that sort of
thing—people who didn't necessarily
read trade reviews or book sections in
newspapers.”
Though that traditional kind of advertising does still make up the lion's share of
any publishing house's budget, book trailers are increasingly relied upon as an important part of a book's online presence,
for everything from paperback blockbusters to niche genre titles to literary fiction.
ETM
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And yet, though it’s possible to view
book trailers as simply another tool in
the marketing department's chest, that
seems to sell short whatis actually a pretty profound change in the ways inwhich
we try to convince people to read. This is
not simply establishing an online presence: this is using an entirely different
medium, with different rules, strengths
and, if you follow some 2oth century
thinkers, messages, to sell another, and
there are implications here that should
not be overlooked.
To better illustrate what we're talking
about, it would be useful to consider
one of those 2oth century thinkers,
Neil Postman was an influential cultural critic—and unabashed believer in
Marshall McLuhan's theories—whose
best-known work, Amusing Ourselves to
Death, is a clear-headed and relentlessly
thorough examination of television culture and the way it shapes our thought
and engagement with the world,
Among the many trends he looks at was
the then-relatively-new idea of using
television as a means for education—
everything from network-produced
shows like Sesame Street to interactive
edutainment that was infiltrating public
schools. The stated goals of the creators
of such programs was to bring substance
to what was, in Postman’s conception

and general academic opinion, a fairly
insubstantial medium. Postman contends, rather convincingly, that the way
I CU TOO
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could look at the explosion in popularity
ofthegraphicnovel medium—including
the highly ironic recent publishing of a
Fahrenheit 451 graphic novel—as some
evidence that the demand is being both
created and filled). This is especially the
case with something like The Strain's
trailers more cinematic approach, essentially creating a short film to sell
the book, a technique that is becoming
increasingly popular as techniques for
trailers evolve, according to Beatty,
"The successes have been, from my view,
the ones thathave been slightly more cinematic. They havea real sort ofemotional
connection, the ones that really connect
with the viewer on a base, instinctual level, and feel more to a viewer like a trailer
they would see for a blockbuster film,"
he explains. "I don't feel like people want
to have a book read to them. |try to have
our team develop video content that connects with readers and inspires them or
encourages them to read a book.”
Here, then, is the essential issue: the
trailers that work the best are the ones
least like reading an actual book, which
leaves one wondering how effective they
truly are at inspiring reading.
As perplexing dn issue as this can be,

however, it is worth pointing out that intermedia advertising isn't exactly entirely
unheard of in our modern world. Eric Anderson, editor at Bookscreening,com, a
website devoted to the showcasing of new
book trailers, likens the intent
and effect of
atrailer to the design of the book's cover.
"[ think trailers are best used as additions
to the representation of the book, as opposed to a replacement to the content,” he
says. "Like the book cover, trailers should
not aspire to be a perfect example of what
isinside the book, but act asa window into
the atmosphere ofthe book."
C

A more salient example might be found
inthe form ofthe music video, Like a book
trailer, it attempts to advertise—however

artfully—its inspiration across mediums,
and there's certainly no denying its efficacyasasales tactic. Although you may take
issue with what it’s done to appreciation
of music: it’s hardly controversial to decry
pop musicin particularasa medium more
obsessed with image than craft or content,
and misgivings about MTV's effect on music culture have been prevalent since literally the moment the station came on air.
It's hard to imagine the relatively sedate
literary world going to those excesses—as
Tate Young, who has directed several book
trailers, including one for a John Irving
novel, offers, "I don't think you can attach

the rock-star persona to writers, because
they don't want to be sold like that. But
selling personalities, selling artists is helpful in moving units'—but that is a useful
template for seeing how the shift in medium can shift our perceptions,
Though it's hard to identify exactly
what impact book trailers have had in
our perceptions of books, and we obviously can't know what the future will
hold, there is one certainty: book trailers
are not going away any time soon. In a

culture where the average person does
not make it through even one full book a
year, and new titles have to fight with an
extensive canon of classics, to say nothing of a deluge of other media options,
publishers (and authors) are going to use
every tool available to them to get people
potentially picking up their books.
"As the shelf space of book stores
shrinks and more readers search for
books online, book trailers offer publish-

ers and authors new channels in which
they can introduce readers to their work,”
explains Anderson. "Publishers who add
book trailers to their branding strategies
will have a distinct advantage over those
who continue to pay for shelf space and
in-store advertising.”
Beatty offers a more succinct examination.
"My opinion is that there's a glut of advertising out there now, with print and

TV and the Internet,” he states matter-offactly. "I think anything that we can do to
get eyeballs on a book to announce anew
title only benefits us." W
nti
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BOOKS//WHO OWNS THE ARCTIC?
~

=a

‘thern exposure

:

Who Owns the Arctic? examines the legalities of staking our claim on the northern tundra
comes navigable year round, it will be
important that Canada have its voice
heard in how the passage is used.
As argued by Michael Byers in Who
Owns the Arctic?, the North represents
a key part of the Canadian psyche, at
once a main component of our collective history as well as a “personal and
emotional” part of who we are as a nation today. Canada is, after all, the true
North strong and free.
The North is also a large factor in our
politics today—Prime

Minister Harper

has run election and re-election cam-

paigns partly on the topic, and makes a
summer sojourn north of 60 once a year
to bolster Canada's sovereignty
in the region—which
is the ultimate point of this
book. Intended asa primer on the topic of
the disputes
in the area between the five
arctic nations of Canada, Denmark, Nor-

way, Russia and the US, the book certainly
gets to the bottom of how and why the
Arctic region has recently become so im-

portant in terms ofresource development
as well as increased ease of transport, in
addition to providing a solid background
in some of the international
laws, treaties

SEP 24 — SEP 30, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY

and statutes surrounding both the region
itself as well as disputed waters like it.
Where
the book falters, however, is when
it strays too far from its intended aims
and begins to feel like an environmental
polemicora partisan argument. Evenasa
person inclined to agree with Byers, I felt
a bit awkward when Who Owns the Arctic?
veered off course and instead of sticking
to the legal arguments about who exactly
owns the Arctic, proselytized about the
need to reverse climate change.
Nonetheless, Who Owns the Arctic? pro-

vides some much-needed clarity onatopic
in the news on a seemingly weekly basis.

Well-written and thoroughly researched,
the book provides a timely look at a subject likely to become more and more importantas time goes on and the race to get
to the arctic’s vast resources heats up. W
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Books en vogue

Fictionistas dresses up western authors in local fashions
PAUL BLINOV
/{ PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

|| ae the idea of really playing with

literature, and making it more accessible and making it playful without
dumbing it down,” says Lou Morin,
general manager of NeWest Press. "It's
okay to have fun with it, the same way
it's okay to go into an art gallery and
laugh your head off or get really angry
ata painting. A lot of people think, ‘I'm
supposed to be-very serious.’ It's okay.
It's better to react to something either
way than not to react at all.”

of elements that would bring more
people in."

FICTI@Nistas
Because great literature is *!s)» in fashion.

With Fictionistas, she's trying to
pull the idea of a literary reading
away from what you probably just pictured—some writer mumbling a passage from their book in monotone to
a polite-but-quite-bored audience—
and make it into something a little
more fashionable. So, paired this year
with local clothing maker Nokomis
and brandishing the opinion that
"great literature is always in fashion,”
Fictionistas is decking out its guest
readers in locally made clothing, with
further designs to be showcased between every reader's set.
The books-plus-fashion formula has
helped the event grow from a fairly
humble inception as a way of showcasing, together, the works being published in Western Canada.

NICE THREADS >> Good Yarns. // Supplied

"When it started three to four years
ago there was a Manitoba publisher, a
Saskatchewan publisher, and we were
the Alberta publisher," Morinexplains,

"and we hada couple of these evenings
each season—one in the fall, one in the
spring—in different cities, and these
different publishers would donate an
author and fly them out.
"At that time, we held it in a bookstore, and there were all these wonderful authors, and three people attended, or something. And we started
to think there must be a better mix

The fashion angle worked, and Fictionistas been growing ever since.
Toronto

now

has its own

separate

event of the same name and idea, but
the focus here remains on the local:
partner up with an Edmonton fashion
spot (last year it was Gravity Pope) and
bring in western authors (everybody
appearing makes their home east of
Ontario) to don those garbs and read
from their works.
That localized emphasis sits quite
nicely with Cecelia Frey, one of the
evening's literary guests. A Calgarybased author, her book A Raw Mix of
Carelessness and Longing is set, in part,
in Edmonton, and follows a pairoflovers as one of them makes a go at the
rock star life, the other tagging along.
Eventually they move to Vancouver
to try to break into a larger scene, but
when a third party enters their lives,
their romantic entanglement begins
to unravel.
Frey sees an event like Fictionistas
as a way to link western people with
their own stories, instead of the ones
created in and about larger population centers.
"I love reading eastern writers—we
all love reading them—but in a way
they're not telling us our story, our

western story,” she says. "I'm interested
in telling that story, because that's who
Iam, and I think a lot of other western
writers feel the same way.”
Certainly, Morin shares her belief.
And that olive branch to the local fashions has only revealed some parallels
in the fashion scene: Morin knew that
Nokomis was on the same page as soon
as she walked through the door.

Although Morin will be missing ov
this year—Fictionistas falls on th;
same evening as an executive mee,
ing for the Book Publisher's Associ,
tion, held in Banff—she's contente
to know that back in Edmonton, th
celebration of local literature an
fashion will go on unabated
"It's about

quality

literature,

and

bringing people together,” she rei;
1 CH LGF
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q q I love reading eastern writers—we all love reading
them—but in a way they're not telling us our story,
our western story. I'm interested in telling that
story, because that's who | am, and [ think a lot of

other western writers feel the same way.
"I walked in and they have a whole

wall ... customers are invited to bring
photos of their grandmothers,” she explains, "Nokomis means ‘grandma’ in
Ojibwa. And if you bring in this photo
of a grandmother, you will get a certain discount. I stood there and saw a
whole wall full of stories, and thought,
"We're all in this together.’ And what
Nokomis is doing, they're collecting
the stories of their customers, and
honouring those women that came before, and I love that. That's why they're
a wonderful partner for this event, because we are honouring female writers, and just all having fun together.

erates. “We really want to build oj
that; I've been talking to people lat
ly and saying, ‘Did you know there
a local literary press?’ We're your lo
cal literary press. We're your neig
bourhood literary press. Our book;
are distributed across the world, bu
{come from] right here in Edmonton
and Garneau.” W
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Obsession and love

ig inWaiting
for Columbus
that deserves
to be read

Columbus’ ill-advised journey made him an ideal
metaphor for Thomas Trofimuk to write about
SUE KARP
/] SUE@VUEWEEKLY.COM

y constructed in couched layers of
-and written with aplomb, Thomas

td novel tells the tale of a man fished
Straits of Gibraltar who claims to be

|

r Columbus and is brought to Seville,

, to spend some quality time in the Institute
the
MentallyIlllocated there. Unfortunately for
jus,”

this puts a bit of a cramp in his ambi-

tious plantosetsail with three ships into thevast unknown
that is the Atlantic Ocean of the 15th

century. Even more tragic is the frustration of the
sy
ic staff atthe institute as they attempt to
discover
Columbus’ true identity and aid him on the
path
torecovery, if that path exists.
Burning with passion for his dream, Columbus is
the personification of obsession as he recounts his
story to Nurse Consuela, drawing her and the rest

WATTING

POR

CC CEtIYD

ae

the past is amurky haze filled with anachronistic
details, such as cell phones and briefcases at meetings with Queen Isabella's representatives. As Co-

jumbus' story unfolds, however, the reader comes

to understand that it in some way represents the

key tothe past of the mysterious mental patient,
that the stories are slyly informing on each other
and only when the tale is complete will Columbus’
true identity be revealed. Though the mystery is
compelling, the writing is so luxurious that we are

in no rush to learn the truth and feel content to be
leadto the conclusion at a pace that brings the last
page into focus too soon.
A
love story, a mystery, an intriguing examination
of the fictions we construct in our everyday lives just

to survive
the painful reality of existence, Waiting for
Columbus searches for meaningin the connections
that develop between individuals. Though not an
exhaustive treatment of the subject of mental illness,
‘Trofimuk portrays Columbus and the other psychiatnic patients humanely, achieving a rare equilibrium
between the aversion caused in most people by obvious mental instability and the reality of relating to
another human being on whatever level holds truth.
TE

Vi Weekly recently had the chance to talk to
Thomas Trofimuk over burgers and wine about
his most recent novel, Waiting for Columbus.

NO MORE WAITING >> Trofimuk's Columbus
deserves a read //supplied

Also sandwiched into this epic novel is another wandering, mapless soul, that of Interpol agent Emile.
Searching for a missing man who may or may not be
Columbus and driven by his own secret sorrow, Emile
provides an example of the stunted and haphazard
progress one makes when recovering from grief.
With an unhurried gait that leisurely builds the
relationship between the reader and the characters,
secure in the knowledge you will find the pages irresistible, Columbus is a classic story of the mysterious
stranger who, in our journey to help them, helps us
more. With grace, humour and a delicately poetic
touch that preserves the quiddity of the human condition, Trofimuk
has penned an elegant and compelling novel that deserves to be read for all the right
reasons, chiefamong them that itis undeniable. W

you can never dismiss the ego, you want to be read.
The desire to make a human connection through your
work on that level that only writing can do. That's the
teal payoff for me, realizing that Imade a connection
somewhere, You don't do it for the payday, you do it
because you love it, you're driven to it.

WUE WEEKLY: How wasit writing fromawoman'spoint
of view?
THOMAS TROFIMUK: I don't worry about making
them from the first word specifically one gender or the
other. write human beings firstand then [worry about
the gender later.

VW: Was ita challenge writing a mentally ill character?
TT: [ really, really did not want to diminish or romanticize mental illness, My research was, I think, quite
thorough. When it comes to the pathology and diagnosis, I really wanted to get it right. It wasn't that kind

VW: Why Columbus?
TT: The book really started as an exploration of obsession and Columbus seemed a natural. All the
best thinkers of his age told him he was an idiot, and

fering from mental illness.

yet he still did it. It was the perfect character to write
about obsession.

of thestaff
and patients of the institute into his narrative. A story within a story, Columbus' version of
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VW: How else does Columbus play into a main theme
inthis novel?
TT: It is a love story; there's love at the heart of it. He's
the perfect metaphor for what we do when we fall in
love. We all take a Columbus journey when we meet our
other. We ask them to come along with us and there's
no map, there's no compass and we just hope we end up
some place safe.
VW: What do you look for asa reader?
TT: Story first. Ifit'sagood story it's
agood story, Westart

reading and we hope that we're going to be entertained
and we're expecting some little lightis going to shine on
the human condition and that we're going to feel good
at the end or feel fulfilled. We read on faith.
VW: What do you feel is the obligation of a writer to
the reader?
” TT; Rilke comes into play, there's a quote "No art is complete until it’s shared with an audience.” And so that's
part of your duty too as a writer, to share with an audience, no matter how big.
VW: Why do you write?
TT: For a multitude of reasons. One of them is ego,
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of book, to shine a light on the horror on mental illness. It was more a mystery on why this guy was suf-

VW: Did you do much research on the historical
Columbus?
TT: Tread overa dozen books and nobody agrees on Columbus. There's a great confusion around this character, this myth. In the revisionist history of Columbus,
he's painted as a villain and he should be because he
sparked a genocide, but without that intent. It's part
of the reason I brought the 2st century artifacts in to
the 15th century. I really wanted to make it absolutely
crystal clear this is not a historical novel.
VW; Was this book really 15 years in the making?
TY: [fan author tells you that writing this book has been
athree-year process, they're full of shit. Books take
alifetime to waite. All your experiences, everything you've
read, you've watched in a movie, every TV show, rela-

tionship, every snippet of conversation you overheard
ona bus, itall goes into your books,|Has this book taken
15 years to write? Of course, it's taken 40.

VW; What do you think of the Canadian writing scene?
TY: Thank God we live in a country that produces a
lot of good stories. Unbelievable ammount of talent in
Canada. I think Canada on the international level has
been hot for years.
VW: What advice would you give to young.writers?
TT: You're going to get rejected, everybody dies. Getting
rejection slips is part of the game. Start papering your
bathroom wall with them. W
\
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BOOKS // ESSAYS

The Liberal's almanac
Wallace Shawn's Essays is an even-handed look at the sometimes slippery morals of the Western world
an absolute moral necessary to do so,

DAVID BERRY
//OAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM
:

Western

world—or

whatever

shorthand you choose to use for the

sped,

largely white portion of the

th =

the lion's share of both

salth
and, consequently, decisionmaking power, at least for now—has a
Unique position of privilege, one that

is predicated on the exploitation, in
various forms, of the poorer, ethnical-

ty-darker regions of the globe. It is not
mply that we are the haves and they

are the have-nots; they are have-nots
aves,

:

which

| Many cases, because we are

and we locked
are
in a system in
their

e

jited labours feeds our

lifestyle, the promulgation of which
(eates

more

demand for their exploi-

This isn'treally an argument so much
85 4 fact that we choose
to admit to
©urselves whenever it's convenient or

.

although we mostly tend to live in practical ignorance of it. This ignorance is
basically a necessity, because assuming
we're not completely cold and hardhearted towards our fellow humans,
it would basically be impossible to get
by if we had to accept the full weight of
what we're doing at every waking moment. Even those of us that actively

attempt to live in such a way that minimizes this privilege and exploitation—
and, truthfully, relatively few do, and
even among those it tends to be limited
to token acts of charity—are nevertheless so deep into the system there is no
tangible way to get out of it, short of
escaping to Walden: we can buy shadegrown, bird-friendly, fair trade coffee
(it's worth pointing out at this point

that our exploitation isn’t just econom-

ic, and does extend to things like environment) or eat local foods, but even
a
the economic ability to do so is likely

result of past exploitations that we may
have had no part in but benefit from all
the same.
Though he does have a few digressions
into aesthetics, the bulk and most fascinating parts of Wallace Shawn's Essays is his attempt to reconcile these
facts with being a morally upstanding, socially aware person. Shawn, of
course, owes more to the fruits of these
exploits than most of us: born into the
New York intelligentsia, he was essentially destined to an upper-middle-class life of the mind, and makes
his living as a playwright, occasional
essayist and actor—the sharpness of
Shawn's mind is always a little disconcerting for me, as my first experience
with him was as the frequently incredulous, high-strung kidnapper in The
Princess Bride.
Culled
from books, addresses, his work
with the Nation and, most intriguingly,

SEP 24 — SEP 30, 2009 // WUIEWEEKLY

a one-off magazine Shawn edited called
Final Edition, Essays proves Shawn to
be an adept and often discomforting
thinker, willing to probe not only the
mechanics of geopolitics, but his own
small but existentially important role
in the world he sees around him. An essay like "Israel Attacks Gaza,” written in
the wake of the 2008 Israeli/Palestin-

jan skirmishes, reveals just how myopic mainstream political thought can
be: in the space of maybe 1000 words,
Shawn breaks down, in exceedingly rational terms, certain Israelis’ historical
justifications, the obvious Palestinian
response and what the future may well
hold for the conflict, capping it off with

a chastising of American political pandering for good measure. "Morality,"
probably the best essay here, breaks

down the problem I described above,
Shawn using his considerable selfawareness—this is a New York intellectual talking—to take himself to task

and explore why our morality is such a
slippery thing.
Perhaps the best part of this, though,

is how even-handed Shawn explores his
subjects. He has a very clear, undeniable worldview—he's a liberal far closer
to Noam

Chomsky,

interviewed

here,

than Barack Obama—and yet he never
lets himself slip into easy condemna-

tion of other positions; he recognizes
fully that people are inherently reasonable, and differing opinions come from

differing values, not intellects. The end
result is a kind of guidebook for how to
be a functioning liberal, a clear-headed

exploration ofa world that is messy and
hard, but certainly not impossible, to
make sense of. V
ESSAYS
BY WALLACE SHAWN
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year in pictures
A cross-section of this year's graphic novels explores time and

space, war and disaster and classic novels abridged into cartoons
trations, making us feel the arduous,
Strange, fear-filled journey through a
foreign landscape and guerrilla warzone. While the Soviets, in the midst
of their war against the CIA-funded
bin Laden and other mujahedeen, never threaten the medical team or Didier,
the weeks-long trek is enough of a battle, especially when the photojournalist, tired of being with a group, decides
to go back without the MSF team.
Guibert’s sparely coloured (by Frédéric

J/WRUAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

gith four months to spare, a straggling contender for Best Graphic
Novels
of the ‘oOs has shouldered its

way in among the other spines on the

shelf. The title character of David Mazguchelli’s Asterios Polyp would appreciate that convenient marking-off

by decades and the section set aside
in bookstores these days for comic-

narrative works. As a “paper architect"

Lemercier)

who stood back and cracked more witty
than
wise while a professor, the austere

Asterios seems most concerned with
time and space, form and function,

design and flair. The architecture that
Mazzuchelli’s built on the page is based
on the blue of blueprints, the yellow
of sunlight, and the purple those two

hues meld to combine—fittingly, since
Asterios struggles to reconcile dueling
dualities in his life, especially between
himself and his ex-wife Hana, or himself and his haunting dead twin, who
narrates parts of the story.

Earthly and heavenly spheres—a
“Stiffly Major" is married to “Ursa
Major’—orbit each other, trying to
find harmony. The fissures and flames
of decay and destruction—hemor-

rhoid ads, Asterios' last name, volcanoes and asteroids—threaten the lives
these people have built up.
Rooms and buildings reflect their
residents. Frames, when not sliding
into place among whiteness, contain
characters but sometimes overlap, like
sharp Venn diagrams. Every character has his or her own speech-bubble
shape and font (Asterios’ is stiffly
square), and fights break arrogant Asterios and shy Hana down into a cold
blue tinman versus a fiery red shadow.
Asterios’ Greek origins rise up into

mythical allusions to the Odyssey and

Orpheus (a purple-hazed dream-descent

GRAPHIC DETAILS >> Asterios Polyp is
into the Underworld is probably the
book's most glorious sequence), while
Mazzuchelli slips in his own references
to comic-book ancestors. In his selfexile, our screwtop-headed non-hero
tries to fit in among round, colourful
characters even as he drifts through the
wreckage of his marriage-memories,
looking for some new place of his own
in the present. Yet the beauty of Asterios
Polyp lies not so much in its meditations
on time, space and personal history, but
inits deconstruction and reconstruction
of time and space and myth on the page,
so that one flawed man’s multi-story life
shimmers into the horizon.
The horizon is beyond yet another
mountain in Didier Lefévre's blackand-white photos of Afghanistan. He's
The Photographer, trekking into the
northeast of the country from Pakistan with MSF (Doctors Without Bor-

ders) workers in the fall of 1986. His
shots of warlords, wounded villagers,
and rocky mountain passes march
along with Emmanuel Guibert’s illus-

Satya Das

sands development

titled, Green Oil:
Clean Energy for
Friday

epic than the ruin of your city. Josh
Neufeld charts the rising waters on
CONTINUED ON PAGE 24 >>
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launches his
new book on the

sustainability of oil

illustrations—reminiscent

of Hergé’s Tintin in Tibet—match up
perfectly with Lefévre's stark photos.
The horrors. of a child dying after a
bombing or the careful work by doctors
on a boy's shattered jaw are laid out in
strips of photo-film. Guibert's pen ingeniously follows the trekkers through
the nighttime. Lefévre recalls the infinite variations of generosity, loyalty
and narrow-mindedness in the country. MSF group leader Juliette explains
to Didier just how much more complex
the women’s world in Afghanistan is
than outsiders realize. And the terrain
remains the rugged, mysterious, formidable heart of this unconquerable land:
"The magnificent, unchanging landscape doesn't give a damn about war."
A story about one man's effort to tell a
story through pictures—just six were
published by a magazine on Lefévre's
return to France—The Photographer is
also a testament to the astounding organization Doctors Without Borders
and to the late Lefévre himself, who
kept shooting images like a comic-book
artist: to frame, explore, explain and
even survive the space around him.

Monday,

share stories of their
adventure crossing the
Atlantic in a rowboat
from their book,
Crossing the Swell.

Oct. 7

Oct. 14
Oct. 17

Poet John Lent launches his ninth

book, Cantilevered Songs.
Short story author Anik See with Lynn
Coady & Marina Endicott at The Artery.
Children's author Cora Taylor presents
Chaos in China: The Spy

Who Wasn't There.
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Waxing poetic, with fries”

The fall's poetry releases include McDonalds, Iraq anda
a night spent walkingsome grimy streets —
ROBIN DURNFORD

// ROBIN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

en we think of poetry, McDonald’s doesn’t leap to mind, but
with McPoems, Vancouver poet Billeh
Nickerson offers up some nuggets
and sauce with a little William Carlos
Williams on the side. Well, perhaps a
crumb of Williams and a heavy helping of anecdotes and quips that attempt
to transform fish burgers and wacky
straws into “a sort of song"—but it's a
song with little rhythm.
McPoems, for all its charm as.acollection
of goofy stories, never quite transcends
the sheer banality ofits unfortunate imagery—the cheeseburgers, the twist cones,
the ketchup packs and the “Hot Apple Pie,”
which inspired this moribund attempt
at pop art: “Burns your tongue so badly/
you can't taste anything/three days later/
when you order another.” The collection
also dips with this “diptych”; “Sweet and
Sour / BBQ” printed portentously in a two~ page melt of white space, apparently left
for us to ponder the irony and complexity
of these mass-produced condiments.
The collections served up in four sections, meant to skewer the vaguely bureaucratic, even meaningless, corporate
language of the restaurant training
manual, which unhelpfully explains that
the recipe for success includes “quality,
service, cleanliness, and value.” Nickerson should be applauded for his taste for

“<

corporate backstabbing, but like much
conceptual art, the execution here just
doesn't seem to live up to the promise of
the original insight. There's an over-arching concept but little art.
Some of Nickerson's jabs at his former
employer do gesture toward pathos—
such as “Thursdays,” (which describes
an old man plucking sesame seeds off his
bun with tweezers) or “Unicorn” (which
describes an infamous character who
orders soft-serve cones in order to stick
them to his forehead)—but these glimpses of corporate surrealism just seem
under-cooked in this medium. Nickerson
might have been better off flipping these
burgers into a blog that could showcase
the pop of his writing voice while not
requiring him to, even ironically, spin
Happy Meals into Deep Thoughts.
Canadian poet Patrick Woodcock lives

in Erbil, Iraq, and his collection, Always
Die Before Your Mother, couldn't be further removed from the consumer culture
eating away at Nickerson and his poesy.
Here the locales are exotic and brutal—
he takes us on a sometimes confusing
journey through war zones and hot spots
in Russia, Poland, Bosnia, India, and finally Colombia, where he finds his most
perfect rhythm on an island in the Amazon called “Isla de los Micos.”
The last section, “Shotguns and Accordions,” set entirely in Colombia, is the
most unified and powerful in the book,
but might have worked even better as a

collection in its-

5 Some ofthe

poems, such as “Dogs Fashioned Out of
Rust,” evoke the rhythms and spirituality
of T. S. Eliot—that is, ifthe unadventurous, expat American had ever been brave
enough to roam the world as a war correspondent, never mind hiding out in a

urinal that smelled “like the tongue of a
corpse/dragged damp across your face.”
Many of the poems strike like grenades,
and after awhile you become afraid—in
a good way—to read them, wary
of what

vision of violence and destruction might
lie ahead. In the ordinary-titled “Editing
Howard Aster,” a line “detonates,” introducing us to an orphan in Delhi who
“runs at a taxi with locked doors and
closed windows /the radioasphyxiates
the
screaming and her malnourished thud.”
At another moment, Woodcock tums
inward: “This is how it happens now. My
travels/have altered the game—I can arc/
even the purest moments into hell.”
My only quibble with Woodcock’s hell—
for the most part carefully and sensitively
handled—is that he sometimes aims
unnecessarily for the mythical when
the mundane, with all its wreckage and

beauty, will do. He also overuses italics
in a way that I find distracting, indicating a lack of trust, perhaps, in the elegant
power of his own language.
The most moving poem in the collection—and it’s sans italics—is “Swimming with Pink Dolphins and My Dead

Greenwoods’
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that accumulates while reading this collection. In this prose-poem, we finally
get a speaker whose own grief is naturally dissolved in the exotic and aquatic
world he enters.
Toronto
poet Nic Labriola’s Naming the
Mannequins is unabashedly voyeuristic
as he walks us through the gutter ofsome
unnamed city—peopled with gangsters,
prostitutes, bikers and boxers—keeping
chronological time (“12:25 A.M.,” “4:21

A.M.”) over the span of one night with
the titles of his linked poems.
In the early morning hours, the going is rough. The worn metaphors and
hyper-masculine "grittiness" are tiring and, like the film adaptation of Joel
Hynes’ Down to the Dirt, rarely tran-

Labriola describes as forging “new
bonds/between
the heart and the skin; /
always an understanding of pain.” By
the time we reach the dawn, I'm Tiding

along with Genghis the Biker's desperate need to have a bull's eye tattooed to

his taint in “Henry’s Tattoo Parlour” ang
shrug off a gangbanger finding “a hair's
breath of pube/in his pint the hard way,

sticks frothing fingers/down his gullet
but can’t get it out.”
When I finally wake at “6:30 A.M.
I'm groggy but sympathetic to Labriola’;
effort at taking Canadian poetry out of
the realm of the pastoral, though it also
seems that, while he can tell a smart story,
he doesn’t succeed in avoiding the awk
ward and even the precious. As one of his
characters says, sometimes “too much
tenderness in fruit means rot.” WV

scends a sort of wallowing in filth. The
only women, of course, are mannequins
and prostitutes. The sex scenes are predictable, culminating in these laughably
bad lines: “The ashtray/wobbles from
your stomach/and hits the floor. /There
are ashes in your pubic hair.”
But as night settles in, Labriola se- _
duces just a little with his vision, and I
revise my earlier sense that this collection might be read as Rocky Balboa’s attempt at poetry. This is more like Mickey
Rourke’s The Wrestler meets Dracula.
Attheir best, these “perverted vampire”

poems could be compared to graffiti (“a
reckless, subtle art”) or scabs, which

GRAPHIC NOVELS
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23
the City of Brotherly Love's streets in
September 2005 in A.D. New Orleans
After the Deluge. There’s a Warholian, pop art quality to the comic reporting here, with panels given just
one colour, though not for any clear
reason. The book's opening sequence
is a wordless survey of New Orlean's
and Biloxi's stormed landscapes, and
some two-page spreads show the
sprawl of destruction or panic of people at the Convention Centre. But the
people Neufeld follows aren't developed enough early on to draw us into
the eye of their emotions or the heart
of their dislocation. Moments when a
man holds up his baby at us, or a couple explains why some people couldn't
leave the city, are too forced.
In the final parts, when Neufeld
imagines survivors’ stories as they tell
them to him, over the phone, there's
a more urgent sense of reportage and
sharper contrasts between a doctor
and a student, a white couple and a

single black woman, trying to rebuild
their lives now. But, unlike Joe Sacco's
comic journalism, not enough of the
stark details and surreal moments that
could convey these survivors’ traumatic experiences flood through A.D.
R. Sikoryak's Masterpiece Comics is a
lighter take on suffering—the suffering
in Dante or Shakespeare, Bronté or Beckett. Part-parody, part-abridged classics,
these are best when they melt epicdown
into corny quips or collide angst with action heroes: the Inferno gets wrapped up
in Bazooka Joe, Superman changes into
Camus‘ shrugging Stranger: "Do you love
me?” "Well, it’s a meaningless question,

but I suppose not.”
The longer efforts come off as
abridged classics mixed with comic
homage, lacking cleverness beyond
the visuals. (A '50s-horror comic ver
sion of Wuthering Heights doesn't even
allude to the most lurid moments of
that book: rape, dog-murder.) The ex
planations for the strips, passed off as
mailbag queries at the end of comic
books, aren't really necessary. When
Sikoryak sticks to reducing the complexity ofliterature to comicidioms—a
mail-order ad for a kid-sized replica of
the Pequod, from Moby Dick, carica
tures Melville's central metaphor with
a picture of a kid clinging to a coffinshaped piece of wood in the water
then Masterpiece Comics comes alive
bringing a Sunday-funnies snappiness
to these old, super-serious texts. V
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THEATRE // TIDELINE

Ebb and flow
The magical moments in Tideline come and go after intermission
comes difficult to invest in any of the
Shpeley, constantly speaking in the fi;
act, gets pushed to satellite status fo,
large part of act two, quietly orbitin;

PAUL BLINOV
// PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Hppevea problem. I'ma cr dissent: _

action. His story, they note onstage.

laments Wilfrid (Scott Shpeley) early

become a vessel for the rest of their
ries. But with it seems to go the focus
Gone, almost completely, istheself-aw
theatricality. Halaby’s dream knig
director is left to brood and pace at ¢!
top of the set for most of the half as Tid
line starts reaching for something big,

on in Tideline, but that's the least of his
problems: his imagination (led in its
various forms by Jeff Halaby) runs free,

quite literally, often charging headlong
into scenes as a knight to slay Wilfrid's
enemies, or filming moments from perfect dramatic angles as a director. It's

about washing away the collectible pa

a credit to both director Jeff Page (the
show is his MFA directing thesis) and
playwright Wajdi Mouawad that all of
v4i)erEsmavaHtUOR

q

Mouawad has a
penchant for spinning
horror and beauty
together to create
something that
transcends, but we

don’t get the depth
of the horrors in this
war-torn country,

just little fragments,
here and there,
that battle to make
themselves felt.
that is well-executed and cleverly setup on stage here. No matter how many
times his dream knight hacks away the
people who put him in uncomfortable
spots, Wilfrid still has to go back and
live the conversation for real, but it’s a

nice extrapolation of his own inability
to deal with the big issues in this, a two‘vveuvvvenecoueevureueeeeeee envy

act play with such differences between
its halves’ that they feel like separate
plays tethered together by the death of
Wilfrid's Father (Steve Pirot)
Ofcourse, death doesn't mean Pirotis
a corpse onstage; he wanders through
scenes, harasses his son and takes ona

significant role to more than just Wilfrid by the end. It's a strange but clear
magical realism, and that's where
Mouawad's curious but stretched-out
script is best. In the moments that

it's aware of its own theatricality, the
script acts on that knowledge, playing with the very structure of theatre
(an argument between characters,
not actors, as to whether they're in an
apartment or a funeral home avoids
pretension and is genuinely hilarious)
as Wilfrid figures out what to do with
his Father's corpse; his mother's family refuses to put him in their family
tomb with her, Soa burial in his home

He doesn't get there until act two, when
everything shifts, dramatically, and sags
alittle: afteran entire act setting itup the
journey, Tideline proceeds to introduce
an entirely new set of characters, halfa-dozen strong, one after another. It's a
laborious precession, one that stalls the
storytelling as each new face brings his
or her own struggles and horrors to the

country itis.

there's just so many threads that it be-

group.

The en masse approach means

few get the treatment the deserve, as

MUNN

ce ev ecynenvee eevee eee neon
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and starting anew with a clean slate. Bi
trying to include so many little fragments
ends up diluting most of them: Mouaw:
has a penchant for spinning horror an
beauty together to create something tha
transcends, but we don't get the depth o
the horrors in this war-torn country, j.
little fragments, here and there, that batt!
to make themselves felt.
Having said all of that, this producti
of Tideline does manage to make some
thing of itself. Naiden Chu's probat!
the most compelling of the second-hal'
bunch, and Pirot gives one of the mosi
strangely watchable performances t!
theatre season is likely to hold, and cap
off the play with a truly touching m
ment. Even though the second half la
the vibrancy of the first, Tideline still
leaves us with some beauty in the end

NAIDEN CHU, JEFFHALABY

“TIMMS CENTRE (87AVE& 112ST), $10 ~ 52°
MMO
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THEATRE // LES FRAISES EN JANVIER

Strawberry sweet

A 'spritely’ little rom-com kicks off the L'Unitheatre season

Fr Edmonton audiences that know
Jon Lachlan Stewart as a Fringe
darling and relentlessly bold young
actor, seeing his name

on the bill for

LUni Théatre's season opener, Les
Fraises en Janvier (Strawberries in
January), might be a bit confusing at
first. The francophone theatre company, though, has not changed its
mandate: though this will be his first
time acting in the romance language

on Edmonton stages, Stewart is an
old hand, having spoke French since
he was five and appeared in numer-

26 //

able. It gives me a huge respect for the
text, and it's kind of approaching it innocently, that way.”

ous French productions in Vancouver,
where he attended theatre school.
That isn't to say, however, that it isn’t

DAVID BERRY

a change for the actor. Though he most
definitely doesn’t need a phrase book
or phonetic spellings, switching from
his native English to Canada’s other official language does mean a different approach, according to Stewart.
"{In English], I tend to be more

That sort of innocence is particularly apt
for Les Fraises, Evelyne de la Cheneliére's

(who also wrote Bashir Lazar, which recently played at the Fringe and opened
LUni's last season) spritely little romantic comedy. A mixed-up romance, it fol-

ofa

creator and more of an inventor, as a
writer and an actor,” he explains. “In
French, the language barrier—even
though it's not a huge barrier—forces
me to investigate the text as an interpreter and be humble about my performance, because I'm not as comfort-

lows Francois as he attempts to make
sense of his feelings for Sophie, a former
roommate and close friend with whom
he shared a brief relationship. Also in the
mix are Robert, a French literature professor, and Léa, Sophie's childhood pen pal.
As they each attempt in their own way

WUEWEEKLY
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to find some kind of love, our propensity
for half-truths and willful deception is
explored in an airy, amiable way, notions

of Hollywood romance mixing with
covering for life's disappointments, the
end result a curious mélange that gets at
how we really act with its misdirections
and fantasies. For Stewart, that gives Les
Fraises more depth than your average
rom-com, even if it's wrapped up in a
confection-y shell.

"For a romantic

comedy,

it really

touches on the loneliness of love, and
I feel like a lot of the characters have
a mutual isolation in the piece that's
highly relatable and highly humourous and highly sad,” he explains.

"These characters are constantly t')
ing to get at love in absolutely ¢
wrong ways, and I think the piece doe

that in such a simple, hohest way the
it's really touching.” W
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REVUE// VICTORIA MARTIN

Drama class
Victoria Martin: Math Team Queen walks the charming-but-well- explor
ed territory of high school
PAUL BLINOV
// PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

her basketball boyfriend, starts to fall for
unofficial math team leader (Cole Hume-

e@ simple set of Victoria Martin:
Math Team Queen consists of a few
school desks and a white wall adorned
with hanging numbers, casting numerical shadows over each other, plus one,
less immediately explainable addition: a
pair of roman coliseum-style pillars that
bookend the number wall. Maybe they're
meant to represent just how ridiculously
epic those three years feel—don't tell
me that you didn’t have some massive
highs and dramatic lows in high school,
whether you played on the basketball
team or played Magic: the Gathering during your spare—particularly when something rocks the social boat, splashing one
clique up against another. Get caught
with the nerds? You may as well feed your
social life to the lions.
Truthfully, these kinds of stories are
well-tread

and

pretty

ny). The script skirts the usual clichés but
remains charming; the castmembers all
act their high school "types" with endearing uncertainty.
Piatocha’s Victoria is a spunky performance, a bouncy blond who hangs out
with a pair of Jennifers ("The Jens"), pune

tuates her sentences with “like” and "totally,” but really seeks escape from splitparent issues; the subplot between Max
(Richard Lee Hsi) and Franklin (Jason
Chinn) is probably the most unique and

engaging plotpointofMath
Team Queen,
illuminating a shade of high schoo! life
usually skipped in the teen drama genre.
Jimmy gets a little sidelined, plot-wise,
Branden Martin's over-eager delivery is
spot on, too—think the Brain in Breakfast Club, but more over the top. Schmidt,

affect each other, and you root for them

And you can't really blame Schmidt for
trying something a little lighter than Mo
& Jess Kill Susie. V

UNTIL SUN, SEP 27 (7:30 PM)
VICTORIA MARTIN: MATH TEAM QUEEN
WRITTEN BY KATHERINE WALAT
DIRECTED BY TREVOR SCHMIDT
STARRING MELANIE PIATOCHA, BRANDEN
MARTIN, JASON CHINN, COLE HUMENY,
RICHARD LEE TsI
VARSCONA THEATRE, (10329 -83 AVE
$18 = $20

who directs, occasionally gives them all
spotlights to themselves, but keeps the
focus on the relationships—characters
comment on each other, even while separated into spotlights.

straightforward,

and Math Team Queen's script really isn't
much different from the high school
norm, though there's a few unexpected
romantic variables are thrown in to deviate from the usual high school story: the
always-decked-out-in-pink Victoria (Mel-

A lot of fuss has been kicked up about
this year's NLT season: it’s not nearly as
dark as usual—I'm not sure if anyone
even swore in this production, But really,
the only thing I'd say that’s missing is a
particular sense of depth: while drama
inevitably enters the picture as Victoria's
friends find out why she's been busy after

anie Piatocha), the "third most popular
sophomore," reluctantly joins the math

team to get out of detention and ends
up enjoying her escape from the popular
tripe she usually deals with—and despite

NERD LOVE >> Social circles collide in Victoria Martin //tan jackson

school, awkward advances happen, play
out poorly, and are subsequently handled
worse, Math Team Queen remains a pretthat more orless
tylighthig
school storyh
plays out as you'd expect. But characters

nS TS gE eetPRESENTS THE 4" ANNUAL
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4rO LINK TO
JEDMONTON’ S

OST

até cn the Ave is 'TAKING IT TO THE STREETS’ September 25 - 27 with the 4th annual Kaleido Family Arts Festival.

COMPREHENSIVE
LISTINGS OF

The festival kicks off with the No Tie [cr EwNad Show and Sale, which this year also marks the Grand Opening for the

fabulous new Nina Haggerty Centre forthe Arts. Join ‘Minister Lindsay Blackett and Mayor Se
cut the giant ribbon to officially open the new

Mandel as they

Centre. There’ s live Jazz by the Parkers, work by over 50 artists on

display, wine and cheese ETare} watch the rooftop.for human

gargoyles!

ADMISSION

IS FREE, donations. are welcome. —

Friday, September 25, 6- 10 with Ribbon Cutting at 8.

NINA HAGGERTY CENTRE FOR THEARTS« 9225-118 AVENUE

TORONTO,
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BOOKS >> THE DEATH OF BUNNY MUNRO

Little bunny screw screw
Nick Cave's The Death of Bunny Munro covers sex, violence
and madness in the musician's usual nightmarish style
It begins with a sudden, shuddering, wholly : sent two different kinds ofladykiller. "Some = a special thing for Kylie Minogue and Avril
irrational yet undeniable awareness of en- : part of Bunny takes all this personally,
but : Lavigne (who both receive special apologies
croaching doom, Nick Cave's chronicle of : he isnot sure why."
: in the postscript).

TOP 30 FOR THE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 2
24, 2009
. Corb Lund - Losin’ LatelyGambler
(new west)

j

. Sam Baker—Cotton (music road)

. Tom Russell - Blood And Candle Smoke (shout)

Delbert IVicClinton & Dick 50— Aquired Taste (new west)
Slaid Cleaves - Everything You Love Will Be Taken Away... (music road)
Watermelon Slim —Escape From The Chicken Coop (northern ad
Levon Helm — Electric
Dirt (dirt farmer)
John Wort Hannam - Queen's Hotel (black hen)
Raul Malo —Lucky One (concord)

Christian Hansen & The Autistics - Power Leopard (ch)
Lyfg?
St
pes
Seer
ae
. Kieran Kane -Somewhere Beyond The Roses (dead reckoning)
. Tinariwen—Imidiwan: Companions (outside)

. Steve Earle — Townes (new west)
Bentall — Six Shooter (impala)

. Dustin
=Pp
Oh

a death foretold letting us in on its ending : Bunny is a salesman
of high-end beauty :
:
from the title on down, so we can better ap- : products. His favourite radio program is : The novel follows Bunny from the discov.
preciate the particular strange, sordid path : Woman's Hour, which he regularly, stupidly : ery of his desperately unhappy and neglectit takes to get there. The Death of Bunny : quotes when addressing his uniformly fe- = ed wife's suicide through his resolution to
Munro is Cave's second novel, his first
mate clientele. Virtually everything in : getright back towork selling and screwing,
in the 20 years that have passed
Bunny's life is calibrated to yield : taking his young, helplessly dad-adoring
since the publication of his debut
6 more sex. His way with the ladies : son, little Bunny Junior, out of school and
And the Ass Saw the Angel. This
is perhaps hard for some of us : along for the road trip. What makes The
one could be titled And the Asto understand, “but there's a = Death of Bunny Munro palatable, even
shole Saw the Angel of Death.
eweek <0. pull, even in his booze-blasted i transcendent in its way, is firstly the brilrch
@ve
Bunny's uncharacteristic vision
face, a magnetic drag that : liant, frequently hilarious wit, on par with
opsee
of oblivion—he's normally the
has something to do with the : the best early novels of Martin Amis, who's
pockets of compassion that form : crafted a few truly despicable protagonists
optimistic type—arrives not in
the midst of some serene moment
at the corners of his eyes when he ? of his own in his time; secondly its willing
of contemplation but rather in a rented :smiles, a mischievous arch to his eyebrows : ness to really sink into and explore Bunny's
room at the Grenville Hotel, where he lin- : and the little hymen-popping dimples in his : sad little soul and seek out the parts of it
gers in his underwear, drunk, with a prosti- : cheeks when he laughs.” In short he is a de- = that eerily reflect something in virtually
tute standing by as he tries to placate his : voted sexual predator, probably a genuine = all men; thirdly, the presence of Bunny Juwife over the phone, who's upset because : sex addict—rather unusually for a middle- : nior, genuinely innocent and wracked with
among other things a madman's running : aged man, he seems to have a hard-on all : a mixture of wonderment and grief; and
loose somewhere in England, wearing devil : the time—and he uses whatever tools lay at : fourthly, Cave's already legendary facility
horns and savagely attacking women. As his : his disposal to satisfy his need, which creep- : with language. He's often said that prose,
wife airs her fears, Bunny can see CCTV foot- : ily enough is not so much for women per : as well as screenplays—he scripted John
age of the maniac on the telly. He's not sure 3 se as for their reproductive organs. Some of : Hillcoat's superb 2005 outback western
The Proposition—are actually far easier
what to make of the guy, but as his story : his buddies describe themselves as tit-men
unfolds, we'll come to see the homed killer : or leg-men, but Bunny is a dyed-in-the-wool = for him to write than song lyrics, which deas the flamboyant manifestation of Bunny's : vagina man. He fantasizes about vaginas, or~: mand a compaction that challenges Cave's
Id, his even darker double, deprived of the : even just clitorises, free-floating in space : natural inclination toward storytelling,
most basic social skills that even Bunny can : or collected in a little matchbox. He's espe- + baroque description and elaboration. His
boast of, running rampant. The men repre- : cially interested in celebrity vaginas, and has = songs are littered with a dizzying array of
: characters immersed in private worlds of
: violence, madness and heartache. All three

15. John Fogerty & The Blue Ridge Rangers — Rides Again (verve)
. Modest Mouse — No One's First, And You're Next (epic)

. The Dead Weather — Horehound (warner)
. The Black Dahlia Murder — Deflorate (metal blade)
. The Cave Singers - Welcome Joy (matador)
. The Wooden Sky - If! Don't Come Home You'll Know I'm Gone {bbr)
. Fruit Bats — The Ruminant Band (sub pop)
. Wilco-The
Album (nonesuch)
. Dan Mangan Nice, Nice, Very Nice (fu:m)

. Gurf Morlix
—Last Exit ToHappyland
(gurf morlix)
. Behemoth
- Evangelion (metal blade)

. Trevor Tchir —Sky Locked Land (riverdale)

: of these feature prominently in his new

WUEWEEKLY

. Reverie Sound Review
—S/T (boompa)

MEGATUNES CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY SEPT 26TH.
It's been an amazing 21 years since we
opened our doors in 1988 on 17th Ave
in Calgary. Over the years we've
worked closely with independent artists
and have offered/received much
support from our great community’s in

Calgary and Edmonton. To say thank you, we've put
together a 2 disc compilation featuring tons of local talent
who have supported us through the past 21 years - old
and new. Stop in September 26th and pick up your free
copy. Thanks again Calgary for making this an amazing 21
and here's to 21 more!"

MaKe SURE TO FRIEND US at MSSPAC
/MEGATUNESEQMONTON
10355 Whyte Ave. Shop online at megatunes.com 434-6342
28 // ARTS

: hardly make any sense of it, Bunny does
; seem to miss his dead wife, and is literally

: haunted by her. To say the very least, it's
> tough to like Bunny, but it's tougher not to
: become engrossed in his tale.
The novel was prompted by Hillcoat’s sug

? gestion that Cave write him a new screen-

Our annual gift
to advertisers —
audited circulation

: play. The screenplay quickly became some: thing else, but its origins are detectable in
: its engaging use of present-tense and its for-

: ward motion. It's also consumed with visuals,
: Bunny's attention to minute physical details,
=
:
:
=

even nail polish; Bunny Junior's attention to
all the strange things he encounters on his
journey that need interpreting, usually with

the aid of his trusty child's encyclopedia; and

: Cave's attention to the spoils of popular cul-

. Young Galaxy— Invisible Republic (Fontana)
. Joe Henry
-Blood From Stars (anti)
. Johnny Flynn —A Larum(vertigo)

: novel, even the Latter, since, while he can

: ture cluttering contemporary England. It all
e know advertisers want
the best circulation value
for their advertising dollar. As
a publisher, we need to verify
that our circulation is helping
advertisers reach their target
markets and potential
customers all year long.

That's why our annual gift to
advertisers is subjecting our

checked and verified by ABC
auditors and findings are published in a concise report.
We have a year-round commit-

ment to providing this verified,
audited circulation information
to advertisers.
Audited circulation — it's our
gift to you.

: winds up to a bizarre, entertainingly hallu-

= cinatory finish, which also bears a certain
= cinematic flourish, though it reminded me

: most readily of the end of Rainer Werner
: Fassbinder’s epic television series Berlin Al: exanderplatz, which Cave is a confessed fan
> of. Cave has also said he'd like to see The

: Death of Bunny Munro made into a televi? sion series, something that would allow for
: more expansive character development.
: But in the meantime the novel has already

records to independent veri-

: spread beyond the confines ofthe page and

fication by the largest and
oldest circulation auditing
organization in the world —
the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

: Dirty Three violinist Warren Ellis, and aniP-

In fact, 4,800 advertisers,
publishers and advertising
agencies rely on ABC for
audited circulation data. An
ABC audit means that our circulation records are regularly

WUEWEEKLY // SEP 24 — SEP 30, 2009

> canalso be found as an audiobook, read by
: Cave, with music by Cave and Bad Seed/

Audit Bureau
of Circulations
Member

: hone application, in which you're supposed
: to beable toactually see Cave read you the
= book. "Which all sounds like fucking night: mare tome," Cave quipped ata recent book-

} store appearance. But that's hardly a dissua-

> sive sales tactic. Cave's been serving up his
: nightmares for public consumption for 30
> years now, and there's a great many of us

: who still cant get enough of them. W
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VISUAL ART // SKY VESSELS
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Sailing the deep blue sky
Jennif

er Dorner's Sky Vessels carry a fun sense of absurdity

eiiomes:con

if you had come to Harcourt House

seethe other show, Spaces Within
tin Spaces, it might be possible to
out on Jennifer Dorner's Sky Ves-

sels almost entirely. Her square paint§ have been worked to a reflective

gloss finish, and are almost entirely

taken up with a slightly cloudy blue

sky which covers them all in a fairly
even texture. The real subject matter in them is small and restrained,
and her sense of humour makes them

4
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From the hook by Susan Hill
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worth a close examination.
All of the works feature airplanes and
boats of various kinds, often of military
construction, being put to work for leisure activities varying between merely
absurd and fantastical. As impossible
as the boats themselves floating in blue
skies are airplanes pulling RVs, shipboard roller-coasters and trees larger
than the boats carrying them. Others
are more committed to the simplicity of
their compositions, as when a wedge of
fighter-jets head left off the canvas, leaving a rogue aircraft which writes aname
in the sky, almost illegibly against the
clouds. Despite the humour of a hockey
rink on an aircraft carrier, the simpler
vessels often have more to offer. The
writing in the sky implies a whole world
that the absurdity of a station-wagon
hoisted above the water by a boat cartying a giant seahorse—on top of the
absurdity already present by that boat
being lifted into the sky—can't offer, no
matter how many chuckles it gets.
The sense of unreality in all of the
works, but especially in the overtly humiorous ones, is reinforced by Dorner's
techniques. The labour-intensive process of building upasupremely smooth,
shiny surface of sky and the painted
identities of the depicted objects point
the work towards an imaginary realm
which I think undermines her goals.
She describes the work as an attempt to

“highlight the bizarre” in social leisure
activities, but in her paintings’ dreamy,
flat world of flying ships, the RV and
the cheerleader—the direct evidence of
recreation—don't seem entirely unreasonable. The works certainly poke fun
at exaggerated holiday-making fantasies, and can coax a smile for it, but
those fantasies are already consciously
unreal, and accepted for it. The featurelessly cloudy blue sky and carefully
painted boats make no comment on
the esthetic value of the fantasy itself;
they merely depict it in its most outrageous or childlike forms. Although the
paintings make the artificiality of their
contents very visible, they present that

artificiality as a simple reality, joyfully
even. Imagine it and it will be so.

What the paintings do best, however,
is encapsulate a sense of joy, in part
inherited from the fantasy vacations
depicted and in part inserted by Jennier
Dorner's compositional sense and discreet detail. Her paintings are modest
and fun to explore, even though they
are not much more. W
mag AANA
UNTIL SAT, OCT 10
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Oct6 & 13

HARCOURT HOUSE ARTS CENTRE

(o215-712 s1)

CKUA Celebrates Arts Days!
September 18th
12pm to 3pm
Royal Alberta Museum
12845-102nd Avenue

Join Monica Miller, for a special, How |Hear It, in
celebration of Alberta Arts Days.
Special Guests:
+ Karla Anderson performing from her new CD Brand New Day

+ U22 sensation Lindsay Ell
« Edmonton's first poet laureate, Alice Major
+ local indie latin/experiemental band Aroot's Bazaar

Something
Everyone
For

AlbertaArtsDays

ckua
radionetwork

Sept 18-20

Come on down, tune in to 94.9 FM or listen online at ckua.com.
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FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAYAT 3PM
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CLEC CCL

Jubi
itorium
+ Razom (tgether); featuring
ing 90.
jubilee Auditorium
Ukrainian dancers, a collaboration of the Cheremosh

Ukrainian Dance Company (Edmonton), the Rusalka
and the

Tryzub
) » Sat,
Sep 26, 8pm +Tickets available at allTicketmaster
CUBAMEMUCHO - Mayfield Trade Centre, 11615109 Ave « Cuban Dance Festival, a celebration of
Cuban music, dance and culture « Sep 25-27

CINEMA AT THE CENTRE - Library Theatre, Stan-

leyA.Milner Library + 7 SirWinston Churchill Sq
+ Centre for Reading and the Arts showcases littleknown films every month. Titles to be announced
EDMONTON INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
2009 - Various Locations « 780.423.0844 » edmontonfilmfest.com « EIFF presents a mix offeaturelength films, documentaries and short films gathered
from all corners of the world » Sep 25-Oct 3
FAVA - The Film and Video Arts Society, Alberta
+ 9722-102 St « 780.429.1671 + The Outtake Party:

FAVA’s annual party during the Edmonton International Film Festival « Oct 2, 8pm +Free
JUBILEE AUDITORIUM - Razom: A Fusion of

Emestine Tahed); Opening reception:
4
acl
Aa
Se rae
ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL - 10186-106 St
+ 780.488.6611
«Discovery Gallery: SAVING
PARADISE: Trees of the Canadian West by textile
artist Lorraine Roy; unti] Oct 3:« Lower Gallery:
HITCHED:
Couples incraft +Until Oct 3

Ave + OPEN PHOTO 2009; Presented by Visual
Arts Alberta
-Until Sep 30
LATITUDE 53 - 10248-106 St «780.42:
+ Main

ALLEYSCAPE STUDIO-Red Deer - 4930 Ross St

$io pre-register
«ProjEx Room; FROM SKY TO

Space: DAZED AND AMUSED:
ek

Wo

Donna Herrick
«Until Oct 10
ARTERY - 9535 Jasper Ave « WHERE ARE YOU
FROM?: Poster show featuring 29 visual creatives
from Edmonton and beyond « Until mid Oct
ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA -

ae 1402* Gold and Phare
ilver
j
Wi
rer:
Mackenzie, and artworks by various artists is
FINE ARTS BUILDING GALLERY « U of A,Rm 1-1,

10230 Jasper Ave - 780.422.6223+MU:

HOPE: Visual communication Design students
collaboration with members of U of A International and Dept of Music to create concepts for the
Buduburam CD Project (Giving Voice to Hope: Music
of Liberian Refugees); CD launch and reception: Sep
24,7-10pm +Shows run until Sep 26
FRINGE GALLERY « 10516 Whyte Ave, bsmt
of the Paint Spot « 780.432.0240 + Artworks by
James Davies + Until Sep 30
GALLERY AT MILNER - StanleyA.Milner Library

2ST CENTURY: Presenting the world’s leading
until Dec 13 « CANADIAN MUSEUMS NOW:

Contributions
from the Art Gallery of Ontario, Royal
Ontario Museum, Gardiner Museum in Toronto;
Guadon War Mee, in Ottawa and the new
Cana
Museum ofHuman Rights
inWinnipeg;

enemeerpcirn ay rem

Urban Practice and the Picturesque: A selection of
picturesque works ofart from the AGA collection.
Featuring Don Gill; until Dec 13 « BUILDING A
VISION: Art Gallery
ofAlberta and Randall Stout
Architects: Compare building sketches, photographs,
diagrams and plans with the final model ofthe

Main Fl, Sir Winston
A CLOSER LOOK AT
Chris Gavigan; until
Edmonton Art Club;

new Art Gallery ofAlberta, charting the design and

construction of Randall Stout Architects’ new Art
Gallery
of Alberta; until Dec 13 - Tours: Curator’s
Tour
of The New Fldneurs with Marcus Miller; Thu, Sep 24,

on Oct 1 + Window: (102 St, Enterprise Sq) INSIDE
OUT: WEM AND THE SUBCONSCIOUS SPACE OF
THE CITY: Installation byDan Briker; unti) Dec 13

+ Free (member)/$i0 (adult)/$7
(senior/student); $s
(6-:2yrs)/free (syrs and under)/$2z0 (family); PayWhat-You-May, Thu, 4-8pm

Churchill Sq « 780.496.7030 +
AOTEAROA: Photographs by

Sep 30 «Group cahibitbythe
Oct 1-30
GALLERY IS-Red Deer « Alexander Way, 5123-48
St, Red Deer, 403.341.4641 « FIFTY-5o; Collages by
Arlene Westen « Until Sep 26

HARCOURT HOUSE GALLERY « 11215-2102 St 780.426.4180 + Main Gallery: SPACES WITHIN
|WITHIN SPACES: SKY VESSELS: Artworks
Jennifer Bowes, Sarah Alford and Shirley Wiebe +

Front Room: SKY VESSELS: Paintings byJennifer
Dorner « Until Oct 10
HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-Red Deer - Sun-

works, 4924 Ross St » 403.346.8937 « harriswarkegallery.com « EGGSHELLS FOR CHANGELINGS:
Ceramics by Dawn Candy; Sep 28-Nov 6

STANLEY A. MILNER LIBRARY «7 Sir Winston
Churchill Sq + Centre for Reading and the Arts
Department « epl.ca » From Books to Film: Weekly
showings of
films adapted from books; every Fri,
apm « Teen Movie Scene: movie club for teens; ist
and 3rd Thu every month (no movie Oct 15; screen-

BILTON CONTEMPORARY ART-Red Deer «

JEFF ALLEN ART GALLERY « Strathcona Place
Senior Centre, 10831 University Ave » 780.433.5807

4b-5809-51 Ave, Red Deer, 403.343.3933 « WALLS

+ Open: 12:30am-1pm; 3-4pm « TIP

ing Oct 22 for Teen Read Week)

Sat, 1oam-4pm + $2 (incl local rail history book)
CENTRE D'ARTS VISUELS DE L’ALBERTA - 9103-

Ukrainian Dance « Sat, Sep 26, 8pm

GALLERIES
+ MUSEUMS
AGNES BUGERA GALLERY « 12310 Jasper Ave «
780.482.2354 + SOTTO VOCE: Paintings by Daniéle

Lemieux; until Sep 24 - PASSAGES: Artworks by

AND WHISPERS: Ceramic works by Eva Lapka «
Until Oct 17

CALGARY AND EDMONTON RAILWAY
MUSEUM - 10447-86 Ave + 780.433.9739 « Edmonton's
first railway station, 1891 « Open

through Sep, Tue-

95 Ave + 780.461.3427 * Savacava.com » AUTUMN

HARVEST: Paintings by Francine Michaud, Sylvia
Grist'and Jacques Martel; quilts by Sharon Rubuliak
+ Sep 25-Oct 13 « Opening reception: Sep 25, 7-8pm;

Kristen Hutchinson;
Sep 25-Oct 24

LOFT GALLERY- s90 Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood

OF THE

BRUSH: Artworks by the instructors and students
of Strathcona Place + Until Sep 25
JOHNSON GALLERY - Southside: 7711-85 St
+ 780.465.6171; New works by Ada Wong, Julie
Drew, Ruth Vontobel-Brunner, Audrey Pfannmuller and Daniel Bagan. Blown glass by Sol

ond levels « COLOUR FIX: Paintings by Jeri Lynn
Ing + Until Sep 27
MCMULLEN GALLERY - U of A Hospital, 8440112 St « 780.407.7152 « COLLECTING, COLLECTED,

COLLECTIONS: The Women’s Art Museum
Society of Canada show featuring women's collections « Until Oct 24

MCPAG - Multicultural Centre Public Art Gallery,
5421-51 St, Stony Plain + 780.963.2777 « Alberta

landscape paintings by Carol Hama and Sharon
Hazen; until Oct 7

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE
INSTITUTE «+ 9 Mission Ave, St Albert + 780.651.8176
+ Aboriginal Veterans Display « Gift Shop « Finger
weaving and sash display by Celina Loyer

MUSEE HERITAGE MUSEUM - s St Anne St, St
Albert - 780. 459.1528 « DECOYS TO DECORATIVES:

the History and Art of Decoy Painting « Until Nov15
MUTTART CONSERVATORY - 9626-96A St +
780. 496.8755 « SERENDIPITY: Sculpture show «
Until Sep 27

versityofAlberta Press launch,
Jane Austen Sings the
Blues, inspired by Bruce Stovel’s passion forJane
Austen and blues music Thu, Sep 24,4-6pm
+Free
HUMANITIES
CENTRE «Lecture Hall 3,Uof
A + 780.492.0418 « arts.ualberta.ca/efs/ « Stories

LEVA CAPPUCCINO BAR « 11053-86 Ave «
780.479.5382 » Standing room only, poetry every

3rd Sun evening
:
ROSIE'S « 10475-80 Ave + 780.932.4409 « TALES: Ed
monton Storytelling Café: TALES. Alberta League

Encouraging Storytelling open mic « ist Thu each
month, 7-9pm; Pay-What-You-Will (min $6)
ROUGE LOUNGE - 10111-117 St + 780.902.5900 +
Poetry Tuesday: Every Tue with Edmonton's local
poets « 8pm « No cover
STANLEY A. MILNER LIBRARY: Main Floor, 7
Sir Winston Churchill Sq + 780.496.7000 « Writers’
Comer: EPL’s Writer in Residence; hosts a different
author each month + Last Sun of each month at
1:30pm « Guest author Carrie Mac on Sep 27
UPPER CRUST CAFE -10909-86 Ave « 780.422.8174
« strollofpoets.com
«The Poets’ Haven: Monday
Night reading series presented by Stroll ofPoets Every Mon, 7pm + $s door « Kick-off new season wit!
Jennifer
Eagle, Moria France, Luis Hernandez, Cecilia

Hutchinson, and Neil Meili; Sep 28

ORTONA ARMOURY + 9722-102 St »
Open every Sat 12-spm, by appointment
780.423.2966/780.431.1737 * BACKWARDS STARE:
Experimental Drawing Show: Tim Rechner and
Caitlin Sin Richards « Until Oct 3

PETER ROBERTSON GALLERY « 10183-12
St - Edmonton Contemporary Artists, Society's
Seventeenth Annual Bhibition featuring painting,
sculpture and photography « Until Sep 25
PICTURE THIS GALLERY « 959 Ordze Rd, Sherwood Park, 780.467.3038 + PictureThisGallery.com
+ CARS AND GUITARS: Artworks in three dimen-

sional mixed media by Dean McLeod + Until Oct 3
PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY « 19 Perron St,

carvings by Adie. Pottery by Noboru Kubo

St Albert « 780.460.4310 « GUILDED: St Albert Place
Visual Arts Council; until Sep 26 « 100 DRESSES:
Artworks by Nicole Bauberger « Oct 1-31

KAASA GALLERY - Jubilee Auditorium, 11455-87

8pm; $3(free first time)

FACULTY CLUB - 11435 Saskatchewan Dr,
780.492.8832 + Nora andGrant Stovel
and The Uni-

viecki « Mon, Oct 19, 7:30pm « Free

MANULIFE PLACE - 10180-1071 St, first and sec-

Maya « Northside: 11817-80 St « 780.479.8424;

Artworks by Don Sharpe, Jim Painter, Dan Bagan.
Historical photographs of Edmonton. Wood

or come tolisten; and Fri each month + Until Jun,

from The Peep Diaries: How We're Learning to Love
Watching Ourselves and Our Neighbors, A video/
talk by author and pop culture guru Hal Niedz-

112 St, 89 Ave « 780.492.2081 « ANGLES:
by Christopher Berry « DESIGN CELEBRATING

museum building projects conceived in the 21st

7pm: Niel Prunier, Randall Stout Architects Inc

LANDSCAPES: A

series of collages create abstracted landscapes by

OF MUCH THAT APPEARS: Small collages by

7pm « Art for Lunch:
rise Square Atrium;
on the last Thu each month, 12:10-12:sopm +
All Day
The Flow tours with Parkour enthusiasts;
Sep 26 + AGA Insiders’ Tours Every 2nd Thu in Oct,

Chris

with a and Sea eat:

: 200 FRAGMENTED

Alley, 403.597.9788 « THEACCIDENTAL
NATURE

century;

24» Artistpees

circle the 4th Tue every month

CITY ARTS CENTRE -10943-84 Ave» 780.9:
«TALES. Monthly
ing Circle
Tellstones

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA «8555 Roper
Rd «780.427.2750 « ALBERTA WOMEN'S INSTITUTES
100 YEARS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE: Celebrating
the contributions of the Alberta Women's Institutes
over the last 100 years + Until Oct 31+ Free
ROYAL ALEX HOSPITAL « Food Court, 10240
Kingsway « Artworks by the members of the
Emerging Artist Society of Alberta - Until Oct 5

SCOTIA PLACE - Jasper Ave, Main Floor +
780.469.7341 « New and old photos of Edmonton landscapes and buildings by David Aaron +

Until Sep 30
SCOTT GALLERY + 10411-124 St « 780.488.3619 «

scottgallery.com » SONGS OF SUMMER: Landscape
paintings by Pattyampleford « Sep 26-Oct 13 « Opening reception: Sat, Sep, 2-4pm; artist in attendance
SNAP GALLERY « 10309-97 St - 780.423.2492 + Main

and Studio Gallery: SNAP Membership Exhibition
curated by Belfast Print Workshop, Northern Ireland
+ Until Oct 17

SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY « Melcor Cultural
Centre, 35-5 Ave, Spruce Grove + 780.962.0564 + 2009
SENIOR'S SHOW: Artworks by Albertan artists over 55

+ Until Oct 10 « Opening reception: Sat, Sep 26, 1-4pm.

STUDIO GALLERY « 1: Perron St, St Albert «
LANDSCAPE INSPIRATIONS: Artworks by Pam

Wilman + Until Sep 26

BLACKBIRD . Citadel's Rice Theatre, 9828-1014
Aye « 780.425.1820 «citadeltheatre.com « By

David Harrower's play about lust, love and lost
innocence + Oct 3-25

CHIMPROV « Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave +
780.433.3399 « Rapid Fire Theatre's improy show

featuring some of Edmonton's hottest comedy
troupes every Sat, 11pm, except for the last Sat of
each month « Until June 12 « $10 (door)/$8 (Rapid
Fire Theatre member)/$s (high school students);
ady at TIX on the Square
CONCRETE THEATRE'S 20TH BIRTHDAY
PARTY - Catalyst Theatre, 8529 Gateway Boulevard
+ Sat, Sep 26, 7:30pm ~All ages, licensed event « Sio
at TIX on the Square
DES FRAISES EN JANVIER (STRAWBERRIES IN

JANUARY) « U'UniThéitre, La Cité francophone,
91 St + 780.469.8400

lunitheatre.ca « By Evelyne de la

Cheneliére, directed by Daniel Cournoyer. Try to extrac
fact from fiction in this story about the complicated
courtship between Sophie and Francois « Sep 24-Oc
4, 8pm Thu-Sat; Sun at 2pm « $24 (adult)/S20
{senior)/Sis (student)
THE DROWSY CHAPERONE - Citadel Shoctor
Theatre, 9828-101A Ave + 780.426.4811 « Main Stage
" Series: A toe-tapping tribute to the golden age
of musical theatre. Book by Bob Martin and Don

McKellar; music and lyrics by Lisa Lambert and
Greg Morrison « Until Oct 4

NASHVILLE ICONS - Mayfield Dinner Theatre,
16615-109 Ave + 780.483.4052 » By Tracey Power and

Will Marks, celebrating the evolution of Country

Music, from its early days with Hank Williams, to
modem day superstars Garth Brooks and Shania
‘Twain « Until Nov « Buffet and Show from $55.99
SCHIZERELLA-THE ODDITIES VARIETY SHOW Stanley A. Milner Library Theatre
er level) » The
Schizophrenia Society of Alberta, the Oddities, and
the SOS players will perform the fairy tale,Schizerella
written by Sam Varteniuk « Sat, Oct 3, 1pm »Free
(donation to the Schizophrenics Society of Alberta)

STRUT AND JIVE THE NIGHT AWAY «Jubilations
Dinner Theatre, 8882-170 St, Phase Il WEM, Upper

Level « 780.484.2424/1.877.224.2424 (Toll Free) + Hustle

TU GALLERY 10718-124 St » PERFECTLY FRAMED:
Introducing the “Concerto” line of frames with
framer Loma Paterson. Larson-Juhl framing
representative Connie Farris will be in attendance
on Sat, Sep 26, 12-4pm + Sep 26-Oct 26

back to the 7os, featuring the funkiest hits of the
flashiest decade in history « Until Oct 25

VAAA GALLERY « 3rd Fl, 10215-1212 St « 780.421.1792
+ Doing What Comes Naturally: Artworks by ,

Until
July 30»$10 (door); adv
atTIX on the Square
TIDELINE - Studio Theatre, Timms Centre for the

the membership Hand Weavers, Spinners and
Dyers of Alberta celebrating the United Nations
International Year of Fibre « Until Oct 10
WEST END GALLERY « 12308 Jasper Ave +
780.488.4892 + Featuring artworks byJean-Gabriel Lambert; until Oct 1 « Artworks by Joanne
Gauthier; Oct 3-15

E

.

EEE

THEATRESPORTS -Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave
+ 780.433.3399 « Rapid Fire Theatre presents the 30th

season ofTheat

rts every Fri night at apm «

Arts, U of A, 87 Ave, 112 St » By Wajdi Mouawad,

translation by Shelley Tepperman, directed by

Jeff Page. A young North American man journeys

across the ocean to bury his father in his native

land « Until Sep 26, 7:30pm; Thu, Sep 24, 12:30pm

+ $10-$20 at Timms box office (1 hour before
performance), adv at TIX on the Square
VICTORIA MARTIN: MATH TEAM QUEEN Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave + 780.471.1586

ARTERY + 9535 Jasper Ave « Fictionistas: an evening

celebrating women writers; NeWest Press along
with Nokomis Clothing feature food, fashion, and
fiction with readings by: Hiromi Goto, Marina Endicott, Cecelia Frey, and Connie Gault - Sep 24, 7pm
AUDREYS BOOKS - 10702 lame Ave~
.
780.423.3487 = Poetry Nights and

Fri each mon

+ Jacqueline Larson and Patrick Pilarski launch
their new collecions, Salt Physic and Huge Blue,

Sep 25, 7-30pm
BLUE CHAIR CAFE - 9624-76 Ave » 780.469.8755 «
Story Slam: every 3rd Wed of the month
CARROT CAFE «
9351-118 Ave + 780.752.4867+
Carrot Writing Circle « Every Tue, 7-9pm; A critique
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+ Northern Light Theatre + A sweet and
funny play by Kathryn Walat, developed by The
Women's Project » Until Sep 27, 7:30pm; Sat hae
what-you-can matinee +$25 (opening night)/$20
(adult)/$x8 (student/senior) at door, adv at
780.471.1586,
TIX on the Square
THE WOMAN IN BLACK - ausaiteeke
10708-124 St »

780.453.2440 «

theatrenetwork.ca

ri en Mallatratt from the book
by Susan
: Mark Jenkins.and John
Wright. A chilling combination of classic ghost
story and old-fashioned’storytelling + Sep 29-Oct
18 « Sis (preview nights Sep 29-30)
ForOne-Tue; $13/Sun-Thu: $25 (

Su (student)

senior); Fri/Sat: $27 (adult)/$23 (student/senior) 3
TIX on the Square

)Onlineatvueweekly.com
Can Kanye Con Cannes?
by Brian Gibson

Should film festivals offer more awards to generate
more discussion?

i to reel to reel to reel...
Edmonton International Film Festival fills the city to the brim
with with films from around the world
re
get

eviws

of every film we were
d of inadvance of the first

the 23rd Edmonton International

jal. Ofcourse, there's an entire

otherweekend
offilms to follow—watch

for our reviews of those next week—

plus a

ar offilms we didn't get in

shorts,
the lunchbox series and
more, socheck out edmontonfilmfest.com

for more details on the festival.

Reviews by David Berry (OB), Bryan Birtles (BB), Paul Blinov (PB), Josef Braun
(JB), jonathan Busch (BU), Omar Moual-

lem (@M), Eden Munro (EM), Bryan
Saunders (BRS), Adam

(AWB).

Waldron-Blain

Adrift
inTokyo (Tengen)
Directed
bySatoshi Miki
Sat, Sep 26 (12 pm)
took ik
The premise—a debt collector forgives
a delinquent client's considerable sum
if he'll spend a few days walking around

Tokyo with him—is pure filmic fiction,

and writer/director Satoshi Miki doesn't
stay as far away from flat, cartoonish
surrounding characters as you'd normally
like, but the chemistry between the two
leads is palpable, and it makes for an ultimately winning story. Jo Odagiri's slacker
student bounces off Tomokazu’ Miura's
gruff collector with enough sparks that
you'll be curious to’ see where it goes,
even if Tokyo isn't nearly as richly drawn

and crew dealing with their delayed suc-

that director/Troll 2 child star Michael

sound like a thrill-a-minute ride—in fact,
it seems more like a recipe for talkinghead style documentary boredom. But
when Led Zeppelin's Jimmy Page, U2's
The Edge and the White Stripes' Jack

Cole
Directed by Carl Bessai
Mon, Sep 28 (7:15 pm)

dustry, we learn how | (Heart) NY turned
@ scummy city into a glamorous one, or
how Nike introduced jogging to North

America. There is some glossing over of
advertising as a pollutant, but by the end,
the film is so persuasive and effective in

making (good) advertising a societal asset that it could put Fidel Castro into an

ad-specked NASCAR suit. OM
Best Worst Movie
Directed by Michael Stephenson

FelSep
28lope)

—

tO bb
Profiling thecultish rise of Troll 2, 21992

movie infamous
forbottoming out imdb.

com's worst movies ofall time list, Best

Worst
Movie
‘ts earnest

is endearing largely due to
acters. Seeing the cast

well,

guitars.

Doesn't

to chat
exactly

White start talking, their shared love of

the instrument pours onto the screen
Beyond that, though, filmmaker Davis
Guggenheim digs deep and unravels
the many layers that underpin each art-

tok Ik
The village of Lytton, British Columbia
used to be "Home of the Gold Rush,”

ist's music, using a non-linear approach

Now, it's home to just 350 people, and,

Cole—one of those 350 people—can't
wait to get away from the damn place
and pursue his dream of becoming a
writer. Unfortunately, he has to help his
troubled sister run the family gas sta-

tion, keep his brain-damaged mother
from wandering out into the middle of
the highway and protect Rocket, his sixyear-old nephew, from an abusive stepfather. Add into the mix a goofball of a
best friend, a bombshell of a romantic
interest (and her elitist parents), and
some absolutely fantastic cinematography and you have a story that is truly
compelling to watch. BRS
Departures
Directed by Yojiro Takita

wk
An aspiring cellist returns to his hometown when his orchestra dissolves and
lands a job doing “encoffinment,” or

art directors behind some of the iconic
ads in the half-a-billion dollar a year in-

about,

Stephenson reveals. PB

Saturday, Sep 26 (7 pm)

ing in print and television, Art & Copy,
is the romantic rebuttal to No Logo.
Through interviews with copywriters and

kkk
Three guitarists get together

Art
& Copy
Directed
by Doug Pray

thks
4 documentary about creative advertis-

Tue, Sep 29 (6:45 pm)

uinely warming to watch, as are the very
human portraits of everyone involved

as has been done before. DB

Wed, Sep 30 (7:15 pm)

it Might Get Loud
Directed by Davis Guggenheim

cess almost 20 years later—going from
an almost universal embarrassment to
appearing at sold-out screenings and
garnering rapturious applause for acting
out particularly painful scenes—is gen-

Japanese ceremonial dead body preparation. Departures is about accepting

change and being humble. Dramaturgically embalmed, it's very nice and rather
dull, overwrought, overacted by the
wholesome, handsome, bland leads, and
most especially overlong, squeezing the
life out of every scene and occasionally
employing an entirely superfluous voiceover. No wonder it won the Best Foreign
Film Oscar—it feeds Western audiences
every dated stereotype surrounding the
Japanese you could ask for. What sad irony that Tsutomu Yamazaki, who starred
in Ososhiki, Juzo Itami's terrific satire of
Japanese funeral culture, should appear
in this tasteful bore. JB

both suspense and heart. Like Japanese
director Takeshi Kitano, Bi contrasts the
gangster theme with a sense of spirituality, with a more naturalistic and less
Brechtian approach. Jaycee Chan, the
handsome lead and son of action legend
Jackie, has no trouble carrying the film
with his charming screen presence. JBU
Getting Home
Directed by Zhang Yang

Sat, Sep 26 (4:35 pm) and Tue, Sep 29
(1:30 pm)
kkk ik
This is like the thoughtful, whimsical
and emotional version of Weekend at
Bernies. \t follows Zhao, a man travelling across a big chunk of China with
nothing but a paltry stack of cash and
the body of his dead friend—disguised
as alive to triumph over any faux pas—
whom he'll deliver to his friend's family. Not much is known about Zhao, but
the actor playing him (Benshan Zhao)
is convincingly real, even with his facial
expressions—whether he's having a
real moment or faking one to bamboozle intersecting people. Getting Home
is simple, modest and charming, and
definitely worth seeing. OM

The Grocer's Son
Directed by Eric Guirado

Wed, Sep 30 (5:15 pm)
kkk
Set mostly in Paris and in the green
foothills of France, this is the story of
Antoine, the prodigal son who must return home, take care of his mother and

run the family's grocery business. This,

The Drummer

Directed by Kenneth Bi

Mon, Sep28 (1:30 pm)

kak tt
A rock 'n' roll drummer escapes his life
as the son of a crime boss to discover
the world of Zen drumming, in a satisfying dramatic tale that captivates with

after a heart attack lands his father—a
man with whom Antoine has not spoken
to in 10 years—in the hospital. Accompanying Antoine on his journey from

the city is Claire, a beautiful young divorcee who helps him deliver groceries
to the countryside’s aged—and hilari-

ously quirky—residents. Furthermore,
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although the entire storyline is fairly
predictable, the character-work in this
movie is truly astounding and makes
this film a pleasure to watch. BRS
H20il

Directed by Shannon Walsh

Sat, Sep26(2:15 pm), Thu, Oct1(1:30 pm)
tek kkk
Not so much making rallying cry as
presentation of the whole, grim picture, H2Oil explores the environmental damage of the Alberta tarsands
mining by zooming into the human
side, revealing the cancerous effects
of leaking tailings ponds that are
wreaking havoc on nearby communities. Alberta health and the oil sands
companies skirt the issues at town hall
meetings while residents bury their
loved ones. But balancing the human

angle with the big stats, showing how
our dependence on oil is an ultimately
unsustainable lifestyle, keeps this
documentary level-headed and all the
more powerful because of it. PB

to juxtapose The Edge's use of racks of
effects with White's use of stomped
on floorboards, with Page's method to
madness landing somewhere in the mid-

dle and bridging the two. In the end, it
seems that creativity for these three is
linked just as much with the specifics of
their instruments as it is with their own
life experiences. EM
Midgets vs. Mascots
Directed by Ron Carlson

Wed, Sep 30 (9:30 pm)
kkk
Full of dick jokes, fart jokes and an
astonishing number of very, very, very
uncomfortable sex scenes, Midgets
vs. Mascots is the kind of movie that
would definitely appeal to people who
won't take in a movie without tak
ing in a few bong hits first. For most
other people, however, this half-baked

competition/road movie will seem like
the kind of idea that was really funny
last night, but upon waking up with a
really dry mouth and incredibly red
eyes, you might realize that it's sort of
a one-note symphony dragged out for
nearly 90 minutes. BB

Inside Hana's Suitcase

Directed by Larry Weinstein

Outrage

Sun, Sep 27 (2:30 pm)

Directed by Kirby Dick

Mon, Sep 28 (6:45 pm)
toh kite
tok ket tk
A polished combination of firsthand
Director Kirby Dick trains his camera on
interviews and dramatic re-imaginings,
as many closeted republicans—known
this sentimental documentary offers an
in-depth
look into how Fumiko Ishioka,a or suspected—as he can in Outrage,
pointing out the ones who pass anti-gay
school teacher in Japan, pieced together
bills while indulging in their own homothe story of a young Holocaust victim
erotic fantasies on the side. There's
named Hana Brady—a story that was
some
scathing material here, and the
eventually made into an internationally
most interesting bits deal with "outed"
bestselling book. Though certainly not
the first Holocaust documentary ever

made, this film offers an interesting
new perspective on the Second World
War via interviews with a Hiroshima
survivor, a number of Holocaust survivors and with George Brady—Hana's
brother and the only surviving member

of her immediate family. BRS

politicians (including a democrat), but
Dick falls into the doc-trap of getting
way to interview heavy. He captures a

lot of angry, talking people in Outrage,
but the methods of presentation get a
little tedious by the end. PB

CONTINUED ON PAGE 32>. ©
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Sodium Babies

Sat, Sep 26 (9:45 pm)

The Pool
Directed
by Chris Smith

kkk
The low-budget horror film is not what

Sat, Sep 26 (2:30 pm).

it used to be—a flair for vampires and
comic books drives the visually engaging Sodium Babies to foresee newcomers
the brothers Decaillon turning heads at
EIFF. Though more inspired than original, the film seemingly borrows from

tokens
It takes a little while for The Pool to get
moving, as it assembles itself out of
the wanderings of its characters which
at first seem aimless, but its quiet
start makes the film feel meaningful.
It's beautiful to look at and its exploration of class and family is more sensitive and complicated than | expected.
It's a very well-put-together-but-simple story about people who really just
want to be nice to each other if they
can manage it. Best of all, everyone on
screen seems like a perfectly reasonable and likable person, which is an accomplishment itself. AWB

there isn't a tight

watch the oft-ridiculed
icon trying to show

power), and then finds himself involved
with the unstable Arielle. Ward seems capable enough, both behind and, inparticular, in front of the camera, though there's a

that he can make legitimate
art too. PB
Winnebago
Man
Directed
by Ben Steinbauer

little too much on his plate, plot-wise, and
too often the overall sense of drama is created via shouting matches.
But there's also
some strange, compelling ideas and twists
to help buoy the script along. PB

the right sources (Timur Bekmambetov,
Frank Miller, and 30 Days of Night) and

Songs from the Southern
Seas

is hard to pull one’s gaze from. The story,

Directed
by Marat Sarulu

Sat, Sep 26 (7:15 pm)

b8.8° 8078
A subtle character-driven foreign drama,

Songs from the Southern Seas delves
into the tale of two families interwined
by their children: Russian lvan's wife gives
birth to a darker child, while neighbour
Kazakh Assan's own son turns out to
have lIvan's ginger locks. It takes 15 years
for the full story to come into light but
the characters who bring us there remain
a little too drab and emotionally elusive
as they try to move on and reconcile

Kutner

Sun, Sep 27 (10 pm)
2.80"0"4
A womanizer in San Fran begins to
stalk a bulimic girl by following her to
her body-image support group, then
provides her with junk food to scarf
and barf in exchange for sex. The crude
humour and obnoxious performance

with the past, or leave it behind, though
director Marat Sarulu has a sharp eye for
some beautiful symbolism. PB

PINT SIZE IDEA >> Midget vs. Mascots
disappoints // Supplied

that it is. JBU

winner in the story Jack Rebney. You might
remember Rebney as a foul-mouthed R\
salesman from the popular viral video:
Steinbauer'’s goal is to show us the man
behind the clip, and the result is a docu.

mentary that not only examines what it’s
like to have your life reduced to an online
clip, but gives us a frequently moving portrait of an odd, bombastic, loquacious and
thoroughly fascinating individual DB
Zooey
and Adam

Directed
by Sean Garrit

Sat, Sep 26 (4:30 pm)
tokio
Zooey and Adam has so much potential
with its poignant story of a young mar
ried couple trying to conceive until their
wish is sadistically granted after the wife
is raped by goons before her restrained

William Shatner's Gonzo Ballet
following a former soldier who overnight
becomes a gangster vampire lackey, is
appropriately geek-ridden, though all in
all, time is never wasted. JBU

by Adam Goldstein (FYI: not DJ AM)
at first suggests the film has nothing
to teach us, though by dragging the
anti-hero and his lack of morals to its
wits end, light is eventually shed on
the psychotic bind of eating disorders.
In this case, said feat is accomplished
by being funny, or at least telling itself

tok kk
Director Ben Steinbauer has a number of
annoying tics, not the least of which are 3
brutally literal visual sense anda penchant
for overcooked narration, but he's found 2

The tales collected offer scenes of frantic propaganda creation, egg smuggling
as foreplay and the gassing to death of a
pig in somebody's kitchen, so rest assured
that this omnibus film's vision of life in
Communist-era Romania will be buoyant
and inventive, a string of satirical urban
myths with political undercurrents that
bears little resemblance to 4 Months, 3
Weeks, 2 Days, the harrowing abortion
drama helmed by Christian Mungiu, who
functions here as a sort of curator, as well
as the director of one episode and writer
of the whole shebang. Of course nothing in Golden Age is nearly as resonant,
focused or captivating as 4 Months, but
there are wonderful moments and a compelling overall portrait of a lost world. JB

Tue, Sep 29 (5:15 pm)

The Snake
Directed by Adam Goldstein and Eric

of it. So it seems a bit of an ego rub for
Shatty, who also has the exeutive producer
credit here, but it’salsoengaging enough to

as the eponymous bloodsuckers mess
with the town leaders’ best-laid plans, but

also carries a strange gift for healing. He
undergoes an experimental
surgery tocure
his disease (and subsequently loses the

Directed by Julien & Benolt Decaillon

<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 31

Directed by Patrick Buckley
Sun, Sep 27 (4:30 pm)

Strigoi

Directed by Faye Jackson

Mon, Sep 28 (9:45 pm)
wt

Son of the Sunshine
Directed by Ryan Ward

A horror comedy that rarely manages to
be either funny or scary, there is nevertheless a peculiar charm to Strigoi, mostly in
the form of Faye Jackson's evident stylistic
talents and the lackadaisical charm of Cat-

Sun, Sep 27 (9:15 pm)
took tot
Director Ryan Ward marks his feature
debut with the compelling if darkly overwrought tale of Sonny (also played by

Ward), who suffers from Tourette's but

kk kik

husband. There's so much potential to

While clips of the titular ballet-—choreographed entirely to Shatner’s Has Been spoken word album—play out in song-length
chunks here, this light doc is really more
about Shatner and his album—the inter-

be unforgettable, but it’s too unrefined
like pure crude bitumen. The sound pe
ters in and out at key moments, the act
ing is dubious and the camera operator
seemingly lacks opposable thumbs. Over
the six years in which we watch Adam
attempt to reconcile with his troublec
son's paternal origin, the plot does im

views with Ben Folds (who wrote the bulk
of the music), Henry Rollins (who guests),
and Shatner himself are given much more
screen time and development in the SOminute documentary than the dance side

alin Paraschiv as a prodigal son investigating the shady goings-on of a small Romanian town. The film works as a tweaking
of the increasingly popular vampire trope,

prove, however, the depth of character
and raw dialogue doesn't. OM

Genuine emotions
e

e-

The Girlfriend Experience dabbles in ambiguous emotion while Goodbye Solo tries to force the feeling
I'm willing to give Steven Soderbergh an : Experience stunt casting. Given the obvi- : (indulge my stretching of that term) against: There are certainly some interesting ideas
awful lot of room when it comes to cre- : ous parallels between porn and high-class : sincere love—is explored so plainly, even if : occasionally played with here—the way
: both Christine and her boyfriend worry
ative choice. Though it would be a stretch : prostitution, where Grey's Chelsea (working : It’s at best allegorical in this case.
name)/Christine (real name) makes : Nevertheless, it says something about : about their freelance businesses is an into say | like all of his films, his willher living, it makes sense, and : Grey's performance and the somewhat : teresting suggestion of how just about anyingness to experiment and, espedoes give the film a layer of, if : experimental, composed aimlessness of : thing can be a routine day at the office, as
cially, to jump around genres
not strict verisimilitude, at least : The Girlfriend Experience's story that the : it were—but the film falls down on Greys
and production methods, subtycom
a curious blurring of reality. In : most interesting thing about the film is : performance: it’s too hard to tell if her afverting his own style to the
interviews for the film, Grey : wondering about its real-life parallels. H fectlessness is portrayed or just inescapable,
most effective way to tell the
was careful to distance herself : A chronologically distorted character : whether she's acting or is just a bad actress.
story without ever devolving
and her day Job from the char- : sketch, Experience follows Chelsea/Chris- : The few scenes where we get a glimpse of
into rote hackery—a rare trait
acter she's portraying, but knowing : tine alternately providing clients with her : her facade fading suggest its the latter, alamong filmmakers; probably the
eponymous service—basically a full date : though I'm willing to give points to Soderher background, it's impossible not to
only other modern filmmaker comparable to Soderbergh in this regard is UK ; speculate on the connections, and though : and some tenderness to go with the sex— : bergh for muddying the issue well enough
filmmaker Michael Winterbottom—gives : the casting of porn stars is not entirely : interacting with her personal trainer boy- : that it becomes another question about just
: unheard of in mainstream productions, it's : friend, possibly falling in love with a client, : how close to emotional reality this storyis.
him a.wide berth in my books
So I'll refrain from calling the casting of : incredibly rare that the essential dilemma of : submitting to a sleazy online review and :
: Speaking of which, though independent
porn star Sasha Grey in The Girlfriend : their personal lives—essentially, fake love : being interviewed by a journalist.
: filmmaker Ramin Bahrani gets credit for be= ing a social realist, emotional realism with

Aiwa
YOU ARE

0

(NOT) ALONE.

ONLY TWO DAYS
September 30th(Wed) 7:00 pm
October 3

Sat)

10:00

= for reality to the realms of believability.
: For instance, In his first feature, Man Push
: Cart, the Pakistani immigrant food cart op: erator who Bahrani follows wasn't just, say,
or a lawyer who's in a new life. No
= a doctor

= he was a rock star who followed his wife to
:: America. His wife then died in a car crash. |
: realize such a situation is theoretically pos
: sible, but | find Bahrani's attempts to make
: his stories so powerfully, undeniably senti
: mentally gripping sell his social goals short

>: essentially just putting an immigrant facade
: on what are at their core films every bit as
: emotionally manipulative and morally sim
fare.
: plistic as Hollywood
: Though it does have its quiet, powerful
:> moments, especially a solemn stare-down
: between his two leads towards the end, this
isjust a little too much of a liberal fantasy
= to convince me that what I'm-watching is

: social overtones might be a better way of : how real people act. Do sincerely suicidal
: describing him. Bahrani is a filmmaker de- :

: voted to the underside of America, espe- :

? dally the on-the-margins
way immigrants :
: strive for the American dream, explored :
: again here in Goodbye Solo, the story of :

? a cab driver, Solo, and a seemingly suicidal :
: man, William, striking upanunlikely
friend- :
: ship. What separates him from—and,
in my :
= minority opinion, seriously hamstrings him :

:

: human, too. The Girlfriend Experience my

:

: suffer forlacking emotion, but atleastits

: and not necessarily
extending his penchant : not trying to beat them out of you. W
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all independent films are to a degree
labours of love where the driving creative forces necessarily take on much
larger roles, Konopaki and Robertson
are pretty much everything from gaffers to executive producers on their
films, funding almost everything out
of their own pocket and staging guerilla-style shoots at whatever locations
they can muster. It's hardly a cushy
way to make a film, but as they explain,
it works well for them, and has some
interesting side-effects
"Mike and I do pretty much everything, and it’s a lot of work, but it still
happens much quicker and probably
easier than if we had 50 guys we had
to order around,” offers Konopaki,
who also points out that film was shot

x duo Mike Robertson and Arlen blade before their latest
film, Bea
, is set to premiere,

| know enough not to expect to have
a copy
ofthe film in hand: with both
their twofeature-length screenings—
those would be relationship comedy

The Greatest Love Story Ever Told and

buddy road-trip flick Losing Will—and

the handfulofshorts they've put up at
places like Nextfest's Filmfest, the pair
have developed a reputation for ironing out the million little niggling details filmmaking
of
at the last minute.
“When we left, the computer was actually rendering the disc," Robertson

in about the space of a month, mostly

says proudly when the subject comes
up. "So this one will be done a week
before, as opposed to the night before,
which is what usually happens."
Their
down-to-the-wire
habits,
though, are somewhat forgiven by
their busy schedules. Besides their
work at Highwire Films, they also
find time for musical side-projects
(Robertson is a multi-instrumentalist
who used to play in Hot Panda) and
a healthy bit of improv (both have
healthy histories with Rapid Fire Theatre, and Konopaki is perhaps best
known around town as one half of
globetrotting improv team Scratch).
Asthe improv history might suggest,
Konopaki and Robertson have focused
erie

MUNIN

TNT MMT
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on one location,
"And the lack of resources kind of
forces you to be creative,” agrees Robertson. "Like, there's one scene that's lit

entirely with a flashlight, which is only
pe

2

like—well, actually, it was free, because

ALWAYS KNOCK FIRST >>‘Tom's new roommate is keeping sinister secrets in Beartrap //supplied

mostly on comedy up to this point in
their career, which makes Beartrap
a departure for more than just its
quick completion time. Tom (played
by Konopaki) is forced to find a new
place to live after a break-up with his
live-in girlfriend. Though he assumes
the quirks that Daniel (Lucas Mercer)

so willingly displays are just part of
getting used to living with someone
CC ECTTT I LLOUU LRU

LOLIMOT

LUTEUM

new, Tom slowly begins to realize that
the oddball facade is hiding something considerably more sinister.
"It's our take on a Hitchcock kind of
film,” explains Konopaki of the overall mood. "When we first started on it,
it was going to be this wacky comedy
about a crazy roommate who's weird
and terrible to live with it. But we took
a break from it and came back almost a

year later, and whether it was just be
cause we matured a little bit or whatev-

I already owned the flashlight. But it
ends up working really well—it's actually one of my favourite scenes." V

er, we found a new focus, and it became
alot more dark and more dramatic."

SAT, SEP 26 (9 PM), SUN, SEP 27 (7 PM)
BEARTRAD

What hasn't changed for them is their

WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY ARLEN KONOPAKI,
MIKE ROBERTSON

method,

a highly self-motivated

and

self-sufficient style of filmmaking for
which even the words do-it-yourself
seem to sell the pair short. Though
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STARRING KONOPAKI, LUCAS MERCER,
CHRISTIAN HANSEN

METRO CINEMA (9828 - 101A AVE)
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FILM // TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

Meanwhile, in Toronto ...
This year's TIFF saw quality works from vetrans and beginners alike, deserving of the wider releases they almost never see
/OSEF BRAUN
// (OSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM

e September chill held off until
the last days of this year's Toronto
International Film Festival, making
it tough to spend countless hours
cooped up in darkened auditoriums,
but a modicum of program navigational skills made the darkness perfectly seductive. I saw an astounding
dud or two—most notably Alejandro
Amendbar's ancient Egypt clash-ofideologies epic Agora, a movie capable of turning an entire generation of
young minds off physics forever—but

! also caught enough exciting works

from established masters and new talents alike to ensure that the coming
months will yield cinematic riches for
all. That is,ifthese damned films get

decent distribution.

Two newbies from Werner Herzog
were bizarro highlights. Bad Lieutenant: Port of Call New Orleans marks
the German-American auteur's first

mercial

featuring a go-

for-broke leading turn from Nicolas

Cage, instructed by Herzog to “turn
the pig loose."
Both Herzog and Cage
were presentat the premiere and

seemed thrilled about the collaboration and the Louisiana location, if not
so notably the material itself, which
they took inspired liberties with. The
film has little to do with Abel Ferrara‘s cult classic of the same name and
a lot to do with Herzog's willingness
to filter a maniac cop script through
his typical concerns with crazed visions and man’s alienation from nature. Oddly enough the film's not
entirely different from the far more
overtly Herzog-ian My Son, My Son,
What Have Ye Done?, a tale of matricide set in the San Diego suburbs, executive produced by David Lynch and
starring Michael Shannon as a man
crippled with mystical visions follow-

at least attract the art house set. Set in
contemporary Africa, it concerns the
governess (Huppert) of a French-owned
coffee plantation who refuses to abandon her property even while violence
between rebels and military forces encroach and the government instructs
all French nationals to flee. Questions
of entitlement, exploitation and what
constitutes one’s homeland abound,

vian river rafting trip he warned them
not to undertake. It also stars Willem
Dafoe, Chloe Sevigny and Udo Kier,
and features some spellbinding moments where the cast freezes for these
strange moving portraits.
The often exquisite films of French
cineaste Claire Denis have an appallingly poor track record of getting into
theatres. Will White Material break
star
that trend? It has an international
in Isabelle Huppert, and subject matto
caustic
and
timely
ter sufficiently

yet the most haunting aspects are less
the polemical than the personal ones,
the way the dictates of memory weave a
thread through the broken-up chronology, strengthened greatly by Huppert’s
crazily stubborn performance.

ing the death of his friends on a Peru-

sionate, and typically drenched in stereotypes. Eccentricities of aBlond Hair

Girl, the latest comically compressed
charmer—clocking in at 68 minutes—
from 100-year-old director Manoel de
Oliveira, finds a young man recounting his romantic obsession with a
beautiful and mysterious girl to a blind
woman on a train, Broken Embraces is
another noir-ish thriller and melan-

they screen during the Edmonton International Film Festival.)
But TIFF is most exciting when it
offers discoveries, and a handful of
films | managed to stumble across
didn’t disappoint in this regard. Greek
writer/director

Giorgos

Lanthimos'

Dogtooth, about a family raised in affluent captivity by their patriarch, is
a fascinating little dark comedy delivered in an engrossingly understated

style that leaves room for the brilliane*

The film has little to do with Abel Ferrara's cult
classic of the same name and a lot to do with
Herzog’s willingness to filter a maniac cop script

through his typical concerns with crazed visions
and man's alienation from nature.

As for other dependable veterans, A
Serious Man, the Coen Brothers’ new
comedy about growing up Jewish in
late ‘60s Minneapolis is clearly their

most autobiographical film. It's also
hysterically funny, unusually compas-

SEP 24 — SEP 30, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY

choly memory play from Almodévar,
featuring perhaps the richest male protagonist he's ever developed, as well as
beautiful lead performances from Lluis
Homar and Penélope Cruz. Returning
to Europe and focusing his sinister narrative around a village of troubled children in pre-First World War Austria,
The White Ribbon shows that Michael
Haneke's made a full recovery after
re-making his worst film with the US
version of Funny Games. (You can get
an early glimpse of these last two when

cast to make the characters’ dynamic
feel eerily similar to your average everyday family. Northless is Mexican
director Rigoberto Pérezcano's subtle,

deadpan comedy about an Oaxaca
man’s series of unsuccessful illegal
border crossing attempts that unintentionally lead to a series of complicated but rewarding friendships
in Tijuana. Pérezcano has an elegant
way of condensing entire scenes into
sweet, simple portrait shots of char-

acters on the cusp of some important
advance in their relationship. Witt
any luck, his film's popularity at TIFF
and its upcoming screenings in San
Sebastian and other festivals will
place Pérezeano and his collaborators
on the cusp of reaching the audience
Northless deserves. V
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Trailer Park ray
Countdown to
Liquor Day

Film Capsules
Opening this week

The Cove
Directed by Louie Psihoyos
Featuring Richard O'Barry

kkk

kk

As documentaries become more argumen-

tative, audiences

metro, PRESENTS No T 24-27

=

IN ASSOCIATION

WITH

THE

U OF A FILM STUDIES

DEPARTMENT

have learned to better

guard their particular sensitivities. While
films like Bowling for Columbine, Earthlings,
and Shut Up and Sing have a capacity to inspire, familiar patterns emerge that trigger
warnings not to fall for clever edits and dramatic scoring without scouring the Internet
for counter-arguments that run the issue
into the ground. Sometimes, however, a
plea for social awareness resonates enough
to excite those profound emotional instincts

that the cinema is largely about. The Cove,
a suspenseful real-life exposé of the horrific
slaughter of dolphins for mercury-ridden

GARNEAU
theatre
8712 - 109 Street - 433-0728
RAMS ios WANs

ASBE

would put countless of them in theme park
captivity, O'Barry lives his life for the sake
of their rescue, recognizing their beauty and
intelligence as it continues to be oppressed
by modernity.
The aftermath that follows the daily
capture of dolphins on the shores of Taiji,
Japan, puts his mission into red alert. After
a handful of the mammals are chosen, a
group of fishermen gather the rest into

a hidden cove. From there what goes on
is only hinted by the visible pool of blood
that forms in the neighbouring waters. The
strategy that O'Barry and director Louis Psihoyos concoct to thwart the practice is to
capture on video what the fishermen of Taiji
are hiding, and proceed to share it with the
world. The Cove details what the two men
and an impassioned activist posse undergo

to obtain the footage—a series of late-night
dives to plant their hidden cameras. The
result of their plot is history, or like | said,
here's hoping.
The Cove escalates between defending the
cause and their diplomatic methods to stir
change. Amidst the cinematic thriller techniques, the film has no qualms about asking
the audience for help, instructing us outright
about our responsibility to spread awareness about the concealed operation of the
dolphin killers. That being said, it's more a
privileged feeling than a patronizing one, as
though O'Barry and Psihoyos grant us with

LOGAL FILMMAKERS DURING EIFF
THE MYSTERIES OF THE
KINEMATIC INVERSION:
THEOLDMANANDTHEOLIOD
VATE BYENEMY ATTA
at

lunch meat, will find an impressionable
many becoming suddenly partial to the
cause. Here's hoping, at least.
Former dolphin _ trainer-turned-activist
Richard O'Barry once taught the squeaky
ocean mammals to melt America's heart on
the unforgettable TV series Flipper, though
saw his interests take a dramatic shift after
seeing the hard truth of their seemingly
happy lives. Feeling partly responsible for
the masses’ affection for the creatures that

#
z
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apt title, insomuch as Trailer Park Boys
to Liquor Day feels like it
travelling one too many times acros
the same well-worn territory until Lahe
returns to his usual ridiculous self, at
which point the traveling down the same
well-worn territory is at least outrageou

enough to be consistently funny.
This isn't to say that the mere exploits of

dope-dealing dickhead Ricky (Robb Wells)
rum-and-coke-swilling

mastermind

Jjuliar

Qohn Paul Tremblay) and cat-lover-with
coke-bottle-glasses Bubbles (Mike Smith)
doesn't have its moments. Following them
as always, fresh off release from prison and
diving headlong into yet another scheme
the trio here is what it always is: they usé
"fuck" like it was punctuation, and most of
the humour comes from either their earnest
cluelessness—Julian names his new car repair shop, his supposed plan to get straight,

"Success Auto Body’ and steals his sign from
a church lawn—or their twisted logic, the
latter mostly courtesy of Ricky, who's rarely
in a situation where's he's not only wrong
but self-assuredly and bellicosely wrong.
Nevertheless, a lot of the first half of the
film is kind of aimless and tired. Each of the
other boys gets his own subplot—Ricky’s
encouraged to step out of Julian's shadow
via a semi-brilliant car-battery metaphor
from his dad, and Bubbles has to get up
enough money to free his cats from the
pound—but they mostly just drift in and
out. Though this is all pretty standard TPB
territory, with a downright polite and occasionally homoerotic Lahey—you couldn’
really say that a weird Lahey-loves-Julian
thread is gay panic-y, but it's certainly on
some kind of awkwardly-uncomfortable

sive, slobbering, crying, falling over and be

SATURDAY, SEP 2)
DISC
t
INFO!
N OL
THON DEPOT, TOURS OF THE BUILL

Trailer Park Boys movie counts down tc
is the day upon which trailer park super
visor Jim Lahey Gohn Dunsworth) brehis two years of sobriety, descending on
again into the belligerent, vicious drun}
fans of the series know and love. It's =)

time or another in Cassavetes, Godard,
Egoyan, and even John Waters—request-

Such a reconfigured formula, as manipu-

lative as it might seem, has contributed to

SCREENING WITH:

Metro operates with the support of:

The liquor day that the title of the lates

noteworthy personal styles seen at one

ourselves to a sequence of images that are
less than pleasurable (though the nail-biting
action beforehand is far worth it).

:
MAN&MEANING
OWEN BARFIELD
ee
SATURDAY 9:00PM SUNDAY: 7:00PM SATURDAY 7:00PM x SUNDAYs &:15°M
All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.
For more information, call 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org

b.9.9.978"4

with-homosexuality spectrum—it really
doesn't offer up a lot in the way of com
edy, just a convenient motor to drive the
story forward.
That changes considerably when Lahey
starts back on the sauce. John Dunsworth
has to be one of the finest drunk actors

their trust upon the agreement to expose

THE COV!
NIGHTLY @ 7:00 & 9:00PM,
SAT &SUNDAY MATINEES @ 2:00PM
RATED: PG. DISTURBING CONTENT
MATURE SUBJECT MATTER

Directed by Mike Clattenberg
Written by Clattenberg, Robb Wells,
John Paul Tremblay, Mike Smith, Timr
Hannebohm
Starring Wells, Tremblay, Smith, Johr
Dunsworth

“FAVACA &¢

ever filmed: his Lahey is just utterly repul
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mended for children)

Fri, Mon-Thiu 4:20, 650, 9530; Sat-Sun 1245, 4-20, 6:90, 9:30

FRI,SEPTEMBER
25—THU, OCTOBER 1,2009
me

CHABA

Pri, Mon-Thu 4:00, 6-40, 9-25;Sat-Sun 1300, 4200, 6:40, 9:35

THEATRE-JASPER

MEATBALLS
30 (G)

Digital 3d, No passes Pri,Sun-Thu 12:20, 2545,$05,7530, SSS;
Sat1230, 24S $05 730,955

Daily ya0 910; Sat, Sun Thu 220

FAME (PG)
Daily 72059:05 Sat-Sun 2:05 Movies For Mommies: Thu,
Oct: Leo

Daily 2205,4205,720, 10:20
LOVE HAPPENS (PG, cozrse language)

‘No passes Daily 12:40, 3:35.6:40,9:30
JENNIFER'S BODY (14A. gory violence, crude coarse
language,
sexual content)

THE GOODS: LIVE HARD. SELL HARD. (154)

Fri-Sat 1:40, 4:45, 7:39, 20:00, 12:10; Sun-Thu 2:40, 4:45,
7530, 10:00

WHITEOUT (14A, gory scenes, nudity, not fecommended
for children)

Pri-Thu 1025
9 (PG, frightening scenes, notrecommended
for young
children)

FriTue 12:25, 2:40, 4:50, 7205, 9:5 Wed 12:25, 2:40, 4250, 9:35;

Daily 6:55, 9:55

by
Direct

PUBLIC ENEMIES (144, violence)

eaturing Don
hot Cruse

Science Is cinematic,ormaybe cinema is
‘scientific. Either way, it becomes a tool
for both learning and appreciation. Peosie aren't being lazy when they would
rather watch a documentary rather than

ead a book; they're merely reaching for
3 tool that will engage them in affect, a
manner akin to beingachild just handed

a toy by a kind stranger. The warm authority ofasubject can actually teach an
audience toadopt a discipline, to revere
it like an individual passionate and welllearned in that field of study.
Local filmmaker Jeremy Rittwage fol-

lows, in what feels like the span of a cozy
afternoon, the scientific imagining of Ed-

showing his younger, fully-bearded self
humbly nodding
at what looks like a spaceage paint mixer. From there, The Myster-

ies ofKinematic Inversion evolves into a

quick, concise discussion of how one lone
cube-like structure Is able to change our
relationship tothe resource of water—all
this under 30minutes.
Cruse talks about shapes, cubes, inversion and movement, all fascinating terms

of geometry that, as he demonstrates,
only seem to expand the more we observe them. All of this builds up to his
particular passion—the oloid—the physical object form of an infinite movement
combining both centripetal and centrifugal methods of mixture. This is "kinematic
inversion," not only a fun expression

to say aloud but a way to treat nuclear
waste and re-vivify water, an process that

Cruse describes will draw together the
cosmos and the physical world.
The sole flaw of Mysteries relates primarily to what makes It interesting; its

subtitle, The Old Man and the Oloid, is
distracting
in its quaint characterization

of Cruse.
age, and

ad a

acute

tion

isalready clear

film is-hardly about
ion

of what
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GALAXY - SHERWOOD PARK
2020 Sherwood
Drive, TSOATE.OTSO

‘

SURROGATES
(14A. violence)

Fri-Thu 120, 45 725 945

No pastes Pri £15, 7:40, 10:20; Sat-Sun 12:40, 3:00, 525,

‘THE FINAL DESTINATION (8A, gory violence)
Fri-Wed 3:50, 935; Thu 3:50
INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (184, gory violence)

FAME (PG)

740, 10:20; Mon-Thu 7:40, 1020
Fri 2:40, 7:30, 105 Sat-Sun 12069, 3:40, 7:30, 105; Mon-

YOXS7-2 Ave,7E0.AI3.0728

ADAM (PG, coarse language)
Daily 9:00; Sat-Sun 3:00

COLD SOULS (PG, nudity, coarse language)
Daily 7:00; Sat-Sun 1:09

Thu 730, 1005

THE GIRL FROM MONACO (STC)

13S, F49 9:50

TAS, 10330

‘TRANSFORMERS: REVENGE OF THE FALLEN (PG, violence, crude content, notrecommended for young children)

SURROGATES (144,violence)

‘THE TIME TRAVELER'S WIFE (PG, nudity, mature subject
matter)

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)

Fri-Wed 1:10, 6:55; Thu 110

500, 7:15, 9:30; Mon-Thu 7:15, 9:30

DISTRICT9(x4A, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse
Digital Cinema Pri-Sun/Te-Thu 12°35 3:40, 645, 9:505 Mon

Fri-Sat 1115, 4:15,7335, 10:45; Sun-Thu 1as, 4-15,7:35

‘THE PROPOSAL (PG, coarse language)
Fri-Sat £35, 4-10, 710,9:45,12:05; Sun-Thu 1:35, 4:10,7210,9:45

THE HANGOVER (:8A, crude content, nudity, language
may offend)

Fri-Sat 2:45, 4:35,725.9:40, 12:00; Sun-Thu 1:45, 4:35 715,940
uP (G)
Fri-Sat 2:30, 4:30, 7:05, 9:30, 12:50) Sun-Thu 1:30, 4:30,
05) 9330
NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM: BATTLE OF THE SMITH-

Fri-Sat 55, 4:25, 720, 9:35, 11:55; Sun-Thu 1:55, 4:25, 7-20, 9°35
7:00, 9:50
CINEPLEX ODEON NORTH

Pri 3:45, 720, 9:45; Sat-Sun 1:00, 9:45, 720, 9:45; Mon-Thu

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY

Wed 7:00

TAO, 94S
LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)

ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL (STC)
Thu &00

No passes Fri 3:30, 6:50, 9:50) Sat-Sun 12:45, 3:30, 6:59, 9:50)
Mon-Thu 6:40, 9:50

ALL ABOUTSTEVE (PG, coarse language)

9:25; Mon-Tue,
Thu 1:25, 3-3, 539, 8:00 Wed 1:25, 353,

FAME (PG)

640, 95

LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)
DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:30, 3215, 7:30, 10°05; Mon-Thu 135,

345, 615, 8:45

THE INFORMANTI (144)

No passes, DTS Digital Pri-Sun 12:15, 300, 7-15, 9°90; MonThu 1:30, 4:00, 6:30, 9:00

6:40, 9:5

THE INFORMANT! (144)

Daily 12:40, 3:30, 6:59, 9:30
LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)
No passes Daily 12:50, 3:40, 7:29, 10:00

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS AN IMAX 3D
EXPERIENCE
(G)

Fri 7:00, 10:10; Sat-Sun 2:00, 7:00, 10:10; Mon-Thu 8:00

GRANDIN THEATRE
Grandin Mall,SirWinston Churchill Ave,St.Albert,
780.458.9822

9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young

Daily 7:00, 9:05

HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF BLOOD PRINCE (PG,

violence, frightening scenes)

Daily 1:00, 2:45, 6:45

4:05 TAS, $40

Daily 4:25, 8:30

Digital yd Pt, Mon-Thu 459,79, $45;Sat-Sun 1:30, 499,
T3. F45

1:49, 4-20, 2035
Fri-Wed 2:40, 4-20,7:40, 105; Thu

DAY
TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO UUQUOR

subject matter)

for children)

No passesFri-Wed 1245,320,5257:5,10:5,Tha$20153%

.

rcaneaneseeett vnc

7:00
Dolby Stereo Digital Fri 7:00, 9:90; Sat-Sun 12:45 3:55.

9's; Mon-Thu $45, 8:25

Leduc, 700.352.3922

PANDORUM (1A, violence)

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (6)

12:55, $45, 6:59,
Dolby Stereo Digital Fri 6:50, 9:40; Sat-Sun

Dally 7:00,9-10;Sat-Sun 1:00, 310

40; Mon-Thu 525, 8:15

FAME (PG)

for young
9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended

Daily 6:55 9:as Sat-Sun 12°55 325

Daily 7:05,9°30;Sat-Sun 1205 30

children)

330, 7-10,9:20; MonDTS Digital Pri 7:10, 9:20; Sat-Sun 1:10,

SURROGATES
(14A, violence)

Wed 500, 8:35; Thu 500

JENNIFER'S BODY (144,goryviolence, crude coarse

JULIE & JULIA (PG, coarse language)

language, semal content)
Daily 720, 9:20; Sat-Sun 1:10, 520

Mon-Thu 15, 8:00

.

6:40, 930;
DTS Digital Fri 6-40, 9-30; Sat-Sun 12-30, 3-29,

IN
S
CINEMAKIW
FWETAS

‘THE INFORMANT!
(144)
No Passes Pri590,64s 95 NoPasses Sat-Sun 15 549,
4s 925 Mon-The, Thu 390, 64s 95; Wed$90,935

S (G)
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALL

LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)

{ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)

Daily 700, 920; Sat-Sun 1200, 3.10

Pri, Mon-Thu 3:45,6:359610;Sat-Sun 1210,5-45 6:35 950
PANDORUM
(12A, violence)
Fri,Mon-Thu 4:10,7:00, 9:35;Sat-Sun 1:25,4:10,700, 9°35

FAME (PG)

TM Ave, Groat Ad,7BOASS.BT26

LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)

Daily 1:15, 35 515 725 915

Fri, MonThu 425.7:20, 9-40; Sat-Sun 1:90,4-257-10,
$40

Thu 1:10, 3:90, 6:40
Fri-Wed 1:10, 3:50, 6:40, 93%
(STC)
ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL

(14A)
EVANGELION: LO YOU ARE (NOT) ALONE
Wed 7:00

recommended
(14A, coarse language, substance abuse, not

Passes Sat-Sun 1:20,440,7:05 $20;DigitalydMan-Tue, Thus
40, TOS $20
JENNIFER'S BODY (14/,gory violence, crude coarse

(PG, nudity, mature
THE TIME TRAVELER'S WIFE

00
7750,10:25,Star& Strollers Screening; Thus

Thu 1:00, 3:50, 7:10, 10:10; Wed 1:00, 3:59,10:10
FricTue,

WHIP IT (PG, coarse language)

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)34, No
Digital3d,No Passes Pri,Wed4:40,7:059-20; Digital

Digital ad Pri-Wed 1:50, 8:00; Thu 2:50
INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (1A, gory violence)
Daily 2:00, 6:30, 10:00
DISTRICT 9 (14A, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse

‘Advanced Preview, No passes Sat 7:00

JULIE & JULIA (PG, coarse Language)

INGLOURIOUS
BASTERDS (1A,goryviolence)
Pri, Mon-Thu $00, 8:30;Sat-Sun 40, $00, 8:30

THE FINAL DESTINATION 3D (:8A, gory violence)

language)

Daily 12:90, #10, 5:45, 8:25

No passes, Stadium seating, DTSDigital Fri-Sun 12:40, 20,
Tho120, 4:05 7700, gam, Wed 1:20,
540, 845 9935;Mon-Tue,

‘THE FINAL DESTINATION
3D(:2A, goryviolence)

language)

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)

Digital Cinema Pri-Wed 4:50, 10:20; Thu 4:20, 10:20

DISTRICT 9 (144, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse
language)

A299
Ave, TBOATLTCOO

Digital 34
Daily 2:10, 4:30, 6:15, 8:20, 10°35
gory wiolence)
INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (184,
Daily 2:15, 6:39, 9:50
brutal violence, coarse
DISTRICT 9 (244. gory scenes,

Daily 12:10, 2:30, 4:45,7215 9530

GAMER (:8A, brutal violence, nudity, language may offend)

W
el
10 VIE
FCLARE

4:00, 9:40 Star
Fri-Tue, Thu 1:20, 4:00, 7:05, 9:40; Wed
& Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00
gory violence)
THE FINAL DESTINATION 3D (184,

children)

Daily 12:20, 3:20, 6:30, 910

passes, Digital Presentation Wed 7-00

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)

9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young

Daily 2:30, 3:00, 4:45, 6015. 7:55: 9530
SHORTS (G)
Daily 205, 3:05 5:05

ALONE (144) No
YOU ARE (NOT)ON:
LOGELI
EVAN

Daily 1:00, 3:10, $:10, 7:10, 9°25

No passes Daily 12:00, 2:20, 4:49, 7:00,9:20

children)

G FORCE (G)

language, sexual content)
No passes Daily 2:00, 4:39, 7°30 10:10
for
9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended
young children)

(4A, violence)

language, sexual content)

No passes Fri, Sun-Thu 1:30, 4:20, 7:20, 10:15; Sat 1:30, 4:20,
1005

T00, FAS

JENNIFER'S BODY (244, gory violence, crude coarse

JENNIFER'S BODY (iA, gory violence, crude coarse

6:45, 9:49
INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (i8A, gory violence)

(444, coarse language, substance abuse, not recommended
for children)
Stadium seating, DTS Digital Pri-Sun 12:20, 2:55, $30, B00,
10:30; Mon-Tue,
Thu 1:35, 4-10, 6:40, gaio; Wed 1535 420,

Digital 3d, No passes Daily 12:15, 2:30, 4:40, 7:00, 920

LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)
No passes Daily 1:20, 4:00, 6:40,9:15

Pri 3:50, 6:45, 9:40} Sat-Sun 1:10, 3:50, 6:45, 9:49 Mon-Thu

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)

FricTue, Thu 12:50, 3:40, 6:50, 9:45 Wed 3:40, 6:50, 9:45; Star &

Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)

No passes Daily 12:30, 50, 5:20, 8:00, 1030

mended for children)
Daily 1:50, 5:00, 7:45, 10:20

Digital 3d, No passes Daily 12:30, 2:50, 5:10, 7:30, 9:50

Fri 4:30, 6:30, 9:15; Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:39, 6:30, 95) Mon-Thu

SURROGATES (2A, violence)

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 30 (G)

THE INFORMANT! (144)

10100

Stadium Seating, Dolby Stereo Digital Fri-Sun 12:00, 2:35,
530, 8:05 10:40; Mon-Thu 1:10, 3250, 6:59, 9530

Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 1:00, 3-10, $15.7:20,

Daily 1:40, 4:30, 7:40, 10:30

language, sexual content)

9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young
children)

children)

recom(14A, coarse language, substance abuse, not

for children)

JENNIFER'S BODY (14A, gory violence, crude coarse

10:00; Mon-Thu 7:20,

9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY

(4A, coarse language, substance abuse, not recommended

No passes Fil 4:20,7:20, 10:00} Sat-Sun.2:45, 4:20, 7:20,

PANDORUM (8A, violence)
Daily 2:20, 4:50, 7:50, 10:25

Fri-Tue, Thu 1:30, 425, 7°
255; Wed 4:15, 7:25. 9°55i
Star & Strollers Screening; Wed 1:00

7]

PrieTue, Thu 12:40, 3:30, 6:45, 9:40; Wed 3:30, 6:45,9:40; Star &

EVANGELION: 1.0 YOU ARE (NOT) ALONE (14A)

No passes, Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:45, 1205,
5:25, 7-45, 10:05; Mon-Thu 1:45, 4:00, 6:20, B4o.

‘We231-TH7th Avenue, 780.732.2236

No passes Daily 12:00, 2:40, $215, 7:90, 10:30
FAME (PG)

Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

FAME (PG)

STAR TREK (PG, violence)
Fri-Sat 1:20, 4:15, 7:00, 9:50, 12:20; Sun-Thu 1:20, 4:15,

Digital 3d,No passes Fri 5:00, 7:15, 9:30; Sat-Sun 12:30, 2:45,

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM
WEM, 8882-170
St,780.444.2600

THE INFORMANT! (14A)

0200-102 Ave,780.421.7020

SONIAN (PG)

Fri 4:50, 7245, 10:30; Sat-Sun 1:30, 4°50, 7245, 10:30; Mon-Thu

WHIP IT (PG, coarse language)
Advanced Preview, No Passes Sat'7;00

DIRTY DANCING (STC)
Figo

andediting
ofCruse's

parties deserve to ac-

Daily 7:00, 9:00; Sat-Sun 2200

Daily 725, 9215; Sat-Sun 200

interview pays a respect to him much
tipsy. portrayal of a simplisbe

THE COVE (PG, disturbing content, mature subject matter)

Mon, Sep a8, 8:00

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY
(4A, coarse language, substance abuse, not recommended
for children)

4

2

8712-109 St, 780.433.0728

THE STING (PG)

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)

Fri-Thu 2:00, 6:30, 10:05

a lifetime
ofstudy. The

tigen cL

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)
in 6255, 9:10; Sat, Sun,The 12:55. 3:10

ASD. S284

language)

monton's Don Cruse, an odd though seem-

ingly brilliant geometry devotee. Cruse’s
credentials are hardly detailed, but we
immediately assume his responsibility for
developing the machine he stands beside
in the opening credits, aworn piece of film

EDMONTO! N FILM SOCIETY

MY SISTER'S KEEPER (144)
Fri-Sat 1:25, 4:00, 6:45, 9:20, 13:45; Sun-Thu 1:25, 4:00,
6:45, 9:20

Daily 9:25

KAKA

THE INFORMANTI (14A)
Daily 7:05, 9:20; Sat, Sun, Tue 1:05 320

Daily 7:00 9200; Sat, Sun, Thu 200

Tho 250, 4:59,
7:05 9:25 Star & Strollers Screening:
Thu 1:00

FUNNY PEOPLE (14A, crude coarse language, sexual
content, not recommended for children)

(9:15 pm) ge
sun, Sep27Jeremy
ed Rittwa

language, sexual content)
Daily 6:90, 9705 Sat, Sun, Tue 12:50, 3:05

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)

Daily 2:00, 4:40, 7:25

for children)
Daily 720, 930; Sat, Sun, Tue110, 330pm

(CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS
(G)

JENNIFER'S BODY (14A, gory violence, crude coarse

Daily yas. os Sat, Sun, Thu a5

4330, 85; Wed 12:30, 3355Sas

ALIENS IN THE ATTIC (PG)

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN
TO LIQUOR DAY
(4A. coarse language, substance abuse, not recommended

Daily 6:45, 9:00; Sat, Sun, Tue 12:45, 3:00; Not presented in 3D

10335
DiL BOLE HADIPPA (Hindi W/ES.T) (PG)Fri-Tuc, Thu12-30,

T'40, 10:05

Daily 7as, 95; Sat, Sun, Tue 115, 3215

JENNIFERS BODY (14A, gory violence, crude coarse
language, sexual content)

A PERFECT GETAWAY (:4A, gory violence, substance
‘abuse, not recommended for children)
Fri-Sat 2:05, 4:50, 7:40, 10:05, 22:15; Sun-Thu 2:05, 4:50,

SURROGATES (14A, violence)

SURROGATES (14A, violence)
Daily 7:20, 9:20; Sat, Sun, Thu 220

Nopasses
Pri, Sum-Thu 1:25, 4:25,7-45, 10-35 Sat 25,425,

BANDSLAM (PG)
Daily 1:50, 4:20

‘130 Century Crossing, Spruce Grove, 780.972.2332; Serving

mies: Sep 29 1:00

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY
(.4A, coarse language, substance abuse, not recommended
for children)

‘THE INFORMANTI
(x44)

Ty
IIITTITIINIINUTLULEELLETL

Daily 7:00, g-25; Sat, Sun, Tue 1:00, 3-25; Movies for Mom-

GEOTAB Awe, Camrose, TBO.6C08 24

(CLOUDY WITH A:

Daily 7200, g00

Tn

‘Spruce Grove, Stony Plain; Paridand County
FAME (PG)

DUGGAN CINEMA - CAMROSE

(6094 Connaught Dr,Jasper,TBO.RSATAS
500 DAYS OF SUMMER (PG, language may offend)

i

}PARKLANDCINEMAZ
CINEMA 7

FAME (PG)

‘secon rereetncnsncang tenis aneaneecnnusasnerocerarteste

CULLEEELCUCLUULCLEPUCEUCL

AND BYO RECORDS (STC)
‘Thu 7:00, 9:00

(4A. coarse language, substance abuse, not recom-

Daily 7:05, 9:30; Sat-Sun 2:05, 3:39

FAME (PG) Daily 6:95, 920
not recommended
WHITEOUT (144,gory scenes, nudity,

S
‘SURROGATE
(144, violence)

No Passes Pri,Mon-Thu 4:45,7:20, 950; Sat-Sun 2:00, 4-45

720, 95

er

Daily 7.00, 9-25; Sat-Sun £00, 5-25
LET THEM KNOW: THESTORY OFYOUTH BRIGADE
in
runn
rt

supo

svvuoecuusareengsogncuocace
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fred N & the

Grown Men

Corb Lund performs live at Vue Week|

y

Vuefinder
Live show slide shows. This week: the Hold
Steady and Corb Lund.
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PREVUE // THE GASLIGHT ANTHEM

_ Who's the Boss?

De

ea eee

TTT TT TTT

LIN LLL

tT tte

Benny

Horowitz on drums—has

. The Gaslight Anthem picks up the Jersey torch

ie
ne
I
CAROLYN

NIKODYM

I.you read the press about New Jersey's
the Gaslight Anthem,
you'll getasense
ofa band ona Mach-10 trajectory to worldwide stardom. There has been high praise
from critics all over for the foursome's
) Bruce Springsteen and the Jersey
There have been more than
new-band accolades
ngs have been moving along
juickly, butit hasjustas much to do with
hard work as it has to do with the fickle
mistress
fame, Since releasing its de-

across Europe and North America, one
that has hit many major festivals, from

Glastonbury
to Lollapalooza.
"It's been a long road. I think that the
trick is we toured more in three years
than a lot of bands do in 10 years. But
at the same time, it was very fast. It hit
a nerve

and

it kind of boosted

come from the outside. It also comes
from inside. There is also the sense

of wanting to move forward, of working out what sonic direction the band
might want to explore next.
"For me personally, The '59 Sound was
kind ofa record I've been trying to make

it up,”

says lead singer and guitarist Brian
Fallon. "But that's not to say that we

At the end of the day, it' s yours. And if other people
like it, that's good, but it can't be the main focus.

have ‘made’ it. Nobody has a house or

anything. Most of us don't even have
cars. Making it is kind ofa funny thing.
That is a very elusive goal. Making it

"I think that you just have to decide

is tough. To me, making it is whatever

started because it was what we liked. It
was the music that we did, and at the
end of the day, it’s yours. And if other
people like it, that's good, but it can't
be the main focus.”
.

but album—Sink or Swim—in 2007, the
Gaslig ht Anthem has released Sefior and
the OQ:
n and The ‘59 Sound, an EP and

I did when | was roofing houses. If I
could have that same lifestyle—which

full-length, and have a third full-length
planned for next summer. The band has
also had a persistent touring schedule

I would if was doing that.”
One of the byproducts of the attention, however, is the increased pressure

36 //

to produce good music, of knowing that
people are listening. The band felt it before the ‘08 release of The ‘59 Sound, and
it is feeling it even more acutely now.
"You have to try and keep that out of
the equation. But I'm a human being—
that's impossible to do,"
Fallon says.

I can't, right now. I still make less than

what you like, because the whole thing

And

the

WUEWEEKLY

pressure

doesn't

always

// SEP 24 - SEP 30, 2009

for along time—kind of got it out of my
system. I've been working on this along
time and now it finally sounds right.
But now it's kind of like you have to
figure out, now, what else do you have
to say? That is tough, because nobody's
ever really sure.”
The band—rounded out by Alex Rosa-

milia on guitar, Alex Levine on bass and

jus!

begun talking about ideas for its nex!
record, which it will begin recording

January, and even though there is pre
sure, there is also affirmation of bei:
on the right road. It comes,from the fans
and critics, and it comes from the Boss
The Gaslight Anthem have not
opened for this major influence, Spr”

steen has also joined them up on st2

at last summer at England's Hard
Calling and Glastonbury Festivals.
“It means we did a good job,” Fa!
says. "We knew then, without a sha
of a doubt, that we did a good job
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SHOW AT 8:30PM
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SHOW AT 8PM

FIGHTS AT 6:30PM
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DINNER & SHOW PACKAGES AVAILABLE AT RIVERCREERESORT.COM OR CALL 780.930.2619
TICKETS FOR SHOWS AVAILABLE THROUGH TICKETMASTER CHARGE-BY-PHONE 780.451.8000 OR TICKETMASTER.CA

+

-OFF HOCKEY CHALLENGE

ANTEED $88,500 CASH PRIZE POOL | __BER 12, 2009 - APRIL 10, 2010
%
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50%
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Receive 50% off any bottle from Sage’s

Oe

w
j

exclusive and extensive wine list on

f ty

Wednesday nights

Be
.

®@

FRE

E

steak and seafood dishes

WIN
PICK THE MOST WINNERS OR LOSERS EVERY WEEK TO
YOUR SHARE OF CASH. WEEKLY PLAYERS

RECEIVE

|

'

Enjoy your selection along with superb

E NTRY!

;

'

eT

\a,

7

;

For reservations,

$1,000

1

please call 780.930.2636.

THE MOST WINNERS AND $500
FOR CHOOSING
WINNERS
FOR CHOOSING THE MOST LOSERS. SEASON
AND LOSERS EACH WIN.$10,000 CASH.

For more information on

25.
Winners are posted every Monday at Spm at Tap

eservi
Tax and gratuity not included. Management reserve

notice
i
without
Manager reserves all rights to changeorconcel promotion

f

i>

Sage’s Dinner & Show packages,
visit rivercreeresort.com

step up to the challenge!
Visit Tap 25 or Guest Services for your official score cord and

x
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all nghts.

quantit
While quantiiies
While

ta
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RIVERA REE
RESORT

AND

ENOCH,

CASINO

ALBERTA

2121
WHITEMUD DRIVE & WINTERBURN ROAD | 780.484.
SEP 24 — SEP 30, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY
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levele-Topwise

‘www.notorious-events.com

Codes

TEMPLE Surely Temple

BUDDY'S Dj Bobby Beatz;

DCD, Optimix Prime, Miyurt

spin Dub & Reggae in The
6

~

Openjam,6:30pm; Amelia

gpm; no cover before 10pm;
Shiwana Millionaire
Wet

Fernando; gpm (door); $5
(cover)

.
CLUB
4Pixy
Fridays: with DJ Imho Aust,,,

FILTHY MCNASTY’S Punk

od

Diamond Bay (featuring «,
members of The Dears) |...
for Sheep, guests; 8pm

Micheal Rault, Calvin

Curan, Brock Geiger; 7pm,

8pm; $i0

&

1001-82 AVENUE - UPSTAIRS! - 780-432-0058
.

SEPT 25

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER25

SONIC 102.9 BAND OF THE MONTH

JAMMERS
PUB

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’

FLUID LOUNGE Girls
Night out

ACCORDION
EXTRAVAGANZA-Central

FRESH START CAFE

Fri: Musicto Stir the Soul:

and the Prairie Cats; 6-95,

Rese PSSM TIX:

HAVEN SOCIAL CLug

Lions’ Seniors Centre

Thu and Fri4-6pm
BLUE CHAIR CAFE

Mille House

BLUES ON WHYTE sonny
Rhodes
CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY

ted

SOMB END OFTE Mona

PUB Open stage hosted by

RAPTORS &
MICHAEL RAULT

26

MICHAEL

OCTOBER

RAULT

Noumoufassa; 7-3opm; $25

NEW CITY SUBURBS

gpm (deor); $12(door)

Dervish Nazz Nomad and

all ages; 7:30-9:30pm; $5 (door)

CASINO EDMONTON

Live music every Fri

DOE BEL
Heaton

MLL
Jam by Wild Rose Old Time

ONTHEROCKS Salsaholic
Thursdays:
2t
follow
DJ to lessons
8pm; Salsa Dance
Z
ie

Blackboard Jungle
CASING YELLOWHEAD
The Emeralds

MAYFIELD INN CHAND
CONFERENCE

=
Saab
Bomba!,Dj
ion:

aya ra ae urban

The Wall: Ultimate Tribute

pom

to Pink Floyd; $14.95 (adv at

NEW CITY LikwiD

CHROME LOUNGE

DJs Blue Jay and Miss Nikk

ay

aE Ora ates

ny

SPIRAL BEACH

& THE DANES

SEPT 26 - PAWN SHOP

Sa te

Fiddlers

RED PIANO BAR Hottest

1

x

A WILHELM
SCREAM

A

“ EBIM/ ORIME/ TECHNO
TEGAN

OCTOBER

_ | THURSDAY OCTOBER 1ST
i

REW

"mee CTT

ERIME

9

SUB CITY DWELLERS
OCTOBER 10
CD RELEASE PARTY

THE SECRETARIES
THE GET DOWN
PAUL COUTTS & COWLS

WWW
38 //

9OVERTIMESOUTHRetroto

PLANET INDIGO-St Albert

ace ae coe ee | EAMON MCGRATH
COGN
OCTOBER 6G

TICKET: AY MEGATWWES KLACKETAN & THOREYMAESTER

Plan B (electro, retro)

dueling piano show featuring

erat mag

RENDEZVOUS PUB The

Anniversary Feat. Dirty South

.PAWNSHOPLIVE.CA

Quietus
SECOND CUP-Varscona
—_Live music every

Thursda

and Laidback Luke; 9pm;

nightelereateat and ce

ENCORE CLUB All Request

WILD WEST SALOON
Chastity Dawn

:

ei

LEVECAP
A

SAFE: info@salsaddiction

Century Casino)/Si9.95(door)
Platinum
VIPFridays: Alliance
;
5
sees RenalsOfeal ah,

RENDEZVOUS PUB Metal

Capone, Spyce, Rocky

STARLITE ROOM Music

-OAST Open
Stage every Friday night with

pa

LOUNGE Rocker vs. Mod:

6° Go: 9pm (door): $s
NEW CITY The Faunt,

BoysNoize; Sio (adv at New

Traloopa, Invinceable,

COAST TO COAST

IUCCINO BAR

Melao; $40 at TIX on the

cen TURY CASINO Outside

ee
Ria
e spun wi
ride
Thurzday with org666

Graham Lawrence (pian:

jaa} Spm

:

CARROT Live music Fridays:

City, Foosh, Blackbyrd)/s2

of

(door)

NORTHLANDS AGRICOM
Campus Chaos: Hinder, Lil

Music Night: with DJ Kenni

ist and The Techno Hippy

host Leona Burkey at 9pm

Kix

Crew: Bassnectar, Kush Arora,

DVS TAVERN Bad Habits

Jon (DJ), Bif Naked, Soc

STOLLP'S Dancehall, hip hop

OSPR OR AE
Dwight; 1opm; $6

Theory,2GAge of; Daze, aeTupelo

FINE ARTS BUILDING

BHIVEORS COUNGE

GALLERY-U of A Guest

Escapack Entertainment

a eae as

(Giving Voice to Hope: Musicof

Liberian Refugees, CD launch};

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

Big Rock Thursdays: Djson3

Shamik and guests; 8pm

Code, State of Shock. Rev

j

HOney, My Sister Ocear

with
Dj Footnotes hosted by = EARLY.
STAGESALOON- — (cana
Armchair Cynics,
Krom:
Elle Dirty and ConScience
Stony Plain Back by
a
very Thu; no cover

pth eae een

- ACCORDION EXTRAVAGANZA-Central Lions’ Seniors Centre 1113-113

THE JIMMY

WITH

at 930pm followed by
Bingo
Electroshock Therapy with

child

Swill City locals, Fattooth and

THE WHEAT
POOL

gprs :

JULIAN'S—Chateau Louis

3-12);at TIX on
(child
(adultY/sis
under
3 free;
tickets

DV8 Open mic Thursdays

OCTOBER 3
CD RELEASE PARTY

(Classic pop/rock)
=<

the Square

EDMONTON EVENT
CENTRE Connected 6 Year

OWIFT BAND

9pm: ~ $15
‘JEKYLL AND HYDE (pug
Every Friday: Headwind

Caffeine Sunday; no minors;

pao eee

2

Quartet (contemporary j=

BRIXX BAR This Girl, That

Boy(CD release), Cy Gnets,

§pm-1am

DJ FREDERICK ¢ DJ TRON

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Jack

tio ralnors=no cover

—— ofyouth (blies/

2 JAKE ROBERTS

pen etoawithJesse, Sh
fany and Erik and gues;
JEFFREYS Celsius jaz»

andPela-6pra

DJ Krazy K, hardstyle/techno == Rhodes

withDj
Decha,DJ tech
electro
with
Savagetrance/
Garret;

ARTS-Leduc Bridges of

&

OPTOMIXX PRIME >

>

Semple; $20
BLUES ON WHYTE Sonny

aiid ficiky haved

PRISH CLUB Jam sess...

night with host Yak Dollaz

tickets at TicketMaster

OCTOBER

techno withDJ Colin
house/breaks with

E WIRE BAROpen

the Red Piano Players;

LONDON GRIME/TECHNO

DEGREE

Stage Thuredays withGary
—- Thomas

28

2

open jam hosted by The

DANKS

i

Blackbyrd, Megatunes

tere

CROWN PUB Bass Head

Eber bene

THE

Roste,

ede

With Ronnie
After Work
hosted byRon Rault every Thu

Hope: World Music Tour with

DRUII

BAPTORS

Beth Holtby, Mars and Venus,

KAS BAR Urban House: with
DJ Mark Stevens; gpm
LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Dish

Open mic at the pub: hip hop

DUSTER'S PUB Thursday

SPIRAL BEACH

AXIS CAFE Mike

Glenham, Daniel Moir- 8p,

{coor}tickets atTicket hia.

LBA oer

Ken Skoreyko; 9pm.

henge
deal
FOR PERFORMING

Thursday: Drum and Bass,

©-

Substance Thursdays

HALO Thursdays Fo Sho:

Pir,

Matthew Barber, Jody

ARTERY Wendy McNeilland

Kris Demeanor, 7:30pm

th Allout Djs Dj Degree,

music Fridays: Peter

z

GINGUR SKY Urban

eae

JUUANS-Chateau Louis

Alberta Crude;oe
6

COAST TO COAST PUB

open mic every Thursday

SEPT

Thursday

—-°PE" jam; 7pm
jazz); 8pm.

+

amian

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite: Top

(tsetseina acco

with Ronnie After Work

FLOW LOUNGE Blac:

FRIDAY

40/dance with DJ Christian

Megatunres, Blackbyrd, Hve

eycope

Rock Bingo with D] SWAG.

me

McElroy, James Davies, Karly 9P™ (show),$12/S1sat

Watson (acoustic showcase);

=

EDDIE SHORTS Red11,,

(blues, R&B); 9pm

a
maples with Dj Dami

AVENUE THEATRE

Brent Van Duesen (pero,

Thursdays: with DJ Tron,

re

St;

a rsckentes

South East Edmonton Senior

Centre 9350-82 St « ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave, 780.441.6966, theartery.ca - ATLANTIC TRAP AND GILL 7704

Calgary Trail South, 780.432.4611 » AVENUE THEATRE 9030-118 Ave, 780.477.2149 » AXIS CAFE 10249 Jasper Ave
; 780.990.0031 « BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 1076s Jasper Ave, 780.420.9098 « BILLY BOB'S Continental Inn, 16625 Stony Plain Rd,780.484.7751 » BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

i 10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082 « BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.989.2861 » BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3981 » BONNIE DOON COMMUNITY
E HALL 9240-93 St» BOOTS 10242-106 St, 780.423.5014 » BRIXX BAR 10030-102 St (downstairs), 780.428.1099 » BUDDY'S 127258 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6636 « CASINO

= EDMONTON 7os5 Argylll Rd, 780.463.9467 » CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-153 St, 780 424 9467 » CHATEAU LOUIS-Julian’s/Rayal Coach/Touch of Class 11727
: Kingsway, 780 452 7770

CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY PUB 202 Millbourne Rd, West, 780.462.6565 » CHROME LOUNGE 132 Ave, Victoria Trail COAST TO COAST

: PUB 5552 Calgary Trail, 780.439.8675 « CONVOCATION HALL Arts Bldg, U of A, 780.492.3611 - COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Capital Place, 101, 9707-110 St, 780.452.78
: + CROWN AND ANCHOR 15277 Castledowns Rd, 780.472.7696 » CROWN PUB 10709-109 St, 780.428.5618 « DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE 11845 Wayne Gretzky Drive,

? 780,704,CLUB « DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB 9013-88 Ave » DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928 « DUSTER'S PUB 6402-238 Ave, 780.474.5554

DVB TAVERN 8307-99 S

: www.DV8TAVERN.com + EARLY STAGE SALOON 4911-52 Ave, Stony Plain - EDDIE SHORTS 1713-224 St» EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase Il, 78
: SHOW - EMPIRE BALLROOM Upper Level phase 2, WEM, 780.486.9494. empireballroom ca » ENCORE CLUB 957 Fir St, Sherwood Park, 780-417.0113 « FESTIVAL PLACE

: 100 Festival Way, Sherwood Park, 780.449.3378, 780.464.2852 « FIDDLER'S ROOST 8906-99 St - FILTHY MCNASTY'’S 1051-82 Ave, 780.916.1557 - FLOW LOUNGE
: 11815 Wayne Gretzky Dr, 780.604.CLUB + FLUID LOUNGE 10105-109 St, 780.429.0700 » FOXX DEN 205 Camegi Drive, St Albert - FRESH START CAFE Riverbend
: 780.433.9623 « FUNKY BUDDHA 10341-82 Ave, 780.433.9676 » GAS PUMP 10166-1124 St, 730.488.4841 » GINGUR SKY 15505-18 Ave, 780.913-4312/780.953.3606 * HALO

10538 Jasper Ave, 780.423, HALO « HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB is20A (basement), Stony Plain Rd, 780.756.6010 » HILL TOP PUB 8220-106 Ave, 780.490.7359 » HOOLIGAN
: PUB 0704-124 St, 780.452.1168 « HYDEAWAY-ALL Ages Art Space 1209-100 Ave » IRON BOAR PUB 491:-sist St, Wetaskiwin « IVORY CLUB 2940 Calgary Tra)!

? South « JAMMERS PUB 31948-127 Ave, 780.451.8779 « JAND R 4003-106 St, 780.436.4403 » JEFFREY'S CAFE 9640 142 St, 780.451.8890 - JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB AND
i RESTAURANT Riverview Inn, 10209-100 Ave, 786.426.5382 (pub)/780.429.508: (rest) « JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 11455-87 Ave, 780.429.1000 - KALEIDO ARTS FESTIVAL
? Avenue Central Stage, 9210-118 Ave; Nina Haggerty Bldg, 9225-118 Ave; Rotary Family Pun Stage, 9210-118 Ave « KAS BAR 10444-82 Ave, 780.433.6768 » LB.'S PUB 23
: Akins Dr, St Albert, 780.460.9100 « LEGENDS PUB 6104-172 St, 780.481.2726 - LEVEL 2 LOUNGE 11607 Jasper Ave, 2nd FI, 780.447.4495 « LIVE WIRE 1107 Knotwood
: Rd. East

«LOOP LQUNGE 367 St Albert Rd, St Albert, 780.460.2122 » MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH 10025-102 St- MACLAB CENTRE FOR PERFORMING

? ARTS-Leduc 4308-50 St, Leduc » MAYFIELD INN AND CONFERENCE CENTRE 16615-109 Ave « MORANGO'S TEK CAFE 1018-79 St- NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-9
i Ave, 780.490.1999 + NEW CITY 1008: Jasper Ave, 780.989.5066 » NIKKI DIAMONDS 8130 Gateway Blvd, 780.439.8006 »NORTH GLENORA HALL 23535-1094 Ave «

2 O'BYRNE'S 10616-82 Ave, 780.414.6766 » O'MAILLE’S IRISH PUB 308 St Albert Tr, St Albert - 180 DEGREES 10730-107 St, 780.414.0233 - ON THE ROCKS 1730 J
E Ave, 780.482.4767 « OVERTIME DOWNTOWN 10304-13: St, 780.423.1643 « OVERTIME SOUTH Whiternud Crossing, 4211-106 St, 780.485.1737 « PAWN SHOP xoss:-*
2 Ave, Upstairs, 780.432.0814 + PLANET INDIGO~Jasper Ave 11607 Jasper Ave - PLANET INDIGO-St Albert 8:2 Liberton Dr, St Albert - PLAY NIGHTCLUB 1022
: st» PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY HALL 10860-s7 Ave « PROHIBITION 31026 Jasper Ave, 780.420.0448 « RED PIANO BAR 1638 Bourbon St, WEM, 8882-370 S!
} 780.486.7722 - QUEEN ALEXANDRA HALL Northern Lights Folk Club, 10425 University Ave, 780.288.8:13 » RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825 « RENDEZVOUS
: PUB 0108-149 St» ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE 10311-2127 St, 780.482.5253 - ROSE AND CROWN 10235-2101 St « SECOND CUP—Mountain Equipment :23)°

: Ave, 780.451.7574 » SECOND CUP-Stanley Milner Library 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq - SECOND CUP-Varscona Varscona Hotel, 106 St, Whyte Ave « SIDELINERS

: PUB 11018-127 St, 453-6006 « SLICK’S MOTORSPORTS BAR-Wetaskiwin 4635-50 St, Wetaskiwin » SOBEYS—College Plaza 8225-112 St - SOBEYS-Jasper Ave ><.
i Jasper Ave « SORRENTINOS~South 4208 CalgaryTR S, 780.414.7607

SPORTSWORLD 1310-104 St » STARLITE ROOM 10030-2102 St,780.428.1099 +STEEPS—

} College Plaza 11116-82 Ave, 780.988.8105 « STEEPS~Old Glenora 12431 Stony Plain Rd, 780.488.1595 + STOLLI'S and Fi, 10368-82 Ave, 780.437.2293 + SUEDE LOUNGE
#41806 Jasper Ave, 780.482.0707 « TAPHOUSE go20 McKenney Ave, St Albert, 780.438.0860 » UNION HALL Argyll, 99 St, 780,702,583 - URBAN LOUNGE 205+4-82 Av»Y
: 780.437.7699 * WHISTLESTOP LOUNGE 124:6-232 Ave, 780. 453.5906 - WILD WEST SALOON 12912-50 St, 780.476.3388 - WUNDERBAR 8120-101 St,780.436.2226

AFTERHOURS 10028-1032 St, 780.994.3256, warwyafterhours.com « YESTERDAYS PUB 1:2, 205 Carnegie Dr, St Albert, 780.459.0295 « ZOCCA'S 10807 Castledowns Fe
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JAMMERS
PUB Saturday
open jam, 3-7:30pm; country)
rock band gpm-2am_

bis

JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB
Headwind (classic pop/rock);
‘9pm; no cover

Me Next and the Have-Nots;
37pm

Quake; 8pm; no cover before

KALEIDO ARTS FESTIVAL

LB'S PUB Molsons Saturday

10pm

‘open stage every Saturday

EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock,

‘

YARDBIRD SUITE Jim

se Spm (ninco ;
cSelomea

ZOCCA'S Essence (CD release)
WINSPEAR CENTRE Robbins

Pops:That
70sShowease-Disco

Hair of the Dog: live acoustic
music every Saturday
afternoon; this week Trent
Buhler and Ripstomp; 4-6pm;
no cover

BLUE CHAIR CAFE A)Brant
BLUES ON WHYTE Saturday
Afiernoon Jam; Sonny Rhodes

(evening)
BONNIE DOON
COMMUNITY HALL The
Roots and Blues Roadshow The

Deep Dark Woods and Little

Days and Boogie Nights; 8pm; | Miss Higgins; no minors; 8pm

S2g-$79 at’‘Winspear
Messrssnsetssseseserensenereesereeseess
Dis
AZUCAR PICANTE Every Fri:

DJPapiand DJLatinSensation
BANK ULTRA LOUNGE

(door); $15 (adv) at Blackbyrd

CARROT Open mic Saturdays;
730-10pm; free

CASINO EDMONTON

Blackboard Jungle

CASINO YELLOWHEAD The

Connected Fridays: 91.7 The

Emeralds

BAR-B-BAR Dj James; no
cover
7

‘The Wall: Ultimate Tribute
to Pink Floyd; $14.95 (adv at
Century Casino)/$19.95 (door)

BAR WILD Bar Wild Fridays

CROWN PUB Acoustic blues,

Bounce, NestorDelano, uke

CENTURY CASINO Outside

BACKDOGFREEHOUSE Tovah avec

roots and country Open Mic

MitsMoccEdecicjanxwith,

—220 (Sea-up) every Sat,

new wave, electro; Underdog:

DV8 TAVERN The Press

Nevine-indie, soul,

FUNKY
Ave Top tracks, rock, retro with

McDade, Thom Golub; starts at
noon » Carrot Café: Jacob and
Lily (workshop), Will Preville,

DJ Damian

Althea Cunningham Duo, Wool

Perverted Fridays: Punk and
Ska from the '6os ‘70s and ‘Sos

BOOTS Retro Disco: retro
dance
BUDDY'S Dj A

Chaser;

‘Spm no cover before 1opm

CHROME LOUNGE Piatinim
es

Y

EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock,

hip hop, house, mash up; no
minors

MORANGO'S TEK CAFE

Gang, Phantom Creeps;
iopm; $8
EARLY STAGE SALOONStony Plain Back byDemand,
Alex Boiselle and Brent Van

PAWN SHOP SONIC Presents
Live On Site Anti-Club
Saturdays (rock, Indie, punk,
rock, dance, retro, rock); 8prn
(door); Two Hours Traffic,
Spiral Beach and the Danks;
7pm (early show)

QUEEN ALEXANDRA HALL
Northern Lights Folk Club: Eric
Bogle; 8pm; $as (adv}/$30 (door)
northernlightsfcca

RED PIANO BAR Hottest
dueling piano show featuring
the Red Piano Players; 9pm-

Live On Site! Anti-Club

8pm; $44.50 (adult}/S41.50
(student/senior) at Dow

Centennial Centre

EDMONTON CHANTE

BAR Slowburn; 9:3opm-1-30am_

TicketMaster

NEWCASTLE PUB Sunday
acoustic open stage with Willy
James and Grawdad; 3-6pm

hosted by Ben Disaster; gpm

(sign-up); no cover

Poo!)

ON THE ROCKS Shocker

Sufidays with Dirty Penny; 9pm

ROYAL COACH-Chateau
Louis Petro Polujin (classical

DJ Hot Philly and guests

guitar); spm.

RENDEZVOUS Survival metal
night

SECOND CUP-Mountain
Equipment Co-op Live music
every Sun; a-4pmSundays:

SPORTSWORLD Inline and
Roller Skating Disco: Top 40
Request with a mix of retro and
disco; 1-4330pm and 7-10:30pm;
www-sports-world.ca

Nic-E every Saturday

TEMPLE Oh Snap!: Every
Saturday, Cobra Commander
and guests with Degree, Cobra
Commander and Battery; gpm
(door $5 (door)

WUNDERBAR Featured DJ
and local bands
Y AFTERHOURS Release
Saturday

Miteh

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Sunday Afternoons: Phil,
2-7pm; Main Floor; Got To Give
ft Up: Punk, Soul, Motown,
Disco with DJ Red Dawn

BUDDY’S DJ Bobby
Beatz; 9pm; Drag Queen

Performance; no cover before

lopm
EMPIRE BALLROOM

SUNDAY
ARDEN THEATRE Kim

FLOW LOUNGE Stylus

GINGUR Hossin' Fridays:with DocriGen,
DeanSelena and

STARLITE ROOM Daniel

office

BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT
Jazz on the Side Sundays

Fear
ofCrime; 8pm (door} $10

LEVEL2LOUNGE Hypnotiq

HILLTOP PUB

‘|

SSO arabe salve

WILD WEST SALOON

Hikloy ce!

ra

3°30-

Chasity Dawn

Smile, Rocket Sauce, guests

YARDBIRD SUITE Special
HOOLIGANZ
PUB Krazy 8's,

tee gl oe
HYDEAWAY-Al
AgesArt
NEW CITYLIKWIDLOUNGE Shy Mn sbiemns
Ds
DjAnarchy Adam(Punk)
=e

Mitchell; $43 at Arden box

Wesley, guests; 8prn (door); $15
at TicketMaster, Unionevents.

Bomb Squad,DJSolja, weekty

event: Big’ Miller Sculpture
Unveiling; 3pm.

YARDBIRD SUITE Gretchen
Parlato; 8pm (doorgpm
(showy,
$22 (member}/$26 (guest) at

DETROIT WHEELS \-

DJ Tim

Berner Trio; 8pm; no cover

URBAN LOUNGE Good Bye,
So Long Farewell Our Dear
Friends, Come and Celebrate,
Last Night Ever, Mustard

Ryder! ®

and the

Atomic Improy, Jameoki and

Summer Jazz Series: Don

Richard

STN ATS
39%

BACKSTAGE TAP AND
GRILL Industry Night: with

SORRENTINOS~South

‘Taking Medication,

+)
9

$26.50 at Winspear box office

Cargnello; 10pm; Accent:

HAVEN SOCIAL ae

ee
yee

730pm (show); $35.50 and

Mathieu Gathier, 6pm;
edmontonchante.ab.ca

atTicketMaster

25726

$H4*/Si*

WINSPEAR CENTRE Doc
Walker, guests; 6:30pm (door),

Pioneer Mixmaster DJ Battle

Café: Juna, 8pm; Savoy: Paul

eeen

+— ed

40, R&B, house with People’s DJ
Underground House with DJ

TERRY W:
CLEMENT ©

Call 780.481. YUKS
FOR TICKETS & INFO

CHURCH Final Fantasy,

RED STAR Saturdays indie
rock, hip hop, and electro with

SOBEY’S-Jasper Ave Renee

Suchy (pop); 3-6:30pm

SEPTEMBER 25-26;

Timber Timbre; 7pm; $20 at

ORLANDO'S 2 PUB Sundays
Open Stage Jam hosted by The
Vindicators (blues/rock); 3-8pm

SUEDE LOUNGE The Finest

SHELL THEATRE-Fort
Saskatchewan Kim Mitchell;

fe

eeeeeeeesesees:

MCDOUGALL UNITED

residents

RENDEZVOUS PUB
Grasshopper and Guillotine
Falls

(pop/rock); 8:30pm

aay

Punk Rawk Saturdays with
Todd and Alex

STOLLI'S ON WHYTE Top

TOUCH OF CLASS~
Chateau Louis Billy Ringo

ra

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE

2am

Saturdays: With DJ Love Jones

pele

Top 40, requests with DJ Sheri

PLANET INDIGO-Jasper
Ave Suggestive Saturdays:
breaks electro house with PI

ENCORE CLUB So Sweet

ith,

,

NEWCASTLE PUB Saturdays:

Salsaddiction: Sunday, Farewell
Party: DJ Melao; $35

O'BYRNE'S Open mic jam
with Robb Angus (the Wheat

GAS PUMP Top

guest Djs

Saturday: Dj Groovy Cuvy and

MAYFIELD INN AND
CONFERENCE CENTRE

Saturdays: rock, indie, punk,
rock, dance, retro rock; 8pm

Ave Top tracks, rock,retro with
DJ Damian

<

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizzle

(door)

|)
Peeves

430pm ‘til whenever

180 DEGREES Dancehall and
Reggae night every Saturday

com, Blackbyrd

with DJChristian

Brown, Luke Morrison, Nestor
Delano, Ari Rhodes

PAWN SHOP SONIC Presents

‘Ones, Frank Turner;
6pm; $22

A

house every Sat with DJ Junior

with DJ Crazy Dave; 9pm

et

byJJ,Lenny B and the Cats;

HALO For Those Who Know:

ON THE ROCKS Love Junk

ek

LOOP LOUNGE jam hosted

Saturdays

Saturday 3-7pm; DJ 9:30pm

O'BYRNE'S Live Band

SLICK’S MOTORSPORTS

with Murder By Death, Loved

FUNKY.

on Wolves; starts at noon

GINGUR SKY Soulout

guests

Bldg: Terry

NEW CITY Open Mic Sunday

Duesen (percussion)

eee rca

+ Nina

NEW CITY SUBURBS
Saturdays Suck with Greg Gory
and Bluejay

Saturday open stage: hosted by
Dr. Oxide; 7-10pm

Dance On

ESMERELDA'S
Exzies Freakin | EDMONTON EVENT
Frenzy Fridays:Playingthe
best. |CENTRE The Gaslight
Anthem
in country

Gala Night: DJ Malao; $so at

‘TIX on the Square

RIVER CREE-LIVE Lounge

a.

Squad, Le Puxz; 12-4pm +
Rotary Family Pun Stage: Pats
and Jan, Martin Kerr, Musical
Moments with Miss Cathy,
Netti Spaghetti; 12:45-3:45pm.

Harmen B and DJ Kwake

MAYFIELD INN AND
CONFERENCE CENTRE
Salsaddiction: Cubamemucho

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

ESMERALDA'S Super Parties:
Every Sat a different
theme

Captain Tractor; 19am-9:30pm.

dg: String

j

No taiko, TiloPaix, Terrell
Edwards and Reach, Red Power

FLUID LOUNGE Saturdays
Gone Gold Mash-Up: with

Pool, Souljah Pyah, Vibe tribe,

Ensemble: Rhonda Henshaw,
Sherelle Carey, Tom Mead,
Tan & Sarah Woodman, Terry
McDade, Jeremy Doody; starts
at 10am + Carrot Café: The Boy
Modest, Lisa Bekecs, Bronze
Leaf, Jom Comyn, Michael
Rault, Dave Von Bieker, Martin
Kerr, 12-6pm.

aataiaeal

+ Avenue Central Stage: Kita

hip hop, house,
mash up

Low Flying Planes, TheWheat

Dj Toma;
nocover

ae

J AND R BAR Open jam/
stage every Sunday hosted by

post, Celsius, Jacob and Lily,

to theWood,
Kita Notaiko, Pre/

(dance); $20 at TIX on the

BLACK
DOG FREEHOUSE

BUDDY'SDjEarth Shiver ‘n’

KALEIDO ARTS FESTIVAL

~ Square

Dangerous Guise; noon;
Edmonton Mi
‘Toy Run in support of

Graham Lowrence (piano

»Avenue Central Stage: Down

WUNDERBAR Fridays with

Dj Touch It,hosted by Dj Papi

HAWRELAK PARK

JULIAN'S-Chateau Louis

afternoon hosted by Gord
Macdonald; 430-gpm.

Remixed
every Friday

asaseeineneeineee

AZUCAR PICANTE Every Sat:

Saturday
Djs-on three levels:
Main Floor: Menace Sessions:
ait rock/electroftrash
with Miss
Mannered

jazz); 8pm

SUEDE LOUNGE DJ Nic-E

a

/

JEFFREYS Diana Stabel (jazz/
Pop singer/songwriter}: Sio

2009 Finals; 9:30pm (door); $5

Sundays

GINGUR Ladies Industry
Sundays

CENTURY CASINO The
Association; 7pm; $39.95/549.95

Get Down Sundays with

at TicketMaster, Century
Casino

OVERTIME DOWNTOWN

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB
Celtic Music Session, hosted by

Neighbourhood Rats

Sunday Industry Night:
Requests with D) Bo

DV Common Enemy

SAVOY MARTINI LOUNGE
Reggae on Whyte: RnR
Sundays with DJ IceMan; no

(Pennsylvania Hardcore), The

minors; gpm; no cover

Keri-Lynne Zwicker, 4-7pm.

Wrecktals, Slippy Fist; gpen; $8

EDDIE SHORTS Sunday
acoustic oriented open hosted by Uncle Jimmy;

gear provided; gpm-1am

TISATVCRETOUSTIN
39%
NI
(LASLL

NEW CITY SUBURBS

WUNDERBAR Sundays DJ
Gallatea and XS, guests; no
cover

——

SSS

MONDAY

BLACK
DOG FREEHOUSE
Sleeman Mondays: live music
monthly;
no cover

NOV
x —]
STARTING
AT$39°°

SELL
ATTRE RASTER

NOV
Mhe
$29"

crue

e2ee
oS
See

BLUES
ON WHYTE

Blucsmyth
DEVANEY'S
IRISH PUB
Open stage Mondays
with
ays
Boogie Nights; Spm; $24-879 at
Winspear

different songwriters hosting

each week, presented
byJimmy

ORS AT 7PM - (3103 FORT RD - 643-4000

Whiffen
of Hole inthe Guitar
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COMMENT

>> COVER SONGS

eneath the covers
Sandor picks out some choice cover songs on YouTube
Ive always been fascinated bycovers, whetheritbeas part of a live show, an album track
or as a B-side. Especially when a band goes
out ofits realm and does a song from outside ofits genre. When | was a teenager and
we used to have things called "cassettes"

(ask your parents about them)
|was
obsessed with making mixtapes

DIRTYSOUTH
sg
& LAID BACK LUKE notiti

* RAOLIGAT ANTHEM
ALL AGES « GPM SHOW

IiIckE1S(7TICKETMASTER -PRESENTEDBYUNION EVENTS

of only cover songs.
But | am worried, as more
and more music is spread over

by legal eagles, that fewer and
fewer bands will add songs from
favourite influences or even just some
tracks they first played as larks. That's be-

cause, on the Web, a lot of sites forbid cover

songs. The legal process needed to compensate the songwriters and to get the needed
permission forms signed is just too much of
a headache.
From MySpace to iLike there are warnings that bands cannot upload cover songs.
Tunecore, a service which places the music
from independent musicians onto a varisites, from MTunes to

Amazon, wars all bands that want to use

it that covers cannot be added to their digital albums or singles. All songs have to be
originals. For example, MySpace's terms of
use, which all users agree to but few ever
ALL

bother to read, states, "MySpace respects
the intellectual property of others, and requires that our users do the same. You may

AGES

DOORS 8PM - TICKETS
AT TICKETMASTER

not upload, embed, post, email, transmit or
otherwise make available any material that
Productions; 8-12

EDMONTON CHANTE
Café Dabar: Bernard Salva,
6pm; Flavours: Raphaél
Freynet, 8pm; Elephant &
Castle-~Whyte: Paul Cargnello,
6:30pm; Accent: Caracol, 8pm;
Murrieta’s: Mathieu Gauthier,

CPi

Of Boku

ALL AGES » DOORS AT 7PM » TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER

» APOSTLE
“OF HUSTLE
TOTS aT
TCLETESTIR
OS AT PM,
PRESENTLY
‘QUIN 1K

5pm; Three Bananas: Barobliq
7pm; edmontonchante.ab.ca

guests
PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY HALL Acoustic
instrumental old time fiddle
jam hosted by the Wild Rose

Old Tyme Fiddlers Society;

7pm
PROHIBITION Chicka-DeeJay Monday Night: Soul,

ROSE BOWL/ROUGE
LOUNGE The Legendary Rose

40// N

Daniel and Fowler (eclectic
tunes)

Younge (flute); free; music

Sabor Ditwno: Caracol 0PM}

reessnesneone
Classical

BUDDY'S DJ Arrow Chaser;
ba

FIDDLER'S ROOST Little

inal

Flower Open Stage with Brian

Winspear box office

ESMERALDA'S Retro every
‘Tue; no cover with student ID

Gregg

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor: CJSR’s Eddie
Lunchpail; Wooftop: with DJ
Gundam

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
“abilly, Ghoul-rock, spooky with

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM City

BUDDY'S DJ Dust ‘n' Time

and Colour, Hannah Georgas;
7pm (door) 8pm (show); $32.50

gpm; no cover before 1opm
INGE

Spm; TransAlta Arts Barns:

Night

Mae Anderson, spm; Three

RED STAR Tuesdays:
Experimental Indie Rock, Hip

Bananas: Juna, 12:30pm;

Normands: Stephane Mayer,

DJ Vylan Cadaver

PROHIBITION Tuesday Punk

Admiral Saunders

WUEWEEKLY

wy

HAVEN SOCIAL Open stage

Harley

byACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor: Blue Jay's Messy
Nest Wed Night: Brit pop, nev
wave, punk, rock ‘n’ roll wit!
LL Cool Joe

Sip
oat nee Mane
UnionEvents.com

isda
BaP
ey Wetceadaye
eal

hiphop, reggae, old skool,
reggaeton with InVinceable
Touch It, weekly guest DjsDj

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Open mic
NEW CITY Circ-0-Rama-

Licious: Gypsy and circus

Hop, Electro with DJ Hot Philly

fusion spectaculars; last Wed
every month

Night; 7-10:30pm; www-sportsworld.ca

PLEASANTVIEW

FLUID LOUNGE Wednesday
Rock This

LEGENDS PUB Hip hop/R&?
‘

with DJ Spincycle

COMMUNITY
HALL Acoustic

ew erryLIKWID LOUNGE

Circle Music Society every

and metal)

stage every Tuesday night;
9pm-tam; featuring guests;

Binegrase
heatete:
by the Northern
Bluegrass

guests Steve Hartley and Ross

Band; gpm

Wednesday evening
PROHIBITION Wednesda

Dave Babcock and his Jump
Trio

Sos metalevery Weds
RED STAR Guest DJs every

RIVER CREE Wednedays Live
Rock Band hosted byYukon

Wednesday
STARLITE ROOM Wild Sty!

withtae nee

hosted by Mark Ammar and
Noel (Big Cat) Mackenzie;
Damude

THE ARTERY Emily Fennell

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Alex

Rock, TJ Hookah and Rear

BANK ULTRANights:
LOUNGE
with Dj

EDMONTON CHANTE
Devaney’s: Tricia Foster;
8pm; Flavours: Bernard Salva,
6pm; Murrieta’s: Raphaél
Freynet, spm; Savoy: Caracol,

stage with Chris Wynters

SECOND CUP~T24 Street

Confederacy of Dunces, Dad

Djs

HOOLIGANZ PUB Open
stage Wednesdays hosted by
Shane and Naomi

Team 1260 Battle of the Bands

Main Floor: Eclectic Nonsense,

—

Flame, Bomb Squad, King QB,
War Chef; $45 (adv, more at
door}; tickets at Safron's, Alexis,
Roz, Hair Flaire, Urban Roots

Orchestra with Dmitri
Hyorostovsky (baritone), Bill
Eddins (conductor); 7:30pm;

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

a eth

(piano);

DRUID-Jasper Ave Open

$8 (door)

Edmonton Symphony

Night; no minors; 9pm-2am

FOXX DEN The Mary Thomas

Montero

with
Jonny Mac; 8330pm;no
cover

ON THE ROCKS Just a Game,

BAR WILD Bar Gone Wild
Mondays: Service Industry

Gabriela

GINGUR SKY Bashment

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor: Glitter Gulch
Wednesdays: Washboard
Hank and LanceLoree; 19pm;
no cover

$50-Sas0 at Winspear box office

WINSPEAR CENTRE
Edmonton Symphony,

Tuesdays: Beenie Man, Red

O'BYRNE'S Celtic Jam with

WINSPEAR CENTRE

Wed; $5

Here), Joal Kamps; 9pm{(door);

Gala Fundraising Concert:

ualbertaca

Kasbar: Mell, 8pm; Barobliq,
6pm; jam at 10pm; Flavours:
Stéphane Mayer, 7pm;
edmontonchante.ab.ca

BRIXX BAR Dear (Your Name

Bluesmyth

L.B.'S PUB Ammar's
Moosehead Tuesday open

Monday Noon Music: Janet
Scott Hoyt (piano), Shelley

§ TEMPLE Wyld Style
Wednesday: Live hip hop, every

(Café Dabar: Daniel ROA, spm;

8pm-i2am

Anderson; 8pm

CONVOCATION HALL

Murrietas: Bernard Salva; 7pm;
Accent: Raphaél Freynet, 6pm;

open Jam Session

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte
Ave Latin and Salsa music,
dance lessons 8-10pm

Bowl Monday Jam: hosted by

PRESENTED BY THE BEAR «NO MINORS » TIXON SALE SATURDAY SEPT 12

EDMONTONEVENTCENTRE.CA

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE

7pm; Accent: Baroblig, 8pm;
edmontonchanteab.ca

Sherry-Lee Wisor and Darrek

UPCOMING SHOWS.. OCT 23: MOBY
#9556 0002-170 ST. SWEST EDM MALL} = 499-SHOW

Mixer

BLUES ON WHYTE

Rocksteady, and more with
Michael Rault

ORS SPM TICKETSATTACNETMASTER,FOOSH. ALCEISCLUBWEAR SHADIFIED.C SDUARED. RESTRICTED ELITE QUE AND SOPHIAS

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays

TUESDAY

of YouTube, the videos aren't : "True Love Will Find You in the End” yo
posted by the bands them- : tube.com/watch?v=TjCbknfpzVg. This ve-

eueet
ones selves; they are posted by fans. : sion was done at a Tokyo radio stati
And thisiswhere you see some : Enjoy it for the audio, not the video. | sy,
great moments
from bands’ live : the band close its show with this cove, shows, where they might finish : couple of years ago, and it truly is one o
with an inspired cover, captured on : the most beautiful, ironic and gut-wrenc
a small camera or cellphone.
: ing pop songs ever written. My wife |,
: So, copy these URLs, or if you are reading : tears in her eyes when Johnston closed }): this online, copy these into your browser. : show with the song at the Myer Horow,
: Here's my mixtape, of sorts, of some of my : earlier this month.
= favourite covers.
The Deftones covering Duran 0)
:: Flaming Lips covering Madonna's "Border- : ran's “The Chauffeur’: youtubecom
:: Une: youtube.com/watch=T_z38PaikMs.
watch?v=xzUWx-7LB5c. "The Chauffey
There are a couple of versions out there, : was the New Wave synth song at the end
: almost all preceded by Wayne Coyne ram- : of Rio that came off more as a tribute t:
bling about how the Lips wanted to do : Kraftwerk rather than fitting comfor
: a Prince song, but he wouldn't let them. : ably into an album filled with radio hit
:: But Madonna OK'd the use of her old 80s : Originally recorded for the Duran Duro
: bubblegum hit This one has so many pretty : Tribute Album that was released by Mojo,
: lights, rather than the outdoor daylight : the Deftones continue to play this live
: shows, and the band turns it into an oper- : replacing all of Nick Rhodes’ synth lines
: atic, cinematic enterprise, transforming the : with guitar interplay. This version is taken
: kitschy lyrics about pushing a relationship : from a live show in St. Paul, Minn. WV
: to edge into a grand exercise in pathos.
: Radiohead
covering New Order/Joy : Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chief
: Division's
"Ceremony*:
youtube.com/ : of Vue Weekly, now an editor and author
: watch?v=euzbd8_hOQ4. Taken from a we- : living in Toronto.

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Jazz

RAB, British Invasion, Ska,

FROST Fiarunins
ARMIN AP BUUREP
MEMO CE JONG
et — Oe

: belongs
to the songwriter.
: better, more accurately, than any version
x
Really, online atleast, the only place : can remember from New Order or Joy 0,
to see a lot ofgreat covers isYou- : sion's catalogue.
Tube. That's because,
inthe case : Spiritualized covering Daniel Johnsto.\.

FILTHY MCNASTY’S Metal
Mondays: with DJ S.W.A.G.

NEW CITY This Will Hurt you
Mondays: Johnny Neck and his
Job present mystery musical

ship being so much better than Joy Ds,

: That means no cover songs. The copyright : sion back in the day, their version is play.

BUDDY’'S DJ Dust 'n' Time;
9pm

Night; 7pm; $i0 (door)/$5
(student)

::

any person
or entity.”

ENTER
por
AND

the Internet and Is scrutinized

ety of e-commerce

:: infringes any copyright, patent, trademark, :
A beast, this is an extremely faithful vers),
: trade secret or other proprietary rights of : Funny thing is, with Radiohead's music a

Shannon Johnson and friends

Open mic every Tue; 80pm

Boiselle

SECOND CUP-Stanley
Milner Library Open mic

BLUES ON WHYTE

every Tue; 7-9pm

COPPERPOT RESTAURANT

SIDELINERS PUB Tuesday All

Bluesmyth

Live jazz every Wednesday

with Roland Pemberton ie
Shiraz Wednesdays featuring

Jatk; 7-30-9pm
SECOND CUP-Mountain
Equipment Open Mic every
Wed, 8-1opm

night: Don Bemer, 6-gpm

STARLITE ROOM

Rickey Sidecar; 8pm

EDDIE SHORTS Wed open
stage, band oriented, hosted by

TicketMaster, Blackbyrd

Night Session: Kent
Sangster Quintet; 730pm

(door)/8pm (show); $5; one set

performance followed by an

// SEP 24 — SEP 30, 2009

Chuck Rainville; 9pm-1am box
office, TicketMaster

EDMONTON CHANTE
Savoy: Tricia Foster, 8pm;

NEW CITY SUBURBS

Stratovarius; 8pm; tickets at

Sh2

It: with Greg Gory and Ed

a

no minors; 9p™

RED PIANO BAR Jazz and

Star Jam with Alfcia Tait and

YARDBIRD SUITE Tuesday

DJ 4Roxd Slade (indie, - punk

a
Naki ‘oto

hel

Wednesdays: Hip-Hop; 9p
STOLLIS Beatparty
Wednesdays: House,
progressive and electronics
Space Age

ahes oat

gpmn-zam, wwrw.beatp:

STEEPS
TEA LOUNGECollege Plaza Open mic

Le
onlmmm
with new DJ; no

every Wed; hosted by Ernie

Y AFTERHOURS Y Not

Tersigni; 8:30-10pm

Wednesday

THE HANDY
Bxe):7.\aaeke) ai(0)\

Smoke free, chew free and

spit free, SNUS is an alternative

for adult tobacco users.

SNUS is packaged in small,

handy pouches that just need
to be tucked under the upper lip

|

¢

to deliver maximum taste. _
SNUS Original and Freshmint tins
are available now through select
tobacco retailers in Edmonton.
Visit www.snus.ca

for more information.

Cigarettes are highly addictive.
La cigarette cree une tres
forte dépendance.
;
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OCTOBER 7 ° SHAW CONFERENCE CENTRE

DOORS GPM-18+ HO MINORS
VUE

X ALSO AT BLACKBY!
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ORS 6 PM - ALL AGES- LIMITED TIX AT BLACKBYRD

PROPAGANDHT: "ALLTHATREMARS
October 24th + Dcrober 25th

LACUUA COIL

Starlite room

Moulin,

epi’irsa0aor, | DAW

Tickets at ticketworkshop.com, blackbyrd, freecloud and listen

me

J OCT 24 DOORSAT 8PM -LICENSED SHOW 18+
al OCT 25 DOORS AT 6PM -ALLAGES WELCOME

TOBER 28
EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE

eTETS
ASOATLAGI)

=

VUE

canaly
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PREVUE // THE SOULICITORS
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eeling Irie
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Soulicitors keep it laid back
we

“

we

if

\
ate!)
~

a5

PRESSURE DROP >> The Soulicitors discovered reggae through punk bands like
the Clash //supptied

WHY SO SERIOUS? >> Social Code goes it alone //supplied
BRYAN BIRTLES
(/ GRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ps and downs seem to be the way of
life for locals Social Code. Beginning as Fifth Season, the band changed
its name before being signed to Interscope and creating a much-hyped de-

but album in 2003 called A Year at the
Movies. After leaving Interscope, Social
Code found a home at Universal Music
Canada for the release of its sophomore
album, 2007's Social-Code. Despite
garnering good press and a number
of awards for the album, the band and
Universal split and Social Code found
itself without a label when it began
writing what would ultimately become
the group's latest album, Rock 'N' Roll.
According to singer Travis Nesbitt,
however, not having a label was nc
reason to panic. For him and his bandmates, going it alone was an opportuni-

ty to take the reins of the group's future
and make sure that everyone the group
worked with believed in Social Code as
much as its members did.
"We've been on and off labels for years.

It started in 2002 and it just seems
they're good and bad—if you get the
right label and you get the right group
of people around you at the label then
it's fantastic. That's what happened
with us and Universal Canada—on the
last record it was awesome and there
were so many good people that we still
know and are still friends with but ...
they all got fired,” he laughs before explaining that the band utilized grant
money to hire a team that would help
do the promotions that a label formerly
would have taken care of. "You can take
the money from the Canadian government and hire people that used to work
at labels or know that job. At the end of
the day everybody likes the band and is

fighting the good fight because they believe in it and I don’t think you can say
that about a label all the time.”

ments, the band has come up with what
Nesbitt says is its most honest record.
"At the very beginning we kind of

asked ourselves, ‘Well, what kind of a
record do we want to make this time
around?’ We've sat down and said, "This
is the kind of music that we like and
this is who we are and we all said we
want to make a rock 'n’ roll album," he
explains. "I'll be honest, we were chasing the trends on the previous records
and I think this is the first record where
we actually found who we are. I didn't
give a shit what was on the radio—I
would turn on the radio and I wouldn't
be inspired by anything. So we just said,
‘Fuck it, let's just write something that
we want to write, something we like.’

It was really the most honest recording and writing in the band and it feels
pretty damn good." VW
(nuns mm

Not only has the band's label situation
changed this time around, but Nesbitt
says the band’s sound has too. Backing
away from some of the softer elements
that the band has explored over the
years, and bumping up the rock ele-

FRI, SEP 25(5:30 PM)
SOCIAL CODE
WITH BIF NAKED, REV THEORY, LIL’JON,
ANO MORE
NORTHLANDS AGRICOM, $44.50

‘

8

arte

BRYAN BIRTLES
// BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
Monuneaavasscsaumin mn ordtpreraiesivws

or Sonic Band of the Month the

Soulicitors,

music

ought to be

kept simple. There's no real need
for diminished-fourth chords when
the goal is getting people to dance.

ence from Brixton or whatever," he
laughs. "That was a gateway for me
and I know alot of the guys in the band
were involved in skate-punk culture so =>
you get some of the ska and the reggae
from that as well."
The group's laid-back attitude even

In fact, there's no real need for more

extended into the recording ofits new

than three or four chords
"Our main priority is
good time, to get people
people dancing and to

CD, entitled What You Need. Recorded
live off the floor at Sound Extractor
studios with Stew Kirkwood, the band
wasn't too worried about making mistakes, just finding the groove
"I think so—we play very simple music, so unless there's a glaring mistake
we'll try and keep what we've got. To

at all.
to have a
out and get
spread the

word," explains guitarist and vocal

ist Kelly Callin. “Our songs are pretty
simple—we go more for melody and
hooks and stuff like that as opposed
to any deeper side of it, We're a reggae band, y'know, so we want melody
and we wanna stick in your head.”
The prairies aren't exactly a breeding
ground for reggae music, but Callin explains that he and his bandmates dis
covered the laid-back rhythms through
ska bands and especially the Clash.
"I grew up a punk rock kid and my
first real introduction to reggae was a

band like the Clash—bunch of white
guys that had some Jamaican influ

us, we're

not

a technical

band

and

although we played to a click we're
not 100-percent-perfect
time over
the whole album,” Callin says. "We're

more about having a good time and if =™

it feels good we'll keep it." W
SAT, SEP 25 (10 PM)
THE SOULICITORS
WITH RAPTORS
PAWN SHOP, $5

|

win two tickets
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(CG). CORB LUND PERFORMING LIVE AT THE VUE STUDIO ON
VUEWEEKLY.COM,

CORB LUND
Corb Lund was back in town recently for the release of his lates!

record, Losin’ Lately Gambler. He played
an invite-only show |
the Empress on Monday night—check out Gravy's review an

slide show at vueweekly.com—and then he dropped by the Vu
Weekly studio on Tuesday for an interview and acoustic pei
formance, which are online as well.
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ENT >> PUBLIC ART SPACES

Wide open spaces
The kids are breaking down the walls and heading outside

fo,(0030-102 STREET
= INFAZE STAR
@9/2S Tecuno wPPy CREW PRESENTS

BAR & X

DW STARFIRE THIS GIRLTHAT BOY}
CYGNETS/CAFFEINE SUNDAY
09/25 CD RELEASE PARTY

SMOKEY BANDITS /SIRIUSLY TWISTED /GUESTS
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&CKUA PRESENT
| find the concept of adaptation eran: : and without city attention.
: to revitalize the space with a self-depRegardless of what your average octoge- : It's become a crumbled, gnarled cliff : recating, city-sanctioned music festival
narian sleeping in Genesis 7:23 bedspread : that descends into an unending oblivion.
will tell you, evolution is real and justifies : The rockslide is visible from space. Peoso much of what goes on around us. When : ple have been calling it the End of the
changes occur in the animal kingdom to : World. Erstwhile bands were doubtlessly
ensure survival of the fittest, it's amazing; : attracted to it for album-cover purposes,
but when such events are relocated
but when I first went there five years
to the realm of humanity, it’s
ago to engage in some street
almost relieving to think such
drinks and pre-Facebook photo
ES
meaningful explanations exist. BA
ops with my pride, | never reMore than anywhere else in
motely imagined it would be a
place where anything practical
Canada, Edmontonian youth
culture is forced to adapt
would ever happen again. Max
Uhlich, now spending some time
to its surroundings and make
in Berlin, thought differently.
something out of it.
Two events involving various memUnlike most similarly-sized North
American cities, Edmonton has a lim- : bers of the local music community (inited amount of viable music venues, : cluding Sans AIDS, Makeout Videotape,
especially in terms of smaller, low-rent : Swwords and others) have been held

cKLASK

aL

spaces. Mind you, there are a few op- : there this summer, making for legendary
tions in this regard (the ARTery, the : sunsets and so many solos. The videos
Hydeaway, New City Likwid Lounge) : have an epic quality to them and convey
but these spots are soaked in malaise : an element of danger not entirely unlike

from the endless parade of shows be- : the constant "I'm drunk in a death trap"
ing choked into these three zones. Oth- : pulse that made khZ parties so appealer bars are not commonly an option as

: ing. The shows have the ring of legend.

local bands have been pushed out of : Also helmed by Uhlich was a project
mid-level venues by pre-ordained ma- : hijacking an LRT underpass built in con2 junction with the McKernan/Belgravia
jor-label touring partnerships.

Reminiscent of how skateboarders see : station.

Using the mysterious

outlets

the world as endlessly littered with plac- : and natural acoustics of the hallway, the
es for them to grind and jump off of, it : experimental Zebra Pulse, among others,
seems like Edmonton kids view our city : took advantage of this self-made oppor-

as one big performance space. Taking a ? tunity. This also took place without any

: called North by Northworst. This past
> weekend was a test run. Israelson Jok5 ingly told attendees to consider it a part
: of Alberta Arts Day if anybody in blue
: asked. While that may have been merely
: acover, the sentiment is totally accurate.
: This event represents public art and use
: of a totally defunct space for something
: practical and contributory to the Edmon-

FrRE/PosT

:
: So why are the kids playing outside?
= There are some caveats to their concept.
: Because of their unsanctioned guerrilla
: nature, they cannot maintain the profes: sional edge that precludes the use of a
real sound system and do not have the
i lengthy setup time provided by legal
3 indoor spaces. In some ways, it could
: be perceived that the music portion of
: these shows is rendered secondary to
: the danger and the experience. I'd liken
: the interest in outdoor shows might be
: related to years weaned on Edmonton's
: Folk Fest, mixed with disillusion with the
: programming of that annual tarp sit.
: You might be aware of the D) events
: that Connected has presented in the City
: Centre Mall Parkade, but the quality of
: performers (Steve Aoki, WilLIAm) and
: extreme commercialization neuter any
3 potential for genuine fun. | recently at: tended an event in Montréal that func-

: Up, a bicycle-repair seminar and later on,
Located in the river valley at 104 Street : a full-on Italo disco dance party. It had a
response to the limited options in town’ : and Saskatchewan Drive, Queen Eliza- : liquor license, was undisturbed by police
Or a growing distaste for the bar scene. : beth Pool was closed in 2004 after a : presence and was completely sanctioned
? massive leak occurred. There was a re- : by the city without prominent corporate
But altogether, it's exciting.
‘n our city's 1995 municipal election, :: development of the site considered by : involvement. And nobody got hurt.
56.33 percent of our city’s population vot- : the city, but now this construction will , The important statement about these
ed toclose Keillor Road. The road, a link : be occurring on the Kinsmen Centre : shows is that we as a city can't merely
between the west end and downtown, : grounds with a projected opening date of : accept what Is presented to us. Though
required consistent maintenance and was : Summer 2011, leaving the old pool space : these spectacles are technically illegal,
= they make use of public space that has
identified
i
In : useless. This past weekend, Matthew Is: been stagnant and forgotten for years.
apr
Reig
oe
1994. Upon =closing,
it was
initially
changed : realson arranged a music and arts event
They are public art and should be fos:
into a pedestrian/bicycle
path untila slide : at the abandoned pool.
: tered by the city. And most importantly,
occurred that required a new concrete pil- : Influenced by the massively-popular
res
!
they are a reason to be outside. And you
Brooklyn'
at
ar tokeep itstanding.
In2001, cracks de- = music shows held
: never know how long you can afford that
veloped and led to a massive rock slide in : cently re-opened Mccarren Pool, he, Jon : luxury in our climate. W
want
types
art
2003 that has since continued unfettered : Schmidt and other local

Pool shows this : bance to the local community.
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PREVUE // STRATOVARIUS

Polaris prize
Finnish power-metal band returns with
its 12thalbum

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

‘NORTHERN

2
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—
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- ALL PROCEEDS TO STARS amBuLaNce
AFTER THE WAR >> Stratovarius rebounds with
its former leader,

mo’ Tolkki //supplies

PAUL BLINOV
/{ PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

At
12 albums and 24 years,
Stratovarius might just be the
longest-standing among its powermetal kin, at least out of bands that
hail from Finland but operate on a
world-wide scale.
That said, the band's lineup has been
in semi-constant flux during that
time, and last year marked the departure of the remaining founding member, guitarist Timo Tolkki, following
a few tumultuous years that kept the
band relatively inactive on the music

scene. When he left, Tolkki signed
away royalties to the entire Stratovarius back catalogue to its remaining
members. He'd written most ofit, too,
So carrying on under the same name
wasn't an easy thing for the band to
do—or for some of its fans to accept.
"I have to admit, there are some rare
people you find who sort of [believe],

.
An Evening with
> RYAN BUELL and CHIP COFFEY

‘This is cheesy, they don't deserve to

have the name or whatever,” sighs Jorg
Michael, who's been drumming with

from A&E’s PARANORMAL STATE

THURSEAY, OCTOBER 8

MYER HOROWITZ THEATRE

T TICKETMASTER - WWW TICKETMASTER CA - 780.451.8000

more info at www.behindtheicon.ca

ican

from start to finish, the album took
almost a year.
“He was like the main man, the cre
ator, for like 20 years,” he continues,
"and all of a sudden he's not there
mo er niranorayes nes OH sNCsomRAHAE IHD Bou

a

BENNY

This is a new Shase

of Stratovarius now,
and we're happy we
can carry this name a
little bit further.
But we wrote very hard, and we found

out most ofthe other guys had a lot «
[songwriting] talent.
So Polaris, released this past May
marks the group's first post-Tolk
release. With a few exceptions, th
bum’s reception has been warm, a
has the band once again on the road
proudly carrying the Stratovarius
name from continent to continent

“Not having [Tolkki] on the side was
sad at the beginning, but on the other
side, we had a very talented replace
ment, and after a while you don't think

the band since 1996. "But we [don't]

about it anymore. This is a new phase

get carried away with these people too

of Stratovarius now, and we're happy wé

much, and I'd say 98 percent fof the
fans] are completely behind us.”

can carry this name a little bit further
“When you go through two years of
all this chaos, of all this hacking lies

After replacing Tolkki with Finnish
producer Matias Kupianien, the band’s
songwriting methods
took ona farmore
democratic, give-and-take process.
“When there is a song written by
Tollki, it was almost like the whole
song was nicely arranged and almost done when he presented it to
the band,” he explains. “It was hard

(Retrea tesieee |wokirachic
xlevelwhene'ae
ostat
see]

after atumultuous sp

Stratovarius further. It was not easy;

and everything, you start to concen
trate on your music, and that feels
really, really cool. Instead of asking

your lawyer about some rights, all of
a sudden, you're doing some music
That feels good." W

1

2
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ye // WILFRED N & THE GROWN MEN

psa

jrowin' up
wo friends celebrate 25 years as Grown Men

Wo)

ALOMUIRS

RW - AVAILABLE NOW

PIRAL BEACH
/ COEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

e landscape that musicians find
themselves standing on can be a slipipery and treacherous one. There's an old
liché that likens a band toa marriage, and

at analogy really isn't all that far off. If
you're going to make beautiful music with
someone, then you had better be able to

get along with them during both the ups

and downs. And, just like with marriage,

the people involved quite often find it
easier to simply toss the towel in and walk
away then to keep going—but not Wilfred
Kozub and JamiePhilip, the two mainstays
in Wilfred N & the Grown Men.
Xozub and Philip have been making music together over the course ofa recording
career that now spans seven albums and
25 years, with their friendship reaching
backa few more years tothelate’70s when
Kozub had just started the band.

_ ‘Our original guitarist moved to Monteal or something like that and we had

been rehearsing at a friend's house," Ko-

zub recalls, explaining that he had just
ftaduated from the music program at
Grant MacBwanat the time. "Jamie lived

in that house and he was a guitarist,
and

he jumped in and we've been together
€ver since.”

While the band's upcoming gig at the

ARTery will find Kozub and Philip celebrating their past, they haven't given up
on looking to the future either: the night

will also function as the official release
party for Wilfred N & the Grown Men's
Stop Go Romeo.

_l's been five years since the last al‘um, but Kozub says that he hasn't been

iz during that time, working on the
atest record pretty much since the last
one dropped.

taNot

ing

at it constantly,”

he

ughs, "but certainly working on the

songs that became the album over that
period of time.”
For Kozub, the creation of the album was
been an ongoing process that found him
recording as he went along, the recording

conclusion, Kozub admits that he wanted
to get Stop Go Romeo out earlier, but there
were too many loose ends to tie up first.

Whenit came down toit, though, he managed to wrapit up with the help of his son,
Nik, who was recording the drums and
mixing and mastering the album, which

often overlapping with the actual writing
of material.
"I write a lot on Pro Tools,” he explains.
"T usually set up situations where a song
might start simply enough around a keyboard thing ora drum thing or something,
but then once there's a basic form often
I'm writing lyrics and singing first inspirations right into the tape recorder and then
I try to figure out what I did and interpret
itand clean it up asI go."
Given that Kozub’s method of musical discovery can be a time-consuming
approach—for every vein of gold that he
discovers, there could be several more
that fizzle out—it's not all that surprising to learn that he doesn't write a ton of
songs along the way, preferring to focus
on the ones that work and discard those
that don't.
"You know, the songs that are on the
album are the songs that I was doing. I
know one for sure that I didn't put on, that
I didn't finish off, mainly because the lyr-

ics were too feeling sorry for myself and !
didn't want to come off that way. It’s actu-

allya beautiful song, butit'stoo much offa
bum trip for even me.
"I know there are a lot of people that
write a couple of songs every day and
they'll write 40 songs to get 10, but I
don't do that,” he continues. "I make
decisions pretty early about what's not
happening and [ifasong's not then] it's

all had to be done before Nik went out on
tour with his own band, Shout Out Out
Out Out. So it really all came down to Kozub wanting his son to be involved and his
willingness to make that happen.
"[ think you kind of gotta make some

decisions. You can't just keep on going
forever because it'll never come out and
you're just second guessing yourself, and

I definitely don't do that," Kozub says. "I
learned really early on that that’s what
Jamie and | are really good at when we're
recording, When I'm recording Jamie play
guitar stuff or electronic stuff or whatever,
we try to go for first takes where the energy is there. I try to capture the magic of
the inspiration in the moment.
“I mean, there are always things on my
albums that are flaws—I could pick them
out, you might not have noticed them, but
there's always something—and there's
always something that you wish you had
done," he adds. “But in the end the happiest thing for me is to capture the spark of
the original thing you were going for and
not losing it. 've worked with some engineers in the past as a vocalist that have
just sucked the life out of you, get you to
do things over and over and over and over
again when it was good 10 takes ago. It
was great 10 takes ago but they thought

Saturday September 26 2
LIVE AT THE PAWN

SHOP

Two Hours Traffic with:
Spiral Beach & The Danks
10549 82 Ave - 9:00 PM - $15

listen-watch-play hmv

they could get something better and then

gone early on.”
One thing about working on songs over
thatitcan
ted
oftime is
periodric
an unrest
endinsight. But there
toseeanult
bediffic
has to
does come a time when a decision
its
be made todrive a project through to
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Known to family and friends as Owen
Pallett, Final Fantasy's 2006 album
He Poos Clouds beat out the likes of :
Metric, Wolf Parade and this city’s :

MUNR

own Cadence Weapon to take home :
the highly-coveted prize. His loop-:
ing violin melodies and ethereal voice :
can be heard at McDougall United :
Church, perhaps the most appropriate :
venue he's played to date in this city. /
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A CD release party for Essence MC's
new disc, | Lost My Pen ..?, this show
will have plenty to choose from for
hip-hop aficionados looking to get
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produced disc.
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HER ROOTS ARE SHOWING >> Little Miss Higgins hits town withtheRoots and
Blues Road Show //supplied
MIKE ANGUS

// AIKEANGUS@VUEWEEKLY.COM

louring collaborations like the Roots
and Blues Road Show secretly allow
musicians the opportunity to indulge
in each other's company and talents,
all to an audience's delight. As Jolene
Higgins—who performs as Little Miss

Higgins—explains from her home in
Nokomis, SK, her ongoing friendship

with Saskatoon’s Deep Dark Woods required just such an indulgence.

“We've been crossing paths with the
Deep Dark Woods for a number of
years now, and we'd always said we

should de some shows together. At
the end of January, they came down [to
Nokomis] and played, and we decided

to finally do it, came up with a name
and that was it.”

So far, as both Saskatoon and ReSina's sold-out shows reveal, they've
obviously come up with a formula that

crowds appreciate: both bands honour
traditional blues, Higgins blending
30s country influences, while the Deep

Dark Woods opts for shadow-laden

*oots-rock. Both bands have been recognized for their recent recordings,
with Higgins’ 2008 Junction City being
warded Outstanding Blues Recording
at the Western Canadian Music Awards,

and the Deep Dark Woods receiving

the WCMA in the Best Roots Group
Recording category for this year's
Winter Hours; and both acts also boast
a reputation for engaging live shows
with their warm audience rapport and
outstanding musicianship. Higgins is
currently promoting her live album,
Two Nights In March, before going back
into the studio in December to record
anew album—"to placate peoples’ listening ears," she giggles modestly—for

a Spring 2010 release.
The show here in E-town is being
promoted by Edmonton's Good Blood
Music Series, a volunteer-based promotional organization dedicated to
hosting quality independent musicians
from across the continent at local halls.
Good Blood promises "a barn dance,
an old time social and very special live
show ... that will transform the way
people watch independent music in
Edmonton.” Opening the evening is
Australia's David Ross Macdonald, in
ternationally-touring songwriter, and
also drummer for the acclaimed folkjazz group the Waifs. W
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Internet saved the video star
Prince Edward Island-based group finds an audience on the Net
JAMES STEWART
// STEWART @VUEWEEKLY.COM

P3Prhere's a bit of the Anne-of-GreenGables thing going on here in
Charlottetown,” laughs the Danks’
frontman Brohan Moore. "But I don't
think it's been a disadvantage being based out here—we tour a lot and
we've played North by Northeast, Pop
Montréal and other showcases, so that
helps. And this is our second national
tour—the first one had a pretty good reception. We just go with the flow.”
The band's upcoming national tour
with fellow Charlottetown band Two
Hours Traffic marks the second time
the two groups have made the crosscountry trip together. The reason is

simple: besides sharing apartments
back home, the bands also have two
members in common. With the touring vans less cramped, and no worries
about weirdos with egos, Moore notes
how easy it is for the bands to hit the
road together,
"Both Alec [O'Hanley, aia] and Andrew [MacDonald, bass] play with Two
Hours Traffic, so it's pretty convenient
to tour together. We're pretty lucky
with the situation—we have a couple of
nice vans between us so we head out in
those and it's a lot of fun. Obviously we
all know each other really well.”
After the release of two EPs over the
last three years, the band finally cobbled
together enough material to record its
full-length debut, Are You Afraid of the

Danks? earlier this year. Recorded in a
studio hidden away in a Halifax minimall, the band was able to round up the
experienced
producing/engineering
duo of Charles Austin, formerly of the
Super Friendz, and lan McGettigan, formerly of Thrush Hermit, both fixtures
of the eastern Canadian music scene.
"They were both really great dudes
to work with," notes Moore. "It wasn't
so much that they would change the
songs—they'd just have some really
great ideas about things like tones and
stuff like that. They've been around fora

long time now, so they really knew their
stuff. But I think someone had broken
the heat in there, so it was so insanely
hot the whole time we were recording,
it was just brutal."

LOUK

WI
int

Having just shot a video
Beach," Moore acknowledges the flagging presencepf music videos in today's
musical markets, though still notes the
importance of the medium online.
"Our friend Richie Mitchell wanted
to make a video for us, so he went and
tracked down some kind of grant and
did all the leg work. All we had to do
was show up, so that was pretty easy,”
laughs Moore. "But it's funny, MuchMusic is all just shitty reality shows
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for the most part, so it's aw
to make
a video, People still
online and stuff, so it's
something out there—it's
to trick people into lister

your song.” W
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PREVUE // EDMONTON CHANTE
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Festival season's not over yet
Chante brings a wide range of francophone artists to town
MARIA KOTOVYCH
// MARIA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

n the past, I've met some Canadians
who didn't know that French-Canadian communities exist beyond Quebec. Well, that assumption, much like
the belief that Edmonton’s festival
season is over, is incorrect. The up-

coming Edmonton Chante is a festival of francophone music, and will
feature artists from Alberta, Manitoba, BC, Ontario, Quebec and France.
Edmonton's
Raphaél
Freynet_
is both a performer and a festival
spokesperson. Originally from Mani-

toba, he laughingly tells me that he
has often encountered the same assumption
about
French-Canadian

communities. But this also tells him

that French people out
showcase their culture
francophones.
“It's important that we
and play out and that

here nee,
more to »,
get out the

we make

¢

culture known. Not enough peo;
know that it exists,” he says.
Indeed, Freynet mentions that anc}

phone Edmontonians are actually 5
monton Chante's intended audienc
"Edmonton Chante is a festiyai ¢})
aims to entice Edmontonians to
cover this city’s diverse francop

that are right in their own backyard
For Freynet, who describes his m
as “irresistible funky folk rock
own shows at Edmonton Cha

be learning experiences, too. Here. |
will perform solo, rather than wit!
band; as he has done in the past
"[A solo performance] helps me
velop the chops. When you're
onstage, you really have to deli
you gotta reach the audience,
of this new format. “You really

get a hold of them, and a solo shx
great way to learn how to do that
Freynet emphasizes that the art
at the festival will address audience
in both official languages, and he
~ sings in both, too. Still, the majority
of his lyrics are in French.
“It's important for me to sir
French because that's who! am. \
you sing or do any kind of art, you'r
expressing who you are,” Freynet ex
plains. "The French language is v
my roots are at, so that's why it
portant for me to express that.”
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: Islands

: Vapours

: (Anti-)

: tok

MATTHEW
AO) Ke)

Pearl jam

which sounded very much like a band :

Backspacer
(Monkeywrench)

on the verge of collapse, reaching as :
far as it could and grabbing hold with :
its fingertips. But then everything got :

wk

BARBER ia

kk

better, and the musicians found themselves standing on solid ground, turning out a series of albums that have
been as solid as the live shows, but

Nick Thorburn ha,
his moments
Pop music refere,,

ality

last

on

Islang

disc,

Arm

:
Way, which ey;
:
dently suited hj;
: just fine: Vapours
isattimes
apop p;

: tiche, from sly, Destroyer-esque lyric)

which also lacked something in the : nods
to the "Last Kiss"-style wails at th
way of excitment—due in part, per- : end of “Disarming
the Car Bomb" to th,
haps, to a sense of disjointment that : occasional AutoTune that pops
left the records feeling more like col- : throughout, mosteffectively on "Heart
lections of material rather than single : beat.” This being Thorburn, the refc,

FAI
SEPTEMEBER
25
HAVEN
THE
SOCIAL
CUBBy

bodies of work.
Until now, that is. With Backspacer,

= ences dance a line between parody an.

comfortably with the next, from the

: could just as easily be sneering at -

punked-up
Chuck-Berry-on-speed
opener “Gonna See My Friend" through

: ics as at a friend. This still doesn’: aj,
: proach the catchy brilliance of the d

: tribute, weaved into Islands’ alway
the band remains locked firmly into : mature, experimental pop and
a groove, but here every song fits : quite-probably snarky lyrics, woic}

FRI
SEPTEMEBER
25 FLOW
LOUNGE

the New Wave-tinted "Got Some” and : but, Return to the Sea, but Vapours doe

EDEN MUNRO

// EOEN@ VUEWEEKLY.COM

along into the airy acoustic guitars of : find Thorburn a little more cohesive
“Just Breathe.”
: and nimble than on Arm's Way, 2
This time out Pearl Jam has chosento : gives a sense of the direction one

here's certainly something to be
said for confidence and reliability,

FRI
OCTOBER
2 oun
BF

CME. ADY

=

5
—

=

Ee

1

Pos

=

| =>
——)
; <=

=

sion ofa band that has finally admitted
that it's OK to leave its comfort zone.
That's not to say that the new record
finds the band clashing amongst itself
as it did on Vitalogy, but the players are
pushing each other musically, taking a
good kick at the sonic boundaries.

Eddie Vedder's lyrics here are distinctly
more uplifting than ever before, too. He
can still howl and raise hell like he always
has—Vedder has always been a strong

how tight the group has become: while
the setlists vary wildly at times, the
band pulling out obscure tracks and
a good number of covers fairly routinely, there are often no more than a
few surprises beyond the song choice.
There are plenty of choice bits sprinkled throughout—often in the form of
Mike McCready’s spinning guitar solos
and, since 2002, in the often thrilling
keyboard lines of Boom Gaspar—but
beyond those, the band is simply tight,
heading for the edge but never really
jumping over—a good thing for avoiding spectacular crashes, but on the flip
slide there are very few thrills that go
beyond the programmed sort.

THEBEAR,imOTHE PAWISP PRSHT

7 oo

Backspacer into aconcise, 37-minute vi-

ingly had an abundance of for a good
number of years now. Ever since the little band from Seattle decided to expose
every note it let loose on stage with a
neverending series of official bootleg
albums cataloguing nearly ever show
the band has played since the year
2000, it’s become very apparent just

ROOM
THUR
OCTOBER
8 STARLITE

ee

cut down the number of songs, turning

two qualities that Pearl Jam has seem-

Ss
—

=/
=
=

It's been

ef

the same

way

with

point in the band, even when the songs
have not quite delivered—but on Back-

spacer he sounds like a man whois happy

: // DAVID@VUEWEEXKLY.COM

:
:
ee

: Peace
: Slow Children
: (Reluctant)
: kkk KH
:
:
:

Everything about
this band seem
to scream the op
posite
of its moni
ker;
from
the
spooky reverb o
"I Forget," to the

:

:

in life, ifnot satisfied that everything isas :
good as it can be. And it's that disatisfaction that really drives the album, Vedder
offering up lines like "When something's
dark / Lemme shed a little light on it /

:
:
: plaintive wail of "I Never Sleep," 0
: the doomsday march of °s
When something's cold / Lemme put a : Left," the Vancouver-based group
:
Peace is obviously more about d
little fire on it /Ifsomething’s old /I wanna put a bit of shine onit."
But lyrics don’t make a song on their

own, and Pearl Jam's musical contin-

gent steps up with some of the best
sonic counterpoints that Vedder has
come up against in years, and he has
responded in kind

Pearl

Jam's studio albums for a while as well.

Back in ‘94 the group released Vitalogy,

ist:

30
OCTOBER
FRI

: Canada's cleverer pop bands might |
: heading.
: DAVID BERRY

: tress than serenity. Slow Children i

:
:
;
:
:
:
:

surprisingly intricate for the dirge
that the overall sound is and, som
how, it remains danceable throug
out. Like a mixturé of Joy Divisi

and losing your virginity, Slow Chi!
dren feels really good, really lou
kinda weird and—at
only s:
songs—the whole experience is re
: ally over way too quick.
: BRYAN BIRTLES
// SRYAM@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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This record onl}
has six tracks on!
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psych

funk

it short

but it's sweet. Jess
Dee & Jacquie B
sing together i”
harmony, she plays

101 crico

S

: the accordian and they rap poetry. Hip

: hop is very present on this record bu'
: “Prairie Song” and “With Girls
: softer and sung-pretty diddys, and 20!
: out of place on the record. It sound

top 10 sellers
01. everything goes wrong vivian girls

06. persistent reptiton caretaker

: like they are having a lot of fun wit

02. snow blindness black mold

07. s/t deceh

: their music, singing about love and li!

03. live conference om

Se aayaaa Gael

fee haste ovoikie

08. pleasure is the headlight spiral joy band

10. odeon 6.2

: and Edmonton.

JUSTIN SHAW

// JUSTIN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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: Jerry Cantrell
: Degradation Trip
: (Roadrunner)
You

that say-

ing,

“There's a thin :

one or two original members and
a knock-off vocalist, littering the
streets with material that bears
a resemblance to the past but
doesn't capture the soul. Alice
in Chains is different, though.

Originally released: 2002

line between love E It sort of feels like the 90s
and hate?” Well, I : are hitting again, at least on a
Mm)

_—

m=

imagine

a similar

bythecritically
»p former isrepresented

and its best in
many more; Kurt
Cobain's on tele-

“smart” records that miracujously end up topping thecharts and be-oming iconic dancefloor records (see:

vision

ey Ya!,” "Where's Your Head At?" by

sement

For starters, DuVall is hardly a
Staley imitator, being the owner
of a voice that is both powerful and
original. The main
reason for Alice
in Chain's ability

: musical scale; Pearl Jam is back

| division
between : with the group's first album in a
Pop and “pop.” See, : couple of years

Jaxx), while the latter are cloy-

ng, cheesy confections
that sound like a
-ross between “Mambo No. 5" and gabyer techno ("She's No Good" on this al- :
bum).
This record dips too far into the :
pop" realm, replacing genuine song- :

iting with atypically boring produc-

:

ons, @ glimpse at their Rolodex (Yoko
Ono guests), clichéd lovelorn warblings

:
;

da knowing thirst to deliver the Al- :

bum-album they so covet. It's strange :
that two dudes who mastered and commercialized tech-house are more interstedina hi-NRG ‘80s gayanthemredux
an the jacking housetheyusedtotrade
in, but alas, people move on. The record
isclosedout by "GimmeSomethin'
True,"

3 track that coalesces retro New York

mestizo funk with that Rob Thomas/
Santana song ifit were performed by the
uthor of “Chocolate Rain." And it's still
catchy. This is the paradox that dooms
ihe entire album: it's Pop and "pop," play-

musical chairs for eternity.
OLAND PEMBERTON
/ COLAND@VUEWEEKLY.COM

to transition to a

screens

across the nation—albeit singing songs from
the likes of Bon
Jovi—in the latest Guitar Hero
instalment; and
Alice in Chains,
another
little
band from Seattle, is returning
with its first al‘
bum of original
S
=
material in well over a decade.

new singer and
new material is
because
—_guitar-

istvocalist

D ssAuHp

:
:
: Alice in Chains was one band that was
: seemingly over and done with as far back
: as 95 when its last album dropped, and
: there was little doubt that it was finished
: when lead vocalist Layne Staley passed
: away in April 2002. But then the remain: ing members reconvened a few years ago,
: bringing new vocalist William DuVall into
: the mix, touring first and then finally re: cording a new record this year.
: While pretty much every band from
the Seattle music scene was saddled
: with the term grunge, the label has
never struck me as being a particularly
: apt descriptor for most of them: of the

: big bands, Pearl Jam was always more

o Hours Traffic
erritory

Bumstead)
kk

:
:
:
+
>

The first five songs =
here have a great :

@

——

band's got synths
and pianos and organs. It hastambouines, shakers, jingle bellsandaFrench

horn. But, despite all the instruments :
and experimentation, I am left asking :
/here's the soul?” Good songsmithing, but it falls short on attitude, makg it pleasant but not powerful.

: So Far Gone

|USTIN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

TV wunderkind
: Now under Li'l Weezy’s wing
: Huge face tattoos soon

nyrd
Gods & Guns

——————————
: Magneta Lane

Roadrunner)

: Gambling With God

: (Last Gang)
‘These here fine ladies
Got unfairly pigeonholed
‘Now these birds have flown

out for "Freebird" :
at a show. But this :

Ss a classic case of a band that's lost : Regina Spektor
“ight of the ball. Not that there's much : Far

ofthe original
band leftthese days,and

: (Sire)

that's probably a good thing consider- :

ng how bad this album stinks. Atleast : American kook
> Back in Soviet Russia

He guitars are in tune,
DEN

MUNRO

: Piano PLAYS YOU

Wendy
McNeill

:
}
:
;

solo album, an epic, dense and convoluted double album titled Degradation
Trip. Cantrell produced the record on
his own before landing a deal with Road-

Kris
Demeanor

eptember 25
Doors 8pm, Showtime gpm
Tickets Sis at the door, $12 advance,
available at Blackbyrd & Listen Records.

; runner Records, who originally refused
! to release the full album, fearing that a
: double set would put off buyers. They
: were likely correct in that assumption,
: given that Degradation Trip is an intense
:: experience to take as a whole—the music
> is very much like Alice in Chains’, taking
: listeners on a journey through places that

Two of Alberta's best songwriters go head to head in a
bid for word domination, Not really, but this promises to,
be an excellent, intelligent, inspiring show. Don't miss it!

: are far from comfortable (and intensified
:: by the fact that Staley died two months

: before the album's release).

: But the initial stripped-down 14-song
: version of the album feels incomplete—
: the songs that are there are good, but

: the overall album feels rushed. And so
Roadrunner released the full two volume album at the end of the year, and
the work is better for it. Degradation
Trip takes its time in the sludge, making
it clear that Cantrell is a man with an eye
for the whole, and that vision rears its
head whether he's solo or leading Alice
in Chains ahead into a future. W

quick

: (Cash Money)

TIN SHAW
/

:
: Drake

dark comers

¢
2

to 2002 and it's clear just how impor: tant Cantrell is to Alice in Chains. That
:: was the year that he released his second

:
:
:
:
:
: absolutely sounds like Alice in Chains. It's :
: true that there are many, many groups :
: that are mere shells of their pasts, with :
:

energy,
they're :
catchy,
radio- :
friendly pop in all :

the right ways. The

rock 'n' roll than anything else, and Nirvana was built around punk aggression.
But for Alice in Chains the term seems
perfect, the group's music sounding very
much like the soundtrack for a black
sludge flowing slowly down the gutter,
crawling and clawing its way through
each album, illuminated only by occasional glimpses of sunshine.
The new album, Black Gives Way to Blue,

thresh
,

Jerry

Cantrell. is the
heart of the band.
It's Cantrell's writIng and his co-vocals, not to mention that grungy
guitar, that give
the band life and
keepsit vital
Rewind
back

Ss B The Twilight Sad
, Forget the Night Ahead

(Fatcat)
Thick Scottish accents

Doesn't matter what they sing
It's fucking funny

The Skylife
: Roots & Wings
: (Skylife)
The title track has
: Some of the catchiest hooks
: Ever autotuned

Tinted Windows
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BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE |

: Tinted Windows

: (S-Curve)
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Pop glitterati

: Like drunk guy at urinal
: Hits and misses
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ARIES (Mar 21 — Apr 19)
;: between now and the end of 2012. (By : many convoluted twists and turns results
Jonathan Lee Riches is renowned for filing : comparison, it took me six years to write : in success and generates a lot of educanumerous lawsuits in US courts.
my first book, nine years to write : tional fun along the way? Either definition
Some of his targets are acmy second, and five years for my : could apply to your wild goose chase in
tual living people, like Martha
third.) According to my reading
the next three weeks, Leo. Which one will
* Stewart, George W. Bush and
of the astrological omens, you : ultimately win out will probably depend
Steve Jobs. But he has also
: on two things: 1) how well you detect
gone after defendants like
son-like levels of fecundity for at = the false leads you get, and 2) how deterNostradamus, Che Guevara,
least the next four weeks. | sug- : mined you are to be amused rather than
the Eiffel Tower, the ex-planet
gest you employ that good mojo : frustrated by all the twists and turns.
Pluto, the Holy Grail, the Appato create a masterpiece or two.
lachian Trail and the Garden of Eden.
; VIRGO (Aug 23 - Sep 22)
This would be a good time for you to draw ; CANCER (Jun 21 — Jul 22)
: Your time is up, Virgo. No further stalling
inspiration from his example. | don't mean ! As | gaze out the window of my home : will be allowed. We need your answer now:
that you should become a litigious fanatic, : office, | see a vast wetland crossed by a : will you or will you not take advantage of
but rather that you should seek redress : creek that originates in the bay. At high : the messy but useful offer that is on the tain and vindication from those people, places, : tide, the creek is as wide as a river. At : ble? Don't ask for an extension, because you
|S” and things that have not had your highest : low tide, it's as narrow as a village street. : ain't getting one. Please take advantage of
interests in mind. This could take the form : Sometimes it flows north vigorously, : this chance to prove that you love yourself
of a humorous message, a compassionate : while at other times it surges south with : too much to get hoodwinked and abused by
prank or an odd gift. Remember, too, that : equal force. Now and then it’s perfectly : perfectionism. Be brave enough to declare
old saying: success is the best revenge.
; still Its hues are a constantly mutating : your allegiance to the perspective articu: blend of grey, green, blue and brown, and : lated by the mathematician Henri Poincaré:
TAURUS (Apr 20 — May 20)
This would be an excellent time for you to
learn how to brew your own beer (tinyurl
com/zteca) or build your own telescope (ti-

? at sundown and sunrise they're joined by
: tinges of pink, purple, and orange. As a
: Cancerian, | find this intimate spectacle
:to be both comforting and invigorating.
nyurLcom/2yert5)
orteach yourself howto : It's a reflection of my own ever-shifting

operate
aforklift (tinyurLcom/lgoyk5). Your : moods,
ability to master practical new skills is ata
peak, and your need to develop more selfreliance is more pressing than usual Once
you raise your confidence levels, you might
even move on to more challenging tasks,

: discussed. For example, it’s ludicrous for : Ive never bought before
»

MY

choice

: right-wingers to fear that a government- : unduly influenced by how much | \i;.: run health system would freshly infect our : packaging. For example, | Might opt
: capitalist system with the stain of social- : the brassy orange and white bottle
: ism. The truth is,America has long had the : bold black lettering over the bran
; biggest socialist enterprise in the world: : the washed-out blue-green colour ; me,
: its sprawling military establishment,
which : and delicate purple font. | hope you y
dollars : fall victim to any version of my folly ;
paid for by taxpayer
: is complet
ely
! and run by the government! Another un- : ricorn. It's especially important
th; you

thesingle smart- : make your decisions based on 3 pic,
fact isthis:dged
} acknowle

! est strategy for financing universal health
> care (as well as drarnatically improving the
be to reduce military ex: economy) would
seem to realize
Americans don't
: penditu
res.
=: that theirmonstrous
empire
huge militaryly
: is a case of supreme overkill: itgirdles the

: analysis of the inner contents, not : perficial survey of the outer display
:
: AQUARIUS (Jan 20 - Feb 18)
Study the following facts to derive orac.,

: clues about your upcoming destiny, 1) <

in the } bacteria are inimical to human being
: globe in ways that are unprecedented
: history of civilization. | bring this to your at- : others are friendly, like the creature;),.
: tention, Scorpio,toillustrate the way that a : inhabit your intestine and help you dices

; seemingly serious discussion can be thrown
: off course and rendered unproductive when
: it ignores critical information. Please make
: sure nothing like that happens in your per-

: the food you eat. 2) There are snakes
wh>-: venomis poisonous in large doses but he
: ing in small amounts. 3) The term “de
: is derived from the ancient Greek ter

: "There are-no solved problems. There are : sonal sphere in the coming weeks.
: mon,” which referred not to an evil su,
: only more-or-less solved problems.”
i
: natural being but to a benevolent cus;
:
: SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22- Dec 21) : spirit that conferred blessings on a ce
: In the coming weeks, your medicinal ef- :
: LIBRA (Sep 23 — Oct 22)
: This is an excellent time to celebrate the : fect and your power to incite change will : PISCES (Feb 19 — Mar 20)

areminder that I'm awatery crea- : pleasures of emptiness ... to extol the vir- : be peaking simultaneously. You may heal : On the website "Yahoo! Answers,’

: ture whose fluidic changeability is natural
: and healthy. What | wish for you, my fel: low Crab, is that in the coming week you
: will also surround yourself with prompts
: that help you to be at peace with who
like concocting your own home-made flu : you really are.

S

:
:

shot (tinyurLcom/kmchwx) or reconfigur- :
:
ing the way your brain works (tinyurLcom/ : LEO (Jul 23 — Aug 22)
>
ixhuap or tinyurLcom/nsSvhy).
: What exactly is a "wild goose chase,” any- :
: way? Does it refer to a frenetic and fu- :

read

ers pose questions that are answered by
other readers who have expert
a
subject. In a recent entry, a young
woma
asked, "Is there a spell to become a mo
Are you smart enough to need no motto : tive fixer of broken things. My only advice
maid that actually works?" Of the 50+
to live by? Are you resourceful enough to } for you is to work hard to stay humble. The : plies, most are snarky and mean ridiculing
rely on nothing but the raw truth of the : potency of your influence might tempt you : the asker of the question, and not a sing!
present moment? If so, you will thrive in > to get full of yourself, and that would un- : one gives useful information. | encou
the coming days.
: dermine the beauty of your impact.
: you to offer your own insight on the si

: tues of the blank slate ... to be open to
: endless possibilities but committed to
: none... to bask in the freedom of not hav: ing to be anything, anyone, or anywhere.

: people by shaking their certainties or you
: may scare people as you motivate them to
: shed their lazy approaches. You could be
: a stringently benevolent force or a disrup-

GEMINI (May 21 — Jun 20)

: tile hunt for an elusive prey that's never : SCORPIO (Oct 23 - Nov 21)
: CAPRICORN (Dec 22 — Jan 19)
Novelist James Patterson has signed a deal : caught? Or might it also mean the mean- : During the dialog about health care in the : I'm embarrassed to confess that when
with a publisher to churn out T7 new books : dering pursuit of a tricky quarry that after : US, certain highly relevant facts are never : I'm shopping for an herbal supplement

Mondays $4 Sieeman Pints
Enter to win a Suitar’

Black DOI

@ FRISEPT 25TH. 10030 102” . BRIX BAR
&GRILL
*12..9°"", NO MINORS

10425 Whyte Ave
WUEWEEKLY
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30,

2009

:
:
:
;

i ject sometime soon. (Go to tinyurlc:
: mdclt4.) You are now at the peak of you
= ability to act, think, feel, love, and dre
: like a mythical sea creature

with NeilMacdonald
+Sat,Oct 3, 2:30-3:30pm +
Sio atU of A’sDepartment
ofPolitical Science

780.492.3555, door

TOP 10 MYTHS OF HEALTHY EATING AND

ACTIVE LIVING -St Albert Public Library « sapl.
ab.ca « Tue, Sep a9, 7-8.30pm « Pre-register at
780.459.1682

MacEwan
City Centre Campus, Robbins
Health Centre,
Bow Rm, 2nd Fl,10910-104
Ave
+ Lead by Robin J.Elliott, author ofLifeisa

Joint Venture» Sat, Oct 3, 8:30am (registration),
gam-6pm (seminar); register for the full-day
Bootcamp
at TIX on the Square

M.A.D.. IN EDMONTON - Robbins Health
Learning Centre, MacEwan City Centre
Campus, 10910-104 Ave, Rm 9-103 (main fl)
= 780.668.3482 » madeinedmoton.org + Not

See Lecture sen TeeComber +
,

30,

, 6:45pm (door) « $s (M.A.D.E.

member)/$io (non-member) at the door

j Tue7:30-9:30pm;
.£S-Doll CLub of
Museum, 11410
hing,

Dolls, teddy

patterns, and

yp

+:alll

INDIA - St Albert Public

Oct 1, 7-8:30pm +PreGROUP - Braeside

basement, N. door, 6
Sir Winston Churchill
hildren of alcoholic

families
« Meet Mondays
730pm

BUDDHIST PRACTICE «10502-70 Ave, kar-

matashiling,ca «Karma Tashi Ling: Tranquility

Meditation andChenrezig Practice with Ani

nzang
every Wed,7pm » DVD's and discussion: Fri, 7pm » Free,beginners welcome
CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION

+ Suite Boo, 10045-111St« 780.414.6311 «
Family support drop-in group for individuals
who aresupporting
an adult family member
who is living
with amental illness « Every
Wed, 6:30-8:30pm.

2

CANADIAN:
To Abs

‘Fr

Michae

rd Beckwith
+Fri,Sep25

CHESS CLUB +780.474.2318
«Learn toplay

CRITICAL MASS
RIDE«CityHall,
SouthPlaza,
Hall, and

THE WAY WE LIVE: EDMONTON'S PEOPLE
PLAN - Grant MacEwan Downtown, Rm 6-106
Multi Purpose Room + Discussion group to
help the City of Edmonton create a long-term
strategic plan that will help with decisions
about the services that contribute to the health,
safety and well-being of Edmontonians « Sat,
Oct 3, 8:30am-1apm « Register at: edmonton.ca/

TheWayWeLive by Sep 30 + Free

WOMEN IN BLACK « In Front of the Old
Strathcona Farmers’ Market « Silent vigil the

730-8:30pm; swimming@teamedmonton.ca
+ Volleyball: Tue Recreational: Mother Teresa
Elementary School at 9008-105A, 8-10pm;

Thu intermediate: Amiskiwaciy Academy, 101
Airport Rd, 8-10pm; recvolleyball@teamedmonton.ca; volleyball@teamedmonton.ca +
pee et Free Yoga every Sun, 2-3:30pm;
orezone

Rumangabo, DRC

MINI MEDICAL SCHOOL - Bernard Snell Hall,
U of A Hospital, 8440-112 St « Six evenings
of lectures, with topics ranging from viruses
to aging, are designed for the public to learn
more about the world of medicine and science from doctors and researchers at the U
of A+ Until Oct 27, 7-9pm «Register at cpl.
ualberta.ca/Home/Events/mini.cfm

NASA COMES TO EDMONTON - Margaret
Zeidler Hall, TELUS World of Science +
Lecture featuring two NASA scientists
Peter Smith, and Paul Abell + Sep 26, 1-4pm.
+ Tickets: Melanie Faulknor E: melanief@
ualberta.ca; T: 780.492.8831

NEEDS OF CANADIAN SENIOR ARTISTS «
Catalyst Theatre « SeniorArtists,ca « Town hall
discussions + Sep 29, 7-9pm.

NEXTGEN, PECHA KUCHA NIGHT 5: OLD
SCHOOL - Myer Horowitz Theatre, 8900-114

St, U of A « Presentations focusing on looking
back and pushing forward in the areas of
design, urban planning, art, and sustainability
+ Fri, Oct 2, 7:30pm » $9 (adult)/S7 (student) at
TIX on the Square

St, yo)

a

ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB: CROSSDRESSERS
+ 780.387.3343 + meet monthly « For info go to
groupsyahoo.com/group/edmonton_illusions/

INSIDE/OUT « U of A Campus « Campus-based
organization for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transidentified and queer (LGBTQ) faculty, graduate
student, academic, straight allies and support staff
+ 3rd Thu each month (fall/winter terms): Speakers

ast and 3rd Sat, .0-11am, each month, stand in

silence for a world without violence

MAKING THE CONNECTION-HELP SAVE
OUR CLOSEST ANIMAL RELATIVES -

Jubilee Auditorium - Presentation by Dr. Jane
Goodall; followed by a book signing + Sun, Sep
27, 6:30pm «Tickets atTicketMaster; proceeds
support the Emergency Unit and Quarantine
Facility for orphaned mountain gorillas in

Fitness, 203, 10575-115

teamedmonton.ca

CENTURY CASINO - 13103 Fort Rd +
780.481.9857 « Shows start at Spm Thu-Sat and
late show at 10:30pm on Fri-Sat; $12 (Thu)/Sx9
(Fri/Sat) « Terry Clement Sep 24-26

COMEDY FACTORY - Gateway Entertainment
Centre, 34 Ave, Calgary Trail « Thu, 8:30pm; Sat,
8pm and 10pm « Olivia Allen Arlington; Sep
24-26 + So You think You're Funny: competition for
Comedy Factory's ninth Birthday; Every Thu in Sep +
Gabriel Rutledge; Oct 1-3

COMIC STRIP - Bourbon St, WEM «
780.483.5999 » Wed-Fri, Sun 8pm; Fri-Sat
10:30pm « Jamie Kaler; Sep 24, 27, 8pm; Sep 2526, 8pm, 10:30pm » Hit or Miss Monday's; Sep
28, 8pm « Daniel Kinno; Sep 30, 8pm

DRUID - 11606 Jasper Ave + 780.710.2119 +

Comedy Night: Hosted by Lars Callieou « Every
Sun, 9pm
HYDEAWAY-ALI Ages Art Space 10209-100
Ave « Comedy Variety Show with Matt Alaeddine, the Drag-Ons, Flight of the Kingchords
and more « Tue, Sep 29, 8:30pm door), 9pm
(show)
LAUGH SHOP-Whyte - and Fl, 10368-82 Ave
+ 780.476.1010 « thelaughshop.ca + Tim Koslo;
until Sep 27 « Jason Blanchard; Sep 29-Oct 4

YARDBIRD SUITE - 1. Tommy Banks Way +
CBC, The Irrelevant Show « Sun, Sep 27, 7:30pm +

$15 at TIX on the Square

NGO FAIR - Grant MacEwan, City Centre,
10700-104 Ave, Rm 7-218, Governor's
Boardroom, 780.462.1100 « Hosted by the

Series. Contact Kris(kwells@ualberta.ca)
LIVING POSITIVE - 404, 10408-124 St « edmlivingpositive.ca + 1.877.975.9448/780.488.5768 +
Providing confidential peer support to people

living with HIV - Tue, 7-9pm: Support group «
Daily drop-in, peer counselling
MADELEINE SANAM FOUNDATION Faculté St
Jean, Rm 3-18, 780.490.7332 « Program for HIV-

AID'S prevention, treatment and harm reduction
in French, English and other African languages
+ 3rd and qth Sat, 9am-spm each month + Free
(member)/Sio (membership) - Pre-register

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB - geocities.com/makingwaves_edm « Recreational/
competitive swimming. Socializing after
practices + Every Tue, Thu
MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH - Holding

LGBT Seniors Drop-in: Every Tue/Thu, 24pm
+ CA: Thu (7pm) « Suit Up and Show Up: AA
big book study group every Sat, noon + Youth
Understanding Youth: Up to a5 years, support
and social group every Sat, 7-9pm; yuy@shaw.
ca + Womonspace: Board meeting ist Sun every
month, 10:30am-12:30pm Trans Education/
Support Group: Meet the ist and 3rd Sun,
2-4pm, every month; albertatrans.org * Men
Talking with Pride; Sun 7pm; facilitator: Rob
‘Wells robwells780@hotmail.com « HIV Support
Group: and Mon every month, 7pm « Trans-

social group for bi-curious and bisexual women
every and Tue of the month, 8pm +groups.
yahoo.com/group/bwedmonton

short-term, solution-focused drop-in counseling; Wed, 7-10pm + YouthSpace: drop-in for

SOUTH EDMONTON VEGETARIAN AND
GARDENING CLUB - Pleasantview Coramunity
Hall, 10860-57 Ave = 780.463.1626 « Potluck,
bring vegetarian/vegan dish for six people,

utensils; featuring Medicinal Mushrooms of the

BUDDYS NITE CLUB - 1172sB Jasper Ave «

Boreal Forest with speaker Robert Rogers + Sun,

780.488.7736 « DJ Dust 'n’ Time; Mon gpm DJ
Arrow Chaser; Tue gpm + DJ Dust 'n’ Time; Wed

Sep 27, spm + $3{single)/S6 (family)

gpm, no cover before 1opm « DJ Arrow Chaser;
SUGARSWING DANCE CLUB + Orange Hall,
Fri 8pm, nocover before 1opm + DJ Earth Shiver
4 10335-B4
Ave +780.604.7572.*
SURATS WIN Bm WH
Quake?SatSpit nidCover before iopm *DY
+ Swing Dance at Sugar Foot Stomp: no
Bobby Beatz; Sun 9pm
« Drag Queen Perfor_ pee
experience needed, beginner lesson followed
mance Show, Sun, no cover before 1opm
by dance every Sat, 8pm (door)
SUMMIT SPORTS COLLECTIBLES SHOW

Northlands Agricom, Hall E, 7515-218 Ave »
itshow.com « info@
780.488.2359 *

thesummitshow.com * Hosted by Summit

Promotions + Oct 2,4-gpm; Oct 3, 10am-spm;

Oct 4, 10am-spm « Sio (adult, one day)/S20

(adult, 3 day)/S6 (senior/youth, one day)/$12
(senior/youth, 3 days)/free (child 12 and under)
THE SWEET SCENES OF AUTUMN

“StanleyA.Milner Library, Edmonton Rm +
780.479.1729 » Members reading from Jane
‘Austen » Sat, Sep 26, 2-4pm « Free

EDMONTON PRIME TIMERS (EPT) « Unitarian Chureh of Edmonton, 10804-119 St+A

Pi ne tee arp tte a
interests meet ee
pe
social period, short meeting and guest speaker,
discussion panel or potluck supper. Special
interest groups meet for other social activities
the month. E:edmontonpt@
yahoo.ca + primetimersww.org/edmonton

GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION - teamedmonton.ca « Women's Drop-In Recreational

Badminton; Oliver School Gym, 10227-118

gender, Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning
month, 7:30pm « Transgender, Transsexual,

Intersex and Questioning. Education, advocacy
and support for men, women and youth « Free
LGBTQ for youth up to 25; Tue-Sat, 3-7pm
PRISM BAR « 10524-1031 St » 780.990.0038 «

Wed: Free Pool; Karaoke, 9pm-midnight « Thu:
Prism Pool League; 7-11:30pm « Fri: Steak Nites;

59pm; DJ at 9:30pm
ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH 10209-123 St » 780.482.1587 » Soul OUTing: an

LGBT-focused alternative worship + 2nd Sun
every month, 7pm; worship Sun, 10:30am;
people of all sexual orientations welcome.
LGBT monthly book club and film night. E:
jravenscroft@rwuc.org
ST PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH « 11526-76 Ave +
780.436.1555 « People of all sexual orientations

are welcome « Every Sun (10am worship)
WOMONSPACE - 780.482.1794 * womonspace.

ca, womonspace@gmail.com « A Non-profit
lesbian social organization for Edmonton and
surrounding area. Monthly activities, newsletter, reduced rates included with membership.
Confidentiality assured
WOODYS « 12723 Jasper Ave - 780.488.6557

101. St Albert Public Library +

Farms, Northéast Edmonton, Manning Freeway N; Rt on 195 Ave + 780.485.1089 « Sat, Sep
26, 9am-4pm + Free
Grounds, Spruce Grove «780.060.4600 + Corn

roast, carnival and silent auction + Sep 26

KALEIDO FAMILY ARTS FESTIVAL - Alberta
Music, dance, theatre, film, literary and visual

ceremony; Sat, Sep 26 » Musical: Captain Trac
tor, Souljah Fyah, Kita No Taiko, Low Flying
Planes, Red Power Squad, Martin Kerr, Koko-

pelli Choir, and Pro Coro Ensemble + Theatre
performances: Métis Mutt by and starring
Sheldon Elter; Carjack! Theatre on Wheels with

Clinton Carew + Dance by Bird Soul Productions with Nicole Tritter and Company
THE PURE SPECULATION FESTIVAL + Shaw

Conference Centre/Happy Harbor Comics purespecorg/indexhtml « Science fiction, fantasy,
gaming, actor Rick Green; actor, singer and
author Edward Willett, and many others « Oct
2-4 +Pre-registration until Oct 2: Sis (Weekend
pass at Happy Harbor locations); Door: $20

(weekend pass)/$ia (Sat pass)/$i2 (Sun pass)/S1
0
(costume shindig only)
SALSADDICTION - Mayfield Inn and Conference Centre, 16615-109 Ave info@salsaddiction.com + Cubamemucho Edmonton Latin
Music and Dance Festival « Sep 25-27 + Fri

night: Congress Opening Party with Bomba!
DJ Melao and dance performances; Cuban
concert; $40 « Sat night: Cubamemucho Gala

Night: Stars of Cubamemucho; DJ Melao; $50
+ Sun: Farewell Party: North American Rueda
Championships; DJ Melao; $35 «Tickets: $110
(3 Gala night packageall three nights, no
workshops)/$220 (full weekend pass-incl all
dance workshops and Gala nights); kids 12
and under free (must pre-register); tickets at
TIX on the Square
TIMERAISER « TransAlta Arts Barns » Using
volunteer hours as currency rather than
dollars, this is the only Edmonton event con~necting people and causes with art+Sat,Octxy
+ Tickets attimeraiser.ca
UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA’S ALUMNI WEEK-

END - U of A Campus « walberta.ca/alumni/reunion « 780.492.7226 « Faculty gatherings, tours,

concerts, lectures on topics such as food safety,
Alzheimer's Disease, public health care and US/
Canada relations. The weekend's highlight is

Displays, demonstrations by Lapidary artists
+ Fri, Sep 25, 1-9pm; Sat, Sep 26, gam-6pm + $4
(adult)/$3 (senior/student)/free (child under 12)

Wed 7pm +Karaoke with Kevin; Sun 8pm
YOUTH UNDERSTANDING YOUTH «yuyedm.
ca+ Meets every Sat, 7-9pm + Contact Scott for
info email: info@yuyedm.ca, T: 780.248.1971
ane

BIG MILLER-UNVEILING OF SCULPTURE
+ Big Miller Park, Yardbird Suite, 11 Toramy
Banks Way, Old Strathcona«Sat, Sep26, 3pm

of A» Hurtig Lecture onthe Future

BRIDGES OF HOPE-Leduc « Maclab Centre,
SEP 24 ~ SEP 30, 2009 // WUIEWEEKLY

THE GREAT POTATO GIVE AWAY - Norbest

land Iced Tea; Thu 3pm + Karaoke with Morgan;

DANGEROUS ATTRACTION « Myer Horowitz

Theatre, Students’ UnionBldg,115St.$9St

Sat, Oct 3 «$20 at TIX on the Square
FALL CORN ROAST - Alberta Avenue Farmers’
Market, 93 St, 118 Ave « $2 (for roasted cob) «
Funds for Kaleido Family Arts Festival

Alumni Dinner, a semi formal event + Oct 1-4

SPECIAL EVENTS

« Hosted byDT. Baker + Sun, Oct4,

followed an evening of Stephen Sondheim's
songs, hosted by Colin MacLean. In support
of the upcoming production of Sweeney Todd «

« Karaoke with Nathan; Mon 8pm « Martini
Mondays; 3pm + You Don't Know Game Show
with Patrick and Nathan; Thu 9pm « Long Is-

_——

“x:30-2:30pm
»Pre-register at
‘THEM AND US:NATIONALISM'S

8529 Gateway Blvd « Silent auction at 6pm

arts on Alberta Ave + Sep 25-27 + No-Tie Gala

Ave + 780.488.3234 « pridecentreofedmonton.
org + Open Tue-Fri s-10pm, Sat a-6:30pm +

BISEXUAL WOMEN'S COFFEE GROUP - A

Social Club + 3rd Wed: Edmonton O Society
+ and Tue; Edmonton Rainbow Business
Association « Every Fri: Philosophy Café + Fri
and Sat DJ SeXXXy Sean 10-3 + Long Weekend
Sundays feature the Stardust Lounge with
Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair

AN EVENING OF SONDHEIM Catalyst Theatre.

art show at the Nina Haggerty Gallery: Fri,
Sep 25 + Bluegrass pancake breakfast/opening

existence and reality « Fri, Sep 25, 7pm; Sun,

780.460.7736 » General meeting and lecture
Who Are We and What Are We Doing with guest
speaker Gordon Voth « Mon, Sep 28, 1:3pm

COME TOGETHER-CjSR FUNDRIVE EVENT
+ Strathearn Complimentary Wellness Centre,
201, 9504-87 St (upper level) « An all ages
event featuring artworks by Aynsley Nisbet,
acoustic performances by Project For Prophet
and Quiet Evolution, and an open stage from
6-8pm + Sat, Sep 26, 6-1pm « No cover

PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON « 9540-111

a film challenges us to rethink our ideas of

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106 St «
780.423.5014 + bootsbar.ca + 2nd Thu: Illusions

auctioned off «Sep 25, 7:30pm + $50 (incl desSert buffet and bid card) at 780.429.2020

Brown and Eddie Toonflash

(TTIQ) Alliance: Support meeting and Tue every

Albert StAlbert Legion, 6 Tache St, St Albert,

fundraiser, high profile Edmontonians will be

Avenue, 18 Ave, 92-94 St + artsontheave.org «

club.ca + Open Thu, Fri, Sat with DJs Alexx

brook United Church, Red Deer + 403.347.6073
+ Affirm welcome LGBTQ people and their
friends, family, and allies meet the and Tue,
7pm, each month

SENIORS UNITED NOW SOCIETY-St

Noe

CELEBRITY AUCTION - Fairmont Hotel
Macdonald + Edmonton Meals on Wheels

PLAY NIGHTCLUB « 16220-103 St « playnight-

AFFIRM SUNNYBROOK-Red Deer « Sunny-

Oct 4, 6pm + $10

Square; proceeds to Bridges of Hope's programs in Africa

HARVEST FESTIVAL « Grain Elevator

Edmonton Branch « Thu, Sep 24, 7-9pm

13820~109A Ave « 780.913.6466 + Showing of

Recreation Centre 780.980.7120, TIX on the

monthly coffee shop group for gay, lesbian,
bisexual, trans-identified, and straight friends
+ 4th Sun in Sep and Oct, 12:30pm at the Starbucks on Jasper Ave and 101 St

United Nations Association in Canada,

THE QUANTUM ACTIVIST + Unity Church of
Edmonton, Westmount Presbyterian Church,

4308-so St » bridgesofhope.ca « International
Network of Development Agencies presents
cultural music featuring West African music,
and dance from the ancient Manding Empire
with Noumoufassa and members of Manding
Jata » Thu, Sep 24, 7:30pm « Tickets at Leduc

A WORLD OF ROCKS, FOSSILS AND GEMS
+ Elmyvood Community Hall, 16415-83 Ave +

ZACHAROVANA NICH: AN ENCHANTED
EVENING « St John’s Cultural Centre, 10611-

uso Ave « Silent auction and gala presented
by the Alberta Council for the Ukrainian Arts.
Entertainment by Euphoria, Darcia Parada,
Lilia Krieger (Mercury Opera), Atomic Improv,
Charlie Sakuma (Bandura), and Dniprovi
Khvyli « Sat, Sep 26, 7-1upm + $35/$30 (member)
at 780.488.8558

=.
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Queer art Matters

: half at the Alberta Gallery of Art.

“One of the coolest things about Edmon : to assist youth in creating works for the : side of the sort of business of art and
ton is the way our queer culture has so
festival | had a chance to sit in on the : how and what you actually have to go
wholly embraced art. | know that every
session, check out some of the incredible : through to create an exhibition. I'm really
town has its share of art fags, but ours
work and to chat with Jolanda Thomas, : interested in seeing if that's something |
is a true community, a vibrant
one of this year’s youth curators.
! want to work towards in my own life.
and diverse one that seems
dedicated to not just creating
VUE WEEKLY: What is your :: VW: We were at a workshop today that
and sharing art, but to makrole with Exposure?
: offered youth a special opportunity to
ing sure the ways to view
JOLANDA THOMAS: | was : create art, can you describe that?
and create it are available to
one of three people chosen : JT: It was a chance for people who don't
everyone. It's hard to believe
to be a youth curator for a: have access to the equipment—which is
that the Exposure Festival is
youth-submitted,
print-based : basically most people—a chance for the
‘only entering its third year, as it
exhibition. Exposure organizes it : youth to come down and be able to make
seems already such an entrenched and
so that youth have a way to view the : silkscreened work.
invaluable cornerstone of Edmonton's : backside of art and how the processes :
gay art scene.
happen, how getting a show together : VW: What is the exhibit you're curating?
Exposure has once again this year includ- : works, and at the same time we get : JT: It’s called Printed Matters: Creating
ed youth curators in their programming to : youth in the community involved by : & Curating Queer. The idea behind the
give young queers a chance to see what : submitting their art and possibly show- : show is to get youth submissions, so
goes on behind the scenes of putting : ing at the gallery.
: people from 14 to 24, to submit their
on an art exhibit. This year it also held a :
print art. Once we make submissions
print making workshop at SNAP (Society : VW: Why did you want to get involved? : there's going to be an exhibit, half of
of Northern Alberta Print Artists) Gallery : JT: For me it was really about seeing that : which will show at SNAP and the other

CLASSIFIEDS

anything that's reproducible. Silkscreen-

= on the computer. Anything that you can
with this upcoming exhibition anc
: print and make multiples of is the sort of ; Exposure festival?
: idea of what we're Looking for.
: JT: To actually be at our Opening and
:
get to see people's reactions and get«,
: WW: What have you seen so far that's the process come to fruition, | think ;
been interesting to you?
going to be a really cool moment
: JY: All of it has, actually. | kind of came
= in not knowing what people were going
Printed Matters is looking for queer-t
:: to come up with, and even just some of : art from LGBTTQA youth under
: the stuff I've seen today has just been : submissions must be dropped offa
: amazing. It blows me away what people : Art Gallery of Alberta (100, 10230 |
: can do and the things they feel like they : Ave). Deadline is October 1 at 7 pm. 2
> want to say.
: include title, medium, contact inforr%y
:
: and description or artist statement
: WW: Was there anything at today’s work- : can be kept confidential on request
: shop that you really liked or surprised you? : For more information on the ¢
¢ JT: Well, the uterus is a good one: it's a ; that opens in late October, chec
= uterus that reads “eggs for breakfast.” : "Printed Matters: Creating & Curuiin
: Another involved a virus and some sort : Queer" on Facebook.
Machura 780.240.1509, marvmachura.com

Need a volunteer? Forming an acting troupe?

Session drummer for hire in Edmonton .
Experienced, creative and easy to work with.
Lots of studio credits. Check www.kellystodola.com for more info. stodola@telus.net

than 20 words subject to regular price or cruel

WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly
jam on the second Sundayofthe month at9119-

FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE

ARTIST/NON PROFIT CLASSIFIEDS
COCOOL

Want someone to jam with? Place up to 20 words
FREE, providing the ad is non-profit. Ads of more

128A Ave. Rock, country & old time music. Ph.

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!
This patented product
will be the next

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH
ENGLISH: We train you to teach. 1000's ofjobs
around the world, Next in-class or ONLINE by

Stanley A. Milner Library, 7 Sir Winston Churchill
Sq, Edmonton AB TsJ 2V4; T: 780.496.7030; E:

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!

correspondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St.

Art from the Unknown. Emerging artists call
780.414.0702 for submission package

Call Mark at 780.429.3498, or visit studio
10308-100 St

Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists
Please drop off your resume at

Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old.
youthvolunteer.ca

Ph 780.907.0570

Selling old Stainer violin; nice tone, label reads
1600 with case and bow, in good shape; will
take repairable better quality violin in trade
$475.00 780.421.1250

1-866-231-8232

wwwvadastudios.com

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116
Quality music instruction since 1982.

Guitarist. Educator,
Graduate of GMCC music program

te
a

ORDER

FORM
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The Zombie Short Film Festival (Oct 30 in
Toronto) is currently seeking submissions
from all over the world. Film must be less
than 25 mins long and must involve zombies
in some way. All styles are welcome, on DVD
in NTSC format. $20 (CAD) submission fee.
Info: zombieshortfilmfestival.com or contact
Jim Taylor at 647.291.4774, zombieshortfilmfestival@gmail.com

EXTRAS

ships this is an ideal employment

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FOOD BANK

opportunity!

|

To apply, please send resume with cover letter
to edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca
|
or call 780.436.9896
www.publicoutreach.ca

Bass player with vocals needed. Roots music.
Three piece: the Mary Machura Band. Marv

a
Print your ad —

FORM OF PAYMENT

Postal Code__

Phone 780.426.1996 from 9am to Spm Mon-Fri * Email rob@vueweekly.com * Stop by 10303-108 St. Edmonton
Deadline Tues at Noon «Please print legibly on lines at right *Upto45 characters
per line «Every letter, space or mark counts
as one character*Allow one space following punctuation

WUEWEEKLY

|

$12 / Hour

Ocash OCheck Ovisa 0 Mastercard

Card#1 Caps $4
Name.
Extra Line $4
ClBox Word Ad $4 | Address
se
Bhi
O Symbols $4

|

As part of an Outreach Team, you will engage in meaning-|
ful dialogue in order to promote sustainable funding 0° |
behalf of our select group of non profits. Our Teams enjoy
working outdoors in a dynamic and interactive atmo|
sphere, on behalf of causes they feel passionately abou'.|
With flexible scheduling, excellent training, and scholar-|

Submit exhibits for consideration in the
following categories: Environmental Site
Specific Installation; Curated Group Exhibit,
Individual or Two Artist Exhibit, and Community Programs are invited to participate
in 2010 at The Works Art Market and Food
Street (deadline Feb. 15, 2010) and Street Stage
(deadline Mar. 15, 2010). Application at www.
theworks.ab.ca

CLASSIFIEDS Four LINES FOR $20

C1 Bolding $&

SHELTER SOCIETY-PROGRAMS FOR
YOUTH 780.468.7070; YESS.ORG

Public Outreach is offering great positions for anyone
looking to gain valuable work experience in a fun and
flexible environment.

es: vial ahs delaa SHOE
opt

kaleidozoo9@gmail.com for info

Call for artists-Kaleido 2009 Art Festival,

Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night). Thu (day),
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck.
Looking for reliable, responsible person.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

frame

Volunteers Wanted for KaleidoF
Sept 25-27, 2009. Please contact Natha

Fun and Inspiring
Employment

cragalleries&displays@epLca

Sept 25-27. Looking for all styles of work for art
show and sale. Vendors for art market wanted
also. Contact aota_artists@yahoo.ca for details

10536 -124 Street

PICTURE FRAMES

i;

HELP SUPPORT
THE YOUTH EMERGENCY |

Oct 15 Inquiries/applications: Art Selection
Committee, Centre for Reading and the Arts,

For more info call Ken

| po. FRAMING

Do you remember someone who believed

you when you were a child? Be that perso;
child's life today. All it takes is one hour
which may not be much to you but wil!
all the difference in the life of a child. Be a 2;
Brother or Big Sister! Be a Mentor!
Brother Big Sister today. 780.424

Gallery at Milner; Call for Submissions; Deadline:

Great opportunity to improve
your health and wealth!

Learn from pro's how to
act in Film and TV
Full-time training.

780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com

if you want to renew or cancel please phone Glenys at 780.426.1996/fax 780.426.2889/e-m office@
vueweekly.com or drop it off at 10303-108 St.
Deadline is noon the Tuesday before publication.
Placement will depend upon available space
| EE
Ee

One unique handcrafted outhouse for sale,
fully funished. More mini-furniture available.

FILM AND TV ACTING

just surprised.

ing is one example; you could work with :

editing. Free ads must be submitted in writing, in
person or by fax. Free ads will run for four weeks,

www.maxtrax4u.com/kenneths

tioned with Queer Nerd Pride].

: photography or something you design : VW: What are you most excite

ARTIST TO ARTIST

FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
S OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY
AT 3PM
TLL
LULL OLCOTT
LLL COOP OMELET

780-454-6971

i of ahh fa T-shirt and poste;

VW: What kind of submissions are you
I've seen enough silkscreen that nov...
interested in?
: really surprises me because | kino,
JT: We're looking for print-based art, so : possibilities are endless. You're 5)
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: women's sexuality taken seriously, there
2 may be a bit of—dare |call it hysteria7—
: around women and desire going on out
: there. But more on all that later. This

:

cator we) often direct help-seekers right : sounds physical
: Dear Andrea:
: it harder to recognize turn-on, and>@in
back to their medical providers, medical : If you were functioning pretty much : I'm having
aharder time reaching orgasm : cause discomfort if not replaced, copiproviders frankly kind of suck at solving - OK but just weren't jumping to attention : post-menopause, and
| know that's not :: ously, with other slippery stuff—which
sex problems.
; the way you used to, Viagra or one of its : exactly Earth-shattering news, but do :

life with
or keeping
y 59).

Did the doctor test your testosterone? Did s/he check it
more than once? Did you get
a prostate exam? How about
your blood sugar? Are you
on beta-blockers or similar
for high blood pressure? And,
perhaps most important, did s/he

: cousins really ought to cause at least a
: stir. Assuming you've been trying it under
: otherwise agreeable circumstances, and
: assuming nothing is stirring, period, that
:: begins to sound like something circula: tory or hormonal. As | said, get thee to
: a cardiologist. It couldn't hurt. The worst
3 that could happen is you hear you've got
send you on for a cardio work-up? | : a great heart and lovely arteries and yay
: don't want to scare you but inability to A you. The worst is that you hear there's
= get blood to the pelvis may be indicative : something that needs attention, and it's
: of inability to get blood circulating nicely : better to know, right?
everywhere else, and that's never good.
Ordinary age, within limits (59 is the new

g a little down too, just reading
this. Noway should your sex life just be
way should we assume that
that bunch of tests was testing for the

rhetings.
Asmuch as we (the sex edu-

vested

There is much discussion lately of de: sire disorders, the sudden (media) preva: lence of which is a bit mysterious, not to
:: mention a bit subjective. One person's
: desire disorder is another's normal sex
:: drive, and refreshing as it has been to see

chante, Edmonton's fran-

bilingual-speaking volun-

SS
anes
f ee lores
1469-4401

: 49 anyway) should not cause sudden hard: on FAIL, it just shouldn't. A little slower to
: rise, a little slower to shoot, sure. A little
: less random horn-doggery, usually. But not
: this. Urologist, cardiologist, endocrinolo-

= gist, one of those is going to find it. Do not

PALS. Project Adult Literacy Society needs
volunteers to work with adult students in the
ESL English as a Second Language Program.
Call 780.424.5514 Training and materials are

music festival, Sept 26-Oct 3. Positions

Ei

DRINKING

Volunteer driversandkitchen helpugently

ADULT

STEAMWORKS GAY & BI MENS BATHHOUSE.

24/7
11745 JASPER AVE. 780.451.5554
WWW.STEAMWORKSEDMONTON, com’

#1 Adult Massage
Come out & play

needed. If you're available weekdays, 1oam-1pmi

cot!cS

ANO;

Ning ”

HELP
M4 mOUNS

Assisted Therapy Project usesanimals in therapy

sessions with trained iki to help the clients
—-athlewe specific
www.chimoproject.ca.
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:

nay

780-421-4429
1 877463-3537

SARS SeongGaseseA “Evchutcr@imopjeao oan
AnicalMeaninSoday

A PROBLEN

A.A. CAN HELP! 780.424.5900

call Meals on Wheels. 780.429.2020

ruling Sete oe Beecounty way

cannot be banished with a mere "you go
:: you think it's inevitable?Isthere anything : girl!" pep-talk. What's going
on with you
: { can do? I'm worried that it's starting to ; IS not imaginary, and cannot be ignored in
:: make be not look forward to having sex, + hopes that it will go away.
:: and neither my husband nor | am very : Would it help if |pointed out that it could
: pleased with that. Help!
:: be worse? No? Because it could. Plummet: Love, Slowing Down
: ing sexual desire is much harder to fix than
:
: diminished sexual response, at least to a
: Dear Down:
: point, and hey, at least you still want sex,
:: Some kind of slow-down, sometime, is :: and are worried about starting to not w&&
: to be expected, although you do run into : itand willing to do something about it
} women who claim that sex got better than : I'm going to assume that what used to
: ever for them once the fear of pregnancy :> work just isn't going to cut it now. You
+ was off the table forever. Of course, that : may need the fabled "low hand," You need
: period in a woman's life may well coincide :: to pay close attention to what does feel
: with an empty nest and newfound freedom + good, and ask for more of that and less of
: and time and a general sense of "OK, next = some other thing. And let something come
: phase, let's make it a good one.” Who's to : between you and your husband. | mean a
:: say what's the proximate or direct cause of : little vibrating something, of course.
: the more or better orgasms?
: Love, Andrea

royided

Sow
EEE
OO
Canadian
Mental Health Association /BoardRe©——7>]Tizerwith
yourPetThe Chimo 10 Animal
.
¥
your Pet, The
ApS

; settle for "Oh well, | guess it's over, then” : There are nasty truths about meno:: You're not dead, why should it be over?
: pause—that tissues thin, that estrogen
} Love, Andrea
+ (ow missing) promotes touch-sensitivity,
:
: that diminished lubrication may make
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1005 OF HOT LOCAL SINGLES
It's FREE to try! 18+
780.669.2323
403,770,0990

780.452.7440
11910 - 127 Ave.

www.northsidestudio.blz
ALL HOT SEXY BABES
Try it FREE! 18+
780.665.0808
403.313.3330

#1 SEXIEST CHAT!
Call now! FREE to try! 18+

780.665.6565
403.313.3311

Sat.atg45AMwhere new, wonderful dogs willbe CANADIAN LIVER FOUNDATION islooking
pecaletiisearecare org
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for enthusiastic volunteers for presentations
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The Support Network: Volunteer today to be a
Distress Line Listener. Apply on line at: www.
thesupportnetwork.com or call 780.732.6648
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Chat with 100s of HOT naughty
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SACRED Edmonton Society; sacredeatingdisor-

Calgary 403-3 13-331 pl

ders.com; An Eating Disorder Intensive Recovery

Other Cities

Program for those with anorexia or with bulimia.
E: sacred6@telus.net;T:780.429.3380

Have you been affected byanother person's sexual

behaviour? S-Anon
isa 12-Step

1-877-834-4044

Edmonton

for the

members
and friends of sex addicts. Call

5 780--665--6565

forEdmonton
area meeting locations

t ‘SCORE’

to

96669

and information, sanonorg

oh er ES Ss eee ae
SACE-Public Education Program: Sexual Assault
Centre ofEdmonton (sace.ab.ca)
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ides crisis
liceducation.

403-313-3330
1-900-451 -3333
aimgaca

See

Canadian Mental Health Association, cmha-
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ae
workeioron sha
shops to give
to intervene
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ional beatrisk for suicide, Follow the
to ASIST or call 780.414.6300

Edmonton

780- 665-0808
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Jewish Family Services Edmonton/TASIS
Cranra Acculturative Stress Into Sucrogram aimed at

bastpie lie,

cau
ae
displacementforrainned
nal immigrant women. T:
se

E community @jfse.org

LOCAL CHAT. CALL FREE: code 2315

780.413.7122

Had Enough? Cocaine Anonymous
}0.425.2715

1.900.451.2853
(75min/$24*)

CHURCH HALL, 106AVE, 153ST.CONTACT GWM
780.443.2020
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TryCrete Tetfoefree.Text“ira”boSFREE + wrarmcrue.
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FILM >> SOUL POWER / 34

MUSIC >> DETHKLOK / 49

SHOW AT 8PM

Y

OCTO!

SHOW AT 8:30PM

SHOW AT 8PM

DINNER & SHOW PACKAGES AVAILABLE AT RIVERCREERESORT.COM OR CALL 780.930.2619
TICKETS FOR SHOWS AVAILABLE THROUGH TICKETMASTER CHARGE-BY-PHONE 780.451.8000 OR TICKETMASTER.CA

$60,000
Livin in

SLuwry iu yours every Sunday uy Oeteber. isd) winners!
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The weekly Grand Prize is a fully furnished room

LLU) 500 sq. ff, of flooring, all valued at more than $5,000!
leactieluy

Media Room

| Bedroom

| LivingReom

| Dining Room

Plus, wih up to $6,000 in cash! Draws held every Sundayat 7pm. 6pm & 9pm
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$15,000 to be Won Monday, October 26.
3 x $1,000 every hour at 6pm, 7pm, 8pm, 9pm & 10pm.
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RIVER- CREE
RESORT
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CASINO

ALBERTA

WHITEMUD DRIVE & WINTERBURN ROAD | 780.484.2121
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Free Will Astrology
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STUDIO

12039 — 127 street
www.edmontonyogostudio.com

tel 451.8131

VUETUBE // THE WHEAT POOL

: Best of 2000s By Brian Gibson

:

Getting Animated. Brian Gibson sifts through the best animated
flicks of recent years.

DISH // DISHWEEKLY.CA
> Restaurant reviews, features, searchable and easy to use.
> dishweekly.ca
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EDITORIA

Open stupidity
DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

he right wing in the United States
has gotten a lot of mileage out of
suggesting President Obama's proposed reforms to health care and environmental policy are tantamount to totalitarianism, the first steps in the rise
of fascist America. Up here, though,
our own right wing is more than happy
to embrace those first few steps towards
a country that discourages dissent, or
even critical thought.
The Canadian Association of University Teachers recently released an
email it obtained from Minister of State
for Science and Technology Gary Goodyear’s office that threatenedto withhold
funding from the Social Sciences and

supposed to be an independent body
that bothers me here so much as the
minister's sheer stupidity in making
his threats so openly. Goodyear could
have just as easily said nothing to the

organization and went ahead and recommended against increasing SSHRC's
budget, which would have punished
them for their impertinence in funding a conference about one of the most
important

geopolitical

issues of our

day without giving the council or the
government's critics such obvious ammunition to decry the cuts with. This is
akin to warning somebody that you're
going to sucker-punch them.
Of course, though, the really frustrating thing is that Goodyear will not

be punished for either his ideological

email is even more damning, stating
that the issue "is so serious that it will
make it hard for the Minister to recommend increased funding for SSHRC in
the next budget.”
I'm not even sure if it’s the blatant
ideological tampering with what's

overstepping nor his stupidity. The former at least is practically a Conservative strategy at this point, openly playing wedge politics to appeal to their
base, which evidently only wants its
government limited when it comes to
economics. The latter is less explicable,
especially for a government that is supposed to be so politically shrewd. But at
least Canadians can take comfort in the
fact that when our government starts
placing limits on our intellectual freedom, they're not going to try to hide it
from view. W

PIPED

TUCO

Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)
if it allowed a June academic conference on Israel/Palestine relations to
take place. Though reports came out
in June ofthe minister making a phone
call to SSHRC with a similar threat, the
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GLOBAL PANDEMIC ALREADY HERE
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lonnie Howard nailed it ("Too much
silence," Sep 24 - Sep 30, 2009) when
she wrote, "Suicide rates are an indicator
of the overall well-being of society"—it's
kind of like the “canary in the coal mine”
syndrome, | am so sick of all of the media
coverage of the HiNi and the coming of a
global pandemic, We have a global pandemic now, people ... it's called suicide and
we are so reluctant to discuss it, faceit, treat
it, prevent it. In Alberta we lose approximately 500 people every year to suicide.
Society just pretends it doesn't affect them.
We have all been touched by suicide;
whether a family member, neighbor or
co-worker, we all know someone who
chose suicide at a time of personal crisis. Silence causes suicide. It is a sad
reality that "society doesn't always care
enough.” Suicides can be prevented by

knowledge, care, compassion and commitment to our community. Plan to become educated and involved in World
Suicide Prevention Day next September.
If you save the life of one person you will
make such a difference to society.
Kathi Moroz
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concerning the Heartland Transmission
Line project should be commended for
advocating for responsible electricity
transmission for all Albertans. However,
for RETA to be effective they need information, and it appears that some information has not been disclosed.
For example, RETA has not been told
about the "CNC" report published on
May 16, 2006 that outlines the need for
the Heartland Transmission Line project. RETA is aware that the transmission line will provide some electricity to
the Heartland, but the complete truth,
revealed in the CNC report, clearly outlines that transmission line is required
to enhance electricity export from
northern Alberta to southern California,
hence the acronym CNC, or "CaliforniaNorthwest-Canada.”
:
RETA was not told that the Alberta
Electric System Operator's (AESO) definition of demand routinely includes
the industry's need to export, and that
AESO is mandated by Alberta Energy
to build a zero congestion transmission
grid—which is a theory, and technically

impossible. If a zero congestion policy
was applied to Alberta roads, all intersections would be a series of over-passes
and
underpasses with on and off ramps. It
makes no economic sense to build a
road system of this magnitude, and it
makes no sense to build a transmission
system of this magnitude. How much

of the Heartland project is above and
beyond the needs of Albertans, and only
benefits industry?
The regulatory system is broken! Citizens’ rights have been diluted
the average person has little
tion against intrusive industry
sion, and now, if passed Bill

so that
protec
expan
50 will

completely circumvent the regulatory
process and give cabinet the authority
to approve transmission lines without
any public process. I favour economic
growth, and I support access to foreig
markets, but there has to be a balanced

fair and transparent process where the
public's interest is protected. RETA
needs to recognize the issue is not with
the current regulatory board. There
needs to be political change!
Joe Anglin

ee
CORRECTION
Due to an editing error, last week's article

on the future of Rexall Place and Northlands ("Whither Rexall Place?" Sep 24 -

Sep 30,2009) contained theline, "Though
officials from Northlands refused inter
view requests to speculate on what may

happen with Rexall ... ." Northlands did

not refuse interview requests, and the
line should have read, "Though officials
from Northlands refused to speculate on
what may happen with Rexall ... .” We
apologise for the error.
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Talkin' 'bout my generation?
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. Innovative youth-focused committee struggles to deliver on its promise
plans. As an administration

Ba
ee
EEE
f Friday night's Pecha Kucha is any-

bureaucracy as opposed to council, so
by its very nature that role tends to hap

Posingte four previous Edmonton
ations, it will be a bustling,

pen outside the public eye, though it

lively affair. Attendees can expect to
hear about the work of Edmontonians
froma variety of disciplines and back-

isn't any less effective for that.

"A lot of the feedback Next Gen provides is within administration at ear
lier stages . and it's just that it's not as
visible,” Iveson says, pointing towards

grounds, with a general focus on design, and meet and mingle with an even

@ recent consultation on the city's re

wider swath of young professionals
from across the city. A hive of ideas and

development plan for The Quarters (96

Street) and the forthcoming city livabil-

engagement, Pecha Kucha has been an
unqualified success since its inception

ity plan, The Way We Live. "They come

along at an early enough stage to im

last year.

pact some of the decision making, ver

Unfortunately, the same can't quite
be said of its organizers, the Next Gen
committee. As there's a decent chance

you don’t know exactly what thatis, I'll
take some time to explain. Officially
founded in 2006, the Next Gen committee grew out of an eponymous city
council initiative to find ways to encourage younger generations to come
to and stay in Edmonton. Comprised
of up to nine city employees, 13 public
representatives and employing the services of one coordinator, its mandate,
outlined in a 2006 report to council,
was to make Edmonton an attractive
destination for 18 - 40-year-olds, with
specific recommendations towards that
goal that ranged from starting marketing campaigns to developing city architecture, culture and recreation plans to
facilitating networking opportunities
for young people.
It was, and still is, a unique idea, particularly for the city of Edmonton. That

forward-thinking and innovative approach to engaging young people was
part of what attracted Cory Williams,

a long-time volunteer and now public
co-chair of the committee, to it in the
first place.
"The city really reached a hand out to
leave it up to us to figure out how we'd
help them best,” explains Williams,
who used to privately organize events
that had a similar goal to Next Gen's before coming over to take advantage of
what he saw as more resources and opportunity, working with a large group.
"I don't really recognize that happening
10 years ago, having a council who recognizes that there are a group of young
people who are smart and engaged and
want to make a difference and that they

should let them decide what the best
way is to do that.”
While there's no denying that the creation of the committee was a large step
towards understanding the desires of
Edmonton's younger generation, the
question of just how well Next Gen has

commit

tee, however, its job is to advise the city

taken advantage of that opportunity
remains open.
Dave Cournoyer is one of Edmonton's pre-eminent political bloggers,
perhaps most notorious for his Ed
Stelmach/Harry Strom website prank,
but more importantly an engaged and
active citizen right in the middle of
Next Gen’s target demographic. And
as such, he finds the committee lacking in its ability to truly advocate for
Edmonton's youth.
"One of my biggest criticisms of a
committee like Next Gen is how close
it is to city council. There are a number
of issues where its proximity to city
council—and the fact it's dependent

do we properly represent them in a way
that is accurate to what they think and
feel?" Williams asks. "From our point of
view, for us to really say that this is what
our demographic believe about this is-

on funding from the city as well—I
think that really puts it in the position

sue, we'd have to go through that kind
of public consultation process anyway,

where they can't go political on issues
that are important to the next generation," Cournoyer explains, citing the
recent airport debate as an example of
an issue on which Next Gen remained
largely silent, despite strong support

so we really focused on how we could
try to promote the consultation process, get young people engaged and get
them to recognize that this is an im
portant issue and that they need to add
their voice to it.”

for closing the airport amongst younger Edmontonians.
While Williams certainly understands
the criticism, he argues that public advocacy isn't a particularly effective way

for Next Gen, comprised almost entirely of volunteers, to spend its time. As a
committee responsible for representing some 240 000 Edmontonians, he
points out, it can be hard to reach acon-

sensus position that Next Gen would
feel comfortable putting a public stamp
on. Using the airport debate again as

Sus coming to council
when the thing is
coming to us for final approval, when
things are harder to implement. They
have ground-floor access, is maybe the
Way to put it, within the bureaucracy."
However, even if they're making
opinions heard out of the spotlight,
concerns remain over just how repre
sentative of Edmonton's next generation the committee is. Mack Male is a
blogger and local social media guru
who has followed Next Gen since its
inception and has praise for some of
their social events, but who finds the
group somewhat lacking in terms of
outreach to the community.
“They need to be better at finding out

Though civic life is traditionally rather
low on youth priority lists, and Iveson
points out that any initiative is going
to only have so much reach, Williams
is fully accepting of the criticism, and
Says getting the word out has been one
of Next Gen's biggest challenges since
day one

“I think we have a long way to £0,"
Williams says frankly, though he also

points to some tangible steps the committee has taken in the past year in an
attempt to rectify that. Pecha Kucha's
Success is one example, as were the efforts to get the demographic out to the
airport consultations. Next Gen also
has plans to start hosting “world café"
discussions,

broadly

themed

gather-

ings designed to give people a chance
to tell the committee their opinions on
the biggest issues facing Edmonton
“It's always difficult to shock people
out of the daily grind, but it's one of

my personal goals to reach out to different kinds of people within our demographic. We don't want to just be a
committee that focuses on the typical
people who come out to network and
get to know people because of whatever business they're in.”
That kind of will is important, and in

dicative that the organization is willing

what they should be talking about," he

to look beyond city hall's walls for in-

that

declares. "They represent the ‘next gen

Next Gen felt it would be more effective
to try and get young people out to the
public consultations and debates than
purporting to speak publicly for such a
diverse group.
"The problem that we run into is that
there are over 200 000 peopleinthe city
between the ages of 18 and 40, and how

eration,’ but at their meetings, they de

spiration, but, as always, it can be hard
to transform will into tangible results,
especially for a volunteer organization.

an

example,

Williams

explains

Besides, Next Gen doesn't necessarily

need to take public positions to make
Edmontonian youth's voice heard
Ward § Councillor Don Iveson—who,
along with Ward 2 Councillor Kim
Krushell, sits on the committee

ex-officio representative

as an

of council—

has seen Next Gen effectively offering
some youthful advice to city ideas and

cide what they're going to focus on with
the people in the room. There's never
even something like a survey on the
website that asks.people about their top
10 things Next Gen should look into
that kind of outreach stuff just doesn't
really happen.”
Cournoyer offers
a more succinct sum-

mation of the committee's problems: "I
don't think half the people of Edmonton
work for the City of Edmonton.”
This is certainly a more poignant line
of critique. Though the 13 public posi
tions on the committee are theoretical
ly open to anyone in the demographic,
Next Gen has had some serious prob
lems making itself known in the wider
community. It’s hard to judge public
perceptions without resorting to anec
dotal evidence, but one indication of its

lack of public recognition might be its
newsletter: a weekly offering outlining
upcoming events throughout Edmon
ton, it currently goes to just 1400 of the
240 000 Edmontonians the commit

tee purports to represent (and even the
relatively successful and high-profile
Pecha Kucha nights have yet to attract
more than 600, while acknowledging
that they have all sold out).

Still, the commitment is there, and both
critics and committee

members

agree

that Next Gen is an organization with a
lot of potential—it is, at this point, simply a matter ofrealizing it.
"I think if they wanted to, they could
become a real information conduit for
young people,” offers Male, who would
like to see them expand upon their
newsletter, which he finds informative

and do things like offer summaries of
council minutes and agenda summaries that point younger people towards
issues that are being debated that they
may have a stake in. “They need to
figure out where the next generation
aren't already being served and go out
and fill those.”
"One of the hopes is that Next Gen will
be this hub, this glue that bring different people and organizations together
and creates
a greater community,” sums

up Williams. "1 want people to be excited about what's happening here and
wanting
to contribute to the energy and
creative thought here, and I'd love Next

Gen to be the pebble in the pond that
causes people to get out and be excited
about building a community.” *
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PREVUE // A CLASH OF CIVILIZATIONS?

Putting itin black and White
UK author's book on Israel-Palestine pulls no punches
Olmert famously did this—he said un-~
less there is a two-state solution, unless

SCOTT HARRIS
J SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM

conflict is to many people a perplexing
issue, an intractable and seemingly unsolvable conflict which dominates headlines
but seemswnever to move closer to a resolution. It’s an issue that UK-based journalist
and writer Ben White has focused on for

Apartheid: A Beginner's Guide (Pluto
Press, 144 pp, $15.95), and is embarking on
a cross-Canada speaking tour, which includes a stop in Edmonton this weekend as
part of the University of Alberta's Towards
the Dignity of Difference Conference. Vue
Weekly spoke to White about his new book
and prospects fora resolution in the IsraelPalestine conflict.
VUE WEEKLY: Here in Canada the use
of the term “apartheid” is quite controversial. Why did you choose to use it for
your book and why do you think it's the
appropriate way to frame what's going
on is Israel/Palestine?
BEN WHITE: In the debate around the
use of the term apartheid for Israel,
there's often two critiques. One of them
is that it's implicitly making a comparison to historically what happened in
South Africa and that being an unjustified, untenable comparison. And the
second one is the critique that it's inflammatory, it's unhelpful, the conflict
is complex, that sort of thing.
In terms of the first question, the point
is that although apartheid as a term originated in South Africa—it's an Afrikaans
word—there are plenty of terms that we
use that originated linguistically speaking in one context and then get applied to

APARTHEID
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"THE LEAST ONE CAN DO' >> Ben

White calls a spade a spade //supplied
others, and apartheid has a definition in
various international resolutions and not
just me, but other people, feel that Israel's
practices match this definition of apart-

heid in terms ofa land control regime, in
terms of various restrictions applied to
different people and groups. So really I
feel that apartheid is appropriate.
As to the second critique, the fact is
if that's what's happening then to describe it as-such is the least one can do.
The situation is extreme and unbalanced—the Palestinians are stateless
and occupied and watching their land
being colonized day after day by a state
that’s one of the most powerful militarily and is backed by the West in terms
of diplomacy.
VW: The use of apartheid sort of implies a civil rights movement. Do you
think the increased use of this term
since the early ‘90s signals a change in
the approach or the desired ends of the
Palestinian struggle?
BW: Israeli leaders have talked about—

unless the conflict is "solved" the Palestinians might turn around and say, "OK,
well we don't want an independent state,
we want to have equal rights within one
state." And he said the moment this
turns into a civil rights struggle, [Israel
becomes] the new South Africa. So talking about apartheid and civil rights can
imply what kind of solution would unfold on the ground. But, that said, Jimmy
Carter was quite specific in making sure.
that he used the term apartheid just in
reference to saying the occupation had
become a form of apartheid and mule
in the Occupied Territories. So in that
sense that use wouldn't necessarily alter the standard idea of having a Palestinian state alongside Israel. So I think
it doesn't really dictate the outcome or
necessarily point one way or another. I
think the strength of focusing on the human rights violations that Israel is carrying out against the Palestinians which
match the definition of apartheid is all
about saying, look, the Palestinian people have a right to self-determination,
they have rights that they are denied
by Israel at the moment, and let's focus
on making sure that these rights are respected and enforced.

VW: In your book you go into quite a
bit of detail about the difference between those who live in Israel proper
and those who live in the West Bank or
in the Gaza Strip. Can you sketch out
the difference?
BW: The best way to think about it in a

fairly simple fashion is to realize that
after 1948 and Israel's creation, the vast
majority of all the Palestinians who lived
in what then became Israel had been expelled and they couldn't come back. The
community that was left was not only numerically small compared to what it was
and, indeed, compared to the new Jew-

ish majority, it was also traumatized and
its traditional leadership structures had

a few outposts here and there that are
illegal; all of the settlements are illegal
under international law.

VW: Given the facts on the ground,
do you still think a two-state solution

there is a Palestinian state, effectively

enow-six-decades-old Palestine-Israel

most of the last decade, during which he
noticed a paucity of introductory material
on the situation to help the casual observer
understand what the 32-year occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip has
meant for Palestinians, and help them in
navigating the dizzying references to settlements, the wall and permits. To fill the void,
White penned the recently released Israeli

se costes and it obviously lacks
of teeth in terms of enforcing
basic international law. It's not as if it’:

rael's pre-’67 borders, Israel's methods of
control in terms of land control, land access, natural resources didn’t need to be
particularly
harsh or dramatic or overt.
They were really implemented through

is possible?

[which Israel occupied in1967], Israel was
then controlling a large number of Palestinians and even with the settler popula-

tion that was introduced over the last few
decades—which now approaches half a
million—that's still a significant minority compared to the Palestinians living
in the Occupied Territories. So inside
the Occupied Territories Israel has been
forced to implement far, far harsher control mechanisms, what people like Jeff
Halper [of the Israeli Committee Against
House Demolitions] has called "the matrix of control.” Military brutality is what
often makes the news, although that is
almost a last resort; Israel far prefers to
control the Palestinians through closure
and siege and the permit system and that
sort of thing.
VW: With President Obama, the issue
of settlements has taken centre stage

out of the infrastructure of the occupation—the roads, the wall, etc.—do you
think the settlements are especially
significant or are they being given too
much focus?
BW: There's kind of a yes and no. It is
important, obviously. The problem
with the approach to the settlements is
partly that they aren't seen in any context, they're not seen in the context of
Israel's almost de facto annexation of
the Occupied Territories. So there's talk
of settlements but there's no understanding in terms of the public framing
of the peace process about Israel's grip
on the Occupied Territories in terms of
control. So that's a problem.
They obviously are important. If you
want to create an independent Palestinian state in the Occupied Territories
you're not going to do that if the territory is fragmented by Israeli colonies.
The main problem with Obama's approach to date is that it's just been
scratching the surface of the problem,

BW: As it is at the moment you have

one state, in effect, in terms of Israel's
control, in terms of Israel's integration
of the territories it's occupied post-’67

into the daily life and fabric of the state
So as it is at the moment you can't have
a Palestinian state.
The question then becomes would it

be possible to create one? Would Israc!
end up performing the deeds needed
to create a Palestinian state, in other
words withdrawing from the Occupied Territories and dismantling ‘his

infrastructure? Ican't see that happening. I can't see Israel doing that of it
own volition and I can't see currently
the necessary political climate in the

States or in the UK or indeed in mos:
of the western European capitals {:
force Israel to do this. So in effect |
think you're going to just see contin
ued stalemate carrying on and you're
going to get to the stage where realistically speaking, the Palestinian people
will actually call time on this mirage of
creating an independent Palestinian
state. In terms of a realistic two-state
solution a lot of people thought that
probably disappeared a long time ago

and I guess I would agree based on my
experiences on the ground, based on
an assessment of the geopolitical situ
ation in the Middle East and how the
world powers relate to it. W
UauLOHDAerasReneNT EL

Case for lawful access bill still not closed
public safety has presented as evidence
The push for new Internet surveillance: es new surveillance requirements for : The second barrier involves linger- : that Van Loan's rendition leaves out 3
of the need for mandatory disclosure 0!
capabilities—dubbed the “lawful ac- : Internet service providers. In an about- : ing questions about the need for law- : some important details. Over the sum- :
ISP customer records never involved @
mer,
|
launched
Access
to
Information
:
ful
access.
Critics
have
pointed
to
the
:
face
from
the
Day
commitment,
how:
cess" initiative—dates back to 1999, :
request for such records and yielded an
government
officials began : ever, it also features mandatory disclo- : fact that Canadian law enforcement : requests with the Ministry of Public :
when
arrest using the current law.
:
Safety,
the
RCMP,
and
the
Vancouver
:
;
in
Internet
the
used
crafting proposals to institute new
: sure of customer information, including : has successfully
Without a doubt, society needs to en
name, address, IP address and : hundreds of investigations, including : Police Department, seeking further in- :
surveillance technologies withsure that police have the ability to deal
:
formation
on
the
kidnapping
case.
email address upon request : a high-profile Toronto terrorism case. ;
in Canadian networks along
Both Public Safety and the RCMP re- : with serious crime. Yet, public concern
:
Moreover,
the
law
already
grants
ISPs
:
and
without
court
oversight.
with additional legal powaccess comes directly
Lawful access has long : the option to disclose customer name : sponded that they had no additional :: about lawful
ers to access surveillance
: information to provide other than the : from privacy fears and the absence of
faced at least two signifi- : and address information.
and subscriber information.
that the current
cant barriers. The first in- : Van Loan argues that the changes are : transcripts of the minister's interviews. = compelling evidence
Over the past decade, lawhas created serious barriers to
volves ISP costs associated : long overdue, pointing to a kidnapping : The Vancouver Police identified the case : system
ful access has stalled depolice investigations. The latest reliance
with installing new equipment : case in Vancouver earlier this year as evi- = as a February kidnapping (not March as
spite
public
consultations,
case that did not even involve ISP
and responding to disclosure: dence of the need for legislative change. : suggested by Van Loan). The suspect =5 ona
bills that have died on the or-

records should only heighten skepticism
requests. The government has at- : In several interviews, he has described : was ultimately arrested and the case is :
currently before the courts, therefore : about the government's proposed law
former public safety minister Stock- : tempted to address those concerns by : witnessing an emergency situation In : limiting the department's ability to pro- : ful access reforms. W

der paper and even a promise from

: which Vancouver police waited 36 hours
: to get the information they needed in
: order to obtain a warrant for customer
: name and address information.
= While that makes for a powerful exau- : ample, a more detailed investigation
: into the specifics of the case reveals

well Day to avoid mandatory disclo- : promising to help pay the bills. It plans
sure of personal information without : to provide some funding for new equip= ment and, in a little noticed provision,
court oversight.
Last June, current Public Safety Min- : has opened the door to paying ISPs for
ister Peter Van Loan tabled the latest : providing customer name and address

lawful access legislative package. Much : information
like its predecessors, the bill establish- : thorities.

to law enforcement
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:
: vide much detailed information.
Reseorc!
: However, in an admission that goes to =: Michael Geist holds the Canada
: the heart of Van Loan's claims, a legal : Chair in Internet and E-commerce Law 0!

: adviser disclosed that no ISP records : the University of Ottawa, Faculty of Law

0
:: were sought during the investigation. : He can reached at mgeist@uottawa.ca
= In other words, the case the minister of : online at michaelgeist.ca.
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owdown in Iran

Ee.
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facility near Qom means
' Israeli strike more likely

er
he Iranians have been watching too : stroyed. However, the site near Qom

James Bond movies. If you want : is much smaller, and could not supply
the large quantities of slightly enriched

plant, you should bury it under some
existing structure in the heart
of the city. Hollowing out a
mountain just attracts the
attention of every intelli-

gence service in the world.

They

start

watching

as

soon as the first approach
road shows up on the satel-

lite photographs.
Western intelligence agencies have

known about Iran's second

uranium

enrichment plant, hidden in the mountains west of Qom, since. construction
began in 2006. Amazingly, it took until
now for Iran's spooks to realize that

and warn Tehran to come clean. On
Monday, the Iranian government delivered a letter to the International Atom-

ic Energy Agency (IAEA) admitting that
the plant existed.

: Uranium that a nuclear power station
requires. What it could do is sup-

ply the small quantities of
highly enriched uranium that
a nuclear weapon requires.
jycom
Many
people
therefore
think that the Iranians meant
to keep the Qom facility secret permanently, enriching
uranium for nuclear weapons
there while everybody monitored
: their innocent activities at Natanz.
: Others, including myself, think that
: the secondary site near Qom is meant
: to give Iran the option of going flat: out for nuclear weapons if the United
: States or Israel attacks and destroys
: the main enrichment site at Natanz,
:
: Both of these possible rationales were
: pretty stupid, since there was really no

Hiding things always causes suspicion. : way that the Qom site could stay se: cret. But it does matter which of those
: motives underlay the Qom site: was
: it to build secret nuclear weapons as
: soon as possible, or to have the ability
: to build nuclear weapons if attacked?
Qom discovery also brought Russian : The probable answer, given the rePresident Dmitry Medvedev around to : gime's theological objections to nuclethe view that, "in some cases, sanctions : ar weapons, is that it genuinely wants
are inevitable."
: an independent source of fuel for its
The United States, Britain, France and : civil nuclear power programme, since
Germany were already convinced that : it has repeatedly been targeted by emfran is working on nuclear weapons, : bargoes and sanctions in the past—and
and Russia makes five. Out of the six : it also wants the ability to produce nucountries that are negotiating with Iran : clear weapons within six to 12 months
(the five permanent members of the : if it is attacked.
Security Council plus Germany), only : A number of other countries have
China is still holding out, but it is start- : sought and attained such a "threshing to waver. The October 1 meeting : old capability" over the years, and it
between Iran and the six may not be : is perfectly legal. Maybe it shouldn't
followed immediately by sanctions, but : be legal, but under the Nuclear Non-

‘The revelation of this second nuclear
enrichment site ... proves beyond any
doubt that [Iran] wants.to equip itself
with nuclear weapons,” said Israeli Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman. The

they are coming soon.
Yet it is still not clear that Iran is actu

ally seeking nuclear weapons. The reli

gious leadership regularly declares that
they are “un-Islamic,’ and presumably
takes its own decrees seriously. On the
other hand, the country has been fac
ing the threat of attack by the United
States or Israel, using conventional or
even nuclear weapons, for decades.

During the 1980s, the actual attacks

on Iran were carried out by Saddam
Hussein's Iraq, but with Washington's
blessing. It was the Reagan administra-

tion that gave Saddam access to the
poison gas that saved him from defeat,
and Reagan also lent Baghdad the US

; Proliferation Treaty, it is.

The current crisis is occurring because
: some countries believe that Iran intends
: to go beyond that legal threshold, and
: actually make nuclear weapons now.
: They are the same countries that mistakenly thought Iraq had nuclear weap: ons and invaded it in 2003. They may
: be wrong this time, too.
Some governments will argue that
: Iran has already crossed that legal
: threshold by keeping the Qom site
: secret from the IAEA. Under the nor: mal NPT rules, it would only have to
: declare the site six months before it ac: tually starts processing uranium there,
: but in 2003 Iran voluntarily signed
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Air Force photo-interpreters who told : the so-called Subsidiary Arrangement,
: under which it promised to inform the
Saddam which Iranian targets to hit.
It was the trigger-happy crew of the : IAEA of new nuclear facilities in the deUS missile cruiser Vincennes, operating : sign stage.

illegally in Iranian waters, who mistak- : It subsequently repudiated that extra
enly shot down Iran Air flight 655 in : obligation, but the IAEA says it cannot

1988, killing all 290 civilian passengers :

do so unilaterally, So maybe Iran has
broken the law, or maybe it hasn't.

allies have attacked Iran directly for :

But sanctions are now almost certain,

aboard. And while neither the US nor : now
the

about : and the odds on this ending in US or

ee
'ran ees
coming out|of Washington
has :"Israeli military strikes on Iran just got a
been consistent: "rogue state"; "axis of : lot shorter. W
evil®; “all the options are on the table.” :
So it's hardly surprising that the Ira- : Gwynne Dyer is a London-based inde-

flians decided on a back-up site for : pendent journalist whose articles are
Uranium enrichment in case their main : published in 45 countries. His column

enrichment plant at Nazran were de- : appears each week in Vue Weekly.
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COMMENT >> COMMUNITY MEDIA CENTRES

A new vision for community media
Community media centres offer a way to bring online creativity and collaboration into the offline world
Unbeknownst to most Canadians, cable !
companies and local community groups :
have been wrestling for control over:

: to freely develop their own ambitions and
: capacities. The Internet is nothing if not
: an online space where intrinsic motivation

community channel assets: the com-:
munity groups want space on the TV :

t and open communication encourage and
= enable personal and collective exploration,
: collaboration and creativity. Community
: media centres could be the offline world
: equivalent of this open space, or rather a

dial and production resources,
the cable companies want to
call the shots, control the
programming
and
move
their community channels
in the direction of com-

mercial television. Approxifrom

Canadians

: next phase of social media, bringing to life
: the collaborative potential of the Internet
: in physical production spaces that mirro
+ the complicated technological capacitie
of commercial studios.

qaittaae

mately $80 million collected
annually

: site where the offline and online can ef: fortlessly merge. They are in a sense, the

Micha

and

earmarked for community programming is at stake
Meanwhile, the digital revolution is:
transforming citizens into media pro- :

: The CRTC will this fall be reconsidering

: the role of community television in Can.
: ada, and they will ask Canadians wh
: should happen with community channe
: policy. CACTUS (the Canadian Associ
: tion of Community Television Users anc

ducers and every home computer into a :

virtual television station. In such a radi- :
cally altered media environment, the
question remains: what will community
TV be in the 21st century?
Community television is a throwback
to a time when cable technology was
new and the Web was not yet born. It
allowed anyone to create a program

:

:

: Stations), an innovative group based jr
: Ottawa, is putting forward a proposal

:

:
:
SCHWING! >> A lot of good things can happen in community media centres //ric
:
that could be seen on cable. Community :
television was the YouTube of its day, : But there are some things that are : sion allowed for. And it won't replace
but things have changed. Download- : harder for the Internet to replace. Most : the sense of place provided by a coming and streaming have precipitated a : television takes more than one person : munity production studio—a space
complicated restructuring of the tele- : to make. The Internet cannot replace : where people can gather, work, learn
vision industry, brought on in part by : the studio space, hands-on training and : and create together.
new viewing habits. Traditional TV now : possibilities for in-person collaboration : We are at a critical moment when
and mentorship that community televi- : traditional media ownership is more
seems to be on the wane.

: for community channel money to be
: used to create community media cen: tres across the country.
CACTUS

: concentrated than ever
: have perhaps the most

: medium

in history at our fingertips.

: As such, citizens need access to media

: literacy, knowledge and media produc: tion skills more than ever before. And
: community media centres—modelled
: on the idea of recreation centres and

: Local libraries—may be a crucial piece

: of the digital divide puzzle.
:
: The Internet has become an engine of
: innovation, choice and free expression
> because it is a relatively open platform

: for citizen engagement and free enter: prise. This open platform facilitates free
: association and collaboration, which
: then produces exciting projects like

: Wikipedia, Firefox, and citizen-powered

: nity channels,be used to create a fund
: that community groups can apply to
: set up community media centres. The
: centres will provide training, equip
: ment and may even acquire community
: broadcast licenses for radio or televi
; sion. They would offer facilities for
: sound recording, television production,
:: web design, broadband streaming anc
: share resources with other community
: organizations that specialize in com
: munications, for example, community
> newspapers, libraries and theatres
: The best part of the plan is that this mon: ey is already being spent by cable compa: nies. With CACTUS's proposal, Canadians
: won't have to pay another dime—the me
: dia centre proposal will tap into funding

} that is already available.

: events like ChangeCamp.
:

is proposing that a portion

? of the $80 million allocated to commu-

and yet we
participatory

As noted in previous Media Links col- : With the popularization of the Internet, it
: was only a matter of time before peopl:

> umns, various projects in the “terrestri-

: al" world are integrating Web practices
: and values like transparency, openness

: figured out that online practices and value

: can have a place in our offline world. The

: and participatory decision making, into : beginning of what might bealong bleed o!
: practices and values to the terrestrial, may

: their work. The new push by groups
: in many

cities

to revamp

partic!
: have begun with growing interest in

community

: media centres, looks to be part of this : patory events. But why stop there?
: larger process of physically rendering : As the desire for open systems

On September 16th, 2009, the Alberta government
announced the planned closure of 246 acute mental
health care beds at Alberta Hospital Edmonton. The
Alberta Union of Provincial Employees is dedicated to
fight to keep these beds open, serving those who are

in need. To learn more about the fight to S
Hospital Edmonton go to

2 Alberta

ww savealbertahospital.com

Alberta Union of Provincial Employees. Your working people.
1-800-232-7284 www.aupe.org
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; practices gains momentum, we can look
: the Internet.
collat
: Community media centres are at- ! to these and other hubs of open
: tracting interest because they are in : oration as an exciting new social nexus
A network of networks, you might say
: many ways, a physical mirror image of
much like the Internet. V
: the Internet. If nothing else, Communi: ty media centres are an open platform
Steve Anderson is the national coord
: for citizen collaborations of all types.
nator for the Campaign for Democratic
: Take a look at the description of soon
of
> to be launched W2 Community Media : Media. He is a contributing author
und: The
> Centre in Vancouver: “W2 will bring : Censored 2008 and Battlegro
syndimonthly
a
is
Links
Media
Media.
:
: together hybrid art forms, community :
> cated column on media issues supported
: by CommonGround, The Tyee, Rabble.ca,
It : Vancovuer Observer and Vue Weekly.

: art practices, individual human devel: opment and community cultural de
: velopment

in a single environment.

: will be home to a diverse grouping of
: Vancouver arts and community service
: organizations offering developmental
: programs in writing, radio and televi-

:
: Michael Lithgowisthe co-founder of CACia
: TUS, Research Associate at OpenMed
: ca, and a long-time community television
Vancouver
: sion production, painting, sculpture, : advocate and organizer from
of the
: photography, mixed media, video and : now living in Montréal.He was one
on the West
ICTV
of
directors
founding
:
: cross-media.”
col:
Up
Cue
the
of
Like the Internet, W2 will allow com- : Coast, former member
a PhD
: munity members to engage at a level : lective at Video In. He is currently
: with which they are comfortable, and : student at Carleton University
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Drawing a line over power line
s
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a ae

Struggles of prisoners against

incarceration or inhumane
has a long history in the
States, from the national "Free
tmovement which sought to have

aent

Panther Party founder Huey P.
mn released from prison in the late

‘60s to the 1971 Attica Prison uprising

in New York to contemporary prison
solidarity movements seeking the free-

dom of political prisoners like Mumia
Abu Jamal and Leonard Peltier,
But despite this long history, the specific struggles and realities of female
prisoners has largely gone unrecog-

nized, a fact that is all the more important given that while women make up
less than 10 percent of the 2.3 million
prisoners now in US jails, female rates
of incarceration are increasing faster
than their male counterparts, more
than doubling in absolute numbers
through the 1990s.
This oversight is one which Victoria
Law, who will be visiting Edmonton as
the keynote speaker at this weekend's
Edmonton Anarchist Bookfair, aimed
toremedy
in herrecently released book,
Resistance Behind Bars: The Struggles of

Incarcerated Women (PM Press, 250 pp,

$20). Part of the reason the prison activism of women has been ignored, Law
explains, is because the specific issues
faced by women in prison lead to different priorities and forms of struggle.
“When you consider that prisons
were set up originally to incarcerate
men, and this hasn't really changed
in the past few centuries there are a
lot of things that aren't specifically
for women that are needed, like gynecological services or resources to
deal with women who come in who
are pregnant or who have a history of

things like breast cancer or cervical
cancer,” Law explains over the phone
from New York. "In addition, because
of the way society is gendered when
a mother goes to prison oftentimes

there is not a male Telative
or somebody willing to step up and take
care
of her children, whereas when a father
§oes to prison oftentimes a female
Telative, like the biological mother
of his children or his girlfriend or
his
wife or this mother or his sister
will
take care of his children. The majori
ty
of women who go to prison are mothers and the majority of those mother
s
have been single heads of households
before going to prison, and again this
is in large part because of the Way society has gendered parenting."
The result of these gender-specific
issues, she says, is a different form of
prison-based struggle, one that is rarely
recognized to the same extent as more
straightforward prison issues.
"A lot of the resistance isn't looked at
as quote-unquote resistance by people
who are looking for things like organizing and activism. So if incarcerated
women are organizing around access
to their children this doesn't fall under
the traditional idea of what we think
of when we think of prison issues," she
says. "So women at the maximum secu-

tity prison of New York, Bedford Hills,
formed a foster-care committee specifically to educate the incarcerated mothers there as to what their rights were
when their children entered foster care.
But because when we think of prison
issues we think of male prison issues,
we're not necessarily looking at things
like parenting and access to children
particularly as a prison issue. It's not
a big glamourous thing, it's not a work
strike, it's not a riot, nobody gets hurt
and it's not something you can look at
and see." W
ie mmynayanne
‘meer wmamnana
nnntnate
zent

FRI,OCT2 (7PM)

VICTORIA LAW ONWOMEN'S RESISTANCE
AMD ORGANIZING IMPRISON

UKRAINIAN CENTRE (11018 - 97 ST)
OPENING KEYNOTE OF THE 2009 EDMONTON
ANARCHIST BOOKFAIR, WHICH RUNS SAT, OCT 3
(1AM ~7 PM) & SUN, OCT 4 (172 PM - 5 PM)

ALL EVENTS FREE, DONATIONS ACCEPTED
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industry has moved forward
with its
plans, and it is those in whose
backyards industry has landed who
have to
live with the cost of the endless
debate
The effects of nuclear power
plants, for
example, or oil industry pollutio
n such
as that impacting the residents
of Fort
ats Chipewyan are still being
debated, even
though very disturbing cancer
clusters
have been documented
The suggestion that those who bought
: property along the Transportation
Util
Ity Corridor (TUC) should have known
a power line like this might come along
:
:
:
:

} : someday is, to be blunt, insensitiv
e.

“NIMBY>>No, really, [don't want those things in my backyard //r\.

We

make decisions based on current infor-

:

mation, not on every conceivable
future

: development, and the proposed 500
kv
line would be the first of its size in
Alberta. There's no way any of those living
nearby could have imagined anything
like it. Not even city councillors were
: aware of the plans being made behind
closed doors until February of this year.
unAnd besides, life happens—an

Tumbling around in my brain this warm : entists
who draw attention to the probplanned child, an economic Crash, a job
September afternoon are thoughts of
lematic sclence. Those free to look at the
loss, a partner defection, an unforeseen
children sleeping and playing beevidence and draw their own conclu
property devaluation—any of these have
neath massive 500 kV power
sions draw some very different : the power to back us into
a corner we
lines, and the voices of the
ones from those arrived at by : would not have chosen. Those
next to the
over 1400 disillusioned and
Health Canada and the WHO.
TUC, now faced with the very real possino-longer-unsuspecting EdAs | wrote earlier this sumbility that they may have no choice but to
trying to get
montonian
s

politicians and industry representatives to hear their objections and to care enough to
change course and bury the monstrous lines planned by the Heartland
°
Transmission Project.
Many of those present at the meeting were angry and scared, and rightly
so. The Intensity of emotion expressed
wasn't, contrary to what some have suggested, unjustified, nor was the information presented deserving of the label
fear-mongering.

:

mer, the conclusion of the Blo
allow their children to sleep and play and
Initiative
Working Group, which
grow up beneath 20-storey power lines
did a large and comprehensive : have every right to be angry
assessment of the science on : We're talking about power lines
not
health impacts of electromagnetic : only twice the size of the existing ones,

: radiation (EMR), was that "existing pub- :

but, according

to the West

TUC

web-

: lic safety standards limiting these radia- : site, also lines to go up in addition to
: tion levels in nearly every country of the : and between the existing lines and the
: world look to be thousands of times too : homes along the TUC—in many cases,
! lenient. Changes are needed."
© literally in the backyards our children
: It's simply not true that there is no ; play in. Once they're up, they're up, and
: compelling
evidence
of significant : once property values have gone down,
: health hazards associated with the
and once we confirm again what other
: level of electromagnetic
radiation : research has confirmed—that they're a
Industry representatives present at the : There's plenty, some links as strong as : health hazard—it'll be too late
meeting pointed to guidelines issued by : 300 percent increases in cancer risks
Progressive societies put precaution

Health Canada and the World Health Organization (WHO) as the basis for their
decisions, but they're little comfort to
most—these regulatory bodies have a
long history of negotiating in favour of
industry, and all too often of firing sci-

:: That's why the Canadian Cancer Society : ahead of industry interests. City council
: doesn't recommend parents let children
gets it, and has passed a motion to op: play under power lines
pose the use of overhead lines for the
: Disagreements such as this between : Heartland Transmission Project. But
: Industry and the people adversely imwill organized opposition be enough to
} pacted sometimes go on long after
force industry to bury them?

NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE TREA
THE CAUSE, NOT JUST THE SYMP

Depression & Anxiety ¢ IBS © Celiac © Colitis ¢ Diabetes « Detoxi}
Hormone Imbalances ¢ Nutritional & Lifesty le Counselling « Arthiitis © Rs
Allergies * Acne « HIV Mens & Womens Health...

|;
Get ready for flu season the natural way 7
ies)

Dr. Janice Dacyshyn,N.D.
ST. ALBERT NATUROPATHIC CLINIC
11 PERRON STREET, ST. ALBERT + 780 459-5601

HYPERION LASER REHABILITATION AND WELLNESS
10433-51 AVE, EDMONTON « 780 988-2012,
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>> OUR POWER

PETITION
Issues is a forum for individuals and organizations to comment on current events and broader
issues of importance to the community, Their commentary is not necessarily the opinion of the
organizations they represent or of Vue Weekly,

Got a bad taste in your mouth?
Petition pives citizens a chance to take back our power, hold council accountable
SHEILA MUXLOW & RICHARD ZWICKER
// OURPOWEREDMONTON.CA

What do you call it when someone does
something they know is wrong, gets away

with it (or even reaps a reward) and then,
when they are eventually found out for
their behaviour, replies, "Well, it's a done
deal—too late to do anything about it
now’? As a friend's grandfather puts it,
“they shit in the pie and are laughing from
the porch."
When Edmonton city council decided behind closed doors to essentially transfer

$5 billion worth of public power-generating assets from Epcor to a newly created
private company, Capital Power, somebody was most certainly laughing from
the porch. Now that several weeks have
passed, they—the mayor, certain city
councillors and senior Epcor officials—
are trying to tell us there is nothing that
can be done to stop this illegal mode of
privatization or to regain municipal con-

citizens, the Our Power Citizens Group, is
actively working to resist privatization and
reinstate municipal control of our power.
Not only is it possible to regain control of
these essential assets—assets which we
have all paid for over the years through
our taxes and utility bills—but it's also vital that we speak out for our democratic
right to transparent and accountable governance, and for the energy security of generations of Edmontonians to come.
To those ends, Our Power will be launch-

But how is it possible, you might ask, to
return control of those assets to the City
now that they've been sold and traded as
part of a private corporation? Well, here

are the facts: when city council made the
secret decision to transfer the powergenerating assets of Epcor to the newly
created Capital Power, they knew they
had to take a slower, more deliberate,
piecemeal approach. Their attempt to
Mo umenaro Meader Mireur eNOUNETANYOD)MNNMNANAIRO Ura

MENsOAOANIT WROTEON

city of Edmonton for the last 118 years.

AO IN ONTRMOT

ANATEILAAOHOHORGAONY

city's assets with no consideration for
public opinion or discussion is that they
believed they could get away with it. This
should be a concern to each and every
citizen. We are paying our city councillors to look after the interests of their

transfer Epcor's assets in stages means

that Edmontonians still have an opportunity to take back control of those assets
responsible for providing power to our
city, as we still own 70 percent of Capital
Power. Given that Edmontonians are still
the major shareholders in the new cor-

trol over our assets. They say the situation is too far gone, and we are helpless
to change what has already been decided.
Time to throw in the towel, right? Wrong.
Despite what some people would have Ed-

this petition is multi-purpose: not only
will we be collecting signatures, we will
be organizing our communities for action,
building awareness of our democratic

montonians believe, this is far from being

the public interest in the face of the pri-

poration and can make decisions in their

a done deal, and a coalition of concerned

vate, unaccountable profit motive

own

rights and reaffirming the importance of

AMORA

Not only is it possible to regain control of these
essential assets—assets which we have all paid for
over the years through our taxes and utility bills—
but it's also vital that we speak out for our democratic
right to transparent and accountable governance,
and for the energy security of generations of
Edmontonians to come.

ing a petition to force a public vote on
the ownership and control of the powergenerating assets that have served the
The petition will begin on October 1 and,
under the rules of the Municipalities Act,
we have just GO days to collect signatures
from 10 percent of the city’s population—
roughly 80 000 Edmontonians—in order
to add a plebiscite to next year's October
municipal election.
But like any good grassroots campaign,

izing power-generating assets to ensure

a prioritizing of local needs at affordable
prices over profit-driven exports, we
need to demand that city council remains
accountable to the people of Edmonton
and act in their interests.
Beyond energy security, there is another troubling factor in this debacle: the
reason that Epcor senior officials and city
council so quickly voted to transfer the

constituents, not to advocate for priva-

tization strategies which benefit private
corporations. But how is the public sup-

best interest, such as re-municipal-

posed to hold our elected officials accountable when we are barred from the
discussion? If we don't know about a plan
to give away something we own, how are
we supposed to defend against it?

The Our Power campaign is therefore
about more than just holding a petition
and calling for a public vote. This campaign is about raising the awareness of
all Edmontonians about the way a city is

supposed to function. We have agreed as
a society to organize ourselves to make

decisions democratically in order to promote our collective public interests, but
our democratic

institutions

are useless

unless we, the public, utilize our rights
and responsibilities to ensure our city

councillors are accountable for the decisions they make.
Besides, no one likes to get half way
through a pie and realize there is shit in
it, especially when the folks you paid to
make it are standing there laughing from
the porch. W
Sheila Muxlow is the prairie regional organizer for the Council of Canadians and
Richard Zwicker is a concerned citizen
with the Our Power Edmonton group. For
more information or to get involved, visit

ourpoweredmonton.ca.
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€ llo out there, we're on the air
Box returns for another hockey

season with fearless (and sorta bleak) predictions

ckey fans. The Edmonton Oilers
0 season is finally here.
customary for over 10 years
uliarly hockey-mad town, even

: Cogliano are finally mature enough to
: help the team win. This team will make
: the playoffs.

: ing Minnesota Wild North. Khabibulin : foresee a season of small Oiler for
: needs to steal a bunch of games for this :
wards getting smacked around while
:; team to get close to the playoffs, and it :
Steve Macintyre glares menacingly
: David Staples
: won't happen. But, hey, | live in Toronto : from the pressbox. | predict that Mike
jourite independent news, arts :: Edmonton Journal scribe and blogger : now—so it's not like hockey is going to
: Comrie will have a decent year and
usic weekly devotes a little ink to : ("Cult of Hockey")
:: be any better here. TFC! TFC! It's like : will win everyone's heart back by New
> déja vu all over again ...
:: Year's. (Salo who?) | expect that Shel
~ Weve got a year
of Mike Comrie,
The Oilers will avoid making the : Steven Sandor
: don Souray will break even more panes
Pat Quinn, the Winter Olymmistake all bad teams make, : Former Vue Weekly editor and the first : of glass at Rexall. And | envision, I'm

pics and the arena debate to
look forward to. As is also

panicking, and refuse to rush : In the Box writer
into making any bad deci- :

_ customary, we'll kick off this
year's edition of In the Box

;: sad/angry to report, a spring with no
: playoffs. Changes are afoot, however
: Hockey's back, so that must mean that } Pat Quinn has replaced MacT and |
: Fernando Pisani and Ethan Moreau are : think that this bodes well for the fu
: hurt again. As far as the Oilers are con- : ture of the franchise. But the future is,
: cerned, | see a lot of the same old same : by definition, not now. Be patient, Oiler

coach and bring ina grizzled
retiree who pontificates non-

with some predictions from
Dave,TB and some comrades-

in-Oil. Let the forecasting, prognosticating and navel-gazing begin!

:

stop about "heart" and "soul."
They won't waste months chasing : old. The same old nagging questions : fan, these things take time."

EVERY THURSDAY

: the sniper who has absolutely no desire : are still being asked about front-line : TB Player

‘
? to live and play in a northern Canadian : left wingers, elite first-line centres, an ! The other In the Box guy (kinda like
What do |want to happen this year? Ales : city. They won't bid against themselves : abundance of small forwards (you've : the Brett Hull to Dave's Adam Oates—
Hemsky will show us that extra oomph : and overpay for an ancient goalie com- : heard this record before—I! have). | : or the other way around?)
we've been waiting for. The team will : ing off of a career year. And they won't :
gel. We'll see more wins than losses : sign a pint-sized centre whose greatest
against (ack) Calgary. The team's record : hockey achievement is that he was once
will slowly build throughout the season, :: asked by a general manager to pay back =
catching fire just after the Olympic break : a large chunk of his contract. No, the :
(where Canada wins men's and women's : Oilers will avoid all of these things, in- :
ice hockey gold). We'll celebrate a playoff : stead focus on reasonably priced depth, :
series win (or two—but more than the : acquiring someone who can actually :
OKAY, SWEETIE-BEAR, T LOVE fou Too,,
Flames). And we'll witness a better home : win a faceoff, and making their current :
record and more potent powerplay.
: stadium a provincial heritage site, and :
What will we actually get? Not all last : remain a shining star in the NHL firma- :
year’s underachievers will improve (pick : ment. Fourth in the Northwest, 12th in :
two of Sam Gagner, Dustin Penner and : the West."

VVEEKLY

@ BOB THE ANGRY FLOWER

RAPE FUICE\s

Sea

nner,

CLOW SE \\

Shawn Horcoff but not all three), Some : Andy Grabia
old-guard players (cough, Ethan Moreau, : Battle of Alberta's Oiler blogger

cough, Fernando Pisani) will be gone. :
We'll miss them terribly but not the
2010 models. Playoffs will be difficult to
seach. All the hypocrites will pull their
Mike Comrie jerseys out of the clothes

:
:
:
:

Here's the thing: if all goes well, and | :
mean all goes well, the Oilers will squeak :
into the playoffs. That being said, there's :
a lot of questions around the potential
heap and tell friends, "He really got an : success of this year’s Oilers.

unfair bad rap in this town" but fail to : Can Quinn motivate the young guys?
add, "... from me."
‘I've got High Defintion this year and,
for a few games anyway, even losing will
look crisp and sharp.

David Young
In the Box veteran
For me, there's precious little to be too
hopeful about this year. I've worn rosecoloured glasses for the past three years
thinking that, with a little luck, we could
go deep like we did in '06, so this year
lim trying really hard to temper that feeling asnothing has changed significantly.
Three things about pre-season excited

Baim’ Gor A |
:: 9 GIRRRRL-FRIEND, \w

: Will Penner show up and play or just be
: lethargic and fat? Will Schremp get a :
: chance with this team and these coach- :

BAWMIIBS GOT A—

BOB WAS PHONESMCOCHING WI7H

HIS GIRLFRIENP/ :

? es or is he the new Miroslav Satan? :

: (Note: this was submitted just before :
: the Oilers waived old Schrempie and
: the Isles picked him up. This question
: has been answered. No. He won't get
: a chance with this team.) What about
: Khabibulin and his 36-year-old hips?
: What happens if he goes down? Is any: one comfortable with our back-up ten: ders? Can our defence stay healthy or
: will their soft shoulders separate yet

:
:
:

:

:
:
:
:
:
: again? Who's going to score more than :
30
goals
on
this
team?
Anyone?
And
:
me, hi
r: Ryan Stone's grit (I hope :
he's
} up), Dustin Penner’s newfound : finally, Comrie??
drive (we'll see where it is come January) : So yeah ... let's say | have a lot of ques- ;
sed like Comrie (does anyone remem- : tions. My fearless prediction is that we :
er hating thisguy? Yeah, me neither). I'd : sneak into the playoffs and get thumped :

etobe
wrong, but! don't even : by San Jose before Calgary takes them :
f
the playoffs are in the cards this : out in the second round. Speaking of =
year. Stil, look what Hitchcock did in Co- : which, the Calgary Flames will win the :
: Stanley Cup this year. Trust me, I'm not
: happy about it. But with Bouwmeester
= and more, you'd be hard pressed to dis: agree with me.
igMacTavish wanted his : Brent Oliver
ie "jam." This year, Pat :
wa nts his players to be “crusty.” : hockey impresario

c maybe Quinn can...

ie
uinn

!

i

n

ae

3

ilers aren't :

i

;

? 1 think the fact that_it took until about ;

‘thefiasco of the Heatley situa- :

the 10th round for anyone in my a

;

to take an Oiler says it
n, the mood of Oilers fans is at an : fantasy pool
is a team built on two-way scrappy
; ri
low, but. this team might just :2 This
to score alot.
in a sweet spot.
The old, star players, = forwards, who aren't going coaching,
this
At least, with Pat Quinn
ibulin, Visnovsky and Souray,
it
1g

:
:
:
:

as
strong, and the young, : team won't be as boring to watch

;
:
:
;

abandon be- :
ng players, like Gagner, Smid, : was last year—the Oil will
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Onlineatvueweekly.com

RUTH'S

Restaurant Reviews

CHRIS

STEAK

Check out our comprehensive

HOUSE

online database of Vue Weekly's
restaurant reviews, searchable by
location, price and type.

es
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PROFILE // ANNIE DAM

| may not know art...

depends on what looks good at the supermarket. When the strawberries are
bad, I won't make anything with strawberries.”

Artistic and delicious cakes are the order of the day at Cake Couture
INCLU

ALBERTA
TENDERLOIN & A CAJUN
SALMON FILET

Dam has never taken a cake-decorating
course or even an art course, but she
has always loved cooking and baking.
"| started off making cakes in an EasyBake Oven. But they frustrated me—I
wanted to make something bigger.”
Her Easy-Bake Oven days quickly ended, and cake-making became a hobby. "I
always wanted to be a psychologist, so

$25

I got my Bachelor of Science degree at
the U of A. I was going to do my masters, but decided to travel first." So she
taught English in France for a few years
and ended up meeting her husband
there. He was from Spain, so that's
where they ended up, and that's where
Dam’s creative side began to emerge.
"My mother- and sister-in-law were
both very creative and loved to paint. |

-$44

COMPLETE MEALS START AT $25

tried it, but I could never seem to finish a painting on canvas," Dam laughs.
"But then I tried painting on cakes, and
Lloved it.”
When a friend suggested she open up

EDMONTON
JASPER AVENUE

9990

(780)990-0123

a shop and sell her cakes, "I thought it
- was kind of funny that people would
want to buy them.”
But the thought stuck in her mind.
And one day, when she was back in Edmonton visiting family, pregnant and
with her three-year-old daughter in
tow, Dam decided it was now or never.
She chose now and stayed in Edmonton. Cake Couture opened its doors one
month after her son was born. Her husband, because ofhis job, is still living in
Spain. And they commute.
"It's hard, but I have a lot of help from

RESERVATIONS & GIFT CARDS
www.RUTHSCHRIS.COM

ORtoberfest?

, ORtoBE
ER fest!

AE
.&
JAN HOSTYN
7 {AM@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Y* Annie Dam of Cake Couture creates designer cakes and cupcakes,
but she looks at it a bit differently. "Really,
it's art—edible art that stands out a bit
and isa lot more fun.”
So that's what Cake Couture is all
about—edible art. But Dam's art isn't just
edible, it's deliciously edible. You see,
Dam caters to people who want something that not only looks amazing, but
tastes amazing, too.

Oct 28% Q 5™

9" @ 10"

at the German Canadian
Cultural Centre, 8510 Roper Rd

Zpm-11:30pm

Tickets

Sampling

$15.00

Tickets sold separately
~*~.

Protadity: Presented by
Sherbrooke

sherbrookeliquor.com

}

both

the cakes

and

cupcakes,

favourite photo or a sophisticated twist
onatiered cake.

my mom

and my two sisters. And my

baby is a little angel-baby. And now, because I spend so much time at the shop,

"When people come in with their own
ideas, that's what's really fun. I especially like taking a picture and turning

I don't cook. I don't even set foot in the
kitchen at home—we eat out."
Dam says it's all worth it when a cus-

|]

it into a 3-D form. I've never done the
same cake twice, so it definitely keeps
things interesting.”
To ensure that everything tastes as
good as it looks, Dam focuses on using all-natural ingredients. “Our raspberry filling is made with real raspber-

tomer comes in to pick up a cake. “I
love to see the looks on people's faces
when they see their cake. I love to see
the excitement.” WV

about custom cakes. Every cake Dam cre_ atesis individually designed based on the
client's wants and needs. So, if you wander into the shop on a whim, you won't be
able to simply pick out a cake.
But Dam, however, make cupcakes. You
can pop into the store and choose one
(or more) from the six or seven varieties
that fill the display case on a daily basis.
But you can still order your own customdesigned varieties

"Our cupcake business is just starting
to take off. And our cupcakes are a bit
different—not only do we ice them, but

acother landing page coareay Yacweekly.com

14 // DISH

With

mal, a hand-painted imitation of your

As the name suggests, Cake Couture is

<a,

Liquor Store

The Pear Beer Store tn Cansda with over GOO Different
sera trail
Brands And Counting! 11819 St
wow

on meringue and raspberry. And one of
her most recent creations is the chocolate
orange, a combination of fresh orange
cream and chocolate-orange cupcake,
and all topped with rich fudge icing.

we fill them, too. The filling takes more
time, but it adds so much flavour that it's
definitely worth it.”
Cupcake varieties include black forest,
mint chocolate, cookies and cream, lem-

there's a list of flavours available. But
Dam says you're not limited by that.
“| use recipes I've discovered over the
years that work for me, but I'm always

playing around with flavours. And
there's

something

a customer

if

wants

that’s not on the list, I'll find a recipe.”
With cakes, Dam says she will design
whatever you're looking for, whether it’s
a 3-D replica of a favourite stuffed ani-

Vv UEWEEKLY
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ries, and the black forest cupcakes use
real cherries. That means our flavours
are constantly changing, because it all

~

candy store trades in nostalgia
———_———"2)

Temptation Tuesdays
Bacardi Mojitos $5
$ off all appetizers

Get Corked Wednesdays
$2 off ANY glass of wine
$8 off ANY bottle of wine.

Firtini Thursdays
Classic Martinis on special all aight
45.25 singles

$7.25 doubles

39.25 triples
a
:

CANDY

as

The Happiest Hour on Whyte
Tues-Fyi {-7pm

—

$5.25 Classic loz. Martinis
$5 Pints

—

CARNIVAL >> The rare carou: 1 pony in its natural habitat /More
Kotovych

MARIA KOTOVYCH
“iMARIA@VUEWEEKLY.COMm
AA

=

IMEI

OMIA UTATENE YIM LLUCT NORM ONLEEEDM:LAI)

ja)$ someone who loves candy and
10colate, I always wait for the day
after Halloween, Valentine's Day or Easter so that Ican get good discounts on
the sweet stuff. So naturally I noticed
when a candy and novelty store opened

on Whyte back in March.
I walk in, and at first notice how clean
and well-lit this store is. Despite offering a huge selection, the space and the
displays don’t seem cramped or crowded. This store really hams up the nostal-

gia factor, trying to create a feeling of
an old-timey midway’s candy store.

The appearance definitely achieves

this theme—nice touches include the
carousel horse rising out of a bin of
candy, the posters for "freak shows"
hanging at the back and the large picture of the Coney Island fair grounds
in the 1940s gracing the back wall.
Unfortunately, the music playing in
the background doesn't quite fit the
atmosphere—Nelly's "It's Getting Hot
in Here” greets me when |first enter.
I examine some shelves offering a

bunch
of novelty gifts that range from

silly tojust plain bizarre—this is certainlyagood place to check out if you're
looking
tobuy a joke gift. For instance,

ifyou know someone who likes toast
or beef steaks, you can get that person
a pack of ba
es shaped
like those
food items (s6.89). And what would
@ novelty shop be without whoopee

cushions ($4.49)?
Moving on, I approach the counter,
where I order a small chocolate-dipped
softice cream ($2.50), otherwise known
as a "Small Dipped Coney.” Love the
name; don't like the product. The chocolate dip tastes waxy and low-quality,
and trying to describe the ice cream's
flavour is like trying to describe a bald
man's hair colour: it's difficult when
there's nothing to describe.
Okay, so I'd go elsewhere on Whyte for
ice cream. That's fine, because there's
so much else to get here. I admire the
many shelves of colourful candy, and I
need a bit of time to select something.
Sours are always a classic ($1.99 /100g).
At the same price, I can also get some
wine gums. But I keep looking, hoping to try something completely new,
which is possible, even in this place of
nostalgia—the store announces its new
products with signs, which is helpful.
Still, I walk past the jelly beans ($3.49
/ 100g), and I almost cave. Of course,
with so many flavours available, I probably wouldn't know which ones to pick,

so I keep going.
I realize that | had passed another section of novelty gifts, but these ones are
a bit more risqué than the ones at the
front. If there is an "adult" area of the
store, where the products are bound
to offend someone, this is it. There's a
Gaydar key chain ($9.99), for instance.

Ring ($9.99), which

promises

"clean

fun" for couples. To cleanse myself, I

opt for a Merciful Mint Breath Spray
($5.29), which claims to wash away the
sins of "liars, cheaters and wrong-doers.” Personally, I just want to freshen
my breath after that ice cream.
So I pick up the breath spray and keep
looking, getting a good laugh at seeing
an Electronic Yodelling Pickle ($17.99).
It's one of the oddest and funniest novelties that I've ever seen.
I look around a bit more, and find a
new product, a chocolate bar called

Good News ($1.59), meant to be a
celebratory snack. I get a faint hint
of something that tastes like an Eat
More bar, but then the moment passes. I wish that I had gone for the jelly
beans after all.
Finally, it's time to try the breath
spray. And we have a winner! One
light spray—the recommended dosage for a "foul mouth"—gives my
mouth a cool, minty taste, one that
actually lasts for quite some time. I'm

refreshed and cleansed.
Candy stores are fun. And Coney
Island Candy is, too. | know where |
can go to find some silly gifts, along
with many different kinds of candy.
And I probably won't wait until after
Halloween to return. V

And hanging just above a row of Skittles packages is a Weener Kleener Soap
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2 for] Appetizers

Devlin’s Cocktail Lounge...
A great place to meet after work or after class
10507 82nd Avewwe | 780137 7489

PARKALLEN |
RESTAURANT
lunch
dinner
weekend brunch
z

7018 - 109 ST
780.436.8080
www.parkallen.com
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LIQUOR

RECIPE

Add some fall colour
As the days get colder, it might be time to switch your liqueur
:: lasting gingery burn.

AUT RENT IC
TURKISH
CUISINE
|

Ifyou like ginger candy, youlll like sipping it
:straight, chilled or at room temperature, as a
dessert. Ortry it on your dessert—as
mentioned,
Domaine de Canton has
become a staple for many chefs.
Its syrupiness is a benefit when
it's used in sauces and garnishes.
Try tossing it with pineapple for

Brat Tuesday to.
ay

hind at Sepm._.|
Please phone for
eservations

"10345106 St -423-3044.
RG

In he last
=a weeks econ been a definite shift in the air. Days are getting shorter,
nights are getting colder and the sun's heat,
even on warm days, feels thinner. We're on
our way into fall With weather like this,
in the first stages of our turn away from
warmth, | feel compelled to drink something

that offers a bit of heat. That's why | turned
to Domaine de Canton liqueur this month.
Domaine de Canton is a French liqueur
named after an old ginger-producing es-

tate in French Indochine (now Vietnam)
where the ginger liqueur was first made
It is fashioned by infusing baby ginger in
cognac and has a slightly higher alcohol

content than some liqueurs (28 percent)
Along with the ginger, orange blossom

: honey and vanilla are added, giving the liqueur a punch of sweetness. It's been an
: award-winning darling of bartenders and
: chefs alike, and its marketing and packag: ing reflect its rarefied charms. Its price isn't
: for the weekend party-goer or the wallet: conscious, but if you're looking for warmth
: and a bit of character, Domaine de Canton
: might be just what you need.
: Open a bottle, and you will smell ginger
: first and foremost, propped up by a touch
: of floral sweetness from the honey, and fi: mally the rich smell of vanilla. This liqueur
: has a definite, strong core of flavour, and its
: sweetness Is reflected in its slightly syrupy
: thickness. Tasted neat, Domaine de Canton
: gives a wallop of honey followed up by a

PPORO
SU
freshness & simplicity. om
since

(vary proportions to taste)

Pour Domaine de Canton into a highball glass, then fill glass with cider.
Stir lightly, then serve.

A 3-course optiogiat the

MILLER CHILL AVAILABLE

2nd sanity aeat 10923- 101 st
days a week
open

BEST ullYOU CAN EATSUSHI INi
$25.99 (adult) $14.99 (5-1Lyrs)
BENTO availableatlunch &dinner for $9.99only!
;
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toz Domaine de Canton
6 oz sparkling alcoholic apple cider

the baby blu@pear
Best selection of import
heer on the south side!

Alberta’s

= portions to find what you like).
:
: The fact that it's fall also means that
: Thanksgiving is just around the comer. Do= maine de Canton is a perfect addition for
+ holiday festivities since ginger is a natural
: counterpart to all kinds of Thanksgiving
: staples—think apples, cranberries, sweet
; potato, pumpkin. If you're looking to spice
? up your Thanksgiving, try simply adding a
: shot of Domaine de Canton to your favou+ rite cider, or try a twist on something super: girly with a gingered cosmo. W

NTRODUCI

1997

TEL;Ki“478.86126 i

electrical workers

a fruit salad or drizzling it over
vanilla ice cream. Used in this context, Domaine de Canton's sugary
core becomes a benefit.
If you're more into drinking your liquor,
: you'll do fine with Domaine de Canton. It
: blends well in many classic cocktail com: binations, its sweetness mellowing while it
: leaves a lovely trace of ginger as it mixes
with gin, rum, or vodka. If you want to keep
things simple, try making a gin martini us: ing one part Domaine de Canton to three
= parts gin. To make things even easier, try
: making a simple spritzer with a shot of
: ginger liqueur in soda water (play with pro-

\ust+ Over 500 different

wines to choose
from!

- Excellent selection
of Single
Malt Scotch!

9845 - STH STREET
PHONE 780-461-0808

TOLL FREE 886-461-0181

KEGNCORK.COM

iwe ~

Work |
WUEWEEKLY
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small price,ofh$59
Available until
6PM, and all
evening Supeey.

grapes in the
World
Chilean Carménére offers plenty of value

- ECasitlero
~ fel

Diablo

CAUMI

A,

offered byCasillero delDiabloiteecoicis
One thing | appreciate

most

abou

my wine-drinking partner, besides her
sharp palette, is her nose for great
value. The first time she brought home
3 $13 bottle of Casillero del Diablo Car

Franc, Merlot and Carménére took root

: easily in Chile's Bordeaux-like climate,
: and the country’s natural boundaries of
: the Pacific ocean and the Andes moun: tains, combined with minimal rainfall,

ménére from the dodgy liquor store by : meant for healthier crops that were
her place, | have to admit | was
less susceptible to phylloxera, an
skeptical. After the first glass,

however,

| was

hooked.

Found mainly in Chile, Carménére is known for its

deep red, inky colour, and
presents inviting aromas
of red fruits, spices and ber-

ries. The tannins are gentler

and softer than those of other

insect plague that wiped out
most of Europe's vineyards in
1867. As a result, it is nearly
impossible to find Carménére wines in France today;
however, these original vines
have inadvertently survived
for the last 150 years in South

America, and as a result, the Chilean
of Agriculture officially

medium- to fuller-bodied reds, and it : Department

\mparts smoky, spicy and earthy notes : recognized Carménére as a distinct vaalongside dark chocolate, tobacco, and : riety in 1998.

leather. With allthiscomplexity packed : So what does this mean for you?
into a single grape varietal, |wanted to : Walk into any wine shop, and you'll no-

find out more. | already understood : tice that alongside Bordeaux's uncom-

Chite for its New World style and af- : promising quality comes a price tag to
fordability, but upon further examina- : match. You'll be hard-pressed to find a
“lion, | discovered Chile, and Carménére : bottle of Bordeaux for under $20—not
'n particular, have an incredible history : that this is a bad thing as Bordeaux de: livers on its reputation for finely-craftsteeped in the Old World.
When the French and Spanish colo- : ed wines that are meant to be cellared.
‘ized South America in the 16th cen- : But if you're looking for a delicious, af‘ury, they naturally brought their own : fordable wine to take home and drink
‘in@s with them to plant in the colo- > tonight, Carménére is a prince dressed
nies. Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet : up as a pauper. W
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CREDITS
Photography: Francis Tetrault
Location stylist: Renee Poirier
Stylist assistant: Danielle Donnelly
Models: Emma & Brett
Agency: Mode Models
Salon: Cutting Room
Hair: Hanna Buchinski
Make up: Jovan Clark
Location: a00 miles south

plaid shirt by Eze Sur Mer
sweater by Kersh
necklace by Shag Wear
jeans by Dylan George

bag by George Gina & Lucy
shoes by Minnetonka

(Bella Maas)
18 // FALL STYLE
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Tanlelecleom ual=ui) ip

make it yours

=

CuttingRoem
sesday to Friday 9-9
Saturday

(Sept - May) 9-5

Saturday (June - Aug) 8-4

icz
1
rs|ermalogica

10536

PERI
REDKE
XEDKEN

124

f

i

196.9977

’ , Rowena - ’107th
lothingby:

.

www.theCuttingRoomSalon.com

Avenue
&. Whyte » Avenue
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*hotos bby:
y:
Photos

Ury Uryelle

Make-up by:

Jovan,

Erin & Suzie
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Mcdem Automabibe:
a

ee

Quicksilver shirt

C’est Moi shirt

Dex sweater

Analog jeans

Love Quotes scarf

Volcom jacket

7 for All Man Kind jean

(Easy Rider)

Ugg boot
(Bella Maas)

You'll be sold on our legendary Crazy
Horse distressed leather. Supple and
soft and comfy as old jeans.
Round or chisel toe. ~

1

May we suggest
a pair of each?

@
#561 Crazy Horse Brown

blundstone.ca

Robin’s jeans

Gravity Pope 10442 Whyte Ave 439-1637
Kunitz Shoes 231d Avenue & 114 Street 438-4259
Wener Shoes 10322 Jasper Avenue 422-2718
Campers Village io95!-170 Street NW 484-2700
Campers Village South Pomt 3235 Calgary TrailNW
479-2267

Soft Moc West Edmonton Mall

20 // FALL STYLE

Rebel Spirit shirt and jacket
(Fly jeans)

489-5616

WUEWEEKLY
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Pay
=e

Til,

'j

|
| com

42II-lO6th St. 780- 4I3- 4 5,
nt

SNOWBOARDS_

BOOTS & BINDINGS

ARRIVING DAILY
7

ww

~“

my

Bring in your board between Oct I, 2009 thru Oct
ISth, 2009 for half price off a wax, sharpen or both!

|

Super Trash dress

Dillon Rogers bracelet
Sam Edelman boot
CATERERS)
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Mie
SHOP FALL'S MOST TRENDY TREATS AT

BELLA MAAS
BOUTIQUE

Beautiful dresses by Betsey Johnson, Outerwear by
Soia & Kyo, Sequin Pumps by Badgley Mischka,
and ALL your favourite Denim brands.

\elizion,

Rock

Republic,
Rast,

Fay Crnity

Seven

for

all

mankind,
Fidelity,

é

Will

Mek
Hudso:

lag, Rich N Skinny,
James, Juicy
Contute,

Matt? &
Nat, Samsara by
Matt

S@Nat,

Jofinsdn,

Betsey

b, AM.B

dota Sekyo,

ADD

Patkas, Uge Austra
lia, Nine West,
Kenneth Cole,

Kersh, Ella Moss,
Splendid, Faith,
Yurmni, Tulle,
Rifgspun, Chimese

Latindty, Humanity
and much more...

www. bellamadas.com

Sherwood Park

Nixon leather jacket

bascan Ave

shirt,

|

ay
ver

oe

as

780-417-3562

St. Albert
#370- 5 Giroux Rd

780-470-7467

| nn

Independent Truck company jeans

(Basy Rider)

#148

iy
Tt

C11
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Kary shirt
Laguna Beach
joans
(Fly Jeans)
Robin’s jeans |
Rebel Spirit
shirt
(Ply jeans)

Fire Trap jacket
Gm)
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pink Efok @ citead

WALK FOR LIFE

(04.9fon

The Walk will do us good.

CONCORDIA

alherta dental
amcaction «

Ueoreniey
Celege ofAversa

college

mai =

Gaytolany
THANK YOU, EVERYONE!

SILVER:

A

:

The board, staff, clients and partners of HIV Edmonton would like to thank
everyone who participated in, donated to, sponsored, volunteered for and
otherwise supported the 2009 Scotiabank AIDS Walk for Life.

WEWAD

Over 400 walkers came to show their support, an increase of 50% from

PLANeT

the 2008 Walk for Life, plus over 100 volunteers (up from 70 in 2008). This

ORGANIC

PORTS RADIO

tremendous group of caring individuals enjoyed a beautiful sunny day,
with activities such as the first ever Kids Zone, food vendors, an appearance
by Jesse Lumsden of the Edmonton Eskimos, and a Post-Walk concert by
The Blue Montegos

WUEWEEKLY

Thanks to you, so far we have raised $119,149 cash through the Walk.
Every penny will stay right here in the Edmonton area and will be used to
provide support, outreach, education and prevention services through the
Edmonton region.

BRONZE:

Once mmm i>
RR DONNELLEY

ri

WORLD?
HEALTH

CLUB

In addition, thanks to our generous sponsors, we collected a record $89,274
gift in kind donations.
Donations and pledges continue to roll in - we will publicly announce the
prize winners October 5. Stay tuned!

FRIEND:

OUR WORK DOESN'T END WITH THE WALK
Hard Copy
7

Communications

Peterson Walker LLP

SDP os
FUR

TUG.

E

HiOSoft

Stay tuned to what's happening at HIV Edmonton by visiting www,
hivedmonton.com, reading our annual report online or published in VUE
Weekly, and stopping by the office.

pPlumbheony.

Please consider continuing to help us throughout the year. You can make a
difference in many ways:

DeSuton
PlaHols

Res

FisSovrem Pace Onan Dra leery

+

IN KIND
Citadel Theatre
.
College
Copy

Mayor Stephen
Mandel’s office

Strathcona County
Office
of Elected
Officials

Councillor Ed Gibbons

Mountain Park Lodges
New Asian Village

Travel With Us

Councillor Tony Caterina
Edmonton Eskimos
IKON Office Solutions

Mainstaple Postering

Nightlife
Prana Holistic

United Cycle
Yellowtail Wines

Volunteer to help at special events or on an ongoing basis.
Become a member.
Commit to donating just $25 month.
Donate supplies.
Ask us how you can help.

Once again, and from the bottom of our hearts, thank you for supporting
the Walk for Life

Sportsworld Inline
& Roller Disco
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Left:

Robin’s jeans

Rebel Spirit jacket
(FlyVv jeans}

.

. a

‘ORKVILLE

Right:
Karv shirt
Robin’s jeans
Fire Trap sweater

Month

0% FINANCING

12 Month 0% Interest Financing on
Cola AVI-MunrelalelicCont
laste
e Me)me lista]
el¥](ete products
e]Ulcolar-ticre Mam calomanleyaliame)i October (OAC).

bi Meyare & McQuade
w.long@=meqde-die

»~ com

GUITAR.
SET-UP DAY
} Saturday, October 10, 2009.
Huy 2 sels of any Gibson

or Rotosound quitar

Great deals OM
{intone scans”
Gibson, Epiphone,
Traynor, Apex,
1/2 PRICE
ART and more!
RENTAL DAY

2

teen oredetailat
a

EDMONTON 10204 -107th Ave. * 780-423-4448

4
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ee

4
|.

Saturday, October17,2009. |
—

EDMONTON SOUTH 9219 28th Ave. NW * 780-432-0102
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Arts Reviews
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Find reviews of past theatre,
dance and visual arts shows on
our website.
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PREVUE // THE WOMAN IN BLACK

Who ya gonna call?
Marianne Copithorne is out to unsettle imagi
nations with The Woman in Black
DAVID BERRY
{/ DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

pithorne, creating a play that will really
get under people's skin is about nailing
the atmosphere, a gargantuan task that
requires the lighting, sound and acting

ME;
Copithorne
certainly
iows her way around the stage.
Though she started her career in the theatre walking the boards and occasionally writing, she's since spent most of her
time behind the curtain, picking up her
MFA in direction from the U of A a few
years back and being gainfully employed
in the position ever since—including
last year's haunting Palace of the End for
Theatre Network—and recently taking
over the reins for the Free Will Players.
Nevertheless, she might not be the best
choice to be directing a ghost story.
"I really can't watch any kind of horror
or anything—at least not alone," Copithorne admits frankly during a dinner
break from rehearsals, launching into a

to sync witha greater degree of
precision

than normal, as any one slipping can kill
the audience's engrossment, and with it

the whole point of the play.
"I don't know if I've ever experienced
a
play quite like this, where soundand light

are mostly your set,” says Copithorne,
adding that the tech work has been pat
ticularly extensive on The Woman in
Black, since each line becomes a whole
different experience with each change of
lightorsound, "In film they have so many
more points

much more.

of view, so they can fool us
Here you're trying to create

Suspense, trying to get the audience to
really, really empathize with the protago

childhood story about reading The Exorcist when she didn't realize no one else

nist and the story that he’s telling, so they
can start to feel his anxiety.

was home. "I ended up sitting by the

"And then of course there's the dark
ness," she adds. "Most of the time, we're

phone until someone came home. The
house was just too scary to face.”
One can only imagine how she made
it through the script of The Woman in
Black. A ghost story in the old Victorian English style, it finds the aged Kipps
(John Wright) trying to exorcise some
very literal demons by telling the story

of his own personal haunting in the
form of a stage play. To that end, he enlists a young actor (Mark Jenkins), who
shows Kipps the ropes of performing as
he recreates the fateful experience in a
far-flung town. Sent out to sort through
the estate of an old widow, Kipps is
confronted by an eerie old house in the

VISU

telling the lighting guys, ‘Bring it up,
we can't see their faces.’ Now, though,

we're basically trying to see how low we

middle of aswamp, a town full of people
who don't want to talk about the house
and the odd sightings of the eponymous woman,

quite seem like the most horrifying thing
you've ever heard of, it's worth pointing
out that The Woman in Black is terrifying
enough to rank as London's West End's
second-longest-running production, after
The Mousetrap, having played continuously since 1989. That pedigree has perhaps
turned out to be the scariest thing for Copithome, who's been working tirelessly to
find just the right kind of creepy mood.

a gaunt-faced spinster

who gives off a bad aura indeed. Part
campfire ghost story and part horror
play, Kipps and the actor take turns
both explicating the story and acting
it out, their metatheatrical asides only
serving to spookify the mysterious

"real" goings on,

can go with it. The less you can see, the
more your imagination takes over and
you really want to encourage people to

"From reading the reviews, you'll get
everything from ‘Oh my god, | was ter:

get their imaginations going." '

rified’ to this kind of‘eh’ reaction, so it
means it works, you just have to find
the balance,” explains Copithorne. "It
really scares the pants off people."

Frightfully removing someone's pants
isno small trick fora staged play, though.
There's room for neither film's ultimate
control over point of view and mood, nor
literature's psychological depth. For Co

THU, OCT 1~ SUN, OCT 18
THE WOMAN IN BLACK
DIRECTED BY MARIANNE COPITHORNE
WRITTEN BY STEPHEN MALLATRATT
BASED ON THE BOOK BY SUSAN HILL
STARRING MARK JENKINS, JOHN WRIGHT
ROXY THEATRE (10708 - 124 ST), $13 - $27
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Farewell, anonymous
Moderating online comments has become necessary to maintaining a relevant dialogue
4 few weeks back, | was asked to infor- : who are so vehement in their engage- } leged, instant feedback forums slide into
the merit of all comments said by simply : know who these hooded voices are, in the
mally share my thoughts on the subject : ments that their arguments are more : a war of weightless words and egos that : publishing or rejecting them in relation = long run there remains a very palpable lack
of criticism. Leaving with more questions : aligned with monologues.
than answers,
|wrote acolumn on
It has been said that anyone who
comes up to the artist immedimy experiences as both a critic
ately following a performance
and as a subject of concen-

trated critique.

: add little to the heart of an issue.

: As both an active venue and archive for
: dialogue, Prairie Artsters continues to shift
: in mandate, starting first as an across the
or presentation of their work : board reviews space, then growing into
with either accolades or critl- : contextualizing works to their place, to its
cisms is a selfish foe, Genuine : current phase of addressing regionally, if

Just barely one month later,
that initial piece—which concemed itself with devaluing

or helpful criticism tends to : not nationally and internationally relevant

anonymous online criticism—

take time—to formulate all the : issues facing contemporary artists by using

has ironically become fodder for

facets and considerations of the :: Edmonton-based works as examples.

experience of an expression. Criticism = In this new role of monitoring the flow
anonymous online critiques to the
Point where | now feel obliged to moder- : can be informed in a number of ways, : of feedback, there is now a check and
ate all comments on PrairieArtsters.com. : and if done properly, the opinions shared :: balance to the issue of generating dia-

Criticism, as a basic feedback system, is :

are heard as productive insights rather 3 logue rather than just picking fights. Not

an intensified response. Done well, criti- : than defensive reactions. In addressing : responding only goes so far, and even re-

cism could be a sensitive and conscious : criticism, especially in an era of instant : sponding only goes so far, but in actively
response to an expression. Not everyone : communication where process time dis- : shaping the conversation, a productive
wants to engage, but there are those : appears and alternate personas are privi- : feedback system can now acknowledge
OCT 1- OCT 7, 2009 // WUWEWEEKLY

: to the overall arch of a discussion.
: This has all been tried and tested through
‘ print publishing, but in the realm of online
: publishing, the accessibility for anyone
: and everyone to partake In discussion re: mains its grace and its Achilles’ heel
:
: While | concede anonymous voices are
: capable of producing incredibly fruitful
: and profound insights, let's be real that the
=: anonymous voices we're talking about are
: a specific handful of anonymous or moni:: ker-wielding voices that have rarely, If ever,
: offered anything fruitful or profound.
: They are the equivalent of hooded heck: lers, espousing rants without taking re:: sponsibility in connecting their words to
: their real identities. Although most of us

: of credibility and respect for opinions of: fered by real artists who choose to sepa: rate their opinions from their real persons.
: In my desire to move past the moot
: points of Edmonton's potentials and
: short comings, past entrenched stances

© of idolatries and -isms, |, and anyone else
interested in moving the conversation
: along, need to let go and bid farewell to
: all that does not inspire and feed us.
: As an end note to those who have en: tertained themselves and many Prairie
: Artsters readers for the past two years,

? this is very likely the very last acknowl: edgment | will ever make of them. Take
= care and good-bye. W
:
:Amy Fung isthe author ofPrairieArtsters.com.
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VISUAL ART // THE NEW FLANEURS
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Urban decay
The New Flaneurs suggests a modern world in ruins
AMY FUNG

=

// AMY @VUEWEEKLY.COM

he flaneur is the quintessential figure of urban modernity. Coined by
Charles Baudelaire, romanticized by
Walter Benjamin and reinvestigated by
Rebecca Solnit, the flaneur, or flaneurie,
is at its root the embodiment of physically moving through modernity.
Almost always understood as male,
privileged enough to idle his days away
walking and meandering aimlessly and
testlessly down urban corridors, the

flaneur feeds off the pulse of the city
and its crowds of anonymous passersby. Beginning as a figure in the postHaussmannisation of Paris’ urban centre, the flaneur moves through his city
streets with little to no end purpose, but
simply meandering to the nuisances

and rhythms of modernity.
Doubling the notion of flaneurie with
the Victorian aesthetic of the Picturesque, which is an aesthetic often experienced during walking that encapsulates a fragment of civilization in ruins
(or inversely, of nature overpowering
the urban), the The New Flaneurs exhibit at the Art Gallery of Alberta ambitiously attempts to bridge these 19th
century notions with more recent prac-

tices such as Situationist psychogeography, parkour and contemporary art
works culled from its own collection.
Though there are evident ties between
flaneurie and parkour as they share
similarities in being of Parisian origins,
beinga mostly male activity and sharing
mutual inclinations to subvert urban
landscapes with no economic agenda,
the element of the Picturesque fits awk-

wardly with the rest of the show.
Photography is the prominent medium
ofchoice,
as HubertHohn'sdeserted black
and white suburbia are shown facing Edward Burtynsky's consistently sublime
devastations of human advancements.
Equally, George Webber's portraits of deserted sweat lodges evocate the decay of
the sublime. Together, they spell out the
doom of the 20th century. Depressing as
it sounds, the new flaneurs appear to be
more excavators than field researchers of
a desolate and static modern world.

Proposing a common thread tying all
of these ideas together, that thread is
in fact a movement-based approach to
how one experiences the world. Only
restricted to the gallery save for a few
outdoor programming initiatives and
film screenings, there is a major void of

ay,

Recovery Aéres Society
presents
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ern Alberta
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780-451-8000 or
vww.ticketmaster.ca

STILLNESS IS THE MOVE >> The New Fldneurs examines the modern world in
terms of movement //supplied

actual movement within the show.
Movement is suggested amongst the
handful of frozen pedestrians in Mark
Ameson's dated Edmonton photographs,
but it’s really only media artist Don Gill's
photography slideshow and video collaboration with dancer Sarah Williams that
evokes movement as a keystone. Asa formal exercise, "Erratic Spaces" documents
a series of Williams’ non-choreographed

The biggest issue in viewing this show
was, ironically, the inability to navigate
the viewing space. Erecting a multi-pan-

elled installation that doubles as extra
wall space, the viewer is immediately
forced around alot of awkward corners—
which although suggesting viewers can
trace their own paths around and along
these temporary blank structures, in reality, just creates physical barriers. WV

movements in relation to urban spaces

‘apaenpanentensnanyerogunacy any

and shapes, but beyond showing the
athleticism of Williams as she responds
to urban sites, the body-explorations she
explores do not translate onto video—
which differs in execution to the physical
traces left by parkour and the revelation
of shared and concealed histories discoyeréd through psychogeography.

UNTIL SUN, DEC TS
THE NEW /FLANEURS —
WORKS BY DONGILL, HUBERTHOHN,

EDWARD BURTYNSKY, GEORGE WEBBER,
SARAR WILLIAMS

ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA
(100, 10230 - JASPER AVE)
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Thompson's book connects teaching
with punk-rock ethics

dr

ye taught you algebra,
bably learn about a lot
just linear and quadratic
When Dallas Thompson,
it forlocal band Slates and for-

merlyofboth Secret Fires and Fractal
Pattern, decided to go into teaching,

he decided that his students wouldn't

be limited to just what was set out in
the curriculum.
Working a crappy job as an airport

baggage handler led Thompson to an
epiphany—working for $9 an hour do-

ing something he hated wasn't going to
cutit forthe rest of his life. So he dusted
off his science degree, which he hadn't
really been using, and enrolled in an af-

HEATRE

NETWORK

ter-degree in education. In an effort
to
reflect upon his progress—something
Tecommended within the progra
m—
Thompson started a blog which has
formed the basis of a book he's releasing entitled Lesson Plans, Touring Vans

& How IStarted Teaching.
"A lot of the things I learned from
tecords—like the Fugazi records I listened to growing up—how do you ap-

ply that to something other than booking tours and putting on shows? How
do you apply that in the classroom?

Being ethical, democratic principles,
environmentalism, how do you apply
that in the classroom?" he asks rhe- torically. "You can go by the curricu-

lum and the guides, or you can build
upon them with what you learned over
the past 15 years. That's something I

always struggled with because there's
the easy way and then there's the right
thing to do.”
The book recounts both the usual stuff
education students go through—learning to teach, doing a practicum, the
brutal honesty of kids—but also puts
the focus on his own moral standpoints
which, influenced as they are by
the
punk rock ethos, are sometimes at odds
with those ofthe average Albertan,
“When you go in there and you're
like me, vegan, an environmentalist
,

really political, you have to be careful
what you mention in the classroom
because it can come back to you,”
Thompson explains. "But at the same

time it's like, ‘Why did I learn all of

these things? Why do I have a voice?’
it's not to hide it from kids. I would

never tell a kid, 'I think you should
be
vegan, I don't think you should
vote
for Stelmach,’ but I think it's impor
tant to get kids to think, because
|

I saw live music was when
the only
high school band in town came
to 1
school and played at lunch
hour.

the time

At

one

point,

Thompson's

former

Says.

band the Secret Fires were able to play

out

a show at the junior high he happened

and

bought

later I w

a Guitar,

it had

MON, OCT'S(7 Pm)

the kids he had been interacting with

tant to Thompson because he knows
the transformative effect live music
can have on a young person
"I grew up in a small town where
bands never came and the first time

= and that was hug
"A couple months

kind of effect on me." Vv

to be student teaching at, someth
ing
that seemed to have a huge effect on

for a few months, many of whom
had
never seen live music. It was impor

+

LESSON PLANS, TOURING VANS
HOW!
STARTED TEACHING RELEASE

PARTY

FEATURING DALLAS THOMPSON
WITH JAMES STEWART, NATHAN
SETTERLAND

AND Louis WILLIAMS

THE HYDEAWAY (10209 - 100 Ave), S10
ALL AGES

line al the ROKY

RICE

THEATRE

SERIES

A POWERFUL DRAMA. A SHOCKING RELATIONSHIP.
AN UNFORGETTABLE PLAY.

OCTOBER 3 - 25/09
IN THE RICE THEATRE

BY DAVID HARROWER
DIRECTED BY WAYNE PAQUETTE
STARRING
JAMES MacDONALD
TRACEY POWER

WINNER OF THE 2007
OLIVIER AWARD FOR
BEST NEW PLAY

DAVID FRASER/SET & LIGHTING DESIGNER
DAVE CLARKE
/ SOUND DESIGNER
APRIL VICZKO / COSTUME DESIGNER
MICHELLE CHAN / STAGE MANAGER

5
AUDIENCE ADVISORY: THE PLAYS IN THE RICE THEATRE SERIES
ARE INTENDED FOR te
;
CONTENT AND LANGUAGE MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR ALL PATRONS.
iS

vw

The Citadel
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| ju

remember being like, ‘Holy smokes!
You can pick up a guitar and learn
how to play
Those
yS were n

don't think they're challenged
a lot of

AUDIENC! ES.

7804251820 citadeltheatre.com
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Gettin’ lucky
Victoria Maxwell juggles dating and mental illness in Laid

. Corb Lund - Losin’ Lately Gambler (new west)
. Sam Baker — Cotton (music road)

. Monsters
Of Folk -S/T (shangrila)
. Tom Russel! — Blood And Candle Smoke (shout)
Slaid Cleaves —Everything You Love Will BeTaken Away... (music road)
Delbert McClinton & Dick 50 - Aquired Taste (new west)
Levon Helm — Electric Dirt (dirt farmer)
John Wort Hannam — Queen's Hotel (black hen)
=
wD
HK
SONA
Watermelon Slim — Escape From The Chicken Coop (northern blues)
Christian Hansen & The Autistics
- Power Leopard (ch)

Kieran Kane - Somewhere Beyond The Roses (dead reckoning)
. Tinariwen — Imidiwan: Companions (outside)

Rodrigo
YGabriela ~11:11 (ato)
Dustin Bentall — Six Shooter (impala)

9ARowR=
. John Fogerty&The Blue Ridge Rangers - Rides Again (verve)

ee
ee
ee
eo
a

16. Steve Earle - Townes (new west)
Pearl Jam — Back Spacer (monkeywrench)
The Black Dahlia Murder — Deflorate (metal blade)
Raul Malo — Lucky One (concord)

. The Wooden Sky - If! Don't Come Home You'll Know I’m Gone (bbr)
. The Dead Weather - Horehound (wamer)
Wilco - The Album (nonesuch)

Dan Mangan — Nice, Nice, Very Nice (fu:m)

Gurf Morlix — Last Exit To Happyland (gurf morlix)
The Cave Singers — Welcome Joy (matador)
Trevor Tehir ~Sky Locked Land (riverdale)

Modest Mouse — No One's First, And You're Next (epic)
Fruit Bats - The Ruminant Band (sub pop)
. Johnny Flynn —-A Larum (vertigo)
Behemoth — Evangelion (metal blade)

THE BLACK DAHLIA MURDER
ON SALE Now!
DEFLORATE

PAUL BLINOV
// PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

hen Victoria Maxwell was diagnosed with bipolar disorder, she
quickly realized she didn't quite
fitinto
the usually reported categories of affected people
"There were two extremes that were
usually given attention to," she explains over the phone from a hotel in
Saskatoon. "Either the celebrities that
you hear about, and then the very other
extreme of people that were living on
the streets and very marginalized. And
I didn't really relate to either that well.
I didn't have, thank goodness, the experience of being homeless, but I also
didn’t have the resources that celebrities often have.”
There was a group of people like her
though, albeit one far less polarized or
reported on: those trying to live full,
normal lives while quietly coping with
their illness.
"We

never

really hear about

[them],

mainly, I think, because people are still
afraid—and rightly so—that when they
talk about that they have a psychiatric
illness and they're doings well, there
could be repercussions,” she says.
Ever since then, Maxwell's work as
a playwright-performer has explored

Still riding high on waves of acclaim for
their rabidly-received DVD spectacle,
Maje sty, Michigan’s unstoppable

sons

of molten melodit metal The Black Dahlia

Murder triumphantly bring you their forth
thrashing opus, Deflorate.

An epic expansion
of the stunning pitch black cacophony that was 2007’s Nocturnal.

MaKe suRE TO FRIEND US ar M! SPACE.COM/MEGATUNE:
10355 Whyte Ave. Shop online at megatunes.com 434-6342
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the tribulations that people like her
have had to go through to manage
their mental illness while living their
lives. She speaks and performs at mental health conferences across North
America, frequently blogs about the
subject, has written a pair of very well-

received autobiographical shows (Crazy for Life and Funny ... You Don't Look
Crazy) and is busily putting the final
touches on her third one-woman performance, Laid, excerpts from which
are being presented this weekend.
Laid follows Maxwell's forays into

dating and romance, an aspect of life
that’s affected by mental illness, yet
rarely gets seen as being so—for example, how do you tell a potential partner
that you're bipolar without chasing
them away?
"The issues that! often see talked about
are more about the experience of overcoming the stigma, dealing with the
symptoms itself," Maxwell says. “The
past plays that I've done have dealt with

[those issues] as well, like getting back
to work. And those are all really important as well, but [think sometimes when
we get ill, particularly with a psychiatric
disorder, we sort of forget about all the
other things that, just as we're reclaiming our life, everybody wants—which is
arelationship, usually.”

- Mixing her own struggles with a comic
slant has let Maxwell have quite an
impact within the mental health community, though performance wasn't
how she thought she'd be exploring her
illness. She'd actually left theatre after
her diagnosis—"{I] realized the lifestyle
in the industry wasn't conducive to my
mental health, too much financial instability,” she notes—and wasn't necessarily aiming to get back, but as she
began to speak and write on the subject,
it became the natural way to for explore

the issue and explain it to others.

"T didn't know I was going to be doing
shows aboutit, Ithought maybe I would
just write short stories or excerpts
or something,” Maxwell says. "And
I started doing readings, and people
wondered if it was a show. I found that,
I guess because the nature of storytell-

ing really draws people in,
be one of the most effective
people have the experience
can be like to have a mental

it seems
ways to
of what
illness.”

to
let
it
©

TIVES: the
History
and Art of Decoy Painting Until Novas

Tours Every and Thu inOct, 7pm:

Insiders’
Tour with Niel Prunier,

Architects
Inc onOct 1+ Window:

as Beier Sq) INSIDE OUT- WEM AND.
Tren

ONSCIOUS SPACE OF THECITY:

ion byDan Briker; until Dec 13 « Free

na erm wade fami Pap
+

WALLS AND WHISPERS: GC:Ceramic
ies

Eva Lapka « Until Oct 17

:

.

PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY . a9 Per-

Michaud, Sylvia Grist and Jacques Martel;

artist: Oct 1-14 « Opening reception: Oct 15

Public interactive opportunity, create with the
PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA
+ 8555 Roper Rd +780.427.1750 « ALBERTA
WOMEN'S INSTITUTES 100 YEARS OF COM-

MUNITY SERVICE: Celebrating the contributions of the Alberta Women's Institutes over
the last 100years + Until Oct 31« Free

AT RED: Christl's paintings from the past «
Until Oct 2
CROOKED POT GALLERY « 4912-51 Ave,
Stony Plain + 780.963.9573 « Open Tue-Sat
10am-spm « Clay works by Robert Ford and
Cheryl Anderson + Until Oct 31 « Opening:
Sat, Oct 3, 10am-spm

ROYAL ALEX HOSPITAL « Food Court, 10240
Kingsway + Artworks by the members of the
Emerging Artist Society of Alberta + Until Oct 5

ELECTRUM GALLERY « 12419 Stony Plain
Rd - 780.482.1402 - Gold and silver jewellery

by Wayne Mackenzie, and artworks by various artists

Main and Studio Gallery: PROSPECTUS: SNAP

Membership Exhibition curated by Belfast Print

A, Rim 1-1, 112 St, 89 Ave + 780.492.2081 «

Books toPilm: Weekly showings offilms
adapted from books; every Fri, apm + Teen
Movie Scene: movie club for teens; 1st and

3rd Thu every month (no movie Oct 15;

screening Oct a2 for Teen Read Week)
TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE - 1211-142
St » 780.451.3344 + telusworldofscience.com +
India: Kingdom of the Tiger: in imax, film of
india as seen through the eyes of the tiger «

SCOTT GALLERY « 10411-224 St +
780.488.3619 « scottgallery.com « SONGS OF
SUMMER; Landscape paintings by Pattyampleford + Until Oct 13

GERMINATIONS: recent works by MFA and
M Des students at the U of A providing
an introduction to the student's research,
curated by liz ingram + Oct 6-31 « Opening
reception: Thu, Oct 8, 7-10pm
e

Workshop, Northern Ireland + Until Oct 17

FRINGE GALLERY « 10516 Whyte Ave, Paint

Parkland Potters show; Oct 23-32; opening

SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY - Melcor
Cultural Centre, 35-5 Ave, Spruce Grove «
780.962.0664 » 2009 SENIOR'S SHOW: Artworks
by Albertan artists over 55; until Oct 10 «

Spot bsmt « 780.432.0240 » Artworks by Paddy
Lamb « Through Oct

reception: Sat, Oct 17, 1-4pm

GALLERY AT MILNER - Stanley A. Milner
Library Main Fl, Sir Winston Churchill Sq
+ 780.496.7030 « SOARING CHINA: Photo

780.460.5993 » THREE'S COMPANY, TWO'S
ONE: Artworks by Frank vanVeen + Oct 3-31
+ Opening reception: Sat, Oct 3, 1-4pm; artist

exhibition; until Oct 4 « Group exhibit by the

in attendance

Edmonton Art Club + Oct 1-30

TU GALLERY 10718-2124 St « PERFECTLY

HARCOURT HOUSE GALLERY - 11215-102 St
+ 780.426.4180 « Main Gallery: SPACES WITHIN
WITHIN SPACES: SKY VESSELS: Artworks
y Jennifer Bowes, Sarah Alford and Shirley

Wiebe - Front Room: SKY VESSELS: Paintings
by Jennifer Dorner + Until Oct 10
HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-Red Deer
+ Sunworks, 4924 Ross St + 403.346.8937 +

harriswarkegallery.com + EGGSHELLS FOR

STUDIO GALLERY - 1: Perron St, St Albert,

FRAMED: Introducing the "Concerto" line of

frames with framer Lorna Paterson « Until
Oct 26

VAAA GALLERY « 3rd Fi, 10215-1212 St «
780.421.1731 « Doing What Comes Naturally:

CHANGELINGS: Ceramics by Dawn Candy +
Until Nov 6

WEST END GALLERY - 12308 [apa Ave +

GALLERIES

JEFF ALLEN ART GALLERY - Strathcona
Place Senior Centre, 10831 University Ave

Gabriel Lambert; until Oct 1» Artworks by
Joanne Gauthier; Oct 3-15

+ 780.433.5807 » seniorcentre.org « Open:
11:30am-1pm; 3-4pm « MEMORIES OF YES-

LITERARY

AGNES BUGERA GALLERY - 12310 Jasper
Ave « 780.482.2854 - Agnesbugeragallery.com
~ PASSAGES: Artworks by Ernestine Tahedl;
until Oct 8 » Artworks by Richard Herman;
Oct 27-29; opening reception: Sat, Oct 17,
2-4pm, artist inattendance
Gallery: SAVING

PARADISE: Trees of the Canadian West by
textile artist Lorraine Roy; until Oct 31 +
Lower Gallery: HITCHED: Couples in craft «
Until Oct 3

ALLEYSCAPE STUDIO-Red Deer
-4930

Ross St.

9788 » THEACCIDENTAL

NATURE

THAT APPEARS: Small

collages by Donna Herrick - Until Oct 10

ART BEAT GALLERY «26 st-anne st,stalbert
+ 780.459.3679 «

~ An art contest

with avihomes resulting inanexhibit forthe

winning artist atartbeat » Oct1-15

a» By Evelyne de la Chenelitre, directed by Daniel

Cournoyer. Try to extract fact from fiction in this story

about the complicated courtship between Sophie
and Frangois + Until Oct 4, 8pm Thu-Sat; Sun at

apm + $24 (adult)/Sao (senior)/Sis (student)

8, 79pm; free, pre-register at 780.427.1750

THE DROWSY CHAPERONE . Citadel

ROSIE'S « 10475-80 Ave « 780.932.4409 +
TALES: Edmonton Storytelling Café: TALES.
Alberta League Encoura, ing Storytelling open
mic + ast Thu each month, 7-9pm; Pay-WhatYou-Will (min $6) - Dark and Stormy Night:
Featuring Kathy Jessup, Dawn Blue and Kate
Quinn, and open mic; Thu, Oct 1

Shoctor Theatre, 9828-101A Ave « 780.426.4811
+ Main Stage Series: A toe-tapping tribute to
the golden age of musical theatre. Book by
Bob Martin and Don McKellar; music and
lyrics by Lisa Lambert and Greg Morrison Until Oct 4

EVERYBODY GOES TO MiTzI's.

ROUGE LOUNGE - 0111-11) St - 780.902.5900
+ Poetry Tuesday: Every Tue with Edmonton's
local poets + Spm « No cover

Varscona Theatre, 10329 83 Ave + Teatro la

Quindicina's new musical ¢ omedy starring
Leona Brausen + Oct 8-24

STANLEY A. MILNER LIBRARY: Main Floor,

NASHVILLE ICONS « Mayfield Dinner The-

7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq + 780.496.7000 «
Writers’ Corner: EPL's Writer in Residence;
hosts a different author each month + Last Sun

atre, 16615-2109 Ave + 780.483.4051 « By T acey

of each month ata:3opm

Power and Will Marks, celebrating the

evolu-

tion of Country

days

Music,

from

its early

with Hank Williams, to moder day superstars
Garth Brooks and Shania Twain « Until Nov 1+
Buffet and Show from $5.09

UPPER CRUST CAFE « 10909-86 Ave
+ 780.422.8174 « strollofpoets,com + The
Poets’ Haven: Monday Night reading series
presented by Stroll of Poets « Every Mon,
7PM « $s door + Oct 5 features Pitram Atwal,

SCHIZERELLA-THE ODDITIES VARIETY
SHOW « Stanley A. Milner Library Theatr
(Lower level) « the Schizophrenia Society of
Alberta, the Oddities, and the SOS players will

Carlean Fisher, Anne Gerard Marshall, Alice
Major, and Joyce Pinckney
eR
een
oe

perform the fairy tale, Schizerella, written by
Sam Varteniuk « Sat, Oct 3, 1pm + Free (dona

tion to the Schizophrenics Society of Alberta)
STRUT AND JIVE THE NIGHT AWAY

THE APOLOGY OF SOCRATES - Timms

+ Jubilations Dinner Theatre, 8882

Centre, U of A, 87 Ave, 112 St » Humorous

170 St, Phase Il

dramatization of the famous philosopher's
defense while on trial for his life in Athens «
Tue, Oct 6, 7:30pm +$20/S10 (student) at TIX
on the Square

WEM, Upper Level «

780.484.2424/1,877.214.2424 (Toll Free) « Hustle
back to the 'yos, featuring the funkiest hits
of the flashiest decade in history - Until Oct a5

THEATRESPORTS - Varscona Theatre,

BLACKBIRD - Citadel's Rice Theatre, 9828101A Ave + 780.425.1820 « citadeltheatre.com

10329-83 Ave + 780.433.3399 « Rapid Fire

Theatre presents the 30th season of The
atresports every Fri night at 1pm + Until July

+ David Harrower's play about lust, love and

lost innocence, directed by wayne paquette
+ Oct 3-25

30 * Sio (door); adv at TIX on the Square

CHIMPROV - Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave «
780.433.3399 * Rapid Fire Theatre's improv show

featuring some of Edmonton's hottest comedy
troupes every Sat, 1pm, except for the last Sat
of each month « Until June 12 « $10 (door)/$8
(Rapid Fire Theatre member)/Ss (high school
students); adv at TIX on the Square

THE WOMAN IN BLACK - Theatre
Network, 10708-124 St + 780.453.2440 »

theatrenetwork.ca « Adapted by Stephen
Mallatratt from the book by Susan Hill
Starring: Mark Jenkins and John Wright. A
chilling combination of class ghost story
and old-fashioned storytellir + Until Oct 18«
Two-For-One-Tue; $13/Sun-Thu: $25 (adult),

$aa (student/senior); Fri/Sat: $27 (adult)/Sa3
(student/senior) at TIX on the Square

DES FRAISES EN JANVIER (STRAWBER-

780.488.4892 « Featuring artworks by yan

TERDAY: Oil paintings by Pearl Murray and

ARTERY - 9535 Jasper Ave « Pump your Fist,

watercolours by Rita Mittlesteadt + Oct 6-29 «

Rap and Resist: People's Poets; Thu, Oct 1,

Opening reception: Oct 14, 6:30-8:30pm

+ 780.465.6171; Serigraphs and watercolours
by George Weber, photos by David Baine,

7pm (door); $10 « Literary Saloon: Launch

party with Anansi Writers reading from new
works, hosted by Lynn Coady; Tue, Oct, 13,
7pm (door), 8pm (show); $5 cover + Sarah

paintings by Dave Ripley and Glenda Beaver,
pastels by Dan Bagan, pottery by Noboru

Ivany Book Launch; Wed, Oct 14 » PEN
Writer's Cabaret; Thu, Oct 15

Kubo « Northside: 11827-80 St + 780.479.8424;
Artworks by Norval Morrisseau, Illingworth
Kerr, Alex Janvier, George Weber, Daniel
Bagan, Jim Brager, Andre Besse, Geza Marich,
pottery by Noboru Kubo

AUDREYS BOOKS « 10702 Jasper Ave +
780.423.3487 + Poetry Nights and Fri each
month « Book launch for Satya Das’ new
book, Green Oil: Clean Energy for the 21ast
Century?; Fri, Oct 2 4-7pm

LATITUDE 53 - 10248-106 St « 780.423.5353 *
Main S;
DAZED AND AMUSED: Artworks
by Chris Reid; until Oct 24 - ProjEx Room:
FROM SKY TO GROUND: 200 FRAGMENTED
LANDSCAPES: A series of collages create

BLUE CHAIR CAFE « 9624-76 Ave «
780.469.8755 « Story Slam: every 3rd Wed of
the month

until Oct 24

critique circle

LOFT GALLERY « 590 Broadmoor Blvd,
Sherwood Park « 780.922.6324 » Open every Thu

CITY ARTS CENTRE « 10943-84 Ave +

abstracted landscapes by Kristen Hutchinson;

5-9pm; Sat 10-4pm « FLORALS AND STILL LIFE:

until Oct 32 + Art Society of Strathcona County
general meetings the and Tue each month

+ Carrot Writing

women’s collections; until Oct 24 « Drawings by
Susan Casault; Oct 10-Nov 4; opening reception: Sun, Oct 1
MCPAG - Multicultural Centre Public Art

Gallery, 5421-51 St, Stony Plain » 780.963.2777 +

Alberta landscape paintings by Carol Hama
and Sharon Hazen; until Oct7

org + Taste

HUMANITIES
CENTRE «Lecture Hall 3,Uof
~ A+780.492.0418 « arts.ualberta.ca/efs/ + Stories
from The Peep Diaries: How We're Learning to
Love Watching Ourselves and Our Neighbors, a
video/talk by author and pop culture
Hal
Niedzviecki
« Mon, Oct 19,730pm +

StAlbert - 780. 499.1528 - DECOYS TO DECORA-

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA -

Roper Rd +
780.427.1750 + culture.alberta.
arabe . pipes and authors: fall lecture

OCT 1- OCT 7, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY

presents:
Pe ople's Poets

Rap and Resist!

Doors 7P™, $10 www. peoplespo

780.932.4409 * TALES. Monthly Storytelling

Circle: Tell stories or come to listen; 2nd Fri
each month « Until Jun, 8pm; $3 (free first time)

LEVA CAPPUCCINO BAR « 11053-86 Ave
+ 780.479.5382 * Standing room only, poetry
every 3rd Sun evening

MUSEE HERITAGE MUSEUM -5 StAnne St,

tober:
Thursday, Oc

Circle « Every Tue, 7-gpm; A

of Pure Speculation Festival: Featuring Rick
Green, story readings, music by Edward Willett,
Prisoners of Gravity cast reunion and more « Fri,
Oct 2 « Free; part ofthe Pure Speculation Festival at the Shaw Conference Centre; Oct 2-4

RTERY
Sept 30: A
Cover
Doors 8pm, No
Kingston, ON.

from
Emily Fennell

the 4th Tue every month

124 St « 780.452.8213 + pur

:

COLLECTED, COLLECTIONS: The Women's
Art Museum Society ofCanada show featuring

se:
Acousti c Showca

Wednesday,

CARROT CAFE « 931-118 Ave + 780.752.4867

HAPPY HARBOR COMICS-VOL 1 - 10112-

MCMULLEN GALLERY - U of A Hospital,
8440-122 St » 780.407.7152 * COLLECTING,

francophone, 8627-91 St + 780.469.8400 « lunitheatre.

7-8pm; free, call to pre-register « Voices of the
Past: A Storytelling Event: Featuring storytellérs Stephanie Benger, Dawn Blue, Bethany
Ellis, Renée Englot and Wendy Edey; Thu, Oct

a

JOHNSON GALLERY « Southside: 7711-85 St

ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL « 10186-106 St
+ 780.488.6621 «

RIES IN JANUARY) . vunithéitre, La cité

research; every Wed in Oct (Oct 7 14, 21, 28),

Artworks by the membership Hand Weavers,
Spinners and Dyers of Alberta celebrating
the United Nations International Year of
Fibre - Until Oct 10

Opens Fri, Oct 9

+ MUSEUMS

Series, local authors discuss their works and
how they used archives as a part of their

SNAP GALLERY « 10309-97 St + 780.423.1492 «

FINE ARTS BUILDING GALLERY «U of

ent + epl.ca + From

Sherwood Park, 780.467.3038 = PictureThisGallery.com « CARS AND GUITARS: Artworks

Ton St, St Albert « 780.460.4310 « 100 DRESSES:
Artworks by Nicole Bauberger « Oct 1-3) «

9621-82 Ave + 780.498.1984 = FALL SALON

and the Arts D

PICTURE THIS GALLERY «959 Ordze Rd,

sine, + 780.463.3427 » savacava.com +

quilts bySharon Rubuliak « Until Oct13
CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY

) Oct 2, 8pm + Free
STANLEY A. MILNER LIBRARY - 7 Sir
Winston Churchill Sq + Centre forReading

Show: Tim Rechner and

McLeod « Until Oct3

by

: Paintings

Alberta+ 9722-102 St - 780.429.1671 » The
Outtake Party: FAVA’s annual party durin,
the Edmonton International Film Festival «

780.423.2966/780.431.3737 « BACKWARDS STARE:

in three dimensional mixed media by Dean

CENTRE D'ARTS VISUELS DE L'ALBERTA

FAVA - The Film and Video Arts Society,

in every Sat 12-spm, by appointment

Caitlin Sian Richards « Until Oct3

manga ART-Red Deer

4b-5809-51 Ave, Red Deer,

me amped 39722-202 St +
Drawing

(adult)/S7 (senior/student}; $5
and
und:

patactgy

pre

ber 2
Friday, Octo

ease

“National” CD RelDoors
“E4E’.
with Guests

ets.ca

Party
8pm, 38

ber 3
saturday, Octo

Wrap Ue.
CjSR FunDrive DJ's, Live adcast & More
h
wit
s
All age
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Free for Vol
Doors 6pm,

Event
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by Brian Gibson
Brian Gibson shows that the best animated fi,
the 2000s didn't shy away from very real ero)
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REVUE // SOUL POWER

TTEL UCC

Funk soul brothers
Soul Power condenses but captures the musical bliss of a 1974 concert
JOSEF BRAUN
// \OSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM

lhe concert was held in Kinshasa,
Zaire (now Congo) back in 1974.

It was intended to coincide with the
heavyweight championship fight between Muhammad Ali and George
Foreman, the legendary "Rumble in

bn

the Jungle” that eventually found its
way onto the big screen in Leon Gast's
superb 1996 documentary When We
Were Kings. Foreman was injured and
the fight was delayed, but the concert
went ahead anyway. If you share something of my persona! musical inclinations—shit, if you share an interest in
great popular music at all—you were
to yourself how all this Ali and Fore-

where the hell is James Brown, y‘all?

Jeffrey Levy-Hinte must have been
thinking the same thing. He found the
footage of that concert and the buildup to it and assembled some dazzling
fragments into a parade of musical
bliss called Soul Power.
The line-up was conceived as a celebration of both African and AfricanAmerican music—and it should be
stressed that when we say African-

global culture in the mid '70s, which remains a watershed moment in popular
music and black power. Compressed as
it necessarily is, Soul Power has a few issues to nitpick over, but none of them

have to do with the excitement generated by the musical performances.
Some fascinating early scenes convey a sense of just how difficult it is to
~organize an event of this magnitude
in a developing country, yet the party
starts before the musicians even arrive. A terrific sequence finds a bunch
of them jamming on the plane during
the flight over, with Cruz making a
groove just by knocking a plastic cup
on the upper luggage rack. Another
sequence showcases the excellent
local bands setting up their equipment on Kinshasa downtown cor-

ners for the best street performances

probably watching Kings and thinking
man footage and all this commentary
from Norman Mailer and Spike Lee is
totally awesome and everything, but

TTT
TUN
TT

American we're referring to the Americas, not just to our immediate neighbours to the south. So Miriam Makeba

ian, kleptocratic dictator Mobutu Sese
Seko, or by the less-than-honourable
interests of money-gobbling fight promoter Don King, but the integrity of
the music itself is beyond question. Its
overwhelming energy, combined with
not uncomplicated messages of personal and political empowerment, its
genre-dissolving funk soup and soulful
primacy that transcends the disparate
lifestyles of those in both the affluent
and third world, collude to form a resounding statement about the state of

works the same stage as Celia Cruz and
the Fania All-Stars. Manu Dibango
sweats it out before the same ecstatic
crowd as B.B. King and Bill Withers.
And did I mention James Brown? Sure,
the integrity of the event's mandate toward unity within the African diaspora
may be somewhat tainted by its having
been financed under the auspices of
Liberian investors and Zaire's totalitar-

you've never seen. Ali turns up a lot,
of course, hugging Brown on the tarmac, dumping buckets of sugar into
his coffee and riffing gloriously and
vainly on notions of homecoming,
cultural repression and personal freedom for the cameras, while Don King
makes

a grand appearance

wearing

his electro-shocked ‘fro and one ugly
motherfucking jacket. There's a lot of
talk about the meaning of the event
and the importance of development
and financial reform by numerous
spokesmen, though finally Brown
cuts to the chase with wry comments
like, "You can't get liberated broke.”
Brown's climactic performance, so
athletic and frenetic, with that big-ass
fuzzy moustache and jumpsuit with an

ntth

acronym for Godfather of Soul e:

across the sexiest male potbe|)
showbiz history, with an electy;;
JBs—featuring ace saxophonist \\,,
Parker—backing him up, is m: 1p

cent, and “Cold Sweat” a major 5
light of the film. Yet the acts jc.
up to his appearance are often ju; ,
sublime. Bill Withers supplies a,
ing, stripped-down rendition of "}.
She'll Be Happier.” Makeba, s;
ing a weirdly elegant fauxhawk
forms "The Click Song.” And ¢)
something positively cruel about .,
only song from Cruz being a knoc!
out "Quimbara” (as though Cruz kne,
any other way to do it). To really give

a more penetrating sense of just )
diverse and dynamic those three

of music really were, Sou! Power
ply needs a lot more soul music, ino;;
than its 93-minute running time
cay
handle. So I'm crossing my fi
n

the hopes that Mongrel will coug
DVD with lots and lots of extra perio;
mances. (Hint, hint.) In the meanti:
mark your calendars. You don't wan
to miss a chance at enjoying Sou! Po)
on the big screen, however trun:
its musical bits may be.W
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DVD DETECTIVE >> ESSENTIAL ART HOUSE IV

Film fest in a box

: the necks of swans, a ballet, a grand |
: and a wild, hedonistic party that finds th:
: Archduke pouring booze over the boso

Essential Art House Yolime IV collects a diverse, mostly worthy group of films

: of many fetching ladies and finally sh
: ing his mirror reflection. Yet the mom

A little film festival captured in a starkly handsome black box, Essential Art :
:
House Volume IV contains a diverse :
selection of titles, some previously
available on the Criterion label
and some new to DVD, some
familiar and some forgotten,
nearly all of them absolutely
worth the attention of any
hungry film lover.
Is there any film more relentlessly entertaining than The 39
:
Steps (1935)? | considered not bothering to Watch it again for this column, but ::

the aid of a heartbreaking Peggy Ashcroft,
to .. oh, just watch it already, whether for
the first or 4th time.
Adapted from Emile Zola's 1877

novel L'’Assommoir,

Réne Clé-

ment's Gervaise (‘56) chronicles
the titular Parisian washerwoman's struggles with poverty, physical handicaps, gossipy women, small business
management, motherhood, slovenly alcoholic men, the impossibility

of class advancement and burning desire.

| couldn't resist. Alfred Hitchcock's breath- : It's brilliantly rendered, with exteriors that
less adaptation of John Buchan's novel : recall Cartier-Bresson, a series of ordinary
travels light, with its hero, Richard Hannay : tragedies exacerbated by stubborn pride
? and several extended sequences, such as a
: riotous cat fight involving buckets of water,
: and ending with naked ass-spanking,anolsy,
: working class wedding party's impromptu
= visit to the Louvre in their muddied boots
: and skirts, and a gloriously carnal dinner
: party centered around the consummation
be-dead lady spy while smoking a cigarette, : of an enormous goose that culminates in
to a train bound for Scotland, where a bras- : a most unexpected confrontation between
siere salesman shows his wares, to a High- : Gervaise's former and present lovers. The

(Robert Donat), an ordinary tourist turned

wanted man with perhaps the cinema's
least convincing Canadian accent, going
from a London theatre, where a riot breaks
out over some guy's demands to know the
age of Mae West, to his apartment, where
he fries up a giant haddock for a soon-to-

34 // FILM

: Boyer and Darrieux do share are

lands farm, where he evades capture with: portrait of a busy household teeming with:: guy underwhelmed me with its fairly ba- : priately fleeting and delirious, all
: nal conclusions about human weakness,
determined to stay together no matter : its quaintness with regards to romantic
how absurd the circumstances seems to : love, its lack of any real comment on class
look forward to John Cassavetes’ unruly : and its lapses in logic—is it me or are the
: ensemble works, though Cassavetes would ;: trigger-happy, teargas-wielding police
: surely have had that goose wind up on the : who besiege Gabin's apartment overreact: floor. The conclusions the film draws are 3 ing just a touch?
: bleak as can be, but it remains insistently : Anatole Litvak's Mayerling (36), based
: alive throughout, thanks in no small part : on Claude Anet's play Idyll’'s End, is a
: to Maria Schell's captivating and heart-ren- : heady French romance concerned with
: dering performance as Gervaise, teary-eyed = the opposite end of the socioeconomic
: over her goose, longing for the blacksmith : spectrum, detailing the overpowering at: she can't possess, or singing “Let Me Sleep" = traction between the Archduke Rudolph,
: to a mass of friends huddled in silence : heir to the Austrian throne, and the teen: age daughter of a Baron. Rudy's a married
: around a table. Wonderful
: playboy shackled to the dictates of his
:
: Can't say the same of Le Jour se léve (39), : pivotal political position, permitted nearly

:
:
:
:

scruffy kids and merrymakers who seem

: much as | truly wanted to. It's ultra fatal: istic, was directed by Marcel Carné, stars
: the effortlessly charming Jean Gabin, is
: considered a prime example of poetic
: realism and the filmmakers were so hard: core—or, you know, stupidly reckless—

| every indulgence but genuine freedom

: eyes and sudden realizations deliverec
: long dissolves and fluid montages

: The films in Essential Art House Vo
= IV would seem to have no specia
: nection save their revered status, bu
=: couldn't help but note that the majo’

= of them feature a climactic death
: played out in the first rays of dawr
: includes a film that boasts what's s

: one of the great bravura movie
: ever, Akira Kurosawa's Throne of 5!

: ('57), his inspired, deeply eerie, fog-e"v"
: oped adaptation of Macbeth set in!
: Japan, which ends with Toshiro /\v
: flailing hysterically through his fort
: under a hail of arrows that turn hir
: a human pin cushion. It should be 2
: fect place to end this series, except

: and the ability to take a bride of his choos- : still haven't gotten around to Powel! 2"
: ing. Embodied by Charles Boyer and Dan- = Pressburger’s Tales of Hoffmann \

,
: ielle Darrieux, who would later reunite for : their adaptation of the Offenbach op*

:: Max Ophils' masterpiece The Earrings of : which—here's a weird fact for ie
: Madame de ... (53), the lovers are nearly : happens to be George Romero's{2¥° ‘

: they used real bullets In one scene. For : drowned by the almost endless parade : rite film. |still have to watch it, but '"
5 all that, this flashback film attempting to : of opulence and activity, including a pup- : almost certain there are no zombies *"'
: understand what drove Gabin to murder a : pet show, a game of ring-tossing around : where in the movie. V
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‘round two
tage
of the Edmonton International Film Festival continues
=
ry (DB), JosefBraun
usc

1U), Bryan Saun-

Waldron-Blain (AWB).
(
‘screenings are taking place at Empire

Centre Theatre.

ted by Paul Cotter
Oct2 (5:15
te

pm)

first half hour of Bomber is a little

tive, non-diagetic sound effects and most
of all the idiotic, annoying cast who are
convinced someone is out to get them
before there is any reason to think so
are clues to its constructed nature, but
mostly they just seem lazy and pointless.
AWB

Love at the Twilight Motel
Directed by Alison E. Rose
Sat, Oct 3 (4 pm)
Kk KK

yeh to get through. After an opening

suence which deceivingly makes the
syear-old Alistair appear endearing, the
= main characters are stuck in a van
» meantoeach other for no apparent
on. Occasionally the protagonist's
end appears to do the same. But it
+s better: although it finishes with a bit

5 lecture about feelings (and how we
ouldn't Keep them bottled up), it is at
mes pretty f unny. Still, a lot of trouble

There's no such thing as a one-night
stand for the regulars of the Twilight,
a composite of several pay-by-the-hour
motels lining a Miami strip. Self-proclaimed ladies' men and ladies of the
night, serial cheaters and thrillseekers
all testify before Alison Rose's camera.
Their stories are touching, troubling, often fascinating, many of them addressing
a common urge toward the nurturing of

e

drug addict brother Tobey, who fails to
do the same. Their consistent bickering

forces them to face each other in the
reality of their situations, turning out
a narrative that is concurrently simple
and jarringly contemplative. Passenger

Side imagines the marriage of the ex-

iT EASE >>The elderly greet soldiers in The Way We Get By // supplied
buld have been saved if the characters

ad heard of Google Maps. AWB
,

il Things
d byDominic Perez

u, Oct 1410 pm)
rity

think that this is supposed to be a slightgeeky joke about movies: it’s allegedly
ot by one of the main characters, and
© exciting twist is that the undefined

ial killer/faceless

enemy/whatever

so has a camera. Maybe the arbitrary

igressive editing, confusing mix-up of
ots near the end of the main narra-

istential road movies of the 1980's and
new-school Apatow-associated character

a double life, some simply addressing the
commonalities that bind disparate desperate individuals running out of options.
On the whole Rose's stripped down doc
is engrossing, but there's a tinge of pure
voyeurism too, that finally keeps the
whole from feeling cohesive or compassionate as it wants to be. JB

rador even goes so far as to call Watson
a "terrorist" for his actions against the
seal hunt. Kicked off of Greenpeace's
board of directors because of his bold
approach to environmental conserva-

three-time United States figure skating

tion, Watson confidently goes head-to-

cult—that much is clear. However, this

head with poachers and coast guards all
over the world, and he and his crew are
arrested, released, celebrated and re-

comedies, and will likely be one of 2009
EIFF’s most satisfying surprises. JBU

arrested too many times to count. Best
of all, the audience gets to witness it all
in this suspenseful, action-packed docu-

Pirate for the Sea
Directed by Ron Colby

mentary that manages to be both funny
and eye-opening. BRS

tok tok

Pop Star on Ice

Fri, Oct 2 (1:30 pm), Sat, Oct 3 (noon)
Paul Watson, the witty, likeable captain of the Sea Shepard, is not a pirate
of the sea, but a pirate for the sea: he

Passenger Side

Directed by Michael Bissonette

Thu, Oct 1(9:45 pm), Sat, Oct 3 (2pm)
KaKK

cuts the lines of illegal "shark-finning”
operations, fouls the props of whaling

vessels, and even scuttles a ship or two,

his
Michael, a jaded writer trying to pull
his
life together, spends the day with

The Premier of Newfoundland and Lab-

Directed by David Barba and James Pellerito
Sat, Oct 3 (2:15 pm)
ke
Admittedly, this film has its moments:
funny, chuckle-inducing glimpses into
the not-so-typical life of Johnny Weir,

champlon. Weir's career has followed a
turbulent rollercoaster of a path, and
Weir himself is a little bit different
from other figure skaters on the cir
documentary straddles a fine line be
tween providing genuinely interesting

glimpses into Weir's life and deteriorat
ing into a self-gratifying outlet for Weir,
who—by the end of the film—paints
himself quite clearly as immature diva
with a narcissistic personality. While
his tiradés on screen are occasionally
amusing, they're all too often just too
annoying to watch. BRS
The Scenesters

Directed by Todd Berger
Fri, Oct 2 (7:15 pm)
tok kr te
The metafilm

tricks can be chokingly
CONTINUED
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To infinity and beyond, again
Years later, Toy Story and its sequel remain superbly crafted children’s movies with genuine adult appeal
DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

~

arlier this year, Pixar head John
Lasseter made some waves when he
publicly declared that Pixar was out to

make art, not necessarily films with direct merchandising tie-ins and spin-off
options. That it was a shocking statement in some quarters should tell you
something about the motives behind
most children's entertainment, though
it also sheds some interesting light on
Toy Story and Toy Story 2, the franchise
that announced Pixar as a major player
in the animation world.
The marketing tie-ins are obvious—
and Disney shook every last cent out
of the Toy Story piggy bank, with everything from action figures to Saturday
morning cartoons—but in light oftheir
work since, Toy Story looks a bit like a
Trojan horse, a touching and intelligent
story hidden behind enough profitable peripherals that the bean counters
would basically give them carte blanche
moving forward, freedom they've since
used to make near-silent films about
lovelorn robots and 3-D adventures
about widowers. If that's the case,
Lasseter is as shrewd a businessman as
he is an artist, even if he's not creating
characters based on what looks good as
a plush toy.
There is a certain simplicity to Toy

“more or less ceases to be anything but

plete his collection of toys from \;

texture}, the technical achievements,

Round-Up, a popular marionett.

while impressive, are fully subsumed
into a smart and entertaining film that
works across multiple spectrums: child

from the '50s. The prospect of

.

adored forever, not just tossed oy,

the rest of the toys once Andy

ge). ,)

to adult as much as casual viewer to
critic. Lasetter and his team managed
to fit in a fable about old versus new
and the importance of family between

appeals to Woody, though, so Bu;.

a healthy dose of slapstick gags, venerable pop cultural references and the
occasional dose of straight-up action—

(Don Rickles) anda hilariously i;
Tyrannosaurus Rex (Wallace sh.
also have to remind him about
love ofa child really means.
It's that last bit that really mal
Story 2 something special, and cio;
spirit to the subtly delivered but ova,

I'd count the escape from toy torturer
Sid's house and the final RC car race for
the moving van up with any animated

chase sequences.

the gang—the inspired suppor:

7

for both films includes a piggy \,..
(John Ratzenberger), a Mr. Pot:

arching messages of the lat
The actual story, if you've completely
missed the boat, concerns Woody (Tom

Hanks), the long-time favourite among
Andy's toys and his insecurity about
Buzz Lightyear (Tim Allen), the shiny
new plaything who has yet to figure out
that he's an action figure. Woody accidentally pushes Buzz out the window,

and then the chase is on to get him back
in time for moving day, so the rest ofthe

Story when

compared

to Pixar's later

work, but that probably has more to

do with the fact they were still creating
the template they would go on to tweak
and extend. It's easy to forget that Toy

Story was the first entirely computeranimated feature film ever released, al-

though, like the new 3-D gloss it's been
given (I still don't quite get the appeal
of 3-D, given that once you've seen it, it

toys don't turn against Woody.
Toy Story isa breezy little gem, although
stacked up against its sequel, it's easy to
see how much Pixar's creative team matured in even four short years. Toy Story

2 follows Buzz’s efforts to get Woody
back after he's stolen by a chicken-suited

This is a family movie that's essentj
telling parents how important th
kids are—how, literally in this case \,
should be willing to give up immo: ality

to keep them happy and loved thro
their early years, and beyond—and
fairly touching sentiment. That
ages to be delivered by characters
inost
other studios wouldn't think about
past

the Happy Meal figurines is just part
the genius of Pixar. W

OPENING
FRI,OCT2

semen.

‘TOY STORY &TOYstory 2DoUE1¢ FEATURE

DIRECTED
BYJOHN LASSETER
RING
TOM HANKS, TiM ALLEN

toy salesman who needs the doll to com-

Here’s your opportu
to save lives.

Edmonton
Donor Clinic

xD.
1

1 Gotta Feeling
Black Eyed Peas

2

Sexy Bitch (Featuring Akon)
David Guetta

3

1 Know You Want Me (Calle
Ocho
Pitbull

4

Fire Burning
Sean Kingston

5

Best! Ever Had
Drake

6

OneTime
Justin Bieber

7

Birthday Sex
Jeremih

8

Boom Boom Pow
Black Eyed Peas

9

Hotel Room Service
Pitbull

8249 - 114 Streei

3:30 pm - 7:30 pm

FALL KICK OFF!
Season Overview

Mix & Mingler
Tuesday,
October 6, 2009
7:00 pm
The Brixx Bar & Grill
10030 - 102 Street
Join us as we bring in
guests
from this year’s

EXCLUSIVE RINGTONES

RETROACTIVE RADIO WITH LL.COOL JOE
ALTERNATIVE 80'S & 90’S*POST PUNKe NEWWAVE®GARAGE® BRIT*MOD ROCK & ROLL

TEXT “DIBS” TO 4321 & HAVE 1ST DIBS
DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR
VIRGIN MOBILE PHONE!

FEATURE
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BILLY TALENT
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a murder enacted with a secret gun that
near future where everyone stays home
fries a surrogate's insides so fast that it
and has their robot surrogate—usually a
somehow gives the same jolt to its human
younger, blander version of themselves—
counterpart. Or something. Anyway the
victim's the son of the original surrogate
go out and do everything for them, Ferris
inventor, who now holes up in his mansion
and Brancato, in league with T3 director
and is clearly up to no good. Bruce decides
Jonathan Mostow, convey a truly astonishto rough it and try first-hand experience
ing lack of interest in their scenario's conseagain after his surrogate's blown to bits
quences, And if we can agree that science
following a chopper crash Into the innerfiction requires a modicum of plausibility
city fortress of a band of anti-surrogate
to counterbalance the fantastical, these
insurgents, all of whom, for some reason,
boys are barely showing up to work. The
are overweight, unshaven and dress like
opening flurry of boilerplate newscast expissed-off hillbillies. They're led by Ving
position informs us that 98 percent of the
Rhames, dolled-up like a Rastafarian mysglobal population uses surrogates. That's
tic, but there's something fishy about him,
right, Tibetan monks, Bangladeshi disaster
too. So we patiently wait for all the drearily
victims, underpaid Peruvian coffee growpredictable plot twists to unfold, building
ers, homeless guys living under bridges,
to a climax that offers the one genuinely
nomadic Kazakh goat herders subsisting
nifty sequence in the whole movie, with
without electricity or running water—all
truckloads of life-size Kens and Barbies colof them are plugged in, kicking back, and
lapsing in the streets like they're reenacting
having their robot doubles plow the fields,
that Radiohead video where the guy can't
get laid, breakdance and take out the trash.
This is when ignorance becomes offensive. | get up. Think how much better the movie
could have been had it started there.
don't think 98 percent of the world's popuJOSEF BRAUN
lation even owns a fucking radio.

kenstein or Blade Runner, In imagining a

rected by Ruben Fleischer
ritten by Rhett Reese, Paul Wernick

msrring Jesse Eisenberg, Woody Harrelson,
3 Stone, Abigail Breslin
ess youre particularly into schlocky
sre, zombies are usually the least interest-

e part of any zombie movie. Shambling
etaphors, unlike, say, vampires, they're

ually at their best when theyre showing

< something about humanity, as opposed
5 what they can do. Though it certainly

Hollywood home the foursome crashes
in on their arrival in LA. His serious roles
haven't diminished his comedic appeal, especially when it’s literally him being him: his
casual admission that he was out playing
golf earlier in the day is just about as funny
as the Bill Murray-inspired art that hangs on
his walls, and his repentance for Garfield.
This probably says more about what a
mediocre year its been for comedy than the
film itself, but nevertheless, Zombieland is
probably the most straightforwardly funny
film that’s come out this year, a film that's
maybe a little light on brains, but certainly
has enough funny bone to go around.

fally in its opening montage, Zombieland
orks because it understands that lesson:
= its more successful spiritual predecesor, Shaun of the Dead, it doesn't trouble
elf with a lot ofthe hows and whys of the

ombie plague, nor even really all that many
smbies, when you get down to it. Instead
ye get a ramshackle little buddy comedy/

pad trip movie that happens to be set in a
orld where the undead are trying to feast
bn the living.

Columbus (esse Eisenberg) was a nerdy
shut-in in the pre-zombie days, but almost

getting eaten by one of his dormmates has
spired him to try to reconnect with his

America
the spedropped
he meets

© with Tallahassee (Woody Harrelson), six
fect of badass with a taste for Twinkies and
@ penchant for creative zombie killing, and
ot long after theyre joined, in a sense, by

ichita (Emma Stone) and Little Rock (Abigail Breslin), two resourceful young women
eaded to Pacific Playland (Disneyland with-

put the money to pay for the copyright),

ich they hear is zombie-free.
There's a little sort of subtext about
eeding to hald on to those around you,
but it's about as simply sketched as the
‘oup's westward momentum. Mostly,
is s just character-driven comedy, albeit
to eat
trying rs
a gaggle of characte
e main ones. The live folks are perfectly

ast, though. Eisenberg is slowly getting

type, but
pecast asthe silent, awkward
nails it here as ably as ever, his wistful,
stares made all the more ridicupus for the context, and his weedy arroance played perfectly against Harrelson's

ju-totin, man-child exuberance. Stone,

© continues to be impressive—you'll
recognize her from Superbad,

she was one of the better parts of
oth The Rocker and The House Bunny last

(tar—ts also spot-on, her natural cynicism
y
poignant
iso made a bit more comedicall
‘ith zombies running around.
Mike
cameos.
the
are
there
‘And then

te only shows up for two scenes, but his

*py-eyed ineptitude is terrific, though it
esnit hold a candle toBill Murray, whose

music's technicality

open up and whose mother doesn't ap-

it DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Now Playing

prove of fanciful dreams (Collin Pennie), the
repressed concert pianist who really wants

to be a singer (Naturi Naughton) and, well,
you get the rough idea: they’re all talented,
but flawed, and their dreams of fame might
be out of their grasp if they can't overcome
their limitations. Go drama.
There are occasional moments of passable
interest, though we don't linger on them.
A young filmmaker (Paul lacono) whose
dreams of Scorcese get thwarted provides
some comic relief, and though former So

You Think Can Dance? performer Kherington Payne can't really act, she sure as shit
can dance (and is especially easy on the eyes
even in this cast of PYTs).

The. story concerns an investigation into

“Wildly, unbelievably, exhilaratingly funny!” - Toronto Star

PUPPETRY

THE

| think you could also make the case that
the original message—that you have to

Fame
Directed by Kevin Tancharoen
Written by Allison Burnett,
Christopher Gore
Starring Naturi Naughton, Kay Panabaker,
Kherington Payne, Walter Perez

toto
{don't often wish for things to be more overthe-top melodramatic, but the 2009 remake
of Fane certainly needs something to make
it halfway interesting. A supposed musical

that's light on big numbers, like the 1980
original it follows a handful of enrollees at
the New York Performing Arts High School
from audition to graduation, which is basically its main problem: we're following eight
stories over four (fairly definitive) years of
their life in the space of about 100 minutes.
We witness all their big moments, sure, but
we dip in and fly away so quickly the effect
is something like watching the YouTube
highlights of a five-season teen drama: we
know what happens to the characters without ever actually feeling anything for them.

to
The original dealt with this problem,
big
some degree, through histrionics and
numbers (although it’s also worth pointing
n
out that it got developed into a televisio
show, which is certainly the better medium,
theyre
if
and
especially in this day and age),
director
going to forgo much of the latter,
Burnett
Kevin Tancharoen and writer Allison
when
former:
the
in
could at least indulge
-top camp
you're doing a musical, over-the
what
Instead
is a better risk than boredom.
problems
we get are cliched high school
the
with
sed
performed by rote intersper
are lively,
odd dance number. The numbers
into
slips
on
even if they rely far too often
all the dramatic
slow motion, but they have
cer while
effect of coming across a breakdan
street.
city
busy
a
walking down
little more
The characters, of course, are

pretty face, as each
doesn't even get 10 minutes
to explore what's going on.
to
mure actress who needs
Panabaker), the hip-hop

to appreciate

(Walter Perez), the urban youth who can't

DAVID BERRY

ns its fair share of ridiculous gore, espe-

amily, and he's trekking across
following his rules for survival,
fic text of which gets cleverly
throughout the film. Early on,

needs

of screen time
There's the deloosen up (Kay
producer who

work hard if you want to be famous—is

at least a little bit curious in the age of instant celebrity, though | suppose It’s really
more about what it takes to be a working
artist than a real superstar. Still, even if it's

too much to expect something thoughtful
out of a dancestravaganza, characters with
enough depth that you can actually care
- about them isn't. There was more evident

personality and honest emotionality on SYTYCD than here, and that was a show that’s
supposed to be all about dancing.
DAVID BERRY
F] DAVID@VUEWEEKLY
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“Sends Audience Members Into Hysterics!” - New York Times
Fair
“Dementedly good fun!” - Vanity
.

;

+

"Australia’s greatest theatrical export since Dame Edna Everage.”
~ Daily Telegraph, Australia

mae

Su

“Buy your ticket! It is the most
| original show you'll ever see!”

Directed by Jonathan Mostow
Written by Michael Ferris, John Brancato

Starring Bruce Willis
tottotct:

- Pulse, CFCF TV, Montreal
a

If you're dying to know what it might be like

to see a movie made entirely by robots you
could do worse than Surrogates. This new
Disney product is top-to-bottom a sleek,
smooth and fully deodorized work, completely devoid of such pesky eccentricities

WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 4
@ 8PM

out
as can occasionally spontaneously pop

of the human imagination. There's a scene

where a boy FBI robot (a wigged and airbrushed Bruce Willis) and a girl FBI robot

looks
question a robot while another robot
on. It’s like an interrogation played out be
Or
lively.
so
tween cucumbers, except not
funny. Once an actual human or two enters
requithe picture, with Willis receiving his
site ass kicking quickly enough, things get

WINSPEAR
CENTRE
4

slightly more animated.

9720-102 Avenue N

Surrogates is based on a comic book and

Branadapted by Michael Ferris and John

cato, both of whom worked onthe last couple of Terminator flicks, which surprisingly
weren't enough to dissuade anyone from
assigning these guys more robot movies.
itArtificial intelligence is a subject lending
self to any number of provocative, thoughtanything
yields
ful stories, yetItsorarely
above dim-witted extrapolations of Fran-

,

Office
lickets available at: Winspear Box
1414
780-4
Sq.,
hill
Churc
{ Sir Winston
or online at

WWW.WIDS
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yearcentre.com
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- Whyte Ave. - 433-0728
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Luxurious brooding

Three Monkeys offers a distinctive take on film noir

INGL + URIOUS
BASTERDS ,
|

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS
NIGHTLY@6:45 & 9:30PM « SAT & SUN MATINEES@® 200M
RATED: 184 GORY VIOLENCE
NO 6.45PM WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 7TH PRIVATE BOOKING
BEHIND BARS >> Eyiip takes the fall for his b
JOSEF BRAUN
// {OSEFOvY

T family lives in an apartment block
so tall and emaciated as to look unfinished and precarious. Their dining room
boasts a spectacular view of the Bosporus,
yet its waters are choppy and forbidding,
and between it and the building lie a freeway and railway, whose pedestrian underpass casts jagged shadows onitsusers. The
story begins with an accident caused by a

GARNEAU
theatre
8712 - 109 Street - 455-0728

THE COVE

THE STORY OF YOUTH BRIGADE

==

BYO RECORDS

THURSDAY OCTOBER I's; 7:00 w 9:00PM
THE GREATEST

MUSIC FESTIVAL

"YOU'LL HAVE TONS OF FUNE
HEAD-BOBBINGLY EXUBERA
“AN ARTISTIC TRIUMPH”

SOUL
POWER -COL
THE SPINNERS
6.8. KING

CELIA CRUZ

BILL UNTHERS
MIRIAM MAKEBA
THE CRUSADERS
= BLACK
JAMES BROWN

FRIDAY, SUNDAY
TUESDAY. 7:00PM
SATURDAY, MONDAY «WEDNESDAY. 9:00PM

RODUCED AND D®

f

_ THE COVE

POWER

08

1 MATING
All £ UR ho

Several sequences feel incidental while
underway, yet everything counts at the

THREE

OCT5

THE CAMERA

WITH GERALDINE CARR
Members:

All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.

8 CLASSES

Webclcperaten Ati Ihe auppart of

Canada Council

Conseil des Arts

for the Arts

du Canada
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$199 (+GST)

Non-Members: $269 (+GST}

HONE YOUR AUDITION SKILLS - LIMITED SPACE REMAINING

For more information, call 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org
102 STREET.

FAVA.CA

EDMONTON

K OX4 - 780 429 1671
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Hacer's comical ringtone.

7, 2009

FROM 6:30-9:30PM WITH GERALDINE CARR

even

Much i

tined to remain unresolved hx
particularly once the stream of
imagery is completed by visits |
ghostofa drowned child. There a:
two turning points for Hacer,
less, nearly static moments
I
decision is made, one where she
home, slumps ina chair and flip
shoe, another where she lies on h

having been mauled by her angry hu
band, wearing lingerie that's red and
transparent, while a gust of ind ba
loons the curtain. It saysa lot about Cey
lan’s approach,
and about the potenc,

Aslan’s screen presence, that bot!
ments are pretty riveting. Ceylar
is also a photographer, could be se

bearing a kinship with the late
angelo Antonioni, in that land
weather and architecture pla
central role in his method of st
ing. Yet rather than exclude
performance, this method dep
terly on actors who can deliver |
drama with a glance or a gestur
despite a narrative that can at umes
teeter on a sort of bleak math, th
of Three pee delivers in spad«
FRI,
1 ocr SUN, OCT4 & TUE, OC
SAT, OCT 3, MON, OCT5 & WED,

OC!

THREE MONKEYS
DIRECTED BY NURI BILGE CEYLAN
WRITTEN BY CEYLAN, EBRU BILGE (
ERCAN KESAL

STARRING HATICE ASLAN, RIFAT SU!
YAVUZ BINGOL

Fok

- NOV 30

ACTING «
‘=
FRIDAY, SUNDAY
sTUESDAY:9:00PM
SATURDAY, MONDAY
«WEDNESDAY: 7:00PM

end of Ceylan's Serciic equation,

METRO CINEMA (9828 - 107A AVE

JEFFREY LEVY-HINTE

NURI BILGE CEYLAN'S

#

y
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Turkish‘paliticlans and the politician persuading his driver Eyiip (Yavuz Bingol) to
take the rap, a year’s stretch at most, with
a substantial reward at the end of it. Such
negotiations have a tendency to proliferate, so while Eyiip's imprisoned his wife
Hacer (Hatice Aslan), concerned for their
son Ismail (Rifat Sungar), who's seemingly
unable to find work or get into university,
comes to the politician's office asking for
an advance, The politician names, or rather implies, his price, and perhaps Hacer
was hoping for such a discreet agreement
all along. But what will happen when
Eyiip comes home?
Co-scripted with the director's wife Ebru
Bilge Ceylan and actor Ecran Kesal, who
plays the politician, Nuri Bilge Ceylan's
Three Monkeys (Ugmaymun)weds
the contemporary image and atmosphere-rich
European art film with the fundamentals
of film noir. Unlike Christian Petzold's
Jerichow, rooted in James M. Cain, or Béla
Tarr's The Man From London, taken from
Georges Simenon’s novel, Three Monkeys
does not, so far as I can tell, have a single
overt source, though there are intriguing
echoes of The Reckless Moment and The
Deep End, both adaptations of the same
Elisabeth Sanxay Holding story. Unlike
most films noir, Three Monkeys doesn't
evoke desperation through taut pacing,
neurotic framing, or heated verbal exchange. In keeping with Ceylan's distinctive style, the film above all broods luxuriously, in images of looming storms and
scenes sodden with unease and suspicion,
imbued with an aquatic tinge thatrenders
everyone victims of motion sickness.
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TOY STORY AND TOY STORY 230 DOUBLE FEATURE — PY. Mon-Thu 4us, 6:50,9235;Sat-Sun a2:s0, 41s.6:90,9:25,
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ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)
Fri-Sat 7:00, 9:00; Sun-Thu :00
=a

THEINFORMANT!

9

(144)

Fri-Sat 7:00, 9:00;Sun-Thu &:00
©
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CAPITALISM: A LOVE STORY (PG, coarse language)

THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend

Fri 4:00, 6:50, 9:40; Sat-Sun 1:00, 4200, 6:50, 9:40; Mon

not recommended for young children)

Daily 2:00, 6:30, 10:05

Thu 6:50, 9:40
TOY STORY AND TOY STORY 23D DOUBLE FEATURE

Daily 7:00, 9:00; Sat-Sun 2:30

(mature theme)
Fri-Sat 1:25, 4:00, 6:50, 9:20, 12:45; Sun-Thu 2:25, 4:00,

Janguage)

(G)

Daily 12535, 3-40, 6:45
EVANGELION: 1.0 YOU ARE (NOT) ALONE (14)

Digital 3D, No passes Fri 3:45, 7:30; Sat-Sun 12:00, §:45,
730; Mon-Thu 7:00

pasar

(i4Aiviolence)
SURROGATES

Sun 6:00

il ¥

6:50, 9:20

TRANSFORMERS: REVENGE OF THE FALLEN (PG,
violence, crude content, not recommended for youn;

~

children)

2:25,4215,7:35,10145; Sun-Thu 2:15,4:15, 7-35
Fri-Sat
4:35, 4:10,
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PREVUE // THE WHEAT POOL

-

Sad bastards
The Angus brothers exorcise their demons on Hauntario
«DAVID BERRY
/ DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

lunk into the corner booth at the
Black Dog, brothers Robb and Mike
Angus look pretty casual for a couple
of sad bastards. There's only so much
you can tell about a musician from his
music of course, but spend any amount
of time listening to the Wheat Pool,
the alt-country act the pair fronts, and
you're not likely to come away picturing
sunshine and lollipops. The duo's songs
are most decidedly on the downer side
of things: they deal with loves leaving
and long gone, coping with the kind of
emotional gut-punches that knock the
wind out of you and sing heartfelt apologies from men who don't really know
how to say sorry.
That much is in full effect on Hauntario, the follow-up to their celebrated
debut, Township. Though the music
has taken on something of a poppier
edge—at least as far as alt-country is
concerned—with more easy harmonies
and simple hooks, the subject matter
is still more likely to get you crying in
your beer than gulping it and ordering
another. And though they're not quite
that dour in person, the Angus brothers
wouldn't have it any other way.
"I like sad songs," declares Robb, leaning back against the wall. "And, I mean,
when you write a song, how many
things are there to write about? There's
heartbreak, being in love—if you're
Bruce Springsteen, maybe you write
about your car. There's some other periphery things in there, but there's a lot
of ground in those things.”
The trick for the pair of late has been
how to approach that same ground. Besides being on the sadder side, the Wheat
Pool's songs—the band is rounded out
by guitarist Glen Erickson and drummer Stephane Dagenais—have tended
towards the confessional,

WATCH THE WHEAT POOL PERFORMING LIVE AT THE VUE STUDIO ON VUEWEEKLY.COM.

THE WHEAT

a kind of ca-

tharsis for the Angus brothers’ torments,

which gives them a lot of their haunting
immediacy and emotional honesty.
"I think my songs on this one were
more autobiographical than before,"
explains Mike. "I think this time I
was more focused on writing a song
I really wanted to listen to, and then
I'd kind of piece the lyrics together
from things I had written. So I usually
ended up going with something that

was happening, doing what was most
emotionally available.”
Robb, on the other hand, found himself taking a new approach.
"Yeah, I definitely did that less this record," he says. "I figured if Iwas going
to do this for a while, I was either going

a fire /our hearts must be made of wood"

GUITAR SOLO >> Glen Erickson ta
tasteful lead // Bryan Birtles
or even just creating, doing up a story
song like Steve Earle or Springsteen or
Townes Van Zandt. I think you have to
look around a bit if you're going to have
any kind of long-term existence.”

However they ended up with the fin-

ished product, though, there's no denying its emotional impact. Opener “This
to-have to turn my life into a train wreck
to be able to write songs—like, have a * Is It" watches a girlfriend walk out the
door, offering only the unconvincing but
bad break-up every two years or so—
wrenching repetition of "If our love is but
or start drawing on people around me,

40 // MUSIC

to try and get her back. "Right Arm" finds
a man who's made too many mistakes
damning his tattoos and taking out his
frustrations on a Greyhound Bus. “Evangeline” considers death and a break-up as
it stares out the window at snow falling
on trees, and “Two Far Apart” is a mournful, and fitting, end, a wistful plea that
things won't grow too distant.
But what holds it all together and
raises it above a woe-is-me worldviewis
what would probably best be called maturity, a recognition that runs through
all the songs that our problems in this
world are as much self-created as foisted on us by outrageous fortune, that
we create our own sorrow (and, by ex-
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tension, our own happiness). These are
more admissions and apologies than
accusations, the Angus brothers turn-

and writing these songs, and it we
most healing for it to be a record |
not about being angry.”

ing themselves or their subjects inside
out to get to the root of the issue.
“A lot of my songs are apology songs,
maybe because I'm too proud to actually say it out loud,” jokes Robb. "Maybe
that's a dysfunctional way of doing it,
but I think that's where it comes from.”
“What I think of is—well, I was really moved by Feist's last record, The
Reminder,” adds Mike. "It's a great
breakup record, because it's not angry.
It's as much about saying, ‘This is how
I fucked up, and this is what I have to
apologize for.’ I was listening to that
while I was going through a breakup

"Yeah, I don't think anyone really
about that,” offers Robb. "The more
vanced way of looking at heart)!

is really to think about your own P'
lems. No one wants to listen to the £
who's upset and got treated bad b)
girlfriend. You don't want to be sit!

a table with that guy, and you don't
to listen to him on your iPod, eithe:

_eremnmareinamnnn MONATAAvOoUneCoueoayoova atoeaveceezsngnannareneneaneraentevoceecacoey
reacacersvertaanicatyityubtoevunt estosneeonserenontp neve
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Black Dahlia Murder lead singer Trevor Strnad
jas alot on his mind. When I spoke with him over
the phone from his home in Michigan, he sounded
as tired asyou'd expect for someone at the height of a
North American tour supporting a brand new recordBesides the recent release of the thrash-metal
hand's fourth album, Deflorate, the group also had to re-

place long-time guitarist John K, a move Strnad admits
was worrisome at first, but has made the band stronger.

We're facing a little skepticism from our fans about
Johnleaving, but think their fears will be quelled once

they hear [new guitarist] Ryan Knights's playing—he's
much awesome."
the success of its last record Nocturnal, the
band realized something had to change. Though the
Black Dahlia Murder is no stranger to lineup changes,
John K's dismissal was one derived from taking a quick
inventory of the group's aspirations and comparing
that with itsmembers’ commitments.
“When things went sour with John, we wanted to move
into a more professional territory. We knew we needed

someone we could trust as a creative force, and we had

seen the previous stuff [Knight had] done with his band
'ARSIS. He had written whole songs on his own, which

‘was a whole different thing than working with John, who
was lazy and didn't contribute in any way. Now we have
all these minds atwork, and it’s a very cool, very reassur-

THE BLACK DAHLIA MURDER >> Vocalist Trevor

Strnad says that new member Ryan Knight has helped
the band take its game to the next level //suppties

the album has more variety, and we did some branching out into new time signatures that we haven't played
in before.”

wi GOODBYE BEATOOWN weMURDER MUTINY AND THEZREQZAS

or fitting in genres," Strnad admits. "The evolution of
the band has been internal, expanding as players and
getting out there. But think we've realized the formula
that works: expanding our sound within a certain set of
parameters. We're always gonna be a progressive band.
This record is the most progressive album we've ever
done, so that's half of it. The better we become as players, the more we can do stuff that will grab people." W

ing thing. Thenew record is heavier, a little bit more style

we've done.”
and technicali
than anythingty
The addition of Knight meant a new direction with
"The new record was
work.
studio
to
approach
a fresh
done with Ryan, and he contributed to writing a bulk
"I think overall
Strnad.
explains
of some new songs,”

THE SOULICITORS

So do BDM's fans have anything to worry about, as some
have hinted at online, with the replacement of John K?
"We've never been worried about impressing people,
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+ ARDEN THEATRE s St Anne St, St Albert, 780.459.1542 « ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave - ATLANTIC TRAP
AND GILL 7704 Calgary Trail South, 780.432.4611 « AVENUE THEATRE 9030-128 Ave, 730.477.2149 AXIS CAFE 10349 Jasper Ave, 780.990.0031 « BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 1076s Jasper Ave,780.420.9098 +
? BILLY BOB'S Continental Inn, 16625 Stony Plain Rd, 780.484.7751 + BILTON CONTEMPORARY ART-Red Deer 48 5809-51 Ave, Red Deer - BLACK DOG
i FREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082 « BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.989.2861 » BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3982 » BOOTS 10242
2 106 St, 780.423.5014 « BRIXX BAR 10030-102 St (downstairs), 780.428.1099 « BUDDY'S 117258 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6636 - CASINO EDMONTON 7055 Argyi
; Rd, 780.463.9467 « CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-153 St, 780 424 9467 - CENTRAL LIONS SENIORS CENTRE 121:3-113 St- CHATEAU LOUIS—julian’s/
? Royal Coach/Touch of Class 11727 Kingsway, 780 452 7770 CHRISTOPHER’S PARTY PUB 2021 Millbourne Rd, West, 780.462.6565 - CHROME LOUNGE
i 132 Ave, Victoria Trail « COAST TO COAST PUB s5<2 Calgary Trail, 780.439.8675 » CONVOCATION HALL Arts Bldg, U of A, 780.492.3611 + COPPERPOT
} RESTAURANT Capital Place, 101, 9707-110 St, 780.452-7800 « CROWN PUB 10709-109 St, 780.428.5618 « DIESEL 11845 Wayne Gretzky Drive, 780.704.CLUB
: » DEVANEY’S IRISH PUB 9013-88 Ave - DOW CENTENNIAL CENTRE-Shell Theatre— Fort Saskatchewan 8700-84 St, Fort Saskatchewan, 780.992.6400;

i fortsask.ca » DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928 « DUSTER’S PUB 6402-118 Ave, 780.474.5554 * DV8 TAVERN 8307-99 St, www.DV8TAVERN.com + EARLY
? STAGE SALOON 4o12-s2 Ave, Stony Plain » EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase III, 780.489.SHOW + ENCORE CLUB 957 Fir St, Sherwood Park

SUB CITY DWELLERS
OCTOBER 10
CD RELEASE PARTY

i 780.417.0111 « FESTIVAL PLACE 100 Festival Way, Sherwood Park, 780.449.3378, 780.464.2852 » FIDDLER'S ROOST 8906-99 St « FILTHY MCNASTY'S
? 10511-B2 Ave, 780.916.1557 « FLOW LOUNGE 1:815 Wayne Gretzky Dr, 780.604.CLUB » FLUID LOUNGE 10105-2109 St, 780.429.0700 » FOXX DEN 205 Carnegi
? Drive, St Albert - FRESH START CAFE Riverbend Sq, 780.433.9623 * FUNKY BUDDHA 10341-82 Ave, 780.433.9676 « GAS PUMP 10166-114 St, 780.488.4842 «
: GINGUR SKY 15505-2128 Ave, 780.933-4322/780.953.3606 » HALO 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.423-HALO » HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 15120A (basement), Stony Plain Rd
Rd, Spruce Grov
: 780.756.6010 + HILL TOP PUB 8220-106 Ave, 780.490.7359 * HOOLIGANZ PUB 10704-124 St, 780.452.1168 - HORIZON STAGE 1001 Calahoo
? 780.962.8995 - HYDEAWAY-AIl Ages Art Space 10209-100 Ave « RON BOAR PUB 491:-sist St, Wetaskiwin « IVORY CLUB 2940 Calgary Trail South
i JAMMERS PUB 11948-2127 Ave, 780.451.8779 « ]AND R 4003-106 St, 780.436.4403 + JEFFREY'S CAFE 9640 142 St, 780.451.8890 - JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB

: AND RESTAURANT Riverview Inn, 1029-100 Ave, 780.426.5381 (pub)/780.429.508s (rest) « JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 1145-87 Ave » L.B'S PUB 23 Akins Dr, St
Knotwood Rc
i Albert, 780.460.9100 « LEGENDS PUB 6104-172 St, 780.481.2786 + LEVEL 2 LOUNGE 21607 Jasper Ave, and Fl, 780.447.4495 » LIVE WIRE 1107

THE GET DOWN
PAUL COUTTS & COWLS

? East - LOOP LOUNGE 367 St Albert Ra, St Albert, 780.460.1122 « MACLAB CENTRE-Leduc 4308-50 St, Leduc, 780.980.1866, maclabcentre.com « MCDOUGALL

OCTOBER 11
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: Albert Tr, St Albert « 180 DEGREES 10730-107 St, 780.414.0233 « ON THE ROCKS 11730 Jasper Ave, 780.482.4767 » ORLANDO 1 15163-12 St « OVERTIME
> DOWNTOWN 10304-2111 St, 780.423.1643 * OVERTIME SOUTH Whitermud Crossing, 4232-106 St, 780.485.1727 » PAWN SHOP 10551-82 Ave, Upstairs,
: 780.432.0814 « PLANET INDIGO-Jasper Ave 11607 Jasper Ave » PLANET INDIGO-St Albert 8:2 Liberton Dr, St Albert
- PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 S‘*
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Macdonald Dr
= UNITED CHURCH 10025-101 St - MORANGO'S TEK CAFE 10118-79 St » MURRIETA'S 10612-82 Ave - MUTTART HALL Alberta College, 10050
NORTH
« NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490.1999 « NEW CITY 1008: Jasper Ave, 780.989.5066 + NIKKI DIAMONDS 8130 Gateway Blvd, 780.439-8006 -

! GLENORA HALL 13535-109A Ave « NORWOOD LEGION 11350-82 St, 78.436.554 + O'BYRNE'S 10616-82 Ave, 780.414.6766 » O'MAILLE'S IRISH PUB 393 S'

} PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY HALL 10860-57 Ave » PROHIBITION 11026 Jasper Ave, 780.420.0448 « QUEEN ALEXANDRA HALL 10425 University Ave «

= RED PIANO BAR 1638 Bourbon St, WEM, 8882-170 St, 780.486.7722 + RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825 + RENDEZVOUS 10108-1249 St - ROSEBOWL/

CENTRE 3840-76 Ave » SECOND CUP-—Mountaio
: ROUGE LOUNGE 10121-1217 St, 780.482.5253 « ROSE AND CROWN 10235-2102 St - SAWMILL BANQUET
- SECOND CUP-Varscona Varscon?
? Equipment 12336-102 Ave, 780.451.7574 » SECOND CUP-Stanley Milner Library 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq

Ave 10404 Jasper Av"
? Hotel, 106 St, Whyte Ave « SIDELINERS PUB 23018-127 St, 453-6006 + SOBEYS-College Plaza 8225-212 St - SOBEYS-—Jasper
ROOM 10030-102 St, 780.428.1099 « STEEPSSORRENTINOS-South 4208 CalgaryTR S, 780.434.7607 + SPORTSWORLD 13710-104 St « STARLITE
and Fi, 10368-82 Ave, 780.437.2293
College Plaza 11116-82 Ave, 780.988.8105 + STEEPS-Old Glenora 1241: Stony Plain Rd, 780.488.1505 + STOLLI'S
McKenney Ave, St Albert,
STRATHCONA COMMUNITY HALL 10139-87 Ave - SUEDE LOUNGE 11806 Jasper Ave, 780.482.0707 + TAPHOUSE 9020
LOUNGE 12416-132 Ave, 780.
WHISTLESTOP
*
780.437.7699
Ave,
10544-82
LOUNGE
380.458.0860 « UNION HALL Argyll, 9 St, 780.702.2582 » URBAN
« ¥ AFTERHOURS 10028-102 St, 780.994.325°
452.5506 « WILD WEST SALOON 22922-50 St, 780.476.3388 + WUNDERBAR 8120-102 St, 780.436.2286
780.459.0295
Albert,
St
Dr,
Carnegie
www.yafterhours.com « YESTERDAYS PUB 322, 205
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‘STARLITE ROOM Biliott

(door, San at coated

ENCORE
CLUB So Sweet

Blackbyrd, Megatunes
TOUCH OF CLASS-Chateau
Louls Tony Dizon (pop/rock);

Saturdays:
With DJ Love jones

Machura
(music video launch

WILD WEST SALOON

HILLTOP PUB Open stage/
mic Sat: hosted by Sally's
Krackers Sean Brewer, 3-530-

3pm; The Greggs (original

blues/rock) gpm

HILLTOP PUB Open Stage/
mic hosted by Sally's Krackers;

3pm

hip hop with DJ Gatto, DJ
Mega Wattson

ROUGE LOUNGE Solice
Fridays
SPORTSWORLD Top 40

Request with a mix of Retro
and Disco; 7-10:30pm; www.
sports-world.ca

STOLLI'S Top 40, R&B, house
with People’s DJ

STONEHOUSE PUB Top 40

with Dj Tysin
SUEDE LOUNGE DJ Nic-E
Remixed every Friday

> ‘Devilboy’

io;

(door)/gpm (show),

a Ca
TicketMaster

(qasstat

the Pony Girls, DJ Avinder and
DJ Torna; no cover

Y AFTERHOURS Foundation
Fridays

Friday's 7-9pm

AVENUE THEATRE The
Party Martyrs, Inhuman Form,

MUTTART HALL Edmonton

Jimmy Jet and the TV Sets;
8pm; free

Avenue Guitars, Acoustic
Music, door

AXIS CAFE Kaley Bird;
8pm; Sio

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Hair of the Dog: live acoustic
music every Saturday
afternoon; this week Lorrie
Matheson; 4-6pm; no cover

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Big Hank
and The Blue Hearts (blues,

Subhajyoti
Guha (tabla); 7pm;
$20 (adult\/Sx5 (senior/student)
at door; Raga-Mala info line
780.44577

AZUCAR PICANTE Every

Fri:DJPapiandDjLatin

IRON BOAR PUB Jazz in
‘Wetaskiwin featuring jazz
trios the ast Saturday each
month: this month: TheDon

RAB); $15 (adv)/$18 (day of)
BLUES ON WHYTE Saturday

Morrison

CROWN PUB Acoustic blues,
roots and country Open Mic
with Marshall Lawrence and

Bounce,
Nestor Delano, Luke

cover

BAR WILD BarWildFridays
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Friday DJs spinWooftop
and
Nevine-indie,
soul, motown,

Tim Harwill; 13pm (sign-up),
every Sat, 2-spm

DOW CENTENNIAL
CENTRE-Shell Theatre—
Fort Saskatchewan Alberta
Country Music Legends with
The Rodgers Brothers and
Joyce Smith; 7:30pm
DVB TAVERN Dawn in The
City, Nobody Likes Dwight;

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Saturday DJs on three levels.
Main Floor; Menace Sessions:

$49.50 and $37.50 available at

JULIAN'S-Chateau Louis
Petro Polujin (classical guitar);
8pm
LB’S PUB Molsons Saturday

open stage every Saturday
rafternoon hosted by Gord
Macdonald; 4:30-9pm

MACLAB CENTRE-Leduc
Ridley Bent; 8pm; $27
(adult)/S22 (student/senior)

alt rock/electro/trash with
Miss Mannered

BUDDY'S DJ Earth Shiver ‘n’
Quake; 8pm; no cover before
iopm
EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock,
hip hop, house, mash up
ESMERALDA'S Super Parties:
Every Sat a different theme
FLUID LOUNGE Saturdays
Gone Gold Mash-Up: with
Harmen B and DJ Kwake

FUNKY BUDDHA (Whyte

ON THE ROCKS Heather
McKenzie Band with DJ Crazy
Dave

roots, originals) 8:30pm-

Presents Live On Site AntiClub Saturdays (rock, Indie,
punk, rock, dance, retro, rock);
Wheat Pool (CD release),
Eamon McGrath; 8pm (door);
fio

QUEEN ALEXANDRA
HALL Northern Lights Folk
Club: Corinne West, Doug

HALO For Those Who Know:
house every Sat with DJ Junior
Brown, Luke Morrison, Nestor
Delano, Ari Rhodes

NEWCASTLE PUB Saturdays;
Top 40, requests with DJ Sheri
Punk Rawk Saturdays with
Todd and Alex

NEW CITY SUBURBS
Saturdays Suck with Greg
Gory and BlueJay
PAWN SHOP SONIC
Presents Live On Site! AntiClub Saturdays: rock, indie,
punk, rock, dance, retro rock;
8pm (door)
PLANET INDIGO-Jasper
Ave Suggestive Saturdays:
breaks electro house with PI
residents
RED STAR Saturdays indie
rock, hip hop, and electro with
DJ Hot Philly and guests

and 7-10:30pm; www.sports:
world.ca

STOLLI'S ON WHYTE Top
40, R&B, house with People's
SUEDE LOUNGE The Finest
Underground House with DJ

RED PIANO BAR Hottest
dueling piano show featuring
the Red Piano Players;
opm-2zam,
RIVER CREE-LIVE Lounge
Skid Rodeo
ROSE AND CROWN Mr.

Nic-E every Saturday

TEMPLE Oh Snap!: Every
Saturday, Cobra Coramander
and guests with Degree, Cobra
Commander and Battery; gpm
(door); 55 (door)
DJ
WUNDERBAR Featured

and local bands
Y AFTERHOURS Belease
——

SOBEYS-Jasper
Ave Nuages

ON THE ROCKS Shocker
Sundays with On Bad Son;
opm
ORLANDO'S 2 PUB Sundays
Open Stage Jam hosted by
The Vindicators (blies/rock);
38pm

RIVER CREE Kenny Rogers:
8:30pm

SECOND CUP-Mountain
Equipment Co-op Live music
every Sun; 2-4pm

STANLEY A. MILNER
LIBRARY THEATRE Tim
Brady and BradyWorks; 8pm;
$20 (adult)/Sio (student/senior)

DETROIT

drumming; and African
Drumming 3-spm with
Trudy Hipwell; extra
drums available; $a5
(dance)/S35 (drumming)/$50
(both) at 780.485.2515,

dancepercussionstudio@)

gmail.com, door

Classical
CONVOCATION HALL

Music and Memories:

University Symphony

Orchestra, Symphonic Wind
Ensemble; Alumni Weekend
Concert; 2pm; $15 al music.

ualberta.ca, 1.800.661.2593

MCDOUGALL UNITED
CHURCH Pro Coro Canada
with the pre-Tenors;
ajopm; tickets at the

Winspear box office,
JUBILEE AUDITORIUM

by Hua Yi Performing Arts;
Dawel Chen (director), live
orchestra, English subtitles;
ipm; $25 at TicketMaster

BACKSTAGE TAP AND
GRILL Industry Night: with
Atomic Improv, Jameoki and

DJ Tim

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Sunday Afternoons: Phil,
2-7pm; Main Floor: Got

To Give It Up: Punk, Soul,
Motown, Disto with DJ Red
Dawn

BUDDY'S D) Bobby
Beatz; gpm; Drag Queen

SUNDAY

Performance; no cover
before 1opm
FLOW LOUNGE Stylus
Sundays
GINGUR Ladies Industry
Sundays

Findlay
Trio; donations

and the

STRATHCONA
COMMUNITY HALL Live

BLUE CHAIR
CAFE Jim
BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT
Jazz onthe Side Sundays:
Charlie Austin

Mitch Ryder |

at door

Liang Hongyu War Drum
in Golden Mountain:
Chinese opera presented

of retro and disco; 1-4:;0pm

Dy

Cor
Music Legends : The
Rodgers Brothers, JoyceSmith

Pool)

Top 40 Request with a mix

the Square, Acoustic Music,
Myhre's Music; $20 (door)

1:30pm

with Robb Angus (the Wheat

780.428.1414

and Roller Skating Disco

Call 780.481.YUKS
FOR TICKETS & INFO

O'BYRNE'S Open mic jam

RENDEZVOUS Survival metal
night
SPORTSWORLD Inline

Cox; 8pm; $18 (adv) at TIX on

Lucky (blues/roots); 9:30

NEW CITY Open Mic Sunday
hosted by Ben Disaster; 9pm.
(sign-up); no cover

Louls Petro Polujin (classial
guitar); spr

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE

Reggae night every Saturday

James and Crawdad; 3-6pm

ROYAL COACH-Chateau

GINGUR SKY Soulout
Saturdays

Guaranteed, Kent McAllister,
‘The Iron Choir

O'MAILLES PUB Kyler
Schogen Band
180 DEGREES Dancehall and

acoustic open stage with Willy

with DJ Damian

MORANGO'S TEK CAFE
Saturday open stage: hosted
by Dr. Oxide; 7-10pm.
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
Darrek Andersen and the

O'BYRNE'S Live Band
Saturday 3-7pm; DJ 9:30pm.

NEWCASTLE PUB Sunday

Ave) Top tracks, rock, retro

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizzle
Saturday: D] Groovy Cuvy
and guests

Jazz
SORRENTINOS~South
Series:
Audrey Ochoa Trio;

LOOP LOUNGE Jam hostec
40pm ‘tl whenever

Jason Mraz, Bushwalla;

Duo (Gypsy j=?)

Liang Hongyu-War Drum In
by JJ, Lenny B and the Cats;

AZUCAR PICANTE Every Sat:
DJ Touch It, hosted by DJ Papi

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM

PAWN SHOP SONIC

BAR-B-BAR
DJJames; no

Golden Mountain; ipm

JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB
Headwind (classic pop/rock);
gpm; no cover

12:30am

CENTURY:

37pm
JUBILEE AUDITORIUM

(jazz/R'n'B singer); 9pm; $15

CASINO YELLOWHEAD

.

Stage every Sunday hosted by
Me Next and the Have-Nots>

senior rush tickets, subject to
availability, two hours prior to
performance)

JEFFREY’S Krystle Dos Santos

Rum Brothers (show band)

J AND R BAR Open jam/

Centre box affice/$20 (student/

rock band gpm-2zam

Sensation

Robin Kelly (Elvis tribute)

with pay stub)

open jam, 3-7:30pm; country)

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE
Connected Fridays: 91.7 The

$i0 (door)/Ss (student\/$s
(restaurant/pub employees

JAMMERS PUB Saturday

OSCARS PUB Dwayne
Cannan (country, ‘503/605,

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB
Souljah Pyah Sundays
hosted by Rhea March; 8pm;

WINSPEAR CENTRE
Brahms’ Second Symphony:
Edmonton Symphon'
Orchestra, William Eddins
(conductor), Julie Albers (cello);
8pm; $20-S6g at the Winspear

‘Tiffany and Erik and guests

CARROT Open mic
Saturdays; 7:30-10pm; free

hosted byUncle Jimmy;
gear provided; gpm-1am

Classical

show with Jesse, Shane,

ORLANDO 1 Colour in
Conflict, Call Before you Dig;
8pm (door); $5

CASINO EDMONTON The

acoustic oriented open stage

‘Devilboy Turner Trio;
8pm (door¥opm (show
$28 (member\S22 (guest) at
TicketMaster

IVORY CLUB Duelling piano

Aftemoon Jam; Carson Cole
(evening)

EDDIE SHORTS Sunday

YARDBIRD SUITE Eddie

Berer Trio; 9pm; $10

TicketMaster

ARTERY CJSR FunDrive
‘wrap-up party-25 Years of
GJSR: with:DJs Live Broadcast
and others; all ages; 6pm.
(door); free for volunteers,
everyone Welcome

(student/senior/ECGS
member) atTIX on the Square,

and apm; $20 {adult)/Sis

(student/senior)

WUNDERBAR Fridays with

SATURDAY

Rémi Boucher; $25(adult/$20

Penner (family/concert); am

all ages; 7:30pm; Sold out;

SST

Classical Guitar Society:

HORIZON STAGE Fred

TEMPLE T.G.1 Psydays; 9pm

DVB TAVERN Fall in Archea,
guests; gpm: $8

Robert Rowan

party)

RED STAR Movin' on Up
Fridays; indie, rock, funk, soul,

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB
Celtic Music Session, hosted

by Keri-Lynne Zwicker, 4-7pm

830pm

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Mary

PLAY NIGHTCLUB The first
bar for the queer community
to open in adecade with
Dj's Alexx Brown and Eddie
Toonflash; 9pm (door); $5
wwwoplaynightclubca

BLUES
ON WHYTE Carson
Cole

8pm; no cover
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Parental warning
e

Kids are always listening to the lyrics

€DMONON VEN ENIAE

ALL

AGES

DOORS BPM - TICKETS
AT TICKETMASTER

This week, my 20-month-old son started
he said bands like Marilyn Manson have
singing. A lot. No real lyrics, but he is
something to answer for when tragedies
carrying tunes as he strolls through the
like the Columbine massacre occur.
house. Back and forth between "Twinkle,
"Kids think, ''m a nobody, I'll be famous
Twinkle Little Star" and “Baa Baa Black
if | kill my classmates.’ And the media just
Sheep." The hits.
i
feed off it. It's a sick, sick world we live
And | know it’s only going to be a
in. But nothing's going to change,
matter of months before the laR
because the NRA has the polila-las in the tunes he's belting
oR
ticians in their back pocket.
out are replaced with the acWhen you look at the killings
tual words. So, now is the time
in America today, all you have
when my wife and | really have
to see is that Smith & Wesson
to start taking notice of what he
sells 7.2 million guns a year.
listens to. | don't want him to be
That being said, | do feel that we
out at the park with a bunch of other
:
as musicians are responsible for the
little keys/and have him start belting out
messages we send out to kids. We are rePeaches’ "Fuck the Pain Away" or Golden : sponsible for what we do and say. When
Boy and Miss Kittin's "Rippin' Kittin,” in which : a musician who sells eight million album
the darice-music diva sings about taking a : says, 'l have no effect on kids,’ that's just
knife out for a night of killing fun. Or have : bullshit. Sure, we have an influence. So do
him belt out the Supersuckers ode to mass : violent video games like Doom."
murder "How to Maximize Your Kill Count” :
l used those songs as examples because : | want my boy exposed to as many
| really enjoy them all. They survive re- : styles of music as he wishes to explore;
peated listens. They're iPod favourites. ; he's already shown a strange penchant
And, as a parent, | know my son is not : for his mom's favourite dance songs,

: and each and every time he hears Chad

ready for them yet

: ing to assimilate the words, and we

to stop thinking like the angry pun}

followed since | was a teen ang
: thinking like boring, responsible pa
: | know it's only a matter of time ; hes
: he's off to school and Parenting will
: from intercepting the undesirable si,

:: fore it gets to his ears to trying to

: sense of what he's being influenc
: through his classmates and friends. 2,
now, those Peaches records are movi

: of heavy rotation. Just for afew years

:

: they can come back after he's gone
: | do have headphones, you know

:
: In last week's article for cover : wrote that most online distributors o
= sic are discouraging cover songs be
: of the complicated copyright iss
: Wells, the co-founder of Tunecore—+
i service that allows independent artis:
: place to pay one fee to get their music di
: tributed to a variety of e-tailers
: to me to let me know that his comp
: doesn't forbid covers. There is actu
: guide on its website on how artists
: about making covers. That includes
: ting the mechanical license (tha
: permission from the artist to cove
: her song). Getting the license is ke
:

Thinking about this, |went back through : VanGaalen's "Willow Tree,” he rears his
my files of past interviews, recalling : head back and smiles. And he gets really,
what different bands had to say about : really angry if you stop that song once
the issues of lyrical reponsibility, or lack : it's started. These are great qualities; he's
of it. Maybe the most philosophical was : very curious about music and, as parents, :: Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-ch
Fletcher Dragge, guitarist for southern : my wife and | want to foster that.
: of Vue Weekly, now an editor and auth
California punks Pennywise. Back in 2001, : It's just that he's weeks away from start- : living in Toronto.

oi APOSTLE

NEW CITY SUBURBS
Get Down Sundays with

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor: Eclectic

Neighbourhood Rats

EDDIE SHORTS Wed open
stage, all gear provided,

STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-

"OF HUSTLE

Nonsense, Confederacy

hosted by Chuck Rainville;

of Dunces, Dad Rock, TJ

9pm-iam;

every Wed; hosted by
Tersigni; 8:30-10pm

Ryu iacs
.

none,

~*~ — iibas 21 6Pe
¢, PROSeaTeoer
eu T08

OVERTIME DOWNTOWN
Sunday Industry Night

Requests with DJ Bo

SAVOY MARTINI LOUNGE
Reggae on Whyte: RnR
Sundays with DJ IceMan; no

w:

Mondays: with DJ S.W.A.G.

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays

Gallatea and XS, guests; no

Mixer

NEW CITY LIKWID

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Sleeman Mondays: live

TUESDAY

music monthly; no cover, Toy
Singers

BLUES ON WHYTE

Incognito

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB
Open stage Mondays with
different songwriters hosting
each week; presented by
Jimmy Whiffen of Hole in
the Guitar Productions; 8-22

DOORS SPM TICKETSAUTICKETMASTER. FOOSH.ALEAIS CLUBWEAR SHADIFID.€ SDUARED. RESTRICTED ELITE QUE AND SOPHIAS

HYDEAWAY Book reading

and acoustic music; no

|Elogging Molly
ALL AGES * 7PIMi SHOW

MCkETSAT TIOWETMASTERPRESENTED BYUNION EVENTS

UPCOMING
SHOWS
OCT28: ALL THAT REMAINS / LACUNA COIL - HOV|: PITBULL

#2556 8682-170 ST. {WEST EDM MALL} » 489-SHOW
EDMONTONEVENTCENTRE.CA
44 // MUSIC

minors; 7-10pm

NEW CITY This Will Hurt
you Mondays. Johnny Neck
and his Job present mystery

musical guests
COMMUNITY

Incognito

BRIXX BAR Jiva Tree, Pre/
Post; 9pm (door); $8 (door)
DRUID-Jasper Ave Open

stage with Chris Wynters
L.B.’S PUB Ammar's
Moosehead Tuesday open
stage every Tuesday night;
9pm-1am; featuring guests;

hosted by Mark Ammar and
Noel (Big Cat) Mackenzie

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE Bingo of the
Undead featuring Dexter

Nebula and Greg Gory

O'BYRNE’S Celtic Jam

PLEASANTVIEW
HALL

Acoustic instrumental old

time fiddle jam hosted by the
Wild Rose Old Tyme Fiddlers
Society; 7pm

with Shannon Johnson and
friends

“

PAWN SHOP A Wilhelm

R&B, British Invasion, Ska,

Scream, The Artist Life,
The Riot Before, The
Old Wives; $12 (adv at
Blackbyrd, Freecloud, Mars
& Venus)/$15 (door)

Rocksteady, and more with
Michael Rault

SECOND CUP~124 Street —
Open mic every Tue;

ROSE BOWL/ROUGE
LOUNGE The Legendary

8-10pm

PROHIBITION Chicka-Dee-

Jay Monday Night: Soul,

Rose Bowl Monday Jam:

hosted by Sherry-Lee Wisor
and Darrek Anderson; 8pm

BAR WILD Bar Gone Wild

Mondays: Service Industry

Night; no minors; 9pm-2am

WUEWEEKLY

WINSPEAR CENTRE
Oktoberfest!: Edmonton
Symphony Orchestra; The
Bavarian Schuhplatters of
Edmonton (lobby); 7:30pm;
$20-$69/$15 (child 12 and
under) at Winspear box
office

Dis

LOUNGE Daniel and Fowler
(eclectic tunes)

MONDAY

ARMIN APR BUUREP
MEMMO OE A0hMG
KRIS MEMACE +horeE

DOORS AT SPM > 18+ + TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER

FILTHY MCNASTY’S Metal

minors; 9pm; no cover

BLUES ON WHYTE

MOBY.

BUDDY'S DJ Dust 'n' Time;
9pm

WUNDERBAR Sundays DJ
coyer

ALE SATURDAY SEPT 12

Hookah and Rear Admiral
Saunders

SECOND CUP-Stanley
Milner Library Open mic

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor: CJSR’s Eddie
Lunchpail; Wooftop: with DJ
Gundam

no cover

College Plaza Ope

EDMONTON EVENT
CENTRE Gogol Bordello
(Axis Mundi tour), Apostle
of Hustle; 8pm; $27.50 at
Ticketmaster, Blackbyrd,
Megatunes

EMPRESS ALE HOUSE Big

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE

Joe Burke; gpm

Wednesday Nights: with
Harley

FIDDLER'S ROOST Little
Flower Open Stage with

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

Brian Gregg

Main Floor; Blue Jay's
new wave, punk, rock

BUDDY'S DJ Arrow Chaser;

open stage; 8pm-12am

BUDDY'S DJ Dust 'n'T

9pm

HAVEN SOCIAL Open stage
with Jonny Mac; 8:30pm;

gpm; no cover before

no cover

Wednesdays: R&B, I
reggae, old skool, re
with InVinceable, Touch

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte
Ave Latin and Salsa music,
dance lessons 8-1opm

HOOLIGANZ PUB Open
stage Wednesdays hosted by
Shane and Naomi

GINGUR SKY Bashment
Tuesdays: Reggae music;
no cover

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Open

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE ‘abilly, Ghou!rock, spooky with Dj Vylan
Cadaver
PROHIBITION Tuesday Punk
Night
RED STAR Tuesdays:
Experimental Indie Rock,

Hip Hop, Electro with DJ
Hot Philly

SPORTSWORLD Retro
Night; 7-1030pm; www.

mic

NEW CITY Circ-O-RamaLicious: Gypsy and circus
fusion spectaculars; last Wed
every month

PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY HALL
Acoustic Bluegrass jam

weekly guest DJs
Russell Peters Comedy s'
after party

FLUID LOUNGE
Wednesdays Rock This

LEGENDS PUB
Hip
hop/R&B with Dj Spincy
NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE Dj Rox Slac

(indie, punk and metal

presented by the Northern
Bluegrass Circle Music
Society every Wednesday
evening

NEW CITY SUBURBS 5.
It: with Greg Gory anc £
Lunchpail; no minors

PROHIBITION Wednesdays
with Roland Pemberton Ii

NIKKI DIAMONDS Pu

sports-world.ca

RED PIANO BAR Jazz and
Shiraz Wednesdays featuring

WEDNESDAY

Dave Babcock and his Jump
Trio

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

RIVER CREE Wednedays
Live Rock Band hosted by
Yukon Jack; 7:30-9pm.

Main Floor: Glitter Gulch
Wednesdays: live music once
a month

SECOND CUP—Mountain

(door)
and ‘8os metal every
Wednesday

RED STAR Guest DJs ©
Wednesday

STARLITE ROOM Wil
Wednesdays: Hip-Hop;

STOLLI'S Beatparty
Wednesdays: House.

P

ive and electro

every Tue; 7-9pm

with Rudy Electro, D)
Space Age and weekly

BLUES ON WHYTE

SHAW CONFERENCE

gpm-2am; www.bestp:

SIDELINERS PUB Tuesday
All Star Jam with Alicia Tait

Incognito

COPPERPOT
RESTAURANT Live jazz
every Wednesday night;

CENTRE High on Fire,
Dethklok, Mastodon,
Converge; 6pm (door); all

WUNDERBAR Wedne=

and Rickey Sidecar; 8pm

// OCT 1- OCT 7, 2009

6-9pm; Peter Belec

1

DIESEL Wind-up

BLUE CHAIR CAFE 2 Island
Girls

Dino Dominelli Quartet;

‘n

with LL Cool joe

Equipment Open Mic every
Wed, 8-10pm

YARDBIRD SUITE
Tuesday Night Sessions

Mesy

Nest Wed Night: Bnit po;

FOXX DEN The Mary
Thomas Band Wed night

ESMERALDA'S Retro every
‘Tue; no cover with student ID

D

ages; $38 at TickerMaster,

unijonevents,com, Blackbyrd

with new DJ; no cover

Y AFTERHOURS ¥ No
Wednesday

THE HANDY

THIS
PRODUCT

CE PRODUIT
CREE UNE

iS HIGHLY

FORTE

ADDICTIVE

|DEPENDANCE

Health Canada

| Sante Canada

ee oe
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:

a |a |

cr

—\
a

\

za

Smoke free, chew free and
spit free, SNUS is an alternative
elarlelCiimcelet

nem len

SNUS is packaged in small,
handy pouches that just need
to be tucked under the upper lip
to deliver maximum taste.
SNUS Original and Freshmint tins
are available now through select
tobacco retailers in Edmonton.
Visit www.snus.ca

for more information.

Cigarettes are highly addictive.
La cigarette crée une tres
forte dépendance.
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SAVE UP TO $10.00 with urMusic.
ROGERS
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PAYS THE SERVICE

CHARGES

ROGERS WIRELESS CUSTOMER?
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cg skill-testingposton
required to be awinners NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Full contest rules and details www.urmusic. pb
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l likes his death metal sans reggae

|

SHELETONS'IN THE CLOSET
FINNISH METAL-BAND, CHILDREN OF BODOM RELEASE THEIR NEW J LBUM
A COLLECTION OF 1S COVERS, INCLUDING VERSIONS OF BILLY InaLs
TRON MAIDEN'S ‘ACES HIGH' & CER'S ‘LOOKIN’ OUT MY BACK HOD

las been walking the line beand comedy for years now. A
attended the Berklee College

"90s, but then detoured into

co-created the animated Home
, writing all the music for the show.

~

en Home Movies ended its run in 2004, Small
nt on to create Metalocalypse, a show that feas often scathing and hilarious commentary
the topic of celebrity, using the members of

massively successful death-metal band as the
ventral characters. The show has spawned two
bums of music—all written and performed by
mall, save for the drums, for which Small enlisted Gene Hoglan from Death, Strapping Young
d and other groups—and Small is now taking
Dethklok out on the road. Given Small's backound aS a musician, it’s not surprising that
he’s interested in making the Dethklok show a

eal concert experience, taking Hoglan, guitarst Mike Keneally and bassist Bryan Beller out to
perform the music with him. The band will then
ake the stage, performing in the shadow of a gi-

ant screen playing animation of the show's charcters. Small spoke to Vue Weekly recently about
the differences between working in animation
and creating music. Here are some of the highlights of theconversation.
UE WEEKLY: When you're working on an album,
is it tapping into a different creative place than
e show?
ENDON SMALL: I can write a script with the
show and I can giggle to myself and think it's
funny and stuff and then read it to other people
and they may not get where I'm coming from,
hey may not think it's funny. But when I do music by myself it's a pretty lonely process—not that
1 feel lonely, but I do it by myself—and I feel like I
have much more objectivity as to where the song
goes and where it should go and where it makes
nse. And music you just experience different
han comedy—I can listen to a song five times in
4 row and not get sick of it, but I don’t want to
atch the same episode of Mr. Show five times
tna row. [ just watched it. You just experience it
differently. There's a similar creative process that
happens, coming up with an idea and getting it in
shape, but Ithink the music idea, even if it's me

playing sloppy guitar to a click track I still understand what the energy of that song is going to be
and how it's going to feel when I finish it.

WW: Is it hard to work out the timing between the

show, the album and the tour?

BS: | don't get any time off and I think it’s ridicufous what I'm doing and it doesn’t make sense.

Luckily it's fun, but the timing of this year in
Particular has been pretty crazy and difficult

and non-stop. Both me and the whole Dethklok

feam have been staying in on weekends and just
working non-stop to make the TV show, to make

{

out and play it live?
BS: Yeah, it was very simple logic: | want to doa
show that could have a big music component soit
could exist outside of the TV show in case the TV
show gets cancelled. Sol wanted to make musica
big part of Dethklok and I wanted to put enough
music in it so that at the end of the season I'd
have enough music to put a record together, and

We're cursed with caring about the show and I'm
about the music, so we really
cursed with
want it tobegood. We definitely stay in, we don't
‘ake vacations, we stay up to three and work as

Five Finger Death Punch:
WAS.TS TRE ANS WEB

BS: That was the whole thing. Again it's a very selfish project because I don't think I'm going to getany
other landscape to experiment with music like this.
I don't think anybody would have hired me as a guy
who just gets to do whatever he wants, so I had to
create an atmosphere where I could do that. And
I don't care about joke music very much, either. I

he
painful life.
BS: That would be the worst life imaginable. I
mean, | think if I did a joke about a reggae band

and all I had to do was play reggae for the rest of
my life, I'd probably kill myself. But I like metal, and | like guitars—I've been playing for 20

you first came up with
pu: Did you know when
ypse

It makes it fun. V

that you wanted to go

CHILDREN OF BODOM AUTOGRAPH SESSION

VW: With all the effort you put into recording the
music and taking it on tour, it's pretty obvious that
you care about the music. It’s not the kind of thing
that would work if someone was writing the music
just to make fun of the genre.

hard as wecan just tomake it good.

the idea for Metalocal

WP hd

.
RE

and cool but also not lose money.
VW: In some waysit’s a very different show, with the
musicians in shadows in front of the giant screen,
but at the same time it's sort of an indication of the
way at least some bands have gone with the live
experience. Pink Floyd did The Wall way back, and
people like Ozzy Osbourne and AC/DC have been
using animated intros for years.
BS: Yeah, we're not doing anything new here. This
started in the ‘60s with the Archies. I'm not reinventing the wheel or anything, this has been going
on forever, It started with the Archies and ultimately it was a smart move because [the TV producers]
lost control of the Monkees back in the day and
they said, "OK, if we can’t control these humans,
lets make a cartoon that we can control and make
records for,” and that was the Archies and we're
doing the exact same thing. And you can create a
fake band, it happened with Kiss—I mean, they're
a real band but they have these alter egos and all
that stuff. It's a scene in rock 'n' roll. No on wants
to see regular people, they want to see gods, even if
they're animated.

VW: If you didn't enjoy it, you'd be living a pretty

ing

ture I'd like to take a little more time doing ev-

weS

and have them see how this could be not only fun

came together, but in the fu-

people doing everything. It’s not easy. It's going
to make sense marketing wise and that's kind

of why

a

the starting-off point, and I imagined everything
in my head and it was kind of my job as the executive producer and ultimately the salesman to get
all this stuff happening and get people sold on it

erything, even though I'm happy with it. Luckily,

for the album. It’s all the same group of like four

:
wh

if that record sold there should be a way to tour,
and if you tour how do you tour an animated
show? Well, the Gorillaz seemed to do it, so that’s

like Frank Zappa, but I'm not into parody, I like satire, but there's a big difference between the two of
them, and I wanted to satirize a bunch of genres of
music and throw them into the world of metal and
that's where some of the comedy comes from.

the videos for thenew tour and to do the artwork

ING
$14.99)
, or less*

ALSO AVAILABLE
DELUXE EDITION CD + De

years—so it makes it easy and fun. Well, not easy.
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THE NEW ALBUM
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APOSTLE OF HUSTLE
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»stle of Hustle samples influential writers on record
KLY.COM

vi
id the tres—the Cueee oe iathas, until now,

ned to define Apostle of Hus-

sound—for the band's newest

4m Eats Darkness, the Toronto-

@ group instead opted for a
e-laden, dark sound full of
,
Andrew Whiteman has

song

that have "func-

it's getting at.
album also contains

some

ed samples, featuring the likes
eat writers like Dianne Di Prima
t

and William S. Burroughs. As authors and cultural icons, the Beats
have influenced generations of
writers, artists and musicians due
to the group's preoccupation with
immediacy and emotion.
"The Beats had a big effect on me
growing up," explains Whiteman,
taking a break from rehearsal. "Not
as much now, but it stays with you.”

"I hated that Broken Social Scene
book [This Book Is Broken]," Whiteman exclaims when the comparison
is brought up, before recounting a
story of meeting a group of musicians in a small town in the United

States who, lacking a community
of their own, found the book to be
inspiring. "I guess if you don't grow
up in Toronto or Montréal or New
York or a place where community
can happen, a book like that can give
you hope.” W

In discussing the way that Beat culture started with a small group of
literary-minded friends in New York
but influenced artists the world
over, one can't help but liken it to the
way Whiteman's other band, Broken
Social Scene, took a close-knit group
and broke it to the world, spreading
its influence far and wide.

AkeTENNEETACATAARA

WED, OCT7(7PM)

APOSTLE
OFHUSTLE
WITH GOGOL BORDELLO

.

EDMONTON
EVENT CENTRE, $2750
ALL AGES

ey

DARKNESS ON THE EDGE OF THE FRAME >> Apostle of Hustle Eats Darkness on

the duo's new album //Geott wi
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l Bouncing
ig Souls celebrate 20 years together
it on vinyl,” explains singer Greg Attonito. “We've always loved vinyl and
we've always done vinyl so we thought
we'd do it that way.”
The decision to release new material
as a way to celebrate such a long time

together was an easy one for the band
Attonito says, noting that, in addition
to it being the group's 20th anniversary,
it had been three years since Bouncing
Souls had released anything.
“It just seemed like it was the right
time for some new music, it was the
right time to release it and celebrate
with some

new

music as opposed

to

looking backwards because we'd done
oo

(GAT

A TIME >> The Bouncing Souls adapted to the changing models of

1

$ Music industry // Mike McLaughlin

ii

ty VUEWEERKLY.COM
AWB

ands come and bands go, though if
ou're the Bouncing Souls, you're

it going anywhere. There are plenty
fans of the New Jersey-based band

ove barely been alive as long as the
bup has been crafting its rambuncbrand of punk rock, so to ae
ars together, the Bouncing Souls
iraithadto dosomething special.

he group's 15th anniversary was celrated with aDVD, entitled Do You Reber?, which recounted the history
TMU

of the Bouncing Souls, but instead of
brushing off some oldies for a compilation, this time around the group decided to do something different: release a

that,” he says. “That's what music's
abouttruly, it'sabout creating inthe moment. It doesn’t matter how old you are

or how long you've been around. That's

the spirit we started out in and that's
the people who we still are. We'll be 80
years old and we're still gonna be those
people that are inspired by the moment,
what's happening now. It doesn’t matter
how old you are or how long you've been
around, we live in that spirit still.”

ina few months recorded and mixed and
there's always this real looming deadline
pressure. We had a lot more fun and I
think it affected the recording—when
you have fun doing anything that's what
goes into it and it reflects out of it. I'm
glad we did it that way. %

Having recorded most of the newest
singles in the band's own Asbury Park

FRI, OCT 2 (7 PM)
BOUNCING SOULS
WITH YOUTH BRIGADE, SAINT ALVIA, OFF WITH
THEIR HEADS
STARLITE ROOM, $22

studio, Attonito refers to the process as

being much more relaxed than any time
the group needed to book expensive studio space and work on tight deadlines
"There's not as much pressure," he says
of recording in the band’s own studio
"That made a huge difference with this
recording because we recorded the songs
in batches and mixed them in batches as
opposed to having to have them all done

The Bouncing Souls are at home on BYO
Records, the label founded by members
of tourmates

Na eelna UPCOMING-UPCOMING-UPCOMING
Vi

en-inches because if someone [wants]

something as a special thing they'll buy

Featuring Fall: bedPalla Bs.
Py

CAPITAL CITY
4, BURLESQUE

assical guitarist employs new techniques
e know the image of people who

, for example, had an encounter with
his experience. The first time that he

rformed using a tremolo technique
at he developed for the guitar, he left
he concert with red, swollen hands.

‘0 imitate the voice, the sustain of
he voice and the direction with this
chnique and all the polyphonic asts that support this tremolo, to put

i of this together—phew!—and make
believe that it's a meditation piece ...
he first time that I played it ... wow! I
fas suffering!" he chuckles. "After this
encert, my hand was completely big,

id my thumb was all red and very big,
(after time, it eame more naturally.”

One of Boucher's pieces featurg this technique is his own work,
Fapillon,” where this tremolo imi©s a Chinese butterfly. But much
the first performance took a toll
Boucher, the genesis of this novel
hnique wasn't smooth, either. In

he says that he developed it afUsing an ethnic Chinese sound to
nite a piece inspired by butterflies.
‘Aen, after
another guitarist
ga tremolo on one string, he decid-

Them

three months gather up what had been
released and putit out on seven-inch.
"The music industry's been changing
and people aren't buying CDs the way
they used to, so we thought it would be
fun to do an experiment, make it more
interesting and fun for ourselves to release a song a month, and then do sev-

loat like a butterfly
suffer for their art. Still, some artcome closer than others to that relity—classical guitarist Rémi Bouch-

Let

single every month digitally and every

NTT IU NUTT TRENT UELCUITCUPENTITRITUTLUOEUO CLINE ULL CULLUM LLLELEGOUCLLEEOOE CULLEN -UCLLLLAE-LCLUGE LL CCLLOL -CUCoLoLe-cULLoOoLeon CULL
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on Octiat7pmand9 pm

REVUE // REMI BOUCHER

ARIA KOTOVYCH

Youth

Know: The Story of Youth Brigade and
BYO Recordsis screening at Metro Cinema

4
FRIDAY
OCTOBER

ed to try this technique, but differently.
"I imagined if somebody could use
this technique on all the strings, that
could be very interesting," he recalls,
Hekepttrying, butit wasn'tuntil aftera
moment of understanding when he was
actually able to perform the technique.
"Finally, I found out one day the way
to do it is a matter of understanding
the mechanical aspect of it, and it came
like that—Wow! I understood all the
mechanics in five minutes," he laughs.
"| was working, and never found a solution, and then suddenly, as a light came
to my br&in—that's it! I could do it."

THE

Boucher explains that he also likes to
observe musical techniques that other
cultures use with their instruments,
and then adapt those to the guitar.

POPES.
, Me 3s?

"| take back this technique of their

le
% ;

instrument, and I apply it on my own
instrument, and it creates so much
possibility,” he says of the rhythmical,

a

y

GANGE
jn

ct Uv |NEW *SITY
$15 at door

er cultures’ musical traditions. "(They
are] so rich, that there is not enough of

one life to use all of this.”

:

www.newcitycompound.com

www.newcitycompound.com

Doors 9pm
No'Minors
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ALBUMS >> KENT MCALISTER

How I'll Remain
Kent McAlister discusses his latest record
Kent McAlister has been leading his ? WUE WEEKLY: Do you bring your songs :
largely incomplete until | brought them :
band—originally called His Band, but for :
the last few years known officially
as the Iron Choir—through three

to the band fully formed, or are they : to rehearsal. "Crossing Arm Blues" was :
Cet that are then filled out : re-tooled lyrically right up until | was in =
as a group?
: the isolation booth recording it—with :

albums
and two provinces
KENT MCALISTER: Up until : thanks to Melisa Devost whom | totally
now, and he's shown increasthis recording, I've always : forgot to credit with a couple of lyrical
ing focus and confidence with
had the songs 90 percent : ideas for that one—and “The Ballad of
each release. Where there
or more arranged and ready : the Oar & Chain" was arranged musiwere hints of the same sort of
to go. | like to then let the :: cally but two of the verses and the chocountry that Corb Lund grew up
guys fill in the spaces, or : rus were finished the night before we
with on McAlister's debut, he has
bring musical ideas to the table ? recorded. The final piece to putting its
since carved his own sound out, fusthat | might not have thought of. : lyrics together was opening up my notes
ing together the jazz guitar playing of : I've always been lucky enough to pla
on it and then looking at a very old
his music-school years with the music of : with stellar bandmates, past and pres.
: painting in my then roommate Cameron
his Prairie roots. McAlister’s latest album :: ent, and I'm always open to suggestions : Latimer’s house—it was of sailing ships
is titled How I'll Remain and he spoke to : from them. |also believe it's important :
on a mediterranean seaside in the sunVue Weekly recently about the reccrd. : for them to be able to add their personset which perfectly captured a calm but
McAlister had plenty more to say than : ality within the context of the music. :
ominous mood. | thank Cameron for not
we had space for, so the full transcription : With this record, there was a lot more : only having that painting up but also for
is available online at vueweekly.com.
: input in that two of the songs were E musical inspiration over the years.

1

:

:

:
:
:
:

:
:

;
:
:

"MCALISTER'S MAPS»> They'realloverthe placeUWSpoie
VW: Did you have an idea of what you
: wanted How I'll Remain to be when
: you started, or did the finished shape
: emerge as the writing and recording

:_ went along?

: pendent or old. A shout out to

:: time | was 18, everyone was spillin
: each other and arguing for stree
: saying that “They had gotten int
: way before everyone else,” et:
= was in my corner saying, “Lj 1
t want to check out this Johnny Cash v
:! me? How about Pink Floyd's
: bum? Errrr .. the smalls, anyo
; getting laughed at for it Ne
: have no idea if I'm answering this
>: tion correctly, but my point is it
: Ill Remain—and the first
: late last year, but it's nice to have those : for that matter—are inspir
: unexpected things occur like the two = music what it should be: art. | t!
songs from Brendan that happen to fit : people have forgotten that even |
: playing country or roots or what
: with the feel and flow.
: and let the songs come to me, rather
: than chasing them by forcing myself to
: write is always paramount. Whenever
I'm
: focused on something else—tike driving
: around town or something as simple as
: walking somewhere and taking in the
* scenery—that's when inspiration hits
: and that's when it’s important to make
g sure I've got a pen and paper and a small
recorder with me. | think | accomplished
: what I set out to do with it when started
: thinking about what | wanted to create

re

Oe

a

: want to call it, it’s about being art'st!
: VW: If you were to trace the musical map

: much rather take chances musica
: trying my damndest to write 2!
: famous and base my self-worth on »
: would it look like?
KM: | think it comes from having a genu- = er or not some industry pig in '
: ine interest and passion for all types of ?: thinks I'm star worthy and | nee
: music, really. I've come to realize that’s : my eyebrows and take steroids +

: that led you to How I'll Remain, what

SHOUT OUT OUT OUT OUT

the most important thing: having a diverse pallette. The map would start
! somewhere when | was about 14 and
: realized | hated commercial pop radio.
; This was around 1990 and | discovered
things like college radio and the local

TRE PARANOMADIAG usREAL FAKE DIAMONDS: JAYCTE JAYGE DdSET
ALLAMES ORS,GPM|MO MINORS WS,OPA

54 // MUSIC

: oldies station. It progressed into 2
3 to local shows in Calgary and
Edm
: through my teens and voraciou
: ping up everything | could that

: KM: | definitely wanted it to be a little : ton in particular—! never unde
: darker than the last record in the over- : appeal of Nirvana, and that's be
: all feel. | had an idea about themes and : had Edmonton legends the sma
: topics for songs, but that certainly took : soundtrack of my youth. They \
: ona life of it's own as | started develop- : more mind-blowing than anythi
: ing them. Being able to shut off my brain : whole "grunge” scene produced.
3y

ae
"ae

:
:
:
:

|

a
i

:
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: the tips of my hair frosted and wé
: viously distressed” jeans. Having 5?
: [really hope Nashville's is the next "
: franchise to go belly-up. Bring '"'
Phew
: teams back to Canada, Bettman
: Musical map what, now? W

x
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featuring the singles ‘ALL OVER ME’ and ‘LITTLE TOO LATE’
CD features bonus content including a download of ‘Little Too Late’ acoustic
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T BROOD PERFORMING LIVE AT MEGATUNES ONVUEWEEKLY.COM
THEY
LIKE US, THEY REALLY LIKE US >> Toronto's Elliott Brood has a soft spot in
” its heart—and a tongue-in-cheek attitude in song—for Alberta //eden Munro
{/ CAROLYN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ARONSON
NANNING
Brood loves Alberta.
It’sasix-year affair now, but it began

with
the Toronto trio naminga song after
the province.Inthe world of courtship, it
was a brazen move. “Oh Alberta"—witha

video that cameos Walter Gretzky playing street hockey in an Oilers jersey—
could have easily been called "Oh Saskatchewan" or "Oh Newfoundland." But
wearing its heart on its sleeve paid offfor
Elliott Brood.
"Literally, like the first tour we ever did,
we drove straight out to Lethbridge—not
even knowing what Lethbridge was or
anything—and funny enough, we were
just going to skip it, because we thought
it was some small little town. They're not
going to care. We drove all this way, why
don't we just relax and skip it and go to

Calgary?” guitarist and singer Casey La-

stories, and we're just telling the tales.
We try to remove ourselves from it and
let the songs be very strong. And that’s
something that we're conscious of," he
explains. "There's a lot of music out there
that's kind of—and I'm not just pinning
it, say, hip hop—'This is how good I am;
I can do this, I can do that.’ And there's
a place for all that stuff, we're just not in
that world. We would rather be kind of
like a book. We present our albums like
novels and stuff—it's kind of a literary
view that we have towards it.”
The result is a timeless quality that
dances on banjo plucks and grips onto
distorted guitar riffs. Weaving yesterday
with today is what makes Elliott Brood's
2003 debut Tin Type as listenable as last
year's Mountain Meadows.
It's also music that sounds very rooted
in the prairie landscape, which pretty
much guarantees that Alberta loves Elliott Brood right back. W

foret recalls. "But we made true on the

promise to go and the show was sold out,
these people all knew the music because
ofcommunity radio and we had two soldout shows there, which is crazy.
"It worked out, and ever since then,
Alberta's been obviously huge to us," he
adds. "We gotto tour with Corb Lund and
that was great, and that introduced us to
a whole new crowd of Albertans as well.”
Would the same thing happen if Elliott

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 2
NORTHERN

ALBERTA

JUBILEE

sole

AUDITORIUM
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78% OF CANADIANS BELIEVE IN GHOSTS.

anus)

SAT, OCT 3 (8PM)
ELLIOTT BROOD
WITH THE WOODEN SKY
STARLITE ROOM, $16.50

Brood rolled up into Salt Lake City with
its Juno- and Polaris-nominated recording Mountain Meadows? The album, titled

after a massacre by Mormons and Native

An Evening with

Americans, mines the stories of the child
survivors who were adopted and raised

inthe church.
"People have asked has there been any
backlash from the Mormon people, but
nothing so far. Which has been good,"
Laforet says. "We're not that popular.

Maybe ifwe got more popular, we would
run into trouble,
Iguess.”

lack of backlash could
todo with the fact that

Elliott Brood—rounded outbyMark Sasso
and Stephen Pitkin—only uses historical
facttoexplore fictional ideas, in the tradi-

Se
een Ease
‘way ofwriting about personal experiences
without beingthecentre ofattention.It's
an interesting story.

Co)

Se

not to

RYAN BUELL and CHIP COFFEY
from A&E’s PARANORMAL STATE

THURSLAY, OCTOBER&
MYER HOROWITZ THEATRE

000
TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER - WWW) TICKETMASTER GA - 783.451.8
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more info at www.behindtheicon.ca
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be thefocus ofthe songs. The songs
are
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‘2O/46 THE UNION PRESENTS

:
:
:

though it's the only song that matters,
blasting big power chords and chunky,
palm-muted rhythms out of the guitars

10/08
ci PRESENTS

MO/LO

Lars Ulrich and Motorhead’s Lemmy,
Anvil's particular brand of musicisone
of the cornerstones that so many of to-

In light of the film's casting of Kudlow as a never-say-die bandleader,
This Is Thirteen seems an admirable attempt to keep on keepin’ on, its lyrics
leaning somewhat towards the edge
of silly at times. At the same time,
though, there's no denying that Anvil
approaches every song on the record as

FOUNDATION
&CKUA PRESENT

POWER

:
:

day's metal bands are builton, whether
those groups know it or not.

SAINTALVIA& OFFWITHTHEIRHEADS
10/G3

demonstrates in interviews with more
well-known musicians like Metallica's

BLAZING VIOLETS

AND YOU'LL KNOW US BY THE SEKSTON SLANG

TRAIL
OF DEAD Youne GALAXY
FUTURE OF THE LEFT §senp SINISTER
10/30 ICL PRESENTS

temple 24
sia:
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Sometimes an album is impossibe
to consider outside of the context in
which it exists. Anvil's This Is Thirteen
is one of those, being indelibly linked
to Anvil! The Story of Anvil, the docu-

mentary that restored the band to the
main stage, giving original members
Steve "Lips" Kudlow and Robb Reiner
an opportunity to recapture the glory
that the band had enjoyed back in the
early '80s. The film—out on DVD October 6—takes a heartfelt look at the
band, but despite the setup of Anvil
as the underdogs who ultimately win
the fight, there's also a melancholy

tone that winds its way through the
film, leaving one to wonder just how
long the band can survive this second go around in an industry that
sees the band's music as long past its
expiry date.
And, truthfully, there is something
rather dated about Anvil's latest album—recorded during the making
of the film and sold by the band, but
only now receiving a wide release—
with the music firmly grounded in the
speedy, heavy, crunching metal that
the group was hammering out in its
early days, But is that so wrong? Abso
lutely not—especially
when, as the film

Staking

@

the Pola
hominated album
he's best knoy
: for, the B-Sides EP (available as 4 5, ,
: download
from
softairplane;
: feels like a lo-fi look into the c)
: VanGaalen
songwriting
pr.
: Warm melody and structure per

:
:;
:
:
:
:
:
:

throughout B-sides, but each
seems built to test out a partic
idea, like the groovy ee reyopt

strut that pops up through“I
Was A Dog,” or
the lazy horn cho,
ya

"Soak in Visions.” It’s apparent wh

these tracks didn't make Soft 4
plane's final tracklist—more a co}
tion of interesting moments-in-son
: than airtight songwriting—but h
: they make up a cohesive little whole
: of their own.
: PAUL BLINOV
: // PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COW

than the man’—that

:

Anvil is not only not trying to reinvent
itself
on This Is Thirteen, butthe bandis
in fact perfectly happy where it is musi-

:
:

cally, revelling in the glory of the oldschool metal that remains front and

: Grown-Ups
:: (Independent)

success

: Grown-Ups
: toto
:
:

>)

musically, but the album is :
:
°:
:
:

reemergence

years in terms of both production and
songwriting, but sometimes that’s just
not enough.

: one hand hilarious and on the othe
: totally inevitable. And estheticall
= cassettes lend themselves well to the
: exuberant and lo-fi punk of Calgary
: Grown-Ups, the crunchy, hissy sounc
: perfectly suited to driving around ir
: your girlfriend's 1983 Mazda 323 with
: the sunroof open on a summer's

Of course, the music industry is built
upon the right place and the right
time, and that’s exactly where Anvilis
right now. The die-hards that the film

portrays them as deserve all the success they can get. Plus, the album

is : And

as heavy as metal on metal. Groundbreaking? No. Fun and spirited? Yup.
Wicked as hell? Oh, yeah. W

even

better,

the

song

: Break,” with its call-and-re
: chorus of "Stay fit and have fun
ticipaction!” will remind you of at
when you weren't a grown up.
[f

ist=

10443a - 124 street
780.732.1132
www.listenrecords.net

records&cds

ORYAN@VUEWEEKLY.CO

: Rufus Wainwright
Milwaukee At Last!!!

: (Decca)
KAKI

shadow kingdom
natural

snow

3.p+2corzco

bu

unmap

Perhaps the ch

Lrico

ical

inversion

Michael
Bub!
pompous croor
Wainwright
"Why not?”
slow children coer

anc

leases a second liv
? album for the diehard fans. It's a move
: that might seem generous, but al
> tad disrespectful as he heaps the ey

? tras onto a lengthy accompany!”

DOORS
SPM-$5COVER«$5.50DOUBLES

: DVD, more gluttonous and egocent!
: than a half-hour studio album. pene

top 10 sellers

: might indulge, while others will jus :

01. everything goes wrong vivian girls

06. popular songs yo la tengo

02. shadow kingdom natural snow bulidings

07. album girls

03. god is good om

08. born again times new viking

04. shadow instrumentals diminished men
05. persistent reptition... caretaker

09. the visitor jim o'rourke
10. st emeralds

: get tired of his sexy wail and smoot!

: talent as it drones on past its we

= come.

: JONATHAN BUSCH
// {OMATHAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

WWW.STARLITEROOM.CA
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of

: tapes as a viable format—coupled
: with MP3s of course—seems on the

THURSDAYS

& MIYURU FERNANDO

for

spotlight on the band once more. Sure,
the album is the band's best in many

WildStyle TENMPLE
wiTH 035 BUDAKRON

another

: BRYAN BIRTLES

BEHIND STARLITE ROOM SURELY
ALL EVENTS 1+ - DOORS AT 9PM

1. TRON, OPTIMIAX PRIME

With

merly “dead’
Mat—that
would
be vinyl—making
such a big noise ix
recent years,
the

also coloured by the knowledge that :
it likely would have languished in the
obscurity that has hung over Anvil
for so many years now if it weren't for
Anvil! The Story of Anvil throwing the

}

and

speak

centre in the band's heart.
It's that old-school approach to the
album that makes This Is Thirteen a

4

his pia,
side-pr;,

:

DJ BATTERY az¢ WEEKLY GUESTS

my TATARE

tween
Mold

while Kudlow lays his heart on the line
with his metal wail. It's clear in songs
like “Worry"—"Worry, worry, worry
/ From the morning until the night /
Anticipation on my nails I bite"—and
"Feed the Greed"—"Another day, another dollar, another scam / Actions

louder

out

middle ground
‘
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: Beastie Boys

: Hello Nasty
: (Capitol)

: Originally released: 1998
? The Beastie Boys spent an
{ awful lot of the 1990s trying

;

:
:
:
t

and

to get away from the group's
party band image. It’s hard to really blame them:
1 can't imagine

Is. Itsgotto give
abig ol’ : how

le

much

it

to the establishment. It : must have stung

houldEateesai
romance every
girl,bringevery their punk roots
pets erieonalltheir : to watch "Fight
es.

Itshould make you dance, make
f
make you want to make
avoid
etuatingstereos. Most of all, it

:
:
:
:

for Your Right"
go from baldfaced parody to
anthem for the
e
hould questionsomething. Betteryet, it : frat-boy mentalsnould give you something to believein. : ity they were
: skewering (and
would rename this album Mock Rock.
> the less said j
TIN SHAW
: about the bi: zarre longevity
:
!
=
:

:
Scott Cook has a :
way with wordsand :
melodies that in- : and the outright bad (the insufferable
spires foot taps and : "we can play instruments" diversions).
head nods. Travel- : So at least part of the reason Hello Nasling—or ramblin’, : ty sounded as good as it did when it first
dropped in 1998 was because it was the
more precisely—is
on Cook's mind throughout his new al- : Beasties' most wholehearted embracing of
bum, but the road is just one colourina : having a good damn time since Paul's Boutapestry of life. This One's On the House : tique. Armed with the debut of Mixmasfinds the songwriter telling stories of : ter Mike, a D) who perfectly understood

the miles he's travelled and the people : the Beasties’ old school, sharp-break-andhe's known, andit'sa compelling epic— : clever-rhyme base, Hello Nasty brought
one that is fitting for a man who sees : bombastic feel-good back to the forefront
with eyes wide open. Cook tapsintothe
same sort of spirit that so many ram-

: without losing the sonic experimentation
: and beat genre-hopping that earned the
! group its critical darling status.

blers in the past have, and he inspires : It begins with Ad Rock declaring in no
just like the most famous hobos of yes-

teryear, his friendly demeanor and enthusiasm for life on the move catching,

saying something, another
rhythmic instrument to shake
your ass to. And from “Super
Disco Breakin’ they don't slow
down the party very often.
Everyone remembers
"Intergalactic” for the
video—you'll
still occasionally
see dudes pull
out the Japanese
construction

worker Halloween
costume, which is
in that gray zone

: uncertain terms "SO cups of coffee and
: you know it's on,” with MCA completing
: the rhyme with the equally direct "I move

> sort could hope for and the latter a straight
: showcase for Mixmaster Mike's dexterity,

: work better, even if they don't have quite
= the same ready-made iconic feel
: As much as those dominate the album,
: though, the Beasties do manage to pull off

: enough moments of depth to ensure they
: haven't completely tuned out. "Just a Test’ fits
: inamessage about the importance of growth
: inaspooky bass line and Mike's otherworldly
; cuts. "Putting Shame in Your Game” mixes sly
: lines like "Im the king of boggle, there is none
: higher/| get Tl points off the word quagmire”
: with a simple lefty message about sticking
} together, its slow, steady beat playing off the
: urge to "g-e-t-l--v-e, aight?”
: Even if they're still very willing to under: cut it, though, there are few things more
= rapturously joyous than the Beastie Boys

fueling a desire to pack abagandhead

: the crowd to the break of break of dawn.”

Cook's seen in his travels.

; the Beasties are more snidejokestersthan : to Ill's spot in the pop-cultural landscape,
+ Rhodes Scholars, whichis part of the rea- ; you'd get no complaints from me. W

out looking for some of the things that :
EDEN MUNRO

Not the most clever wordplay ever, but

NE WELCH KAPLIN
Sa RID AYO GTOBERG=<

LO

‘

>

between _ timely

reference and acceptable
nostalgia—but
there's
no resisting the
spare-but-pumpee
y"dein, NASTY BOYS >> The Beasties have a good time
ing break beat and
And, to be fair, their urge to mess with : the combined shouts that cap each line, and
mainstream
expectations
produced ; the "hmmm ... drop!" is every bit as pointed
some good (their sometimes-innovative, : and explosive as the first time you heard it
sometimes-ironic, frequently-iconic mu- : But, of course, that’s barely the surface: you
sic videos) with the mixed (they're as : could argue the other two singles, "Body
much a reason as any people still put : Movin" and "Three MCs and One D);" the for"Free Tibet" stickers on college surfaces) : mer the best soundtrack an all-inclusive re-

:

himself as a hobo wandering the world

son things work so well when they
get down: snide jabs aside, their
\yrics are as much about fitting
into the musical backdrop as

LISA

BROKOP
“Good food, good people, great music!” \
St Basils Cultural Centre

10819-71 Ave

info: 438-6410 Grrin
waw.tmie.org

Tickets available at Megatunes & Tix On The Square

: deciding it's time to party, and if Hello Nas: ty were to permanently take over License

{| EOEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

: Todor Kobakov
: Pop Music

David Guetta
One Love

The Resistance

(Warner)

: (88 Calibre)

(Virgin)

wk

: Lounge at casino

In

a

move

that : Meets piano recital

quickly differentiates Destiny's Child

: Tip toe out quickly
:

alumni Kelly Rowland from Beyonce,

:
: Simian Mobile Disco

cheeseball produc- : Temporary Pleasure

er Guetta booksKR : (Wichita)

:
into a dancefloor anthem, "When Love
Weaker than last disc

Takes Over,” that's more Donna\Sum-.

mer than Diana Ross. In a way, he:

nudges some artists (also including ::
and Estelle) partly away from

But then where can you go from
The tip of the top?

Singer needs a hug
Uh... and by hug | mean punch
3 By punch | mean stab

: The 401
> Songs of Solomon

; (TGV)
i A decent pop disc
: Chugs along nicely unlike
: 401 traffic
;

Akon

‘heir R&B niche, somehow putting the :

most stock form of techno to unique : Thousand

use. This collection includes its share
filler,buthous- :
of lameBacardi-soaked

Foot Krutch
Welcome to the Masquerade

for more than : (Tooth & Nail)

gooda demographic
singles
®s a fewcar
testing
stereos,

:

guys
Pasttime that results in most outsiders : Spray intanlineTapat out
Oil City
= Wait
loathing this kind of music.

JONATHAN BUSCH

; Humming this crap load

——_—_—_—————

Status Quo

: In Search of the Fourth Chord

: (Eagle Rock)

MONDAYS

-

AM-rock granddads

a

GUITAR FROM SLEEMAN BREWERY

: Make concept record about
: Not having a clue

!

BLUE db \
|WITH OJ
\
JAY’S BLUE JAY
4 SLEEMAN PINTS
MESSY ENTER TO WIN AN EPIPHONE
NEST

see

“ae

va

weer

eae
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PREVUE // CORRINE WEST
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Cabin fever
Songwriter fulfils The Promise in an idyllic setting
JAMES STEWART
// STEWART@ VUEWEEKLY.COM

unique about the recording of 7
Promise, as it also marked the
time West worked with Doug Co <
a producer role. After first mec
if
in 2005 when the pair performe;
gether, the two reconnected jas;
in Alaska when both were teachi,

urrently in the midst of her sixth
UK tour, Corrine West can't get
enough of British audiences and it
seems the feeling is mutual. After
legendary BBC DJ Bob Harris played
some of her 2004 debut album, Bound
for the Living, on his radio show, he
was bombarded with emails wanting
to know as much as possible about the
roots songstress. West had inadvertently found a rapt audience on the
other side of the Atlantic.
"[Harris]

to

LIGHT IT UP >> Corrine West approached
the vocals on her latest album like a

"The surroundings had a lot to do
with how the record turned out, definitely," notes West. "Harrison is on
this huge lake, so we grabbed a cabin
and converted it into a studio. We left
the windows open so we could see the
water and the eagles flying around
and everything else. It was perfect,
and it was important to give ourselves
a place that we could just chill out.

things that you have to follow.”
When it came time to record her
third full-length album, West and producer Doug Cox thought they'd try a
different approach to the process. Instead of heading back into the studio

Fs

to record in a traditional manner, they
journeyed out to Harrison, BC, allowing the idyllic landscape to inform and
influence the tone of the music.

BAR & BRILL

gether in the studio,” laughs Woes;
"And now here we are, oversea
tour. Working with Doug was in
ing. He thought that my voice
recorded to it's full potential on my
other records. He wanted to mak.
it much more of a focal point in the
music, and as aresult the sonewritinc
:
and arrangements changed.
was really nowhere to hide. |
challenging, being that exposed—j
Was used to recording with big, ful|
bands, kind of being neck-in-nec
e
with everyone. On The Promis
approached it almost like you would
a torch song. I was unsure how eudi
ences would react, but the response
has been really great." WV

finding

to say why my music seems to sit so
well with the people over here. I really
don't know why, but it's one of those

THURS OCT, 1ST.

¢,

a valuable collaborator.
"And four months later we we;

more under-the-radar stuff, and he
had a huge response when he played
my music, and | got a lot of emails and
letters too," West explains. "I ended
up flying over there and meeting him,
travelling around fora week and meeting all kinds of people. It's impossible

AND coGUESTS i
Rh

Thur Oct 1st. 10030 102". BRIXX BAR & GRILL
$12.9?" NO MINORS
WWW.BRIXXBARANDGRILL.CA . 780.428.1099

is dedicated

a music camp. After many late-n,5),

jam sessions, West knew she'd

aac
Oyama
QAAPUIG

00%

Doing it in the city, everyone is just so

QUEEN ALEXANDRA COMMUNITY HALL

much more pressed for time.”

“(10425 UNIVERSITY AVE), $18
The surroundings weren't all that was

HOROSCOP
ARIES (Mar 21 — Apr 19)

: ever spends a night of carnal delight with : love you even more than | love my fantasy : gressively, The cosmic forces are arrayed in : coming your way will bring their own unique
: about you." What about you, Leo? Where 2 such a way as to reward you for doing so.
: problems; the dreams you're in love vith

: the following people: Lady Gaga, Sarah
Is the electron a wave or a particle? Physi- : Silverman, Karen O, Shakira or Halle Berry.
cists had to conduct thousands of experi- : Alicia's permitted to enjoy liaisons with
ments to arrive at the definitive answer, : Johnny Depp, Chris Rock, Marilyn Manson,
which is that it's both. In other words, the : Jimmy Fallon and Portia de Rossi. | bring

: do you stand on the issue? This is an ex: cellent time to get on the righteous side
: of the great divide, which is to say: adore
: your special people for who they really are

solution to one of the fundamental ques- : this up, Gemini, because | believe you'll : more than for your fantasies about them.
tions about the nature of reality is
a paradox. | think this strongly

suggests that the correct response to many other riddles
about the ultimate truth
might be two seemingly opposing explanations. Could
the Unitarians and Buddhists
both be right? Socialists and capitalists? Mystics and scientists? In the
upcoming days, Aries, you will be offered
lots of practice in adopting this approach
as you deal with a personal dilemma that's
very much akin to "Is the electron a wave
or a particle?"

TAURUS (Apr 20 -— May 20)

:
:
:

:

:
:
:
:
:

SCORPIO (Oct 23 - Nov 21)

: will generate new dilemmas to solve. By n
+ means does this imply that you should avoid

The Indian guru known as Amma

has : accepting the gifts or pursuing your dreams
hugged over 30 million people during her : Part of the fun of doing great things is dealthree-decades career. Ive known people : ing with the changes they generate!
whoVe received blessings from her, and :

soon be the beneficiary of some ex- :
: they tell me that she can magically undo
travagant cosmic luck that could : VIRGO (Aug 23 - Sep 22)
offer you a close brush with an : In a puckish fantasy, the poet Linh Dinh : your karmic knots with her spiritual power,
exotic form of pleasure, This : imagined a hypothetical scenario in which ; freeing you from having to suffer indefi: it would be uncool to be too cool. "In an : nitely for the bad decisions you made in the
of a one-night stand with a fa- : effort to inject more pep and resolve into : past. Amma rarely does a complete unravmous fox, but it could be almost : its lethargic citizens,” he waxed with pro- : eling of all karmic knots in one sitting, how: phetic longing, "the government is man- : ever. Your negative conditioning might be
as extraordinary.
: dating the use of an exclamation mark at : holding you together, after all, and a sud: the end of each sentence, spoken or writ- : den super-fix could cause you to fall apart.
CANCER (Jun 21 — Jul 22)
I'm happy you're getting back to funda- : ten. ‘It looks like rain!’ for example, or 'I : That's the situation | suspect is true for you
mentals and shedding pretensions and : must sleep!" | suggest that you take his : right now, Scorpio: you'll be wise to undo
nourishing your roots, but | also want to : vision, Virgo, and turn It into reality for : some, but not all, of your karmic knots.
make sure that you don't get too funky : the immediate future! You would really :

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 - Feb 18)

:
: On behalf of all us non-Aquarians, I'd like
: to express our appreciation for the exper: ments you've been performing. Please don

: be discouraged just because the result
: thus far have been inconclusive and lef
: feelingatrifle rudderless. We feel confident
: that sooner or later you'll come up with dis
: coveries that will have bottom-line value to
: both you and the rest of us. We'd also like
: to apologize for the shortsighted and timid

} types among us who are accusing you
: ing unrealistic or overly optimistic. Please
:
;
keep trying those novel approaches anc
:
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov
22
Dec
21)
benefit
from
getting
more
excited
than
:
: and lowdown. I'd hate to have to be :
: hoisting you up out of the gutter next : usual! Who knows, maybe a simple thing : The coming week will have something to : making those imaginative forays.
: like imagining every one-of your sentences

: week, or counseling you on how to cover

Have you ever mused on the fact that your : for the fact that you've compromised
body is actually a kind of furnace? And that : your own highest standards. So please
your whole life depends upon it? Food and : resist any temptations you might feel
oxygen are constantly combusting inside : to descend toward the lowest common
you, generating fiery energy that fuels your : denominator, Cancerian. As you deepen
every movement, thought, and feeling. This : your center of gravity, make sure you
awareness of fire as a source of vitality, not-: keep your attitude elevated.
a destroyer, would be valuable for you to :
cultivate in the coming days. Your steady, :: LEO (Jul 23 — Aug 22)
earthy rhythm needs a shot of radiance : "“!may not love you," wrote R.R. Doister, "but
: I can certainly love my fantasy about you.”
and Luminosity and fervour.

= offend and agitate everyone—except you. :

: ending with an exclamation mark could : Whines and moans and yelps will ring out
: across the land, even as you're emanating
: make your whole being more thrillable!
: poise and aplomb. You may be tempted
:
: to brazenly exploit everyone's vulner:: LIBRA (Sep 23 — Oct 22)
: Is there a big difference between your cur- : ability and seize control of your corner
: rent job and your beloved career? Do you : of the world, but | think that would be
: suffer from the unsettling feeling that your :: shortsighted of you. A better strategy for
: calling hasn't called you yet? Are you under : capitalizing on your advantage would be
to dole out large doses of mercy, making
: the impression that your main reason for be: ing here on Earth may reveal itself at some :: sure that the people who will be important to your future don't lose their way.
unknown
time
in
the
future,
but
not
anytime
:
:

: Personally, 've been guilty of embodying : soon? If you answered no to all those ques- :

GEMINI (May 21 - Jun 20)

: that attitude toward certain people in my : tions, congrats! You are more than halfway
Several couples | know keep lists of the : life. There have also been allies to whom ; toward livinga victorious life. But if you anion, it'sit's high
high
five celebrities they'd be allowed to boink : | could have said, "| do love you, although : swered yes to at least one question,
if the chance ever presented itself. My : \'love my fantasy about you a little more." : time to take action. Start by formulating an

:: CAPRICORN (Dec 22 — Jan 19)

: PISCES (Feb 19 - Mar 20)

:: While reviewing the work of Angelina jolie
: in the film Taking Lives, A.O. Scott called
: her “the flesh-and-blood actress mos 3
: likely to be mistaken for a computer-s¢!
you '°
: erated special effect." !'don't expect
: rival Jolie's odd talent anytime soon, ok
: | wonder if maybe you'll be seeing
: of that kind of stuff in the world aroun’
: you. Some of the characters who D will De

: advancing the plotlines in your life sto"

: may seem to be able to breathe fire,

witness phe
‘ ‘The bear must deal with 20 obstacles, : will At the very least, you'll
e optical illusion
nomena
;: and each one of ther involves pears,” says :E My
advice:thattryresembl
to get these exotic 02*
: the Sufi proverb, "because the bear adores :

you rather than against

truth worth meditat- : breaks to work for
friend Jim, for instance, will incur no karmic : And it has even been the case on numerous : intention to find out what you need to know : pears." That's a twisty
them
you. Embrace them, don't fear
repercussions with his girlfriend Alicia if he : occasions that I've been proud to declare, "| :_ in order to deal with the problem more ag- :: ing on, Capricorn. | suspect that the gifts :
60 // BACK
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? through walls, or change the weather

lecture with Iain Benson - Wed, Oct7,

780.492.3555, door
TIME TRAVELLERS XVI LECTURE SERIES - Royal Alberta Museum Theatre, 12845102 Ave «780.453.9100 » royalalbertamuseum.
ca« A Man By Many Names: Davidson Plack
and the Discovery of Peking Man; presenta-

7-8:30pm
+Free

JOINT VENTURE “BOOTCAMP”
.Grant
MacEwan City
Health

"KNOWLEDGE Is POWER:ACCESS TO
_ INFORMATION IN ALBERTA

Hall, U of A Hospital, 8440-212 St « Six evenings of lectures, with topics ranging from
viruses to aging, are designed for the public to

SCAMS - St Albert
pLab.ca «How to.avoid
ig,internet
and mail
7-8:30pm « Pre-register at

9ORT GROUP - Braeside
wurch basement, N. door, 6
St, SirWinston Churchill
children of alcoholic
ies « Meet Mondays

pm
ce.net + 780.418.5022 + An

0

Internal Martial Arts

n Tucker
«Thu, Oct 1, 6-8:30pm
u join the class starting the

foll

¥

BICYCLE STRIPPING + Edmonton Bicycle

Commuters’
780.

3,

Society, 10047-80 Ave (back alley),

edmontonbikes.ca « General

Cleaning WorkBee, getting ready for winter
Sun, Oct

jopm = Free

E 1071-107 Ave, and Fl

SOCIETY « Norquest College, 10315-108 St
+ 780.424.5514 « Conference for students and
tutors, zoth anniversary Celeration « Sat, Oct 3,

9-4pm.
PHILOSOPHER'S CAFE SERIES -Steeps
Urban Tea House, College Plaza, 11116-82 Ave

* augustana.ca « The Trouble with Intelligent
Design with Paul Viminitz, Professor of Phi-

‘MENTAL HEALTH

support drop-in group

are supporting an adult
whois living with a mental

ilness «Every Wed,6:30-8:30pm

IB -780.474.2318 « Learn to play
for all ages including
and tournaments «

w.ca.

Thu; Prism Pool League; 7-1:30pm « Fri: Steak

TOWARDS THE DIGNITY OF DIFFERENCE U of A + dofdifference.org « Conference featuring speakers Benjamin Barber, Hassan Hanafi,
Robert Cox, Fred Dallmayr, Shireen Hunter,
Hamid Dabashi, Walther Lichem, Mokhtar Lamanim Vesselin Popovski, and Amira Sonbol
» Oct 2-4 « Panels are free and open to public +

DJ Arrow Chaser; Tue gpm + DJ Dust ‘n‘ Time;

ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH -

Keynote events: $10/$s (student); Conference
package for keynotes; $30/Sis (student)

EDMONTON PRIME TIMERS (EPT) « Uni-

WOMEN IN BLACK .-In Front of the Old
Strathcona Farmers’ Market « Silent vigil the
ist and 3rd Sat, 10-11am, each month, stand in
silence for a world without violence

losophy, University of Lethbridge; presented

COMEDY

by the Chester Ronning Centre « Sat, Oct 10,
1-3:30pm » Free

ARDEN THEATRE « 5 St Anne St, St Albert

REMOVING THE STIGMA...TALKING
ABOUT MENTAL ILLNESS - Canadian

+ 780.459.1542 * The Debaters (cbc radio
show): Steve Patterson moderates some of
Canada's hottest comedians as they go toeto-toe in a heated and rousingly comical
debate of current affairs and top-of-mind
Canadian issues « Oct 3, 7:30pm + $20

Mental Health Association Office, 800,
10045-111 St *780.414.6300 « CMHA Speaker's

Bureau: People living with mental illness
will discuss their experiences with stigma «
Oct7(7pm), Oct 8 (12pm)

CENTURY CASINO - 13103 Fort Rd 780.481.9857 « Shows start at 8pm Thu-Sat
and late show at 10:30pm on Fri-Sat; $12
(Thu)/$19 (Fri/Sat) « Sean Lecomber; Oct 2-3

Alberta « Lecture by David Mills « ed, Oct 7,

+ DVD's and discus-

PRISM BAR + 10524-101 St « 780.990,0038 «

BUDDYS NITE CLUB - 11728 Jasper Ave +
780.488.7736 « DJ Dust ‘n' Time; Mon gpm +

+ Free

7pin « Free; pre-register at 780.427.1750 or
donna.macneil@gov.ab.ca

7pm +
Free, eee welcome

Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair

THE WAY WE LIVE: EDMONTON'S
PEOPLE PLAN - Grant MacEwan Downtown,
Rm 6-106 Multi Purpose Room « Discussion
group to help the City of Edmonton create a
long-term strategic plan that will help with
decisions about the services that contribute
to the health, safety and well-being of
Edmontonians « Sat, Oct 3, 8:30am-1apm «
Register at: edmonton.ca/TheWayWeLive

SEARCHING FOR THE 'FATHER OF BASEBALL IN ALBERTA’ - Provincial Archives of

every Wed,

and Sat DJ SeXXXy Sean 10-3 Long Weekend
Sundays feature the Stardust Lounge with

Nov 5, 7-9pm +Pre-registration required « Fee
by donation

P.A.L.S.-PROJECT ADULT LITERACY

+ Kevin Foxx; Oct 9-10

STEPHEN LEWIS-THE EDMONTON
SPEAKER SERIES Westin Hotel - The Future
of Community: Dinner with Stephen Lewis +
$100 at TIX on the Square + Oct 14, 6pm (cocktails), 6:45pm (dinner), speech to follow

STYLE MATTERS - Stanley Milner Library,

COMEDY FACTORY - Gateway Entertainment Centre, 34 Ave, Calgary Trail «

Thu, 8:30pm; Sat, 8pm and iopm « Gabriel
Rutledge; Oct 1-3 + Olivia Allen Arrington;
Oct 8-10

COMIC STRIP - Bourbon St, WEM «
780.483.5999 + Wed-Fri, Sun 8pm; Fri-Sat
10:30pm » Daniel Kinno, Jordan Chyzowski,
John Ramcharam, Sean Thompson; Oct 1-4 +
Hit or Miss Monday’; Oct 5 « The Best of Ed-

Rm 27, 6 Fl - 3-hour workshop to identify

your own predominant style of working
through interpersonal conflict and to learn
about the interaction of various styles « Oct
15, 6-opm « Pre-register: stylematters.eventbrite.com, 780.423.0896 ext 201

monton- Local Talent Night; Tue, Oct 6 « Sean

Lecomber, Ryan Ash and Kelly Soloduka; Wed,
Oct 7 « Special Concert Presentation: Mitch
Fatel, Ryan Ash, Kelly Soloduka; Oct 8-11

SUGARSWING DANCE CLUB - Orange
Hall, 10335-84 Ave + 780.604.7572 « sugarswing.

DRUID « 11606 Jasper Ave « 780.710.2119 «

com « Swing Dance at Sugar Foot Stomp: no
experience needed, beginner lesson followed

Every Sun, gpm

Comedy Night: Hosted by Lars Callieou «

by dance every Sat, 83pm (door)

HYDEAWAY-ALl Ages Art Space -

SUMMIT SPORTS COLLECTIBLES SHOW

780.426.5381 « 10209-100 Aye » Comedy night «
Tue, Oct 6,13, 20 and 27, 9pm

+ Northlands Agricom, Hall E, 7515-128 Ave «
780.488.2359 » thesummitshow.com «info@
thesummitshow.com * Hosted by Summit
Promotions « Oct 2, 4-9pm; Oct 3, 10am-spm;

Oct 4, 10am-spm +$10 (adult, one day)/$20
(adult, 3 day)/S6 (senior/youth, one day)/Si2
(senior/youth, 3 days)/free (child 12 and under)

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT - Myer Horowitz Theatre, and FI,
Students’ Union Bldg, U of A « Sustainable
Agriculture Development Requires a Shift
From an Industrial to a Multifunctional
Model, presented by Dr. Rene Van Acker »
Tue, Oct 6, 3-4:45pm + Free

SYMPHONY 101 - St Albert Public Library «
sapLab.ca « Hosted by D.T. Baker « Sun, Oct 4,

tarian Church of Edmonton, 10804-2119 St +A
group of older gay men who have common
interests meet the and Sun, 2:30pm, for a social period, short meeting and guest speaker,
discussion panel or potluck supper. Special
interest groups meet for other social activities
throughout the month. E: edmontonpt@
yahoo.ca + primetimersww.org/edmonton

GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION - teamedmonton.ca « Women’s Drop-In Recreational
Badminton; Oliver School Gym, 10227-118
St; 780.465.3620; Wed, 6-7:30pm + Bootcamp;

Lynnwood Elementary School at 15451-84 Ave;
Mon, 7-8:15pm; bootcamp@teamedmonton.ca
+ Bowling: Gateway Lanes, 100, 3414 Gateway
Blvd; Sat, 5-7pm; bowling@teamedmonton.ca
+ Curling: Mon, 7:15-9:15pm), Granite Curling
Club; 780.463.5942 « Running: Sun, Tue, Thu;

running@teamedmonton.ca » Swimming:
NAIT pooh, 11762-2106 St; Tue, 8-9pm, Thu,
730-8:30pm; swimming@teamedmonton.ca

+ Volleyball: Tue Recreational: Mother Teresa
Elementary School at 9008-105, 8-10pm;

Thu intermediate: Amiskiwaciy Academy, 101
Airport Rd, 8-10pm; recvolleyball@teamed
monton.ca; volleyball@teamedmonton.ca +
YOGA (Hatha): Free Yoga every Sun, 2-3:30pm;
Kor2zone Fitness, 203, 10575-2115 St, yoga@

RIVER CREE RESORT AND CASINO - River
Cree Resort, Enoch + 780.930.2619 « rivercreeresort.com + 780.930.2619 « rivercreeresort.
com » Joe Rogan; Thu, Oct 1, 8:30pm
ae

AFFIRM SUNNYBROOK-Red Deer « Sunnybrook United Church, Red Deer « 403.347.6073
+ Affirm welcome LGBTQ people and their

« Sat, Oct 3, 2:30-3:30pm * $10 at U of

BISEXUAL
WOMEN'S COFFEE GROUP -

7pm, each month

OCT 1- OCT 7, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY

Wed: Free Pool; Karaoke, 9pm-midnight +
Nites; 5-9pm; DJ at 9:30pm
10209~123 St « 780.482.1587 « Soul OUTing: an

LGBT-focused alternative worship + 2nd Sun
every month, 7pm; worship Sun, 10:30am;
people ofall sexual orientations welcome.
UGBT monthly book club and film night. E:
jravenscroft@rwuc.org

ST PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH - 1526-76 Ave 780.436.1555 « People ofall sexual orientations
are welcome + Every Sun (10am worship)
WOMONSPACE - 780.482.1794 + womOnspace.ca, Womonspace@gmail.com + A

Non-profit lesbian social organization for
Edmonton and surrounding area. Monthly
activities, newsletter, reduced rates included
with membership. Confidentiality assured
WOODYS - 11723 Jasper Ave « 780.488.6557

+ Karaoke with Nathan; Mon 8pm + Martini
Mondays; 3pm + You Don’t Know Game Show
with Patrick and Nathan; Thu 9pm « Long
Island Iced Tea; Thu 3pm « Karaoke with Morgan; Wed 7pm + Karaoke with Kevin; Sun 8pm

YOUTH UNDERSTANDING YOUTH yuyedm.ca + Meets every Sat, 7-9pm » Contact Scott for info email; info@yuyedm.ca,
T: 780.248.1971

SPECIAL EVENTS
AN EVENING OF SONDHEIM Catalyst Theatre, 8529 Gateway Blvd « Silent auction at 6pm

followed an evening of Stephen Sondheim's
songs, hosted by Colin Maclean. In support
of the upcoming production of Sweeney Todd «

Sat, Oct 3 + $20 at TIX on the Square

ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB:

ART AND RESEARCH FOR SUSTAINABILITY EXPOSITION - Foyer of the Myer Horow-

CROSSDRESSERS - 780.387.3343 + meet

monthly « For info go to groups.yahoo.com/
group/edmonton_illusions/

INSIDE/OUT - U of A Campus + Campusbased organization for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
trans-identified and queer (LGBTQ) faculty,

itz Theatre, U of A+ To raise awareness ofthe

work being done by students on sustainability
issues as well as the greening of the U of A+
Sat, Oct 10, 12-12:15pm + apirg.org/wg/esephp
CULTURAL PERFORMANCE GALA - Win-

graduate student, academic, straight allies and

spear Centre + Featuring over 250 performers

support staff « 3rd Thu each month (fall/winter
terms): Speakers Series. Contact Kris (kwells@
ualberta.ca)

town Multicultural Centre, Asia Books

LIVING POSITIVE - 404, 10408-124 St » edmlivingpositive.ca + 1.877.975.9448/780.488.5768 «

Providing confidential peer support to people
living with HIV + Tue, 7-9pm: Support group «
Daily drop-in, peer counselling

MADELEINE SANAM FOUNDATION Faculté St Jean, Rm 3-18, 780.490.7332 « Program
for HIV-AID'S prevention, treatment and
harm reduction in French, English and other

African languages « 3rd and qth Sat, gam-spm
each month « Free (member)/$10 (membership) « Pre-register

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB geocities.com/makingwaves_edm + Recréational/competitive swimming. Socializing
after practices + Every Tue, Thu

Jasper Ave and 102 St

NEWCITY LIQUID LOUNGE - 10021 JasperAve « Underground Comedy Night: Timelines
the future is funny (time travel comedy show)
+ Tue, Oct 6, 9pm

to 25; Tue-Sat, 3-7pm.

teamedmonton,ca

Ave «780.476.1010 « thelaughshop.ca « Jason
Blanchard; until Oct 4 » Mike Macdonald;
Oct 6-12

friends, family, and allies meet theand Tue,

ete of Canada with Neil Macdonald

Wed 9pm, no cover before 1opm + DJ Arrow
Chaser; Fri Spm, no cover before iopm «+ DJ
Earth Shiver 'n’ Quake; Sat 8pm, no cover
before 10pm + Dj Bobby Beatz; Sun gpm +
Drag Queen Performance Show, Sun, no cover
before 1opm

LAUGH SHOP-Whyte « and Fl, 10368-82

Horowitz Theatre, Students’ Union Bldg,
89 St, U of A+ Hurtig Lecture on

A's Department of Political Science

780.423.5014 « bootsbar.ca « 2nd Thu: Illusions

MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH - Holding
monthly coffee shop group for gay, lesbian,

1:30-2:30pm « Pre-register at 780.459.1682

THEM AND US: NATIONALISM'S
DANGEROUS ATTRACTION - Myer

der, Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning.

Questioning (TT1Q) Alliance: Support meeting and Tue every month, 7:30pm « Transgen-

TOURETTE SYNDROME - Academy of King

parents whose child has died at any age » Until

+ Fri, Oct 2, 7:30pm « $9 (adult)/$7 (student) at
TIX on the Square

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106 St -

Education, advocacy and support for men,
women and youth « Free short-term, solutionfocused drop-in counseling; Wed, 7-10pm «
YouthSpace: drop-in for LGBTQ for youth up

+ Knox Metropolitan Church, 8308-109 St
+ 780.454.1231 ext 224 » Support group for

NEXTGEN, PECHA KUCHA NIGHT 5: OLD
SCHOOL - Myer Horowitz Theatre, 8900-114
St, U of A - Presentations focusing on looking
back and pushing forward in the areas of
design, urban planning, art, and sustainability

7pm * Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and

Social Club « 3rd Wed: Edmonton O Society
+ and Tue: Edmonton Rainbow Business
Association + Every Fri: Philosophy Café « Fri

WALKING WITH GRIEF FOR PARENTS

science from doctors and researchers at the
UofA + Until Oct 27, 7-9pm «Register at cpl.
_nalberta.ca/Home/Events/mini.cfm

women every and Tue of the month, Spm
* groups.yahoo.com/group/bwedmonton

tion by DrJulie Cormack» Oct 8, 7pm « $8
(single/Sas (series)
Edward, 8525-101 St, NW door + 1.866,824.9764+
Support meetings for parents of TS kids, and
TS adults « 1st Wed every month, 7pm « Oct 7,
Nov 4, Dec 2,Jan 6

learn more abcut the world of medicine and

A social group for bi-curious and bisexual

bisexual, trans-identified, and straight friends
+ 4th Sun in Oct, 12:30pm at the Starbucks on

PLAY NIGHTCLUB - 10220-103 St - playnightclub.ca » Open Thu, Fri, Sat with DJs Alexx

Brown and Eddie Toonflash

PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON - 9540-111
Ave + 780.488.3234 + pridecentreofedmonton.
org + Open Tue-Fri 1-10pm, Sat-2-6:30pm »
LGBT Seniors Drop-in: Every Tue/Thu, 2-4pm

+ CA: Thu (7pm) + Suit Up and Show Up: AA
big book study group every Sat, noon + Youth
Understanding Youth: Up to 25 years, support
and social group every Sat,7-9pm; yuy@
shaw.ca « Womonspace: Board meeting 1st
Sun every month, 10:30am-12:30pm » Trans
Education/Support Group: Meet the 1st and
3rd Sun, 2-4pm, every month; albertatrans.org
+ Men Talking with Pride: Sun 7pm; facilitator: Rob Wells robwells720@hotmail.com +
HIV Support Group: and Mon every month,

lepicting the changes in China over the last

%

60 years + Oct 4, 7pm + $50, $15, $10 at China-

FALL CORN ROAST - Alberta Avenue Farmers’ Market, 93 St, 118 Ave + $a (for roasted cob)

+ Funds for Kaleido Family Arts Festival
FASHION WITH COMPASSION-LOVE
YOURSELF « Shaw Conference Centre Hall
D + compassionhouse.org + Fashion show in
Support of Compassion House Foundation
and Sorrentino’s Compassion House that
provides a home away from home for people
undergoing breast cancer treatment at the
Cross Cancer Institute + Thu, Oct 15 « $85

(luncheon at 11am)/$200 (dinner at 6pm) for
reservations call 780.418.699

THE PURE SPECULATION FESTIVAL - Shaw
Conference Centre/Happy Harbor Comics
+ purespec.org/index
html + Science fiction,
fantasy, gaming, actor Rick Green; actor,
singer and author Edward Willett, and many
others « Oct 2-4 + Pre-registration until Oct 2:
$15 (Weekend pass at Happy Harbor locations);
Door: $20 (weekend pass)/$12 (Sat pass)/$12
(Sun pass)/Si0 (costume shindig only)

TIMERAISER - TransAlta Arts Barns - Using
volunteer hours as currency rather than
dollars, this is the only Edmonton event connecting people and causes with art + Sat, Oct 17
+ Tickets attimeraiser.ca

UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA’S ALUMNI
WEEKEND - U of A Campus « ualberta.ca/
alumni/reunion « 780.492.7226 + Faculty gatherings, tours, concerts, lectures on topics such

as food safety, Alzheimer's Disease, public
health care and US/Canada relations. The
weekend's highlight is Alumni Dinner, a semi
formal event + Oct 1-4

UPSCALE SALE - Strathcona Place Senior
Centre, 10831 University Ave, 780.433 5807 »
Humongous Bazaar/Garage Sale + Sat, Oct
3, 9am-pm « $1,50 entry; monies go towards
operating expenses
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Engaging leaders

In his refreshing candour and label refus- : world that! assume is cold and lonely,
the t it possible for people to forgive, look
one
truth is that he found himself, through his : or even celebrate the ways in which \,,

al Weir is able to put into words a more

loving framework for admired people, one
that does not set the people who look up
to them up for disappointment. There is
:: Will Ferrell comedy Blades of Glory is ; almost always a desire to canonize promi: based on Weir, and after watching Pop = nent, highly-functioning and/or successful
Star you realize that Blades is as : people like Weir. In doing so we isolate
funny as it is accurate. Weir real- : them and create different rules and exly did don a swan costume on : pectations of them, from which they are
ice—a move that was chuck- : bound to fail and disappoint us. By labelled at by commentators, but : ling someone exceptional or better we exwhich made Weir a legend for : empt them from being able to indulge in
fans and skating aficionados.
: their humanity, We take away their ability
Weir was under constant scru- : to fail, change or not know better. As any
tiny because of his celebrity, and : cautionary tale about celebrity or power
:
much of Pop Star uses clips of Weir at : will tell you, it's lonely at the top,
: press conferences. Early in the film we z For me, the best example of this remains
: see Weir being asked about some drug- : the case of Monica Lewinsky and Bill Clin: related, off-colour analogies he made to : ton, At the heart of the story is a man and
: describe his poor performance, his com- : a women engaging in sexual relations, but
; petitor's better performance and how it : this simple story as old as time is confused
: all relates to his position as a role model. : by the fact that the man was not just aman
: With sweat and product-slicked hair, still
but the president of the United States,
: fresh off the ice, he responds, "! don't : and therefore held to a higher standard.
: think there should be one role model— : While | would love to argue that he was
: no one is Jesus."
: just reaching out for some warm flesh in a

Figure skater Johnny Weir is a perfect : of Pop Star, Jon Heder's character in the
role model because he refuses to be one.
In the documentary Pop Star on Ice,
screening at this year's Edmonton

International Film Festival, we
get an intimate on- and office look at Weir as he goes
through the ups and downs
of success, failure and the
surrounding culture's attempt
to nail him down as something

of a role model.

Weir is a handsome-faced flamboyant bad boy with a healthy sense of
humour and a worldview that seems to
come as a product of overly nurturing
parents—one that leads him to think
the world around him will accept him

no matter what. It is with this view on
life that Weir is so willingly able to be
unapologetically himself. This makes him
stand out, both for good and bad.

As is much-publicized in the marketing

- CLASSIFIEDS
FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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HELP WANTED

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH
ENGLISH: We train you to teach. 1000's of jobs
around the world. Next in-class or ONLINE by
correspondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St
Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!
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MUSICAL

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116
Quality music instruction since 1981.

780-454-6971
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FILM AND TV ACTING
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Fulltime trainin
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One unique handcrafted dollhouse for sale
fully Ranithed, More mini-furniture maaitanler

Want someone to jam with? Place up to 20 words
Saale or
FREE, providing the ad is a
than 20 words subject to regular price or crue!
editing. Free ads must be submitted in writing, in
person or by fax. Free ads will run for four weeks,
if you want to renew or cancel please phone Glenys at 780.426.1996/fax 780.426.2889/e-m office@
yueweekly.com or drop it off at 10303-108 St.
Deadline is noon the Tuesday before publication.
Placement will depend upon available space

Call Mark at 780.429.3498, or visit studio 10308oo S$

—————————————————
Gallery at Milner; Call for Submissions; Deadline:

%
FOR SALE

mea

Art Selection
Oct 15. Inquiries/applications:

FORM
FORM
EXTRAS

« | OBolding $4
Oi Caps $4
D Extra Line $4
DBox Word Ad $4
OSymbols $4

O cash O Check O VISA OD Mastercard
Card#.
Name
Address
ee
:

Public

Outreach,

Sat at 9:45
AM where new, wonderful dog

profiled. scarscare.org
CENTRE Community in nee

daily items, please bring: coffee, sugar,
creamer, diapers, baby formula to B
East, 10527-96 St, Mon-Fri, 8:30am-4

HELP SUPPORT THE YOUTH EMERGENCY
SHELTER SOCIETY-PROGRAMS FOR
YOUTH 780.468.7070; YESS.ORG
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° Friendly, socially conscious co-workers
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country & old time music. Ph.
Ave. Rock, randyglen(@JumpUpD}.com
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VOLUNTEER
Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old.
youthvolunteer.ca
==
Do you remember someone who believed in
you when you were a child? Be that person in a
child's life today. All it takes is one hour a week,

www.pu
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SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FOOD BANK
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space following punctuation
Deadline Tues at Noon « Please print legibly on lines at right Up to 45 characters per line * Every letter, space or mark counts as one character » Allow one
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S.CA.R.S.: Second Chance Animal Resc
Our dogs are TV stars! Watch Global

WE’RE HIRING
;

Phone 780.426.1996 from 9am to 5pm Mon-Fri * Email rob@vueweekly.com * Stop by 10303-108 St. Edmonton

=!

780.423.2285 ext 134

Bicycle Mechanic Volunteers for Bissell Centre
community homeless or near homlessness members on Mon, Wed, Fri, 9am-12pm. Contact Linda

Session drummer for hire in Edmonton
Experienced, creative and easy to work with.
Lots of studio credits. Check www.kellystod-

anes
Extras
Subtotal
GST 5%

i}

:

FOR $20
FOUR LINES S FOR
FORM OF PAYMENT

our
nen

? as a support for them and let them kno,
{ that we only expect from them what we

BISSELL

Bass player with vocals needed. Roots music.
Three piece: the Mary Machura Band, Marv
Machura 780.240.1509, marvmachura,com

WANTED:
JAMMERS
'ANTED:

b

ING

: anyone else. Reach out to them, be there

Volunteer with the Aboriginal Health Group,
Plan events (like Aboriginal Health Week, Speaker
Series). Promote healthy habits to high school
students. Set up events. E: abhealthproup@gmail.
com; aboriginalhealthgroup.org

ola.com for more info, stodola@telus.net

FREE*EREE*PREE*FREE*FREE

5,

trappe

: role models lonely and prime f,

www.ernha-edmonton.ab.ca

:

ARTIST TO ARTIST

T

and

: Pop Star on Ice is screening as ;
: able and indulging in his own celebrity, : EIFF on Saturday, October 3 at 2-15
: and it's fine because he never pretends to : at Empire City Centre. For more info «isii
: be anything other than he is. This makes : edmontonfilmfest.com

.

SS

Guitarist. Educator.

Graduate of GMCC music program

www.maxtrax4u.com/kenneths

: un-Christlike we do see him giving up on
: himself, treating some people as dispens-

MUSICIANS

INSTRUCTION

info call Ken

isolated

: work, This leaves our leader:

fundraising, is currently hiring its fall staff. Our

evo

i

your health and wealth!
For more

in NTSC format. $20 (CAD) submission fee.
Info; zombieshortfilmfestival.com or contact
Jim Taylor at 647.291.4774, zombieshortfilmfestival@gmail.com

in 2010 at The Works Art Market and Food
Street (deadline Feb. 15, 2010) and Street Stage
(deadline Mar. 15, 2010). Application at www.

4

for the community

: themselves

Short Film Festival (Oct 30 in

Toronto) is currently seeking submissions
from all over the world, Film must be less
than 25 mins long and must involve zombies
in some way. All styles are welcome, on DVD

Drivers wanted: Sis+/hr, Wed (night). Thu (day),
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck
vy

i great work

: self. While we never see him being totally : would expect from anyone else

Canadian Mental Health Association / Board Recruiting 2009 Learn about our community work:

Individual or Two Artist Exhibit, and Community Programs are invited to participate

a

: rap and enjoy being human. During Pop
: Star we see Weir living up to his statement
: that no one is Jesus by not being Jesus him-

Art from the Unknown. Emerging artists call
780.414.0702 for submission package
Zombie

t yond reproach, or be better thar, ;

: are. Too many people who have

: tal health issues and burnout
: Leave well enough alone, the s:
: with less power in harm's way, not cover + goes, but what we should be doin
= up what they have done and, when caught, = people who excel is engage with ¢}
+ to admit, repent and disappear for a while. { The best thing we can do for people
| see in Weir a better way of dealing with : really admire, the community and
: being perceived as exceptional: fight the : selves is to treat them as we would ¢

which may not be much to you but will make
all the difference in the life of a child. Be a Big
Brother or Big Sister! Be a Mentor! Call Big
Brother Big Sister today. 780.424.8181

0536-124 Street

*

of rules that comes with respected differ+ ence. We all make space for indiscretions
by our leaders, but we hope that they will
: be smart enough to choose their indiscre: tions carefully, not put younger people

Submit exhibits for consideration in the
following categories: Environmental Site
Specific Installation; Curated Group Exhibit,

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists
Please drop off your resume at

This patented product
will be the next

in a position where he had to be different, : Too many awesome people ge
: railed by thinking they have to be t

better. He was not supposed to indulge in
his earthly desires, or, more accurately, he
was not supposed to get caught. That is
part of the isolation and the different set

Committee, Centre for Reading and the Arts,
Stanley A. Milner Library, 7 Sir Winston Churchill
Sq, Edmonton AB Ts] 2V4; T: 780.496.7030; E:
cragalleries&displays@epl.ca

The

OPPORTUNITIES

own hard work and that of others, to be : makes his way through the world
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girlfriend to tickle! |
my last girlfriend (not

ig)and am wondering,
can't | find a new one who does like it?
How would you bring something like
1a
on date?
a
And how did | get

anywal

posure to a National Lampoon spoof of : as clearly societally generated and
sanc- : fully consensual power exchange, to put
Kraft-Ebbing’s masterwork, Psychopathia : tioned, like the Victorian ankle fixation
:> it awfully stuffily, it also can be and often
Sexualis called, | believe, Psychopathia

: or the old-time Japanese obsession with := is misused. You see this most often with

Cheesealis. It involved, like the original, : the nape of the neck (or the current :
: funny-uncle scenarios, of course, where#
stern governesses and harsh Prussian : Japanese obsessions with school-girls and
Nobody knows. Earlier sex research- 3 child-rearing techniques, and also a good : tentacles, for that matter). Some people +: an adult uses tickling as an excuse both to
: touch and to humiliate a child and nobody
ers spent a lot of time and cycles : deal of gorgonzola and Emmenthaler. : are born with their fixations (you may
be : thinks anything is amiss since of course
on the problem and nobody has : But surely this is neither here nor there. = one of these) and others add and subtract :
> its allin good fun. I've heard a number of
ever come up with anything : We don't know how fetishes develop, = them with the Passing of fad-seasons.
: women say that their sexually abusive relMore convincing than the :5 and we can't, since the category itself :: Some things which seem like fetishes :: atives or family friends also tickled them.
original, mad scientist Rich- : is such a catch-all One man's fetish is :: aren't, really, when you look closer—a lot =
And some ticklers of grown-ups pull the
ard von Kraft-Ebing, who con- : another's passing fancy; one therapists’ ; of role-playing types get turned on by the : same shit on their victims:
"What's the matnected constitutional crimi- : paraphilia is another's healthy sexual exaccoutrements of role (uniforms, leather + ter? it's just a game. Don't be a crybaby." It
nality, low foreheads, early : perimentation. Me, | make a distinction : 'n’ chains) but wouldn't get off on those :: all comes down, of course, to whether or
masturbation and the presence : between objects and behaviours which :: bits and bobs outside of a "scene" context. = not you stop. You would never be so cruel
of a fetishizeable object or behav- :: enhance sexual experiences and those ; And capital-F "Fetish" is another scene (al- :: as to keep tickling past the point of furs
? jour and blamed them for the later de- : which must be present in order for the : most) entirely, where people wear fetishy :: for the ticklee, right, and certainly not af+ velopment of paraphilic behaviour. Ab- = person to function at all, or which re- :: stuff because it looks groovy.
: ter being begged to cease? If not, we have
= surd as they sound a century and a half : place a sexual partner entirely and in all
But let's get serious. Unless you are : nothing further to discuss.
:
+ later, these theories were all anybody : instances. Lick a boot? Great. Lick only :+ aroused by their ticklishness, unaffected : You may find a willing ticklee among the
: had to go on for a long, long time, and :: boots, never people? Maybe we should : by whether or not you or a surrogate get : more usual devotees of flogging, play= seem to linger (along with Freud's) even : talk about that. But | don't know why a : to tickle them, you don't have a fetish for + piercing, and the like, You are unlikely to
:: now, since almost everyone who does : boots-only sexuality develops, and nei- =: ticklish women so much as you have a fe- : find someone who likes only tickling, but
: have an unusual set of turn-ons looks : ther does anyone else.
= tish for tickling women, and, frankly, that + as | said at the top, if you only like one
: to childhood to find a probably nonexis ? Some fetishes are clearly spontane- : one is not one of my favourites. While :: thing and can't have sex without it, you
; tent cause. My own sexuality may have : ously generated and read like some sort :: tickling can be deployed as just another : may need to talk to’ someone anyway.
* been permanently twisted by early ex- : of synaptic cross-wiring. Others are just : source for extreme sensation during a , Love, Andrea
s- =

Volunteer drivers and kitchen help urgently
needed. Ifyou're available weekdays, 1oam-ipm
call Meals on Wheels. 780.429.2020

Reopleteraniss aiScinefrom depression

orwho have never suffered from depression are
needed
asresearch volunteers. Volunteers prefer-

ably, must
notbetaking any medication, smoking,
ert
erapy and not have a

wdiove

disease. Monetary com-

forparticipation. 780,407.3906

ADULT

Volunteer with your Pet, The Chimo Animal
Assisted Therapy Project uses animals in therapy
sessions with trained therapists to help the clients
achieve specific goals. Info: chimoproject.ca. E:

co ricS ANON Mo,

volunteer@chimoproject.ca orT:780.452.2452
CANADIAN LIVER FOUNDATION is looking for

enthusiastic volunteers for presentations and

HELP
Danornes.

special events. Call Carmen at780.444.1547

U of Ais
seeking major depression sufferers
interested
inparticipating in a research study. Call
780.407.3906; E: UofADep@gmail.com
The Support Network: Volunteer today to be

2 Distress Line Listener. Applyon line thesup780.732.6648
portnetwork.com or
Gui
FailGardening

need volunteers.
E:theur-

isigenng@igralon

bo k:

780.432.6181 for info.

hittp;//edmontongp. blogspot.com

Volunteer with.

tein

Mennonite Centre
i
Children and
in a homework club.

Centre

Li

g and/or

math skills Volunteers
learning, tutor one-to-one,

:

)

to help

Association is

adults develop

The Support Network: Volunteer today to be a
Distress Line Listener, Apply on line at: www.
thesupportnetwork.com or call 780.732.6648

SACRED Edmonton Society; sacredeatingdisorders.com; An Eating Disorder Intensive Recovery
Program for those with anorexia or with bulimia.
E: sacred6@telus.net; T: 780.429.3380

Have you been affected by another person's sexual
behaviour? S-Anon is a 12-Step fellowship for the
family members and friends of sex addicts. Call
780.988.4411 for Edmonton area meeting locations

and information, sanon.org
SACE-Public Education Program: Sexual Assault
Centre of Edmonton (sace.ab.ca) provides crisis

UNE
f

©

#1 SEXIEST CHAT!
Call now! FREE to try! 18+

780.665.6565

> mays

780-421-4429

1-877-463-3537
If YOU

1005S OF HOT LOCAL SINGLES
It's FREE to try! 18+
780.669.2323
403.770.0990

ALL HOT SEXY BABES
Try it FREE! 18+
780.665.0808
403,313,3330

WANT TO STOP USING WE
ANHELP

WUEWEEKLY
CONTEST RULES:
Unless otherwise
specified, the

403,313,331

STEAMWORKS GAY & BI MENS BATHHOUSE.

247

11745 JASPER AVE. 780.451.5554
WWW.STEAMWORKSEDMONTON.COM

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FOOD BANK

girls!
Phat with {00's of HOT naughty
cr
Calgary 403-31

Nightne.

3-331 1

Other Cities 1-877-834-4044

]

) Edmonton

780-665-6565

intervention, info, counseling, public education.
T: 780.423.4102/F: 780.421.8734/E: info@sace.ab.ca;
sace.ab.ca/24 Hour Crisis Line: 780.423-4121

900-561-5555 so

un

Mobile pay. text “SCORE” to 96669 sac

‘Are you an International Medical Graduate seeklicensure? The Alberta International Medical
Graduates Association is here to help. Support,
study groups, volunteer opportunities—all while
creating change for tomorrow. aimga.ca
————EE—
EEE
‘Canadian Mental Health Association, cmhaedmonton.ab.ca Education ProgramPad
workshops to give skills to intervene with people
who eaphehis for suicide. Follow the links to
ASIST or call 780.414.6300

eee
ee
te
SS
Jewish Family Services Edmonton/TASIS (Trans-

forming Acculturative Stress Into Success}: A free

program

Edmonton

aimed at minimizing culture shockand

£310)

displacement for trained professional immigrant

wornen. T: ee

Se Ecommunity@
Org

Timeraiser: TransAlta Arts Bams,
10330-84 Ave; Part volunteer fair, part silent
auction, and part night on the town. 22 nonprofit
izations willbe on site
Aves) a
te

-665-0808

fnattpiteker lite.

tunities; Sat, Oct 17, 7pm;

eae aided pledge of 20 volunteer hours
available online on theTimeraiser website. visittimeraiser.ca; Info: Theresa at theresa@timeraiser.

LOCAL GHAT. CALL FREE: code 2315

| 780.413.7122 |>

Want to stop smoking? Nicotine Anony-

mous meetings: 7pm,
Wed, 163
Ebenezer
Hal a Ave,
St.

UnitedChurch a 78043
3020

| a

WANT TOSTOPSMOKINGT NICOTINE ANONYMOUS
MEETINGS:
TPM,EVERY WED,EBENEZER UNITED
CHURCH
HALL, 106AVE,363ST.CONTACT GWYH
780.443.3020
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In Town Like This!
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“Pick Up The Phone.

q Also available: Deluxe Edition CD/DVD
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Edition 2-CD set
i
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winner for Best New Artist.

Includes “Saviour” and “Drive My Soul”
IN CONCERT

November

13th

- Myer Horowitz Theatre

The Boy Who Knew Too Much
‘
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CD

Produced by Colin James and Mike Fraser
(AC/DC, Metallica), Rooftops and

nha isrgs

Satellites not only showcases

(mane
$4453 cD

January 16th
- Winspear

mikasounds.com

colinjames.com

give
a
eHMV gift card
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the rock and

blues Colin James has become known for,
it serves notice that his singing and guitar
playing have never been more soulful
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: The Fall of the Roman Empire By Brian Gibson
= Brian Gibson Looks at both sides of the Roman Polanski debate.
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EDITORIAL

defence of NVCD
will be reporting back to me.” Curious
comments given that 37 activists have

SCOTT HARRIS

// SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM

been arrested and now face charges,
i: certainly understandable that the
recent high-profile actions by Greenpeace would rattle the nerves of those
in the province who are committed to
fully exploiting the province's vast oilsands reserves.
Greenpeace has since September 15
occupied equipment at three oilsandsrelated sites in the province—Shell's Albian Sands Muskeg River mine, Suncor's
oilsands operation and, most recently,

Shell's Scotford upgrader in Fort Saskatchewan—and beamed images of the
protests to media around the world, giving yet another black eye to the provincial government's intense efforts to sell

the oilsands as environmentally benign.
The response from the provincial government has been hyperbolic to say the
least. Alberta Solicitor General Fred
Lindsay promised future actions would
be met with "more time in remand
centres” and not-so-subtly dropped the
t-word. Premier Ed Stelmach called the
mostly out-of-province activists "tourists" who are "putting people at risk" and
told media, "We're coddling people who

are breaking the law. We're going to be
working very closely with industry and

our solicitor general will be reviewing
all of the guidelines we have in place and

which would suggest the justice system

is working just fine without such political interference.
But agree or disagree with Greenpeace
as an organization—and online comments are split between supporters and
detractors—their actions are part of a
long and perfectly legitimate tradition
of non-violent civil disobedience, one
which has been responsible for countless gains over the centuries.
Such tactics—which, to be clear,
have resulted in exactly zero injuries
or cases of property damage—may
be new to Alberta, but are common
everywhere from Europe to India,
where more active and robust social
movements are also challenging the
increasingly pressing issue of climate
change and the entirely insufficient
response of their governments. They
are also the predictable consequence
when countless reports, studies, calls
for timeouts and more equitable royalty schemes, demonstrations and
other attempts at public involvement
fall again and again on deaf ears.
There's only one real way to stop more
of the same: for governments and corporations to finally begin to take real
action on climate change. W
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LIVE AND LET LIVE

dmontonians have one last chance
to have their say about what kind
of city we'll have moving forward, as
the city's people services master plan,
entitled The Way We Live, is now entering its public consultation phase.

The plan is the fourth in a series of
strategic plans commissioned by the
city to make tangible the vision that

was outlined in last year's The Way
Forward, a 40-year plan for shaping
Edmonton's future. The other plans
to this point have focused on urban
development (The Way We Grow), enROB LIGHTFOOT // rob@vueweekly.com
vironmental sustainability (The Way
7804261996 // advertising@vueweekly.com
780.426.1996 // classifieds@vueweekly.com
We Green) and transportation (The
OPS MEDIA // 416.413.9291
Way We Move).
MIKE GARTH // michael@vueweekly.com
AARON GETZ // aaron@vueweekly.com
The Way We Live will focus on livability issues, mainly as pertaining to the
FISH GRIWKOWSKY
Ricardo Acufia, Mike Angus, Josef Braun, Rob Brezsny, Jonathan
services
the city offers, both directly
Busch, Jim Dean, Gwynne Dyer, Anthony Fenton, Jenn Fulford, Jason =

and indirectly through things like
partnerships with non-profit groups
Andrea Nemerson, Carolyn Nikodym, Stephen Notley, Mary Christa
O'Keefe, TB Player, Steven Sandor, James Stewart, David Young
and the like. As Paul Loosley, director
The Edmonton Sun
: of policy and research for the commuPRINTING
Barrett DeLaBarre, Alan Ching, Raul Gurdian, Dale Steinke, Zackery
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nity services department, explained,
Broughton, Wally Yanish, Justin Shaw
it's a broad area that affects everything from Edmonton's recreation
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opportunities to protecting our most
PTL
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|Letters

vulnerable citizens.
"This really provides direction for
people services,” Loosley said. "What
is the long-term objective for our recreational facilities? What's the impact
on improving livability in Edmonton
for arts and culture? What's the direction we need to take our police service
in? What can we do to create more affordable housing? Those are the sorts
of questions we're looking to answer.”

there's literally thousands of examples of people services across the
city," said Loosley. “We have input
from the other strategic plans ... and

there's also been a lot of policy work
in the line departments. But this is a
real chance for Edmontonians to tell
us what

they want

from

their city

moving forward.”
DAVID BERRY

// DAVIDO@VUEWEEKLY.COM

To that end, the community services

department will be holding public
consultations throughout October
and November, with an eye towards
writing up the first draft of the plan
by March of next year. The public
consultations will take the form of
everything from community meetings like the one that took place at
Grant MacEwan last Saturday, which
featured more than 500 stakeholders
and citizens voicing their opinions,
to living room chat sessions that
individuals can host, the first 400
of which will receive pizza and pop
courtesy the city. The department
also has the benefit of culling suggestions from both the major strategic
plans and individual service master
plans that have been published over
the course ofthe last year.
"The challenge is, especially when
it comes to people services is that

LLL CLL

HASTA LA VICTORIA
iH may have been killed in Bolivia
42 years ago this week, but the leg-

acy and influence of Argentinian-born
revolutionary Ernesto "Che" Guevara
lives on in both social movements and

popular culture, To celebrate the man
and his accomplishments, local hiphop trio the People's Poets is hosting
the Ernesto Che Guevara 2009 festival from October 8 - 10. Events include
"A Celebration of Resistance” hip hop

show at the ARTery on Fri, Oct 9 (9 pm)
and a back-to-back screening of both
parts of Steven Soderbergh’s CHE at
the Stanley A. Milner Library Theatre
on Sat, Oct 10 starting at noon. Visit
peoplespoets.ca for full details.
SCOTT HARRIS
/{ SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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Weekly,
Vue Weekly welcomes reader response, whether critical or complimentary. Send your opinion by mail (Vue
10303 - 108 Street, Edmonton AB TJ 1L7), by fax(780.426.2889) or by email (letters@vueweekly.com). Preference
is given to feedback about articles in Vue Weekly. We reserve the right to edit for length and clarity.
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maple leaf needs to be there’
: anniversary of the invasion
of Afghanistan, Vue looks

—
; s deepening interest in the region's new ‘Great Game’

i

chances of it succeeding are Steater.”
But Todd Gordon, professor of political
science at York University and the author
ofa forthcoming book on Canadian foreign policy, argues differently,
"Wherever Canadian companies go, es-

pecially in the natural resources sector,
they leave a trail of human rights and ecological disasters behind them,” Gordon
Says. “It's not a case of a few exceptions
to an otherwise benign Canadian capital.
It's systemic. Like their counterparts from
other nations, Canadian companies are
driven by one thing: the pursuit of profit.”

themselves as soon as possible, most Canadians areunaware of the link between

and Canada's increasing involve-

Gordon adds that this corporate history
is all the more significant given the re-

ment the "Great Game" for the region's
eee Ncnralresources.
This lack of understanding is no sur-

gions history.
“When you add in the instability caused

prise. The government's public relations
;
n

in the region by decades, and in some
cases centuries, of foreign meddling—
leading to poverty, internecine violence

with few exceptions by
media—purposefully avoids

and so on—Canadian investment will
only make matters worse."
Gordon says that Canada’s military

discussing the relationship between our
presence in Afghanistan and the broader

geopolitical interests of Canadian corporations in Central Asia. The focus is instead
keptto more nebulous talking points such
as "the effort to stabilize and reconstruct

Afghanistan” in the interests of Canada's
much-vaunted "3D" approach of defence,
development and diplomacy. As one
declassified government memo stated,
"When presented in the 3D context, the
majority of Canadians (68%) [show] support for the mission in Afghanistan.”

But behind the public relations facade
loomsageopolitical
context that finds Canada deeply enmeshed in what experts have

long called the "Great Game" for the vast,
untapped natural resources of the Central
Asian region that Afghanistan bridges.

In their acclaimed book Tournament of
Shadows:
The Great Game and the Race for
Empire
in Central Asia, authors Karl Emest
Meyer and Shareen Blair Brysac define
how “Pipelines, tanker routes, petroleum
consortiums and contracts are the prizes of

the new Great Game.”

Inhis 2008 report prepared for the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives,

A Pipeline Through Troubled Land: Afghanistan, Canada, and the New Great Energy Game, energy economist John Foster

draws attention to the fact that a longproposed TAPI gas pipeline—so named
for its
1680 kilometre planned path from
Turkmenistan through Afghanistan,
Pakistan, and, eventually, India—is slated
to be constructed on the very soil that
a
and us troops now occupy in

;
Ss
involved in the negotiations
and planning
meetings for the pipeline via its membership on the board of the Asian Development Bank, ‘the pipeline's coordinating

THE GREAT GAME >> The rush fo r the rich resources of Central Asia are part of the Canadian presence in Afghanistan
// Sergeant Paz Quillé, Canadian Forces

geopolitics and energy issues.
Implications concerning the pipeline,
construction of which is supposed to
begin in 2010 according to the Afghan
Ministry of Mines, are not the only questions being ignored. Three Canadian
companies have recently been involved
in attempts to bid on two gas fields and
one oil field as part of the First Afghan
Hydrocarbon Bidding Round. At least
one of the gas fields is expected to feed
into the TAPI pipeline.
One of the Canadian companies to prequalify for the bidding is Calgary-based
Nations

Petroleum,

whose

CEO, John

vided information" to them. Canada's
economic interests in Afghanistan are
handled by the embassy in Islamabad,
Pakistan, and "with a locally engaged officer in Canada's embassy in Kabul.”
Shortly after AfghCana failed in its attempt to pre-qualify for the bidding in
i AF
ghanistan, Komamnicki was in Kazakhstan,
where his company received a favourable
court decision enabling him to begin exploring for gold. Offering a sign of Canada's
self-conscious stake in the Great Game,
beside Komarnicki in the courtroom was a

"senior representative of the Canadian ambassador to Kazakhstan.”
Komarnicki declined to be interviewed

Imle, is the former Vice-President of UNOCAL, and the person who first proposed
the creation of TAPI on the company’s
behalf in negotiations with the Taliban
during the 1990s.
Another of the Canadian companies that
attempted to bid on the Afghan resource
prizes was AfghCana Energy Inc. In an
email response to inquiries by Vue, the AF
ghan Ministry of Mines revealed that the
person behind AfghCana is John Komar-

for this article.
On the heels of Komarnicki's favourable
outcome, International Trade Minister
Stockwell Day travelled to Kazakhstan
to bolster economic ties with "president
for life" Nursultan Nazarbayev. In a sub-

nicki, who isalso the CEO of Alhambra Resources, a Calgary-based
company that also
holds gold exploration rights to 2.7 million

Asked to provide similar data for the other countries in the region—Afghanistan,
Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and

acres in northern Kazakhstan.
Laura Dalby, an official from the Department of Foreign Affairs and International
Trade, said in an email reply to Vue that
the Canadian government is "aware of

Tajikistan—DFAIT officials declined, stating that compiling such statistics is “rare”
and was only done in this one instance in
order to publicize Day's meetings.

the First Afghan Hydrocarbon Bidding
Round and is providing information to
Canadian companies at their request."
Acknowledging that they were contacted
by AfghCana, DFAIT would only say that
their Senior Trade Commissioner “pro-

sequent press release, Day revealed that
Alhambra Resources is just one of 170
Canadian companies which now have
operations in the country, 40 of which

have a permanent presence.

That Canada has a stake in the Great
Game has been acknowledged for years
by government officials and parliamentarians. On the eve of the 9/11 attacks in

the United States, a Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International
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Trade study examined Canada's role in
the region, publishing an extensive report in June 2001, Testifying to the Committee in April 2000, Dr. Rob Sobhani,
president of Caspian Energy Consulting,
described how the region’s vast resources
presented lucrative opportunities for Ca
nadian companies.
"The opportunity for Canada is ... the
fact that these are untapped resources.
The 150 billion barrels of oil have yet to

be discovered. The natural gas has yet
to be discovered," said Sobhani. "This is
a huge, huge opportunity for Canadian
energy companies.”
Sobhaniurged Canadatobecome “a participant and a player in this very promising part of the world."
Today, Sobhani agrees that Canada, and
NATO, are in the thick of a continuing
Great Game,
"Canadian companies have been more
aggressive” in the region since his testimony, Sobhani pointed out in an interview with Vue. "There's no doubt that
[Canada's military presence] obviously
has changed perceptions.”
Sobhani adds that Canadian leadership on the question of the TAPI pipeline
could help "depoliticize" the involvement
of foreign companies in a way that the US
or UK cannot.
"Canada has the potential to beat [its]
rivals because it has such a uncheckered
history in that part of the world. People
like Canadians, Canadians are apolitical,”
Sobhani argues. "If America puts [a plan]
forward, it's going to get criticized. If the
British put it forward, it's going to get criticized. Canada's loved by everyone, and so
if the Canadians put it together I think the

presence in Afghanistan helps provide it
with significant economic leverage in the
broader region.
"I don't think you can separate ... Canada's deepening economic presence and
its military presence,” argues Gordon
This may not have been what Sobhani
meantwhen in 2000 he told the standing
committee that "the Maple Leaf needs to
be [in Central Asia]," but, as Gordon says,

“Ask yourself this: were Canadian companies bidding on Afghan natural resources
before the invasion? While Canada may
not have joined the invasion and subsequent occupation of Afghanistan simply
to promote economic

interests, there's no

doubt that a much stronger military and
diplomatic presence will facilitate this,”
Gordon also disagrees with the notion
that Canada is an “apolitical” actor in
the region, arguing instead that Canada
has an obvious stake in the geopolitics
of the region.
"Canada has its own specific economic
interests in the region,” he says. "It needs
to ensure the region is compliant with the
interests of Canadian foreign investors—
that is, there is a strong rights regime
for foreign capital, including liberalized
markets,

weak

environmental

protec-

tions and low royalty rates. At the same
time, Canada is part of a TransAtlantic

axis led by the US, the military arm of

which is NATO.”
As questions loom over the matter
of Canada’s longer-term presence in
Afghanistan—Canadian combat forces
are slated to be withdrawn by the end of
2011—equally important if less publicized questions concerning how to protect Canada’s deepening economic interests in the region are sure to arise. V

Anthony Fenton is an author, independent
journalist and researcher based in Pitt
Meadows, BC. He can be reached via his
website, WebofDemocracy.org.
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Losing control of the climate
My youngest daughter is 17, so she will
have lived most of her life before the

worst of the warming hits. But her later
years will not be easy, and her kids
will have it very hard from the
start. As for their kids, | just
don't know.
It is the Met Office's job to
make forecasts, and its forecast for the 2060s is an average global temperature that
is as much as 4° Celcius warmer.

i

.

: By and large, the further away you are
: from the equator, the less you are hurt
? by the changes.
In Britain, at 4°C hotter, there would

: doubtless

food

+ and 3°C warmer. After that, it hardly mat-

: ters whether human beings cut their own
rationing, : emissions, because the natural emissions

: but the country could still just feed it- : triggered by the warming will overwhelm
: self if it farmed every available piece of : all our efforts. If we don't stop at 2°C, our
: land: the heat would not be lethal, and : current civilization is probably doomed.
> it would still be raining. That's one adThat is why the leaders of all the

: vantage of being an island surrounded

: world's big industrial and developing

: by sea; the other is that it's easier to : countries, meeting in Italy last sum: avoid being completely overrun by refu-

Speaking this week at a conference called "4 degrees and beyond" at ::
Oxford University, Dr. Richard Betts, :

= gees. Britain would be almost unrec-

: mer, adopted 2°C as their joint "never= exceed" goal. (Interestingly, they didn't

ognizable, but it would be seen as one

: explain the reasoning behind that goal

: of the luckiest places on the planet. : to the rest of us. Mustn't frighten the
;
= children, | suppose.)

Head of Climate Impacts at the Meteo- :
rological Office's Hadley Centre, one of :
the world's most important centres for :
climate research, laid it all out.

"We've always talked about these very :
severe impacts only affecting future :
generations,” said Dr. Betts, “but people :
alive today could live to see a 4°C rise.
People will say it's an extreme scenario,

»

and it is an extreme scenario, but it’s : crop veut have fallen sharply on half
: of the rest: an overall 30 — 40 percent

also a plausible scenario.”

All we have to do is go on burning fos- : fall in global food pro duction. Since the
world's population has grown by two bilsil fuels at the rate we do now, and we'l

be there by the 2080s. Keep increasing = lion by then, there will be only half the
our carbon dioxide emissions in pace : food per person that we have now. Many
with economic growth, as we have done : people will starve.
over the past decade, and we'll be there : In western and southern
by the 2060s. "There" is not a good : temperatures will be up
than now. There will be
place to be.
in Central America, on
At an average of 4°C warmer, 15 per:

be severe

: scientists believe, is when the average
: global temperature reaches between 2°C

Africa, average

to 10°C higher

severe drying

both sides of

*
: and Southeast Asia. With the glaciers
! gone, Asia's great rivers will be mostly
: dry in the summer. Even one metre of sea
: level rise will take out half the world's
: food-rich river deltas, from the Nile to
: the Mekong.
So there will be famines, and massive
: waves of refugees, and ruthless mea: sures taken to hold borders shut against
: them. The bitter irony is that the old: rich countries whose emissions did the
: most to bring on this disaster will suffer

: the Mediterranean, and in a broad band
useless due to heat and drought, and : across the Middle East, northern India, : least from it, as least in the early stages.

cent of the world's farmland has become

: The trouble is that 4°C is not a desti- : Meanwhile, the people tasked with
: nation. It is a way-station on the way : negotiating a new climate treaty at Co= to 5°C or 6°C hotter, where all the ice = penhagen in December struggle bravely
: on the planet melts and the only habit- : onwards, but show no signs of coming up
: able land is what's still above sea level : with a deal that will hold us under 2°C
= around the Arctic Ocean. Once we have : Global emissions must start dropping by
> passed 2°C hotter, we are at ever-great- : three percent a year right away, but over
= er risk of triggering the big "feedbacks" : the past decade they have been rising at
= that take control of the warming pro- : three percent annually.
Everybody involved in the process un: cess out of our hands.
: At the moment, we are in control of the : derstands the stakes and agrees on the
: situation if we want to be, for it is our ex- : goal Almost everybody knows what the
: cess emissions of greenhouse gases that : treaty will eventually look like, but they
: are causing the warming. But if melting i don't believe they can yet sell that deal to
: permafrost and warming oceans begin to : the folks back home, so it probably won't
: give up the immense amounts of green- : happen this year. Or next. Tick tock. V
: house gases that they contain, then we :
! find ourselves on a climate escalator that : Gwynne Dyer is a London-based indepen: inexorably takes us up through 3°C, 4°C, : dent journalist whose articles are pub= lished in 45 countries. His column appears
: 5°C and 6°C with no way to get off.
: The point where we lose control, most : each week in Vue Weekly.

We can't afford |
health care
cuthacks.
On September 16th, 2009

Hospital

health care beds at Albe ta Hospital Edmonton.
Alberta Union of Pro\

ncial Emplo

fight to Keep these

§ open,

in need. To learn more

10511 82 (whyte) Ave. 780. 432.5224. www. iterative. ca
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Alberta Union of Provincial Employees. Your working people.
1-800-232-7284 www.aupe.org
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FEDERAL POLITICS // PIRATE PARTY OF CANADA

Arrrreeeveeeeevvv
Pirate Party to push issues of copyright reform, net neutrality

Sexy Bitch
David Guetta

// 4ARIA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

| Know You Want Me
Pitbull
:

irates are on the horizon of Canada's political landscape. With 1000
members, the Pirate Party of Canada is

Best | Ever Had
Drake

moving closer to having official status
with Elections Canada.

science at the University of Alberta,

says that while single-issue political
parties seldom have much impact, the
party will likely bring attention to the

Jake Daynes, marketing and public relations director of the fledgling
party, as well as one of the candidates
for leader, explains that the party's
platform emphasizes copyright/patent reform, open government, protection of Canadians’ right to privacy, net

Whatcha Say
Jason DeRulo
Fire Burning
Sean Kingston
One Time
Justin Bieber

issues for which it advocates.
"This is a party with a sophisticated
understanding of new media,” Patten
explains. "They will almost certainly
have an impressive web presence,
and that will help to make the party
a strong voice on issues such as copyright law, privacy and net neutrality.”
That sophistication with new media
is apparent as Daynes explains an action that the party has already taken to
help some Canadian artists.
"We have also opened our own Creative Commons BitTorrent Tracker to
help show artists how they can use P2P
{peer-to-peer] technology to reach a

neutrality and the legalization of file

Birthday Sex
Jeremih
Down - Jay Sean
Pitbull
Hotel Room Service
Pitbull

DIBS
EXCLUSIVE RINGTONES
TEXT “DIBS” TO 4321 & HAVE 1ST DIBS
DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR
VIRGIN MOBILE PHONE!
THIS WEEK'S
FEATURE

based on the platform—'plank,’ if you
will—of legalizing and encouraging
file sharing as a way of distributing
global culture,” he continues.
Steve Patten, who teaches political

MARIA KOTOVYCH

| Gotta Feeling
Black Eyed Peas

sharing. For instance, the party wants
the period of copyright to drop from
the current 50 years from the creator's
death down to just 10 years.
"We would also like to make it commercial only, in the sense of ‘commercial’ being for direct profit,” Daynes
writes in an email interview. "We feel
that current copyright legislation is
stifling creativity by keeping cultural
‘treasure,’ as it were, locked away from
the world. To any in our generation,
copyright is, in essence, infinite, as
none of the works that we see created
today will ever enter public domain in
our lifetime.”
The four-month-old Canadian party
is a counterpart to a similar one, the
Piratpartiet, that formed in Sweden

global audience,” he writes. "Since the
OUR NEXT PM? >> He couldn't be any
worse than Harper //File

start of CaPT (Canadian Pirate Tracker)
less than a week ago, we have shared

three years ago and actually managed
to win a seat in the European Parliament this summer, Daynes says. The
Canadians adopted the same name to
pay homage to the Swedish party.
"The original story behind that was

albums in several countries that they
would never have had any exposure in,
all for free."
Despite their technological acumen,

October

over 79 gigabytes of music and several
movies with the world, and our featured artist has sold approximately 15

Patten doubts that many voters will
consider the party a legitimate alternative, but he says the existence of the
Pirates might encourage some young
people who aren't attracted to traditional political parties to vote.
"The Pirate Party might not attract
a lot of votes, but it could help to mobilize
voters—particularly
young
voters—who support a new approach
to copyright, patents, privacy and the
rules governing the management of
the Internet," Patten says.
Given
the name—and
Daynes’
profligate use of puns—some voters
might assume that the party is a joke,
not unlike the now-defunct Rhinoceros Party, but Daynes says that the
group is taking steps to show that it's
a serious party.

“At this point in time, meeting the
Elections Canada requirements is our
first step to showing Canadians that we
are no joke,” Daynes states. "Another

powerful point is by showing them our
counterpart's success in Europe.”
Daynes notes that the party's sup-

porters come from across the country, and

include

artists,

musicians

and programmers.
“All of our supporters realize that the
current distribution model for music,
software and even some forms of art
is dead. The current music industry,
for example, has a history of fighting
change, losing money by doing so, and
upon embracing the change in business model, [sees a] dramatic increase
over previous profits.”
More information is available at at
piratepartyofcanada.com. W
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>> AUDITOR GENERAL'S REPORT

TECH LAW >> SPAM

/

Spamalot

Issues is a forum for individuals and o: rganizations to comment on current events and
broader
issuesofimportance to the community. Their c ‘ommentary is not necessarily the opinion of the
organizations they represent or of Vue Weekly.

i

Battle over spam bill down to the wire
The introduction last spring of Bill : tained prior
consent. There are some form
C-27—the Electronic Commerce Protec- + Fequirements,
but nothing that should be
tion Act—represented the culmination of : considered particularly onerous.
years of effort to address concerns that : Notwithstanding the implementation of
Canada Is rapidly emerging as a spam : similar opt-in systems
elsewhere, some
haven. Industry Minister Tony Clement's : Canadian businesses argue that obtainanti-spam bill has steadily made its way

through the legislative process, with
the Standing Committee on Industry likely to conduct its final “clause by clause" review
over the next two weeks
Although support for antispam legislation would seemingly be uncontroversial,
various
business groups have mounted a
spirited attack against the bill, claim-

Hox us have at some point found
at the annual general meeting
of some form of non-profit organization,

jhether it be a sports team, a community
league or some other community group.
Imagine how you would react if, at the part
of the meeting where the auditor's report is
presentedtothe members, you discovered
that there were serious problems with how
_ the organization was collecting its revenues

The Conservative MPs on the committee

ofthe organization said dismissively that
you shouldn't worry because the auditor

didn't know what he was talking about
been paying royalties on, this had significant
implications for what would be collected in
royalties from the two companies.

ultimately entrusted with stewarding our
energy resources on our behalf cannot even
get its financial statements right.
Most alarming of all, however, is the

But apparently it's much worse than
that. What Fred Dunn found during his audit is serious disagreement between the
organization it was your government, and
government and the oil giants about what
that instead of a $1 million loss it was 100
they are actually paying royalties on. Syntimes more. Would you still demand their
crude and Suncor contend that the deal
means they can use a value for bitumen
immediate removal and a full investigation,
that is about half of what everybody else
or would you smile and nod, secure in the
in the industry uses. The government's
knowledge that clearly the governments
reading of the deals is that this is not the
knows better than the auditor?
case. We, of course, can't know for certain
Sadly this is not just a hypothetical situas the deals themselves cannot be viewed
ation. Last week Alberta Auditor General
by the public at large.
Fred Dunn released his semi-annual reIf the dispute is resolved in favour of Synport. In it he pointed to numerous concrude and Suncor’s position, it would mean
cerns that came up as he reviewed the
a loss of $100 million in royalty revenues
government's operations over the previfor the government just this year, with milous year—everything from the payment
of ridiculous bonuses for former health - lions more lost in future years. This figure,
of course, is in addition to the cost of the
authority staff, to the University of Caldispute resolution mechanism itself.
gary purposefully trying to hide what they
Premier Stelmach's reaction to this part of
were paying their president.
the auditor general's report was to dismisOne of the most troubling items in the
sively wave off the concern, and to suggest
Auditor General's report, however, was
that the $100 million figure was a number
the statement that the special royalty
that Fred Dunn “just picked out of the air.”
deal given to Syncrude and Suncor could
He went on to reassure Albertans that his
end up costing the provincial government
government had "a lot of people working
over $100 million in lost royalty revenue
with the industry to make sure all the royalthis year, and more in subsequent years.
ties are paid [that are] due to Albertans."
More accurately, Mr. Dunn said it was not
That is not much of a reassurance, howevthe actual deal itself, but rather the lack
er, given the fact that the auditor general's
of clarity in the wording of the deal that
report also highlighted his concern about
created this risk.
serious errors in financial statements from
When the provincial government introthe Department of Energy over the last
duced
royalty regime on January
Jitdid notautomatically apply to Syncrude three years that have ranged in size from
§60
million to $237 million. Somehow the
and Suncor. This is because the two oil gieile vee account for about half premier believes we should trust the assessment
of these folks over that of the
of toal tar sands production, were still operating under a special—and incredibly ben- auditor general

fact that the premier of the province can
show such blatant disregard for and dis-

entire board of directors followed by a
full investigation?
Now imagine that instead of a non-profit

ild see both companies gradually
iton

It's concerning that, less than one year in,

the royalty regime which was supposed to
ensure transparency, accountability, predictability and "our fair share” is not accomplish-

ing any of those things. It's concerning that

to the new royalty regime be-

there can be such a fundamental disagreement about the provisions of agreements

was that the companies

that are less than a year old. It's conceming
that a royalty system which collects less

tween now and 2015. A significant part of
‘able
topay their royalties based on

bitumen rather than on upgraded synthetic
crude. Because bitumen is worth about half
the price of the synthetic crude they had

: unreasonable to obtain consent before in-

have remained supportive of the bill, yet : stalling software on a personal computer?
Liberal MPs have expressed growing con- ; In most instances, the answer is no.
cern about some of the bill's provisions.
Canadians frustrated with the lobbying
A close examination reveals that the : against the anti-spam bill can be forgiven
bill sets reasonable limits for online : for experiencing a sense of déja vu since it

“How would you react if upon being quesbout the situation the president

eficial to them—agreement with the crown
which would not expire until 2015.
Eventually the government did reach
with both Suncor and Syncrude

are raised, politicians would do
well to ask a simple question: is
obtaining consumer consent really so
+ unreasonable? Is it unreasonable to obtain

before sending commercial email will cre- : consent before sending a commercial mesate new barriers to doing business online. ; Sage about a new service or product? Is it

year
asaresult.

thepresident's assurances, or would you
demand the immediate removal of the

Messages to consumers and
force them to request that no
further messages be sent
Whenever
such concerns

ing requifements to obtain user consent

and that itstood to lose over $1 million this

and was just pulling numbers out of the
air? Would you smile and nod and accept

: Ing prior consent is problematic. These
groups would prefer an “opt-out”
approach whereby they could
continue to send electronic

marketing consistent with laws found in : bears a striking similarity to the efforts to
countries such as Australia, New Zealand } water down Canada’s do-not-call list. When
and Japan. In fact, there are four major : the bill establishing the do-not-call list was
caveats to the consent requirement
: first Introduced, it featured strict limitations
First, the bill includes a business-to + on unwanted telemarketing.
business

ment on our behalf. Auditor General Fred

Dunn, who will be leaving the position after this report, has done his job and done
it well—he has been a strong protector
of the public interest. If only our premier
would do likewise. We wouldn't hesitate
to demand the removal of a community
leader who behaved this way ona smaller
scale, why should it be any different with
Premier Stelmach? W

even contact non-customers who merely

Monday - Friday
9:00 am - 1:00 pm
3:30 pm - 7:30 pm

|

+ pers. The end result is that the majority of
! telemarketing calls remain perfectly legal,
i despite the inclusion of millions of phone
: numbers on the Canadian do-not-calk list
: History may repeat itself this week with
: the anti-spam bill While this should be
: a non-partisan issue, reservations from
: some opposition MPs about the content
: of the bill suggest that Canada's contribu
: tion to the fight against spam is still far
: from a done deal. W
:
: Michael Geist holds the Canada Research

“Worth it.”
That's what people say. The only
problem with Blundstone boots is
that they never seem to wear out. Oh,

|

people try. But aftera few years of

kicking the bejeez out of them,
they've more comfortable than
ever and still going strong
Expensive?
Nope, they get

Saturday
8:30 am - 2:30 pm

Book your life
saving appointment
today!

pb

: However, after weeks of business lobby: ing, the bill was gutted with new exceptions
: for business relationships, charities, political
: parties, polling companies and newspa

make an inquiry for six months. In other
words, simply inquiring about long distance
plans or hotel room availability opens the
door to six months of electronic messaging
: Chair in Internet and E-commerce Law at
under the guise of implied consent
Fourth, all other commercial messaging : the University of Ottawa, Faculty of Law.
to consumers is permitted—there are no : He can reached at mgeist@uottawa.ca
limits—so long as the business has ob- : or online at michaelgeist.ca

Here’s your opportunity
to save lives.

Edmonton
Donor Clinic
8249 - 114 Street

so that businesses

ambit of the bill For example, businesses
can rely on “implied consent” to contact existing customers for a full 18 months and

Ricardo Acufia is executive director of the
Parkland Institute, a non-partisan public
policy research institute housed at the
University of Alberta.

|

exception

that send commercial email to other
businesses are immediately exempt from
the need to obtain consent.
Second, the bill only applies to commercial email. Non-commercial email between
friends, family and colleagues is excluded,
Third, a wide range of business-to-consumer commercial emailis also outside the

missiveness of the findings of the auditor
general—the person ultimately responsible for overseeing and scrutinizing the
finances and management of our govern-
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than almost any other in the world is poised

to lose another $100 million in revenue.
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Soft Moc West Edmonton Mall 489-5616

And it's frightening that the department
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Red Deer
Bower Place

government—which
goes beyond :
federal, provincial and aborigi- :

nal governments
corporations,

to include :

governments

::

and subdivisions of foreign ::

ectly,

it won't, but

ie thing—the bill will
fealth Canada new powers to
protect the public from unsafe consum-

er products of all kinds, and those new
DO
t

will almost surely be applied to
ved NHPs, at least if past raids

iliers are any indication.

tection is good, at least when it is

)from real danger—and when
violate basic constitutional
which this bill does, according
expert Shawn Buckley.

bill's expanded

definition

of

states and international organizations of states—ought
to alarm us. By this broad
definition, laws from foreign

: products will be targeted is not, as
y
: Is commonly
charged, being alarmist
: They've already been targeted, and
; with the new powers and legal protec; tlons this bill will confer, it is unlikely
the average
natural-health-product-‘; Health Canada will ever lose in court
using Canadian.
: again, as they did with their actions
The bill is also problematic because ? against Truehope
Raids on unapIt sets aside the law of trespass and :: proved NHPs will now have legal backviolates our constitutional right not to :: ing, despite the fact that commonly
be subjected to unreasonable search ;: targeted NHPs such as bioidentical
and seizure. Inspections of property ;: hormones have proven themselves to

:
:
:: without a court order and without :: be infinitely safer than
pharmaceutical
:: Mandatory reporting of product sel- : options available. Bill C-6 will permit
governments and international:: zures to a court are unconstitutional. :: swift and strong action against prod3 bodies can be imported into Canadian ; Searches will be permitted based not : ucts
that interfere with Health Cana:: law, which challenges our sovereignty : on evidence of danger, but on suspi- : da's pharmaceutical
bias
t: and the democratic process. Those :: cion of danger, which is worrisome : What strikes me is how effective the
:} much more familiar with the bill than | : given how heavily Health Canada's ;: positive public
relations messages
: am suspect the provisions are included :: decision-making around natural health : around Bill C-6 have been—it's about
: to serve the purposes of NAFTA, the :: products is influenced by the pharma- : public safety, they tell us, and because
: Security and Prosperity Partnership : ceutical industry.
; we're on a constant diet of fear, we're
: of North America (SPP), and Codex : This new freedom to act on product : eager to be protected, and forget that
:+ Alimentarius—all of which emphasize
safety issues independently of the pro- : governmentisn't always the best judge
: harmonization of international regulacess we assume we have a right to as : of safety (think unsafe-but-approved
:: tions, and all of which are industry-andCanadians is alarming, and to predict : pharmaceuticals, or bovine growth
: trade friendly, and not likely friendly to : that suppliers of safe natural health : hormones in the dairy industry or high

: voltage power lines on our doorsteps).
: Recall verifiably unsafe products by all
: means, but raid suppliers of safe natu: ral health products unlucky enough
: not to have made it through the tortu: ous approval process?
: What also strikes me about the
: whole thing is how quietly the bill was
: passed by the House of Commons and
+ moved to the Senate, how e fectively
} the public was kept mostly unaware
: that Bill C-6 is Bill C-52 all over again,
: which

was,

as

politicians

are

well

: aware, strongly opposed along with
: Bill C-51 by the natural health commu: nity last year.
Many of us are aware now though,
: thanks to the Internet and social net: working; I'm hoping it's not too late for
: democratic effort to affect the course

taken. Liberal Senator Joseph Day, in
: addressing the Senate on September 16
: and referring to the 600 emails he'd re-

: ceived about the bill, said," . we owe it
: to those individuals to study their con:: cerns," If they value democracy, privacy
: and the rule of law, they will

Ce
See Si

Two down...
The Oller season Is but two games old and
there has already been some excitement.
Game one saw the dreaded (ick) Flames
come to Edmonton for a Hockey Night in
Canada showdown. The game was
hard-hitting, exciting. If you were
trapped under a bus or stuck
on the toilet and missed the
last 45 seconds, count yourself lucky. A colossal misplay
by new Oiler goalie Nikolai
Khabibulin turned a tie into a
loss. Game two saw the Dallas
Stars (another classic Oiler rival)
come to Rexall and the Oilers turned a
4-3 third period deficit into a tie and
then turned that tie into a shootout win.

Tt

: This means war? At Tuesday night's game,

: | made sure to grab a handful of the Oilers
: latest pocket schedules. | need one in the
} car and office and home to keep track of
the upcoming games. |was dismayed to
find an overly dramatic and tacky

slogan on the front ("82 Declarations of War’) and an Oiler logo
fashioned Into what looked like
a military medal Really? Declarations of War? I've never been
a fan of comparing professional
sport to combat. | don't know if
I'm being oversensitive but throwing
: out phrases like "declarations of war" is silly
: and unnecessary, Canada just sent another
: planeload of soldiers from Edmonton to

Dave walks you through this week's ad- : Afghanistan to put their lives at risk. NHL
ventures as TB Is a healthy scratch this : players competing for our entertainment
week. When an NHL player is not dressed : are not risking their lives. This ad campaign
for a game, the media say that player Is : (ironically, another cliché borrowed from
"in the press box." So, by that logic, we : military lingo) doesn't sit right with me.
can say TB Is on the ice this week
Watking on MacT’s grave Two games
Too many ideas ... brain may explode : Is really not an Indicative sample size
It's been a long offseason and I've got a : but it seems like the Oilers are shooting
lot on my wee mind, Here's a sampling of : and hitting more this year than in previsome early season Impressions, thoughts : ous seasons. The team was 28th in the
? league in total hits and 27th in the league
and musings:
Mike Comrie? Why the hell not? He's : in shots per game last year. Is it the coachplaying well and adding spark. Would it : ing change? Maybe. Is it my imagination?
be too much to ask for a full season from : Maybe. Recent Oiler teams played like
both Sheldon Souray and Lubo Visnovsky? : they had to make at least three passes,
| can't figure out Patrick O'Sullivan. He : count to three-Mississippi and then text
plays a flaky game; sometimes he's fast, : MacT behind the bench before they would

other times slow. Sometimes he looks : be given the nod to shoot. Once again, its
skilled, other times Lost. | do like his will : far too early in the season, but it feels like
ingness to shoot, however. I'm mildly in- : Pat Quinn (cagey veteran coach that he
terested (at best) when there's a hockey : js) is more willing to let this Oiler team
fight, but Sheldon Souray tossing Dallas : set the tone and pace of a game. MacT
tough guy Krys Barch around ha ae : seemed to be a reactive coach; he would
ea: let the opposing team's coach and playce
Muppet
except
Barch yee
was the Mup- : ers decide what kind of game it would be
Sep fight,ck
pet, Souray an angry Jim Henson. There's : and then find a way to counter-strategize.
bout Pat
Quinn.
Iike : Quinn may turn out to be more proactive;:
scimthing
Pat Geof the rea- ; he'll decide what kind of game he wants it
old
people, lkaable
though. abpttt
That's part
son | watch Coronation Street every week. : to be. | hope that's the case.
| hope there is not another Red Wings/ :
Penguins Cup final this year but It could : Oiler of the Week: Dustin Penner—
on
happen. Best of three Cup series? Nice : two goals and a bizarro interview
Hockey Night in Canada makes big
to see JF Jacques Jamming his big body in :
of the
Oiler
Box
the
In
first
the
Dustin
:
powon
front of the opposition’s goalie
d nobody would do that : Week. Celebrate with a barley-andee
: wheat-based beverage! W
last season (or since Smytty left.
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River House Grill
\

Fine

Dinner in a

Grand Old House

Peterson strives to source those eminently pronounceable ingredients locally whenever possible, and many of them
are organic.
The organic wheat Peterson mills to
produce his whole grain flour is a good
example. It comes from Gold Forest
Grains in Sherwood Park. “Yeah, they

U's abwares nice to be expected
Reservations Recommended J58-223
Private functions availabk
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HE'S GOT LOAVES >> He knows how to use ‘em //Jan Hostyn

13%

ince
‘oe

en you walk into Prairie Mill
Bread Co. and pick up a loaf of
bread, two things are bound to catch
your attention. First, the bread is
heavy—really heavy. Two pounds and
four ounces worth of heavy, to be exact. Second, the ingredient list is short,
simple and utterly readable.
"Yup, you can pronounce everything
on our ingredient list,” laughs Owen Peterson, Prairie Mill's amiable owner and
baker. “And that’s always a good thing.
Our honey whole wheat is just freshly
milled organic whole grain flour, water,
honey, yeast and salt.”
Prairie Mill Bread Co., tucked away in
the middle of a Riverbend strip mall,
prides itself on using only simple, allnatural ingredients in its bread. The
weighty breads contain no fat or oils,
no preservatives and no dough conditioners. You won't even find a speck of
white sugar on the premises; honey is
Peterson's sweetener of choice. Brown
sugar makes an occasional appearance,
offerings—like the gooey whole-grain
cinnamon buns.

\AA Angus Steaks, Bison, Lamb. Fresh Vish
Great Wine List
(

.

// \AN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

but only in a few of the more decadent

Creative Regional Cuisine
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Owen Peterson bakes a fine loaf
JAN HOSTYN
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be the only food that doesn't spoil.”

‘a
ith

little room next to the front
room that comes complete

ewing window.

_ Many of Prairie Mill's products are
whole grain, not just whole wheat. Peterson cautions that there's a big difference

Even so, the bread should stay relatively
fresh for seven days on your counter—if
it doesn't all disappear before then. "We
only use heat and time; we don't do anything to speed up the rising and baking
Process. That, and because we use honey
(a natural preservative) and no oil, the
bread lasts for quite a while.”
Any bread that doesn't manage to find
anew home by the end of the day doesn't
go to waste, either. Peterson puts aside
the unsold loaves and, every few days,
makes the journey downtown to deliver

The weighty breads contain no fat or oils, no
preservatives and no dough conditioners. You
won't even find a speck of white sugar on the
premises; honey is Peterson's sweetener of choice.
Brown sugar makes an occasional appearance, but
only in a few of the more decadent offerings—like
the gooey whole-grain cinnamon buns.
between the two. "Whole grain is what
we do—it's the whole grain crushed together to make flour. We take that flour

and make it into bread. There's nothing
taken out and nothing putin.”
Whole wheat can mean a lot of different things, says Peterson.: Sometimes
things are taken out, like the germ. It
contains good fats but causes the flour
to
spoilquickly.
Mill's breads contain the whole
grain, including the germ, and no preservatives.
That means their bread will spoil,
and sowillthe freshly-milled whole-grain
flour it’s made from. But that's a good
thing, accordingtoPeterson. "It's alwaysa
good sign when your food can spoil, that
means it’s natural. Really, honey should

them to the House of Refuge Mission.

Peterson has no formal training as a baker, but he went straight from high school

travel, and then I'd travel until all the
money was gone.”
Once he hit 25, he figured it was time
to settle down. "Well, settle down a
little more, anyways.” When he was
working at Prairie Mill in Calgary,
they'd always joked about opening up
another bakery someday. So, in partnership with the Calgary store, Peterson opened up in Edmonton.

"Owning my own business gives me
a bit of flexibility, and hopefully with
that flexibility I can keep travelling.”
Just not quite yet. Peterson works six
days a week, anywhere from eight to
14 hours a day. And he's at the bakery
between four and five in the morning.
"In Calgary, we started at 2 am, so this is
kind of like sleeping in.”
Peterson's bread isn't cheap, ringing
in between $5.75 and $8.00 a loaf, But it
weighs so much you can't really compare
it to loaves you might pick up elsewhere.
And if you buy one of the whole grain
varieties—his nine-grain whole wheat
is the most popular—you're getting way
more nutritional value.
Not all Prairie Mill's breads are whole
grain, though. They sell bread made

with unbleached white flour, too. But it

still has a very short ingredient list and
contains no fat or preservatives. “White

flour should be a treat. With our honey
white, you're actually getting more nutrition out of the honey than the flour.
But it’s so good, and we all deserve a
treat once in a while."
Peterson says the taste of his bread
speaks for itself. "If Ican get people in
the door to taste it and see how heavy
it is, price is never an issue." So when
you wander through the front door, Peterson will greet you with a smile and
a hefty slab of bread. There are usually
three different varieties on his bread
board, and he'll slice you a piece on the

spot. You can even slather on all the
butter you want.
After all, it's not just about how much
the bread weighs or the all-natural
ingsedients it contains. It's also about
the taste. WV
EARNEST
OWEN PETERSON
PRAIRIE
MILL BREAD CO.
4253 « 23AVE,780.436.0920
PRAIRIEMIELBREAD.COM

toajob at Prairie Mill Bread Co. in Calgary.
He started out as a roller, shaping and
packaging the bread, and eventually got
involved in the whole baking process.
He did grow up on a 20-acre farm,
though, and his mom baked all of their
bread, often with his help. "We were
very homestead-ish. We raised turkeys,
chickens, lambs and cows, and there was
always a huge vegetable garden."
After his stint at Prairie Mill, he travelled Europe and then did some construction work for a while. "I'd work
hard until I had enough money to
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o Stuff a Turkey:

Canadian special
Two Scottish brewers say thank
you toCanada

Step 1:

Step 2:

If frozen, thaw turkey in the : To prepare for the oven, wash
fridge.
Depending on size : your buzzard in cold water to
this will take between 24 and : ensure the cavity of the turkey
48 hours. For a standard 15 : is clean. The Gizzard is usually
pound turkey expect closer : in the neck pouch and should
: beremoved. If you wish to cook
to 48 hours.
: it, season and wrap in tinfoil to

Step 3:
: Lightly salt and

Step 4:

CANADIAN CASK
SCOTTISH
OAK AGED BEER

season

the : Season the outside body of the
: inside of turkey and stuff (for : turkey with salt and pepper,

: a great recipe, see vueweekly. : poultry seasoning and sage.
: com). Do this just prior to put- :
: ting it in the oven. Make sure to :
: stuff in as much as possible—
= even in the neck cavity.

:

+ cook beside your turkey.

Your turkey is now ready for the oven! There are two ways to cook your turkey:
1. In a covered roaster at 400° for 40 minutes; turn down to 350° and baste turkey every hour. Cooking time is approximately
20 minutes per pound.
2. Bake in a Look cooking bag. Set the oven at 350° and let it go until the turkey is done; approximately 10 minutes per pound.

How to know that your turkey is done? You should be able to see the meat falling off the bone.
For a great stuffing recipe, check out vueweekly.com

Pasta Preuzy
Wouday & “luecday
sided Feature Pastas

only $7.99

INNIS & GUNN LIMITED oneN
CANADIAN CASK

INNIS & SUNN, EDINBURGH,
SCOTLAND
$5.99 FOR 330 ML BOTTLE

Ten years ago Dougal Gunn Sharp and
his brother Neil Innis Sharp didn't
think about Canada much at all.
The driving forces behind the
unusual and original Scottish brewery Innis & Gunn
were too busy in the Scottish
brewing scene to even consider what Canada might mean
for them. What a difference a
few years can make. They now love
Canada and our beer drinkers.

The two brothers, as most of. you
have figured out, are the faces behind
one of the most audacious attempts at
beer marketing in the last few years. In
2001 they accidentally stumbled across
the discovery that if you age beer in oak

casks for a couple of months, the flavour
transforms completely. Their original ale
has been sold in Canada only since 2005
but has already become the biggest selling British import brand in the country.

Which

Great Nalian Dining vince 1991
8715 - l09 ST.

is the main

reason why the

Sharp boys love Canada so much. Canadian beer drinkers have taken to Innis &

Gam until (lam

439-8466

Gunn at a level unmatched by any other
nation. So to honour that reception Innis

& Gunn has released a one-time beer exclusively for the Canadian market. They

only made 150 barrels (about 24 OOO
litres) of the stuff, which isn't much in

fiorecantina.com

the beer world, and released it in time

: for Canada Day 2009.
Innis & Gunn beer is normally aged in
eeamencan Bourbon oak casks. This, of

course, would not suffice for a beer hon: ouring Canadians. So they selected Cana: dian Rye Whiskey casks for this limited
: edition version.
The beer tumbles into the glass a
deep copper, almost red, colour
It is notably darker and richer
than their original beer. The
aroma is a blend of rich malt
sweetness and some woody
notes. It also has that distinct
Innis & Gunn buttery, butterscotch nose, which also follows
through to the mouthfeel. | have
: always been mixed about that particu
: lar characteristic in their beer, not being
: sure if it is intentional or a flaw.
: The flavour is sweet and fruity. | detect
: banana, apple, caramel and some vanilla
: The oaky wood notes hang out only in
: the background but are present. Across
: the roof of my mouth | pick up butter
= and a bit of whiskey. The beer finishes
: sweet with an oak linger.
: | think this is my favourite Innis &
Gunn beer. To be honest | have been a
: bit underwhelmed by their Limited Edi: tion beers to date, But this one offers a
: fmouthful of flavour and characteristics
: that deviate from their regular beer. They
: have upped their game for Canada—for
: which we should be thankful
: The only thing | should say about
: this beer is pick it up soon. It won't
: be around long. To find it check out
: alberta-liquor-guide.com. W
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Arts Reviews
Find reviews of past theatre,
dance and vistial arts shows on
our website.
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REVUE // THE WOMAN IN BLACK
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Old-fashioned frights
The Woman in Black only wants to spook you, and it does
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THEATRE // ST. NICHOLAS
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Twilight, this ain't
St. Nicholas offers a more

metaphorical take on vampires
DAVID BERRY
Davin VUE

ccording to Amy DeFelice, she's
had a production of Conor McPher

son's drama-critic-meets-vampire one
hander St. Nicholas in mind ever since

she first read the reviews ofthe Broadway production way back in 1998. And
though there are a lot of reasons she's
finally decided to go for it now, some

11 years later, she insists she's not trying to tie it in to Twilight-inspired, True
Blood-fuelled vampire craze that seems
to be taking over pop culture
"You know, I was thinking that there

was a fascination with vampires
makes the play very timely, but
when are we not fascinated with
pires? There's always a different
pire television

// DAWID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

s the aged Arthur Kipps (John
Wright) implies by attempting to
bring his tale of a foul haunting to the
Stage, ghost stories are a way of exorcising our demons, turning our fears
against themselves and, by exploring them, rendering them explicable,
or at least much less terrifying. Or at
least they can be. The Woman in Black
doesn't really have all that much to
Say about any particularly trenchant
fears—maybe a bit about the importance of the bond between parent and
child, but that would be the kind of
reading you force into an essay in the
wee small hours of the morning.
No, this is just an old-fashioned Eng-

lish ghost tale, something to chill you
and then send you on your merry way,
which probably goes a long way towards explaining its 20-year run in
London: social and psychological commentary changes with the times, but a

good fright is a good fright, wherever

and whenever.
Tt certainly has the setting for it, too.
The metaplot of The Woman in Black
has us watching the rehearsals for the
aforementioned Mr. Kipps' story, which

itself takes us to a remote little village
in the foggy northeast of England. As
@ younger man,

Mr. Kipps was sent

up to sort out the estate of Mrs. Alice

Drablow, an old widow who happened
to live in an expansive house plopped

in the middle ofa marsh, a house only
reachable when the low tide clears the
causeway, and even then only if the fog
has lifted enough to allow some kind
of visibility. The estate even has its own
burial ground, now fallen into disrepair,
and presumably not an old Indian one
solely because our logical lines have
to be drawn somewhere. As Kipps and
the actor (Mark Jenkins) work their way
through his tale, we learn of the place's
haunting, an apparition in the form of a
gaunt-faced woman who was once a relative of Mrs. Drablow’s (though, of course,

bit overplayed, forcing us to pay attention to it as opposed to letting our mind
go and play tricks. Though its sheer
surprise works initially, once you know
what's going on, it’s just another trick,
albeit one that contributes to an ending

the villagers are all fairly mum on the

that I'm sure was probably just as trite

subject, villagers not being the type to
warn people ofimpending doom).

when the play was originally written.
But, again, The Woman in Black does
produce some chills—like, literally, the
short-circuiting little nerve impulses
that crawl up your back and make you
feel uncomfortable—and really doesn't
feel like something that was designed
to do much more than that. There's not
much to say against the technical ability on display here, and anyone looking

Well-established conventions don't
necessarily detract from an ability to
frighten, though, and The Woman in
Black is certainly capable of that. The
scares here are certainly more of the

jump-out-and-boo variety than the
psychological-torment kind, though

the way these things should be.
Where it slips, scare-wise, is in a convention that I won't spoil here, but will
become fairly obvious, and important,
to anyone watching the play. Where
the design does what it can to let your
imagination go off and create its own
horrors, this particular convention is a

that's no small feat in an expansive the-

for a pre-Halloween fright could do a

atre where controlling point-of-view is
nearly impossible. Nevertheless, the

lot worse than settling in for an evening
of an old-fashioned ghost story. W

combination of Cory Sincennes' min-

imalist—well,
minimalist-appearing:
I'm sure it took scads of work to give
the audience just enough light to keep
them guessing as to what was in the
shadows—lighting and Dave Clarke's
jarring, referential score are enough to
bring the appropriate chills at the appropriate moments, subtly suggestive

show,

that
then,
vamvam

or something,”

points out DeFelice, and she's got a
point. Besides, McPherson's vampires
are light years away from the pretty-boy
bloodsuckers that seem to be dominating our screens and bookshelves. "St.
Nicholas really uses them as a meta
phor, like the really good stories do, as
opposed to just thinking they're cool
because they stay out at night."
And St. Nicholas certainly has a lot to
sort through, metaphorically or otherwise. The audience is presented with
an unnamed drama critic (Andrew
Mecready), a slightly despicable fel
low who has no trouble letting us in on
his despicable worldview. He's a selfprofessed hack who's good at stringing
a few words together but who's never
had much in the way of an interesting
thought, and the first act of the play
has him taking us through maybe his
grandest misdeed, drunkenly lying
about a review to a group ofactors after
he falls in love with one of them.
It's a pretty bleak portrait, especially
for someone as critically adored as
McPherson, whose Shining City recently played at the Citadel to great
acclaim, but as DeFelice explains, it's

more about what self-reflexivity can do
to our psyches than taking pot shots at
the press.
"I don’t know what other job would be
quite as appropriate for him, especially
the kind
of drama critic he is—he's kind
of a John Simon type,” explains DeFelice, referencing the infamously acerbic

New York Magazine critic (about who,
appropriately enough, a playwright
once quipped, "To keep alive he must
drink the blood of actors, directors and
theatrical designers on a weekly basis"). "This is more about storytelling

and creation, and even being near that
creation

A DRINK WITH BITE >> A scathing
drama critic finds himself dealing with
vampires

in St. Nicholas //supplied

self-reflective,

and

I always

kind

But then, of course,
come the vampires,

who knock him out of his everyday
self-loathing by enlisting him to throw
parties where they might meet a few
cocktails, as it were. Far from figures of
terror, or even really fun, they force the

critic to get past his self-loathing, and
take a good solid look at what's going
on around him.
"Why

do we

create

these

outside

things to be frightened of?” offers DeFelice as one of the play’s more important
questions. "There's reality, real things
to be frightened of, and yet we don't
want to deal with those things, and can

let them pin us into a corner." W
nasa tnivr
APre NRT AMRELESEMARLNT UPLOAD
THU, OCT &= SUN, OCT 18
ST. NICHOLAS
DIRECTED BY AMY DEFELICE
WRITTEN BY CONOR MCPHERSON
STARRING ANDREW MECREADY
CATALYST THEATRE (6529 GATEWAY BLVD),
$12 -$2t

in some ways. He becomes

eee
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of

think that the more self-reflective you
are, sometimes, the more self-loathing
you can become.”
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THEATRE // BLACKBIRD

Dark plume
Blackbird looks for humanity in a taboo relationship

TOP 30 FOR THE WEEK OF OCTOBER 8, 2009
Corb Lund - Losin’ Lately Gambler (new west)
Sam Baker - Cotton (music road)
Monsters
OfFolk-S/T(shangrila)
Tom Russell - Blood And Candle Smoke (shout)
Slaid Cleaves — Everything You Love Will Be Taken Away... (music road)
Delbert McClinton & Dick 50— Aquired Taste (new west)
Levon Helm — Electric Dirt (dirt farmer)
John Wort Hannam - Queen's Hotel (black hen)
Watermelon Slim Escape From The Chicken Coop (northern blues)

Christian Hansen & The Autistics =o
SEPNAHnaAwD
.
.
.
.
._

Power Leopard (ch)
Kieran Kane - Somewhere Beyond The Roses (dead reckoning)
Tinariwen —|midiwan: Companions (outside)
Rodrigo
Y Gabriela— 11:11 (ato)
Dustin Bentall- Six Shooter (impala)
John Fogerty & The Blue Ridge Rangers — Rides Again (verve)

. Steve Earle — Townes (new west)
. Pearl Jam — Back Spacer (monkeywrench)

. The Black Dahlia Murder — Deflorate (metal blade)
One (concord)
. The Wooden Sky - If! Don't Come Home You'll Know I'm Gone (bbr)
. The Dead Weather - Horehound
(wamer)

|ee
ee
er
Ce
aDoapeoanr
ODN
= . Raul Malo -Lucky

. Wilco-The
Album (nonesuch)

Dan Mangan — Nice, Nice, Very Nice (fu:m)
. Gurf Morlix — Last Exit To Happyland (gurf moriix)
The Cave Singers - Welcome Joy (matador)

Trevor Tchir — Sky Locked Land (riverdale)
Modest Mouse - No One's First, And You're Next (epic)
. Fruit Bats —-The Ruminant Band (sub pop)

Johnny Flynn —A Larum (vertigo)

Behemoth — Evangelion (metal blade)
SBBNSHRESRES

AUSTRIAN DEATH MACHINE
ON SENow
DOUBLE BRUTAL

PAUL BLINOV
// PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Blackbird introduces Una and Ray 15
years after their relationship ended.
She was 12, he was 40, and she's sought

T’:
ea
"pedophile" alone elicits
such a strong, knee-jerk response,
even in a somewhat desensitized modern culture. Child-adult relationships
remain firmly a line in the sand that
you do not cross, which is probably
why David Harrower's Blackbird's careful exploration of the subject has had
such an incendiary response since its
2005 debut. That's also probably how

him out now to discuss that time they

it caught the eye of Wayne Paquette, a
cheerful director with a history of deftly handling bleak subject matter.
"I'm a huge fan of plays that deal with
characters that are very much broken,
or damaged," he says. "[Blackbird's] part
of that theatre that really wants to really rattle the audience. We have North
American plays that remind me of it,
like Oleanna by David Mamet, or John
Patrick Shanley’s Doubt, even—there's a
conflict that seems to be, on the surface,

very obvious, but what it does is actually
forces the audience to bring in their own
baggage, to think about their own feelings of morality, of what's right, what's
wrong and how do you apply that, how
do you put that onto people?”

Se

As | Lay Dying front Man Tim
Lambesis and California front
man Ahhnold are back for round
two with the release of Austrian
Death Machine’s Double Brutal,
the follow up to 2008’s highly
successful (and highly brutal), Total Brutal.

make sure TO FRIEHD U
LU
10355 Whyte Ave. Shop online at megatunes.com 434-6342
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had together. He's tried to bury it and
move on, though, and in the process
of unearthing the story, Blackbird
raises all sorts of uncomfortable ques-

tions about love and age—Harrower
refuses to wag a finger at his characters, but creates a fractured profile of
what could've been love, an honest
connection between two people that
overstepped societal boundaries, but
one that might have had at least some
shreds of valid emotional investment.
Below the shock-premise platform, he's
trying to tap into something strangely
relatable about love gone wrong, and
Paquette's trying to match that by not
getting tangled up in just the subject
matter. If the situation is handled too
cartoonishly, he notes, the audience
won't connect. They need to be real
people affecting each other.

are the film noir moments where you
go, ‘Oh, my God, this is the villain,
no that's the villain—oh, my God,
there is no villain!’ he says. “You're
dealing with characters who are very
much flawed, damaged, very much
scarred individuals. And then you
try to find the way to keep it light and
keep it moving.
"There's no villains in this, there's no
monsters, just people who made really terrible choices in life—and have
paid for them,” Paquette adds. "It's
one of those things where they didn't
get away from it. They may be able to

go on with their lives—should they be
able to live normal lives? Can they live
normal lives? I think that's what really attracted me to the play. It really

forces us to think about these people
in human ways, [and] challenge our
own beliefs." W

"It's tough, but it's one of those
things where you try to find what's
interesting about the play too, or
you start to find elements of what's
the mystery or what are the shocking
moments for the audience, and what
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>> FARBER ON FILM

we

Criticism in motion
:

@,

@

e

e

e

Manny Farber's collected writings embrace an unconventional,

ruthless but truly engaged look at cinema

First the movies, then the writing. That's : precisely what sort of threat studio-era
how it usually follows, though some
“artiness* posed.
weirdows do it the other way
While working through Farber's
around. Whether you've just
prolific ‘40s and 'SOs output,
gorged your way through
| wondered if his division of
the film festival or have
films into the economical/
been maintaining a private
unassuming/action-driven and
program of your own, if you
the pretentious/Oscar-baiting/
find yourself craving some
self-consciously flashy wasn't
invigorating commentary—not
too reductive, not to mention
highly oriented toward and more
forgiving of what can't help but feel like
a masculine sensibility. Yet the narrative
inherent in Farber on Film, the establishFarber (Library of America, $50). Leg.
ing of a generative perspective, builds
endary US critic Manny Farber died last
in_ increments, shaping itself through
year at the age of 91. He hadn't written : reflection, reassessment, comparison
about film since the '70s, when he dedi. : and cultural change, until we arrive at
cated himself full-time to painting, yet : the first definitive statement of Farber's
his perspective retains a colossal vital.
ity. He wasn't bent on prescience. On the
more satisfying than Farber on Film:
the Complete Film Writings of Manny

are still trying to catch up to.
;
Delivering the whole course of Farber's :
critical career, Farber on Film has an ex- :
haustive index and lends itself to random browsing. But there's something
cathartic in reading cover-to-cover, in
watching Farber develop his sensibility
through the 1940s in regular columns
for The New Republic or The Nation
before that sensibility comes to full
fruition in the essays that populated
his late collection Negative Space. From
the first sentence Farber’s cantankerous

(geseerens mer

:

:
:
;
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

and broad in vision, weaving the state of :

THEATRE

ness of movies, its

labyrinth of facets, is
: Elephant Art vs. Termite Art.""A peculiar :: whirring energy Is created in the back of :
: among the things that make the medium
fact about termite-tapeworm-fungus- : the static mannered acting
of some great : so seductive to some and so infuriating
: moss art is that it goes always forward : star." But while Farber's dichotomy
re- : to others. The medium is all about mo: eating its own boundaries, and, likely as : mained, what compelled Farber
changed ; tion, and It refuses to sit still and politely
: not, leaves nothing in its path other than :: radically as the 1960s changed assump: the signs of eager, industrious, unkempt : tions about what might constitute arti- : concede to authority and final, definitive
: activity." White Elephant Art, by contrast, : ness, termites and elephants. Defenses : Judgments. So Farber moved along with
: it. His opinions were strong and ruth: is plagued by "a fear of the potential :: of Anthony Mann or Howard Hawks :
; less—and always open to adjustments.
:
: life, rudeness, and outrageousness of a : became defenses of Chantal Ackerman
: His writing is shot through with wakeful: film." Farber zeroes in on something that :: and Werner Herzog, and Farber gradually
: ness and curiosity, even when the mov: can manifest as many things to differ- :: began to co-author essays with his wife
= les looked dismal to him. He's one of the
:; ent viewers: spontaneity, abandon, risk, : Patricia Patterson.
: few critics who wrote reviews that the
? process-over-product, attentiveness to :
: filmmakers under review could actually
: the full measure of what film can access, :: What's great about Farber on Film is :: learn from, to say nothing of audiences
: as well as acting that seizes our fascina- : that it emphasizes how good criticism : | know I'm a better, more fulfilled, more
: tion by being nothing more than "curios- :; takes nothing for granted. Writing an es- : stimulated film watcher for reading Far:: ity flexing itself." It's a perspective tha’ : say called "The Subverters"in 1966, when :
ber. | only hope it can make me a better
: found Farber embracing B-movies, where : film studies departments and popular : film critic too. WV

on the movies you just saw but on

movies as they played to their moment. :
But he immersed himself in films with an :
observational prowess that the rest of us :

: critics were busy trying to
build a canon,
:: to bring some order to film history,
Far: ber declared such efforts “doomed to fail: ure because of the subversive nature of
: the medium: the flash-bomb vitality that
: one scene, actor, or technician injects
: across the grain of a film." This unruli-

? thesis-in-progress, the 1962 essay "White : inhibited than in those moments
when a :=

the movies—! dare you to find anything

contrary, he was rigorous about seeing

: filmmakers were better able to wriggle
: free of the front office and quietly pro: duce subversive wonders in the margins
: of often seemingly negligible material It
: found him embracing sly supporting per: formances: "Movies that have become
: classics...are never more savage and un-

NETWORK

lie al the ROXY

THE WOMAN
IN BLAGK

pe

“Wildly, unbelievably, exhilaratingly funny!” - Toronto Star

PuPPE TRY

THE

iionedy Stephen Mallatratt
From the book by Susan

Hill

‘0 Hysterics!” - New York Times

American politics, culture, industry and :
art Into

arresting,

provocative

prose.

i “Dementedly good fun!” - Vanity Fair

:

From the first Farber thwarts the urge :
toward quick-fix criticism. You can't even : J

"Australia’s greatest theatrical export since Dame Edina Ev erage,”

tell if he likes something, and who cares :
when he's drawing us always closer to :
really seeing and hearing what these :

movies are doing.

:

The title of Negative Space is apt: Farber
can be pretty negative, while his roaming

:
:

~ Daily Telegraph, Australia

i)

senses, trained by painting and photogra- :
phy, not to mention sports, always peruse

:

the whole of filmic space, sometimes at
the expense of things we often cling to
as being essential, like theme. While getting high on his championing of underdog
works like Moontide or anything produced by Val Lewton, my head spun and
my Jaw dropped when Farber, at times

:
:
:
:

given to contrarianism, laid into Double

:
:
:
:

Indemnity, The Magnificent Ambersons,
Laura, My Darling Clementine, The Third
Man, or Sunset Blvd with merciless, surgical precision. But his readings feel more

;
:
:
:

alive, more actively wrestling with these :
films than the vast bulk of comfortably :
reverential, historically assured writing :

they've generated from countless oth- :
ers—myself included. True, Farber's take :
on Rashomon feels excessively sharpened

:

by preconceived suspicions about Kuro- :
sawa's flashy technique while basically :

ignoring the dark tide of uncertainty that

undercuts its every scene, just as his dis- :
missal of Billy Wilder's cynical adoration
of tough-talking lowlifes seems too reliant on his repugnance toward Wilder's :

employment of gloss. But unlike every :
other critic who's ever used that laziest :
of pejoratives—"arty'—Farber invested :

il

“Buy your ticket! It is the most
) original show you'll ever see!”
- Pulse, CFCF TV, Montreal

WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 4 |

@ 8PM
WINSPEAR
CENTRE

“The only bad news: you'll have to pay for the whole seal,
even though you'll rarely use more than the edge.
CurtainiUip

9720-102 Avenue NW

Starring: Mark Jenkins and John Wright
ctor Marianne Copithorne
1 & Design. Paul Bezaire
ng C
Cory Sincennes « Sound Design Dave Clarke
y Sheena Hang « Stage Manager Tracey Byrne

lickets available at: Winspear Box Office
| Sir Winston Churchill Sq., 780-428-1414
or online at

08 124 St Edr

theatrenetwork.ca

the first half of his career in defining :
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www.winspearcentre.com
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BOOKS // LITFEST

Get your read on

|

Litfest lets writers speak out on politics, addiction and brain food
SUE KARP
~~
// SUE@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ust when you thought festival season
was over in Edmonton, one of the
year’s most prestigious and interesting
events provides a reason for readers
and writers alike to peer from behind
their curtains and venture out into the
grey-clouded skies of October: The Edmonton International Literary Festival,
LitFest 2009, Canada’s only creative
non-fiction festival.
Combining the commitment to factual accuracy of a historian, the investigative prowess of a journalist and
the literary style of a novelist, creative
non-fiction takes truth and presents it
with dazzling prose that often makes

one stop and wonder if reality is always
this compelling.
Among the scintillating variety of topics on offer regarding history this year
is "The Dissent of China,” featuring Edmonton Public Library's newest Writer-

in-Exile Sheng Xue and Ottawa's Denise
Chong. Together they offer a glimpse
into the complexity of life and politics
in communist China, the possibility of
democratic reform, the importance of
human rights and the Canadian Chinese immigrant experience.
Internationally acclaimed health writer and physician, plus recent Hubert

Evans Non-Fiction Prize winner, Dr. Gabor Maté makes two appearances this

year, his first at LitFest. In talking about
his work and latest book In the Realm

of Hungry Ghosts: Close Encounters with
Addiction, Dr. Maté champions compassion as an invaluable resource and the
importance of talking about addiction
in a public forum, shining light on the
subject as a necessity for healing.
"We're having to spend a lot to open
people back up. Lack of compassion
costs," he explains, and with unexpected
candor, Dr Maté readily admits that finding balance in our world is a struggle
even for him. He “constantly needs to be
aware of having this conversation.”
Rex Weyler, who will be discussing his
search for the authentic words of Jesus,
shares an event with Dr. Maté who believes that “Addiction needs the nonjudgment, compassion and love that
Jesus’ teachings represent.”

He also quotes Jesus in his own book,
waxing tongue-in-cheek that "As a
good Jewish boy, why wouldn't I?"
Perhaps the most accessibly delicious
topic this year is food, relating to LitFest’s prevailing theme of "Brain Food.”
Several events use food as part of the literary experience, such as “Savouries,”
which includes four authors discussing
writing and food in addition to enjoying different appetizers prepared and
served by the Kids in the Hall Bistro. "A
Brunch of Writers” takes the food and
music theme gourmet with a brunch at
The Creperie accompanied by the evocative music of Andrea House.
Of concern to many Canadians today is
the environment and our interconnect-

edness with nature, a theme discussed
at length by Trevor Herriot, one of three
featured authors who currently share
nominations for the Writer's Trust
Non-Fiction Prize, along with Erika Ritter and Eric Siblin. Also to be discussed
this year are themes of war and changes
in modern media coverage of historical
events, first nations voices and their
continuing silence in much of contemporary society, Bach and, of course, the
craft of writing itself. W
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Five and Dime,

Jimmy Dean,
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DANCE // SUITE CRUELLES

All together now
For Suite Cruelles, Héléne Blackburn kept her choreography democratic
and eight-dancer-two-pianist show that
blends both classical ballet and more
centemporary

dance

technique,

plus

snippets of video and even conversation,
to explore the show's central theme of
the parallels and overlaps between pleasure and pain. It's an idea she sees as as

completely natural to her discipline discipline, but also fairly universal.
I think it's true for all the aspects of the
life: usually the thing
we like, when welike
something so much, it often drives us towards pain. Like ifyou like wine too much,
you could get in big trouble,” she laughs.
"We're establishing a kind of urgency
between the point shoes, the beauty of
the pain in them, and the high heel shoes,

Tickets: $12-16 door

or Tix on the Square

and the pain in daily life, using both on-

stage," she cites as further example. “I
think this is a clear relationship between
PAUL BLINOV
// PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Walterdale Playhouse 10322 - 83rd Ave.
walterdaleplayhouse.com
Why MME

@imonton HEY

.

Ate she's officially billed as choreographer for Suite Cruelles, and
for Cas Public, the Montréal-based dance
company she's artistic director of, Helene
Blackburn seems to prefer a much more
democratic approach to creating her
work than the title suggests.
“| always work really close to the dancers, so they are really part of the creation.
They really work close [with me], movement we rework together. So they are

really related to the choreographic process,” she says on a cell phone while in
Vancouver, still in the initial Canadian
leg of a tour that will take Suite Cruelles

through Edmonton and to Europe for
much of the winter and spring ("[It's] a

all the important aspects of our lives, and

I think dance is really.a good art form to
talk about out this type of subject. I think
it’s just so obvious in dance, the link between: to get the pleasure you need to lit
erally pass by acertain level of pain.” W

frozen tour," Blackburn jokes).
"I think it’s in all the aspects ofthe company,” she adds, of the give-and-take process.
"We question everything really openly.”

That collaborative blend of ideas is probably how Suite became what Blackburn
calls (with a giggle) a “quirky ballet,”

EDMONTON 461-9086
WWW.IBEW424.NET
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(CROOKED POT GALLERY « 4912-5: Ave, StonyPlain «

as

‘until Oct27

"Tue-Sat 10am= Clayworks
Eatathodaed GheylAndaoon
aoe

LITFEST - Telus Centre,Uof A,112 St,87Ave: The
ne ee
Oct 8, 7pm « S10 (adult)/$s

VAAA GALLERY «3rd Fl, 10215-12 St « 7Bo.4m.731

«Doing
What Comes Naturally: Artworks bythe

2 St,8gAve = 780.492.2081 « GERMINATIONS:
recent
te
pe
crisattie UofA
providing an introduction to the student's research,

‘curated byliz ingram +Until Oct 31
FRINGE GALLERY «10516
Ave, Paint Spot bsmt
+ 780.432.0240 « Artworks by
Lamb
+Until Octj2

lent) at

Main FI,Sir Winston Churchill Sq+ 780.496.7030 «

Group exhibit bythe Edmonton Art Club « Until Oct 30

mainstage

‘Taboration
with Wendy McNeill « Oct15-27,8pm «$20

/(MZD memben)/Sa5 (general) atTIX on the Square, door
UKRAINIAN SONG AND DANCE
jubilee Auditorium, 11455-87 Ave «

‘musical and dance journey through
n history, featuring the Verkho; and theDunai Dancers + Oct 10, 7pm +
‘TicketMaster

CINEMA
AT THE CENTRE -Library Theatre, Stan-

‘TeyA. Milner Library «7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq
«=Centre
for Reading and the Arts showcases little‘known films every month. Titles to be announced «
Wed,
Oct 14,Nov 4, Dec 9, 6:30pm.

STANLEY A. MILNER LIBRARY «7 Sir Winston
Churchill Sq » Centre for Reading and the Arts
r

= From Books to Film: Weekly showings

adapted from books; every Fri, apm + Teen

shrine installations
by Nhan Duc Nan; asecond installation atPhobulous (Vietnamese restaurant), 8701-109
St Oct15-Noy
14; opening reception: Oct 15,7-10pm
HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-Red Deer - Sunworks,
LINGS: Ceramics by Dawn Candy UntilNov 6
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS-Sherwood
Park « 11Portage Lane, Sherwood Park «780.896.3906
«Gallery 4s,

St. Michael artshow « Oct 37, 7-10pm«Sis(adv)

{adult)/$s (student) at TIX on the Square

Oct 15-Nov 24; opening reception: Oct xs, 7-9330pm,
WEST END GALLERY-12308 Jasper-Ave «
top aca+ Artworks by Joanne Gauthier « Until

THE JUNGLE BOOK .«Citadel Shoctor Theatre

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA . 8555,
Roper Rd « 780.427.1750 « Archives and authors: fall
lecture series, local authors discuss their works and
how they used archives as a part of their research;

every Wed in Oct (Oct 14, 21, 28), 7-8pm; free, call to
pre-register + Voices of the Past: True stories with
a Sports theme with storytellers: Stephanie Benger,
Dawn Blue, Bethany Ellis, Renée Englot , Wendy

LOFT GALLERY « 590 Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood
Park « 780.922.6324 « Open every Thu 5-9pm; Sat
10-4pm + FLORALS AND STILL LIFE: until Oct31« Art

Richard Herman - Oct 17-29 « Opening reception:
Sat, Oct 37, 2-4pm, artist in attendance
ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL - 10186-2106 St

+ 780.488.6611 « Discovery Gallery: SAVING

PARADISE; Trees of the Canadian West by textile
artist Lorraine Roy; until Oct 31
ALLEYSCAPE STUDIO-Red Deer «4930 Ross St

Alley,
403.597.9788 » THE ACCIDENTAL NATURE
OF MUCH THAT APPEARS: Small collages by

Donna Herrick + Until Oct 10
ART BEAT GALLERY «26 st-anne st,stalbert -

786.459.3679 ~ Anartcontest with avi homes resulting in
an exhibit
forthe winning artist
atArtBeat; until Oct25+
DUETTO: Paintings byalexus and elias; Oct 17-Nov14
ARTERY -

‘Ave » WHERE ARE YOU FROM?:

Magica 29 visual creatives from Edmon‘ton and beyond - Until mid Oct
ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA - Enterprise Sq, 100,

Jasper

Ave+ 780.422.6223 » MUSEUMSIN

erand Will

Marks, celebrating the evolution of country music +

Until Nov « Buffet and Show from $55.99

ST NICHOLAS .-Catalyst Theatre, 8529 Gateway Blvd

+ Dark comedy by Conor McPherson, presented by
‘Trunk Theatre. A cynical theatre critic's life is trans
formed when he falls in love with an actres:
fi

ees
Ses

into cahoots with a gang of vampires.

AUDREYS BOOKS «10702 Jasper Ave « 780.423.3487
+ Poetry Nights and Fri each month + Cora Taylor's
release of her new book, Chaos in China: The Spy Who
Wasn't There; Oct 17, apm

BLACKBIRD . Citadel's Rice Theatre, 9828-101A Ave «
780.4251820 « David Harrower's play about lust, love

(student/senior) at TIX on the Square

Until Oct a5

Dinner Theatre, 8882-170 St, WEM + 780.484.2424 «
Hustle back to the '7os, featuring the funkiest hits of

CARROT CAFE «9351-118 Ave + 780.752.4867 + Carrot
Writing Circle + Every Tue, 7-9pm; A critique circle
the Tue every month

CHIMPROV «Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave +
780.433.3399 * Rapid Fire Theatre's improv show every
Sat, 1pm, except for the last Sat of each month until

the flashiest decade in history «Until Oct

and lost innocence, directed byWayne Paquette «

Starvi

Mecready, directed by Amy DeFelice + Oct 8-18; eSat 8pm; Sun zpm «$12 (preview, Oct 7; $2 (adul h/Sx7
STRUT AND JIVE THE NIGHT AWAY -Jubilations
a5

THEATRESPORTS -Varscona Theat:

June 2a « Sto(door)/S8 (Rapid Fire Theatre member\/$s
(high school students) at TIX on the Square

Ave + 780.433.3399 « Rapid Fire Theatr
pm + Until July 30 « $10 (door)/$8 (member); adv
at TIX on the Square

COME BACK TO THE FIVE AND DIME, JIMMY
DEAN, JIMMY DEAN - Walterdale Playhouse, 10322-83

THE WOMAN IN BLACK «Theatre Network, 1

‘Ave + 780.439.2845 + By Ed Graczyk, directed by Wendi
Pope * Oct 14-24 = $12-$16 at TIXon the Square

ghost story and old-fashioned storytelling st

DIE-NASTY - Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave «

One-Tue: $13/Sun-Thu: $25(adult),§

780.433-3399 » Live improvised soap opera directed by

124 St «780.453.2440 « A chilling combination of da

Mark Jenkins and John Wright « Unt

Frij/Sat: $27 (adult)/S23 (student/senios)

ry Acres Society
presents

Society of Strathcona County general meetings the
and Tue each month
IMCMULLEN GALLERY - U of A Hospital, 8440-122 St
«780.407-;7152 »* COLLECTING, COLLECTED, COLLEC-

TIONS: The Women’s Art Museum Society of Canada
show featuring women's collections; until Oct 24 +

Drawings by Susan Casault; Oct 10-Nov 4; opening
reception: Sun, Oct 12

Jubi

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE
INSTITUTE «9 Mission Ave, StAlbert - 780.651.8176 +
Aboriginal Veterans Display « Gift Shop « Finger weaving and sash display by Celina Loyer
+780. 459.1528 » DECOYS TO DECORATIVES: the His-

ON Urolivey
alu)
-

For tickets contact:
\, 780-451-8000 or
Www.ticketmaster.ca

PIXSATIONS 2-8730-51 Ave = 780.384.2047 + A
NEW PERSPECTIVE: Photographs by Natalee
Probst + Sat, Oct 17, 1-4pm.

PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY « 19 Perron St,
St Albert + 780.460.4310 » 100 DRESSES: Artworks

by Nicole Bauberger + Until Oct 31 « Public interPROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA - 8555 Roper

nern Alberta

ol

tory and Art of Decoy Painting « Until Novas

active opportunity, create with the artist: until Oct
14 ~ Opening reception; Oct 15

‘ed

~

MUSEE HERITAGE MUSEUM - 5 St Anne St, St Albert

Presenting
theworld’s leading museum building

Museum inOttawa and the new Guadan Miser
of
in Winnipeg; until Dec 23 «
NEWeinen
PLA
re
fee Urban Practice and
the
sque:
A selection of picturesque works of
i
Don Gill; until
collection.

1615-109 Ave « 780.483.4051 « By Tra

Room: FROM SKYTO GROUND: 200 FRAGMENTED

Projects conceived inthe 21st Century; until Dec 13

* CANADIAN MUSEUMS NOW: Contributions from

NASHVILLE ICONS - Mayfield Dinner Theatre,

LANDSCAPES: A series of
create abstracted
Iandscapes
byKristen Hutchinson
+Until Oct24

THE:
“ust CENTURY. Concepts,Projects, Buildings:

the Art Gallery ofOntario, Royal OntarioMuseum,
Gardiner
Museum inToronto; Canadian
War

tions (Montreal) presentation. Recommended for
children s yearsofage and up
»Oct 17-Nov1

LATITUDE 53 « 10248-106 St« 780.423.5353 + Main Space:

ee

780.482.2854 « SUBLIME LANDSCAPE: Paintings by

9828-101A Ave + 780.426.4811 « Robbins Family Series:
Directed byDean Patrick Fleming A Geordie Produc-

Norval Morrisseau, Iingworth Kerr,
Alex Janvier, George
Weber, Daniel Bagan,
Jim Brager, Andre Besse, Geza

DAZED AND AMUSED: Artworks byChris Reid« ProjEx

GALLERIES + MUSEUMS

comedy starring Leona Brausen « Until Oct 24 « Sas

Marich, pottery by Noboru

STANLEYA. MILNER LIBRARY «Lower Level
‘Theatre, Lobby and Edmonton Room, 7 Sir Winston
Churchill Sq - World Food Day Film Fest, Food
Security and Fair Trade Fair « Oct 16-17

AGNES BUGERA GALLERY - 12310 Jasper Ave «

Poetry Tuesday: Every Tue with Edmonton's local
poets «Spm + No cover

JOHNSON GALLERY - Southside: 7711-85 St «
780.465.6171; Serigraphs and watercolours byGeorge
WeKubo « Northside: 11817-8o St«780.479.8424; Artworks by

ins ections
with archivists 12 noon-2pm; screening
ee
2-4pm; Sat, Oct 17, 12pm

ROUGE LOUNGE - 10121-117 St « 780.902.5900 «

(show); $s cover « Sarah Ivany Book Launch; Wed, Oct
44+ An evening with Anik See's launch of Postcard
and Other Stories with Marina Endicott, Lynn Coady,
Romy Straathof, and Chris Tenz « Wed, Oct 14,7pm «
PEN Writer's Cabaret; Thu, Oct 15

YESTERDAY; Oil paintings by Pearl Murray and watercolours by Rita Mittlesteadt « Until Oct 29 « Opening
reception: Oct 14, 6:30-8:30pm

‘Teen Read Week) - Centennial Room: Home Movie
Day: aworldwide, annual celebration of home mov-

Edey; Thu, Oct 8, 7pm; free

10329-83 Ave + Teatro la Quindicina's new musical

(adult)/$20 (student/senior) at TIX on the Square

Centre, 10831 University
Ave + 780.433.5807 » seniorcentre.org + Open: 11:30am-1pm; 3-4pm + MEMORIES OF

ber, photos byDavid Baine, paintings byDave Ripley
and
Glenda Beaver, pastels byDan Bagan, pottery
by Noboru

iemaking and amateur filmmaking. Home movie

ARTERY «9535 Jasper Ave « Literary Saloon: Launch
party with Anansi Writers reading from new works,
hosted by Lynn Coady; Tue, Oct 13, 7pm (door), Spm

JEFF ALLEN ART GALLERY -Strathcona Place Senior

Movie Scene: movie club for teens; ist and 3rd Thu

every month (no movie Oct 1s;'screening Oct 22 for

Dana Andersen
every Mon, 8pm + Oct19 until theLast

Mon inMay

EVERYBODY GOES TO MITZIS « Varscona Theatre,

CITY ARTS CENTRE - 10943-84 Ave + 780.932.4409 «
TALES. Monthly Storytelling Circle: Tell stories or
come fo listen; and Fri each month + Until Jun, 8pm;
$3 (free firsttime)+Oct
9,7pm
KASBAR LOUNGE - 10444-82 Ave « Live at the
Kasbar: The Raving Poets: Open stage poetry with a
live band + Wed nights until Dec 2« Free

4924 Ross St» 403.346.8937 « EGGSHELLS FOR CHANGE-

A

Ave + Author and bookbinder Peri hate
Postcard and Other Stories; additional readings by
Lynnn Coady and Marina Endicott; Oct 14, 7pm «
PEN Canada Writers Cabaret; Thu, Oct 15, 7pm; Sio.

FRONT GALLERY «12312 Jasper Ave+ 780.488.2952 »
GALLERY AT MILNER .Stanley A.Milner Library

the Square «

membership Hand Weavers, Spinners and Dyers of
Alberta etn the United Nations International
eS
until Oct 10 » THEMERCHANT OF
Large graphic paintings byWade Stout,
made to stimulate discussion on Shakespeare's play;

ct as

ALLUSIONS:
Paintings byGalia Kwetny

on

Rd» 780.427.4750 » ALBERTA WOMEN'S INSTITUTES
100 YEARS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE: Celebrating

the contributions of the Alberta Women’s Institutes
over the last 100 years « Until Oct31«Free

SCOTT GALLERY « 10411-1224 St« 780.488.3619
» SONGS OF SUMMER: Landscape paintings by
ford; until Oct13 + THE LAND SPEAKS,
THE SKY LISTENS: Artworks byJim Visser; Oct 17-Nov
3; opening reception: Sat, Oct 17, 2-4pm.

«

4)

>

vi bodbsi

Opening performanee by

SNAP GALLERY «10309-97 St- 780.423.1492» Main

and Studio Gallery:PROSPECTUS:
SNAP Membership
Exhibition curated by Belfast Print Workshop, Northem Ireland
-Until Octa7
ped op acy name igure

Jenn Beaupre

Centre, 35-5 Ave, Spruce Grove + 780.96:
.
DXPLORING SHAPE INCLAY:Parkland Pottersshow«

‘Oct13-31 « Opening reception: Sat, Oct17,.1-4pm
STANLEY MILNER LIBRARY & METRO CINEMA

« North of Nowhere Expo: Festival of

Media andUnderground
Art exhibit «Oct16-3.

STUDIO GALLERY «1: Perron St, StAlbert,

780.460.5993
«THREE'S COMPANY, TWO’S ONE

‘Ave, RedDeer,4033433933» WALLSANDWHISPERS:
Geramleworksby
EaLapka-Untl O27

‘Artworks byPrank vanVeen + Until Oct 31
TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE « 11231-142 St«
780.452.9100 + SPORT Il:Now22« India: Kingdom

9203-95

fi
Oct

+ 780.46)

» AUTUMN HARVEST:

gebyFrancine
Michaud,SylviaGrit
and
quilts bySharon Rubuliak;
until
re,

EXPRESSION: Artworks by
Louise Piquette,
louise Rae and

Curtis Johnson; Oct16-27; opening reception: Oct
16,7-8:30pm;
artists inattendance

oftheTiger: opens Octg + Tiger safari; Oct10-12 «

Title Event Sponsor

DISTINCTIVE COLLECTION

Celebrate National Chemistry Week: Oct 17, 28,24

«The NASA LCROSS rocket will collide with the
moon: Pri, Oct 9,5:30am

rege ees Se

penviey

Oo BMW Retatlers of Calgary

124 St+« PERFECTLY FRAMED:

Loma Paterson; until Oct26« FINE WORKS INWOOD:
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The Fall of the Roman Empire
by Brian Gibson

Brian Gibson looks at both sides of the
Roman
Polanski debate in this week's Sidevue

'til you laugh

maximum effect, whether that effect is
riotously funny, existentially depressing or, as is often the case here, a mix-

You, The Living's one-note comic melancholy rings true

ig
ture of both.
And make no mistake, these scenes
draw a lot of attention to how they're
put together. Andersson is a craftsman
meticulous, to the point of obsessive
compulsion, a stark Scandinavian Wes

Anderson. The 50 different tableaux he
presents us with here all take place on
constructed sets, some more obvious
than others, scrubbed and Sstrippeddown versions of the real world. On top
of that, Andersson likes to use a static

ESA:
camera at a wide-length shot, shooting
Femme

non-professional actors in one take. It
might sound as though Andersson is
going for an uncalculated effect, but
most of scenes are put together like
paintings: they are obtrusively unobtrusive, the attempt to remove the art-

fulness of the shot a pretty strong artisietic statement in itself.

Switching from form to content, You,

the Living is actually somewhat uneven.

Actually, uneven is the wrong word
there: its problem, at least compared to
eee
eee

_ o

Andersson's best work, the Cannes Jury

?

Prize-winning Songs from the Second
Floor, which had a similar structure and

3 iY
BITTERSWEET SYMPHONY >> You, the Living explo res life through tragico: mic vignettes // Supplied
Bite.

// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Il you really need to know about
dish director Roy Andersson's
sense of humour—and, concordantly, a
lot of his esthetic—is that You, the Living opens with a quote from Goethe extolling the virtues of appreciating your
life, and then follows it with a series of

shows him as a man with a deep appreciation for classically composed works
of art, and the rather obvious counter-

terms, life might suck, but it's the only

lacks for bite. His point is one that's old
enough to have been satirized in Candide, but Andersson is still a man who
knows how to put together a scene for

More specifically towards understanding Andersson, though, quoting Goethe

Made in Canada
@

one-note, Once you get the joke, that's
basically the joke you're getting, again
and again in slightly altered forms.

puntal humour shows us a man whose
sense of humour, while neither particularly subtle nor particularly fresh, never

Not that Andersson can't make it work,
frequently brilliantly. There's a recurring motif of people discussing dreams
they've had, nearly all of which are terrific, though perhaps the best is one

who are capable of produc-

Rendall, who you may recog-

ing a thoroughly original

nize from Childstar, speaking

vision—David Cronenberg,

of Canadian auteurs), the son
of Russian immigrants, and how

Guy Maddin, Gary Burns—
Pop culturally we are very

him so bored and monotone and her so
unreasonably, obliviously excited.
But, well, then we get a whole lot
more, some bits inspired (a newlywed
couple in a moving house), some saved

by sharp commentary (the psychologist who has given up and just prescribes pills, "the stronger the better,"
or the selfish, wailing lout who calls her
mother a masochist for not providing
her with some drink to suffer through
life with), more just expansion on a
well-explored theme.
You, the Living is certainly something
unique, and anyone that hasn't been ex

posed to Andersson's wry humour would
do well to acquaint themselves with it

But once you accept/get the tragicomic
premise, and it's awfully hard to miss,
you're left witha flatly shot, one-note film
that takes a while to stop ringing. W

: glimpses of some of the torment that's
: going on underneath, there are a few
: performances that lean too close to flat
i as opposed to unaffected, one of the pit: falls of working with young actors. But
: as an even-keeled exploration of high
: missing and sort out his friendships over : school life, its approach is both rare and
: war games with roman candles. Taken : detailed, and its utter lack of any kind of
: individually, all of these are elements : meaningful resolution is an ideal way to
: that are beyond familiar: the immigrant : capture the confusion of life, insomuch as
: experience, the bonding inherent with : most of us are really just doing what we
: team sports, the Importance of musicina : can to get by, figuring out being some: young life, coming-of-age and so on. Vic- : thing that comes much later
= toria Day works so well because none of :
: those elements are ever the sole focus: : A reductionist approach to the mean: as Bezmozgis explains in one of the in- = ing behind real-life events is one of the
: terviews included with the DVD release, : pitfalls of films based on true stories, so

he gets by in the week leading : life is never about just one thing, and nei: ther then should fiction. Each of those
up to the eponymous holiday.
much mired in ways of storyAt first glance, Victoria Day has a : elements flavours the story enough to
telling that have been developed
lot of familiar tropes (especially for a Ca- : create a realistic and layered portrait
and perfected elsewhere: the differences
nadian story). Ben is a star hockey player, : of youth trying to figure out the world,
between Passchendaele and a Hollywood
for one, although over the course of the : stumbling through the million little
; War movie, asanexample, are more about
week we'll also get to see how much : things life throws your way well before
_ Setting than style. Two recently released
you know how to deal with any of them.
9n OVD films, though, show that we Ca- Bob Dylan means to him, watch him take
nadians are just as capable of telling our : some of the first awkward steps towards : Victoria Day is by no means a perfect
__ 9wn stories as we are at telling them in something resembling love, see him deal : film: outside of Rendall, who's very good
= with a teammate/schoolmate who goes : at exuding an odd calm while still giving
interesting and unexpected ways.
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THU, OCT 8, SAT, OCT 10, MON, OCT 12,
WED, OCT 14 (9 PM)
FRI, OCT 9, SUN, OCT 11, TUE, OCT 13 (7 PM)
YOU, THELIVING
WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY ROY ANDERSSON
STARRING JESSIKA LUNDBERG, ELISABETH
HELANDER, BJORN ENGLUND.
METRO CINEMA (9828 -101A AVE)

Kk KR

involving a failed magic trick: a rather

Canadian filmmakers are starting to tell stories the Canadian way
Canada’s proximity to the United States, : The first, Victoria Day—| suppose the
Geographically as much as psychologi- : more Canadian name would have been
cally, has hampered our film industry : "May Long"—is the debut feature of aunot only with respect to the kinds of : thor David Bezmozgis, and is certainly
one of the most intriguing Canadian deStories that get told but also how
buts I've seen in some time. It tells
we tell them. Though we of
the story of Ben Spektor (Mark
course have our own auteurs

that's hilarious in spite of the premise,

begin to feel rather flat, or at least fairly

vignettes that range from the outright
miserable to the vaguely melancholic.
"Be pleased then, you living one, in
your delightfully warmed bed, before
Lethe's ice-cold wave will lick your escaping foot”: in slightly less classical
game in town. So, you know, enjoy.

humour, is that it's so resolutely even, so
similar from scene to scene, that it can

sedate man explains he had a dream
wherein he tried to pull the tablecloth
out from under the dishes, with predictable results. When we cut to the
actual dream, though, not only does
the china come crashing down, but its
revealed the tablecloth was covering
two swastikas, which is a hell ofa little
twist. He's similarly able to turna fairly
simple idea—a couple is having sex,
she's into it, he's not—into something

: one of Polytechnique's most welcome
: decisions is to not really explain so much

:
:
:
:
:

as just capture the spirit of one of Canada's biggest collective tragedies. Recreating the events of the Montreal Massacre,
Polytechnique follows the lives of several

students who attend the school: a young
woman who survives the initial classroom shooting, a young man forced out

: of that same classroom and of course

? the shooter himself (all are slightly fic-

: tlonalized versions taken from real-life
: accounts). It begins with a woman being
: shot while photocopying notes, and then
: jumps around to before, during and after
: the shooting, showing its effects on its
: three principals throughout
: Its closest progenitor in terms of spirit
: is probably Gus Van Sant's fictionaliza: tion of Columbine, Elephant, and like
: that film Polytechnique does accasion-

: ally feel like something perhaps too
: withdrawn. And yet there's quite a bit
+ to be said for simply presenting the

‘ events without comment, allowing us
: to read our own thoughts and feelings
: into what's going on. Given the notori: ety of the events depicted, it's probably
:; the only way to respectfully address
: what's happened, and so long as it stays
; on the right side of the line between
: something too sanitized and something
: that attempts to address our collective
: emotions, which on the balance it does,
: it works quite beautifully. Like Victoria
: Day, it's a wonderful example of not
: only telling our stories, but beginning to
: address them in a style that's different
: from the way they're normally told. W
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A poet in love
Bright Star's exceptional cast lead a well-threaded romance

Me

.

Nentvecsoesine
‘SAT, SUN & MONDAY

—

MATINEES@ 2:00PM

ENC

2

by

10337 Whyte Ave, 780 4330728-

JOSEF BRAUN
// JOSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM
arena

he opening credits hover over
a close-up of a needle going
through fabric. The image speaks to
the diligence and nimbleness needed

to craft clothes, poetry or prolonged,
unconsummated desire. It also lets
us know that Bright Star will diligently hunker down for the worm’'seye view should it yield another
sharpened physical detail for writer/
director Jane Campion to weave into

this tapestry-like romance,

some-

thing best surrendered to as with
a current. Just lie on your back and
watch the patterns unfold.
John Keats died young, and if his
poetry went woefully underappreciated during his life at least it was

some,

useful, innovative

and well-

made clothing over delicate words of
limited practical power. The antagonism between Fanny (Abbie Cornish)
and Keats (Ben Whishaw) is kept
honest through the ubiquity of Keats
sidekick Charles Brown (Paul Schneider), a Scottish poet as big, burly
and gruff as Keats was elfin, diminutive and soft-spoken. Their intriguingly un-straightforward
triangle
is just one of many forces working
against the fulfillment of Fanny and
Keats, another being Keats’ Bowery

corm saceunsiaess eat

q

THE WINDMILL MOVIE
THURS, SAT, MON
aWED «7:00PM ~ FRI, SUNa TUES 19:00PM

Ciaisihah'S eastOnis 1bGFSENaitaablaiis bisCan't
decide whether it's a case of a role being perfectly cast
or whether the actor's invested the role so generously
with some secret culled from within that she's made
alternate interpretations unthinkable.

redeemed by the not easily earned
devotion of its muse. Bright Star,
though inspired by Andrew Motion's

Keats biography, isn't about Keats. It
doesn't burn much celluloid trying
to turn writerly brooding or handnumbing penmanship into cinema.
Its protagonist is instead young middle-class seamstress Fanny Brawne,
the first girl in all of Hamstead Heath

to have a triangular pleated
room collar. When she first
Keats—the year is 1818—she
lenges the reverence aimed
poet's vocation, championing

YOU, THE LIVING
THURS, SAT, MON & WED ar :00PM +FRI, SUN aTUES 17:00PM
All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave,
For more information, call 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org
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OCT 10-DEC 12
Members: $765 (+GST)
Non-Members: $895 (+GST)

Main Course focuses on advanced level techniquesin
Ganka kh bitergeleke' eelchericacs eroiearaned
1? STREET,
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mushmeets
chalat the
hand-

But as imagined here, theirs was a
love emboldened by ceaseless tension. The film's vivacity is the product of a harmonious collaboration
between sensitive camerawork, pro-

duction design, scoring and actors,
at least one of whom giving the first
outstanding work of what promises
to be an outstanding career.
Cornish's performance is of the sort
where you can't decide whether it's

a case of a role being perfectly cast
or whether the actor's invested the
role so generously with some secret
culled from within that she's made

‘ovr une cecrngncanprenyevnninepeugenn anne neeouenc essen
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FRI, OCTOBER 9 ~ THU, OCTOBER 15,2009
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LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)

Fri, Sat7:00, 9:00; Sun-Thu
8:00
SURROGATES
(14A, violence)

LET THE RIGHT ONE IN(:8A, goryscenes)

gnize it in the spe-

$ person. It works
le Schneider seems to
himself as an actor
—he's more suited

bullying and jealous
he was to the agonized

All the Real Girls.

are exceptional in their

‘Wed,
Octx4,630

5OTE-120 Ave, ROAT2S779
WAKE UP SID (Hindi W/E.S.T. (PG)
Daily 12:5, 4:00, 6:45,9:55

ZOMBIELAND (:8A, gory violence)
Daily 720, 910; Sat, Sun, Mon, Tue1:10, 310

forchildren)

Daily mos 9:5; Sat, Sun, Mon Thu 205

'

Daily 7a5, gg Sat, Sun, Mon, Thu a5

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY
(4A, coarse language, substance abuse, notrecommended
forchildren)

SURROGATES
(14A violence)
Daily 720 9:20; Sat, Sun, Mon, Thu 220

FAME (PG)
Daily 650, 9215 Sat, Sun, Mon, Tue 12°50, 515

Daily 1200, 4:10, 75, 10:35

(CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)

Daily 7200 9:00; Sat,Sun, Mon ‘Thu 200

SURROGATES (14A, violence)

Fri-Sat 1:55,4:45,7:30, 10:00,12:15; Sun-Thu u:55,4:45,730,
10:00
G.L JOE: THE RISE OF COBRA (14A)

Fri-Wed 12:40, 3:55,6:40,9:30)Thu 3°55,6:40,9:30;Star&

LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)

limitations—such as the presumptions made
by Brown and others that
young women are poorly fit to comprehend poetry—and a way of evoking sensuality that embraces

the

Daily 9-35

No passes Fri, Tue-Thu 7:00, 10:20; Sat-Mon 1:15, 4:15, 7:00,

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)

1020

Daily 6:45, 9:00; Sat, Sun, Mon Tue 12:45, 3:00; Not Presented

ZOMBIELAND (18, gory violence)

945

9 (PG, frightening scenes, notrecommended for young
children)

Pri $15, 7-40, 10:20; Sat-Mon 12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:40, 10:20}

THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, not

‘THE UGLY TRUTH (14A, language may offend, sexual

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse language)

recommended for young children)

Fri,Sun-Thu 1:20, 415,75, 9:45;Sat 4315,7S. 9:45

Fri, The-Thu 6:50, 9:45; Sat-Mon 22:59, 3:30, 6:50, 9:45

Pri-Sat 2:45, 4-25, 6:45, 9:25, 11:40; Sun-Thu 1:45, 4:25, 6:45 925
GFORCE(G)

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (184A, gory violence)

CAPITALISM: A LOVE STORY (PG,coarse language)

Fri-Sat 2:00, 4:50,6:55, 9:15, 11:20; Sun-Thu 2:00, 4:50, 6:55,

DISTRICT 9 (14A, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse

Fri 4:00, 6:40, 9:40; Sat-Mon 2:00, 4:00, 6:40, 9:40; Tue-Thu

Daily 2:00, 6330, 10:05

language)
Daily 935

ICE AGE: DAWN OF THE DINOSAURS (G)

10200-102
Ave, 780.421.7020

for children)

THE PROPOSAL (PG, coarse language)

Mon-Thu 2:20, 4:25. 7:05, 9:45

DTS Digital, Stadium seating Fri-Sun 12-45, 3:45 7:30, 10:15;

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 30 (G)
Reald 3d, Stadium seating Fri-Sun 12:10, 2530, 4:59, 7-10, 9:30;

‘THE HANGOVER (:8A, crude content, nudity, language
may offend)
Fri-Sat 1:40, 4:35, 7:15, 9:40, 12:00; Sun-Thu 1:40, 4:35, 7-15,

940
UP(G)

Daily 1:30, 4:20, 7:05, 9:30

Stadium seating, Dolby Stereo Digital Fri-Sun 1:00, 9-45;
Mon-Thu 125, 910
THE INFORMANT! (14A)
No passes, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 4:15, 7:00; Mon-Thu 4:05, 6:35

Daily 2:05, 3:15, 520, 7:45, 10:20

‘SURROGATES (14A, violence)
No passes, Stadium seating, DTS Digital Pri-Sun 12:15, 2:35,

THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, not

455,75, 935; Mon-Thu 12:00, 4:20, 6:45, 9:00

recommended for young children)
Fri, Sun-Thu 1-40, 4:20, 7:45, 10:15; Sat 1:40, 4:20, 7:50, 10:15

CAPITALISM: A LOVE STORY (PG, coarse language)
Daily 2:10, 4:50, 7:20, 10:05

share acertain kinship
with the films
of Terrence Malick, The New World

WHIP
IT(2G, coarse language)

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY

(44A, coarse language, substance abuse, not recommended
for children)

FAME (PG)

No pastes PriTve, Thu 1:10, 4210, 7:20, 10:15; Wed 4:10, 7.20,

Pri 4:40, 630, 9:20; Sat-Mon 1:10, 3:40, 6:30, 920; Tue-Thu

6:30, 920

Daily 1:20, 2:40, $15, 8:00, 10:30

for children)

THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, not
recommended for young children)

(4A. coarse language, substance abuse, not recommended
Fri 4330, 7:20, 10:00; Sat-Mon 1:30, 4530, 7:20, 10:00; TueThu
720, 10:00
Fri $00, 7:15, 9:30; Sat-Mon 12°30, 245, $00, 7:15,

Grandin Mall, Sir Winston Churchill Ave,St. Albert,
780.458.9822

DATE OF ISSUE ONLY: Thu, Oct 8
children)
‘Thu, Oct 8: 12°55, 2:5, 6:00, 7735

DISTRICT 9 (14A. gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse
language)

WHIP IT(PG, coarse language)

ebration ofnature found in poetry.
Chalk it up to mimetic license: a

Daily 935
SURROGATES
(14A, violence)

poetic movie about poetry, and one

Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

teeming with loveliness. W

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN
TO LIQUOR DAY

(4A, coarse language, substance abuse, notrecommended

forchildren)

Daily 1:30,500,8:00,10:25
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 30 (G)

Digital 3dDaily 12:15,2°30, 4:40,7200, 9:20
‘THE INFORMANT!
(14A)

Daily 12:40,3:49,6:50,9530

LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)

Fri,Sun-Thu 12:50, 3:50,6:40,9:10;Sat3:40,6:40,9-10
9 (PG,frightening scenes, notrecommended foryoung
children)

FAME (PG)

Daily 12:40, 3:40, 6:40, 9:30

(4A. coarse language, substance abuse, not recommended
for children)

Daily 12090, 4:00, &99, 940.

CLOUDYWITH A CHANCE
OF MEATBALLS 3D-AN IMAX

HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF BLOOD PRINCE (PG,

30 EXPERIENCE(G)

Fri-Tug 12:00, 2:20, 4:40,

children)
Pri, Sun-Thu 12:10, 2:15 4-30,
Daily 2:00, 6:30, 10:00

‘Thu, Oct 8: 4:25, &30

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA: TOSCA (Classification not
available) Sat 1:00

Fri, Tue-Thu $00, 8:30; Sat-Mon 2:40, 5:00,8:30

(444, coarse language, substance abuse, not recommended

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 30 (G)
Digital 3d Pri, Tue-Thu 4:40, 7:05, 9:20;Sat-Mon 1:20, 4:49,
TOS 9:20

‘Thu, Oct B: 1:15, 325, $15. 755 95

Leduc, 780.352.3922
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (6)
Daily 7:00, 9:10; Sat-Sun 1:00, :10

SURROGATES
(144, violence)
Fri,Tue-Thu
4:45,7:15.9-45Sat-Mom 2:00,
4-45.75 F45

TRAILER

BOYS: COUNTDOWN
TO LIQUOR DAY

(144A, coarse
for children)

|WESTMOUNT
CENTRE

substance abuse, notrecommended

Fri,Tue-Thu 439, 7:00, 35;Sat-Mon 2:30, 439,700, 935

TH Ave, Growt Rd, 700.455.8726

ZOMSBIELAND (8A, gary violence)
Dolby Stereo Digital, No passes Fil yas 9:55: Dolby Stereo
Digital, No passes Sat-Sun 120, 7:55. 725, 9:55; Man 1:10, 355,
735 9:55 Dolby Stereo Digital Tue-Thu $35, 8:35

for children)

PANDORUM
(1A, violence)
Fri-Thu 95

6:45 9:10; Sat 4°30, 6-45. 9210

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (1A. gory violence)

JULIE & JULIA (PG, coarse language)

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN
TO LIQUOR DAY

INGLOURIOUS
BASTERDS (8A, gory violence)

7700, ga0

9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young

G FORCE (G)
Thu, Oct & 100, 245, 645

Thu, Oct 8:12:45, £30, 4:15, 605, 745 953°

4AQTL-139
Ave, TE0ATZTEOO

MEATBALLS
30 (G)

THE INFORMANTI (14A)

ZOMBIELAND
(12A, gory violence)

Fri-Tue,
Thu 2:00,4:30,6:55,9:50;Wed 4:30,6:55,9:50 Star&

FAME (PG)
Daily 2:20, 4:357S, 9:42

TOY STORY AND TOY STORY 2.30 DOUBLE FEATURE (G)
Digital 3d, No passes Daily 11:45, 3:30, 7530
SURROGATES (144, violence)
Daily 11:50, 2:30, £00, 7:50, 19:20

Digital 3d Daily 1aryo, 2:99, 5:10, 7-40, 9:90

‘Thu, Oct & 3:20

most especially, not only because of

DTS Digital, Stadium seating Fri-Sun 12:25, 3:10, 615, 9:00;
Mon-Thu 1:10, 4:10, 6:50, 9:30

Daily 1:00, 3:90, 7210, 10210

Fri-Wed 1:30, 4:50,7:45, 10°30; Thu 1:30, 4:00, 1030

SHORTS (G)

TOY STORY
AND TOY STORY23D DOUBLE FEATURE (G)
Digital
3d,No passes Fri-Mon 11-30, 3:30, 7:30) TueThe
PANDORUM
(i8A, violence)

Suoollers Sereening: Wed 1:00
WHIP IT (PG, coarse language)

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF

violence, frightening scenes)
‘Thu, Oct 8: 12°30, $10, 8:05,

1:00, 6:45

Pri-Tuse, Thu 1:20, 4.20, 7a5 gas: Wed 4:20, 725, 9:45; Star &

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY

9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young

CAPITALISM: A LOVE STORY (PG, coarse Language)
Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:30, 3-30, 6-30, 9:49;
Mon-Thu 1:05, 4:00, 6:55, 9:50

its star-crossed period romance but

%30; Tue:

‘THE INFORMANT! (144)
Fri 4:40, 7210, 9:40; Sat-Mon 1:20, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40; Tue-Thu
7:10, 940
GRANDIN THEATRE

Thu, Oct8: 3:95, 9:05

because of its grounding in the cel-

10115 Star & Strollers Screening, No passes Wed 1:00
ZOMBIELAND
(i8A,gory violence)

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY

Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:20, 2:50, 520, 7:50,
10:20; Mon-Thu 2:25, 4:15, 6:40, 9:15

Daily 1:50, 4:45.72, 10330

WEA, 8802-170 St, TEOALA2L00

TAS. 10;30

"Thu 715,990

FAME (PG)

ZOMBIELAND
(134, goryviolence)

Daily 7100, 9:00; Sat-Sun, Mon 2:30

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommendad
for children)

DTS Digital, No passes Fri-Sun 12:05, 2:25, 4:45, 7:05, 9:25,
Mon-Thu 2:40, 3:55, 6:10, 8:35

8:00; Mon-Thu 1:00, 4:45, 8:30

V23V-7th
Avenue, 780.732.2236

TueThu 7:00

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)

No passes, Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:00, 4:00,

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended
for children)
No passes Fri-Tue,
Thu 12:30, 4:10, 7-40, 10:35; Wed 4:10,7:40,
10:35; Star & Strollers Screening, No passes Wed 1:00

10337-82 Ave, 780.433.0728

THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, not
recommended for young children)

Digital 3d, No passes Pri 3:45,7:30; Sat-Mon 12:00, 3:45, 7:30;

Mon-Wed 1:30, 3:45, 6:05, 8:25; Thu 1:30, 3:45, 9:20
ZOMBIELAND (18A, gory violence)

TOY STORY AND TOY STORY 23D DOUBLE FEATURE (6)

CINEPLEX ODEON NORTH

Daily 6:90, 9:19; Sat, Sun, Man 2:00

SURROGATES (14A, violence)

Fri-Satais, 4-15,7335 10445; Sun-Thu 135, 4:15. 7335
Fri-Sat 235, 4510, 7:10, 9:50, 12:20; Sun-Thu 1°35, 4:10, 7-10, 9:50

TOY STORY AND TOY STORY 23D DOUGLE FEATURE

: Pri 4:50, 7:45, 10:30; Sat-Mon 1:45, 4:50, 7:45, 10:30; Tue-Thu

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended

lence, crude content, not recommended for young children)

6:40, $40

BRIGHT STAR (PG)

(6)

CITY CENTRE 9

Fri-Sat 1:50, 4:40,7-15,9:35, 12:55; Sun-Thu 1:50, 4:40, 7:15, 9:35

572-109 St, 780.422.0728

‘Wie-Thu 7-40, 1020

Daily 1:10, 4:05

transcendental. In dealing with the

latter challenge, Bright Star seems to

in

Strollers Screening: Thu 1:00

available)
Sat x00

that's fineby me.
What Campion excels at here is fidelity to the subjective experience of
her characters, which requires both
the acknowledgement of societal

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY

(44A,coarse language, substance abuse, not recommended
forchildren)

for children)

Fri-Sat 1:25, 4:10,7:00, 9:45, 12:10; Sun-Thu 1:25, 4:10, 7700,

Fri-Sat 2:20, 4:30, 6:30, 7-40, 9:35, 1:00; Sun-Thu 1:20, 4:30,

it. Swooning heights of beauty and
feeling
trump structural rigour, and

Daily 7:00, 9:05 Sat, Sun, Man, Tue 1200, 3:05

PARK

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended

Daily 120, 4:05, 720, 1010

easily resolve. It seems perfectly un-

to a great deal of momentum. So be

Daily 6:55, 9:26; Sat, Sun, Man, Tue 12:55, 320

2020 Sherwood Drive, 780.416.0150

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA: TOSCA (Classification not

' down with young love's customary
tumult. The film possesses no shortage of moments sublime or nearly
so, but these moments don't add up

recommended for young children)

Digital Cinema Daily 1215,4:00, 655, 9:40

GALAXY - SHERWOOD

ip

Daily 7as Sat, Sun, Mon, The1s, 35

THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, not

ZOMBIELAND
(184,goryviolence)

violence, frightening scenes)

unintentionally lulling, swerving
from bliss to ennui, going up and

for children)
Daily 7205, 9-30; Sat, Sun, Mon, The 2205 330

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended

‘THE INFORMANT!
(144)

6:30, 7:40, 9335

‘Spruce Grove, Story Plain, Pariland County

Digital Cinema, No pastes Daily 12:30, 330,730

HALLOWEEN MBA, brutal violence, gory scenes)

content)

f

RO Century Crossing, Spruce Grove, 780.972.2312; Serving
COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended

6601-43
Ave, Camrose,

Digital
3dDaily 12°30, 2:45,$05,730,
9:55

ALIENS IN THE ATTIC (PG)

TUM

PARKLAND CINEMA 7

9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended ‘or young
children)

HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF BLOOD PRINCE (PG,

rhythm it adopts instead is almost

DIUM

DUGGAN CINEMA - CAMROSE

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D(G)

gas

ter ofclassical storytelling, but the

NIT

TOY STORY AND TOY STORY 2 3D DOUBLE FEATURE (G)

jes, a question Bright Star doesn't
concerned with the proscribed me-

TTT

Pri,The-Thu 4:00, 645,gas:Sat-Mon 1:20, 4:00, 645, 9:25

SURROGATES
(144,violence)
Daily 2:45, y10, 5257:90,1035

Fri-Sat7-00, 9:00; Sun-Thu 8:00

Se

forchildren)

Daily 1:25,4:30,7-25 10:20

‘Stanley A.Milaer Library Theatre, SirWinston Churchill Sq

adoring glance

Wed 4a. 930

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexualcontent, not recommended

ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG, coarse Language)
Daily 7210gao; Sat, Sun, Mon 210; Movies For Mommies:
‘Thu, Octis 100

FAME (PG)

with
Baithe youngaaapo-

TUTTLE

INVENTION OFLYING(PG,latighage mayoffend not

recommended
for youngchildren)

Fr-Thu
130, 435720,10315
CAPITALISM:
ALOVE STORY (PG,coarse language)
Daily i220,325, 645 9:50
WHIP IT(PG, coarse Language)

"OVVOTUC.ecoeaeocaceeneyu
nesnanetre Nene eananenreceonnneeene

derision or de-

TT

Daily 12530,3:00, $30,8:00,10:30

"THE

THE INFORMANT! (144)
Dolby Stereo Digital Fri6:50,9:35;Sat-Mon 12°55 3-45, &50,

9:35 Tue-Thu $00, 8:15

‘THE INFORMANT!
(144)

COUPLES RETREAT (PG,sexual content, not recommended

Daily 6:55,9:25;Sat-Sun 12°55, 3:25

for children)

DTS Digital Pri 7:00, 9:45; Sat-Mon 12:45, 3:35 7:00, $45;

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY

(4A, coarselanguage, substance abuse,notrecommended

Tue-Thu sas 85

forchildren)

JULIE & JULIA (PG,coarselanguage)
DTS Digital Fri 6:40, 9<as;Sat-Mion 12:30,
3-20,6:40, 9-25;

FAME (PG)

‘Tue-Thu $15, 8:00

Pri, Tue-Thu 3-50, 6-40; Sat-Mon 1:00, 3:90,6:40

‘THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG,language mayoffend, not
recommended
for young children)

No passes Fri¢:20,720, 9-40; No passes Sat-Sun 12:45 4-20,

7210, 9:40; Mom 12:45 4-20,7-10, 940; Tue-Thhn 4-20,749, $40

‘ZOMABIELAND (BA, goryviolence)
4
No passes Pri4:50,7-20, $90; Nopasses Sat-Sun 1:90,4°59,

No passes Fri-Wed 12°95 1535 $35 4°49) 700 735 10:00,

1035; Thu22535 33%440, 7-00,7-35 10:00, 10:35; Star&
Strollers Screening,
Nopasses Thu :00
u.guntunesy

stmt

Daily 7:00, 9-10; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:10

7720, 50%; Mon2:50,4:9,7-20,9°99; TueTh 4:50,720,$59

Lele

MOSTLY WATER PRESENTS: METRO DIGITAL SHORTS

de link lap

mea
_—

‘sexual content)
Fri, Tue, Thu4215,6:50,9-30; Sat-Man 12:40,4:15,6:59,9°30;
is
gan EA
ogncsn
atest
uesenv
essences
/gonrunnunss

foxchildren)
Daily 7-05pmand gas Sat-Sun 1:05,325
ZOMBIELAND
(184,goryviolence)
Daily 7200, 91s;Sat-Sun 1:00,3°15

‘Toe-Thu
$45,73°

SURROGATES
(14, violence)

JENMIFER'S BODY (144, goryviolence, crudecoarse

OCT 8 - OCT 14, 2009 // WUWEWEEKLY

(4A coarse language, substance abuse, notrecommended

‘Thu, Mon, Wed 9:00; Fri,Sun, Tue7:00

Sat-Sun 12200, 345.7730; Mon12:00,¥48.7°30; Digital34

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)

TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY

YOU, THE LIVING
(STC)

Digital 34,Nopasses Pri3-45,7-30;Digttal

forchildren)

9828-1018 fore, Citadel Theatre, TEOA2S 970
THE WINDMILL
MOVIE (STC)
‘Thu, Sat, Mon, Wed 7-00; Fri,Sun, The 700

Daily 720, 9-30; Sat-Sun 1:10, 3530

TIT

EL EL

TU

CL
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other nations making a sustained go at
it and mostly just falling back on championing labour unions. The examples he
offers of average Americans overcoming economic

injustice are truly inspir-

ing, but they don't actually show how
capitalism in its essence is an inherent
obstacle. Still, you should see the movie. You'll have a good time with it and
quite possibly learn something from the
details. Just don't expect to walk away
with a thesis. The theorists were always
better with those anyway.

Now Playing
Se

SEES

these aberrations from the Western democratic ideal? Michael Moore has an answer,
and it's a whopper. Let's just say Francis Fukuyama was soooo wrong.
Coming 20 years after Roger & Me,

Se

Capitalism: A Love Story

Written and directed by Michael Moore

kak IO

Moore's celebrated debut as documenThe American present. Commercial pilots
are living off food stamps or working in donut shops. A Pennsylvania private juvenile
detention centre cuts a deal with the county
and keeps kids locked up for months on end
for talking back or smoking weed. Corporations take out secret/life insurance policies
on their employees making the corporation
the sole beneficiary when the employee
dies, while the family of the deceased spirals into debt trying to cover hospital and
funeral expenses. Financial institutions ask
for bailouts—you may have heard about
this one—while suddenly laid-off workers
can't even get paid for their final shifts. How
can such corruption be tolerated? Is there
a single overwhelming force facilitating all

tary filmmaker, Capitalism: A Love Story
displays much of what makes Moore's
films powerful and enduring in their way.
The dumpy, tirelessly muckraking son of a
Flint, Michigan autoworker, Moore is the
self-appointed spokesman for disgruntled
blue-collar America, not a theorist with
a cushy university post but a resourceful
and ambitious people-guy who seems to
genuinely like talking to people. (Should
they be willing to talk to him, which is not
always the case.) What Moore has to say
is impassioned, funny, highly entertaining,
shamelessly tear-jerking, sometimes insightful and not especially coherent. In its
loosely related assembly of true stories of
economic injustice, Capitalism is an engag-

ing and compassionate cri de coeur. In its
layman's explication of certain mystifying
financial trends and baffling feats of white
collar crime, it goes some distance—a short,
but still admirable distance—toward making issues of vital importance to everyone
a little more accessible. In its attempts to
diagnose the singular underlying cause behind all of these stories the film isn't just an
over-simplification but a confused and opportunistic reading of what ultimately feels
like an ideological bogeyman. It's funny. I'm
fairly sure I'm on Moore's side. I'm not sure |
know what the hell he's getting at.
The messiness of Moore's argument is
evident in his roping of everybody from
Roosevelt to Obama to Wallace Shawn
to Jesus into his back-up band. He actually gets a bunch of priests to say that
capitalism is un-Christian, which | guess
might make sense if interpreted as a
bald play on the spiritual conscience of
the Christian Right—hardly a terribly
Catholic bunch—though | have a hard
time seeing them in line at the multiplex. When Moore finally gets around to
ideological alternatives his discussion of
socialism is equally vague and inclusive,
offering no clear positive examples of

JOSEF BRAUN

// \OSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM

THURSDAY
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7PM a SGOTIABANK THEATRE
WEST EDMONTON MALL

Ellen Page's role in Juno so distinctly resonated with audiences that they came to

realize the teen film genre as a more flexible medium than had already been imagined. Certainly, the film's funky dialogue
and colourful stylishness played a role,
but it all fed into the title character, crafting Page's constantly shifting performance
into something that became the entire
film; the sketch-drawing credit sequence,
cathartic love story and ironic relevance
of the hamburger phone all seemed to
flow from her alone. Now, that’s not necessarily a tough act for Page to follow—
the responsibility is all ours.
Whip It, a sexy, rebellious comedy following the trials of an Austin-based women's
roller derby league, teams Page with first-

Cross’ script (whom adapts her own novel) and the celebrity pop-up roles without
twisting them around to fulfill her own

private Hollywood moviemaking fantasy.
It's certainly better than at least half of
the films Barrymore has starred in, taking all the right cues from the faux-indie
circuit as it revels in the self-deprecating
long-take humour seen in Superbad and
TV's Freaks and Geeks.
Though while Whip It has the right parts
to say there is nothing entirely wrong with
it, the challenges that it pits against itself
are few and far between. A movie with

A LIMITED NUMBER OF DOUBLE GUEST PASSES
ARE AVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP AT

WUEWEEKLY
2023203

-108
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“BEAR

subject matter this raw and sweaty would
do better to include a plotline or outcome
that might risk alienating its target audi-

Pa
—..

THEATRES

FRIDAY

OCTOBER
WUEWEEKLY // OCT 8

iG
OCT

14, 2009

Oct 14 (7 pm)
Metro Cinema (9828 - 101A Ave)

weaved together by another filmmake,
Obviously, it is directed and conceived b
director Alexander Olch, who has piece:
together the botched efforts of Richard p

oO

Bell and SNL's Kristen Wiig). Surprising

CITIZEN

Thu, Oct 8, Sat, Oct 10, Mon, Oct 12 \\
Fri, Oct 9, Sun, Oct 11, Tues, Oct 73 (9 ;
Written and directed by Alexander C

kkk

them with her unknown speed and agility,
Bliss helps them make a stronger name in
the league, only to find a rival in the champion's fierce leader (Juliette Lewis).
While Bliss' journey follows a pattern
familiar to most other teen movies, it
rises freshly to the occasion without too
much strain. Barrymore's direction seems
competent to take the aid of Shauna

LAW, BIDING

The Windmill Movie

The question of film authorship is plified by the concept of The Windni)
Movie, a collection of footage by ;

the big city sees Bliss witness the glory of
the roller derby, which she prompty joins
and leads a double life.
Her adventures lead Bliss to join the team
on the league's bottom rung, a troupe of
girls having never won a game (also holding the most star-studded names, including Barrymore, Eve, Tarantino muse Zoe

ELUZEN,
AGA
USW

Playing at the Metro
ee

Directed by Drew Barrymore
Written by Shauna Cross
Starring Ellen Page, Marcia Gay Harden,
Kristen Wiig, Juliette Lewis

body seems to have a good time wearing.
Page plays Bliss, a small-town high school
senior whose only hobby is that which her
mom (Marcia Gay Harden) decides, namely a teen beauty pageant discordant with
Bliss’ budding hipster lifestyle. A trip to

7

//JONATHAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

KKK

the project with a game face that every-

TO ATTEND THE

citement has its limitations as well.
JONATHAN BUSCH

Whip It

time director Drew Barrymore, who arms

FPA

never a dull moment but still plenty
missed opportunities, suggesting that -

ence, putting us to the test, like Juno had,
of reconfiguring our values to discover our
own multi-faceted happy ending. There is

aspiring

documentarian

posthumou

Rogers to create a likeness of his subject’;
creative vision. Perhaps it is a matter of

performance, subject, and filmmaker, in
which all the roles are clearly defined by,

can't help spill into one another, in th:
process finding the film's central hoo
But Rogers' exceptional work stands ap;r
from the nifty concept, turning the film
into as much a biography of an artist as 3
experimental testimoniaL
Though Rogers completed 18 exper

mental films during his life, one untinished project followed in his wake
spiring his surviving wife, photojournalist
Susan Meiselas, to approach Olch, her

husband's former student, to make use
of the mysterious pile of reels. The ul
timate challenge for Olch was to find
amongst the footage the film that Rog
ers wanted to make, and in the process
he discovers that translating the portrait
of an individual is a questionable effort
when the circumstances are undoubted
a test of the film medium as well
Tragedy rides the surface of |
Windmill Movie—not only is Roge
unable to pull the work into a cohesive
place, it is also realized in'the face of
severe jealousy of others’ success, 0

tably filmmakers like Steven Spielberg
Roger's work in progress feels alo
like an escape into his own vision, into
which he gets caught and burdened,
the powerful contradiction is that h'
emotional plague is what feels so pr!
marily beautiful about Rogers’ part ir
the film. Is that beauty a product ©!
Olch's craft, not just the film's nas
tive structure but the subject of the
sad, tortured artist, or is it something

that the film within the film’ was +
ready conveying?
Rightfully distracting Is Rogers’ life *

he tells it from beyond the grave, obse’
ing family, romance and eventually deat’

through the lens (his mother's, andthe
his own). The scatteredness shares ‘"*

appeal of a Maylses Brothers producti
or Jonathan Cauoette's Tarnation, wh

oodles of film pieces are granted a kin
best of, compiling a story and a haunting ly
abstract moral for its voyeuristic audie!
The Windmill Movie seems prepared '
stir the debate about its cryptic nature, "
the meantime getting as much atten
for Rogers' previous work as for this 0"
In that sense, it fulfills as a conversati”
piece; on the other hand, Rogers’ tale"
with the camera is the real treat, and O!
is definitely sharing that here.
JONATHAN BUSCH
// ONATHAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Onlineatvueweekly.com

* Trevor Tchir live at Vue Weekly.
* The Secretaries live at the ARTery.
* Behind the scenes with Shout Out Out Out Out.
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heCitybody
electric
favourite throws

rock 'n' roll some mighty curves

CHRISTA O'KEEFE
CHRIS
KLY.COM
mph, the thunder in my head. A
is as mutable and
oody as any storm working through
Alberta sky, each having a peJiar trajectory of its own, dictated
an ever-changing confluence of
smistry and circumstance. | slept

beply and earned it well, over several

like that kind of craft, and I love the
darkness of artists like Black Sabbath.
I love Wanda Jackson."
"Llove Weezer,” offers Brown, an elf-

in woman who exudes a constant exploratory curiosity. "They write poprock gems that feel like they come
from a real place—they feel good."
~"Chrissie Hynde..." adds van Keeken.
"Nina Persson, Joni Mitchell ... “
Brown chimes in.
"Kings of Leon. French New Wave. I
love Mel Tormé and Frank Sinatra—
they work it,” van Keeken says. "Iron

pride in the record, mixed with more
than a little relief.

"Our album wasa long time coming,”
van Keeken notes. “We were actually going to take a break for a while,
then we got word of a grant coming
through for us. The parameters were
money and time, and the album's a

product of that. These are the songs
that fit together, that we play really
well right now, and, of course, the

ones we love. It's a pretty good snapttles of good red wine and shots
shot of where we are.”
; whiskey cushioned by a splendid
In retrospect, the timing was maybe
me-cooked meal, so the hangover
a blessing: earlier, there would be no
dull, muffled and distant, blurred * Maiden—beautiful and soulful. John
Lee
Hooker—for
his
sexiness."
Brassholes on the record. The threethe edges. °
Brown eyes her colleague. "I always
man horn section—a spectacular
erhaps the Secretaries suffered
like more three-minute songs, poppy,
sonic and visual counterpoint to the
ore acutely. As I tottered out the door
hard-rocking Secretaries—was origiartsy. I think that's why we complite the evening before, guitarist Amy
nally assembled this past February as
ment each other.”
n Keeken, bassist Colleen Brown, one
a special treat for a fundraising show,
dorably excited doggie and the three
but they've grown symbiotically with
The effects of this wildly promiscuntiemen that make up the ladies’
the ladies, and into a close-knit brothous
listening
may
not
be
readily
apn section, the Brassholes, danced
erhood since meeting each other
parent in the amp-shaking immediarough van Keeken's cozy kitchen,
through rehearsals.
cy of their live shows, but the details
Inging along to a selection of '70s soul
"They're a band in their own right,"
and architecture of their songs are
d rock and passing around yet anothvan Keeken states, "who just happen
revealed on the group's long-awaited
bot le,
still going strong. Van Keeken,
to exclusively play with our band,
self-titled debut. It's asmoky cultureeffortlessly warm matriarch, saw
at the moment. We're very lucky—
warp ofa record, synthesizing several
ie off with leftovers and a stern comthey really go above and beyond.
waves of musical rebellion, pumped
and to call when I was home, so she
They have coordinated outfits, dance
with ferocious guitar riffery and long
\dn't worry.
moves, they take their shirts off. It's
hen one ponders what a rock 'n’ sinewy solos, fist-pumping rhythmic
not what we expected—we were lookstructures plunging into atmospheril life might look like, a scene of easy
ing for an all-girl horn section—but
ic blues-tinged spaces, warm blasts
omesticity and conviviality isn’t the
these guys wanted to play with us,
of horns, and the Secretaries’ tradest thing that leaps, David Lee Roth
and when they met, they wanted to
mark huge, gutsy, harmony-heavy
mp-kick-style, to mind. Yet the Secplay with each other, and they work
vocals. The record has a frank sensutaries has a sort of seamlessness to
so hard and add so much."
ality to it, oddly heightened by arid
world; the music the players make
Yet maybe the timing was off. As the
production and toughened up with a
ther exists on a continuum that
Secretaries prepared a tour in support
scrappy delivery.
9 embraces their friendships, daily
of
the record, founding drummer Tash
"What we wanted was a little loose,
utines, other creative outings into
Fryzuk bowed out of the band, citing
raw, rough and sexy," van Keeken retiness and cookery and the music
the need to tend to other parts of her
calls. "Sometimes it was a struggle—
make apart.
creative life. Brown and van Keeken are
we love playing live, and it's so differonsidered aurally, the music they
circumspect about Fryzuk's departure.
ake
together seemingly exists in ent in the studio. You don't have that
It’s clearly a fresh break, still tender.
energy to feed off. We'd work all day
altogether other realm. The band
Brown searches for an analogy:
been known throughout its at our jobs, go to the studio, record
"It's
like a breakup with a boy, if he
for five hours, and try to summon the
y four years as part of Edmonwants to have babies and you know
feeling without the tequila shots, the
‘Ss genre-roiling indie scene for its
you
don't.
As hard as it is to tear away
heavy sweating, the audience. But of
plly-committed-to-fun, theatricalfroma group, it was right and true and
course albums are different than live
inclined live shows and a steadfast
honourable to do it. Just because you
shows anyway."
uit of a powerful sound that unbreak up doesn’t mean you don't love
Edmonton-based producer Ian Marjologetically and unpretentiously
them to pieces and wish them well.”
tin—who, incidentally, prodded van
ences and carries forward the
Van Keeken sighs. "We're trying to
Keeken towards electric guitar a few
ider aspects of classic rock, drawn
take it with patience and love and
years ago—was an enthusiastic abeterally from sources that DIY-loving
goodwill.
Tash has other projects. She
tor in capturing the Secretaries’ rock
*hoser types are only supposed to
has a different journey she has to fol'n' roll soul while showcasing the
reciat cig aaa or in fingerlow.
I
hate
to sound like a hippie... “
band's eclectic strengths.
ting irony,
depending on how
"But we are rock hippies," Brown in"We were prepared when we went
d-bitten their cynicism is. Who adterjects.
“It’s
all her on the album, and
into the studio," adds van Keeken.
s to sincerely admiring the artistry
the songs we wrote together.”
"In rehearsals, we discussed what we
A
What indie band unpreten"And both of us feel that's a great thing.
wanted, picked the tempo, made propursues its own version of a
It’s the fruit of our labours for the past
duction notes, arranged them, got
s stadium rock sound?
three years,” van Keeken concludes.
them right. We were prepared. We'd
are who we are. We play what
Since Fryzuk’s exit, the drummer's

Hay,” shrugs van Keeken. She's not
iS evasive or glib, but matter-of-

in the sum of her influences. "I've
loved rock: I love the feedback,
the tone, I love the craft, I love

Zeppelin, I love the Ramones. I

go in and say, ‘lan, we're doing ‘Fuck
Dirt City.’ This is how it's arranged,
the instrumentation we want, feel and
mood we want.’ And Ian was 100% be-

hind that. He was awesome.”
s
Both van Keeken and Brown expres

seat's been warmed by a couple temporary asses, all dude. It remains to
be seen how it will be filled, and what
direction a new member—XX or XY—
will move them in.
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TWO OUT OF THREE AIN'T BAD >> Amy van Keeken and Colleen Brown hold the
Secretaries steady in the wake of drummer Tash Fryzuk's departure // eden Munro

One of the Secretaries’ defining characteristics since the band's inception
has been the membership's status as
lady rockers. If folk is about intimacy and nuance, if pop channels the
moods of the times, then rock 'n’ roll
delineates the broad strokes of myth.
The form is primal, commanding immersion and participation. Rock has

the cool logos, the signature gestures,
the pyrotechnics, the fist to the sky,

the anthems, the heated urgency. Female artists who claim the totemic
power of rock for themselves, while
part ofasteel-ovaried lineage, are still
rare enough to stand out in a genre
where AC/DC knocks on about ‘big
balls,’ Black Sabbath looks for ‘dirty
women,’ and Aerosmith advertises its
‘hard place’. The goddesses must answer with their own drives and hungers to fill out the pantheon.

feminine voices throughout the debut: "Lazy Lover" exhorts a tonguetied honey to get down to business,
"Fuck Dirt City" defies soul-crushing .
urban monotony and "Makin’ Me Pay”
addresses the debt-stresses of the creative class. None of these sentiments
is couched in passivity or self-doubt
or even that much reflection: we are
who we are, we want what we want,
guitar solo, chorus. Rock on.
Or as the guitar-throttling van Keeken puts it, "When people tell us we play
with ‘balls,’ it means that we're playing
with intensity and emotion and even
sexuality. Well, I play with my vagina—and that is my strength." W

The Secretaries are justifiably wary
of being cast in the role of All Women
Everywhere In Rock, but they do har-

music //25
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DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM

Suv oranecreenecn een ca
ES
ANMMERS PUB Thursday

THURSDAY

open jam; 7-11pm

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’

JEFFREYS CAFE Lauren

with Ronnie After Work
hosted by Ron Rault every

FRIDA Y ay9 al

BLUES ON WHYTE
Incognito

LBS PUB Open jam with
Ken Skoreyko; 9pm

BRIXX BAR Rich Hope,

oreWena open

CARROT CAFE Zoomers

MYER HOROWITZ

Shiwana Millionaire Wet
Underwear Contest
FILTHY MCNASTY’S Punk
Rock Bingo with DJ SWAG.

8pm; no cover

(door); $s (cover)

IVORY CLUB Duell,
piano show with

Shane, Tiffany and Erik

FRIDAY
Guevara Festival: Che Party;
7:30pm (door), 8:30pm

JULIAN'S-Chateau Loujs
Graham Lawrenc
Piano); 8pm

Mahry Lemire

Damian

AXIS CAFE Lindsey Walker
and Drew Malcolm, Chris

George Jones; 7:3

Jam by Wild Rose Old Time
Fiddlers

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite:
Top 40/dance with DJ
Christian

Saltel; 8pm; S10

The Greggs (origmal

O'BYRNE'S Mr Lucky

GINGUR SKY Urban

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Rockin’

rock)

with Ronnie After Work
hosted by Ron Rault every
Thu and Fri 4-6pm

Live music every Fr

NORTH GLENORA HALL
(blues roots); 9:30-12; no

cover
RED PIANO BAR Hottest
dueling piano show
featuring the Red Piano
Players; 83pm-1am

SECOND CUP-Varscona
Live music every Thursday
night between 7pm and

DRUID Guitar heroes

gpm

DUSTER'S PUB Thursday
open jam hosted by The
Assassins of Youth (blues/
rock); 9pm; no cover

STARLITE ROOM
Pilot Speed, Elias, Jason
Bajadas; 7pm; tickets at
Ticketmaster, Blackbyrd,

Music Night with DJ Kenni

Kix
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB

Open jam, 6:30pm;
Stephanie Lang, 7:30pm
(door), 9pm (show), $15
(door)

Megatunes

FLUID LOUNGE Girls
Night out

(show); $10 (door)

Substance Thursdays
HALO Thursdays Fo Sho:
with Allout DJs DJ Degree,
Junior Brown

KAS BAR Urban House;
with DJ Mark Stevens; 9pm
LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Dish
Thursdays: funky house/
techno with Dj Colin
Hargreaves, house/breaks
with DJ Krazy K, hardstyle/
techno with DJ Decha,
tech trance/electro with DJ
Savage Garret; no minors;
no cover

SALOON Billy Ringo
SHELL THEATRE-Dow
Centennial Centre
Konovalov Plays Chopin
and Liszt; 7:30pm; $27.50
(adult)/$25.50 (senior/
student)/$s eyeGO at Dow

NEW CITY SUBURBS
Bingo at 9:30pm followed by
Electroshock Therapy with
Dervish Nazz Nomad and
Plan B (electro, retro)

ON THE ROCKS Salsaholic

Thursdays: Dance lessons at
8pm; Salsa DJ to follow
OVERTIME SOUTH Retro

AVENUE THEATRE Black

JEKYLL AND HYDE (pup)
Every Friday:

Magic Pyramid, Tempest,
Kali, Brain Fever, Geister; all
ages; 7pm (door); S10

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM

(classic pop/rc
cover

LEANNE’S BAR-Millet
bl,

,

LEVA CAPPUCCINO gar
NEW CITY SUBURBS

BLUE CHAIR CAFE House

Mahones (Irish punk

Kats; $10

The Popes, Dj Ray
9pm (door); no adv

BLUES ON WHYTE

r
tic

no minors

Incognito

BRIXX BAR Chasing Jones,
Dirty City Hearts, Frankie

ON THE ROCKS c

McQueen; 9pm.

180 DEGREES Sexy

CARROT Live music
Fridays: 100 Mile House; all

night every Frid.

Crazy Dave; gpm; $

PALACE CASINO-WEM

ages; 7:30-9:30pm; $s (door)

PAWN SHOP G

Sub City Dwellers; 9

CASINO EDMONTON The
Emeralds
CASINO YELLOWHEAD
The Classics
COAST TO COAST Open

(door); S10
RED PIANO BAR +

dueling piano show
featuring the Re
Players; 9pm-2am

Stage every Friday night
with host Leona Burkey

REXALL PLACE Blu

Group, David Garibald
8pm; $55.25-$85.2
TicketMaster

at 9pm

DV8 TAVERN Live music
every Fri: The Sound City

MOD CLUB EDMONTON PRESENTS
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g
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uN TICESAEVENTS

ir

NoaLE
snow

CENTRE

GENERAL
ALL AGES
DOORS 7 PM
EDMONTON
AB
TO EDMONTON
YOUTH
PORTION OF EV
Y TICKET SOLD © Bt DONATED

DJ's Biwe Jay and Travy D return ppinutiong
the beet mew indie rech, Beit pep, sont.

2D)

CONFERENCE

d

guests

ARTERY Emesto Che

LOUNGE Minto, Ariane

Dub Step, Hip Hop, Break

|

9pm; no cover before 19pm;

(door

IRISH CLUB Jam

PUB Open stage hosted by

ENCORE CLUB Thirsty
Thursdays: All Request

LIME

BUDDY'S DJ Bobby Beatz;

rock); 7:30pm
(show); Si0

TEMPLE S
Temple
Thursdays: with DJ Tron,
DCD, Optimixx Prime,
Miyuru Fernando; gpm

CHRISTOPHER'S PARTY

beats; 9pm

PART ARTES

DJs on 3 levels~Topwise
Soundsystem spin Dub &
Reggae in The Underdog

cover notorious-events.com

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte
Ave Requests with DJ

Thursday: Drum and Bass,

Hcp RELEASE PARTY

HAVEN SOCIAL cig
White Lightning Th
a
of Power
(|

ConScience every Thu; no

TicketMaster
NEW CITY LIKWID

DV8 Open mic Thursdays
Ls BL

Lirette; 7- 10pm; 5

music Fridays: Ch,

Chip Coffey; tickets at

CROWN PUB Bass Head

|
\

FRESH START Cart

STOLLI'S Dancehall, hip

comedians, magicians,
actors every Thu 1-4pm

COOK COUNTY Ridley
Bent; 7pm; S12 (two-forone); tickets at 780.432.2665

BH

THEATRE Paranormal
State: Ryan Buell,

Place box office

8pm

storytellers, poets,

COAST TO COAST PUB
Open mic at the pub:
hip hop open mic every
Thursday night with host
Yak Dollaz

THE GET DOWN

Gary

Thursdays with

Thomas

Alberta Crude; 6-10pm

locCOUTTS & COWLS

ge

Ambassadors; 9pm

(Boomers with Zip!) Open
Mic for singers, musicians,

ey

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Big Rock Thursdays:

piano); 8pm

The Manvils, Ramblin

.

Graham Lawrence (jazz

JULIAN'S-Chateau Louis

Morgan Davis; $15

7:30pm; $40 (tab:
(box0/$34 (theatre)

hosted by Elle Dirty and

BILLY BOB’S LOUNGE
Escapack Entertainment

Fridays: with Dy Im
Austin

FESTIVAL PLACE ;
4, The Tony Mic:

hop with DJ Footnotes

Busheiken (cool jazz/Latin/
pop singer); $10

Thu and Fri 4-6pm

BLUE CHAIR CAFE

iano),Jeremy Spurgeon
organ}, 8pm; $20-S69 at the
Winspear Centre box office

with PI residents
RENDEZVOUS PUB Metal
‘Thurzday with org666
STARLITE ROOM Music
ast and The Techno Hippy
Crew: Bassnectar, Kush
Arora, Shamik and guests;

Hooligans, Helire;
Sneers; 10pm; $3

EARLY STAGE sai, ON
‘Trina Nestibo, gues:
ENCORE CLUB , p)..

OM +XMADA

THE NEW ALBUM
FROM ATI
CRASH LOVE
IN STORES NOW

jul

c

wing (pop folk

swing)

AVENUE THEATRE Blind
Witness, Fall in Archaea,
Lucid Skies, Cleanse Kill;
ARTERY and Birthday Party:
Rockin’ the terrible two's
with Greg McPherson and
others; spm (door)

SORRENTINOS-South
Jazz Series: Marc Beaudin
Trio; 8pm; no cover

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Errol

STARLITE ROOM Shout
‘Out Out Out Out, guests;
all ages show at spm; no

Sean Camey Band; 7:30pm
ee 8:30-12 (music); $16
, EBS poeambeny seoeae

guest)/S2s (door); adv tickets
at 780.221.5987

Zastre; donations
BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT
Jazz on the Side Sundays:

minors show at 9pm; $15

at TicketMaster, Foosh,
Blackbyrd, Listen
TOUCH OF CLASS-

Chateau Louls Christine

CASINO EDMONTON The
Emeralds
CASINO YELLOWHEAD
The Classics

‘WILD WEST SALOON
Billy Ringo
YARDBIRD SUITE Benny

Blackwater Jack; Sis at
Century Casino 780.643.4000

Green/John Stowell; 8pm
(door), 9pm (show); $20
(member)/$24 (guest)

CROWN PUB Acoustic
open stage with Marshall
Lawrence; 1:30pm (sign-up),
every Sat 2-spm
DV8 TAVERN Rum Runner,
Audio Rocketry, Whiskey
Wagon; 10pm; $8
EARLY STAGE SALOONStony Plain Trina Nestibo,

guests

ENCORE CLUB So Sweet
Saturdays: With DJ Love
Jones

FESTIVAL PLACE
Lighthouse; 7:30pm; Sold
out

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB

~

Steve Dawson; 7:30pm
(door), gpm (show); $15
(door)

HILLTOP PUB Open stage/
mic Sat: hosted by Sally's
Krackers Sean Brewer,

3-S30pm

HORIZON STAGE Lennie
Gallant (East Coast singer/
songwriter); 7:30pm; $25

(adult}/Sz0 (student/senior)
HYDEAWAY-AILl Ages Art
Space Jessica Jalbert, Nick
Dehod, Dylan Howard,
friends;
8pm
IRON BOAR PUB Jazz in
Wetaskiwin featuring jazz
trios the ist Saturday each
month: this month: The
Don Berner Trio; 9pm; $10
IVORY CLUB Duelling
piano show with Jesse,
Shane, Tiffany and Erik and

guests

JAMMERS PUB Saturday

jam, 3-7:30Pm;

Saeyes Fa opm-2am
CAFE Cara
Matthew (jazz singe); S15

AZUCAR PICANTE Every
Sat: DJ Touch It, hosted by

Dj Papi

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Saturday DJs on three
levels. Main Floor: Menace
Sessions: alt rock/electro/
trash with Miss Mannered
BUDDY'S DJ Earth Shiver
‘n’ Quake; 8pm; no cover
before 1opm
EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock,
hip hop, house, mash up
ESMERALDA'S Super
Parties: Every Sat a different
theme
FLUID LOUNGE Saturday
Gone Gold Mash-Up: wi
Harmen B and DJ Kwake
FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte
Ave Top tracks, rock, retro

with DJ Damian
GINGUR SKY Soulout
Saturdays: with Fire Kid
Steenie, Inyinceable, Spyce,
Capone, Rocky; 12:30pm
(door)
HALO For Those Who
Know: house every Sat
with DJ Junior Brown, Luke
Morrison, Nestor Delano,
Ari Rhodes
LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizzle
Saturday: DJ Groovy Cuvy
arid guests
NEWCASTLE PUB
Saturdays: Top 40, requests

with DJ Sheri

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE Punk Rawk
Saturdays with Todd and
Alex
NEW CITY SUBURBS
Saturdays Suck with Greg

Gory and BlueJay
PAWN SHOP SONIC

Presents Live On Site! AntiClub Saturdays: rock, indie,

Graham Lawrence (jazz

PLANET INDIGO~jasper

gpm; no cover
JULIAN'S-Chateau Louis

punk, rock, dance, retro rock;
8pm (door)

piano); 8pm

Ave Suggestive Saturdays:
breaks electro house with Pl

B'S PUB Molsons

stage every
ed
ee:

9pm
L.B’S The Greggs (original
blues/rock); 9pm

MORANGO'S
TEK CAFE

stage: hosted
Oxide; 7-10pm.

by Dr.
NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE BA Johnson,
The

Mitts, Shotgun Jimmie
Live Band

Saturday 3-7pm; DJ 9:30pm
180 DEGREES Dancehall

and Reggae night every

ON THE ROCKS Go with D)

residents

RED STAR S:
rock, hip ae

“ili,
°

3

CASIN
UPCOMING

vOo
ame

SHOWS

MONDAY

Croft; 9pm

Headwind (classic pop/rock),

JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB

WUNDERBAR Sundays
Dj Gallatea and XS, guests,
no cover

BLUES ON WHYTE
Stevie Ray and a Whole
Lot of Trouble, The Greges
(original/blues/rock); 9pm;
no cover
BRIXX BAR Good For
Nothing, The Trade, Mac

Home (pop/rock); 8:30pm

CENTURY CASINO

minors; 9pm; no cover

Don Berner

CARROT Open mic
Saturdays; 7:30-10pm; free

n
Suu
ahernoo
.Go: ni

7pm (door); all ages; Sio

Steenie, Invinceable,
Capone, DJ Spy-ce and
Rocky; 11:30pm (door)
NEW CITY SUBURBS
Get Down Sundays with
Neighbourhood Rats
OVERTIME DOWNTOWN
Sunday Industry Night:
Requests with D] Bo
SAVOY MARTINI LOUNGE
Reggae on Whyte: RnR
Sundays with DJ IceMan; no

DOCKS BAR Slowcoaster
(ska/reggae/tock); 8pm; Sis
(door)
DEVANEY’S IRISH PUB
Celtic Music Session, hosted
by Keri-Lynne Zwicker,
4-7pm.
DV8 Awkward Silence
(metal), Of Thorn, Vine;
gpm; $6
EDDIE SHORTS Sunday
acoustic oriented open stage
hosted by Uncle Jimmy; all
gear provided; 9pm-1am.

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Sleeman Mondays: live

Open stage Mondays
with different songwriters
hosting each week;
presented by Jimmy Whiffen
of Hole in the Guitar
Productions; 8-12

NEW CITY This Will Hurt

time fiddle jam hosted by
the Wild Rose Old Tyme

Rocksteady, and more with
Michael Rault
ROSE BOWL/ROUGE
LOUNGE The Legendary

J AND R Open jam/stage
every Sunday hosted by Me
Next and the Have-Nots;
37pm.
LOOP LOUNGE Jam hosted
by JJ, Lenny B and the Cats;

Rose Bow! Monday Jam:
hosted by Sherry-Lee Wisor

ROYAL COACH-Chateau
Louls Petro Polujin
(calssical guitar); spm

SECOND CUP-Mountain

th? ee

Acoustic instrumental old

RAB, British

Tour: Drop the Lime; 9pm.
(door); $10 (first 120)/S20
(after first 120)
RIVER CREE-LIVE Lounge
Lindsay Ell

Fa

PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY HALL

Armin van Buuren, Menno
de Jong, Kris Menace;
gpm (door); tickets at
TicketMaster, Foosh, Elexis
Clubwear

ORLANDO'S 2 PUB
Sundays Open sare Jam
hosted byThe Vindicators
(blues/rock); 3-8prm
PAWN SHOP MTV Lovefest

t

you Mondays: Johnny Neck
and his Job present mystery
musical guests

Fiddlers Society; 7pm.
PROHIBITION Chicka-DeeJay Maen
aE Soul,

NEWCASTLE PUB Sunday
acoustic open stage with
Willy James and Crawdad;
3-6pm
NEW CITY Open Mic
Sunday hosted by Ben
Disaster; 9pm (sign-up);
no cover
O’BYRNE’S Open mic jam
with Robb Angus (the Wheat
Pool)
ON THE ROCKS Shocker
Sundays with Exit 303; 9pm

® hal

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB

EDMONTON EVENT
CENTRE Frost featuring

430pm ‘til whenever

4

music monthly; no cover
BLUES ON WHYTE Tim
Williams

Mitch Ryder

DETROIT (=
and the

Invasion, Ska,

ee

i

and Darrek Anderson; 8pm

'

BAR WILD Bar Gone Wild
Mondays: Service Industry
Night; no minors; 9pm-2am.

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor: Eclectic
Nonsense, Confederacy
of Dunces, Dad Rock,T]
Hookah and Rear Admiral
Saunders
BUDDY’'S DJ Dust 'n’ Time;
gpm
FILTHY MCNASTY'S Metal

Mondays: with DJ SWAG.

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays
Mixer
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
Daniel and Fowler (eclectic

tunes)
__

Se

TUESDAY

THE VOICE

BLUES ON WHYTE Tim
Williams
BRIXX BAR Justin Wisser,
Alex Boiselle; gpm.

DIESEL LOUNGE Official
Bounce after party hosted

OF

ar nem Tae

STARTINGAT
TIGAETS
OMSALE OCTORER 10

by
Jake Ryan with Jay Z,
Invinceable, Spyce, Capone

Equipment Co-op
Live music every Sun;
2-4pmSundays

indie
PRS

with DJ Hot Philly and guests
RENDEZVOUS Survival
metal night

SPORTSWORLD Inline
and Roller Skating Disco:

Top 4o Request with a mix

of retro and disco; 1-4:30Pm

BACKSTAGE TAP AND
GRILL Industry Night: with
Atomic improv, Jameoki and

Dj Tim

and 7-10:30pm; www.sports-

world.ca
STOLLI'S ON WHYTE
Top 40, R&B, house with

People’s DJ
SUEDE LOUNGE The —_
Underground House wi

Dj Nic-E every Saturday

TEMPLE
Oh Snap!:

2-7?)
To Give It Up: Punk, Soul,
Motown, Disco with Dj Red
Dawn

BUDDY'S DJ Bobby
Beatz; gpm; Drag Queen
Performance; no cover
before 10pm

all ages; 7pm (door), 8pm

(showy, $149, $99, $69, $39 at

TicketMaster

Y
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THE HANDY
1ne):7.\@q@ore) aile)\

>Sh

CE PRODUIT
CREE UNE

-

Smoke free, chew free and.
spit free, SNUS is an alternative
for adult tobacco

SNUS is packaged in small,
handy pouches that just need
com ol-M cule) dclemvlarelclmtar-Mele)ol-lml|s)
to deliver maximum taste.

SNUS Original and Freshmint tins
are available now through select

tobacco retailers in Edmonton.

Visit www.snus.ca

for more

information.

Cigarettes are highly addictive.
La cigarette crée une trés
forte dependance.
~~
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> POPULARITY
‘

e

e

ce is a virtue

T OCTOBERa0BR |

illwounds—and brings new fans—for old bands
‘Pavement was getting : action. Pavement will open the tour at a S000-seat

offa chair.

: venue in New York City. | can't recall the band ever
st seminal acts : playing to that kind of venue supporting Slanted
Of tour dates, : and Enchanted or Crooked Rain, Crooked Rain.

e up under such acrimod's unfortunate final : There's no doubt that people who go through old,
was
basically a solo project : archived rock articles decades from now will have
\us—was going to let bygones : mistaken ideas of what was actually popular or not.
: Read any rock criticism, and you'd think the Velvet
:
Underground were as popular as the Beatles and
the Rolling Stones. Heck, the only time Lou
Reed and co. actually played to arenas is
when they held a reunion tour decades
after they broke up. Same goes with the

ct that tlfetard will likely play
and more people than it
height
of its critical popuing to do with things.
:

neds to get paid—the Pave-

oy as well cash in on the
‘

never gone away from

gsof thePitchfork set.
in the media tend
:
bands we think the world
id hear, even if the world as a whole isn't that
sted.
The same critical darlings keep getting
he press,
and itgives you the idea that some of
bands are a lot more widely followed than
actually are.

:
:
:
:

indie-rock heyday of the 1990s was a prime :
ple; acts like Pavement sure got a lot of head- ::
s—|

wrote a massive feature on the band in 1994 :

ple now have a twisted idea that ‘these
bands were household names in. 1969,
when in fact they were obscure. Their critical acclaim keeps them in the music press,
but they never played arenas.
The Pixies played sold-out shows when the band reunited. And, as much as welll talk about Doolittle as
one of the great American rock albums, it never got
the group out of the club circuit when it came out.
Joy Division? Played clubs in Europe. Small clubs.
Didn't score commercial success until the New Order
days. And yet I've lost count of the lan Curtis shirts |

BEND SINISTER
FRIDAY

y it made a stop at Calgary's Republik and found : have seen on hipsters.
mus to be elusive or maybe simply bored with : So, can we blame Pavement for cashing in? No
media attention focused on the band—but that :: Way. Fifteen years ago, Pavement drummer Bob

jow them together on iPod playlists.

st like painters need to die before their work
rockets in value, it looks like seminal indie
nds need to break up before they realize just
lasting their music will be. And, when they get
tk together, all the kids who follow bands that
echeck Pavement want to see the originals in
SECOND CUP—124 Street

jen mic every Tue; 80pm

SOND CUP-Stanley

er Library Open mic

y Tue; 7-9pm.

: just hope for the best once you're finished,” he said.
: "We're not consciously trying to make records to
: put people off. We want to entertain ourselves
: first—and hope it will entertain others, as well.”
i Fast forward to 2009. We are ready to be entertained,
: and hoping for the best? Well, Looks like it's going to
: work out, after all All an indie-rock critical darling
: needs is, to quote Axl Rose, a little patience. W
:
: Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chief of Vue
: Weekly, now an editor and author living in Toronto.

BLUES ON WHYTE Tim

PROHIBITION Wednesdays

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

RED PIANO BAR Jazz and

beadedrg

Williams

with Roland Pemberton Ii

Gallant

Shiraz Wednesdays featuring

BLUECHAIRCAFE Lennie

COPPERPOT RESTAURANT

Main Floor: BlueJays

|

aa with LLCool Joe

Dave Babcock and his Jump Trio

snare

Ps J

ELINERS PUBTucsdayAll Live jazz every Wednesday

RIVER CREEWednedays
Live PEDO NIOre iopm

bey Sidecar; 8pm.

Jack; 7:30-9pm

Jam withAlicia Taitand

night; 6-9pm; Bobby Cairns

EDDIE SHORTS Wed
Glia
stage, band oriented, hostedby

Rock Band hosted
byYukon

i

DIESEL LOUNGE
Wind-up Wednesdays:
R&B, hiphop, reggae, old

SECOND CUP-Mountain

Chuck Rainville; 9pm-1am

Equipment Open Mic every

skool, reggaeton with

Jet, guests; no minors; 8pm

STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-

weekly guest DJs

EDMONTONEVENT CENTRE
(door); $29.95, $34.95 (Stageside

area) at TicketMaster

Gregg jt

V4: 8-10pm

InVinceable, Touch It,

College Plaza Open mic every

wet hosted by Ernie Tersigni;

FIDDLER'S ROOST Little

ba

ea

FOXXcon The Mary Thomas
Band

Wednesdays Rock This

sa

"este

Wed:55

Pd Ueee

jam with Jonny Mac; 8:30pm;
Pe

eee
Martininthe Fields Chamber

Wednesdays hosted by Shane
and Naomi

(violin); 8pm; $30 (adult)/$z0
feeniarie (student) at TIX

door), 7:30pm
(show)
5.50 at TicketMaster

5,

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Open mic
HOROWITZ THEATRE

Byrn tickets at
i

a

NEW CITY Circ-O-RamaLicious: Gypsy and awed
spectaculars;

Ensemble with Kenneth Sillito

n the Square

CHURCH Wednesday
at Noon:
Josephine van Lier (solo cello},
:
:
free

eI

WINSPEAR CENTRE

and ‘Bos metal every
Wednesday

every Wednesday

E
STARLITE ROOM wild
Style Wednesdays: Hip-

Hop; 9pm

Midweek Classics:

Hae KeBetpaty

Usea aude

Inspirations: Edmonton

Eddins and LucasWaldin
See oneee aie
at

every month

Pose arene

COMMUNITY HALL Acoustic
jam presented
by the Northern Bluegrass

Ds
BANK ULTRA LOUNGE
Wednesday Nights: with DJ

Circle Music Society every

Hari

Wednesday evening

and EddieLunchpallf a
minors; 9pm (door)

NIKKI DIAMONDS Punk

Symphony Orchestra, Wiliam)
$20-S65

ae.

g

yr

RED STAR Guest DJs

pcrbiisalsseliae %

0); 7:30pm;

JCL & THE PAWNSHOP

LOUNGE DJ RaniStade

CONVOCATION HALL

aoe
guests; af
fee aoe

BY THE BEAR,

NEW CITY LIKWID

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Open

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM Chris

yen
ip CHAD
Hucn
GUANOUN UFOlb OUWAR

PRESENTED

hop/RAB with DJ Spinrycle

j

(indie, punk and metal)

HOOLIGANZ PUB Open stage

noni
f}
HURUIE

LEGENDS PUB Hip

pe fahop, every

2

FLUID LOUNGE

Giassicai

-zam

night open stage;

B NICE, NICE, VERY NICE TOUR
ovo MANRAYGUN
swGUESTS

Nastanovich said the band wasn't going to apologize for not being commercially accessible. "You

't necessarily translate into large ticket
or al-

m sales. That trend only grew as we moved into
2ist century, as the Internet overtook radio
ithe placeto discover new music, and created a
d where people pick and choose songs they
from a variety of obscure and unlike bands and

OCTOBER

the

ee

a ae

=
Dj
ree
ue
4

age

, Space
iyguests;

beatp
bese

WUNDERBAR

Wednesdays with new Dj
a lati Y¥ Not
Te
ednesday
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18+ NO MINORS -DOORS8PM
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ee

ee
aaA atl 18+ NO MINORS - TICKETSALSO AT -
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OCTOBER 26

| MEE 14 |

ON TOUR NOW. GET THE ALBUM.
SATURDAY OCTOBER 31

EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE
Bors AT7:00 PM ALL AGES WELCOME
TICKETS ALLSO AT BLACKBYRD
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METRIC

. STA
AT 8PM -18+ NO MINORS
*
TICKETS ALSO AT BLACKBYRD
it“a VUE BILL

CHAMPION: moneen
& HIS G-STRINGS :°

WN SHOP
NOVEMBER
DOORS
AT928-PA
-NO MINORS 18-+

q NOVEMBER10-STARLITE ROOM.

Bt tect fe peed te | Belweeny ___ICKFTSALSOATBLACKBYAD

ALSO AVAILABLE ON ticketmaster.ca
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The Rebel Spell, Passenger Action & DFA
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Tickets at ticketworkshop.com, blackbyrd, free clomud and listen
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QUNDATI

PGT

24 DOORS
AT

8PM -LICENSED SHOW
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WELCOME
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PREVUE // TREVOR TCHIR

MENA MAHHNANENHHHAN

9

Elemental folk
Songwriter Trevor Tchir inhabits the Sky Locked Land
MARY CHRISTA O'KEEFE
// MARY CHRISTA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

decade ago, at 19, Trevor Tchir
de his first album. His debut
demonstrated a natural affinity with a
classic strain of poetic folk straddling
the rootsy ease of Townes van Zandt
and the high-minded ‘60s coffeehouse
sounds of Leonard Cohen. Tchir was
also blessed with an almost effortlessly
lovely voice, smooth and supple and
nearly too pretty, like a differently-tuned

<
ee

CONVOCATION

Hatt

October 16 at 8 pm

cousin of James Taylor.

Kiipurn Memoriac Concert
BRIAN BOWMAN, Eupxonium
Symphonic Wind Ensemble

October 17 at 8 pm
JasLonskt Memorial Concert
STEPHANE

LEMELIN, piano

October 19 at 8 pm
University oF Atserta | Grant MacEwan UNIveRSITY
JAZZ BANDS

Tickets available at the door
a
—
C7

DEPARTMENTOF

MUS

music.ualberta.ca
twitter.com/convohall

shG

9539 JAS

Over his follow-up records, Tehir conscientiously shepherded his talents,
deepening his lyricism, building his
craft and collecting musical collaborators between his academic base of Ottawa and his St. Albert home. His songs
ranged from closely observed sketches
of people, usually fellow seekers, to
chiaroscuros that linked events to landscapes, eventually enlarging to interrogate fundamental issues of Canadianness, like the shifting sands of families
and communities and the maintenance:
or erasure of history.
His earlier efforts are all worthy, but now,
with the release of his fourth album, Sky
Locked Land, comes a startling integration—a sense of Tchir completely inhabiting his work, like when an actor who
was previously handsome and capable
acquires the further burnishment of character. An intangible something has been
breathed into the music, and the songs
that make up Sky Locked Land have a livedin feel that animates the entire album.
"The approach I wanted was naturalistic;
intimate,” Tchir explains. "I wanted to be
less didactic than I had been in terms of

Sky Locked Land answers the American Songbook with a Canadian volume,
seeking to project that kind of universality through the specificity of stories and
the beauty of craft. Listeners travel with
Tchir through space (from the Great
Lakes to Slave Lake on a longtime couple's road trip; from Newfoundland to
the tar sands in search of prosperity) and
through time (to a childhood backyard
discovery; to an unproductive Alberta
farrn) and into dreams that range from
disturbing to hopeful.
The stories largely converge on themes
of collective memory, community and
haunting dislocation, stretched across the
elements of earth and sky, and are counterpointed and echoed by the warmth of
the music, whether polished and full or
loose and spare.

imagery, trying to capture the themes and
moods through indirect images and the
actions of characters. Every song has an
underlying thesis—a point I'm testing out
or trying to apply, but the best songs are

Perhaps the key to the album's vibrancy
is a sort of spiritual interplay between the
stories—rooted in truth, drawn from his
own experiences or those of family mem-

WATCH TREVOR TCHIR PERFORMING LIVE ATTHE VUE STUDIO
ON VUEWEEKLY.COM

SE! MA

THE FOLK SINGER >> Trevor Tchir weaves a tale of Canadian

MB tt:
life //Edeq Munro

ever-expanding circle of musicians Teh;
counts as community,
"The album started two and a half years
ago, wheneveryonel
played with was mo,

ing away,’ Tchirnotes. "They
all left within
months. Half the songs were recorded be
fore they left, and we'd record whenever
anyone came back. Our philosophy wa:
to use good performances, as compl
as possible, and not cut and paste muc
We had a playback catchphrase for when

it was working: ‘Yeah, that sounds like
band. There's life to it."""W

FOLLOW THE TRACKS
AT VUEWEEKLY.COM
TREVOR TCHIR GUIDES MARY CHRIST
O'KEEFE THROUGH SKY LOCKED LAN
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Doors 7:30P™
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irthday y
2nd Birth

Party: !
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§ Tom Murray;
6PM Dinner with
je-Josée Houle vopher
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featurin g Marie-José
& Chris
PM Performances
Gerry Morita
Grella-Mozejko,
Piotr
:
n; sKIN
ings
Greg MacPherso
urprise Screening
Poplar and Pine Poster

SAT, OCT 10 (5 pm and 9 pm)
SHOUT OUT OUT OUT OUT

Specials, S
Exhibit, Drink
n by donation.

g the Best Vegan B-

Admissio
day Cupcakes!

“Literary Saloon’

STARLITE ROOM, $15

Extra! Extra! Shout Out Out Ou!

‘Launch Party

Out ready to shout out out out out

13:
Tuesday, Oct.
mn new works
readings fror
ters
with Anansi Wri
er
yw 8pm, 55 cov
Doors 7P™. She
k Launch
y, Oct. 14: Boo
and

Other Sto

ries

by

loud. Two shows: one all ages anc
one tater in the night for the more
sordid types. If you like your elec
tro-rock, then you probably dor
need more convincing than that

Pvatisd see

TPeDENOVUEWEEKLY.cOM

eas
dy.
ott, Lynn Coa
1 |arina f ndic
Guest readers:
b
Soundscapes
aathof
Romy Str
Cover.
(Texpile Art by
Doors 7pm, No
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c
P ostt
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WATCH THE MAKING OF SHOUT OUT OUT OUT OUT'S VIDEO FOR "COMING HOME” ONLINE AT VUEWEEKLY.COM.
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DINNER & SHOW PACKAGES AVAILABLE AT RIVERCREERESORT.COM OR CALL 780.930.2619
TICKETS FOR SHOWS AVAILABLE THROUGH TICKETMASTER CHARGE-BY-PHONE 780.451.8000 OR TICKETMASTER.CA

sbA

CREE
RIVER
RESORT AND CASINO
ENOCH,
.

k

‘

ALBERTA

| RIVERCREERESORT.COM
WHITEMUD DRIVE & WINTERBURN ROAD | 780.484.2121
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SILVER MI. ZION & GODSPEED

YOU! BLACK

EMPEROR

i+ PAWNSHOP

Kelli Scart

OCT 24/25:PROPAGANDHI | V2 THE HIDDEN CAMERAS / GENTLEMAN lace
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snificent eight
:

BCITY DWELLERS

MONK

LMAMEMHEANUNAMUMNAKRHNNMANN

es f

y Dwellers crunch the numbers
»

hey

St Jack Daniel's
Sib
liiviks
hats
o4 Koast Beef ona Bun

Say two's company and three's

acrowd,
;

but Winnipeg's SubCity
ht have a thing or two to

|

y about what constitutes a crowd.

ith eight people in the group, that
as eight people to schedule prac-

e1i pan

ses around, eight people to wrangle
9 a recording studio and eight

ViP

card

re 1 pew

ople to cart around on tour. After a

se (awit

y go-arounds, however, bassist and
hcalist Darwin Baker says the group

bO1U

Gateway

t

gotten pretty good at it.

Blvd.

51000

towards

« 780-4

iy sa400)

ve

pour tution

2 COOK

t's a lotofpeople to try to organize
nd col

and feed but we've

one it a few times now and it gets
moother each time. I'm getting relly good at making breakfast for evbody,” he laughs from a tour stop.
can make a pretty mean frittata and

an whip up a batch of breakfast baJs in no time.”
yith eight people in the band and just
many ideas of what constitutes a
ood song, writing the group's newest
bum, Where's the Noise?, might have
oven to be achallenge, but Baker exjains that the members had a vision
if what they wanted the finished prodt to sound like and put the necessary
ork into making sure it was realized.
SITS

SSSI

EIGHT IS ENOUGH >> SubCity Dwellers may be one big happy family, but the band
took its music to some dark corners on its new album. //supplied
“We wanted to have a more cohesive
album because we have a lot of songwriters and we dabble in a lot of different styles of music so we wanted to
put together something that sounded
like an album more than a mix tape,”

he explains. "We looked at the songs
that we had and tried to find the ones
that fit together and we made a conscious effort to put forth a darker,

heavier album. Whether we're playing reggae or punk rock we wanted to
make it pretty heavy and all the songs
have a bit of a darker edge."

FRI, OCT9(1PM)
SUBCITY DWELLERS
WITH GRIMSKUNK
PAWN SHOP, $10
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REVUE // THE ANGRY DRAGONS

Roooaaaaar!!!
he Angry Dragons make music befitting of the group's name
‘OLYN NIKODYM
CAROLYM@VUEWEEKLY.COM

‘ou've gotto bea certain kind of person
to pull off leopard print and leather,
d you've got to be in a certain kind of
and to pull of aname like the Angry

ragons. You've gottobethe kind of band
‘0 shows up to a publicity photo shoot
ith a case of
Pilsner.
Winnipeg's quartet—made up of Joanne
odriguez, Jen Alexander, Anastasia Chieisk
and Bill Northcott—is
one such
and. There might be songs about broken
earts and shattered
dreams, but the de-

ery is asraunchy ashalf a bottle of beer
led with cigarette butts. And the name?
“Its nothing tobeoffensive, hopefully—
ie, that we advocate angry dragons, but

YOU WOULDN'T LIKE THEM WHEN

THEY'RE ANGRY >> Winnipeg's the
S funny," Redriguez says from her job at Angry Dragons relax with drinks in

tattoo parlour, “And

Surprise when the result was raucous,

unfargiving garage rock. No,itwouldbe
huch more ofa bombshell ifthe group,
sociated with bands like American

mewhip, the Rockdoras and the Brat

“ack,

came off sounding like Avril Lavi-

he. There's a conscious effort tosound as
“Idoallot ofthesongwriting“ Rodriguez
‘plains. “And sometimes
I'lljustcomeup

the park //supplied
with, for example, a verse that I like, but
then I'll have the chorus that I've written,
and Ijust hate what I've written foritand I
just can't stop playing it. I'll say, put something tough in there, something cool. So
I'lljust play the verse and Jen'll make up
some cool riff that just makes the chorus
sound like what I'm thinking of”

ines—armed with a newly-minted selftitled debut, the band is already working
on new material.
“Actually this weekend coming up, we're
having a songwriting retreat," she says. "A
two-day slumber party, where we're going
to bake pie, and just have beers when we
wake up and a schedule of writing and
practising and trying stuff out and seeing
what sticks. But just paying attention to
having two whole uninterrupted days to
do that—it's kind hard to get because we
all have our day jobs.”
Day jobs and other bands, projects and
school. Time is a juggle, but as Rodriguez
sees it, either you get off on that or you
don't. Right now, the priority is the Angry
Dragons, the band that sees its four members touring the most.
"It's nice to kind of keep your schedule busy with stuff, but at the same
time, not spreading yourself too thin,”
she says. “That is easy to do in a city
like Winnipeg, where everyone plays
in bands and everyone wants to play
with everyone. So again, you just kind
of prioritize—whichever band is your
priority makes itself obvious." W

AND
wn JUSTINAUTLED
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2008
McDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH
10025 101 St, Edmonton,AB |Show time: 8pm

—<

Tickets -$18 advance/$25 door
Tic

heading into Alberta—with a cordial
escort provided by Edmonton's the Fam-

OCT 8 —- OCT 14, 2009 // WUIEWEEKLY

available through Ticketmaster, Blackhyrd + Megatunes
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; the every-weekend pace the group : vinced There Has Been Any Improve- :
set when it first hit the scene, one : ment. The group decided to record :
might be forgiven for wondering just
what happened to Edmonton's Desiderata. But far from dissolving, the
group is gearing up to bring its mathy
: post-punk back at a pace akih to the
: speedy and technical riffs the group
: is known for.
“The band took a break for a while be-

; again with the illustrious Jesse Gander
: of Vancouver's the Hive studios, whose
: own band Plus Perfect will be play: ing Friday's show. The album whic!
: resulted from the sessions, entitled
; Alcohawk, is a leap forward for the
= group, taking it into new avenues and
: exploring a multitude of new textures,

SAT, OCT 10 (7:30 pm)

: recorded
almost everything on thealbum
|
my studio, as well as serving as proc),

:

the project. I'm really proud of the
re 1

:

JAMES STEWART

:

d/ \STEWART@VUEWEEKLY.com

:

:

!THU, OCT 15 (7:30 pm)

:
:

? cause our drummer was in school and : judging by the few songs posted to :
: now he's out of school and we're ready
: to get going again,” explains singer and
? guitarist Blair Drover. "We didn't want
: to take it but after the past couple of

.
DESIDERATA
WITH PLUS PERFECT, PAPER TIGER, THE WIND WHISTLES
THE HYDEAWAY
ALL AGES

: Desiderata’s MySpace. But the album
: tself almost didn't happen.
: "We booked the studio a year in ad: vance because that’s how busy the
: Hive was getting in those days,” ex-

tours and recording the album
we were all broke, absolutely : plains Drover. "We wrote a few songs
broke, and tapped out and : and ther realized all of a sudden it
needing to get shit done : was a month away and we hadn't writwith our personal lives but : ten more than a quarter of the album
now that we've got it all : so in a matter of a couple of weeks
finished and out of the way : jamming at six o'clock in the morning
we're ready to do it again.”
: before work we ended up writing the
Part of being ready to do it : entire thing.”

Having only popped up at the occasional show lately as opposed

:
again has meant putting together : BRYAN BIRTLES.
to : a follow-up to 2007's We Are Not Con- : // BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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: STEVE DAWSON
: HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB, $15

: ALL AGES
:

: LEE HARVEY OSMOND
: Having released two albums under hisname : WITH JON AMOR
: last year, Steve Dawson finds himself in the : ARDEN THEATRE, $35
: unlikely position of receiving a lot of no- : ALL AGES
: tice for Telescope, an entirely instrumental :
:5 album centred around his pedal-steel play- : For Tom Wilson, his latest musical incar
> ing. With a Juno nod and a recent win at the : nation, Lee Harvey Osmond,\;
ix
: Western Canadian Music Awards for the : tation from the past, a melody that| kep
: album, Dawson welcomes the interest, but :: haunting him. So it seems fitting that th
: admits to having not expected it.
: project started as a tribute to the chod
: "It is a little weird," notes Dawson, "But : of another.
: | don't really think of it as a pedal-steel : "This is a traditional folk reco
: record. | feel that the instrument gets : lve had in my head for 15 year
: pigeon-holed, and prefer to think of
ust about time it got out, | guess,
: Telescope as a project that just happens
explains from his home in Toronto. "
: to have pedal steel as the main musical : chael Timmins [of the Cowboy junkies)
: voice. Anytime you get any kind of acclaim = invited me to work on a project called
: for an entirely instrumental album it's a = the Kennedy Suites, which is a whole al.
: nice surprise, | mean, it's not exactly the : bum about the day JFK was kille
most commercially viable record," laughs = got along real well in the studio, so he
: Dawson. "But it was a great experience, : asked if | wanted to do more recording
+. trying to create interesting textural sonics : Josh Finlayson of the Skydiggers and |
: with the instrument, and I'm thrilled that : had written a bunch of songs we wanted

+ to find a home for. So we brought those

: people seem to enjoy it."

In preparation

for Telescope,

Dawson

= songs in off Mike's encouragement

: travelled to Los Angeles to work with :i The resulting recording is A Quiet Evil
: acclaimed pedal-steel player Greg Leisz. : an album's worth of late-night cor

= Little known outside those familiar with : tions from out of the shadows. And
= session musicians, Leisz has enjoyed along = Wilson says the themes aren't "dark
: and varied career, working with the likes of : se, the album does reflect on the mor
: Wilco, Robert Plant, Bad Religion and Beck, ; disconcerting areas of modern life: "It’s
t among many others. In his ongoing career : more folk-country cabaret music that
: as both musician and producer, Dawson : deals with themes of our neighbourhood:
: acknowledges the similarities between his : that aren't whitewashed. They're themes

: own history and that of Leisz.

: of people in [day-to-day] conflict.”

"Yeah, | do end up working on a lot of :: Wilson and company explore latent evils
: at the most human level. There's a
: nature to these back-alley folk
: something Wilson's been striving for
: he started hearing them 15 years
; a project—it's turning a small idea into a : this way, Lee Harvey Osmond is the clos
: finished project. Knowing when to guide : est Wilson has come to extracting 2 sim
: musicians, and when to sit back and just let : ple, undiluted sound from his songs

§ :
:
:
:

stuff, and flying under the radar. |just really enjoy the studio process and everything
that’s involved. The role of a producer is
to be the one with the overall vision for

: them play. You have to be aware of what

:

"That's all Lee Harvey Osmond is if you

: took away the recording, | could still si
? at a kitchen table with you and have
to instruct people too much.”
Having also just been named Producer :: cup of coffee, smoke some cigarette:
:
of the Year at the WCMAs, Dawson has : and you'd get them completely
had the opportunity to work with many re- : "It's funny; there was so much inn’
spected names in the industry, and to great : cence about this project when it

> people are capable of, and to be carefulnot

:
:

i Uneasy

>

Listening Hour

:
:

w ISU

RAY

POPES, GANNGE
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js
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: acclaim. To that end, Dawson is thrilled ? ed," Wilson continues. "How we We!

: to finally be releasing his labour of love
:
:
>
:

:
:
:
:
:

}
:
:

: about it, the honesty, and there wes

idea about radio play or touri’
a tribute to obscure 1930s' band the Mississippi Sheiks, which he has helmed over : music relied on how happy we wers
the last few years. Things About Comin’My : the moment.”
Way features the likes of Bruce Cockbum, : As a result of this uninhibited proces
Madeleine Peyroux, John Hammond and : the music has transcended the im’ and
Bill Frisell, among others, and the album : diacy and intimacy of the recording
states de
also showcases Dawson's work as both = its popularity is drawing them
: for a string of American and Europe?!
producer and musician.
dates.
When
|
ask
him
about
life
o'
"The Mississippi Sheiks recorded in the =
early 1930s, and they basically invented a : road, Wilson is philosophical.
form of string-band blues that more or less : "| think as soon as you think you
faded away. | love their music, so | wanted : rived somewhere is when you're furt
‘rom where you wanna be. I'm sti ¥
to create a tribute album with different artists paying tribute without trying to simply : ing on the road, heading to where! v

:
:
: recreate the songs. It's been the longest : be. Hopefully I'll never get there”
: project I've ever been involved in—weVe

= MIKE ANGUS

: had 17 artists working on 17 songs, and Ive = // MIKEANGUS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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/ RUBY JEAN & THE THOUGHTFUL BEES
:

e

iaen meanings
1Higgs gets deep on the dancefloor

not feel self-conscious about partying.
That's kind of my theory.”
Sounds rock-solid to me, and it seems
to be working for the Thoughtful Bees as
well: the show, which besides drunken
shenanigans includes enough costume
changes to nab Higgs the "Best Dressed
Artist" award from her local alt-weekly,
has earned raves wherever the band
plays, and was sharp enough to see the
Thoughtful Bees crowned one ofthe best
of Canadian Music Week, which earned
the group a trip across the pond.

Fe STTSTRIITITTTTTSTNTTTTTTTINIRRLUELLLO
TDI TUTEUUULOLCTCOO NTE

getting away with something. “Like,
‘Trustfund’ is about the oil crisis, but it
sounds like a song about getting high.
If you want to listen to something and
Say, ‘Oh, yeah, let's get crazy and have
a joint’ or something, then you can go

ahead and believe that that's what the
song is about; if you want to go a bit
deeper, you can come up with three or
four other meanings. It takes on a dif-

Party-starting
theatrics would be
nothing without party-starting music,
though, and Ruby Jean & the Thoughtful Bees, rounded out by Halifax scene
vets Colin Crowell (synths and production), Jason Vautour (guitar) and Mike
Belyea (drums), certainly doesn't slack
off in that area either. Dirty, synthheavy, sometimes thrashy dance music
as likely to build its backbeat from distorted vocal samples as metal-worthy
guitar hooks, it's right at home among

ferent tone, too, when you can kind of
create what it's about for yourself: it
becomes more valid to what people are
going through.” W
eR LMI

THU, OCT 15(8 PND

osacme,

ail

RUBY JEAN & THE THOUGHTFUL
BEES
WITH DRAGONETTE
STARLITE ROOM, ST6

>

4 :

<*>
~

“

Canada’s recent wave of gritty dance

tious, unrepentant live show.

/ DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM
mp ebekah Higgs has made her name in

this country for spare, electro-tinged
folk-pop, chanteuse stuff that washes
ver the listener like morning high tide,
immiering and soothing in the dawn
ight. It issafe, then, to call Ruby Jean &
lhe Thoughtful Bees something of, oh,
escape for the Haligonian, particularly when it comes to the goup’s rambunc-

"My rowdiness has sort of come to a

whole new level in the last few months;
it just keeps escalating. Like, it's not
rare for me to have a bottle of booze on
stage and pour it in people's mouths, or
find some random person in the audience and start making out with them,”
Higgs explains in a manner far more
subdued and sheepish than you might
think. "If I'm drunk and being more
ridiculous than you are, then you will

music, from Toronto's Woodhands or
MSTRERFT to our own Shout Out Out
Out Out.
And though it couldn't be much more
different from her solo work, Higgs

is having a blast exploring a more unhinged side of her personality. She
finds that the band's ostensible focus
on shaking rumps has let her explore a
lot more in her lyrics, albeit ina slightly
more obscure way.
"T find that there's a lot of ways to hide
messages in between the lines,” she explains with the satisfaction of someone

2008 =
MUSICIAN'S

DIRECTORY
soee mst
camprehensile
listing of

EDMONTON
MUSICIANS.
Check
itoutat
VueWeekly.com
Plus! Submit your
listing today!
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: You Say Party! We Say Die)

! XXXX

: (Paper Bag Records)

BAR & BRILL

Ho oo 6:4
Times New Viking
Born Again Revisited

(Matador)
Kae

the Graceland thought-experiment: if
you replaced everything in Graceland
with a facsimile, every detail true to
life, would it matter that Elvis never

MARY CHRISTA O'KEEFE

THE TRADE
/ MAC CR
10/13

1] MARYCHRISTAG
‘anaes RRO

ALEX

he lo-fi garage ck sound cet to te
understood as a signifier of creative
integrity, a defiant celebration of noisemaking in the face of a lack of resources,

JUSTIN WISSER
AUBY JEAN& THETHOUGHTFUL BEES
10/46
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(Withi:

.

Heart)"—andBeci.,
Ninkovic sings ;,

; an exhausted voice, "When the m

Columbus, OH trio Times New Viking
is usually mentioned in that company.
Two previous albums had moments
bordering on the thrilling—2005 debut
Dig Yourself
and last year's Rip It Off—
and expectations are high for Born
Again Revisited, their fourth release.
Thebanddigsdeeperintoitselfthrough
15 tracks, many of them under two minutes and taken at a loping speed, dotted

:
:
:

with

:

anthemic

chanting,

: ing in on those sunbeams and h ding
: its collective head high while c|
: its way towards safety. XXXX is a
: album, even if it takes some wor
: wade through the murk that it works

: hard to rise above.

: EDEN MUNRO

propulsive

7/ EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

slashes of guitar, see-sawing carnival
calliope-esque keyboardery and sunny
bursts of melody and exuberance.
Why this plays out asa mostly joyless
endeavour is somewhat mysterious,

: The Secretaries
:: The Secretaries

given that it sounds like a continua-

:

tion of the group's older material when
played back-to-back with it, but I sus-

:
:

pect it has something to do with "fake
Graceland effect"—this is not a young

:
:

band anymore, and it’s putting out a
second album on Matador, a comfortably resourced, if not major, label, with
a solid underpinning of fans and boosters. Born Again is bereft of the breezy
innocence ofthe prior records,butalso

;
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

lacks the substance of what shouldbea
more mature work. Especially with the
tantalizing bursts of confident, capable

: (Independent)
: kkk
:

I like to imagine
that on a Friday a!
ternoon the girls
are at work, wait
ing for the clock to
Strike four. Then,

Tushing out of the
office, they grab their guitars, fly to the
venue and reveal their true identities
super-strong and sexy rockers, the Secretaries. And can they ever sing! An:

of the squall and fuzz, the noise doesn't
seem to elevate the music, but renders
it pointlessly calculating and antago-

they have their trusty sidekicks the
Brassholes with ‘em too, adding that
special horny flavour. Their songs are
: able to leap tall buildings in a single
: bound, their vocal harmonies more
: powerful than a locomotive and yet
: their melodies can be gentle and warm

nistic. W

: Yes, Secretaries, this city owes to youa

songwriting occasionally breaking out

: Heart-inspired dancing debt of grat
: tude. Keep a rockin'—just don't mak®
: us wait so long for the next album

ist=

: JUSTIN SHAW
// JUSTIN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

10443a - 124 street
780.732.1132
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: Lights

: The Listening

: (Underground Operations)

&

KARI
I get it.
.
"80s synth lines,
itized
croon
ac
winter-coo! procu’
tion—she's dubbec

weekend

sat. oct 10 mon. oct 12

everything
in the store

tunes to stuff your turkey by:
via: tumbele! CD | v/a: ouaga affair 2LP | v/a: african scream contest 2LP/CD
via: legends of benin LP/CD | cold cave: cremations LP/CD | earth: radio/live LP

sonic youth: the eternal 2LP/CD | black mold: snow blindness... 2LP/CD
xx s/t LP/CD | monks: black monk time 2LP/CD | faust: so far LP

TRON, OPTIMDNKPRIME& wivURUFERNANDO

WWW.STARLITEROOM.CA
38 //
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free from the privileged approval of the
puppet-masters of the music industry:
“You might not like my music, but I like it
and I'm going to make it—with no label,
no studio, no finances, no equipment, no
training and possibly even with no talent
and nothing in particular to say, just for
the sheer hell of it all!” (Of course, genre
pioneers Velvet Underground simply
postured this lack of privilege, reminding us that "genuine" isn't synonymous
with "genius," and vice versa.)
But in this era of chronic sonic bombardment, with hundreds of labelsupported and independent releases
popping up each month fostered by the
emergence of quality "desktop" production, reproduction and distribution tools,
any pretense of lo-fi sound being tethered to an actual set of circumstances
has vanished (or perhaps drifted genrewise, over to the bombast of hip-hop
and its obsessions). Today it's merely an
affectation, like when someone returns
from two weeks holiday overseas with
a stubborn accent. Lo-fi was essentially
about overcoming obstacles to creation,

DJS BUDAKRON

& SHORTOP

XXX.

: ing comes / AndI don't want to f c
: daylight"—it seems apparent ¢h;;
: Say Party! We Say Diels latest j
isg
touched it? Everything is imbued with : be a downer. But as the record sp ae
meaning, layer upon layer of the pri- : the band weaves its way throu,
vate and cultural and historical, and : shadows of the night, glimmers of ho».
the arts are an especially touchy battle- : slipping through. Bythe time the ai}, m
ground, as naked as we are when our : closes with the rolling glory of"
deepest selves are reached through the : Gold" it's clear that YSP! WSD! wa
undefended gates of the senses.
: ing more than running ragged thrc ugh
There certainly are several decent-to- ; the dangerous streets—the band was
good contemporary lo-fi artists, and ‘ charting a course for the daylight, loct

DEGREE/BATTERY/COBRA COMMANDER/«

20/46 EP RELEASE SHOW

dark, criy,);..)

Synth descends),
the darkne:;
opener “The;-

necessarily make for bad listening, but :
itis a rankling question, somewhatlike :

CHASING
JONES
DIRTY CITYHEARTS/FRANKIE MefUEEN

BOISELLE

Asa

but now, it’s about laboriously crafting :
~an imaginary aural world where youpre- :
tend those obstacles
still exist.
Inthe end, does this matter? Itdoesn't :

it" “intergalactic elec
:

tropop,”

: mula; here are 13 mid-tempo dream)
that bleed into each othe"
: synthnumbers

: No track seems notably better or wor
: than the next but nothing stands ou!
:

2

7

5

ither.

mission of burma: sound, speed, light LP/CD | om: god is good LP/CD | record bags

¢ particularly interesting eith

v/a: panama 2 LP/CD | kurt vile: childish prodigy LP/CD | eluvium‘ life... 7LP- | more

; PAUL BLINOV
// PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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which

: seems pretty accurate—make up her mu
sical calling card. But The Listening could
: use
afew deviations from her typical for

ao
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: The Band
: Music From Big Pink
: (Capitol)

tation and obligation, and simply

indulging in the shared solace
of musical camaraderie.
As the principal songwriter,
guitarist Robbie Robertson
had a strong vision for the
new material. He rejected
psychedelic music's blustering

3 Originally released: 1968 ~

; In 1968 America, you couldn't
> escape the tension in the air.
: Vietnam, civil rights protests,
: hippie

: culture

counter‘were

showmanship, as
well as pop mu-

: all tearing at
: society's fabric.
; The soundtrack

sic's gloss. In his
head, he heard
songs
steeped
in a more austere tradition—
American music
infused with an
energy and enthusiasm
from
somewhere outside mainstream

: for dissent was
: psychedelic mu:
:
:
=

sic, an agitated
style composed
of equal parts
angst, illicit drug

i use and heavy

=

+ ieee

awa low but this isboth solid and heavy.

:

rock.
Accord: ing to the eve-

society,

strange but rec-

ognizable

voice

from

past,

:
:
:
4
:

Hauntario

(Shameless)
kkk kt
Don't
smooth

let
the
melodic

cuts on this alt
|| country album fool
you. The Wheat
Hauntario
Pool’s

will slap you in the
face, punch you in the stomach and
leave you weeping inyour beverage be-

fore the end of the first track with lines
like, "If my love is an axe, you're the
tree.” With introspective subject mat-

ter ranging from heartbreak to memoryto death toself-realization
the album
successfully walks the fine line between the tiresome scorned melancholy lover and the awareness that we

are often the authour of our worst disasters. Lyricallyandemotionallydeep,
the album rings out like aconfessional
hymn to which we all know the words.
Go forth and sing.
JIM DEAN
{/ JWA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

© with déja vu-like
ground for gen
familiarity.
der, class, race,
age, politics, sex, religion and more. To E In this spirit, the anguished ballad
find rest from this social upheaval, your : "Tears of Rage" is the unorthodox Leadbest bet was to head for the hills and : off track, co-written with Dylan and
: hide out in the basement.
:: sung achingly by Richard Manuel. Dylan
Which is exactly what the members : co-wrote two other songs here, includof
the
Band
did,
They
had
spent
the
: ing "| Shall Be Released,” but this album
:
: mid-'60s honing their chops as Ronnie : is of course best known for giving us
: Hawkins’ Hawks, then were hired to : "The Weight" and "Chest Fever,” two
: back Dylan on his now-legendary electri- : songs that embody the dueling aspira: fied tour, playing to disgruntled folkies : tions of the band to, along with Dylan,
: everywhere who insisted on booing dur- : create anew American mythology while
: ing the shows. They toyed briefly with : dismantling their own legacies with a
: the name the Canadian Squires, as four : smug sense of folly. It is the ensemble's
of the members hailed from the True ! attempt to "revolt against the revolt” as
: North, with the lone exception being : Robertson remembers, to discover a
: drummer Levon Helm, who quietly left : musical sanctuary amidst rock's then: the group while the others continued on : amplified distortion. Like REM's Auto: matic For the People, released in 1992
touring with Dylan.
Amidst all this chaos, the band relo- : at the height of grunge’s frenzied recated
to
West
Saugerties,
NY
to
regroup
: discovery of howling, guitar-driven
:
: and refresh. Here in the mountains of : angst, Music from Big Pink counters
: New York state not far from Woodstock, : the counterculture. Whimsical and
: they rented a pink house and started re- : enigmatic, Big Pink's timeless quality
: cording sessions for no one, with noth- : continues to prove relevant to American traditional music today, as bands
: ing at stake, nothing to lose, and nothing :
= to gain. With the pressure off, Helm re- : like My Morning Jacket and Wilco
turned to the fold (now called the Band), cover material from this period of the

: Default

(Cherrytree)
took kt:

: Comes and Goes

its : Huge awful rock band
debut had Noah : Pristinely glistening and
and the Whale as : Perfectly coiled

Or

: The Video Dead
: Damn Disco

ties, waiting for the day their love
would wake up and take them in, The : (Union 2112)
First Days of Springis something much :

Blistering rock disc

keptical. Front-

singslike : They should have called themselves Queens
snot

| only that other people may not love
him back, but that his own fascination
with love is holding him back. Though
Some optimism shines through, it's
that pick-yourself-up BS that we coldcomfort ourselves with while the one

: So close to the Bronx

:
: _—————
: The Features
: Some Kind Of Salvation
: (429)
=

pop
we're longing for picks up and takes : Quaint and restrained

off. The band pulls through in the end, : 90 percent pussy rock
butis alllthewiser forit.

() ORVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

CAN Foiiidation

! Last Default haiku

! This Is Us

d to

info: 438-6410
"94°

Brand New Eyes

Starry-eyed roman-

s'

10819-71 Ave

Tickets available at Megatunes & Tix On -# bi sp

(Fuelled By Ramen)

discouraged
but :
stillfundamentally :

and

“Good food, good people, great music!”
St Basils Cultural Centre

So | tried in vain
To correctly rephrase my

thing. Though

man Charlie Fink

ISA

Paramore

=

Love is a hell of :

more wounded

—ERIDAVOGTORERY IE

: tion it helped shape. W

: (EMI)

Backstreet Boys

: (ive)

: Annoying as teens
: And sad as twentysomethings
: This is now perverse

a

: Smoky Tiger and the Seven Doors

: Smoky Tiger and the Seven Doors

: (Lit Fuse)

: Mysterious gent

: Amixed bag of kooky crap

} 10 percent shaved balls

= Oddly compelling

:

:
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: Dylan joined them briefly, and the result, : Band's career with reverence and an
: Music From Big Pink, is a document of a : adherence to the new myth and tradi: group of artists throwing off all expec-

Noah and the Whale
The First Days of Spring

DAVID BERRY

the

KANE WELCH KAPLIN

a

= ning news, Main

{ Street, USA had

: become
abattle-

someone who's

like
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Keeping it real
Jet gets back to basics
BRYAN BIRTLES
// BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

fter two successful albums, the
members of Australian rock 'n' roll
foursome Jet found themselves at a

crossroads—having divorced from the
group's label and management, the band
members didn't even know whether they
wanted to be in a band or not. The process of recording and touring the group's
second effort, 2006's Shine On, had been
an arduous one. Just prior to the recording of the album brothers Chris and Nic
Chester, drummer and vocalist respec-
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tively, lost their father and that emotional
turmoil leaked into the band's business.
Eventually, the record company didn't
know what to make of the group.
"At the end of Shine On we were so
wounded by what had gone on in our
personal lives and the impact that had on
the business of the band was that at the
end of the day we had lawyers giving us
opinions about our music,” Chris Chester
recounts. "We decided that if we were going to mean anything to anyone and especially to our fans we needed to lose that
exterior crap and justbe a band again. We
just wanted to start again.”
So the band switched labels, changed
management and decided to get rid of

is wearing sunglasses inside and there's
so-and-so from an A&R company going,
‘T love you guys, oh my God I love your

longtime producer Dave Sardy. Co-pro-

first record.’ It's not free, it's not easy, it’s

THEY CAME FROM A LAND DOWN UNDER >> The Aussies in Jet recorded
er

latest record
inTexas. //Bestrce Neuma

was enthused to get
epicenter
of the commercial music industry—Los
Angeles—and down to Austin, Texas to
make the record.
"Like anywhere else in the world Australians like to knock off work and go for
a beer and talk about their day but in LA
if you try to have that moment to yourself you walk into the club and everyone

ducing the latest album, entitled Shaka
Rock, with Chris "Frenchie" Smith, Jet

not the environment to make something
that comes from the heart," says Chester.

"Texas on the other hand was fantastic
we didn't have any friends there excep;
for Frenchie. It was like moving hi
schools; we'd go out a few nights
row and meet a few people and eventu-

ally we got integrated into the city. You
could goto a bar and have that knock-off
drink with friends instead of abunch of
industry morons." V
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HOROSCOPE
ARIES (Mar 21 - Apr 19)

: reinvention of time. But that happy event, : yourself at least once a day.
: seems God has cooked up some imminent
The poet Stephen Mallarmé wrote the : even if it actually does come to pass, Is :
: tests that will give you a chance to garner
following in a letter to a friend: "! don't : still more than three years away. What : VIRGO (Aug 23 — Sep 22)
: some ridiculously sublime karma. What's
know which of my internal climates
to do in the meantime? Luckily, you : One of the best modern Turkish poets : that you say? You don't believe in either
" [should explore in order to find
Geminis now have major per- : was Seyfettin Bascillar, who worked as : God or hell? Well then, interpret the opporyou and meet you." | love that
sonal power to do some time : a meat inspector In New Jersey for many : tunity this way; the good deeds you perform
passage. It alludes to one of
reinvention of your own. To : years before his death in 2002. Nobel : in the coming three weeks could practically
the central facts about the
get the meditations rolling, : Prize-winning poet Czestaw Mitosz lived in :: ensure that the sins you've committed thus
nature of reality: the qualask yourself what three things : Berkeley, California for over four decades : far in your life will not stain the world or be
ity of your consciousness is
you could do to stop fighting : while writing his books in Polish, his native : passed on as IOUs to the next generation.
crucial in determining whether
time and start Loving it better.
tongue. Iceland's great poet of the 20th :
you'll be able to attract the recentury, Stephan G. Stephansson, lived in : SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 —- Dec 21)
sources that are essential to your
CANCER (Jun 21 — Jul 22)
Canada most of his life but always wrote :: In 1968, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn finished his
dreams coming true. In order to get what : Soup is your metaphor for the week, : in [Gelandic. These people remind me of : book The Gulag Archipelago, a scorching inyou want, you have'to work on yourself : Cancerian. Symbolically speaking, it's the : what you're going through: striving to do : dictment of the oppression that he and his
at least as hard as you work on the world : key to your personal power and a model : what comes natural and authentic ina situ- : countrymen suffered under the totalitararound you. This is always true, of course, : for the approach you should take in ev- : ation very different from the place where : ian regime of the Soviet Union. Banned for
but it's especially true for you now, Aries. : erything you do. On the most basic level, : you originally learned to be natural and au- :: years, it was never formally published in his
: you might want to eat some soup every : thentic. The interesting fact of the matter : home country until 1989. Even after that,
TAURUS (Apr 20 —- May 20)
: day. That will make potent suggestions : is that this feeling of displacement could : the new Russian government tried to conls there anything in your life that you don't : to your subconscious mind about how to : very well be the key to your success.
: trol the teaching of history by suppressing
really want but nevertheless find it hardto : mix lots of ingredients together so that :
? texts like Solzhenitsyn's. This year, all that
part with? A situation or experience that : their value and beauty as a totality are : LIBRA (Sep 23 — Oct 22)
: changed. The Gulag Archipelago became
gives you a perverse sense of comfort be- : more than the sum of their parts. Not : The sun shines brighter on my new home. : required reading in Russian high schools. At
cause of its familiarity, even though it has : just in the kitchen, but in every area of : The old place had resemblances to a cave = last, the truth is officially available. (Maybe
a steep emotional cost and doesn't serve : your life, blend many little miscellaneous : and was surrounded by tall trees. My new : one day the equivalent will happen in the
your higher dreams? If so, the coming week : things into one big interesting thing
space is surrounded by a wide sky and :: US, with alternate histories by Howard
will be an excellent time to change your re- ;
drinks in the solar radiance from dawn to : Zinn and Noam Chomsky finding their way
lationship with it. You will make dramatic : LEO (Jul 23 — Aug 22)
dusk. As you might expect, my 15 plants : into the curriculum, | celebrate this breakprogress if you brainstorm about how you : Change your password. Take a different : need to drink a lot more than they used : through as a symbol of the events that are
could break up the stagnant energy that : way home. Ask a question you've never : to. The watering ritual at the old house : about to unfold in your personal life: the
keeps you entranced and entrapped.
: asked. Dream up a new nickname for : used to come once a week, but now it's >: long-lost truth finally revealed.

GEMINI (May 21 — Jun 20)

: yourself,

Choose

a new

lucky number. ; every other day. According to my reading
: of the astrological omens, a comparable

: Change the way you tell the story about
One of my New Age friends says she has : an important event in your past. Make it
it on good authority that the Seven Lords : a little more difficult for people to have
of Time will reconvene in their Himala- : you pegged. Eat a type of food you've
yan sanctuary on December 21, 2012 and : never tried. Do the research necessary to
: discover why one of your opinions may be
did back in 3114 BC. | have'no idea if that’s : wrong. Add a new step to your grooming
true or not, but if it is, 1 say "hallelujah!" : ritual Feel appreciation for a person whose
We would all benefit from some big-time
charms you've become numb to. Surprise
reinvent the nature of time, as they last

: shift Is occurring in your rhythm, Libra.
: Metaphorically speaking, more heat and

:
:
:
:
:
:

light are coming your way.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 — Nov 21)

: CAPRICORN (Dec 22 — Jan 19)
: John, a colleague of mine, is a skillful psy: chotherapist. His father Is in a similar oc: cupation, psychoanalysis. If you ask John
: whether his dad gave him a good under-

+ gift you were somehow cheated out of in
= your early environment? If so, the coming

: weeks will be an excellent time to start
: recovering from your loss and getting the

: good stuff you have coming to you
:

: AQUARIUS (Jan 20 — Feb 18)
= Let's imagine that an independent filmmat

+ er has been following you around, gather
} Ing footage for a movie based on the sto
: of your life. This week he or she would facé™
: a dilemma. That's because unexpected new
: subplots may arise, veering off in direction

: that seem to be far afield from the core
:? themes. The acting of the central player
: won't be bad or unskillful, but it might be
: out of character with what they've done

? before. And there could be anomalous in? trusions that impinge on the main scene

:? like a bug landing on your nose during 2!
: intense conversation. Yet | can't help won
: dering if this chapter of the tale won't b
: extra intriguing for just these reasons
:
H: PISCES (Feb 19 — Mar 20)
: "Tenderness and rot / share a borde
: writes the US Poet Laureate Kay Ryan |
: one of her poems. “And rot is an / aggres
? sive neighbor
/ whose iridescence / keep
? creeping over." Your job in the ¢ ‘omir
: week, Pisces, is to reinforce that border: with a triple-thick wall, if necessary—*
: that the rot cannot possibly ooze
: and infect tenderness. It is especialy

: portant right now that the swee

: intimacy you dole out and stimulate
Amazingly enough, the good deeds you do : was growing up, John quotes the old max- : not get corrupted by falseness or s©
in the next 21 days could alone qualify you : im: "The shoemaker's son has no shoes." Is : mentality. I urge you to stir up the sme’
for a permanent exemption from hell it : there any comparable theme in your own = est affection you have ever created. V

‘

40 // BACK

:

: life, Capricorn? Some talent or knowledge
: or knack that should have been but wa
: not a part of your inheritance; a natural
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standing of the human psyche while he

ing@oilcityderbygirls.ca

yahoo.com/group/edmonton_illusions/

PHILOSOPHER'S CAFE SERIES Urban
Tea House, College Plaza, 1116-82
Ave «The

INSIDE/OUT - U of A Campus « Campus-bas
organization for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-

Trouble with Intelligent Design with Paul Viminitz «
Sat, Oct 10, 1-3:30pm « Free

identified and queer (LGBTQ) faculty, graduate
student, academic, straight allies and su; port staff
+ 3rd Thu éach month (fall/winter terms): Speak-

RECLAIMING
OUR POWER - Riverbend Public
Library, ests Ne 460 Riverbend Sq 780.437.6629 + Bill Moore-Rilgannon speaks

ers Series. E: kwells@ualberta.ca

on

UVING POSITIVE - 404, 10408-124 St edmlivingpositive.ca «1.877.975.9448/)80 488.5768 « Confidential
forrest to
le living with HIV «Tue, 7-gpm:
ipport group + Daily drop-in, peer counselling

Challenging the Sell-offofEPCOR's Generating
Assets « Sat, Oct 17, 10am

REMOVING THE STIGMA-Talking about
Mental ce + Canadian Mental Health Association

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB - geocities.com/makingwaves_edm « Recreational/
competitive swimming. Socializing after

ice, 800, 10045-2113 St «780.414.6300

+ CMHA Speaker's Bureau: People livingwith

mental illness will discuss their experiences
with stigma « Oct 8 (12pm)

AND SCAMS - St Albert
ow to avoid scams in telemard mail fraud - Thu, Oct 8,
egister at780.458.1682

ORT

GROUP« Braeside

urch bsmt, N. door, 6 Bernard
r Winston Churchill Ave, St

children of alcoholic and
families « Every Mon, 7:30pm.

‘pUuDDI
<

|
BEGINNERS * 10502-70 Ave

ig,

nd

discu

hate (meditation) book

: every
Mon 7pm - Meditaevery Wed 7pm + Thu, Oct
HEALTH ASSOCIATION

Suite 890,10045-2111 St « 780.414.6311 « Family

support

upporting

drop-in

gi

an adult

for those who

are

ly member living with

(dinner), speech to follow
STYLE MATTERS - Stanley Milner Library, Rm

27, 6 Fl « 780.423.0896 ext 201 « Identify your
style of working through interpersonal conflict
+ Oct 15, 6-9pm « Pre-register

SUGARSWING DANCE CLUB - Orange Hall,
20335-84 Ave + 780.604.7572 « Swing Dance at
Sugar Foot Stomp: beginner lesson followed by

by DrJulie Cormack; Oct 8, 7pm + Human Evolution:
Progress, Proplems and Possibilities, presentation by
Dr Bernard Wood; Oct 15, 7pm + $8/S25 (series)

markable Reptiles—a tour through Alberta's natural
regions with Kris Kendell « Fri, Oct 16, 7pm (coffee).
4;30pm (meeting) -Admission by donation
FAITH-BASED SCHOOLS - Atrium, King’s
nea
, 9125-50 St + Revisiting the

Ideological and Political Debate: Symposium with

Amy von Heyking, Sandra Anderson, Leif Stolee,

Bruce Wilkinson, Alyce Oosterhuis,
Lance Grigg +
Sat, Oct 27, 9:30am-4:30pm « Free

FEST EORWERD, . SecualLions re yeaa

+ 780.496.7369
* Drama wo!
Paul ‘Spar!
Johnson, etitastecon, Apa Gonclly and
David Barnet; a
theatre Broups» Oct an
16-17
«$5 per wor!

rr

Lions:cai Centre

PRISM BAR « 10524-1021 St « 780.990.0038 «
Wed: Free Pool; Karaoke, gpm-midnight « Thu:
Prism Pool League; 7-11:30pm + Fri: Steak Nites;
§-9pm; DJ at 9:30pm.

224 » Support group for parents whose child has
died at any age « Until Nov 5, 7-9pm « Pre-registration required
« Fee by donation
WOMEN IN BLACK «In Front of the Old Strath-

ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH «
10209-2123 St «780.482.1587 + Soul OUTing: an LGBT-

cona Farmers’ Market + Silent vigil the ist and 3rd
Sat, 10-11am, each month, stand in silence for a
world without violence

focused alternative worship + and Sun every month,
7pm; worship Sun, 10:30am; people of all sexual
orientations welcome. LGBT monthly book club
and film night. E:jravenscroft@rwucorg
ST PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH « 11526-76 Ave «
780.436.1555 » People of all sexual orientations are
lcome + Every Sun (10am worship)

CENTURY CASINO - 13103 Fort Rd « 780.481.9857
+ Shows start at 8pm Thu-Sat and late show at
10:30pm on Fri-Sat; $12
(Thu)/$19 (Fri/Sat) « Kevin

WOMONSPACE « 780.482.1794 « womonspace.ca,
womonspace@gmail.com «A Non-profit lesbian

Fox, Oct 9-10 « Damonde Tschritter; Oct 15-17
COMEDY FACTORY - Gateway Entertainment
Centre, 34 Ave, Calgary Trail « Thu, 8:30pm; Sat,

social organization for Edmonton and surrounding
area. Monthly activities, newsletter, reduced rates

8pm and 1opm - Olivia Allen Arrington; Oct 8-10

included with membership. Confidentiality assured

« That's Improv; Oct 15-17

+
Slide
on Argentina, presentation byLuis
D'Elia « Oct 12,7:30pm + $2donation
HEALING BODY AND BRAIN - 13820-109A Ave

The iene + Elonora Grealy group healing
session hosted by Unity Church of Edmonton
* Oct 10, x0am-ipm « $25; pre-register unity@
unityofedmonton.ca

HEALTH
CARE -Polish Hall, 10960-2104 St «
780.423.4581 « Town Hall Meeting « Oct13, 7pm.
hee RAIL EDUCATIONAL at .
County Centre, 38106 RR 275,
Deer+

Wed, Oct 14, 5:30-gpm +Free - highspeedrail.ca
ing Spiritual Community

Karaoke with Nathan; Mon 8pm « Martini Mondays; 3pm + You Don't Know Game Show with
Patrick and Nathan; Thu 9pm +Long Island Iced
Tea; Thu 3pm « Karaoke with Morgan; Wed 7pm
+ Karaoke with Kevin; Sun 8pm

+ Wed-Fri, Sun 8pm; Fri-Sat 10:30pm Special
Concert Presentation: Mitch Fatel, Ryan Ash, Kelly
Soloduka;
Oct 8-12 « Hit or Miss Monday's; Oct 12
‘The Andrew Iwanyk Experience; Tue, Oct 13 + John
Roy, Keith Samoski, Keyin McGrath; Oct 14-18

YOUTH UNDERSTANDING YOUTH - yuyedm.
ca + Meets every Sat, 7-9pm + E: info@

DRUID - 11606 Jasper Ave + 780.710.2119 « Comedy
Night: Hosted by Lars Callieou « Every Sun, 9pm

yuyedm.ca, T: 780.248.1971

LAUGH SHOP-Whyte - 2nd FI, 10368-82 Ave +
780.476.1010 » Mike Macdonald; until Oct 11 «
Trent McClellan; Oct 13-18

+ Garneau/Ashbourne
Living Place, 11148-84 Ave - Home:
sends ee drama, creativity ae reflection
on Sai
texts to energise
you for passionate
living « Every Sun 3-spm bi
E

«Jubilee Auditorium «A
Designed for Seniors: monthly
visual art programs
+ Oct 14, 130am-1pm

Theatre, U of A+ To raise awareness of the work

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106 St +
780.423.5014 » 2nd Thu: Illusions Social Club « 3rd
Wed: Edmonton O Society « 2nd Tue: Edmonton

being done by students on sustainability issues

as well as the greening of the U ofA« Sat, Oct 10,
12-12:15pm « Sera en Be
FASHION WITH COMPASSION-LOVE YOUR-

Rainbow Business Association + Every Fri: Philosophy Café « Fri and Sat DJ SeXXXy Sean 10-3» Long
Weekend Sundays feature the Stardust Lounge
with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair
BUDDYS NITE CLUB +12725B Jasper Ave «

SELF - Shaw Conference Centre Hall D « compassionhouse.org + Fashion show in support of
Compassion House Foundation and Sorrentino’s
Compassion House that provides a home away
from home for people undergoing breast cancer
treatment at the Cross Cancer Institute + Thu, Oct
15 « $85 (luncheon at 11am)/S200 (dinner at 6pm)
for reservations call 780.418.699

780.488.7736 « DJ Dust 'n' Time; Mon gpm + DJ

Arrow Chaser; Tue 9pm +DJ Dust 'n’ Time; Wed
9pm, no cover before 10pm « DJ Arrow Chaser;
Fri 8pm, no cover before 10pm «DJ Earth Shiver
‘n' Quake; Sat 8pm, no cover before 10pm + DJ
Bobby Beatz; Sun gpm + Dra; Cust Perfor-

NORTH OF NOWHERE EXPO - Stanley Milner

before 1opm

EDMONTON PRIME TIMERS (EPT) « Unitarian
Church of Edmonton, 10804-119 St» A group of older gaymen who have common interests meet the

2nd Sun, 2:30pm, for a social period, short meeting
and guest speaker, discussion panel or potluck —_
supper. Special interest groups meet for other social
activities throughout the month. E: edmontonpt@
yahoo.ca « primetimersww.org/edmonton
GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION «teamedmonton.ca» Women’s Drop-In Recreational Badminton;
Oliver Schoo] Gym, 10227-1318 St; 780.465.3620;

Wed, 6-7:30pm + Bootcamp;

© of AHospital,

212 St + Six evenings

‘ectures
forthepublic tolearn more about the

world of medicine
and science from doctors and
researchers
+Until Oct A27,
+oe
Pre-register:
cluak

GIL CITY DERBY GIRLS . Crown and Anchor

Pub, 100-15277 Castledowns Rd;MeatandGreet:

monton.ca « Curling: Mon, 7:15-9-15pm), Granite
Curling Club; 780.463.5942 « Running: Sun, Tue,

StTue, 89pm Th,730-6
Fon oe

30-1
11762-106 St; Tue, 8-9pm,
NAIT
Ae eatenaing@teamedmoniona . Volleyball:
Tue Recreational: Mother Teresa Element
School at 9008-105A, 8-10pm; Thu intermediate:
‘Amiskiwaciy Academy, 101 Airport Rd, 8-10pm;

recvolleyball@teamedmonton.ca; volleybal@

teamedmonton.ca + YOGA (Hatha): Free Yoga
every Sun, 2-3:30pm; Korezone Fitness, 203,
10575-1135 St, yoga@teamedmonton.ca

+Forinfo go togroups.
780.387.3343 *meet monthly

‘

PRESENTED BY THE BEARNOMINORS = TIXON SALESATURDAYS

Wii@]
=) Ge
DOORS AT 8PM + 18+ * TIGKETS AT TICKETMASTER

Flogging Molly
ALL AGES « 7PM SHOW

HIckeTSArTOKETHASTERPRESENTED BYUNIONEVENTS

HARDDRIVE LIVE TOUR

ALL THAT REMAINS
LACUNA COIL

Library, 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq; Metro Cinema at Citadel Theatre « 780.434.9236 « Festival of

Independent Media and Underground Art, a nonprofit activist-arts festival presented by Edmonton
Small Press Association « Oct 16-31

SCARECROW FESTIVAL « Northlands Agricom
+ 780.461.1223 « scarecrowfestival.org » Creepy
crafts, ghastly games and a haunted house. Family
Hallowe'en Howl dinner and silent auction on
Fri; Haunted Hop and Dance on Sat « Oct 16-18 «
$3 (extra for games and activities); fundraiser for
the families of ABC Head Start

CONNECTED

LLOWEEN
MAASSAC E

AL LOWEE

CROOKERS | SINICHI OSAWA | DON RIMINI
TICKETS AT THE OCCULIST, FOOSH, ROCK IT OUT SALOW ANDO TICKETMASTER

97.1

THE

BOUNCE

PRESENTS

TIMERAISER - TransAlta Arts Barns « Usinj
volunteer hours as currency rather than dollars, this
is the only Edmonton event connecting people and
causes with art + Sat, Oct17 -$20 at timeraiser.ca

Hlementary

School at 1541-84 Ave; Mon, 7-8:1spm; bootcamp@

teamedmonton.ca - Bowling: Gateway Lanes, 100,
3414 Gateway Blvd; Sat, 5-7pm; bowling@teamed-

memnberyffia (non-member)
{HMI MEDICAL SCHOOL « Bernardprelsal

QORG SPM TICKETS ATTICETMAGTCR FOS ACSUURWEA SHADFED,CQUOARED,REXTRITE UTE QUEANDSOPHIAS

ALL AGES -DOOAS GPM TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER
ART AND RESEARCH FOR SUSTAINABILITY
EXPOSITION - Foyer of the Myer Horowitz

mance Show, Sun, no cover

FROST reuins
ARMIN VAM BUUREN
_HENMO OE JONG
KRIS MHEMACE +HORE

WOODYS « 11723 Jasper Ave + 780.488.6557 +

COMIC STRIP - Bourbon St, WEM «780.483.5999

register at the Cent

ia

GREAT EXPEDITIONS HOSTEL TRAVEL + Hoseeei sce 10647-81 Ave + La iat

80@

hotmail.com + HIV Support Group: and Mon every
month, 7pm « Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and
Questioning (TTIQ) Alliance: Support meeting and
Tue every month, 7330pm +
Transgender, Transsexual,
Intersexand Questioning. Education, advocacy and
support for men, women and youth « Free shortterm, solution-focused drop-in counseling;
Wed, 7-10pm « YouthSpace: drop-in for LGBTQ
for youth up to 25; Tue-Sat, 3-7pm

Royal Alberta Museum Theatre, 12845-102 Ave +
780.453.9100 » A Man By Many Names: Davidson
Plack and the Discovery ofPeking Man; presentation

WALKING WITH GRIEF FOR PARENTS - Knox
Metropolitan Church, 8308-109 St + 780.454.1231 ext

EDMONTON NATURE CLUB - Royal Alberta
Pe
Monthly meeting featuring
Alberta's Re-

Pride: Sun 7pm; facilitator: Rob Wells ro!

dance every Sat, 8pm (door)
TIME TRAVELLERS XVI LECTURE SERIES -

EDMONTON - Lister
onference Centre, U of.A.87Aye, 120 St +
in a conversation about re-imagining
mae
and citizenship participation in
Edmonton and make connections
that can lead
to future change « Sat, Oct 17, 8:30am-4:30pm

Playhouse, 10322-83 Ave + Hear true stories of
host, hauntings and the unknown as we walk
‘ough Old Strathcona « Oct 12-29, Mon, Tue,
Wed, Thu at7pm « $5 per person

PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON - 9540-1 Ave»
780.488.3234 pridecentreofedmonton.org « Open
‘Tue-Fri -10pm, Sat 2-6:30pm + LGBT Seniors Dropin: Every Tue/Thu, 2-4pm » CA:Thu(7pm) +Suit Up
and Show Up: AA big book study
group every Sat,
noon » Youth Understanding Youth:|
Up to 25 years,
support and social group every Sat,7-9pm; yuy@
shaw.ca« Womonspace: Board meeting 1st Sun
every month, 10:30am-12-30pm « Trans Education/
Support Group: Meet the ast and 3rd Sun, 2-4pm,
every month; albertatrans
org+ Men Talking with

on the Square - Oct 14, 6pm (cocktails), 6:45pm

9 mental illness « Every Wed, 6:30-8:30pm

(CHESS CLUB 780.474.2318 « rovingchessnuts@
shaw.ca + etait: choosall ages includes
classes, school programs and tournaments
EDMONTON ESPERANTO SOCIETY + 10025-102A
‘Ave, Rm 18128 + 780.702.5117 « Fri, 12pm
EDMONTON GHOST TOURS: Meet in
front of the Rescue Statue next to Walterdale

practices « Every Tue, Thu

PLAY NIGHTCLUB « 1020-103 St « Open Thu, Fri,
Sat with DJs Alexe Brown and Eddie Toonflash

STEPHEN LEWIS-The Edmonton
Speaker
Series Westin Hotel « The Future of Community: Dinner with Stephen Lewis « Sioo at TIX

24 HOUR COMICS DAY + Happy Harbor Comics
Vol 1, 1032-124 St,780.452.8213 + Happy Harbor Comics’ annual fundraiser for Literacy
«Sat, Oct10-11
VOICES FOR HOSPICE - Winspear Centre «
Pilgrims Hospice Society fundraiser for local
hospices featuring Ryandan, Lindsey Walker, Ann
Vriend, Mattierin Irish Dancers, mee Drummers; and a silent art auction, and the John Boyd
Dixieland Band « Sat, Oct 17, 6pm
WARDROBE SALE -Citadel Theatre, 9823-1014 Ave
+ Citadel Theatre's sale of garments and accessories
= Wed, Oct 7, 12-8pm; Thu, Oct 8, 1oam-4pm; Fri,
Oct 9, 10am-zpm « Free; cash only for
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- MARIANA’S TRENCH

a
NOV 14: DROPKICK MURPHYS

#9556 8082-170 ST. {WEST EDM MALLS » 489-SHOW
EDMONTONEVENTCENTRE.CA
BACK // 41

To out or not to out?

a long time with a man named Richard Na-

than. Once Koch started his campaign for
mayor in the '
was kicked to
To out or not to out? That's the ques- : sexuality. Harris decided tobeopen once : Outrage shares the stories of its fea- : the curb and was then reportedly intimi‘Stion that’s been on my mind for the last ; the blogger broke the story and has since :: tured politicians after thoroughly detail- ?‘dated and bullied until he feared enough
couple of weeks, ever Since | heard Kirby : had a huge boost in his career.
: ing their terrible voting history on gay- : for his safety that he moved across the
Dick's new documentary Outrage, a film: But politicians aren't just celebrities, : centric issues like marriage, adoption : country. Kramer and AIDS writer Randy
that pulls anti-gay voting politicians
they're policy-makers, and something ; and AIDS. Charlie Crist, the governor of : Shilts both believe that Koch refused to
out of the closet and into the
is wrong when those policy- : Florida and a man with White House aspi- : address the health crisis in the early ‘80s.
spotlight for their hypocrisy,
makers are condemning gays : rations, is one of the film's main subjects. : for fear of being outed, a choice that rewas coming to town as part
at the podium and having : Crist has voted against gay marriage, civil : sulted in a lot of Lost lives.
of the Edmonton

Interna-

tional Film Festival | started
telling everyone and rounding up friends to go.
~<But |didn't realize how divided
“people are on the ethics of outing.
Some think it's evil but necessary, some
don't tolerate it under any circumstances
and some are open to it at every chance.
Perez Hilton's style of outing falls into the

latter category, spotlighting any suspected
gay celebrity that he deems worthy. It’s
hard to make an argument for breaking
down the closet on any and all stars, but

there can be benefits. Take for example
Hilton's declaration of Neil Patrick Harris’

sweaty, secret queer sex at

night. We're all pretty jaded

when it comes to politics but
what has the world come to
when virulent homophobes are
trawling manhunt.com for latenight trysts?
: This doesn't only apply to gays. I'd be
:: shocked to see a female politician against
: women's rights. What about an anti-choice
: legislator who's gotten multiple abortions?
: If we say that it's all right that anti-gay leg: islators are living secretly gay lives, we're
: saying they're allowed to live in a different
: world, one that allows them privileges the
: average homo isn't afforded.

CLASSIFIEDS
<urAx YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
‘OR EMAIL LISTINGS@ VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY
AT 3PM
OCCUPA ELENA PEERS

NES

OPPORTUNITIES

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!
This patented product
will be the next

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!
| Great opportunity to improve
your health and wealth!

For more info call Ken

780-454-6971
www.maxtrax4u.com/kenneths

FILM AND TV ACTING
Learn from pro's how to
act in Film and TV
Full-time training.
1-866-231-8232

www.vadastudios.com

Gallery at Milner: Call for Submissions; Deadline:
Oct 15 Inquiries/applications: Art Selection
Committee, Centre for Reading and the Arts,
StanleyA.Milner Library, 7 Sir Winston Churchill
Sq, Edmonton AB TsJ 2V4; T: 780.496.7030;E:

Bass player with vocals needed. Roots music.
Three piece: the Marv Machura Band. Mary

cragalleries&cdisplays@epl.ca

Experienced, creative and easy to work with.

The Zombie Short Film Festival (Oct 30 in
Toronto) is currently seeking submissions

Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night). Thu (day),
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck.
Looking for reliable, responsible person.
Ph 780.907.0570

from all over the world. Film must be less
than 25 mins long and must involve zombies
in some way. All styles are welcome, on DVD
in NTSC format. $20 (CAD) submission fee.
Info; zombieshortfilmfestival.com or contact
Jim Taylor at 647.291.4774, zombieshortfilmfestival@gmail.com
Submit exhibits for consideration in the
following categories: Environmental Site
Specific Installation; Curated Group Exhibit,

Individual or Two Artist Exhibit, and Community Programs are invited to participate
in 2010 at The Works Art Market and Food
Street (deadline Feb. 15, 2010) and Street Stage
(deadline Mar. 15, 2010). Application at www.
theworks.ab.ca

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116

Quality music instruction since 1981.
Guitarist. Educator.
Graduate of GMCC music program

ARTIST
TO ARTIST

Inspired Creations Market

November 14 & 15

Looking for unique hand crafted items, created by you. Details available at

FREE*PREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE

ARTIST/NON PROFIT CLASSIFIEDS
Need a volunteer? Forming an acting troupe?
Want someone to jam with? Place up to 20 words
FREE, providing the ad is non-profit. Ads of more
than 20 words subject to regular price or crue!
editing. Free ads must be submitted in writing, in
person or by fax Free ads will run for four weeks,
ifyou want to renew or cancel please phone Glenys at 780.426.1996/fax 780.426.2889/e-m office@
yueweekly.com or drop it offat10303-108 St.
Deadline is noon the Tuesday before publication.
Placement will depend upon available space

www.inspiredcreationsmarket.com

Professional pianist for hire
Jazz, blues, classial. Trained singer. For
accompaniment,

events

or shows

Wanted: A few talented souls to form an
acoustic folk band-primarily for fun. See
tinyurl.com/folkband for details

correspondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St.
Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

during Sustainability Awareness Week (Oct 19-23).
To contribute a research poster or a piece of
artwork, E: name, contact info, size and short

description of work and how it relates to sustainability to Dana Harper at Dana. Harper@ales.
ualberta.ca by Oct 10; apirgorg/wg/cscphp

Session drummer for hire in Edmonton .

Lots of studio credits. Check www.kellystodola.com for more info. stodola@telus.net
WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly
jam on the second Sunday of the month at 9119128A Ave. Rock, country & old time music. Ph.

780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com
HAD ENOUGH?
COCAINE ANONYMOUS 780.425.2715

| Ss

VOLUNTEER

Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old
youthvolunteer.ca
Do you remember someone who belie;

you when you were a child? Be that per
child's life today. All it takes is one ho
which may not be much to you but will mal
all the difference in the life of a child. Be 2

Brother or Big Sister! Be a Mentor!

“Canadian MentalHealth
Association
/ Board Re
cruiting 2009 Learn about our community wor
www.cmha-edmionton.ab.ca

Fun and Inspiring
Employment
Public Outreach

is offering great positions for anyone

looking to gain valuable work experience
flexible environment.

HELP SUPPORT THE YOUTH EMERGENCY
SHELTER SOCIETY-PROGRAMS FOR
YOUTH 780.468.7070; YESS.ORG

ey

OiCaps $4.

GlExtra Line$4
Box Word Ad $4
1 Symbols $4
Phone 780.426.1996 from 9am to Spm Mon-Fri * Email vralteirudisey com * Stop by 10303-108 St. Edmonton

character +Allow one space following punctuation
Deadline Tues st Noon «Please print legibly on lines at right «Up to 45 characters per line « Every letter, space or mark counts as ome
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in a fun and

|

As part of an Outreach Team, you will engage in meaningful dialogue in order to promote sustainable funding 00 |
behalf of our select group of non profits. Our Teams enjoy
working outdoors in a dynamic and interactive atmosphere, on behalf of causes they feel passionately about.
With flexible scheduling, excellent training, and scholar-|
ships this is an ideal employment opportunity!

$12 / Hour
guaranteed wage

To apply, please send resume with cover letie’
to edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca
or call 780.436.9896
www. publicoutreach.ca

Print your ad here:
papel

C2

Brother Big Sister today. 780.424.81!

AJ Barlow 780.299.6252

Call for those involved in environmental and
sustainability related research or issues to present
a poster and/or display your artwork on campus
CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH
ENGLISH: We train you to teach. 1000's of jobs
around the world. Next in-class or ONLINE by

Machura 780.240.1509, marvmachura.com

780.424.0702 for submission package

10536-124 Street

+,

? should be outed if they use their \-9
: ence to hurt queer civil rights. Ac...
: ing to some analysis, politicians’ \,
:: records become a lot more positiyc
: gay Issues once they've come out, wi;
; unions and adoption, as well as appoint- : That's the crux of the problem: these : suggests that while secretly gay the
: ing anti-gay judges. He has also been : closeted politicians are making decision:
voting to protect themselves by defic.;
: dogged by gay rumours for years, has :: that affect the lives and livelihoods of : ing speculation, not because they ;c
: been a confirmed "bachelor" since the : queer citizens. It's not simply about voting : are against gay protections.
: 70s, took his chief (male) aide around :: ON a same-sex marriage bans; adoption : | suppose that outing people is 2 |i;
“ the world on every vacation he went on : Job discrimination, health care, don't-ask
dirty. But what do you do with an esta:
: for years and had two rumoured ex-boy- :: don't-tell, hate crimes, education and
lishment that hasn't been fair? Someticn
: friends that abruptly and mysteriously : many other issues are serious subjects : hitting back requires unsavoury metho
: left the state during his campaign. But, : that affect the lives of the average queer : but no one ever got change by Politely 2
: no, Charlie Crist is totally not gay.
: citizen. What possible argument can be : ing for it. Who cares about protecti
°
: One of the more shocking moments of E made that the privacy of a public figure : lives of people who seem more than app\
: Outrage for me was the revelation that : trumps the healthy lives of citizens?
= to aid in destroying ours? W
: the "beloved" ex-mayor of New York City, : Openly gay Massachusetts Representa
: Ed Koch, was a big ol’ homo. In the film and : tive Barney Frank justifies outing thusly:
Natonal Coming Out Day is Octob
: ininterviews, prolific activist Larry Kramer : "There is a right to privacy but not a right ; 11. Outrage is playing on HBO Can
: explains that Koch had been partnered for : to hypocrisy. It is very important that the : this week.

Art from the Unknown. Emerging artists call

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists
Please drop off your resume at

Sealehe oaks the law are Subject

: the law. People who are not Subject
: laws will make harsh laws because »;
: don't have to live with them."
: This stance is known as "the Frank p.,\.
: where a person in a position of Powe
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|

ig, take two

ve thougHee masiaibig deal’so |

ieetorcee! for crying about it, | still
feel horrible thinking about it, and im 40.

Love, Don't Tickle Me!

Dear Don't:
| I'm se sorry! Both that that happened to
you, and that |brought up bad memories

for you through the column. How very

useful of you, though, to write in about
it and bolster my argument that tickling

: | was leery of Gavin de Becker's much- : Dear Slan:
: touted books The Gift Of Fear and Protect- : True, but enough are that | thought
= Ing The Gift, which I'd heard about for years : I'd take the opportunity to wave my
} and distrusted because the author shows :: robot arms around and 20, “Warning!
} kids
can be,and often js, abusive inapar- : One thing that came out-of these dis- : up too often on daytime talk shows and
: Warning! Danger, Will Robinson!" {t's
ticularly insidious semi-sexual manner : cussions, for me, was
akeener awareness :: seems a bit self-impressed. | finally read :
which causes not only pain but shame :: of our duty to let kids develop their own : the first one a few years ago, though, af- : not like ticklers write in so often that
: we've done this one to death here, like
and makes it hard to talk about.
: boundaries, and no, it isn't altogether a : ter enough friends recommended them, : the guys who want to try a threesome
I'm pretty sure I've written: matter of "bad touches" and “don't talk to ? and here | 80, passing on the recommen- + or something.
, about this before, and I've cer- ; strangers.” Children naturally haveapretty :: dation. Of course | can sum up his stuff in: | must have pointed out already that
tainly talked about it, but it's : good sense of what is and isn't OK to doto : 50 words or less (trust your instincts; don't ? what makes tickling special is that uncome up for me again recently : them; they come witha certain amount of :: be afraid to be rude, watch out for people i like other pain-delivery techniques, it
b
kya
through some very raw online : radar-for-weirdness already installed. We :: who try to manipulate or embarrass you : also causes laughter, and laughter is
discussions with women who :: can, however, damage our kids’ creep-dar : into "being nice" to them, teach children { easily laughed off. | don't care what you
were abused as kids by stepfa- :: by laughing off their objections. If your kid : that no adult needs their help finding a : do as long as you stop when your victhers or family members. Some :: really doesn't want that person kissing her, : lost puppy), but that's always the case with : tim or “victim” begs for mercy. That's it.
;
actually were tickled, specifically, i even if it's your harmless dotty old Great- : “here's a problem and here's my patented : | do realize, of course, that willing anu
: but all spoke about trying to distance : Aunt Enid, don't force her. You don't want : solution system” books, No excuse not to : unwilling recipients are going to sound
:: themselves from unwanted attentions : to get her in the habit of thinking other = buy them and read them carefully!
: pretty much the same ("Stop! No, no!
: and being told that Uncle So-and-So was := people know better than she does about } Love, Andrea
+ Please stop!"), but what are safe-words
i just being friendly and why won't you sit :
: who gets access to her body.
: for, if not to allow one the leisure to
c? onhis lap or let him wrestle with you or : OK, all of this seems a bit heavy and : Dear Andrea:
; beg for mercy and not be granted any
: dire and over-reactionish when we were : |like to tickle women too! Don't you think = unless one wants it? Promise me you
: whatever. Don't be such a spoilsport!
; It isn't only the abuse that damages, not : just talking about something as inconse- : you came down on that guya little harsh- : use one and I'll grant you absolution
: being believed and not being protected :: quential as tickling. Except, obviously, it : lyin your column? Not everyone who does : | just wish little kids got to have safe: by the people whose job it is to keep you : isn't. Just because something makes you : alittle tickling is a sadistic bastard!
= words too. Wouldn't that be nice?
: laugh doesn't mean it's funny.
: Love, Don't Slander Me!
: Love, Andrea
: safe can cause just as much scarring.
CANADIAN LIVER FOUNDATION is looking for
enthusiastic volunteers for presentations and
special events. Call Carmen at 780.444.1547

inal Health
aarokurtteer'
aia fares gag ~ oad

Bicycle Mechanic Volunteers for Bissell Centre
community homeless ornearhomlessness members on Mon, Wed, Fri,9am-12pm. Contact Linda
730.423.2285 ext 134
Movements Dance need W:

enthusiasts

tofillvolunteer positions and individuals to sit

~ Volunteer with yourPet,The Chimo Animal _
Assisted Therapy Project uses animals in therapy

SACRED Edmonton Society; sacredeatingdisorders.com;
An Eating Disorder Intensive Recovery
Program for those with anorexia or with bulimia.

volunteer@chimoproject.ca orT:780.452.2452

Have you been affected by another person's sexual
behaviour? S-Anon is a 22-Step fellowship for the
family members and friends of sex addicts. Call

sessions with trained therapists to help the clients
” achieve specific goals. Info: chimoproject.ca. E:
The Support Network: Volunteer today to be a
Distress Line Listener. Apply on line at: www.
thesupporinetwork.com or call 780.732.6648

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FOOD BANK

E: sacred6@telus.net; T: 780.429.3380

780.988.4411 for Edmonton area meeting locations

and information, sanon.org

SACE-Public Education Program:
Sexual Assault
Centre of Edmonton (sace.ab.ca) provides crisis
intervention, info, counseling, public education.

on a fund raising committee for 2010 events.
780.415.5211, movementsdance@shaw.ca

T: 780.423.4102/F: 780.421.8734/E: info@sace.ab.ca;
sace.ab.ca/24 Hour Crisis Line: 780.423.4121

ing anartist orarts &
that would be
il ng
tocommit
ahrs weekly to the instruc-

Are you an International Medical Graduate seeking licensure? The Alberta International Medical
Graduates Association is here to help. Sapa,

study groups, volunteer opportunities—all

tion oftheirpassion
toadult literacy learners
in the inner city.Denis Lapierre 780.429.0675,

WOMEN “AOV->
girls!
Chat with 100's of HOT naughty

while

creating change for tomorrow. aimga.ca

dllearningcentre@shaw.ca”

Canadian Mental Health Association, cmhaedmonton.ab.ca Education Program offer
workshops to give skills to intervene with people
who maybe at risk for suicide. Follow the links to
ASIST or call 780.414.6300

S.CARS.: Second Chance Animal Rescue Society.
Our dogs are TVstars! Watch GlobalTV
Satat9:45 AM where new, wonderful dogs will

profiled. scarscare.org

Jewish Family Services Edmonton/TASIS (Transforming Acculturative Stress Into Success): A free
program aimed at minimizing culture shock and
displacement for trained professional immigrant
women. T: Svetlana 780.454.1194; E: community@

East, 10527-96 St, Mon-Fri, 8:30am-4:30pm

Nighitine.

Other Cities 1-877-834-4044

Edmonton

80-665-6565
Mobile pay, text “SCORE”

a
need
SESITALKS

Edmonton Timeraiser: TransAlta Arts Barns,
1030-84 Ave; Part volunteer fair, part silent
auction, and part night
on the town. 22nonprofit
organizations wil be on site promoting their

~age

volunteer opportunities; Sat, Oct 17, 7pm; $20 and

Calgary
403-313-3330

a recommended pledge of 20 volunteer hours
available online on the Timeraiser website. visittimeraiser.ca; Info: Theresa at theresa@timeraiser.
ca or skype/IM her; theresatimeraiser

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS
required for studies at
UofA. Call780.407.3906;
E:
UofADep@gmail.

1-900-451-3333

$2590:

-665-0808

Edmonton

U ofAis seeking major depression sufferers interested inparticipatinginaresearch study. Call
(Bo.4ch 906) UstADep@gmallcor

Te

to 96669

jfseorg

People between 18-55,
ing from depression
or who have never suffered
d
i

780

ADULT

to be

ALL HOT SEXY BABES
Try it FREE! 18+
780.665.0808
403.313.3330
STEAMWORKS GAY
& BIMENS BATHHOUSE.

11745

JASPER AVE. 780.451-5554

qww.STEAMWORKSEDMONTON.COM

Per

ew

shopool

1005 OF HOT LOCAL SINGLES
It’s FREE to try! 18+
780.669.2323
403.770.0990
SES)
ee
#1 SEXIEST CHAT!
Call now! FREE to try! 18+
780.665.6565
4033133311

he
tasks.

Contact info@edmontonbikes.ca

|

,
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LOCAL CHAT. CALL FREE: code2315

780.413.7122
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Dyer Straight
Well, Well, Well
Inthe Box
Bob the Angry Flower

14

Veni, Vidi, Vino

21

Prairie Artsters

24

DVD Detective

RUE

WHAT IS ARTERYja
ARTery is a versatile, unique and welcoming space that is open to
all forms of events related to the Visual, Audio, Culinary, Literary
and Performance Arts.

OUR NEW SHOW SEASON ARINGS:

|

* NEw Atways OPEN Hours: Wed — Fri, spm — izam; Sat 8pm— 3am

- NEW WEBSITE: www.theartery.ca
* New EaTerY CANTINA MENU: Fresh, Local & Tasty
* NEW EVENTS: Visit the website for event info, updated daily

CHRISTMAS PARTY PACKAGES NOW AVAILABLE
« For info go to www.theartery.ca or send enquiries to
rentals@theartery.ca
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ALWAYS A SHO

32

Visit Our NEW WEBSITE
for Upcoming Events:

WWLWTHEARTERY.CA
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BIG ROCK ano HAIR OF THE DOG PRESENT...
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Northern underground // North of Nowhere
gives Edmonton two weeks of underground art.

Enter Sandor

RTE
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:

ChangeCame
tobringonWeb
10, 20: 23 Dedfest: Edmonton's goriest film
sticknvers
democracyaims
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festisbyhorrorfans, for horror faris.
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VUEFINDER // GOGOL BORDELLO

Zombiezz, by Brian Gibson

Brian Gibson watches (in horror) the rising trend of zombie interest.

DISH // DISHWEEKLY.CA
#:

_:
e:

SATURDAY AFTERNOON FROM 4-6 PM. NO'COVER. $3.75 BIG ROCK PINTS.
2 // UP FRONT
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Restaurant reviews, features, searchable and easy to use.
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Well,Well,Well

EDITORIAL

Canada:

e

laggard
look like. Developing nations quite right-

SCOTT HARRIS

// SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM

fully expect developed countries such as

casas

eH

f we're not already past the point of no
return, we are certainly at the uth hour
in terms of global efforts to address the
increasingly pressing challenge of global
climate change.
With the most dire predictions of climate scientists now regularly trumped
by evidence that even faster warming
than expected is occurring, leaders from
192 countries are set to meetin December
in Copenhagen for talks aimed at reaching a global agreement on the second
phase of the Kyoto Protocol, to begin after
the current phase ends in 2012.
Unfortunately, in the latest preparatory
meeting leading up to Copenhagen, the
Canadian government has once again illustrated thatit is a laggard, not a leader in
dealing with the problem, compounding
its utter lack of progress in reducing emissions in Canada by acting, along with a
small group of other developed countries,
to stymie global efforts at reaching a binding, comprehensive and fair agreement at
the negotiations in December.
Two weeks of negotiations in Bangkok,
Thailand, which concluded on October
9, were marred by acrimony between developed nations and developing nations
over whata second-phase agreement will

looks LIke THEY'vE
FINALLY FOUND
Osama BIN LADEN

Canada, which are responsible for about
three-quarters of historical greenhouse
gas emissions, despite accounting for
only 20 percent of global population, to
make significant and binding commitments to reductions before expecting
developing nations to do the same.
They also, quite reasonably, expect any
future agreement to include the current,
legally binding Kyoto Protocol. The Canadian position, on the other hand, was
to block agreement on the use of 1990 as
the base year for reductions (which Can-

ada has already abandoned with respect
to its own targets) and to jettison some
or all of Kyoto and negotiate a wholly
new agreement—a position which the
Canadian Press reports led to a mass
walkout in Bangkok by the representatives of almost all of the world’s devel-

oping nations. As Dale Marshall of the
David Suzuki Foundation put it, "when
rich countries are finally expected to take
a bigger, bolder step in the fight against
global warming, some are seen as trying
to kill the one agreement that would assure that they do.”
It was, once again, a pathetic display of :
hubris by Canadian representatives, who
have once again embarrassed Canadians

on the world stage. W
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Weekly,
Vue Weekly welcomes reader response, whether critical or complimentary. Send your opinion by mail (Vue
Preference
10303 ~ 108 Street, Edmonton AB TsJ 117), by fax (780.426.2889) or by email (letters@vueweekly.com).
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he contents of this letter to the editor have been deleted out of sensitivity to the fragile mental state of
Amy Fung. ("Farewell, anonymous,”
Oct 1- Oct 7, 2009).
Ryan McCourt

// pete@vueweekly.com

Steve Anderson, Mike Angus, Josef Braun, Rob Brezsny, Gwynne
Dyer, Jenn Fulford, Amy Fung, Michael Geist, Brian Gibson, James

RICH .,. LITERALLY
h, I love this ("Truth and risk,”
Sep 3 - Sep 9, 2009). Not only
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THEY'RE ALL BAD
oe

rights and social justice

activists need to realize they are

wasting their time asking the Democrats to prosecute former President
George W. Bush for war crimes. You
see, under international law even
infractions like starting aggressive
wars or blowing up and/or incinerating civilians

are

considered

war
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crimes, and someone might notice
that a Mr. Bill Clinton also found
those techniques necessary in bringing peace and harmony to Iraq, Afghanistan, Yugoslavia and Sudan.
It might be noted that the chemical
weapons factory he blew up in the
Sudan was a pharmaceutical factory,
and though this did have its benefits
to US drug companies it does break
the letter of the Nuremberg Laws.
Then of course a former-president
Bush Sr. had his aggressive war in
Panama—his little white lie about
Kuwaiti incubators—and, well you're
just not supposed to bomb the enemy
after they have surrendered (see the

"Highway of Death” in Iraq).
In Latin America, well, even if he
and Ronald Reagan shared the guilt
there would be more than enough
to be hanged several times each for
death squads in El Salvador, Guatemala and those “moral equivalents of
the founding fathers,” the Contras in
Nicaragua.
As for Jimmy

Carter, wasn't

there

something about the Mujahadeen in
Afghanistan and a million deaths?
Let's see, then there was Gerald
Ford and Suharto in Indonesia: another million deaths.
Then it gets too easy with Nixon
and Johnson: hardly need to men-

tion Chile and Vietnam and Laos and
Cambodia, and I suppose if there was
a posthumous trial the Vietnamese
might mention the 50 billion dollars
they were promised.
Kennedy, I am not sure of the exact
wording, but I think even unsuccess-

ful assassination attempts against a
bearded foreign leader are frowned
upon in international law, and even
an invasion that has absolutely n«

chance of success—such as the Bay
of Pigs—is still an invasion.
Eisenhower, well there must b¢
something in those laws about overthrowing governments, even govern
ments so venal as to nationalize the
Anglo Persian Oil Company or United
Fruit Company lands.
That brings us to a Mr. Truman,
and, yes, there is something in international safety regulations that
prohibits bringing together 55 kg
of plutonium over a populated area
Ditto for Mr. Roosevelt with the
more traditional high explosives
and incendiaries.
The only crimes you could prosecute George Bush for would be ones
so innocuous and unique that they
would not threaten other presidents.
Or as George Bush would say, "Heh,

heh, heh.”

Greg Hunter
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-CALL LIST

Loopholes need
to be closed

p comes to town asking how we can ‘reimagine
ment and citizenship in the age of participat
ion’

Overly broad exemptions mean

an ineffective do-not-call list
This month marks the One-year anni: The sheer number of complaints against
versary of the launch of Canada's do- :+
a who's who of the business communi
ty
not-call list. Over the past 12 months,
: places the spotlight on the gap between
millions of Canadians have registered
what Canadians expect the do-not-call
their numbers on the list and
list to cover and what it actually
filed hundreds of thousands of
does. Many Canadians reasoncomplaints with the Canadian
ably anticipated that placing
Radio-television and Teletheir phone number on the
communications Commission
do-not-call list would mean
(CRTC), which is tasked with
that the telemarketing calls
enforcing the law.
from telephone companies,
While the CRTC has found itself
banks, retailers, newspapers
subject to considerable criticism for
and charities would stop
Investigating only a smail percentage of : Yet the law
contains large loopholes that
complaints and levying just a handful of : let the calls continue. Bell Canada
may lead
fines for do-not-call violations, a review of :; the way on do-not-call complaints, but it
tens of thousands of complaints obtained : seems likely that the Bell calls qualified
under the Access to Information Act re- : under the business relationship exception
veals a potentially bigger problem.
: that allows a business to continue to call
Many of Canada's best-known compa- :

d disseminatin

necting ourselves. This must be the reason why, though so much of our world

hi

nged,

one of our most impor-

ons remains firmly rooted
ofthe past: our government

is stillorganized and enacted along the
same basic principles as it was well be-

fore the information age.
Some people, though, wantto drag our

geverning institutions into the modem age. ChangeCamp, which started

in Toronto last January but has since
Spread to cities across Canada, with the
Edmonton iteration set to take place
this Saturday, October 17, is a conference that asks a very basic question of
its participants: "How do we re-imagine
government and citizenship in the age
of participation?” It’s a question that
needs some unpacking.
“The web-enabled technology that has
developed over the last five or 10 years

particularly has changed the world in a

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE >> Partipicpants at ChangeCamp
set the
agenda //Phote: Say Yeah! (CC)
the conversations and conclusions will

also be documented on a wiki page, so
that people off-site can also contribute (available at wiki.changecamp.ca/

‘ChangeCamp Edmonton).

way that it allows everyone who has ac-

cess tothe Web to be part of the conversation,” explains Justin Archer, a member
of the volunteer committee that has put
together the one-day event. "The whole
zeitgeist has changed, so that rather
than being passive observers of the body
politic, now anyone with an- Internet
connection can have an opportunity to
Participate. One of the main points of
ChangeCamp is, given that reality, what
do we need to doin our institutions toaccommodate that new dynamic?"
Keeping with its participatory theme,
ChangeCamp is a conference of an
entirely different stripe. Rather than
having set speakers and workshops
throughout the day, it will begin instead with a large group session where
attendees—all of them—will have a
chance to brainstorm and put forward
ideas that go towards answering that
question. After some debate and dis-

Section, the topics deemed most worthwhile of further investigation will be
given allotted times later in the day
where people can break into smaller

groups and discuss them further. From

there, action groups will be formed out

of participants with an eye towards

€nacting the ideas that have come up.

To make this even more accessible, all

The open-source format of the conference means it could quite literally go in
any direction, though Archer expects
that Edmonton will likely follow in the
footsteps of conferences that have alteady happened in Toronto, Ottawa and
Vancouver, which tended to focus on
things like the uses of social media in

making government more transparent
and opening up government-collected
data to the public.
Though the latter has particularly
caught on in Toronto, where the city has
expressed an interest in letting citizens
gain access to information on everything
from education stats to transit plans,
with an eye towards letting individuals
create services or data pools that they
feel the city is missing, it's the former
that particularly interests Doug Elniski,
who will be attending ChangeCamp. Elniski, the MLA for Edmonton-Calder, created a controversy in June with remarks

is valuable. Their perspective on things i
still valuable, and you can look for trends
and spot issues,” he explains. "If I'm going to use these tools, it's very important
you understand the context of how these
tools getused ... andI think peopleignore
this stuffattheir peril."
Similar concerns are at the forefront
of Sue Huff's mind. While Huff, public
school board trustee for Ward C and an
active blogger and tweeter, admits she's
still just a dabbler in these new media
tools, she sees them as being the tip ofa
wave that could transform not just how
people interact with government, but
how we go about governing ourselves.
"If you think about where representative government came from, it was
because we were limited by geography
and how long it took to travel,” she
explains. "Now, though, those limitations have been wiped away, and I think
people are waking up to that fact and
asking, ‘With all this new technology,
why are we still doing things the way
we were 100 years ago?"
With
events
like ChangeCamp,
though, we may not be asking such
questions for much longer. VW

he posted to his personal blog. Despite
his early setbacks, though, he feels that
social networking tools will be vital to
politicians for both spreading the word
about what the government is doing and
for hearing from their constituents.
"You hear citizen participation quicker
than ever before, and that in and of itself

nies have been the target of frequent :
complaints, yet are not subject to inves- :
tigation due to the large number of exceptions found in the law. This has led to :
genuine dismay, with many people using :
a comment section in the complaint form :

to register their disappointment with the !
do-not-call list
:
Working together with University of :
Ottawa students Sean Murtha and Fran:
ces Munn, | recently reviewed more than :
60 000 complaints released by the :
CRTC. The complaints were lodged in

late 2008 and early 2009 using the do- :
not-call list's Internet-based complaints :
mechanism. In each case, the complaint
included all relevant information with
the exception of the complainant's name
and telephone number, which were ex-

Many of Canada's

best-known
companies have
been the target of
frequent complaints,
yet are not subject
to investigation due
to the large number
of exceptions found
in the law.

: a customer for a full 18 months after they
, leave the company. In other words, the law
? does not restrict calls that try to win back
: customers or sell existing customers other

cluded for privacy reasons.
! products or services,
There were hundreds of complaints : Similarly, there are blanket exceptions
about automated calls promising cruise : for survey companies, political parties,
vacations or lawncare services.

But the : charities and newspapers.

undisputed leader among reputable com- :

All of those

organizations are permitted to continue

panies was Bell Canada, which alone was
the subject of nearly 1000 complaints. In
fact, the wireless sector had the distinction of taking the top three spots with
Rogers and Telus ranking second and

: calling until specifically asked to stop
: The result is that a system designed to
: restore consumer confidence may actually undermine it with many feeling help: less to stop unwanted telemarketing calls.
third respectively. There were also hun- : The enforcement side of the do-not-call
dreds of complaints against Canada's top : list may need improvement, but the more
financial institutions and retailers includ- : critical change is the elimination of overly
ing RBC, CIBC, Scotiabank, TD Canada : broad exceptions that turn the do-not-call
+ list into the do-not-hesitate-to-call list. Vv
Trust and Sears.
Businesses exempt under the law siml- ‘
larly faced numerous complaints. For: Michael Geist holds the Canada Research
example, Canadians lodged complaints : Chair in Internet and E-commerce Law at
against 27 different newspapers, despite :: the University of Ottawa, Faculty of Law.
the fact newspapers enjoy a full excep- : He can reached at mgeist@uottawa.ca
: or online at michaelgeist.ca
tion under the do-not-call legislation
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Issues is a forum for individuals and organizations to comment on current events and broader
issues of importance to the community. Their com: mentary is not necessarily the opinion of the
organizations they represent or of Vue Weekly.

anWest crisis also an opportunity

Last week's filing may mean more concentration and foreign ownership,
but is also a chance for independent, community media to fill the void
STEVE ANDERSON

/{ OPERMEDIA.CA

It was just over two years ago that |,

along with a network of organizations
and individuals, launched what would
be the first of many public campaigns
to keep Canada's media open and democratic. The campaign was called "Stop

favour big industry players over the
public interest that form the foundation of the current crisis in traditional
media. The fact that CanWest is now
insolvent is clearly the result of poor
public policy on the part of the CRTC
combined with the greed of big media,
in this case the Aspers.

The Big Media Takeover," and it was fo-

CanWest

cused on the Canadiari Radio-television
and Telecommunications Commission's

(CCAA) protection for some of its oper-

(CRTC)

media

ownership

hearings

called "Diversity of Voices." The danger
then was that despite a slew of recent
big media mergers, the CRTC was posed
to weaken cross ownership and basic
media market concentration rules. The
CRTC in the end actually strengthened
the rules and agreed to have an additional hearing on community TV.
While on the surface this looked like
a victory for the public interest, in real-

ity the rules did not go far enough to
safeguard diversity of voices in local
broadcast markets and did not require
any divestment on the part of Canadian
media companies. This despite the fact
that by measures employed in a number of other countries, such as Australia, Canada already had unacceptably

high levels of media concentration.
The fact that the CRTC's new rules
seemed to be deliberately crafted to
avoid challenging the current level
of media ownership concentration in
Canada didn't come as much of a surprise. The CRTC approved the CanWest
Global/Goldman
Sachs $2.3-billion
takeover of Alliance Atlantis at the
same time it was deliberating on these
ownership rules. It is these decisions
and the CRTC's general propensity to

panies'

filed last week
Creditors

nancing from Goldman Sachs. CanWest
Global must earn enough profit on its
existing media businesses and the AAC
specialty channels by 2011 in order to
take a controlling equity interest in the
merged company. If not, foreign investor Goldman Sachs will own the Lion's
share of the company. The danger now
is that CanWest's debt crisis could be
used fora government bailout of some
sort, or worse, policy makers could lift
foreign ownership rules in order to

for Com-

Arrangement

Act
sn

q a The big question is: who is going to fill the
vacuum where big media once was? The crisis
in the traditional news industry combined
with the proliferation of the most open
medium in history has produced a historic
opportunity to make media and journalism
serve our communities again.
ations. CanWest's broadcasting assets

(Global Television, etc.), along with the
National Post have been awarded court
protection from their creditors under
the CCAA. The company has missed
interest payments to bondholders and

is said to have debt of nearly $4 billion. Certainly the big media profit-first
model of media was bound to lead to
a crisis in journalism and media production, but the CRTC could have kept
many media workers and consumers
safe from big media's race to the bottom had they actually taken serious action to maintain a “diversity of voices."
The CanWest takeover of Alliance At-

lantis was based on debt and equity fi-

keep CanWest afloat.

The good news js that journalism and
media production in general are not
unsustainable, it's just the big media
model that is unsustainable. In looking
at the CanWest job losses, the blame
can be placed squarely in corporate
mismanagement, So the big question is:
who is going to fill the vacuum where
big media once was? The crisis in the
traditional news industry combined
with the proliferation of the most
open medium in history has produced
an historic opportunity to make media
and journalism serve our communities
again. We should seize this opportunity
before the same big media that got us
into this crisis have the opportunity to
reestablish their concentration of journalism and media resources.
Now more than ever we need to sup
port independent, community and public media so they can step into the void
left by big media. The CBC, for example,
receives half of what it received from
Parliament 20 years ago on a per capita basis, and Canada ranks 16th out of
18 industrialized countries in terms of

public financing for public broadcasting. The community media sector—a
vibrant site of domestic programming
and public participation in some countries—remains relatively weak, and independent media continues to struggle
to find the support it needs to effectively compete with big media
We need creative and independent
experiments with both Journalism practice and finance. Let's make a media and
news ecology that's responsive, participatory and open.
On October 24 OpenMedia.ca will
host a live online video panel discussion about the future of media as part
of the Fresh Media initiative. The discussion will touch on what's working,

what's not and what we need to do
to create the media we need to tackle
the big issues of our time. You can find
more information at freshmedia.me. W
Steve Anderson is the national coordinator for OpenMedia.ca, He is a con-

tributing author of Censored 2008 and
Battleground: The Media

As Peter Murdoch, vice-president, media, of the Communications, Energy and

Paperworkers union said recently, "We
believe that US creditors are already
running CanWest, and Canadians should
be very concerned that asset sales will
undermine Canadian ownership regulations as they did with the Goldman
Sachs deal to buy Alliance Atlantis." Lifting forelgn ownership rules will surely
make a bad situation worse; instead of
having to deal with an unaccountable
Canadian big media conglomerate, we'll
instead have to deal with an international big media conglomerate, with even
less democratic responsibilities.
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CITY // GEORGE BUSH PROTEST

Bushwhacking George W

isthat the way that the law issetupin
Canada is that once a suspect enters Can-

Anti-war activists call for arrest of former-US president Bush ahead of Edmonton visit
SCOTT HARRIS
if SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM

engagements.
"Tm absolutely appalled that he will be
coming here for the second time [since

y the time his tumultuous eight years
in office came to a close, the Republican's grip on the Oval Office swept
emphatically away by a soaring oratory

March] and that our government doesn't

and prosecute or remove the person. And
they can’t do anything else,” she says.

While LAW's efforts have thus far been
dismissed on procedural grounds by the
courts or almost completely ignored by
Canadian officials—and she doesn't realistically expect a different outcome ahead
of Bush's October 20 arrival—Davidson
argues that actions aimed at calling on
the Canadian governmentto live up to its
international obligations are important,
and similar to historical efforts aimed at
ensuring the enforcement of civil rights
or environmental legislation.
"Since the Second World War, the laws
regarding personal culpability for war
crimes and the crimes themselves are
all new. This is big change in the law that
says the people in charge will be per- sonally responsibility,” she says. "Those
conventions have been agreed to intertion, and torture is both a war crime and
nationally, then ratifying countries like
a crime against humanity,” she explains.
Canada have made them part of their
"The test for reasonable grounds under
laws. However, the next step, enforcethat section is, according to the Supreme
ment, is another whole step. Whenever
there's a big change like that there's a lot
Court of Canada, that it is more than a
of effort before the enforcement stage
suspicion and something less than proof,
happens. And so I see that’s what we're
to the balance of probabilities. And the
doing now, we're in that stage. And it'll
person doesn't have to have had direct
certainly take time."
participation in the crime, they just have
to be complicitin it in some way.”
If someone suspected of war crimes is
allowed to enter Canada, Davidson adds,
it becomes the obligation of law enforcement agencies to arrest them.
"One of the reasons for barring people
suspected of complicity in these crimes

live up to its own laws,” says Marie Chidley, a member of the Edmonton Coalition
Against War and Racism (ECAWAR),
which is organizing a public protest to
greet Bush's October 20 stop in the city.
"He's a war criminal. He leaves a legacy
of war and aggression, and we need to get
out there and make our position known.
When this war criminal comes among
us and speaks at a local conference centre, think it’s important that we get out
there and call for democracy and justice.
Ifwe can't find a means to bring these war
criminals to court, to justice, how do we
go on from a human point of view?"

promising changeand hope which found
fertile ground amongst the electorate
of an economically devastated, globally
distrusted and war-weary United States,
George W. Bush was widely considered
to be the most unpopular president in
the history of the republic. And this, keep
in mind, is a nation that gave the world
Richard Nixon.
Despite his legacy—which included the
invasion of both Afghanistan and Iraq, a
"global war on terror” which led to a troubling erosion of civil liberties in the US
and around the world, the use of extraordinary rendition and torture, Guantanamo Bay and Abu Ghraib—within two
months of,leaving office Bush made his
first official post-presidential speech on
this side of the 49th parallel, collecting an
estimated $150 000 to speak to an audience of 1500 in downtown Calgary.
But outside the invitation-only event
last March wasa throng of protesters calling for the arrest of Bush for war crimes
and crimes against humanity committed
by his administration. It's acall which anti-war and human rights activists will be
repeating next week in Edmonton, Saskatoon and Montréal when Bush returns
to Canada for another round of speaking

ada, the crime or crimes are then in law
deemedto have been committed in Canada, and then the law enforcement
agencies in Canada are bound to act to arrest

Holding Bush to account for his actions
while president has been afive-year effort

"Ifthe Canadian Border Services Agency
has received credible information about
a person suspected of human rights violations, then [CBSA agents have] the duty
to bar them from entry and remove them
from the country," Davidson explains
over the phone from Vancouver. As it did
in advance of Bush's visit to Calgary in
March, Davidson's organization has once
again sent letters to a range of Canadian
officials arguing that Bush should not be
allowed to enter the country under the
terms of the act.
"We focused on torture just because I
thought that it was better to focus on a
well-reported-on and evidenced allega-

for Vancouver-based attorney Gail Davidson, a member of the Canadian arm of
the international group Lawyers Against
the War (LAW). Starting in advance of a
November 2004 visit by then-president
Bush to Canada, LAW has repeatedly
called on the Canadian government to
either bar Bush from entering Canada
under Section 35 of the Immigration and
Refugee Protection Act, which says that
people suspected of involvement in war
crimes, crimes against humanity or other

gross human rights violations are inadmissible to Canada, or arrest him if he is
admitted into the country.

No peace, just prizes
The so-called peace process in the Middle East has been dead for years
. the Palestinian Authority also supported
: delaying the vote by six months.

"Anyone who says that within the next few .
years an agreement can be reached ending :

A long-term truce (‘like Cyprus’) is all

: that Lieberman is offering, either—and
: What possible reason could the PA : even that is not going to happen because
: have for doing such a thing? Well over a : he has no intention of returning to Israel's
: thousand Palestinians had been killed in ? pre-I967 borders. Neither does his boss,
: the conflict, and only 13 Israelis. The only : Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, al: Palestinians accused of war crimes were : though he wraps his refusal in more diplo: the militants of Hamas, who rule the Gaza = matic language.
: Strip, and they are the sworn enemies of : All of President Obama's pleas have

the conflict [between Israel and the
Palestinians] simply doesn't understand the situation and spreads
delusions," said Israeli Foreign
Minister Avigdor Lieberman
last week. But Barack Obama
does say that. In fact, they gave
him the Nobel Prize for saying

! Abbas, his Fatah movement and the Pal- : failed to extract from Netanyahu even 2

it, didn't they?
Speaking in a radio interview, Lieberman added, "There are conflicts that :
have not been completely solved and :

people have learned to live with it, like
Cyprus. ... We have to be realistic. We
will not be able to reach agreement on

- their pre-1967 borders back now.

: estinian Authority. It was a no-brainer, and : promise to freeze the expansion of Israeli
: yet the PA went along with the Americans : settlements in the occupied territories
> let alone to negotiate a withdrawal from
: and the Israelis.
Unsurprisingly, this public evidence of the ? them. He has not moved from pleas to
=
: PA's subjugation to American and Israeli : actual pressure because the Israelis ef:
will never be reached isco
; policy caused a great outcry among Pal- : fectively control the US Congress on this
: of Jerusalem
: estinians even in the West Bank, and Mah- : issue, and he will not risk alienating Consubmitted
his
report
on
last
winter's
three: berman who went off-script, not Mitch- .

core and emotional subjects like Jerusamoud Abbas ordered a "probe" into who : gress over Israel while he is trying to get
lem and the right of return of Palestin- : ell. Every Israeli government since 2000 : week war in the Gaza Strip to the United Na- =
legislation through on health care, climate
ian refugees." And he said all this just as : has believed what Lieberman said and : tions Human Rights Council. The 57S-page : had made such a wicked decision. (Hint: his :

Obama's point man for what we used to : acted accordingly, but has colluded with
call the "peace process," George Mitchell, : the United States and various well-mean
: ing Europeans in pretending otherwise.
arrived in Israel
Undaunted by Lieberman's comments, : The Palestinian Authority under MahMitchell gabbled the usual nonsense : moud Abbas also pretends that the peace
about how “we're going to continue our : process Is still alive. Indeed, it did so evenin
efforts to achieve an early relaunch of : the last years of Yasser Arafat's life. Ithasto

negotiations ... because we believe that : go on pretending, because if the PA admits
is an essential step toward achieving a
comprehensive peace.” Doesn't he understand that the "peace process" has been
dead for years? It is no more. It has expired. It is an ex-peace process.

: that the peace process is dead, then it be: comes no more than an Israeli instrument
: for indirect control of the Palestinians. As it
; often is, in practice.

We had a vivid demonstration of this

Yes, of course he knows, but it was Lie- ; recently, when Judge Richard Goldstone

ee
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document reported that both Israeli forces
: and Palestinian militants had committed
>= war crimes and possible crimes against hu: manity, and a resolution was put before the
: council that could ultimately have led to
: prosecutions at the International Criminal
Court in The Hague.
: Israel launched a propaganda blitz to
: discredit Goldstone's report, and together
: with the United States it mounted a diplomatic campaign to postpone any formal
: consideration of the report until next
March.
By then, it would be old news.
=
: Standard tactics, but here's the bizarre bit:

: initials are MA.) The truth is that the Pales- : change and other urgent issues.

: tinian Authority is just as complicit in the : He cannot even order the Israelis not to
: charade of a continuing peace process as : attack Iran. They will do it if they want to,
: the Israeli or American governments, and : even if the bulk of the Iranian retaliation
: would fall on American bases and forces in
: cannot afford to abandon it.
Only the radical Islamists of Hamas, from >: the Gulf, Iraq and Afghanistan.
: their besieged enclave in the Gaza Strip, : Still, there is no doubt that Obama's in
: openly acknowledge the same reality that : tentions are good. So are mine. Where's
: Avigdor Lieberman describes (although : my prize? W
: from a very different perspective). There is :
Gwynne Dyer is a London-based inde: no peace process, and the "two-state solu- :
> tion" on which it was built is all but dead. : pendent journalist whose articles are
published
in 45 countries. His column ap= So what they offer Israel, at best, is a long- :
pears each week in Vue Weekly.
:? term truce—but only if the Palestinians get

ee
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“A truly green energy future...
does not include nuclear power.
”

ater, water

rerywhere ...

Stand with l/s

New report says Alberta's century-old
water allocation rules need updating
;
ue
fi,

7
¥.COM

new reportiscalling
on the Albe:

| Cela to amend its centuryold legislation governing the allocation
of water resources to better deal with
the province's growing population,
increased industrial activity and dwindling water resources.
Share the Water, released jointly by the
environmental law group EcoJustice and
Water Matters, an organization created
in 2007 specifically to protect Alberta's
watersheds, calls on provincial Environment Minister Rob Renner to implement
many of the strategies recommended in
the government's Water for Life Strategy
to amend provincial water allocation
Jaws to ensure future water demands are
met. The report comes one year after the
renewal of the provincial strategy.
EcoJustice staff lawyer Barry Robinson
says without such action Alberta will
continue to be at risk during low-flow
years, with increasing population and

heavy industrial development amplifying the demands on the watershed
system in Alberta. Already, Robinson
explains, three of Alberta's watersheds
have been closed to new licensees, underlying the need to update the rules
around who gets access to water.
"Over the past 15 years we've had a
number of low-water years and generallyrivers are carrying less water,” he says.
"This year in the North Saskatchewan
the Edmonton area saw the third lowest year levels in 90 years, and the South

Saskatchewan saw the second lowest in
90 years."

Robinson maintains that if everyone
took their full allocation under the current “first in time, first in right” system
there would be no water in the rivers,
and it’s projected that small communities with junior licences could go withOut water within 10 to 15 years.
“Currently in low-flow years licensees
receive their water allocation in order
of chronology.
The first to receive their

licence is guaranteed their water allocation and new licensees will be cut off,"
Robinson explains. “And, often, newer
licensees are smaller municipalities
with populations who need the water as
muchas any licensee.”

EcoJustice and Water Matters say
that a more equitable system must
be developed.
“Licensees should have a certain water
level guaranteed regardless
ofwhocame
to the river first,” Robinson argues. “In
years, if you've protected the

son explains that today many countries
have moved to amore modern system to
deal with similarly decreased water levels and greater demand.
“Australia has had some real
drought years over the past five to
seven years, and parts of the country have gone to this same method of
sharing we're proposing."
But before licensees can touch their
share of the water supply from the province's rivers, Robinson says there has to
be protection for the watershed itself.
"There has to be a protected water
level in streams and water management
plans for every watershed with targeted
secure water levels in the river," he says.

a

Currently in lowflow years licensees
receive their water
allocation in order
of chronology. The
first to receive
their licence is
guaranteed their
water allocation
and new licensees
will be cut off.
And, often, newer
licensees are smaller
municipalities with
populations who
need the water as
much as any licensee.

“Start investing in a Green Energy future!”

EEP ALBERTA
NUCLEAR FREE

We can't afford
healthcare.

ter in the river."
The Alberta government last year renewed the Water for Life strategy, with
the aim of protecting Alberta's watersheds to allow them to provide safe
drinking water supply, healthy aquatic
ecosystems and reliable water supplies
forastable economy. Robinson says EcoJustice would like to see more of the recommendations from that strategy put
into law, and a further look at important
elements which were left out, including

with regard to land-use management.
"Harvesting trees can increase spring
flows, and reduce overall flows, tar sands
diverts rivers from their natural flows of
thousands of years,” he explains. "What
you do onthe land impacts the timing and
quantity
of water inthe rivers,
and as such

cuthacks.

decided on Percentage available. Every

Renner will look to introduce the chang-

amount in a low year, spreading the
pain out more equitably.”

es recommended in the new report. “We
haven't heard anything official from the

The current water allocation system
Was created in 1894 to provide the water

ing to work with some focus groups this
fall and that public discussion will be

government, but we know they are goopen in the spring.” WV

|

On September 16th, 2009, the Alberta government

7i
H 0 S pita l

announced the planned closure of 246 acute mental
health care beds at Alberta Hospital Edmonton. The
Alberta Union of Provincial Employees is dedicated to
fight to keep these beds open, serving those who are

the two strategies have tobeintegrated.”

licensee would cut back by the same

Necessary
toget Alberta settled. Robin-

Say “NO” to the idea
of building nuclear power
reactors - Not now - Not ever!
Stand with us and tell the government

"There has to be legal protection for wa-

With the government having just renewed the Water for Life strategy, Robinson says Ecojustice is hopeful that

Water first, water given out after that is

TUESDAY
OCTOBER 27

in need. To learn more about the fight to Save Alberta

Hospital Edmonton go to www: savealbertahospital.com.

Alberta Union of Provincial Employees. Your working people.
1-800-232-7284 www.aupe.org
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'A nation within a nation’
New book details the struggle of the Haida Nation
SAMANTHA POWER
// SAMANTHAG@VUEWEEKLY.COM

It October of 1985 the Haida Nation

had had enough. More than a decade of negotiating through court and
government processes had resulted
in little progress in having their land
rights recognized on the islands of
Haida Gwaii, also known as the Queen
Charlotte Islands, and their traditional
lands were slowing being consumed by
an expansion of the logging industry.
And so the Haida Nation, joined by
environmental activists, stood up and
in front of the machinery consuming
the land. The blockade of the major
roadway into the Lyell logging site
resulted in over 72 arrests. It was a
dramatic act to call attention to gross
injustices, and an act that would re-

sult in the Haida receiving the right
to participate in the determination of
resources. It also put the nation on the
road to begin discussing rights of selfgovernment, the creation of a nation
within a nation.

Ian Gill, author of the new book All
That We Say Is Ours: Guujaaw and the

Reawakening of the Haida Nation be-

Vek

PRISON JUSTICE

FILM FEST, EXHIBIT & FORUM

lieves this moment in time was one of
the first to start a conversation about
Canada as an aboriginal nation. It also

demonstrated the importance of nonviolent direct action as a prominent
tool in creating change.
Gill spent many years on the islands

of Haida Gwaii recreationally and as
a reporter documenting the life and
actions of the Haida. He developed
close friendships with many, including Guujaaw, president of the Council
of the Haida Nation, who inspired Gill
to start writing a book on the political
struggle of the nation.
"Guujaaw is a very charismatic po-

litically savvy politician and community leader, and you can’t write a
story about the Haida without writing about Guujaaw," says Gill, whose

book profiles Guujaaw and the Haida
as anation on the forefront of bringing
forward the agenda of aboriginal relations within Canada, efforts which are
beginning to bear fruit.

"Circumstances

Gill believes aboriginal communities
are entering a period of reawakening

and finding their voice in Canadian

for all Aboriginal

politics in a way which will not only

impact Canadian debate, but restruc.

But circumstances for all Aboriginal
Peoples are not equal across Canada,
and the gains of the Haida from their
struggle have been slow to progress
across Canada. The Lubicon Cree of
northern Alberta, for example, face a
decades-old battle to achieve recognition of their land claims as oil and gas
developments next to their communities threaten their health and way
of life, a situation very similar to the
logging industry in British Columbia
20 years ago. And as with the Haida

struggle in BC, Gill suggests, as aboriginal communities here find their
voice, the possibility of a changing
power relations between communities
in Alberta is quite possible.
"The responsibilities fall moresquarely in the lap of Indigenous Peoples. It's
not an accident; there's a logic of geography,” Gill says. “The other thing
is when you think about the unbelievable deceit on the part of federal and
provincial governments with respect
to the dealings of Aboriginal Peoples:
how long can we keep changing the
guidelines and goalposts before people
just throw up blockades of resistance?
The blockades are often characterized
as natives trying to get the resources
for themselves, but they're often try-

@ Stantey A. Milner Library (Downtown)
+ 19th @ 2pm: Angela 3:Biack Panthers « the Lest Slave Plastation:
tells the gripping story of Robert King, Herman Wallace and Albert Woodfox, who have
endured solitary confinement longer than any known living prisoners in the U.S.

© 18th @ Gpm: MOVE: A fescinating & Incendiary doc ebout the history and framing of
the radical group MOVE 9. In prison for over 25 years, charged with shooting @ police
officer, the forensic evidence suggests otherwise, yet MOVE languishes without parole.

© 18th @ Tem: tn Prison My Whele Life: wii Francome was born on December9,1981...

On the same day 3000 miles away, Mumia Abu-Jamal, Black Panther and radical journalist,
wes arrested and charged with the murder of a police officer. The world's most famous
end controversial death-row inmate has come to symbolize a chapter in American history
that many would rather forget, and his journalism a threat the authorities would like to

suppress. As evidence of his innocence mounts, his case is becoming harder to ignore...

+ 2iet @ Ppm: Behind the Mask: This award-winning documentary about the Animal

web hosting

Uberation Front—who the FBI considers their “#1 domestic terrorist"—exposes never-before
animals,
seen footage that reveals the extent towhich some people will gotosave the lives of
Members tell their tales of liberation, incarceration, sacrifice & determination. Exclusive
underground footage reveals heart-thumping action & sheds light on their motivation,

www.alentus,com
780.429.9903

Oct. 29: Spotlight on Restorative Justice:
«2pm: Panel Discussion & Be The Change Film: see details onthewebsite!

Up the Ridge
+ Gpm: Upthe Bidige: in prison slang to "shoot a kite" is to send a message.
the leris of Wallens

is an outgrowth of the Thousand Kites prison radio project, & through
& the social
Ridge State Pen, it offers viewers an In-depth look at the U.S. prison industry
distant
impact of moving hundreds of thousands of inner-city minority offenders to rural
that align gov't policy with
outposts: SuperMax prisons. The film explores polltical agendas
consequences.
tragic
with
communities,
In
conflict
human rights abuses, & racial/cultural

& Paimt: wren men in a prison art class propose painting ®
te,
Steel
Concre

« 1:18:
with the City of
mural, victims & advocates question the project & thelr motives. Working
crime,
Philadelphia Mural Arts Program, the groups then struggle to create & mura! about
eye-opening film!
restoration and healing—for both prisoners and victims. Great new

Prisen Series
Wore (afc: wow edmoatonsmaliprese.org > Herth ofNowhere Exno >
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of the government.”

people have changed over the past few
years,” says Gill. "The BC government
is signing treaties they previously refused to entertain. The Supreme Court
has insisted in favour of Haida. Industries and government have to consult
and accommodate native people. The
Haida actions and results are an amazing confluence of events, where they
were at the forefront taking what was
probably the strongest stand.”

Oct. 19 & 21: Spotlight on Political Prisoners:

10 // UP FRONT

ing to blockade the continued decei,
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ture the way our communities work

"Canada

is at root

an aboriginal

country. In the last 150 years Aborigi

nal People have been overwhelme:
by non-native people. Some com.
munities

died out, made

extinct by

disease and introduction of alcoho!
and things like that. A lot survived
but underwent a period of silent year;
where communities were just clinping on surviving assaults on culture
and health,” Gill says. "I think ther:

is a reawakening; partly a reawakening of indigenous communities themselves reconnecting to the land and
culture, and there is an awakening in
non-native communities on just how

unjust our life has been on aboriginal
communities. The map of Canada is
going to be redrawn by a combination
of things, including the reawakening

of aboriginal nations, waking up to
climate change, and it will change in
ways we can barely imagine.
"Somewhere, whether through courts
or resistance or buying out some of the
silence holders, somehow the Haida
will end up in control of Haida Gwaii,”
he continues. "They will have thei:
own justice system. A nation within a
nation within Canada. What the rela-

tionship is between the laws and systems, that's going to keep lawyers busy
for the next hundred years.”
And in Alberta that conversation has
barely even started. WV
sas nnmnaguaman annie

ALL THAT WE SAY ISOURS: GUUJAAW AND

& OFTHE HAIDA NATION
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health news story that is pub
Hat g tn an equally important

: © be behind many of our ills, and are
: store and maintain their health.

: vaccines and that mercury, enhanced :
: lighted. A lesser-reported story was that
: by testosterone, is more toxic to males :
researchers in ‘apan found eating meat
: than females. While the connection be- : at least twice
a week during middle age
: tween vaccine additives and autism
: continues to be strongly disputed, the : helps maintain independent daily activities
later
life. Even less-highlighted
in
?
:: University of Kentucky's Dr. Boyd Ha? but relevant facts are that B12 deficientest for insulin levels if your : psychiatric drugs alone kill an estimated :
ley has been connecting the dots, and : cy affects millions of us (one in four, acblood sugars are normal? : 36 000 every year in the US, and fuela :
says it's not rocket science to see the = cording to the Framingham study), and
Not likely.
: $330 billion industry.
: strong associations.
: that B12 deficiency is common among
In other health news, we : Autism news brought us two impor- :
In heart health news, stories about the : vegetarians. What deficiency will do (belearned that yogurt manufac- : tant but utterly unsurprising stories—
dangers of cholesterol and saturated : sides make us feel tired, foggy, irritable,
turer Danone settled the false-: the Centers for Disease Control (CDC
: fat have become more regular than our :

far more common than any of us real- : In depression
news we heard that the
ize. Do we need to be overweight
: risks of untreated depression in pregor have high blood sugars to ; nant women outweigh the risks antidehave high insulin levels? No. : pressants pose for the developing fetus.
Will your doctor routinely : Not widely repoffed is the fact that

mostly-untold one, which is why

Iwrite thiscolumn.

In recent breast cancer
news we learned that it is
now one in nine of us that
can expect to be diagnosed

in our lifetimes, that thou-

sands showed up for the Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation's
annual fundraising runs on October
4, that we've discovered yet another : advertising charges brought against ? released data revealing that autism now
new breast cancer gene, that we've de
them. But while their product may not : affects one in 99 American children, and
veloped yet another new chemotherapy
contain concentrations of probiotics : one in 58 boys. And a new study has
cocktail and also a new pocket-sized de.
high enough to have a significant ther- : shown the Hepatitis 8 vaccine given to
vice that may facilitate easier and less
apeutic effect, the message the public : newborn baby boys more than triples
invasive testing.
: walks away with is that the benefits :: their risk of developing an autism specWhat has made far fewer headlines : of probiotics are a myth, which is any- : trum disorder.
is that elevated insulin levels raise the : thing but true—they heal and restore : Why these stories are important, and
risk of breast cancer in postmenopausa : what antibiotics and modern diets : what is left out, is that autistic children
women (nternational Journal of Can
destroy. The fact is that thousands of : have higher mercury body burdens, that
cer). Elevated insulin levels are known ; Canadians use them successfully to re- : mercury has long been a staple of many
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Week 2: A-OK!

bob

saw the Oilers cough up another lead by : count. | miss Ethan Moreau. You know the
surrendering a late goal How late? Try two : one. |'m talking about Ethan Moreau circa
seconds left. The lead was devalued
2003 or 2004. Chopper's missing
toa tie. The tie became a shootout
something intangible and he's not
loss. Things improved, however,
the same player at all.
with a 3-2 Hockey Night in
Canada win over the Hobs. The
Celebration After the SatOv meweekly.
first road game of the year (in
urday night victory over the

Nashville) was even better with

SSCS

a 61 win over the Predators.

This puts the Oiler 2009/10 record
at 3-1-1. Keep in mind, however, (reality

check) that last season's Oiler team started

:

Quick shots and hits By game five, every
Oiler forward except Ryan Stone had already scored at least one goal. Who else
was cheering Zach Stortini on during the
Nashville game? He was one assist away
from the legendary Gordie Howe hat trick
(fight, goal, assist). Who else did a fist
pump when you heard the (gag) Flames
dropped a 5-0 lead against Chicago, wind-

: laden meats—more

: forgetful, moody, unmotivated, sensitive

: to noise and anemic) is impair digestion,
: formation of red blood cells, nervous
: system and immune function
= What struck me again this week is

: the power of the orthodoxy. What
: mostly floats to the top in medical

lives than breast : publications and in the media is that

: cancer claims.
: which is uncontroversial and doesn't
‘ In vegetarian news, October being Veg: challenge the current paradigm, that
: etarian Awareness Month, perceived : which is pharmaceutically friendly and
: health benefits have again been high- i politically correct. %

oy

angca
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WHOA WHOA WHOA Just SHUT

Montreal Canadiens, | noticed

the Oilers have introduced
what | hope will become a new
Edmonton tradition. After the game,
the team skated to centre ice as a unit

YOURE TEWING ME THERE ARE O7HER

SITUATIONS IN WHICH THE REIMA\K) SPHERE’S

GEOMETR? RELATES THE COMPLEX NUMBERS

E...
E
,PENROS
DP A SECOND THER

the year with four straight wins—and we : and raised their sticks to the stands with
all know how that season ended up.

; much news is a study out of Harvard a
: few weeks ago that attributes 72 000
: to 96 000 deaths each year to fatty
: acid deficiency, fatty acids found in fatty
; fish and organic free-range saturated-fat

BOB THE ANGRY FLOWER

flower

Week two of Oiler hockey is done and the : tories over (barf) Calgary based on dodgy
team is gets a solid A-OK! Last Thursday : and
pseudo-scientific
methodologies

: daily low-fat cereal. What hasn't made

OF QUANTDM MECHANICS DIRECTLY To THE

SPATIAL PROPERTIES oF

SEM P77

‘exe

: aquick acknowledgment to the fans. This
{ has become a recent tradition in Madi: son Square Garden with the New York
: Rangers, and I'm glad to see the Oiler
: players have embraced this simple, yet
: classy, custom, A source in the press box

: mentioned that some Oilers approached
Coach MacT about doing this and Mac; Tavish didn't support it. Perhaps having
: former Rangers bench boss Tom Renney

: with the team this year reintroduced
ing up with an overtime loss? Hey Mark : the idea. Now | hope there are plenty of

Messier—can you bring one of these fancy
new concussion-limiting hockey helmets to
Sheldon Souray and Steve Staios? Early retums: as of Tuesday, the Oilers were fourth
in the league in goals per game, they scored
the second-highest number of first period

: home ice wins so we can see more.
:
: I can get the crystal; do I have the balls?
: I'm going to go out on a limb and play
: prognosticator for the upcoming week's
: games. If | jinx the Oilers, this will be
goals with nine (unfortunately Calgary has : the last time | do something this stupid.
Tl first period goals) and were third in the : Here goes. The tea leaves are out and

league with 3.8 goals per game, trailing : the Magic 8-Ball has been shaken. Road
only Atlanta (!) and the New York Rangers : game in Chicago: 3-1 win—Khabibulin
(1). Former Oiler tough guy Louie Debrusk : puts on a show, Home game against

's doing an admirable job doing colour : Minnesota: shootout loss. The Wild are

SORRY, SORRY IT'S JUST
A Lot TO HANDLE AT—

commentary on TV. He's found his voice. : different this year but still frustrating
I'm a little afraid of reading Theo Fleury's : for Edmonton. Home game against Vanbiography; | hope it's not as depressing as : couver: the Oilers win by two goals, the

€ promises tobe.I'mtwo fortwo with my. : other Sedin twin gets injured (they are
Visits toRexall sofarthisyear.| caught the : twins, after all).

wins against Dallas and Montreal. Last:

year | saw too many losses. | asked the guy : Oiler of the week: Tough call this week

next tomeifa)the music was harder and : but | give the award to gritty D-man Ja-

louder than previous years atRexall or b) : son Strudwick. He provided stability and
if
| was
just ere older.
. Heresponded 4 reliability to team made much younger
beth
with

? with Sheldon Souray and Steve Staios
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FILM // FOOD FIGHT

The good fight
Documentary outlines the beginnings of the local food movement
flash frozen becoming a horrific spec

BRYAN BIRTLES

tre when juxtaposed with the smilinp
faces of farmers plying their products
in open-air markets and building re
lationships with chefs, and in fact th:
film works best when it focuses on rc
lationships at the local level. From th
Edible Schoolyard Project at Dr. Marti

// BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

n a city boasting six farmers markets—nine if you count Sherwood
Park and St. Albert, along with even
more further out in Spruce Grove and

other surrounding areas—it might be
hard to remember a time when there
wasn't plentiful and flavourful food
available directly from producers, but
director Chris Taylor's documentary

Luther King Junior Middle Schoo!

Food Fight—showing this Friday as part
of the Edmonton Small Press Association's North of Nowhere Expo—will remind viewers that high quality produce
and meat wasn't always so easy to find.
As the United States entered the Sec-

it’s the work of Congressman Ron Kind
who unsuccessfully tried to reform the

farm bill to privilege produce over com

ond World War, getting food to the front
lines became the top priority and so portable and calorie-dense foods were created to fill the needs of soldiers. At the

and soy, or in the fact that the film fee!
over-ambitious at times, jumping fron
person to person, idea to idea, tryin
to cover more ground than is possible
Food Fight can sometimes become

end of the war, these technologies—not
to mention food production and trans-

portation on an industrial scale—never
went away, and the way that people in
North America ate never returned to

the way it was. Coupled with changes
in government agricultural policies
which privileged profit over taste or
even health, food in America was run-

ning a significant risk of being nothing
buta bland and starchy mess, produced
solely from the most profitable crops
like corn and soy. The lack of nutrients

inherent in these "foods," as well as the
increased salt, sugar and fat utilized to

ir

Berkeley to the community garden in
the Cabrini-Green housing project in
Chicago, it is the work of individua
and groups onasmall scale that proves
the most interesting.
Where the film misses is where it at
tempts to take a wider view; whethe

make anything taste good, is offered up
as the main reason obesity has become
the problem it has in North America

It's at this point that the documentary
kicks into high gear; outlining the be-

ginnings of the local food movement
through the famed Berkeley, California
restaurant Chez Panisse, Taylor focuses
on the ideas of co-founder Alice Wa

ters and her embrace of“Regional Dinners.” The desire on the part of Waters
and Chez Panisse’s head chef Jeremiah
Tower to create dishes with meat and
produce sourced exclusively from Cali-

the whole of the United States; as the
local-food movement spreads, so do
farmers’ markets and the availability of
fresh and nutritious food.

fornia helped to set up the infrastruc-

Sometimes the film feels analogous
to PETA's hidden-camera
abattoir
footage, with shots of vegetables being gassed (to induce ripening) and

ture needed for farmers’ markets to exist. From there the documentary moves
outward from Berkeley to encompass

little hard to follow. Nevertheless, for
someone who cares as much about
where their food comes from as how it
tastes, Food Fight should be considered
required viewing. WV
uo geqnamusems.symone
nay AN
EAL
‘FRI, OCT 16 (7 PM)

FOOD FIGHT —

DIRECTED
BYCHRIS TAYLOR
STANLEY A. MILNER LIBRARY THEATRE
ADMISSION BY DONATION
($8 — $12RECOMMENDED)

LOCAL FOOD
a now closed down fo:
frsttos are
Though many of Edmonton and ee
the season, there are some that are open until December anda one that is ope:

all year round. Ifyou're looking to get your fill ofheartymeat andproduce grow"
by real, pol ne

See.

9210 - 18 Ave

Edmonton
Open Thursdays from 2 pm ~ate
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Pesto

NTRODU CING... \

Pesto is almost synonymous with the northern Italian coastal city of Genoa. Once a

dominant, dodgy port town, Genoa remains
the gateway to the Italian Riviera, where a

holy trinity of sun, salt and sea produces
the sweet, alluring basil from its steep,
mineral-rich cliffs overlooking the Mediterranean. Pesto embodies the simplicity and
elegance of the region's cuisine; fresh basil,
pine nuts, pecorino cheese, garlic and olive
oil are combined to create a delicate, yet
boldly-flavoured sauce that can transform
a meal. It is traditionally used in pastas like
linguine and gnocchi, and added to soups
to invigorate flavour. Pesto also holds its
own as a colourful tapas feature alongside
breads, meats, cheese and vegetables, and
regional variations invite all sorts of tantalizing inventions. For example, try substituting tomatoes and almonds for basil
and pine nuts, like Sicilians do to compliment tuna and anchovies; Tuscans, on the
other hand, prefer porcini mushrooms and
chili peppers to match wild boar. Still, the
Genovese style remains king of pestos, and
in true Italian fashion, tradition is fiercely
upheld. The region has even sought designated status to preserve its quality and
reputation, much like Chianti's wines and
Parma's cheese, In this spirit, try preparing
it using a mortar and pestle if you have the
time—after all, "pesto" gets its name from

the baby blue pear
A 3-course option at the

small priceeh$59
Available until
6PM, and all
evening Sunday

blues
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pestare, meaning “to pound."
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MIKE ANGUS

// MIKEANGUS @VUEWEEKLY.COM

GENOVESE STYLE PES
* cups
3
packed basil

* I clove garlic, sliced

leaves

* 1/2 cup pine nuts, slightly roasted
*
+
*
*

a fl
wiet
SPICED

ALE

AUT AENTIC
TURKISH
CUISINE.

|

es eee

1 cup pecorino and/or parmesan cheese
Extra virgin olive oil
1 tsp coarse sea salt
Lemon juice

Roast pine nuts until warm, though not brown.
Ina food processor or mortar, blend basil leaves,

salt and garlic until coarse.
Add pine nuts and cheese slowly, adding olive oil

| Open

Tuesday

to

unday for
dinner at 5 pm

Please phone for
eservations

consistency.

10345-106 St - 423-3044
<> SO |

1 Extra!
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all Prices:
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a
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.99
Garlic S 9
Dinner + Salad +

Breai+Beverage

Q ee
Choose from Southern BB
imp Pasta,
Stuffed Prosciutto and Shr
or
Calabrese Mac & Cheesy

Blackened Wild Salmon.
>
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ALL DAY GRILL
11 Locations
in Greater Edmonton
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;Viva Espana!

PARKALLEN

Spanish wines are making a push into the market

RESTAURANT
lunch
dinner
weekend brunch

7018 - 109 ST
780.436.8080
www.parkallen.com

Let’s

do

lunch...

Again!

BUILDING CHARACTER >> Spain's lushsoil andmountainous geography|
Spain, with its native grape varietal
Tempranillo and the French Grenache

: climates, mainly the Ribuero de Duero.
: Not to stop there, savoury meat, caramel

:: and leather notes combine with elegance
: and medium to bigger tannin. This is wine
powerful wines of outstanding quality. : that leaves the desire for a second glass
(Garnacha) in tow, is exploding into the
market with fruit-driven, elegant but

The growing popularity of this region,

with both the shopkeepers and consumers on board, has increased the number
of Spanish wines hitting the shelves.
Wines range from Gran Reservas
to affordable Joven and Roble

styles which benefit the con-

sumer’s diverse palate, pock-

Comfort,

Use

your

Flavour,

head,

Panache

treat

yourself.

“ The hardware grill isn’t intimidating at all
it's simply the best - and you deserve it.’
Scott McKeen Edmonton Journal

Monday

to

Friday

11:30

a.m.

to

1:30

p.m

Travelling east from the Rioja and
: Ribuero del Duero, several notable re: gions spread out across the land to the
coast of the Mediterranean Sea,
;
where we find Priorat and Tarragona. These wines are just
coming to the attention of
Canadian consumers. The
:

most

etbook and, of course, create
an exciting journey through
every bottle.
Spain's two main wine producing

Live

& ecvter,

Alberta’s
14 // DISH

prestigious

wines

come from the traditional
old vine Garnacha (Grenache) and Carinena (Carignan)
grown in Priorat in the unique
regions are the Rioja and Ribuero del
=:
Duero, both situated in the north-central : slate soil called Uicorella, which are ripart of the country near the mountains. : valled by the Tarragona hillside wines.
Wines produced from these regions are : More recently, Priorat has forged a
primarily made from Tempranillo, also : growing reputation for its modern style,
known locally as Ull de Llebre and Cenci- : massive fruit extracted and voluptuous
bel, which produce the top quality wines > wines made from blending the tradiof this region. Derived from the Spanish : tional grape varietals with Cabernet,
word “temprano," meaning early, Tem- : Syrah and/or Merlot. Old vines are the
pranillo ripens quickly, ages well and has : secret ingredient for great wines here,
many delicious attributes such as straw- : but along with that comes relatively
berry, with plum and blackberry notes in : low production which means they will
grapes from the higher altitude growing ! be pricey.

WUEWEEKLY
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21,
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: To the south, value wines are bein;
: produced in Jumilla and La Manch
; which ¢an be found on your favourite
: vendor's shelves. Approximately hali
: of the wines produced in jumilla ar

: made of Monastrell (Mouvedre), while
: in La Mancha varietals such as Tempra
: nillo, Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah
: are growing. Smaller estates in this re
gion are producing outstanding wines
: with the less stringent wine classifica

: tion "Vino de la Tierra,” which mean
: they are more affordable and definitely
> worth checking out.

: What's Spain's secret? One of the rea

: sons the wine is so good, is that Spair
; has a very large area under vines. The
: acreage of planted vine is actually larger
> than either Italy or France, but annual

> production is substantially less. The rea-

? son for this is very low vine density, wit
; vines that yield small crops because

©!

: the climate and the age of the vine
:
=
::
:

Less grapes produced from a large
amount of older vines produces winé
deeper in colour and richer in flavour
On that note, head to your local win

: store and enjoy some

of the exciting,

: modern-styled Spanish wines available
: in our market. V

How to Store Your Spices

@ KELSEY sTROEDER
@

//KELSEY@VUEWEEKLY.com

In a fit of culinary mastery, you've delved into the Far East for cookin; ig Inspiration.
As a result of running to the nearest spice store
you may find yourself with plastic bags full of spices. How do you
best protect your investment?

Step 1:

: Step 2:

Step 3:

Buy whole spices when posDiscard the plastic package
sible. Not only do whole spices : your spices came in. Instead,
last longer, they add a huge : use plastic containers or put
flavour punch to your curry or : old glass jars to use. Try using
tagine. Invest $10 into a coffee : the plastic locking containers
grinder to bust those whole : as these give youanice airtight
spices down when ready to : seal, stack nicely, and come in
cook. To take it the next flavour : a variety of sizes. Make sure
level, put the whole spices in a : to only open the containers
pan before grinding, roast brief- : when necessary,
ly, and grind away. If buying :
pre-ground spices, purchase in :

'Step 4:

; Location matters. Find a cool, :
Periodically, check on your spici dark place to put those con- : es while cooking with them.
: tainers.
Warmth, humidity : When you open the container
: and light are your enemies : take a sniff. How powerful is
: Some
people
recommend : the aroma? If your spices seem
: Storing spices tin the fridge, : to be losing their pungency
: but depending on the size of : then it's time to replace them.
: your collection that may or : Use your senses to make a
: may not be feasible.
= Judgment call.

small amounts that can be used :

up quickly and replaced,

#1,
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REVUE // ISTANBUL RESTAURANT
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Warm welcome
Istanbul Restaurant's hospitality makes you the guest of honour
JAN HOSTYN
// \AW@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ALBERTA

TENDERLOIN

& SEARED

BLACKENED SCALLOPS
$43

OTHER ENTREES FROM
$25 - $44

COMPLETE

$990

MEALS

START AT $25

EDMONTON
JASPER AVENUE

(780)990-0123
RESERVATIONS

&

GIFT

CAROS

www. RuTHSCHRIS.COM

stanbul Restaurant is way out in the
north end, just off the Yellowhead
Trail.-And, like so many of this city’s
restaurants, it's located smack-dab in
the middle of a strip mall. Only this
strip mall isn’t a little strip mall, which
is actually a very good thing. Because, if
you happen to whiz past the first turnoff, or even the second, you'll still have
plenty of other opportunities to turn in
without having to backtrack. And once
you do manage to turn in, there's also
plenty of parking.
The inside of the restaurant looks like
your typical gussied-up strip mall fare.
There's some dated wood paneling and
the typical tile floors, and big glass windows look out on the very big parking
lot. But there are purple linen table
cloths, lots and lots of knickknacks,
and a quaint lamppost, soothing fountain and veritable jungle in the middle
of the room. Some thought and effort
have gone into the décor and, while I
can't say it made me feel like I was in
the Mediterranean, my co-diner did
comment that it made her feel like she
wasn't in Edmonton.
We were greeted at the door almost
immediately by our very genial host,
and he quickly led us to a table. Before
seating us, however, he asked if the ta-

ble was OK. We happened to be the only
customers in the restaurant at the time,
but still, it was a nice gesture. And,
since the table was fine, we sat down.

Before debating dinner, drinks needed to be ordered. And, although there
were a few special Turkish drinks, one
of which was turnip juice, we opted to
go with the tried and true: a lemonade
($1.95) and a soda water ($1.95).
Our waiter, who also happened to be
the owner, went off to get the drinks

and left us to peruse the menu. It's quite
large and, along with the typical kebabs, had quite an assortment of items,

some I would have never guessed were
Mediterranean, like spring rolls and
green onion cake.
The lemonade came, quite a large
glass for $1.95, and our waiter asked if
we had any questions. We did, and he
was very patient and helpful. He left
us again while we debated and then returned to take our order.
First he apologized, though, because
my soda water still had not made an ap-

pearance. Evidently, they had run out

of soda water and, instead of telling me
they were out, someone was dispatched
to the nearest store to fetch some. I was
starting to feel a wee bit pampered.
So we ordered, cheese rolls ($4.95) and
lentil soup ($5.95) to start, followed by
chicken shish kebab ($15.95) and one of
the daily specials, a kebab platter consisting of one salmon kebab and one
haddock kebab ($19.95).

My soda water, which actually turned
out to be Perrier, arrived, followe
quickly by our appetizers. The sme
were intoxicating, so we dived right in
My bowl of lentil soup was surround

by two halved and grilled pitas that sim
ply begged to be eaten. I resisted t!
urge to demolish them instantly an¢
turned my attention to the soup. Its consistency was quite thin, and the spicing

was unlike any I had ever experienced

PORO& simplicity.
SUSH
SAPfreshness
since

1997

TEL:180.478.-8612
~ (ise

sedon
MOND

9nd location at 10923-1017 st
open

days
a week

BEST ALL YOU CAN EAT SUSHI INTOWN
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Cumin, oregano and pepper undertones

were evident, but there was something
intriguing I couldn't quite place. I
thought it might be dill, but our waiter
shook his head emphatically, insisting
dili didn’t exist in Mediterranean cooking. He disappeared into the kitchen
and came back carrying a big jar of
crushed mint leaves.
The cheese rolls were simply phyllo
pastry that had been lightly sprinkled
with feta and parsley, then rolled up
and deep-fried. Crispy with a bit of
a chewy tang, they were even better
doused with the cool and creamy dip.
Our empty plates disappeared, only to
bereplaced
with two larger platters filled
with salad, kebabs, rice and a little pot
of hummus. More grilled pita bread—a
whole basket full, actually—was also
plunked in the middle of the table.
The kebabs were all a resounding success, but it was the spicy, meltingly tender chicken ones that were the biggest
hit. The salmon and haddock were both

moist and perfectly cooked, but they
would have benefited from a more liberal hand with the spices. When dipped
in the rich, creamy and garlicky hummus, however, they were magnificent.
Both entrées came with rice instead
of the promised bulgur and when we
wondered why, our waiter immediately
disappeared into the kitchen again.
When he emerged, it was with a plate
loaded with bulgur.
As wonderful as the food was, it was the
genuine hospitality that really struck me,
On Istanbul's website, it says that when
you walkin the door, you aren'ta customer, you're a guest of honour. I have to say,
I truly felt like a very welcome guest—
which only makes me want to visit the
Mediterranean even more. WV
(nun
ARIAT
mununiay
A
MON = SAT. AM =10 PM)
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Arts Reviews
Find reviews of past theatre,
dance and visual arts shows on
our website.

COVER // NORTH OF NOWHERE

Underground education
North of Nowhere gives activists a platform for discussion
films on the idea of media democracy; a
zine fair, put on by both the ESPA and Alberta Magazine Publisher's Association
to showcase some of the underground
literature being created in town; andalso
an appearance by the Beehive Collective,
a visual design group who use hyperdetailed and locally researched pieces of

PAUL BLINOV
// PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM
T Mi
being controlled?
ithe media!”

Control

It's fitting that the motto for activistarts festival North of Nowhere is borrowed from a different activist group
(the UK-based Tactical Art): after all,
underground news and ideas diffuse

art to discuss issues facing communities
across the world.
"Communication is always difficult,”
explains Emma Bee, who's currently
touring some of the collective's work
from Arizona upwards to Edmonton.
"That's one of the reasons we do the
work that we do, is we've found that
visual communication is a really, strikingly different way of trying to talk
about issues, and it's been received very

across the world with the intention of
shared use, emphasis placed on finding as large of an audience as possible,
not on ownership or copyright. They
spread slowly through word of mouth,
or by being read in zines made in basement printing presses and purchased
from independent shops, crossing the
landscape as new pockets of people
encounter, identify with and adopt the
message. The Internet's surely sped up
the process of finding the likeminded,
but even now, activist ideas still travel
mostly in the underground, carried
by those who get the sense that mainstream media isn't giving them the
whole story, then take steps to find out
what they're missing and broadcast the
message as far they can.
As for the semantics behind the mot-

differently as a result of the way we
present it, because by presenting what

are definitely super-charged, ‘political’
issues, this is something that most people approach in a very combative way,
but because we're doing it in this visual
style, folks are approaching it differently, and are usually open, maybe not
necessarily changing their minds, but
definitely approaching the dialogue
less combatively, because it's based
around an image.”
As their name suggests, the Beehive
Collective take an unusually well-organized and collaborative approach to
discussing their issues. They aren't just

to, it just reinforces the reason activism

exists in the first place: the truth isn't
getting reported on with the frequency
it deserves.
"Peoplearereallyspoon-fed information
in the mainstream, especially the corporate media, and it’s a conflict of interest
there, that the information that we're getting is very one-sided,” festival organizer
Lyn X explains over home-brewed coffee.
"So one of the reasons that we exist, and
that the expo exists, is really to expose,
well, the truth, for one, because that's
the issue of the media lying by omission,
is that you just don't get all the facts. So
if people don't have the facts, they can't
form an opinion, really, because they
don't have the information.”
Exposure to the underground is how
Lyn X, who runs the Edmonton Small
Press Association, first began to engage
with activism.
"I think that started really from just
coming across zines and stuff,” she
recalls. "Even when ESPA's current incarnation, when we got incorporated
in, that was 1998, I had been exposed to
political zines for several years. There
was always the underground comix
type of aspect and then the political
aspect. And they were interesting, and
you learned things that you wouldn't
have known otherwise. And it kind of,
by osmosis, progressed from there.”
But therein lies the problem with the

underground media: by nature of how
the often very-specific news travels, it
isn't always broadcast as widely as it
could be, happening mostly between

18 // ARTS

the image, deconstructing the com
plexities of the issues being explored.
"The main goals are to raise awareness
and create dialogue,” Bee says. "A lo
of times, we try to focus on issues that
are not getting a super-lot of attentior
or are super, super pertinent and real,

and also very big and complex. Because
we've found that visual education and vi
sual displaying of information is a really

powerful tool in which we can literally
put, on one piece of paper, all the differ-

ent sides of story or the different angles
that people can bring to an issue.”

North ofNowhere marks the ESPA's contribution to the humanitarian manifesto:
a document that simply acknowledges

the power ofart to discuss social and political issues. No obligations involved, but
the idea there is crucial: if art, whether
in the form of visual tapestries or films,
is the medium capable of gathering an
audience and passing along ideas and
issues that mainstream news overlooks,
then it's an important place for activists
to organize their political energies.
"I don’t want to say all artists are re
sponsible for doing this," Lyn X says

“If everything was political—well, ev
erything is political anyways—but if all
artwork was representational politically, you'd get tired of it. We get tired too;
there's that emotional burnout over
these things, like, “Ahh, more shitty

Hf Beehive Collective

already active, aware groups and audiences of the already likeminded. Even
in Edmonton, Lyn X sees a lack of organized collaboration between active
groups, which spreads them all thinner
than she'd like to see them.
"There's a lot of activity going on [in
Edmonton], people are generally very active," she says about activism in the city,
"but we're not doing enough to support

each other. There's somany organizations
working on very specific campaigns, and
some, obviously, work together on a regularbasis—we work with several organizations on a regular basis—but there isn'ta
lot of reciprocation going on. So I'm definitely critical of it.
"What I'd like to see happening is that
people are literally working together;
not having all of these different events
that are one after another, and overwhelm even us," she continues. “You
want to be able to take in these things,
but there just isn't the time. I think people really need to work together more,

long-term planning; like, ‘Let's do a
joint enviro exhibit, together, but we've
got a year to plan it.”
So North
tempt to
platform,
and pull

of Nowhere is, in part, an atgive those groups a shared
to combine split audiences,
in some newcomers to an

event that’s been popping up biannual-

ly since 2003, establishing both aname
and a reputation over the years.
Running for just over two weeks, the
Expo packs six core themes: food security, which features films (See Bryan
Birtles’ review on page 12 in Dish) and a
fair trade fair happening on World Food
Day; a Palestine film fest, featuring a talk
with Mordecai Briemberg, who made
headlines earlier this year after being hit
with a lawsuit for distributing satirical
parodies of the Vancouver Sun pointing
out their pro-Israeli
bias (the lawsuit was
recently dropped, and check next week's
Vue for an interview with Briemberg).
There's also a series of award-winning
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artists: Bee counts “illustrators, educators, researchers and translators,” within their ranks, and the collective's works
often take years to go from concept to
finished art piece as members engage
with a community, conduct interviews
and invite participation from the communities they work within. All of their

works are attributed anonymously, and
all of it is anti-copyright, and when it's
presented, a Bee walks an audience
through all of the pertinent aspects of

news,’ or whatever. i think there needs
to be a healthy balance, but the big
thing for us is the very political stuff at
the very least should be better encour
aged, and definitely not censored. And
it does get censored.” WV
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Creatures of the night
Vampires are the darker reflections of a dour drama critic in
St. Nicholas
he likes something he's filled more

Conor

happens when a blood
meets a vampire? That's
the central narrative of
McPherson's St. Nicholas, his

one-hander about a truly odious theatre critic whose life is put into sharp

focus when he begins to run a sort of

meal delivery service for a cadre of
London vampires.

We begin, though, just with our un-

named narrator, a truly detestable
exemiplar of a profession theatre pro-

fessionals don't have a lot of love for
to begin with. He is, as he'll all but
say outright, a critic of the most contemptible breed: gifted with an ability
to string words together but with rarely an honest opinion or thought-out
idea in his head, he’s the type who will
have his review written on the back of
a program and quite literally phoned
in before the cast has a chance to get
out of their costumes and get down to
the local watering hole, where he'll inevitably join them. He isn't in it for the
art so much as the prestige and power
that comes with being a tart-mouthed
assassin—he was feeling charitable,
he explains, so he gives a production
of Salome a mediocre review—and, to
make matters worse, the rare times
EEE

with envy than awe, sour that he's not
much of a dramatist himself.
The idea of the bitter, hate-filled
critic who can't do it himself is a bit of

enough to hold an audience rapt. His
Irish brogue is certainly rather impeccable, and with his slightly ill-fitting

tired trope that's far more comforting
to mediocre artists than it is close to
the truth, but in any case McPherson
is after something bigger than taking
potshots at the profession: as we'll
learn once the vampires show up, this
is really more about taking ownership
for our dark sides, and for all of our
narrator's faults, he's more than willing to own up to them. A far cry from
either cloaked, creepy draculas or
glittery love gods, McPherson's vamPires are more like bohemians than
anything, airy, devil-may-care types
who prefer the night solely because
people are usually more willing to
have a good time. Then, once that's
over with, they suck your blood. But
not enough to kill, and you wake up
with a hangover, not an unquenchable thirst for same.

on, this haphazard drunk who cares
about little except his own perceptions. But Mecready never really rises
above his performance: the text has

Besides that, what separates them
from us is more orless a complete lack

of reflection, an inability to feel guilt
being its most important manifestation, but also including things like being unable to derive any greater meaning from stories, or really do much of

Suit, it gives us a solid base to draw

the feel ofan often-recounted, ifrather literate, bar story, but Mecready's

Sedate take reminds us throughout
that this is just aman ona Stage, and
he's not quite sharp enough to pull
off some of McPherson's mote subtly

droll observations.
The story certainly gives us a lot
to chew on, though, and nowhere
does this particular production of St.
Nicholas distract us from that. Even
if we're neither critics nor those who

delight in belittling others, it's a wel-

Ge

A,

BITING WORDS >> A drama critic meets vampires in St. Nich Olas // Supplied
anything but wake up and wait for
the next batch of victims—save, of
course, count rice when it's spilled, a
nice little bit of folklore that also suggests pedantry is no great course of
action either. These are essentially a

slightly darker reflection of our critic
himself, and the fact he's now able to

st

stand up and tell us his story gives us
some indication of what he took from
looking at it,
As for how that story is delivered,
Amy DeFelice's production is serviceable if not spectacular. This being a
one-man show, a lot of that is owed
to Andrew Mecready, who's not quite
NHN

REVUE // BLACKBIRD

come reminder not to let yourself
drift through life, especially if that
drifting involves the odd stop to suck
someone's blood. W
UNTIL SUN, OCT 18
ST. NICHOLAS
DIRECTED BY AMY DEFELICE
WRITTEN BY CONOR MCPHERSON

STARRING ANDREW MECREADY
CATALYST THEATRE (8529 GATEWAY BLVO),

$i2~$21
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Ruffled feathers
Blackbird's tale of mismatched love makes for dark, compelling discussion
PAUL BLINOV
// PRUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

plays Ray with more mature sadness,
but still a flawed character—he's the
one who should've known better, after
all, and he spits out a number of versions of "I don't have to be here,” yet he

Tis BistthingBlackbird givesusissi
lence. No singing
inthedead of night,
just a loaded moment that hangs in thick

stays. He's subtler, and, in truth, a little

air a8 4 mismatched-looking pair enter a

less gripping.
Director Wayne Paquette has a feel for
the back-and-forth emotion onstage:
he knows when to let a moment hang
in air and when to keep up the pace, but
doesn't let it get too heavy—though an
end of play appearance, one that casts
a shadow over our growing sympathies
that we've been developing for one of

messy lunchroom and eye each other up

with a mix of embarassment (him), nervousness (her) and bewilderment (both).
The script, composed by Scottish playwright David Harrower, has them living

in the aftermath of having overstepped

one of society's biggest boundaries.
Una (Tracey Power) and Ray (James
MacDonald) had a relationship when

the two, doesn't seem to play out with

he was 40 and she was 12.It lasted three

the power ofits potential ramifications.
It could use a little more weight, but
Blackbird, in the end, seems more like
a darkly compelling discussion piece
than theatre to make us cringe and cry
out. Still, it's a play that doesn't pull
many punches and succeeds in having
almost all of them hit their mark, then
sends us along on our way. W

months, and now, more than a decade

later, she's found him again and wants

to talk about it. Their relationship isn't

a8 predator-prey as you might think,
more a tangled tale of a pair of hearts

that sparked, but with complications:
not the least of which is the age gap, but

Perhaps that's not the worst, either. It

Faises all sorts of uncomfortable questions for us watching, geared towards
US question some usually uniwaptaty assumptions, and in general

Pretty

affecting production. At the

very least, it'll

2

The shows gets off toa slow start

LO PORTA FST
eam

though: the first scenes play out
"dramatically"—the acting feels like
acting, but I'd put blame more on
how it's written, in an unreasonably
chopped-up back and forth, than on the
onstage duo who have to trade those
lines. We aren't told what the issue is,
exactly, for the first few scenes, and in

truth, until we are, it isn’t particularly
engaging—there's a secret onstage, and
the characters are dancing around it.
Once the reveal comes, though—"How
many other 12-year-olds have you had
sex with?” says Una, and a magnetic
silence returns for a beat—it improves.
The characters who started off as not

OCT 15 — OCT 21, 2009 // WUWEWEEKLY

quite believable begin to layer, and earn
your sympathies.
Power's Una is a straining, stunted
woman, her darting eyes buoyed by a
fagade of bravado that starts to crumble
as the script goes along. She's locked
in her immaturity, and it makes an engaging character to watch. MacDonald
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Sprouting strong
The collected works in Germinations hint at quality solo shows to come

TOP 30 FOR THE WEEK OF OCTOR R 8, 20049
1. Corb
Lund —Losin’ LatelyGambler
(new west)
2. Sam Baker—Cotton (music road)

3. Monsters
OfFolk—S/T (shangrila)
4. Tom Russell—Biood
And Candie Smoke (shout)
5. The Secretaries —S/T (the secretaries)

6. Delbert McCiinton & Dick 50— Aquired Taste (new west)
7. Carolyn Mark & NQ Arbuckle — Let's Just Stay Here (mint)
8. John Wort Hannam — Queen's Hotel (black hen)
9. The Wheatpoo!—
Hauntario (shameless)

10. Japandroids
-Post-Nothing (polyviny)
11. Levon Helm - Electric Dirt (dirt farmer)
12. Tinariwen —|midiwan: Companions (outside)
13. Rodrigo
¥ Gabriela -11:11 (ato)

14. Slaid Cleaves — Everything
You Love Will Be Taken Away... (music road)
15. Maria Muldaur & Her Garden
Of Joy 16. Rosanne
Cash -The List (emi)

17. Kieran Kane — Somewhere Beyond The Roses (dead reckoning)

nae

18. John Fogerty & The Blue Ridge Rangers — Rides Again (verve)
19. Christian Hansen & The Autistics -Power Leopard (ch)

ADAM WALDRON-BLAIN

2
r
1
20. The Wooden Sky —If|Don't Come Home You'll Know I'm Gone (bbr)

// ADAMWB@VUEWEEKLY.COM
X_~T

21. Pearl Jam —Back Spacer (monkeywrench)
Dustin

Ithoughit's hard foragroupshow

three of them alone seem empty. You

__er despite only using printmaking tech

like Germinations to haveastrong

seeitinthe paintingsofBen William-

niques in one of his three works, whic!

son and Anna House, who both seem

is not up to the standards of his pu:

23. Dan Mangan —Nice, Nice, Very Nice ffu:rn)

produced by the grad students atthe

certain of their direction and tech-

drawings,
getting stuck inthe mannered

24.

U of A, the variety presentinthiscollection is a strength as well asaweak-

nique, but. although the paintings
are interesting, well-made windows

Zs

I Six

‘

pala)

any student show before it. Sometime

images are illustrations of an imag- _ this has strange results: Matthew Arrigo
ined pseudoscience textbook, and
is inexplicably described asa printmak-

impact because of the varied material

22.

Bentall - Six Shoot

Eric Steenbergen's work, where the
en

er(im :

Steve Earle
-Townes (new west}
;

25. The Cave Singers — Welcome
Joy (matador)
26.

Trevor Tehir — SkyLocked Land (riverdale)

oy

2

ness, Germinations offers a taste of

into their ongoing projects, they are

traditions of printmaking.

The weakest part of the show is th

what the MFA and MDes students are _ isolated. But it manifests most tanta-

Industrial Design. An impractical and

working on, and leaves me excited to

see more of some of their work

outside of the University of Alberta's _ tain purpose, built from modular trian

_lizingly in the more ambitious forays

unexciting piece of furniture of unce!

28. Wilco- The Album (nonesuch)

Many of the students’ work presents a strong impression of being in-

discipline-based safe grounds, as in
Megan Hahn's video and painting-on

gles, sits downstairs, and upstairs »
are treated to some tragic poster pi

29. The Dead Weather ~ Horehound (wamer)

progress, and so the show feels like

photograph works, whichexplorelay-

sentations accompanying 3D print

30.

a collection of experiments with uncertain results. Most obvious is Kevin

eredimagesofabandonedhousesand
are beautiful but frustratingly void of
meaning, leaving you wanting more,
and Lindsay Knox's aggressive and
colourful stuffed-fabric, building supplies and painting installation (which,
thanks to the layout of FAB Gallery's

The objects they depict aren't much
better: a collection of simple heari:

27. Watermelon Slim --Escape From The Chicken Coop (northern blues)

Gurf Morlix — Last Exit To Happyland (gurf morilix) ON SALE Now!

THE RAVEONETTES
IN AND OUT OF CONTROL
a Danish rock duo consisting of Sune
The Raveonettes area
Ro. se Wagner (on guitar, instruments , and vocals) and Sharin
Foo (on bass, guitar and vocals). Their music is characterized
by close two-part vocal harmonies inspired by The Everly
Brothers coupled with hard-edged electric guitar overlaid
with liberal doses of noise, very similar to The Jesus and
Mary Chain. In and Out of Control is the fourth album.

OMONTO
Ta FRIENDWU
10355 Whyte Ave. Shop online at megatunes. com 434-6342

MAKESsure
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Zak, who presents two sets of photo-

graphs and asks for viewers feedback
in a guestbook

next to their display.

Of the other MDes students, Cindy
Couldwell's work also seems isolated,

an experimental part of abigger proj-

air-circulation system, may give you

ect where its role could be something

an illusion of pumping air through
the included air-duct opening as you
peer at the drawing inside).

more.

Her transparent maps
of histor

ical Edmonton

boundaries,

stacked

on top of one another with a "please

Knox's work has a sense of play, and

touch this exhibit” sign nearby, is fun

throughout the show a sense of fun at
éxpanding horizons beyond the disciplines and encoded aesthetics of the faculty is present, although it seems to have
come at the cost of sculpture, which gets
no
representation—the
identifiably
Edmonton aesthetics in printmaking
and painting are present, but happily
placed into dialogue with a variety of
approaches. This show doesn't look like

if underdeveloped
For the MFA students, this captured
in-progress identity gives somewhat
different results than the researchoriented design experiments. The
pieces certainly feel like parts of
something more, something perhaps
unfinished but hopefully worth wait
ing for. This is most literally true in

WUEWEEKLY
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aids and a dated, plastic IV stand w
a first-generation iMac aesthetic tt
seems to belong in 2000. The desig
students are mixed into the MFAs, an
these works don't seem to be able to
compete with the fine art or with m:
of the research-foregrounding visu
communications projects.
- I was pleasantly surprised by

quality and selection of the work !
Germinations. Judging by this show, w«
have good reason to look forward
the-solo exhibitions of these artists

ARTSTERS >> GLOW HOTEL

ESSN

NNAMHNGH AAMT

AAMAMAMANEAANHNAMANANAUNMHNO

BOOKS // WHERE WE HAVE TO Go

NAAMNANNANUEN

Been there, read that

Where We Have To Go treads the well-wor
n
territory of growing up with an imperfec
t family

ed into the Glow Hotel
ry when the skies dark- : at night casts a virtual light
show. A
the evening news, some A friend had always noted the same
mo| had driven up to Grande 5 ment of passing window after
window
utdoor public and in- : of glowing television sets, but
she was

t exhibition Here

1or

Nowhere. Curated by

er and coordinat-

pepti the Prairie Art
Gallery, the outdoor exhibition emerged as the sun
settled and Grande Prairie’s main street storefront
windows came alive with an

depressed by the mundaneness
of it all. Multiplied and hyperbolized, Glow House takes
this common experience and

\\3
TERS

Projects it from every single

window, heightening the entire house into a pulsating

orb of a fleeting moment.

array of video and media works.

:

Now less than a year after this miniAs 2 project to facilitate the presence : art pilgrimage to the north, Kelly Mark
of visual art in the community in lieu : will be altering this project into Glow
of a gallery space under construction, : Hotel for one night only on Stony Plain
the calibre of the exhibition was un- : Road. As the former main street of the
deniable as it featured new work by :; town then known as Jasper Place before
Adad Hannah as well as intervening : being annexed by Edmonton in 1964,
in the local newspaper with engaging }: Stony Plain Road continues today as
a
works of art,
?; major expressway that is better known
Running for three weeks all to- : for pawn shops and sex stores, Progether, the exhibition also featured a : grammed as part of Store Front Cinweekend of panel discussions and a ; ema Nights, an initiative by the Stony
weekend-long showing of Kelly Mark's : Plain Road Business Association and
Glow House (#4), an installation that : co-presented by the Art Gallery of Alhas been reincarnated throughout the : berta and the Edmonton Arts Council's
country and in the UK since 2001. As : Public Art Program, Glow Hotel marks
the buzz project of the exhibition, a :: the occasion of attracting high calibre
small group of us turned off of main : artists to Edmonton for artistic opporstreet and walked along the darkened : tunities unique to the city.
river bend. Isolated save for the Pass:
As the Glow project is almost a deing vehicle on the quiet residential: cade old and has since existed as in-

street,

we

had

come

to

experience : door gallery installations

the fleeting sensation of Glow House
set against the complete darkness of a
quiet Northern Alberta town.
From the street, the house at first appears like every other house standing
on the corner of any suburban street,
Already carrying a local reputation as
a haunted corner lot, the sudden glowing pulse of the house garnered pauses
by passing vehicles, but lacked any real
pedestrian audience. As any suburban

with televi:: sions playing specific videos, it remains
: unknown whether Glow Hotel will have
;
: a similar affect of its predecessors; but
: as the season of long nights starts up
: again, | for one am certainly looking
: forward to finding out. WV
:
: Kelly Mark's Glow Hotel will be available
: only from 7 — 9 pm at Jasper Place Hotels
: (15326 Stony Plain Road). An artist talk
: will precede in the Hotel eatery at 6 pm.

walker may intimately know, the flicker :

emanating from living room windows :
Amy Fung istheauthor ofPrairieArtsters.com.

EXHIBITIONS
& artist talks

SUE KARP

// SUR@VUEWEEKLY.COM
AST)

Le and the rest of the Bloom family
are in trouble, and not just because
Dad is stepping out with a blonde shiksa goddess, Mom buys old veterinarian
Scrubs that smell like cat pee or Lucy
has gained self-confidence in the hollow-ribbed depths of starvation. The
biggest problem in Lauren Kirshner's
debut novel Where We Have to Go is the
lack of connection established between
the printed word and the reader.
Kirshner excels in several areas of
writing such as elaborate descriptions that allow one to picture to an

astoundingly

detailed

extent

the
Scene as written, or occasionally a
bombshell observation from youth
that hits us right in the solar plexus
as we recall just how confusing and

unnerving growing up really was. Un-

fortunately, these gleaming points of
light do not make up for the Strangely
bland and uninteresting feel of the
book that was not shaken even by the
sprinkling of Yiddish throughout.
As Lucy grows from an introverted, 11year-old social outcast to a brazen and
outspoken first-year university student
we are subjected to her every crisis of
maturity, from the loss of the family pet

to eating disorders to the shedding of
virginity to finding herself. Other than
Lucy, the motivations driving each
character remain bizarrely opaque, and
we are left with the thought that the
only reason any character does anything is because they have been written
that way. Perhaps the writing philosophy of showing as opposed to telling

the reader has a limit.
It's the job of a writer to take the
mundane minutiae of every day life
and find something new init, tomake
the familiar strange. Here, all Kirshner accomplishes is making the boring even more boring in print form.

The trials and tribulations of an average family have to be made extraor
dinary by the storytelling and Kirshne
r

falls flat relying too much on the pow-

er of simplicity. A father with a
wandering eye? A teenage girl not getting
along with her mother? Being a social outcast because of ethnicity
and
brains? These are themes that every
person who breathes air is familiar
with. The challenge is to make them
interesting and relatable ina Way that
exposes something new about the human condition.

Not to be misunderstood, Kirshner has
a lot of talent that occasionally reaches
sublime heights, plus her comic tim-

ing is spot on. Some of the characters

in this novel, such as artistic Erin, are

quite unique literary conceptions who
are not only compelling but borderline
enchanting. But it's the fact that the

novel reeks of journaling, of amateurish self-reflection, that leads to a lack
of interest in the narrative. Being different doesn't automatically equate to
being worthy of note,
And so the content of the book comes
off as trite and the narrator precocious and nothing is connected in an
emotional way except perhaps how in-

tensely frustrating it is to be tantalized
by the sporadic, amazing line of writing
right next to observations that yes, it is
possible for parents to be wrong and
for people in general to be both weak
and lonely. Realistically, no one has the
perfect family—all of us are flawed—so
what makes the vagaries of this particular family worthy of over 300 pages of
dissection? The unfortunate answer is,
not much. V

a
WHERE WE HAVE To Go
BY LAUREN KIRSHNER
MCCLELLAND & STEWART
336 Pp, $22.99

October 15 - November 14
Opening reception, Thursday, October 15, 7-10 pm

Spyder

Yardley-Jones:

Grilled Cheese
Tomato Soup
Artist talk

Fric

and
tober

16.

7pm

Nhan Duc Nguyen: heyseeds
Artist talk,Sunday, October 18, 2:30 pm
at Phobulous Vietnamese Restaura
Satellite installation and talk located at:
Phobulous
8701 - 109 street
Phdébulous
ST
edmonton, ab

780.988.2696

VUE
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ci Briemberg, part ofNorth of Nowhere Expo: A Festival of

WEEKLY

Independent Media and Underground Art + Oct23,25-26

conceived inthe aist Century; until Deca3 « CANADIAN

PEGGY BAKER-ON STAGE SERIES - Arden, 5 StAnne St.
‘StAlbert + 780.459.1542
« An autobiographical performance,
by Sarah Chase « Oct 2s, 11am or 8pm « $50
or $125 for allthree shows

Picturesque: A selection ofpicturesque works ofartfrom the

2 worldwide, annual celebration of home movie making and

AGA collection. Featuring Don Gill; until Dec 13- BUILDING

+ 780.460.4910 » 100 DRESSES: Artworks byNicole Bauberger«
Until Oct 31- Opening reception:
Octas

and 3rd Thu every month (no movie Oct'ss;

ing

Oct2

amateur filmmaking. Home movie inspections with archivists
22 noon-zpm; screening of home movies 2-4pm; Sat, Oct 37,
to follow;
Tue, Oct 20,6-gpm; $10 (donation) -Lower
Level Theatre, Lobby and Edmonton Room, 7 Sir Winston

Churchill Sq: World Food Day Film Fest, Food Security and

Fair Trade Fair» Oct 16-17

NEW FLANEURS:

Urban Practice andthe

AVISION: Art Gallery ofAlberta and Randall Stout Architect:
Compare building sketches, photographs, diagrams and plans
with thefinal model ofthe new ArtGallery ofAlberta, charting

the design and construction ofRandall Stout Architects’ new
Art Gallery ofAlberta; until Dec13 - ArtforLunche Enterprise
Square Atrium; free onthe last Thu each month, 210-2.259pm
+ AGA Insiders’ Tours: Catherine Crowston willdiscuss the
architectural considerations around the display ofart; Oct1s

+ Window. (102 St,Enterprise Sq)INSIDE OUT: WEM AND

GALLERIES
+ MUSEUMS
AGNES BUGERA GALLERY - 12310 Jasper Ave +

student); $5(6-2yrs\ffree
(syrs and under)/$ao (family Pay-

Dan Briker; until Dec13 + Pree (rmemberl/Sio (adult/97 (senior/

780.482.2854 + SUBLIME LANDSCAPE: Paintings byRichard

contributions of the Alberta Women's Institutes over
the last 100 years « Until Oct 31 + Pree

ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM - 12845:102 Ave «780.453.9100 «
Much More Munsch « Until Aprs
SCOTT GALLERY « 10 411-124 St « 780.488.3619 « THE
LAND SPEAKS,
THE SKY LISTENS: Artworks
byJim Visser

+ Oct 27-Nov 3 + Opening reception: Sat, Oct 17, 2-4pm;
artist in attendance

tion: Thu, Oct 1s, ¢-6pm.

(Oct 22-Nov a8; opening reception: Thu, Oct 22,7-gpm + Studio
Gallery: Exposure Festival/Carnp Firefly project; Oct 22-nov 28;

BILTON CONTEMPORARY
ART-Red Deer «4b-s8o9-51
Ave, Red Deer, 403.343-3933 + WALLS AND WHISPERS: Ceramic

ART BEAT GALLERY - 26 st-anne st, st albert -

From Residents
of Downtown East Side’s City Centre Market
Apartments - Opening featuring music with A Roots Bazarr
and guests: Pri, Oct 23, 8prn (door), 1oprn (music)

Oct 17-Nov 14 » Opening reception: Sat,Oct 17, 1-4pm

ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA - enterprise sq, 100,10230

NETWORK

HE WOMAN
IN BLAGK
sions Stephen Mallatratt

fom ico Susan Hill

THE BONE HOUSE « PCL Studio Theatre, TransAlta Arts

STANLEY MILNER LIBRARY & METRO CINEMA -

Baris, 10330-84 Ave 780.409.1910
»Fringe Theatre Advert

Ave « 780.461.3427 « ARTISTIC EXPRESSION: Artworks

and Underground
Artexhibit
«Oct16-31
STUDIO GALLERY «2: Perron St, St Albert, 780.460.5993

by Béatrice Lefevre, Louise Piquette, Louise Rae and
Curtis Johnson « Oct 16-27 « Opening reception: Oct 16,
7-8:30pm; artists in attendance
+ 700.498.1984 » CRAZY FAMILY: Large paintings depicting

TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE «xiaxi-142 St + 780.452.9100

CROOKED POT GALLERY - 4912-5) Ave, Stony Plain

Week: Oct 17, 18,24 + APEGGA Rock & Fossil Clinic: Oct24

+ 780.963.9573 « Clay works by Robert Ford and Cheryl

TU GALLERY 10728-224 St - UKRAINIAN ART AND SOUL:

Artworks by Val Boyko, Larysa Eluik, Theodora Harasymiw,

ELECTRUM GALLERY - 12419 Stony Plain Re «
780.482.1402 » Gold and silver jewellery by Wayne
Mackenzie, and artworks by various artists

Oct x7-Nov 7 » Receptions: Oct 17, 12-4pm; Oct 28, 2-3pm;

FINE ARTS BUILDING GALLERY - U ofA,Rin 1-1, 122St,89
Ave + 780.492.2081 « GERMINATIONS: recent works by MFA

and M Des students
attheU of A providingan introduction

to the student's research, curated by liz ingrarn + Until Oct

FRINGE GALLERY «10516 Whyte Ave, Paint Spot bsmt +
FRO4LOUO +Artworks
by Paddy Lamb - Until Oct 1

FRONT GALLERY -12322 Jasper Ave « 780.488.2952 «
ALLUSIONS: Paintings by Galia Kwetay
GALLERY AT MILNER - StanleyA.Milner Library Main
Fi, Sir Winston Churchill Sq «780.496.7030 » Group exhibit

artists in attendance

VAAA GALLERY « 3rd Fi, 10215-2112 St + 780.420.7931 « THE

Rodin, and Robert Savignac + Shop the Walk: Sat, Oct.17,
1oam-spm; Sun, Oct 18, 12-4pm

WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM GALLERY -Assiniboia
Hall, U of

A~ Open Mon-Fri, 7am-zpm » LOVE LETTERS

a

CHIMPROV
«Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave + 780.433

+ Rapid Fire Theatre's improv
show every Sat,pm.

ARTERY «953s Jasper Ave « PEN Writer's Cabaret - Thu, Oct 15

AUDREYS BOOKS - 10702 Jasper Ave + 780.423.3487 + Cora
Wesn't There; Oct17, 1pm « Reading byChris Pannell from

COME BACK TO THE FIVE AND DIME, JIMMY DEAN,
BMMY DEAN -Walterdale Pizyhouse, 10322-83 Ave «
780.439.2845
+ByBd Graczyk, directed by Wendi Pope
«Unt!
(Oct 24 $12-$16 atTIX on the Square
780472335)
Live improvised soap opera directed by Dana Andersen every

EVERYBODY
GOES TO MITZIS «Varscona Theatre.
10329-83 Ave + Teatro la Quindicina’s new musical

come

Starring Leona Bratusen « Until Oct 24 « $25(adult)/S20
{student/senior)
at TIX on the Square

FRINGE FRIGHT NIGHT - TransAlta
ArtsBarns, 10330Ave » Fringe Theatre Adventures Society presents this
interactive horror-filled showease, a directorial debut for
graduates from the Grant MacEwan Theatre Program ani
the U of A Drama programs Also a Killer costume party
Sat, Oct 33, 19pm (door) - $20 atfringetheatre.ca

IMPROV AT ARTERY « Artery, 9535Jasper Ave « theartery 2

Taylor's release of her new book, Chaos inChina> The Spy Who
his book Drive, with poet Marita Dachsel
author of All Things
Said and Done;
Oct 2,7-30pm « Terry McConnell
and J'Lyn

Nye book signing of thebook Id Trade him Again,OnGretzky,

prow hosted by Kory Mathewson « Thu, Oct 22,7pm (door) - §

THE JUNGLE BOOK . Citadel Shoctor Theatre, 9828-1
Ave + 780.426.483 « Robbins Family Serie=: Directed by

Dean Patrick Fleming.
A Geordie Productions

it

presentation. Recommended for children 5 years of aye 2
up + Oct x7-Nova

LFFTLE
ME « Grant MacEwan College, Centre for the

Politics and the Pursuit of the Pesfect Deal: Oct 33, 12-4pm.

Arts and Communications + Musical presented by Gran!

BLUE CHAIR CAFE « 9624-76 Ave + 780.469.8755 » Story

MacEwan Theatre; a funny autobiography
of aque:

Slam: 3rd Wed each month

silver screen, Maybelle Schlumfert «Oct 23-32. 7:30P

FORT EDMONTON PARK - 780.932.4409 « talesstorytelling.

senior) at TIX on the Square

com + Spooktacular + Oct 23-24, 6-1spm + $26 (adv, 13 years
+)332.95 (adv,child, 2-12)/$20(door, 13 years +\/S16.75 (door,

25, 2pm, no performance Oct
26«$15(adult)/Sio (studen’

MOSTLY WATER THE VARIETY SHOW « Roxy

child a-xa years); adv tickets atTicketMaster

14; opening reception: Oct 15, 7-10pm

Theatre, 10708-124 St + 780.453.2440 ~ Mostly Water,
comedy troupe will feature NDP MLA Linda D

GREENWOOD'S BOOKSHOPPE - 7925-104 St -

musicians Robb and Mike Angus from The Wheatp<

HARRIS-WARKE GALLERY-Red Deer « Sunworks, 4924

780.439.2005 « Book launch and signing for Debby Waldman's

Oct ag,Dec a9, Apr24, May22at Spm +$22.75

Ross St « 403.346.8937 - BGGSHELLS FOR CHANGELINGS:

and Cindy Revell's book, Clever Rachel « Sun, Oct 18, 1:30pm

Ceramics by Dawn Candy «Until Nov 6

NASHVILLE ICONS « Mayfield Dinner Theatre

HUMANITIES
CENTRE « Lecture Hall
3,UofA780.492.0458 + arts.ualberta.ca/efs/
«Stories from The Peep
Diaries: How We're Learning toLove Watching Ourselves andOur
Neighbors, avideo/talk byauthor and pop culture
guru Hal

JEFF ALLEN ART GALLERY « Strathcona Place Senior

Centre, 10832 University Ave «780.433.5807 « MEMORIES OF

YESTERDAY: Oil paintings by Pearl Murray and water

colours by Rita Mittlesteadt « Until Oct a9

JOHNSON GALLERY « Southside: 7711-85 2 + 780.46561:
Serigraphs and watercolours by George Weber, photos by
David Baine, paintings by Dave Ripley and Glenda Beaver,
pastels byDan Bagan, pottery byNoboru Kubo « Northside:
1187-80 St + 780.479.8424; Artworks by Norval Morrisseau, Ilingworth Kerr, Alex Janvier, Geange Weber, Daniel Bagan, Jim
Brager, Andre Besse, Geaa Marich, pottery by Neboru Kube

Niedzvieeki
«Man, oct ,7-30pm
+Pree

INDIGO NORTH TOWN CENTRE »
9450-137 Ave «
780.475.4830 indigo.ca/events « Ted Barris (historian,
journalist and author) speaks about his new book Breaking
the Silence: Untold Veterans’ Stories from the Geeat Warto
Afghanistan « Sat, Oct 37, apm +Free
KASBAR LOUNGE «10444-81 Ave + Live at the Kasbar: The

Raving Poets: Open stage poetry with a live band « Wed

MCMULLEN GALLERY « U of A Hospital,
&e4o-au2 St
780.407;7152 « COLLECTING, COLLECTED, COLLECTIONS:

The Women's Art Museum Society of Canada show featuring
wornen’s collections; until Oct 24

MCPAG - Multicultural Centre Public Art Gallery, s¢ua-52
St, Stony Plain + 780.953.2777 « Drawings by Susan Casault

+ Until Nov 4

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE INSTITUTE - 9 Mission Ave, St Albert - 780.651.8176 + Aboriginal

Veterans Display « Gift Shop + Finger weaving and sath

display by Celina Loyer
MUSEE HERITAGE
MUSEUM -5StAnne StStAlbert » 7.

Dr: The Front Lines,featuring
Time Cook,John Geiger and
Stephanie Innens, Sat, Oct24,2pm,tickets at TIXanthe

Square; Dr: Karen Connelly,
Pri,Oct23,gpm, Sio/%s (student)

at TIXon the Square; The ArtofMemory, Sat, Oct24,102m,
S.of¥s (student) at TIXonthe Square; A Life in Words, Sat, Oct
44, K3OpM, Sro/¥s (student) at TIX on the Square; The Cello
Suttes,
Sat, Oct 24, Spe, $10/$5 (student) atTIX on the Square;
Extvemeties, Sun, Oct 25, 30pm, $10/$5 (student)
at TIX on
the Square; Flora/Fauna, Sun, Oct 25, 4pm, $10/8s (student) at

‘TIX on the Square » Stanley A.Minar Library, 7 SirWinston
Churchill
Sq 780.496.7000, epl.ca « Library Theatre:
Western
Resistance readings and discussions with authors Myma

Kostash, Maggie Siggine and Rudy Wiebe; Wed, Oct21,7pm.

// OC)
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+ the Euro-style variety spectacle launches itseleventh
oflove! Kick offyour “hallow-week”
with anight ofsinus
laughs, cerie music, creepy cocktails. And skeletons Cor
in costume for a chance to win frugal yetfabulous
hal ow-—"
prizes « Sat, Oct24,2xpm « Tickets atthe door at :0"30p

byTrunk
Dark comedy by ConorMcPherson, presented

directed 0)
ofvampires. Starring Andrew Mecready,
gang

Amy DeFelice + Until Oct 18; Tue-Sat 8pm; Sun 2pm + Su

(adult)/$x7 (student/sentor)
atTIX ontheSquare
‘STRUT AND JIVE THE NIGHT AWAY « Jubilztions
Dinner Theatre, 8382-170 St. WEM + 7804842424 - Hustle
back tothe‘yos,featuring thefunkiest hitsofthe f22hir:
decade in history + Until Oct a5

«Varscona Theatre, :03259-83 AveTHEATRESPORTS

Unt) July
780.433.3399 « Rapid FireTheatre every Pri,supe «
+ $io(door 88 (member adv at TIXonthe Square
URBAN TALES 12: MOTEL «Avenue Theatre, 9030-1"
+By Darna S26"
«780.471.1586 »northernlighttheatre.com

andTrevor Schmidt, Norther Light
Jomes Hamilton,
combiningthe technologic®

‘Theatre's mentoring event

+ and floor: The Jesus Sayings, reading and disscusion with

and artistic skills ofemerging artist alongside veter=™ 33-44, F30pmM: livewebcast Sat, Oct 24

A Bear inWir, reacting by Stephanie Innes, co-author; Sat,

Theatre Network. 107°°
«
N
IN BLACK
THE WOMA

author Rex Weyler; Thu, Oct22,apm - Children's Libeary:
Oct 24, soam + Metro Cinema, Citadel Theatre, 9828-1014

Ave: An evening with Gabor Maté, author ofIn theRealm of
Hungry Ghosts - Oct22,7pm + Londonderry Library, Children's

Literary Festival Interactive presentation byauthor Robert

eee
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Buffet and Show from $55.99

Theatre. A cynical theatre critic’s lifeistransformed w’
he fallsinlove with anactress and fallsinto cahoots wit

Cabaret; Thu, Oct 15, 7pm; Sio (adult$s (student)
atTIX on
the Square + Muttart Hall, Alberta Callege, 1o0g0 MacConald

Opening reception: Fri, Oct23,artists
inattendance

celebrating the evolution of country music - Unti

10329-83 Ave + 780.433.4999+Varsconatheatre.com/ohe

ST NICHOLAS «Catalyst Theatre, 8529 Gateway Biv

DAZED AND AMUSED: Artworks by Chris Reid » Projix
Room: FROM SKY TO GROUND: 200 FRAGMENTED
LANDSCAPES: A series of collages create abstracted

780.922.6324 + FLORALS AND STILL LIFE until Oct y: + Pall
show: The Art Society ofStrathcona County + Oct 25-25+

109 Ave « 780.483.4051 » By Tracey Power and Will

(OH SUSANNA! HALLOWEEN
SPECIAL .v2=<or

LEVA CAPPUCCINO
BAR « 11053-86 Ave «780.479.5382 >
Standing room only, poetry every ard Sum evening

LITFEST + ARTery, 9525 Jasper Ave: PEN Canarks Writers

LOFT GALLERY -590 Broadmoor Blvd, Sherwood Park»

skete!
r

nights
until Deca+Free

LATITUDE
53 - 10248-106 St + 780.423.5953 +Main Space:

landscapes by Kristen Hutchinson « Until Oct 24

except

for the last Sat ofeach month until
June x2 Sio (dc
8
(Rapid Fire Theatre member)/$s (high school students) 21
TEX on the Square

Rapid FireTheatre brings thefunny downtown. Opex-mic in

2009: New works by Meghan Wagg « Scott THE SKY SPEAKS,
THE LAND LISTENS: Artworks by Jim Visser; opening

HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS-Sherwood Park « 1: Portage
Lane, Sherwood Park « 780.896.3906 « Gallery 45, St.
Michael art show ~ Oct 17, 7-29pm « $15 (adv)

22 // ARTS

(student/senior}, Pay-What-You-Can Mon; $10 Tues

Mon, 8pm + Oct19until thelast MoninMay

WEST END GALLERY -12308 Jasper Ave + 780.432.4892 +
Artworks by Joanne Gauthier, also featuring works by W.H.
Webb, Pierre Giroux, Raynald Leclerc, Paul Jorgensen, Bev

reception: Sat, Oct 27, 1-3pm; artist in attendance « TU Gallery:

Phobulous (Vietnamese restaurant, 8701-109 St; until Nov

‘gb

8pm (not Sun}; Pri/Sat at8pm and sopm «$19.95 (adults. 7.

DIE-NASTY - Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave -

Until Nov 14 « Opening reception: Oct 1s,7-g30pm

party: Thu, Oct 15 4¢-6pm

ypm.+ Pront Room: HAYSEEDS: Two interrelated shrine
installations by Nhan Duc Nan; a second installation at

presents Village Theatre's theatrical thriller byMarty Car
Lecturer Eugene Crowley tells thestory ofthe notorious seKiller known only asthe Midnight Cowbey - Oct2-Nov 7

Stout, made to stimulate discussion on Shakespeare's play»

TO FEMINISM: Mail art exhibition + Until Dec 3: + Opening

Nov 14 « Artist talk with Spyder Yardley-Jones; Pri, Oct 1s,

innocence, directed by Wayne Paquette « Until Oct 25

MERCHANT
OF VENICE: Large graphic paintings
byWade

by the Edmonton Art Club « Until Oct 30

Artworks by artist in residence, Spyder Yardley-Jones; until

VME

Inyna Karpenko, Oksana Movchan and Valerly Semenko +

GALLERY WALK «Shop the Walk:2009 Fall Gallery Walk-

+ Main Gallery. GRILLED CHEESE AND TOMATO SOUP.

5 2440 theatrenetwork.ca

« India: Kingdom of
the Tiger + Celebrate National Chemistry

Anderson + Until Oct 31

27, 10-spm; Sun, Oct 28, 12-4pm « Free, bring a donation

13

+ THREE’S COMPANY, TWO'S ONE: Artworks by Frank
wanVeen + Until Oct 9

for the Fodd Bank to drop-off at the Galleries

Octb6&

North of Nowhere Expo: Festivalof Independent Media

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S
RED GALLERY « 9621-82 Ave

HARCOURT
HOUSE GALLERY « srnc-102 St + 780.426.4180

ROXY Theatre 10708 124 St.Edmonton

BLACKBIRD « Citadel's Rice Theatre, 9828-1014 Ave.

CENTRE D’ARTS VISUELSDE L'ALBERTA « 5103-95

works by Joanne Gauthier + Peter Robertson - Sat, Oct

SEP29-OCT 18.2009 2: 1190

19 with Carolyn Hemandes, Clint Meflwaine, Dean Morrison,

McKenzie, Shirley Serviss, TDLTumer - $5(door)
ca
eeiemreeeeeennae
780.425.1820 + David Harrower's playabout lust, lave arid lo

FINEWORKS IN WOOD: until Oct a7 + West End: Recent

__ Lighting Design: Gory Sincennes « Sound Design: Dave Clarke
+ Costume Design: Sheena Haug + Stage Manager Tracey Byrne

EP

Writer inResidence; bosts a different author each month
Last Sun of each month at 2:30pm

Centre, 35-5 Ave, Spruce Grove + 780.962.0644
- EXPLORING

artist in attendance » Electrum Design Stucio: COLLECTION

Direetor: Marianne Copithorne +Set & Design’ Paul Bezaire

STANLEY A. MILNER LIBRARY. Main Floor, » sir

SHAPE IN CLAY: Parkland Potters show - Until Oct 31 «
Opening reception: Sat, Octa7, x-4pm.

works by Laird Goulet; opening reception: Sat, Oct 27, 1-4pm;

g4-&3
Starring: Mark Jenkins and John Wright

Every Thewith Edmonton's local poets« Spm+ No cover

Winston Churchill $q+ 780.496.7000 + Writers’ Comer.

SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY - Melcor Cultural

SUBLIME LANDSCAPE: Richard Herman + Bearclaw: New

~ CurtainUp

What-You-Will
(min $6)
ROUGE LOUNGE «1om-u1y St« 780.902.5900 « Poetry Tu-

by female Alberta artists. Proceeds from each piece will support
the Central Alberta Women's Emergency Shelter's 24 Hour
Crisis Helpline; Oct 22-31; Special event: Thu, Oct 22,6-9pm

124 St Area in Edmonton « gallery-walk.com + Agnes Bugera:

: “The onlyhatacws: you'll have to pay for the whole seat,
even though you'll rarely use more than the edge.”

ROSIE'S « 10475-B0 Ave= 780.932.4409 « TALES: Edom
Storytelling Café: TALES. Alberts League Encourag::
Storytelling open mic « istThu each month, 7-9pm.

works byEvaLapka; until Octx7» THE ART OF WOMEN: Art

Christ's family lifeover theyears « UntilDec 3
lwe al the ROXY

authors discussthelr worksandhowtheyused archive:

part oftheir research; every Wed in Oct (Oct 2. 28), 7-Bpr
F
free, calltopre-register

lofpoets.corn
«ThePoets’ Haven Weekly Reading Series Pr:

Canadian
West bytextile artist Lorraine Roy, until Oct 3: «

Women Studies Program + Until Dec 31- Opening recep-

‘TiX onthe Square « Creperie, 16220-103 St A Brunch of \
ex, Sun, Oct 25,x24m; S40 atTIX onthe Square
PROVIN
ARCHIVES OF
8055Roo.
ALBERTA «L
CIA
780.427.1750 + Archives and authors; falllecture
series, Jo...)

sented bytheStroll ofPoets Society - Every Mon, 7pm - 0

Lowar Gallery: GLASS 2009: Until Dec 19

» Discovery Gallery: SAVING PARADISE: Trees ofthe

Feagan; Wed, Oct21,gam Zeidler Hall, Citadel These.
ois

uo1A Ave; JoyceWieland's
TheFarShore: Thu,Oct 22. go,

‘Su0/$5 (student) atTIXontheSquare « KidsintheHallBice,
Gity Hall: Savouries, Fri,Oct23,6pm, $25 atTIX onth- Square
Nonfiction Kitchen Party, Sat,Oct24,gen,$10/%5 (studes.: "

UPPER CRUST CAFE « 10909-86 Ave= 780.422.8174 + stro

What-You-May, Thu, 4-8pm

GALLERY « U of A Campus « Mon-Fri, zam-7pm + LOVE

Ireland; until Octx7« Main Gallery. OFELIA SERIES AND
DELECTED MONUMENTS SERIES: Art by Goedele Peeters;

NFB FILM CLUE -Stanley A Milner Library Theatre, 7 Sir
Winston Churchill Sq Free monthly film series shows the

;

Ra ~ 780.427.1750 » ALBERTA WOMEN'S INSTITUTES
200 YEARS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE: Celebrating the

LETTERS
TO FEMINISM: Hosted by University of Alberta's

ARTERY «9535Jasper Ave« ORWHAT?: A Visual Exhibition

__

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES
OF ALBERTA - &sss Roper

ASSINIBOIA HALL-WOMEN'S
STUDIES PROGRAM

Herman + Oct 17-29 - Opening reception: Sat, Oct 17,

2-4pm, artist in attendance
ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL «10286-106 St - 780.488.6611

780.459.3679 » DUETTO: Paintings byAlexus and Elias «

THEATRE

MUSEUMS NOW: Contributions from the ArtGallery of On-

THE SUBCONSCIOUS
SPACE OF THE CITY: Installation by

series of free public screenings; Sat, Oct 24, 3pm

Film Board of Canada « Oct18,2pm

ING ARTS «8426 Gateway Blvd « ART FROM THE

for Teen Read Week) - Centennial Room: Home Moric Day:

ARTERY - 9535 Jasper Ave - films.
nfh.ca/get-animated/ +
Get Animated: Meet animator Chris Landreth and take ina

best inanimated and documentary
film from the National

‘History
and Artof

OLD STRATHCONA
CENTRE FOR THE PERFORM-

every Fri, apm « Teen Movie Scene: movie club for teens; 1st

ForTruth (The Architecture ofDestruction), film, discussion

= Mile Zero's surreal mainstage cabaret collaboration with
Wendy McNeill « Oct 15-27,
Spm + $20 (MZD member)/$25
(general)
atTIX on the Square, door

459.1528 - DECOYS TO.

Decoy Painting»
Until Nowis”

UNKNOWN
«Oct 23-25
PIXSATIONS 2-8730-51 Ave «720.384.2047 - A NEW PERSPECTIVE Photographs byNatalee Probst + Sat,Octx7,24pm.
PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY - 19Perron St,StAlbert

aapm « Edmoriton Room: Premier Screening ofg/12: Blueprint

SHOW AND TAPAS -St. Patrick's Parish
32812-96 St« 780.477.8876 « ByFlamenco En Vivo »
Sat, Oct 17, 7pm (Tapas), 7:30pm (performance)
-$20
MILE ZERO DANCE-Wendy
McNeill -L'Unitheatre,
8527-92 St+ 780.424.1573 « Secret Diaryofa Collapsed World: part

Presenting the world’s leading museum building projects

tari, Royal Ontario Museurn, Gardiner Museum in Toronto;
‘Canadian War Museum in Ottawa and the new Canadian.
‘Museum of Human Rights in Winnipeg; until Dec 13 « THE

‘STANLEY A. MILNER LIBRARY - 7 SirWinston Churchill
Sq+ Centre for Reading and the Arts Department: From
Books toFilm: Weekly showings offilms adapted from books;

FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM.
OTT LCCC
qrenenrevennati

Jasper Ave «780.922.6223 +
* PRINTED
MATTERS: Creating and
‘queer: Oct 22-Nov 28« MUSEUMS IN THE 21ST CENTURY-Concepts,
Projects, Buildings

St + 780.453.2440 +Ghost story starring Mark Jer
Two-For-One-Tus
and John Wright « Until Oct 18 «
' °°
$13/Sun-Thu: $as (adult), $22(student/senior\/Fr/5?
{adult/$23 (student/senior)

eee
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by Brian Gibson
Brian Gibson watches (in horror)
the rising trend
of zombie interest
COUN
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Blood, guts and zombie Nazis
Dedfest aims

v—

for the heads of horror fans with a film sele
ction spanning the whole bloody spectrum

BETTER THAN A STICK IN THE EYE >> Oh wait... IH}supptiea
// ORVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM
tous

tereotypes might be lazy thinking,
but that doesn't mean they don't
have a grain of truth. The organizers

of DedFest, for instance, are currently

lounginginthe subterranean, concrete

confines ofThe Lobby, Edmonton's pre-

miiere horror film renter, surrounded
by memorabilia that ranges from your
more standard Dawn of the Dead posters

to a fully functioning neon sign adverUsing the Bates motel. Lest they leave
the tableau incomplete, on a corner
TV

plays The Thaw, aslightly cheesy, Arctic-

set movie about a prehistoric parasite
awakened by global warming ("It's ba-

sically John Carpenter's The Thing with

mec offers Lobby owner/co-festival

organizer Kevin Martin between vari-

other MST3K-type riffing).
ous
It Sasce

ne that only a horror fan could
love, but then that's part of
the charm

bsDedFest (née The Deadmonton Hor-

* « Film Festival): this is a horror fan's

syst pe the only film festival in

a bit more inclus more success being
ive, they're per
fectly

happy the way they are, thanks.
"Yeah, we get labelled niche a lot, and
toldthatweshoulddo more mainstream
stuff, stuff that’s family-friendly and so
on,” explains co-organizer Derek Clayton, his low opinion of that particular
piece of advice written on his face. "But
we've got articles up on sites like Dread
Central and Bloody Disgusting—nonhorror fans might not know what those
are, but they're genre websites outside
of Canada that get tens of thousands of
hits a day, and are learning about Edmonton. We've done more for Edmonton asa horror city, and a film city, than
alot ofthe more broad events.”
Besides, the way Martin sees it, Edmonton is more or less the ideal breeding ground for horror film junkies.
"It's a bleak environment to live in,
and we need the escape of movies and
alcohol,” he offers from his perch behind the rental desk. "And the Oilers
make it even more frustrating.”
Of course, it's not just the appetite, but
the way you satisfy it, and Clayton and
Martin take care to program a sickening
feast for anyone that likes blood, guts
and, of course, braaaaains. Last year's big
features included the cult hit Tokyo Gore
Police—whose follow-up Vampire Girl
vs Frankenstein Girl, will be playing this

year—and the Canadian premiere of My
Name is Bruce, the meta-horror-comedy
starring the strong-jawed Evil Dead star.

This year's fest is not only bigger, going
from three nights to four, but also better,
with a veritable splattering of horror fun.
Besides the usual collection of shorts,
which includes local fare such as Dave
Alexander and Colin Landry's Fallow, a
prairie gothic, and international stufflike
Paris by Night of the Living Dead, which
Clayton describes as "a 22-minute French
cen taraeanrere

ter and chocolate: Dead Snow and Lesbian
Vampire Killers. That one's basically just a
balls-out comedy with lesbian vampires
and the people who kill them.”
Moving away from the more comedic
takes on gore, Neighbor isa torture porn
about a young girl who kills suburban
families before living in their house,
while Macabre is a nightmare described
as the Thai version of Texas Chainsaw
Massacre, They'll also have the Cana-

We've got articles up on sites like Dread Central

and Bloody Disgusting—non-horror fans might not
know what those are, but they're genre websites
outside of Canada that gets tens of thousands of
hits a day, and are learning about Edmonton. We've
done more for Edmonton as a horror city, and a film

city, than a lot of the more broad events.
Zombieland,” features run the gamut from
a 35mm print of the punk-horror classic
Return of the Living Dead to the Ron Pearlman-starring grave robber flick I Sell the
Dead to the contemporary Norweigan
Nazi-zombie flick Dead Snow.
“It's Nazis and zombies; what more do
you need?” asks Clayton. "There's two

films that are like Reese's, just peanut but-

OCT 15 ~ OCT 21, 2009 // WWEWEEKLY

dian premiere of Rampage, a Grand
Theft Auto-style killing-spree epic that,
as Clayton tells it, is the rarest of film
breeds: a good Uwe Boll film.
"It's not a videogame adaptation:
when I heard Rampage, | thought it
might be about werewolves and Godzilla smashing buildings, but no. Uwe
Boll has made a good movie, believe

"People have been asking us, ‘You're
showing an Uwe Boll movie?’ and then
we show them the trailer and they're
like, 'Oh, yeah, okay."
Once this weekend's four days of terror

end, though, Clayton and Martin have
plans to extend DedFest into something
ofa year-long event, hosting screenings
once a month of both horror classi¢s
and first-run films. It's all part of their
greater effort to not only put Edmonton
on the map as a horror capital, but continue to bring homegrown horror fans
everything they can stomach.
“It sucks seeing a great trailer, and
then you can't wait to see the movie
and then it just kind ofdisappears,” explains Clayton. "Plus, there's something
about the big screen, with an audience
full of horror fans, that just makes the
experience so much more.” W
THU, OCT1S = SUN, OCT 18
DEDFEST: HELLBERTA'S HORROR FESTIVAL
FEATURING LESBIAN VAMPIRE KILLERS,

RETURN OF THE LIVING DEAD, VAMPIRE GIRL
VS. FRANKENSTEIN GIRL, DEAD SNOW AND.

MORE
METRO CINEMA (9828 - 1014 AVE)

$20/NIGHT, $70 FESTIVAL PASS

DVD DETECTIVE >> KARLOFF & LUGOSI HORROR

CLASSICS

The cinematic undead
A few flicks in the ment: & Lugosi Horror Classics box deserve to rise from their graves
za

Imagine you're unjustly locked up for sec- : he's a Pl, offers some work, kid's stuff, just
ond-degre@ murder. You were just
watch a house for a while, track the
protecting your wife. You don't
gentleman's movements.
The
know your own strength. It
catch Is the gentleman in ques
was a freak thing. You're a
tion is the very judge that sent
musician, an aesthete, softerly com You up. Seems a little queer,
erecta
spoken, demure by nature, a
but you can't be picky. You're
gentle soul with a shuffling
too trusting to know when
walk and the slight lunge of
you're being set up.
That's the lowdown for John Ellthose ready to topple into the
man, the hero of The Walking Dead
grave. You get out of the pen, you're
womanless, hard-up, turned away from : (1936), and if I'm trying to put you in his
some big shot you were promised would : raggedy shoes it's only because he's emgive you some work. You walk the streets ; bodied by Boris Karloff with such texture
in a beat-up hat and too-short baggy trou- : and compassion that you can't help but
sers when you meet this guy, friendly as : sympathize—even if you never get the
can be. He recognizes you from the pa- : full story about that earlier killing. Ellpers, remembers your case, knows you : man takes the fall for a mafia hit and
got a raw deal. He buys you a coffee, says : gets the chair—a novelty of the period

: and much in the press. But somewhere
: a pair of young lovers who witnessed
: the crime lose sleep over the fact that
they never came to Ellman's defense.
: They finally confess, but it’s too late. The
: news gets to the prison just as Ellman.
: gets the juice. But wait, the lovers are
: scientists, working for a visionary experi-

? menting with reviving the dead. So Ell-

: man's corpse is sent directly to the lab,
: hooked up to electrodes, and Karloffs
: given a major dose of déja vu, five years
= after Frankenstein (31). He's alive, again,
remote, as though swallowed complete: ly by the melancholy that hounded him
: in his previous life. He doesn't talk much,
: so the question lingers: what does he re: member of death?
: Directed by Michael Curtiz, still farfrom

; entertaining bit of hysterical hokum jf
+ you can stomach the crude racial Bags,
: but more importantly for classic horro;

: fans it represents a very weird efor;
; to capitalize on a previous hit. Just like
: Lugosi's zombies, my eyes popped oi);

: Casablanca (42) but in excellent form in : of my head when | recognized not on|

: a flurry of prestige Bs, The Walking Dead : Sir Lancelot, once again playing a :
: is a haunting picture. It's riddled with : lypso singer serenading newcomers with
: artifice and coincidence as our Lazarus : sweetly forbidding ballads, but also Da;
: begins to quietly enact his wrath, yet : by Jones, once again playing a shirtles
: it's endowed with spectral beauty and a : giant zombie. Both were pivotal to the
: deep emotional current thanks mainly to : unforgettable spell of Jacques Tourneuy’
: Karloff, as well as an inspired feeling for : 1 Walked With a Zombie (42), the second
: musical accompaniment—Ellman's final : film to emerge from producer Val Low
: request is to have a cello player score : ton's legendary low-budget horror un
i his death march—and a spare lighting : at RKO. Their reprisals here are far (2:;
: and production design that looks back : distinguished, though at least Jones get
? to German expressionism and forward : his comeuppance this time around.
! to noir. The story also looks forward to : Frankenstein 1970 ('S8) features Karlof

i The Dead Zone ('83), David Cronenberg’s : as the original mad scientist's great-gre.
: adaptation of Stephen King's novel about
= the loneliness that grips those back from
: the void and carrying secret knowledge.
:

: grumpy grandson. In need of funds to bi
: an atomic reactor so he can make mor
: monsters, he allows a Hollywood

fi

? crew to use his castle. The industry satir
: The Walking Dead is by far the best : is all stale cliché, the story is limpid an
+ thing in Warner's Karloff& Lugosi Hor- : limited, the monster's head in wrapped up
: ror Classics box, though Zombies on = in so many bandages he looks like Gumb
: Broadway (‘45) is also very worthwhile. : post-surgery. It's genuinely curious tha

: A horror-comedy that's mostly comedy,

: director Howard Koch chooses to cove

: it finds Wally Brown and Alan Carney’s : most of the scenes in long, unbroke:
: New York talent agents coerced by a : takes and wide shots, though they oniy
: showbiz mobster into going down to a : make things drag even more. Though it
: Caribbean isle to fetch a genuine zom- : got Lugosi, Karloff and Peter Lorr

: bie. Lured by a leggy American showgirl, : board, You'll Find Out (40) seems main\,
: they eventually find Bela Lugosi secretly : a showcase for radio personality Kay Kyse;

TO ATTEND THE

:
:
:
:

cooking up a zombie formula. He fools
them into digging their own graves and
spending the night in his castle and, you
know, hilarity ensues. It's actually a fairly

:
:
:
:

and his College of Musical Knowledge. |
not much of a horror movie, though it dic
seem really horrible. | had to shut off th

TV and run screaming. W

On World Food Day & the International Day for the Eradication ofPoverty

FOC

OCTOBER 22"
SPM w SCOTIABANN THEATRE|

Security Film Fest

WEST EDMONTON MALL

& Faull Trade Fair

A LIMITED NUMBER OF DOUBLE GUEST PASSES
ARE AVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP AT

WUEWEEKLY
40303

mley A. Milmer

-108

Libra

Fri, Oct. 16 Opening Reception & Films:

PRESENTED BY

organic & fair rede fine/folk crafts & clothing; 8 complimentary buffet wit
pats food by local growers; organic wine bar; silent art auction/exhibition

ko7 MSE

.

& nom [MAPLE
RES

1:

Food Fight (Revolution Never Tasted So Good): tne award

winning new flim that looks at how agricultural policy & food culture developed in the 20¢!
century, and how new food movernants are creating @ counter-revolution against big
ag:

¢

7pm:

The World According to Monsanto: an exposé ofGMOs, chemics

toxicity & food domination by one of the most controversial corporations in industrial history

FRIDAY

War SAW

ONE OF TWO

OCTOBER

Sat, Oct. 17 Film Series:

23

p

Story of Stuff & animation shorts; s fun & entertaining 1-hour

program that explains over-consumption
and environmental issues to kids.

.
FRESH: celebrates the farmers and activists who confront the consequences
of bad food policy—contamination, pollution, depletion of natural resources, and morbid
obesity—and ere forging healthier, more humane, sustainable slternatives.

VI POSTERS

eee

consclousness
that must be seen to be

.

n

Vive LaCausal tecuesexons
ef
thsata eves i the
merchforms

rights—the grape strike and boycott led by Cesar Chavez & Dolores Huerta via the Net!
Farm Workers Association in the 1960s—and reminds us that great things can be achiev°
when marginalized
people pool their efforts. Great historical footage!

BIN BELL

TO WIN: SEND YOUR NAME AND DAYTIME PHONE NUMBERTO:

SAW@VUEWEEKLY.COM
24 // FILM

Info: www.edmontonamalipress.org
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airo without love
s from the lacking chemistry of its leads

but one of its

@ need to escape
whether

that's

be taking some time off
his post
i
a Palestinian
refugee camp to tourher around Cairo.

But when he's held up with some indeterminate though pressing issues, she
ends up spending time with his former

colledegn Tareq Khalifa (Alexander
Siddig), and our story becomes a lot
more familiar: western woman swept
away by.a romantic stranger in an ex-

otic locale.
Though it is admirably restrained,
capturing the tentativeness that would

undoubtedly result from a burgeon-

to remind us that we're in the Middle
East, from a largely pointless encounter with a young girl on a bus to a visit
to a carpet workshop to Juliette's occasional dealings with the hotel maid.
Nadda would have been better off leaving the landscape and setting as such,
and working more on the chemistry
between her characters.
That much is driven home by the
occasional genuinely romantic moment that the film manages. Though
they don't have much between them,
. both Clarkson and Saddig are charming enough performers, and can create something that grabs, especially
when they're quiet; the comfort be«
tween them is evident during a train
tide home from a chance wedding, the
FEEL THE LOVE >> Cairo Time lacks romantic tension between its leads // supplied
silence bred from not feeling the need
ing romance between a wife and one
There Is a little bit of intrigue in the
to talk, but such moments are rare and
her husband's good friends quite well,
will-they-or-won't-they dynamic, once
fleeting, especially for an affair story.
Cairo Time suffers from a lack of roCairo Time finally gets around to making
It's probably enough to implant some
mantic tension between its two leads,
explicit what's been apparent since the
fantasies if you're looking for your own
not really helped by its own telegraphbeginning, but even that is mostly done
escape, but take care to make your daying of what's to come. IfTareq's tender
in by its pacing, which is close to inert.
dreams a bit more intriguing. W
reception at the airport where he picks
Writer/director Ruba Nadda clearly has
Juliette up isn’t indication enough, the
love of scenery, and she takes almost

every opportunity to compose some

contrast of her rough handling around
nearly every other Egyptian male—she
seems awfully shocked by this treatment for a supposedly worldly magazine writer—should

make

DIRECTED BY RUBA NADDA,

postcard-worthy shots of the Egyptian
capital, but there's a reason most of us
don't spend much time spinning that
particular carousel in the gift shop.
She also takes nearly every opportunity

it all the

more apparent.

Sait
one

G PATRICIA CLARKSON, ALEXANDER

1

Sexy Bitch
David Guetta

2

| Gotta Feeling
Black Eyed Peas

3

| Know You Want Me
Pitbull

4

Best! Ever Had
Drake

5

Whatcha Say
Jason DeRulo

6

Fire Buming
Sean Kingston

7

One Time
Justin Bieber

8

Birlhday Sex
Jeremih

9

Down - Jay Sean
Pitbull

10 Hotel Room Service
Pitbull

DIBS
EXCLUSIVE RINGTONES
TEXT “DIBS" TO 4321 & HAVE 1ST DIBS
DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR
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FILM // 25

Film Capsules

tually, all numerical combinations
tential human viewers should step |,
turn around and beat a hasty exit fron +.
movie, which doesnt present anyone j

Opening
at the Princess

ognizably

The Boys Are Back

interesting human form

Dave (Vince Vaughan) and Ronnic

Directed by Scott Hicks.
Written by Allan Cubitt

George MacKay

Akerman) are busy parents of two bo
the youngest is that Hollywood ape ,
he talks like a 15-year-old in "cute" c|
but still does "funny’ stuff like pee

keto

in a show toilet at a home Suppl

Starring Clive Owen, Nicholas McAnulty,

Dave's buddy Joey (jon Favreau) and

Lucy (Kristin Davis) are ready to split .

England, a wife and a child to live in Aus-

soon as their daughter leaves for col!

tralia, the home of a lovely equestrienne
whom he knocked up and fell in Love with.
But the equestrienne unexpectedly dies far
too young and too quickly, and grief-stricken Joe's left with a slightly weird little boy

a few months. Dave's Black Friend;

(Nicholas McAnulty) he doesn't really know
THE BOYS ARE BACK

how to raise. Before long his first child, now

eens

a teen (George MacKay), suddenly decides

NIGHTLY @ 7:10 & &10PM
SAT & SUNDAY MATINEES@ 2:00PM

RAIED: PG. COARSE LANGUAGE
MATURE SUBJECT MATTER

Rated P.G. language may offend, not

recommended for young children

RINC
sS
10337 Whyte Ave, 780 435 0728

RING
aD
10337 Whyte Ave, 780433.0728

to come down under to spend an‘indeterminate period with his long-lost pa, too.
Joe, now pulling double duty as a full-timer,
finds he's in need of a philosophy of parenting. He opts for "JUST SAY YES"—the motto
appears on his refrigerator in magnetic letters—and sets about proving that slovenly
permissiveness and playtime all-the-time
can be both fun and therapeutic
Of course disaster awaits, though the predictable and perfunctory disaster is actually
pretty minor, its fallout racking up a lot of
air miles more than anything else. Adapted
by Allan Cubitt from Simon Carr's memoir,

The Boys Are Back
meandering its way
crisis without ever
the guy as it seems

is somewhat shapeless,
through Joe's widower's
really being as hard on
to think it’s being. Joe's

irresponsible about a lot of things and reveals himself to be a poor negotiator with

ER

A

“ablisstully blood-drenched film

=

jonciooma.cam

a

RE
7

®

.,;

Ace sportswriter Joe Warr (Clive Owen) left

:

~

divorcee Shane (Faizon Love), has recar,
hooked up with the much-younger

7

both adults and children. He lets the little

(Kali Hawk), whom the writers make «

one run wild and do belly flops into hotel

‘90s stereotype cross between

jacuzzis. He stamps off in a huff when his
mother-in-law doesn't offer to help him out
at a moment's notice. He does a lousy job of
courting another single parent, roping her
into babysitting before he ever takes her
out on a date. So his flaws are laid out for
us to survey and cluck our tongues at. Yet
somewhere between the condensation of
Carrs book into movie form and Shine director Scott Hicks' brimming affections for the
all-too-likable Owen and the golden glow
of the Australian countryside, urgency and

and Terry McMillan beach novel: *\ <3)
my boyfriends Daddy*; "Let's get our p
on tonight.”

a desirable edge evaporates.
At least Owen, himself a dad, not to men-

tion the film's executive producer, truly
does seem to immerse himself into all this.
| found myself resisting The Boys Are Back
and then warming up to it, mainly due to
Owen's commitment to connecting with
his young costars. We're meant to look
down on Joe's refusal to judge and play the
strict patriarch as much as we're invited to

smile along with it when it’s all harmless
shenanigans. But the most interesting moments actually arise from Joe's counterintuitive acceptance of his children’s more
erratic behaviour, such as when McAnulty
is disturbingly obtuse and unaffected by his
mother’s death. Hicks frames a lot of scenes
very prettily and softens their effect further
by bathing them in:cocoon-like songs from
Sigur Rds, but when Owen's face becomes
stone cold and withdrawn, or when that icy
exterior breaks and we sense a decision is
made before it's actually announced, something works here in spite of itself. You can
probably tell that | like Owen very much as
an actor, but I'm still not sure what to make
of his career
JOSEF BRAUN
[1 \OSEF@VUE

vide

Unable to get off their high-mainthorses long enough to get their groo
super-uptight Jason (Jason Bateman

Cynthia (Kirsten Bell) decide on a c
rebuilding vacation at Eden West but
the group rate, so they convince the
couples—assisted by more cute antic:
Dave and Ronnie’s boys—to come alon

About five minutes after landing, any ;
tential for laughs in Eden West's New
therapy- and yoga-based program sin|
er than a 1912 ocean liner in the Atianti
resort's “couple whisperer” is a Franc:

slur (Why don't you take that Frenct
your mouth?" Dave yells) dressed in pseu
Asian monk clothes. The therapists are s:
mocked for their "touchy-feely shit” but sor
not, only to be outdone by the coup!
Clichés 101 while walking around Gi
Island (‘you're suffocating her," “it’s
ever since weve done something Lik
Supposedly comic scenes sputter,
have no punch, the vapid couples be
sniping or sarcastic chunks of white bla:
ness even sharks would spit back up and ti)

film's showdown involves Guitar Hero, pro
ing how boring it is to watch pe
video games in a movie. But then Couy:!
Resort is a kind of bad video-game romanc
comedy: 2D characters, flat dialogue,
exotic backdrop, and lame new le
relationship challenges. Thirteen year
Swingers, Vaughan and Favreau come «
pathetic danglers here, clinging to thei
medic reputations by their fingertir
The movie's only point of interest is its p
ticularly American attitude to sex: an
of undress is uncomfortable, gay panic

strike any time (though
the Guitar Hero pla)

Now Playing

off offers a remarkably homoerotic sp

ed

Couples Retreat

of sparks between axe-holding men
even partying singles are "sexting, twat

Directed by Peter Billingsley

crumping" kids who spread STDs. No

Written by Jon Favreau, Vince Vaughan,

der this "Disneyland for adults* is mor
pastel-coloured Nyquil—how can the '

Dana Fox

Starring Vaughan, Favreau, jason Bateman

keiettt

GARNEAU

THEATRE

Pretty much the only part of Couples Retreat that works is its title—taken not as

a noun but as a warning or command, Ac-

ie's four male schlubs and their eye-<*
wives have fun in the sun when there
so much to get their twisted Puritan pan!
loons all hot and bothered about?
BRIAN GIBSON
// BRIAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

WEEKEND PASS!
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FILM anv VIDEO ARTS

All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.
For more information, call 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org

SOCIETY-ALBERTA

Metro operates with the support of
Canada Council

Conseil des Arts

for the Arts

du Canada
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GFA
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Foundation
toeth Arts
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oxa
780 429 1671
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‘CTIZENS |

Whiterud Crossing, A27-106 St,7804961822

Daily 12:35, 1:00, 3:35, 4:10, 7:00,7:35,9:50, 10:25; Star & Stroll-

FILM SOCIETY

"

‘THE GREAT ESCAPE (PG)

nerican justice
of a plan to set

absurd travesty of a

aps Darby and slowly,

him to death, making
‘ofpower tools, and a poim the liver
ofaCaribbean
course! It's only his open‘thrown into maximum

ing act.|

security and his rampage only escalates.

he
keeps exacting his flamboy» feats ofviolent revenge from
killing
offanyone with
ential connection to his
ahaldeat with Darby.

as
the whole house of
when he or his

(G)

Fri-Sat 1:10, 4:20, 7:35, 11:00; Sun-Thu 1:10, 4:20,7:35

Digital 3d Daily 1:30, 630

WAKE UP SID (HINDI W/E.S.T.) (PG)

SURROGATES (14A, violence)

Daily 1:00, 4:00, 6:50, 9:55

Fri-Sat 10:00, 12:15; Sun-Thu 10:00
_ GL JOE: THE RISE OF COBRA (14A)
Pri-Sat 1:25, 4:05, 7:00, 9:45, 22:10; Sun-Thu 1:25, 4:05, 7:00,

945

m ourglimps-

9

iily life’ to the in-

THE STEPFATHER (14A, violence)

Fri 4:15, 7:00, 10:10; Sat-Sun 1:15, 4:15, 7:00, 10:10; Mon-Thu

Digital 3d Daily 12:30, 2:45: 5:05, 7:30, 9:50

7:00, 10:10

‘THE INFORMANT (14A)
Fri-Wed a:10, 4:05, 7:10, 10:15, Thu 1:10, 4:05, 19715

ZOMBIELAND (\8A, gory violence)
THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, not
Fri 330, 6:50,9:45; Sat-Sun 12:50, 3:30, 6:50, 9:45; Mon-Thu

6:50,9:45

9:40; Mon-Thu 7:15, 9:49
‘THE INFORMANTI (14A)

Fri 4:40, 7:10, 9°50 Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:40, 7210, 9:50; Mon-Thu

TA0, 9:50
GRANDIN THEATRE
Grandin Mall, Sir Winston Churchill Ave, St.Albert,

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended
for children)
Dts Digital, Stadium seating Fri-Sun 12:55, 3:45, 7:30, 10715;
Mon-Thu 1:20, 4:25, 7:05. 9:45

DATE OFISSUE ONLY: Thu,Oct18

TOY STORY AND TOY STORY 23D DOUBLE FEATURE

children)

()

Thu, Oct 15 12:55, 2:25, 6:00, 7:40

820; Mon-Thu 1:00, 4:45, 8:30

‘Thu, Oct 15: 1:05

No passes, Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:00, 4:00,

CAPITALISM: A LOVE STORY (PG,coarse language)

TBO.4S8.9822

9 (PG, frightening scenes, not recommended for young

SHORTS (G)

language)
Thu, Oct 15: 9:05

WHIP IT (PG, coarse language)
z
Dts Digital, Stadium seating Fri-Sun 12-30, 3:15, 6215 9220;

HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF BLOOD PRINCE (PG,

Mon-Thu 1:20, 4:10, 6:59, 9:40

Daily 1:05, 4:00, 7:45, 10:20

Thu, Oct 15: 2:45 5:35 B25

‘THE STEPFATHER (14A, violence)

Thu, Oct 15: 1:05, 2:55, 4°45
‘Thu, Oct 1¢ 6:35

Daily 2205,3:35, $20, 7:45, 10:20

LAW ABIDING CITIZENS (STC)

TOY STORY AND TOY STORY 2 3D DOUBLE FEATURE

DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:45, 320, 7:00, 9:45; Mon-Thu 1:45,

ZOMBIELAND (:8A, gory violence)

4°30, 7200,$35

Thu, Oct 15 :12:45, 2:30, 4:25, 6:05 745 9°30
TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR DAY
(24A, coarse language, substance abuse, not recommended
for children)

4271-139
Ave, 780.472.7600
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)
Digital 3dPri, Mon-Thu 4:40,7:05, 9:20;Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:49,
TS 920
SURROGATES
(14A, violence)
Pri, Mon-Thu 4:45.7:25 9-40; Sat-Sun 2:00, 4:45. 7:45 740

FAME(PG)
DAY
TRAILER PARK BOYS: COUNTDOWN TO LIQUOR

ZOMBIELAND
(1A, goryviolence)
Fri, Mon-Thu 4:50,7:20, 9:95; Sat-Sun 1:40, 4°50,7:20, 9°55

(14A, coarse language, substance abuse, not

‘TOY STORY AND TOY STORY 2 3D DOUBLE FEATURE

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 30(@)

JENOUFER’S BODY (144, gory violence, crude coarse

~ Digital 3dDaily 12:15,230, 4:49,7-00,95

(244)
THE INFORMANT!
Fri-The, Thu12:40,3:40,690,$20; Wed3:40, 20;Star&
Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

US
RIO
violence)
(144,gory
BASTERDS
INGLOU
y9:45
225,653,
Dail

JACK JOHNSON
(6)
Wed 7:00
svoregrvearnomvrnironacne

@

Digital gdFri, Mon-Thu 3-45, 7:30; Sat-Sun 12:00, 3:45,7:30
‘eontent)

Fri, Mon-Thu 425, 6:45 as; Sat-Sun 12°50, 4:15.6:45. 9:15

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, notrecommended
forchildren)
Pri, Mon-Thu 4:00, 6:40, 9-25; Sat-Sun 1:10,4:00, 6:40,9225

‘THE STEPFATHER
(14A, violence)
Pri, Mon-Thu 4:30,725 9-45;Sat-Sun 1:30,4:39,7-15,9:45
WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG,notrecommended
for young children)

eae

TL

UTC

TNT

Thy, Oct 15 4:05, 9:15
Leduc, 780.252.3922
WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended

Fri, Mon-Thu 4:20,6:59,9-35;Sat-Sun 12:45, 4:20, 6:50, 9°35

Daily 1:50,4:35

JULIE & JULIA (PG, coarse language)
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)
Thu, Oct 15: 1200, 3:00, 4°90, fas, 8°35

‘THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, not
recommended
for young children)

SURROGATES
(144, violence)
Daily 2:00, 410, 7:10, 9:59

G FORCE (G)

ZOMBIELAND (184, gory violence)

Dts Digital, No passes Fri-Sun 12:05, 2:25,4:45, 7:05 9-25;
Mon-Thu 2:40, 3:55, 6:19, 8:45

Daily 1:20, 4:15, 6:55, 9:39

violence, frightening scencs)

Stadium seating, DTSDigital Fri-Sun 12:20, 2:55, $30, 8:00,
10:30; Mon-Thu 1:50, 4:20, 6:45, 9:15

ZOMBIELAND (18A, gory violence)

. WHIP IT (PG, coarse language)

Daily 1:10, 4200,7:20, 10:15

LLL
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WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PS, not recommended

PARANORMAL ACTIVITY (14A, frightening scenes, coarse

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended
for children)

FricTuie,
Thu 1:00, 3:50, 7:10, 10:10; Wed 3:50, 7:10, 10:19; Star
& Strollers Screening: Sat 10:00, Wed

00

ZOMBIELAND
(i8A,gory violence)
Daily 12:20, 2:50, 5:15, 8:00, 10:30
THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, not

recommended for young children)

Fri-Tue 1:20, 4:20,6:50, 9:20; Wed 4:20, 6:50, 9:20; Thu 1:20,
4:20, 10:40; Star & Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

WHIP
IT(PG,coarse language)

.

7

Fri-Wed 12:45, 3:40, 6:40,9:49; Thu 12:45, 3-40, 65

Digital 3d Daily 2:15, 6:45

DISTRICT 9 (14, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse

Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:15, 3:30, 6:39, 9:4;
Mon-Thu 1:05, 4:00, 6:55. 9:50

LAW ABIDING CITIZENS (STC)

THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, not
recommended for young children)

THE STEPFATHER (14A, violence)
No passes Daily 11:40, 2:20, 4:59, 7:45, 10:20

TOY STORY AND TOY STORY 2 3D DOUBLE FEATURE (G)

No passes Daily 2:00, $00, 8:00, 1025

& Strollers Screening: Sat 10:00, Wed 2:00

Screening: Sat 10:00

language, not recommended for children)
No passes Daily 12:00, 2:40, $10,7:50, 10:30

12:25, 2:50, §:20, 7:45, 10:20; Mon-Thu 2:25, 4:15, 6:35, 9:00

FriTue,
Thu 12:30, 3:30, 7:40, 10:35; Wed 3:30, 7-40, 1035, Star

for young children)
No passes Daily 12:30, 30, 7:30, 10:00; Star & Strollers

for young children)

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)
Digital 3d Fri 00, 7215, 9:40; Sat-Sun 12:30, 2:45, $00, 7215,

Stadium seating, Dolby Stereo Digital, No passes Fri-Sun

for children)

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended

No passes Daily 11:30, 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30

(CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)
Reald 3d, Stadium seating Fri-Sun 12:10, 2:30, 4:50-7:19, 9330;
Mon-Thu 1:30, 345, 6:05 8:25

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM

6:45, 9:20

WHERE
THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended
for young children)

CINEPLEX ODEON NORTH

Daily 7210, 9:10; Sat-Sun 200

FAME (PG)
Fri 3:40, 6:45, 9:20; Sat-Sun 1:20, 3:40, 6:45, 9:20; Mon-Thu

8:00, 10:20

¥0200-102 Ave,780.421.7020

Daily 1:30, 4:20, 7:05

Daily 9:00; Sat, Sun 3:00

‘Thu 8:00

920

UP(G)

BRIGHT STAR (PG)

Fri 4:50, 8:00, 10720; Sat-Sun 1:45, 4:50, 8:00, 10:20; Mon-Thu

PricSat 1:50, 4:40, 7:15, 9:20, 11:30; Sun-Thu 1:50; 4:40, 725,

may offend)
Fri-Sat 9:40, 12:00; Sun-Thu 940

Daily 7:00; Sat-Sun 1:00

LAW ABIDING CITIZENS (STC)

SURROGATES (14A, violence)

ICE AGE: DAWN OF THE DINOSAURS (G)

‘THE HANGOVER (:8A, crude content, nudity, language

10337-82 Ave,7BO.433.0728

THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, not
recommended for young children)

MONTY PYTHON: ALMOST THE TRUTH-THE LAWYERS

CUT (14A, nudity)

Fri-Sat 1:35, 4:10, 7:20, 9°50, 12:15; Sun-Thu 2:35, 4:10, 7:10, 9:50

<

WEM, 8882-170 St, 7E0.AL4 2400

Fri 4:10, 7:20, 10:00; Sat-Sun 1:40, 4:19, 7220, 10:00; Mon-Thu

Wed 7:00

‘THE PROPOSAL (PG, coarse language)

ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW (STC)
Sat, Oct 24,midnight tickets on sale now

matter)

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)

for children)

JACK JOHNSON (G)

TRANSFORMERS: REVENGE OF THE FALLEN (PG, vioJence, crude content, not recommended for young children)
Fri-Sat 1:15, 4:15, 7:30, 10:45; Sun-Thu 2:15, 4:15, 7:30

No show 9:00 on Thu, Oct a2, private booking

THE BOYS ARE BACK (PG, coarse language, mature subject

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended

G FORCE (6)
iolence, frightening scenes)
Fri-Sat 1:20, 4:30, 7:25 1:00; Sun-Thu 1:20, 4:30, 7-25

8712-109
St,780.433.0728
CAIRO TIME (PG)
Daily 7:00, 9:00; Sat, Sun 2:00;

730, 1025

recommended for young children)

HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF BLOOD PRINCE (PG,

Sat-Sun,
Tie12:45, 3:00; NotPresented in 3D

Pri 430, 730, 10:15; Sat-Sun 2:30, 4:30, 7:30, los; Mon-Thu

Fri-Tue, Thu 2:00, 6:30, 10:05; Wed 2:00, 10:05

Daily 1:30, 4:30, 7:20, 100

VE

LAW ABIDING CITIZENS (STC)

Daily 12:50, 3:30, 6:40

CAPITALISM: A LOVE STORY (PG, coarse language)

a

No passes Fri 4:45, 745, 10:30; Sat-Sun 2:00, 4:45, 7:45, 10:30}
Mon-Thu 7:45, 10:30

720, 1000

Fri-Tue,
Thu2:40, 4:20, 725, 9:49; Wed 1:40, 4-20, 7:10, 9:40

ii]
4a

Mon-Thu 6330, 9:30

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (18A, gory violence)

Daily 2:00, 4:50, 6:55

hoo

No passes Fri 4:00, 6:30, 9°30; Sat-Sun 1:00, 4:00, 6:30, 9:30;

LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)
Daily 930

THE STEPFATHER (144, violence)

‘t sostupid, the

2020 Sherwood
Drive, 780.416.0150

Fri-Satasg5, 4:25, 6:45, 9:25, 11240; Sun-Thu 1:45, 4:25, 6:45, 9:25

THE UGLY TRUTH (14A, language may offend, sexual
content)

10:00; Star & Strollers Screening, No passes Sat 10:00

tre t

GALAXY - SHERWOOD PARK

FAME (PG)

HALLOWEEN il (:8A, brutal violence, gory scenes)

(CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)

for young children)

Star & Strollers Screening: Thu 1:00

Fri-Sat 1:95, 4:45, 7:20, 9°35, 11:50; Sun-Thu 1:55, 4:45, 7:20, 9535

Daily 9:05; Sat, Sun, The 3:05

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended

Fri-Wed 12:25, 3:00, 5:15, 7:40, 10:35; Thu 3:00, 5:15, 7:40, 10:35;

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended
for young children)
No passes Fri 12:00, 3'50, 7:30, 10:00} Sat-Thu 12:45, 3:50, 7:30,

r go far beyond
-and dumbness.
which comes
Kings and Ultraviolet

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)
Thu, Oct 1¢ 3:00, 7:00, 9:00

(st)

‘W231-T87th Avenue, 780.732.2236

but Clyde Shel-

THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, not

TOY STORY AND TOY STORY 2 3D DOUBLE FEATURE

SORORITY
ROW (8A, language may offend, gory violence)

frustration turns a
id otherwise nonHannibal Lecter
ave ever worked
‘ostensibly serious,
ostensibly dark and
about thorny issues of
and bureaucracy, it's

Thu, Octxs 2:20, 7:20, 9:20

WHIP IT(PG, coarse language)
Daily 1:25, 4:30, 7:25, 10:20

Daily 50; Sat, Sun,Tue150

SURROGATES (14A, violence)

8:00, 10:40

ALL THE BEST (HINDI W/E.S.T)

MAIN AURR MRS. KHANNA (HINDI W/ES.7) (STC)

for children)

SURROGATES (14, violence)

ZOMBIELAND (i8A, gory violence)

‘Thu, Oct 1s: 2:15, 7215, 9:35

Daily 1:20,4:05, 6:45, 9:45

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended

FAME (PG)

CAPITALISNG
A LOVE STORY (PG. coarse language)
Daily 22:55, 3:55, 6:55, 9355

CINEMA CITY MOVIES 12
SOT&-T30
hve, 780.472.9779

omen

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended
for children)
Thu, Oct 15: 2:05,7:05,9:15

recommended for young children)
Daily 1:20, 4535,7:20,1025
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LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (STC)
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Daily 7:00,g:25 Sat. Sun,Tue1:00, 3:25
ZOMBIELAND (128A, gory violence)
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‘THE STEPFATHER
(14A, violence)
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LAW ABIDING CITIZENS (STC)
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Fri-Sat 7-00, 9:00; Sun-Thu 8:00; Sat-Sun 130
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‘440/7:00, 9:30; Sat-Sun 1:40, 4:10,
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SURROGATES (14A, violence)
Daily 11:50, 2:30, $00, 7:40,10215
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)

Digital 3d Daily 12:30, 1°50, 4:10, 6:30, se10

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (:8A. gory violence)
Daily 1-30, 6:30, 9:90

MONTY PYTHON: ALMOST THE TRUTH-THE LAWYERS
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Thu 8:00
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for young children)
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ZOMBIELAND (15A, gory violence)
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for children)
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(8A, gory violence)
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for young children)
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pREVUE // GRADY

it's alive! It's alive!
Grady's As Good As Dead, but getting better
EDEN MUNRO

// EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ordie Johnson has never been one
to stand still musically. In his old
band, Big Sugar, Johnson's songwriting,
and the band's sound, went through

gradual shifts over the course of five

full-length records and a few EPs, the

Grady has assimilated the sounds of its
* surroundings—"Accordion’s really big
down there in Texas, man—accordion
is king," Johnson laughs. "I mean, guitar players are cool, but accordion rules
down there, so we had to have some
accordion on the record, too"—but
the evolution has come from within,
as well. Specifically, Singh's influence

sound expanding from tight blues to a

wider range of rock 'n’ roll and reggae

as the group's lineup expanded. Once
Johnson folded Big Sugar in 2004, he
headed south for the musically-fertile
landscape of Austin, Texas, turning
his guitar up even louder—even in Big
Sugar he had a reputation for extreme

volumme—and hit the gas pedal with a
little trio called Grady, enlisting his old
bass-playing friend Big Ben Richardson
and former Double Trouble drummer
Chris Layton for the band's debut, Y.U.
So Shady?, with Billy Maddox stepping
in on drums for the band’s second album, A Cup of Cold Poison. After Maddox left the band for health reasons,
Nina Singh took over, settling in nicely
as Grady worked its way through along
list of live dates leading up to its third
record, the upcoming As Good As Dead.
And while the guitar, bass and drums
still pump the heart of the band, the
group's blood has gotten a little thicker

this time around with a little more texture, due in large part to a bit of additional instrumentation.

“It really is evolving and without doing things on purpose to it either, you

know,” Johnson admits over the phone
from a West Coast tour stop. “It's just

is felt not just in her drumming—the
beats remain heavy, but with a little
more nuance and different shades than
previously—but also in her vocal work
behind Johnson.
"Yeah, 1 mean she's really not just
drums for hire,” Johnson heartily
agrees. "She joined the band full-on,
she's got a co-write on one of the songs
and the two of us singing together—
I've used her on a bunch of session
work where the two of us will do backup vocals together on other people's
records. I just love singing with-her, so
it's like, 'How can we not do that on our
own records?’ So we really worked on
the vocal arrangements.”
A change in drummer can have a substantial effect on the sound of a band,
though the specifics of that change are
often nearly impossible to describe in
words. It often comes down to a feel,
the way that the various players interact on a musical level.
"There's a communication between
the three of us that wasn’t there the
same way before. With Nina, she's almost like the mediator between me and
Big Ben, where Big Ben and I we're like

one big thing, the two of us are kind of
like musically inseparable—I mean,

us
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It's Willie's place, you know, and his vibe just
permeates the entire joint. Willie's office and
his chessboard are there, he's out on the golf
course, Ray Price has walked through the door,
Merle Haggard has walked through the door, Kris
Kristofferson—I mean, there's just like fucking
amazing, legendary people that just drop by or do

stuff there. So whatever you're doing in there you
tend to raise your game to its highest level.

the musicians that we're hanging out

with, and there are more guests on this
record than on previous records just
because we hang out with some great
steel guitar players and fiddlers.
: It offered a little bit of balance,” he
epee “Some textural differences
*e accordion and fiddle and steel gui‘ar—they're all such beautiful textures,

So fo contrast that against the giant wall

of |sound), I think it does make the re-

cord a little more balanced that way.”

paca the band’s wall of sound is still
ntand centre, like Big Sugar before it

ee

I've known the guy for like 25 years
and we've played together for all of that

big
time,” he says. “It's like it's just one

thing, so having a drummer who comes
in and stands up on her own and adds
folto the conversation—she's not just
the
Jowing this massive thing around
n
directio
e
opposit
yard, she goes in an
she
or she's complementary to it and
y.
becomes this mediator musicall
“And look at it, man, it’s a three-piece
five or
band,” he continues. “If we were
still
six instruments, the drummer's
band
important, but in a three-piece
The
range.
that
in
else
there is nothing

bass does its job,

the guitar does its job

and the drums are all over the sonic
spectrum. There's no easy way around
that, you can't fake your way through it.
The sound that they produce becomes

signature to the band, and Nina really
does have her own signature.
"I mean the other drummers were
great, but they were almost too connected to the same stomp that we were

putting down,” he adds. "It hada sort of
monochromatic kind of thing—like our
first record is sort of monochromatic, I
find. I'm not disappointed with the way

it turned out, but it all just goes stomp
and steer—it's like a drag race, whereas this is more like a road rally where
there's curves and you gotta slow down
and speed up and pass people.”
Since moving to Austin, Johnson has

become

a fixture at Willie Nelson's

Pedernales Studio, laying down not
only Grady’s three records there, but
also producing and mixing plenty for
artists like the Spades, Joel Plaskett,
Gov't Mule and Nashville Pussy. Ac-

cording to Johnson, there's something
special that draws him back to that
particular studio.

"Well, it’s Willie's place, you know, and
his vibe just permeates the entire joint,”
he laughs. “Willie's office and his chess-

board are there, he's out on the golf

course, Ray Price has walked through

the door, Merle Haggard has walked
through the door, Kris Kristofferson—I

e
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mean, there's just like fucking amazing,
legendary people that just drop by or do
stuff there. So whatever you're doing
in there you tend to raise your game to
its highest level because it's like, ‘Wow,
there's been some no fucking around
going on in here.’ If you showed up

there you better have meant it.”
Johnson says that he's seen the vibe

manifest itself in varying degrees
throughout his time in the studio:
Nashville Pussy recorded its latest record there without vocals, and then
singer Blaine Cartwright sat down in
Nelson's office and cranked out the
words to 12 songs in an afternoon, with
Gov't Mule’s Warren Haynes doing the
same thing. Even Johnson has felt the

magic while recording Grady’s latest.
"The song ‘Good As Dead’ on our record," he recalls, "we had already recorded most of the record and at that

point we were just doing bonus stuff,

cover songs, just whatever tickled our
fancy ‘cause we were already set up
and I was just like, ‘Guys, just hang on
for a sec,’ and I went next door, same
thing, man, I came out of there with
‘Good As Dead’ and ‘I'm a Sinner Too,’

two songs from the record, and those
came together in minutes. The place is
kind of haunted.”
For Johnson, the shift between producing or mixing for someone else and
creating the music with Grady is an
imperceptible one. In the end, it's all
about making the best music possible,

the process.
"You know what, it’s all music and it's
like one big instrument, the studio,” he

says. "It’s like a giant keyboard instrument—there’s a lot of buttons to push.
But a double-neck guitar has got a lot
of buttons to push and a lot of strings
to set in motion, a bass guitar's only got
four strings but it's no less important
or intricate. So the studio to me is just
a really super intricate instrument and
Ican make music with it.
"Ultimately you're just channeling
the flow of electrons to push paper—to
push the paper speakers, little headphones or your car stereo or whatever,
and it's supposed to invoke an emotional response," he continues. “The
last thing you want is for the music
to come out of those speakers and the
it
people to be non-committal about
either way. You got to have people that
get emotional over it—it's got to mess
them up. I'd rather people absolutely
hated the Grady record—in some sense
that's kind of great for me, like, ‘Great,

I was really trying to piss you off, because that means that if this pisses you
off then there's going to be people that

really like it passionately.” W
ee
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ARDEN THEATRE Lee
Harvey Osmond, Jon Amor;
7:30pm; $35 at TicketMaster

BLUE CHAIR CAFE

Rockin’ with Ronnie After

Work hosted by Ron Rault
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Thu and Fri 4-6pm
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JULIAN'S Grbsm
Lawrence (piano jazz); 8pm

BAR Live music Fe

CARROT Live music

ited Sea

KAS BAR Urban House:

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Dish

Thursdays: funky house/

techno with DJ Colin

Hargreaves, house/breaks

with DJ Krazy K, hardstyle/
techno with DjDecha,

city
Fridays: Arturo Avila; all
ages; 7:30-9:30pm; $s (door)
CASINO EDMONTON
The Classics

CASINO YELLOWHEAD

se om
Friday night

ela LEGION
laste ante Open

—Ken Skoreyko; 9pm
LIVE WIRE BAR Open

NEW CITY SUBURBS
‘
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se
original
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aggMod cu
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to New: classic rock, R&B,
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;
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LEVA CAPPUCCIN

ae Regret, Manuela;

L.B.'S PUB Open jam with

COAST TO COAST

Yak Dollaz

| PARACHUTE
PENGUIN

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM

Tony Bennett; 8pm; $239,

6-10pm

Thursday night with host

i

JAMMERS PUB
Thursday open jam; 7-1apm

CHRISTOPHER'S

PUB
Open mic at the pub:
hip hop open mic every

with Allout DJs DJ Degree,

Junior Brown

with DJ Mark Stevens; gpm

a

hosted by Alberta Crude;

|) some 102.9 BAND OF THE MONTH

pianist)

RIVER CREE The ‘
Temptations; 8pm; tickets

PARTY PUB Openstage

JULIAN'S Graham

~=©6—HALO Thursdays Fo Sho:
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Straker (singer-songwriter-
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pen Mike Roste Band
release), TheChris
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Spm; no cover
IVORY CLUB Du:

Live Music Fridays
8:30-10:30pm

Sodad elas
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TOUCH OF CLASS D+

BLUE CHAIR CAFE

guests

Rockin’ with Ronnie After

er

Sbane, Tiffany and Erikand = Coady (pop/rock);
8:30pm%
é
WILD WEST SALOON

|+ ARTERY 0535 Jasper Ave,780.441.6966, theartery.ca » AVENUE THEATRE 9030-118 Ave, 780.477.2149 - BAN
ULTRA LOUNGE 10765 Jasper Ave,780.420.9098
«BEER HUNTER-St Albert 386 StAlbert
Rd,780.418.7867 - BILLY
BOB'S Continental inn, 16625 Stony Plain Rd,780.484.7712 - BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 780.439.105

+ BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.989.286 « BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3981 » BOOTS 10242-106 St,780.423.5014 » BRIXK BAR 10030-102 St
(downstairs), 780.428.1099 « BUDDY'S 117258 Jasper Ave,780.488.6636 -CASINO EDMONTON 2055 Argyill Rd,780.463.9467 « CASINO YELLOWHEAD 1:1464-15; S'.7°

424 9467 « CHATEAU LOUIS-Julizn's/Royal Coach/Touch of Class 11727 Kingsway, 780 452 7770 «CHRISTOPHER'S
PARTY PUB 202 Millbourne Rd,West,760.462.69
- CHROME LOUNGE 132 Ave, Victoria Trail « COAST TO COAST PUB c5<2 Calgary Trail, 780.439.8675 « CONVOCATION HALL Arts Bicig, U ofA,78049235: COPPERPOT RESTAURANT Capital Place, 101, 9707-110 St, 780.4527800 » CROWN AND ANCHOR 15777 Castledowns
Rd,780.472.7696 « CROWN PUB 10705-:
St, 780.428.5618 - DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB 9013-88 Ave « DEVLIN'S 10507-82 Ave, 780.437.7489 » DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE 11845 Wayne Gretzky Drive, 780,704.05
DRUID 11605 Jasper Ave,780.454.9928 » DUSTER’S PUB 6402-118 Ave, 780.474.5654 DVB TAVERN 8307-99 St,worw.DVBTAVERN.com
- EARLY STAGE SALOON
4993-32 Ave, Stony Plain « ENCORE CLUB 136, 957 Fir St, Sherwood Park, 780.417.01 « FESTIVAL PLACE 100 Festival
Way, Sherwood Park,780.449.3378, 760.464.2552

. FIDDLER'S ROOST 8906-99 St-FILTHY MCNASTY’S 105-82 Ave,780.916.1557 » FLOW LOUNGE 18:5 Wayne Gretzky Dr,780.604.CLUB - FLUID LOUNGE
10105-109 St, 780.429.0700
«FOXX DEN 205 Camegi Drive, St Albert - FRESH START
CAFE Riverbend Sq,780.433.9623
+FUNKY BUDDHA 30341-82 Ave, 780.4379
} GAS PUMP 10166-114 St, 780.488.484) » GINGUR SKY 15505-118 Ave, 780.913.4302/780.953-3606
»HALO 20538 Jasper Ave,780.423, HALO - HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB usp
? (basement), Stony Plain Rd, 780.756.6010 « HILL TOP PUB 8220-106 Ave,780.490.7259 +HOOLIGANZ PUB 10704-124 St,780.452.1168
«HYDEAWAY-All Ages Art Space
? 19209-100 Ave «IRON BOAR PUB 4911-sost St,Wetaskiwin « MORY CLUB 2940 Calgary TrailSouth « JAMMERS PUB 11948-227 Ave, 780.453.8779 - ] AND R 4003-106 '

} 780.436.4403 - JEFFREY'S CAFE 9640 142 St, 780.45.8890 « JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB AND RESTAURANT Riverview Inn, 1209-100 Ave, 780.426 538:(pub)/780439 5°

i (rest)« JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 11455-8) Ave, 780.429.1000
-KAS BAR x0444-82 Ave, 780.433.6768 « LIB'S PUB 23 Akins Dr,StAlbert, 780.460.9100 - LEGENDS PUB
2 Gn04-x72 St, 780.481.2786 - LEVEL 2LOUNGE i607 Jasper Ave, and Fi, 780.447.4495 LIVE WIRE 1107 Knotwood Rd. East - MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH 10025”
} st- MORAVIAN CHURCH 9540-83 Ave, 780.439.4990 «MORANGO'S TEK CAFE :0::8-79 St- MYER HOROWITZ THEATRE Students’ Union Bldg, 8900-114 SU ofA

«NEWCASTLE
PUB 6108-90 Ave,780.490.1999
+NEW CITY 1008 JasperAve, 780.989.5066 « NIKKI DIAMONDS 8:30Gateway Blvd,780-439-8005 - NORTH GLENOR/*
HALL 135352094 Ave « NORWOOD LEGION :1150-83St,uptownfolechibica
»O"BYRNE'S 1066-82 Ave,780.414.6766 - 180DEGREES 10730-107 St780.414.0233 - ONTHE
ROCKS 11730 Jasper Ave,780.482.4767 « ORLANDO'S 1 1:163-10 St - OVERTIME DOWNTOWN 10304-22 St,780.423.1643 « OVERTIME SOUTH Whitermud Crosry

£ gars-a06 St,y80.485277
+PALACE CASINO-WEM 8882-270 St,780.444.2112
-PAWN SHOP 105s1-82 Ave,Upstairs, 780.432084 - PLANET INDIGO-Jasper
Ave 2°
: Jasper Ave » PLANET INDIGO~St Albert 2:2Liberton Dr, St Albert - PLAY NIGHTCLUB
10220 103 St®PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY HALL 10860-5) Av

} . PROHIBITION 11026 Jasper Ave, 780.420.0448 « REDNEX BAR 1043-100 Ave, Morinville, 780.939.6955, redinex.ca » QUEEN ALEX HALL 10425 University Ave «
? BJAR 1638 Bourbon St, WEM, 8882-170 St, 780.486.7722 « RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825 - RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108-149 St-RITCHIE UNITED CHURCH

F g624-74 Ave, 780.439.2442 » ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE 10:11-117 St,780.482.5153 + ROSE AND CROWN 10235-101 St-ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM
NeUhtUL

:

G

aor,

("Gitg)

Satan

12845102"

CENTRE 1o8i9-n Ave SECOND CUP—Mountain Equipment 12336-102 Ave,780.43.7514 » SECOND CUP-Stanlay Milner Library si
? » ST BASIL'S CULTURAL
106 St,Whyte Ave» SIDELINERS PUB 1018-127 St,453-6006 - SOBEYS—College Plaza 8225122 *'
Varscona Hotel,
} Winston Churchill Sq- SECOND CUP—Varscona
: « SOBEYS—Jasper Ave 10404 Jasper Ave- SORRENTINOS~South 4208 CalgaryTR S,78.434,7607 « SPORTSWORLD 13710-204 St« STARLITE ROOM 1030-102 *

UoEH Z

By

-STEEPS-College Plaza uu5-S2 Ave,780988 8105. STEEPS~Old Glenora 1243:StonyPainRi,780.488:905 - STOLLI'S andH,10368-82 Ave,78043707
7o4a81o99

: SUEDE LOUNGE 11806jasperAve,80.82.0707 « TAPHOUSE so20 McKenney Ave,StAlbert,780.458.0860 » UNION HALL Argyll99St,780702252 - URBAN LOUNGE
2 10544-82 Ave, 7804377699 * WHISTLESTOP LOUNGE 12416132 Ave, 780.49.5905 - WILD WEST SALOON 222512-50 St,780.476.3388 - WUNDERBAR f:20-101 S:.
780.495-°°
KS ¢3Ave-so St» ¥ AFTERHOURS 0028-102 St,780.994.3256, wwweyafterhours.com - YESTERDAYS PUB 1:3, 205 Carnegie Dr,St Albert,
H
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and DJ Toma; no cover

Slowburn; 9pm-iam

Y AFTERHOURS

Fiesta Static in the

HALO For Those Who

VD release
Crash Parallel; =

Know: house every Sat
with DJ Junior Brown, Luke

» Foundation Fridays

SATURDAY
ARTERY DED EnD

rnecaumnansoenarenasncnnstt

The Marv Machura Band;

AVENUE THEATRE Minax
(CD release), Six Guns Over
‘Tombstone, Kriticos; all
ages; $10

REDNEX BAR Whiskey
Wagon, The Give Em Hell
Boys, The Hook’em Review

every Saturday afternoon;

this week Ladies of the
Canyon; 4-6pm; no cover

BLUE CHAIR CAFE John
Reischman and the Jaybirds;
$27

CARROT Open mic

Sensation

Saturdays; 7:30-10pm; free

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE

7:30pm (door), 8-12; $5 (EBS

member)/$i0 (guest/student)

(Burlesque extravaganza),
silent auction, charity event
for the late Jessica Martel’'s
children

RED PIANO BAR Hottest
dueling piano show
featuring the Red Piano
Players; 9pm-2am

RENDEZVOUS PUB
Me Next, Have Nots, The

Collective Soul; 8pm; $59.50

CASINO EDMONTON

at TicketMaster

Momson

CASINO YELLOWHEAD

BAR-B-BAR DJ James;

Stars Tonight (tribute)

ROYAL ALBERTA
MUSEUM Northern Lights
Folk Club: Roy Forbes;

no cover

CROWN PUB Open stage

BAR WILD Bar WildFridays

with Marshall Lawrence;

2:30pm (sign-up), every Sat
2-spm; Mr Lucky (blues

BLACK DOG
FREEHOUSE Friday DJs
spin Wooftop and Main

roots), 7-11pm, no cover

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB
Patsy Amico and Brian Gregg
(folk, blues, country, original

Floor: Eclectic jams with
Nevine-indie, soul, motown,
new wave, electro; Underdog:
Perverted Fridays: Punk and
Siz from the ‘60s ‘7os and
‘gos with Fathead

roots), 9pm-1am; no cover

DUKE OF ARGYLL
Dwayne Cannan (country,
503/605, roots, originals);
8:30pm-12:30am

BOOTS Retro Disco: retro
dance

BUDDY'S DJ Arrow Chaser;
CHROME LOUNGE

DV8 TAVERN The
Afterbeat,
The Blackout
Brigade; 10pm; $8

Platinum VIP Fridays

EARLY STAGE SALOON-

Spm; no cover before xopm

Stony Plain Myro! with

EMPIRE BALLROOM
Rock, hip hop, house, mash

8pm; $a5 (adv at TIX on the

Square, Acoustic Music,
Myhre’s)/$30 (door)

SOBEYS-Jasper Ave
Peter Belec Trio (jazz);
3-6:30pm.

SORRENTINOS~South
Jazz Series: Thom Bennett
Trio; 8pm; no cover

STARLITE ROOM Delhi
to Dublin, Kush Arora,
MC Zulu, Shamik (Human
Beatbox), guests; 9pm; $20
at TicketMaster, Blackbyrd,
Foosh

TOUCH OF CLASS Dan
Coady (pop/rock); 8:30pm
WILD WEST SALOON

Gord Matthews and Fred

Appaloosa

up; no minors

Larose

ESMERELDA'S Ezzies
Freakin Frenzy Fridays:

ENCORE CLUB so
Sweeeeet Saturdays

Playing the best in country

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB
Big Dave Maclean; 9pm

Ave Top tracks, rock, retro

HILLTOP PUB Open stage/

YARDBIRD SUITE Double
Bill: Chris Donnelly (piano),
The Jerrold Dubyk Quartet
(CD release celebration);
8pm (door), 9pm (show);
$20 (member)/$24 (guest) at
TicketMaster

with D) Damian

mic Sat: hosted by Sally's

GAS PUMP Top 40/dance

Krackers Sean Brewer;

with DJ Christian

3-5:30pm.

GINGUR Flossin’ Fridays:
with Bomb Squad, Dy Solja,
weekly guest DJs

IRON BOAR PUB Jazz in
Wetaskiwin featuring jazz
trios the ast Saturday each
month: this month: The Don

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE

Berner Trio; 9pm; $10

Hypnotiq Friday: Breakbeat,

WINSPEAR CENTRE
Voices for Hospice: Pilgrims
Hospice Society presents
Ryandan, Lindsey Walker,
Ann Vriend, Mattierin Irish
Dancers, Wajjo Drummers,
John Boyd Dixieland Band;
6pm; $so at Winspear box

office

IVORY CLUB Duelling

house, progressive and

electro with Groovy Cuvy,
D] Fuuze

piano show with Jesse, Shane,
‘Tiffany and Erik and guests

MORAVIAN CHURCH

NEWCASTLE PUB Fridays
House, dance mix with DJ

JAMMERS PUB Saturday

Trio Dons Fatigues For

open jam, 3-7-30pm; country/

Donovan

rock band 9pm-2am

NEW CITY LIKWID

JEFFREY’S Rollanda Lee
(jazz classics); Sis

LOUNGE Dj Anarchy Adam
(Punk)

JEKYLL AND HYDE PUB
Headwind (classic pop/rock);
9pm; no cover

OVERTIME SOUTH Retro
to New: classic rock, R&B,

urban and dance with Dj
Mikee; gpm-aam; no cover

(classical guitar); 8pm.

‘L.B.'S PUB Molsons Sat

first bar for the queer

comunity to open in a
decade with Dj's Alexx Brown

and Eddie Toonflash; gpm

(Coors $5vewe:playnightchub.ca
RED STAR Movin’ on Up
Fridays: indie, rock, funk,

soul, hip hop with DJ Gatto,

SPORTSWORLD
Request with a mix Bi hd
and Disco; 7-10

nrew.

*ports-world.ca

p

STOLL's 7;
STONEHOUSE PUB
4 with DJ Tysin
Top

,

IGE Dj Nic-E

TEMPLE 7.61 Peydays: gpm
paredwith

“uy Girls, D) Avinder

MARYBETHS COFFEE
HOUSE-Beaumont
Effengy (jazz); no cover
Saturday open stage: hosted
by Dr. Oxide; 7-10pm.

Fridays

the P

open stage every Saturday
afternoon hosted by Lenny
and The Cats; spm

MORANGO'S TEK CAFE

Dj Mega Watson
ROUGE LOUNGE Solice

SUEDE
LOUN
Remized every

Stravinsky's A Soldier's Tale;
2pm; by donation

CONVOCATION HALL
Jablonski Memorial
Concert: Stéphane Lemelin
(piano); 8pm

with DJ Sheri

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE Punk Rawk
Saturdays with Todd and
Alex

NEW CITY SUBURBS

AZUCAR PICANTE Every
Sat: DJ Touch It, hosted by

Dj Papi

BLACK DOG
FREEHOUSE Saturday
Djs on three levels. Main
Floor: Menace Sessions; alt
rock/electro/trash with Miss
Mannered

BUDDY'S DJ Earth Shiver
'n' Quake; 8pm; no cover
before 10pm

LOUNGE Hot Blood

EMPIRE BALLROOM

Spanks, guest

Rock, hip hop, house,
mash up

O'BYRNE’S Live Band

ESMERALDA'S Super

Ave Suggestive Saturdays:
breaks electro house with PI
residents

RED STAR Saturdays indie
rock, hip hop, and electro
with DJ Hot Philly and
guests

RENDEZVOUS Survival
metal night

SPORTSWORLD inline
and Roller Skating Disco:
Top 40 Request with a mix
of retro and disco; 1-4:30pm
and 7-10:30pm; www.sportsworld.ca

STOLLI'S ON WHYTE
Top 40, R&B, house with

People’s DJ

SUEDE LOUNGE The
Finest Underground House
with DJ Nic-E every Saturday

TEMPLE Oh Snap!: Every
Saturday, Cobra Commander
and guests with Degree,
Cobra Commander and
Battery; 9pm (door); $5 (door)
WUNDERBAR Featured DJ
and local bands

Y AFTERHOURS Release
Saturday

SUNDAY
ARTERY Rock-a-Bye Baby
a: fundraiser for Stollery
Children’s Hospital; 7pm
(door); S10

BEER HUNTER-St

Albert Open stage/jam
every Sun; 2-6pm

BLUE PEAR
RESTAURANT Jazz on the
Side Sundays: Dave Babcock

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Jim
Findlay Trio; donations

BLUES ON WHYTE
Johnny Tornado’s
Stormriders featuring Gaye
Delorme (CD release party),
guest Dennis Meneely,

3-7pm; no cover

4-7pm

DV8 TAVERN Let's Dance,

D.C.T,, Guister; gpm; $8

EDDIE SHORTS Sunday
acoustic oriented open stage
hosted by Uncle Jimmy; all
gear provided; gpm-1am

FESTIVAL PLACE Buddy
Wasisname and the Other
Fellers; apm; $24 (child)/$34
(adult) at Festival box office
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB
Wed Open Jam: Hosted by
Jonny Mac; 8pm

HYDEAWAY-AIL
Ages Arts Space U225'

Parties: Every Sat a different

Songwriter’s Stage; 7pm; $5

theme

donation

FLUID LOUNGE Saturdays

J AND R BAR Open jam/

ORLANDO'S 1 Capita!
News; 8pm (door); $5

PALACE CASINO-WEM

ON THE ROCKS
Shocker Sundays with The
Consonance; 9pm

ORLANDO'S 2 PUB
Sundays Open Stage Jam
hosted by The Vindicators
(blues/rock); 3-8pm

CHURCH Jazz and
Reflections: Rolanda Lee

Saturday 3-7pm; DJ 9:30pm

FUNKY BUDDHA
(Whyte Ave) Top tracks,

Pool)

RITCHIE UNITED

and Reggae night every
Saturday

ON THE ROCKS Mustard
Smile; gpm

O'BYRNE'S Open mic jam
with Robb Angus (the Wheat

PAWN SHOP sonic

180 DEGREES Dancehall

Gone Gold Mash-Up: with
Harmen B and DJ Kwake

Sunday hosted by Ben
Disaster; 9pm (sign-up); no
cover

Saturdays Suck with Greg
Gory and Bluejay

Celtic Music Session, hosted
by Keri-Lynne Zwicker,

NEW CITY LIKWID
Bombers, Meisha and the

Saturdays: Top 40, requests

DEVANEY’S IRISH PUB

JULIAN'S Petro Polujin

PLAY NIGHTCLUB The

nthe

Moravian perform Igor

NEW CITY Open Mic

NEWCASTLE PUB

PLANET INDIGO-Jasper

The Classics

Willy James and Crawdad;
36pm

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizzle
Saturday: DJ Groovy Cuvy
and guests

Lounge The Emeralds

RIVER CREE-Venue

acoustic open stage with

Morrison, Nestor Delano,
Ari Rhodes

RIVER CREE-Live

Bounce, Nestor Delano,

Connected Fridays: 92.7The

NEWCASTLE PUB sunday

Presents Live On Site! AntiClub Saturdays: rock, indie,
punk, rock, dance, retro
rock; 8pm (door)

Fireseeds

BLUES ON WHYTE sat
afternoon Jam; Tim Williams
(evening)

aZUCAR PICANTE Every
ri: DJ Papi and DJ Latin

QUEEN ALEX HALL
Edmonton Blues Society:
The Cameron Brothers,

Presents: Neon Masquerade
Party, DJ Dance Party,
listening party; 9pm

FREEHOUSE Hair of the
Dog: live acoustic music

ction; 6pm; $15at

Saturdays
).

stage every Sunday hosted by

Me Next and the Have-Nots;
s7pm

rock, retro with DJ Damian

MYER HOROWITZ
THEATRE Chad Van Gaalen,

GINGUR SKY Soulout

TicketMaster

Castlemusic; 7pm; $20 at

ee

ee

and the Canadian Hot Stars
3530-5pm.

ROYAL COACH Petro
Polujin (classical guitar);
Spm

oy:

SECOND CUP-Mountain

FRIOCT 15 -SAT OCT

DAMONDE

9 WHRTIER |

Equipment Co-op Live
music every Sun; 2-4pm

SHAW CONFERENCE
CENTRE Slipknot, Deftones

LEANTESHATIONAL COMEO COMPETITION

6:30pm (door)/7:30pm
(show); all ages; $57.50 at
TicketMaster

Mitch Ryder
and the

DETROIT |

WINSPEAR CENTRE
Sunday Showcase:
Edmonton Symphony
Orchestra, William Eddins,
Maia Cabeza (violin), John
McPherson (trombone);

apm; Sunday Coffee Shop
in the main lobby following
performance: Lucas Waldin

‘

_

and Maia Cabeza; $20-$65

at Winspear box office; $20

(youth)

BACKSTAGE TAP AND
GRILL Industry Night: with
Atomic Improv, Jameoki and

DJ Tim

BLACK DOG
FREEHOUSE sunday
Afternoons: Phil, 2-7pm;
Main Floor: Got To Give It
Up: Funk, Soul, Motown,
Disco with DJ Red Dawn

BUDDY'S Dj Bobby
Beatz; 9pm; Drag Queen

Performance; no cover before
iopm

FLOW LOUNGE stylus

ons

Sundays

GINGUR Ladies Industry
Sundays
NEW CITY SUBURBS
Get Down Sundays with
Neighbourhood Rats
OVERTIME
DOWNTOWN Sunday
Industry Night: Requests
with DJ Bo

SAVOY MARTINI
LOUNGE Reggae on

Whyte: RoR Sundays with
DJ IceMan; no minors; 9pm;
no cover

WUNDERBAR Sundays
DJ Gallatea and XS, guests;
no cover
—
eS

MONDAY

BLACK DOG
FREEHOUSE sSleeman
Mondays: live music
monthly; no cover

BLUES ON WHYTE Ross
Neilson and the Sufferin’
Bastards

DEVANEY’S IRISH PUB
Open stage Mondays with
different songwriters hosting
each week; presented by
Jimmy Whiffen of Hole in
the Guitar Productions; 8-12

FESTIVAL PLACE
Buddy Wasisname and the
Other Fellers; 7:30pm; $24
(child)/$34 (adult) at Festival

box office

NEW CITY This Will Hurt
you Mondays: Johnny Neck
and his Job present mystery
musical guests
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COMMENT

Le, '0030-102 STREET

ven’

Videos return to TV

INFO: 428-STAR

MIKE ROSTE BAND
DRAGONETTE
RUBY JEAN& THETHOUGHTFUL
BEES
AND YOU'LL KNOW US BY THE
TH
MATIN
TRAIL OF DEAD
THE CHRIS TABBERT REGRET /MANUELA

T.G._LPSYDAYS
EQUILIBRIUM WITH

FUTURE OF THE LEFT /SLATES

DELHI TODUBLIN

MARTIN STATICvs11HITS/KUNDALINI RISING=

OH SNAP
DEGHE/BATRYCORACMAN

KUSH ARORA WITHMG ZULU, SHAMIK
&GUESTS
10/21

SOULJAH FYAH BLAZING VIOLETS
20/29 ANNUAL HALLOWEEN
SHOW WITH

HOLLY ARNTZEN ALNEENWOT WITHTHEDREAMBND
Et EXE
US ESE

MIY TRO YOUNG
GALAXY
BEND SINISTER
PROPAGANDH BANDS AS BANDS
AO/2B THE WOH PRESENTS

~

M0D/DA Se BS WANSHOWSAT/ALLAGESSUM

LOFT FOUNDATION
&STARLITE'S 380ANNUAL

THEREBEL SPELL/PASSENGER ACTION/DFA
10/27 THEUNON PRESENTS. ALL AGES

DJS AS DJS
HALLOWEEN PARTY
3 —— EVENT

INCHES OFBLOOD
KRAFT BKUISTSHDTHE WHALE
FOUNDATION PRESENTS

fe

KRADDYI EGYPTRIXX

A ZOMBIE BLACKLIGHT PARTY!

(20/31 FOUNDATION & STARLITE'S 200 ANNUAL

BANDS
AS BANDS
DJS AS DJS

AUX aims to be the nation's new music station
This week, | saw something | hadn't seen
venues. You see how vibrant the scene Is
in at least a decade—something | never : on the Internet, on blogs. But there was
nowhere to watch it.”
thought I'd see again: a music television station that actually shows
Seeing the "gap in the market,"
programming
about
music.
GlassBOX got its CRTC approval
Interviews with underground
earlier this year. And there are
m _ Plans in the works to make
artists. Music videos from a
ewer) co!
playlist that's actually larger
AUX programming available to
than a flash card.
mobile customers in both onIt's called AUX, and it’s availdemand and linear formats.
able from Ontario out to Newfoundland, and the owhers of GlassBut do we need a new music station
BOX Television, the people behind AUX,:f> when we can simply see the videos we
are working to get it onto televisions in the: want to see on YouTube or on our favouWest, too. They fought hard to get the sta- : rite bands' websites?
tion onto the basic digital cable label lineup
Khanna makes some compelling arguon Rogers, Canada’s biggest cable carrier. : ments. He points out that people seeking
It's not buried up in the 400s where you : out videos on the Internet are looking for
find foreign-language TV and porn.
: bands they already follow; they aren't askFor now, westerners can go to auxtv or : ing search engines to show them somecheck out embedded AUX programming :: thing they have never seen before. So, to
on its sister station, BITE Television.
: discover new acts, those videos or profiles

ENTER

SAND

But it is exciting. The station plays videos from

up-and-coming

in the bars and in the concert halls and

no cover

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Open
MYER HOROWITZ
THEATRE Amy Millan

Fiddlers Society; 7pm

Other Fellers; 7:30pm; $24

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE ‘billy, Ghoulrock, spooky with DJ Vylan
Cadaver

(child)/$34 (adult) at Festival
box office

PROHIBITION Tuesday

the Wild Rose Old Tyme

PROHIBITION Chicka-

Dee-Jay Monday Night:

Soul, R&B, British Invasion,

Ska, Rocksteady, and more
with Michael Rault
ROSE BOWL/ROUGE
LOUNGE The Legendary

Rose Bowl Monday Jam:
hosted by Sherry-Lee Wisor
and Darrek Anderson; 8pm

HALL

WEDNESDAYS
HOSTED BY
ID & KHIRY TAFARI
{OF LOCUTION REVOLUTION}
WITH

DJS BUDAKRON
& SHORTOP

Noel (Big Cat) Mackenzie

WWW.STARLITEROOM.CA

SPORTSWORLD Retro
Night; 7-10:30pm; www.

College Jazz Bands; 8pm; $15

Milner Library Open mic
every Tue; 7-9pm

Main

Floor: Eclectic Nonsens¢,

DOORS 9PM - $5COVER - $5.50 DOUBLES
BJTRON,OPTIMDO PRIME
&MIYURU FERNANDO

BLACK DOG
FREEHOUSE

SECOND

BLACK DOG
FREEHOUSE

SURELY TEMPLE
THURSDAYS

PAWN SHOP Grady
featuring Gordie Johnson of

Hot Philly

Showcase: Paul Bellows; 7pm
(door); no cover

Night; no minors; 9pm-2am

VS NINJAS
va CAPTAIN MOLEMAN & WUB DEEZ

Wednesday Nights:
Harley

Hip Hop, Electro with DJ

WEDNESDAY

All Star Jam with Alicia Tait

and Rickey Sidecar; 8pm

Confederacy of Dunces, Dad
Rock, T] Hookab and Rear
Admiral

Saunders

BUDDY
'S DJ Dust 'n' Time;

(Nickel Creek); 8pm; $61.50
(orchestra/terrace/dress

circle/upper circle)/Ss1.50
(gallery)

YARDBIRD SUITE Tuc
Sessions: Galactica with

Mixer

Mondays

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE Daniel and
Fowler (eclectic tunes)

TUESDAY
BLUES ON WHYTE Ross
Neilson and the Sufferin’
Bastards
guests; 9pm
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live music once a month

BLUES ON WHYTE Ross
Neilson and the Sufferin’
Bastards

COPPERPOT
RESTAURANT Live jazz
every Wednesday night;
6-gpm; Kelly Alanna (jazz,

r&b, pop vocalist)

MacPhearson (tuba); 7:30pm
(door)/8pm (show); $5
(member)/$s (guest)

FESTIVAL PLACE

stage, band oriented, hosted
by Chuck Rainville; 9pm-1am
Buddy Wasisname and the
Other Fellers; 7:30pm; $24

(child)/S34 (adult) at Festival

FILTHY MCNASTY'S

FLUID LOUNGE

Glitter Gulch Wednesdays

EDDIE SHORTS Wed open

9pm

Metal Mondays: with DJ
S.\W.AG

BLACK DOG
FREEHOUSE Main Floor:

Craig Brenan (trombone),

Paul Richey (piano), John

box office

BLACK DOG
FREEHOUSE

Main Floor

CJSR’s Eddie Lunchpail;

FIDDLER'S ROOST Little
Flower Open Stage with

Wooftop: with DJ Gundam

Brian Gregg

BUDDY'S Dj Arrow Chaser;

Thomas Band Wed night

9pm

every Tue; no cover with
student ID

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte
Ave Latin and Salsa music,

dance lessons 80pm

GINGUR SKY Bashment
Tuesdays:

FOXX DEN The Mary
open stage; 8pm-12am

ESMERALDA'’S Retro

Reggae music

and Michael Mass
and piano); 1

Licious: Gypsy and circus
fusion spectaculars; last Wed
every month

SECOND CUP-124

SIDELINERS PUB Tuesday

MCDOUGALL UNITED
CHURCH jared Most

NEW CITY Circ-O-Rama-

Experimental Indie Rock,

sports-world.ca

CUP-Stanley

(Stars), Bahamas; 7pm; $17.50
at TicketMaster

HAVEN SOCIAL Open
stage with Jonny Mac; 8pm;
no cover
HOOLIGANZ PUB Open
stage Wednesdays hosted by
Shane and Naomi
HYDEAWAY Torngat,

guest; 1pm

Big Sugar; 8pm (door)

PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY HALL
Acoustic Bluegrass jam
presented by the Northern
Bluegrass Circle Music
Society every Wednesday
evening
PROHIBITION Wednesdays
with Roland Pemberton II
RED PIANO BAR Jazz and
Shiraz Wednesdays featuring
Dave Babcock and his Jump

Trio

RIVER CREE Wednedays
Live Rock Band hosted by
Yukon Jack; 7:30-9pm

SECOND CUP~Mountain
Equipment Open Mic
every Wed, 8-:opm

STARLITE ROOM
Campus Sustainability
Coalition/U of A’s
Sustainablility Awarness
Week: Souljah Fyah, Holly
Arntzen and Kevin Wright
and the Dream Band,
Rheubius; no minors; 8pm;

BANK ULTRA LOL

Main

Blue Jay's Messy N
Cool Joe

BUDDY'S Dj Dost
9pm; no cover

b

DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE

Wind-up Wednesd
hiphop, reggae, old
reggaeton with InVir
Touch It, weekly 5
FLUID LOUNGE
Wednesdays

Rock

LEGENDS PUB
hop/R&B with Dj Sy

NEW CITY LIKWiL
LOUNGE >.
(indie, punk
NEW CITY SUBURBS
Shake It: with Gr

and Eddie Lunct
minors; 9pm(¢

NIKKI eamenr
Punk and‘fos =
Wednesday

RED STAR Gues
Wednesday

STARLITE ROOM *
Wednesdays: Hip-H

every Wed; hosted by Ernie

STOLLI'S Bea
Wednesdays:

1

Tersigni; 8:30-20pm

progressive and cle
with Rudy Electro

TEMPLE wyld Style

Space Age and week 7

Wednesday; Live hip hop,
every Wed; $5

guests; 9pm-2am
beatparty.net

WINSPEAR CENTRE

WUNDERBAR
Wednesdays with

Harry Manx ; $35
(adult)/$18.s0 (aa years and
under) at Winspear box

office

Fi

punk, rock ‘n’ ro

General Services Bldg, U of

STEEPS TEA LOUNGECollege Plaza Open mic

wit

Night: Brit pop, nev

$a (adv) at ECSA office in
A/$20 (door)

a

Classical

Punk Night

O'BYRNE’S Celtic Jam
with Shannon Johnson and
friends
Street Open mic every Tue;

mic

RED STAR Tuesdays:

ARTERY Acoustic

BRIXX BAR The Matinee,
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L.B.’S PUB Ammar's
Moosehead Tuesday open
stage every Tuesday night;
9pm-1am; featuring guests;
hosted by Mark Ammar and

80pm

Mondays: Service Industry

BEHIND STARLITE ROOM 1\/06- PIRATES

WildStyle

stage with Chris Wynters

An Evening of Big Band
Jazz: U of A/Grant MacEwan

BAR WILD Bar Gone Wild

ibe

has heard of"
When | first tuned into AUX, it

: ing a video by the Black Dahlia

: a death-metal act. Then | saw ©
- program dedicated to alternative hip
: saw videos from the likes of Canz
: darlings like Two Hours Traffic
lerado. And there were no c
: need to be seen by loyal viewers who
shows or reality shows or Gossip Gir
: watch what the station will offer.
If it wasn't playing music or comme
: And, despite all of the stuff you read : it was people talking about music o
: about TV being killed by the Internet, : viewers—such as the iconic Alan Cro
3 Khanna said that TV viewership still out- : chatting with bands.
: does Net viewing by a 10:1 ratio.
A music station that actually
: "In terms of reaching our target audi- : music. Weird. W
: ences in their living rooms, [TV] is the way :
; to do it,” he said.
: Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chi
And, AUX looks to be a taste-maker : of Vue Weekly, now an editor and autho:
living in Toronto.
: rather than a follower, as other music

WINSPEAR CENTRE
John Prine, Sarah Watkins

with DEGREE, COBRA COMMANDER,
DJ BATTERY a2¢ WEEKLY GUESTS

listen to. And there is a lot of amazin:
sic out there and, to us, it doesn't matt,
it's in the Top 40 or its some artist no;

FESTIVAL PLACE
Buddy Wasisname and the

desks in HUB, SUB, CAB
and ETLC

templeOF

: they are more critical about the mu

DRUID-Jasper Ave Open

at the door, ady at the U of
A Students’ Union Infolink

THEM DAMN COYOTES

: stations were in the past. Khan,
: the young music fan, who is exoo-.
, far more music through the Inte
: generations before, is a far mor
: animal. The young music fan wo,
: accept what any programmer will ;,
feed to him or her; so it’s imporsmedia covering music offer 9 wic
; of options to explore.
"They are more discerning in their a

PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY HALL
Acoustic instrumental old
time fiddle jam hosted by

(adult)/Si0 (senior/student)

JOEY D & LOOKING

ALL EVENTS (8+ + DOORS AT 9PM

acts

of GlassBOX. “You see it on the streets,

CD RELEASE

WVIEMBERS & GUESTS FACILITY

Canadian

and acclaimed underground music from
outside of the country. It's about what's
viral It’s about what's new. It's not there
to simply play pop.
"Music culture in Canada is thriving
like it has never been before," said Raja
Khanna, President of AUX and Co-CEO
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PREVUE // AMY MILLAN

Just for laughs
Amy Millan says you've got to have fun on the road
CAROLYN NIKODYM
// CAROLYN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

my

Millan's

latest solo album,

lasters of the Burial, is a record for
chilly nights and warm red wine. It’s
a collection of songs to scratch at the
places we've hidden our transgressions
and embarrassments, to find them still
theré, but ina safer place.
"I tried to dedicate myself to the gentle,” she explains. "With the last record,

sitions and covers of musicians she respects, like Jenny Whitely, Sarah Harmer

what's better than that?"

and Death Cab’s Ben Gibbard. _
"I didn't really think of covers as something that was away from the genre that

There isalso the fact that her work with
Stars and Broken Social Scene keeps a
tight rein on her time, and when she
writes for herself, compositions start
alone with her guitar—moments not

I'm in, with the toxic roots that I'm do-

ing,” she says. "The tradition of folk
music, country music, the people who
sing it, when they put out records, they

put out songs from the past, or songs
from their friends. And so to me, I'm
just continuing on something that

terribly easy to come by.

While Millan and the other Stars have
been in studio with a new album, she's
taking some time to hit the road in support of Masters of the Burial. It helps that

she gets a lot of support from her fellow
musicians (some even guest on Masters), and it's a short tour in the context
of some of the monster cross-continent

If you're touring with curmudgeons, | urge you to
get off the road and meet some people who make
you laugh—because it's really the only way to get
through it.

treks the Montréal band has made over
the last handful of years.
"It's quieted down for the first time
in about four years. I can feel my toes

alot of the songs! had written pre-Stars
and Broken Social Scene, so I had this
urge to incorporate pop music with the
softer side of the acoustic. And because
I have the ability to scratch the itch of
pop music with the two other outfits
that I am a part of, I was able to say, all
11 songs are going to be the approach of
pure softness.”
With a second album under her belt,

the surprise of Millan's country-tinged
music has made way for real acceptance.
Her brand of toxic roots is no schtick.
She embraces it in both her own compo-

seems very natural. Johnny Cash, Willie
Nelson, Patsy Cline, Loretta Lynn, Steve
Earle, George Jones, Townes Van Zandt
Emmylou Harris ... [could go onand on
and on, really.
"It's always the fact that you wish you'd
written it, and you haven't, so you basically just adopt it as your own and have
the joy of being able to sing it every
night," she adds. "I think the Richard
Hawley melody is just one of the most
exquisite melodies ever written, and

again,” she says. "It helps that I have a
great group of people who I really love
and who make me laugh everyday. So
the whole thing about being hilarious
is really important. Like if you're touring with curmudgeons, | urge you to get
off the road and meet some people who
make you laugh—because it’s really the
only way to get through it." W

WED,
OCT21(7Psa)

AMY MILLAN

of course, the Death Cab song makes
my mom cry every time she hears it—

porns
WEDNESDAYS

GED

COOK

ww whiny,

MASTER OF HER DOMAIN >> Amy Millan comes down from the Stars to rele2 Z
her second solo album // Norman Wong

FRI, OCT 16 (8 pm)
-. AND YOU WILL KNOW
TRAIL OF DEAD

US BY THE

: FRI, OCT aims16(8 pm)

for all

students

: these songs live well before they

STARLITE ROOM, $20

: ever

recorded,”

or, “This band's

; then maybe this show is for

you

:

1. The band is from Austin, TX, but
its chief creative elements—Ja-

:TUE, OCT20(8 pm)
: JOHN PRINE
} WINSPEAR CENTRE, $51.50 ~ $61.5

son Reece and Conrad Keely—
met in Hawaii and have been
friends since childhood.
2. The band actually started
in Olympia, WA.
3. The band's first release was
a cassette-only compilation of
Austin-area bands.
4. No trails of dead have ever

befor

ompeting VI
befe

SCRAPBOOKER
WITH WAR BRIDES, FOAM LAKE
NEW CITY

: Look, | don't know John Prine personal!
or anything, but here's what someo

: else said about him: "Prine's stuff isp
While scrapbooking is the exclu- - Proustian

sive province of bored housewives
been : and your uncle—the one who's a "conwitnessed emanating from the band. In : firmed bachelor’—it seems that a group
fact, the group has yet to murder any- : of three young men who play what they
one, let alone leave a “trail” of "dead" in : refer to as "really noisy rock 'n' roll,” have
its wake
: taken the activity to heart, liking it so
: much as to choose it for a moniker. Play: ing its Inaugural show, Scrapbooker Is

ON

music

com

- MARCH

10-14, 2010
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fe

existentialism.
Midwest
: mindtrips to the nth degree
: writes beautiful songs." Do you ‘00h
: who said that about him? None 0”
: than Bob Dylan, who used to back '
: up on the harmonica when he ply
: New York City in the early 70s
:

PLAY AT CANADA’:
BIGGEST FESTIVAL
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were
really

+ gone downhill since its first sho

be interested in:

giveaw

TORONTO,

guy

: who says things like, "Yeah, well, | :2

WITH FUTURE OF THE LEFT

Here's a few facts about ... And You Will :

ticket

winter—

: but if you ever wanted to be tha

Know Us By the Trail of Dead you may :

$4 Jack Daniel's
$3 Bar drinks
$4 Shots
$4 Roast Beef on a Bun
t and Hockey

: gearing up to record an EP this

SHOW AT 8PM
SHOW AT 8PM

SHOW AT 8PM

DINNER & SHOW PACKAGES AVAILABLE AT RIVERCREERESORT.COM OR CALL 780.930.2619
TICKETS FOR SHOWS AVAILABLE THROUGH TICKETMASTER CHARGE-BY-PHONE 780.451.8000 OR TICKETMASTER.CA

Lonny isyourswery Sunday inOctober. 52 winners!
The weekly Grand Prize is a fully fumished room
plus 500: g. ft.offlooring, all valued at more than $5,000!
cadican Mexia Room | Bedroom |>tiving Room | Dining Room
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Bassist Gray says Slipknot is about being true to itself
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PLUS DOMENICA&
PRESENTED BY JCL, THE PAWN’

PAUL BLINOV

// PRUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

|

le used to play these games ... people would
do anything for money, so we tried to figure out the craziest, dumbest shit you could do
for money,” chuckles Slipknot bassist Paul Gray.
He's thinking back a decade to when Slipknot first
started touring to support its self-titled debut,
which saw a 10th-anniversary re-release earlier in

A THE BEAR

Slipknot's sound has changed over the years,
in ways both obvious and subtle: the band’s last
two releases, 2004's Vol. 3: (The Subliminal Verses)
and last year's All Hope is Gone, both feature lessintense, "moodier" songs to counterbalance the
group's earlier, more visceral brand of metal. Not
that the band abandoned the headbanger platform
it built its reputation on—it just, as Gray matterof-factly says, "painted ourselves out of the corner

T

H BEB

HHOEN CAMERA

we were painting ourselves into really quickly.”

this year.

Back then, the band was a mere-but-growing
shadow of the mask-wearing metal vanguards it's
become between then and now, and the members

were celebrating their growing reputation with offstage antics. One of the earlier-mentioned quick

cash-challenges is included on the re-release's
bonus DVD {in amongst a making-of documen-

tary and other special content), and though it's not
what Gray sees as their most over the top—"No

one died or anything, but it was freakin’ disgusting. | can't watch it myself,” is all he'll say about
that incident—it still involves a sound technician
and a taser, and should be more than enough to
give fans some Jackass-style kicks.
That's probably what you'd expect from Slipknot

as far as backstage antics go, the kind of thing you
either love or roll your eyes at the band for indulging in. But whatever your feelings, given the band's
association with the nu-metal trend that flared up

in the ‘90s, you probably didn't think Slipknot
would still be going strong after 10 years.

Gray doesn't really agree with his band's associa“ion to the genre—he thinks Slipknot got pegged
with the mu-crowd when it made its first album
with Ross Robinson, known for producing a bulk

of nu-metal bands. He's always seen the band as
exploring the types of music that its nine members wanted to explore.

‘We did what we wanted to do, always. Shit, back

'n the day we had a country song, y'know what |
mean?” he says. "We had songs that had slap, and

‘lap-pop bass that sounded like the Chili Peppers,

ptethen we'd go into a Ministry kind of sound,
ee kind of thing, into other heavier riffs.

q

We did what we wanted to
do, always. Shit, back in the
day we had a country song,
y'know what | mean? We
had songs that had slap, and
slap-pop bass that sounded
like the Chili Peppers.

"The new record actually has more of the heavier
stuff than any of the other records. Some of the
songs are just heavy. Heavy as hell, way heavier
[than previous releases]," he emphasizes. “Then
we've also got some of the most melodic stuff
we've ever done, too, like ‘Snuff,’ which is a song
that we are going to start playing live, believe it or
not, and people are gonna trip. Who ever thought
they were going to see Slipknot sitting down onstage with an acoustic guitar?
"That's part of being a band,” he continues, “it’s
part of growing, it’s part of not limiting yourself to
be one certain thing. It’s part of being open minded,
and trying different things. So as long as we just
stay true to ourselves, and write music that we like,
regardless if it’s heavy as shit or acoustic or freakin’
jazz or Samoan music, I dunno. As long as it’s true
to us, and it's what we're into and what we're feel-

ing, then it's Slipknot, and it's gonna be that way.
And we'll put that shit out every time.” W
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PREVUE // CASTLEMUSIC

_ The sound of solitude
ennifer Castle, the tender-voiced
Janeen engentie otherwise known
as Castlemusic, seems like she'd be
pretty identifiable as the solitary sort
even if she wasn't the only member of
a band whose most recent album was
called You Can't Take Anyone. Speaking
two shades above a whisper, she has the
breathy confidence of someone who
very clearly has had some time alone to
think, a thoughtful concision and flow
that doesn't feel rehearsed so much as
thoroughly mulled in her own head.
Not that the music doesn’t help. Spare
guitars and pianos exist somewhere
between stripped-down pop and casual folky strumming, properly neither.

rect, her meaning usually buried in an
extended metaphor or impressionistic
sketches, the expression of someone
who's not quite used to just coming out
and saying it.
As much as it seems a part of her,
though, the songs on You Can't Take
Anyone are also a product of geography.
Written and partially recorded while
Castle was doing a residency on Toronto Island, they are in some ways her
reaction to being surrounded by a major metropolitan centre, but still quite
isolated at the same time.
"I think that I had to confront whether
being alone was scary or not,” Castle
Says, pointing out that that loneliness

iT MPRLLNATEH

NRA)

Sin
You ce
Can't Take Anyone was ¢: °

also become a mother. Castle admits
that her new life is Something of a cha|
lenge for her, especially since, a; .)

Her voice wavers and dips throughout,
almost playing peek-a-boo with the listener. Her lyrics, too, are only rarely di-

J}QBNVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ae

ed, her star has not only risen, jea,,
to tours with Final Fantasy thro, gh
England and now Chad Van Gaale
through Western Canada, buts).

Jennifer Castle's latest was created in isolation
DAVID BERRY

reer aac

explains, alone time is as important ;
her personal life as her creative one
"Tkind of adapttobeing around peo

which I guess everybody does, but to ;

ally come to terms with what I ac

feel about something or what j a
I needto be on my
to express,
wan
t
she says, getting quieter the longer
thinks it over, before picking back
"It's not until I get back on my own

sh

\)

I realize that Imight actually need ;

was figurative at first, but quite literal on the island. “On Toronto Island,
you're all alone, in many ways, because
you can't get off it after 10:30 at night.
It's just this quiet place, and then you
look across the water and see the entire

thinking about something.” Vv
landscape of Toronto, and it’s just a re-

ally funny place to be at the end of the
day. You can't shake it as an idea.”

Castle has had no choice but to shake
off some of her isolation lately, though.
PU
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PREVUE // MIESHA & THE SPANKS

S| Changing the tune

FRIDA

Miesha & the Spanks' new album moves
from alt-country to rock ‘n' roll
BRYAN BIRTLES
// BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

BG don't want to get anybody in trouble,
but definitely one of our tearn spent
CASH IR

oR

the night in jail.”
Tour stories usually involve a romantic encounter or an epic drive, perhaps
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a recounting of the terrible food consumed from 7-11s nationwide—beefand-nacho-cheese soup anyone?—but
jail time is serious business. For Miesha
Louie, the titular head of Calgary garage-rock duo Miesha & the Spanks,
going on tour with Regina's Hot Blood
Bombers was bound to be something
that would lead to excitement, but
when one member ofthe touring party
ended up in a Halifax jail—and she's
not saying who—things became, perhaps, a little too dramatic.
"It was a late night and we were a block
from where we needed to be and the left
blinker hasn't been working so that's how
we got pulled over. One of us was a little
too drunk and they got taken away and
we didn't really know what was going
on or where they went and we got some
people to call around and we figured
out that they were going to have to go
to court. Then they just showed up [the
next morning] and said they just pled
guilty. It was pretty dramatic—we didn't
know what was happening.”
East Coast shenanigans aside, having tour mates works for Louie, who
explains that while it's sometimes
hard to get two not-so-well-known
bands squeezed onto a bill far away
from home, having more people to ride
around the country with means that,
not only is there less chance of being
bored, but there's a guaranteed turn
out at each show, even ifit is small.
“As a two-piece I can squish into
their van easily because they're only a
three-piece so it saves everyone some

21, 2009

gas money, but it's harder if you
never been somewhere before to ge

two out-of-town bands on a bill. It
like, ‘Well, one of you guys could ho
on, but I don't know about two,”

explains. "We were talking about ho
it's weirder to have two small ban:
because in the spring we toured
with
Endangered Ape who are a seveupiece band so even at shows wit!
turnout there were seven people
least right up front partying anc
ing, but when [Hot Blood Bombers|
up, because we're sharing a drumn«
for the eastern part, then it's ji
up front for their set if we're at a si
where nobody's there.”

With turnouts almost guaranteed
be better when Miesha & the
returns to its home province of Alber!
Louieis pleased to be supporting th
album the two-piece released jus! ("!

past September. Having gotten tog°
with Justin Landstorfer, the drur
from her previous band Bogart, Louie
plains that the songs took an interesting
turn while the two of them were wnun
the album, entitled Mmmade For M
"It's a nice mix. The last seven-1nc

pretty alt-country because it came cir
Bog"
ly from an acoustic project after

broke up, but now that I'm playing
the old drummer from Bogart 2g°!"
picked up a lot more rock ‘n’ roll anc
we write songs they're getting more an¢
more rocky,” she explains. "Mmmace**
‘"
Me’ was the last song and probably
most how we want everything to soun®
we
where
right
so it's kind of just
everything to be going.”W

ething from nothing
S its education

to create chamber pop
then go to the end which we wrote,” explains dummer Julien Poissant. "If you
ever go to the Torngat chain of mountains, you get dropped by helicopter
and then they give you a spot where
you'll get picked up, but you need to
figure your own way to get there. So
it was a metaphor for how we used to
compose in the beginning.”
And though Torngat no'longer leaves
the middle wide-open to improvise
‘within, the freedom of improvisation
still defines the group's live show. The
songs are more tightly composed now,
but at the same time there are plenty of
spaces to branch out into, to add something new each time. This kind ofthing
could go off the rails quickly for anyone
not well-versed in it, but Torngat keeps
it together Poissant says.

"It never totally fell apart, but I think
sometimes it works more than other

times. I think generally it’s just about the
energy—for me when you improvise it's
not about having the exact note you want
in a certain spot—it's about the energy
and the spirit that you're giving away,”
he explains. “Let's say you're not in your
mojo, things aren't working that night, if
you let people know that then people can
feel that energy drop. It's like a conversation, sometimes you have good ones and
sometimes you have not as good ones but
it's never bad.”

much more akin to rock 'n' roll and not
approached in a way similar to that of
someone classically trained.
"For a lot of people that study, they
use what they've learned as a tool to

compose, but I think the way Torngat
approaches it is almost like we haven't
studied. Our process-is all based on
jamming and improvisation and it's not
like jazz where we follow chords, it's
more like free jazz. It starts from noth-

ing and it just builds—I don't think we
approach it in an intellectual way.” W
WED, OCT 21(8 PM)

All three members of the band studied music at Concordia University in
Montréal, but Poissant insists that,
though the members use the language
of composers, the group's songs are

TORNGAT
WITH URSA MINER, HEADACHES
THE HYDEAWAY
ALL AGES

CLASSICALLY-TRAINED ROCK 'N' ROLLERS >> Torngat plays pop music like it's
free jazz //Pascale

BRYAN BIRTLES

through Labrador and Quebec, finally

// RRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ending in Nunavut—that beauty didn't
just inspire the group's name, but it was
also a metaphor for the way the group
creates music.
"It was actually the process that we
used to compose in the beginning of
Torngat—we used to compose the beginning of the songs and the ending of

inding inspiration in the Canadian
landscape is as old as Canadian art
itself. Starting with the famed Group of
Seven, nothing has proven a more en-

during font of creativity than the natural beauty of this country. For Montréal
chamber-pop trio Torngat—the band
took its moniker from the rugged and
treeless Torngat Mountains which run

the songs and we would always keep the
middle as a place to improvise and to
go wherever we wanted and we would

TECAN AND SARA
AN HORSE
with special guests

THE EDMONTON SUN & SONIC 102.9 PRESENT
ELECTRONIC LEGEND, AND HIS 9 PIECE BAND

OCTOBER
23
EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE
NO MINORS

18+

DOORS

AT 8PM

TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER & FOUNDATIONCONCERTS.COM

RESERVED SEATING — ON SALE FRIDAY AT 10 AM
JANUARY 11' SHOW SOLD OUT!
BUY

TICKETS > LIvenrTioncom
AT

) TOCHTS AWARABLE ATALLTICKETMASTER
LOCATIONS
) ORCALL(70)451-2000 10CHARGE 8YPHONE.

PLAN cteomaster
VUE 5624
OCT 15 - OCT 21, 2009 // WUWEWEEKLY
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i SackFel

: Black aici
: (Alien8)
2 toktotnks
The xx
The xx

Sim (bass). Sounding alternately like
someone trying to get you into bed and :
hyphen
I
someone making idle, distant chit-chat : Drum's Not Dead-era Liars with
¢

€DMONON €VENl Sins

after—her a little more of the former,
him a little more of the latter—they set

MOBYeu

the mood perfectly. Trading verses over

love song that’s nevertheless happy to
point out the slow death of individuality inherent in love, they seem steps
from ripping each other's clothes off,
brimming with the invincible confidence of young love; immediately after, on “Heart Skipped a Beat” robotic
hand claps background a heartbroken

DOORS AT GPM + 18+ + TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER

Flogging Molly
HARDDRIVE LIVE TOUR

ALL THAT REMAINS
LAGUNA COIL
a

e244

4

ALL AGES
-DOORS 6PM - TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER

CONNECTED

HALLOW SEha
MASSACRE
CROOKERS | SINICHI OSAWA | DON RIMINI
TICKETS AT THE OCCULIST. FOOSH,

97.1

THE

ROCK IT OUT SALON AND TICKETMASTER

BOUNCE

synths,

PRESENTS

{BOUNCE

jiggling

bass

drummer—albeit

one

and

just

whos e kit

is

: more crucial than the vocals

plucky guitar on standout “Islands,” a :

JICKETSATTIOKETHASTEN- PRESENTED BY UNION EVENTS

7

Feelings
\
dark, droning .
POp with empha
Placed moreso
the first side of +},

between singers Romy Madley Croft
(who also handles guitar) and Oliver

(Young Turks)
kkk Ke

ALL AGES ¢ 7PM SHOW

Montréal's

understated drum machines—easily
the biggest strength is the interplay :

:
:
:
:

. “Lost Rings Pt. 1” and

“

Dance” whip up a frothy, openin,
that, with a few breaks, the band m2,
tains throughout the disc. It’s ».,
much danceable as it is a colle: ion
whirling, moody beats you'll occasio;
ally get helplessly caught in

: PAUL BLINOV
: // PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

lament, ending with them trying to :

take some kind of bitter comfort in the :

DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

yo love lingers the longest, for
good or ill. It isn’t really a lack of
maturity so much as a lack of experience, the ins and outs of love still so
raw and untested that everything feels
so much bigger and so impossible to
ever experience again. To some extent,
that's true: every time we go through

fact their feelings might be nothing
new in the grand scheme.
This kind of back and forth is all
over the album, and hints that these

:

: Steamboat
: Steamboat

: (Independent)
pups know a fair bit more than they : kkk ey

ever let on at once. "Shelter" is a :
heart-ripped-out bit of soul magic, :
Croft sounding far too sultry for her :
words to come off as desperate, punc- :

Steamboat sounds
like it would
Tight at hom
well, a steamboa
Matt
McLaren
soothing bariton
voice and the omni-

it again, we gain a little perspective,
though that's another way of saying we

tuated by a clawing make-up offer :
that serves as the chorus: "Maybe I :
had said / Something that was wrong :

get a bit more distant, too. Nothing will
sting or elate quite so much later on, a

/CanI make it better /Withthelights
turned on?” "Basic Space” might be

:

immediately follows it, electro-afro
beats picking up a back-and-forth
dialogue about how the other better
not so much as look away.

: shoreline roll by from the deck of
: steamer—until you realize that you'r
: stuckin cold, cold Alberta. But when it

necessary defense mechanism but one

that also kills our grander gestures.
The self-titled debut of London quartet The xx isn't explicitly about young
love, though the band itself is a gang
of 20-year-olds, and certainly a lot of
its heft comes from the bizarre des
peration of youth made palatable to
those of us with some more distance
By no means a concept album but still
one that centers on the push and pull
of getting together and letting go, its
post-punk neo-soul is equal parts sex
and longing, the base drive to get together and the heady isolation of get
ting left alone.
Though there's an awful lot to recommend the group's sound—surprisingly

airy bass lines, guitars soaked in reverb,

: present Hammond organ make you
the get-back-together number that : want to kick up your feet and watch th

The balance between love, lust and

: not rubbing the local climate in you
! face, this EP offers five rollickin,

fucking off, as well as The xx’s dance

: ing tunes with a great mix of blue

and atmospheric tendencies, is (rather appropriately) perfectly captured

: ics and keyboard solos. The only :
: clunker on the disc is the final track, an
: instrumental number that manages tc
: wear out its welcome in just over three
: minutes, souring an otherwise fine EP.
: LEWIS KELLY
: /] LEWIS@VUEWEEKLY.COM

in "Crystalised" which ranges from
breathy, interplayed lines over nothing

but a distant drumbeat to an almostweary “ahhh-ahhh" over a sultry guitar line and thumped bass. The music
is the perfect counterpoint to the final :
reminder to go slow, and the song ends ;
up something that's both ecstatic and : a
wary and, like the whole album, purely
fantastic. WV

-

:: Monsters
of Folk
> Monsters of Folk
: (Shangr -La)
2 tok toink

THE 4TH ANNUAL SUNIC 102.9

MOND

ist:

One would hop:
B® thatacollaboratior
between like-m
ed artists a
@ or less the
their game w:

10443a - 124 street
780.732.1132
www.listenrecords.net

records&cds

push them all to
in the valley of sickness

do

! something better, but more than an\

all my friends are funeral singers ip
trico

: thing Monsters of Folk finds M.

Wa!

2 My Morning Jacket's Jim James, 5
: Eyes' Conor Oberst and sometime")

: ducer Mike Mogis leaning on
w!
: works—and considering at jeast h

: of these guys (save James) can lea!
: heavily on boring folk tropes eve"

MARIANAS
TRENC

> take-off-the-headphones bad he
: these four probably enjoy sisi

ALL AGES
BOORS a1 6 209M

wiTha)Tecnrtarita

DROPKICK

top 10 sellers

MURPHYS

#2596 8882-170 ST. {WEST EDM MALLS « 485-SHOW
EDMONTONEVENTCENTRE.CA

©’

: some of their best work, that's hz
: good thing. There's nothing

XX 20K

06, mata la pena v/a

god 's yood om

07. alburn girls

shadow kingdom natural snow buildings

08. sf von bingen

popular songs yo la tango
5. born again...
times new viking

09. af almighty defenders
10. childish prodigy kurt vile

;
:
:
;
:-

gether far more than anyone like
tening tothem: this sounds exact'y
four reasonably-talented people ¢
ing around in their spare time,
w'“'
fine for them, but I don't see why

; should bother with it.
: DAVID BERRY
// OAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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@ ALBUM REVIEWS
Mitch Ryder, A.K.A. Billy Levise, is
a screamer and a shouter, tak-

: Take a Ride
Like the art that ac}
Childish
Vile's
music can | be lo-fi

ing inspiration from the black
rhythm-and-blues ~ singers
Sam Cooke and Little Richard, and the live calisthenics

: (New Voice)

: Originally released: 1966
:

: Motor City, summer of '64. A
: mew group quickly lights the
: Detroit teenage-ballroom circuit
that blends the : on fire, sparking
=
jundofrecordingin yourapartment's : a white heat in |”
:
Black
America
by
play|
of
heaviness
the
. ing room with
: ing a rewedsbbath. It’s like a photocopy of a pho: up rhythm and
to copyofa photocopy of a guy stabbing
is :: blues and reomeone—you know something
ong, but you can't quite make it : leasing a kinetic
sut—but sometimes itgets allsoftand : and frenzying ineet and soforlorn that you just want ; tensity through
to hug that poor guy. It doesn't always : their live perfor-

=

group, it is a true

.

the time period,
and an impassionedtestament
to the power of

JENNY TAKE AY git

ja singer on the
lighter side of
the colour bartle. The band
can arguably be
credited for the
inspiration of the

Mitch

she others as well, but when it works it : such a following

iworks—and Childish Prodigy works way : that they catch
:
=
!
:
:

AN BIRTLES

i BIRTLES@VUEWEEKLY.COM

:
bCity

:
;
:

here's the Noise?

(Transistor 66)
e808: 8

:
:
:
:
of Joe Strummer's :
Mescaleros
than :
the
ear-raping :
third-wave ska acts :
e've come to know and loathe, SubCity :
o tackles some heavily Waits-influ- ::
enced Orleans howl, though the group's :
occasionally guilty ofleaningalittletoo :
Thankfully
more
akin to the aroundthe-world stylings

heavily on its influences. Known fora

:

ell-honed live attack, the band notes
ith some pride that Where's the Noise?
as recorded (mostly) live-off-the-floor.
t's a smart choice, as the songs sound

:
:
:
:

ive—crucial with most musical styles,

but especially essential with the ramackle barroom stomp of SubCity.
ES STEWART
// |STEWART@VUEWEEKLY.COMA

534

resemblance of
their live performances
during

& the
Prodigy would benefit from a more : Ryder
rreamlined focus, a casting away of : Detroit Wheels
:
with
begin
to
garner
in
fit
ome of the ideas that don't

more often than not.

MING SHOWS]

of James Brown.

While the album features
only one song credit by the

mx

ork—sometimes it seems as if Child- = mances.

VASULL MOON

moniker

the ear of De;
troit disc jockey
=
Bob Prince who quickly has the band
record a basement demo and entices
producer Bob Crewe to see the band

SESSIG¢
NHN

"Blue

Eyed Soul" which
can be spoken
for on any of the three James Brown
Covers, one being a hot version of "I
Got You." In the following two years the
Detroit Wheels went on to release two
more 13-song albums under producer

===

:
:
:
open for the Dave Clark Five.
:
Crewe is immediately hooked. He flies :
them down to New York, starts them : Crewe's direction, and Ryder's flexible
playing Greenwich. He gets them into a : voice became ever more dynamic and
professional studio where Brian Jones : full bodied as the band rolled on.
and Keith Richards of the Rolling Stones : The Detroit Wheels fused the soul
happen to be and who, by all accounts,
of Motown and the energy of rock
are raving on about the song they have : 'n’ roll into an explosive, unsettling,
just witnessed being recorded. Afterthe : sexual sound, with live performance of
two Stones make their opinions known : visceral energy influencing other such
to Crewe, the song, originally intended : Motor City acts like the Stooges, MC5S
as a B-side, is soon released as a single. : and Ted Nugent, who once spoke of
The frantic and turbo charged med- ; the Wheels’ guitarist Jimmy McCarty
ley of Little Richard's "Jenny Jenny” and : as being “as important as Bo Diddley
Chuck Willis's "C.C. Rider," gets dubbed : and Chuck Berry and Les Paul... a god
"Jenny Take a Ride" and is released in : on guitar.”
late '65. It reaches #10 on the national : Living, breathing musical warriors,
Billboard chart and also #1 on the R&B : Mitch and the Wheels gave inspirachart, being the first time an original : tion to songwriters like Bruce Springgroup had achieved the latter distinc- : steen, who not only put their audiences
tion. It would become the title track : through the ringer, but sacrificed themto the group's first full-length album : selves in order to do it. W

: Take a Ride. The album is a blistering
: vision of the mid-60s Detroit music
: scene as felt through the hearts of five
; poor white boys staking a little piece of
: that musical territory for themselves.

TO

|
23
OCTOBER
»-PRIDAY
13-<
NOVEMBER
FRIDAY
>

ood food, good people, great music!”
St Basils Cultural Centre

10819-71 Ave

0:4

fo: 438-6410

Brisson

Tickets available at Megatunes & Tix On The Square

:
: Mitch Ryder & the Detroit Wheels play
: Century Casino on Thursday, October 15
: at 7 pm. Tickets are available at Ticket-

: master for $39.95 — $49.95.

HAIKU

rple Hill
Beechnut St.

Chromeo
: Dj Kicks

Independent)

(Astralwerks)

: (IK7)

There's something : Sweet

disco funk roots
about Marchildon, : Plus one bad Eagles cover
the lead singer of : Stankin' up the joint

Purple Hill, that is :
eerily

similar

to :

Lou Reed's work
with the Velvet Un“erground. And with Toronto's Purple

: Two Dancers

: (Domino)

‘ll billing itself as a “psychedelic- :: (Warner)
talented

the gem “A Very Explosive Toi-

It's fruitier than

: Carmen Miranda's headwear ...
: Yet still good good fun

: Pitchfork handjobs-ville

prOup is unafraid to experiment with
»'¢ music it makes. Starting the album :
:
a with

———_—_

I

: Scar Symmetry
: Dark Matter Dimensions
: Nuclear Blast

= More blistering than
Y BRYAN: S|UNDERS
@VUEWEEKLY.COM

: A 14-plus-hour hike in
: Asmall pair of Crocs

: [want more of that

Wild Beasts

The Flaming Lips

: Embryonic

Pountry-rock band,” the parallel only : Cool dads off their meds
ends further because—just like the ? Make glorious journey to
elvet _ Underground—this

| totally loved
That there ping-pong video

|

: Patton Oswald

: My Weakness is Strong
: (Warner)

: Dude! HILARIOUS!!!
: Put ona pair of Depends
: Before starting this

OcT 15

OCT 21, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY

"Night

of

Saturday
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Living

October

Dog”
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PREVUE // WE ARE THE CITY

rasttsenvna rarer

oA

seer
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Growing pains

Kelowna trio stakes its ground and a

its sound

MIKE ANGUS
1 AKEANGUS@VUEWEEKLY.COM

caught up with We Are the City’s
(Cayne McKenzie while he was en route
to Charlottetown, PEI, where the band—
rounded out by Andrew Huculiak and
David Menzel—is currently promoting
its new record, In a Quiet World. When I
ask the 19-year-old frontman of the Kelowna three-piece about life on the road,
he's soft-spoken and excited.
"This isour first time out in Canada, and
it's been really great. There've been more
people than we expected for our first
tour, and everyone's been giving really
great feedback. We've played with a lot
of great bands, and we get to play shows
every night.”
In a Quiet World is a collection of wellthought-out pop songs, framed lushly
by piano, guitar washes and chopped
rock beats in advanced time signatures. Comparisons of the young band
to Coldplay and Radiohead abound, but
the members can also be content with
their heady similarities to this year's

j

CATCH OILERS HOCKEY ACTION
_OM THE BIG SCREEN
‘JN THE UNDERDOG!
HTHURSDAY, OCTOBER 22ND
BOILERS VS. BLUE JACKET
7:30PM. $3.75 BIG ROCK
ENTERTO WIR-TICKETS TO THE
AT

THE

"We've been really happy because the
comparisons people are making are
bands we're huge fans of," he explains.
"The response to the record has been really positive so far. If there's been any
criticism, it's that we have room to grow,
which I would agree with. Lots of people
have said that the album's great, but that
we still have things to figure out, which
is very true."

Polaris nominees Hey Rosetta! and Patrick Waston.
Comparisons aside, We Are the City has

The individual talent in the band is impressive, although on record its collective
sound comes across as though the players still rely a little too heavily on their
immediate influences. McKenzie agrees.

Doc

have the opportunity to stretch
a
It's obvious in talking to McKenzi
the band's talent and ambition are oo;
to be its best chances for success. W);
ask about the future of the band, M.
zie is modest.
"To be honest, we haven't done a

writing since the album came
because we've been focused on
ing the record. But in terms of
record, I think we want to have

While McKenzie and company aspire
to more than "one specific sound,” such

enough to be proud of on its own merit.

BLACK

where night after night, the ba

ou
promo!
tl
<

mature sound, more focused."

lofty comparisons can set up a young

SAT,
OCT17(6PRO

band for failure. If the group is worried about growing beyond "sounds like
” comparisons, those fears should be
quelled by its relentless road schedule,

enna

‘WE ARE THECITY

OROSCOPE
ARIES (Mar 21 — Apr 19)

: go back to being an aimless street punk in
You say you not only want to be loved, : Berkeley. But in the end! prefer this tough
but that you also want to love? Then
pat 4 chosen. —Hard-Working Gemlearn the fantasies and symbols
* Dear Hard-Working: This is an
and beliefs that hold people's
ee
phase in the Gemini life
lives together. Be interested
cycle to concentrate on what

: more than strict logic; when innocent
: enthusiasm will take you further than

in feeling the crushing weight
and deep comfort of their web

: know-it-all expertise; and when all the
: work you do should have a playful spirit
: fueled by a beginner's mind.
:
you named: rigorously figuring : VIRGO (Aug 23 - Sep 22)
out your intentions, impeccably : To extract enough gold to make a wed-

of memories. Every now and
then, dive in and swim along in

formulating your desires and : ding ring, a mining company must proexpressing yourself precisely.
: cess a ton of ore. In a similar way, many

their stream of consciousness.
:
>
:
!

time in the coming weeks, Aries.

:

:
:
Right now you're like a sulking cherry tree :
that hasn't bloomed for years but then in- :
explicably erupts with pink flowers in mid- =
autumn. You're like a child prodigy who lost ::
her mojo for a while and then suddenly re- :

TAURUS (Apr 20 — May 20)

covers it when her old mentor comes back

The British playwright Colley Cibber, who
was born 55 years after Shakespeare died,
thought that the Bard's historical drama
Richard Ill needed improvement. He made
extensive revisions, transposing scenes
and inserting new material. For 150 years,
Cibber’s version was widely performed, effectively replacing Shakespeare's rendition.
| suggest you borrow Cibber's strategy for
your own in the coming weeks. Take something you like and personalize it; make it
into your own. Be sure to acknowledge the

: original, of course. But have fun blending
your influence with the prototype as you

into her life after a long absence. You're like =
a dormant voicano that without any warn. :
ing spurts out a round of seemingly pro
phetic smoke signals on the eve of a great :
:
victory for the whole world.
:

: has been infecting your funny bone will : indeed tell everything you know.

: miraculously cure itself, and the sched-

:

: secrets will be summarily canceled. | hope

: Writing in The New Yorker, Ada

; uled revelation of the rest of your dirty : AQUARIUS (Jan 20- Feb 18)

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

:
:

:

:
:
:

LEO (Jul 23 — Aug 22)

>
:
>
:

The corny but sometimes useful adages

:

create a useful and amusing hybrid

of folk wisdom are still being created :

: that you fail to notice this sudden turn in : well-educated people tend to identify with
: your luck. It may take an act of will for you : "Men choose Hamlet because every m
: to wake up to the new dispensations that : sees himself as a disinherited niona!
: said, while “women choose Alice |i
: are available.

: derland] because every we

message they really want to : SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 — Dec 21) : self as the only reasonable cr
Please keep these examples in : "Jazz music is an intensified feeling of non- : crazy people who think that they are dis
thoug!
mind as you evaluate your own recent : chalance,” said playwright Francoise Sa- * herited monarchs.” That's a funny
precise
deliver.

progress, Virgo.

It may seem

like you're

;

gan. Keep that in mind during the coming : in light of your current omens, 0:
: which suggest that you're a re

moving at a crawl and producing little of : week, Sagittarius. Whether or not you acworth. But according to my analysis of : tually play or listen to jazz, do whatever's
the omens, you're on your way to pro
: necessary to cultivate intensified feelings
ducing the equivalent of a gold ring
: of nonchalance. It's extremely urgent for
: you to be blithe and casual. You desper: ately need to practice non-attachment
LIBRA (Sep 23 — Oct 22)
Were you ever a tiger in one of your past : as you develop your ability to not care
lives? If so, this would be an excellent time : so much about things you can't control
to tap into that power. If you have never : You've got to be ferociously disciplined as
lived the life of a tiger, would you be willing
you transcend the worries and irritations
to imagine that you did? During the coming : that won't really matter much in the big
week's challenges, you will really benefit : scheme of things.
from being able to call on the specific kind :
of intelligence a tiger possesses, as well : CAPRICORN (Dec 22—Jan 19)
as its speed, perceptivity, sense of smell, : "There are two rules for ultimate success

: afresh in the 21st century. Their breeding : charisma, and beauty. Your homework is :: in life," wrote LM. Boyd. "First, never tell
everything you know." While that may be
"Dear Rob: Thanks for being a continued : ground is no longer the tavern or mar- : to spend ten minutes envisioning yourself

GEMINI (May 21 — Jun 20)

source of careful thinking! With the help of : ketplace, as in centuries past, but rather
: the Internet. I've plucked one of these
are my friends and loved ones, I'm learning : funky gems out of the ethers for you to
the lessons that are most important for me : contemplate: "Noah's Ark was built by
to learn—tike how rigorous | have to be in : amateurs, while the Titanic was built by
figuring out my intentions, how impeccable : professionals." How exactly does this apply to you? According to my reading of
| have to be with formulating my desires,
the astrological omens, you're ina phase
and how precise | have to be in express
you and the rather ruthless teachers who

> the conventional wisdom about how to

: inhabiting the body of a tiger.
:

> build up one's personal power, | prefer to

: creature who clearly sees how muc
: like a disinherited monarch. The om
: on to say that there's a good chan
: will have excellent intuition abou
: to do in order to at least partially
4 yourself to power.
:
: PISCES (Feb 19 — Mar 20)
> "Dear Rob: Help! | have a sinking fect"
: that the man | love and want t

: for the rest of my life is almost 5
: quite courageous enough to be tru
: deeply intimate with me. What
: do? —Downcast Piscean.” Dea’
: cast: Ask yourself if there's anythi'
: can change about yourself that »
: him feel braver. For instance, is
: way, however small, in which

: live by a different principle. Personally, | = nipulative, untrustworthy, disho
!
: Your circumstances aren't as dire as you : find that as | divulge everything | know, | :> unkind? If so, fixing that in yoursel
: feared, Scorpio. The freaky monster in : keep knowing more and more that wasn't : allow your lover to feel a lot clos::

: SCORPIO (Oct 23 - Nov 21)

: the closet is bored with spooking you
: and will scon be departing the premises.
: Meanwhile, one of your other tormentors
ing myself. Sometimes | wish | could just : when a good imagination will count for : is about to experience some personal sad

44,//BACK

Go;

: you're not feeling so sorry for yourself : named two characters from litera

: writers generate a swamp of unusable
: sentences on their way to distilling the :

CANCER (Jun 21 — Jul 22)

And yes, be willing to accompany
them when they're writhing in their personal hells as well as when they're exploring the suburbs of paradise. All these
tasks will be exceptionally worthy of your

: ness that will soften his or her heart totality. This is the approach | recommer
: ward you. There's more: The paralysis that : to you in the coming days, Capricorn. |
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21

: available to me before The act of shar- : the way, it’s an excellent time, 2s
°
: ing connects me to fresh sources. Open- : cally. speaking, for all Pisceans ite
; hearted communication doesn't weaken : their inner states in order to @
: me, but just the reverse: it feeds my vi- ; world around them. V

2009

Capturing Impressions: Dictatorship oftheByeovertheMind,

with Sandy Gunderson: Sun, Get8,2-4pm * Lagacies of
Impressionism andtheCutofthePrimitive; Sun,Oct
25,3-4pm
MINI MEDICAL SCHOOL « Berard SnellHallU ofA
Hospital, 8440-12 St Sixevenings oflectures forthe
public
tolearn more about theworld ofmedicine andscience
from
Goctors andresearchers « UntilOct27,7-9pm + Pre-register:

780.488.7736 « DJ Dust 'n' Time; Mon 9pm + DJ Arrow
Chaser; Tue gpm + DJ Dust ‘n'Time: Wed 9pm, no cover

before aopm « DJ Arrow Chaser; Pri 8pm, no cover

before 10pm « DJ Barth Shiver ‘n' Quake; Sat 8pra, no
cover before 1opm + DJ Bobby Beatz; Sun gpm + Drag

Queen Performance Show, Sun, no cover before 10pm
GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION -teamedmanton
a»Women's Drop-In Recreational Badminton; Oliver

School Gym, 1023-138 St; 780.4653620; Wed, 6-7;30pm

ni

+ Bootcamp; Lynnwood Elementary School at 1545-84 Ave:
Mon, 7-815pm; bootcamp@teamedmonton.ca « Bowling: Gateway Lanes, 100, 3414 Gateway Bd; Sat, «-7pm;
bowling@teamedmonton.ca +Curling: Mon, 7as-9aspm),
Granite Curling Club; 780.463.9942 « Running: Sun, Tue,Thu;

transmission, regulation and control

with speaker David Gray+ Sun,Oct38,1:30pm (door), apm

(program)
-Free

106 St; The, 8-gpm, Thu, 730-8:30pm; swimming@teamed-

monton.ca + Volleyball: Tue Recreational: Mother Teresa
Elementary School at 9008-1054, $-20pm; Thu intermediate:

PHILOSOPHER'S CAFE SERIES - steepsUrban Tea
House, College Plaza, 1116-82 Ave« The Trouble withReductionism with Dittmar Miindel; presented
bytheChester
Ronning Centre - Sat, Oct24,1-3:30pm +Free

Amiskiwacly Academy, 101 Airport Rd, 8-10pm; recvol-

leyball@teamedmanton.ca; volleyball@teamedmonton.ca
+ YOGA (Hatha Free Yoga every Sun, 23:30pm; Korezone
Fitness, 203, 10575-215 St, yoga@teamedmonton.ca

PRACTICAL INSPIRATION - Mayfield Convention

Centre «The Centre for Spiritual Living presentsMichael

HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN ALBERTA -St Andrew's

Bemard Beckwith » Oct20,7:jopm « Tickets start at $69at
‘TIX onthe Square

Cultural Centre, 9831-75 St +Edmonton@actalberta.org

+ Luncheon and silent auction with speaker Victor Ma-

Tarek « Oct 18, 1pm + $a5
(adv at E: aplysak@telusplanet,

RECLAIMING
OUR POWER .Riverbend Public

net, tymofiyzo00@yahoo,com); praceeds go toward

Library, Meeting Room, 460Riverbend Sq+ 780.437.6629 «

BillMoore-Kilgannon
speaks onChallenging the Sell-off of
EPCOR's Generating Assets « Sat, Oct17,10am

the Maple Leaf Project in Ukraine for the protection of
trafficked women and girls

ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB: CROSSDRESSERS .

RENEWABLE ENERGY PROGRAMS-WHATIS

POSSIBLE IN ALBERTA? - Grant MacEwan College, CN
‘Theatre,
Rm $142, 1070-104St« 780.439.5603
«solaralberta.
Is Ontario's example of renewable energy programs

possible
inAlberta « Wed, Oct 21,7-8pm » Free
RESOURCE CENTRE FOR VOLUNTARY ORGANI-

Campus, Rm 628, 10050 MacDonald Dr + 780.497.4780 « revo.

allies and support staff «3rd Thu each month (fall/winter
terms): Speakers Series. E: kwells@ualberta.ca
LIVING POSITIVE «404, 10408-124 St « edmlivingposi-

tive.ca « 1.877.975.9448/)80.488.5768 « Confidential peer
support to people living with HIV «Tue, 7-opm: Support
makingwaves_edm « Recreational/competitive swimming
Socializing after practices + Every Tue, Thu

<youpforthosewhoaresupporting anadultfamilymember
living with2 mental illness« Every Wed,6:30-8:30pm

70pm « $65, $99 and $169 (VIP) at tixonthesquare.com

PLAY NIGHTCLUB « 10220-103 St» Open Thu, Fri, Sat

CHANGECAMP EDMONTON - Lister Conference

STYLE MATTERS -Stanley Milner Library,
Rm27,6F-

with DJs Alece Brown and Eddie Toonflash

780.423.0896 ext 201 » Identify your style of working through
interpersonal conflict « Oct 15, 6-9pm « Pre-register

780.488.3234 = pridécentreofedmonton.org + Open Tue-Fri

SUGARSWING DANCE CLUB - Orange Hall, 1033-84

1-10pm, Sat 2-6:30pm + LGBT Seniors Drop-in: Every Tue/

COMMUNICATING
THROUGH CONFLICT -

TEACHING THE LIVING: UNDERSTANDING
GHOSTS AND HAUNTINGS «2420-108 St, Californian
Casa Bldg « 780.452.2692 entityseeker.com +Lecture and
presentation about EntitySeeker Paranormal Research; talks
about different spooky, funny and disturbing cases and
experiences + Sat, Oct 24,7-9-30pm « $15, no minors

PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON - 9540-11 Ave «
‘Thu, 2-4pm - CA: Thu (7pm) «Suit Up and Show Up: AA
big book study group every Sat, noon « Youth Understanding Youth: Up to a5 years, support and social group every
Sat, 7-9pm; yuy@shaw.ca » Womonspace: Board meeting
ist Sun every month, 10530am-12:39pm + Trans Education/
Support Group: Meet the ast and 3rd Sun, 2-4pm, every
month; albertatrans.org « Men Talking with Pride: Sun
7pm; facilitator; Rob Wells robwells78o@hotmail.com +
HIV Support Group: and Mon every month, 7pm + Trans-

gender, Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning (TT1Q)

TIME TRAVELLERS XVI LECTURE SERIES - Royal
Alberta Museum Theatre, 12845-102 Ave « 780.453.9100 « Hu-

+ Every Sun (10am worship)

WOMONSPACE «780 .4821794 « Womonspace.ca,
womonspace@gmail.com + A Non-profit lesbian social
Organization for Edmonton and surrounding area

HOPSCOTCH : Winspear Centre « 720.423.1414 + A
festival of Fine Whiskey and Beer: tastings, catering,
entertainment and a silent auction» Fri, Oct 23, 7-10pm «
Proceeds to the Edmonton Concert Hall Foundation

JAIL N'BAIL « Commerce Place, 10125-102 St + 78 245.75

Cancer.ca » Presented by Canadian Cancer Society « Oct 2:

LAUGH FOR LIFE GALA . Winspear Centre « Laugh-

Monthly activities, newsletter, reduced rates included with

membership. Confidentiality assured

forlife.ca -Benefit for Mustard Seed/Candeo
Association, featuring comedian Anita Re

WOODYS « 11723 Jasper Ave « 780.488.6557 + Karaoke with

(painter), the Roland Majesu Trio (music) « Sat, Oct. 24 6pm
(silent auction), 7pm - $42 (orchestra/terrace/dress circle)/$37

Nathan; Mon 8pm + Martini Mondays; 3pm + You Don't
Know Game Show with Patrick and Nathan; Thu opm »
Long Island Iced Tea; Thu 3pm « Karaoke with Morgan;
Wed 7pm » Karaoke with Kevin; Sun 8pm

Housing
Lewis Lavoi

(remainder of dress arcle)$32 (upper circle)
MATT WALKER'S HARVEST BLUES - Feacar
Community Hall, 1860-57 Aye « Dinner and dar
44, 6pm (door),
7pm (buffet dinner), 8pm (danc

YOUTH UNDERSTANDING YOUTH - yuyedm.ca
Meets every Sat, 7-9pmi + E: info@yuyedm.ca,T:780.248.1971

(dance only)$65 (dinner/dance) at TIX on the Square

ee

7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq; Metro Cinema at Citadel The

SPECIAL EVENTS

NORTH OF NOWHERE EXPO .stanley Milner Library,

+ 780.434.9236 - edmontonsmallpress.ca/non2009) « F

ALBERTA POLYNESIAN HERITAGE SOCIETY «

of Independent Media and Underground
Art,ano:

pro}

activist-arts festival presented by Edmonton Sm.

RIDE ALBERTA SNOWMOBILE AND ATV SHOW .

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB .geocities.com/

beginner lesson followed by dance every Sat, 8pm (doar)

ST PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH -1526-76 Ave «

ANKUR~MULTICULTURAL SHOW . Stanley Milner

SPIRITUAL LIBERATION -Mayfield Trade Centre «
centreforspirit.com, agapelive.org + An Evening with Michael
Bemard Beckwith; musicbyRickie Byars Beckwith « Oct 20,

CHESS CLUB « 780.474.23:8 « rovingchessnuts@shaw.
a+ Leamtoplay chess:allages inchides dasses, school
programs
and tournaments

}usgopm « Fri: Steak Nites; 5-9pm; DJ at g: 30pm.
780.436.1555 + People ofall sexual orientations are welcome

‘Theatre » World Music and ethnic dances: Ugandan,
Kathak (E Indian), Ukrainian and Salsa dances, young violin players frorn Gateway Fiddlers (directed by Rod Olstad),

CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
-Suite

Ave «780.604.7572 « Swing Dance at Sugar Foot Stomp:

Pool; Karaoke, 9pm-midnight »Thu: Prism Pool League:

INSIDE/OUT -U of ACampus « Campus-based organization for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-identified and queer

Oct 24,1-apm

eresee eee Sconyereston

PRISM BAR «1524-101 St « 780.990.0038 « Wed: Free

Fri,Oct23,7-10pm «

Madeleine Sanam Foundation fundraiser event « Oct 17,
7PM « $15 at TIX on the Square and door

forum at Stanley A Milner Library; Oct 19, 22, 29

group + Daily drop-in, peer counselling

re-imagining government
and citizenship

FIGHT HIV SOIREE - Ceili’s trish Pub, 10338-1069 St«

Edmonton Concert Hall Foundation »

Association; Oct 16-31 + Prison Justice: Film fi

+ Wed, Oct 21, 8:30-1030am

Ce NEE

Tickets at Winspear box office

fundraisér +Oct 23, 630pm (cocktails), 7. 30pm (dinner) +$40

org » Breakfast discussions: SoWhat? Linking Research and
Practice in theVoluntary Sector, fall topic: Mission Driven—
Canada's Non-Profit Labour Force with speaker Lynne Toupin

be:
in Edmonton and make connections that can
jeatl tofisture change « Sat, Oct17,8:30am-430pm

ings, catering, and a silent auction; proceeds support the

youth up to as: Tue-Sat, 3-7pm

780.387.3343 + meet monthly « For info go to groupsyahoo.
com/group/edmonton_illusions/

BUDDHISM LECTURE SERIES -SGI Culture Centre,
yopit-107 Ave, andFl A Philosophy forliving - Free« Sat,

80 , 1004518 St«780.414.6313 + Family support drop-in

Edueation, advocacy and support for men, women and

youth » Free short-term, solution-focused drop-in counsel-

ing: Wed, 7-10pm « YouthSpace: drop-in for LGBTQ for

Chateau Nova Hotel, 159 Airport Rd + 780.458.2006 « Tsunami

(LGBTQ) faculty, graduate student, academic, straight

ZATIONS «Grant MacEwan University, Alberta College
‘Wed 7pm Until.Nov27,7-8pm « Free

fAmning@téamedmonton.ca « Swimming: NAIT pool, 1n7éa-

+ Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and Questioning.

Alliance: Support meeting and Tue every month, 7:30pm

tabla player from Kolkata, India « Oct 24

CELTIC OCTOBERFEST! - Radisson Hotel Edmonton

chibit and

Northlands Expo Centre (Agricom) -exhibitinstallation.ca «

Displays of the 2010 snowmobile and ATV line-up, exhibi
from local sled dealers, trailer manufacturers,
snowmob
dothing, merchandise, clubs, resorts, and
products and avalanche safety presentations

South + 780.479.2957 « Fundraising dinner for NABIS,

ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW . Leduc Cinema -

Bagpipes + Sat, Oct 24, 6pm +$75/person or Syoo/table of

Oct 23, 11:30pm + $10 (adv at 780.980.8321); $12 (door)

Brain Injury Society with Highland dancers and Johnny
10, call Amy at 780.479.1757 or nabis.ab.ca
DAZZLING MULTICULTURAL SHOW. staniey
A Miler Library Theatre, 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq +

Celebration of diversity in Edmonton « Sat, Oct 24, 7iopm
+ $12 (adult)/$6 (child under 13) at TIX on the Square

FASHION WITH COMPASSION-LOVE YOURSELF
» Shaw Conference Centre Hall D + compassionhouse.org

+ Fashion show in support of Compassion House Founda:
tion and Sorrentino’s Compassion House that provides

a home away from home for people undergoing breast
cancer treatment at the Cross Cancer Institute «Thu,
Oct 1s » $85 (luncheon at 11am)/$200 (dinner at 6pm) for

Fundraiser for supporting the Leduc Otters Swim Club « Fri
SCARECROW FESTIVAL - Northlands Agricom «
780.461.1223 « scarecrowfestival.org + C

games and a haunted house.

epy crafts, ghastly

Family Hallowe'en Howl

dinner and silent auction on Fri; Haunted
On Sat + Oct 16-18 « $3

Hop and Dance

(extra for games and activities);

fundraiser for the families of ABC Head Start

TIMERAISER -TransAlta Arts Barns « Using volunteer

hours as currency rather than dollars, th

is the only
Edmonton event connecting people and ca jes with art «
Sat, Oct 17 «S20 at timeraiserica

VOICES FOR HOSPICE « Winspear Centre « Pilgrims
Hospice Society fundraiser for local hospices featuring

reservations call 780.418,699

Ryandan, Lindsey Walker, Ann Vriend, Mattierin Irish Danc-

FEAR -Mill Woods Town Centre Mall, 1331-66 St 780.413.4522 » mwire org » Haunted House fundraiser to

‘era, Wajjo Drummers; and a silent art auction, and the John

support Mill Woods Family Resource Centre free events «

WISHMAKER WALK FOR WISHES . WEM, HMV
Stage + childrenswish.ca « Help grant a wish for a child

Sat, Oct 24, a5, 31, 12-5pm; Fri, Oct 30, 5-gpm +$3 (single)/$6

(family, up to 4 people)

Boyd Dixieland Band + Sat, Oct 17, 6pm.

with a life-threatening illness by walking in the Wish-

FESTIVAL OF FINE WHISKEY AND BEER - Win
Spear Centre + 780.428.1414 + Benefit, a night of music, tast

maker Walk for Wishes for Children’s Wish Foundation «

Sat, Oct 18, gam (registration), 1oam (walk)

man Evolution: Progress, Proplems and Possibilities; presentation by Dr Bernard Wood; Oct 1s, 7pm « $8/S25 (series)

TRANSITION TOWNS-Red Deer « Red Deer College.

Iron Vion is assoomton wrt Oh SNAP! eResent

Rim 1303 « sustainablereddeer.com + Meeting presented
by Sustainable
Red Deer +Tue, Oct20,6:30-9pm
+info@
sustainablereddcer.com Free

EDMONTON GHOST TOURS - Meet infrontofthe

4

») Roore & CULTURE vGL.1
t

VEGAN/VEGETARIAN POTLUCK - Riverdale Community Hall, 9231-100 Ave « VofA.ca + Bring a homemade
vegetarian, vegan or raw vegan dish for 6 people, serving

spoon, plate, utensils, mug and a copyofyourrecipe « Sun,
‘Old Strathcona
«Until Oct 29, Mon, Tue,

Oct 18,530-7pm « $3 (VOA memberV/$s (non-members)/free

(youth 22 and under)

WALKING WITH GRIEF FOR PARENTS - Knox Met-

ropolitan Church, 8308-109 St» 780.454.1231ext224 « Support

group for parents whose child has died at any age« Until
Nov 5,7-9pm « Pre-registration required « Fee bydonation

WOMEN IN BLACK -In Front of theOld Strathcona
Farmers’ Market - Silent vigil the1stand ard Sat, 10-11am,

each month, stand insilence for a world without violence

WOMEN'S BRUNCH - McDougall United Church,
10025-1021 St « medougallunited.com « Brunch with author/
writer Myrna Kostash « Sat, Oct 17, 11:30amn-1:30pm « $10;

pre-register at 780.428.1818

ups

« Octib-17« $5perworkshop;
pre~

Lions Seniors Centre

CENTURY CASINO - 13103 Fort Rd « 780.481.9857 »
Shows start at 8pm Thu-Sat and late show at 10;30pm
on Fri-Sat; $12 (Thu)/$19 (Fri/Sat) » Damonde Tschritter;
Oct 15-17 + Eddie Della Siepe; Oct 22-24

COMEDY FACTORY « Gateway Entertainment Centre, 4
Ave, Calgary Trail « Thu, 8:30pm; Sat, 8pm and soprn + That's
Improv; Oct 15-17 « Mike Stand; Oct 22-24
COMIC STRIP - Bourbon St, WEM + 780.483.9999 « Wed-

GEORGE W.BUSH INEDMONTON - Churchill Sqto
Stow

© Centre, 9797Jasper Ave+ Protest opposing

Fri, Sun8pm; Fri-Sat 10:30pm « John Roy,KeithSamnoaki,

Kevin McGrath; until Oct18- Hit or MissMonday's; Mon,
Oct 19 » The Best of Edmonton- Local Talent Night; Tue, Oct

20 » Lars Callieou, Tyler Hawkins, Ryan Ash; Wed, Oct 21+
Special Concert Presentation: Gary Gulman, Tyler Hawkins,
Lars Callieou; Oct 22-25

DRUID « 11606 Jasper Ave « 780.710.2119
«Comedy Night:
Hosted by Lars Callieou - Every Sun, gpm

SEE THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE

LISTIN‘4s OF
EDMONTON
MUSICIANS

FESTIVAL PLACE - 100 Festival Way,Sherwood Park «
+ Buddy Wasisname and
780.464.2362« festi
the Other Fellers Oct18, 2pm; Oct 19-23, 730pm = 534
(adult\/$24 (child) atFestival Place baxoffice 780.449.3778
LAUGH SHOP-Whyte « and Fl, 10368-82 Ave +
780.476.1010 » Trent McClellan; until Oct 18 + Tim

Society + zndTue: Edmonton Rainbow Business Association

~EveryFri:Philosopbiy Café«FriandSatD] SeXXXy Sean

sopLongWeekend Sundaysfeaturethe
StardustLounge

with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair

BUDDYS NITE CLUB - 117258 Jasper Ave +
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N'S HEALTH

LGBT >> GAY

Playing for keeps

~

f says he remembers very little beyond: the walle wiehenmen.re his bocle ¢ the a

of gay men's comm

= STI nurses doing a bit of outreach at the i Reviving the Tribe (96) and Dry Bones : ties...we hunger for anew vision5WN
2a\
= gay bars and bathhouses. But then AIDS :: Breathe (98) Rofes advocated for a : men’s health and wellness."
: hit, and people like Phair grabbed their ? wellness model rather than one focused : Sadly Rofes died in 2006 and so
h
Every time my friend Charles uploads ; an ideal platform for like-minded people to : friends and hit the ground running, work- > on a virus (HIV). He knew that gay men ? been able to see the emerging ¢
photos on Facebook | pore over them in : simply meet, do stuff together and have : ing quickly to organize help for those : needed to refocus and begin creating : point of his work taking hold. We the way one used to watch soap operas. is fun. It emphasizes a lot on support, open- : dying, public education and support for : what he called “post-AIDS identities.”
? an interesting time for gay men's j..

ayes

don't want to live his life, |just want
to witness it and remark on its

loveliness. Charles is smiling in
photo after photo, his hand*ssome broad face alive with joy

and surrounded by other radiating faces, as if happiness is
infectious. Looking through his
photos | realize an LGBT-focused
stock photography agency would

kill for such shots: happy, healthy, seemingly well-adjusted queer folks living their
young urban lives to the fullest.

The majority of Charles’ shots are from
time spent with Team Edmonton, a group
that acts as an umbrella organization for
Edmonton-based queer sport and recreation groups. | ask Charles why he spends
so much time with the other members, to
which he replies, "Team Edmonton provides

sense, contributes to the positive :

Gallery at Milner: Call for Submissions; Deadline:
Oct 15 Inquiries/applications: Art Selection
Committee, Centre for Reading and the Arts,

Stanley A. Milner Library,7 Sir Winston Churchill
Sq, Edmonton AB Ts] 2V4; T: 780.496.7030; EB:
cragalleries&displays@epl.ca

FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM
ACTON CUENTA ENN

Art from the Unknown. Emerging artists call
780.414.0702 for submission package

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists

This patented product
will be the next

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!
Great opportunity to improve
your health and wealth!

For more info call Ken

780-454-6971

Please drop off your resume

at

10536-124 Street

Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night). Thu (day),
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck.
Looking for reliable, responsible person.

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3716
Quality music instruction since 1981.
Guitarist. Educator.
Graduate of GMCC music program
Guitar lessons available
LEARN ROCK, FOLK, COUNTRY, BLUES
S2of/hour
Contact Justin T: 780. 760.7284

E: Justin.wayne.shaw@gmail.com

ARTIST
TO ARTIST
FILM AND TV ACTING

act in Film and TV
Full-time training.
1-866-231-8232
www.vadastudios.com

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH
ENGLISH: We train you to teach. 1000's of
jobs
around the world. Next in-class or ONLINE by
correspondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St
Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

The Zombie Short Film Festival (Oct 30 in
Toronto) is currently seeking submissions
from all over the world. Film must be less
than 25 mins long and must involve zombies
in some way. All styles are welcome, on DVD
in NTSC format. $20 (CAD) submission fee.
Info; zombieshortfilmfestival.com or contact
Jim Taylor at 647.291.4774, zombieshortfilmfes-

if you want to renew or cancel please phone Glenys at 780.426.1996/fax 780.426.2889/e-m office@
yueweekly.com or drop it offat10303-108 St.
Deadline is noon the Tuesday before publication.

munity Programs are invited to participate

in 2010 at The Works Art Market and Food
Street (deadline Feb. 15, 2010) and Street Stage

(deadline Mar. 15, 2010). Application at www.
theworks.ab.ca
Inspired Creations Market

Card
Name.

CBox Word Ad $4 ©Addres
O Symbols $4

Ph.

ia Code

Volunteer with the Aboriginal Health G:
Plan events (like Aboriginal Health Week,
Series). Promote healthy habits to high s

Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old.
youthvolunteer.ca

students. Set up events. E: abhealthgrou
com; aboriginalhealthgroup

Do you remember someone who believed in

WE’RE HIRING
Public Outreach, Canada’s leader in face-to-face)
fundraising, is currently hiring its fall staff. Our |
fundraisers spread awareness and raise funds
for a select group of non profits.
¢ $12/h,

accompaniment, events or shows

* Travel

and

¢ Perks

such

* Friendiy,

Bass player with vocals needed, Roots music.
Three piece: the Marv Machura Band. Marv

Work

as daily
and

to make

wage

hours

advancement

socially

¢ A fun, dynamic,

AJ Barlow 780.299.6252

Wanted: A few talented soulstoform an
acoustic folk band-primarily for fun. See
tinyurl.com/folkband for details

guaranteed

* Flexible

Professional pianist for hire
Jazz, blues, classial. Trained singer. For

opportunities

coffee

conscious
inspiring

and

treats

co-workers

work

environment

a difference

today!

www.publicoutreach.ca

Machura 780.240.1509, marvmachura.com

edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca
HELP SUPPORT THE YOUTH EMERGENCY
SHELTER SOCIETY-PROGRAMS FOR
YOUTH 780.468.7070; YESS.ORG

percad
TOTAL

=

St. Edmonton
Phone 780.426.1996 from 9am to Spm Mon-Fri * Email rob@vueweekly.com * Stop by 10303-108

character *Allow one space following punctuation
Deadline Tues at Noon *Please print legibly on Lines at right*Up to 45 characters per Liine + Every letter, space or mark counts #s one
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ctuiting 2009 Lear about our community wx
www.cmha-edmonton.ab.cz

November 14 & 15

FORM OF PAYMENT

OCaps $4
D Extra Line $4

x
ma
|
Bi

“Canadian
Mental Health Association / Board

780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com

www.inspiredcreationsmarket.com

"at CLASSIFIEDS FOUR LINES FOR $20
Ocash O Check OVISA’ OMessiesard

you when you were a child? Be that perso
child's life today. All it takes is one hour 2
which may not be much to you but will
all the difference in the life of achild. Be
Brother or Big Sister! Be a Mentor! Call
Brother Big Sister today. 780.4

WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly

Looking for unique hand crafted items, created by you, Details available at

ORDER
FORM

ries
Bolding
9$4

: health organizations and ASOs 2
:: Alberta will steal a page out of Team
+ monton's playbook and begin deliverin:
: services that work for gay men i;
: communities. As they may say at Tea;
: monton, the ball is in your court!

jam on the second Sunday of the month at 9119128A Ave. Rock, country
& old time music Ph.

Submit exhibits for consideration in the
following categories: Environmental Site
Specific Installation; Curated Group Exhibit,
Individual or Two Artist Exhibit, and Com-

Placement will depend upon available space

AA. CAN HELP! 780‘h2h.5900

: self and stock photography agencies pou,
: over Charles! photos, maybe Pride Centra:

Session drummer for hire in Edmonton .
Experienced, creative and easy to work with.
Lots of studio credits. Check www.kellystodola.com for more info. stodola@telus.net

MUSICIANS

FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
ARTIST/NON PROFIT CLASSIFIEDS
Need a volunteer? Forming an acting troupe?
Want someone to jam with? Place up to 20 words
FREE, providing the ad is non-profit. Ads of more
than 20 words subject to regular price or cruel
editing. Free ads must be submitted in writing, in
person or by fax, Free ads will run for four weeks,

: of Seattle bring together gr
: stincts and tactics born at the start o
; AIDS crisis and combine them wit:
; resources and institutional support ,
: corporatized-AIDS can provide
: Team Edmonton is a volunteer-run |.
3 sports and recreation group, not
: men's wellness centre, yet people (i
: Charles illustrate that what Team Edmon
: ton Is doing works for them. So while

tival@gmail.com

Ph 780.907.0570

www.maxtrax4u,com/kenneths

Learn from pro's how to

Grassroots efforts like these soon bal- : it was common a few years ago to hear :

development of local com- : looned and blossomed into organizations : about condom fatigue—a school of
munity.” Through his earnest : and became institutionalized, as the re- ; thought that suggested HIV and STI
response ‘he articulates what : sponse to AIDS quickly became larger : rates among gay men were not going
Nee Oe
is at the heart of current ap- : than could be handled in a living room : down because gay dudes were tired of
proaches to gay men's health: : or around a kitchen table. Grassroots or- : hearing safer-sex messages and were no
it is holistic-based and focuses : ganizers and members felt pushed aside, : longer heeding the warning. In Thriving
on wellness and lived lives rather : left behind. Soon the scope of AIDS was : (07) Rofes addressed this notion, writthan just on pushing condoms. Orga- : no longer primarily gay men; it needed to : ing “When are we going to admit that HIV
: nizations like HIM (Health Initiatives for : grow to meet the needs of women, peo- : disease among gay men of all colors Is
: Men) out of Vancouver, and increasingly : ple of diverse race and cultures, people : not going away anytime soon, and create
: HIV Edmonton, are looking to help men : with addictions and those living in pover- : long-term strategies to promote sexual
: invest in total healthy lives, along the way : ty. Many gay men and their communities : health, instead of repeatedly defaulting
: felt disenfranchised by what they saw as =; to the same tired state of emergency ap: preventing new cases of HIV and STIs.
: proaches which haven't worked? Health
: Before HIV and the resulting AIDS crisis, : AIDS Inc.
: there was not much in the way of gay : Activist and writer Eric Rofes recog- : advocates frequently mistake our bore: men's health, sexual or otherwise. Mi- : nized the dissatisfaction and early on + dom at their superficial and vapid analy: chael Phair, the founder of HIV Edmonton : raised his concern that the AIDS-as-cri- : sis for complacency about the health of
5 and five-time Edmonton city councillor, : sis model was no longer appropriate for : our communities. We care deeply about

CLASSIFIEDS
BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!

In AIDS service organizations (ASOs) : that | think reflects much of Rofes
Organizations like HIM and Gay ;

ness and respect that | think in some : those losing loved ones.
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780-436-9896
Print your ad here:

E stuff. Worse,

she'll think you've

done : Maybe she'd think it'd be fun to boss

t something unutterably shitty, like sleep :; you around a little, sometime? Don't get
: with her sister.

: your heart set on the humiliation angle,

Neither do you want to run down

to Ye
= "Do you think I'm stupid even to think > who says
"Idon't know what you're talking : Hole yourself and come back
with abunch
{ about this? How stupid? Really stupid?" : about, and also, eww!" in 2009 is probably :: Of expensive, highly
specified gear that
you are showing a certain natural talent : not going to be running down to The Dun- : will only mystify
her Gnd probably you,

m

for abjection which I'm sure will ; geon Hole Gifte Shoppe for a black latex
serve you well in your new ca- : body-bag and a “gates of hell" penis cage in
reer as a bottom.
: your size anytime soon.
This is a perennial topic, and = It's possible, of course, that at the very

: since you are a mere neophyte yourself).
: No, what you want to do is get a little
: playful while things are already heated
:: up (things do heat up between you two,
in a way it has gotten easier : moments you've been imagining her stuffright?) and give her a chance to see than
to answer over time—when | 4 ing her underpants in your mouth and :: there's more out there than the nice,

started
ommend
and about
pened to know

P ould Bringitup or howtotalkto

: can do a little physical control but far ~*”
: fewer are comfortable with saying a lot
: of mean stuff to someone they're used

} to calling "snugglepuss.”
:
:;
:
:

Since we're now years past having to
recommend books to people with outré

(or formerly outré) interests, | ought to
send you and the girlfriend off to the

: web for some Perv 101-level education,
: riding you around the room like Her Little :: gentle, mutual, equitable sexzzzzzzzz . . : but | think, at least to start out, | won't
: Pony, she's been thinking "Hmm ... under- : I'm sorry, | must have drifted off fora mo- : Books are safe, they are familiar, and

the column had torecbooks, can you imagine,
three websites | hap- : pants, pony, yee-haw.” But
|don't think so,
about and you'd never :: and neither do you. She's probably neve:
didn't

without me because Google
-obout it. I's not like leven know that :: find
exist yet. In another way, though, it's, well,
much about it myself. Should |just forget

:
>
bout it and stick with fantasies? Is it just : not harder, but more disheartening. A girl- :
:
friend
who'd
never
heard
anything
about
::
io stupid idea?
: bondage and discipline except the phrases :
Love, Unsure

Dear

: though, it's a much harder sell Anyone

given any of this a moment's thought. But
you'll never know if you don't try. With a
little finesse, s'il vous plait. You don't want
to just suddenly drop to the floor in front

ment there ...sex you've been having. See
f you can get her up on top of you, then
; tell her that you love feeling like maybe
:: she wouldn't let you back up again! Fun!

: they don't flash animated gifs of hog-

: at least faintly intriguing.

: tion, or the topping and bottoming guides

: tied ladies getting cattle-prodded. Books

; never have loud, unexpected sound-files
: attached to them. Try something like Jay
* And see if she thinks that's ridiculous or : Wiseman's S/M 107: A Realistic Introduc-

of her and go on about how youre not : If the latter, ask her to hold your wrists :; by Easton and Liszt, which are illustrated
>: "whips and chains* and a few grim episodes : fit to be trod upon by her rankest gym- : down. At least you'll have something to : with harmless line drawings, like The Joy
: of Law and Order in 1997 could conceivshoe and so on, not to start. She'll think : talk about later: "Gee, it sure was fun :: Of Sex but with less armpit hair. Anyone

Sure:

Wil tell you one thing: what with all : ably just need a little education and just = you've developed one of those conditions : feeling powerless for a minute there, : who Is scared of books like these is not
"I'm sure you already know” and "I : might jump right in as soon as she knew : on House that aren't a brain tumour but :: heh." How about her? Has she ever :: going to want to whip you anyway.
Jon't know much about it myself" and ? what you were talking about. A girlfriend : make a normal person suddenly say weird x thought about that kind of thing at all? : Love, Andrea

SACRED Edmonton Society; sacredeatingdisorders.com;
An Eating Disorder Intensive Recovery
Program for those with anorexia or with bulimia.

Volunteers needed for Global Visions Film Fest

Nov 5-8 www.globalvisionsfestival.com/volunteer
ee
CNIBs eer eae Program needs volunteers
to Help and bea signted guide with a friendly
ale youcan help someone with vision loss

sace.ab.ca/24 Hour Crisis Line: 780.423.4121

Have you been affected by another person's sexual
behaviour? S-Anon is a 12-Step fellowship for the
family members and friends of sex addicts. Call

visit enib.ca or call 780.453.8304

780.988.4411 for Edmonton area meeting locations

and information, sanon.org

~
Movements Dance need Walk/Run enthusiasts
to fill volunteer positions and individuals to sit
ona fund raising committee for 2010 events.
‘The Learning Centre Literacy Association:
seeking anartist oratts & craftsperson that would be
willing tocommit 2hrs
to the instruction oftheir passion to adult
cylearners
in theinner city. Denis Lapierre 780.429.0675,
dLlicamingcentre@shaw.ca

ALL HOT SEXY BABES
Try it FREE! 18+
780.665.0808
403.313.3330
STEAMWORKS GAY & BI MENS BATHHOUSE.

1005S OF HOT LOCAL SINGLES
It's FREE to try! 18+

auction,
and part night onthe town. 22nonprofit
on site

i

247

11745 JASPER AVE. 780.451.5554
WWW.STEAMWORKSEDMONTON.COM

1030-84
Ave;Part volunteer fair,partsilent

780.669.2323
403.770.0990

aan
any

a recommended
Recspennees hours
available online on the
website. visittimeraiser.ca; Info: Theresa attheresa@timeraiser.
ca orskype/IM her: theresatimeraiser

Are you an International Medical Graduate seek-

ing licensure? The Alberta International Medical

LAY

(| AY

WOMEN "AOV.«»

Graduates Association is here to help. Support,
study groups, volunteer opportunities—all while
creating change for tomorrow. aimga.ca

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FOOD BANK

ADULT

780,415.52, movementsdance@shaw.ca

organizations

intervention, info, counseling, public education.
T: 780.423.4102/F: 780.421.8734/E: info@sace.ab.ca;

E: sacred6@telus.net; T: 780.429.3380

eS
Bicycle Mechanic Volunteers forBissell Centre
community homeless
ornearhomlessnéss members on Mon, Wed, Fn, garn-12pm. Contact Linda
780.423.2285
ext 134

volunteer opportunities; Sat, Oct17,

SACE-Public Education Program: Sexual Assault
Centre of Edmonton (sace.ab.ca) provides crisis

#1 SEXIEST CHAT!
Call now! FREE to try! 18+

780.665.6565

Ce
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girls!
Chal with 100's of HOT naughty

CONTEST RULES:
7.
Calgary 403-31

Unless otherwise
specified, the
following will apply:

3-331

1 :

Other Cities 1-877-834-4044

|

- the winner must be 18 or older.

403.373.3311

-

Pw

e sae

a 78

.BABES} TALKS 2117)
Calgary

403-313-3330
1-900-451-3333

€uleuse Fale
SUN

Edmonton

780-665-0808

¥%, OCT. 18, 200

est pio line,

MAYFIELD TRADE CENTRE
16615 - 109TH AVENUE,

LOCAL CHAT. CALL FREE: code 2315

EDMONTON

10 AM - 4:30 PM © $5.00 ADMISSION
FREE FOR CHILDREN 12 AND UNDER/

5,

} COMICS & MORES
Jennifer at 780-932-0221

www.popculturefair.com
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GUARANTEE
TIME IS RUNNING OUT ON OUR 2009's
2009 CHEVROLET AVEO LT
YOUR CHOICE OF 5 -DOOR OR SEDAN

CASH CREDIT”

Ef POPC
2009

AVEO

&-DGOR

LS

SHOWN

W

G2

AND VEL.

MSRP

Ny

‘

HE

sare aattne?

$16,032

HWY: 5.7L/100KM - SOMPG
CITY: 7,9/100KM - 38MP6Y

2009 CHEVROLET COBALT
LT
YOUR CHOICE OF COUPE OR SEDAN

CASH CREDIT~

HWY: 5BL/100KM - 49MPG
CITY: BAL/1OOKM -S4MIPG
2069 COBALT SS MODEL SHG¥
MSRP $25,879

2009 CHEVROLET MALIBU LS

CASH CREDIT

BPeUED WO ',WesBdd Bpiy INO, aNeY, eu] JapuN
4 USED SEPEUED WD JO} AjjeNd Oo] @ @'apINg $,s9UMO

oe
OR ASK ABOUT

visit albertachevrolet.com
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aq
ayjayes
S49
siqEiyere
pue
Bugeiedo
10)
Sjeubys
pus

48 // BACK

HW! 6 SU/100KM - 43MPG
CITY: 9,51/100KM - 30MPGY
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DANIELLELE SMIT
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SLUM
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ZeitGeist
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To the Pint

ARTS // 14%
17

Hopscotch

21

DVD Detective

MUSIC // 25

Learn more at epeor.ca/tapwater

EPC2R

27
38
39

Enter Sandor
New Sounds
Old Sounds

39

Quickspins

BACK // 40
40 Free Will Astrology

EDMONTON“YOGA
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Hatha

lyengar

STUDIO

Ashtanga

42

Queermonton

:

43

Alt.Sex.Column

:

18

Arts

24

Film

26

Music

41

Events

12039 — 127 Street
www.edmontonyogostudio.com

tel 451.8131
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Beware the Wild Things by Brian Gibson

Where do you draw the line between entertainment for children
: and adults?

Restaurant reviews, features, searchable and easy to use
dishweekly.ca
=
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DEATH RACE 2010
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ccording to reports of the “simple
but elegant ceremony” on October
20 in which she bestowed the prestigious Order of Merit on former-prime
minister Jean Chrétien, the exploits ofa
famous Canadian clown were amongst

the topics raised by Queen Elizabeth II
... and Cirque du Soleil founder Guy Laliberté’s recent trip into space was also
discussed. Ba-da-boom.
Called one of the most exclusive honours in the world since only 24 individuals at a time can be members of the
order, with new members added only
after someone dies, Chrétien becomes
just the fourth Canadian to be handed
the gaudy bauble in its more than a
century of existence.

While the only real criteria to get an invitation to the club is to be chummy with
the Queen—the current membership
also includes her husband and son—
at least formally the Order of Merit is

awarded to “individuals of exceptional
distinction in the arts, learning, sciences
and other areas such as public service.”
While you might guess he was awarded the honorific for his riveting memoirs, Straight from the Heart, Chrétien
actually received the reward for his 40

years of public service as a Liberal MP
and prime minister. And what a meritorious record, indeed.
During his tenure as Minister of Indian
Affairs and Northern Development he
introduced the 1969 White Paper, which
rejected First Nations land claims and
pushed for greater assimilation—moves
which were roundly rejected by First Nations groups. During the October Crisis
of 1970 Chrétien pushed for the invocation of the War Measures Act, which led
to the wholesale suspension of civil liberties across the country. After becoming
prime ministerin 1993 Chrétien ignored
his election pledges to renegotiate NAFTA and instead set about demolishing
the Canadian social safety net by slashing transfer payments and other government programs. During the APEC demonstrations in Vancouver he laughed
away questions about the excessive use
of force and pepper spray on protesters
by joking, "For me, pepper,“I put it on
my plate,” and then did one better during demonstrations against the FTAA in
Québec City. Oh, and then there was that
issue of the Sponsorship Scandal that received scant media attention.
All in all, a distinguished career full
of merit. But then again, Margaret
Thatcher is also a member, so perhaps
he does deserve it after all. W

PM

AUTISM CLAIMS UNFOUNDED
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he October 15 Well, Well, Well column ("The untold stories,” Oct
2 15 - Oct 21, 2009) touts recent break-
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ew data released October 20 by Statistics Canada reveals that average
: tuition levels for post-secondary stu: dents in Alberta increased faster than
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Busch, Gwynne Dyer, Jason Foster, Michael Geist, Brian Gibson,

David Young

> the national average over the past year.
Average undergraduate tuition in the
; province increased by 4 percent from

The Edmonton Sun

: 2008/09 to 2009/10, compared to a na-
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CLEC MLLER
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myths concerning this disorder.
Her claims that children with autism
have “higher mercury body burdens” are
unfounded. The links between vaccination and autism as well as the presence
of thimerosal and autism have been independently refuted numerous times.
Thimerosal has been removed from vaccines for years and yet autism prevalence

has not declined. The publication of these
statements is dangerous and irresponsible. The patently false idea that mercury

grads must pay $935 in additional fees
annually, the highest in the nation. The

their supporters so that Albertans can
judge who may be influencing particu

national average for fees is $749.
Average fees for graduate students in
the province also increased
by 4.1percent
over last year, compared to a national increase of 4.7 percent. Average graduate

lar politicians.”

tuition in Alberta is now $5150, well below the national average of $6008.
NDP CALLS FOR DISCLOSURE RULES
Tt provincial NDP is calling on the
Conservative government to pass a
law requiring full disclosure of all political donations, including those to leader-

> and Nova Scotia ($5696). The national
average is $4917.

Audit Bureau
of Circulations

CLUE

Vue Weekly welcomes reader response, whether critical or complimentary. Send your opinion by mail (Vue
Weekly, 10303 - 108 Street, Edmonton AB TsJ 117), by fax (780.426.2889) or by email (letters@vueweekly.com),
Preference is given to feedback about articles in Vue Weekly. We reserve the right to edit for length and clarity

rent school year at $5520. Alberta now
: has the third-highest average tuition in
: the country, trailing only Ontario ($5951)

l

association of alternative ntwaverklies

UTE

Letters
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T: 780.426.1996

OM

Alberta also saw the largest increase in
additional compulsory fees, a 31 percent
: increase, which means Alberta's under-
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ship candidates during party races.
“As long as the identities of leadership
and nomination contributors are allowed to be kept secret, Albertans can't
determine who or what they are really
supporting,” NDP MLA Rachel Notley
said in a release. "A transparent government would force candidates to identify

toxicity is the cause of neurological sym,

toms of autism has led parents to trea
their children with chelation therapy and
has been met with fatal results.
Fred Berry

The call comes after newly minted
Wildrose Alliance leader Danielle
Smith refused to release the names of
donors who contributed to her successful leadership bid.

el
INDIGENOUS SOVEREIGNTY WEEK

Ev:

marking the inaugural In

digenous Sovereignty Week will
be held in Edmonton from Octobe:
will
24 - November 1. Similar events
be taking place across the country

organized by supporters of the cross

Canada First Nations network Defend-

ers of theLand. A full list of the week's

er
events is available online at defend
softheland.org/edmonton.
SCOTT HARRIS

// SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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Thatisthe legendary Teppan Grit,
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RARcy
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vegetadies. fllprepared before your
eyes a1Japanese Village.

Itis a celebration for the senses,
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say Smith faces a number of hurdles in building
a contender
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Wildrose Alliance made the right

choice inselecting the telegenicand
articulate Danielle Smith as its leader
last Saturday night, but that still might
not mean much for either her party or

Alberta politics as a whole, according
to Alberta political analysts.
According to those same analysts, the
selection of Smith, a former journalist
and television host—who, at 38, is as
oldas the Conservative dynasty she's set

her sights on—represents a desire for
the party to move away from its more
hardline right-wing roots and towards
the “big-tent conservative alternative"
that was her de facto slogan for much
of the campaign, and which could represent a threat to the Conservatives. It's
also a politically savvy move, giving the
party aleader who might well qualify as
the most charismatic in the province.
"If you contrast her with any other
provineial party leader, who's going to
shine here?” asks Keith Brownsey, a political science professor at Mount Royal
University in Calgary. "She's certainly
going to beat up on Ed Stelmach or
what’s-his-name with the Liberals."
But it will take a lot more than being
comfortable in front of the cameras to
overcome the substantial deficiencies
that the 18-month old Wildrose Alliance has to deal with before it's seen
as a credible provincial party. For starters, points out University of Lethbridge
political science professor Peter McCormick, who also praises Smith's cha-

risma, the Alliance needs to build some
kind
ofparty infrastructure: though the
recent byelection win by former leader
Paul Hinman
at least gives them a seat
in the legislature, the party lacks the
"boots on the ground" in a substantial
number of provincial ridings.
‘This isn't a party yet: this is 8000
people who voted for a leader," McCormick reminds. “They need to create an

organization in a significant number

Teppan Grill
& Sushi Bar

The other problem will be staying in
the spotlight for the right reasons. As
Brownsey points out, Smith has enjoyed
a relatively graceful entry into politics,
but now light is going to shine harsher
on her and her party's positions, which
he says are significantly to the right,
even for Alberta.
"A lot of what she's said and a lot of
what her party represents are going to
come back to bite them. They are far
to the right,” he explains, pointing out
that some of the province's right-wing
leanings are more theoretical than tangible. "This is a province that is rich

up with credible candidates.”

Though most experts agree that the

the Wildrose Alliance ample time to
Bet organized, the far-off date also
Poses another problem for the party:
keeping up their Public profile. As

McCormick points out, they've en-

Joyed a recent bubble of attention,

thankstothebyelection and the leadership race, but two-and-a-half years
‘sa long time, especially in a province

that tends to ignore even the
opposi-

‘on parties that have significant rep-

*esentation in the legislature.

For reservations call

780.422.6083

ger than the desire to win."

It's certainly a daunting list of obstacles, but Smith and her Alliance supporters might not be the only ones hoping she overcomes them. Many have
pointed out that a credible conservative
alternative could split the right-wing
vote, opening up seats for the Liberals
and New Democrats, who have long
suffered from the same phenomenon.
Though it’s an attractive scenario for
anyone who leans left in the province,
Brownsey wouldn't

recommend

hold

their breath waiting for a left-wing Alberta government.
“If there was a credible Liberal party
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or New Democratic party, there could

be trouble for the right wing, but there
isn't,” he says matter-of-factly.

excited and assume there must be a forest coming
up, but more often than not, it's just desert on the
other side.

earliest we'll see another provincial
election is 2012, which should give

Street

Edmonton

GREAT RIGHT HOPE >> Danielle Smith steps into the leadership of the Wildrose
Alliance with high expectations // Alex asboud (cc)

q £ Alberta politics is basically a large desert, and
then every so often we see a tree. We tend to get

Province, and then they need to come
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of ridings—probably 55 to 60-—in the

Teppan Grill

10126-100 Street

Mensah agrees: "This is where the
fragmentation of the left and centreleft is becoming a bit of a problem.
Even if the political landscape opens
up, there is not a lot of indication that
either party could take advantage.”
And more likely than either, points
out McCormick, is that the Wildrose
Alliance enjoys its brief moment in the
sun and fades away, as is the norm with
opposition parties in Alberta.
“I think we may see the Conservatives

enough to be right wing, and the people
and the government of the province can
say all these things, but we enjoy a very
high level of services here, and when
we don't get it, we complain.”
That problem is further compounded by the fact that if Smith veers too
much towards the centre she risks
alienating the staunchly right-wing
core of the party, which could potentially splinter off.
"She has to be able to contain that core
group of the party that sees the party
as a political instrument to push specific ideological goals,” cautions Grant
MacEwan political science professor
Chaldeans Mensah. "In some of her

coming up, but more often than not, it's

party, I think the ideology is a bit stron-

just desert on the other side.” V

swing a bit to the right, since that's the
lesson they seem to be taking, and it's
a place where Stelmach may be more
comfortable anyway,” he says, though
that's probably the extent of the effect

the party will have. “Alberta politics is
basically a large desert, and then every
so often we see a tree. We tend to get excited and assume there must be a forest
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PREMIER'S ADDRESS

Premier's economic recovery plan is neither economic
nor a plan, and will do nothing to help economy recover

SCOTT HARRIS
Jf SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM

RICARDO ACURA
// UALBERTA.CA/PARKLAND

Alberta Premier Ed Stelmach took to
the airwaves last week to let Albertans
know how he and his government intend
to deal with the current economic crisis
facing the province. His presentation was
entitled "The Way Forward" and was presented in four distinct sections.
Inthe first section, the premier acknowledged that Alberta was in the midst of
difficult economic times—largely as a result of slumping natural gas prices—and
outlined his four-point plan for dealing
with the situation. In case you missed it,

BLAST FROM THE PAST >> Premier Stelmach's speech offered a 1993 approach to

ries); 2) use our cash reserves to cover

tightening their belts like everyone else,
your subsidies, CCS funding and royalty
breaks are secure—in fact, we'll probably find ways in the next few months to
give you even more money).
That's it. That's this government's
four-point plan for economic recovery.
Feel better?
I've written before in this space about
the absurdity of cutting public services
during an economic downturn, but it
bears repeating. There is broad consen-

sus among economists and analysts from
across the political spectrum that investing in public services, even if it means
running a deficit, provides the best economic stimulus available per dollar invested. Even the provincial government's
own research and analysis echoes this
reality—money. invested in public services generates more jobs and economic
growth than money invested in virtually
any other sector of the economy. Add to
this the fact that Alberta's public services
are in desperate need of investment, after a decade of neglect by the Klein administration and the subsequent boom,
and it becomes clear that the government's decision to cut services is a move

entirely in the wrong direction.
The premiers presentation also raises
serious concerns about this government's
warped sense of priorities. The bottom
line of Stelmach's economic plan is that
we will gut the services that Albertans
use and rely on for their health, well-being and education while at the same time
maintaining, and probably increasing, the
amount of Albertans’ tax money that we

hough it would eventually mean a
shadow of litigation hanging over
his head for the better part of a year,
Mordecai Briemberg’s David-and-Goliath tussle with Canadian media giant
CanWest began innocuously enough,
with a knock on the door of his home
as he was waiting for a package to arrive before rushing to catch a plane to
visit his son in Nicaragua.
But instead of the expected delivery,
Briemberg, a long-time activist in support of Palestinian human rights, was
handed a writ accusing him, a local
printer and six unnamed individuals
of “entering into a conspiracy ... toembarrass and to injure" CanWest in connection to a June 2007 parody of CanWest's Vancouver Sun which had poked
fun at the paper and CanWest owners

the four-point plan is as follows: 1) live
within our means (translation: we're go-

industries are competitive (translation:
oil companies don't have to worry about

Gu

That's why when the price of natural

give away to the oil and gas industry.
For those of you keeping score, here is
how the numbers play out: To date we
have announced royalty breaks which
will cost us a total of $5 billion over the
next thrée years. We will also be handing

gas crashes we get a crisis in govern-

ment budgeting. You would think that
an economic plan entitled "The Way
Forward" would seek to address this
vulnerability over the long term, but it
did not. Sure, the premier acknowledged
that the low price of gas, and his budget's dependence on it, were problems,
but he doesn't seem interested in doing
anything about the problem other than
to cross his fingers and hope the price
goes back up soon.
But what if it doesn't? Shouldn't we be
addressing our overdependence on natural resource revenues, and on natural
gas in particular? There are alternatives
for making changes now that will have
a positive impact in the short and Long
term. We could eliminate the flat tax
and go back to the progressive tax system which served us well in the past. A
progressive tax system which maintains
our status as having the lowest taxes in

out $2 billion in funding for carbon capture and storage (CCS) projects. That's
$7 billion of our money being given directly to the oil and gas industry. Yet
when the premier talked about living
within our means, and the need to cut
public services, it was clear he was not
talking about cutting the giveaways to
oil and gas. In fact, there was entire section of his speech dedicated to defending
those giveaways despite the crisis. | suppose It's good to know exactly where our
needs stand on the government priority
list, but it is disappointing nonetheless.
What Albertans should be most concerned about coming out of the premier's
talk, however, is that it really contained
no plan to speak of. The brutal cuts
ahead and the spending of the provincial
savings account might help balance the
books over the short term, but what is
this government doing to secure "the
way forward" for our province?
The biggest reason the government is
running a deficit right now is the collapse
of the North American market for natural gas. This is primarily as a result of a
financial crisis which brought short-term
speculation in the market to a quick end
and with it the inflated price such speculation was maintaining, and the fact that the
Americans are in the process of bringing a
huge amount of shale gas on-stream, resulting in a supply glut in the market.
Natural gas royalties last year accounted for about 50 percent of Alberta's natural resource revenue and about 16 percent of the government's total revenue.
Just to put that number in perspective,

the country would generate an extra $2

billion to $3 billion a year in government
revenues. We could invest in public services and green energy, putting Albertans back to work and further increasing
our tax base (both personal and corpo-

rate). And we could immediately end all
subsidies and royalty breaks to the oil

and gas Industry, and use some of those
funds for investment in green alternatives, which would virtually eliminate

our deficit in the short term, and help us
ease our dependence on oil and gas over

the long term.
The premier ended his speech by saying
that Albertans can rely on this government
to make decisions “with an eye on our future prosperity and quality of life." But his
failure to address the problems that got
us here will only result in a future with no
public services, no jobs and an economy
completely dependent on a dying commodity. Surely we can do better. W

gas royalties represented more revenue

for the government than corporate taxes, consumption taxes or transfers from
the federal government. Incidentally, it's
also twice as much as we received from
tar sands royalties last year.

Ricardo Acufia is executive director of the
Parkland Institute, a non-partisan public
policy research institute housed at the
University of Alberta.

the Asper family’s biased coverage of
the Palestine-Israel conflict.
"And I'm charged with producing this
parody, which [ neither contributed
anything to, knew about it or anything
of that kind,” recalls Briemberg, over
the phone from his Vancouver home.
What Briemberg did admit to was
finding a stack of about 40 copies of the
paper at the local library—out of the
roughly 12 000 copies distributed of the
four-page broadsheet which included
articles such as "Study Shows Truth Biased Against Israel" by Cyn Sorsheep—
and, getting a chuckle out of the parody,
handing them out at his bus stop the
next morning. Even CanWest lawyers,
Briemberg says, admitted during the
demand for discovery phase of the case
that they didn't have any proof ofa more
substantial connection.
"When we asked them what evidence
they had that was involved inits whole
process of production, creation, et cetera, they replied with one word: nil.”
But despite that fact, CanWest contin-

ued their action against Briemberg for
almosta

year,

amove he says amounted

to nothing more than what has come to
be termed a SLAPP—a strategic lawsuit
against public participation.
"A SLAPP is an intimidation tactic to
take legitimate criticism that people
may be engaged in and silence them by
making it into a court process and then
trying and bankrupt them with legal
fees and tie them up with the elaborate
processes that a court requires,” Briemberg says. "My personal response from
the beginning was to get together with
other people and try and make this as
public as possible and to continue the
work of commentary on Israel and Palestine as I had before."
Such efforts led to the formation of
the Seriously Free Speech Committee, which attracted the support of

freely
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exclusive responsibility for the parody.
The suit against the printer was also
subsequently dropped, while the case

against Murray and Moiseiwitsch wil}
likely go before the courts sometime i;
the spring.

But for Briemberg, who remains jn
volved in the committee and defends

both the right of the pair to create the
parody and his right to distribute j;
says the SLAPP suit against him revea is
a more insidious attempt to silenc:
critics of Israeli state policies.
"The question becomes how come m

name is on this writ? Why did they sele:
my name from a hat?” Briemberg ask:

thetorically. "My answer to that was, be
cause when you read the writ, thoug!
it was designed as a legal suit clain ag
violation of copyright because it had the

exact logo of the Vancouver Sun and the
style ofthe Vancouver Sun, what they wer
objecting to was people criticizing Israe!
It was a parody of the biased reporting o'
the Vancouver Sun in terms of what's go

ing on in the Middle East in relation to
Palestine and Israel. Sothey listed a publi:
organization that I'm involved with and
tried to describe its attitude as ‘anti-Israel
and so forth. What in effect it reveals was
that they were politically motivated and
they objected to people who had a differ
ent idea about Israel and Palestine than
the Asper family has.”
Briemberg says that he has seen a sim-

ilar attempt at silencing critics of Israeli
policies since the recent bombardment
ofGaza, with increased accusations of a
"new anti-Semitism,” which Briemberg

sees as a troubling effort aimed at dis
couraging debate on the issue.
"It occurs particularly at a time when
Israeli state policies have backfired in
the sense of public consciousness of
them—their actions are intended to
win popular support or just be ignored
but instead they arouse a tremendous
popular backlash against what they't
doing,” he says. "So right now Gaze
has been for them—I hate to put it in
terms of public relations, because it’s
reality—but in terms of people's pe:

ception of what they did in Gaza in D
cember of last year and January of thi
year, created a storm of protest across
North America and Europe and I think
as never before. So in trying to combat
that setback in terms of public con
sciousness—from their point of view
it's a setback—they launch this vigor

ous charge of ‘new anti-Semitism.’

"It cheapens the concept. When you

abuse language it loses any meaning
and in one way some people may stop

trying to draw a line between what 's

genuine anti-Semitism and what 's
just arbitrarily and for ulterior pu‘

poses of silencing discussion, labeled
as anti-Semitism.” V

everyone from the BC Civil Liberties
Association to PEN Canada to the
Canadian Library Association, and
whose efforts at publicizing the case

eventually led to CanWest dropping
their legal action against Briemberg in
November of 2008—a full four months
after Gordon Murray and Carel Moiseiwitsch came forward to take full and
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Activist at centre of CanWest suit comes
to Edmonton to talk about free speech

The way backward

our deficit (translation: we didn't save
much during the boom, but we're going
to burn through what little we did save
over the course of the next two years); 3)
continue to invest in public infrastructure
(translation: people like seeing cranes
and building activity, so we're going to
keep building clinics and schools, just
please don't ask how we're going to staff
them given the first part of the plan); and
4) make sure that our energy and other

OU

Speaking

Issues is a forum for individuals and organizations to comment on current events and broader
issues of importance to the community. Their commentary is not necessarily the opinion of the
organizations they represent or of Vue Weekly.

ing to cut everything having anything to
do with public services, from health care
and education to public servants' sala-

RU

PREVUE // MORDECAI BRIEMBERG: CAN WE TALK?
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> TURKISH/ARMENIAN RELA
TIONS

“A truly green energy future...
does not include nuclear power.”

Armenia: the end
f the debate?

Stand with l/s

ne:

Amazing progress being made
over tragic events of 1915

The first great massacre of the 20th : | read the archival reports on British
century happened in eastern Anatolia f and Russian negotiations with Armenian
94 years ago. Armenians all over the : revolutionaries after the Ottoman em-

TUESDAY
OCTOBER 27

world insist that their ancestors who : pire entered the First World War on the
other side in early 1915. | even read
the documents in the Turkish
General Staff archives ordering
the deportation of the Armemit their guilt. But now the
nian population from eastern

died in those events were the victims
of a deliberate genocide, and that
there can be no reconciliation
with the Turks until they ad-

YER

STRAIGHT
eweekwcom.

Armenians back home have

made a deal.

Say “NO” to the idea
of building nuclear power
reactors - Not now - Not ever!
Stand with us and tell the government

Anatolia later that year. What
happened is quite clear.
The British and the Russians

On October 10, the Turkish
and Armenian foreign ministers
signed an accord in Zurich that

planned to knock the Ottoman
empire out of the war quickly by

“Start investing in a Green Energy future!”

reopens the border between the two : simultaneous invasions of eastern Ana-

countries, closed since 1993, and creates : tolia, Russia from the north and Britain
a joint historical commission to deter- : by landings on Turkey's south coast. So
mine what actually happened in 1915. It : they welcomed the approaches of Armeis a triumph for reason and moderation, ! nian nationalist groups and asked them
so the nationalists in both countries at- : to launch uprisings behind the Turkish
tacked it at once.
: lines to synchronize with the invasions.
The most anguished protests came
The usual half-promises about indepen-

from the Armenian diaspora: eight mil- : dence were made, and the Armenian

lion people living mainly in the United
States, France, Russia, Iran and Lebanon.
There are only three million people living
in Armenia itself, and remittances from

the diaspora are twice as large as the

country's entire budget, so the views of
overseas Armenians matter.

Unfortunately, their views are quite
different from those of the people who
actually live in Armenia. For Armenians
abroad, making the Turks admit that
they planned and carried out a genocide
is supremely important. Indeed, it has become a core part of their identity.

For most of those who.are still in Ar-

:
:
:
:

groups fell for it.
The British later switched their attack
to the Dardanelles in an attempt to grab
Istanbul, but they never warned their
: Armenian allies that the south-coast in: vasion was off. The Russians did invade,
: but the Turks managed to stop them.
: The Armenian revolutionaries launched
: their uprisings as promised, and the
: Turks took a terrible vengeance on the
: whole community.
: Istanbul ordered the Armenian minor: ity to be removed from eastern Anatolia
? on the grounds that their presence be: hind the lines posed a danger to Turkish
: defences. Wealthy Armenians were al-

EEP ALBERTA
NUCLEAR FREE

menia, getting the Turkish border reopened is a higher priority. Their pov- : lowed to travel south to Syria by train
erty and isolation are so great that a : or ship, but for-the impoverished masses
quarter of the population has emigrated : it was columns marching over the moun-

since the border was closed 16 years : tains in the dead of winter. They faced

ago, and trade with their relatively rich : rape and murder at the hands of their
neighbour to the west would help to : guards, there was little or no food, and
staunch the flow.
t many hundreds of thousands died.
Moreover, the agreement does not re- 3 If genocide just means killing a lot of
quire Armenia to give back the Armenian- : people, then this certainly was one. If
populated parts of Azerbaijan, its neigh- : genocide means a policy that aims to
bour to the east. Armenia's conquest of : exterminate a particular ethnic or reli-

those lands in 1992 ~ "94 was why Turkey : gious group, then it wasn't. Armenians

closed the border in the first place (many : who made it alive to Syria, then also part

Turks see the Turkic-speaking Azeris as : of the Ottoman empire, were not sent
their “little brothers"), so in practical : to death camps. Indeed, they became
terms Armenian president Serge Sarki- : the ancestors of today's huge Armenian

sian has got a very good deal.

: diaspora. Armenians living elsewhere in

The communities of the diaspora, how- : the

ever,

empire, notably in Istanbul, faced

the Armenian government : abuse but no mass killings.

has sold them out on the genocide issue. : It was a dreadful crime, and only reTheir remittances are crucial to Armenia, : cently has the public debate in Turkey
So President Serge Sarkisian has spent : even begun to acknowledge it. It was
the past weeks travelling the world, try- : not a genocide if your standard of com-

SELIG

Hospital
Ait

ng to calm their fury. In the end, he will : parison is what happened to the Europrobably succeed, if only because they : pean Jews, but diaspora Armenians will

have nowhere else to go.

:

"an, | got sidetracked for a while by the : published in 45 countries. His column apControversy over the massacres of 1915. : pears each week in Vue Weekly.

health care beds at Alberta Hospital Edmonton. The
Alberia Union of Provincial Employees is dedicated to
keep these beds open, serving those who are

in need. To learn more about the fight to Save Alberta

tify abandoning the traditional Armenian : ups are now in charge both in Armenia
demand that Turkey admit to a policy of and in Turkey, and amazing progress is
:
88nocide? Yes it can, because it is prob- : being made. WV
ably the wrong demand to be making.
= Gwynne Dyer is a London-based indejournalist whose articles are

On September 16th, 2009, the Alberta government
announced the planned closure of 246 acute mental

fight to

: find it very hard to give up their claim

But can any practical consideration jus- : that it was. Nevertheless, the grown-

Long ago, when | was a budding histo- ; pendent

=

Hospital Edmonton go to

www.savealbertahospital.com

Alberta Union of Provincial Employees. Your working people.
1-800-232-7284 www.au pe.org
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TECH LAW >> OPEN ACCESS

Open and closed
Canadian universities lag on open access
This week is International Open Access : nificant benefits—both economic and
Week, with universities around the world
pedagogical—behind developing open
taking stock of the emergence of
educational resources that could
open access as a critical part of
supplement or replace convenresearch and innovation. The bational textbooks.
sic principle behind open access
Notwithstanding the success
is to facilitate public access to
stories, two major barriers reresearch, particularly research
main. The first is the need for
funded by taxpayers. This can
broader campus support for
be achieved by publishing in an
Open access. In recent months,

game
and feel some asinine need
to wear their Maple Leafs
jersey. Back when | was hip
and went to rock shows,
people would do a similar
thing that irked me: they
would feel the need to wear

The Team 1260's Jaounced an intriguing little
d listeners to send ina
ey considered three of the
annoying fans. Since criticism is

i

sier

a concert shirt (any concert
: shirt) at a show. What are they trying
: to say? “Look at me. I've now been to
: two concerts!" Possible remedy; don't

by this. Thewinners of Gregor's contest : The "Us" people |'ve mentioned this
are being announced Thursday. | figured : one in the past. What's wrong with
Idget my licks in this week. But | couldn't :: this sentence? "We played a great
could I? Here's my parade { game against the Canucks on Monstop at t
of crappy fans:
: day." There's nothing wrong with that
: statement—if it was made by a player

Anthem kibitzers The jackasses who : or coach. If a fan says it, | bristle. You're

use therelative quiet during anthems to : not on the team. You may support
boo, yell out trash talk and share their : them financially by purchasing inflated
brilliance
with fans at Rexall. These cre- : tickets but you're not even a share-

tins are probably the same people who : holder or owner. Save the first person
won't take their hats off either. Possible : pronoun for the pros.

remedy: empty warehouse, chair, duct :
tape, five minutes with Paul Lorieau and : Imebriates | like to drink at home. |

"Stuck In the Middle with You.”

= quite enjoy drinking at the pub when |

Wrong laundry We've seen Calgary,
Montreal and Vancouver already at Rexall this year. Throw in T-O and these are
the games where far too many fans tend
to support the visiting team and wear
their squad's shirts, jerseys and hats.
I'm not really jingoistic or overly tribal
but there's just something about fans
of other teams wearing the "enemy's"
colours in your building that awakens
creepy, ancient and, let's face it, archaic
antagonism. However, if | was in Calgary or any other NHL building | would
be that guy. Possible remedy: don't sell
them tickets?

Wrong laundry part Il It's one thing
to wear your Canucks sweater at an

Oiler game

when

Vancouver

is in

: can. Both are suitable environments for
consumption. Rexall Place is not a good
environment for drinking. When you're
drunk at a game, you stick out like a
: sore (irritating, annoying, beer-spilling)
: thumb. At the pub, you can blend in.
: When you're slobbering, stammering,
: smelly, incoherent and gassy you also
: tend to resemble ...
:
. Calgary fans Come on, like | couldn't
ake this opportunity to take a shot at
: them?
:
: Oiler player of the week This one was
= too obvious: Dustin Penner. Two goals
: against Nashville, a goal and assist
: against Chicago and he's becoming a
: staple on the PK. Honourable mention:
: Brule, Khabibulin, Gags.

to make their published research results
freely available online within a reasonable
time period. While Canada has lagged, a
growing number of funding agencies, including the Canadian Institutes of Health
Research, the Canadian Cancer Society
and Genome Canada have adopted open
access policies.
The result is unprecedented public access to cutting-edge research. There are
now more than 4000 peer-reviewed openaccess academic journals worldwide and
more than 30 million articles freely available through Scientific Commons. An estimated 20 percent of the world's medical
literature is openly accessible within two
years of first publication. Nearly 10 percent
is immediately available,
Moreover, there is budding momentum
behind open educational resources, or
open-access teaching materials. A growing number of governments foresee sig-

"So you're an environmentalist
wants to stop world hunger. Here's
you should do. Try everything in
power to stop the grain cartels ...

who
what
your
Then

understand how federal farm policies
are driving local economies into
ruin and farmers into suicide
the world over ... Refraining
from factory farm animal

the money to buy North American

grain; getting the money means further

tion ... This is why there are no international aid agencies that suggest vegetarianism as a solution to world hunger; it

isn't one.” So writes Lierre Keith in her
new book The Vegetarian Myth: Food,
Justice, and Sustainability.
This is a health column though, not
one about the environment or justice or

sustainability, so why am | quoting Lierre
Keith? Because our food supply system
is not only starving those without money
to access it, it Is making unwell those
who do have access.
That factory farming delivers inferior
products is nothing new, but the idea
that agriculture in general and the grain
industry in particular Is seriously harming both our earth and our health will be
vigorously resisted, despite the fact that

Kunitz Shoes 23rd Avenue & 114 Street 438-4259
Wener Shoes 10322 Jasper Avenue 422-2718
$ Village 1095!-170 Street NW 484-2700

many of the disorders plaguing us today

Soft Moc West Edmonton Mall 489-5616

have at their root insulin resistance and

South Point 3235 Calgary Trall NW 479°2267

: financial support to absorb costs faced by
:: researchers who wish to publish in open: access journals.
: Canadian universities may benefit from far
: more public funding than their US counter: parts, but they have been much more reluc-

: nearly $3 million in annual taxpayer sup: port from those three sources alone,
es mostr

: tion otherwise broadly endorsed by the

;: Canadian education community. The Uni: versity of Alberta Press, which last year

} received $72 000 from Canadian Heritage

: and $54 000 from the Canada Council,
: told a roundtable in Edmonton that it
: opposed flexible fair dealing and special
; reforms to assist education, yet backed
: legislation to support the imposition of
: digital locks on books.
: The success of open access points to the
; power of merging public support for re: onthe issue.
: search with Internet-based dissemination.
: Second, Canadian university publishers : As the global community embraces its po;: have been generally hostile toward open : tential, Canadian universities should not be

; tant to adopt open-access mandates. While
; there are some exceptions—Athabasca
: University along with the library depart: ments at York University and the Univer: sity of Calgary have adopted open-access
: policles—most have been strangely silent

: access. Leading university presses such as : left trailing behind. W

: Oxford University Press and Yale University :

: Press have experimented with open licenc- : Michael Geist holds the Canada Research
! es, but most Canadian presses have not.
: Chair in Internet and E-commerce Law at the
: This is particularly troubling given the : University of Ottawa, Faculty of Law. He can
} public dollars that support university pub- : be reached at mgeist@uottawa.ca or online
: lishers. Last year, the Canadian university : at michaelgeist.ca.

Go Paleolithic

dependence on the master of globaliza-

Gravity Pope 10442 Whyte Ave 439-1637

: Canada Council for the Arts. Yet despite

ALT HEALTH >> FOOD SUPPLY

for animals and the earth, but
it will not feed a single hungry
person. The hungry don't have

the hereafter tomorrow. Blundstone boots
are not immortal. But since 1870, they've
cheated fashion’s grim reaper with
timeless style, no laces and
all-season comfort.
Try one pair, and you
can’t live without them.

: another $700 000 doled out from the

:
many of the world's top universi:
ties—including
Harvard, Stanford, MIT and
have : Cornell—have adopted open-access strat-

products is a righteous act,

You're bom, you die.
And in-between you can blow a wad on
footwear fads that are here today and in

+ Canadian Heritage, $14 million from the
: Aid to Scholarly Publications Program, and

: university presses have opposed open> access strategies.
: In fact, during the recently completed
5 copyright consultation,
the Association of
In recent years, many countries
:: Canadian University Presses signed onto a
implemented legislative mandates that re- : egies that feature mandatory open-access :
document that actively opposed a more
quire researchers
who accept public grants : policies within some faculties as well as : flexible approach for fair dealing, a posi-

Oper-access journal or by simply
posting a copy of the research online.

: let them in the building?
towrite than praise, |was amused :

’

: Presses received more than $780 000 in
: financial support from the Department of

: fat, calorically restricted ones normally
: prescribed for elevated cholesterol
Which should have been, but wasn't,
3 headline news everywhere—diabetes, wor-

: fatty acid deficlencies—which have at : risome blood fat profiles, liver and gallblad: their root sugar, grain-based diets and a : der disease and metabolic syndrome are
: epidemic, and are most of the time directly
: factory-farmed grain-fed meat supply.
: Medical consensus still holds that : linked to insulin excess, whether we're oversaturated fats are unhealthy and that : weight or not. What we need more of then,
grains are rightfully the founda- : not less, are free-range grass-fed meats and
tion of our food pyramids, but : wild fish. What we need less of are cereals,
both insulin resistance and : breads, pastas, rice and commercially pre-

fatty acid deficiencies are : pared salad dressings. And what we need
conditions that are best and : Is doctors who understand this, who are
beautifully corrected : ready to abandon the low-fat grain-based
with a switch to the kind of Pa- : diets that aren't working for us.
leolithic eating Keith advocates. : All of which is logical to anthropoloDiabetes, already linked to : gists. The development of agriculture
; 40 O00 deaths per year, Is a rapidly : 10 000 years ago dramatically and quickly
: growing epidemic—15 percent of us are : altered human nutritional patterns, and
: pre-diabetic, and doctors are worried : the results haven't exactly been stellar.
: we're not prepared. At fault for type 2 : When we discarded traditional diets for
: diabetes are sedentary lifestyles, over- : grain-based ones, obesity, diabetes, heart
: availability of food and diets high in : disease and the whole long list of diseases
: sugar. Also at fault but much less talked : afflicting modern civilization began their
: about, are diets high in insulin-stimulat- : ascent to power. It's an effect reflected
: ing grains and low in the whole fats and : in recent history by the change in dietary
: proteins found in grass-fed animals and : habits and health of Inuit peoples, whose
: diet traditionally contained three to five
: wild fish.
: Doctors like Michael and Mary Dan : percent carbohydrate. Jay Wortman's reEades,
who
for
years
treated
obesity
: search in Alert Bay has confirmed again
:
: patients with Paleolithic diets, routinely : that restricting carbohydrate intake cor: found they also worked beautifully on ; rects insulin resistance, lowers triglycer: cholesterol, liver and gall bladder dis- : ides, improves HDL and LDL ratios, fights
: ease, blood sugars, insulin levels and : obesity, and reverses thickening of the ar: diabetes. Their results have been cor- : terles, high blood pressure and diabetes.
: roborated by the highly respected Co- : Factory farming of animals isn't working
: chrane Collaboration, whose review of : for us, but neither is agriculture. It's not
s the literature found that low-carb diets : working for the world's one billion poor
: reduce cholesterol and LDL better than : and hungry, not working for our soil or
: any other kind of diet, including the low- : water and not working for our health. W
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PROFILE // BACKSTAIRS CAFE

Keep it to yourself
Underground vegan café a secret worth sharing, but don't
BRYAN BIRTLES

#/ BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
owners

unning up a street on the western
edge of tthecity's downtown, it'stough

not to get lost looking for the Backstairs
Café. Billing itself as a "culinary speakeasy," the restaurant is basically asecret-—
the only place to find any information
about how to get reservations is through
a Facebook page or the restaurant's barebones blog. Upon finally arriving, the only

clue to the underground café's location is
a small sign hanging over a house's back
gate which reads "Backstairs.” Pushing
the gate open yields no new clues—it's
past dark, snow from an unseasonal autumn downfall crunches underfoot, and
things are getting a little spooky. It isn't
until the door of the house swings open
as you arrive and light from the expansive dining room pours out into the yard
that it becomes apparent that something
is happening.
The brainchild of a talented amateur
chef named Kevin, who, for obvious
reasons, would prefer his last name
not be used, the Backstairs Café is located in a beautiful home overlooking
Edmonton's even-more-beautiful river
valley. Warm and inviting, the restaurant is part of a community of secret
restaurants, an idea that has taken off
all over the world. From London to San
Francisco, Portland to Vancouver, secret

restaurants are a growing phenomenon,
catering to those with their ears to the
ground and in search of culinary adventure. Kevin himself was introduced to
the idea through a zine by a chef named

Joshua Ploug who travelled the country
cooking for people.
"The first time] encountered that whole
idea my first thought was, This won't fly.
You can't mun a restaurant out of your
house,’ but I wished I could find a way
to make it work," he says. "In traveling
along the West Coast I came across a few
different examples—the people I was
couch surfing with in Vancouver showed
me the website of the Secret Supper that
happens there [and] I thought, This is
actually happening, it could even be
happening in Edmonton and I just don't
know it.’ In Portland I came across flyers
for a brunch that the secret café there
was doing and I thought, 'Wow people
are really doing this. Why aren't I?”
For the most part, these underground

restaurants serve only vegan food. Kevin
isofthe opinionthatthisis partly because
ofthe lack of options for vegans looking
to dine out, as well as a correlation between veganism and the DIY ethic of the
punk rock movement. Indeed, similar to
starting one's own label or home recording studio, underground supper clubs
are a way to bypass the traditional modes
of cultural transmission, and it allows for
immediate gratification.
"There's a lot of good vegan food in
Edmonton but there's a lot of stuff that
nobody has touched on and I've always
been eager to be the one to have that opportunity, but by the time I'd be able to
have a café or restaurant it'd be too late,”
explains Kevin. "That's why I jumped on
this because I can do this now—I don't
have to get a space and set it up and get

furniture and pay staff, all the stuff that
comes with having a restaurant.”
His culinary tastes run towards the
impossible—it's not often you can find
creamy sauces in a vegan restaurant,
nor are vegans often chowing down
on delectably flaky pie crusts or meaty
tourtiére—but Kevin is determined to
stretch the limits of vegan cuisine and
not just create vegan versions of food
that omnivores eat every day. Most importantly, however, the Backstairs Café is
all about creating community, and shar-

ing with others.
"That's a big reason why I enjoy cooking so much—I like the act of cooking,
but the best part is seeing something go
from a raw ingredient to being something that someone is totally enjoying
and getting to watch that transformation. It's the whole reason why I want to
do it and why I started this up," he says.
"It's an intimate thing—you're provid-

ing food for someone and hopefully
they're enjoying it.”
As an underground restaurant, the
Backstairs Café is about as exclusive as
it gets in Edmonton—which is honestly
half the fun—but Kevin insists that while
it may be exclusive, he's not looking to
exclude anyone,
"I wasn't really going for [exclusivity] but I noticed very quickly that it
had an effect. I think the name that I
gave it—which I just gave it quickly
because I needed something—made it
sound mysterious and like something
you had to get in on,” he says. "On the
other hand I really don’t want it to feel
too exclusive, I don't want people to feel

LEARN THE SECRET HANDSHAKE >> This sign is the only clue to the culinary
delights that await //Bryan eirttes
excluded from it. Anyone is welcome to
come and enjoy.”

Still, you'll find few clues as to where
the restaurant is located on either the
Backstairs Café's blog or Facebook page,
and you'll only receive the address and
directions once you have
which aren't always easy
place fills up mere hours
week's menu is posted.

reservations—
to get, as the
after the next
Still, everyone

special holiday ones where it's a little bit
more upscale. What I think about a lot
is the fine dining end of things. I don't
have the skills to pull it off but that's
what I dream about. When you're work
ing with a blank slate out of a house
you're not confined to a category of
restaurant—you can experiment and do
what you want." W

should be able to get a turn as the talented chef has plans for the future.
"There's tons of potential, I'd love to do
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FISCHER BIERE BLONDE SPECIAL
BRASSERIE FISCHER, STRASBOURG,
FRANCE
$5.99 FOR 650 ML BOTTLE
A few weeks ago while sitting on
the Sugar Bowl patio | spotted
two young men drinking beer
straight from the bottle. Not
so unusual, but in this case
the beer was a super-sized
flip-top bottle of European

origin. Not your normal beer
for bottle chugging.

| could tell from the shape of
the bottle it was Brasserle Fischer,
a French brewery famous in the beer

world for the wrong thing. Watching
these two men quaff an import like it

was a cold can of Bud got me thinking
about Fischer, something | hadn't done
in years.

Fischer came to prominence in the
1990s when it waged a relentless,
one-company legal campaign against
the Reinheitsgebot, which, as | wrote
a few columns back, is the German

Beer Purity Law first passed in 1516. It
restricted beer ingredients to malted

: was no longer.

:

| remember trying Fischer many years

: ago, and have not returned to it. But
: the two bottle-quaffing men sparked
? me to pick up a bottle to remind my: self. The beer most widely available
:
in Alberta is their Blonde Speciale,
brewed as a pilsener.
The beer pours a bright pale
gold with a frothy white head.
A very attractive and impressive beginning. In the aroma
| detect a lot of fruitiness—
apple, pear, some citrus—and
a touch of soft malt sweetness.
I note the lack of any hop aroma,
: normally a requirement in pilseners.
: The fruitiness follows to the taste
: where it is joined by a sharp and not
: particularly pleasant corn flavour. The
: sweetness seems sugary and a meagre
i hop bitterness only surfaces briefly at
: the tail end. The beer has an off-putting
: cider presence to it.
: | did not finish the bottle. This beer is
: not a pilsener, nor is it particularly well
: brewed. It is a mish-mash of conflicting
: flavours, many of which do not belong
: ina lager. | can see why they challenged
: the Reinheitsgebot. There is so much
: corn in this beer that the Germans
: would have stopped it fifty kilometres

Great Yalian Dining since 1991
8715 - 109 ST.

439-8466

fiorecantina.com

only $ 1.99

Bruuch
Saturday&Sunday
$4.99 Ereakfact
Gam until (lam

Brunch
sewed until Som

barley (or wheat), water, hops and
yeast. Beer with other ingredients—
commonly corn or rice—was banned
: from the border.
from sale in Germany.

The owners of Fischer (independent : | also think | understand better why

then but now owned by Heineken) took : the two men were drinking it straight

't as their personal mission to smash : from the bottle. The only way to conthe ban. They eventually succeeded : sume this beer is to do so quickly and in

when the European Union courts ruled : a fashion that deadens the flavour. | do

that restricting ingredients was an un- :
fair trade barrier. The Reinheitsgebot :

not expect to return to this beer again
anytime in the near future. W
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REVUE // LA RONDE

That restaurant that spins
A gimmick might get you in, but La Ronde's
food is what will keep you coming back

DAVID BERRY
// OAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ee not sure when, exactly, the revolving restaurant became such
a

must-have

feature

for

cities,

but

certainly across North America you
won't find too many major centres

without one. It's very much a genre of
eating: besides the panoramic views,

Let’s

do

nearly all offer upscale cuisine (have
to keep that rotator powered somehow) and almost all seem to be special
occasion destinations.
The truly weird
thing about them, though, is that they
manage to be odd, gauche clichés and

lunch...

Again!

unique, enjoyable experiences all at
once: "that restaurant that spins” has
sort of a provincial quality to it, but,
seriously, where else are you going to
get this kind of view ofthe city, with a
fine meal to boot?

I'm certainly no connoisseur of dining while spinning, but La Ronde has
always been a restaurant that leans
heavier towards the latter halfof that
equation to my eyes. Though it's essentially a steak-and-fish restaurant
with some rich, French undertones,
La Ronde was on the local-provider
kick well before it was fashionable,
and semi-recently added an exten-

sive—for a steak joint—vegetarian
menu, a very welcome addition,
since most fine dining tends to leave
vegetarians with severely limited op

tions past the appetizers. So it was
with fairly high expectations that my
dinner date and I rode the elevator
up to the 24th floor of the Chateau
Lacombe.
First impressions were, of course,
strong. We were seated quickly by
the friendly and efficient hostess,
and the view of Edmonton really is
quite stunning. La Ronde is, as you'd
expect, minimally designed, with the
focus on the windows and a generally

Comfort, Flavour, Panache
Use your head, treat yourself.
“ The

hardware

grill isn’t

intimidating

it’s simply the best - and you deserve
Scott McKeen Edmonton Journal

Monday

to Friday

11:30 a.m.

to

at

all

it.”

1:30 p.m.
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upseale, modern touch, dining areas
separated with frosted glass or piles

of corks.

We were fairly quickly greeted
by our
isca
who said he'd give
us some time to get comfortable be-

fore taking our orders. We must have
looked particularly uptight, because

it took him a good 10 minutes to come
back for drink orders, and half an

hour passed—we went from staring

down 100 Ave to a very Edmontonappropriate view of the distant oil refineries—before we placed our dinner
order. I'm sure La Ronde wants you to

take in the view, but the fact he also
forgot our bread order and had to be
asked twice for the vegetarian menu
speaks to his inattentiveness, and I'd
have happily traded some of his affability for efficiency.
This

became

entirely

irrelevant

once the food showed up, though. |
made the very wise choice of start-

ing with the roast sweet potato soup
(s9), which

was

garnished

with

a

quail’s egg that only added to its richness and depth. I usually find pureed
soups pretty pedestrian, but this
was just incredible, pleasantly thick
and savoury with a very subdued
sweetness. My partner went with the
equally tempting cider-roasted beet
and spinach salad ($11), and though
1 wouldn’t have traded orders, it was
also superb. The roasting gave the
beets an incredible texture, somiething like a mashed potato that holds
its shape, and canola vinaigrette, feta
and pecans balanced the sweetness of
the beets perfectly.
Wanting to make the most of our
dinner, we both partook of the palatecleansing sorbets, both of which—
Saskatoon and basil or apple and sage
($3.50

each)—were

probably

good

enough to eat as meals in themselves,
The fresh herbs really rejuvenated my
taste buds, and the sorbet was light

but creamy enough to wash everything down.
By the time dinner came, we had

both finished our drinks; bespeaking
the special event side of its patrons,
La Ronde has an extensive "martini"
list that's really just mixology in a
wide-rimmed glass, and we passed
over wine in favour of a few. I went

with the Manhattan ($11.50 for the
double), something I order frequently
solely because of that one Simpsons
episode, and here it was done
up
right, the liquor at the forefront with
just a doliop of sweetness from the

maraschino cherry, the kind of thing
you'd have in place of lunch if you
were on Mad Men. My date had a Red
Lotus, which I avoided as it was pure
girl drink, though she had a second
where she normally demurs, so it did

something right.
The meals themselves were slightly
mixed. My date's five-spice mapleglazed Arctic char ($31) was seared
perfectly, but the sauce was slightly
drowned in cream, and neither the
maple nor the spices came through

Tam
am
1am

as strong as you'd like for a fish as

basic as char. I had no qualms about
my summer squash risotto ($22),
though: artfully arranged, with portobello mushroom caps acting as the
bread to a club sandwich of grilled
asparagus and a rich squash/risotto
mixture, it's one of the best looking
and tasting vegetarian meals I've ever
had, accented perfectly by a chili jelly
around the plate's edges that added a
nice little kick when things were in
danger ofgetting too rich.
We finished our evening off with a
shared pear and pistachio tart ($12)
and a cappuccino ($3.50) for myself,
though truthfully I'd have been happier with more sorbet: the tart was
fine, a creative blend of fruit and nut,
but didn’t stick out, save an overly
elaborate spun-sugar topping.
Two hours and a little more than
two revolutions since we began, we
left supremely satisfied, if a little late
for our other plans for the evening.
I'm certain the novelty will keep La
Ronde as a special destination for
most diners, but ifI had the wallet, I'd
happily make this a regular stop, and
the view doesn't really have much to
do with it. WV
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PREVUE // THE BONE HOUSE
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Stripping theatre to the Bone
The Bone House aims to startle audiences by removing the fourth wall
Bey

PAUL BLINOV

// PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

that no matter how brilliant the pe
formers are onstage, they're just pre

tending. You can see the lights ove;
head, you can see the other audien;

ook back a decade, whén Marty
Chan was a writer known mostly

members. You never get pulled int:

for crafting light, funny works and
writing geared towards young adults
and children. Then, out of his pen and
the darker places of his mind, came
The Bone House.
"I snapped,” he jokes, 10 years and

the story."
What Chan saw as his largest obs
cle was the fourth wall, the invisibj
Separation between onstage actio
and the audience—if you're awar:
that you're sitting in a theatre, watch
ing actors perform, no matter how
convincingly, you're safe. Here, he
found ways to strip those little thea:
rical reminders away, and lock aud

a very diverse writing career later.
"It was one of those moments where

I was tired of writing comedies, and I
wanted to try something different.”
Different in this case meant finding ways to scare the hell out ofa live

ences in with the action onstage.
"[Crowley}’s not addressing a p:

theatre audience—no easy feat, Chan

admits. He'd seen Edmonton magician Ron Pearson perform a Fringe
show called Séance and called him
up. Like Chan, Pearson "loved the
idea of blacking out a theatre and
doing all sorts of weird stuff to audience members."
It wasn't abrand-new idea. "But usually, those kind of shows were connected to ghost stories," Chan points
out, "and I wanted to update that concept, and find out what people were
scared of today. I sort of narrowed it
down to serial killers, and built the
show around that."
The Bone House isn't structured
so much like a play as a lecture by a
self-styled "mind hunter” named Eugene Crowley. The topic is the twisted
minds of murderers, and one in particular, who goes by The Midnight
Cowboy and who relishes having an
TO

CT

tend audience, he's actually addre
ing the people who are sitting in th
theatre,” he says. "Through the cour
of the lecture, we start to strip away
people's safety nets, the things tha
they cling to that sort of remind then
that they're in a show, and it questi:
if they're actually watching a perfor-

BONE CHILLING >> The Bone House will strip
audience watch him kill.

If you think you can tell where that set
up is leading, it won't help you keep
your cool. The Bone House has had au-

mance, or if they're sitting in a :
lecture about serial killers. And at the
climax, when the audience is geared
up to that point of belief, then we pu
the rug out from under them."

away your sense of security // Supplied

‘oa YHEFUTTHRTURRAFUFOR
RHEE

just this summer saw a revival by Village Theatre at the Edinburgh Fringe
Festival, where—in and among two
thousand other plays—The Bone House
found itself on the top 10 list of Three

diences leaping with fright in Edmon-

Weeks magazine (which bills itself as

ton and abroad—during that decadeago premiere run, it received a number
of Sterling awards nominations, and

"the biggest reviewer at the world's
biggest festival"). That's the version of
the show opening up here.
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So, how does one give a live audience some genuine chills? Even Chan
admits the difficulty of the task.
"It's not impossible, but it's certainly next to impossible to scare an audience in live theatre, simply because,
when you're sitting at a live event,
you always know that you're sitting
in a theatre,” Chan says. "You know
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PREVUE // SWEENEY TODD

Sing or you're supper

All the murder will be especially fou

for Gulba, who'll be taking on the tit:

Sweeney Todd's take on musical theatre includes singing, dancing and cannibalism
DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

teven Sondheim doesn't write typical musicals, thematically, musically or lyrically, but even for him,
Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of
Fleet Street has to be considered a
little bit out of the norm. Twenty-odd
people singing and dancing across
the stage don't necessarily always
have to be upbeat, but there aren't a
great many musicals in the world that
feature murder, rape, suicide and, of
course, ravenous cannibalism before
the first act is even out. Not that the
rather gory subject matter is any worry for Two One-Way Tickets to Broad-

14. // ARTS

way artistic director Martin Galba.
"There certainly aren't a lot of dark
musicals like Sweeney Todd,” Galba
says with a bit of a chuckle. For his
part, though, he says it's just a matter

can overwhelm the music. Though
Sweeney Todd—which will be playing, appropriately enough, as part of
dEdmonton, the city’s new Halloween

of letting yourself be guided by the
master: Sondheim has taken the odd

rf

subject matter and crafted a musical
that takes full advantage of it. "Whoever is going to tackle a production
like this really needs to be aware of

the musical challenges and really feel
the music and work it: there's already
a lot of emotions in the orchestration,
so part of the challenge is just to take
what you're given.”
That may be especially true considering how much the subject at hand

Todd, who was exiled to Australia soa
corrupt judge could have his way with
Barker's wife. He returns to England
hell-bent on revenge—so much so

‘vasgveesenanas memnnenamer arsMASIbDAAssen erm on panne APD LESSENLOLPnRLES

Whoever is going to tackle a production like this
really needs to be aware of the musical challenges
and really feel the music and work it: there's already
a lot of emotions in the orchestration, so part of the
challenge is just to take what you're given.

festival—is as challenging as any of
Sondheim's work, people have a bit of
a tendency to focus on the story. For
anyone unaware, it follows the sad and
sordid tale of Benjamin Barker, alias
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that a plan to kill the judge expands to
a plan to kill whoever’s around, aided
by Mrs, Lovett, a struggling pie shop
proprietress who's happy for the fresh
source of meat.

role. Besides all the vocal theatri
he's had to master, Gulba is welcom
ing the chance to step inside the da!

er side of life, especially this close ¢
the day of the dead.
"I'm not necessarily

missing

tha :

side or anything, but it’s kind of nice
to step outside of your comfort zone.
he explains. “It's definitely a big ca!

lenge, though, trying to dig deep 1"!

my dark side, which the normal pe!

son doesn't bring out very often." *
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iiwi Schmidt has gotten pretty
tired
ofthe Halloween season. The artistic
director of Northern Light Theatre
says
that after this year's production
of the
annual cabaret, Urban Tales, the
curtains will close on the show for good.
"I'm just really getting tired of vampires and werewolves and Halloween,"

‘in town with more projects

g on various city

‘Tracey Power. She's cur-

rently treading the boards in the Citadel’s production of Blackbird (which
ends Sunday), and soon she'll be do the

Schmidt sighs. "It's just such an over-

same thing for Village Theatre's chilling
The Bone House (which opens tonight).

Saturated market right now. It's
too
many people moving into this time of
the year, Although we established our

And with her soon-to-open adaptation

of The Jungle Book, her skills as a playwright are being put to use as well.

selves really well, I'm willing to let other
people to do it fora while. "
Closing out in its 12th year of produc-

"It's pretty busy time, but Ilove being
busy. 'm not very good at sitting still.

tion, Urban Tales is a cabaret that fea-

Tl continue to not sit still until I land

tures a number of stories submitted by
various local writers, and created with
the motif of myths and urban legends
inmind—this year's show is titled Urban
Tales: Motel. The scenes are supplemented with live sound, videos and slides.

on a beach somewhere,” she says, with

plans to take a post-Christmas vacation
“somewhere hot." In the meantime,
The Jungle Book, opening the Citadel's
Robbins Family Series, marks her first
prowl around another writer's work.
"This is the only adaptation that I've
done sofar, sopart of making it my own

Schmidt says the show has changed

was finding these voices today for these
animals, and also my voice as a writer,
{and] bringing that to some of these char-

acters," she explains. "Because of when
it was written, it's very old English, so
because of
that, it allowed me a springboard tomodernize
itinaway. But
Istill
wanted
to keep some ofthat flavouranda
couple of the characters because of their
wisdom or their mannerisms. So it was
nice to kind of explore what characters
keptmore of the [Rudyard] Kipling-esque
style of speech versus Tracey Power.”
The original story, penned in 1894, collects a number of episodic tales about
Mowgli, abandoned by his human
parents and raised’ feral by the creatures of the jungle. Power selected her
favourites of those stories and embodied them with puppets and masks and
a live musician "so we could get the
22

ATTA

everything else
"I think it's one of those stories that
you let your imagination run wild with
it. You follow Mowgli on his adventures, and what it would be like to be
him and grow up in this animal world,
this animal kingdom, and how would
we be able to survive living in the jungle
ourselves," she explains.
There was already one existing adaptation of The Jungle Book, but it was a
big-cast affair, and Power was looking
fora smaller group energy. So she wrote
it herself, and it's kept her busy—it saw
a run in Montréal with the same company that's now brought it here (Georgie Productions). But once this—and

MOTEL

The 12th annual Urban Tales
is also the last
RAMIN OSTAD

‘that there's another theu
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PREVUE // URBAN TALES.

Checking out

Tracey Power's adaptation of The Jungle
Book
isn't the only show keeping her busy

ren

HOUTA

on

her plate—wraps

up, Power's only residual matter is her
well-earned vacation.
“I'mnot bringingapen, I'm notbringing
a piece of paper, I'm just going to bring

books and sit on a beach," she laughs.
"Go hide away for alittle while." W

UNTIL SUN,NOV?
ADAPTED BY TRACEY. POWER
DIRECTED
BYDEAN PATRICK FLEMING
STARRING
GLENOA BRAGANZA, CHP

CHUIPKA, ALAIN GOULEM, AND PAULA
JEANHIXSON
CITADEL THEATRE (9828 - 107A AVE)
$26.25~ Ky

over the years, reachinga number of great
milestones, such as becoming a mentorship event: by hiring junior and senior interns, the show has given up-and-coming
talent the opportunity to work with and
learn from more established veterans—a
fact Schmidt says is very rewarding.
"It happened about four years ago,”
Schmidt explains. "I had been hiring a

few guest directors along the way, and
people had mentioned that they want to
try directing but they weren't ready for
a full show. So it's a nice opportunity to
work ona short play fora little while, and
people can start to think a little bit like a
stage play, and a little bit like a film.”
Urban Tales also became the first theatre in Canada to broadcast their show
live on the Internet, using multiple
cameras to show the stage from different angles. It's a feature that Schmidt
says has raised the theatre's profile in-

ternationally, with viewers tuning in
from as far away as New Zealand.
“It was an idea that Ian Jackson, our

videographer, had," Schmidt
explains
"He said, "You know what
would be
reat? if we could do a lot of
cutting
between different ameras, and
maybe
we could simulcast on the Web.’
We did
Some research and realized that
no one
had ever done that before in
Canada
for theatre.”

As Schmidt comes close to the final
run of Urban Tales, he Says

the he's en-

joyed all of the cabarets he's y

When

tked on

asked what his favourites were,

he noted one that had audiences
think-

It's just such an oversaturated market
right now. It's too
many people moving

into this time of
the year. Although
we established
ourselves really well,
I'm willing to let
other people to do it
for a while.
ing the story was real.
“We dida show called Bi-Furious, about
a rock band that went out to a castle to
record an album and they all got killed
We built a website for the fictional
band, and people started to believe that
there really was a band. We got asked if
they could be booked to sing on cruise
ships, it was really funny." V
FRI, OCT 23 - SAT, OCT 24
URBAN TALES: MOTEL
WRITTEN BY DARRIN HAGEN, JAMES
HAMILTON, TREVOR SCHMIDT
DIRECTED BY BOHDAN TARASENKO,
FAYE STOLLERY
STARRING ADAM BEAUCHESNE, KAREN COGAN,
NANCY MCALEAR, MICHAEL PENG
AVENUE THEATRE (9030 - 118 AVE)
$18 ~ S20
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PREVUE // CATHERINE GILDINER

Wild child
Catherine Gildiner's second book collects memories of growing up in the ‘6os
SUE KARP
// SUR@VUEWEEKLY.COM

eee
Fz years after her hugely successful first memoir Too Close to the
Gildiner is back with
Falls,

volume two in After the Falls: Coming

of Age inthe Sixties. Ata time when
ica itself was experiencing some

rather large growing pains, Gildiner

was navigating the treacherous wa-

ters of adolescence amid a backdrop

of civil rights marches, the unending

war in Vietnam and the riots at the
1968 Democratic National Convention
in
When ¢
those revolutionary years with our own times, Gildiner
that while we face some tu-

multuous moments today, it's just not
as wild as the ‘60s.
"The ‘60s were like a tsunami
whereas today it’s like a ripple,” she
says. "I'm not saying it’s better, but
it was wilder, with women’s liberation, birth control, Vietnam, which
was a real battle cry. Our high school
friends came back maimed or dead.

Politics were completely divided between the silent majority and those
who wanted change. America isn't as

polarized now. The youth movement
isn't as powerful.”

Though these last two statements

might seem debatable, they ring true
when followed by Gildiner’s observa-

tion that right now in America, “cities
aren't burning” as they did during that

ee

transformative decade.
Despite the hardships, the ‘60s were
also the decade that famously encouraged average citizens to truly be

themselves, to go beyond the expected
norm and to let their freak flag fly.
“Eccentric’ meant almost mental.
The '60s opened the bell curve; you

didn’t have to live in that narrow slot
any longer. You could grow into your-

self,” she says.
When speaking of her own youthful follies, Gildiner renounces any
claim to perfection and quite candidly

admits that growth is pain while eschewing regrets.
"You can't grow up if you don't make
mistakes," she says. "If you never
get tired of living with your parents,

,
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never push and break out and you end
up still living with them when you're
thirty, you're like Norman Bates running the motel. The more mistakes
you make when you're little, the faster
you grow.”

Looking back over her early years,
Gildiner rediscovered both the simple
pleasures of her youth and the challenge of writing about her first attempt at dating.
"I really enjoyed writing the joys of
my childhood, forgot how great it really was,” she admits. "But romance, it
really is appalling. It’s hard to explain
how you feel, hard to find words to describe it; it's very irrational.”
Keeping the second and planned

third volume of her memoirs as stand
alone books was a conscious decision
that reflects Gildiner's belief quality

work speaks for itself.
"I don't like those marketing ideas
where we make people dependent
by stringing them along for several
books, If your writing is good, people
will want to read your other books.”
When asked how she relaxes, since
Gildiner doesn't watch television, she
Sagely replies "Reading. Joy is reading
in the evening.” V
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Politdeue geeks

a

Mostly Water Theatre may start mixing politics in with
its usual comedic geekery in a new variety show

. Corb Lund —Losin’ Lately Gambler
(new west)
. The Flaming Lips — Embryonic (warner)
Monsters Of Folk - S/T (shangrila)
Lyle Lovett — Natural Forces (lost highway)
The Secretaries — S/T (the secrectaries)
Sam Baker — Cotton (music road)

Carolyn Mark & NQ Arbuckle - Let's Just Stay Here (mint)
John Wort Hannam — Queen's Hote! (black hen)
. Tom Russell— Blood And Candle Smoke (shout)
=
OD
ONOaABR
SH
Rosanne Cash - The List (emi)

. Levon Helm —Electric Dirt (dirt farmer)
. Colin James — Rooftops & Satellites (maple)

. Rodrigo
YGabriela -11:11 (ato)
._ Japandroids - Post-Nothing (polyviny))
Maria Muldaur& Her Garden
Of Joy -

Baroness — Blue Record (relapse)
. The Wheatpool — Hauntario (shameless)
Va
clay
teed
bah
ak
Pee
=
OPNOaRAN
. The Dutchess & The Duke

— Sunset/Sunrise (hardly art)

. Delbert McClinton & Dick 50 — Aquired Taste (new west)
. John Fogerty & The Blue Ridge Rangers - Rides Again (verve)

FAWNDA MITHRUSH
// FAWNDA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Converge—Axe To Fall (epitaph)
t's Studenticinggah we a in
touch with Mostly Water Theatre's
Sam Varteniuk, and the crew happens
to be smack in the middle of shoot-

Tinariwen — Imidiwan: Companions (outside)

Dan Mangan = Nice, Nice, Very Nice (fu:m)
FEBR2E8a
._ Christian Hansen & The Autistics - Power Leopard (ch)

ing a video sketch in a familiar Strath-

James Keelaghan — House Of Cards (borealis)

SNBSR
. Slaid Cleaves — Everything You Love Will Be Taken Away... (music road)
29. Kieran Kane— Somewhere Beyond The Roses (dead reckoning)

cona hangout: the Next Act. The skit,
a send-up of Gordon Ramsay's Hell's
Kitchen called "Next Act Kitchen,” will
be screened as part of Mostly Water's
inaugural Variety Show this Saturday,
Varteniuk explains.
Oddly enough, it was just over a year

30. Wilco-The Album (nonesuch)

ago this month that the Mostly Water

. The Wooden Sky —If! Don't Come Home You'll Know !'m Gone (bbr)
mm
. Steve Earle —- Townes (new west)

ON SALE Now!

THINGS ABOUT COMIN’ MY WAY: Am
TRIBUTE TO THE MISSISSIPP! SHEIKS

Thing

There aren’t many CDs like this one being

na

(

NO US at MYSPACE.

16 // ARTS

it felt like for once we'd actually made

one

might

wonder if the guys are thinking of
dropping their geek comedy routine to
follow the more politic-wit formats of
Stewart or Colbert.

.

mu (TURE CACAO

Varteniuk et al., and considering she's
slated as one of the very first guests to

at the Roxy)

"We were asked to do a brief skit supporting Linda Duncan for the Wrecking
Ball event," Varteniuk explains. (The
Wrecking Ball is a Toronto theatre organization that took great interest in last
year's election after Harper suggested
that “real Canadians" didn't care about
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Derek Clayton of the Edmonton Horror

Film Fest will be on hand. Of course, every
variety show needs a game segment, and
Varteniuk mentions something about a
plinko wall being built over the sounds of
kitchen pans crashing in the background
WYN DFOAOHUHEEEAAANANCHes

“The: exciuanant of that evening, machin it go
one way then the other, it felt like for once we'd
actually made a difference because the margin was
so slim, and that was really awesome. It kind of
made us think, 'Hey, this political awareness and
activism, there might actually be something to it.’

that supported her, and then we were
actually sitting in the Next Act watching
the election results like it was a hockey

this season

COM/MEGATUNESEDMONTON

10355 Whyte Ave. Shop online at megatunes.com 434-6342

uted

q

guys were sitting in the very same bar
watching their favourite NDP candidate fight for the riding of her life in
the last federal election. The plight of
Linda Duncan was close to the hearts of

appear in their Mostly Water Variety
Show series (they'll have three more

recorded today, so close your eyes, sit back and allow the
songs to take you away to-a world that has long since
passed. Whether you’re new to the music of the
Mississippi Sheiks or have been dreaming of a tribute like
this for years, music doesn’t get any better than this. The
album features performances by: Kelly Joe Phelps, Bruce
Cockburn, Del Rey, Robin Holcomb, Danny Barnes, The
Sojourners, and Ndidi Onukwulu — just to name a few.

the arts, and ran multi-disciplinary arts
protests across the country to slag him.)
“We are more liberal-minded people and
we supported her policies, and Rahim
[Jaffer] just needed to go—he was too
much ofa ve ball. So we made a video

game. The excitement of that evening,
watching it go one way then the other,
a difference because the margin was so
slim, and that was really awesome. It
kind of made us think, 'Hey, this political
awareness and activism, there might actually be something to it.’ So we're keen

to have her on the show. We might even
show her the video because I don't know
if she's seen it,” he says.

As for stepping up to the hosting duties,
Varteniuk seems pretty relaxed. While
music-man Craig Buchert will be taking
up the Paul Schaffer role, Trent Wilkie

and Matt Stanton will be acting as Daily
Show-style “correspondents.”
"I've done a bit of hosting so I'm kind
of comfortable in that role. But the

thing that’s got me thinking the most !s

my opening monologue, because that's
basically stand-up comedy and that's
one thing I haven't done," Varteniuk
admits. So Sam, any hints about the
content? "I've got a bit about pants, but
I'm still working out the details.” W

Of course, there'll be lots of diverse enter-

tainment throughout the evening (it is a
variety show, after all). The Wheat Pool
will be there to play a tune or two and chat
about Hauntanio, their most recent album.
Also, to keep up withthe dEdmonton craze,
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SPOOKY STORIES

1 , d house of leaves

ll colours come with an urge for some creep
ier reading
3

;

to his dear friend Lotharlo—the first : power
mysterious and vast. He's con- : tions about
he time on us and darkness i part of the story is delivered through
the murder of a celebrated : to his
: fronted again by the barometer seller,
shadow self also lends itself to
‘we even leave work. : a series of letters. He recounts
: maker of jewelry named Cardillac
a child- : who covers a table in glasses,
in : being read as a parable of drug
addicand later : 1680
with it a surplus of i? hood
early, and soon they'll

marked by his mother's nightly :
telescopes, one of which is purchase

for some of us, any extra

Paris. Cardillac is actually the
: story's most memorable characte
r,
: with Hoffmann's portrait compelling
:: Us to draw parallels between virtuos
; ity and villainy, art and evil. Cardillac
me as interesting that this fascination :
claims to have been followed all
his
with -seeing, Specifically with seeing :
life by an “evil star,” and we start to
see
through the aid of a mechanical object, :
how the jewels he so admires twinkle
Is what seems to lead Nathaniel to his

d
: demands that he be off to bed lest
: by Nathaniel, who begins to feel fool1wake up in the wee hours, : the sandman come and find him,
ost
often pass the time reading. : indeed, he hears him mountin and :: ish about his suspicions and becomes
g
autumn | get hooked on spooky } stairs as he lay awake in the dark. the : fascinated by the object. And it strikes
This ;
sandman is eventually discovered to
:
i
be a lawyer—tike Hoffmann—and ::
a colleague of Nathaniel's fa- ::

stories, and| got to thinking on sto- ::
ries about sleep itself. A favourite
from Haruki Murakami—you

can find it in The Elephant

: Just like that heavenly eye. Of course
ther, a man with hairy hands : downfall. He falls in love with
another : "Mademoiselle de Scudéry" isn't
terwho scares children away } woman, one not so cheerful
as Clara, : ribly macabre, which is what
I've been
with the mere threat of his ; but whose strange stillness
is transfix- ;: In the mood for and, with Hallowee
n
touch, "a repellant, spectral ; ing. She's more like a

Vanishes—is actually called
ep.” A seemingly normal

class woman stops
sleeping. She reads Anna
Karinina. The problem is that
she never catches up—I'm told

by experts that no one ever actually “catches up" on sleep, but it's a
handy expression—and she kinda likes

it, the freedom, the hours no longer

ruination wherever he went."
Nathaniel believes him to be the
: murderer of his father. Now Nathaniel
: is an adult student, living in another
: city, but he claims the sandman has re! appeared in his life, Posing as a seller

gized, renewed, as though undergoing : Clara is Lothario's sister and Nathan

some transformation. But into what?
| don't know if E.T.A. Hoffmann had
trouble sleeping, though it's easy to
imagine how the writing of "The Sandman,” first published in 1818 in a col-

: iel’s fiancée. She reads the letter in
t tended for her brother and writes back
: to Nathanial, assuring him in so many
: words that he's basically just a little
: crazy. She suggests that he simply en
lection entitled, aptly enough, The : deavour to "be cheerful." But NathanNight Pieces, might have troubled his i iel’s caught up in something clearly
test of the author. "Something terrible ! beyond Clara's understanding. He's
has entered my life,” writes Nathaniel : convinced his will is subject to some

: Hoffmann himself has been character} Izedasa guy with two distinct faces, and
the theme of man's dual nature is given
further expression in "Mademoiselle de
Scudéry,” his most famous story, one
: often considered the prototype for de; tective fiction—it predates Edgar Allen
: Poe's "Murders in the Rue Morgue" by
20 years. It certainly must be the first
: xample of this odd convention of hav: ing mysteries solved by old iadies—its
: title character petitions numerous local
: authorities to reconsider their assump-

|

we can help with that too!

|

CERTIFICATES:

* Digital Graphics

|

* Mental Health Rehabilitation
~ (Diploma or Certificate)

Communications

}

|

(with

glances that defy law or even logic in

"| have lost confidence in myself,” Jeto split apart. The ending : horror classic I'd previousl
y neglected, : kyll tells his friend Utterson
—another

NorQuest College is your community college, providing career education through diplomas.
and certificates in health, human service, business and industry.
Need pre-requisites or language training to go on to further study or a better job...

}

elors, of intense male friendships, alle-

: the actions that inspire. (There's surely
: @ queer reading out there, too.)

: of "The Sandman” is rather ambiguou

Learn full-time, part-time, online... on your time

Administration

: Storytelling is so geared toward realistic detail and the rich evocations of
Its relationships. His is a world of bach-

:
:;
:
:

s, : one regarded as the definitive narrative
: lawyer. Indeed his self is not what he
: and brilliantly chilling. It's referenced at : investigation
into the multiplicities of : thought it to be.
The cruel and mur: length in Freud's "The Uncanny."
} self, and the beast within
: derous Mr, Hyde is the result of some
:

a
' YOUR QUEST STARTS HERE!

.

: day cocaine binge. The work lends itself
: to so many interpretations, and nearly
= all of them work because Stevenso
n's

coveted object : approaching, what | aim to
steer you
monster bringing misery, dis- : than a person. Somethin
g inside of Na- : toward. But it led me to finally
read a :
tress und earthly and eternal : thaniel begins

spent idly—think of all the gigantic
Russian novels to read. She feels ener- : of barometers.

DIPLOMAS:

i tion, and it's notable that after
having
: his manuscript destroyed Stevens
on’

? rewrote the whole thing during a six-
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Imagine you have an old friend so be: loved to yourself, held in such high es: teem by others, that were he to change
: radically, to alter his behaviour in a
F wildly grotesque fashion, you wouldn't

;
}
:
:

even recognize him standing before
you. That's one of the questions that
lingers with you after reading Robert
Louis Stevenson's The Strange Case of
: Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Stevenson was
: inspired by the true story of Deacon

: fantastic experiment, but he was surely
: waiting within Jekyll's psyche all along
i It takes a drug to shake "the fortress
: of identity," but the more important

: ingredient in Hyde's birth was surely Je? kyll's urge to let loose his demons and
: to do so without punishment, to have
? his evil other hide in plain sight. Ste: venson closes the novella with Jekyll’s
> own

words, which

elevates

its horror

: by leaving us not with Utterson’s "|
: Brody, respected businessman by day, : thought | knew the man . " but with
} burglar and thief by night. But the sto- : something rather more frightening: the
: ry of Dr. Jekyll and his slow surrender : man never really knew himself. W
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FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM
STOTT
ELLE ULL LLL COCO
CCC LLC

charting the

Architects’ new Art’

for Lunch:

eee

PEGGY BAKER-ON STAGE SERIES -Arden, 5 StAnne St,
St Albert + 780.459.1542
~An autobiographical performance,
choreographed by Sarah Chase « Oct 25, 1am or 8pm + $50
or $125 for all three shows

and

series of free public screenings; Sat, Oct 24, 3pm
METRO GINEMA - Zeidler Hall,Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave
kid-friendly screenings and presenta-

tions by Chris Landreth and Cordell Barker, aswell ashands-on
animations workshops forall ages « Mon, Oct 26,7pm

‘Democracy forCorporate Rule,followed by a panel discussi
& Aon the Deep Integration ofCanadian Energy Policy
Gordon Laxer and filmmaker Paul Manly; part oftheNorth of
Nowhere Expo; Sat, Oct24,7:30pm +admission by donation
lia REMS

oae eis

rl a

Peay

Stanley Milner Library « edmontonsmallpress.ca/non200gb/«
Award-winning films and guest speaker Mordecai
i

a partoftheir research; every Wedin Oct (Oct 28), j-8pm,

, calltopre-register

Every The with Edmonton's local poets« 8pm « No cover
STANLEY A. MILNER LIBRARY. Main Floor, 7 Sir Winston

‘Atrium;
free onthe last Thu

ao Ge

ed

Media and Underground
Art «Oct 23,25-26
nee

‘Churchill Sq+ 780.496:7000 « Writers’ Corner: EPL's Writerin
UPPER CRUST CAFE « 10909-86 Ave + 780.422

HALL-WOMEN'S
STUDIES PROGRAM GAL-

Alberta artists. Proceeds from each piece will support the
Central Alberta Women's
Shelter's
24 Hour Crisis
Helpline « Oct 22-31 « Special event: Thu, Oct22,6-gpm_
CENTRE D'ARTS VISUELS
DE L’ALBERTA « 9103-95

MCMULLEN GALLERY - U of A Hospital, 8440-112 St+
ThaWicseoh ANMitaeen Seckayed Goat aoeeae og
women’s collections; until Oct24
MCPAG « Multicultural Centre Public Art Gallery, 5411-51.
St, Stony Plain - 780.963.2777 « Drawings by Susan Casault

Ave + 780.461.3427 «ARTISTIC EXPRESSION: Artworks by
Béatrice Lefevre, Louise Piquette, Louise Rae and Curtis
Johnson + Until Oct 27

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY «9621-82 Ave «
CROOKED POT GALLERY - 4612-51 Ave, Stony Plain
+ 780.963.9573 » Clay works by Robert Ford and Cheryl
Anderson « Until Oct 31

ELECTRUM GALLERY « 12419 Stony Plain Rd »

780.482.1402 + Gold and silver jewellery byWayne Macken-

FRINGE GALLERY +10516 nde Ave, Paint Spot bsmt «
780.432.0240 « Artworks by Paddy Lamb « Until Oct 31 «

MUSEE HERITAGE MUSEUM - 5 StAnne St,St Albert «~
780. 459.1528 « DECOYS TO DECORATIVES: the History and
Art of Decoy Painting
«Until Nov1s

OLD STRATHCONA CENTRE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
+ 8426 Gateway Blvd - ART FROM THE UNKNOWN «Oct 23-25
PICTURE THIS GALLERY «959 Ordze Rd, Sherwood Park,

780.467.3038 « PictureThisGallery.com + ANNUAL FALL

SHOW: new works by theWestern Lights Artists Group
Roger D. Arndt, Brent Heighton, Jonn Einerssen, Murray
Phillips and Vance Theoret « Oct 23-24 » Opening: Oct 23 with
jazz by Andrew Glover, artists in attendance

ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL - 10186-106 St « 780.488.6611

LUSIONS: Paintings by Galia Kwetny

+ Discovery Gallery: SAVING PARADISE; Trees of the
Canadian West by textile artist Lorraine Roy; until Oct 31 «

GALLERY AT MILNER - Stanley A. Milner Library Main
Fi, Sir Winston Churchill Sq - 780.496.7030 « Group exhibit

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA - 8555 Roper
Rd + 780.427.1750 » ALBERTA WOMEN'S INSTITUTES
100 YEARS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE: Celebrating the

ART BEAT GALLERY «26 st-anne st,stalbert « 780.459.3679 +

GALLERY IS-Red Deer « 5123-48 St,Alexander Way, RedDeer,

DUETTO: Paintings byAlexus andElias « Until Nov14
ARTERY
-9535 Jasper Ave « OR WHAT?:
AVisual Exhibition

403.341.4641 « galleryi

From Residents ofDowntown East Side's City Centre Market

Apartments « Opening festuring music withA Roots Bazar and
guests: Fri, Oct 23, 8pm (door), 1opm (music)
ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA «enterprise sq, 100, 10230 jasper
Ave +780.422.6223 + artgalleryalberta.com
« PRINTED MATTERS:

+ DECORATION WITH

Bauberger - Until Oct 3:

ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM « 12845-102 Ave «
780.453.9100 « Much More Munsch « Until Apr 5

GLOBAL GALLERY «10209-97 St»Artauction, fundraiser to

SCOTT GALLERY « 10411-124 St « 780.488.3619 » THE
LAND SPEAKS, THE SKY LISTENS: Artworks by Jim

» Main Gallery: GRILLED CHEESE AND TOMATO SOUP:

14 Front Room: HAYSEEDS: Two interrelated shrine instal-

Century; until Dec 13 » CANADIAN MUSEUMS NOW: Contri-

lations
by Nhan Duc Nan; a second installation
atPhobulous
(Vietnamese restaurant, 8701-109 St; until Nov 14

‘Artworks by artist in residence, Spyder Yardley-Jones; until Nov

Kim Mecaw. A sculptor’s career and future love life are

plunged into darkness - Oct 29-Nov 7, 7:30pm; High
School Drama Discovery Club: pre-show physical theatre
workshop with Michael Kennard, Tue, Noy 3, 6pm; Thu
Nov 5, 12:30pm; no show Sun, Nov 2; $5 preview Oct 28
$5-$20 atTimms box office 1-hour prior to performance
adv at TIX on the Square
THE BONE HOUSE « PCL Studio Theatre, TransAlta Arts
Barns, 10330-84 Ave 780.409.1910 « Fringe Theatre Adven.

tures presents Village Theatre's theatrical thriller by Marty
Chan. Lecturer Eugene Crowley tells the story of the noto
rious serial killer known asthe Midnight Cowboy + Until
Noy 7, 8pm; Fri/Sat 8pm and 10pm « $19.95 (adult)/$14.70
(student/senior); Pay-What-You-Can Mon; $10 Tues
(CHIMPROV - Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave » 780.433.3309
+ Rapid Fire Theatre's improy show every Sat, 1pm, except
for the last Sat ofeach month until June 12 « $10 (door)/s3
(Rapid Fire Theatre member)/$s (high school students) at
‘TIX on the Square + Halloween Chimprov: Discount for
audience members in costume on Oct 31
‘COME BACK TO THE FIVE AND DIME, JIMMY DEAN,

JIMMY DEAN . Walterdale Playhouse, 10322-83 Ave «

780.439.2845 » By Ed Graczyk, directed by Wendi Pope «

Until Oct 24 - $12-$16 atTIX on the Square

DIE-NASTY - Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave « 780.433.3399 «
Live improvised soap opera directed by Dana Andersen every
Mon, 730pm - Until the last Mon im May

SERIES: Art by Goedele Peeters « Studio Gallery: Exposure Festival/Camp Firefly project « Until Nov 28 « Opening reception:
‘Thu, Oct 22,7-9pm.

EVERYBODY GOES TO MITZI’S - Varscona Theatre,

‘SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY + Melcor Cultural Centre,

45-5 Ave,Spruce Grove « 780.962.0664 » EXPLORING SHAPE IN

CLAY: Parkland Potters show « Until Oct31
Underground
Art exhibit «Until Oct31

10329-83 Ave + Teatro Ja Quindicina's new musical
comedy starring Leona Brausen « Until Oct 24 « $25
(adult)/$20 (student/senior) at TIX on the Square

FRINGE FRIGHT NIGHT -TransAlta Arts Barns, 10330-84
Ave « Fringe Theatre Adventures Society presents this
interactive horror-filled showcase, a directorial debut
for graduates from the Grant MacEwan Theatre Program
and the U of ADrama programs. Also a killer costume
party + Sat, Oct 31, 1opm (door)

‘STUDIO GALLERY - 11Perron St,StAlbert, 780.460.5993 «
THREE’S COMPANY, TWO'S ONE: Artworks byFrank vanVeen
= Until Oct31

“IMMENSELY
ENTERTAINING’

ofWilli

BLACKBIRD
- Citadel's Rice Theatre, 9828-1014 Ave«

Visser « Until Nov 3

HARCOURT
HOUSE GALLERY «11215-102 St « 780.426.4180

Creating andcurating queer: Until Nov28- MUSEUMS INTHE
2ST CENTURY-Concepts, Projects,
Buildings: Presenting the

world’s leading museum building projects conceived inthe 21st

contributions of the Alberta Women’s Institutes over the
last 100 years « Until Oct 31 « Free

HANDS: Paintings by Liba Labik « Oct29-Nov3

spear legion peti 19 Sader inMoen oe
resources to support development projects » Oct 23,7-10pm

M, an.

Nov 1 $9 (adult)/¥7 (student/senior)
atTIXontheSquare

‘innocence,
directed by Wayne Paquette +Until
Oct25
BLACK COMEDY - Timms Centre, U of A, 87 Ave,
412 St « drama.ualberta.ca/studiotheatre.cfm « Studio
Theatre presents this play by Peter Shaffer, directed by

display by Celina Loyer

by the Edmonton Art Club « Until Oct 30

*.

‘Shakespeare'sMacbeth directed Jennifer Spencer « Oct 28-

780.425:820 « David Harrower's playaboutlust,loveandlost

Opening reception: Sat, Oct 24, 4-spm
FRONT GALLERY « 12312 Jasper Ave « 780.488.2952 + AL-

Lower Gallery: GLASS 2009: UntilDec 19

original
playbasedonfive

ton for women as

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE INSTITUTE

PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY « 19 Perron St, St
Albert + 780.460.4310 » 100 DRESSES: Artworks by Nicole

Herman « Until Oct 29

ADVENTURES OF THE FAMOUS FIVE/LADY M- Theatre
Lab,Grant MacEwan University, 1 FL1045-156 B+ 780.497.4340

= Until Nov 4

+ 9 Mission Ave, St Albert « 780.651.8176 « Aboriginal
Veterans Display + Gift Shop « Finger weaving and sash

Christ!’s family lifeover the years - Until Dec31

«780.492.2081 » GERMINATIONS:
recent works by MFA and

780.482.2854 - SUBLIME LANDSCAPE: Paintings by Richard

$20 at fringetheatre.ca

IMPROV AT ARTERY - Artery, 9535Jasper Ave« theartery.a
« Rapid Fire Theatre brings the funny downtown. Open-mic

improv hosted by Kory Mathewson «Thu, Oct 23,7pm (door) « $5

TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE « 11211-142 St+ 780.452.9100 +

India: Kingdom oftheTiger« Celebrate National Chemistry

Weele Oct 24 « APEGGA Rock & Fossil Clinic: Oct24
TU GALLERY 10718-124 St » UKRAINIAN
ART AND

tah Maney, PheMaijrepod Aarts

SOUL: Artworks by Val Boyko, Larysa Eluik, Theodora

Harasymiw, Iryna Karpenko, Oksana Movchan and
Valeriy Semenko « Until Nov 7
VAAA GALLERY « ard Fl, 1025-122 St + 780.421.1731 +
THE MERCHANT OFVENICE: Large graphic paintings

Wade Stout, made to stimulate discussion on

Shakespeare's play « Until Nov 14

FlemingA Geordie Productions (Montreal) presen’
Recommended
for children syears and up «Until Nova
LITTLE ME - Grant MacEwan College, Centre for the
Arts and Communications + Musical presented by
Grant MacEwan Theatre; a funny paebiomrapby ofa
queen of the silver screen, Maybelle Schlumfert + Oct
23-31, 7:30pm; Oct a5, apm; no performance Oct 26 « $15
{adult)/Si0 (student/senior) atTIX on the Square

(AMIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM -Alberta Avenue Com-

WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM GALLERY «Assiniboia

munity Centre, 9210-118 Ave + 780.477.2773 &xtioy*Theatre

; directed by Mark Henderson,
starring Calvin Malaka,

Hall,Uof A - Open Mon-Pri, 7am-7pm + LOVE LETTERSTO

ont or 10 corit> or

FEMINISM: Mail art exhibition « Until Dec 7.
REI

.)

————————

EEE

AMPA & ESPA SMALL PRESS AND MAGA/ZINE FAIR
+ Stanley A. Milner Library Theatre Lobby, lower level:
Pri, Oct 23, 22-spm « 6 Fl, Rm 7; The Inside Storyon
Magazine Features: Q & A with New York Times Magazine

a

editor, Paul Tough; Oct 23, apm

ARTERY - 9535 Jasper Ave « Frontenac House book
launch « Thu, Nov 5

AUDREYS BOOKS - 10702):

Ave « 780.423.3487
=Terry

McConnell and J'Lyn Nye, tooksk

JHD
IM
INSHOIW
BSadAIS4d

MICHELLE PFEIFFER

of the book fd

Trade him Again, OnGretzky, Politics andthePursuit
ofthe
Perfect Deal; Oct 23, 12-1pm « Lori Hahnel, book launch of
Nothing Sacred; Oct 29, 7-30pm « Author Riccardo Di Done

MONSTERPIECE THEATRE - 780.431.3750 « catalysttheatre.ca - A gothic, ghoul-fest special event. Stay posted

for details « Sat, Oct 32

MOSTLY WATER THE VARIETY SHOW - Roxy Theatre,
10708-124 St « 780.453.2440 + Mostly Water, sketch comedy troupe will feature NDP MLA Linda Duncan, and
musicians Robb and Mike Angus from The Wheatpoo! «
Oct 24, Dec 19, Apr 24, May 22 at 8pm + $22.75
NASHVILLE ICONS + Mayfield Dinner Theatre, 16615-199
Ave + 780.483.4051 « ByTracey Power and Will Marks,

celebrating the evolution of country music + Until Nov}
+ Buffet and Show from $ss-99.

discusses
his book, Youth and Street Gangs; Oct 27,730pm.

FORT EDMONTON PARK - 780.932.4409 - talesstorytelling.
com +
cular + Oct 23-24, 6-11pm « $16 (adv, 23-years
+)/$12.75 (adv, child, 2-12)/$20(door, 13 years +)/$16.75 (door,

child 2-12 years}; adv tickets atTicketMaster

:

BOOKSHOPPE
- 7925-104 St+780.439.2005 =

MICHELLC FFeirrer

Discussion and reading with Catherine Gildiner from her new
book After theFalls: Corning ofAgeintheSixties + Oct27,7pm
KASBAR LOUNGE « 10444-82 Ave « Live at the Kasbar:

‘The Raving Poets: Open stage poetry with a live band +

Wed nights until Dec a « Free
LITFEST - Muttart Hall, Alberta College, 10050 MacDonald

pepe + Special Prime Time Halloween Special; 6397

(oor Oct32,7-30pm; tickets atthedoor

STRUT AND JIVE THE NIGHT AWAY -Jubilation: Dio
ner Theatre, 8882-170 St, WEM + 780.484-2424 + Hustle
back to the '7os, featuring
the funkiest hits of the flashiest decade in history + Until Oct a5
SWEENEY TODD, THE DEMON BARBER OF FLEET

STREET - Stanley A.Milner Library Theatre, 7 —.

Dr: The Front Lines, Time Cook, John Geiger and Stephanie
Tnnens, Sat, Oct 24,
; Dr: Karen Connelly,
Pri, Oct23,gpm,

From The Writer And Director Of Dangerous Liaisons

sunt STEPHEN FREARS
CHERI@VUEWEEKLY.COM
AVAILABLE ON DVD, BLU-RAY AND ITUNES NOW

Sio/$s (student A Life inWords,
Sat, Oct24,33
: The
Artof
Mamary, Sat, Oct24,10am, S10/$5
A Life inWords,
St,
Oct 24,330m, Sio/$s (student The Cello Suites,
Sat,Oct 24,
‘8pm, Lro/$s (student; Extremeties, Sun, Oct 25,=30pm, S10/$5

(student); lora/Fauna, Sun, Oct25,¢pm, $10/$s (student) +
(Oct
22, 2pm»

Gitadel Theatre, 9828-1014 Ave; Anevening with Gabor Maté, In
the Realm ofHungry Ghosts + Oct22,7pm » Zeidler Hall, Citadel
‘Wieland's
The Far Shore; Thu, Oct
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byKristen
man + Oct 28-31 « $25 atTIX on the Square

‘THEATRESPORTS Piper
780-433:

+ Rapid

=

ate,‘it Joly

Theatre every Fri,apm ~

3o«foo(ooiy/S8 (member advat
TIKontheSquare - Hal
loween Theatresports-Improc onInfinite Earths: Zon!
Superheroes! Costumes! Candy! Oct 30,sspm; $10/58

co-author Stephanie Innes, Sat, Oct24,10am « Metro Cinema,

wearing Halloween costume)

URBAN TALES 12: MOTEL - Avenue Theatre, 9030-215 Ave

+ 780.472.1586 - northernlighttheatre.com
+ByDarrin Hage”

James Hamilton, andTrevor Schmidt, Northern Light

‘Theatre's mentoring event combining the technological »°°
antsticailof
emerging artistsalongside veterans Oc

atTIX on the Square;

18 // ARTS

-

LERY - U ofA
+ Mon-Fri,
+ LOVE LETTERS
TO FEMINISM: HostedbyUniversity ofAlberta's Women

student's research,curatedbyliingrama- UntilOct32

AGNES BUGERA GALLERY « 12310 Jasper Ave +

SEND YOUR NAME AND
DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER TO

8174.»

etscom +ThePoets’Haven Weekly ReadingSeries Prose

ie

(member)/Sio
(adult)’$7
(6-u2yr3)
tnd
underYno
(mn PoyWhatYur $5
Mey,
Tharp

M Desstudents
attheUofAproviding anintroduction
tothe

eS

GALLERIES
+ MUSEUMS

2 TAKAN

‘

ROUGE LOUNGE - 10111-117 St« 780.902.9900 + Poetry Tue

‘ofAlberta;
urttil Dec13«Art

zie, and artworks by various artists
FINE ARTS BUILDING GALLERY « U ofA,Rm 1-1,12St,89 Ave

part ofNorth of Nowhere Expo: A Festival ofIndependent®
SS

mas

‘of
Randall

780.498.1984 » CRAZY FAMILY: Large paintings depicting

CINEMA «780.434.9236 » You, MeandtheSPP-Trading

ec

eee

petbstest UralOo

new ArtGallery

BILTON CONTEMPORARY
ART-Red Deer «4b-s809-s1 Ave,
Red Deer, 403.343.3933 - THE ART OFWOMEN: Artbyfemale
Meet animator Chris Landreth and take ina

Board of Canada presents

Se

10220-103 St.A Brunch ofWriters,
atTIX onthe Square
=

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA - 8555 Roper Ru.
780.437.1750 » Archives and authors: falllecture series, |x|
authors discuss their works and how they used archives ».

Studies Program
« Until Dec 32

ARTERY ~0535 Jasper Ave + films.nfb.ca/get-animated/ «
Get Animated:

(Oct 25 mam; $40+’

Ceramics byDrwn Candy UntilNov6

‘Stout Architects:

and plans with the final model

Sro/Ss (student) +

Ross
St» 403.346.8937
»EGGSHELLS |

‘Ottawa and the new Canadian Museum of Human Rights in
‘until Dec 13 » THE NEW
: Contemporary
Urban Practice and the’
ofpicturesque
works ofartfrom the AGA collection.
Don Gill; until
Dec a3« BUILDING A VISION: Art
of.
and Randall

ion

Kitchen Purty, Sat, Oct 24, spn,

A
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Seni the Wild Things
by Brian Gibson
Where do you draw the line between
entertainment for children and adults?
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REVUE // WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE
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Wild rumpus
e

Where The Wild Things Are gets caught trying
to please both young and old audiences
PAUL BLINOV

/] PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM
here's something unexplainably
magical about the 10 lines and inimitable artwork that makes up Maurice
Sendak’s Where The Wild Things Are. A
tale ofthe night Max, boy in wolfish garb,
“made mischief,” got sent to his room,
and then travelled to an imaginary island of monsters somehow managed to
capture something so universally affecting that it’s sold millions of copies, and
is finally seeing a movie rendition more
than 40 years after publication—an adaptation backed by the author, even.
It’s that universal spark that director
Spike Jonze is chasing after in his expanded, cinematic take. To find it, he’s
crafted a children's movie that's really
for adults: it has a child protagonist and

centres on his fears and fun-sized imagination, yes, but this version is designed
to be taken in by an oldercrowd. It’s hard
to have it both ways, but Jonze doesn’t
do too bad, all things considered.

Obviously, the script takes some liberties to broaden its limited source material into feature length, but Jonze and
Dave Eggers (who together handled
the screenplay), don't take it anywhere
irrational: the opening sequence is
brief and simple and carries the feeling of what Max (Max Records) is going
through, painting him as an oft-ignored
little boy who doesn’t get any attention

MO’ MONSTERS, MO' PROBLEMS >> There's monsters aplenty in Where The Wild Things Are //suppited

from his sister (except a brief snowball

into the night, finds a boat and heads

fight that he instigates with her and her

off to the island of monsters.

the book constructions by the Jim Henson
Creature Workshop) or in colourful personality (courtesy of all-star vocal cast},

As he arrives, the movie peaks: we're
introduced to the monsters, which don’t
disappoint in look (beautiful, faithful to

and the highlights come early on, as Max
convinces them to make him king, and
begins a rumpus. Their celebrations are

friends but ends up in tears afterwards)

and overworked single mom. As a result, he rages, and, in front of mom's
new boyfriend, bites her and rushes off

AN NFB
TO

EVENT

CELEBRATE

INTERNATIONAL

ANIMATION

DAY
October

24 & 26

complemented by the overlapping yow!s
and yips of Karen O, who leads a group of
children to provide the bulk of the soundtrack. Visually, it’s joyous and gorgeous
from the giant fort the monsters begin to
construct to a massive dirt-clump fight,
all captured in slightly grainy footage
that adds to the feeling of wilderness
It's when things start to get a little too
real on the island that Where The Wild
Things Are begins to falter. The parallels between Max's own troubles and
the ones that start to sprout up on mon
ster island get a little more obvious, as
the kingdom Max envisioned begins to
slowly break apart: there were tensions
before he got there, primarily romantic tension between Carol (James Gan
dolfini) and KW (Lauren Ambrose), a
monster who's found new friends and
wants to leave them behind.
The growing troubles parallel the ones
he left behind at his house, but the movie continues to shift darkly into troubles
that Max is too young to solve, and may
be even fully understand. It may ver

Seim=_ SCREENINGS © MASTER CLASS © FREE ADMISSION
sss

well make be the same case with the
younger members of the audience

For them, the monster kingdom's
fallout will be over their heads, and its
ending ambiguous without a point 0!
entry (to Jonze's credit, he’s never guilt)
of disservicing his story by dumbing ‘(

THE ARTERY
9535 JASPER AVENUE

MONDAY, OCTOBER 26

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24
3 - 4.30 pm - Don't miss Oscar®-winner Chris Landreth's
master class

~ METRO CINEMA
9828
~ 101 A AVENUE
ZEIDLER HALL, MAIN FLOOR CITADEL THEATRE

7 pm : Family Program, NFB's animated shorts forthefamily
6 pm :Animation Feast, NFB's new collection of ahimated films

SCHEDULE: NFB.CA/GETANIMATED

Oe Sa
20 // FILM
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down, and earlier on that more mature
approach works perfectly). For the olde:
crowd, there isn’t enough resolution to !'

for it tobe truly satisfying. There lies the
paradox of making children’s entertain
ment for adults: when it comes time to
tie up loose ends, which group do you

to satisfy? Though he doesn't quite

seek
disappoint on either front, Jonze can

seem to make that decision. W
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Brothers’ A Serious Man is brimming with irrev
erent

» discreet compassion and maybe even some
autobiography

Taking the long shot
Digital technology lets filmmakers experiment
with long-takes, with increasingly good retur
ns
Film being a narrative medium more dependent on technology than all others—whether a book Is written
on parchment, a typewriter or
aword processor doesn't really change the experience for
author or reader—it's gained
the most from the rise of
the computer. But while a lot
of what we think of when we
talk about technological advances
is flashy and tremendously complex, like
computer animation or digital editing, it's
also opened up a lot of possibilities for

: (more on that ina second), long takes are

:

reasonably rare among films, which

is probably part of the reason

they're usually so rewarding.
Philosophically, they represent a kind of realism, a sin-

gular point of view that corresponds pretty closely with
our own, bereft of some of
film's usual manipulations: think

of Children of Men, for Instance,
; Alfonso Cuarén giving the war zone he
: follows Clive Owen through a pretty
: visceral immediacy by never cutting,
one of the simplest-looking tricks in cin- : simply ducking
in and out of burned-out
ema: the long take.
: cars and shelled buildings, much like the

Even with the limits of film removed

’

CONTINUED

ON PAGE 23 >>
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PRESENTS... AN EVENING WITH
JOSEF BRAUN

/{{OSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM

i: an unlikely turning point, this
scene in The Man Who Wasn't There,
one of the richest, most underappreciated of the Coen Brothers’ films. Tony
Shalhoub’s Freddy Riedenschneider,
a lawyer in love with mystifying elocution, dazzling ideas and the art of
distraction—in other words, theatre—
presents his client, on trial for murder,
with a philosophical argument he believes will form the lynchpin of their
case: a thing changes when you look at
it. Sunlight beams down upon his uptumed face as he savours his discovery

of paradox. His presentation finished,
he then abruptly leaves the room.
I'vebeentrying
tofigure out why keep
thinking of The Man Who Wasn't There
as the natural companion to A Serious
Man, the Coens’ film about one Larry

Gopnik (Michael Stuhlbarg, wonderful), a Jewish physics teacher and family
man swept up in spiritual crisis in 1967

Minneapolis. Sure, both feature a largely passive protagonist caught up in a
torrent
oftroubles. “But I didn't do any-

thing!” is Larry's recurring plea. Both
are period pieces about middleclass

people with

i

Marriages liv-

ing inthe suburbs. But more integrally
ceneate thefilmsthatcomeclosestt
xpressing the Coens’ particular take on

the human condition, life as something
I
ingly
unmoored, where chaos
‘s never vanquished but merely ebbs

and

where parallels
and osten-

siblesignscan't bedependably mined

ider’s but still

pretty fun, where Larry tries to explain
Schrodinger's cat to an auditorium full
of students, behind him a blackboard of
comically titanic proportions covered in
a labyrinthine mural of equation almost
no one could possibly understand. You
can never be certain if the cat's alive or
dead, Larry tells his class, but you still

have to explain it on the midterm.
A Serious Man is also like The Man Who
Wasn't There in that, no matter what the
rigorously irreverent Coens themselves
might say—some general advice: never
trust the artist to interpret the work—
it reveals the filmmakers at their most
discreetly compassionate. The escalating woes of Larry Gopnik may be rife
with black comedy and caricature, but
his struggle feels genuine. He's condescended to by several supporting characters, not by the authors. Maybe—and
this is a strict maybe—this is because
it's their most autobiographical work.
The setting is their hometown; Larry's
occupation is the same as that of the
Coens' father; Larry's son Danny (Aaron
Wolff), about to bar mitzvah, is roughly
© the same age the Coens would have
been at the time, and we can only presume his pot-addled, utterly detached
participation in the rituals of his Jewish
community mirrors the Coens’. Maybe it

also reflects something of Ethan's undergraduate studies in philosophy—his thesis was on Wittgenstein—but no matter
how circular, inconclusive or just plain
baffling Larry's soliciting of advice from
a series of rabbis might be, we're not
made to feel that he’s ridiculous or pitiful for having searched, any more than it
might be ridiculous or pitiful for him to
seek comfort in the desperate housewife
next door (Amy Landecker), who he first
spies sunbathing from his roof one sun-

ing Back To Me" seems to drift through
the airwaves, lending tenderness to this
scene of accidental voyeurism.
Characteristic Coen humour, often
verging on non-sequitur, abounds.
There are jokes about incessant cyst
draining or the inexplicable unseemliness of a bar called the North Dakota.
There are instances of culture clash
that toy with stereotype, such as Larry's
struggle to reason with a Korean student who presumes bribery to be an acceptable practice in American schools.
The cast, superb and devoid of name
talent, speaks to the Coens’ impeccable
eye for faces, not to mention ankles,
necks and the hairiest ears I've ever
seen. Larry's wife (Sari Lennick), who
looks like her head's about to explode
any second, seems to be leaving him
for Allen Ginsberg (Fred Melamed).
Bodies wordlessly convey repression,
especially that of Uncle Arthur (Richard Kind), whose posture renders him
a peeled hard-boiled egg with flippers.
So the Coen carnival show is in full effect, but it strikes me asa carnival of the
community centre, oddly affectionate,
deeply recognizable—to Jews and goys

alike—and brimming with sly observations on how familiarity can suddenly
become terrifying and strange when
the balance of life alarmingly slips over.
Larry's troubles don't really abate. Indeed, the film ends with fresh threats
looming on the horizon. This cliffhanger is a legitimate finale however. There
is resolution, even ifiturges us to accept
uncertainty as life's sole certainty. WV

ny afternoon where he fiddles with the
antenna as Jefferson Airplane's "Com-
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FORA COMPLETE LIST OF FILMS AND SCREENING TIMES G0 TO
EDMONTONSMALLPRESS.ORG |i METROCINEMA.ORG

IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE UOF A FILM STUDIES DEPTARTMENT

TUESDAY AT 7PM: VERTIGO

TURKEY SHOOT PRESENTS: WEDNESDAY AT 8PM
FLESH FOR FRANKENSTEIN
All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.
For more information, call 425-9212. or log on to www.metrocinema.org
Meter
supportof:
-;
AA) Foundation
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Show some backbone
With The Spine, Chris Landreth explores
a toxic marriage in ‘metaphorical realism’

SERIOUS

DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

hris Landreth burst onto the scene
with Ryan, his Oscar-winning, computer-animated 2004 short about the
struggles of substance-addicted former
animator Ryan Larkin. Landreth picks
up some of his ideas of physically repre-

A SERIOUS MAN
NIGHTLY @ 7:08 9:15PM
SAT & SUNDAY MATINEES@ 2:00PM

RING

sented psyches and the unseen stories
of troubled peoples with The Spine, a
perversely touching tale of how a toxic

——

marriage got that way in the first place.
Landreth will be coming to town to
present The Spine as part of the National
Film Board's Get Animated! program,
showcasing some of the finest in Canadian short animation from the past
year. Vue Weekly had a chance to talk
with Landreth about some of his artistic
tics and his aims for his very particular
brand of computer animation, subjects
you can expect to come up when he visits the ARTery this Saturday.

oD

10337 Vinyte Ave. 780 4330725

VUE WEEKLY: To start simply enough,
where did the idea of The Spine come
from?
CHRIS LANDRETH: I found myself wondering, upon seeing people in long-time
marriages where there is this element of
co-dependency, perhaps, or this element
at least of toxicity or poison—I see these

OPEN UP TO ME >> The Spine shows a marriage in decay // supplied
people who hate each other, obviously
hate each other, and yet they're still together. Why would that be? Is it just out

of habit? Is it sadism or masochism? I
kind of came to the realization that it’s
not necessarily those negative things,
that there is something under the surface of that kind of "I hate you, but don’t
leave me” dynamic. There's actually
something quite truthful and valid and
beautiful aboutit, even though that may
be in kind ofa very perverse way.
VW: To move away from the story a
bit, one of the things that really comes
through in The Spine, and which was

to that, which is interesting,

e your

workisn't necessarily
very realistic: there's
all sorts of expressionistic flourishes
CL: Yeah, what I like to do is not to dc

photorealism,

because

to me

that's

pointless: why not just shoot a live-ac
tion film? What! like is that you can turn
realism on its head: you can go beyond
just normal realism and go into a kind
of metaphorical realism that expresses
people's emotional states, their psychi:
states. When you can do that, you start
opening up a different level of realism

VW:

Has the increasing

prevalence

physicalization of people's psychological states. Where did that come from?
CL: Where does it come from? I don't

changed your approach or opinion of
computer animation at all?
CL: Somewhat. In The Spine, I'm not try
ing to be ultra realistic or fool anybody
into thinking those are real, live-actioi

know. I think it's just what's there, it's

characters. About 10 years ago, | di:

what I see. When I was imagining these
characters and designing them, I was
trying very hard to not try—that is, to
not contrive or make stuff up. I just
wanted to show these characters clearly

actually think I could do that—and t
some extent I did, on a film I did called
Bingo. But I look back on it now, and |!
has a creepy aspect to it. It's fine in the
film, because it’s creepy on purpose,

how I see them.

but even if |weren't trying to be creepy

certainly present in Ryan, too, is the

VW: Did you apply a similar kind of
logic to Ryan, then? His character was
actually jyst sort of a manifestation of

how you saw him?
CL: Actually, very much. With Ryan,
again, when I was imagining what he
would look like, I was doing drawings
that eventually became what you see in
the film, and very much trying to just
do the exercise to draw him out and see
what he looks like, and that's what he
looked like.

with the story, the film would still come
across as being creepy, and it comes
from the realism that's there, the un
canny valley aspect to it. Most films
today that use ultra-realistic CG do often fall into that valley, and it's one Id
rather not tread in with my films. V
a

"

ye gown

VW: I've seen you talk before about initially being attracted to computer animation because of what it could do in terms
of representing reality, and getting close
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CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE

Se

frightening scenes, violence, notrecommended for young

No passes PriTue 10s,$55,6:45. 35 Wed-Thu vos x00,

640, 935
TATTLE
oa TCO

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended for

young children)

TO
CICLO
Hot recommended
for young children)
No passes Pri4:20, 6:90, 9-30; No passes Sat-Sun 45,420,
30, 9-390; Mon-Thu 4:20, 50, ¢:30

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OFMEATBALLS(

Pri-The 1:30, 20,7205, 9:40; Wed-Thu 1:254:20,7205 9:40

Fri 4:90, 8:00, 10:20; Sat-Sun 1:46 4:50, 8:00, 10:20; Mon-Thu

iS

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (144. Brutal violence)

Brie tas 425 yas. 10s Wed-Thu 25, 421575 10:10

‘Thu,
Oct 22:8:00

PARANORMAL
ACTIVITY (144 frightening scenes, coarse
language, notrecommended
for children)

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, notrecommended

for children)

her when

that's simply

ui

's history,
iply impossible:

mer

ld hold

fred Hitchcock's
t famous attempt
ple keep walking
at have you, be-

Hitchcock would —
then jus'

ad

the camera and pick

from where
he left off, and there's

about10 cuts inthe 80-minute film.
Digital fill

ich can run for as long

as you have memory,

removes

that

physical barrier, and as a result a few
films have popped up in relatively re- cent times that go for the full effect.
The most famous example is probably

Russian Ark, Aleksandr Sokurov’s time-

hopping trip through the Russian State
Heritage Museum, and a pretty stunning film ifyou ever get the chance.

But a decidedly more raw and visceral
take comesin the form of PVC-1, from
Columbia, out now on DVD.

FoiTue 12595 335, 7:00,9:45; Wed Thu 2535, 3:35, 6:50, 9:45

ZOMBIELAND
(184,goryviolence)

5
“SOM-T3O
Avs,TROATLOTTS
MAIN AURR MRS. KHANNA (HINDI W/ES.7) (PG)
Daily 1:20,4205, 6:45,9:45

FriTue 12:45 10, eas, 00, 10:30; Wed-Thu 12:45, 3210, a5,

8200, 1020

‘THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG.language may offend, not
recommended
foryoung children)

ALL THE BEST (HINDI W/E.S.) (STC)

Pri, Sun-Thse 1735, 4235.7235,1005 Sat 4:35,735,1025

IN MYUFE (FILIPINO) (PG,mature subjectmatter)

WHIP IT(PG, coarse language)

‘SORORITY ROW (8A, language mayoffend, goryviolence)
Fri-Sat 9-35,11:50; Sun-Thu 9:35

HALLOWEEN Il(8A,brutalviolence,

Fri-Sat orss,12:45; Sun-Thu 9:55

ie

)

Fri-Sat
530,4:25,7:05,9:45,12:10; Sun-Thu
3:30,4:25,7:05,9:45

G.L. JOE: THE RISE OF COBRA (144)
Fri-Sata:a5, 420,7:00, 9:40, 12:10; Sun-Thu 1:25,4210,7:00,9:40

THE UGLY TRUTH (14A,language may offend, sexual
content)

that can't jump around between time-

frames, much less settings, PVC-1 has a
simple premise: a group of thugs show
up at a farmhouse and demand money. When the family refuses, insisting
they're just poor farmers, the would-be
robbers put
a crude explosive device, a
collar made from PVC pipe, around the
wife's neck, and demand 15 million pe-

sos in 90 minutes, or else it'll blow. The
family then spends the rest of the film

trying toget itoff, making a somewhat
dangerous trek to the edge of town,
where a police
bomb specialist is waiting to try andremove it.

markably
dif cult to pull off) gimmick,
but first-time director Spiros Stathoulopoulos
has done well both in choice of

topic andinactual execution.
of inh

/

This kind -

ition lends itself

Daily 200, 9:00; Sat, Sun 2:00; No 7:00 show on Mon, Oct 26

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, notrecommended for

ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW (STC)
Sat, Oct24,midnight
tickets onsale now

young children)
No passes Pri 3:45, 6:30, 9:30; Sat-Sun 12:45 3:45 6:30, 9330;

Mon-Thu 6:30, 936
THE STEPFATHER (14A, violence)
Fri 4:45, 7-45, 10°30; Sat-Sum 2:00, 4:45, 7-45 10:30; Mon-Thu

TAS, 10530

30,105
COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended
for children)
Fri 45, 7:00, 10210; Sat-Sun imo, 4215 7:00, 1020; Mon-Thu

SAW VI (8A, brutal violence, gory scenes) Stadium Seating,

THE METROPOLITAN
OPERA: AIDA (VERDI) (Classification
not available)
Sat11:00

‘THE INVENTION OF LYING
(PG, language may offend, not
recommended for young children)

Digital Cinema Daily 12:20, 2:50, 515 8:00, 10:45

12:25, 2°50,§:20, 7-45, 10:20; Mon-Tue 1:25, 4:00, 6:55, 9:50; Wed-

Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

GrandinMall,‘Sie Winston Churchill Awe, *St.Albert,

No passes Daily 1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 8:55

PARANORMAL ACTIVITY (14A, frightening scenes, coarse

345, 6:05, B25

GRQUEDU FREAK:
THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT (PG,

MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS ISIT(G)

frightening
scenes, violence, notrecommended
for young
children)
Stadium Seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:20, 2:55, $30, 8:00,
10:30; Mon-Thu 1:20, 4:25, 6:59, 9:49

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (14A, brutal violence)

LEDUC CINEMAS

Mon-Thu 1:20, 420,7:00,
9535

ASTRO
BOY (PG)
DTS Digital, Stadium Seating Fri-Sun 12°40, 3:15, 625, 9:10;

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended for

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (144, brutal

young children)

COUPLES RETREAT
(PG, sexual content, not recommended

9-25; Mon 1:40,425,6:25,$10;Tie 1:40,4:15,6:25; Wed-Thu
1.40, 4:00,6:25,9:10
MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS ISIT(G)

Daily 2:40,420,7215,9:40
Daily 1220, 4215,6:55,9:45
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE
OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)

Digital 3dDaily 1215, 2:30,4:40,720, 930

INGLOURIOUS
BASTERDS (184, goryviolence)
Pri,Sun-Tue 1:10, $05,9:00;Sat5:05,9:00
not available)
Sat1:00
MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS ISIT(G)
Midnight,Nopasses Tue12:01; Wed-Thu 1215 245, 51

9023-1O1A Ave, Citadel Theatre, 760.425.9772

Dolby Stereo Digital, No passes Pri 30, 210;Sat-Sun 12530,

427-139
Ave, 780.472.7600
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (<)

YOU, ME& THE SPP:TRADING DEMOCRACY FOR
CORPORATE
RULE (STC) Sat7-30

Digital 3dFri, Mon-Thu 4:40, 7.05, 9.20; Sat-Sun 120, 4:49,

THE COLOR OF OLIVES (STC) Sun2:00

CREATIVITY UNDER OCCUPATION
(STC) Sun «coo

CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT (PG,
frightening scenes, violence, notrecommended for young

SAWVI(8A,brutal violence, goryscenes) Fri-Mon wx3o, 25°)

$15, TAS 10°35; This12-90, 00, $1574S 10530

ASTRO BOY,

um LAETITIA

Thu

10, 6530, 10; Mon-Thu $15, 8:00

wl

CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT (PG,

frightening scenes, violence, not recommended for young

children)
Mon-Thu $35 8:35

‘AMELIA (PG)

DTS Digital Fri 7:00, 9:40; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3-40, 7-00,$49)

Mon-Thu $00, 8:5

ART & APATHY: ISRAELI CONSCIENCE & CULTURE (STC)
Sun 7:00

(COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended

PALESTINE BLUES (STC) Sun 8:30
NFB GET ANIMATED
(STC) Mon 7:00

co ASK

‘

forchildren)
DTS Digital Fri 7-10, 9:50; Sat-Sun 2:10, 350,720, 9°50; Mon-

=

i)

children)

VERTIGO
(STC) Tue7:00

SAW VI(8A, brutal violence, gary scenes) Stadium

‘TURKEY SHOOT: FLESH FOR FRANKENSTEIN (STC)
Wed 8:00

‘Wetasichwrin, 780.352 3822
WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, notrecommended for

4 Soca Groen lan, Parkland County LAW
SAW VI(A, brutal violence, goryscenes) Stadium Seating,
Sat-San, The

ABIDING CITIZEN (14, brutal violence)
i: a
MICHAEL

ZOMBIELAND
(14A, gory violence)
Fri, Mon-Thu 4299, 7:30, 10200; Sat-Sun 1:90, 4:90, 7-30, 10200

pad cig

mended
forchildren)

‘THE STEPFATHER
(14A, violence)

young
fored
violence, notrecommend
scenes,ing
frighten

ZOMBIELAND (8A, goryviolence)

=

vw
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"Tue Oct 27; 10000; Wed Oct 28: 7200, 920

‘THE STEPFATHER (14, violence)

children)

Pri, Mon-Thu 4:30,7:15,9:45;Sat-Sun 1:30, 43% 715. 45

TT

pare

rane oxy

Daily ego,soos: Sat-Sun, The12099,505

CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT (PG,

Fri,Mon-Thu 4:00, 640, gaas: Sat-Sun 1:10, 4:00, 649, $25

Barrestootpaoko, 0;Wedx3040,1:00
90;Th

young children)

Dolly Stereo Digital Pri6:45.gras;Sat-Sun 12-45, 5-25 6:45,925

TELLING STRINGS
(STC) Sun 4:00
BEYOND BLUE & GRAY: PORTRAITS OF PALESTINIAN

720. $50

See yee tueiyo,90$30730,545:Wed2,320,

TM Awe, Growt Rd,780.455.8726

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, notrecommended for

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION: RESISTANCE & REPRESSION
INTHE AGE OFINTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY (STC) Sat630

MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS ISIT(G)
No pasees Tue 10:00; Wed-Thu 4:00, 6:50.9:30

540, 630,9:20;Star& Strollers Screening?

FAS 6:45, 9:45

(Classification not available) Wed 8:00

RADICAL JESTERS: A FILM ABOUT MEDIA HOAXERS &
(CULTURE JAMMERS (STC) Fri7:00

Seating, Pri,Mon-Thu 4:45, 7-20, 950; Sat-Sun 2:10, 4:45,

CINENPLEX ODEON SOUTH

Midnight, No passes Tue 12:01; No passes Wed-Thu 12:40,

NY TIMES TALKS: A CONVERSATION WITH JOHN IRVING

‘
Nopasses, DTS Digital, Stadium Seating Tue 10:00; Stadium
Seating, DTS Digital, No passes Wed-Thu 115 545 615,8:45

Fri, Mon-Thu 4:15 7:00,9:40; Sat-Sun 1215,415 700, 40

750,10730

MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS IS IT (G)

Fri-Mon 7:00, 9:20; Tue 7200; Sat-Sun 1:00, 320

Fri, Mon-Thu 4:10, 6:45, 9:10; Sat-Sun 1:40, 410, 6:45,9:10

‘THE METROPOLITAN
OPERA: AIDA (VERDI) (Classification

not available) Sat 1:00

MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS ISIT(G)
‘Tue Oct 27;10:00; Wed Oct 28:7:00, 9:20

70%, 520
SURROGATES
(14, violence)
Fri, Mon4:45.7:25 5% Sat-Sun 2:00,4:45725 9:55 Toe
44S TAS
ASTRO
BOY (PG)

‘WHIP IT(PG, coarse language)

Digital 3d Daily 12-30, 1:50, 4:20, 630, 9210

‘THE METROPOLITAN OPERA: AIDA (VERDI) (Classification

ZOMBIELAND
(18A, gory violence)

DTS Digital, Stadium Seating Fri-Sun 12:05 2:25, 4:45 7:05.

forchildren)

12:40, 3:45, 6:45, 535

Daily 7:10,9:30; Sat-Sun 120, £30

violence)

12:50, 3-40, 6:30
SURROGATES (14A, violence)
Pri, Sun-Mon 12:40, 3:45, 6:45, 9:45: Sat 3-45, 6:45, 9:45; Tue
(CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)

‘THE STEPFATHER
(14A, violence)

DTS Digital, Stadium Seating Fri-Sun 12:45, 3:20,700, 945
Mon-Thu 1:45, 4:30,7205,9°45
ZOMBIELAND
(18/, goryviolence)

recommended
for young children)

Daily 1:30, 4:40,7:40, 10:30
THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, ninth
recommended for young children)
Pri-The 12:50, 3-40, 6530, 9:20; Wed 12:50, 3:40, 10:00; Thu

Daily 8:45

Mon-Thu 1:05 3:50, 635 925

Daily 220, 4:59,7:30,10:40
‘THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend, not

ZOMBIELAND (184A, gory vialence)

Daily 1215, 3:15, 5:05, 6:55,
ZOMBIELAND
(3A, goryviolence)

Stadium Seating,
DTSDigital Fri-Sun 12:00, 4:00, 8:10; Mon-

Tue 1:00, 4:55, 8:45

No passes Fri-Man, Wed-Thu 12200, 2:40, $10, 7:50, 10:40; Tue
12:00, 2:40, $10, 7:30, 10:40; Midnight, no passes Fri-Sat 2:01
COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended

(CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OFMEATBALLS
(G)

THE STEPFATHER
(14A, violence)

language, not recommended for children)

for children)
Daily 1200, 3:50, 6:50, 9:40

Daily 12:40, 2:50, 4:55,7:05, 9210

THE STEPFATHER
(14A, violence)
Daily 2:00, 5:00, 7:40, 10:25

ZOMBIELAND
(184, gory violence)

Daily 12:30, 2:00, 4:30, 700, 9530

No passes Wed-Thu 12:35, 2:45, 4:50, 7:0, 925

ASTRO
BOY (PG)
Daily 6:95,9-10; Sat-Sun 12:55, 3:10

No passes Daily 12:20, 30, 4:30,7:00, 10:00

Daily 120, 4:00,7:20, 10:15

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE ~THE IMAX EXPERIENCE

(PG, not recommended for young children)

Daily 7205,9:ts; Sat-Sun 1205, 3:15

Pri-Tue, Thu 12:40, 3330, 6:40, 1015; Wed 22:40, 3530, 10315

Star& Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (14A, brutal violence)

SAW V1 (1A, brutal violence, gory scenes) Stadium Seating,
No passes Daily 1:25, 3:25, $25, 725, 9°25

Mon-Thu 1:50, 4:20, 6:40, 9:00

Daily 2:05, 4:00, 7:20, 10:20

Fri-Tue, Thu 11:50, 2:30, 5:00, 7:45, 10:20; Wed 5:00, 7-45, 10:20;

ASTRO
BOY (PG)
No passes Daily 12:55, 2:55, 4:45, 6:35, 8:30

(COUPLES RETREAT
(PG, sexual content, not recommended
for children)
DTS Digital, Stadium Seating Fri-Sun 12:55, 3:45 7-30, 10215;

PARANORMAL ACTIVITY (14A, frightening scenes, coarse
language, not recommended for children)

young children)
No passes Fri-Tue, Thu12:30, $:30, 7:30, 10:00; Wed 3:30, 7:30,
10:00; Star & Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00
THE STEPFATHER (14A, violence)

GRANDIN THEATRE

for young children)
No passes Daily 12:50, 3:20, 6:30, 9:20

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended

os

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended for

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended for
young children)

Stadium Seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:15, 3:30, 6:30, 940;

frightening scenes, violence, not recommended for young
children)
No passes Daily 1:30, 4:45, 7:50, 10:30

children)

No passes Daily1:20,4215,720, 19:0

MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS IS IT(G)

TOY STORY AND TOY STORY 2 3D DOUBLE FEATURE (4)

(CIRQUE DU FREAK: THEVAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT (PG,

CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT (PG,
frightening scenes, violence, not recommended for young

Pri, Mon-Tue 7:10; Sat-Sun 1290, 720

DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:10, 2:30, 4:50, 7210, 9:30; Mon-Thu 130,

ASTRO BOY (PG)
FriTue,
Thu 1:15, 3:50, 6:45, 9:25; Wed 3:50, 6:45, 9:25; Star &

Daily 11:40, 2:00, 4:20, 6:40, 9:40 Daily

THE INFORMANT! (144)

90200-102
Ave, 780.421.7020

ASTRO BOY (PG)

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 30 (G)
9740; Mon-Thu 725, 940

CITY CENTRE 9

WEM, 8882-170 St, TBO.6442400

Fri-Sun 3:45 9:45;Mon-The 9:45

Digital 3d Pri 5:00, 7a, 9:40; Sat-Sun 12:30, 2:45, $00, 715,

‘Thu 1:25 4215 6:55,9:50
‘SAW VI(i8A, brutal violence, goryscenes) Stadium Seating,

Digital Cinema Daily 12:30, 2:50, 5:10, 8:00, 10:35

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM

Fri 4:10, 7:20, 10:00; Sat-Sun 2:40, 4:10, 7:20, 10:00; Mon-Thu

No passes Wed-Thu 7:00, 9:45,

Fri-Sat 1535, 410, 720, 9:50, 12:15; Sun-Thu 2:35, 4:10, 7:10, 9:50

9:35; Star & Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00

Daily720;Sat-Sun 2:00; No show Wed Oct 28; 90 showing

‘only on Thu Oct 29

20, 10:00

‘THE PROPOSAL (PG, coarse language)

SAW V1 (8A, brutal violence, gory scenes) «

matter)

THE NIGHTMARE
BEFORE CHRISTMAS 3-D (STC)
Digital 3d Daily 12-35, 2:55, $00, 7:10, 9:30

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended for
young children)
Stadium Seating, Dolby Stereo Digital, No passes Fri-Sun

No passes Fri-The, Thu 1200,4:10,6:50,9:35; Wed4:10,6:50,

THE BOYS ARE BACK (PG, coarse language, mature subject

ZOMBIELAND (18A, gory violence)

crude content, not recommended for young children)
Fri-Sat x15, 4:15, 730, 10:45; Sun-Thu 115, 425,730

AMELIA (PG)

Daily 7:00, 925; Sat-Sun 200

$05,725,9:50;Thu 12:30, 45, 4:59, 9:50

Digital Cinema Thu7:00

‘W231- 7th Avenue, 780.732.2236

recommended for young children)
Daily 9:10; Sat-Sun 3:00; No shows Oct 28 and Oct 29
A SERIOUS
MAN (14A)

7:00, 109

not recommended
for children)

CINEPLEX ODEON NORTH

10337-82 Ave,TE0AX2.0728
THE INVENTION OFLYING (PG,language mayoffend,not

Digital 3d Fri-The 12-30, 2:45,$05,7:30,9:50; Wed 1230, 2:45,

ICE AGE: DAWN OF THE DINOSAURS (G)
Fri-Sat 1:50, 4:40,7-20,9:30, 11:30; Sun-Thu 2:50, 4:40, 720, 9°39
‘TRANSFORMERS: REVENGE OF THE FALLEN (PG, violence,

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (14A, brutal violence)

ly,
this could just be a (reDone poorly,

8702-109
St,780.423.0728
CAIRO TIME (PG)

Mon-Thu 6:45, 9:20

‘SURROGATES
(14A, violence)
Fri-Tue 12:25 3:00, $16, 7-40, 10:10; Wed 12:26 2:50, £15, 1015;

(Classification not available) Wed8:00
STARK RAVING BLACK
(14A, coarse language, crude cotm.t,

UP(G)

Pri-Mon 7:05, 9-35 Tue Oct 27 7:05 Sat-Sun, ‘Tie 1:05, 325

frightening scenes, violence, notrecommended for young
children)
No passes Fri 3-40, 6:45, 9:20; Sat-Sun 1:10, 3:40, 6:45, 920;

NY TIMES TALKS: A CONVERSATION WITH JOHN IRVING

violence, frightening scenes)
Fri-Sat 1:20, 430, 7:35,100; Sun-Thu 2:20, 4:30,7:35

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (144, brutal violence)

(RQUE DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT (PG,

1030

G FORCE (G)
Daily 1:55, 4:45, 6:55
HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF BLOOD PRINCE (PG,

olf

Daily 7:10, 9:30; Sat-Sun, Tue 120, 330

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended
for children)

640, 925

(MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS ISIT(G)
No passes Wed-Thu 1:00, 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 7:00, 7-30, 10:00,

Fri-Sat 245, 4:35, 6:45, 9:20, 12:40; Sun-Thu 1:45, 4735, 6:45, 9:20

THE STEPFATHER (14 violence)

Daily 6:55, 9:15; Sat-Sun, Taexes 335

ASTRO BOY (PG)
Pri 3:30, 640, 9215 Sat-Sun 12:50, 3°30, 6:40, gas; Mon-Thu

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (14A, brutal violence)
Fri 4:30,7-30, 1025 Sat-Sun 1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 1015; Mon-Thu

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE
OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)

DISTRICT 9 (144,goryscenes, britalviolence, coarse
language)

8:00, 1920

Fri-Mon 1:25, 4330, 7:25, 10-20; Tue 1525, 4:30, 10220

Thu 12:35, 2:59, 515,740, 10:15

Daily 1:40, 4:20, 7315

As you might expect from something

mies Tue Oct 27 1:00

SAW VI(iBA, brutal violence, gory scenes) Stadium Seating,

1200

Nights.

Daily 7:00, ¢-10; Sat-Sun, The 1:00, 310; Movies For Mom-

2020 Sherwood Drive, 780.416.0150

‘THE STEPFATHER
(14A, violence)

No passes Daily 12:90, $15. $30,7:55,105: Midnight, Fri-Sat

ie

young children)

GALAXY - SHERWOOD PARK

Date ofissue only: Thu, Oct 22
‘Thu,
Oct 22:8:00

(MICHAEL JACKSON'S
THIS IS IT (G)
‘Tue Oct 27 10:00; Wed-Thu 630, 9:00

Pr, Mon-Thu 340, és, 9-35 Sat-Sun 1:00, +50, bss, 9335

7-20, 10:05; Digital Cinema: Daily 12:40, 3-20,6:45, 9-25,

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (144 brutal violence)

Daily 6:45, 9:00; Sat-Sun,
Tue12:45, 3:00

WHERE THEWILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended for

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (144,brutal violence)

No passes Pri-Tue 1:20, 3:50,7-20, 10:00; Wed-Thu 1:20,3:50,

(6094 Connaught
Dr,jenper, 780.852 4749

ULM CTE

Daily 720,9-39; Sat-Sun 110,330

Fri-Man 7-00, ¢c1s; The7:00; Sat-Sun 1200, = 15
*

cnt
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FILM REVIEWS
During one such experiment, single parat

oe

ent Tenma's precocious only-son Toby

at

(Freddie

Geacins Friday

Highmore)

is killed. Tenma

plummets into grief and determines to
bring Toby back to life by fusing some
of the kid's DNA into the body of a powerful robot look-alike, complete with all
of Toby's memories. But Tenma quickly
becomes horrified by his creation, this
cheerful little golem with his dead
son's smile and voice and demands for
love. The robot Toby, our Astro Boy, is
finally stranded on Earth, where other
robots are onto his artificial nature while
humans assume he’s one of them. He
hooks up with a band of orphans led by

Astro Boy
Directed by David Bowers
Written by Bowers, Timothy Harris
Starring Freddie Highmore, Nicholas Cage

KKK
Based on Tezuka Osamu's beloved manga and anime franchise, Astro Boy is set
partly in the clean and luxurious floating Metro City, and partly in the vast
trash heap that constitutes the planet
Stow, a dystopian vision in which the
segregation of the wealthy elite from
the underprivileged majority has been
pushed to extremes—as have issues of
waste disposal. Dr. Tenma (voiced by Nicolas Cage) experiments with "pure positive" and "pure negative" energies, which

one Ham Egg (Nathan Lane), a futuristic
Fagan who hosts monster robot rallies.
So Astro Boy has to keep a low profile,
pose as a normal boy, conceal from the
world his jet-propelled feet, superhuman
strength and machine guns ready to pop
out of his synthetic flesh. Something
that proves difficult once he knows that
President Stone is on his tail and calling
for his super-charged heart.
I'm not sufficiently versed in existing

gets war-giddy President Stone (Donald
Sutherland) jazzed on inventing excuses
for some ultra-high tech ass-kicking to
help boost his chances at re-election.

Now playing

Astro lore to be certain how much of
Flushed Away director David Bowers’
feature version extrapolates, bastardizes

re

The Stepfather

or re-invigorates the source material, but

Directed by Nelson Mccormick
Written by )'S. Cardone, Carolyn (os
Brian Garfield, Donald E West\ake
Starring Dylan Walsh, Sela Ward
Penn Badgley
e

there's no denying how engaged | was in
Astro Boy's recasting of Pinocchio, not to

mention Oliver Twist, the myth of Icarus
and Daedalus and Freaks, its merging of
familiar myths with modern concerns of
class, isolationism, technological ownership, the environment and the residual
effects of rampant consumerism. Of
course the implications are all pretty explicit, which seems perfectly legitimate
given that this movie, with its moral par-

Here, for the sleuths out there body-bapx
another sub-B-movie effort, are some
Os
as you investigate the deadly dullness
Stepfather—a

ables, its colorful, fluid imagery and its

exciting, explosive set pieces, is clearly
geared toward a family audience.
Despite some notable histrionics from
Cage, the vocal performances go a long
way toward making Astro Boy feel buoyant-amidst several detours into tragedy
and eerie questions about what it means
to be human. Sutherland actually underplays President Stone's obvious roots

Why does David Harris (Dylan Walsh

Grady Edwards, aka Chris Isaak modo
for J. Crew, want to kill anyone, especia}i
porcelain-doll divorcee Susan Harding (

Ward), son Michael (Penn Badgley), anc +!
rest of her super-white McMansion farr

Is his motive a) financial, b) twisted pe;
demons, or c) incomprehensible evil n

with inexplicable idiocy? The prime sus,
is c He's smart enough to leave no tra:

interest—speaking of eerie questions—

JOSEF BRAUN
// JOSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Now Playing
=a

Se

ee

Se SS

Paranormal Activity

Written and directed by Orin Peli
Starring Katie Featherston, Micah Sloat

Kk kK

his whereabouts after his last family ki
but stupid enough to forget basic detail
his fake backstory, not erase a compu
browser history, offer specific lies that can
be’easily checked by Michael's father, a
build suspicious locked cabinets in the b3
ment when not working alone up in the

tic (Related question: Why don't serial
the movie is going to end. You could say
Paranormal Activity is a parable of marital anxiety. Micah regards his camera
as a sort of erotic appendage. He asks
Katie to kiss it. Micah wants to get busy
on camera, but Katie isn't willing to consummate. Micah jokes that they're engaged to be engaged, which is another
way of saying that the force of Katie's

ers watch serial-killer movies?)
Why does Michael's father confront
guy? Or the old lady across the street ¢
Susan her fiancée looks like the mar
America's Most Wanted? Or Susan's si
also suspicious of cold-eyed Harris, fish an
umbrella out of her pool with a metal hook
during a lightning-storm instead of
to the airport already for her Hawaii
vac

domesticating presence

tion? TheyVe all been struck, it seems, v

the house they occupy is so rigorously
ordinary it’s nearly anonymous. There's
almost no décor to speak of. They don't
have photos on their computer desktops.
But we know people like this, who like
things new and clean and comfortably

www.maplepictures.com

SAWOFILM.COM
— CINEPLEX ENTERTAINMENT

[CINEPLEX ENTERTAINMENT

STARTS FRIDAY | SCOTIABANK __||NORTH EDMONTON
[_GLAREVIEW
_[CITY
CENTRE°=""|| SOUTH COMMON [GALAXY *=™="u0
A
AGIC LANTERN THEATRES —
(——— DMPIRE THEATRES.

[
GRANDIN"
24 /LFILM

||SPRUCE GROVE |

CINEPLEX ENTERTAINMENT — -—CINEPLEX ENTERTAINMENT —

Gheck theatre directory
or go to www.tribute.ca for showtimes

an

obvious

precursor

that other Blair Witch offspring [REC], to
the habit of over-explaining the persistence of the running camera. It distracts
with questions as to why this nice, if
troubled young woman wants to be with
this idiot, whose callousness is overstated. The film would benefit immensely
from shaving off the last 30 seconds or
so, when the sudden intrusion of corny
horror movie effects sucks the air out
of the documentary verisimilitude. (This
ending, shot after Peli's original cut was

boring. Their relationship is founded on
such unspoken acceptance of the status

strumental in the film's distribution.) But

quo. Their characterless home becomes
a blank slate upon which fear can slowly
spread across
Everything we see and hear in Paranormal Activity is transmitted through

Paranormal Activity still works, at times
brilliantly so.
The most inspired shot in the whole
thing is the one repeated over and over,
one that almost echoes Michael Haneke
or David Lynch. Micah's camera is set
up to monitor their bedroom while the

gist, but the demonologist is out of town
and they have to wait, with only Micah's

laiste

Project,

both in form and marketing strategies,
is flawed in several ways but perfectly
ingenious nonetheless. It succumbs, like

completed, was reportedly suggested
by Steven Spielberg, an early fan and in-

Micah's video camera. There are noises
in the night. Soon there will be movement. A sober psychic will visit, but he
claims what they've got here's a demon,
and he's strictly a ghost man. He gives
them the number of a good demonoloLIONSGATE

may be scarier

to him than any malevolent demon.
Orin Peli's micro-budget debut, arriving in theatres ten years after The Blair
Witch

She's a nice girl, but she has a history.
She's been followed all her life by something unseen, something which makes its
presence felt in other ways. Katie is an
English major, good-humoured, pretty,
but somehow plain. Micah is a day trader
with a large house for them to share. He's
got average guy looks, style and attitude,
and an average guy's fear of commitment. Everything about Katie, Micah and

camera, an occult guidebook and a Quija
board for protection. Of course they
have each other, but their nerves are

getting mutually
Katie's repeated

rattled and, despite
protests, Micah won't

stop taunting whatever is stalking her.
Micah's cocky—he thinks he knows how

WUEWEEKLY
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of

a Single-r

No Creativity Whatsoever.

in Bush Jr., Kristen Bell gives surprising
texture to Cora, Astro Boy's teenage love

and Samuel L. Jackson has a lot of fun
within the very limited range of vocal
possibilities of Zog, the giant robot pal
revived by Astro Boy. Fantastic and somewhat simplistic as Astro Boy is, there's a
pleasing degree of investment here in
what the consequences of our continued
exploration of virtual culture and the
uses and abuses of artificial intelligence.
Sure beats the hell out of Surrogates, in
any case.

flick about

family serial killer that dies artlessly
suffering from Grievous Bodily Harr; t:
rytelling and Directing Under the Influen,

couple sleeps. The results are mostly

static, which is the masterstroke. Our
eyes dart between the people sleeping,

the gloom beyond the bedroom door,
and the in-camera clock, which speeds
up for expediency and then slows down
just when that dreaded something is
going to happen. Was that a murmur?
A shadow? Was that just a breeze?
This anticipation is what bad dreams
are made of,
JOSEF BRAUN
// JOSES@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Next Blindingly Obvious Victim Syndror
Why's every line as wooden as the big far
ily table across which Harris and Michael
look at each other suspiciously? Isn't there
Killer Step-Parent Manual that says makin
veiled threats to your indignant teenager/fu
ture stepson will only make him more of ar
enemy? Is there a Hollywood optometrists
lobby working behind the scenes to make
sure at least half of them involve waverir
eyes of alarm, sharp staredowns, dark «
pressions and wide pupils of panic?
Know how jitterily aware of its own
boredom, like a restless child in church
thriller has to be to make its insecurity ob
vious? Well, nearly every sequence ha
musical accomplice (usually a jagged-knif«

score), the climax is full of jerky-seizur«

shots (broken only by a bad hom
Psycho), and any sex-relief T&A
areas above and below the pro
ribcage of Amber Heard, as Michael's

po

eyed girlfriend) gets clung to as desperat
ly as the three different bikini outfits cline
to the girl's T&A.
As characters get startled but you co’
you suspenselessly wait for everyone

figure out what we realized long ago’
Harris kills people, then 105 minutes of you'
life—and Substitute Father keeps co”
back like an energizer zombie, you
a
pursuit of questions may trail away
ing you wondering about the bloody po"
of it all It's enough to make you nostals!
for the 1987 original, where the homic'
stepfather spouted Reaganisms in ¢
cade of nuclear-family paranoia. But t"

probably because, by then, The Stepfat'destroyed any Obama-era Hope for $0”
thing resembling an interesting movie
BRIAN GIBSON
// BRIAN@VUEWEEKLY.
COM
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Protest and survive
—-~

Propagandhi still cares nearly a quarter century on
MIKE ANGUS —
// MIKEAMGUS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
_

TAO

STOTT TNR

ATOR

OHTA

yen iffrontman Chris Hannah refers
to his band lovingly as "four incompetentrural bangers,” the punks inWin-

nipeg’s legendary

can

hardly be accused of being lazy. Since
1986 the group's members have worked
tirelessly to engage audiences in political activism for social change—and yet
for the first time in recent memory the
band is finally releasing a new studio
album and touring in the same calendar year. Lask Hannah over the phone
what reasons lay behind the band's newfound energy and inspiration.

ity is something I always emphasize to
other bands who are looking for someone to work with. It makes things more
real, especially when something goes
wrong—you feel like you can actually
correct it, rather than [bicker] over the
phone with someone from a different
scene you don't even know."
Supporting Caste is Propagandhi's
fifth studio record, and is an energized,
evolved collection of technical metal
and progressive punk. The group's
sound has matured and deepened, not
only due to the addition of Guillas, but
also due to the evolution of the mem-

of "radical" protest music. The band's
live shows are legendary for lengthy
lectures and spoken-word segments,
and throughout the ‘90s the world
seemed rife with political targets. And
while it's definitely easier to get a veggie burger now than in 1993, as Hannah concedes, power politics and dissent have also changed, mirroring the
nuance and complexity of the group's
own growth.
Alongside public protest, which Hannah says doesn't seem to have the same
attendance since September 11, 2001,
he notes that in terms of systemic

ae

ganizing of that in North America ... [and]
[think [attendance] iscreeping backup, for
whatever reason. Everywhere we go, we
meet people who are incredibly organized,
incredibly adept at organizing ona variety

across the country to some kid living in
rural Manitoba who had his fucking
mind blown and had a transformative
experience through it.”

of issues with as much, if not more, com-

This "transformative experience" continues to inform Hannah and the band
with new achievements and. expectations. They were awarded with the
ECHO Songwriting Prize for the song

mitment than anybody around the late
‘90s when everything seemed like we were
on the brink of nota revolution, but when

social change was really growing.”
At that time, and since then, Propagandhi has continually been at the forefront
of many pivotal movements in its time,
from the '90s re-emergence of punk
rock, through the global awareness pro-

"part of it is the practical fact that I'm

not splitting my time between the band
and the record label,” he says frankly,
referring to G7 Welcoming Committee, the radical record label that he runs

"Awards

Hannah

for songwriting, the band—rounded out

Winnipeg's Smallman Records, Hannah explains the benefits of the neigh-

bourly agreement.

“It's been great. I always say there's
Sothing better than having the people

s

x

WINNIPEG PUNKS >> Propagandhi refocuses as the band tours its first album on Smallman Records // supplied
bers’ politics and activism.
"Like any healthy human life, our
politics have developed some nuance
and complexity, but at the same time,
they haven't softened as we've gotten
older, as some people expect us to,”
Hannah admits. “Our politics have gotten harder, in a focused way. I think our
understanding of the scale and intensity of things we're up against has been
enhanced as the years have gone on,
which I think all people should develop
as they grow older.”
For a politically active band that's been
around for over 20 years, it's natural to

ask how the world has changed, as well
as Propagandhi’s place in it. As a proponent for gay rights, veganism, animal rights, addressing poverty and the
end of capitalism, Propagandhi has al-

mindset,
they have a lot ofenthusiasm

also nominated

himself for

Looking ahead, the Propagandhi fani™

mean that in the best possible sense.

for what we do. The physical proxim-

he

next album are already underway.

you work with within choking dis-

ance,” he offers, before adding, "I

are like hemorrhoids,"

ily continues to grow, as plans for the

dimension and depth to the sonic pummeling. And for us, it's huge, not just for

and plunder the planet in the service of

Hannah dismisses awards

Worst Canadian in History by Canada's
National History Society, and actually
beat out "current Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper and notorious serial killer Paul Bernardo.)

by bassist Todd Kowalski—is enjoying a
renewed vibe that fans will notice.
"The Beay has so much material, depth
and dimension that he adds to the
songs. His strength is being a subtle,
atmosphere guy, which sounds strange
for a band that pretty much has one
gear: fifth gear. He's able to actually add

corporate power,” as the band's website
States. Now signed happily at home to

City Limits, the prize

adds on the band’s website, “eventually every asshole gets one." (Sidenote:

ative output as one of the primary song
contributors, Hannah admits, but with
therecentaddition ofsecond guitarist David "The Beaver” Guillas, and more time

has the band had to replace bandmates
before—Kowalski is the band’s fourth
bassist—the members also dissolved
their record label deal with Fat Wreck
Chords “over its CEO's highly-publicized campaign to ensure that the Democratic Party got a turn to totally rape

Potemkin

money being promptly donated to the
Canada-Haiti Action Network, a prodemocracy, anti-imperialist project, an®
the Welcome Place, a refugee support
agency in central Winnipeg. Like this
year's Polaris Prize winner Fucked Up,
which will be using its prize money to
support the search for missing Aborigishows, saying "music as a competitive
sport is less fun.”

was essentially full-time of me not realizing how much energy that takes away
from the creative band process.” .
Wearing two hats put a limit on his cre-

pagandhi family isn't new. Not only

album

nal women,

with fellow bandmate drummer Jord
Samolesky. "From 1996 until 2008 it

songwriting in the basement, but live, it
sounds so much better behind you.”
Welcoming new members to the Pro-

"A Speculative Fiction” from the 2005

ways elbowed its way to the frontlines

things, there seem to be bigger problems these days in that there's more

power in fewer hands.
“There are more people who have a lot
less than they should, there are less options, even here in Winnipeg,” he says.
"These are outcroppings of a system
that rewards greed and either punishes
or avoids social welfare.
"There's more sophistication among
the concentrations of power, like hir-

ing PR firms to convince the general
public that anybody who impedes the
accumulation of capital is a terrorist, as
is happening in Alberta,” he continues.
“Obviously, statements made about en-

vironmental activists being ‘terrorists’
[are] outrageous, but the general public
buys into it often.”

"But there's more sophistication
amongst
activists
too,” he adds glowingly. "There'sas
much energy and diversity in the core or-

OCT 22 — OCT 28, 2009 // WUWEWEEKLY

test movement like the WTO protests in
Seattle, to the Cheney-Rumsfeld global
realities of post-9/11, the band has found
a confident voice in its demands for a
safer, fairer, more peaceful existence for
everyone. And while no one can necessarily call the band tech-savyy—after all,
Propagandhi doesn't have any formal
music videos to speak of—it has also
been witness to the many technologies
that are changing the dissemination of

"We've been working on tunes for the
next album already,” Hannah reveals,
adding, "in the past two months I hada
kid, so I've been a little distracted, but
the guys already have a whole bunch of
songs, and I have a few things I'm working on. So once this year of touring is
done, we're going to try and keep next
year a little sparse for the travelling and
get ready to make another record.
"There's the new element of Beav’s
songwriting,” he notes regarding what
fans can expect of the band's new direction. "The songs are really fun to play
live, and they get me excited for the
potential of the next recording and the

collective songwriting, ‘cause [the last
record] came together pretty quickly
after Beav joined the band. I don't think
he'd hit stride as far as being comfortable with fully expressing his opinions
on songs, fully indulging himself with
what he's able to do with guitar, so I'm
pretty stoked for the next record." W

information and, more specifically, music. What's the anti-capitalist stance on
downloading, for example?
"Honestly, I know bands don't want
to hear this from other bands, but I
don't mind it at all,” Hannah confesses.
"When I was kid, the first way I heard
about Metallica, Venom, Voivod, was
through tape trading, which was the
‘illegal’ duplicating of albums onto cassette, and then those cassettes were sent
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LEVA CAPPUCCINO

minors; 8prn; $10 (advy$i2

B (clectro, retro)

NIAL

Dow CE

CENTRE Jack Semple Trio,

Joe Nolan (blues, jazz, acoustic

©LOUNGE Bronze Leaf,Sans

ss.

DRUID Guitar heroes
DUSTER'S PUB Thursda

open jam hosted byThe

Assassins of Youth (blues/

Fiddlers
PAWNSHOP Endast, Dead
“

rock); gpm; no cover

Dva

;

Sepals

ENCORE CLUB witha
=i
Hae
awe Salsa Dance

Reckoning, Submerge the Sky,

(door)

RED PIANOBAR Hottest

dnellea 8P nitansaalicer Sectiiary
a Red Piano Players;
pro-am

ENMAX CENTRIUM

SECOND

ARENA-Red Deer Brooks
and Dunn, Gord Bamford;

Live music every Thursday
night between 7pm and 9pm
ba
Te
Z
WILD WEST SALOON
Jordan Doel

6:30pm (door), 7:30pm (show);

$79.50 at TicketMaster

CUP-Varscona

funky house/techno

& hardetylejtechno

Ro cover

ON THE ROCKS Silsahotic

Drum Brothers in concert;

crest
s guests

See ano ere

CASINO EDMONTON The

Live music every

:

Fr

%

Thursdays: Dance lessons at

uments (Gisco/pop)

New: classic rock, R&B, urban

COAST TO COAST Open

Recreation Centre

and dance with DJ Mikee; 9pm-

Stage every Fri with host Leona

NEW CITY LIKWiD

ee tei

Burkey; 9pm

reba INDIGO-St

DEVANEY'S mr. Lucky; 9pm-

breaks,
electro house spun with
Pl
residents

DV8 TAVERN Live music

8pm; Salsa DJ to follow
OVERTIME-South Retroto

rt Hit It Thursdays:

CASINO
YELLOWHEAD
,
Suite 33 (Por/rock)

a

‘$27S27(adult
(adult
8pm;

atTIX on the Squa

far

1am; no cover

(rockabilly),
i Preyin e

180 DEGREES 10730-107 St, 780.414.0233
ARTERY 9535 Jasper Ave
AVENUE THEATRE 9030-138 Ave, 780.477.2149

FOXX DEN 205 Camegi Drive, St Albert

AXIS CAFE 10349 Jasper Ave, 780.990.0031

GAS PUMP 10166-114 St, 780.488.4842

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 1076s Jasper Ave, 780.420.9098

GINGUR SKY 15505-118 Ave, 780.923.4312/780.953.
3606
HALO 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.423-HALO

REDNEX BAR-Morinville
104:3-100 Ave,

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 15120A (basement), Stony Plain

RED PIANO BAR 1638 Bourbon St, WEM, 828

FRESH START CAFE Riverbend Sq, 780.433.9623
FUNKY BUDDHA 10342-82 Ave, 780.433.9676

BILLY BOB'S Continental Inn, 166a5 Stony Plain Rd,
730.484.779

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082

Rad, 780.796.6010

PLANET INDIGO—jasper Ave 21507 Jasper Ave, St
Albert 812 Liberton Dr, St Albert
PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-1053 St
PLEASANTVIEW COMMUNITY HALL 10860-57 4

PROHIBITION 11026 Jasper Ave, 780.420.0448

780.436.7722

HILL TOP PUB 8220-106 Ave, 780.490.7359

RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825

BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3983

HOOUIGANZ PUB 10704-124 St, 780.452.1168

RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108-2149 St

BONNIE DOON HALL 9240-93 St

HORIZON STAGE 1001 Calahoo Rd, Spruce Grove,

BOOTS 10242-106 St, 780.423.9014

Tho 962.8995
HYDEAWAY 0209-100 Ave, 780.426.5381
TRON BOAR PUB 491:-sst St, Wetaskiwin

BUDDY'S 117258 Jasper Ave, 780.483.6636

IVORY CLUB 2940 Calgary TrailSouth

CASINO EDMONTON 7055 Argyll Rd, 780.463.9457

JAMMERS PUB 11948-127 Ave, 780.451.8779

CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-153 St, 780 424 9467

J AND R 4003-206 St, 780.436.4403

CHATEAU LOUIS 11727 Kingsway, 780 452 7770

JEFFREY'S CAFE 9640 142 St, 780.451.8890

CHRISTOPHER'S 202: Millbourne Rd, 780.462.6965

JEKYLL AND HYDE 10209-100 Ave, 780.426.9343

CHROME LOUNGE 132 Ave, Victoria Trail

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 11455-87 Ave, 780.429.2000

COAST TO COAST <2 Calgary Tr, 780.439.8675

CONVOCATION HALL Arts Bldg, U ofA,720.492.3623
COPPERPOT Capital Place, 101, 9707-110 St, 780.452.7800
CROWN AND ANCHOR i777 Castiedowns Ra.
780.472.7696

KAS BAR 10444-82 Ave, 780.433.6768
18'S PUB 23 Akins Dr, St Albert, 780.460.9100
LEGENDS PUB 6104-172 St, 780.481.2786

RITCHIE UNITED CHURCH 9624-74 Ave, 720.4392
ROBERTSON WESLEY UNITED CHURCH

ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE 1011-227 St, 72
ROSE AND CROWN 20235-101 St
ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM THEATRE 12545-102
ST BASIL'S CULTURAL CENTRE 0819-71 Ave
SECOND CUP—Mountain
33336720.459.7574; Stanlay Milner
7 Sir Wins
Sq; Varscona, Varscona Hotel, 106St,Whyte Ave
SHOP/SPEAKEASY 2545-125 St (above Wiltror
Repair)

SIDELINERS
PUB 11018-127 St, 780-453
SOBEYS-College
Plaza 8225-112 St;Jasper Ave
Jasper Ave

LEVEL
2 LOUNGE 22607 Jasper Ave, and Fl,780.447.4495

CROWN PUB 10709-109 St. 780.428.5618

LIVE WIRE no? Knotwood Rd. Bast

DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE 11845 Wayne Gretzky Drive,
780.704.CLUB
DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB 9023-88 Ave, 780.465.4834
DOUBLE D'S 19203 Stony Plain Rd

MACLAB CENTRE-Leduc 4308-g0 St, Leduc, 780.980.2866

SPORTSWORLD

MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH 10025101 St

STARLITE ROOM 1.0030-102 St, 780.425.1099

DOW CENTENNIAL CENTRE-Shell Theatre 3700-84

St, Fort Saskatchewan, 780.992.6400, fortsask.ca

MCKERNAN BAPTIST CHURCH 1103-76 Ave

MORANGO'S TEK CAFE 1011-79 St
MYER HOROWITZ THEATRE SUB Building, U ofA

be ar

DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9923

NAKED CYBERCAFE 10354JasperAve

DUSTER'S PUB 6402-118 Ave, 780.474.5554

DVB TAVERN 8307-99 St, DVSTAVERN.com

EARLY STAGE SALOON 49::-<2 Ave, Stony Plain
EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase II], 780.489
SHOW

ENCORE CLUB 9c7 Fir St, Sherwood Park, 780.417.0111
FESTIVAL PLACE 100 Festival Way, Sherwood Park,

TRANSALTA
ARTS BARNS 1030-84 Ave

UNION HALL Argyll, 99St,780-702-2582
URBAN LOUNGE 10544-82 Ave, 780.40-7977

NORTH GLENORA HALL 13935094 Ave

O'BYRNE'S 10616-82 Ave, 780.414.6766
ON THE ROCKS 11730 Jasper Ave, 780.482.4767
OVERTIME—Downtown 10304-2112 St,780.423.1643;

FILTHY MCNASTY'S 1052:-82 Ave, 780.916.2557

South Whitemud Crossing, 4211-106 St, 780.485.1717

FLOW LOUNGE 11215 Wayne Gretzky Dr, 780.604.CLUB

PALACE CASINO-WEM 8882-170 St,780.444.2112
PAWN SHOP 1055-82 Ave, Upstairs, 780.432.0824

r

=

SUEDE LOUNGE 13205Jasper Ave,10-452

Alber
Ave, Sty
‘TAPHOUSE 9020 McKenne

NIKKI DIAMONDS 8330 Gateway Blvd, 780.439.2006

FIDDLER'S ROOST 906-99 St

// 0:

STEEPS—College
Plaza 16-82 Ave, 780-958
Glenora
1241: Stony Plain Rd, 780.488.150

STOLL'S and Fl,10368-82 Ave, 786.437.2293

NEW CITY 1008: Jasper Ave, 780.989.4066

ORLANDO'S 1 15163-1213 St

FLUID LOUNGE 10105-109 St, 7Bo4a9.0700

13710-2104 St

NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490.1999

780.449-3378, 780.464.2852

WUEWEEKLY

Monn

780.939.6955, rednex.ca

BLUE CHAIR CAFE 9624-76 Ave, 780.989.2861

BRIXX BAR 10030-2102 St (downstairs), 780.423.1099
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at
Ua encela

Beatz;

Graham Lawrence (jazz

get

THE RUMBLE STRIPPERS
THE BURNIN’ SANDS

= Bassnectar,
KushArora,Shamik

JULIAN'S-Chateau Louis

night with host

EARLY STAGE sai

tenia.

PUB Open stage hosted by

mieEe

SPST Pas gpm: 8

STAR

Alberta Crude; 6-10pm

COASTTO COAST open —2°) 8Pm
m =

Thureday with org666

ca
- STOLLI'S
aosDancehall, hiphop
spin Dub & Reggae inThe

FAX YOUR FREELISTINGS
TO780.426.2889
ba

FRIBAY OCTOBER 23

RENDEZVOUS

ie

BLACK DOGFREEHOUSE

OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM.

~~

eee

BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE

~

.

Sr

i,

WALKABOUT
PUB 10439 Whyte Ave

WHISTLESTOP
LOUNGE 12416-232 Ave. 7° +
WILD WEST SALOON 129:2-50 St. 780-47°33"°
WUNDERBAR 8120-102 St, 780.436.2226
Y AFTERHOURS 10028-1202 St, 780.994-3°5"
yafterhours.com

YESTERDAYS PUB 112, 205 Camegie Dr. St

780.459.0395

,

the world for ya |
> blurry line between marketing and payola

CENTUIRNY©:

e Records paid : likes of CBC Radio 3 and hope for the best.

: usually result in 60 — 100 fans with whom
t Maybeit willget discovered, maybeitwon't. : the artist can interact. It needs to be not-

+ } But, as someone who uses TuneCore, the : ed that those are special fees that are of? service that, for a fee, allows independent
fered to artists who are TuneCore users.

CAS

artists the chance to upload their al- : What the artist or label or manager Is
bums and get them into a variety of :: doing is buying a placement, putting your
ecommerce stores from iTunes := songs alongside similar artists. Marketing
to Amazon, Napster to eMusic, | : people do exactly that when they make
: their ad buys. There's a reason so much
received a notice about Jango.
| was intrigued by the sales : beer is pitched during Sunday football
pitch, an Internet radio ser- : and minivans are hocked to white suburvice that guarantees your song : ban families during hockey games.
gets exposure. According to the :: Because the Internet is such a wide,
bumpf, "Your music will be played : wide place where it's easy for any artist

: to Jango listeners who like music similar
: to yours. You choose the fans to tar-

the Internet.
of
But does that mean the concept

pay-for-play is dead? Not at all In fact,
it might make legal payola—or "promotion" and “online marketing’—more important than ever.
Sure, an artist can submit a track to the
Grave Mistakes; nominors;

gpm (doar);
$15(door)

: get by selecting artists you want to be
: played alongside. For example, if you buy
: 1200 airplays ... and pick U2 and Cold: play—Jango will play your songs to 1200
: who might like them. W
: people who like U2 and Coldplay.”
: That's right. Buy. Airplays.
: It's not all that expensive. US$30 for i Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chief
1200 airplays or US$200 for 12 O00. Ac- : of Vue Weekly, now an editor and author
: cording to Jango estimates, 1200 plays : living in Toronto.

free
MYER HOROWITZ

ON THE ROCKS £0-D with
D) Crazy
Dave; 9pm

PAWN SHOP Sonic BOTM:

: to get lost in a world of click-thrus, Jango
: is simply taking advantage of a simple
: concept; in a sea of confusion, give the
:: user a compass. Give them artists direct: ed to their tastes. And, give the artists a
: chance to market their music to people

THEATRE Sonata Guitar

Studio: Andrew York (classical/

jazz guitar); 7pm (door), 8pm.
(show); $34 atTIX on the
Square, door

PLAY NIGHTCLUB The first
bar for the queer community
to open in a decade with

DV8 TAVERN Live music

Dj's Alexx Brown and Eddie
‘Toonflash; 9pm (door); $5
www.playnightclub.ca

EARLY STAGE SALOONStony Plain Saturday Live

Sat: Aquila with Blood Alley;
1opm; $8

Music: Tim Hus Band

Presents Live On Site AntiGlub Saturdays (rock, Indie,
punk, rock, dance, retro, rock);
Small Town DJs; 8pm (door)

PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY HALL matt

Fridays: indie, rock, funk, soul,
hip hop with DJ Gatto, DJ Mega

{alt rock)

Wattson

EMPRESS Shuyler Jansen;

ROUGE LOUNGE Solice

3pm

Walker's Harvest Blues dinner
dance: Matt Walker Band with
‘Tasby; §pm (door), 6:30pm
(dinner), 8pm (show); $65
(dinner and show)/$30 (show
only) at TIX on the Square

Sensation

Fridays

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE

‘Abi, Amazaria.

Bounce, Nestor Delano, Luke

Stephanie Bosch (CD release
party), Mike Roste Band,
Radioflyer; 7-30pm (door), 9pm.
(show); $10 (ady) at Blackbyrd,
Megatunes, Haven/Sts (door)

REDNEX BAR-

RENDEZVOUS PUBHer

SPORTSWORLD Top 40

Parachute Penguin, Needles

To Vinyl, Decoy Decoy;
8pm.

(doar):
$5(door)
RED PIANO
BAR Hottest
dueling piano show featuring
the Red Piano Players;
9pmam

=

AZUCAR PICANTE Every

Fri: DJ Papi and Dj Latin

Connected Fridays: 917 The

RED STAR Movin' on Up

Request with a mix of Retro and
Disco; 7-10:30pm

EDDIE SHORTS Stereo Kill

Morinville sister Sabbath
(female Black Sabbath Tribute)

RED PIANO BAR Hottest

ROYAL ALBERTA
MUSEUM THEATRE Gwe

Morrison

www.sports-world.ca

Piece byPiece: Maria Dunn,

BAR-B-BAR DJ James; no
cover

STOLLI'S Top 40, R&B, house
with People’s DJ

BAR WILD Bar Wild Fridays

STONEHOUSE PUB Top

mic Sat: hosted by Sally's
Krackers Sean Brewer; 3-530-

4o with DJ Tysin

3pm

SUEDE LOUNGE DJ Nic-E
Remixed every Friday

HYDEAWAY-Jekyll and
Hyde Maddigans, friends

Nevine-indie, soul, motown,
new wave, electro; Underdog:
Perverted Fridays: Punk and
Ska from the ‘6os ‘70s and ‘Sos
with Fathead

TEMPLE T.G.I Psydays; pm

HORIZON STAGE Jack

SORRENTINOS-South

WUNDERBAR Fridays with
the Pony Girls, DJ Avinder and

Semple Up Close and Personal;

7:30pm; $24 (adult)/$19

Jazz Series: Anna Beaumont
‘Trio; 8pm; no cover

DJ Toma; no cover

box office, TicketMaster

BOOTS Retro Disco: retro

Y AFTERHOURS
Foundation Fridays

Sharmila
Mathur, and Shannon.

Johnson; interwoven with
audiovisual materials by Don
Bouzek; Spm; $17 atTIX onthe
Square, door

ST BASIL'S CULTURAL

CENTRE
Full Moon Folk
Club; LisaBrokop;$17
(adv) at TIX onthe Square,

(door)/half price

atthe door forchild under 12

SHOP/SPEAKEASY
Mary
Machura
and band; 8:30pm
SOBEY'S-Jasper
Ave
Bearhills
Brass (classical);
s830pm

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Friday DJs spin Wooftop and

Main Floor: Eclectic jams with

dance

BUDDY'’S D) Arrow Chaser;
8pm; no cover before 1opm
CHROME LOUNGE

Platinum
VIP Fridays

EMPIRE BALLROOM
Rock, hip hop, house, mash up;
no minors

ESMERELDA'S Ezzies
Freakin Frenzy Fridays: Playing
the best incountry

FUNKY
Ave Top tracks, rock,retro

with
DjDamian

ey

SATURDAY
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Hair of the Dog: live acoustic
music every Saturday
afternoon; this week Hurricane
Felix and the Southern Twisters;
4-6pm; no cover

BLUE CHAIR CAFE shade
‘Tree Mechanics; $10

BLUES ON WHYTE
Saturday Afternoon Jam; Ross
Neilson and the Sufferin’
Bastards (evening)

CARROT Open mic

HILLTOP PUB Open stage/

(student/senior) at Horizon

Trio; 9pm; S10

IVORY CLUB Duelling
piano show with Jesse, Shane,
Tiffany and Erik and guests
JAMMERS PUB saturday

open jam, 3-7:30pm; country/
rock band 9pm-2am

JULIAN’S-Chateau

Louis Graham Lawrence

(jazz piano); 8pm.

L.B.’S PUB Molsons
Saturday open stage every
Saturday afternoon hosted by
Lenny and The Cats; sp

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE Triple Exposure
(CD release party), guests

blues, roots and country Open
Mic with Marshall Lawrence;

O'BYRNE'S Live Band
Saturday 3-7pm; DJ g-30pm.

1:30pm (sign-up), everySat,

ON THE ROCKS &0-D with
Dj Crazy Dave; 9pm
180 DEGREES Dancehall

DOUBLE D'S Breezy Brian
Gregg and Harry Gregg (blues/
rock); gpm-1am; no cover

DOW CENTENNIAL

CENTRE Kim Mitchell; 8pm;
rescheduled concert

Resistance

SOBEY'S-Jasper Ave J.c.

Jones (harp); 3-6:30pm.

(violin players; with director

Saturday open stage: hosted by
Dr. Oxide; 7-10pm

2-spm

RENDEZVOUS PUB Fear
of City, Fleeting Arms, The

STANLEY MILNER
THEATRE Ankur

MORANGO'S TEK CAFE

CROWN PUB Acoustic

opm-2am

IRON BOAR PUB Jazz in

CASINO EDMONTON The

CASINO YELLOWHEAD
Suite
33(pop/rock)

the Red Piano Players;

Wetaskiwin featuring jazz trios
the 1st Saturday each month:
this month: The Don Berner

Saturdays; 7:30-10pm™; free
Counterfitz (disco/pop)

dueling piano show featuring

and Reggae night every
Saturday

ORLANDO'S 1 Blue Sky
Rain; 8pm (door); $5

PAWN SHOP sonic

Multicultural show (music

and dance): Gateway Fiddlers

Rod Olstad), Pradyut Ray
(tabla, Indian drum); $12 at TX
on the Square

STARLITE ROOM
Propagandhi, Rebel Spell,
Passenger Action, DFA; Sold
Out

STRATHCONA
COMMUNITY HALL
Matthew Marsolek (of
Drum Brothers) Community
Rhythm experience, 8pm, $15
{adv)/S20 (door)/free (child
42 and under); Drumming
Workshops (Oct 24-25),
10:30am, 1:30pm, 4pm; $35
(adv)/$4o (door) register
dancepercussionstudio@

gmail.com, 780.485.2515

TOUCH OF CLASSChateau Louis Bobby
Austin (pop/rock); 8:30pm.

WILD WEST SALOON
Jordan Doell

UPCOMING
|

RST Ss

SHOWS:

et SSSSeSSHSHeeSeeeeeests,
wg
“

THE:

a

FRIOCT 23- SAT OCT 24

|

SUEDE LOUNGE The Finest

Saturday:
DJ Groovy Cuvy and

DJ Touch It,hosted byDj Papi

BLACK
DOG FREEHOUSE
Saturday
DJs on three levels.
Main Floor: Menace Sessions:

altrock/electro/trash
with Miss
Mannered

BUDDY'S Dj Earth Shiver ‘n'

ROYAL COACH-Chatetau

guests

Underground House with DJ
Nic-E every Saturday

NEWCASTLE
PUB

TEMPLE oh Snap!: Every

Saturdays:
Top 40, requests with

every Sunday hosted byMe Next

Saturday, Cobra Commander
and guests with Degree, Cobra
Commander and Battery; 9pm

and the Have-Nots;
3-7pm

SECOND CUP-Mountain
Equipment Co-op

MCDOUGALL UNITED

Live music every Sun;
2-4pmSundays:

Brian Gregg, Back Porch Swing,

STARLITE ROOM

The Proper Charlies, Kevin

Propagandhi, Rebel Spell,

Dj Sheri

SAZUCAR PICANTE Every St:

: Hycle Sunday UraSongwriter?

NEW CITY LIKWID

(door); $5 (door)

LOUNGE Punk Rawk
Saturdays with Todd and Alex

and local bands

NEW CITY SUBURBS

Y AFTERHOURS Release

Saturdays Suck with Greg Gory
and BlueJay

PAWN SHOP sonic

Featured DJ
Saturday

SUNDAY

Louis Petro Polujin (classical

‘Stage every Sun

J AND R BAR Open jam/stage

CHURCH Patsy Amico and

guitar); spm

Passenger Action, DFA; all

Smith, Terry Morrison, Mary
Machura, U22 performers Adam
Holm, Erin Korthius, Jonathan
Drachenberg; 2-spm; McCauley

ticketworkshop.com

School fundraiser concert and
silent auction; tickets at door by

WINSPEAR Brilliance of

ages; 6pm (door); $17 at

Blackbyrd, Freecloud, Listen,

donation

Guzheng Concert

NEWCASTLE PUB sunday
acoustic open stage with Willy
James and Crawdad; 3-6pm

YARDBIRD SUITE Hot Jazz
for Cool Kids: Sandro Dominelli
Trio with Johanna Sillanpaa

NEW CITY Open Mic Sunday

(show); $30 (member, guest)

Gray

hosted by Ben Disaster; 9pm

at yess.org/#events, door;
fundraiser for YESS

RED STAR Saturdays indie
rock, hip hop, and electro with

DEVANEY’S IRISH PUB
Celtic Music Session, hosted by
Keri-Lynne Zwicker, 4-7pm

O'BYRNE’S Open micjam
with Robb Angus (the Wheat

Harmen B and DJ Kwake

DJ Hot Philly and guests

EDDIE SHORTS sunday

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte

RENDEZVOUS PUB Survival

acoustic oriented open stage
hosted by Uncle Jimmy; all gear
provided; 9pm-1am

Quake; Spm; no cover before

10pm
EMPIRE BALLROOM Rock,
hip hop, house, mash up
ESMERALDA''S super
___Parties: Every Sat a different

theme
FLUID LOUNGE saturdays
Gone Gold Mash-Up: with

Presents Live On Site! Anti-Club
Saturdays: rock, indie, punk,
rock, dance, retro rock; 83pm
(door)

PLANET INDIGO-Jasper
Ave Suggestive Saturdays:
breaks electro house with PI
residents

Ave Top tracks, rock, retro with

metal night

Dj Damian

SPORTSWORLD Inline and

GINGUR SKY Soulout

Roller Skating Disco: Top 40
Request wit!. a mix of retro and

Saturdays

HALO For Those Who Know:
house every Sat with DJ Junior
Brown, Luke Morrison, Nestor

Delano,Ani Rhodes

disco; 1-4:30pm and 7-10:30pm.

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Luke and
Tess Pretty; donations

BLUE PEAR RESTAURANT
Jazz on the Side Sundays: Joel

(sign-up); no cover

Pool)

ON THE ROCKS Shocker
Sundays with The Pledians; 9pm

FESTIVAL PLACE Quartango
T Sunday (world); 7:30pm; Cabaret

ORLANDO'S 2 PUB
Sundays Open Stage Jam hosted
by The Vindicators (blues/rock);

seating $24 (table)/$20 (box)/$18

3pm

(seating) at the Festival Place

STOLLI'S ON WHYTE Top

box office

40, R&B, house with People's DJ

HYDEAWAY-Jekyll and

RITCHIE UNITED CHURCH
Jazz and Reflections: The
Charlie Austin Trio; 3:30-spm

aed
et
Baroque Music Society: All
Haydn Concert with Martin

FERSORERERERREREVGNT

A,

LEVEL
2 LOUNGE Sizzle

(vocalist); 6pm (door), 7pm.

at TEX on the Square,
Gramophone, door

Dis
BACKSTAGE TAP AND
GRILL Industry Night: with
Atomic Improv, Jameoki and

ROBERTSON WESLEY
UNITED CHURCH Alberta

Band Wed night open

O'BYRNE’S Celtic Jam with

HAVEN SOciAL

Beatz; 9pm; Drag Queen

Performance; no cover before
10pm

GINGUR Ladies Industry
Sundays

Shannon Johnson and friends

PAWN SHOP Big John Bates,
The Rumble Strippers, guests;
8pm (door)

REXALL PLACE Rascal
Flatts, Darius Rucker, Cletus
T. Judd; all ages; 7pm (door),
8pm (show); $89 and $69 at
TicketMaster

OVERTIME-Downtown

SECOND CUP-Stanley

COMMUNITY wal!

SIDELINERS PUB Tuesday

SAVOY MARTINI
LOUNGE Reggae on Whyte:

by the North

A\l Star Jam with Alicia Tait and
Rickey Sidecar; 8pm

no minors; 9pm; no cover

STARLITE ROOM 3 Inches

WUNDERBAR sundays
DJ Gallatea and XS, guests;
no cover

ages carly show; 6pm (door);
$20 atTicketMaster, Blackbyrd,
Unionevents.com

MONDAY
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Sleeman Mondays: live music

PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY HALL
Acoustic instrumental old
time fiddle jam hosted by the
Wild Rose Old Tyme Fiddlers
Society; 7pm.

PROHIBITION ChickaDee-Jay Monday Night: Soul,
R&B, British Invasion, Ska,
Rocksteady, and more with
Michael Rault

REXALL PLACE Rascal
Flatts, Darius Rucker, Cletus
T. Judd; all ages event; 7pm
(door)/8pm (show); tickets at

TicketMaster

ROSE BOWL/ROUGE
LOUNGE The Legendary
Rose Bowl Monday Jam:

hosted by Sherry-Lee Wisor
and Darrek Anderson; 8pm

Classical
CONVOCATION HALL
Monday Noon Music; 12pm;

free

of Blood (CD release tour); all

YARDBIRD SUITE Tuesday
Night Sessions: The Parkers;

Karen Porkka (sax/vocals), Bob
Tildesley (trumpet), Thom
Golub (bass), Kevin Parkinson
(drums); 8pm; $5

WINSPEAR CENTRE
Downschild Blues Band, Colin
Linden; 8pm; $40 (adult)/Sax
(youth under ao) at Winspear
box office

=

BAR WILD Bar Gone Wild

Acoustic Bluegrass

jam

Music Societ

evening

PROHIBITION
with Roland Px
RED PIANO BAR
Shiraz Wedr
Daye Babcock ar

RIVER CREE wean.
Rock Band hosted by Yukon}
7:30-9pm
SECOND CUP—Mountain

Equipment Open
Wed, 8-10pm

STEEPS TEA LOUNGE
College Plaza op
Wed; hosted by Ernie Ter
830-10pm

TEMPLE wyid

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM

sty!

Wednesday: Live hip hop,
Wed; $s

Rigoletto: Edmonton Opera;
tickets at Ticketmaster

MCDOUGALL UNITED
CHURCH Wednesda
BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

Noon: Ian Wo

Main Floor: CJSR’s Eddie

Lunchpail; Wooftop: with DJ
Gundam

BUDDY'S Dj Arrow Chaser;
gpm

ESMERALDA'S Retro every
‘Tue; no cover with student ID

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte
Ave Latin and Salsa music,

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE

Wednesday Nights:
Harley

with Dj

BLACK DOG FREEH(
Main Floor:

Blue

Jay's

Nest Wed Nig’

GINGUR SKY Bashment

Cool Joe

‘Tuesdays: Reggae music; no
cover

BUDDY'S Dy Dust 'n'7
9pm; no cover before

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE ‘abilly, Ghoul-rock,
spooky with DJ Vylan Cadaver

wave, punk, rock

DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE
Wind-up Wednesday
hiphop, reggae old

PROHIBITION Tuesday Punk

reggaeton with I

Night

Touch
It, weekly

RED STAR Tuesdays:

FLUID LOUNGE Wed

Experimental Indie Rock, Hip
Hop, Electro with D) Hot Philly

Rock This

SPORTSWORLD Retro
Night; 72030pm

WEDNESDAY
ARDEN A Compas In the
Rhythm: Paco Pefia (Flamenco
and singers; 7-30pm; $46 at Arden
box office

guest

LEGENDS PUB +

with DJ Spineycle

NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE 0) R0x0
punk and metal)

Shake It: with Greg
Eddie Lunchpail;
90 ™"

gpm (door)
NIKKI DIAMONDS vo!
"Gos metal every Wednesd

Mondays: Service Industry

ARTERY Acoustic Showcase:

Night; no minors; 9pm-2am

Raghu Lokanathan; 7pm (door);
no cover

Wednesday

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

STARLITE ROOM

Main Floor: Glitter Gulch
Wednesdays: live music once
a month Mark Berube and the

Wednesdays: Hip-*

Patriotic Few (from Vancouver)

Wednesdays

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor: Eclectic Nonsense,
Confederacy of Dunces, Dad
Rock, T] Hookah and Rear

Admiral Saunders
BUDDY’S D) Dust ‘n’ Time;
Spm

FILTHY MCNASTY'S Metal
Mondays: with DJ S.W.A.G.

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays
Mixer

NEW CITY LIKWID

}

dance lessons 8-10pm

guitar), with guitarists, dancers

OCT 28, 2009

PLEASANTVIEW

every Tue; 7-9pm

NEW CITY This will Hurt

// 0c

last \x

month

Sunday Industry Night:
Requests with DJ Bo

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB
Open stage Mondays with
different songwriters hosting
each week; presented by
Jimmy Whiffen of Hole in the
Guitar Productions; 8-12

WUEWEEKLY

LEVEL 2LOUNGE

Spectaculars:

you Mondays: Johnny Neck
and his Job present mystery
musical guests

28 // MUSIC

Shane and Nao;

Open mic every Tue; 8-10pm.

Michael Charles and his Band

3 gift card

stage Wednesdays |

Milner Library Open mic

all ages; 7pm (door); $34 at
unionevents.com, ticketmaster

te

HOOLIGANZ pup

NEW CITY c
Lous: Gypsy and cir

BLUES ON WHYTE

listen-watch-play

pre-Hallowe'en bash }
Jonny Mae: con
What You Want To Be\
Grow
Up;8pm; no cov,

SECOND CUP-124 Street

EDMONTON EVENT
CENTRE Flogging Molly,
Inward Eye, Dan Lickyer;

ive

8pm-12am

NEW CITY SUBURBS
Get Down Sundays with
Neighbourhood Rats

monthly; no cover

LUNGS

DRUID-Jasper Ave Open

Mark Ammar and Noel (Big Cat)
Mackenzie

BUDDY’S DJ Bobby

.

6

stage with Chris Wynters

2-7pm; Main Floor: Got
To Give It Up: Funk, Soul,
Motown, Disco with DJ Red
Dawn

RnR Sundays with DJ IceMan;

+ the Tachine

IEHarddriy.

All That Remains 1

Charles and his Band

L.B.’S PUB Ammar's
Moosehead Tuesday open stage
every Tuesday night; 9pm-1am;
featuring guests; hosted by

Sundays

(door), 7:30pm (show); $20
(adult)/$s (child 12 and
under)/$5o (family) at hytes.
org, tickets@hytes.org;
fundraiser for HYTES (Helping
Youth Through Educational
Scholarships)

EDMONTON Even;

BLUES ON WHYTE Michze!

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Sunday Afternoons: Phil,

DJ Tim

FLOW LOUNGE stylus
MCKERNAN BAPTIST
CHURCH Kokopelli; 7pm

LOUNGE Daniel and Fowler
(eclectic tunes)

Riseley (violin); 3pm; $23
{adult)/$:8 (student/senior)

BLUE CHAIR CAFE The

RED STAR Guest 5)

STOLLI'S Beatparty
Ho

and electronica wit

Jimbos

BLUES ON WHYTE Michael
Charles and his Band
COPPERPOT Live jazz

WUNDERBAR
Ween"
with new DJ; no cove"

Wednesdays: Don Berner (sax);

Y AFTERHOURS *"

6-9pm

Wednesday

Wi?

BUY TICKETS ONLINE UNIONEVENTS *3«seach SIGN UP FOR E-ALERTS

MUMIY
TROLL
MYMUM TPONNb
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Lacuna Coil's Scabbia shoots from the hip
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Alberta’s
electrical workers

anks to the relative rarity of women
in the hard rock/metal world, Lacuna
Coil singer Cristina Scabbia tends to get
a lot of attention paid to her looks, popping up on magazine covers under titles
like "The Hottest Chicks in Metal” with
a degree of regularity that's more stunning than the pictures themselves, And
while she's long since learned to take it
in stride, you can also tell she's pretty excited to be gracing magazine pages witha
different purpose of late: specifically, the
Italian rocker has recently begun writing
an advice column for hard-rocking imprint Revolver,where she answers readers
questions on everything from friendship
issues to love life troubles.
Scabbia, who says she's been relied on
for advice for as long as she can remem-

ber—probably, again, one of the functions
of having the feminine touch in a genre
largely lacking it—seems to particularly
enjoy spreading a woman's point of view

ive

witha girl.”

Sage gets across.
Just what is that message? Curiously
enough for a band more accustomed to
head-banging and hurt than sunshine
and lollipops, it’s about being positive and
believing in yourself. Though she'll admit
it's not a regular tack for a heavy band to
take, Scabbia points out that just because

you think positive doesn't mean you have
to sound like a pansy.

"Just because you're positive doesnt
And while it's just a kind offun diversion from the daily grind of touring and

recording with Lacuna Coil, her work
as Dear Abby with dark hair happens
to come together rather nicely with the
band's recent direction as well. Its latest,
Shallow Life, has moved away from the
band's much more metal beginnings,
still heavy and pulsing, but with an emphasis on cleaner vocals and a tighter,
more straightforward structure. Though
it wouldn't be quite right to say the band
was trying to offer advice, Scabbia says
that the more direct approach is a result
of trying to make sure Lacuna Coil's mes-

Better,

mean you always have to do it in a hip
pie way. I think we only have one life, s«
would be absolutely stupid to close your
selfin the dark comer, only," she explains,
growing abit earnest. "And being positive

doesn't mean you're not rocking out: rock
is about energy, and there's a lot more er
ergy in being positive.”

Work Union! ==

eS

30 // MUSIC

ina man’s world.
"What's really cool is that 'm on the
same page as [Pantera drummer] Vinnie
Paul, and he gives a completely different
kind of advice,” she explains with just a
slight trace of an Italian accent. "I'm the
girly side of the page, so people are always
writing to me for, like, sentimental problems and things you would talk about
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No commercial

potential

These days Moby is playing the

[DESTDERATA| FINENEXTTIME1 QUEENS OFTHESTONE AGED
[DARREK ANDERSON (THEGUARANTEED \GUIDED BYVOICES)

music game his own way
ALLL

Me.

PALE MOON LIGHTS * HEADBAND

calls the music “idiosyncratic” several

PAUL BLINOV
|) PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM
LLL

LLL

LOS,

been on the road for six

mnths now, and it's audible
in his reserved tone of voice. He isn't
about to complain about the life he
leads, mind you, particularly since
1999's Play launched him into the up-

per reaches of stardom. It's just that
nowadays he sleeps in hotel rooms
more often than he does his own New
York bed.
"| think in the course of about six
months, I'll be home for about two
weeks,” he says. Half a year after the
release of Wait For Me, he's still riding the cycle of album promotion for
a bedroom-crafted album (made in

his home studio) that's untouched by
outside influence, unlike some of his
~ more recent output. A few years back,
label pressures were pulling Moby
towards a mainstream sound that he
found counterintuitive, but he found
himself going along with it.
"Imadean
m about five years ago

called Hotel, and for that album I was
getting quitealot of pressure from the
major labeltomake something that
was a bit more commercial,” he says.
"l assumed they knew what they were
talking about, so I kind of listened to
what they had to say, But as I said, the

records that I love made by other people tend to be records that don't sell
millions of copies and don't get played
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon."
With Wait For Me he's done the op-

times during our conversation) than

.. AND HE IS US\ QUEEN

his most-recent previous releases.
Plenty of guests pop up to sing—no
household names, just quietly talented friends, save one name you might
recognize: David Lynch.
"We've been friends for a few years

FIELD & STREAM

OF FIRE! THE B-52S

}

DOWN THE HATCH ‘ NIRVANA

'HISSES

|

RedBull
ile:
Lea}

WITH DS AS WS TN THE TEMPLE

\ DIRE STRAITS

DJ DEGREE & JAKE ROBERTS AS JUSTICE

now,” Moby explains. "And we've done
a lot of strange, different things together. I mean, I DJ'd at his wedding, he's
used some of my music in some of the
non-profit films that he's made."
The album's attempt at uncorrupted
ideas was in part inspired by a talk
Lynch gave on how market pressures
hinder creativity. Moby sent Lynch a
copy of the first single, "Shot in the
Back of the Head," asking if he had
any spare footage lying around that
he could use for a video. Six days
later, Lynch returned a finished animated video he'd done by himself on
a computer. (YouTube it to check it
out for yourself.)
"My first impression of the video
was that I really liked it, and I knew
without a shadow of a doubt it would
never get played on MTV or any other
video networks.
"(That] actually makes me kind of
happy," he adds, "because the single
itself is a weird instrumental that will
never get played on the radio. So I
think there's something sort of satisfying about having a first single that
has almost no commercial potential
whatso
"Ww

{

BATTERY & COBRACOMMANDER

j

COGL BEANS 4S BLOODY BEETROOTS §
AS

TOADALLYKROSSED

OUT.

|

\

TEN-O AS CHIS SHEPPARD
DJ TRON & OPTIMIXX PRIME AS DAFT PUNK
P-REX AS FRANKIE WILDE
HOTSPUR POP AS FAKE BLOOD

j

TICKETS $10 Iii $18 ae
TICKETS

AT BLACKBYRD,

10030 102 STREET

DOORS

BRIXX, FREECLOUD
&
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posite, making an album meant to be
heard when the sun sets and the sky

tints. Its opening bittersweet symphony of strings ushers in a darker,
more

personal

musical

climate
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Were very proud to answer “Yes.”
We are a member of the Audit Bureau of
Circulations because we share ABC's belief
that circulation audits are an essential
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LAYING IT ON THE LI

Mind Boing Controlled? Become the Medial
Films Galore & More at The North of Nowhere Expo
&
a

Fri, Oct. 23 from 12-Spm @ Stanley Milner Library:
What do secrecy, police provocateurs, an assault on democracy & infringements
on citizens’ rights have in common? The Security & Prosperity Partnership.

3

Britney Spears
Sexy Chic

AMPA &. ESPA Small Press a Maga/Zine Fair
4pm: Consuming Kids: The Commercialization ef Chiidheed
Tom: Radical Jesters: A Film about Media Hoaxers & Culture
Jammors ~ with ~ HONK! Ne Neise is Illegal @ Metre Cinema

David Guetta

TiK ToK

Ke$ha
Throw Ya Hands Up
Stereos
Hotel Room Service
Pitbull

8:30: American Radical: The Trials ef Nerman Finkelstein (MC)
#+« Sal, Oct. 24 @ Metro Cinema:
« 6:30: Freedom of Expression: Resistance &

vibe ki

src

the

SPP

Repression in the Age of lateliectual Property

7:30: You, Me & the SPP: Trading Bemecracy fer Cerperate Rule

Fire Burnin

Sean King
Down
Jay Sean

* plus post-film Panel Discussion w/ Directer Paul Manly & mere
The SPP is
NOT

|

dead.

bdmonton
Premicre!

Best | Ever Had
Drake

Find out why.
FF
oo
nvr
DN
WS
a
o
>

fay In The USA

Miley Cyrus
10 Whatcha Say
Jason Derulo

Sat, Oct. 24 © 7:30 p.m.
90 INT'L DAY OF CLIMATE ACTION
@ Metro Cinema (Citadel Theatre), 9828 101A Ave.
7ordon Laxer & Filmmaker Paul Manly in Attendance
for post-film Panel/Q & A on Deep Integration of Canada’s Energy Policy

Part of the 2009 North of Nowhere Expo * Info: 780-434-9236 or click on the
Media Democracy link at www.edmontonsmalipress.ca/non2009D/ (scroll te Oct, 24)

POE Demme © cua og
32 // BAUSIC

Botalts for all at
www.edmentensmalipress.ca/non2009b
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TEXT “DIBS” TO 4321 & HAVE 1ST DIES |
DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR
VIRGIN MOBILE PHONE!
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TRIPLE EXPOSURE

to poke fun
f ‘Exposure releases its debut EP

results so much that it was decided what
was recorded should be released, but first
the ins and outs of DIY record-making had

THE EDMONTON SUN & SONIC 102.9 PRESENT
ELECTRONIC LEGEND, AND HIS 9 PIECE BAND

to be navigated.

"It's been a really slow process getting
those tracksinto an album format interms
of learning about putting a disc together
and getting a disc printed,” explains Boyes. "We did all the design ourselves even
though we didn't plan on doing it that
way. As a first time band there's a lot that
we had to learn
in order to put the album
out in the way we wantedto putit out.”

Still, now that it's here, the good people
of Edmonton can revel in the fact that
the charged music and tongue-in-cheek
lyrics of Triple Exposure saw the light of
day. As Gourley explains about his lyrics,
the group thinks the dichotomy between

}/ @RYAM@VUEWEEKLY.COM
excnctene eSrNRORLSNAN THEREIN

AMON

n equally confusing opposite of
n’'s Ultimate Power Duo—

whieh, as it happens, is a trio—Edmonton
band Triple Exposure is actually a duo.
And though the name might give pause,

the band’s brand of excitable, forwardmomentum inducing, garage- and hairmetal-tinged rock 'n’ roll is anything but
hesitant, blasting away on the group's
soon to be released debut EP, entitled

Worst Graphics Ever.

While vocalist and drummer Mike Gour-

ley might be fond ofmaking jokes about
the audience being the third member—
jokes that even he will readily admit are
lame—the name is actually a take off on
an album released as a collaboration by
two of Triple Exposure'’s biggest influ-

ences, Bethesda, MD's Trans Am and San
Francisco, CA's the Fucking Champs.
"One of our influences is this band Trans
Am and the Fucking Champs and they
had this collaboration where they called
it Double Exposure and we just kind of took
it one step further,” says Gourley. "We did
have three members at one time but that
was short lived and the name just stuck.
We've thought about getting a third memeber but we've just done itas a two-piece
and it seems to have worked.”
Indeed it has worked but the duo—
rounded out by Skye Boyes on guitar—

took a long time between forming the
band and writing the songs to put out this
disc, partly because the members were

its heavy music and slightly ironic subject
matter mesh well together.
"T don't get political or anything, I don't

go too far down on the scale where it's all
jokes and stupid and I don't go too far onto
the serious side—I keep it in the middle,"

he says, before offering an example. "We
have this song called ‘Cupcakes’ and it's
about throwing cupcakes at the Queen
and itwas just a funny anecdote I was tell-

ing ata bar one night and it morphed into
a song. So I'm screaming about the Queen
and stuff and it’s funny, but at the same
time the song sounds serious. I don't have
a campaign
against the
Queenor anything,
but sometimes it's fun to poke fun." W

SAT, OCT24(GPM)

busy with their jobs and partly because
they had no idea what they were doing.
Entering a friend's brand new studio just
to test it out, Triple Exposure liked the

OCTOBER
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he one consensus about 3 Inches of
Blood's latest album—Here Waits
Thy Doom, released last month—is that

the Vancouver band is wearing its love
for old-school British metal bands on
its sleeve. While there are still some

tinges of the more contemporary, Here
Waits takes more of alonging look back
‘o the likes of Judas Priest and Iron

Maiden than some of its predecessors.
It'sstraight-up metal without any of the
nu" or “core” qualifiers attached to it.
"We didn’t want it to sound like the
last one, especially. We wanted to do
things quite a bit more traditional, beause we are a traditional metal band.
We wanted to approach it from a more
Simplified way, and just kind of make a
fecord that sounds more natural," admits vocalist Cam Pipes. "We wanted
to make it sound like we actually are
‘na live setting or a rehearsal space.

\tsounds closer to what you'll actually
‘ear, when you see us in person, rather

than all these, like, computerized, edit‘hg gadgets that are used, that we are

not going to replicate live anyway. We
“on't want to deceive anybody by doing

;°ae

thatwe couldn't pull offina

ln Some ways, going back to the basics
‘Sa natural trajectory for these deadly
ae

=
4

The years between its second

Advance and Vanquish and this
one have had more than their

: are ofups and downs, upheavals and
‘ema in the lineup—including the rel-

atively recent loss of founding member
and devilish vocalist Jamie Hooper—
and some serious label troubles. The
one thing that remained the same,
however, was the band's momentum.
After 10 years, calling it quits was never

really an option.
"Maybe for a nanosecond back, like,
after we recorded Advance and Van-

vemos

We wanted to make it sound like we actually are in
a live setting or a rehearsal space. It sounds closer
to what you'll actually hear, when you see us in
person, rather than all these, like, computerized,
editing gadgets that are used, that we are not going
to replicate live anyway. We don't want to deceive
anybody by doing something that we couldn't pull
off in a live setting.

quish, when we weren't even sure if we
were even going to carry on. We were
kind of, like, so much had happened
in such a short time that we were, like,
‘Well, what do we do here?’ We were in
a position where we could call it a day,
but we were, like, "What's the point in
doing that?” Pipes explains on the road
in Nova Scotia. "We've got people to
play with. So a lot of new people came
in at one time, which was a little bit of
a shock to the system, but I think that
everybody understood what this band
was about regardless, and we toured a
little bit, and everyone came to understand that this issomething that we can
make work. And fundamentally, the
band’s whole focus and direction never
really changed.”

st.

No, and these days the quartet—rounded out by Justin Hagberg, Shane Clark
and Ash Pearson—isn't listening to the
you're-going-far-kid proclamations of
the stereotypical cigar-chomping charlatan, either. The band is viewing its
new label, Century Media Records, with
cautious optimism, and keeping a steady
pace to gain and maintain fans.

omc urureseroiuoROAnn BYNTULEHEIY REMIT UEDLgLABA OHO OU
MMATMIE oCaERArH AeIUN{UML MANONBUNOrN AU maUMareeLBU STDvetoes LA

q

Q

"We don't have any delusions of grandeur,” Pipes says. "We've seen it happen
to bands that we've toured with, who
suddenly get the quick rise to fame. And
it's usually they're like fireworks. They
get the quick flash and, like, ooooh, so
bright and shiny and wonderful, but
then it fizzles out really quickly. Bands
like that don’t have much staying power, whereas I think we've built more of

NIC , NICE, VERY NICE TOUR

MANRAYGUN&
| JAMES LAMB

a steady following over the years, had a
gradual rise, and I think that will give
us that staying power." W
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to save lives.

_ Edmonton |

her in the studio, regardless of what she
throws at them in the way of material.

"The musicians | perform with are going

* Donor Clinic
8249 - 114 Street
|

Monday - Friday

|
|

9:00 am - 1:00 pm
3:30 pm - 7:30 pm

to be the core musicians on the album
and then Stew’s going to play drums on
the ones that | think will have drums,”
she reveals. "! don't know if there will be
any session musicians that I'll hire. | kind

of want to do it all with the musicians
that I'm familiar with.
"They understand the structure
of each song and they know
where to play and where not
to play, which seems so basic but it's pretty important,”
she continues. "Some people
get the song and some people
don't. If |was asked to play piano

Saturday
8:30 am - 2:30 pm

Book your life
saving appointment
today!

er

on a certain song | might not get it

either. | feel pretty fortunate. The musi-

Canadian Blood Services

1s inyoo& phe

cians | work with, we click pretty well”
Just as she's beginning the sessions for
her new album, though, Hryniw will be
stepping out again onto the stage for a
performance in the Untapped Alberta

series,

a new concert program

spon-

sored—and created—in collaboration
by ATB Financial, the Alberta Foundation for the Arts, Alberta Music and Big
Rock brewery.
EDEN MUNRO

// EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

SAT, OCT
24(730pm)
CARRIE HRYNIW
WITH KRYSTLE DOS SANTOS, POLITIC LIVE
TRANSALTA ARTS BARNS (10330 - &4 AVE), $10

ALL AGES

"| got a grant from Rawlco and so I'll be
putting together 13 songs | hope,” Carrie
Hryniw beams. "It should be done in December if | can stick to the schedule."
The local songstress is excited about

SEE THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE

LISTING OF

finished. Rather, Hryniw is a songwriter

EDMONTONMUSICIANS
DIRECTORY.COM

PLUS! SUBMIT

YOUR LISTINGS TODAY!

co-writing, but he gave me some point-

ers. After that, [Dominelli] went through
everything else: the drums, other instruments, everything. As far as a process

goes, it was really amazing. There were
good vibes everywhere. | can be a bit
of a girl sometimes—a lot of highs and
lows—and sometimes | would get really
down and frustrated. [Dominelli] would
catch me every time. He had the experience to see what | was doing, but also to
snap me out of it. We really developed a
close friendship throughout the process,
and | learned so much.”
In her young career Bosch has had the
opportunity to work closely with U-22,
an Edmonton-based organization that
provides support to up-and-coming Canadian artists under the age of 22. It
was through U-22 that Dominelli found
her music and began their partnership,
and also through the group that Bosch
earned a spot on stage at the 2009 Edmonton Folk Festival.
"They've been incredible. They do a lot
of showcases in weird places, venues
where there are a lot of people, but you
might not expect to see music. They also
had the chance to showcase six of their
artists at the Edmonton Folk Fest, and |
was picked to play. It was a mini dream
come true and | felt like | had moved up
a level in my career, because there was

crazy networking going on. | had a lot
more confidence afterwards, and felt |
had improved a lot as a performer. They
don't just throw you up there. There are
weeks of rehearsals, and they coach you
on things like proper mic technique, and
how to interact with the audience.”
But before she gets pigeon-holed as

the prospect of entering the studio to
record her third album with some of the
financial pressure removed from the process, leaving her free to concentrate on
the creative side of it all.
Hryniw says that she's already got a
start—"Two of the songs are almost
done, because | recorded a demo for
the grant and | recorded four songs and |
was happy with two of them"—but she's
thrilled to be working with producer
Stew Kirkwood as the real work begins.
And, while she admits that she's got
13 songs culled from a period of several
years specifically marked for the sessions, she confesses that she didn't hit a
particular point where she felt she was
who follows her muse, putting pen to
paper and melody to chord whenever
something strikes her.
"There's no on and off,” she says. "It's
kind of a constant thing, but sometimes |
feel more prolific than other times."
Hryniw is confident of the abilities of
the musicians who will be accompanying

mer Sandro Dominelli. The result is her
debut full-length, Departures. With early
success (charting in the top 10 at CKUA
before an official release), Bosch has
seen the results of her hard work pay
off, and is quick to acknowledge the invaluable support she has benefited from
as a young performer.
"| went in for some pre-production with
Bobby Cameron, working through the
guitar stuff," explains Bosch. "He gave
me a lot of thoughts and ideas—not

just another acoustic singer-songwriter,

STEPHANIE BOSCH
WITH MIKE ROSTE BAND, RADIOFLYER
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB, $10
After receiving a Rawlco Radio $10 000
grant, Stephanie Bosch was able to
take her songs into the studio, working
closely with local guitar wizard Bobby
Cameron and highly-sought-after drum-

Bosch has started the process of enrolling a full band to play alongside her developing a different version of the songs
from Departures.
"| started playing with a full band about
a month ago, and I'm loving the way It
sounds," she confesses. "I've always
played as an acoustic artist, and | really started to crave the sound of having a live band play behind me. | actually
posted an ad on Kijiji, looking for guitar,
bass and drums. | got some responses,
and some of the guys had actually seen
my set at the Folk Fest in the summer, so
we've been working on getting ready for
the show. It’s really exciting!"
JAMES STEWART
// {STEWART @VUEWEEKLY.COM

MON, OCT 26 (7 pm)
FLOGGING MOLLY

WITH INWARD EYE, DEAN LickyeR
EDMONTON EVENT CENTRE, $34

ALL AGES

For a band with a reputation for ¢,
ing relentlessly, Flogging Molly’; ,,,.,
dolinist Bob Schrnidt admits ovo,
phone from Moncton, NB that th).

the group's first ever tour throuch
lantic Canada. More unbelievab\,,
the Celtic/punk-rock seven-piece jy,
from Los Angeles—not a notable |...
bed for Celtic music, one might
On tour promoting its new
Float, Schmidt explains the bang
brand of music.

"It's kind of a mash ... there arc
of [influences] going on with

one personally that drew them

{King, vocalist] was doing, and got
bead on where he wanted to go w

it, it just made sense. It came to
er fairly organically."
This organic blend is inherent to punk
rock, states Schmidt, as it appeals to tra
ditional elements that appear in all forms
of folk music.
*| think there's a natural relations!
between punk and most folk musi
he admits. "The traditional music
any culture is born of a movermer
telling stories of the people, w
is a countercultural voice to wh
the established norm. | think that's
essentially what punk rock is,
th:
countercultural voice in the commor
man's form."
Float was written and recorded over
two weeks in Ireland. “It was something we'd all talked about, and the
timing worked out, with Dave moy

ing back there and arranging studic
space for us," he recalls. "It all jus
came together, seemed like it wa
meant to be.”
According to Schmidt the change of
scenery influenced the writing process,
giving Float a different atmosphere then

previous recordings.
"It freed us up from falling back on habit
ual things like traditional riffs, and |think
it came at a time in our history as a band

that we're fairly confident we can do anything we want and It’s going to sound like
us,” he explains. "We know how to make

a song ours, whereas some of the songs
on Float wouldn't have made it on ear ler

records because we didn't know if they
sound enough like ‘us.’
"We're fairly confident in that soune,

and being in Ireland infused us with th
confidence," he continues. "That Irishne
is everywhere around you, and you're re
cording In the thick of it, so we're ‘e*
prone to adding embellishments ‘9
seemed Irish, and just let it flow orge!
and naturally."
MIKE ANGUS

// PAIKEANGUS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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COMING SOON

VU
SHOW AT 8PM

SHOWS AT 6:30 & 9:30PM

FIGHTS AT 7:30PM

DINNER & SHOW PACKAGES AVAILABLE AT RIVERCREERESORT.COM OR CALL 780.930.2619
TICKETS FOR SHOWS AVAILABLE THROUGH TICKETMASTER CHARGE-BY-PHONE 780.451.8000 OR TICKETMASTER.CA
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|
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: Music Go Music
: Expressions
: (Secretly Canadian)

tototokstr

cord's 14 tracks were released previously

Hugh Dillon
Works Well With Others
(Warner)
kkk

€DMONION

on the Hugh Dillon Redemption Choir's
2005 independent release, The High Cost
of Low Living. That album was a scrappy
little recording that found the singer stak-

kk

VEN! Spins

HUGH DILLON

ing his claim to some new ground
that
was leaner than the'tough, fist-to-the-jaw
approach of his previous band.
Works Well With Others culls those

tracks from that first post-Headstones

MOB Yeu. 7

album and casts them in a new mould

DOORS AT 8PM = 18+ = TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER

VUE 0NLIN E

TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER - PRESENTED BY UNION EVENTS

ALL THAT REMAINS
LAGUNA COIL
ALL AGES
-DOORS GPM-TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER

CONNECTED

AL Coie iE 4
MASSAC
CROOKERS | SINICHI OSAWA | DON RIMINI
TICKETS AT THE OCCULIST, FOOSH, ROCK IT OUT SALON AND TICKETMASTER

97.1

THE

BOUNCE

ee

Ee

: rallying wail of opener “I Walk
:
:
:
:

I Am," where Dillon exposes his heart
in what may be the most gentle song in
his catalogue—albeit one that still has
an edge to it as he sings, "Never settle

:
:
:
:

down, my baby / Never settle up / Just :

Hugh Dillon on hisalbum
new

.;

|

: to the nine-minute bass-bou;

alongside another seven songs recorded
over the past couple of years. The result
is an album that's moodier, more melancholy and focused than The High Cost

“Warm in the Shadows.” Singer
Bell shoulders the ‘7os style ea
ting her lyrics and melodies = mr
at the cusp of full-on melodram:
casionally, it slips over that edg
it's been forever since somethin;
unashamedly bashful and dra:

was done so well. Pocket your prete
sions and bask in its glow.
PAUL BLINOV

lock the doors and drive like crazy / Til : // PAUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM
the wheels fall off’—takes on a deeper

HARDDRIVE LIVE TOUR

Expressions
confident, sa,
Tine debut fo;
si¢ Go Music
ing Abba’s
melodramatic
:
Tus
hooks
= Heart's punchy frontwoman \,
: and tommy-gun guitars, [t's
: songs of high drama disco, fro,

:
:
:

of Low Living. Even the earlier "Puzzle :

Flogging Molly
ALL AGES « 7PM SHOW

—

:

EDEN MUNRO
// EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

shading—tinged with a little more des- :

Te: a long-running debates abene
ust what makes a legitimate album.
Are greatest-hits collections out of the
Tunning just because they feature music that's already been released in other
places? What about live albums? Is a live
version of a particular song any less legitimate than the original studio take?
Ultimately, it's the context that matters more than anything. A greatesthits album takes pre-existing material and reinterprets it in a different
sonic landscape, placing songs into a
new, unfamiliar environment. Where
a song may have fallen inconsequen-

"Don't Be Fooled"—"You do what youdo

peration—as it stands next to the dark, :
tapping piano and whispered vocal of :

tially between two others before,

anew

placement might give that same songa
whole new life (or dull it completely).
Just as our vision works because our
eyes and brain are continually evaluating and updating the information in
our sightlines, our ears work in conjunction with the brain to re-evaluate

familiar songs in new contexts.
Hugh Dillon, the former frontman ofthe
Headstones, has just released his first solo
album, but much of the material is not
exactly new. In fact, nearly half of the re-

:

to getthrough /So fastthatyouneverget :
fooled / Can't double back on the truth," : >
he sings on the album's closing track.”
As the record unfolds, it becomes clear
that this particular set of 14 songs fits
together in a new way, Dillon using the :
album format to its fullest and explor-

ing some uncomfortable depths in new
ways, with less distortion and more

:

subtlety than ever before. At one point
he sings, "I think of where I was when
T left town / Gave up everything just to
get out / Well, it'seasytoseethatIswam

:
:
:
:

to the bottom of a dream,” and it's that :
sort of honesty and willingness to delve
into the darkest corners of the past that
makes Works Well With Others a layered

Githead is a coll
tion of folks wh
made their nam
in the 1980s—tt

members
c
drawn from Wir:
Minimal Compact
and Scanner—and boy does it eve
sound like it. All the familiar post
punk trappings abound, though rarely
does the band take them anywhere
pecially interesting or different
certainly capably crafted and pi

:
:
: duced, but Landing is mostly for foli
: who, like the band, had their heyda

experience that offers plenty of rewards
for navigating through the shadows.
: 20-odd years ago and haven't much
Of course, the album's title reflects a : listened to or cared about music sinc
particularly wry smile as well, and as
dark as the mood can dip, Dillonis ultimately interested in survival here, and
that's what the music offers as he singson the ragged, piano-driven "Reel to
Reel": "I was searching for the answer /

: On the plus side, though, perha;
: post-punk nostalgia will finally
: pushing out heavy metal/’70s AOR

? nostalgia.
= DAVID BERRY
: // DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Turns out it's rock 'n' roll." V

: Comaduster
: Slip Through
: (Independent)
10443q - 124 street
records&cds

2 okt

780.732.1132
www .listenrecords.net

An EP best

suited

to headphones
maduster's
9!

Through is a dens'

i told you i was freaky Lrico
flight of the conchords

piece of electronic
1
music, notsom

5 years of hyperdub zco

suited to the dan‘

= floor as it is to walking about

0”

: rainy day, the creeping synths

: stunted beats perfectly complim:

> MARIANA'S
TRENC

can you dig
of black action tims LP/CO

ALL AGES
DOORS ATG-30°m
TOCA TS aT TCA FMASTER

NOV 14: DROPKICK

EDMONTONEVENTCENTRE.CA
38 //F

: weather. It's an aggressive EP. but fa

: being relentless in its drive anc

MURPHYS

#2996 8882-170 ST. {WEST EDM MALLS + 489-SHOW

: ing the dust and mist kicked up by
: drift into spooky and ethereal ter!
: ry, playing the two modes off ©
: other like pop songs for serial kill

> ward momentum. While certainly 0°

top 10 sellers
OT. xx xx
02. god is good om

06. album girls
07. childish prodigy kurt vile

03. popular songs yo la tengo
04. shadow kingdom natural snow buildings
0S. mata la pena v/a

08. s/t von bingen
09. s/t almighty defenders
10. a brief history... big pink

: for the faint of heart or for elect
! music fans who only love to shes"
: their asses, Slip Through is a rewardi"
: album.
: BRYAN BIRTLES
// BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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:
: REM

rebel yell. Stipe is staring blankly at

: Automatic for the People

America’s lost innocence, just as
bluntly as Cobain and Vedder,

? (Warner)

: Originally released: 1992

but he's choosing gentle persuasion over force.
The songs' arrangements

: In the early 905, pop music

: was being under siege by grun= ge guitar, arena rock and elec-

rely on acoustic instruments—

mandolin, strings and accordion

: tronic music. The Seattle sound's
¢ momentum

are

featured

was

: in full swing; U2 (MUSEU OL Mt akan
: hadreleased
Ach: tung Baby, the

optimism.

: brilliantly satiri? cal extravaganza
: celebrating the

: peche

= A lot of musicians
complain about the

hardshipstheymust
overcome in pursuit
of their art: longdistance drives on
[a
tor
indifferent
crowds and crappy pay. Butthe struggles
of the most hard-done-by North American musician pale in comparison to
those overcomeby the musicians on Giving Voice to Hope. Recorded by refugees
fleeing the civil war which gripped Libe-

But this collaborative project between
the University of Albertaand the Ghana-

poraries,

: troduced
a heady
= blend of rock and

~

AUSIC

yet

simpler, more reassuring and uplifting as it swells
to an anthemic
finale,
evoking
the spirit of the
Rolling
Stones’
: "You Can't Always Get What You Want."

>>Bythepeople, forthepeople

: tar-driven angst, Athens, Georgia's REM
: released the somber, soft-spoken Auto-

:
:
=
=

:
:
:
:

the '80s as the seminal alternative band,
earning its credibility with noteworthy

records like Document and Out of Time.
Having graduated from underground/
college-radio star status, vocalist Michael

: lows" are gorgeous hymns that still cap-

: tivate the listener, demonstrating a quiet
: simplicity and unblinking honesty.

: Which is perhaps what makes Automatic

: for the People so astonishing: when put in
Stipe and company launched the mature, : the context of its release, this album's sway? ing calmis its loudest statement, compared
very demure Automatic for the People.
No stranger to irony, Gen X ennui or cyni- > to the dark backdrop of Kurt Cobain's near
cism, Stipe’s lyrics were delivered quietly : nihilism or Bono's opulent satire. It should
and tongue-in-cheek, as though to poke : have come as no surprise then, that some

: fun at the surrounding rock renewal Half : of grunge's icons, like Cobain and Radio: the time Stipe's lyrics possess a deflective, : head's Thom Yorke, sought Stipe's men-

: torship and musical camaraderie. REM's
: maturity and willingness to speak from
of disconnected twentysomethings. On : outside mainstream's overstimulated methe opening track, "Drive," he deadpans > dia scrum created a meaningful pause for
over a quiet strumming acoustic guitar, : fans and artists alike. While the early ‘90s
"Hey kids / Rock 'n' roll /Nobody tells you : gave us many defining records, Automatic
where to go, baby.” This detached deliv- : For The People remains a landmark record
ery couldn't have been more ironic, nor 3 not because it spoke for a generation or
did it smell anything like teen spirit, call- : witnessed the fall of the Bertin wall, but as
ing across the void to Cobain—or was it : alone flag staked quietly against the early
Chuck Berry?—undermining rock 'n' roll’s : ‘90s soundscape. W

ian Center for Youth Empowermentisn't : Dylan-esque whimsy; other times he's able
just an impressive cross-cultural effort, it : to weave heartfelt idioms fora generation

also showcases the vibrancy of musicin

:

melding reggae, gospel, R&B, hip-hop

:

West Africa and its global influences, :
and traditional influences to create a vi- :

brant testimony to the power of music.

Giving Voice to Hope is available at Uni- :

versity of Alberta Bookstores and Black- :
:
é

byrd Myoozik.

SCOTT HARRIS
COTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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: "Ignoreland" and "Monty Got a Raw Deal”

: matic for the People, a sparkling, jangly : see the band's signature urgency, while
: gem that went entirely against the rock : the jangly "Man on the Moon" and "The
: grain and in effect provided a standout : Sidewinder Sleeps Tonight" could have
been fodder for the Friends’ soundtrack.
: sanctuary in a sea of change.
: Previously, REM had emerged from : "Night Swimming" and “Sweetness Fol-

ria from 1989 - 2003 who found them- :
selves in the Buduburam refugee camp
in nearby Ghana, the tracks speak powerfully to the capacity ofthe human spirit to overcome unspeakable adversity.

Mode's

: Violator had in= electronic music.
: Amidst all this
: refreshing inno: vation and gui-

On

the ballad "Everybody Hurts,” for
example,
Stipe
is as empathetic
as some of his
Seattle contem-

: new realities of
: post-Communist
: Europe, and De-

ious Artists
eving Voice to Hope:
Music of Liberian Refugees
(independen
KERRI

prominently—and
the album's: dynamic rarely rises
above a cautious

TH
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|
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“Good food, good people, great music!”
St Basils Cultural Centre

10819-71 Ave

info: 438-6410 CA Faiifidation
www. frife.org

Tickets available at Megatunes & Tix On The Square

glitter gulch presents

mark berube — .|

and the patriotic;
few
c

Quartango
: El Fuego

We Are Wolves
Invisible Violence

: Gustin Time)

Dare to Care)
wok
KW ek

: Hot Latin beats and
While not entirely

: Boner destroying white jazz

leaving behind the : Somehow it works well
relentless program- :

ming of the band’s :

al- : KRS-One & Buckshot
bums—z2005's
Non- : Survival Skills

two

previous

Stop Je Te Plie En

:

(Duck Down)

Deux and 2007's Total Magique—We Are :

Wolves’ newest offering does leave abit : Class is in session
of the heavy and wacky dance music

: Eternally for these dudes

and trades it for more rock 'n' roll-type

: There will be a test

Sy ww)

Rootsy and Dub-ish
I'd call this genre "Rubbish"
: Except it's quite good

DE

: Will Hoge

: The Wreckage

: (Ryko)
: Timeless and throaty
: Dude is a classic tunesmith
> | guess I'ma

fan

melodies. The rambunctious and infec- :
Hous clickity-clak is still present, but :

the throttle and refus- :
ing to let up, the Montréal three-piece is _: We Are The City

instead of hitting

experimenting with changing up the : In a Quiet World
tempos, tuming down the beats per : (Independent)

minute—slightly—and

focusing on :

making sure the music and not just the
Pace is infectious.

ORYAN BIRTLES

: Kelowna lads pick
Songs and melody over
i Piss and vinegar

i Black Heart Procession
: Six

: (Temporary Residence)
: This shit is cooler
; Than a cucumber on the
: North pole of neptune

black dog freehouse
10425 -82ave

noc

10pm

S21 AN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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PREVUE // FINIS TASBY

Harvest blues
Texas showman Finis Tasby makes his way to Edmonton
BRYAN BIRTLES
/] BRVAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Reecoznzed asone ofthe great showmen
the blues, Finis Tasby isalso a direct

link to the sounds of original Texas and
Chicago Blues, having played with many
of the originals back in theday—bluesmen

like the Thunderbirds and Z.Z. Hill. But,
had it not been for his perseverance, Tasby
might be just a sideman on bass or drums,
instead of being known as one of the most
soulful blues singers around.
"I always did like singing but I made a
demo once,
Iguess it was back inthe early
‘60s and I took it to a record label and the
guy said, ‘Well, the music sounds good,
but you can't sing,” recounts Tasby. "It
took mea long time to even try it again. I
got to thinking, Well, that'sjust one man‘s
opinion,’ and in the ‘7os I was playing
around with a foursome and a guy with
a studio said, ‘If you bring a band in here
Tl give you some free studio time to do it,

ee.
THE PEOPLE THEY ARE A-CHANGIN' >> Finis Tasby says that it's the people who » = P

changed today, not the blues //supplied

were, though the world around them has
changed quite abit.
"I don't think it's so much that the blues
have changed,” he says, “The people have
changed. It’s not like it used to be where
people were really into the blues and the
blues station would play the blues and you
heard it just about every day. But things
have changed—now it's very hard to pick
up a radio station to hear, unless it's cable
radio or satellite.”
Even so, a collection of die-hard blues
fans will be out to see the master sing his
songs, and in the near future they may
even be privy to a new record from Tasby

so I started out that way trying my luck at
singing again.”

Oxanagan

=,
Springs*Black

"Night

Saturday
$4 Black

Lager

Lager

of the

Pints.

and The

Black

Living

October

Best Dressed

Dog contest.

Thankfully, Tasby isn't one to be kept
down long, and even now, well into his
60s, he continues to be a sought-after
performer with his group the Mannish

Dog present:

Dog”

Boys as well as solo, which is how he'll
perform at Matt Walker's Harvest Blues
Dinner and Dance on Saturday. Having grown up with the traditions of the
blues, Tasby believes that those tradi-

31st.
Games

and

Prizes

tions are just as strong now as they ever

"Ido have some more ideas for so:
ferent songs, different arrangemen
stuff. I even like country music, y'ki
There's some other songs I'd like to do
differently or with a different variety of
music. People like different things so

HOROSCOPE
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ARIES (Mar 21 — Apr 19)
: no woes.” Even if you agree with this sour : geometric patterns and areas of random : of the mouth of the seven-year-old car- ;
‘The clouds are the most fertile part of : observation, | urge you to override the : variation. It's in these chaotic areas that : toon character Dennis the Menace: "Hey! the hair on the back of your neck rise and
: lights up the fertile parts of your imagi-

the sky," writes Guy Murchie in his book
“The Seven Mysteries of Life. Microbes with
short life cycles live there in abundance,
“eating, breathing, excreting, floating, swimming, competing, repro-

ducing." Next time you look up
at a puffy cumulus, see it as a

of invisible fecundity, let's turn
our attention to you. According

to my analysis of the astrological
omens, you are largely unaware of

: warning it implies. Now, more than ever, : water molecules bind with the cement,
: you can and should attract rich benefits : creating a structure that's both flexible

co

Rob

Br ezsny

more deeply. And what exactly
are those rich benefits? Here's
one: getting close-up views of
the ways people suffer will
help you avoid suffering like
that yourself in the future.

CANCER (Jun 21 — Jul 22)

how much creative energy has been build- :: In the film Postcards from the Edge, the
ing up within you. Your homework is to tap ; character played by Meryl Streep made
into it and unleash its
+ a monumental
declaration:
"Instant

TAURUS (Apr 20 — May 20)
* fly friend Alcea, the pagan priestess who
leads group rituals, is a responsible sort
who has humble respect for the power
of the spirit realms. She thinks there can
be value in seeking help from the beings

: Wake up! Let's go everywhere and do ? nation; 3) a sacred party where you get a
: everything!" More than any other phase : novel vision of how to connect with the

: into your life by expanding the frontiers : and robust. This is the kind of founda- : in many moons, Scorpio, this is your mo- : divine realms more viscerally. Halloween
s
of your empathy—even if it means ! tion | urge you to work on in the coming ;: ment to make YES your battle cry. The : costume suggestion: something that inyou will feel the hurts of others : weeks, Leo—a configuration that will en- : world is asking you to be bigger than the : corporates a hub, wheel or web

: gratification takes too long.” | know ex: actly what she meant. Sometimes I wish
: | could have what | want before | have
:: to endure even a moment of frustrated
: longing. | bring this up, my fellow Cance: rian, because in the coming week we may
: get our yearnings satisfied before we ful: ly express them. Of course, there could
: be a downside to this situation: since the

: dure exactly because it has a lot of give.
:

: VIRGO (Aug 23 — Sep 22)

: old you, wilder than five blood oaths put :
: together, and as strong as the full moon :

: rising over a mountain.
: In my dream last night, the High Priestess :
: from the Tarot deck came to life and gave : SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 - Dec 21)
:-me the following message: "Tell Virgos
: that when their deep hunger starts to
: stir, they should not eat from the bowl of
: delicious seeds. That meager meal would
: not satisfy their deep hunger. Rather,
: they should plant those seeds and let
: them grow up. The resulting harvest will
: satisfy their deep hunger.”
:

: LIBRA (Sep 23 — Oct 22)

? land hada minor crisis a few years ago. For
: The average middle class person alive to
years, they had prayed to a very old stone
: day has more goodies than the kings and
sculpture they assumed was a likeness
: queens of times past. In fact, even dur : of the Virgin Mary. Then a nosy archae
: ing this time of economic retrenchment } ologist came poking around and informed

t most of us have a higher standard of liv- : them that the figure was actually Arima: ing than 99 percent of all the humans
: who've ever walked the planet. In point: ing this out, | don't mean to discount the
5 suffering of those who've lost their jobs
: and homes. But | think it's helpful'to keep
: our collective deprivations in perspec; tive. Keep this in mind, Sagittarius. As you
: wander in the limbo between the end of
: one chapter of your life story and the
: beginning of the next chapter, it'll really
: help to stay conscious of how blessed
: you are. Halloween costume suggestion:

: It's an excellent time to see if you can re: move some of the neurotic twitches from
: your erotic itches. For example, you could
who dwell on the other side of the veil,
: use all your ingenuity to talk yourself out
but you've got to be careful. They can
: of the silly guilt you feel for having a cerbe as clueless and misguided as the less : magic will be materializing so quickly, : tain idiosyncratic desire—a desire that, if
evolved characters who live on the mate- : you'd better be very sure you really want : acted out, would hurt no one, and that is
rial plane. That's why Alcea is especially : what you even start to wish for.
: therefore, by definition, healthy. Here's an- : a saint tending to the needs of the disimpeccable around this time of year, :
: other possibility: you could invoke the full : possessed and underprivileged.
when the veil between the worlds is thin- : LEO (Jul 23— Aug 22)
: powers of your imagination as you free :
ner and our dimension is more accessible : Cement is the most common human- : yourself from things that prevent you
: CAPRICORN (Dec 22 — Jan 19)
to the spirits. Having said all that as a ca- : made material in the world. Combined : from experiencing maximum pleasure, like : It's prime time for intense and momentous
Ew@at, Taurus, | want to let you know that : with water to make concrete, itis afunda- : old wounds, simmering anger, rank ego: social events. Of the gatherings you may
this would be an excellent time for you : mental ingredient in many buildings and : tism and Limiting beliefs.
? attend, | hope you'll find at least one that
to call on the help of your most intelli- ; roads. And yet no one knew its precise :
: fits the following descriptions: 1) a warm
gent, interesting, and loving ancestors.
: structure until recently. Then a group of : SCORPIO (Oct 23 — Nov 21)
: fluidic web of catalytic energy where you
: scientists figured out that its strength : The astrological vibes suggest that you : awaken to new possibilities about how to
GEMINI (May 21 — Jun 20)
comes not from its orderliness but rather : open yourself wide, try everything, and : create close alliances; 2) a sweet, jangly
"He who loves 50 people has 50 woes,” : from its messiness. At the atomic level, : give freely. | urge you to adapt as your :: uproar where you encounter a strange
r@said Buddha. "He who loves no one has : cement's molecules display both regular : motto an exhortation that once came out } attractor—a freaky influence that makes
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AQUARIUS (Jan 20— Feb 18)

: The members of the congregation at St
: Peter-at-Gowts Church in Lincoln, Eng

// OCT 22 - OCT 28, 2009

nius, the god of the underworld in the an
: cient Mithraic religion. |encourage you ‘
: make sure you're not under a comparable
g misimpression, Aquarius. This is an excel

ent time, astrologically speaking, for you
‘0 seek the help of higher powers, but it’s
: crucial that you direct your invocations ‘0
: the right source.
:

: PISCES (Feb 19—Mar 20)
t Some of history's worst tyrants have
: been

terrified

by kittens.

Napoleon

: Genghis Khan and Mussolini all had ai!
; urophobia, a morbid and irrational
fea"
: of domestic felines. Alexander the Grea!
: and Julius Caesar were also discombobu
: lated by cats. | bring this up, Pisces, 0

: cause it reminds me of a certain situatio!

: in your life. I'm betting that a pushy

or

: domineering influence that distorts yo"
: emotions will soon be susceptible to

j

: Ing spooked by a seemingly harmiess “~
: tle thing. Maybe you could turn this int

: a permanent advantage. How skilled 2°
: you at purring? W

TEACHING THE LIVING:
GHOSTS
AND HAUNTINGS 108 St,Californian:
Casa Bldg +

PRISM BAR « 10524-101 St«

780.452.2692 « entitysee!
» Lecture and leer ion
tnt
about EnySecerParanormal
ar
Research; talks about

7-230pm+ Fri: Steak ae S-9prm; ‘DSat 9:30pm

different spooky, funny and disturbing cases and experiences +Sat, Oct 24,8-10pm«$as, nominors

ee

SM

LT

ee

ol

ei

Museum Theatre, 2845-102 Ave« 780.453.9100 « royalalbertamuscum.ca + Peopling the Red Continent:
‘Colonizafengaan
erica
Cee Oct

29,7pm + $8(single/$as (series)

pet a Ahan D a tae
celiaKnox MetropaliChurch,
8308-109 St« 780.454.1231
ext224»
rtgroup

Prism PoolLeague;

monthly book dub andfilm night. F:jravenscroft@rwuc.
ong.

WOMONSPACE. 780.482.1794 » womonspace.ca,

Monthly activities, newsletter, reduced rates included

780.482.2700

womonspace@gmail.com « A Non-profit lesbian social

Organization for Edmonton and surrounding area

with membership. Confidentiality assured
WOODYS

Nathan; Mon 8pm + Martini Mondays; 3pm «You Don't
Know Game Show with Patrick andNathan; Thugpm +
ah
ae
ea
7pm+Karaoke
with Kevin;

CENTURY CASINO - 13103 Fort Rd « 780.481.9857 +

Shows start at 8pm Thu-Sat and late show at 10:30pm

on Fri-Sat; $12 (Thu)/$19 (Fri/Sat) «Eddie Della Siepe;

MUMIY TROLL T.G.LPSYDAYS|
PROPAGANDHL OH SNAP
2O/24BeVS aN Sow SAT/ ALLAGESSUN

- 11723 Jasper Ave«780.488.6557+Karaoke with

EQUILIBRIUM WITH
MARTIN STATIC vs 1 HITS /KUNDALING RISING ~

10/24

pe
= Karaoke with Morgan; Wed

BAR & gi

10/23

10/23 Te Rau persoTs

ST PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH « 1526-76 Ave +
780.436.1555 +People of all sexual orientations are
welcome + Every Sun (10am worship)

'WASKAHEGAN TRAIL ASSOCIATION -pcos Vila
Beaudoin
«Nov 2,7-9-30pm «Free; pre-register at ae

- (0030-102 STREET

ROBERTSON-WESLEY
UNITED CHURCH « 10209-123
St+780.482.1587«SoulOUTing:
an
LGBT-focused altern:
tive worship « and Sun
month, 7pm worship Sin,
1o-3oam;
of allsexualorientations welcome. LGBT

forparents:
cul
ea
aes+ Until Nov5,
7-9pm +
Pre-registration
required «Fee by donation
10951-170
St»Fallsocial, featuring speaker

Ser “ee INFO: 426-STAR

amrnich ive

Pool; Karaoke, opm-midnight «Thu:

OH SNAP
IN BRIX

THEREBEL SPELL /PASSENGER ACTION /DFA DEGREE/BATTERY/COBRA COMMANDER/«

YOUTH UNDERSTANDING
YOUTH «yuyedm.ca «Meets

every
Sat, 7-9pm + E:info@yuyedmca, 7 pho:
aq8.ign

27 waL OWEN

20/27 THEUNON PRESENTS ALL AGES

Oct 22-24 »Dan Quinn; Oct 29-31

PRE-PAY ACORSTICADRESSWT.

COMEDY FACTORY - Gateway Entertainment Centre,

-B0
pki)

[BUILDING WORKSHOP - BikeWorks,

DIKEMe Helpfxsomneofthedonatedbikes

fc le He ce dep,
Oct
05pe, re
BRIGHTEN
YOUR WARDROBE «BikeWorks, 0047-80 Ave,
packalley«A DIYReflective Clothing Workshop + Tue, Oct
7,7-9pm « Free(member)/$s (non-member);
pre-register at
/DHISM FOR BEGINNERS
-1002-70 Ave «

yrs]

Mahamusa meditation) book
study 2a

igcussion: every Mon’

Meditation
and practi

every
Wed 7pm +Until Nov 27, 7-8pm +Free
yopu-107 Ave, and Fl«+ A Philosophy
for living -Free «
Sat, Oct 24, 1-apm

CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION -Suite 800,

ai

for those who are supporting

member living

with a mental illness Feet
«

uts@shaw.

CHESS CLUB - 780.474.2318«
oo

oe

cise ge ludes classes, school

programs

tournaments

raiser « Oct 23,6.30pm (cocktails), 7.30pm (dinner) «$40

Presentation: Gary Gulman, Tyler Hawkins, Lars Callieou; Oct 22-25 «Hit or Miss Monday's; Oct 26 + J Chris
Newberg, Sean Lecomber, Lou Eisen; Oct 28-31

DRUID -11606
alee
Fesmdiyioe clin cben

a Comedy

Night:
eee

HYDEAWAY-Jekyll and saa
= 10209-100 Ave +

780.426.5381 » Comedy show every Tue, 9pm =$5 (door)

+ Tim Nutt; Oct-22-25 « Kevin McGrath; Oct27-Nov 1

REXALL PLACE - Dane Cook Sun,Octas,8pm

WINSPEAR CENTRE - Sir Winston Churchill Sq «

the set, hear the music, and meet cast and crew as you go
behind the scenes of Edmonton Opera's production of

780.428.1414 » winspearcentre.com + From Tears to Laugh-

ter: Sugar Sammy in support of the Uof A-Franklin Pund;
Thu, Oct 29, 7pm; $65 (orchestra /terrace)/$5s (dress circle)
Ee

+ and Thu: Illusions Social Club « 3rd Wed: Edmonton O
Society «2nd Tue: Edmonton Rainbow Business AssoaaSean 10-3 « Long Weekend

Sundays feature the Stardust

Lounge with Miss Bianca and Vanity Fair

CREATING A HEALTHY PLANET WITH A PLANT-BASED

Dust 'n'Time; Mon gpm = DJ Arrow Chaser; Tue 9pm » DJ
Dust ‘n'Time; Wed 9pm, no cover before 1opm » DJ Arrow
Chaser, Fri 8pm, no cover before 1opm +DJ Earth Shiver ‘n’

ee

y food
hah

EDMONTON GHOST TOURS « Meet in front of the

Rescue Statue next to Walterdale
eae ee? 10322-83 Ave
» Hear true stories cA
and the unknown
as we walk
ee aus itil Oct 29, Mon,
i Wal tee
pe pee

FALLTWAS

Oct 24,3-6pm
»Free

SC

Quatangist ByAve Sat,

GREEN ENERGY RALLY-Alberta Legislature, Se
steps, 10800-97 Ave »

albertanuclearfree.com

for 2 nuclear free Tene eadnd aay
premicment that
you support green energy (wind, so!

», biomass,

geothermal) »Tue, Oct 27, 12:30pm + Free

HOME:

g Spiritual Community for

/Ashbourne Assisted
De Real ae trains

me

agave
on sacred texts toenergise
you
for passionate living «"ht anda

creativity and

JANE AUSTEN SOCIETY - Edmonton
Stanley
A. MinerLibrary. orgy cAvideoofTheBeaufl
Cassandra « Sat, Oct 24, 2-4pm » Free

Sap

ae en enced

Sherwood Park«

Die

+ Lecture Series: « ArtHistory:

(fins of
inprssants erei CUMo therbrite; Sim
Oct 26, 2-4pm«Lecture Series: Art

r Symbolism and

thefin-de-sidele Femme Fatale; Sun, Nov2,2-4pm

DARK DAYS: BEHIND THE SCENES- Jubilee Auditorium « A backstage event for young professionals, view

Rigoletto « Mon, Oct 26, 6pm « $ig at artsceneedmonton.
com
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FEAR «Mill Woods Town Centre Mall, 2331-66 St «

780.413.45n1 «mwreorg «Haunted House fundraiser to

Support Mill Woods Family Resource Centre free events « Sat,

Oct'24, 25,3,12-spm; Fri,Oct30, 5-gpm « $3(single)/$6 (family,

and a silent auction; proceeds support theEdmonton Concert

before opm

FRINGE FRIGHT NIGHT - TransAlta ArtsBams « A Cool Kill
ing,NightofMayhem « Sat,Oct31,10pm

Granite Curling Club; 780.463.5942 -Running: Sun, Tue,

ofhoce

HOMEFEST 20089 «Transalta
Arts Barns, 104St,84 Ave «
homefest.ca «Lineup includes Maria Dunn, Myrol, LeFuzz,
Ben Sures, Dennis Lakusta, Songs from the Avenue, and JesBERS Su NeHMa rene erento
Earth's General Store;
jpport communi!
‘working to ensure aesnight
thhomes for ates

‘Thu; running@teamedmonton.ca « Swimming: NAIT
pool, 11762-2106 St; Tue, 8-9pm, Thu, 7:30-8:30pm; swimjonton.ca = Volleyball: Tue Recreational:
Mother Teresa Elementary School at 9008-105A, 8-10pm;
‘Thu intermediate: Amiskiwaciy Academy, 101 Airport Rd,
8-10pm; recyolleyball@teamedmonton.ca; volleyball@
teamedmonton.ca « YOGA (Hatha): Free Yoga every Sun,
2-3:30pm; Korezone Fitness, 203, 10575-115 St, yoga@
teamedmonton.ca

HOPSCOTCH -Winspear Centre «780.428.1414 +A a
of Fine Whiskey and Beer; tastings, catering, entertain-

ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB: CROSSDRESSERS 780.387.3343 « meet monthly -For info go to groupsyahoo.

circle)/$37 (remainder of

INSIDE/OUT - U of A Campus + Samerbased organiza-

37,
6pm(or) pe(uffetdine) pm (danceshow)$35
(dance ony dinne/dance at Ton the Se

‘com/group/edmonton_illusions/

tion for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-identified and queer
iets'Q) faculty, graduate student, academic,
ht
support staff « 3rdThu each month(
inter
ah Speakers Series-E: kwells@ualberta.ca

ment and a silent auction + Fri, Oct 23, 7-10pm + Proceeds

to the Edmonton Concert Hall Foundation

LAUGH FOR LIFE GALA Winspear Centre + LaughforLife.ca » Benefit for Mustard Seed/Candeo Housing
Association, featuring comedian Anita Renfroe, Lewis

24, 6pm (silent auction), ‘LekAG
alent dress
le)/$32 (upper
circle)
Hall, 10860-57 Ave « Dinner

dance «

feliving with HIV « Tue, 7-9pm: Support group «

‘in, peer

Sat,

een conbeda:}Mon,
Oct26«$50,JoyceZilinskiat

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING
CLUB -

RIDE ALBERTA SNOWMOBILE
AND ATV SHOW -

sti

«Thu,
Oct22,

Snell Hall,U ofA

Hospital,
St« Six
evnigs oflectures
forthepublic
inconand
aes “Ua 2
ee
romarr,Riverbend
Public Library «NDP nomiS odes
ee
ae.Learn about Canada’s forests with experts from the
~anadian
Forest Service «Sat,Octa4,10am-2pm«Free

PALOSOPHER'S
CAFESERIES-SteepsUrbanTea
College Plaza, 1116-82 Ave « TheTrouble with

Chester RonniCentre
eat
«
Ae

ar

Se

peng ie

gLMMTED MOW- tAlbertLegion.Tache St

Albert - ggMos General meeting with
Wonk

fmaciekda/watn:

+ Pundraiser dinner for

780.466.5709;
Ross Reekie at780.910.5599

Northlansl HspoCentra(Agriencs) «¢

fe

UNITED CHURCH - Holding mon! oof
Pee Sr isc teint

vee ye AlbeeBrownandadie
Toonflash

PRIDE CENTRE OFEDMONTON«9540-113
Ave «

el
ee
sled dealers, trailer

e)*$10of
eae
24, 7pm (door),(door),8}pe ane

Comics, NABI St.

Harbor

$15 (door)

Thu, 2-

Oct 23,230pm +$10(adv at780.980.8321},
$12(door)

bigbookstudgroup every Sat,noon « Youth Understand-

ingYouth:Up to years,
supportand
socialrouevery
s Womecepss Paantnetng

‘Trans Education/

AND HIS G-STRINGS PLUS GUESTS

MIKE PLUME BAND SAIDTHEWHALE
FOUNDATION & HEVSTONE PRESENT

HANNAH GEORGAS /TOY SINGERS

JAMES MURDOCH BAND

®

IVIEMBERS & GUESTS FACILITY

ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW «Leduc Cinema +

+ CA: Thu (7pm)+Suit Up and Show Up: AA

WE ROD

CHAMPION

Teer

780.488.3234»pridecentreofedmonton.org «
+ Open Tue-Pri

i-10pm, Sat 2-6:30pm «+ LGBT Seniors Drop-in: Every Tue/

14/01 CD RELEASE

AL/20 THE UWION PRESBITS

humnanitar-

+ 4thSun in Oct, 1230pm at the
eke vada 3

PLAYNIGHTCLUB
-10220-103 St-Open Thu, Fri, Sat

OUR FABULOUS FORESTS

2

swimming.

makingwaves_edm«Recreational/co:
Se
ec + Every Tue,

HALLOWEEN
PARTY
3 ROOM EVENT

THE PINK MOUNTAINTOPS

and 4th Sat, gam-spm each month «
feemingage 7jembership)
« Ba

ters

SCHOOL -

and other

BANDS
AS BANDS
DJS AS DJS

: HDINOSAURJR

sizer A nee

920am-6pm«!

sustainable
and
Hl

dant toad

FOUNDATION & STARLITE’'S 3RD ANNUAL

PEACEFUL CHILDREN'S HOMES IN CAMBODIA - U of A
Faculty Chub, Saskatchewan Dr, 119StTroster
«phase.

MADELEINE SANAM FOUNDATION Faculté StJean,
harm reduction in French,

Mit) CAnniES

QO/SA

JCLPRESENTS

SmallPress.
Se et

‘W01. Village Lifestyle,
Ave
+For
Holistic Practitioners, howto createa fillror

Ron528)780.450.7532 ane

THE WION PRESENTS

10/30

THE JOHNSTONES

AA/02

Lavoie (painter), the Roland Majeau Trio (music) «Sat, Oct

LIVING POSITIVE « 404, 10408-124 St - edmlivingpositive.
= 17ST IUCN STA+ Confidential peer support
Dally

HALLOWEEN
PARTY
3 ROOM EVENT

ian

A. Milner

diversty in Edmonton « Sat, Oct a4, 7-10pm + $12

HallRoundation «Fa,Oct -1opm-Ticktsat
Winspexr

Saal Gym, 10227Hee St;
FHicmvetan Wed, 6-730pm.
camp; Lynnwood
Elementary School at 15451-84 Ave;
Mon,
erates bootcamp@teamedmonton.ca « Bow!ing: Gateway Lanes, 100, 3414 Gateway Blyd; Sat, 5-7pm;
edmonton.ca » Curling: Mon, 7:15-9:1spm),

FOUNDATION & STARLITE'S 30 ANNUAL

FESTIVAL OF FINE WHISKEY AND BEER - Winspear Centre «780.428.1414 -Benefit, a night of music, tastings, catering,

of

(adult)/$6 (child under 13) at TEX on the Square

Quake; Sat8pm, nocover before 19pm « DJ Bobby Beatz;
Sun 9pm « Drag Queen Performance
Show, Sun, nocover

GLBT SPORTS AND RECREATION - teamedmonton.
a+ Women's Drop-In Recreational Badminton; Oliver

20/38

upto 4 people)

DAZZLING MULTICULTURAL SHOW - Stanley

Library Theatre,7Sir Winston Churchill Sq + Celebration

BUDDYS NITE CLUB - 1:72sB Jasper Ave = 780.483.7736 » DJ

Rm 18128 « 780,702.5137
+Fri, 22-1pmn.

Amy at 780.479.1757 or nabis.ab.ca

register at780.289.2121 (Barbara)
byOct30

Cc sgn pe Bi eins ree em

EDMONTON ESPERANTO SOCIETY - 10025-102A Ave,

10,

Albert « A sketch and write event
with Barbara Mitchell and

tion «Every Fri: Philosophy Café «Fri and Sat DJ SeXxXXy

» Sat, Oct24,9:30am=pmi «Free
pete ee
aa

Bagries= Sat, Oct 24, 6pm « $75/person or $700/table ae

Sandra Mooney-Ellerbeck «Sat, Nov 7, 930am-4pm + Pre-

oikes/Retreat/
COMMUNITY
SUPPER AND SPEAKER SERIES -

DIET-Westrnount
‘Ghurch, 13820-109A Ave «
pha taster
|lecture

Society; dinner, Highland dancers and comedian Jo

RIVER CREE RESORT AND CASINO -River Cree Resort,
Enoch « 780.930.2619«rivercreeresort.com+ The Venue: Joan
Rivers; Fri, Oct30, 8pm + Tickets available
atticketmaster

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106 St + 780.423.5014

McDougall United Church, 1025-101 St, Macdonald Dr
+ 780.428.2818 +
Dave Schroder «Thu,

CELTIC OCTOBERFEST! - Radisson Hotel Edmonton
South » 780.479.1757 + Fundraiser for NABIS, Brain Injury

10/29 ANNUAL HALLOWEEN SHOW WITH

VIOLETS
BCAATY KUT BLAZING
SEKSTON SLANG
BANDS
AS BANDS YOUNG GALAXY
DJS AS DJS BEND SINISTER

A ZOMBIE BLACKLIGHT PARTY!

COVER PAGE OF YOUR LIFE -Star ofNorth Retreat, St

CUMATE CHANGE AS A MORAL ISSUE -King’s Uni-

atucalgary.ca/

Nova Hotel, is9Airport Rd + 780.4s4.2006
»Tsunami fund-

ANKUR-MULTICULTURAL SHOW « Stanley Milner
‘Theatre «World Music and ethnic dances: Ugandan,
Kathak feIndian), Ukrainian and Salsa dances,yo:
ung,
viele layers from. pay Fiddlers (directed
)
tabla player from 0kata, India «Oct 24

Concert

versityCollege
+780.465.3500
ext8063 «Retreat
with leaders
‘rom WorldVision, A Rocha, Climate Action Network «+Mon,

Oct26,8:30am-4:30pm «

ALBERTA POLYNESIAN HERITAGE SOCIETY « Chateau

COMIC STRIP - Bourbon St, WEM «780.483.5999
Wed-Fri, Sun 8pm; Fri-Sat 10:30pm + Special

LAUGH SHOP—-Whyte © and Fi, 10368-82 Ave « 780.476.1010

UDDHISM LECTURE SERIES - SGI Culture Centre,

10045-113
St»780.434.6313»
eed

34 Ave, Calgary Trail « Thu, 8:30pm; Sat, 8pm and 10pm +
Mike Stand; Oct 22-24 « Davin Rosenblatt; Oct 29-31

Fundraiser forsupporting theLeduc Otters Swim Club« Fri,
RUTHERFORD HOUSE-DINNER AND A MOVIE

pupa seskactiewen Dra
eal ‘mealanda screening ofGeorge A.Romero's
horror,Night of theLiving Dad; you may experience
guests «Oct30,6:30pm
+$45

wit DEGREE, COBRA COMMANDER,
DJ BATTERY axWEEKLY GUESTS
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LGBT >> AGE OF CONSENT

Crime and punishment
‘“fhave an admission to make: I've got the :
hots for a sex offender. Maybe
it'shot really OK to point out
that a woman in Britain who
wes
recently convicted of
inappropriate sexual activity
with a minor is totally attractive, but the heart wants
what it wants.
The story of Helen Goddard, an

| sound like | don't buy this shit, but ac- = always assumed to be the motivating fac- :
tually | do. | totally don't think Helen Goddard should be going to
prison for 15 months, having to
register as a sex offender for
10 years or be banned from
working with children for
life. She certainly deserves to

lose her teaching job, but that

seems about it to me.
Would |feel differently if this wasn't
her female student, is hot news, probably : a lesbian relationship? | don't think so.
“because the words “lesbian,” “teacher,”: Ive seen plenty of younger girls manipu-

instructor arrested for sleeping with

*pupil’ and "sex scandal" pique the inter- : late older boys. I'm not saying that the
est of almost everyone. Salacious bent : junior in the relationship deserves the
aside, England is wondering whether a : blame, I'm just saying that maybe there's
verdict sending the woman to jail was a : no blame to be claimed.
fair one and asking when is a statutory
The fact that Goddard only had relation

: tor in scenarios like this. Yes, people make
: a lot of bad decisions in the pursuit of sex,
: but in the average-age-difference couple
: it's probably not about that. God knows
: I've seen a freight-load of my friends enter
: terrible partnerships, and sex was seldom
: the motivating factor.
: What | really can't figure out is why the
: judge who convicted her has also allowed
: her to remain in contact with the girlinhis
: verdict: "Judge Anthony Pitts. sentenced
: her to 15 months in prison, stating that the
: case was so serious that she must begin
: her imprisonment immediately. The judge
: then informed her that she can write her
: student and continue to see her after she
: is released from prison.”

rape not statutory rape? | guess when it's : ships with men before implies she wasn't :

between a hot-but-emotionally-stunted
26-year-old and a 15-year-old who claims
to have initiated the relationship. And did
| mention they're in love?

:
:
:
:

exactly a lesbian on the prowl and points
to the fact that this was about an emo
tional connection and not a physical one.
It frustrates me how succumbing to Lust is :

CLASSIFIEDS

OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY
AT 3PM
LLL
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LLCO
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This patented product
will be the next

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!
‘Great opportunity to improve
your health and wealth!

For more info call Ken

780-454-6971
www.maxtrax4u.com/kenneths

wasn't. How can the judge say that God-

Jim Taylor at 647.291.4774, zombieshortfilmfestival@gmail.com

CCC

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists
Please drop off your resume at

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!

teen was corrupted and victimized or she

Submit exhibits for consideration in the
following categories: Environmental Site
Specific Installation; Curated Group Exhibit,

10536-1224 Street

Individual or Two Artist Exhibit, and Com-

Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night). Thu (day),
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck.
Looking for reliable, responsible person.
Ph 780.907.0570

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3116
Quality music instruction since 1981.
Guitarist. Educator.
Graduate of GMCC music program
Guitar lessons available
LEARN ROCK, FOLK, COUNTRY, BLUES
$20/hour
Contact Justin T: 780. 760.7284
E; Justin.wayne.shaw@gmail.com

munity Programs are invited to participate
in 2010 at The Works Art Market and Food
Street (deadline Feb. 15, 2010) and Street Stage
(deadline Mar. 15, 2010). Application at www.
theworks.ab.ca
Inspired Creations Market
Nov 14 & 15; Looking for unique hand crafted
items, created by you. Details available at
www.inspiredcreationsmarket.com

International Songwriting Competition (ISC)
deadline extended until Dec 2, 2009. Submit

as many songs as desired, entries accepted
online, by mail, email using a MySpace
account. Info: songwritingcompetition.com,
615.251.4441, info@songwritingcompetition

Professional pianist for hire

ARTIST
TO ARTIST

Jazz, blues, classial. Trained singer, For

accompaniment, events or shows

EDUCATIONAL
FILM AND TV ACTING

Learn from pro's how to
act in Film and TV
Full-time training.
1-866-231-8232
www.vadastudios.com

FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
ARTIST/NON PROFIT CLASSIFIEDS
Need a volunteer? Forming an acting troupe?
Want someone to jam with? Place up to 20 words
FREE, providing the ad is non-profit. Ads of more
than 20 words subject to regular price or cruel
editing Free ads must be submitted in writing, in
person or by fax. Free ads will run for four weeks,
ifyou want to renew or cancel please phone Glenys at 780.426.1996/fax 780.426.2889/e-m office@
yueweekly.com or drop it off at 10303-108 St.
Deadline is noon the Tuesday before publication.

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH
ENGLISH: We train you to teach. 1000's of jobs
around the world. Next in-class or ONLINE by
correspondence. Jobs guaranteed. 7712-104 St.
Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

ORDER
FORM

Art from the Unknown. Emerging artists call
780.414.0702 for submission package

Te

a

ee

VOLUNTEER
Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old.
youthvolunteer.ca

Campus Food Bank Trick or (Trjeat Food Drive;
Sat, Oct 31, 5-8pm; ETLC E1-0003 (Engineer-

ing Teaching and Learning Complex), U of A;
Volunteers walk door-to-door, collecting food
bank donations; to volunteer E: volunteer@
edmontonbikes.ca

CLASSIFIEDS FOUR LINES FOR $20

EXTRAS

OBolding $%
ra

Placement will depend upon availableSpace

AJ Barlow 780.299.6252

WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly
jam on the second Sunday of the month at 9119228A Ave. Rock, country & old time music Ph.
780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com
Ss

| Caps $4

FORM OF PAYMENT

Ocash O Cheek
Check: SAE
oMasterard
Card#.

OlExtraline$4
OBox Word Ad $4

Name___
Addres:

Oi Symbols $4

Ph.

Ser

stal Code_

Phone 780.426.1996 from 9am to 5pm Mon-Fri * Email rob@vueweekly.com * Stop by 10303-108 St. Edmonton
Deadline Tues at Noon +Please print legibly on lines at right * Up to 45 characters per line « Every letter, space or mark counts as one character + Allow one space following punctuation
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also saying she can see the girl as soon

: others twice their age.

: According to one article | read, (
: dard had a sheltered life and 3 Staunct

to prohibit their contact, so either he
: believes her to be a sex offender or he
: doesn't, but how can it be both? How
can it be healthy and allowable for their
relationship to continue? Perhaps the
: judge realized that the complexities of a
: romantic relationship actually extend be: yond what the justice system allows for.
: A legislated number in a book has little
: understanding of human emotions.
: Age of consent laws are frustrat: ing. They seem to send so many of the
: wrong people to jail while wasting valu: able resources. Maturity is too hard to
t measure with a number, wisdom isn't
: simply about experience and miles on
: this earth—it's about approach, insight,
= openness, the ability to learn and adapt,
: knowledge of faults and independence.
; Experience is important too, but a lot of

The Zombie Short Film Festival (Oct 30 in
Toronto) is currently seeking submissions
from all over the world. Film must be less
than 25 mins long and must involve zombies
in some way. All styles are welcome, on DVD
in NTSC format. $20 (CAD) submission fee.
Info: zombieshortfilmfestival.com or contact

GRBX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
PTL

Britain's laws are the same as Canada's,
the girl was 15 and that is wrong, as the
regulations plainly tell us. But either the

dard deserves a prison sentence while:? people have had more experience +)
as she gets out? It was within his power

// OCT 22 - OCT 28, 2009

Do you remember someone who believed in
you when you were a child? Be that person in a
child's life today. All it takes is one hour a week,
which may not be much to you but will make
all the difference in the life of achild. Be a Big
Brother or Big Sister! Be 2 Mentor! Call Big
Brother Big Sister today. 780.424.8181

Canadian Mental Health Association / Board
Recruiting 2009 Learn about our community
work: www.cmha-edmonton.ab,ca

Volunteer with the Aboriginal Health Group.
Plan events (like Aboriginal Health Week,
Speaker Series). Promote healthy habits to high
school students. Set up events. E: abhealthgroup@gmail.com; aboriginalhealthgroup.org

i church upbringing that some tho
had led to her being not as mat ie
she should have been. Her lawyer
<3;
she was less mature than her age and

many of the girls sat the school,

expensive
private” institution, ere
mature far beyond their years. if th,

; true, wouldn't their mental mat,
? meet somewhere in the middle?
: lam not suggesting for a minute th

: Helen Goddard didn't do somati
: very wrong. She shouldn't be a teach

: if for no other reason than her terri).

: impulse control and for betraying
: trust of her students and their paren
: But jail and the label of sex offende

: are too heavy a price. No one's interes}.
j are served by Helen Goddard sitting ;,
: a prison cell. W
ee
Deep Freeze, Jan 9-10, winter festival, need vy.
teers; contact Judy 780 496 1913; artsonthex

Volunteers needed for Global Visions Film Fesi_
Nov 5-8. www.globalvisionsfestival.com/vohintec
CNIB's Friendly Visitor Program needs vol.
to Help and be asi ited guide with a friend)
voice. If you can help someone with visior
visit cnib.ca or call 780, 453.8304

Bicycle Mechanic Volunteers for Bissell ©
co
ity homeless or near homlessness
berson Mon, Wed, Fri, 9am-1zpm. Contact Lind

780.423.2285 ext 134

Fun and Inspiring
Employment

]

Public Outreach is offering great positions for anyone
looking to gain valuable work experience in a fun and
flexible environment.

|

As part of an Outreach Team, you will engage in meaning-|
ful dialogue in order to promote sustainable funding on
behalf of our select group of non profits. Our Teams enjoy
working outdoors in a dynamic and interactive atmo|
sphere, on behalf of causes they feel passionately abou!
With flexible scheduling, excellent training, and scholar-|
ships this is an ideal employment

opportunity!

|

$12 / Hour

|

guaranteed wage

.

To apply, please send resume with cover letter

to edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca
or call 780.436.9896
www.publicoutreach.ca

Print your ad here:

: bubonic plague titles. So | don't think
: I'm really comfortable seeing the phrase
: applied to, say, labia. "Erogenous zones"
= throw a party.
+ itself is a phrase so redolent of the ‘70s
: I think | found your article. It's by Judy : | can't help imagining anyone who talks
? Dutton, who is, not at all coincidentally, : about them as a mustachioed gent in
= the author of the book Redbook’s 500 : a denim and corduroy patchwork bell-

: effect both of Viagra and regular old
: sexual arousal It just doesn't particularly
t follow that nasal play adds to sexual
:: arousal. And | wouldn't pursue it during,
flu season.
: Navel: "Your navel and your clitoris have
: a lot in common: in the womb, these two

: In the event that you do need such a list,
} here are some non-genital sexually re‘sponsive spots for your perusal: nipples,
: necks, ears, armpits, lower backs, inner
thighs, backs of knees, feet. Some of : Sex Tips. | guess | had Redbook filed as a : bottomed suit. And that is not in the hot :: regions grow from the same tissue, linkthese are “erogenous” simply be- = "ladies" magazine but upon closer exami- : zone, not for me. So, not knowing what : ing them neurologically in adulthood." |

dont

ch a thing os erogenous

ones? What would it take
+r something
tobeareal erog‘ous zone? And is itworth learn-

> these toturn my husband on? We hav:

5 goodsexlifebutsometimesit does seem
f

just touch the same places th

same way all the time.

ove,

,

Looking

Dear Look:
all, don't do that. You don't need a list
of unlikely or downright unerotic body
parts to inspire you to branch outa little.

cause they are adjacent to more : nation it's more Cosmo (Dutton was an : to call them, here are some of the, uh, :: have no idea what this person is talking
traditionally eroticized areas = editor there, too) than McCall's. | found : places in the article:
: about. Also, lots of people cannot bear
(by the time someone's got to ? more "6 filthy things men want you : Big toe: We've already established that : to have their navels prodded. It's just
your inner thigh it's a pretty : know" and "6 essential sex techniques : toes and feet are both sexually respon- : too ... internal. "It feels like you're touchgood bet he's going to keep : you've never heard of and "The top 26 : sive (to varying degrees) and the object + ing my soul,” an old boyfriend once said.
going) and/or because the skin + mistakes you're making in bed" articles :> of enormous sexual interest, but we have > "And |don't want you to."
there is thin and well-supplied : from Redbook than | could count, though : not established that there Is any merit : We don't really have to go on, do we? |
with both blood vessels and nerve- : it appears the Redbook editors would :: whatsoever to "reflexology." Sothereisno : have nothing against Redbook, but these?
endings. Some do seem to have their ? have no trouble totting them up. There = merit to the claim made here that stimu- : list-type articles are a perennial favouown independent set of erotic responses : was even a “Top 40: excerpts from our = lating them “activates reflexology path- : rite of lazy magazine editors, and writers
: (fingers, toes). And while we're at the : steamilest sex articles." And in addition to := ways connected to your genitals." Nor do : gamely do their best to produce them,
! toes, some body parts seem to have : what | think was our article, there were + we know that pressing on the soles of the : month after month after month. | once
; sex lives all of their own, quite divorced : like six other Redbook offerings on erog- : feet can "cause energy to ‘bubble up! the i had a job writing lists just a tiny bit like
: from those of any nearby genitals. Feet : enous or "hot zones.”
? legs to the genitals." I'm not sayingit can't, : this one for an only-just-passibly-reputa:t have their own admirers and magazines : The Hot Zone was one of the books | : mind you. Just that there's no particular : ble men's magazine, and you know how |
: managed it?
q and special party nights at the sex clubs : read a few years ago while on an infec- + reason for it to do so.
: and 4 720 000 Google hits: They don't = tious diseases kick, after |had exhausted :: Nose: Swelling of the mucus mem- : | made them up
: need a good address near the genitals to : my household's considerable stock of : branes in there is a fairly common side : Love, Andrea
The Support Network: Volunteer today to be a
Distress Line Listener. Apply on line at www.
thesupportnetwork.com or call 780.732.6648

to fillvolunteer positions and individuals tosit
- ona fund raising committee for 2010 events.

780.4552,
8

er

Se
ey

The Learning Centre

sa @\VA

Guerrilla Gardening need volunteers. E: theur-

ti

a

bangreening@gmail
com, T: 780.432.6181 for info.

ire

Faceboole http;//edmontongg blogspot.com

4

ee

Association: seek-

ingamartist orarts& craftsperson that would be
willing tocommit 2hrs
to the instructionoftheir passion toadult i
learners

Edmonton Bicycle Commuters (EBC) is looking

for people to help at the shop or with other tasks.
Contact: info@edmontonbikes.ca

é wi

intheinner city. Denis Lapierre 780.429.0675,
diJearningcentre@shaw.ca

meee
eee
Dr’s Appointment Buddy~Accompany new refuce immigrants

totheir medical appointments

give support and assist withpaperwork.
Thu,

10:30am-2:30pm. Transportation not required.

Leslie 780.432.137, ext 357

SERVICES

SACRED Edmonton Society; sacredeatingdisor-

ders,com; An Eating Disorder Intensive Recovery
for those with anorexia or with bulimia.
E- sacred6@telus.net; T: 780.429.3380
Have you been affected by another person's sexual

P.A.LS. Project Adult Literacy Society needs
volunteers i eraeptimatatietutents in
the
ESL English as a Second Language Program.
780.424.5514; training and materials are provided

SCARS: Second Chance Animal Rescue Society.
Our dogs are TVstars! Watch Global
TV every

Sat at 9:45 AM where new, wonderful dogs will be
profiled. scarscare.org
BISSELL CENTRE Community
inneed of basic
daily items, please bring: coffee, sugar, powdered

creamer, diapers, baby formula toBissell Centre
East, 10527-96St,Mon-Fri, 8:30am-4:30pm

People between 18-55, suffering from depression
or who have never suffered from depression are
needed asresearch volunteers. Volunteers prefer-

girls!
Chal with 100's of HOT naughty

behaviour? S-Anon isa 12-Step fellowship for the

family members and friends of sex addicts. Call
780.988.4411 for Edmonton area meeting locations
and information, sanon.org

SACE-Public Education Program: Sexual Assault
Centre of Edmonton (sace.ab.ca) provides crisis

calgary 403-313-3311 b

ce
Nightiing.

intervention, info, counseling, public education.

T: 780.423.4102/F: 780.421.8734/E: info@sace.ab.ca;
sace.ab,ca/24 Hour Crisis Line: 780.423.4121

Other Cities 1-877-834-4044

| 780-665-656
Matile pay,

IRE” to 96669"

monton.ab.ca Education Program offer workshops
to give skills to intervene
with people who may be
at nsk for suicide. Follow the links to ASIST or call

pensation provided forparticipation. 780,407.3906

780.414.6300

Fe

7 BABES
ah

_*

“

‘ate

~
HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS required for stud-

s)

ies at UofA. Call 780.407.3906; E: UofADep@

403-313-3330

gmail.com. Reimbursement provided

1-900-451-3333.

U of Aisseeking major depression sufferers interested in
pati in aresearch study. Call
780.407.3906; E: UofADep@gmail.com

jfse-org

“The Support Network: Volunteer
today tobe a
Distress Line Listener.
on line thesupport-

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HELP LINE 24
Hours a Day-7 Days a Week If you want to

network.com or call 780.732.6648

stop using, we can help

Yolarterwith Edmonton Mennonite Seite

Toll free: 1.877.463.3537

‘or

Newcomers,

immigrant

Children an

aidReeee a Rorcieork dub.

Contact Phillip Deng at780.423.9516 orpdeng@
emen.ab.ca

3

Volunteer drivers and kitchen help urgently
needed. If you're available weekdays, 1oam-1pm

call Meals on Wheels. 780.429.2020

CANADIAN LIVER FOUNDATION
islooking for
enthusiastic volunteers for
ions
Special events. Call Carmen at780.444.1547

Sessions

“clea. E: volunteer@chi

Info; chimoproj-

rT

780-665-0808
Edmonton

Local: 780.421.4429

[__ Fotenounseeesgronmes |

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FOOD BANK

eee

ADULT

bastpica lie,
LOCAL CHAT. CALL FREE: code 2315

ALL HOT SEXY BABES
Try it FREE! 18+
780.665.0808
403.313.3330
STEAMWORKS GAY & BIMENS BATHHOUSE.

i

clients achieve specific

‘“

Canadian Mental Health Association, cmha-ed-

ably, must notbetaking any medication, smoking,
i
and not have a

youth of all

|

Edmonton

Are you an Intemational Medical Graduate seeking licensure?
The Alberta International Medical
Graduates Association is here to help. Support,
study groups, volunteer opportunitis
i
creating change for tomorrow. aimga.ca

11745 JASPER AVE. 780.451.5554
WWW.STEAMWORKSEDMONTON.COM

———

1005S OF HOT LOCAL SINGLES
It's FREE to try! 18+
780.669.2323
‘
403.770.0990

780.413.7122 | »

#1 SEXIEST CHAT!
Call now! FREE to try! 18+

780.665.6565
403313.33N
.
AS
SS
eS
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1.900.451.2853
{75min/S24*)
TryCruden Textferfree.Fext“xara”tnSFREE ~ wrura.oruinaine.ce
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Libraray

presents

November16 & 17
\foladat=laa MA ielsi ars!

SIT)
oN (ot-wANUlelicelaiulag

a~

For tickets contact:

780-451-8000 or

www.ticketmaster.ca

*

Opening performance by
Jenn Beaupre

=

(OeTarelelelam ee milseiny!
www.moscowballetcanada.com
Title Event Sponsor
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VUEWEEKLY.COM
VUETUBE // GRADY

: MUSIC // VUEFINDER
+ Live show slide shows. This week: Moby, Propagandhi.

:FILM//SIDEVUE
+ Best of 2000s: Horror by Josef Braun

3Josef Braun examines how thehorror genre has changed in the new millenu"

:We're listening, so let's talk. Join the conversation on Facebook
:Join our Vue Weekly Facebook group.

> Restaurant reviews, features, searchable and easy to use.

: dishhweekly.ca

DEATH RACE 2010
NO COVER ACOUSTIC EVERY SATURDAY
AFTERNOON FROM 4-6 PM. BIG ROCK PINTS $3.75.

_. SATURDAY OCTOBER 3!
SEAN BREWER
2// UP FRONT
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SOUTHTOWN HYUNDAI
call anytime

[.0//.002./599 visit us at JUL
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In the Box
EDITORIAL

rgency is nee ded
Se ae

SCOTT HARRIS
// SCOTT@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ways, pointing to "professional activ- :
ists;” questioning whether a protester

Ao: who has ever experienced the
xcessive control, aggravating infantility and frustrating farce that passes

or had punched himself in the face for :
effect and “unmasking” alleged ring- :
leader Joe Cressy, a campaigner with the :

YOU WONT BE NEEDING
THE VACCINE, MR SWANN,
THE LIBERAL PARTY
IN THIS PROVINCE
COULDN'T CATCH A COLD

had indeed been bloodied by security :

for democratic discourse in the House of
€ommons (or the provincial legislature,

for that matter) likely couldn't help but
feel at least a small amount of satisfaction at the October 26 “disruption” of
Question Period.
The protest, loosely organized in "flash
mob'style and involving a group of some
200 activists—alternately referred to by
media as either “youth” or “students,”
since the two are, of course, interchangeable—was an attempt to impress upon
members of the House the urgency of
the Climate change issue and its myriad
impacts. Individually and as a group, the
activists disrupted the proceedings of
the House for several minutes by heck-

ling and chanting before being forcibly
removed by security. Six were detained
and given one-year bans from the build-

ing and one protester from Edmonton
had his face bloodied in the process.
But while the activists were attempting to peacefully bring to the attention
of MPs the pressing need for immediate and serious action, some of the corporate media coverage of the protest
quickly devolved down asinine alley-

Polaris Institute, for his ties to the NDP, :
since, you know, involvement with a political party removes your otherrightsas
acitizen.
The latter investigation arises because
some of the chants were in support of

;
:
:
;

the NDP’s private member's bill C-3u1, :
an attempt to set emissions reductions
at 25 percent below 1990 levels by 2020
and 80 percent by 2050 ahead of the
Copenhagen meetings in December
which was stalled by the Conservatives
and most Liberals. The whole thing was,

:
:
:
:
:
:

therefore, an NDP stunt. Of course for :

that to make sense most of the coverage :
also ignored the other chants in support :
of indigenous rights and climate jus- :
tice—irrelevant side issues, to be sure.
But what the young activists—the de- ;

mographic often maligned for its political apathy—were doing was something
we need more of in this country: people
not willing to sit quietly while politicians

:
:
:
:

dither as we approach critical climatic
tipping points which disproportionately impact indigenous people and the
world's poor. We desperately need more
urgency, and less decorum. W

,
:
:
:
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Vue Weekly welcomes reader response, whether critical or complimentary. Send your opinion by mail (Vue Weekly,
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10303 - 108 Street, Edmonton AB TsJ 317), by fax (780.426.2889) or by email (letters@vueweekly.com). Preference
given to feedback about articles in Vue Weekly, We reserve the right to edit for length and clarity.
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everal international organizations,
including the WorldWatch Institute,
strongly encourage people to stop eating
meat in order to conserve resources and
help end hunger ("Go Paleolithic,” Oct
22 - Oct 29, 2009). According to WorldWatch, "[MJeat consumption is an inefficient use of grain—the grain is used more
efficiently when consumed by humans.
Continued growth in meat output is dependent on feeding grain to animals, creating competition for grain between affluent meat-eaters and the world's poor.”
While millions of people are starving,
about a billion more are overweight
and suffering from health problems
like high cholesterol or high blood
:
; pressure. If more people eat a vegan
«
diet, there will be more resources, fewer
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health problems and less animal suffering. See GoVeg.com to learn more.
Heather Moore
Research Specialist, People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals
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TRANSPARENCY AT RISK WITH BILL

ecently, there has been a lot of talk
bout Bill so, the Electric Statutes
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Amendment Act. For those who don't
know, this bill outlines certain electricity generators and transmission
lines in the province and designates
them as "critical transmission infrastructure.” A critical infrastructure

designation means that the regulatory body that approves and denies
certain projects, in this case power
lines, cannot refuse approval of a

transmission

line because,

in the

board's opinion, it does not meet the
needs of Alberta or is not in the public interest. This is almost verbatim
from the text of the actual bill. It is
the lack of public input and the inability of the regulatory body to act
in the true public interest that makes
Bill 50 such a hot topic.
There are currently plans from the
government of Alberta to upgrade the
provincial electrical infrastructure.
Bill 50 outlines some of the projects
being developed and will cover future
"critical infrastructure’ upgrades as

well. The approval of a transmission
line involves numerous factors and
involves input from many “interested
parties." The public input into this is
essential because it is ultimately the
general public who will have power
lines on or near their land or busi-

ness. According to many sources, it
will be the consumers of the electric
ity (residences, business, industry)
that will absorb the costs from this in-

frastructure upgrade. Whether or not
the infrastructure

upgrade is really

needed or is being done in the best
manner, and regardless of how much
rates may increase, it is the govern

ment of Alberta's lack of recognition
for public input into their own in
frastructure that is most concerning
about this bill. Even for those who a:
not aware of the issues, the regulatory
board that is supposed to act on their
behalf, the Alberta Utilities Commis
sion cannot deem a project "not in the
public interest.”

This is a flawed piece of legislation

that will cause a lack of transparency
in the government which is supposed
to act in the public's interest.
The Legislative Assembly of Alberta
resumed on October 26. The bill has
not yet been passed and there is still
enough time to let your MLA, the premier and the minister of energy know
that the citizens of Alberta havea right
to say what happens in their province.
Humphrey Banack

President,
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Stepping it up a notch

Two years after their first high-profile Alberta action,
Vue looks at Greenpeace's recent escalation
of tactics
DAVID BERRY
/(ORVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM

could lay any number of adjec-

Y tives at the feet of Greenpeace's
Edmonton branch, but one thing you

certainly couldn't accuse them of being
isquiet. Inthelittle
over two years that
thenotoriousworldwideenvironmental
group has been operating in our province, they have been relentlessly ring-

ing the bell on global climate change
and Alberta's increasingly prominent
role in the problem, doing anything

from publishing a steady stream of reports on the Fort McMurray tar sands’

effects on the environment and the
viability of a green Alberta economy
to hanging banners off the High Level
Bridge and rappelling into Progressive

next option is to use international pressure on that local government.”

Conservative conventions.
Yet even for the group's provocative

past, their recent actions involving the
occupation of tar sands mining facilities and upgraders stand out as something unique. Though direct action and

civil disobedience has a long history
worldwide in everything from labour
movements to national independence
struggles, and has long been a tactic
of Greenpeace globally, protests of this
but the lesson we took away was that we
nature are virtually unheard of in Alneed to get the word out more that this
berta’s recent history.
is not ‘secure’ oil, that it comes with a
One could tell that much if only from
huge price.”
the government's response. In light of
His sentiments are echoed by Mike
the most recent Greenpeace action, an
Hudema, the local point-man for Greenearly October protest that involved oc- _Peace and arguably Canada's most
cupying the Shell upgrader site in Fort
prominent tar sands activist.
Saskatchewan, the Alberta government
“Ithink once people start hearing some
has made noise about pursuing harsher
of the statistics around the tar sands,

punishments for these kinds of actions,

and has even brought up the spectre of
using anti-terrorist measures to keep
protestors off sites in Alberta. While
many are quick to point out that the
legislative branch of government

has

no place influencing the judicial, and
that such bluster represents an oftenused and poorly-conceived plan to avoid
the issues at stake while attempting to
delegitimize normal and healthy politi-

cal dissent, the mere fact such wind is
blowing is a clear indication that these
occupations ruffle feathers to a greater
degree than Greenpeace's other actions
in the province,

start seeing the pictures of just how devastating this is, they're very willing to
start pushing their politicians and their
companies to get out of such a destructive project,” he says, pointing towards
recent developments such as the pressure from opposition parties in Norway
to pull their national oil company, Statoil, away from tar sands development,
and last year's signing ofa resolution to
avoid the use of fuels with a high carbon
cost by 850 American mayors.

But while both Hudema and Cox point
out that climate change and the tar
sands' role in it is a global problem that
demands global attention and solutions,
this grasping for international attention
is underscored by a very unfortunate
reality in the province: that domestic
efforts to address climate change and
slow down the tar sands often amount
to nothing.
.
“Environmentalists have tried talking to the government, giving reports
to the government, working with the
government's various committees and
bodies—nothing has made a dent,” says
Laurie Adkin, a University of Alberta
professor and expert on environmental
movements who has been an outspoken supporter of Greenpeace's recent
actions and a critic of the government's
heavy-handed response. "If you've tried
everything that you can try locally, and
you don't have the resources of the

governing party and the multinational
corporations that are benefitting in the

thetarsands. “Itwasdisappointing, be- short term and you're up against very

cause we have been doing all this work,

complacent political culture, then the

As Hudema explains, the attempt to
draw international pressure through
these particularly high-profile occupations is indeed a result of Greenpeace
and other environmental
groups
meeting a stone wall when trying to
effect change through more standard
political means.
"We do a lot of lobbying, meeting with
political officials, outreach, education,
but you see the direction our government is moving. The government both
on a provincial and federal level are
pushing for development as quickly
as possible,” he points out. "When the
government doesn't listen to all of those
traditional forms of political dialogue, I
think civil disobedience and direct action is a needed and necessary tactic.”
It certainly seems to work elsewhere.
Ed Thompson is an activist with Climate
Camp, a UK-based direct action group
that has done everything from campin protests—actions where protestors
live in a sustainable camp near the site
of what's being protested, to show a viable alternative—to occupations of coal
plants and corporate headquarters in an
effort to get the British government to
confront the issues of climate change.
"The classic line is that this is a democracy and that our tactics have no place
in this country,” Thompson says of opposition to their tactics. "For years and
years and years we've had climate NGOs
and development NGOs that have been
campaigning and the government announced new runways, new coal-fired
power stations and doesn’t want much
to do with renewable energy.
“We encourage action on all fronts,
but at the end of the day, direct action
has proven to be one of the most effective tactics, because the media just flock
towards it. Through direct action, we've
really put those issues on the table,”

Thompson adds, pointing to recent victories such as UK company E.ON abandoning plans to build a coal-fired power
plant and BAA's decision to not pursue
another landing strip for Heathrow airport, both issues that Climate Camp has
worked to change.
Considering the media attention
Greenpeace has garnered for the occupations, it would seem to be working
just as well here. But there are drawbacks, especially in Alberta's climate. As
Adkin points out, there is a long history
in the province of people resenting be-
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ing told what to do with our resources,

a sentiment the government is only too

happy to exploit to its own ends. Still,
she feels that, so long as Greenpeace
gets the word out to the international
community and keeps up its education
and lobbying work, in the long runthese
direct action protests can only help the
cause of changing Alberta's approach to
the tar sands.
"The Alberta government will say, ‘We
don’t care what other people think; we
know better,’ and some Albertans may
agree, but what's really going to make
the difference is if there is a market response: if, for instance, the importers
of oil in the United States search for different sources or switch to alternative
kinds of energy,” she points out. “What's
really going to become critical [on a local level] is whether Greenpeace can
demonstrate that there are alternatives

that don't involve impoverishment or

worsening standards of living for Albertans. There has been a lot of work done

on this, it's just a matter of drawing attention towards it.
“Really though,” she adds, when asked
to sum up the impacts of the protests,
“environmentalists in this province
have tried everything to this point, and
you can see the effects. It's hard to see
how this could make things worse." W
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After Bhumibol

Death of the ailing Thai monarch would estabalize already-tense political situation —

People get long jail sentences in Thai-: that remains. His death would make
land for criticizing the royal family, so the : matters much worse.
The crisis is the result of democracy.
Thai media have been silent on the
Thailand has become a semiquestion of what happens after
Bicone. country—average
the death of King Bhumibol
income has risen 40-fold
Adulyadej. But the king is 81
since Bhumibol came to the
years old and he has been in
hospital for a month now, so

ward throne—but

there are widespread fears
that he is dying. Two weeks
ago the Bangkok stock market
fell by eight Percent in a day on
rumours that his health is worse than
the palace admits.

most

of the

population is still rural and

quite poor. Their votes used
to be bought by powerful local

politicians and delivered to which-

ever urban-based party paid the highest
: price, but no more.
Bhumibol has been on the throne for : As the people of the overwhelmingly

63 years and he is universally revered. : rural north

and north-east acquired

Thailand is three years into the worst : more education and sophistication, they
political crisis it has seen since it became : started using their votes to back politia more or less democratic country two : cians who promised to defend their indecades ago, and the king is just about : terests and not just those of the Bangthe only unifying and stabilizing factor : kok-based economic elite. In 2001, they

: elected a populist politician of humble i coup in 2006. Since then, Thailand has :Maybe it’s true, although there are sus
; Picions that he actively supported the
= origins called Thaksin Shinawatra as = been in permanent crisis.
Thaksin was convicted of corruption : 2006 coup rather than just acquiesc! prime minister.
in
questionable
circumstances
and
now
: ing in it. (Again, that cannot be openly
Thaksin
had
made
a
fortune
in
telecom:
;
: munications, and he probably couldn't have : lives in exile. Hispolitical party, Thai Rak : discussed in Thailand. A well-known for:
Thai,
was
forced
to
disband
after
being
: mer journalist, Daranee Charnchoeng: won the elections if he wasn't rich. But he
: did govern in the interests of the poor, and : found guilty of "electoral fraud" by the : silpakul, was recently sentenced to 18
:
Constitutional
Court,
whose
impartiality
: years in prison after she suggested in a
: he was reelected with an increased major: ity in 2005. It was how you would expect a : in this case is open to question. However, : public speech that the king had backed
: maturing democracy to work, for the poor : Thaksin's supporters remain devoted to = the coup.) At any rate, the king's death
: him, and when the army allowed Thais d would greatly deepen the crisis, for his
: always outnumber the rich.
:” But you would also expect a backlash i to vote again at the end of 2007, anew = likely successor is not loved.
= from the traditional ruling elite, and it : party that was essentially a continuation : Crown Prince Maha Vajiralongkorn has
led a turbulent personal life, including
= came in the form of the People's Alliance : of Thai Rak Thai won the election.
: of Democracy (PAD), a yellow-shirted : The voters had got it wrong again, so : three marriages. His attitude has probably
not been improved by living for S7 years
the
crisis
continued.
Two
successive
:
movement
that
actually
aimed
to
roll
:
:
: back democracy. By provoking confron- : prime ministers who were standing in for : in the shadow of his father. He would be a
: perfectly serviceable constitutional mon
the
exiled
Thaksin
were
forced
to
resign
tations
in
the
streets
with
Thaksin's
sup:
:
arch in normal times, but the Thai people
: porters (who took to wearing red shirts), : by PAD demonstrations and occupations :
: the PAD created a pretext for its allies : that included a blockade of both of Bang- : have decided, fairly or unfairly, that they
do not like him-very much.
: in the army to seize power in a military :: kok's airports. The new pro-Thaksin party c

: was also forced to shut down by the Con- : Vajiralongkorn is so lacking in the re-

anew : spect that has enabled his father to play
: government was Installed that was more : a mediating, calming role that there are
: those who quietly suggest that his sister,
Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn, might
erform the.duties of the monarchy bet: The PAD's urban, middle-class support
: ers can control the streets of the capi- : er, It's not impossible. Thai law has been
> tal (with some help from the army) and : changed to allow women to occupy the
: even overthrow governments they don't : throne, and the constitution leaves the
: like, but they cannot force the rural ma- 3 final right to designate an heir to the 19-

: stitutional Court, and late last year

: to the taste of the yellow-shirts.

: jority to abandon its own loyalties. The : member Privy Council of senior advisors
= country is dangerously polarized and po- : to the king.
= litically paralyzed—and many Thais be- : They are unlikely to change the suc= lieve that only King Bhumibol can hold : cession, but the mere fact that it could
: happen introduces another element of
t the country together.
: uncertainty and potential conflict into

: the equation. Which gives Thais another
: reason to pray for Bhumibol’s recovery.
The almost daily reports from the pal-

: ace on the king's condition are always up: beat, but there have been references to

: a "lung inflammation,” which is a delicate
= way of saying pneumonia. That is poten-

: tially a killer in a man of his age, and the
: worries of the Thai public are justified

3

Britney Spears

: Long live the King! W

Sexy Chic

: Gwynne Dyer is a London-based independent
: journalist whose articles are published in 45

David Guetta
3 TiK ToK
Ke$ha
4 Throw Ya Hands Up
Stereos
5 Hotel Room Service
Pitbull

= countries, His column appears each week in
> Vue Weekly.
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// ALBERTA UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ELECTIONS

The new Guy at AUPE

Activist takes the reins of Alberta's largest union
tion, direct government services and
at our municipal levels and so every
member is being affected.”
Since almost all members are in some
way employed by the Alberta govern-

AN
largest union has a new
pice. Longtime union activist Guy
Smith was elected on October 23 as the

ment, facing so many simultaneous
cuts can bea difficult balance but Smith
looks forward to an open dialogue.
"We need to share ideas and perspectives and even if we can't come to an
agreement we know where each of us
stands," he said. "We want proper public
services, I would think the government
of Alberta would have the same goal.”
Representing over 72 000 workers
across the province, AUPE has the potential to speak with a loud voice in
resisting the cuts, and if Smith has his

new president ofthe Alberta Union of
Public Employees (AUPE), besting in-

cumbent Doug Knight at the union's
biennial convention.
And if Smith has his way, Albertans

will be hearing a lot more from AUPE.
Smith's closing campaign speech to
members put Alberta on notice, pointing to the need to step up grassroots

activism, media presence and action on

provincial budget cuts. With 20 years of
activism behind him his election could
mean a much more involved and vocal
presence from the union.
"It's about a vision and a plan of action,” said Smith, who rallied the members attending the weekend convention to oppose hospital closures, cuts
to education, privatization and other
looming threats.
Smith is taking onthe leadership role
at a time when the Alberta government is looking at hospital closures,
public staffing cuts and potential
wage freezes, a tough environment
Smith says was part of the reason he
decided to run.
“Leare deeply about the union and the
future of it. The political environment

TECH LAW >> NET

of AUPE was getting tougher. With cuts
coming I knew we would need strong
leadership and that given the choice
the members would elect a stronger
leader," he said.
Smith sees the cuts as the immediate
concern that AUPE needs to address.
"There is the major issue with trying
to stop the closures of Alberta hospitals
but beyond that there are cuts happen-

ing right now across the board: educa-

way, the membership will be ready.
"My first major task is to reconnect
with our members, get them aware of
why they need to get involved and have
them involved in the processes of the
union to make us as strong as possible

a collective,”
Smith said he wants to provide more
organizing staff and support structures to union locals to ensure they
have the resources to educate and mobilize their members.
Smith also sent a message to the media, saying, "Sharpen your pencils, get
out your microphones, and start your
cameras rolling, because you're going to
be hearing alot more from AUPE.” VW

The release last week of the Canadian
Radio-television and Telecommunications
report

on

Internet

traffic management—known as
the net neutrality decision—
attracted national attention.
Canadians, Internet service
providers and politicians debated whether the regulator
had struck the right balance in
addressing how ISPs manage In-

: deep-packet inspection for anything
other than traffic management purposes.
By also prohibiting the disclosure of
suchinformation, thecommission
ensured

that inspecting

user

traffic cannot be partayed into
marketing opportunities.
These conditions ensure
that traffic managementis not
a free-for-all. The days of ISPs
arguing they can do whatever
ternet traffic.
they please on their networks—as
While some headlines seemed to suggest : some intimated during the summer hearthat the CRTC has given Canada’s ISPs the : ing—are over.
green light to do as they please, the reality :
is that the decision establishes several no- : With the CRTC framework in place,
table requirements and restrictions.
: it now falls to Industry Minister Tony
First, the commission adopted a new : Clement to become more engaged on
test to determine reasonable traffic man- : the issue. Both the Liberals and NDP
agement practices. Where a consumer : have expressed support for net neutralcomplains, ISPs will be required to de- : ity and some groups have renewed their
scribe their practices, demonstrate their : demands for new legislation.
necessity and establish that they discrim- : Yet Clement can advance the issue in
inate as little as possible. The CRTC add- : several meaningful ways without tabling
ed that targeting specific applications or : a bill. Critics of the CRTC approach rightly
protocols may warrant investigation and : note that the onus falls to consumers to
slowing down time-sensitive traffic likely : compile evidence of traffic management
violates current Canadian law.
: practices that run afoul of the commis:
Second, the commission rejected argu- : sion's test and file complaints.
ments that the market would ensure ISPs : When asked about the issue last week

: in the House of Commons, Clement stat-

? ed that he is "watching those providers
? very closely and | do not want to see a

and their impact on Internet speeds.
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NEUTRALITY DECISION

CRTC ends Net free-for-all
Commission's

makers
offabulous things attwo
convenient locations inthe Heart of.
"Strathcona

: situation where consumers are put at
: risk in terms of their access to the In= ternet." He can go several steps further

Third, the CRTC banned the use of : by asking the CRTC to conduct regular

Personal information obtained through : compliance audits of ISP traffic manage-

: ment practices and by providing financial
: support to consumer groups who wish to
: conduct their own investigations.
: The federal government can also play
: a significant role in establishing neutral: ity for wireless Internet access. The CRTC
: acknowledged that many of the same
; issues arise in the wireless context and
: that it expects wireless carriers to follow
: the same guidelines. Within the next two
: years, the federal government will con: duct another spectrum auction as part of
: the digital television transition. Clement
: could incorporate net neutrality require: ments directly into the bidding process,
: effectively mandating neutrality into
: new wireless services,
: Finally, Clement should acknowledge
: that net neutrality concerns are largely
: a function of an uncompetitive market: place that allows ISPs to leverage their
: positions without fear of losing custom= ers. The best way to address net neu: trality is therefore to give priority to
= increased competition in the Canadian
: Internet marketplace.
Multiple studies have concluded that
Canadians pay higher prices for slower
speeds as compared to many other counries. If Clement can solve that problem,
: he'll likely go a long way to addressing
: net neutrality in the process. W
:
: Michael Geist holds the Canada Research
: Chair in Internet and E-commerce Law at
; the University of Ottawa, Faculty of Law.
: He can be reached at mgeist@uottawa.
: ca or online at michaelgeist.ca.
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That is the legendary Feppan Grill, Juicy AAA steaks, freshest seafood & hibachi
Oegetabies. Ail prepared before your eyes at Japanese Village.

itis a celebration for the senses.
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For reservations call

780.422.6083
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Get High Speed tor an amazing price.
For a limited time, sign up and get:
|

w TELUS security services

C1 ()

/mo*
For 4 year in a bundle

)

= 24/7/365 support
|

-m No contracts

|

Sign up today and get your first month FREE!

TELUS
the future is friendly”
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and youlll soon be a : This is highly relevant to the current
fused and probably

flu vaccines—swine or regular, with or

swine flu vaccine frenzy—not only
will Alberta be offering the
regular flu shot alongside the
swine flu shot, but the swine
flu strain isn't nearly as novel,

without largely untested adjuvants—
are necessary, safe and effective. But
that message doesn't line up with the
science, Flu-related mortality rates in
the US have been flat over the past 20
years, despite ever-rising immunization
rates. Higher vaccination rates in the
elderly have actually resulted in higher
mortality rates in that same group. Dur-

mweekly.com

and
g children. No evidence of reduced [number of] cases, deaths, com-

plications," the Cochrane Collaboration's

Tom Je rson recently said in an interview with Maryann Napoli of the Center
for Medical Consumers.
Whois Jefferson that we should take seriously a statement as startling as this one?
He is a medical doctor, an epidemiologist
and the leader of an international team of
researchers who have combed through a
mountain of flu vaccine research.

nor as dangerous, as we've
been led to believe. An analysis published in the British
Medical Journal says it is of "the
same subtype as seasonal HIN1
: that has been circulating since 1977."
: In Australia, where the flu season is
ending, there have been 186 deaths out
: of nearly 22 million people. That was
: with no vaccine available. Our thinki ing has again been shaped by, as Noam
Chomsky in his signature matter-of-fact
: manner would say, a media that is pri: marily a public relations industry whose
: function isn't so much to inform as to
: manufacture consent.
The constant message has been that

ing years where viral-vaccine mismatches have occurred, or where production
or compliance was particularly low,
death rates remained the same.

"Will you be lining up for your flu shot?"
| asked one of Canada's own vaccine scientists, Health Canada whistleblower Dr.
Shiv Chopra. "No," he said. "There's no outof-the ordinary threat, and no evidence of
either safety or efficacy."
Which lines up with what Jefferson
said—trials have been small, short term,
and rather than measure real outcomes

HOCKEY

against control groups, they've measured
results on antibody levels. They tell us almost nothing about how safe or effective
they are in the long term.
Chopra's answer also lines up with what
we know about vaccine adjuvants from
lab research—squalene, a previously unapproved adjuvant but present in the new
GlaxoSmithKline shot we'll be receiving,
causes rheumatoid arthritis, lupus and

an MS-like paralysis in lab animals. It has
been strongly linked to anthrax vaccines
and Gulf War Syndrome
For those who dismiss adjuvant fears
as baseless, the German news magazine
Der Spiegel has reported that German
government officials, the military and
Pregnant women will be receiving an
adjuvant-free vaccine; Glaxo's Pandemrix
(similar to the Canadian version now approved) has been ordered for the rest of
the population.
"In 1976 we experienced similar panic

about impending swine flu disaster,” says
Chopra in his refreshingly quiet and calm
manner. "Two hundred fifty million doses
of vaccines were distributed.” That vaccine program was halted because it was
harming so many.
The gap between public health measures and the science is, once again, dis-

turbing. As is the World Health Organization's new definition of pandemic. While
a pandemic was once defined as a rapidly
spreading virus resulting in widespread
death, it is now defined as simply a rap-

idly spreading virus. The requirement of
high mortality has been dropped. It's a
handy change, when you consider that
fast-track vaccine approvals need the jus-

tification of a pandemic
The flu vaccine frenzy simply
supported by the science; that
medical science fundamentalists
are most outraged by vaccine
tance is highly ironic. W
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BOB THE ANGRY FLOWER

The C-list
: Lewis announcing

Last week was “opponents whose names

loss (no heroics there). After
Calgary came the Canucks
in Vancouver and a 2-0 loss.
Then Colorado came to town

goals. 3) Blue and

Orange (not Copper and Blue). 4)
Rod Phillips on the radio. 5) Paul

start with 'C’ week.” Columbus came
to town and the Oilers turned a
4-1 second period deficit into
an eventual 6-4 win. A trip
to Calgary resulted in a 5-2

Lorieau's golden tones.
4
a e Young

game

night
LEAL
ED
DREI—
B00
-

(the older the better!). 2) The

Dav

TB playet

Favourite

events 1) Old people kissing during the Smooch Cam

—s

50/50 draw (one day ... one
day!). 3) The first Oiler goal. 4)

and beat the Oilers 3-0. Here are
some other, more appropriate C words: : The new tradition of players meeting at
crap, calamity, chagrin, choke, crushed : centre ice after home wins and saluting
> the fans.
and crud.

The book of lists Compiling a series of = 4 Least favourite game night events
lists is lazy, lazy writing, Of the seven : 1) Young douchebags on the jumbotron
: making weird faces or obscene ges: tures. 2) Goals scored by opponents. 3)
: Overtime goals scored by opponents
= (completely deflating). 4) Anyone other
: than adorable seniors kissing on the
5 Signs that the Oilers have a new : Smooch Cam, especially when we can
coaching staff 1) Dustin Penner play- : see tongue.

deadly sins, I've historically leaned toward sloth more than the others so I'm
OK with a series of lists. They are fun to
write and easy to read. Here goes:

ing with confidence. 2) Shawn Horcoff
no longer a lock at first line centre. 3)
Zack Stortini on the powerplay. 4) Dustin
Penner on the penalty kill 5) A renewed
sense of "buy-in" from the players.

:
: 7 Active Ex-Oilers | miss 1) Mike Grier
: 2) Ryan Smyth (this year's incarnation of
: Smytty on this year's team would be a
: perfect fit) 3) Petr Sykora 4) Jarret Stoll

: 5) Matt Greene 6) Georges Laraque 7)
& Things Shawn Horcoff might have : Shawn Horcoff (the version that played

done this off-season 1) Crossed black : hard to get the pay raise, not the one
cats. 2) Built a home on an et : earning it now)
burial

ground. 3) Cracked mirrors. 4) :

Spilled (hi
salt.

> 5 NHL players who will light it up this

? season 1) Zach Parise 2) Scott Gomez

6 Oller stats that stand out 1) Ladislav : 3) Bill Guerin 4) James Van Riemsdyk 5)
Smid with a +9 rating after the first Tl = Bill Guerin

ames. 2) Dustin Penner (or any Oiler in :
recent memory for that matter) in the : 5 NHL players on my hockey draft

top 10 in NHL scoring. 3) Sheldon Souray : team 1) Zach Parise 2) Scott Gomez 3)
with just 3 games played. 4) Ales Hem- : Bill Guerin 4) James Van Riemsdyk 5)

sky (orany

Oiler in recent memory for : Bill Guerin

that matter) in the top 10 in NHL assists. :

5) Tom Gilbert and Denis Grebeshkov : The All-Halloween Scary Team 1) Derek

leading the team with average time on : BOO-gard 2) Stephane YELLe 3) IGOR

ice Gnd near the bottom in plus/minus. : Ulanov 4) Miroslav SATAN 5) Jack sKILLe
&) |-F Jacques leading the team with 42 :

hits after the first 11 games—in the top : Oiler player of the week The flu bug:
+: although not a player or a positive force,
five in the league.
= this little bastard did have an unques-

5 UntoucOiler
hab
traditio
lens 1) Jocy : tionable
Moss. 2) Oiler
(human)
In-House PA voice Mark :

effect on the team, Honourable

mentions: Penner, JDD, Gags. V
x
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PRE-SEASON // STOKE

Nemesis runs
Kicking off the season with Vue Weekly's second annual dose of unhealthy obsession
back. At the bottom of the bushwhack
madness lies the namesake for the Jedi
run, a narrow lifesaver of a trail that
propels you back at a steadily increasing speed through thick trees, before
spitting you back into civilization.
Initiation complete but feeling like-a

VUE STAFF
// REMESIS@VUEWEEKLY.COM

unavaversreramanevarorynsturmionny
cust

Contributors: Colin Cathrea (CC), Adam

Smith (AS), Bryan Birtles (BB), Erika
Domanski (ED), Jeremy Derksen (JD)

sweaty Ewok, you return, red-faced, to

fyou don't getit, that's your problem.
We don't care. But for the devoted, the
few, the deadly, a mountain can sink its
jagged fangs into your soul, batter you
and leave you craving more. For you,
and for us, there are nemeses. Ski runs
that endure in our minds, haunting

the world. AS

When I was a kid, my parents made it
clear that as far as winter sports went |

could choose hockey or skiing—and I'd
be choosing hockey. I'm not bitter—I

us on warm days by the beach. A chill

love hockey. But sometimes I would lis-

breeze across a lake stirring memory as
the leaves turn. And as the first origami
flakes sweep down dusky residential
streets, we pull out the steel file and
start tuning our edges. It's coming.

ten to my friends’ tales of fun weekends
in the mountains and wonder what |
was doing dragging my butt to 7 am
practices.
So the first chance I got, I tried skiing
Every year, starting in the fourth grade,

Sunshine
/ The Shoulder

there was a ski day at my elementary

I've had problems with The Shoulder
for over 20 years. Back before Delirium
Dive and other extreme terrain was
opened up at Sunshine Village, The
Shoulder was as wild as it got. Sometimes we were allowed to traverse over
the high line into the terrain below the
now famous Silver City.

school where kids were taken to Rabbit
:oMRHANANOAUANAONABMONAANAHUTOHUATONUTMEDOHHTATOALNAHHKBAHEADRHYI0

grf I've been up there a
few times, trying to
force my stomach
down out of my
throat, steady my
heartbeat, focus
my blurry vision.
Many more times

“It seemed every time I went it was

windblown or patchy so I would inevitably wind up doing jump turns just to

make it down. The other thing that got
to me (and still does) is the visual perception of looking straight down onto
the flats and trees. It makes the pitch
seer much steeper than it really is.
My group of
bandits was always trying
to outdo each other, so falls were frequent. My first tumbles were on 210 cm
GS skis with safety straps. Nothing like
a ski whipping around your head while
you plummet. That must have stuck in
my head, because even years later after
skiing more difficult terrain, that damn
run gets me sitting back or tightening
up so good form flies out the window.
My last trip over was with an excellent backcountry skier who worked at
Sunshine. The smart-ass grin on his
face as he coaxed me over the edge got
my heart racing even before the oxygen

I've gazed up at that
gnarled maw of
rock and prayed for
perfect conditions.
Hill, given a quick lesson and let loose
After mastering both the french fry and

the pizza, I was getting kind of bored
with the whole lesson thing and wanted to hang out with my friends.
I was supposed to stick to the tow-

rope but they were taking the chairlift.
Couldn't be that big of adeal. I was also
supposed to stick to runs marked by a
green circle but my friends were going
to ride a blue square. Couldn't be that

in my bloodstream began depleting. I
made it down but I was so out ofbreath
my head was spinning. "Once more?”
he asked. “I'm supposed to meet someone,” lied.
Soon enough, I'll be back. CC

Lake Louise
/jedi Run
A seething cauldron of snakes and ladders has been duping me season in and
out since I first discovered its potent
high. Almost any day of the season, riders right from Summit Platter and holding right, is white madness. This place
dishes lines ofplenty.
But there is, of course, a price to be

10 // SNOWZONE

:

Rabbit Hill /Bunny Slope

11 Bob Prodor

paid. Many riders have paid bushwhacking dues here. Years of sidecountry and backcountry riding can hone
one's eye to the clues: the slope of the
treetops, the gullies and the predictive
direction of the thinning number of
people's tracks as one ventures further
into the unknown.
Not getting stuck in the sidecountry is

a skill and a mental game, and straight
up, as boarders testify: it's a harder
lesson to learn on a board. This run
starts right underneath the West Bowl,
with long open fields as you pass out
of bounds, then cutting straight into
a dropping tree line. A white-powder
mecca. But with every turn, you roll the
dice on the possibility of getting out of

WUEWEEKLY // OCT 29 — NOV 4, 2009

this labyrinth without a serious bushwhack.
The alluring, snowy slope drifts sneakily away from the mountain and base
camp, and you may think you are playing it safe, but suddenly, there's no escape. You find yourself, like many have,
hacking through bush and tromping on

deep snow as sweat beads down your

big ofa deal.
I wish I could say I was "busting some
sick pow," but truthfully my skis flew
out from under me asI traversed a rather small mogul and hit my head. | did
get to ride on a snowmobile and drink
hot chocolate while the ski patrol monitored me for concussion symptoms, but
I think learning to ski might have been
more fun in the long run.
So this year, my nemesis is skiing. I'm
going to learn how to ski well enough
so that if someone invites me on a ski-

ing weekend in the mountains I can go
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15 >>

ies, and keeping an eye on the used
Scene is still wise,
Coming from an isolated place like
Edmonton, transportation is also a
concern. The train rings in at $200
while The Magic Bus is slightly more
economical at $99. The latter also offers transportation and lift ticket packages, starting at $119 for students or
$129 for adults.
However, for the truly thrifty, carpooling and ridesharing are the mode du
jour. Malthas Burro, a Mexican surferturned-snowboarder who rides on a

e lift ticket in the Canais $60, an economical

eal

Be

east $30. That's $190 per

npnding beer, gas, park fees

and other recreational activities and
substances.At minimum, $380 per
weekend. Spend 10 weekends riding
and you can easily be footing a bill of

over $4000.

For the cash-strapped or the sim-

budget, recalls,

ply frugal who still want to log lots of
hours onthe hill, costs like these can
be an incentive for creativity. The ski

weekend "package deal" of driving to

i

1
|

GRE.
par

the mountain, staying in a hotel, riding fora couple days and coming home
is tried, tested and true, but there are
other methods.

for my first two nights in town. We're
still friends. I believe it's important to
open yourself up to the world like this.
And everyone can afford it."

Social networking offers one al-

ternative to the typical resort stay.
Chris MacTavish rides about 20 days
per season though he rarely pays
for a room. Through couchsurfing.
org, MacTavish has slept on couches
owned by, variously, "a disgruntled
and attractive Ukrainian woman, an
obscenely generous alcoholic and a
timid liftie who led me to untold pow-

"Last year I hitched

from in front of the Yellowhead Casino
inEdmontonto Nelson, BCinthree very
interesting rides over only nine hours.
In fact, the last dude who picked me up
invited me to stay in his spare bedroom

-.-/-.rsr-sesecstepeccenenstrs
re Boos aSUUCK POWAER H/JeremyDeron
der stashes on a mountain I thought I Gear is another obstacle. Through Kiknew." He is also a fan of ridesharing,
jyji, Craigslist, thrift shops and friends,
although he admits it can be tedious.
one can get everything from winter
"You need to do a lot of posting and
socks to ski boots to snowboards for
replying and sifting through Craignext to nothing. For experienced ridslist. It doesn't always work out, but
ers, quality may be an issue here. But
when it does, it's often pretty neat
buying last year's model is the stanand quite economical."
dard modus operandi for most thrift-

One friend of mine, Lucas Hale, is notoriously thrifty on the road—to the
point that he's named his cooler "R2."
Bringing cheap eats is his formula for
Savings. "I pack R2 with the most important supplies: Wild Cat Strong beer,
canned tuna and an assortment of

fruits and veggies.”
I can personally remember waiting

te

in a 10-minute line at Louise for a mi.
serly plate of overpriced fries. When
got out of the lodge and met up witt
Hale at his truck he was sitting on thy
tailgate with a full belly, having beer
with some girls he had just helped ge
unstuck in the parking lot. He was do
ing something right.
Lift tickets are a capable adversary ti
one's budget. The most underhande:
solutions are quasi-legal at best, bu
there are a few tricks to get your mon
ey’s worth with your cards on the table
If neither a season nor mid-wee!
Pass is an option, Louise and Marmo

discount cards are a good investmen!
Usually retailing around $80, the pass
es give everyday discounts as well a
first, third and seventh days of ridin
free. If you are going to stay in a hote
make sure to check if there are pack
age deals available.
As a bonus, most of these method
are inherently green. Reducing, reu:
ing as well as being thriftier not onl
Saves your green, but helps fight a Ic
of our wasteful habits. The mountain
are a friendly place, hitchin'

is eas

there are a lot of good locals to mee
who can show you the deep and ther
are a lot of hot tubs to poach. Every
thing is more fun with a little DIY an
a little DIY will keep you riding a Ic
more ona lot less. W

LONGEST NEW HIGH SPEED
CHAIR IN CANADA

QUAD

Get maximum slope time and minimal ride time on the
new CANADIAN ROCKIES EXPRESS high speed
quad chair. It’s new for 2009-10 and is the longest high
Speed quad chairlift in the Canadian Rockies and takes
you up 1.5 miles and 1,955 vertical feet in less than 8

minutes. Whew!

LARGEST ROCKY
SNAL PARK

MOUNTAIN
IN CANADA

At 10,000 square km, Jasper is Canada’s largest

Rocky Mountain National Park. For an extraordinary
ski experience, surround yourself with our eye-popping
scenery and bask in the natural beauty of the grandest
of all Canadian National Parks.

Virtually no lift queues and wide open slopes are all
yours at Marmot Basin. And in Jasper you'll discover
the finest in mountain hospitality with plenty of dining,
shopping and apres ski options for all tastes and

- ide@icomforts, the Best

Jasper Inn & Sultes pray!
‘Stay. Trained in the art of mountal
offer the finest of accommodations,

ee

pitality,

we

-__ ammenities. Visit our website for more info

___foroutstancing

www.bestwestern
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FREESTYLE // TRAINING

No such thing as off-season
Trampoline work key to freestyle skier development
JEREMY DERKSEN
// JEREMY @VUEWEEKLY.COM

ihe ground is dry and hard with October frost—but no snow—as Alberta Freestyle skier Max Novotny practices his cork 720, a complex trick that
involves a double, off-axis front flip.
Moreover, he's doing it without skis.
Training doesn't end for provincial ski
team athletes like Novotny when the

snow melts. The skiing off-season is
just another time to hone skills, albeit
in different venues. For freestyle mogul skiers and aerialists in Edmonton,
one such venue is Phoenix Gymnastics
Centre, a vast warehouse filled with
trampolines, ropes, crash mats, springboards and bodies.
On any given night, says owner Trish
Quinney, you can find "hockey and
lacrosse players, break dancers, gym-

nasts, any sport you can imagine*We
have football teams that come in.”
Some provincial freestyle athletes—
like Novotny—and members of the
Edmonton Freestyle Ski Club also come
here to work on flips, spotting and clean
landings
Of all these skills, says trampoline
coach Nick van Buuren, spotting or
“tracking the ground” is the most
important, yet it's often overlooked.
Knowing where one is in relation to the

ground—while sailing several metres
above it in mid-spin—is fundamental.
This is often a weak area for skiers for
whom skiing usually comes first, gymnastic skills second.
For van Buuren it’s the opposite. He
grew up tumbling at Club Aviva, the
gym his mother ran in Vancouver.
He's been a trampoline coach for over
15 years and he's a certified level three
NCCP coach. Skiing had to come second. But only marginally: van Buuren
also has his level one coaching certification with both the Canadian Freestyle Ski Association and Canadian Ski
Instructors Association.
Still, he was surprised when the CFSA
Jump 2010 program came to Club Aviva
looking for a trampoline coach. “It was
a bit of a‘wow’ factor,” he says.

Once he got involved, though, van
Buuren was soon back on snow to help
evaluate technique in actual competition conditions. "The takeoff from a
ski jump and the takeoff from a trampoline have a lot of parallels," he says.
Asa trampolinist, his eye was trained to
pick up on certain things. "I was able to
look at how the [athletes] were pushing

off and what they were looking at and
help refine that.”
After moving to Edmonton for doctoral
study van Buuren began running the
freestyle-ski program at Phoenix Gymnastics, as he's done the past four years.
Running me through a shortened version of the routine, van Buuren points

that was the reason they wanted him.

out several key skills. First, for a complete novice, is learning to fall. From an
upright position, I practise landing front
and back until I achieve proper form.
From here, we progress to backwards
twists with a front landing, and finally
to a front flip. Executing a full flip turns
out to be more complicated than I re-

"They were really good athletes but
they had no trampoline experience,”
He says. "A lot of them are gymnasts
and one of the big differences in gymnastics is it’s based on feel, you don't
track the ground as well ... In aerials,
when you're doing multiple flips and
twists, it's important to know where
you are at all times.”

technique mid-air is like trying to read
a book while going for a jog. But with
repetition and van Buuren's subtle critique, it slowly begins to make sense.
My introduction is nothing like the
gamut freestyle athletes endure—
stretched over 10 sessions of 1.5 hours
each, focusing on safe movement, aer-

All of a sudden,

top Canadian

ath-

letes and coaches were looking to van
Buuren—a trampolinist who skied. But

call from my youth. Concentrating on

SAWRIDGE
AND
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PHOENIX GYMNASTICS’ TRAMPOLINE >> Not the same thing as breaking into

your neighbours’ yard //jeremy Derksen
ial routines and conditioning—in addition to an intense fitness regimen. But
the repetition still adds up, especially
with sit-ups and squats thrown in.
For Novotny, who trains here several
times a week, the trampoline is a place
for perfecting tricks and learning new

learned to back flip.”
As he sticks another cork 720, it's hard
to argue with the results. W

cen remcPINHANH
OREN NARUTO EN»

ON THE WEB
phoenixgym.ca
edmontonfreestyleskiclub.ca

skills. "This," he says, "is where I first
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United Cycle
7620 Gateway Blvd. N.W

Edmonton, Alberta
780.433.1181
1.800.361.8776
SINCE

1928

‘

Store Hours
Mon, Tues: 9:30am - 6:00pm

.

Wed-Fri: 9:30am-9:00pm
Sat: 9:00am-5:30pm
Sun: Closed for a better family lifestyle
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Fern
/FallingminuteStarride up the Timber
t's 2
Bowl Express Quad to reach the Lost
Boys Café at 4662 snowy feet. A long
way for anew snowboarder to reconsiderfoolish bravado, But I'd done well in
confident. Too confident.

on advice from the rest of my
| headed for an “easy” intermediate run called Falling Star, west of

Lost Boys. Little did know thename of
this
run was a metaphor for what was
about
to happen to me.
Itstarted
out well enough; abit steeper than I was accustomed to, but I did
my best to navigate down slowly on
my heel edge. Then, about three-quarters of the way down, the run became

gladed, shallow and very narrow. One
thing for a skier, but without poles a
snowboarder needs a lot more momentum. The run also curves left most
of the way down, which for a goofy

rider of limited ability meant having to
constantly ride toe edge. It was painful
and exhausting.
Making matters worse, about halfway
down, a double black diamond run
called Siberia Ridge empties onto the
run. Atthis point Iwas already discouraged, barely able to stay upright and on
the verge of tears. Now I also felt like
a major inconvenience to the seasoned

pros feeding onto the run.
It took me about three hours to reach
the bottom. Inadvertently, my overgrown ego had gotten knocked down
a few notches. But it was also the best
learning experience of my snowboarding career thus far.

Marmot Basin / High Targets
Windswept,

rocky and

barren,

eee

MMI

WEATHER // PREDICTIONS

FROM PAGE 10

the

High Targets above Charlie's Bowl admit little entrance or exit.
There are only three ways down. You
can ski one of the narrow, rock-walled
chutes, you can launch over one of the
jagged outcrops and hope for a soft
landing or you can goosestep around
until you find an escape route.

In
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Hart's annual forecast
Our expert parses the data on new season's snow potential
HART GOLBECK
// HART@VUEWEEKLY.COM

TT"; National

Oceanic

spheric Administration

and Atmo(NOAA) is

the leading American agency on weather with regards to the condition of the
oceans and atmosphere. Type in El Nifio
and you get at least so hits offering explanations, impacts and predictions.
This was how I began to try to make
sense of this year's winter weather
predictions, but within seconds I was
mired in a convoluted text stream for
non-technical users. Thankfully the
summary was brief and the bottomline,
according to the NOAA, is that this will
bea moderate El Nifio year in the Western Rockies with above average temperatures and normal precipitation.
Usually El Nifio brings colder weather
and increased precipitation but that
doesn't appear to be the predicted case
this time. However, the fact that they
persist in using terms like "less likely,"
"more likely" and "possibly" gives plenty of room for error. I wanted a little
more certainty.
The Farmers’ Almanac is not our friend
this year because it's forecasting a cold,
dry winter, though with its historical
accuracy rate of 80 percent and the fact
it's been bang on for several years, I'm
hopeful this year will be a miss. The Old
Farmer's Almanac is much more positive
for local skiers and boarders, predicting
a cold, snowy El Nino winter pushing
through from the Pacific Northwest.
As I sorted through the many weather

sources one thing became quite obvious. With the Olympics coming to

Vancouver there will be no shortage
of weather stations and predictors for
this event. The honourable Jim Prentice, Minister of the Environment, tells
us that Environment Canada has been
training since 2003 to provide accurate
weather information for the games.
He went further to say that the Government of Canada has committed a

be much higher than normal. The theoty is that these huge swells will increase
storm frequency and the storms will be
of longer duration. My interpretation
of this is that big wet clouds will blast
over BC and across our Rockies over
and over again. Unlike Arctic storms,
Pacific weather systems usually bring
up the temperature as well.
If this sounds a bit on the optimistic

whopping $13.4 million for these improved services. I thought we were only
training athletes for these games but
apparently we may get some spin-off
effect. Hopefully some of this new technology will get spread over our local region once the games are complete.

In search of more positive news I headed off the beaten track to stormsurf.
com, the national surf forecast and marine weather site. Here I found the most

side, rest assured the folks at Whistler

promising information yet. Its historical trend models are predicting that
this winter's Pacific Ocean swells will

the upcoming games the resort has
readied 270 snow guns. In a 24-hour
period it can make enough snow to filla

Blackcomb are taking no chances. For

hockey rink up to the glass. Water won't
be a problem either; the resort's storage
capacity is 13 million gallons more than
what's needed to cover all the Olympic
competition runs. The ability to "lend
Mother Nature a hand” is what the resort calls it.
Confused yet somewhat optimistic I
headed for the best sources for real time
weather information, the web cams installed at Sunshine Village and Marmot
Basin. With several recent dumps, both
are sending back impressive, white
snowy images. See you on the slopes—
it's going to be an epicyear. W

cutdoors editor
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I've been up there a few times, trying
to force my stomach down out of my
throat, steady my heartbeat, focus my

Jgremy

Derksen

ntne

blurry vision. Many more times I've
gazed up at that gnarled maw of rock
and prayed for perfect conditions.

You can wait forever for that ideal
day when snow, sun and skill align.
But it may never come. So instead you

just have to go, again and again, until
you're ready to point your skis forward,

face the vortex, take a deep breath...

wtZ> Kets

Then push off. JD

You can wax philosophical about
what it means to have a nemesis. Man

against nature, "The Other" defining

the self. You can quote scripture or pop

songs, But let's cutthebullshit. It's way
simpler than that. Foreverything there
is a Season. And this season is ours. W

netres
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Tell us about your nemesis in 300 words
or less at nemesis@vueweekly.com and

; we'll feature the best stories onfline. _
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Edmonton's
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website!
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Today we're going to cook with pumpkin. Yup, cook, not bake. Everyone bakes
with pumpkin, but we're not everyone,
are we? Besides, as yummy as a big slice

of maple-tinged pumpkin pie slathered
with real whipped cream is, it’s not very
exciting. So let's create something a

bit more exhilarating, shall we?
Well, calling it exhilarating
might be a stretch, but it
is different. Not weirdly
different in the way that
makes us go yuck—pumpkin pickles, anyone?—
jan
but more along the lines
of intriguingly different.
Something that makes you go,
"Hmm, that just might work."
So today we're going to tackle ... :

NS

pumpkin chili! Come on, admit it, you're :
kind of excited, aren't you?

On withthe task. It turns out there are :

Best selection of import
heer on the south side!

MILLERCHILL AVAILABLE

45"Over 500different
wines
{0choose from!
- Excelent selection
of Single Malt Scotch!
9845 - S9TH STREET
PHONE 780-461-0609

TOLL FREE 886-461-0181

KEGNCORK.COM
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a ton
Who
less.
beef,

of pumpkin chili recipes out there.
knew? And the options are endYou can make pumpkin chili with
buffalo, chicken or turkey. And,

:
:
:
: |

if you're feeling a bit more audacious, :
you can even make it with alpaca meat. : |
But since I'm partial to vegetarian chili, : J
we're going to make vegetarian pumpkin chili.
It's super-easy—honestly. You just
chop up a bunch of veggies and throw
them in a big pot with some tomatoes,
beans and spices, and you've got chili.
Oh, and in this case, you also throw in

:

cans of beans, tomatoes
P it up into miniscule pieces. As long as : this was supposed to be all about the :
:
:
:
:

the chunks aren't incredibly huge, they'll : pumpkin, so | skipped it.

and pumpkin
+ and dump them all in. Yup, it feels a bit

work just fine. Throw that onion into : Now toss your other veggies into the : weird dumping pumpkin into chili, but
the pot with the oil and sauté it until : pot. Once they've cooked a bit, add your = whatever—just do it. And | wouldn't
it's nice and soft and translucent. While : spices (J always add at least twice as : bother blending up the tomatoes like
the recipe asks, it just makes more work
a can of pumpkin (minus the can, of : it's doing its thing, chop up the rest of : much as the recipe asks fon), stir it all up :
and extra dishes. Besides, the tomatoes
> your veggies—the carrots and peppers 3 and then squeeze in some garlic. If you :

course). Not hard at all.
do a lovely job of breaking down all
So grab your biggest pot, drizzle in : and whatever else your knife might feel : like garlic, use a Lot. If you hate garlic, skip :
some oil and start chopping. First up is : like tackling, like celery. | often throw : it, but it definitely won't taste as good.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20 >>
the onion. Don't worry about chopping : sweet potato into my veggie chili, but : Okay, you're almost done. Open your :
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Today, it's a whole other
story. Each fall, craft brewers

be

jason

Foster
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around the continent dutifully
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put outabeer spiked with pumpkin and related spices. And customers :

scoop them up with enthusiasm.
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legitimate roots. In -colonial America :
; The two beers look remarkably similar.
: Both are a deep orange-copper with wispy
= white heads. The St. Ambroise offered
: brighter clarity, and a slightly deeper hue.
: The aromas couldn't be more different,

Af

‘2

Vis Pg. ie

| am not sure how it all happened. :
However, | do know it is a beer with :
reliable supplies of barley were iffy.
Early brewers would turn to vegetables,
fruits—basically anything they could get
their hands on—to provide fermentable
sugars. Squashes, and pumpkins in particular, were a common ingredient, given
their plentiful availability in the fall
George Washington, no less, was known
to brew with pumpkin.
Pumpkin doesn't offer much to flavour—
it pretty well ferments out. What makes
pumpkin beer interesting is that brewers
use pumpkin as an excuse to add pumpkin

EYES

Ss

: a rustic earthiness which | can only guess is

hop,

: from the pumpkin. The beer remains drink: able by retaining enough malt sweetness to
; See you through to the end of the glass.
= Sampled alone | might be inclined to

GY

: however. Alley Kat's aroma is big with : speak highly of the St. Ambroise Cit: rouille, as it is a soft, rounded, interesting

: pumpkin pie spices—allspice, cinnamon,

} nutmeg and even some ginger, with some
: non-specific sweetness in the background.
‘ St. Ambroise, on the other hand offers a
: noted caramel sweetness and a big bub: blegum presence and a touch of clove.
: The flavours are similarly divergent. St
pie spices to the beer—and that is what : Ambroise offers mostly a standard amber
creates the unique taste.
? ale flavour and some rich caramel character.
And that taste has caught on. Lo- : lalso detect clove and the spices dry out the
cal brewing mainstay Alley Kat has : beer after the swallow. The beer has McAus-

: beer. Beside Alley Kat's Pumpkin Pi, how: ever, it pales. St. Ambroise is a beer with
: a subtle twist. Alley Kat is an homage to
: pumpkin pie.
My evaluation is shaped by my recogni-

7 tion that pumpkin ale is not an everyday
: beer. | wouldn't want to drink either of
: these year round. But if |want something
: special for Thanksgiving or for a Hallow-

= een party, | want a beer that stands out.

brewed one for the last three years, : lan's "house" flavour (which |attribute to the -: Alley Kat performs this task with aplomb.

called Pumpkin Pi, and reports that + yeast); it could be a standard St. Ambroise
it's their biggest selling seasonal ever. : beer with some additional spicing.
This year there is a second pumpkin_: Alley Kat's version, on the other hand, is
beer available in town, from Quebec : unabashed in its pumpkin-ism. After some
brewer McAuslan called St. Ambroise : initial sweetness, the different spices start
Citrouille. | thought it appropriate to sit
playing with your tastebuds. It is hard to
down with a glass of each and do aside- : single out any one spice, but the overall im-

: McAuslan, |think, is trying too hard to re: main accessible, and as a result seems too
timid with its use of spices.
: Drinkers might give pumpkin beer a quiz: zical look at first, but after the first sip, |
= think they will realize it is well-suited for
i fall. Go to alberta-liquor-guide.com to find
? pression is liquid gingerbread. | also pick up : astore near you that stocks them. W

by-side taste test.

Let’s

je

do

lunch...

Again!

Comfort,

Use your

Flavour,

Panache

head, treat yourself.

“ The hardware grill isn't intimidating at all
it’s simply the best - and you deserve ict.”
Scott McKeen Edmonton Journal

beauty in a beer list

bau!

10922

88th

Monday

to Friday

11:30 a.m.

hardware

Avenue
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REVUE // SAM'S SALOON
PUMPKIN

Ghastly good pizza

PI

number of pick-up trucks parked outside, the plaid shirts, denim jeans and
baseball caps that people wear. Only a
few cowboy hats, though. Still, the small-

Ghost town's pizza night a magnet for the local community

town friendliness comes through—one

young guy sees us taking pictures, and

a’

offers to take one of us. Looking around,

viet
SPICED

I notice that many of these people know
each other and seem happy for a chanc
to hang out. They're having a good time
and so am I.
The décor
at Sam’sfits the cowboy theme

ALE

very well. Sawdust and wood shavings
cover the wooden floor. The walls and the
ceilings are covered in a diverse range o/
items, including mounted moose heads,
jeans, T-shirts, advertisements, girl

MARIA KOTOVYCH
// MARIA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

AUTHENTIC |
FJURKISH
GLSINE |
Open

ape

to

a thriving railway town, Rowley slowly

lost its residents for a number of reasons,
ranging from urban migration to closure
of the railway station. As people moved
away and abandoned the old buildings,
Rowley became a ghost town. Eventually the few remaining locals restored the
buildings and now, on the last Saturday of

unday
dinner at 5 &
Please phone for
Reservations

)|

each month, locals, people from nearby
farms and towns and other visitors can
enjoy a pizza dinner and entertainment in

| 10345-106 St - 423-3044
ze

eaer

Gaap

Gar

t's not often that I get to eat pizza in a
ghost town. In fact, my trip to Rowley,
Alberta is not only my first time ina ghost
town, but also my first experience eating
pizza in one.
Rowley has always been a small town
in central Alberta; while its population
reached nearly 500 people in the 1920s,
its current population is about 6. Once

Sam's Saloon.
A friend and I head out to Rowley on a

aa

Saturday afternoon, expecting to arrive
there just before the 5 pm start of the pizza
dinner. We take a wrong turn and drive in
circles for a while before rolling into Rowley ataround 8 pm.
Despite the dark and the rain, we can
see the town—two streets, old buildings
and the lit-up and hopping Saloon. The
main street looks like something out ofa
western movie—the roads aren't paved,
the wooden buildings have an obligatory false front, and swinging doors welcome people entering Sam's Saloon. We
park by the old bank and walk into the
cold, rainy night.
We place our order at the community
hall; when we arrive, we learn that the
pizza night is volunteer-run. We also
discover that the kitchen can only cook
12 pizzas at once, and that our order is
the 248th or something, so it'll be a twohour wait. Still, the friendly lady informs
us that we can buy a drink and have free
popcorn at Sam's while we wait.
The pizzas themselves are about 10

inches in diameter, and a two-topping pie
costs $10, with each additional topping
being $1. Cash only. I order a pizza with
ham and pineapple, and my friend orders
the same, but adds tomatoes.
We decide to head to the Saloon for a
drink and some popcorn. We each get

a cup of draught Big Rock beer ($2). At
this point, we're both stressed after getting lost in rural Alberta during a rainstorm, so the beer goes down quickly. A
bit too quickly, actually, and we feel a bit
tipsy. The popcorn is a nice snack, and
goes perfectly with the beer as a stressbusting snack.
Looking around Sam's, we realize that
this event must be a big deal for those

posters and a campaign sign for a politi
cal candidate—Conservative, of cours:
An American flag, the Confederate fla;
and a newspaper clipping about the 19:
Oka Crisis hang together curiously on on<
overhang. With its cluttered, homey a
mosphere, the Saloon reminds me of the
Possum Lodge on The Red Green Show.
Eventually, we return to the hall to pict.
up our pizzas.
The crust is soft, and the sauce hasa nic:
kick to it. I enjoy the pizza, pleased that
the people who made it didn't skimp out
on the toppings. By this time, I'm hungry,
and the pizza definitely looks big enough
to fill me up. Regardless, I'm only able to
eat half, and I take the rest home for the
next day's lunch.
Sitting in the community hall and eat
ing the pizza, I enjoy the quieter anc
less-crowded atmosphere of that build
ing. I watch some boys playing Guitai
Hero at the television standing on the
stage up front. Families and groups of
people sit together, chatting and laugh
ing. We sit and relax with our pizza
enjoying the experience. After all, we
have just spent time in a part of Alberta
neither of us had ever seen before. We
got to eat pizza in a ghost town. And w:
experienced the community that bring
this town to life. V

who live nearby—the place is packed.
People of all ages sit or stand, eat pizza
and popcorn and chat. Some people have
even brought their babies. It feels like a
community gathering, and definitely
one with a small-town feel. As much as
I try to avoid stereotypes, I notice the

guage sug
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PROFILE // ST. ANDREW'S UKRAINIAN PARISH PEROGY SUPPER
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Perogy pinchers

Volunteers make St. Andrew's it
JANHOSTYN

EAK HOUSE

perogy suppers possible

VCOM

you've never been to St. Andrew's

'Ukrainian Parish Perogy Supper,
be missing
out on some of the
ies Edmonton has to offer.
lots of people who phone in
. totellusthat St. Andrew's makes
ogiesin Edmonton. And of
ey keep coming back month

'We

W comnplietn roel he10 complete Genie.Each entrée
schados a etarter
sar wtrok hoe sabed
and choos tonst.

have

and boscorenpeariied
byyour choice oftwo fe dishon

= ‘month, so that tells you something,” says MaryBoratynec, one of the
of the monthly event.
5 pm on the first Friday of every
month (except for January, July and

8 O02 ALBERTA
PRIME
RIB NEw
YORK
STRIP
$39

August), St. Andrew's throws open its
doors and hosts a bit ofaperogy party.
For $7 - $12 you can feast on a number
of different dinner combinations—all
of which involve the venerable perogy.
And these aren't just any perogies. A
slew of volunteers devote a ton of hours
each and every month to carefully
hand-craft every single little bundle.

OTHER

ENTREES

$25
COMPLETE

MEALS

FROM

- $44
SraRT AT S25

“Everyone who pitches in is a volunteer,” says Stephanie McNee,

one

of the many volunteers. "And today
we have over 40 people assembled to
make the perogies.”
Most of those 40 volunteers are over
the age of 65, and most are women.
“Oh, but we do have men helping out,"
Emilie Gorgichuk pipes in. "Today we
have about 12 men. They usually do the

jobs that require a bit more strength,
like cutting the dough.”
The dedicated troops—or some of
them anyways—start at 6 am. Their
job is to make the dough and the po-

tato and cottage cheese filling. More

vious night peeling and boiling potatoes and putting together the potato
and cheddar filling.
Then around 8 am, the rest of the
crew arrive and man their designated

stations—whether it's rolling or cutting the dough, filling the perogies or
taking their place at the long table to
seal them all up. There's even a quality
CONTINUED

ON PAGE 20 >>

9990

EDMONTON
JASPER AVENUE

(780)990-0123
RESERVATIONS & Girt carps
www. RUTHSCHRIS.caM

the baby blue pear
es, 3-“course option at the

small price of$59
Available until
6PM, ang)all
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11°am
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dinner
weekend brunch

7018 - 109 ST
780.436.8080
www.jrarkallen.com

GAPPORO SU

freshness & simplicity.

SH|

since

D

1997

‘TEL:150-478-8612

AT HOME
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

PEROGY SUPPER
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19

by themselves. Now cook and stir and
cook and stir.

control station, the last stop before the
perogies make their way into the freezer, just to make sure everything's properly sealed and the filling isn't peeking
out. Because, if they're not sealed, all
the filling will leak out during the boiling process and that results in “flatties,”
or unstuffed pieces of dough.
"Lots of people actually enjoy the flatties, but we liketo serve filled perogies,”
Boratynec laughs.

I have to confess, | doctored up the
recipe a tiny bit. | like lentils, and | especially like Lentils in my chili. So | added
lentils. About one cup's worth. But, because lentils need something liquid-y
to cook in, | added another can of tomatoes and a splash or two of water.
That's the beauty of chili—you can improvise to your heart's content.
Cook and stir some more, probably until
your clock has been ticking away for close
to an hour. And voila, pumpkin chili.
You'll notice your big pot of chili smells
like chili and looks like chili, albeit with a
slightly thicker sauce than you're used to.
But the question is, does it taste like chili?
Time to take a spoonful. Yup, it even
tastes like chili. The pumpkin gives it a
smoother, silkier texture and adds a big
wallop of nutrition, but other than that,
you can't really tell it's there. Chili is all
about the spices and the mellow, bland
pumpkin does a stellar job of soaking up
all that chili powder.
Now, if you're too much of a carnivore
to be overly thrilled by this recipe, no
need to worry; just add a can of pumpkin to your favourite chili recipe. It's as
simple as that.
Now go forth and experiment. You'll be
glad you did. W

|

| locaton dosedonMONDAD

1 tablespoon olive oil
1 large onion, chopped

|

3.cloves garlic, minced, divided

J teaspoon minced fresh ginger, or /2
teaspoon dried

1 large bell pepper, chopped
2 large carrots, chopped

2nd location at 10923-1017 st
open / days a week -

BEST MLLYOU CAN EAT SUSHI INTOWN

$95.90 (adult) $14.99 (5-1

Lyn)

2 tablespoons chili powder
1 teaspoon cumin
Pinch of cayenne

-

2 G4 ounce) cans kidney beans, drained
1 (4 ounce) can Mexican style diced
tomatoes with juices, blended
1 cup canned plain pumpkin puree
shredded cheese and chopped cilantro

°

Everything is done by hand except
when it comes to rolling out the dough.
They have a machine that simplifies
that process. Michael Alexandruk is
what they call the "sheeter,” and his job
is to feed a ball of dough into the machine. The machine then flattens the
dough within seconds.
Other than that, the rest of the equipment is simple. Tin cans with sharpened edges are used to cut circles out of
the dough, scoops are used to plunk the
filling onto the circles and fingers are
used to seal everything up.
The whole process takes the crew
of volunteers until about 12:30, and
then they get to sit down and enjoy
a well-deserved lunch. Olga Alexandruk, one of the ladies manning the

for serving W

BENTO available atlunch &cinner for $9.99ont
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quality control station, says that over
the years it's become quite specialized. "Everyone has a specific job, and
they tend to do that job month after
month. When they come in, they go
straight to their station and know ex-

actly what to do. It's gotten so specialized people even sit in the exact same
chair every time.”
Considering the group usually makes
over 1500 cottage cheese perogies and
at least 3500 cheddar ones to feed anywhere from 250 to 500 people, it's a

good thing they're so organized.
The dinners aren't simply perogies,

however. You can get your perogies
with or without Ukrainian sausage,
and every dinner also comes with coleslaw and sautéed butter and onions. Of
course dessert—which can range from

rice pudding to strawberry shortcake t:
rhubarb crisp—and coffee, tea or juice
are also included. And yes, the volun
teers make the coleslaw and dessert
Boratynec admits that putting togeth
er the dinner is a lot of work. "We get
tired, but we still come. There truly is
a great fellowship during the time we
spend making the perogies together."
There's~only one way to find out
whether the volunteers at St. Andrew's
make the best perogies in the city: stop
by and checkit out for yourself. You cai
enjoy your dinner there, or grab it t
go. You can even pick up bags of froze:

perogies for $4/dozen.
Chances are, Cheemo perogies will ne.
ersee the inside of your freezer again.
‘Re
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Prairie posaters

Arts Reviews
Find reviews of past theatre, dance and

visual arts shows on our website.
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the one that inspired Koller. But
though she was initially drawn in by

LEKLY.COM
nanuiaecesnnewmecsenenmnuTeseen)
family farm isoften thought of

the complexities of the argument,

was ultimately the human element
that she focused on.
"I got very interested in the legal and
genetic material that I had to read, all
these documents about the history of
patents and the processes involved,”
Koller explains. "But when! sat down to
write it, I kept coming back to the relationships: what would this kind of situation do to people who have been farming that land for so long? How does it
affect families? How does it affect
neighbours? It was kind of funny: I did
all this research, and I ended up with a
story about human relationships."

aromantic, rustic place, evenin
nce like ours that's a little clos-

ur

rural roots than some. It's a
‘salt-of-the-earth, friendly

people, worn-down but solidly built
barns, fields stretching out to the
horizon and home-cooked, bountiful

meals shared by expansive clans.
But that is, of course, an antiquated
view of where our food comes from.
Farms these days, if they're operated by families at all, are closer toa
cross between an industrial project
and a biotechnology lab, the proper
balance of machinery and chemicals crucial to producing the highest
yields of crops that have had genes
spliced into them to make them more
resilient and more productive.
As could be predicted, with new
methods and new technology comes
a host of new issues, and it's in the
changing landscape of farming that
Katherine Koller has set her newest play, The Seed Savers. The story
- is based on a lawsuit Koller heard
about that involved a seed giant suing a family farm simply because the
natural life cycle of plants had lead to
some genetically modified crops that
the farmer had neither paid. for nor
desired growing on his land.
Far from the traditional view of farm
ee

ee
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it

our own family and to those around
us, and what it means to people when
those bonds are violated, whatever
the intention behind that.
For Koller, providing a human face
for the issues that the complex legalities and technologies raise is absolutely essential to a good story. As
she explains it, few people pay much
attention to arcane courtroom drama, but we can all understand what
it means to be hurt by the actions of
someone close to you
"I realized that it was'the only way

to really connect with people,” she
says of the relationships. "Most people don't go around worrying about
GMOs,

necessarily.

What

we

worty

about is our relationships with our
The relationships in question revolves around Joe (John Wright) and
Mindy (Maralyn Ryan), a farming
couple who are soon to be celebrating their 5oth anniversary. The im-

oT

pending celebration gets some good
news when a distant granddaughter
(Natasha Napoleao) returns hoping
to mend old wounds regarding her

.

father, and some bad news when Joe

THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND >> Genetically modified seeds cause trouble to sprout
up in The Seed Savers //supplied

life, the inadvertent spread of modified crops is one rife with all kinds of
legal and biological complexities. In
essence, the gene modification technique is a sped-up process of something that farmers have been doing
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for years: paying attention to which

plants perform best, and saving the
seeds for planting next year. With
technological innovation, though,
comes complications like patents,
leading to the kind of lawsuits like
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and Mindy find out that their field
has been contaminated with modified seed from their neighbour Solo's
(Jesse Gervais) farm, which brings a
lawsuit from the company that sold
Solo the seed in the first place. But
what begins as a legal battle quickly
reveals the things
that bind us bothto
UOMO

NTT

MITT

lovers, with our friends, with our
children. So the farm, those issues,

they're a backdrop, but this play is
about some universal but important

things. This play is about loss and betrayal and forgiveness." W

THU, OCT 30 ~ SUN, NOV 8
THE SEED SAVERS
DIRECTED BY MICHAEL CLARK
WRITTENBY KATHERINE KOLLER
\
STARRING JOHN WRIGHT, MARALYN RYAN]
JESSE GERVAIS, DAVID MACINNIS,
NATASHA NAPOLEAO
LA CITE FRANCOPHONE (8627 - 91 ST)
$20 -$25

TEM

PREVUE // BLACK COMEDY

Lights off, laughs on
When the lights come up in Black Comedy, the actors are left stumbling in the dark
FAWNDA MITHRUSH
/1 FAMIROA@VUEWEEKLY.COM
wun

At a few minutes chatting with
ikolai Witschl about his upcoming role in Peter Shaffer's Black Comedy,

it starts to sound like he's describing an
episode of Fawlty Towers. His accent
slips in and out of "RP"—he's demon-

strating Received Pronunciation, the
"standard British” oft heard in Shake-

Speare's theatre and amateur imitations
ofPatrick Stewart.
Studio Theatre's latest effort requires
a sampling of dialects to be performed
by the cast. There's a bit of cockney,
Some Northern British and at one point

@ couple of Germans get tossed in for
Sood measure.

Now in his final year of the BFA Acting program at the University of Alber-

to all the shenanigans that happen while
the characters are bumping around in

ta, Witsch! takes the lead in this production as Brindsley Miller, a young

“the dark"—see, isn't theatre grand?

sculptor who's desperately trying to
impress his soon-to-be-father-in-law
and some wealthy prospective art buy-

In order to bone up for the physical de-

ers one night when the electricity in
his flat happens to short circuit. Where
the "black" comedy comes in is that a

good part of the action takes place in
the dark—sort of.

mands of the show, some of which involve
Witschl rearranging and removing entire
furniture sets from the stage while in
blackout, the cast is working with clown
guru Michael Kennard (also known as the
first halfof Mump & Smoot).

"I haven't had time to do it yet, but
I'm starting to count up all of the injuries
that my character receives over the
lights are reversed,” Witschl explains.
course of the show, and I'm pretty sure
"When all of the lights are off onstage,
all of the characters can see\and move , logistically that I should be in the hosaround normally, but when the lights pital by the end," he laughs.
are on onstage, basically everyone is; | Witschl, whose tall, lithe stature bears
blind.” Essentially, the audience is privy some resemblance to that of a young
"The beauty of this show is that the

OCT 29 — NOV 4, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY

John Cleese, notes that the comparison
to everyone's favourite bumbling-butacerbic hotel owner isn't too far off for
his character,
"It's pretty much pure British farce.
There's mistaken identity, a lot of close
calls," Witschl explains. "My character basically is gambling throughout

the entire show, He's gambling that
he'll be able to lie his way out of this
situation, and the more that he lies the
deeper it gets.”
Witschl describes Brindsley as “awkward and high strung but very good
around the ladies, which is why he
has both a fiancée and a mistress.” Of
course, you get to see both women in
the show, much to Brindsley’s chagrin.
"It's kind of about honesty, and being

able to cut your losses and seeing how
far you can push the limits. What he
wants at his core is for everyone to like
him, but he does that through decep-

tion. Anytime anything goes on that he
doesn'treally want to talk about he kind
of lies and struts his way around it, but
the nature of this show is that inevitably his lies get brought to light.” So to
speak, right? W

OCT 29~ NOV? (7:30 PM)
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PREVUE // OH SUSANNA / THEATRESPORTS

A spooky, slutty weekend
The Varscona's Halloween celebrations go until All Saint's Day
FAWNDA MITHRUSH

// FAWNDA@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Wpsthaps Halloween, at heart, is just
about sluttiness,” says Mark Meer.
He's musing here as press agent to the
one and only Susanna Patchouli, who

brings out her special "Halloween pumpkins" (as seen bursting from the press
photo) on one special night each year. Patchouli, Meer’s glam and chesty alter-ego,
acknowledges the trend to shorten skirts
and bare breasts for what's supposed to
be the scariest day on the calendar.
"She certainly encourages anyone to
dress as a slutty version of whatever
they would normally dress as,” explains
Meer. "For example on Halloween you'll
see the slutty nurse, the slutty fireman,
the slutty police officer.” It's obvious
that the list is endless—perhaps in Edmonton we'll soon see midriff baring
hockey players and scantily-clad rig
pigs, too—but it's all in the fun of the
holiday for Patchouli.
"Susanna’'s definitely in favour of the
theatricality of the season, and deep

TOP 30 FOR T
. Rosanne
Cash -The List (emi)

. The Flaming Lips — Embryonic
(wamer)
. Monsters
Of Folk -S/T (shangrila)

Lyle Lovett - Natural Forces (losthighway)
The Secretaries
-S/T(the secrectaries)
Sam Baker — Cotton (music road)

Carolyn Mark& NQArbuckle - Let'sJustStay Here(mint).

. Tom Russell — Blood And Candle Smoke (shout)

Corb Lund - Losin’ Lately Gambler (new west)
Colin

James — Rooftops & Satellites (maple)

13. Rodrigo Y Gabriela - 11:11 (ato)

_ Japandroids
-Pest-Nothing (polyviny)
Maria Muldaur & Her Garden Of Joy -

+

For the special, Susie's got an all-star
line-up of celeb appearances planned.
In addition to an original new horror clown piece prepared by Mump &

evil," explains Meer.
It's been 11 years since he first donned
the Patchouli persona, who regularly
plays to a loyal late-night following on
the last Saturday of every month at the
Varscona. This year happens to be the
first time Susanna's customary night of
debauchery falls on the very same eve
as All Hallows, which is one reason why
she's snagged the special prime-time
slot of 7:30 pm.
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_ Levon Helm —Electric Dirt Girt farmer)
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John Wort Hannam — Queen's Hotel (black hen)

Smoot's Michael Kennard, her guest
list includes The Bone House playwright
Marty Chan and Fubar's David Lawrence, who happens to be in town filming the sequel to the 2002 cult classic
from which you might remember him
as Terry—the "other” hoser, the one

who doesn't lose his balls.
‘The evening will also feature a tune
or two by returning piano-man Bryce
Kulak, as well as Susanna’s house band,
the Be Arthurs.

Switching
promotional
characters,
Meer goes into villain mode to talk
about his plans for the night preceding
CONTINUED ON PAGE 23 >>

Baroness
- Blue Record (relapse)

PRAIRIE ARTSTERS >> ART AND THE RECESSION

The Wheatpool
— Hauntario (shameless)

The Dutchess & The Duke — Sunset/Sunrise
(hardly art)

Working hard for our money

. Delbert McClinton & Dick 50 — Aquired Taste (new west)

John

Fogerty & TheBlue Ridge Rangers — Rides Again (verve)
Converge - Axe To Fall (epitaph)

While the economy is down, it's time to
revise how we think about arts funding

Tinariwen — Imidiwan: Companions (outside)

Dan Mangan — Nice, Nice, Very Nice (fu:m)
Christian Hansen & The Autistics Power Leopard (ch)
James Keelagnan — House Of Cards (borealis)

Wooden Sky—If| Don't Come Home You'll Know I'm Gone (bbr)

The

v With most arts funding coming from
"Recession" as a noun, or state of being, : as purse strings are tightening across
private endowments and allocated gamhas been unavoidable. Be it in your bank : the board, | do find the continued lack of :
account, on the front page news

You Love Will BeTaken Away... (muisic road)
. Slaid Cleaves - Everything

. Kieran Kane - Somewhere Beyond The Roses (dead reckoning)

. Wilco—
The Album (nonesuch)

the idea of living the poor
life is simply everywhere.
When the market began
over

| remember

ago,

of the country’s attention. With

having a con-

a provincial deficit in the $2 billion
range, even BC, which boasts one of
tate prices and the rollercoaster stock : the highest quality of living stats in the

Blue Record is an instant classic, with

all the peaks and valleys, textures, and nuances that
timeless records yield over. repeated listens. Deep
and dark; Blue Record overflows with gossamer

melodies and striking, earnest riffs that have become

the band’s signature. Blue Record is the most
poignant moment in the BARONESS

canon to date.
IMONTON

10355 Whyte Ave. Shop online at megatunes.com 434-6342
22 // ARTS

a year

versation with a friend who
shrugged off the dipping real es-

ea
Blue Record announces the
re-awakening of Savannah’s rock giants

E

arts a disturbing fact.
The
recent
end-of-summe
plans by British Columbia's Lib:
eral government to drastically
cut their arts funding by up to
90 percent has gotten the rest

films and television shows,

turning

BARONESS
BLUE RECORD
BARONESS.

value, be it monetary or social, in the : ing revenue from lotteries and casinos,

:

or even as a narrative hook in

. Steve Earle— Townes (new west)

exchange. As a full-time artist, she said
something to the effect that as someone already living, working and surviving
well below the poverty line, the onset of
a recession wasn't going to harm her.
For the most part, this has been the
case for the arts in general. Not many of
the stereotypical "poor, starving artist"
types | know have been hit very hard by

: country, is not prioritizing their arts and
: cultural legacy.
: In looking at what's unfolding out west,
: everything from projected standard $20
: ticket prices soaring into the hundreds
: of dollars just to break even to the dev: astating closure of many long-standing
: companies and organizations are becom: ing more than just looming threats. The

their nonexistent or paltry investments. : reality is, arts and culture from producNone of the independent artists, writ- : tion to dissemination has become so de-

ers and dancers have Lost their nest egg : pendent on government funding that to
since they never had’one to begin with. : cut even Just a little bit will only further
starve the malnourished.
~
And while on the immediate level this
seems fine by most everyone, as artists : Alberta during the Klein years completely
drained
away
its
Heritage
Fund.
are used to working for next to nothing :

WUEWEEKLY
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the value of arts and cultural production
in this province continues to exist on a

: spiraling decline combined with pockets
: of instability, And while this may be the

: case for everyone, BCis proving that arts
: remains the first to go.
:
: In pitting arts and culture against other
: aspects of our social needs like health: care, education and infrastructure, lobby: ists have successfully blinded the greater
: population into believing the arts can.ac: tually be segregated from our daily lives
: as something excessive to our quality of
it be: life as a human being. When in fact,
of our
; comes preposterous.to even think
in
made
: lives without concerning choices
: colour, design and esthetics. In always re: ceiving the smallest slice of the pie, arts
: and artists have lost sight of their value
a whole
: and contribution to society as

: And as the overall pie shrinks, perhaps

for
: perceptions of values may be reset

: future productivity. W

:
: Amy Fung isthe author ofPrairieArtsters.com
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VISUAL ARTS // OR WHAT?!
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OH SUSANNA

Under one roof

<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22

Samhain. The Varscona's Hallowe
en
antics actually kick-off on Friday with
a two-part zombie/comic book themed

Local artists band together to show the
work going on in City Market Apartments

edition of TheatreSports.

“Halloween's all about evil,” he Says this

time, explaining that he'll appear as the

BLINOV

dastardly nemesis to Superman, Bizarro

ra HOY
A erenaA A

1SET SUSRANTIUST BAAD LatmeETMU ULB

centage of them live and work in their
own space in that building. And that's
important: You can't be an artist if you
can't make work, and you can't make
work or sell your work if you don't
havea space to doit in."
So Or What?! isn't a protest against

TPEEtTotoaatase

fthere's been one up-side to the curheeyeconomic slump, it's that it's

bought the residents of City Market

$ a little bit more time together in their building. Located on

tedevelopment, just a celebration of a

the eastern edge of downtown (and

current crop of visual artists living and
working under one roofinEdmonton.
"Like with anything, as property values go up, things will change. It's not
like we're going to picket it and fight

formerlyafarmer's market), the building boasts an unusually high number

of visual artists living and working
within. The city was (and still is) eyeing the whole area for redevelopment,

it or anything. But just, this [art] is

which will eventually drive property
rates up and send a number of them
looking for cheaper rent, but an economic stall means the same thing for
those redevelopment plans. At least
for now.
"That recent recession business we
have maybe extended our lifeline a

little bit longer," Amy Fung explains.
“And so before the development goes
forward, if and when it ever happens,
we just wanted to look at what was
happening right now."

To do that, she put out an open call to
the artists in the building (Fung, who
doesn't actually reside in the building,
says her role was more of an organizer
than a curator), and the resulting collection, Or What?!, is as eclectic and

©

diverse as you might expect from an
apartment building full of artists—
members of 3Ten Photography, the
multi-faceted Institute Parachute collective and the industrial artists Loyal
Loots all call City Market home, among
many others.

The building's appeal, for all of them,
was pretty simple.
"The low rent,” Fung laughs, before
noting the building's balance of liying and working space. "Not all of
the artists have a studio inside their
apartments, but I would say a fair per-

already happening right now, so let's
look at what's happening now, instead
of what can happen, what new plans
can make," Fung says. "This city has a »
really short attention span anda really

(sometimes known as Bizarro Superman, for the less DC-savvy out there).
"This is the third year running we're

doing a Superheroes versus Supervillains Theatresports match," he says.

Titled Improv on Infinite Earths, this
year's face-off is of rather historic pro-

portions. "You'll see the cream of the

crop of DC's heroes and villains,” Meer
boasts. "It's essentially a match between
the Justice League and the Legion of
Doom. On the heroes side you're going
to see all the big marquee stars: Superman, Batman, Robin, Wonder Woman,
The Flash, Green Lantern and Zatanna,
versus the Legion of Doom," featuring
the likes of Lex Luther, Bizarro and The

Scarecrow. "We are bringing in some
special guests—Mr. Donovan Workun

of Atomic Improv will be doing his best
Burgess Meredith impression as
The
Penguin, perhaps with a little Danny
Devito in there as well.”
Meer hosts the first half via Uncle Zombie, alife-sized undead puppet who's
been
unfortunately separated from his legs,
“Uncle Zombie puts some improvisers
through their paces in the first half, and
the consequences of failure are
usually

fatal. This year we have a Variety of
terrifying forfeits that the losing team
will
have to play," he says, promising that
those forfeits will be deliciously "humiliating and horrifying.”
And as for remaking the night of the
living dead more silly than scary, Meer
Says the crew aims to frighten too. "The
villains are evil, and if they win who

knows what could happen.” VW
ERI, OCT 30 (11 Pm)
HALLOWEEN THEATRESPORTS

VARSCONA THEATRE (10329 - 83 AVE), S10

SAT, OCT 31(7:30 PM)

OH'SUSANNA! HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
VARSCONA THEATRE (10329 = 83 AVE), $10

short memory Span, So it's always eas-

ier to tear down and rebuild, because
we have the money and we have the resources. Soi don't think we really look
at what's happening around us very often, and I think that's where the most
interesting things are." WV
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‘Wildly, unbelievably, exhilaratingly funny!” - Toronto Star

PUPPETRY

THE

FEATURING
WORKS BYTHERESIDENTS OF
ARTERY (9535 JASPER AVE)

THESEASO N.CA
TO LINK TO ED MONTON’S
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| “Sends Audience Members Into Hysterics!”
- New York’ Times
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“Dementedly good fun!” - Vanity Fair
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"Australia’s greatest theatrical export since Dame
Edna Everage.”
- Daily Telegraph, Australia

the living room playhouse
11316 106 avenue

Alcerta

780 454 0683

novernber 5 - 15,
thureday - saturday 8pm
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HIGH /AY|63)
emergency architect
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NOVEMBER 4

@ 8PM
WINSPEAR

.

Be

9720-102 Avenue NW

lickets available at: Winspear Box Office
f Sir
Winston Churchill Sq., 780-428-1414
or online at

www. winspearcentre.com
IDS
) NINES IDIRE
©WIRED)

www.PuppetryolthePenis.com
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FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
OR EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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GALLERES
+ MUSEUMS
AGES BUGERA GALLERY- a.JapsAre00.884

Hemera

Jerry Heine; Now 7-20; opening reception: Sat, Nov 7, 2-4pm;
artist
inattendan:

Discovery Gallery:
ee

ae

riumgan4ss-87 Ave « albertaballet.com « Choreography

Devi3» BUILDING A VISION: rt
Galleryof
AbertaandRandall
‘sketches,

NORTHERN LIGHTS CLASSIC - Polish Hall, 10960-104 St

FAVA - Metro Cinema « fava.ca + Future Visions screening

M Des students atthe U ofA providing anintroduction tothe
student's research, curated bylizingram + Until Oct
FRINGE GALLERY
«10516 Whyte Ave, Paint Spot bsmt
+ 780.432.0240
» Artworks by Paddy Lamb; until Oct 3:»
LINKS: Artworks By Tom Yurko;
Nov; opening
Reception: Nov 7, 2-4pm.

GALLERY AT MILNER - Stanley A.Milner

Main Fi,

cach month, Thu, Oct 29,22:10-12:s0pm +Window:
(102 St,Enter-

Sir Winston Churchill $q« 780.496.7030 = Group exhibit bythe

prise Sq) INSIDE OUT: WEM AND THE SUBCONSCIOUS
SPACE

Acrylic Paintings ByRandall Talbot; Nov 2-30« Pottery Exhibit

OFTHE CITY: Installation by Dan Briker, until Dec13 « Artfor

+ Fri, Nov6

ELECTRUM GALLERY - 12419 Stony Plain
Rd+
780.482.1402 + Gold and silver jeweleryby
WayneMackenzie, and artworks
by various artists

FRONT GALLERY - 12312 Jasper Ave 780.488.2952 « ALLUSIONS: Paintings
byGalia Kwetny

incl daytime events)

Kameda step Sse Askin: ThCutis Kelieltzrn
(Oct 29; Free on the last Thu each month, 1210-12:

ea

(adult'S7 (senior/student}, $5(6xaynfreeoa

under)/S20 (family);

PRONG

Pay-What-You-May,
Thu, 4-8pm

Ee cbt52SFSa

+ U ofA Campus - Mon-Fri, zam-7pm « LOVE LETTERS TO
FEMINISM: Hosted by University of Alberta's Women StudiesProgram
«Until Dec 1

pia
rah
tiie,T4> + Sunworks, 4924 Ross St

aa

Sees aha cee
es

is

eran wanes
Nov 4,6:30-8:3pm_

Edmonton Art Chub; until Oct 30 « EARTH LIGHT TAPESTRIES:

ny:

si ee

ere eee ian

spirituali-

ties
«Artist tallNov
6,7pm;

+ Projfix Room:

SIGNS OF DESIRE: Artworks by

+ Nov 6-28,

LOFT GALLERY - 590Broadrnoor
Blvd, Sherwood Park +

IMCMULLEN GALLERY « U ofA Hospital, 8440-212 St
780.407.7152 » GROWING UP: Paintings anddrawings about
personal and universal experiences ofgrowing up « Oct 31-Dec
23 - Opening reception: Nov 5
(MOPAG-Multicultural
Centre Public ArtGallery, s¢u.-1 St,
Stony Plain - 780.963.2777 «Drawings
bySusan Casault; until

Nov 4 « Digital Photography ByJennie Delaney; Nov6 —Dec 2,
2009; Opening Reception,

403.341.4641 «

and sash display
byCelina Loyer

INSTITUTE « 9 Mission Ave, StAlbert « 780.651.8176 +

Aboriginal Veterans Display - Gift Shop - Finger weaving

MUSEE HERITAGE MUSEUM - 5 St Anne St, StAlbert -

+ Main Gallery: GRILLED CHEESE AND TOMATO SOUP:

780. 459.1528 »DECOYS
TO DECORATIVES: the History and
Art of Decoy Painting«Until Novas

Artworks byartist inresidence, Spyder Yardley-Jones; until Nov

PROFILES PUBLIC ARTGALLERY «19 PerronStStAbert-

HARCOURT HOUSE GALLERY « 11215-102 St- 780.426.4380

780.460.4310 « 100 DRESSES: Artworks by Nicole Bauberger;

until Oct31« STRONG MEN AND QUESTIONABLE
FOUNDATIONS: Paintings byByron Mcbride andsculptures byBnan
Mearthur, Nov 5-28; opening reception: Nov 5 7-gpm.
PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF ALBERTA - 855s Roper Rd «

780.427.4750 « ALBERTA WOMEN’S INSTITUTES 100 YEARS
OF COMMUNITY SERVICE: Celebrating the contributions of

the Alberta Women’s Institutes over the last 100 years; until

Oct 31» NOW AND THEN: Featuring photographs from the

Provincial Archives of Alberta's holdings recreated by photographers from Images Camera Club (both sets of photographs

Barns, 10330-84 Ave 780.409.1910 « Pringe Theatre Adventures presents Village Theatre's theatrical thriller byMarty
Chan. Lecturer EugeneCrowley tellsthestory of thenotori-

ous
etlellertown the
* Until
low7, 8pm;
it8pm and 10pm-$19.95 (adults.
+ Rapid Fire Theatre's improv show every Sai
Rte

for the last Sat ofeach month until June 12 «$10 (door\/s8
rareMie ese member)/$s
eaves (high eae nen) at

on the Square- Halloween Chimprov: Discountfc
audience members in costume on Oct 31
=
iar + Varscona
Theatre, 10329-83 Ave» 7804333399 the last Mon inMay
money

Mon, 730pm « Until

FRINGE FRIGHT NIGHT-TransAlta Arts Barns, 10330-84
Ave « Fringe Theatre Adventures Society presents this

interactive horror-filled showease, a directorial debut for
graduates from the Grant MacEwan Theatre Program and
the U of ADrama programs. Also a killer costume party «
Sat, Oct 31, xopm (door)«$20 at fringetheatreca
HARVEST«Shadow Theatre, Varscona, 10329-83 Ave+

1BORH-SSA4 *
+ ByKenCameron,
directed by,
JobsHunson, sing CoralieCato ailGlennNelsonAllan
and Charlotte, retired farmers, have moved toa condo and have
rented out the oldhomestead «Nov 5-22
HOCKEY STORIES FOR BOYS - Avenue Theatre, 9030-113 Ave

+
Directed
by Clinton Carerw, starring
Chris Bullough, Roman
PFOB, George Szilagyi
and Sharla Matkin byGearge Szilagyi«
Nov 6-15 70pm; no show Mon «
Sis
JUNGLE BOOK -Citadel Shoctor Theatre, 9828-1014 Ave

‘780.426.48u1 « Robbins Family Series: Directed byDean Patrick
ing.
A Geardie Productions (Montreal) presentation.
Recommended
for children syears and up «Until Nov 1

on display}; Nov 5-Jan 24

LITTLE ME - Grant MacEwan College, Centre for the Arts and

ROYAL ALBERTA MUSEUM « 12845-102 Ave « 780.453.9100 «

Theatre; a funny autobiography
ofaqueen of
the silver screen,

Much More Munsch + Until Apr 5

SCOTT GALLERY «10411-124 St « 780.488.3619 - THE LAND.
SPEAKS, THE SRY LISTENS: Artworks by Jim Visser; until

Nov 3+ Group Exhibition; Nov 7-24

SNAP GALLERY
+10309-97 St«780.423.1492
«snapartistscom
Main Gallery: OFELIA SERIES ANDDELECTED MONUMENTS

SERIES: ArtbyGoedele Peeters - Studio Galllery: Exposure
Festival/Camp
Firefly project »Until Nov 28

SPRUCE GROVE ART GALLERY « Melcor Cultural Centre,
35-5 Ave, Spruce Grove « 780.962.0664 » EXPLORING SHAPE IN

CLAY: Parkland Potters show « Until O¢ 31

STANLEY MILNER LIBRARY & METRO CINEMA «North
of Nowhere Expo: Festival of Independent Media and
Underground Art exhibit « Until Oct 31
STUDIO GALLERY - 11 Perron St, St Albert, 780.460.5993
» THREE’S COMPANY, TWO'S ONE: Artworks by Frank
vanVeen « Until Oct 32
TELUS WORLD OF SCIENCE - Dr. Agar and the
Halloween Science Show; Oct 31, Nov
TU GALLERY 10718-3124 St » UKRAINIAN
ART AND
SOUL: Artworks by Val Boyko, Larysa Eluik, Theodora
Harasymiw, Iryna Karpenko, Oksana Movchan and
Valeriy Semenko Until Nov7

November 16 & 17
Northern Alberta
MIU
oi(s-WeVU lol icelarelan

ofWilam

(student/senior); Pay-What-You-Can Mon; $10 eae
CHIMPROV «Varscona Theatre, 10329-83 Ave « 780,

MICHIF CULTURAL AND METIS RESOURCE

« DECORATION WITH:

> Lady M,an.

1-34(RY (aden erie)stan esque”

‘Thu,Nov5,
12:30pm: no show Sun,Nov1«$5-830 atTimms bax
office 1-hour prior toperformance; adv atTIXonthe Square
THE BONE HOUSE - PCL Studio Theatre, TransAlta Arts

Presented By The Edmonton Potters Guild; Nov 2-30
GALLERY IS_fted Deer =« 5123-48 St,Alexander Way, Red Deer,
HANDS: Paintings byLiba Labil
Oct 29-Nov
3«Norma Barsness Solo Show; Nov 2— Nov 28; opening reception: Fri, Nov 6

eee

‘Gon for women a5,

BLACK COMEDY ~Tomes aMfrsSs
thisply PeterSasdecdby
KimMec.Aspors

(Christ!'s family lifeover the years « Until
Dec
(CROOKED
POT GALLERY « 4012-5: Ave,
Pain
780.963,9573
+Clay works byRobert Ford and
Anderson;
until
Oct31-Pottery byOle Neilson; through Nov; open house
and reception:
Sun, Nov 1,230-430pm.

+ 780.492.2083 »GERMINATIONS:
recent works byMFA and

tition with Danny Arbour and Camille Norton + Nov 7-8
+ Sis (Sat or Sun day events)/$35-$so (Sat evening events;

AR

' Until Nov 6

JEFF ALLEN ANT GALLERY -Sa

FINE ARTS BUILDING GALLERY « U of A,Rm 1-1,112St,8gAve

+ 780.909.4332 « northernlightsclassic.ca « Dance compe-

~ globaivisionsfestival.com + Celebrating the work of
passionate, accomplished documentarians from Canada

Ave + 780 461.3427 + Meli Melo: Artworks by

CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY -reas
720.498.1984 »CRAZY FAMILY: Large paintings depicting

er

GLASS 2009: Until Dec 19

ART BEATGALLERY 26st-anneotstalbert-780.459379DUETTO: Paintings byAlenzsandElias « Until
Nov14

ALBERTA BALLET-Romeo and Jjullet - Jubilee Audito-

and around the world; Nov 5-8 -Opening gala: Broke, at
the Paramount Theatre; Thu, Nov 5, 8pm; $20

Dawn

+ Oct yo-Nov io» Opening Fecrption:
¢
Foptiereanbe
r
Oct
30,7-8:30pm; artists
inattendance

Creating and curating queer: Until Nov28 « MUSEUMS INTHE
2ST CENTURY-Coneepts,
Projects, Buildings: Presenting the

GLOBAL VISIONS FILM FESTIVAL- Various Locations

ee

.

iat Oot2p PAINTING THELANDSCAPE Patutingsby

ART GALLERY
OF ALBERTA -enterprise
sq,100, 10230 jasper
Ave «780.422.6233 +
+ PRINTED MATTERS:

by Jean Grand-Malire, accompanied by the Edmonton
Symphony Orchestra + Nov 6-7
CITIE BALLET -Eva O. Howard Theatre, Victoria School
+ 780.472.7774 + citieballet.com + Reflections and Reminiscences « Pri, Oct 30, Spm « Tickets at Etoile Dance Shoppe

repuirmors
ad
ee

» SUBLIME LANDSCAPE:

VAAA GALLERY « 3rd Fi, 10215-112 St « 780-421-1731 «

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE: Large graphic paintings
by Wade Stout, made to stimulate discussion on

Shakespeare's play » Until Nov 14

Communications » Musical

ted byGrant MacEwan

Maybelle Schlumfert « Until Oct 31, 7:30pm - $s (adult)/Si0

(student/senior) atTIXon the Square

LUCK BE A LADY -Jubilations Dinner Theatre, #2690, 8882-170
St, II],WEM « 780.484.2424
«jubilations.ca »Go backtothe days

of
Vegas
inthe'sos and ‘6os with the music
ofPrank Sinatra,

Dean Martin,
Sammy Davis Jr.and others «Oct 30-Jan 23
MEMORIES OF A CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT - Arden
Theatre, St. Albert « 780.459.1542 - ardentheatre.com +

Musical by St. Albert playwright Maureen Rooney, telling
the story of a couple’s life as seen through the eyes of
a Christmas ornament purchased at the start of their
relationship «Sun, Nov 8, 7pm «$25

MONSTERPIECE THEATRE - 780.431.1750 « catalystthe

atre.ca « A gothic, ghoul-fest special event. Stay posted
for details « Sat, Oct 31
NASHVILLE ICONS « Mayfield Dinner Theatre, 16615-109

Ave « 780.483.4051 « By Tracey Power and Will Marks,
celebrating the evolution of country music » Until Nov 1
+ Buffet and Show from $55.99
‘OH SUSANNA! HALLOWEEN SPECIAL « Varscona Theatre,

10329-83 Ave + 780.433.3399 « varsconatheatre.com/ohsusanna

+ Buro-style variety with a salute to the spirit of Samhain

and all things spooky, hosted by winsome witch Susann:
tchouli and Eros, god of love! Come in costume for a chanc

to win Halloween prizes +Special Prime Time Halloween
Special; 6:30pm (door); Oct 31,7:30pm; tickets at the door
OLEANNA- Festival Place, 100 Festival Way, Sherwood

Park, 780.449.3378 » Festival Players, directed by Richard

WEST END GALLERY « 12308Jasper Ave- 780.488.4892 « Gerald
SevierandAndris Leimanis + Octj2-Nov 12

Winnick, starring

WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM GALLERY «Assiniboia

cuses him of sexual exploitation maining his chance of being
accorded tenure « Nov 5-7, 7:30pm
PUPPETRY OF THE PENIS - Winspear Centre, 9720-102 Ave
+ Wed, Nov 4, 7pm (door), 8pm (show) « $42.50 at Winspear

Hall, U of A+ Open Mon-Fri, 7am-7pm + LOVE LETTERSTO
FEMINISM:
Mail artexhibition «Until Dec 31

el

Norm Usiskin and Kathleen McDonald -

David Mamet's

a about the power struggle between a

university professor and one of his female students who ac-

box office + puppetryofthepenis.com

ARTERY - 9535Jasper Ave« Frontenac House booklaunch for

ROCK’W' ROLL « Giada ShoctorTheatre,9838-101 Ave»
povsper

Wait Until Aftermoon_ « Thu, Nov 5,6-11pm.

eal

AUDREYS BOOKS - 10702JasperAve« 780.423.3487 « Lari
Hahnel, booklaunch ofNothing Sacred; Oct29,7:30pm.
GREENWOOD'S
BOOKSHOPPE -7925-104 St«780.439.2005
+ Stroll ofPoets’ 2009 Anthology; Sun, Nov, apm + David

tana

7pm - Reading from Tim Lilbum's books of poetry, Kill-site and

Onphic Politics, andnewworks; ThuNoy
5.7pm

concretetheatre.ca
»Concrete Theatre; World premiereof
CAE oreSee ae
ae
ieimpact of

KASBAR LOUNGE « 10444-82 Ave « Live at the Kasbar: The

in Millwoods Starring Joshua Beaudry and directed by Micko

Bouchard's
newbook, TheSeven SacredTeachings;
Wed, Nov4,

For tickets contact:
780-451-8000 or
www.ticketmaster.ca

Raving Poets: Open stage poetry with alive band - Wed

nights until Dec 2+ Free

ROSIE'S - 10475-80 Ave+ 780.932.4409 - talesstorytelling
com «

violence

the eyes ofTom, a fifteen year old boy living

Ouchi +Nov 5-7 -Thu, Nov 5-7, 8pm; Fri, Nov6-7, apm; « 9.8

(aa
il

eee
at TI on the Square, door, Sat

violence prevention counsel-

reap armas hanprameic

ROUGE LOUNGE - 10111-117 St« 780.902.9900 - Poetry Tue:

‘THE SEED SAVERS - LaCité Francophone, 8627-91
St780.477.5955 +workshopwest.org +Workshop
West Theatre,

STANLEY
A. MILNER LIBRARY: Main Floor, 7 SirWinston

introduce genetically modified seed into our food supply +
Oct 30-Nov 8,Tue-Sat at7330pm; Sun mat atapm + Opening

Byery Tue with Edmonton's localpoets « 8pm « No cover

Churchill Sq« 780.496.7000 » Writers’ Corner: EPL's Writer in

Residence; hosts a different author each month «Last Sun of
each month at130pm

STANLEY A. MILNER LIBRARY - Edmonton Room,
Basement Level, 7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq + 780.496.7000
+ National Novel Writing Month: Nanowrimo Challenges
‘The "One Day” Novelist To Start Writing Their Novel From
Scratch On Nov 1 And Finish By Nov 30. Info/Registration
‘At Nanowrimo.Org + Mon, Nov 30, 4pm

Canadian Idol finalist

eae= Nov7-29

TALES. Story Café Series First Thu of the Month, There Is An

Open Mic Opportunity:
Oh My-Omen! «Thu, Now 5

Opening performance by
Jenn Beaupre

Papen

ROUTES- Catalyst Theatre, 8529-103 St» 780.439.3905 *

ay

by Katherine Koller, a playabout themultinationals’
push to

night:
Oct30;Sasfadult)/S20 (student/senior}; Sun:two-for-

one; Tue: pay-what-you-can
THE SUPER GROOVY ‘70S - Mayfield

109 Ave«780.483.4051/1-877-529-7829
(toll

a+ The ‘7os generation is reborn with some ofthe

far-out fashion, big hair anddisco - Nov 6-Feb14
SWEENEY TODD, THE DEMON BARBER OF FLEET
STREET «+ StanleyA.Milner Library Theatre, 7 Sir Winston

sherardmusicaltheatre.com +

SSTRATHCONA COUNTY LIBRARY « Sherwood Park «

780-449.s807 » Words in the Park, And A Dog in the Library:
book sale and fair withToby, aChesapeake
Bay Retriever
recently featured in the new Chicken Soup for the Soul

www.moscowballetcanada.com

book, What I Learned from My Dog,with Strathcona County

authors + Noy 7, 1-4pm « Free

UPPER CRUST CAFE - 10909-86 Ave+ 780.422.8174
«strollofpoets.com +ThePoets' Haven Weekly Reading Series: Presented
bytheStrollof
PossSociety -Brery
Mon7pm+ $5(door) «Ak
lisonAkgungor, Alison Clarke,AngelaDekort, AndyMichaelson,

Titte Event Sponsor
DISTINCTIVE COLLECTION

==
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Finlay,

musi

Until
Oct 3:+$s atTIX on the Square
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‘Costumes!
Candy! Oct30,12pm; $:0/$8 (if

wearing Halloween costume)

\ Online at vueweekly.com >> FIL/\\

Best of 2000s
by Josef Braun

How the horror genre has changed in
the new millenium.
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iE LIMITS OF CONTROL

cious contacts all the’more bizarre, in a
way that’s at least slightly pleasing to anyone who likes Jarmusch. But just because

you can do something other people can't
doesn't mean you should, and Jarmusch's

as sparse as the story. This is only driven home by the fact Bankolé does little

more than sit there in his impeccably
tailored suits, exchanging matchboxes
and then munching his slips of paper,
washed down with the espresso.
Where there is a lot going on is visually,
Patterns and images are layered and re-

in an interview with Film Comment's
avin Smith, Jim Jarmusch explains

that,

for The Limits ofControl, he showed

p in Spain with what amounts to a 25-

age outline
and adesire tomake a film
around sometime-collaborator Isaach
De Bankolé, Overthe course of the threewek
shoot, hefilled in the rest, basically
creating as he went along, occasionally
iting the few speeches that do pop in
his impressionistic, extended meditation the night before they shot them. For

peated, modem artis contrasted with real-

world images and Jarmusch photographs
some of the most gorgeous buildings in
Spain. There doesn't seem to be any purpose to this beyond just hitting the same
notes, although Swinton's speech maybe
gives some clue: she talks about loving
old films because you get to see what the
world was like back then, and whatever
else is happening or not happening in The
Limits of Control, you certainly get to see
a lot of little nooks and crannies of both
landscape and personality.

a man who can be esoterically oblique
even at his best, this does probably not
qualify as a great idea.

There is both alot andlittle going on in
e Limits of Control, depending on what
you want to focus on. In terms of narrative, well, itwas a 25-page script: its story
exists somewhere between Ghost Dog
and Coffee and Cigarettes. Most of the
time, we simply follow our stone-faced,
nameless main character (De Bankolé)

drifting through his days taking in art,
wandering the streets of Madrid and
Seville and waiting at cafés or on trains,
where he always orders two espressos,
served in separate cups. He is on some

kind of mission, pieced out to him in little slips of paper hidden in matchboxes,
delivered by inevitably chatty contacts:
a white-clad film buff (Tilda Swinton), a
British man with an interest in the origins of the term "bohemian" (John Hurt),
a Mexican curious about reflections and
peyote (Gael Garcia Bernal).
Though philosophical and critical language will occasionally surface, and a

few topics inevitably resonate through
several conversations—Swinton and
Bernal's talks both touch on looking
at reality, to some degree, and there
are parallels between a violinist's talk
about the molecules of a musical instrument remembering what's been played
and a polka-dotted dress-wearing train
rider's thoughts on what makes up our
bodies—thematically the talk is roughly

tourist shots and ramblings would benefit *
greatly
with alittle more direction,atleast
forits ideas ifnot its story.
Really what this feels like more than

anything is a film made for essays more
than actual enjoyment. All the repeated
images, the oblique, vaguely philosophical musings,

the extended

quiet, the

postmodern, anti-thriller thrilleriness
of its plot—they're perfect for selective,
myopic interpretations and highfalutin’ arguments. All of it taken together,
though, is just so much stylistic fluff. Jar-

musch’s critics like to bash him for putting cool ahead of coherence, and while

that line of thought sells short an artist
who really just likes to approach things ™”
from

unfamiliar

angles, The Limits of

Control won't do anything to quiet that
it feels every bit like a series of simple
ideas that weren't thought through, and
reduces Jarmusch to little more than his

own odd tics.

W

Regardless, an intriguing visual sense
does not really a film make, and for the
most part The Limits of Control feels aimless and tedious. Granted, they're sort

of uniquely aimless and tedious in a Jarmuschian way: the extended stretches of

walking backed by the experimental noise
of bands like Boris and Earth really make
Bankolé's experiences with the loqua-

THU, OCT 29 (7 PM)
THU, OCT 29 & SAT, OCT 31- TUE, NOV 3 (9PM)
THE LIMITS OF CONTROL
WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY JIM JARMUSCH
STARRING ISAACH DE BANKOLE
METRO CINEMA (9828 - 1014 AVE)

wor

[DVD DETECTIVE >>UNIVERSAL HORROR CLASSICMOVIEARCHIVE

Not quite classic
e

e

But the Universal Horror Classic Movie Archive manages to offer up some fun, occasionally inventive pieces
vated by some looming treasure. Both are : found in Unbreakable (2000). A bus is : and Bela Lugosi as a servant. Yet this is : Captive Wild Woman ('43) was directed
collects five of the studio's genre pieces : big on broad comedy, the former enlisting : hurled into a high power line. Everyone : creepier, more sinister, more absorbing, : by Edward Dmytryk, who'd soon be helmSpanning the years 1941 —'43. It's an
an aging Lou Costello type, the latter : dies—save Chaney's Dan McCormick, a : Set in some swampy Southern town :: ing some essential noirs, such as Murder
interesting transitional period if
you consider that Universal's
golden years of monster mov-

what would arguably be the most

distinctive horror films of the new dewere emerging from a B-unit at RKO

‘hse: by producer Val Lewton, whose
approach to the genre—subtle, neurotic,
oe
with ambiguity, akin to

Nolr—was essentially a complete reversal

of the Universal model. The title of this
box Set is as misleading as it is awkward.
a are no classics here, but most are
a least pretty fun, while some.are genu-

ely interesting, inventive and pleasingly

nge.
ag Black Cat (1941) and Horror Island
")are both pretty slight whodunits in
ich
assemble in a single lo‘tion housing an unidentified killer moti-

a lusty sailor with a wooden leg
who resembles a rather discrete drag queen. Concerning a family eagerly awaiting

:
:
:
:

sideshow performer who does tricks with : where the nights are draped in fog and lo- : My Sweet (44) and Crossfire (47). It feaelectricity. Rather than feel wracked with : cal authorities don't sweat much over the : tures two prominent male figures, one
: series of strangulation killings occurring : ostensibly heroic, the other the obvious
: near the mansion of a reclusive, quadri- : villain, aligned by their compulsion to
: plegic millionaire who surrounds himself : throw wild animals into unnatural situa~..
: with his mentally ill sister, Lugosi's butler, : tions and tame these animals until they™
: some mystic in a turban and a chauffer : do their bidding. The first man is a circus
: who doubles as a salivating rapist. A trio : performer, the second a mad scientist
: of doctors converge at the millionaire's : obsessed with "racial improvement” who
: house with their hands out for donations - inserts human glands into a gorilla, the
: but instead find they're treated to dem- : result being the beautiful and bizarre Ac: onstrations of how matter can be altered : quanetta, “the Venezuelan Volcano." (The
: by telekinetically adjusting its vibrations. : actress was actually from Wyoming)
: They're also here to pay penance for their : Sounds like a successful experiment in
: collective failure to save the millionaire : forcing the evolution of beasts into hot
: from his present condition. | loved the : babes, but of course confusion and disas: expressionistic fog excess, there's a really : ter await. The wildly improbably story is
: good-looking lady shrink, ahaunting night : quite fascinating, the mise en scéne an el: walk sequence where a spunky young : egant mélange of slow-motion, creeping
traveling shots and sudden close-ups, and :
: womanis sadly killed, and Lugosils forced
= to act normal in certain scenes, reminding : the scenes in which the circus guy tangles
: you what an interesting actor he could be : with real tigers and lions are more genu: inely nerve-wracking than anything else
: when not always hamming it up.
; A sort of girly cousin to Fox's Dr. Re- : in the entire box set. See it. And be nice
: nault's Secret (42), the puzzlingly titled : to animals. WV

guilt, Dan walks away from the accident
cheerful as ever. A sadistic genius electrothe death of its ancient, very : biologist lures Dan into his laboratory,
intrigued
by Dan's apparent immunity to
wealthy matriarch, The Black :
Cat claims to be “suggested : electricity. He starts pumping Dan with
by" Edgar Allen Poe, though I can : larger and larger doses of electricity until
only imagine he would have sug- : Dan develops a dependency—there's a
: gested aborting production. However, the : pretty chilling addiction subtext here—
: film's atmosphere, with its smoky moon- : and finally transforms into an automaton
= light outlining a dense garden of trees, : whose flesh pulsates with white heat.
: benefits tremendously from the work : Supporting characters tend toward the
: of cinematographer Stanley Cortez, who : bland, but there are beguiling montages
: would go on to shoot The Magnificent ; involving note-taking and lab work, a curi: Ambersons (‘42), The Night of the Hunter : ous current of mistrust toward psychiatry,
: and above all a tragic, soulful yet totally
? (55) and The Naked Kiss (‘64).
: Man Made Monster (41), directed by : weird performance from Chaney. We feel
: George Waggner, who would also direct : bad for him, but do we ever really know
: The Wolf Man that same year, is more in- : what's going on inside this guy?
: teresting. Like The Wolf Man, it features :
: Lon Chaney Jr. as a protagonist who's at : On the surface Night Monster (42)
: once victim and monster. You could say : seems of the same lineage as The Black
: the film is secretly about the curse of : Cat and Horror Island, replete with an
: survival, and traces of its premise can be : old dark house, abundant secret passages
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in't it

THERE ARE‘FOUR KIKDS
OF ALTEW ENCOUNTERS.

cert prep is only for fans

TO ATTEND THE

member the glory days

THE FOURTH

KIMD

1S ARDUCTION.

THE FOWRTH KIND

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER
5"
9:00PM AT SCOTIABANK THEATRE
WEST EDMONTON MALL
A analLaer OF DOUBLE GUEST
AVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP AT

WUEWEEK
20303

-108

Y

STREET

STAND >> This Is It shows prep for Mj's last tour // supplied
DAVID BERRY

//DAVID @VUEWEEKLY.COM
|

ichael Jackson's death was a little
overplayed by both media and

wake of his death was basically just a
sympathetic response with the generation or two above to which he is an actually meaningful cultural icon.
Secondly, I suspect you need to feel the

mourners. This isn't some attempt to
denigrate any of his contributions to

full cultural impact of Michael Jackson to

popular music and dance, or get all
ontrarian about his music, or down-

(sort-of) behind-the-scenes look at his
preparation for the concerts of the same
name. Pitched somewhere between a
making-of featurette and a concert film,
it's basically like watching rehearsals,
and as muchas you like someone's work,
there's a reason most of us don't buy unmastered albums or sketch pads.

play its significance to a certain segment of the population, but unless you

‘were at least a teenager—or a particuarly musically inclined 10-year-old,
ay—by the time Thriller hit, you can't
eally appreciate the full importance of
Aichael Jackson.
Just to use myself as an example (I'm
the most convenient), I was born a few
months after the title track/video was

get much ofanything out of This Is It, the

Structured roughly as the concert
would have been, This Is It occasionally checks in with the creative team

behind the experience, but rarely for
more than one line about what working
with Michael was like before it rushes
back to half-ready versions of his hits.
he ridiculous HIStory cover and alleIt doesn't even really give much of an
gations of pederasty. But more to the
insight on the artist: he's certainly
point, by that time Michael Jackson
rather hands on, but all we ever get is
as effectively the same as the Beathim giving short pointers to musicians
. or Charles Dickens: he already had
and dancers, again before we get back
in established canon that could really
ly be reacted to as a long-accepted _ to the not-quite-there songs.
zenith of pop culture. Granted, theman
Basically, it feels as though tour/film
director Kenny Ortega had neither
was still around to disgrace the
umself
enough
fora proper backstage look ora
and he did a lot of that—but
a
concert film, and so just kind of hashed
didn't watch him grow up, or anticiite where he might go, or even get to the two together and putit out. If you're
desperate to not let the memory die, I
vatch the cultural dominance expand
guess this works as well as a grainy
Sever-again-reached levels: it was
there, a fact as unchangeable as concert bootleg, but you'd honestly be
better off buying high-quality copies
y other from history.
this tosay
tha,fstof alif of the album and reflecting on what he

eleased, so my first real memories
of Michael mattering at all are some
eird mix of that song from Free Willy,

ure under, say, 35 (conservatively),to

meant, past tense.

W

me degreeyou'retrading offsomeone
Ss memories of, or at least opinions
snd concerns with, Jackson's
cultural
vance. We just can't actually
get it;

oe care how much you like "Billie
n” (and "Pretty Young Thing” is bet-

*,anyway). So a iatof
afthemourning
commentary and et cetera in the
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SAT & SUNDAY MATINEES® 2.00PM

Playing at the Metro
:

ge pe

;

PRINCESS

stusoy&Suny

Burma VJ
@2s0pm

Fri, Oct 30- Tue, Nov 3 (7 pm)

Directed by Anders @stergaard

PRINCESS

10337 Whyte Ave.780
439 0728

10837 Whyte Ave:7804330728

Metro Cinema (9828- 107A Ave)
kkk kt

tion, "Joshua," an otherwise anonymous
pro-democracy activist, gathers with his
colleagues video footage of the nation's

goings-on with intentions to smuggle the _also more intimate encounters like

images via satellite, Internet and trusted

nation to excite awareness and discussion.

The military regime over Burma by the
State Peace and Development Council has
tightly ruled the individuals who live in the
country, having led to dynamic-thoughrisky demonstrations by protestors, including a large population of Buddhist
monks. Taking advantage of the global
surge of information and its consump-

the identities behind the camera.

Together Ostergaard and Joshua piec.
gether a thrilling documentary that rivals
the intensity of recent exposé Th:
like in a spy game, the journalists figh
the freedom of democracy as pure protz2onists. Much differently however, Burr
VJ adopts a political and sincerely hope
ful spirit in that it doesn't try to convince
its audience. Everything about it sits v ry
much on the surface—a row of scene
merely asking to be watched, contair
within a secret knowing that it will be absorbed by those who do. The conclusion
partly disheartening, but the hopefulne

Burma VJ opens with Joshua expressing

the discontentment that motivates his
unique form of activism. Since 1962, the
military rule has been in effect; then, in
1988, a series of protesting events known
as the 8888 Uprising was crushed in a
military coup by the State Law and Order

Restoration Council, killing a reported 350
civilians. In the process, Aung San Suu Kyi

became a national icon, leading the National League for Democracy to be elected
shortly after, though there was a refusal
to recognize the results. Suu Kyi has re-

mained under house arrest ever since, remaining for Joshua and his alliance of videographers as one of the most tragically
telling signs of the country’s oppression.
After seeing so many protesters lose their
lives in an action that proved ineffective,
Joshua lost faith in the traditional form
of physical revolt. It is precisely his anonymity in which he discovers the passionate method, one that extends to national
news networks and raises the eyebrows of
political leaders otherwise possibly blind

hesive collaboration between Joshua and
Danish filmmaker Anders @stergaard. An
opening disclaimer informs how the film
has pieced together Joshua's footage—
though the actual journalists assisted in
the editing process, certain scenes por-
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PRIVATE BORING:

Vital, courageous and utterly compelling - A FILM THAT DEMANDS TO BE SEEN

FRIDAY to TUESDAY ar 7:00PM

GARNEAU THEATRE
S72 102 Street 720 423 O728

ART

GALLERY

THE NEW FLANEURS:
.; 8:00PM

All Metro screenings are held at Zeidler Hall in the Citadel Theatre, 9828-101 A Ave.
For more information, call eee or log on to www.metrocinema.org

Canada Council

Conseil des Arts
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of Joshua's determination pays witnes:

the evidence of its lasting effect.
JONATHAN BUSCH

// JONATHAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

Opens Friday at the Garneau
Coco Before Chanel
Directed by Anne Fontaine
Written by Fontaine, Camille Font
Starring Audrey Tautou, Benoit
Poelvoorde, Emmanuelle Devos, A
sandro Nivola
Garneau Theatre (8712 - 109 St)

kkk
By focusing on the years between

both herself and a global empire—and'
ascension to wildly famous fashio
Coco Before Chanel manages to stave °'
a number of the pitfalls that comn
_plague biopics. The film steers clear of |

psychology, mercifully failing to conf
to motivational speaker oversime
tions about how successful and infl:
people are supposedly made. It also av
simply telling us what we would likely 2
ready know going in by offering 2 sor

«FUTURE

FAVA

Poignant and distinc

FILM anp VIDEO ARTS
SOCIETY: ALBERTA

inne

ou

heroine's early gigs as seamstres
showgirl in a provincial musical hall
where she sings a song about a little
named Coco and inadvertently christe

A part of Global V

from Edmonton

support of

CA Found: ilion

footage, all of which comes from several

VISIONS
Serccmine

FILM PROGRAM & PANEL

se

meditation occurs in some of the Burma

»

PRESENTS

Metro operate: 5 with the

traying their experience behind the scenes
were indeed staged. At first, the division
is apparent in the styles of footage—the
likely staged sequences (faceless individuals shadowed in small remote office settings) have a calculated cinematic tinge,
where Joshua's work is clearly more guerilla in the fierceness of its capture. As the
action moves forward, a kind of steady
y,

OF ALBERTA

WEDNESDAY

1

become as emotionally rich as parts

to the reality of Burma.
Two kinds of an esthetic emerge in Burma
VJ, eventually blending together as a co-

One of this year’s most inspirational fitms

ride or a visit to a Buddhist temple.

couriers. The outcome is astoundingly in-

formative, despite how little we know of _ ingly scripted.

The irreversible phenomenon of the 24hour news cycle birthed by the web comes
to fruit in a documentary successful in its
experimentation, as it's comprised of images of oppression that hardly need expla-

redscts
era nara

different Journalists merged into josh
characterization. He observes event
the Burmese, not only street protest: |

:
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‘CITIZEN (144, brutal violence)
Daily 7:10, 9-30; Sat, Sun, Tue1:10, 3:30pm

(8A, gory

Daily 2:10, 4:50,7-30,10:10

‘THE INVENTION
OF LYING (PG, language may offend,
not recommended for younly chitdren)
ae

aR §,2009,
Hacerusrtaiuatrireneeea
ie

Daily 2-40, 4:20, 725, 9:40

Fri, Mon-Thu 3:50, 6:55, 9:35; Sat-Sun 1:05, 3:50, 6:55, 9:35
ASTRO
BOY (Pc)

Pri, Mon-Thu 4:10, 6:45, 9:10; Sat-Sun 1:40, 410, 645, 920

CIRQUE
DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE’S ASSISTANT @G,

WHIP IT(PG, coarse language)__

frightening scenes, violence, not recommended for

Daily 1:20, 4:00

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)
Digital 3dDaily 12:15, 2-20,4:40,720,
9:30
INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (:8A. gory violence)
Daily 6:30, 9:45

young children)
Pri, Mon-Thu 4715, 7:00, 9:40; Sat-Sun as1s, 4215, 7:00,

940
SAW VI (8A, brutal violence, gory scenes)
Fri, Mon-Thu 4:45, 7:20, 9:50; Sat-Sun 2:10, 4:45, 7:20,

Chanel is less

No passes Fri, Mon-Thu 4:00, 6:50, 9:30; Sat-Sun 1:00,
4:00, 6:50, 9330

mobility, or the dean aS a young crossthan it is a surpris-

times sexy,essay on

alf-realization and the
moral untidiness of asserting
or even feminist presence and
‘upon
an unsuspecting public,

pe

caineCharles-Roux's book

Lirréguliére ou Mon Itinéraire Chanel and

scripted
by director Anne Fontaine and
her sister Camille Fontaine, the overall

style of the film is rather more conven-

tional and classy than the subversive

Emmanuelle Devos

lous turnas an attractive

actress slipping intomiddle-age who Coco

seduces by

nen all the ex-

7
ata er headgear. The
between Coco and these
ae the film's most fas-

Bie Sacoherself is em-

ASTRO BOY (PG)
Daily 1:10, 3:40, 6:30, 9:20

CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT (PG,
frightening scenes, violence, not recommended for young

ANGEL FACE (Ps)
Mon,
Noy 2:8:00

children)

Daily 105, 3:55, 6:40, 9:35
WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended

GEOT-AS Ave, Camrose, 780.608 24

for young children)

PARANORMAL
ACTIVITY (4A,frightening scenes, coarse

Daily 1:15, 3:59, 7:20, 10:05; Digital Cinema Fri-Wed 12:40,
3:20, 6:45, 9:25; Thu 3:20, 6:45, 9:25; Star & Strollers Screen-

language, notrecommended
for children)

Daily 725,9:25;Sat,Sun,Thu 2-25

ing Thu 12:55

ASTRO
BOY (PG)
Daily 7-00; Sat, Sun, Thu x00

THE STEPFATHER (14A, violence)

LAWABIDING
CITIZEN (14A, brutal violence)
Daily 6:55, 9:10; Sat, Sun, Thu 2:55

forchildren)
Daily 7:10 9:20; Sat, Sun, Thu 210

’

Daily 12:30, 3:00, 5:20, 7:40, 10:35

EDMONTON FILM SOCIETY
ental
vy
on
~

exandre Desplat has a sprinkling of the
twee-fantasticto it and gets in the way of
a few of the thornier scenes. Christophe
Beaucarne'’s photography is likewise a bit
too sleek and cute on occasion, favouring
shots that isolate Coco, her back to the
camera, imthe centre of the frame, as if to
say, "Look, there's a famous person, and
the whole world's just happening around
her." But signals of the precociousness or
uniqueness of Coco are thankfully limited to playable actions, her listening to
the nuns and whispering to girls at the
orphanage rather than actively partici-

especially. He- plays the industrialist/
sugar
, sliding gracefully between
snotty, privileged presumptuousness and
understated | eta over the deepening adorationhe feels for this poor girl he

SAW V1(:8A, brutal violence, gory scenes)

‘Wed,
Nov 4,630

THE STEPFATHER
(14A violence)

justments tohats and dresses and men's
clothes, driven by compulsion. Gorgeous
pastoral scenery—Coco comes to live
with a wealthy industrialist in his country
mansion—is savoured without becoming
too overbearing. The film is obviously
designed as Oscar candy, but at least it
doesn't make too slobbery a show of it.
The tangled emotional lives of its characters fare well as conjured by the bril- liant supporting cast, Benoit Poelvoorde

Daily 12:55, 3:45, 6:55, 9:55

‘THE WITNESSES
(STC)

nuggets ofits themes suggest. The music from Benjamin Button composer Al-

pating in their social life, her radical ad-

ard her championing

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (1A, brutal violence)

coarse language, not recommended for children)

Daily 6:55, 9:15; Sat-Sun, Tue 12:56, 3:15

No passes Fri, Mon-Thu 4:50, 7:10, 9:25; Sat-Sun 1:50,

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content not recommended for children)
reae mn Sat-Sun, Tue 1:05, 3:25

#59, FAO, FAS

GALAXY - SHERWOOD PARK
2020 Sherwood Drive, 780.416.0150

MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS IS IT (G)

COCO AVANT CHANEL (PG, sexually suggestive

SAW V1(:8A, brutal violence, gory scenes)

Daily 7:00,9:10; Sat, Sun 2:00; No show 9:00 Thu,
Nov 5

Fri 4:50, 8:00, 10:20; Sat-Sun 1:45, 4:50, 8:00, 10:20;

Mon-Thu 8:00, 19:20
ASTRO BOY (PG)
Fri 3:45, 6:40, 9:15; Sat-Sun 12:50, 3:45, 6:40, 9:15; Mon-

‘Thu 6:40, 9:15

Daily 7:00, 9:15; Sat-Sun 2:00

Daily 6:50,

CAIRO TIME (PG)

Fri 3:40, 6:45, 9:20; Sat-Sun 1:10, 3:40, 6:45, 9:20; Mon-

Thu 6:45, 9:20

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (14A, brutal violence)
Fri-Tue, Thu 2:15, 4:15, 7:15, 10:10; Wed 2715, 4:15, 7:35, 10:10

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recomFri 3:45,

6:30, 9:30; Sat-Sun 12°45, 3:45, 6:30, 9:30; Mon-

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended

Daily 12:50, 3:15, $30, 7:45, 10:25; Midnight Fri-Sat 12:00

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (14A, brutal violence)
Fri 4:30, 7:30, 10:15; Sat-Sun 1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10115; Mon-

mended for children)

‘Thu 7:30, 10:15

Daily 22:35, 3:35, 6:50, 9:45

PARANORMAL ACTIVITY (i4A, frightening scenes,

ZOMBIELAND (8A, gory violence)
Fri-Tue, Thu 12:45, 3:10, 5:25, 7:50, 10:20; Wed 12:45, 3:10,

CINEMA CITY MOVIES 12

5:25, 10:20
THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend,

SO7%-130 Ave,760.472.9779
ALADIN (Hindi W/ES.T,) (STC)

not recommended for young children)

Daily 1:05, 4:05, 6:55, 9:55

Fri-Tue, Thu 1:35, 7:35; Wed 1:35

LONDON DREAMS (Hindi W/ES.T,) (STC)
Daily 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:00

WHIP IT (PG, coarse language)
Fri-Tue, Thu 4:25, 10:15; Wed 4:25

BRIGHT STAR (PG)

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)
Digital 3d Daily 12:30, 2:45, 5:05, 7:25, 9:50

Daily 2:00, 4335,7.25 10:00
LOVE HAPPENS (PG, coarse language)

HALLOWEEN Wf (18A,brutalviolence, gory scenes)
Fri-Sat 9:55, 12:15; Sun-Thu 9:55

Janguage)

Fri 5:30, 7:45, 10:30; Sat-Sun 12:40, 3:00, 5:30, 7:45, 10:30;

Fri-Sat 1:25, 4:10, 7:00, 9:40, 12°10; Sun-Thu. 1235, 4:10,7:00, 9:40

Daily 1:20, 4:15, 7:10, 10110

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recom-

mended for children)

Fri 4:15, 7:00, 10710; Sat-Sun 1:15, 4:15, 7:00, 10:10; Mon-

‘Thu 7:00, 1020
ZOMBIELAND (8A, gory violence)
Fri 4:10, 7:20, 10:00; Sat-Sun 1:40, 4:10, 7:20, 10:00;

Mon-Tue,
Thu 7:20, 10:00; Wed 10:40
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)

Daily 1:10, 4:00, 7:20, 10715

PARANORMAL ACTIVITY (.4A, frightening scenes,

coarse language, not recommended for children)
Fri-Tue,
Thu 12:00, 2:40, §:10, 7:50, 10:40; Wed 3:00,

Wed 8:00

5:20, 7:50, 10:40; Midnight Fri-Sat 12:01; Star & Stroll-

stadium seating, No passes, Dolby Stereo Digital Fri, Sun
12:30, 3:15, 7:30, 10:05; Sat 12:30, 3:15, 7:30, 9:55; Mon-Tue,
Thu 1:15, 3:45, 6:15, 8:45; Wed 1:15, 3:45, 6:30, 9:40
WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended

content)
Fri-Sat 6:45, 9:20, 13:40; Sun-Thu 6:45, 9-20

GFORCE(G)
Daily 1:55. 4:45

for young children)

stadium seating, Dolby Stereo Digital Fri-Sat 12:10, 2:40,

HARRY POTTER AND THE HALF BLOOD PRINCE (PG,

violence, frightening scenes)

5210, 7330, 9°50; Sun 12:10, 2:40, §:10, 7:40, 10:10; Mon-Thu

Fri-Sat 1:20, 4:30, 7:35, 1:00; Sun-Thu 2:20,4539, 7335

110, 3:40, 6:40, 9:10

ICE AGE: DAWN OF THE DINOSAURS (G)
Fri-Sat 1:50, 4:40, 7:20, 9:30, 11:30; Sun-Thu 1:50, 4:40,

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (14A, brutal violence)
DTS Digital, stadium seating Fri-Sun 1:10, 3:50, 7:00, 9535;

7:20, 9:30

Mon-Thu 2:00, 4:35, 7:19; 9:50

THE PROPOSAL (PG, coarse language)
Fri-Sat 1:35, 4:10, 7:10, 9:50, 12:15, Sun-Thu 1:35, 4:19, 7:10,

ZOMBIELAND (.8A, gory violence)
DTS Digital, stadium seating Fri-Sun 12:45, 3:10, 5-30, 8:00,
10:25; Mon-Thu 1:45, 4:10, 7:00, 9:20

9550
UP(G)

Daily 1:40, 4:20, 7215

CINEPLEX ODEON NORTH

‘A231-197th Avenue, 780.732.2236

(Classification not available)

ers Screening Wed 1:00

GRANDIN THEATRE
Grandin Mall, Sir Winston Churchill Ave, St. Albert,
780.458.9822

mended for young children)
No passes Daily 1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 8:55

Seating, 5:25 7:35 9:25

12:50, 3:25,6:30, 10:05; Sun 12:50, 3:25, 6:30, 9:0; Mon-Thu

AMELIA (PG)

frightening scenes, violence, not recommended for young

250, 4-25, 7-20, 9°45

Fri-Tue 3:40, 9:40; Wed-Thu 3:40

No passes Wed-Thu 12:35, 2:45, 4:50, 7:20, 9:15

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (14A, brutal violence)

Digital gd Fri-Sun, Tue-Thu 12:30, 1:50, 4:20, 6:30, 9:10;

Daily 12:40 2:50 4:55 7:05 9:10

Mon 11:30, 1:50, 4:10, 9:30

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS (G)

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA: TOSCA ENCORE

Daily 2:15, 3:15

(Classification not available)
Sat n:00

ZOMBIELAND (18A, gory violence)

HILLSONG UNITED: WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER

Daily 9:45

(Classification not available)
Wed 8:00
Leduc, 780.352.3922

1M Ave, Groat Rd, 780.455.8726

mended for young children)

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recom.

mended for young children)

ASTRO BOY (PG)

Dolby Stereo Digital Fri 6:30, 9:10; Sat-Sun 12:30, 3:10,

Daily 6:55; Sat-Sun 12:55, 3:10

6:30, 9:10; Mon-Thu
5:15,8:00

MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS IS IT (G)

CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT s

(PG, frightening scenes, violence, not recommended

Daily 7:00, 9:20; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:20

Daily 1:00, 4:10, 6:50, 9:35

children)

SAW VI (a8A, brutal violence, gory scenes)
Digital Cinema Daily 12:30, 2:50, 5:10, :00, 10:35

stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:00, 2:30, $00,

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended for children)

7:30, 10:00; Mon-Thu 1:00,3:30, 6:25, 8:55

Daily 7:10, 9:25; Sat-Sun 1:10, 3:25

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recom~
mended for children)
DTS Digital, stadium seating Fri-Sun 12:40, 3:30, 6:40, 9:25;

Daily 1:30, 5:00, 7:45, 10:40

Mon-Thu 2:25, 4:15, 6:90, 9°35
SAW V1 (:8A, brutal violence, gory scenes)
Stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 12:20, 2:50, 520, 7:50
10:20; Mon-Thu 2:10, 4-45, 7205 930

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended

for young children)
Daily 12:50, 3:20, 6:35 9:20

Star & Strollers Screening Wed 1:00
LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (14A, brutal violence)

Daily 1:05, 4-15, 7:20, 10:20
PARANORMAL ACTIVITY (24A, frightening scenes,

coarse language, not recommended for children)

Digital3dPri,Mon-Thu
4:40; Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:40

ZOMBIELAND
(18A, gory violence)
Fri-Thu 730, 9:55
(COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recom:
mended
for children)
Fri, Mon-Thu 3°55,6:40, 9:20; Sat-Sun 1:10, 3:55,6:40, 920

Daily 12:20, 2:30, 4-45, 7:00, 10:00

‘THE STEPFATHER
(14A,
violence)

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recomamended for children)

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, notrecommended

peTaeTago) 539, ues Wels P, o0as,
Star
&Strollers Screening Wed
d 1:00
a

TLC

for young children)

Dolby Stereo Digital Fri 6:45, 9:25; Sat-Sun 12-45, 3-25,

6:45, 9:25; Mon-Thu 5-35, 8:35

AMELIA (PG)
DTS Digital Fri 7:00, 9:40; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:49, 7:00,

SAW VI(.8A, brutal violence, gory scenes)
Daily g20

9:40; Mon-Thu 5:00, 8:15
COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended for children)

9828-1014 Ave, Citadel Theatre, 780.425.9212

DTS Digital Fri 7:10, 9:50; Sat-Sun 1:10, 3:50, 7:10, 9:50;

THE LIMITS OF CONTROL (144, nudity)

Mon-Thu 5:25,

Thu, Oct 29: 7:00, 9:00; Sat-Tue 9:00

BURMA Vj (STC)

4AIT-199
Avo,720.472.7600
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 3D (G)

THE STEPFATHER (14A, violence)

not recommended for young children)
Fri-Tue, Thu 12:50, 6:30; Wed 12:50
SURROGATES (14, violence)

MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS IS IT (G)

Daily 7:05, 9:5; Sat-Sun 1205, 3:5

CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT (PG,

~~

THE INVENTION OF LYING (PG, language may offend,

‘SAW VI (.8A, brutal violence, gory scenes) Stadium

ASTRO BOY (PG)

1DNG, 2:40, $215, 7:50, 10:45

Fri-Tue, Thu 1:00, 3:50, 6:50, 9:50; Wed 3:50, 6:50, 9:50;

Daily 1:30, 4:40, 7:40, 10230

ASTRO BOY (PG)
No passes Daily 12:55 2:55 4:40 6:25 B:o5

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recom-

MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS IS IT (G)
No passes Fri-Tue,
Thu 12:15, 2:45, $15, 7:50, 10:30; Wed

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended for children)

Star & Strollers Screening: Wed 1:00
ZOMBIELAND (i8A, gory violence)

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recom~

THE STEPFATHER (14A, violence)
stadium seating, DTS Digital Fri-Sun 1:00, 4:10, 7:10, 9°45;
Mon-Tue, Thu 2:30, 4:05, 6:55, 9:25; Wed 1:30, 4:00, 9:25
DTS Digital, stadium seating Fri 22:50, 3:25, 6:30, 9:55; Sat

CIRQUE DU FREAK: ‘THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT (PG,
frightening scenes, violence, not recommended for young
children)

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (14A, brutal violence)

HILLSONG UNITED: WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER

MICHAEL JACKSON'S TulS IS IT (G)

‘THE UGLY TRUTH (14A, language may offend, sexual

7:45, 10:20; Wed 11:50, 2:30, 10:20

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA: TOSCA ENCORE (Clas-

0200-102 Ave, 780.421.7020

Fri-Sat 1:15, 4:00, 6:50, 9°35,22:05; Sun-Thu 2:15, 4:00, 6:50, 9:35

mended for young children)
Daily 12:30, 3:39, 7:30, 10:00; Dally 11:30, 2:00, 4:30,
7:00, 9:30
THE STEPFATHER (14A, violence)
Fri, Sun-Tue, Thu 11:50, 2:30, 5:00, 7:45, 10:20; Sat 5:00,

735, 9:40; Mon-Thu 725, 9:40

CITY CENTRE 9

JUUE & JULIA (PG, coarse language)

CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT wy
(PG, frightening scenes, violence, not recommended
for young children)

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recom-

(Classification not available)
Wed 8:00

GL JOE: THE RISE OF COBRA (4A)

ASTRO BOY (PG)
Daily 11:40, 2:00, 4:20, 6:40, 9:20

Mon-Thu 7:45, 10:30

HILLSONG UNITED: WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER

Fri-Sat 1:30, 4:25, 7:05, 9:45, 12210; Sun-Thu 1:30, 4:25,7:05,9:45

SAW VI (:8A, brutal violence, gory scenes)
Digital Ginema Daily 12:20, 2:50, 5:15, 8:00, 10:45

Digital 3d Daily 12:35, 2:55, 5:00, 70, 9:30
sification not available)
Sat :00

DISTRICT 9 (4A, gory scenes, brutal violence, coarse

coarse language, not recommended for children)

No passes Daily 12:40, 3:45, 6:45, 9:45

Digital 4d Fri §:00, 7:15, 9:40; Sat-Sun 12:30, 2:45, 5:00,

THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS 3-D (STC)

Fri-Sat 1-45, 4215, 6:55, 9:25, 11:50; Sun-Thu 2245, 4:15, 6:55, 9225

9:00; Sat, Sun 2:00

SCOTIABANK THEATRE WEM
WEM, 8882-170 St, 780.444.2400
MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS IS IT (G)

mended for young children)

coarse language, not recommended for children)

Daily 7:05, 9:15; Sat-Sun 2:05

10337-82 Ave, 780.433.0728
A SERIOUS MAN (14A)

for young children)

Thu 6:30, 9:30

MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS ISIT(G)

scenes)

CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT
(PG, frightening scenes, violence, not recommended

Fri, Sun-Thu 1:20, 4:20; 7:05, 9:40; Sat 4:20, 7:05, 9:40

COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recom-

8712-109 St,780.433.0728

No passes Fri 4:00, 7:00, 9:45; Sat-Sun 1:00, 4:00, 7:00,
9:45; Mon-Thu 7:00, 9:45

PARANORMAL ACTIVITY (144, frightening scenes,

Fri-Tue, Thu 2:00, 4:39, 7:40, 10:25; Wed 4:30, 7-40, 10:25;

CONTINUED ON PAGE 30 >>

Daily 7;00; Sat-Sun, Tue 1;00, 3:10

PARANORMAL ACTIVITY (:4A, frightenirig scenes,

Daily x00

ASTRO BOY (PG)
Daily 1:15, 3:50, 6:45, 9:25

pic, particularly one in
is distinguished by her

30; Star &

AMELIA (PG)
‘Stanley A.Milner Library Thextre, SirWinston Churchill Sq

Daily 6-45, 9:20; Sat-Sun, Tue 12:50, 3:20
WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recommended for young children)

MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS IS IT (G)

No passes Fri-Wed 1:00, 1:30, 4:00, 4:30, 7:00, 7:30, 10:00,

10:30; Thu 1:00, 4:00, 4:30, 7:00, 7:30,
Strollers Screening, No passes Thu 1:co.

for young children)

950

CINENPLEX ODEON S'!
‘1525-99 St,
MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS IS IT (G)

MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS IS I7 (G)
Daily 6:30, 9:00; Sat, Sun, Tue12:30, 3:00; Movies For
Mommies; Nov 5, 12530
SAW VI (i8A, brutal violence, gory scenes)
Stadium Seating, Daily 9:10
ASTRO BOY (PG)
»
Daily 6:59, 9:05; Sat-Sun,
Tue 12:50, 3:05
CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE’S ASSISTANT
(PG, frightening scenes, violence, not recommended

Fri-Tue 7:00

EDMONTON TONIGHT (Live event, classification not
available)
Fri 10:30

AIMLESS WALK / ON THE PASSAGE OF A FEW
PEOPLE THROUGH A RATHER BRIEF MOMENT IN
TIME: THE SITUATIONIST INTERNATIONAL 1956 1972 / ODE TO WALKING (STC)
Wed 8:00
PARKLAND CINEMA7
130 Century Crossing, Sprute Grove, 780.972.2332;
Serving Spruce Grove, Stony Plain; Parkland County

Fri,Mon-Thu
4:30,725,9:45;Sat-Sun 1530,4:30,72S $45

for young children)

Fri,Mon-Thu
4205635,91sSat-Sun 2735,4:05635915
LLL

PARANORMAL ACTIVITY (:4A, frightening scenes,
coarse language, not recommended for children)

MMMM TCL
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WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE (PG, not recom-

mended for young children)

Daily 7:05; Sat-Sun 1:05, 3-20

LAW ABIDING CITIZEN (14A, brutal violence)
Daily 6:55, 9:25; Sat-Sun 12:55, 3:25
MICHAEL JACKSON'S THIS IS IT (G)
@ Daily 7:00, 9:20; Sat-Sun 1:00, 3:20
COUPLES RETREAT (PG, sexual content, not recommended for children)
Daily 7:10 pm and 9:30; Sat-Sun 1:20, 3:30

SAW VI (18A, brutal violence, gory scenes)

Daily 9210

UTM UNUM.
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DVD // HALLOWEEN MOVIES

Rising from the VHS grave
In honour of the season, one of Vue's intrepid
film buffs digs up some classic spook flicks
JOSEF BRAUN

- SAT OCT31

DAN
QUINN

~

WITH DAN GUIRY & MARCUS BEAUBIER

// {OSEF@VUEWEEKLY.COM
Lomein
nna)
TT: 1980s were strange and deliriously productive years for horror.
The boundaries of taste had already been
pushed past their breaking point. The
home video market exploded. The inevitable result was the transformation of
carnage into camp. Horror always lent itself to humour, its premises so often silly
in the cold light of day. Hysterical fear
collapses easily into hysterical laughter.
The dismal side of this was that audiences were frequently encouraged to take
distance from rather than become absorbed by the stories, to stay on the sur-

face. Don't shudder to consider the terror onscreen when you can smugly look
down on the terrorized—the victims are
so dumb!—and admire the special effects. But with the remake industry now
gobbling up rights to ‘80s titles, reconsideration is facilitated through fresh
releases of the originals on DVD.
The new comedy-horror equation was
apparently still in its infancy when An
American Werewolf in London (1981) de-

buted. Critics felt the film couldn't make
up its mind: Yet John Landis’ follow-up to
The Blues Brothers ('80) feels lovingly in-

vested in both werewolf mythology and
the gravity of its protagonist's dilemma.
The humour emerges naturally from the
situation, even ifthe use of every popular
song with "moon" in the title feels hamfisted in its irony.
It's a story about friendship. Two
horny young guys in puffy coats backpacking through Northern England

STARTINGAT
THCHETS
O€ SALE OCTOSER 10

stray too far from the road and onto the

foggy moors. They fall victim to the local lycanthrope. One dies, one lives. The
survivor's taken to London, taken home

NOV
1)

bya hot nurse and encounters some un-

STAG $39°*

EWE.

Film Capsules
<< CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29
Now playing
Saw VI
Directed by Kevin Greutert
Written by Marcus Dunston, Patrick
Melton
Starring Costas Mandylor, Tobin Bill,
Shawnee Smith, Tanedra Howard

KAKI
Soap operas, prime-time or not, start to

ALL SHOWS DOORS AT 7PM
30 // FILM

dwindle when the flashbacks cut in. A season of head-turning plots and mad buzz
elevates a-program to unfaltering heights
of popularity, unto which the following
seasons may feed by elaborating with absurd extensions of character and storyline.
The Saw franchise has gradually taken this
route, having seen the last of its spark in the
third installment as the two lead psychopaths most certainly end up dead. Though,
like the ill-famed Models Inc. and the sudden appearance of Monique's dead ringer,
the series just can't seem to part with Jigsaw
(Tobin Bell) and his loyal assistant Amanda

WUEWEEKLY // OCT 29 — NOV 4, 2009

nerving side effects once the full moon
rises, The dead friend, lacerated flesh
now growing putrid, pays regular visits.
He's stuck wandering the Earth until
the final trace of his werewolf-killer has
been extinguished, so he asks his best
pal to kill himself. There are captivating dream sequences. Griffin Dunne is
terrific as the dead friend with deadpan
humour. "Ever talked to a corpse?” he
asks. "It's boring!” And the legendary
transformation

scene is hideous and

completely fixating, a testament to the
allure of tactile rubbery effects over
blandly smooth CGI.
He always says grace, makes birdhouses in the basement and gets choked-up
while giving a speech at a neighbourhood barbecue. He's also prepared to
butcher his family if they can't realize his
demented Republican fantasy of the perfectly wholesome household. Inspired by
the real case of murderer John List and
scripted by crime fiction maestro Donald
Westlake, The Stepfather ('87) is a model
of low-budget crispness. There's no fatuous attempts to explain Blake's psychosis, while the best subtextual elements—
the parallels between Blake and his
teenage stepdaughter, the vaguely unseemly romantic vibes emanating from
the stepdaughter’s psychiatrist—remain
just present enough to read. There are
references, especially to Hitchcock—the
newspaper scene and central relation-

genreto generate something $0 sensiti
to teenage experience, so Merrily

mersed ina subculture, ithardly mat)

:

Amuch-bullied high school head ba»,
who goes by Ragman—played by Ski
from Family Ties—dabbles in the
after his favoured metal god dic
opening montage is a tour of Racm,,,
tormented adolescent mind, the

:

room lined with action figures, stu,
collars, a Priest calendar, candles an,

poster of his beloved Sammi Curr
down at him. His identification is to,
"Do you even care who's runnin;
student council?” a big-haired
inquires, assuring that the gulf separa
ing Ragman from his schoolmate
unbreachable. The question's posec!
before Aryan jocks throw Ragman int
publicpool, anotherscene ofhumiliatio
from which our hero stomps away,

ship recall Shadow of a Doubt ('42), while
the clean-up scene, the shower, and the
big knife echo Psycho ('60)—but these

sneakers squishing loudly with wate:
he sputters, "Bunch of fucking assho!
This attention to detail is characteristi
of Trick or Treat. Its narrative's beyon:
diculous, and the last act, devoted to kiling the ultra-queer, ballet-trained n
beast unleashed from Pandora's bo
actually a record which offers reve;
advice and conjures the dead if played
backwards—gets a little tiring, but
writers and director Charles Marti
Smith never let a moment go by withou
some sharp shard ofwit intervening
Unlike the aforementioned
fil
there's no new, or even good DVD o
Trick or Treat. The crappy pan-and-scar
version I bought for 10 bucks sports n

enrich rather than detract from the film's
distinctive mood. The Stepfather made a
cult star of Terry O’Quinn, whose performance is so committed, so nuanced, it's
positively chilling.
Trick or Treat ('86), by contrast, probably
wouldn't frighten a child, but it uses the

seem like Gene Simmons and Ozzy 0:
bourne are the stars of the movie when
the two together inhabit about three—
brilliant!—minutes ofscreen-time tota!
I write this in the hope that this sor
state of affairs will change. V

(Shawnee Smith), revealing more insidious
details about
of Saw Ill. Be
If it weren't
death games

what really went on at the end
confused, be very confused.
for the maze of death-or-nothat kidnapped health insur-

ance broker William (Peter Outerbridge) is
thrust into in the first third, Saw VI would
be shy a water fountain cat fight from becoming Dynasty. In last year’s episode, Jig-

saw’s replacement Hoffman (Costas Mandylor) took over planting guiltless bastards
and

junkies

in compromising

scenarios,

mostly bear traps and vats of animal guts
intended to “rehabilitate” any survivors. As
Hoffman's involvement starts to be uncovered by his fellow investigation team, William and other not-so-innocent characters
suffer through the secondary plot as the

film's sole gory spectacle.
Though Saw VI and its five predecessors
have essentially stayed past their welcome, it may still fall on the radar as entertaining. The flashbacks, most of which

suddenly involve Jigsaw's ex-wife (camp
gem Avenging Angel star Betsy Russell),

weave a web not unlike a medium-to-hard
Sudoku puzzle—having seen each of the
films only once, | penned the lies and deceitful alliances into imaginary squares

supplements, and the cover make

until the ink ran into the want ads on
next page. At this point, who really has any
emotional energy left to care about
another average Joe attempting to
off his belly fat in under a minute?
What suffers is that there's no room let
on the table for what was presumably ©
citing about Saw Vi—last year, VH! '
its reality series Scream Queens in which
houseful of aspiring horror actresses fough!
for a guaranteed role in the film. Lucky |2:
Tanedra Howard, who floored judges ‘\r
cluding Saw’s Smith) with her short actin:
resume and raw talent, ends up with a ="

minutes of screen time in Saw Vis mee
opener. The same might be said for Ue
potentially engaging discussion of chara
ter ethics, most of the victims’ crimes >=
ing centered around the royal screwing ©
the nation's innocents out of proper health
coverage. All this falls under the weight of
what Is likely a dream that Jigsaw will wake
up from in Saw’s next round.
Though, just you wait until Paranorms!
Activity 2, when we discover that Katies

demon was all the while secretly cavg!
in an

affair

with

Micah's

JONATHAN BUSCH

H/JONATHAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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A bitofbad karma can't stop Dan Mangan fro m relishing 2009's good fortune
DAVID BERRY

~

// OANIO@VUEWEEKLY.COM
an Mangan's voice normally has
‘its fair share of ragged, but picking

the layers Mangan infuses throughout.
"Lthink a lot of my writing surrounds
the idea of how absurd everything is,

up the phone from a hotel room in the
Maritimes, he sounds as though he's
been gargling with gravel.

and how silly we are, and I think that
it's not coming from a pedestal, that I'm
somehow less ofaculprit than everyone
else: |very much feel like I'm absolutely
in the middle of it,” offers Mangan in
an attempt to explain the worldview

"Yeah, I'm kind of rough. I might
have swine flu,” the Vancouver singersongwriter explains, offering a bit of

a chuckle that ends in a full-blown
hack, almost on cue. As he tells it, HiN1
would qualify as an appropriate cap for

that leads to this sort of thing. "I think
that I see paradoxes and all kindsygf
hypocrisies in myself all the time, so a
lot of what I write about has to do with
being out in the world and seeing that
around. [think increasingly sol've been
kind of drifting towards observational
lyricism. I guess it’s the Jerry Seinfeld
effect: ‘what's the deal with... .””

the last few weeks of a tour that's been,
logistically at least, a slight nightmare.
"We've had some seriously chaotic
tribulations: we've had to backtrack
and people have left luggage behind in
Fargo, North Dakota. There was a good
stretch of about two weeks where it felt
like we couldn't catch a break.
"Obviously, all in all, it's been good,
though,” Mangan adds, also helpfully
pointing out that his bout of sickness is
probably one of the lesser flu varietals. ,
"And in essence, I was probably due for
some poor karma.”
That might be only partly right. It's
hard to imagine someone as affable

But one of Mangan's real strengths
is his ability to not only be funny, but
shockingly sincere at the same time;
he's the type ofartist who's just as com-

fortable making fun of the absurdity
he points out as he is at embracing the
power and, frankly, beauty of dropping
that cynic’s guard and experiencing the
world wholeheartedly, It's very similar

and sincerely down to earth as Mangan
comes across doing much to piss off

in spirit to the man who obliquely gave

the gods. At the same time, if they were
looking for someone to take down a peg
or two, in the name of restoring balance,

Mangan might well be at the top of their
list. Though his second full-length album, Nice, Nice, Very Nice, has only been

outa scant three months, he's been having the kind of year musicians dream of.
On the strength of Very Nice, the year's
earlier Roboteering EP and his seemingly
tireless work ethic, which took him as
far away as Australia and Europe, Van-

couver's Georgia Straight crowned him
the indie king of the city in an August
cover story. And what might have only

beenanod to one ofthe stand-out tracks
on both the EP and the album—"The Indie Queens Are Waiting,” a sweetly sardonic tour of Vancouver's hipper scenes
with BC musical matron Veda Hille—
quickly proved prophetic when Mangan
took home the XM Verge Artist of the
Year award, a listener-chosen prize that
carries with it a $25 000 cash prize, be-

sides
the prestige.
The fact it's fan-voted seems particularly appropriate for Mangan. Though

the album its name: Nice, Nice, Very Nice -

Mangan, for his charm, doesn't seem to

entirely unique singer-songwriter album, the kind that fills the coffee shop
demand until another bright young
singer with a guitar comes along, Nice,
Nice, Very Nice is something else entirely, a tuneful and clever kind of diary
of a man who has obviously spent the
last four years watching and listening
to what's around him.
That's evident even from the first
notes of the album: "Road Regrets”
opens with a distant chime, peaking up
lightly like the first hints of sunrise before bursting into a slightly more familiar, but still rolling highway rock tune.
It's followed immediately by “Robots,”
an almost shamefully catchy countryinfluenced pop song, the shuffling twostep and banjo suggesting a lot more
emotion than the song's narrator is evidently capable of. Even his simpler, more
stripped-down numbers show a willingness to shoehorn in some expansive pop:
the string plucks of the sad-sack "You
Silly Git," the vocal harmonies, subtle
accordion and plinking xylophone on
"The Indie Queens Are Waiting,” the

be in much danger of becoming a pop
idol, at least not unless 12-year-olds’
taste for wry documentation of life's
travails sees some kind of spike. And
yet neither should he be lumped in
with the kind of stalwart troubadour
who gets by chiefly on affability and a
relentless work ethic. Where Postcards
and Daydreaming was a pleasant if not

guy with a guitar—the kinds of gigs I
was getting and the kinds of things that

the XM award, he's also had the utterly
rare privilege of getting commercial radio play, something independent artists

across the country will tell you is probably more rare than big cash prizes.
"(Commercial radio support] is kind of
mind-blowing,” Mangan states simply.
“Never in a very long time did I ever expect that kind of thing to happen. All of
the sudden, hundreds more people are
coming to my gigs in Vancouver, andit's
like, 'Oh, all this exposure: it works.”
"The one thing I've really noticed, too,
is that it brings in a younger audience,”
he adds, somewhat

characteristically

turning the conversation away from him
and towards another topic, as though
he's still not quite comfortable with the
idea that people might find just him interesting enough to warrant mention.
"I played an in-store at Zulu Records in
Vancouver before we left on the trip, and
the place was packed with, like, 12- to 16year-old girls. That's just not the audience I'm used to being exposed to.”

Nice,Nice, VeryNice has had no shortage

of critical praise, Mangan has earned
his greater attention the honest way,
jaunting across the country in support
of his previous effort, Postcards and
Daydreaming, so often over the course of

the four-year gap between albums that
road-weariness and a longing for home
are among his most prevalent themes
in the new batch of songs. The payoff,

though, has been undeniable: besides

one painfully and the ridiculousness
of anyone overlooking our own various
faults enough to fall in love with each
other, and it’s very much indicative of

subtle horns and shimmering, affected
guitar lines of the mournful, homesick
"Pine For Cedars,” certainly the album's
highlight for sad bastards.
"T found after that first record—which
was a really kind of singer-songwriter-y
record, really stripped down and just a

ie) CT 29 — NOV 4, 2009 // WUEWEEKLY

were coming to me were very much in

line with that. But at the same time,
1 didn’t want to box myself into that. I
think that Chad VanGaalen or Elliott
Brood or Grizzly Bear could play any
folk fest in Canada, but at the same
time, they could also play Virgin Fest,”
Mangan explains of his more expansive
sounds, noting that he's particularly ex-

cited about the blending of seemingly
disparate genres. "I'm really invested
in the CBC3, Exclaim sort ofindie-poprock scene, and tapping into that kind
of vibe or culture is important to me,
because I love so much of it. At the
same time... I've been exposed to those
really traditional folk bands, too, and
I like the sound ofamandolin. I'd like
to be able to straddle both worlds, and I
really don't want to get pigeonholed in
one or the other.”
P
Though this genre-embracing has allowed him to expand his aural repertoire, the thing that really comes across
on Nice, Nice, Very Nice is his increasing

aptitude as an observationalist. Mangan is developing a rare talent that is
both incisive and sympathetic—he's
able to pick up on the most telling of
details, and can use them equally as
well whether he's trying to puncture
ridiculousness or embrace melancholy.
"You Silly Git,” for instance, is part love
song and part self-flagellation, one that
manages to sum up in three minutes
the experience of both missing some-

is a reference to the poems of Bokononism, the absurdity-embracing religion

of Kurt Vonnegut's Cat's Cradle. While
Mangan will deny that he’s in any way

comparable to the American legend,
he's not at all surprised to see the influence extending beyond titling.
"Well, you know sometimes when
you read something, and you've felt
the same way forever, but you could
never have articulated it in such a
clever way? It's that thing where you
agree with someone wholeheartedly,
but you could never have expressed it
so eloquently. And that's kind of how I
feel a lot of the time when I read Ke?
Vonnegut: in two lines, he can sum up
all of humanity,” says Mangan, who's
certainly heading down a similar path
himself. "Sometimes I think the people
who can be the most cutting can also
have the warmest hearts underneath.
I think it's important to embrace both
sides, though: if you're kind of naive
to the harshness of the world, you're
not setting yourself up for any kind of
perspective. At the same time, if you
only focus on the harshness or horrible
things, you're never allowing yourself
any release from it.” W
bo
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SMALLTOWN
Hua
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24

Krystle Dos Santos, The
Soulicitors; no minors;
9pm (door); ticketsat

BANK ULTRA Haunted

Garret;
nominors; nocover

BLUE CHAIR CAFE scotty

OR EMAIL LISTINGS @VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT 3PM

8pm-1am
RIC'S GRILL Peter Belec

NEW CITY SUBURBS
Bingo at 9:30pm followed by

BLUES ON WHYTE piu

(jazz) every Thu; 70pm; free

Peay

CUCU

Cee

THURSDAY
ARDEN THEATRE Paco

Cr

7:30pm; $46 at TicketMaster,

It Out

eee

Massacre:

Shinichi

music every

«

x

BRIXX BAR Blazing Violets
Hallowe'en, Sekston Slang,
Desfay
Lick 8: gem (dark.

“BIG

aeritier

see HER’ eonk Y

MONSTER

Open jam; 6:30pm

9pm; no cover before 10pm;

open mic every Thursday

CROWN AND ANCHOR
as

Dub Step, Hip Hop, Break
beats; 9pm

THE BURNIN SANDS

or nee

ee.
ves

homed

Crew: Bassnectar, Kush Arora,
Shamik and guests; 8pm

jupm

LBVS PUB Open

+

x

taster

ean) octontes eo

x
FILTHY MCNASTY’S Punk

Elle Dirty and ConScience
every Thu; no cover

FLUID LOUNGE Girls

Thursdays: with DJ Tron,

Rock Bingo with DJSWAG.
Night out

Miyuru Fernando; 9pm
(door); $55 (cover)

GAS PUMP Ladies Nite: Top

HA-Whyte

eS

DRUID Guitar heroes

NAKED CYBERCAFE Open

stage every Thu; bring your

ree eu urban

NORTH GLENORA HALL

ee

_

ale

HALO Thursdays Fo Sho:

rock); gpm; no cover

Jam by Wild Rose Old Time

withAleutDJs DJ Degree,

DV8 Open mic Thursdays

Fiddlers

ee

EDMONTON EVENT

PAWN SHOP Hallowe'en

ee
ced hse
DJ Mark Stevens;

dance party: Hey Ocean,

EDDIE SHORTS Night of the

Living Bassbedz (CD relea

and hip hop halloween party)

FRIDAY

180 DEGREES Sexy Friday

CENTRE Halloween Thrille:
8pm; tickets at TicketMaster
ENCORE CLUB 4 Play

ARDEN THEATRE Paper

Fridays: with DJ Imho Austin

night every Friday

Tee esc Si dult)/S20

‘
gpm

EARLY STAGE SALOONStony Plain Sarah and Jeff

Show (rockabilly)

DCD, Optimixx Prime,

anit
a with DJ Damian
‘
Ave
Requests

See

every Fri; Trypolar and Guests
1opm; $6

Y

TENABLE surely Temple

en jam wit
Ken Skoreyko; 9pm

own instruments; 8pm

DV8 TAVERN Live music

aed = =

Thursdays with Gary Thomas

LIVE WIRE Open Stage

Stage every Friday night wit!
host Leona Burkey at 9pm

STOLLI’S Dancehall, hip h

EN
BIN

FRESH START CAFE Live

(student) at Arden box office

miisic Fridays: Triumvirate;

Ay

7-10pm; $5

eee ee Candy:

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB Dar

FRESH START CAFE Riverbend Sq, 780.433.9623

ARDEN THEATRE < St Anne St, St Albert, 780.459.1542

FUNKY BUDDHA 10341-82 Ave, 780.433.9676

PLAY NIGHTCLUB 10220-103 St

GAS PUMP 10:66-114 St, 780.488.4841

PLEASANTVIEW

AVENUE THEATRE 9030-118 Ave, 780.477.2149

GINGUR SKY 15505-118 Ave, 780.913-4312/780.953.3606

PROHIBITION 11026 Jasper Ave, 780.420.0448

TRIBUTE CENTRAL

AXIS CAFE 10349 Jasper Ave, 780.990.0031

HALO 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.423.HALO

QUEEN ALEXANDRA HALL 10425 University Ave

BANK ULTRA LOUNGE 1076s Jasper Ave,780.420.9098

HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB 15120A (basement), Stony Plain

REDNEX BAR-Morinville 10413-100 Ave, Morinville

BILLY BOB'S Continental Inn, 16625 Stony Plain Rd,

Rd, 780.756.6010

780.939.6955, rednexca

PANTERA + AC/DC «
GREEN\DAY Feat memBERS
OF DRIVE BY PUNCH, NO HEAT
TOMORROW, RAPTORS ,
A TROPHY LIFE, BROKEN
NOSE, LOST ACTION HEROES

780.484.7751

HILL TOP PUB 8220-106 Ave, 780.490.7359

RED PIANO BAR 1638 Bourbon St, WEM, 8882-170 St

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 780.439.1082

HOOLIGANZ PUB 10704-124 St, 780.452.1168

780.486.7722

BLUE CHAIR CAFE 0624-76 Ave, 780.989.2861

HYDEAWAY 10209-100 Ave, 780.426.5382

BLUES ON WHYTE 10329-82 Ave, 780.439.3983

IRON BOAR PUB 4921-sast St,Wetaskiwin
IRON HORSE 8101 Gateway Blvd

PANTERA
; GREEN

31

31

+ AC/DC «

DAY

DRIVE BY PUNCH,

FEAT MEMBERS

IN

NOVEMBER

DAEDELUS &
JAMES PANTS
NOVEMBER

OF

NO HEAT TOMORROW

A IROPHY UFE, BROKEN
HEROES

6

BOOTS

10242-106 St, 780.423.5014

BRIXX BAR 10030-102 St (downstairs), 780.428.1099

IVORY CLUB 2940 Calgary TrailSouth

BUDDY'S 117258 Jasper Ave, 780.488.6636

JAMMERS PUB 11948-127 Ave, 780.451.8779

CASINO EDMONTON 7055 Arpyill Rd, 780.463.9467
CASINO YELLOWHEAD 12464-153 St, 780 424 9467
CHATEAU LOUIS 11727 Kingsway, 780 452 7770
CHRISTOPHER'S 202: Millbourne Rd, 780.462.6565
CHROME LOUNGE 132 Ave, Victoria Trail
COAST TO COAST 552 Calgary Tr,780.439.8675
CONVOCATION HALL Arts Bldg, U of A,780.492.3611

J AND R 4003-106 St, 780.436.4403

COPPERPOT Capital Place, 101, 9707-110 St, 780.452.7800

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE 11607 Jasper Ave, and Fl, 780.447.4495

CROWN AND ANCHOR 15277 Castledowns Rd,
780.472.7696
CROWN PUB 10709-1009 St, 780.428.5618

LIVE WIRE 1107 Knotwood Rd. East

DIESEL ULTRA LOUNGE 11845 Wayne Gretzky Drive,

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 11455-87 Ave, 780.429.1000

KAS BAR 10444-82 Ave, 780.433.6763

L.B’S PUB 23 Akins Dr, St Albert, 780.450.9100
LEGENDS PUB 6104-172 St, 780.481.2786

LUCKY TB 10551-82 Ave, lucky-13.ca

MEAD HALL 10940-1664 St
MUTTART HALL Alberta College, 10050 MacDonald Dr

MCDOUGALL UNITED CHURCH 10025-102 St,

DV8 TAVERN 8307-99 St, DVSTAVERN.com
EARLY STAGE SALOON 491-52 Ave, Stony Plain
EDMONTON EVENTS CENTRE WEM Phase Ili,

THE PACK A.D. « THE FALKLANDS
NO PROBLEM

JEKYLL AND HYDE 10209-100 Ave, 780.426.5381

DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB 9013-88 Ave, 780.465.4834

DUSTER'S PUB 6402-118 Ave, 780.474.5554

7

JEFFREY'S CAFE 9640 142 St, 730.451.8890

780.704.CLUB

DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 780.454.9928

SLATES GD RELEASE

780.468.4964

MCKERNAN BAPTIST CHURCH 11103-76 Ave

MORANGO'S TEK CAFE 101:8-79 St
NAKED CYBERCAFE 10354 Jasper Ave
NEWCASTLE PUB 6108-90 Ave, 780.490.1999

780.489.SHOW

NEW CITY 1008: Jasper Ave, 780.989.5066

ELMWOOD COMMUNITY HALL 16415-83 Ave

NIKKI DIAMONDS 8130 Gateway Blvd, 780.439.8006

ENCORE CLUB 957 Fir St, Sherwood Park, 780.417.0121

NORTHGATE LIONS CENTRE 7524-139 Ave

FESTIVAL PLACE 100 Festival Way, Sherwood Park,

NORTH GLENORA HALL 13535-1094 Ave

780.449.3378
FIDDLER'S ROOST 8906-99 St

O'BYRNE'S 10616-82 Ave, 780.414.6766

FILTHY MCNASTY’S 1051:-82 Ave, 780.916.1557
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 1003:-109 St
FLOW LOUNGE 11815 Wayne Gretzky Dr, 780.604.CLUB
FLUID LOUNGE 10105-109 St, 780.429.0700
FOXX DEN 205 Carnegi Drive, St Albert

—
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ast and The Techno Hippy

Underwear Contest

DUSTER'S PUB Thursday

CENTRE Connected

TRIBUTE GENTRAL
*

aaa

643-4000
COAST TO COAST Open

180 DEGREES 10730-107 St, 780.414.0233

OCTOBER
BEATDOWN

IRON HORSE Dead Centre

ts

The

Shiwana Millionaire Wet

of Town: Ghost Train; 9pm
(door)

CENTURY CASINO

Headpins; $29.95 at
TicketMaster, Century

STARLITE ROOM Music

ARTERY 953s Jasper Ave

OCTOBER

otoWy h

a

CASINO YELLOWHEAD
Top Ten Show and Revue

Thurzday with org666

Unerog
BUDDY'S DJ Bobby Beatz;

of dance with DJ Christian

Assassins of Youth (blues/

my

Thursdays: DJs on 3

COAST TO COAST PUB

CASINO EDMONTON vip

(pop/rock)

house

Service, Awesome
= RENDEZVOUS PUB Metal

aS Soundeysten

spin Dub & Reggae in

open jam hosted byThe

THE RUMBLE STRIPPERS

seve

730-9:30pm; $s (door)

and everything retro with DJ

Escapack Entertainment
baredDOG FREEHOUSE

box office, 780.449.3378 or

OWN
Bass Head
Thursday: Drum
and Bass,
2

WITH STRIKER
E-TOWN BEATDOWN
SIXGUNS OVER TOMBSTONE
BOUGE BRIGADE

ice, pop, funk, soul,

BILLY BOB'S LOUNGE

Big Rock

Walker (Jazz/blues); all ages

PROHIBITION
Throwback
=.
old school rt
hiphop,

Ticketmaster
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB

oa

30

‘Ticketmaster

$36 (table)/$34 (box), $32

CARROT Live music Fridays:

Drew Malcolm and Lindsey

i

PUB Openstage hosted by
a
ae cae

night with host Yak Dollaz

guests; $5(door)

pale

i

(seating) at the Festival Place

Open mic at the pub: hip hop

Empire Assassins (CD release
party Hallowe'en bash),

ae

Cain
eee
(director); 7:30pm; $38-Suas at eer Rouse spun with PI

5

Pek ale
ure
rock);
—73epm; ean
cabaret (popseating:

minors; tickets at Blackbyrd,

BROOKLYN'S LOUNGE

New: classieat RAB,
Sine
para

a

of Time Ensemble’s

Bend Sinister; 9pm (door); no
TicketMaster, Megatunes

OVERTIME SOUTH Retro to

Rene
veces
's Rigoletto:
jonton

7:30pm; $18 at Festival Place
_box office,ae TicketMaster
aces

Mebicy; ssomma7 he

OCTOBER

Robin an

BRIXX BAR Young Galaxy

"i

a

ENCORE CLUB with A

Lessons at 9pm

$6 (aos)

THE RUMBLE STRIPPERS
THE BURNING SANDS

y+ tty
\ \ | ||

Plan B (electro, retro)

Thursday

Tera Lee

Latin Twist: free Salsa Dance

is

end hit Bid

“Mae

WILD WEST SALOON

the Occultist, Foosh, Rock

ule ates

Hills (blues/soul/R&B); $10
on Whyte Michael Charles
and his Band

=

sotemnyanigm OMTBNOGKS
ie
San; SalesDy soreline

COs

4

gpm; $42.10 at TicketMaster,

Pefia (Flamenco guitar);

House

e)

Sorcmatceasat”

Hallowe'en

Fisher, Bob Evans; 8pm; Sis
BLUES
WHYTECharles
Blues
on WistsONMichael

& THE VOODOO DOLZ

BrontoScorpio; $15 (doors:

techno
with DJDecha, tech
trance/electro with DJ Savage

ries:

TUESDAY OCTOBER 27

with DJ Krazy K, hardstyle/

RED
PIANO BAR Hottest
dueling piano show featuring

Ree
ae
BLUE CHAIR CAFE Steve
williams and band (folk);

BIG JOHN
BATES

Autistics, Molly Flood,

Megatunes

(adv at Blackbyrd, Listen)

the Red Piano Players;

Bluegrass Hour: The Bix Mix

27

Christian Hansen and the

Hargreaves, house/breaks

FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889

ARTERY The Big Rock

OCTOBER

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Dish
‘Thursdays: funky house/
techno
with Dj Colin

TicketMaster,

WUEWEEKLY // OCT 29 — NOV 4, 2009

ON THE ROCKS 11730 Jasper Ave, 780.482.4767 _

ORLANDO'S 1 15163-121 St
OVERTIME-—Downtown 10304-121 St, 780.423.1643;

South Whitemud Crossing, 4233-206 St, 780.485.3727
PAWN SHOP 10551-82 Ave, Upstairs, 780.432.0814
PLANET INDIGO-jasper Ave 21607 Jasper Ave; St

Albert 812 Liberton Dr, St Albert

COMMUNITY

HALL 0260-57 Ave

RED STAR 10538 Jasper Ave, 780.428.0825

RENDEZVOUS PUB 10108-149 St

RIC’S GRILL 24 Perron Street, St Albert, 780.460.6602
RITCHIE UNITED CHURCH 9624-74 Ave, 780.439.2442
ROBERTSON WESLEY UNITED CHURCH 1020
ROSEBOWL/ROUGE LOUNGE 10121-1:7 St,780
ROSE AND CROWN Sutton Place Hotel, 1035-102 St
SECOND CUP—Mountain Equipment 12336-102 Av:
780.451.7574; Stanley Milner Library 7 Sir Winst

Churchill Sq; Varscona, Varscona Hotel, 106 St,

Wby

Ave

SHAW CONFERENCE
CENTRE Hall ABC, 9797 Jasper \v
SHELL THEATRE Dow Centennial Centre, 8700-84 St,§

Saskatchewan, 780.992.6400 « fortsask.ca

SIDELINERS PUB 21018-127 St, 780.453.6006
Plaza 8225-122 St;Jasper Ave 104

Jasper Ave

SORRENTINOS-South 4208 CalgaryTR S, 780.434:70°
SPORTSWORLD 1370-104 St
STARLITE ROOM 10030-102 St,780.428.1099

STEEPS—College
Plaza 1116-82
Ave, 780.988.8105; Old
Glenora 1241: Stony Plain Rd,780.485.1505
STOLL'S and Fl, 10368-8a Ave, 780.437.2293

SUEDE LOUNGE 11806 Jasper Ave,780.482.0707
TAPHOUSE 9020 McKenney Ave, StAlbert, 720.4:5.08¢°

TRANSALTA
ARTS BARNS 1030-84 Ave
URION HALL Argyll, 99 St, 780.702.2582
URBAN LOUNGE 10544-82 Ave, 780.437.7699
WALKABOUT PUB 10439 Whyte Ave
WHISTLESTOP LOUNGE 124:6-132 Ave, 780. 451-55°°

WILD WEST SALOON 12912-50 St,780.476.3383
WUNDERBAR 8120-101 St, 780.436.2286

X WRECKS 9303-50 St
Y AFTERHOURS 10028-1002 St, 780.994.3256
YESTERDAYS
PUB 112. 205 Carnegie Dr, StAlbert,

TEO4S-0295

(CDrelexse ©EMPIREBALLROOM
Rock, CHINESE CULTURAL
x
mashup;no
Currie hiphop,house,
minors
cme
Ezzies
ter
ERELD
Freakin Frenzy Fridays:

with Marshall pp
hese

ms

2spm_TH
ire

th

Acoustic blues,

CROWN

FLOW LOUNGE The

xyopm (gn-up\ ererySat,

Goodbye

;

earl eerors

Halloween Gala; 8pm

Playing the bestincountry

=and
Holes
h
Motorhezbolla
every Sat;

;
and
nd theZaZaZas(Hallowe'en

es

Ele Se
BUDDHA-Whyte — EARLYSTAGESALOONFUNKY
Stony Plain Saturday Live
Ave Top tracks, rock, retro

Lest!

urnwatesane fanny
as
u

erage

RED STAR Saturdays indie rock,

ee

hiphop, andelectro
withDJ Hot
Philly and guests

CONFERENCE

EDDIE SHORTS Hallowe'en

Suite, George Kash and the

night

oktoberfestedmontan.com

SPORTSWORLD Inline and

GINGUR Flossin’ Fridays:

party: TheKiller Cowboys

weekly guest DJs

EVENT
(CENTRE Sonic Monster

Fee

2LOUNGE Hypnotiq
LEVEL
Friday: Breakbeat, h

Halloween Bash;no
Mash
minors; 8prn (door}; tickets at

sideeaatvesa tlecreith

on Despondency, guests

NEWCASTLE PUB Fridays

EDMONTON

City
CITY Capital
NEW
= toSnes
aunque speedy
swith DJs Nazx Nomad and
alue
no
9pm
Jay;
minors;
(doory, $10(door)

House, dance mix with DJ
Donovan
NEW CITY LIKWID
tratan.
MPRINGEDYga
(Punk)

oll CITY ROADHOUSE

Pe

TicketMaster
ON THE ROCKS Mourning

and dance with DJ Mikee;
:
gpm-2am; no cover

Wood with Dy CrazyDave;
Bouge Brigade; 8pm(door);

10 (adv)

oP
ROSE AND CROWN

hip hop with DJ Gatto, DJ
Mega Wattson

WUNDERBAR Featured DJ and
local bands
Y AFTERHOURS Halloween:

99St
Haunted Halloween Costume

Spooktacular: 9pm; tickets at
780.20 392

Fria

ROUGE

se

igi

*

yes

EQUIGE solice

“Assembly; $5

Respectables, CAVO; $49.50 at

SHELL THEATRE Souljah

STONEHOUSE PUB Top 40

Wetaskiwin featuringjazztrios

Ellis, Soul Whyte; 8 pm;$i5

SUEDE LOUNGE Dj Nic-E

this month: The Don Beer

IRON BOAR PUB Jazz in

People’s DJ

with DJ Tysin

Fyah featuring Janaya

every Friday
Remixed
os

bsan Keeani

TEMPLE T.GIPsyéays: gpm

cae artes

:

WUNDERBAR Fridays with
the Pony Girls, DJ Avinder and

SOBEY'S-fasper: AveDon

Berner (jazz); 5-8:30pm
STARLITE ROOM Halloween
Zombie Party: Krafty Kuts,

(Dire Straits); DJs inTemple:

_DJ Degree and Jake Roberts

SUNDAY

Out),Ten-o (Chis Sheppard), D)

Open stage/jam every Sun;

Commander (Toadally Krossed

HotspurPopP (Fake Blood),

CROWN PUB Metal Matinee

Union, TicketMaster

Sundays: heavy metal night;

6pm; $3

DEVANEY’S IRISH PUB Celtic

Tan

YAfterhours,
{adv) at Foosh,

J AND R'S Mr Lucky (blues/

Classical

eee Pilleween:

Sie aes

roots); 9:30pm-1:30am} no

Music Session, hosted by Keri-

lial
5+1;cao
(show);
9pm ata
8pm (door),
Re

SS

Lynne Zwicker, 47pm

aislandgirls (calypso); $15

Bruce Hangen (coset for

180 DEGREES Dancehall

JUBILEE AUDITORIUM

—13;
Ponca

ARTERY Hioaiter Mash

tickets at unionevents.com,

Hangen
Concert; ESO, Bruce
(conductor); 8pm; $24-$79

-

Machura Band

WILD WEST SALOON
=
x WRECKS Slowburn;
Spro-12and

msec aies
Halloween one
Loudhailers, mmmBerta, Me.

TicketMaster
L.B.’S PUB Molsons Saturday

WINSPEAR Hall

The

Steen nee eeepeeeeseneesbewes

Dis

AZUCAR

maine.
ULTRA

.

Conan

_

Sao

ime) NEI
Morrison

BAR-B-BAR

Dj James; no

pi

BAR WILD Bar Wild Fridays
E
LACK DOG FREEH!

Friday Dy DJs spin Woaftop and
bs

Dr. Oxide; 7-10pm.

Inthe Midst ofaMurder,

The
The Dreadnoughts,

Mannered

eee
5 Be

NEW CITY Creepshow:

Saturday DJs on threelevels.

Menace Scan

:

electroftrash

Shiver'n!
| BUDDY'SDJFarth
Hypnophonics; no minors;7pm
pm;
ake;
izes fe
70pm

O'BYRNE'S Open mic jam with
Robb Angus (the Wheat Pool)
ON THE ROCKS Shocker
Sundays; 9pm

BANK ULTRA Fangtasia:

M

DJ Russell James; 6pm

NEW CITY Saturday Sucks

BEER HUNTER-St Albert

and Blue Jay

Every Sata different theme

Salsaddiction, Salsafreaks Latin

Gone Gold Mash-Up: with

Vibe; 8pm; $15 atTIX on the

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte

Harmen B and DJ Kwake

Equipment Co-op Live
music every Sun; 2-4pra

afternoon; 4-6pm; no cover;

O'BYRNE'S Live Band Saturday

Ave Top tracks, rock, retro with

TRANSALTA ARTS
BARNS Northern Lights

atgpm

CunEX
with D,Jebel
Mourning Wood with
Party:
Crazy Dave; 9pm

ral ear

Bla +

ies ye

aera

Rock,

d

Halloween Bath: DJs Greg Gory

hip hop, house, mash up

MERALDA'S Super Patties:
ES

spony!Eallogeen Cons

UID LOUNGE saturdays
NORTHGATE LIONS CENTRE =F,

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

Style Halloween Party: Tumbao

music every Saturday

Square/$20 (door); 780.701.7777

ofthe Living DogNight
Halloween Costume Party

eS)
sem) so

ee

Hair of the Dog: live acoustic

Halloween Costume

1H

DJ Damian
GINGUR

Soulout

Open Stage Jam hosted byThe
Vindicators (blues/rock); 3-8pm

RITCHIE UNITED CHURCH
The Dave Babcock Trio; 3:30spm; collection at door

SECOND CUP—Mountain

Dunn, Myrol, Bob Jahrig,

Capone, Rocky

Command Sisters, Jonathan

WhoKnow:
HALO ForThose
house everySatwithD]Junior

with Fathead
BOOTS Retro Disco: retfo
dance

Afternoon Jam; Michael
Charles and his Band
(evening)

Mallormren,
members ofDrive
ers Arepyaca

Delano,AriRhodes
LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Sizzle
Cuvy and
Saturday: DJ Groovy

BUDDY'S DjArrow Chaser;

CARROT Open mic

Nose, LostAction Heroes, 8pm

guests

8pm; no cover before 1opm.

CHROME LOUNGE

s
withDjSheri
40,request
CASINO EDMONTON V:.P QUEEN ALEXANDRAHALL §=—_Top
NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE
Northern Lights FolkClub: Po’
(pop/rock)

‘svineeable, Spyce, Capone

Top Ten Show and Revue

Nestor
Central Brown, LukeMorrison,
OP
Tribute
PAWNSH

Saturdays; 7:30-10pm: free

(door), $10 (adv)

NEWCASTLE PUB Saturdays:

CASINO YELLOWHEAD

Girl; Spm;$18atTX onthe

Punk Rawk Saturdays withTodd
and Alex

THEATRE
AVENUE
TM

Folk Club-HomeFest: Maria
Jessica Heine, Le Fuzz, Ben

Spyes,
Tone,Invinceable,

Underdog:
electro; Punk
ow wave, Fridays:
and
Perverted

Saturday
ONWHYTES
BLUE

ORLANDO'S 2 PUB Sundays

prescrush aan Bash:

pareorelr mori
r
eek

Ptetinum VIP
n
Jam with
“rep A Hallowe'e

(Sign-up) no cover

eins

The Replacements (folk/root):
donations

a fromthe60s"70sand'gos

NEW CITY Open Mic Sunday

(door); 7 $10 (adv)/Sis (door)

MainFloorEclecticfamawith BLUE CHAIR CAFEBall:
Nevine-indie, soul, motown,

hosted by Ben Disaster, spm

Halloween Havok—Metal:

2

Concert; ESO, Bruce Hangen

(conductor); 8pm;‘ $24-$79

NEWCASTLE PUB Sunday
acoustic open stage with Willy

eae

Dead Reckoning, MVCP,

and the Have-Nots; 3-7pm

James and Crawdad; 3-6pm.

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

Saturday openstage:hostedby

every Sunday hosted by Me Next

AZUCAR PICANTE Every Sat:
Dj Touch It, hosted by DJ Papi

MORANGO'S TEK CAFE

AVENUE THEATRE

JAND R BAR Open jam/stage

Dis

_‘(Without)

(guest)

afternoon hosted by Lenny and
The Cats; spm.

HYDEAWAY-ALI Ages Arts
‘Space Songwriter’s Stage; $5
(donation)

WINSPEAR Halloween: The

and Mrs Smith, DJs; proceeds

go to iHuman Youth Society;
8pm; $10 (with costume)/Si5

‘

Pre-concert
al

open stage every Saturday

YARDBIRD SUITE Tilo Paiz’
Flying Fiesta Band; 8pm (door),

gpm (show); $36 (member)/$20

apm;

MYER HOROWITZ
THEATRE «U OF A CAMPUS * DOORSAT 7PM.
AUL AGES AND LICENSED WITH ID * TICKETS ON SALE AT TICKETMASTER
PRESANTED BY 100.3 THE BEAR, JCh AND THE VASA

EDMONTON EVENT
CENTRE Pitbull; 9pm; $52.60 at
Th

WINSPEAR CENTRE

SATURDAY

Metric, Fantasies; all ages;
7pm (door), 8pm (show);

HOROWITZ
MYER

acoustic oriented open stage
hosted by Uncle Jimmy; all gear
provided; gpm-1am.

TOFIELD HOTEL

and Reggae night every
Saturday

ATT
UTC
UL
21
NOVEMBER
SAT

EDDIE SHORTS Sunday

—_ Fridays; 8:30-1030pm

pati pe

BLUE CHAIR CAFE Jim Findlay
BLUES ON WHYTE Slow

Rodeo) Ayla Brooks; 7pm (door),
tickets at Broogbluerodeo.com

_$18 (member)/S22 (guest) at
TicketMaster

Occulist, Rock Out

2-6pm.

BRIXX BAR An Evening with

UNIONHALL Halloween

band gpm-2am

Nadastrom; $20

BEER HUNTER-St Albert

Jim Cuddy, Greg Keelor (Blue

Shakedowns; 8pm; $5

WILD WEST SALOON

5

OCTOBER
30FR ORDX

Berner

The
The Joys, JFRProject,

Trio; 9pm; $10

amie

30. BRIXX

BLUE PEAR Jazz Sun: Don

TAPHOUSE-St Albert

Horror Night;$10 (adv) at

ORY CLUBDvelingpiano

OCTOBER

Burn; 9pm-iam

(door) at Blackbyrd, Freecloud,

the 1st Saturday each month:

we

FRIDAY

3

SINISTER

Bedroom with Travis Mateeson,
Erin Eden, DJ Chad vs. Tone
Capone, Donovan, Kristoff,
Bassment with Degree, B-Ill;
Underground with Dezire, Bryan
Doyle; $as at Foosh,¥Afterhours

aleera
Utstice)nase
tery

JAMMERS PUB Saturday open
jam, 3-7-30pm; country/rock

——

STEEPS-Old Glenora Live

Head Band and Kisses of Fire
(The B-s2s),FieldandStream

DJ Toma;ry no cover)}
A
Y
oa ERHOURS as

idays:

; $20 at
%
Kraddy,
5
baat se
Foosh, Blackbyrd

lerson

Gane gpm (show); S10
ited)/Sis (remaining)/$20

sro 'STop 40, R&B, house

TicketMaster

Dae tere
Gee ge)

Show: House on the Haunted
Hilltop: Sally's Krackers, The

Likes Dwight, Unlawful

SUE

Unsgind ext
and roeribers of
Blindside (SNFU), Desiderata

3-5:30-3pm

HOQLIGANZ PUB Nobody

Requestwithamixof Retro

And He is Us (Queen), Preying

(door); $5 (door)

Tron and Optimixx Prime (Daft
Punk), P-Rex (Frankie Wilde),

Dark Sand; $5 (door)

Speat ap 40

Saturday, Cobra Commander

Beetroots)

HILLTOP PUB The1 Gabb Gab o

BEND

Nic-E every Saturday

oor) 815

Feat iTS No

’

Underground House withDJ

Violets (Rolling Sones) M

\e

wit

SUEDE LOUNGE The Finest

eeaa

Le

and the Guaranteed (Guided
ByVoices), Pale Moon Lights,

"ic DatRost al sales

RAB, house with People’s DJ

—-STARLITEROOM Bandsas

Ceara ale a Hi
K

aa PUBOpenstage]

Fridays: indie, rock, funk, soul,

Hoviler: Puddle ofMudd, the

Saints(Misfits),Hippychick

Saturdays: With DJ Love Jones

FOXX DEN Halloween Bash:
‘The Mary Thomas Band; gpm
HAVEN SOCIAL CLUB
Halloween Funk Party; 7:30pm

ree ae show featuring

CENTRE Halloween

and guests with Degree, Cobra
Commander and Battery; 9pm

Dj's Alexx Brown and Eddie
Toonflash; 9pm (door); $5
PROHIBITION A Hip Ho,
Halloween: with Dy oes
RED STAR Movin' on Up

SHAW CONFERENCE

TEMPLE Oh Snap!: Every

OceanfezibeleWhite
Sister
Stripes), Dani Jean (Blondie), .

ODN tnenociees

DJ Shortee; Sio

soultrain Halloween

Down the Hatch
TheBi The
(REM)(Nirvana)
Maykings

PUAV NIGHTCLUB Theft

BAR Hottest
RED PLANO
Players;

(music); }; $30 atFurgesons,

_FIDDLER'S ROOST 806-

ie

striker, E-Town Beatdown,
sicguns OverTombstone,

seamed Saag

Site TEAS

bar for the queer community
—_to open ina decade with

5pm
PAWN SHOP Monster Mosh;

HALL Witches Ball: D Sunset

» se
ENCORE CLUB So Sweet

CHITTA neko to

STOLLI'S ON WHYTE Top 40,

Series; 8pm;nocover
Lee

THE
E29
OCTOBER
THUPAWNSHOP

Roller Skating Disco: Top 4o
Request with a mix of retro and
disco; 1-4:30pm and 7-10-30pm

-South
jzzz
SORRENTINOS
5
;

TicketMaster

(door), gpm
Sound; 7pm
Furgeso:
$30 at

New: dlassicrock R&B, urban,

; at
8pm;$a5
Jenna Jameson

RENDEZVOUS Survival metal

Black Forest Band;$32.50 at

SOBEY’S—jasper Ave Don
Beer (jazz); 3-6:30pm.

ELMWOOD COMMUNITY

Groovy Cuvy, DJ Fuuze

WEAD HALLDamIAm,Built

H EY ve)CE AN)

electro house with Pl residents

with Dy

Christian

5s

PLANET INDIGO-jasper Ave

je Red Piano Players; gpm-2am.

STIONS

.

Saturdays rock, indie, punk, rock,
ance, retro rock; 8pm (door)

RENDEZVOUS PUB Heverend

2
—cuinw

PI
.

Live On Site! Anti-Club

CENTRE
Oltaberfest to
Rocktoberfest: Honeymoon

masked revellers; Spm;free

eine

PAWN SHOP SONIC Presents

agled

Music; SarahandJeffShow
(rockabilly)

;

e en

“ant

Saturdays Suck with Greg Gory

and Blue}ay

DJ Damian
with
GAS PUMP Top 4o/dance

with Bomb Squad, DJ Solja,
ij
ct
Defign

(door|free

are half)

=
oe
ie
"a
BAR-Morinville
REDNEX
Shocker
Aerated

CENTRE VOODOO

Sures, Reece Runco, The
Drachenburg Lyra Brown,
Brian McLeod, Robert Mulder;
4pm; celebration to end
homelessness; S10 at TIX on
the Square

.

Classical
CONVOCATION HALL Felix

Slovacek (sax, clarinet) with
Boris Krajny (piano); 3pm;
$30 (adult)/$20 (senior)/$10

(student); 780.492.4537
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If it's not broken
&

J

Nirvana's Bleach gets bleached
Does any one remember the colourization fad, where old black-andwhite Hollywood classics were
retouched with colour? The
colours looked way too pastel-ly and often moved unnaturally, making it look like
someone had taken crayons
to the images and gone outside the line.
It was a bad idea.
| feel the same way about a lot of attempts to remix and reengineer classic
albums. |just downloaded the remastered
version of Nirvana's "About a Girl," which
Sub Pop has made available as a preview
for the upcoming re-release of Bleach. |
much prefer the original.
All of you who were really into grunge
will remember that Bleach was recorded
ona shoestring budget; at the time, Nirva-

HARDDRIVE LIVE TOUR

ALL THAT REMAINS
LAGUNA GOIL
ALL AGES
-DOORS 6PM TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER

CONNECTED

CROOKERS | SINICH! OSAWA | DON RIMINI

na was a band that was broke, and no one
around the group could really afford big
studio time. So, the album was recorded :
for Sub Pop, which was still a fledgling la- ::

bel, for around US$600.
:
|first owned Bleach on cassette, then lat- :
er replaced it with a CD version. The tape

TICKETS AT THE OCCULIST, FOOSH, ROCK IT OUT SALON AND TICKETMASTER

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Da Camera Singers; 3pm; $20
(adult) Sis (student/senior) at
TIX on the Square, door

MUTTART HALL Canadian
Music Competion: Elena
Denisova (violin), Alexei
Kornienko (piano); 8pm;
$25 (adult)/$20 (senior)/$15

oR

Open stage Mondays with
different songwriters hosting
each week; presented by
Jimmy Whiffen of Hole in the
Guitar Productions; 812
EDMONTON EVENT
CENTRE Marianas Trench,
The New Cities, Carly Rae

WINSPEAR Concordia
Sacred Music Festival—Saints

LUCKY 13 Apocalypse
Hallowe'en wrap-up party

Choir; 7:30pm; tickets at

Winspear box office

BACKSTAGE TAP AND
GRILL Industry Night: with
Atomic Improv, Jameoki and
D) Tim

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Sunday Afternoons: Phil,

27pm; Main Floor: Got
To Give It Up: Funk, Soul,

Motown, Disco with DJ Red
Dawn

BUDDY'S Dj Bobby

NEW CITY This Will Hurt you
Mondays: Johnny Neck and
his Job present mystery musical

guests
PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY HALL Acoustic
instrumental old time fiddle jam
hosted by the Wild Rose Old
‘Tyme Fiddlers Society; 7pm
PROHIBITION Chicka-DeeJay Monday Night: Soul, R&B,
British Invasion, Ska, Rocksteady,
and more with Michael Rault
ROSE BOWL/ROUGE
LOUNGE The Legendary Rose
Bow! Monday Jam: hosted by
Sherry-Lee Wisor and Darrek
Anderson; 8pm
a

O'BYRNE'S Celtic Jam with
Shannon Johnson and friends
ON THE ROCKS Mexican
Cruise Night: A-Roots Bazaar
SECOND CUP-124 Street
Open mic every Tue; 8-10pm

SECOND CUP-Stanley
Milner Library Open mic

_J4¢k7:30-9pm

month: $100 (country, ex- Jon-

SECOND CUP—Mountair

Rae and the River)

Equipment Open Mic

BLUE CHAIR Dennis Lakusta
BLUES ON WHYTE

Wed, 80pm
STEEPS TEA LOUNGE-

Andrew “Jr Boy” Jones

College Plaza Open mic
every Wed; hosted by Emi

Live jazz every Wednesday
night; Audrey Ochoa

(trombone); 6-9pm

EDDIE SHORTS Wed open
stage, band oriented, hosted by
Chuck Rainville; 9pm-1am

es

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

FIDDLER'S ROOST Little

YARDBIRD SUITE Tuesday

FLOW LMAO hosted by
Sterling Scott, Chiq Addiction;

Flower Open Stage with Brian

Gregg

8:30pm (door), 9-11pm (show);
io

BAR WILD Bar Gone Wild
Mondays: Service Industry
Night; no minors; 9pm-2am

BUDDY'S DJ Arrow Chaser;

HOOLIGANZ PUB Open

9pm.

Sundays with DJ IceMan; no

y

Nights:

ey

Main Floor: Blue Jay's M
Nest Wed Night: Brit pop, n«
wave, punk, rock ‘n' rol) with

LL Cool Joe

BUDDY'S DJ Dust 'n

gpm; no cover before
hiphop, reggae, old s
reggaeton with InVir

FonoeKme
sytem
SEE
LMAO official afterpary
ne
Spa

GINGUR Ladies Industry

minors; 9pm; no caver

every Wed; $5

eowomronever | maguamnsome

(show); $25 (adv)/$30(day of)

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE

Wednesday: Live hip hop,

Dis

(CENTRE Marianas Trench,

SIDELINERS PUB Tuesday All
Star Jam with Alicia Tait and
Rickey Sidecar; 8pm

Djs

TEMPLE Wyid Style

The New Cities, Carly Rae
Jepsen, The Mission District;
all ages licensed event; 7:30pm

every Tue; 7-9pmn

Sessions: Don Berner
Quintet; 7:30pm (door), 8pm
(show); $5 (members/$s (guest)

Yukon

COPPERPOT RESTAURANT = Tersigni; 8:30-1

HAVEN SOCIAL Open stage

SAVOY MARTINI LOUNGE
Reggat on Whyte: RnR

with Jonny Mac; 8:30pm; no

stage Wednesdays hosted by

oer

eens

LEGENDS PUB Hip hop/R&

with DJ Spincycle
LOUNGE D Roms Slade
NEW CITY LIKWID

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor: Eclectic Nonsense,
Confederacy of Dunces, Dad

At The Crown: underground,

Shane and Naomi
JEFFREY'S Alfie Zappacosta,

hip hop with DJ Xaolin and Jae

$35

indie, punk and metal)
NEW CITY SUBURBS ,

Maze; open mic; every Tue; $3

Rock,T]Hookah and Rear
Admiral Saunders

ESMERALDA'S Retro every
Tue; no cover with student ID

LEVEL 2 LOUNGE Open mic
MCDOUGALL UNITED

Lamehpail; no minors, 9p"
(door)

BUDDY'S Dj Dust 'n' Time;

FUNKY BUDDHA-Whyte
Ave Latin and Salsa music,
dance lessons 8-1opm

CHURCH Wednesdays at
Noon: Ernst Birss and Merrill
.
Tanner (guitar and soprano);

12:20-12:50pm; free
NEW CITY Circ-O-RamaLicious: Gypsy and circus
fusion spectaculars; last Wed

S Punk
er a
dne
metal
every We
RED STAR Guest Djs even
Wednesday
3
STARLITE ROOM W 44
Wednesdays: Hip-Hop. 2?

9pm
FILTHY MCNASTY'S Metal

Mondays: with DJ SWAG.

WUNDERBAR Sundays
DJ Gallatea and XS, guests;
no cover

FLUID LOUNGE Mondays

MONDAY

(eclectic tunes)

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Sleeman Mondays: live music
monthly; no cover
BLUES ON WHYTE
Andrew “Jr Boy” Jones
DEVANEY'S IRISH PUB

TUESDAY

Mixer

NEW CITY LIKWID

LOUNGE Daniel and Fowler

34 // PAUSIC

L.B.'S PUB Ammar's
Moosehead Tuesday open
stage every Tuesday night;
gpm-iam; featuring guests;
hosted by Mark Ammar and
Noel (Big Cat) Mackenzie

RIVER CREE Wedn
Rock Band hosted by

Wednesdays: live music oncea

cover

Requests with DJ Bo

EDMONTONEVENTCENTRE.CA

$35, $25 at TicketMaster

Shiraz Wednesdays featurir
Dave Babcock and his ju

«-

BLACK DOG FREEHOUSE
Main Floor Glitter Gulch

Lunchpail; Wooftop: with DJ
Gundam

Sunday Industry Night:

#2506 B882-(70 ST. ES EDM MALLS + 489-SHOW

stage with Chris Wynters

ENMAX CENTRIUM
ARENA-Red Deer Corb
Lund, Ridley Bent; all ages;
6:30pm (door), 7:30pm (show),

WEDNESDAY

Main Floor: CJSR’s Eddie

OVERTIME DOWNTOWN

FS

DRUID-Jasper Ave Open

Dis

Neighbourhood Rats

A

Ram, The Uncas); 9pm (door);
$8 (door)

FLOW LOUNGE Stylus
Sundays

Get Down Sundays with

VU

vitriol of Kurt Cobain's music. It

Performance; no cover before
lopm

Sundays

qa

poor production enhances the

CONVOCATION HALL
Monday Noon Music: Student
performers; 12pm; free

Beatz; 9pm; Drag Queen

NEW CITY SUBURBS

DECEMEBEE

That's the point, really. The

energy and the emotion of the music +,
mattered a hell of a lot more than |
well you played?

By cleaninup
g Bleach, we are rewit;,
music history. | don't want to know |
was a product of a band that : "Floyd the Barber” would have sound
had little money. And that's
like had the band taken a week to mi
how it should be remembered.
track it in a studio in Montserrat. To ;,,
Adding some snap to the drums,
the song should always be remembered
fixing the levels on the guitars, well that
being a labour of love recorded as
ruins the whole punk-rock aesthetic of it ly as possible onto tape by a band ¢h,;
all, doesn't it?
didn't—at the time, at least—beliaye t),,,
| love the Velvet Underground and
its music would become a massive |
Nico. Really, it's one of the greatest rock : ence ona generation.
albums ever recorded. Dark, touching
Or, at least, editing it. And that's...
on subject matter of heroin and alternaply unacceptable. For $600, Nir.
tive sex practices in a time when most
created a compelling piece of mus;
bands were going on about peace, love
Spending thousands more decades |
and understanding.
isn't necessary.
And the production is awful But Nico's
In fact, in case you haven't noticed, |fing
out-of-tune vocals are perfect, as are the
it blasphemous. It wasn't right to col uriz
dead thuds of the drums. It was garage : Casablanca. It's not right to "fix’ Bleac!)
rock at its finest—and you can't go and :
digitally correct garage rock.
Steven Sandor is a former editor-in-chief
After all, wasn't that the whole idea be- : of Vue Weekly, now an editor and avi
hind the first underground bands, which:: living in Toronto.

eek

(show); $as (adv)/$30(day of)

Voce Concordia Women’s

TICKETS AY TCH MASTER

muddy. The drums are flatter than a
Saskatchewan highway.
And it's wonderful

Jepsen, The Mission District;
all ages licensed event; 7:30pm

Symphony Orchestra, Bella

ALL AGES
DOORS
AT6:20°H

R

(student) at TIXon the Square
ofGod: Maria Guinand
(conductor), William
Ramirez, Concordia Concert
Choir, Concordia Community
Chorus, Concordia

- MARIANAS
TRENC

hiss is noticeable. The guitars and bass are : later evolved into punk? That jit was the

CROWN PUB Underground

GINGUR SKY Bashment
Tuesdays: Reggae music;
no cover
NEW CITY LIKWID
LOUNGE ‘abilly, Ghoul-rock,
spooky with DJ Vylan Cadaver
PROHIBITION Tuesday

BLUES ON WHYTE
Andrew “Jr Boy” Jones

BRIXX BAR Sean Ashby,

hosted by Mark Feduk (Red

WUEWEEKLY // OCT 29 — NOV 4, 2009

Punk Night

RED STAR Tuesdays:
Experimental Indie Rock, Hip
Hop, Electro with DJ Hot Philly
SPORTSWORLD Retro
Night; 71030pm.

It: with Greg Gory and Edd

every month

STOLLIS 8

PLEASANTVIEW
COMMUNITY HALL
Acoustic Bluegrass jam
presented by the Northern
Bluegrass Circle Music Society
every Wednesday evening
PROHIBITION Wednesdays

Wednesdays: House,
progressive and electron?
with Rudy Electro,DjRy‘
Space Age and weekly gu
9pm-2am
WUNDERBAR Wedne=d2)
with new DJ; no cover

RED PIANO BAR Jazz and

Wednesday

with Roland Pemberton {lf

:

Y AFTERHOURS ¥No

BUY TICKETS O

Geis
e ae

.

ee

pene feEy pare

acini

NUP FOR E-ALERTS

5

|
|
| CHAMPION
HIS G-STRINGS :
&

, NOVEMBER 10 -STARLITE ROOM
10030-102 ST A

sr

DOORS 8 PM -18+1D REQ-TIXALSOATBLACKBYRD

+

(.7

| marr Ago
7
—

5

-

SroMonToNBae
a

~HOVENBER 14SA ‘om

AT7PM 18-+NOIAORS
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| Moen
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TICKETS ALSO AT BLACKBYA
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WITH OS
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EY

ye 77-STARLITE ROOM
pasAl tial a pa 18+Hae ls Al a

‘sjeste

WITH SIGHTSAND sOUNDS .

NOVEMEEA 7-H HOPi:

EARLY MAN & TRIGGER EFFECT

TE ROOM
Com 28 - STARLI
:
8PM
18+ NO MINORS -DOORS
TIX ALSO, AT BLACKBYRD
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FOLLOW US AT TWITTER. COM pew

780-451-8000
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FOUNDATION FOUNDATION

CONCERTS

ARKELLS

nus HANNAH GEORGAS
& TOY SINGERS

|
SATURDAY
NOVEMBER
Mus

re ‘o)'/-% 4 S

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER
19
@HSTARLITE

FRIDAY
NOVEMBER
13

THE VIC CHESNUTT BAND

NOVEMBER
SUNDAY
22

FEATURING GUY PICCIOTTO AND MEMBERS OF
THEE SILVER MT. ZION & GODSPEED YOU! BLACK EMPEROR
=
=
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=
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a
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3) McDOUGALL

UNITED
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on is everything
»0 captures Canada in a series of seven-inch singles
ences from, and how the members see
themselves fitting in.
"I'm lucky to live in Toronto where
there's such a strong roots scene, but ...

various labels throughout the country,
with the A side of each featuring a song
that delves into a topic related to the label's territory.
"Part ofthe idea was to be able to record
different songs in quite different styles,”
she explains. "When you record an al-

we've been embraced by the independent
scene,” she admits. "It's funny, there are

‘mia. Now, withacleanbillof health
nd a new series
ofregionally themed

efi

release, and what that re-

ord means a yearlater.

"We were such a young band when we

scorded it; since then, we've been play-

bum, you have to be cohesive. Because
we're such a young band, we wanted to
experiment with the different eras and

Because we're
such a young band,
we wanted to
experiment with the
different eras and
styles of country.

styles of country. The recording process
was done in different places, so we could

treat each song differently. It's been a
great learning process." W

So many great [country] bands that don't
intersect in any way scene-wise; that
gives you a good sense of the polarity in
the scene. We don't play with [roots and

bluegrass] groups, we often play with indie bands like Fucked Up. People assume
we play the Dakota [Tavern], but it’s got
jook at Forest
of Tears as a document of a a throw-back, kitschy-country scene—
time andplace, whichis really exciting.
which is cool—but it's not really where
we position ourselves. We adopt the form
think there are songs that are strong
and the genre [of country music], but we
enough to record again if we wanted,
hich is one advantage of being a part don't sing about horses and drinking.”
Schmidt says that it was her love of all
of the county tradition.”
eras of country music that inspired the
As a relative newcomer to Toronto's
band's regional seven-inch project, which
multifaceted country scene, Schmidt
sees the group releasing seven-inches on
explains where the band draws its influ-

‘ing more regularly together, and! think

the way we know and play the songs, and
e arrangements, are more complex. I

TOUTE
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PREVUE // BANDS AS BANDS

1, 2, "SNFU'

Local

Local musicians play hometown
punk legends for Halloween
BRYAN BIRTLES
// SRYAM@VUEWEEKLY.COM

believe that and we're still thankful that
they came along when they did.”

Heowse: is here again and with it
comes
one of this city’s more interest-

ting together toplay as SNFU this Hallow-

While the band isn't sure whether or not
the members will be bringing out the
puffed wheat, puppets and squirt guns
from SNFU's heyday—Prodor admits that
the group has been considering it, but
is concentrating right now on playing a
tight set—Prodor’s disbelief and nervousness that the group was actually going to
play at all has turned into excitement.
"I can't believe I'm doing it. I haven't
played
agig in12years or something like
that and I really got timid over
the years
and just wanted to blend in. The fact that

een. According
to Unsound's Bob Prodor,
who will besinging as Chi Pig, SNFU may

we're doing this is just ridiculous, it's
quite hilarious and silly," he says. “When

ingtraditions, the Bands as Bands night
at Starlite. A chance for local groups to
emulate other artists speaks tothe reason
that musicians get into the game in the

firstplace: something
moves you enough
at

eee

eens

say

as

Such isthe case for some ofthe members

of"backinthe
day” favourites Hippychick,
Unsound and Blindside who will be get-

tptavebeesbeviryone iithebands fist

SNFU got back together [in 1991] we were
like, ‘Are they still gonna be as good?’ and
they didn’t miss a beat. That's kinda how
itis with this—I haven't sang in years and
years and years and it just came back.” W

CAGE THE
ELEPHANT
MAdM

|

(MELISSA AUF DER MAUR)

IE

'

18

FRIDAY DECEMBER

CENTRE

ERENCE
SHAW CONF
-DOORS 7 PM -ALL AGES -GENERAL
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ON SALE NOW!
.
JINGLEBELLROCK.CA * APIREINSIDENET
CAGETHEELEPHANT.COM* XMADMX.COM

ee
i

(HE NEW ALBUMAFI
FROM
CRASH LOVE
IN STORES NOW
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PREVUE // BRONTOSCORPIO

Blood, meet Candy

—

differences between the two .¢, q
_ could make for a diverse and ente;;.;,.
ing evening for all involved.
"The Autistics play very poppy, meio,

JAMES STEWART
// {STEWART@VUEWEEKLY.COM

ic and sugary music, and we play

Strap-On,” Ross notes. "So the ide
Blood & Candy came from havin
two very different but very thea
bands playing together. We ai;
a surprise planned, but I'm noi <

anything else about that.”
The show also marks BrontoS-,
pio’s debut with a live drummer. Ap.
a few near-disastrous shows left j

band feeling at the mercy of a tempor;
mental and unpredictable maching
the group decided to opt for a humo,
replacement, and the members are oy
thusiastic about the results.
"When we first started, we though

that having a drum machine would};

Frosted Tipz singer Rosalind Christian
and Kristine Nutting on vocals. After
a stint playing live music for Nutting's
play Pig, Ross was well aware of the
craftsmanship and lunacy that she

could bring to the band.
"Me and [Nutting] work really well to-

gether. She has a real ear for rock music; she really likes the dark and twisted
sounds, and I have the ability to make
those things happen. I really appreciate
her stagecraft, and her dedication. She
really turns it up a notch, like not sleeping for three days so she can make fake

WATCH GRADY PERFORMING LIVE AT THE VUE STUDIOON VUEWEEKLY.COM.
K
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,

gusting metal with a show that's A).
with gore and fucking turkeys wit), ,

"Wis definitely not a joke band,"
notes BrontoScorpio guitarist
Curtis Ross. "It's more of an experiment than a joke. We've got four really
disparate people creating this thing
together, and no one’s driving the bus.
But I'm prepared to follow this wherever it goes, because it makes me laugh,
and I want people to come out to the
shows and be entertained."
Quickly gaining notoriety due to its
blood-spattered, prop-laden live show,
BrontoScorpio was originally conceived as a vehicle for Ross and bassist Alan Hildebrandt to continue their
obsession with New Wave of British
Heavy Metal acts like Angel Witch,
Diamond Head and Iron Maiden. With
their former project Frosted Tipz on
indefinite hiatus, the pair started programming a drum machine and crafting their sound.
“When we started, there was no real
vision for the band. We basically just
wanted to write badass riffs in the
vein of Iron Maiden and other power
metal. When the Tipz ended we were
writing heavier and heavier music, so
we continued that—it all started with
the music.”
The two were soon joined by former

“performed in Pig,Fecognized tha; ;),,

similarities—along with the atl

It's a pairing of sweet and gory for two Edmonton groups

a

bers fromr the Autistics, who had asg

a
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blood, or making these insane, Blade
Runner-inspired outfits.”
The idea for Blood & Candy, the upcoming show featuring BrontoScorpio
and Christian Hansen & the Autistics,
came together when a couple of mem-

more solid, and be a more interestijp
way tomake these crazy drum
patierns”
explains Ross. "But as time went «
realized that if anything goes v
a live setting, you're kind of tied to |
and you're basically fucked. The live
drums make us sound a lot more
like
the bands we're inspired by.”
LUM EFEEDALSTON ANDPOHUMYAENEUADEREERVW
MEAN HLY

WITHCHRISTIAN
HANSEN &THEAUTISTIC:

FRI, OCT 30 (8 pm)

SUN, NOV 1(2 pm)

EMPIRE ASSASSINS

HOMEFEST

BROOKLYN'S LOUNGE (9216 - 34 AVE)

WITH MARIA DUNN, DANYLUK

self: Who? Joseph C. Lai (Composer-Pia-

nist) Jeff Campbell (clarinet). What? "Vive

COMPLETE LINEUP AT HOMEFEST.CA

le France’—a concert of French clarinet
music, featuring the world premiere per-*
formance of Edmonton's Joseph C. Lai's

TRANSALTA

SONATA FOR CLARINET 7 PIANO Op.9

AND CARD, JES-

SICA HEINE AND MORE

This local trio is set to release an album this Friday. If the band's MySpace
is an example of what's to come on the
record, there should be a nice mix of

ALL AGES

metal, rock and even a little bit of
laid-back soul.

FRI, OCT

3

BEND SINISTER
WITH YOUNG

ARTS BARNS (10330 - 84 AVE)

$10 (2 AND UNDER FREE)

7

Five hours of music, a family fun
zone for the kids and it's all for
a good cause: to draw attention to the desperate need
orn

oo

WITH THE OLD WIVES
NEW CITY, $10

for more affordable housing

z

and the eradication of hamelessness.

GALAXY

Ted Wright is doing double duty this week,
playing a show on October 30 with the Get ®
Down, and then on November She reunites

BRIXX BAR & GRILL, $12

Times have been interesting for Bend
Sinister: the band has had some van troubles of late, and the group recently went
through a band "bootcamp," and experience that turned out to be better than
the band though it would be going in,

JOSEPH LAI
5
STRATHCONA BAPTIST CHURCH (8318 - 104 ST
DONATIONS
ALL AGES

Read Bryan Birtles' interview with singer
Dan Moxon on vueweekly.com.

To the point, straight from Joesph him-

,

°

)

with his bass-playing brother Rob and
drummer Silas Grenis for an all-too-rare
James T. Kirks show. With Rob living out on
the West Coast these days, it's good to see
these guys whenever the chance comes
along. And, hey, maybe if enough people
scream out for it, the band will get afound
to releasing that album that's been promised for years. How about it, guys? W

Na ea aUPCOMING:-UPCOMING-UPCOMING
FRIDAY FRIDAY Nov 6

BITCH

NOVEMBER

\VUEFINDER: SUN, OCT 25 /PROPAGANDHI / STARLITE ROOM
WATCH THE SLIDESHOW ONLINE AT VUEWEEKLY.COM.

NUIMOIVH
Md
L#
TIX ONLY $5 ON-LINE!
$10 AT DOOR

Y
eS Sb
WTELICKELSStO/NU
ATUL

& GUESTS

SATURDAY, OCT 31

DECEMBER 3
STARLITE ROOM
DECEMBER 4

HALLOWHOU!EEN
O STAGE 8:30PH

A FORLY SHO! ~ DOORS TP CREEPC

DOORS AT 8PM - 18+ NO MINORS

FOLLOWED BY THE LEGENDARY
OATURDAY SUCKS” HALLOWEEN BASH

STARLITE ROOM
EARLY SHOW
DOORS AT 5PM - ALL AGES V

HOW TIX NOW ON SALE!!!
NIGHT EVERY SATURDAY!
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>> LONG-TERM

RELATIONSHIPS

;

Be a prude
Casual sex and the hip-hop saviour
Some people will just sleep with anybody.
No, | don't mean hook up with everybody,
| mean anybody, as in undiscerning. Some
people, for a variety of reasons, willgoon
a date with practically anyone and sub-

: Stripes trading blows for genre saviour
: status, rap and the media orbiting it are
: grasping for someone to save their jobs
: and keep their chosen art form afloat.
; In the past, wordy battler Canibus was

'

sequently take them home. As hard

as it can be to hold out or say no
to a willing participant regard«eless of actual compatibility,
one must consider their own
romantic history, compare the
aspiring partner with those of
the past and decide whether or

BAS

pegged to tear down the walls
of the hip-hop establishment
(namely Def Jam) from the
inside and lead rap's critical
vanguard. It didn't work out.
Similarly-hyped artists Yayo

Felony, The Game, Ras Kass)

: cently become the go-to guest emcee for
: any radio artist's prospective single. He
: has a chain with a diamond-encrusted
: Bart Simpson riding a skateboard hang: ing from it.

: people are so desperate for a hero that
: they would will themselves to say such a
i thing and it's both a discredit to the art} ist's Intended goal and the audience that

:
: My personal preference lends itself to
: rappers who are style over substance, en: tertainment instead of dogma, more beat
: and less speech. And while Gucci falls
: firmly on my side of the fence with his
: silly, ebullient way of presenting gangster
: fare weirdly (‘My car got personality, the
: grill be smilin’, honey / My rims are very
: charming and the leather seats are com-

Maybe I'm just playing hard to get. At
; least when it comes to rap, I'm not eas: ily sold on a potential suitor. I've got to
: hear a few mixtapes, check out an album
? and really get to know a rapper before I'm

Funding & Grant.

: absorbs their work.

Info Session
Tuesday

4 ready to commit. And I don't think chasti: ty is so bad. |think if rap fans could dodge

‘7200 pm

have since failed to make good
: all the genre-doomsday talk and consider
on their premature coronations,
: the rappers they follow for longer and
shipping out diminished returns and
: with more scrutiny instead of quickly
= causing much hand wringing from aging
fy’), | won't exactly recommend he start : rhapsodizing on people they barely know,
: record pluggers and disc jockeys.
; guest editing The New Yorker.
: they'd forge a more worthwhile relationThe most ridiculous and desperate ply : But various bloggers and hip-hop : ship with the music they listen to on the
Even though rap music is developed in a :
{arom NIOMENO DAHER UTATa HERE
(ar esr HNMIMIMNY : whole. Do you think | should start a seruniquely referential way (sampling, hom
: vice for this kind of thing? W
not thénew one is up to their per-

sonal standards, There's a system and
| apply its principles to my experiences
with rap. And | see some promiscuous
heads in my midst.

in a new image with cheaper equipment

and less music theory, the genre's devel.»opment still simulates an expedited ver- :

sion of the genres that proceeded it. Disco flamed out on a Chicago baseball field
in 1979 after media saturation reached a
breaking point. Its development was lon-

:

:
:
: Is that involving Toronto's Drake (the rap- ; journalists are championing him for his
ger and contained a much vaguer starting ¢ per, not the hotel). Are they excited about : colourful use of alliteration and metapoint than rap, but is still a mirror image : his skills? (Mildly.) His affiliation with Lil : phor, as if these were things that he acof the current challenges of today’s genre : Wayne? (Sure, a little.) His stage show? : tually excelled at (he doesn't) and as if
du jour.
> (No—have you seen the YouTube where : these things haven't existed in the form
Rap has been completely stripped of : he hurts his ankle?) The real d aw here is : since before LL Cool ) was old enough
the danger and mystery that amassed : that he is clean-cut, charis' atic and mar- : to drive a car to pick up girls with. It's
during it's so-called "golden age" in the : ketable enough to sell recorils and return : strange and has a vaguely racist feel It's
early 90s. Rap is in commercials for milk, : rap to the charts and commercial relevan- : insulting to see high-end literary estabthe white noise while you get your teeth : cy. The true school, typically all-skills pur- : lishments celebrate a black ex-drug dealcleaned. Fear of extinction from inside : ists are skipping out on their usual belief : er stringing together an extended metathe community (see Nas's sensationalist : system to crown this guy, simply because = phor about his car being like a spaceship
headline grab Hip Hop Is Dead) has pur- : they think he can become popular! It's un- : as some transcendent musical event. Do
ists jumping at anything with remotely : precedented. Some people in our country ; they have short memories or just a low
#“positive or outstanding attributes, like a : are excited because he's Canadian and : knowledge base?
guy on a string of bad dates who gets : people in the States don't immediately : am a fan of Young Dro and find his curexcited when the next girl is wearing red : laugh at him. It's sad.
: rent mixtape R.I.P. to be highly entertainlipstick. And this fear has been stirring : The hyperbole has never been greater : ing, filled with his admittedly dexterous
since the late '90s, not very long after : than for Atlanta's Gucci Mane. Primed : flow and possibly hundreds of metathe genre's first truly developed full- : for success from regional radio hit "So : phors alluding to the color of his jewellengths were produced.
: Icy" with Young Jeezy until he caught a : lery. But | hold no auspice of him being
Much like the rock 'n' roll renaissance : case, he's followed his release from jail : the next big thing and a brave new face
in 2001 had the Strokes and the White : with a restless release regimen. He's re- : in the lyrical pantheon. | do think some

STARLITE

ROOM
SLATES
THE

- HALLOWEEN

\ BLACK

MAYKINGS

HIPPYCHICK
THE
MY

10030 - 102 Street

Members - Free
Non Members - $5.00
We'll provide you with tip; |
on how to write a quality
grant application, including: |
what really goes into a
marketing plan!
|

the Strokes and the White Stripes trading blows
for genre saviour status, rap and the media orbiting
it are grasping for someone to save their jobs and
keep their chosen art form afloat.
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n Youth Society:

WITH DJS AS DIS TN THE TEMPLE

& OPT

|

The Brixx Bar & Grill

Much like the rock 'n' roll renaissance in 2001 had

age, etc.) and, like house and techno, is an

attempt at recreating an old form (disco) :

|

November 3, 2000
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/ METRIC

cK

HHRMA

GLITTER GULCH

cent effort. Sure, constant touring,

A bunch of new songs were auditioned for audiences, but none of
them seemed to resonate. Metric's
lyrics have always been about emotional authenticity, and the band just
didn't want to add to the already overflowing canon of road-weary songs.
"I feel like we owe it to our listeners to spare them such drivel. I don't
have anything to say—unless someone wants to hear again about the
backstage scenario or waiting in an
airport—but that's ... Idon’t know ...
"she adds. “Bon Jovi already wrote
‘On a steel horse, I ride;' I think it's
covered.”
So, Haines plunked "room" and
"piano" into Google, deciding that
sometimes you want to go where nobody knows your name, and ended
up in Buenos Aires. In a YouTube

solo projects and guest appearances

video about the trip, she says that

can make

she wasn't sure she wanted to write
anymore, that she might be ready to
get off that steel horse. Scary?

em
eeenmeemnnsarne
RET mT een RES NNA IIR

lot of people think of writer's
lock as a time when no words
come, when ideas seem as faraway
and asforeign as Pluto. It tends to be
a little more complex than that—es-

peciallyifthere has been a measure

of success. The idea of the creative
well running dry isn't always about
some kind of brain freeze. It can also
be about getting stuck in a routine,
about rehashing past winners.

When Metric's Fantasies came out
jast spring, it was a long time com-

ing. While the quartet released Grow

Up and Blow Away in ‘o7, it was ac-

tually recorded six years previous,
making Live it Out (05) its more refour years seem

NMARRAUTONUNTANANNNNMNNL

like a

nanosecond, but there was more going on than that.
"I definitely felt like I was writing a
lot and there was plenty of material,
but I wasn't happy with it,” singer
and multi-instrumentalist
Emily
Haines says. "I just felt like I needed

"It was

actually

quite

If that was the way it needed to play
out, that’s how it would play out. I
come to that, you know. It's a kind
of trick that I play on myself so that
I can write. It's just to pretend that
I don't care if 1ever write anything
again.”
Of course, she and the band—Jimmy
Shaw, Joules Scott-Key and Josh Winstead—did write again, and to much
acclaim. Fantasies’ flawless pop was
shortlisted for the 'o9 Polaris, and
lyrically, the album looks maturely
at the bigger picture. With it, Metric
has managed the fine balancing act
of moving forward while still main-

taining the sensibility that has won
its fans over.
"Songs are the script for your life, totally, and I didn't feel like writing a..."
Haines considers. "If things go well,
you'll end up inhabiting those songs
not only for a couple of years, but for
the rest of your life, you know." W

refreshing,

to get out of the tunnel vision that I
had at the time.”

plains. “I really felt like that was fine.

ONE
HUNDRED

really didn’t think that it would ever

to be honest. You know that feeling
when you know that you're stuck in
something and you just kind of ...
you just don't have the strength to
change your situation?" Haines ex-

ran

SAT, OCT 31.(7 PM)
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Feel the Power

The first show in Winnipeg, it was the
middle of August and the Fringe was on,
and we were at a bar that nobody goes to.
There were literally three people there, so
that was a major bummer. That was the
first tour meltdown," Wright laughs. “It
was pretty spectacular—we all ended up
screaming at each other.
"But the show the next day in Regina was
incredible," he continues. "It was an outdoor show and we showed up where we
thought we were supposed to be, but there
was nobody there, so we're thinking ‘what
the?’ But within half an hour, this kid
shows up witha full sound system, 60 kids
are waiting for the show, so we just ripped
into it. We felt like MC5—wind blowing,
it was great. It was one of those moments
where you remember why you doit.”
As a member of one of Edmonton's few
truly rock 'n’ roll bands, Wright admits
there are some lonely moments and
unique challenges, like his involvement in
the collaborative indie-music fest That's
. Edmonton For You! earlier this summer.
"Rock 'n' roll bands don't really sell—I'll be
honest, I've come terms with that,” he says.
THE GET DOWN >> They're in there somewhere // Allan Harding
“T knew from the start that |"We Are Mountains,"the song he contributed] would stick
amazing. Scott [Davidchuck, the original
drummer] had aparticularstyle,
soit'slike out like a sore thumb, which it did. But it
was great. I felt really blessed and flattered
going from Keith Moon to John Bonham.
|<hr no-bullshit rock ‘n’ roll Gravy'sa real driving force, it's worked out to bechosen, and glad tobe recognized for
my place in Edmonton's music scene.” W
great, andI'm pretty excited. It'sgiyenusa

The Get Down pours on the Gravy

$4 KEITH'S PINTS

10425 -82AVE

NO COVER

10PM

a pair of tickets to

the Get Down will be playing a

Halloween
show Friday night, re-armed
with a new drummer and new material.

more streamlined approach to songs, too.
The streamlining
is also partly due to

NT.
a
cEAS ING

Since therelease oftheir EPDirty Power the fact that the band's been out working
Sarlier
this year, frontman Ted ait its songs into shape on the road for a few
Ups and downs of touring this summer.

“Gravy [Whitey Houston, Shout Out Out

Out Out} isthe new drummer, which is

i

shows over the past few months.
"We did some touring over the summer, to Vancouver and Winnipeg. We
had some highs and some major lows.

to enter visit

/ WUEWEEKLY.com
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: Karen O and the Kids
: Where the Wild Things Are

: (Interscope)
3 kkk
Fuck Buttons

ues and pump their focus into them, not ?

Tarot Sport

just taking them for granted but push-

=] The

} Dave

:

ing them basically to the forefront. Rep- :

(ATP)

Jon

Eggers

4,

Tice Sendak’s Wh,

etition, melody, risesandcrescendos:the :
children of classical structures, distilling :

tok totes

Spike

adaptation of \/.,
the Wild Thing

A

f might not be sui:
:
able for the |j;
distractions and is not terribly interested : kids, but the soundtrack by Yeah y.
them down foraculturethathasenough

in sitting through a symphony.

: Yeahs’ Karea
Ois pretty much perfec

.;

One of Bristol,UKduo Fuck Buttons’ : accompaniment for storytime with

biggest strengths has been a willing- : book: gentle when called for, ;

ness to dip into both sides of the debate. : around the edges when the rumpy,
Though the group certainly drifted : going and melancholy when the |
more towards the latter half of the split, * ness settles in.

|

especially on its latest, Tarot Sport, Fuck : EDEN MUNRO
Buttons began as an assaulter, and still : // EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

has yet to entirely giveuptheghost. This :
is a band that will begin with distant
twinkles, slap some harsh, screeching
synthsinthere,blowupintoapounding

dance band and then slow down intoa
DAVID BERRY
// DAVID@VUEWEEKLY.COM
ne

The Wirth Institute for Austrian and Central European Studies,
The Alberta Foundation for the Arts and The Department of Music
present

Joseph Haydn

The Creation
(sung in German)
The University of Alberta

Augustana Choir
Concert Choir

Madrigal Singers
with the

something intentionally alienating, or

University Symphony Orchestra
Jolaine Kerley | Timothy Shantz
Jihwan Cho | Jacques Arsenault
Leonard Ratzlaff, conductor

Thursday, November 5, 2009
8:00 pm
Winspear Centre for Music
General Admission:

ee

N° to generalize about the noise experimenters ofthe past decade or so
too much, but for the most part they fall
into two distinct camps. Loosely, those
would be the ones fighting your expectations and the ones embracing them
in their most elemental forms, The first
group favours twitchiness, irregular
time signatures, screwy dynamics and
to some degree sheer uniqueness/oddity: in some sense, the electronified children of avant-garde art in all its forms,
people who have taken the artificial distance that technology grants them and
infused it into their music, ending with

$20.00 | Winspear Box Office 780 428-1414

Music at Convocation

Hall

Lafayette Quartet

at least not so easily pleasing as music's
basic rules encourage it to be. (I don't
just mean the easiness of empty radio
pop here, I mean the slowly evolving
chord structures and times and melodies and so on that became codified
across genres because they sounded
good to our ancestors.)
On the other side, we have people
who have taken that same technology
(our noise artists all seem to use synths,

drum machines and computers to an incredible degree, which probably makes
sense) and gone atomic, looking for the
basic pieces of those slowly codified val-

15, 2009

2:00 pm

: Prior to the Fire

‘ (Indica)
: tek tot
:
:

to hauntingly empty alleys, shortcuts

:

through sunny city parks followed moments later by ducking into skyscrapers to avoid the wind that gets tunneled

:
:
:

through the concrete canyons.
As a result, the duo can kind of be : anything to anyone at any given time, : ground, holding steady and soli:
but it's always driven and tuneful : the band works its way throug! I
enough that that's hardly a drawback; : tracks that make up Prior to the Fi
if anything, it's an encouragement to : Within the record, Priestess venti
listen as much as possible. Tarot Sport

seems in some ways slightly more optimistic than the twosome's debut, Street
Horrsing—even with its occasionally

rough underbelly, I have a hard time
taking album highlight "Olympians" as

: across terrain that is soaring—
; uplifting "Murphy's Law,” marked
: ringing chords and drawn-out vo
: lines—claustrophobic—thespinnin
: writhing guitars of "Trapped in Spac:
: & Time"—and gloriously aged—x!

anything but pure exultation—but it's
never an easy thing to pin down: "Surf
Solar” could just as well soundtrack a
day at the beach as trying to outruna
supernova ina spaceship; “Flightofthe

NWOBHN- inspired "The Gem,"

:
:
:
:

with a healthy respect for the guit

Feathered Serpent” could likewise be : and a dose of seriousness that avo
Quetzalcoatl the morning star or the
symbol of death.

‘To put it all simply, though, Tarot
Sport is just an incredible album, one
as messy and exhilarating andashard
and easy to swallow as living—a hell
of an accomplishment
any genre. W

: heavy handedness.
: EDEN MUNRO
: /EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

:
:
:

a
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Friday & Saturday

: gressive and relentless feel finds

HALL, ARTS Burtoinc, University oF ALBERTA

music.ualberta.ca
twitter.com/convohall

: place amongst sounds that are mo"
than steel mill. Well know!
tonkky
: hon

: in southern Ontario for its live pet!
01. xx xx

06. s/t almighty defenders

02.
03.
04.
05.

07. snow blindness... black mold

! mance, Gentleman Husbands’ self!
: tled EP—available as a free download
; on the band's erates par

09. thai beat a go-go v/a

: burner.

10. can you dig it? v/a

: BRYAN BIRTLES

top 10 sellers
god Is good om
mata la pena v/a
logos atlas sound
s/t shrinebuilder

08. other truths do make say think
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: of bands ripping off Supertramp thes"

: necks into blue collars, and that 2g

available at the door or in advance through InfoLink
OF

: things someone could do—I hear a !o

: days, and that's just awful (I'm looking

: bands before deciding to slip the"

November 20 & 21, 2009
8:00 pm

PARTMENT

know

: of Gentlemen Husbands, original!)
: from Cobourg, ON, played in hardcore

Menotti, Somers, Copland

S MUSIC

you

: at you Coldplay). Most of the members

Britten, Vaughan Williams,

Tickets

but

: what? Fuck it, there's honestly wo! :

Works by

Convocation

\

its intertwining guitar harmonie
and a roaring, doom-laden chorus
Metal as it should be: approached

e

recordsa&cds

Opera Scenes

Clear-cut guit
the musical «
alent of two tree
leftstanding wher
the forest on
grew—pin
Pries
ess's latest to th

: (Independent)

The Department of Music Opera Workshop
“|

: Priestess

post-apocalyptic dirge sometimes more
than once in the same song. It's sort of
the sonic equivalent of walking through
a city, bustling street corners giving way

Celebrating Hayon

Sunday, November

:
:
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: small flicker of what must
// BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

be «
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The BQE
(asthmatic Kitty)

: Depeche Mode

demonstrate the band's ambition
in pushing the boundaries of
rock and electro. "Sweetest
Perfection" and "Personal Jesus" show chief songwriter
Martin Gore's innovation and
ingenuity when bridging the
gap between crafting a radioready three-minute pop song and

: Violator

ek

Inspired

by

a

stretch of express-

: (Sire)

: Originally released: 1990

=

way that runs from : Throughout
the1980s, emergBrooklyn
to ? ing technologies were slowly

Queens, the instru-

mental The BQE is
Sufjan Steven's jittering. majestic take on a contemporary classical score. He's reimagined

: revolutionizing the way music
: was created, recorded and distrib-

: uted. From por: table computers
: to digital instruthestrip ofroadinsymphonic bursts of : ments, synthesizbrass, rising towers of woodwind and : ers and simulapiano walks that feel like : tors, artists were
bigger, betterversionsofthe interludes : inspired to new
albums. As a whole, it : heights in innovaon his
doesn’t provide the same payoff as his : tive sounds and
poppier work—though “Traffic Shock” : genres.
While
holds up surprisingly well as a standalone, as does “Isorhythmic Night
Dance with Interchanges"—but with
the accompanying
DVD, which setsthe

:
:
:
:

mainstream

maintaining
a
sweaty momen-

tum for clubbers.
There are also
experimental moments here, like
"Waiting for the
Night" and "Clean,"
but "Enjoy the Silence" changes everything. With its

pop

music struggled
awkwardly
to
harness its po-

throbbing, relent-

less beat, cloaked
cleanly in refract: tential, "electroned guitar tones
pressway interspersed with superhero ; ic’ music was aland framed by
gals hula-hooping, The BQE seems like : ready a confident
Gahan's haunting,
a grand remake of Fantasia, albeit one : underground
alluring melody,
: movement, emerging from raat clubs : not ay does "Enjoy the Silence” elevate
made with the indie crowd in mind.

musie fo an arty triptych of the ex-

PAUL BLINOV

/[ PRUL@VUEWEEKLY.COM

james Hand
Shadow on the Ground

(Rounder)
KAKI

: in Europe, eventually being embraced by

: the record to a new level, it would go on

: DJs in North America. Nowhere before,
: however, had the collision of "electro"

= to become the most successful single in
: the band's history, and mark the end of

and pop been so tastefully expressed as
: on Depeche Mode's 1990 Violator.

: electronic music's chapter as an under-

Certainly at this time, Depeche Mode
; was no stranger to success. The band's
: previous album, Music For the Masses,
: had been warmly received in Europe
* and North

America,

and cemented

its

These days, it's pret- : place in alternative music circles. It's an
ty easy to separate : epic, experimental record, however, and
the pretenders from :
| the
contenders :
when it comes to :

country music. It'sa :

feelthingmorethan :
anything, and James Hand's music feels
pretty damn real—dusty and heartbroken with steel guitars and a cracking
voice, Hand lays his story on the line :

throughout Shadow on the Ground. Hand

:

soundsolderthanheis,withafirmgrasp
on the intricacies of traditional country
music, and that's a good thing.

:
:
:
:

EDEN MUNRO

/| EDEN@VUEWEEKLY.COM

one that owes its sound more to dark,
Goth-rock impulses than its hit single
"Strangelove" would have the listener
believe. With its instant dance appeal
and pop sensibility, though, that song
would definitely serve as a sign for
where the band was heading.
Violator opens with a disorienting synth
ricochet—a timeless dance club trick to
cause the crowd to pause in both confusion and anticipation—before the looping drum's urgency punches in behind
the paranoid fog of keyboard swells and
singer Dave Gahan's brazen baritone. De-

? ground genre.
:: Rounded out by standout tracks "Policy
: of Truth" and "Blue Dress," Violator is able
+ to convince the listener—even today, 20
: years later—how confidently and deftly

: Depeche Mode introduced electronic
: music to the mainstream. Thanks in part
: to Flood’s impeccable production quality,
: the record marks the end of pop music's
: chaotic relationship with computers and
= the beginning of a whole new phase of

Pu iD A
RUTR:
DE OMPOSED HOS:
$3.50 hiball’s NG toadeails |

aitmight for the ladies

Prizes for the DEADest
Costumes
happy hour 3pmito
spm
No line |
A0S14 B2 (\

pm)Pranelpevet ofansamzi
jwititthymenastysicay

AVG; 7801432:5224. ww

: exhilarating, invigorating and, thankfully,

: tasteful innovation in music.

: Above all else, Violator introduced
: dance music with both a widespread ap-

: peal and real artistic credibility. There
= had been popular dance records before,
: of course, and no one can question the
= quality and integrity of pioneering elec: tronic musicians like Kraftwerk, the Hu= man League, New Order or Brian Eno, but

= one would be hard-pressed to ignore how

= spite this tension, there's still this sexi- : seamlessly and tastefully Depeche Mode
; ness, this curiosity, this danceability that
: draws thelistener in. The next few songs

: blended such an addictive formula of new
: technology and pop sensibility. W

ee

Sharp Ends

"Crack Trap" / "Loaded Hearts"
(Mammoth Cave)
Kk kk

: Joss Stone
: Colour Me Free!

With ethereal vocals warbling from
a treble-y melody
to a guttural and
bass-y speak-sing
hybrid, guitars re-

: (EMI)
:
: She knows all the notes
: Sometimes hits the mark if the

: Mark is lightweight soul
:

verbed to just this :
side of spooky, harmonics pinched un-

: Stereos

til they're just about to feedback anda : Stereos
relentless rhythm
section, "Crack : (Universal)
Trap,” the A-side of Calgary's Sharp :

The English version
:
Of glam-rock tunes that bore you
= In every language

SS

: REM

: Live at the Olympia

: (Warner)
Alt-rock grandfathers

Ends’ new seven-inch, is the sound-

: My favourite band

track to a night on amphetamines, the
queasy and uneasy rollicking mimics

: From a television show
: Is still the Monkees

: Release 39 live songs

sive heartbeat, The B-side, a more

:

—C— ——
: Swollen Members

the head and stomach’s response, while
the song's pace resembles your oppres-

:
:

Straight-ahead punk number, doesn't : Five For Fighting
fare as well—though it contains a pret- : Slice

‘y epic solo to close it out—and someSmes the hat tips to Joy Division come

: (Sony)
:

uncomfortably to the forefront, but : A game misconduct!
> This mom-pants slow-jam soft rock
fuck it; this band is awesome.

BRYAN BIRTLES

: Made me impotent

: Excessive but fine

> Armed to the Teeth

: (Suburban Noize)
: Feat. Moka Only
: They‘re "back to reclaim the throne"

"Night

of

the

Srlatbatch anes

Living

ober

Dog”

31Lst.

: Was it ever theirs?

(7 SRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
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PREVUE // THE NEW CITIES

Long time coming
e

J

e

Taking three years to make its major
label debut pays off for the New Cities

way. We were alittle bit more DIY and jy,

diesounding
and Greig Norijustbroug})
us some more mainstream flavour," };,

Says. “We were listening to mainstreay,
music before that butwe never thought
we could doitbecause
we're from a sm;||
town and we never thought we could bh.
on the radio and tour and have video.
out. We're really proud of the album,
that's for sure."
And while itmight seem strange that th,
New Cities—made up entirely of fran
cophones from Eastern Quebec—sing
dance-beat riddled pop-punk songs j;

English, Brown explains that it felt nat

ral to the group.
“Ithink it'seasier forusto write songs in
English, even if we're French. French c
sound really cheesy easily,” he laughs

“All my life I've been listening to £;
lish music and when I was back in high
school that’s mainly what I was listens),

to, All the bands we had were in Englis|
soit

EXPANDING HORIZONS >> Montréal's New Cities is preparing to tour the UK and
release an album in Japan //Supplied
BRYAN BIRTLES
// BRYAN@VUEWEEKLY.COM
‘omnanrsretonnsurmao
ees eyenete UESSeRAnT MODENA NEN AEN en

Wj'm pretty good. A little bit tired but I
still love my life.”
Vocalist David Brown of the New Cit-

tice
DALE

ies, originally from Trois-Riviéres but
now living in Montréal, has plenty to

love in his life. His band has gone from
being a big hit in its hometown to tour-

RY

$10 AT THE DOOR 10030 -1028T 18+ DOORS
AT 8PM

ing the country, with plans to fly to the
UK in November and release the group's
new album, Lostin City Lights, in Japan.

WWW.FOUNDATIONCONCERTS.COM

It was altogether an unexpected turn
of events for the group. Having serendipitously hooked up with producer
Greig Nori—former frontman of Treble
Charger and the producer behind Sum
4i—the band took three years to record
its latest album, which was snapped
up by Sony Music Canada. As Brown
explains, Nori shaped the group's raw
sound into something quite a bit more
radio friendly, something the New Cities
thought wasn't possible.
"It kind of went slowly but in a good

just made senseforusto do the band

still liking what you're doing becaus:
we're surrounded by English music anyways and you can cross the borders an
tour the rest of Canada and fly to the Ui
like we're going to. That's pretty cool an:

I think ifwe were singing in French that
wouldn't be possible for us. It's interna
tional, it's a universal language." W

HOROSCOPE
ARIES (Mar 21 - Apr 19)

: Leo women: I'm betting there are ways : een costume suggestion: a spirit medium. : But that's not my style.” She's your role
: model for the coming weeks, Capricorn
: that you have fallen under the sway of the :
: microwave meme. If I'm right, it's time to : SCORPIO (Oct 23 — Nov 21)
: When good fortune comes to you—and
: fully re-embrace the spirit of the crockpot. : "Behind every face, there are a thousand : I'm almost positive it will—! recommend
hat you look for ways to share it. The
: Halloween costume clues: the tortoise, not : faces," says film director Bryan Singer,
ironic fact of the matter is that if you're
: who worked on two of the X-Men mov: the hare; a400-page novel, not Twitter.

= spective. Here are some questions to prime

You may be as flooded with briny emo- = your investigations. 1) What's the quality
tion as a Pisces on a meandering binge. You :: of the experience you want to have as you
might be as embedded in a labyrinth
earn a living? 2) What gifts do you
of yar own creation as the Gemiwant to give to life as you toil at
nis who verge on being too clevchallenging tasks that are interer for their own good. You may
esting to you? 3) What capacibe as cagey a listener as a Scorties do you want to develop
pio who's searching for a hidden
in yourself while doing your
vulnerability in an ally. In other
work? (PS. For your Hallowwords, Aries, you're not exactly
een costume, why not pretend
yourself. But it's one of those rare
you're doing your dream job?)
times when that's a good thing. Halloween costume

suggestion: the opposite of

what you think you are.

TAURUS (Apr 20 — May 20)
In my ideal version of Halloween, we
wouldn't scare ourselves with images

of ghoulish skeletons, eyeballs floating
in cauldrons and hissing, three-headed

stiligs. Rather, we'd confront more realis-

: ies. He deals with professional actors, who
:
: VIRGO (Aug 23 — Sep 22)
: specialize in revealing the myriad faces
: ‘The more beautiful the bird, the poorer : beneath the surface. But | think his assess-

: the singer," wrote LIM. Boyd. "Peacocks : ment applies to lots of people, especially

: scream, macaws screech, Birds of Paradise : you Scorpios—although it must be said
: croak.” Among the most interesting sing- : that you do have mad skills at hiding all
: ers, on the other hand, are birds that are far ; the action going on beneath your surface.
: CANCER (Jun 21 — Jul 22)
: less spectacular in appearance: the Black- : This Halloween, | urge you to make a break
: Israeli poet Yehuda Amichai (1924-2000) : capped Chickadee, the Willow Thrush and : with tradition and show five or six of the
: witnessed the full range of experiences : the White-throated Sparrow. Keep that in : real you's lurking below your poker face.
= that life on this planet has to offer, from : mind as you navigate your way through : Costume suggestion: be inspired by Joseph
: war to love and everything in between. : the coming week's dilemmas. My personal : Campbell's "hero with a thousand faces.”
i During an interview he gave in Jerusalem : inclination is to favour inspiring singing over :
: in 1994, he said, "I can stand on my balco- : comely appearance, but you may have a dif- : SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 - Dec 21)
= ny and tell my children, 'Over there | was : ferent bias. The important thing is to recog- : The Da Vinci Code author Dan Brown has a
: shelled for the first time, and over there, : nize the nature of the options before you. : unique way of stimulating his imagination
: to the right, just beneath those trees, | : Halloween costume suggestion: incorporate P He dons his gravity boots and meditates

tic fears, like the possibility that the effects
we have on the world are different from : was kissed for the first time." suspect his
our intentions .. or that we have not yet = words will soon be meaningful for you,
reached our potential ... or that people we : Cancerian. It's likely you'll have a breaklike might completely misread and misun- : through or epiphany near a place where
derstand us. Then Halloween would serve : you once suffered disappointment. Hala more spiritually useful purpose. It would
loween costume suggestion: the phoenix.
bring us face-to-face with actual dangers to :
our psychic integrity, whereupon we could : LEO (Jul 23 — Aug 22)
summon our brilliant courage and exorcize : Author Gary Smalley says that the sexual
the hell out of them. Costume suggestion: : nature of men Is like a microwave oven,

exorcist. (Begin by exorcising yourself.)

GEMINI (May 21 - Jun 20)
During this phase of your cycle, you'll generate good fortune if you brainstorm and
meditate about your relationship with
work. | urge you to empty your mind of
everything you think you know about the
subject. Adopt a fresh and innocent per-

: while women resemble a crockpot, the de: vice that cooks food at low heat for along
= time. Right about now, I'd advise you Leo
: men to be like crockpots not only in the
: bedroom but everywhere else, too. To spot
: the subtle opportunities that will be avail: able, you'll have to be gradual, deliberate,
: and thorough. Leisurely foreplay should
: be your all-purpose metaphor. As for you

the themes of plain beauty, secret genius, : on complex storylines while he's inverted.
: It's also a good way to overcome writer's
: disguised power and open secrets.
:
: block. "You think differently upside-down,”
: he says. Do you have an equivalent method
: LIBRA (Sep 23 - Oct 22)
: At a family planning conference in Beijing, : for providing gentle shock therapy to your
: a researcher from Ghana presented tes- : perspective, Sagittarius? This is a good
: timony about tribal issues that he had in : time to use it. If you don't already have a
: part gleaned through interviews with dead = creative aid like that, hunt around for one.
: ancestors. He said that spirit mediums had : In the days ahead, it will come in handy.
: acted as his “translators.” When he was :
: met with skepticism from colleagues, he : CAPRICORN (Dec 22 — Jan 19)
: was defensive. "If |only heard from the liv- : When Sheelah Ryan won $55 million in
: ing,” he explained, "! wouldn't get a very : the Florida lottery, she used the money to
: good balance." His perspective would be : create an organization dedicated to help:
: smart for you to adopt right now, Libra. : ing the disadvantaged. "I guess I've disap: To make the wisest decisions and take the : pointed a lot of people," she told a report: most righteous action, draw inspiration : er. "| could be travelling all over the world
: from what has passed away as much as : or have a beautiful mansion on the ocean
: from what's alive and in your face. Hallow- : or have a chauffeur-driven Rolls-Royce.

a
ee
a
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generous as you tap in to your gift, there'l

: be more of the gift.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 ~ Feb 18)
: When | did a performance in Santa Fe a few
: years ago, awoman in the audience came up
: to me after the show and made a sardonic
: proposal: would |like to join her 12-step pro: gram for writers who are overly fond of vivid

djectives and adverbs? With all the uppity
mock politeness | could summon, |told her

: that | was preposterously happy with my
: scintillating addiction to brazen language,
: and didn't regard it as a raggedy problem
that needed invasive correcting. Now !m

dvising you to be like
me and follow your
heart when it tells you to be bigger, bolder
nd brasher than ever before. Right now,
hiny intensity is your sacred duty! Halloween costume suggestion: the sun.
:
; PISCES (Feb 19 — Mar 20)
: | hope you won't merely wander around
= the frontier. | hope you'll undertake a me
: ticulous yet expansive exploration of that

: virgin territory. Here are some tips on how

= to proceed: 1) Formulate specific questions

? about what you're looking for. 2) Develop
a hypothesis for the experiments you want

to carry out. 3) Ignore what doesn't inter-

est you and pounce only on what stirs your
fascination. Halloween costume sugges

tion: an alien anthropologist visiting Earth
from another planet; a time-traveller from
the future who's doing a documentary 0"
: this historical moment. W
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:

Blvd: Sat,57pm; bowling@

B

RESISTENCE 101 - Stanely Milner Library, Rms6F,
7 Sir Winston Churchill Sq 387.785.2558 + Know your

Mon, 7a5-saspm)Granite
ie

- NAIT

local

groups and individuals, istemiand contributing to build

Toca
thasPeopsraybanSopp
Fitness, 203, 10575-115 St, yoga@teamedmonton.ca

rights, self-determination,

and justice - Sun, Nov1,1-spm »Free

ST ANDREW'S UNITED CHURCH QUILTING

= 780.452.4454 + Fall quilt sale - Sat, Nov 7, 1-4pm +

387-3343
-meet monthly « Forinfo goto groups.
shee ey Mg eel
4

‘SCHUBERT AND GOETHE - Studio 27, Fine Arts Bldg «

LIVING POSITIVE « 404, 10408-124 St « edmlivingposisupport to Peopleliving with HIV + Tue,7-9pm: Support

group » Daily

Ave + 780.6087572 «

Dance

at

PLAY NIGHTCLUB
-1220-103 St-Open Thu,
Fri, Sat

Sat, 8pm (door)

with DJs Alexx Brown and Eddie Too:

PRIDE CENTRE OF EDMONTON - 9540-11 Ave =

of stheOrigins and Development of

presenitati

JalioMenealer= Nev'sypmn'$8 angleios ee)

780.488.3234 « pridecentreofedmonton.org « Open TueFri 1-1opm, Sat 2-6-30pm « LGBT Seniors Drop-in: Every

a;

8525-101 StyNW door »1.866.824.9764 + Support meet-

ings for parents of TS kids, and TS adults « ist Wed

‘¢-tnmn+Info E: extha
js vey
ae

ai

anata

:
thin

TRUE STORIES: Sustainability inAction Housing - Coast
al
eae as, cmb

» Cakewalk celebrates
fundraiser in support

every month, 7:30pm +Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex

and Questioning. Education, advocacy and support for

men, women and

every Wed except

Atrium, 9125-50

nge Pluralism
of
with JamesPayton

Dr Tram TueNow. 09m cnrode

PRISM BAR « 10524-1021 St « 780.990.0038 » Wed: Free

Pre-register at 780.436.1954

echoppe, 7925-104StTheProjects ‘Canadian Poetry
with Tim Lilburn; Thu, Nov s,7pm « Free

VEGAN/VEGETARIAN POTLUCK - Riverdale Com-

AWA 12-STEP SUPPORT GROUP - Braeside

vegetarian, vegan or raw

Pool; Karaoke, gpm-midnight « Thu: Prism Pool League;

7-430pm « Fri: Steak Nites; 5-gpm; DJ at o30pm

munity Hall, 9231-100 Ave «VofA.ca« Bring 2 homemade

Presbyterian Church bsmt, N. door, 6 Bernard Dr,

ROBERTSON-WESLEY UNITED CHURCH «10209-123 St
+ 780.482.1587 « Soul OUTing: an LGBT-focused alternative

dish for at least 6 people

« Sun, Noy 8, 5:30-7pm » $3 MOA member)/$s (non-

member)/free (you

Bichop St,SirWinston Churchill Ave, StAlbert - For
‘adult children of alcoholic and dysfunctional families

‘worship « 2nd Sun every month, 7pm; worship Sun, 10:30am;

under)

‘ofall sexual orientations welcome. LGBT monthly
lub and film night. E: jravenscrofi@rwucorg

VISITING LECTURESHIP IN HUMAN RIGHTS Myer Horowitz Theatre, Students’ Union Bldg, U of

+ Every Mon, 7:30pm
BUDDHISM FOR BEGINNERS - 10502-70 Ave yto.633.6157 + Mahamudra (meditation) book study and
discumians rea Mey » Meditation and practice:
_ every Wed gpm + Until Nov 27,7-8pm +Free
CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION Suite 800, 10:
St + 780.414.6311
«Family support

drop-in group for those who are supporting an adult
famiy member living with a Eta illness + Every

A> ualberta.ca/-lecture » Lecture by the Honourable
Madam Justice Rosalie Silberman Abella Supreme Court
of Canada + Tue, Nov 3, 7:30-9pm « Free

‘ST PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH « 11526-76 Ave «

WALKING WITH GRIEF FOR PARENTS - Knox Metropolitan Church, 8308-109 St« 780.454.1231
ext224 »Support group
for parents whose child has died atany age« Until Nov 5,

WOMONSPACE « 780.482.1794 « womonspace.ca,
womonspace@)gmail
com «A Non-profit lesbian social

7-9pm = Pre-registration required
«Feeby donation

with membership. Confidentiality assured

780.436.1555 » People of all sexual orientations are welcome - Every Sun (16am worship)

WASKAHEGAN TRAIL ASSOCIATION - Campers VilTage 10951-170 St +Fall social, featuring speaker Alwynne

Wed. 6:30-8:;30pm.

CHESS CLUB - 780.474.2318 « rovingchessnuts@shaw.
ca» Learn to play chess; all ages Yndludes classes,
schoel programs and tournaments

Know Game Show with Patrick and Nathan; Thu 9pm «

a Island Iced Tea; Thu 3pm « Karaoke with Morgan;
Wed 7pm «Karaoke with Kevin; Sun 8pm

WINTER CYCLING SEMINAR - BikeWorks, 10047-80 Ave,
back alley » Discuss the thrills and (how to avoid) spills of

YOUTH UNDERSTANDING YOUTH - yuyedm.ca - Meets

winter cycling, with seasoned winter-cyclists + Fri, Nov 6,
7-9pm « Free « Pre-register E: info@bikeology.ca

every Sat,7-9pm E: info@yuyedm.ca,7:780.248.971

WOMEN IN BLACK «In Front ofthe Old Strathcona Farm-

ers’ Mafket- Silentvigilthe1stand3rdSat,10-1am, each
month, stand insilence for a world without violence

COVER PAGE OF YOUR LIFE «Star of North Retreat, St
Albert « A sketch and write event with Barbara Mitchell
and Sandra Mooney-Ellerbeck « Sat, Nov 7, 9:30am-4pm «
Pre-register at 780.289.2121 (Barbara) by Oct 30

COMEDY

COMMUNITY SUPPER AND SPEAKER SERIES -

McDougall United Church, 10025-101 St, Macdonald
Dr « 780.428.2818 « Featuring
Speaker Dave Schroder
» Thu, Oct a9, s:4spm (supper, $10, reservations required); 7pm (ptrogram,

CENTURY CASING - 13103 Fort Rd « 780.481.9857 «
Shows start at 8pm Thu-Sat and late show at 10:30pm

FEAR - Mill Woods Town Centre Mall, 2331-66 St +
780.413.4523 » mwirc.org » Haunted House fundraiser

on Fri-Sat; $12 (Thu)/$19 (Fri/Sat) « Dan Quinn; Oct
29-31 + Jo Anna Downey; Nov 5-7

EDMONTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Robbins
Health Learning Centre, Grant MacEwan City Centre

to support Mill Woods Family Resource Centre free

COMEDY FACTORY - Gateway Entertainment Centre,
34 Ave,
‘Trail « Thu, 8:30pm; Sat, 8pm and 19pm +
Dayin

EDMONTON ESPERANTO SOCIETY«10025-1024 Ave,

Sun 8pm; Fri-Sat 1o-30pm«J ChrisNewberg,
Sean Lecomber,

Rm 18128 « 780.702.5137
+Fri, 12-Ipm

‘Lou Eisen; until Nov 10 + Victoria Jackson; Nov 5-7

reas SURRY EDUCATION en ane. ee
jonton.ab.ca

tion Hebb Fink; Nov 6-7, 8 & 10:30pm

» winspearcentre.com »

fears to

F, 0050 MacDonald Dr« ResourceCentre forVoluntary

Organizations
Success Workshop with Tim
Haak Sal,Nov7, 8:30am + $3373(ind GST, breakfast, hunch,
atrevaorg

;
poe

‘Spiritual Community for
*
[Ashbourne Assisted
Ave + Ho: ea
rea,
on sacred
loenergise
you

forpassionate living + Every Sun3-spm
LEARN @ YOUR LIBRARY - 300,2020 Sherwood Dr,

Spnbelton andthefinde-lideForome Foe Sun,Nov 4pm

BUDDYS NITE CLUB - 117258 Jasper Ave « 780.488.7736

a

Sherwood

Bianca
and Vanity Fair

= Lecture Series: ArtHistory:

+ DJ Dust
‘n'Time; Mon gpm+DJ Arrow Chaser, Tue

gpm + DJ Dust 'n' Time; Wed gpm,nocover before
opm + DJ Arrow Chaser; Fri 8pm, no cover before
opm + DJ Earth Shiver ‘n' Quake; Sat 8pm, no
cover
re 10pm + DJ Bobby Beatz; bash
« Drag Queen
Performance Show, Sun,no cover
before 1opr

aua3-133
a grring
and
Re45.235 ext234« Free

:

Dominater G; Rivebend PublicLibrary»NDP
{

ndsofMedicare Oct ete
—e

,

Regen.
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WITH AYLA BROOK

MIKEPLUME BAND STAN ASHBY
SAID THEWHALE
AND HIS G-STRINGS PLUS GUESTS
22

FOUNDATION & KEYSTONE PRESENT

HOSTED
BYMARK FEDUR OTRED RAM/UNCAS
FOUNDATION PRESENTS

JAMES MURDOCH BAND
LASS FOUNDATION PRESENTS

DINOSAUR JR OH

HANNAH GEORGAS /TOY SINGERS

THE PINK MOUNTAINTOPS

L/E@

11/10

CHRIS ASSAD

HOSTED
BYMAR FEDUIK
OFREDNAM/UNCAS
1/13

DECREPIT BIRTH & GUESTS

THE CAT.EMPIRE

LIES
FROM ELYSIUM
Wi BE” a a <>

11/17

SCOTT COOK

pop Festival

Small Press As-

ROCKY MOUNTAIN WINE AND FOOD FESTIVAL Shaw Conference Centre, 9797 Jasper Ave + Featuring
the Edmonton Grand Tasting Hall « Nov 5-7 « $12-$25

at rockymountainwine.com

RUTHERFORD HOUSE-Dinner and a Movie « 11153
Saskachewan Dr + 780.422.2497 + Fundraiser, 3-course
meal and a scr
of George A. Romero's 1968 hor-

ror, Night of the Living Dead + Oct 30, 6:30pm + $45

temp e
EVIEMBERS & GUESTS FACILITY

Festival
(cash/cheque}; donations totheCanadian
Red

WINTERWIME FESTIVAL
-Devine Wines,1on-104
St
780.496.5947 » A wine tasting benefit fortheOldStrathcona
Youth Coop « Fri,Noy6,7-:30pm « $20 atDevine Wines

WITCHES BALL « Elmwood Community Hall,16415-83

Ave«D] sunset sound, doarprizes,costume judging,ite
meal, silent auction table forTheRiverdale CoreDrurn-

ming Cirde « Oct31,7pm (door), 9pm(music) « $30(adv)at
Purgesons, Where Faeries Live,780.454.0187 $35 (door)
WITH THESE HANDS-Fort Saskatchewan - Fort
Mall, 10420-98 Ave, Fort Saskatchewan + withthese-

hands.ca«
Nov 6-8
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ITURDAYS
its DEGREE, COBRA COMMANDER,
DJ BATTERY axWEEKLY GUESTS

BEHIND STARLITE ROOM ((/06- PIRATES

WildStule

ALL EVENTS

780.488.3378

SNA

DEGREE/BATTERY/COBRA COMMANDER /

FOUNDATION PRESENTS

id Art, 2 non-profit

BOOTS BAR AND LOUNGE 10242-106 St- 780.423.5014

+ 2nd Thu: Illusions Social Club « 3rd Wed: Edmonton O
Society « and Tue:Edmonton Rainbow Business Association « Every Fri:Philosophy Café + Friand Sat DJ SexXXy
Seen
Mee Sundays feature the Stardust

¥

Christmas sale « Sun, Nov 8, ioam-3pm

NORTH OF NOWHERE EXPO Milner Library, 7
Sir Winston Churchill Sq; Metro Cinema at Citadel Theatre

forum at StanleyAMilner Library; Oct 29
=

poten cary in support of the Uof A-Franklin Fund;
Thu, Oct 29, 7pm; $65 (orchestra /terrace)/$55 (dress circle)
«Rodney Carrington; Fri,Nov 6, 7pm, $47 atWinspear box
office « Just For Laughs Comedy Tour hosted by Sugar
Sammy featuring Danny Bhoy, Tommy Tiernan, Pete Correale and Godfrey; Sun, Nov8,7pm

teBuild it- GMU Alberta College Campus, PCLHall, 5

7pm (dinner) « $114.50 at EmployAbilities 780.945.4642

activist-arts festival presented by

WINSPEAR CENTRE -Sir Winston Church Sq- Me
BO.

raiser for Employ Abilities « Sat, Nov 7, 6pm (cocktails),

sociation; until Oct 31+ Prison Justice: Film fest, exhibit and

available at ticketmaster

nesschart-

ingcirele.o; rg * Meets ist Wed each month, Nov-Apr;
5:30-8:30pm + Donation of $5
FUNDRAISING SUCCESS-Where toStart and How

Hooper MC, music by the Honky Tonk Heroes; fund-

ofIndependent Media and U;

Resort, Enoch « 780.930.2619 « rivercteeresort.com
+ The Venue: Joan Rivers; Fri, Oct 30, 8pm +Tickets

FERTILITY AWARENESS CHARTING CIRCLE «Block

CHAMPION

JEANS AND BEANS GALA - Delta Edmonton South
Hotel - Dinner, dance, live and silent auction; Danny

. FE

RIVER CREE RESORT AND CASINO - River Cree

6 consecutive weeks Session a: Nov 3-Dec 8, 6:30-830pm + S20 (fee covers the cost of manual)

21/20 THEUMION PRESENTS

Maria Dunn, Myrol, Le Fuzz, Ben Sures,

JUST IN TIME FAIR TRADE -Star of the North, 3AStVital Ave, St. Albert « 780.459.5511 « starofthenorth.ca =

AN EVENING WITH...

(GAREC
ELLOR
OF BLUE RODEO

THE JOHNSTONES

Earth's General Store; proceeds to community groups
working to ensure homes for all people

LAUGH SHOP—Whyte - and Fl, 10368-82 Ave +
780.476.1010 » Kevin McGrath; until Nov « Halloween
Party: dress up and get $5 off your show ticket; Oct 31, 8
and 10:30pm - A Special Showcase Event: Edmonton's
best work to secure a spot in the 2010 Montreal Just for
Laughs Festival; Tue, Nov 3 » Amateur Night! The Laugh
Shop Stand Up Stand Outs: with Adam Pateman; Wed,
Nov 4, 7pm (door),Spm (show) + Comedy for a Cure; Thu,
Nov 5, 8pm; Proceeds
go to the Alberta Cancer Founda-

+ Meetings for those who are supporting a family
member who has a mental illness/want to learn more
about mental illnesses, Meet for 2 hours every Tue for

Walt CANDIES

14/01

Heine « Sun, Nov 1, 2-7pm « $io/free (child under 12) at

780.426.5382 « Comedy show every Tue, 9pm +$5 (door)

780.470.9745; uate

THEONION PHESENTS

Dennis Lakusta, Songs from theAvenue, and Jessica

HYDEAWAY-Jekyll and Hyde « 10209-100 Ave «

FABULOUS@SO
EXPERIENCE AND MARTINI PARTY pAbapsspeien ctetaiomet Noryogeen fa
speakers, entertainment « Nov7,930am
»$1
oats So (adv) TIKontheSquare
ca,

HALLOWEEN
PARTY
3 ROOM EVENT

HOMEFEST - Transalta Arts Barns, 104 St, 84 Ave +
homefest.ca

DRUID - 11606J;
‘Ave + 780.710.2119 « Comedy Night
Hosted
by Lars Callieou « Every Sun, 9pm

Resque Statue next to Walterdale Playhouse, 10322-83 Ave
ead oe
Oe
ae
2s wewalk:
idStrathcona
«Until Oct 29, Mon,
‘Tue, Wed, Thu atypm + $5per person

THEM
DAMN COYOTES
JOEYD/FRESH CUT LIME /LOOKING EAST

A/F

FOUNDATION & STARLITE’S 20 ANHUAL

BANDS
AS BANDS
DJS AS DJS

CD RELEASE

FRINGE FRIGHT NIGHT -TransAlta Arts Barns« A Cool
Killing, Night of Mayhem - Sat, Oct 32, 1opm

Jatt; Oct 29-31 « Kris Shaw; Nov 5-7

COMIC STRIP - Bourbon St, WEM «780.433.5999 + Wed-Fri,

EDMONTON GHOST TOURS - Meet infront ofthe

BEND SINISTER
M/A

events « Fri, Oct 30, 5-9pm; Sat, Oct 31, 12-spm « $3
(single)/$6 (family, up to 4 people)

C
Rim 9-202, 10700-104 Ave « 780.426.0015
+ecfoundati
« Wills Week Charities Session + Thu, Nov
5,aqgam-;30pm
(lunch provided) «Free; pre-register

2912 Café, 10361-82 Ave « fertili

Monthly activities, newsletter, reduced rates included

Nathan; Mon 8pm « Martini Mondays; 3pm + You Don't

Campers Village by Oct 30 at 780.482.2700

OPE
etacretiiete esgic.
Pr ee
Anne
Albert
»780.459.1682 «
Learemore.
this green,
housing style - Thu,
Nov 5,7-8:30pm - Free

organization for Edmonton and surrounding area.

WOODYS - 11723 Jasper Ave + 780.488.6557 + Karaoke with

B. Beaudoin = Nov 2, 7-9:30pm «Free; pre-register at

col
lism, The Viennese
Kaffeehaus: A Myth of Origins - 2-20 Fine Arts Building
Gallesy « Lecture, Tag Gronberg » Mon, Nov 2,san

5-221 St« 780.414.6312 + cmha-t

youth - Free professional counselling

the ist Wed each month; 7-10pm; appt

encouraged, drop-ins welcome « YouthSpace: drop-in Br
LGBTQ ets up to 25; Tue-Sat, 3-7pm

ion,

es,

11/06

Talking

hotmail.com + HIV Support Group: and Mon every
month,7pm « Transgender, Transsexual, Intersex and
Questioning (TTIQ) Alliance:
rt meeting 2nd Tue

(forum), Nov 4 (tour) « Free; Pre-register at1.800.668.2642

LECTURES - augustana.

Sun, 2-4pm, every month; albertatrans.org « Men

with Pride: Sun 7pm; facilitator: Rob Wells robwells780@)

and research conference and tour oftheRiverdale and Mill
Creck net zero energy homes:
and Discovery
ES
eee
Deer)» Nov 2-3

+ Tue, Nov 3, 7pm « $75 at

on

HALLOWEEN
PARTY
3 ROOM EVENT

+ Trans Education/Support Group: Meet the ast and 3rd

every
month,7pm
Nov 4,Dec2,Jan6

ma

HEED
ISCAKE - Sutton Place Hotel, Ball

FOUNDATION
&STARLITES 38DANNUAL

Up: AA big book study Pe every Sat, noon + Youth
Understanding Youth: Up to 25 years, support and social
group every
Sat,7-9pm;
ica + Womonspace:
Board meeting ist Sun every month, 10:30am-12:30pm

‘Tue/Thu, 2-4pm + CA:Thu(7pm) « Suit Up and Show

TOURETTE SYNDROME - Academy ofKing Edward,

SEKSTON SLANG

BANDSASAS BANDS
DJS

LFA

makingwayes_edm « Recreational/competitive a
‘ming. Socializing after practices + Every Tue, Thu

Foot Stomp:

al |
falrs

20/23 ANNUAL HALLOWEEN
SHOW WITH

ZOMBIE BLACKLIGHT PARTY!
EGYPTRIXX

drop-in, peer counselling

MAKING WAVES SWIMMING CLUB -geocities.co

ee

SUGARSWING
DANCE CLUB -Orange Hall,1035-84
Peele

BCHUFTY KTS BLAZING VIOLETS

five.ca » 1.877.975.9448/780.488.5768 - Confidential peer

Lecture by Dr Deen Larsen - Thu, Oct 29,930-11am Bree

7

HE wvonsin
A

menor SOCIAL CLUB: CROSSDRESSERS -

GROUP . St. Andrew's United Church, 9915-148 St
Proceeds donated to charity

iGO

, (0030-102 STREET

ux762-106,

St Tue, 8-gpm, Thu,
immi
eit
monton.ca « V
TocMeera Meer,
Y
31. 9008-205A, S-19pm; Thu intermediate:
Amnlakiwacry Academy, 101Airport Rd,8-10pm; recvol-

(8+ + DOORS AT 9PM

HOSTED BY
1D & KHIRY TAFARI
{OF LOCUTION REVOLUTIONS

WITH DJS BUDAKRON
.
&SHORTOP

VS NINJAS
w* CAPTAIN MOLEMAN & WUBDEEZ
Ras
DOORS 9PM » $5COVER * $5.50 DOUBLES

BLTRON,OPTIMUX PRIME& MIYURUFERNANDO

WWW.STARLITEROOM.CA
BACK //45

a ~~

LGBT >> VIOLENCE AGAINST QUEERS

Queer harm

: Transgender Day of Remembrance. At : Politic, XTRA is a rare gay media outlet
} first| was shocked but happy to hear that: that actually covers queer news. It proover the past decade there was only one : vides national, balanced news coverage
i reported death that could be attributed : by including queer-lensed stories on poli“Where seem to be only two voices emerg-:
: have not been, queer-friendly. The police : to someone's transgender identity. But : tics, current events and entertainment. In
ing in reaction to violence against
exist to maintain order, and this is : through conversation I was then sobered; : thinking about the above headline, |wonqueers: the police and limited
inherently anti-queer. How can
talking to members of the trans commu- : der if it serves to undermine XTRA's big
gay media. Both are inadequate
a force that is tasked with en
nity, there is a resistance to report acts of :
: picture work by stalling the conversation
sources for providing a full
N
forcing the status quo ever be : violence to the police.
: of violence towards queers by highlighting
conversation at a time when
fully available for people who : While the Edmonton Police Service : only physical attacks. This limited casting
queer bodies are becoming
by their very nature question = (EPS) does attempt to make inroads to : of violence, possibly resulting in too shalmore visible and, therefore, in
it, work against it?
: make it more approachable to the trans : low a field of outrage, creates a limited reWhile the police's anti-queer : community, living in a province where : action and does not get into the everyday
some ways, more vulnerable.
existence does not stop them : sexual reassignment surgery has been del- : violence that queers experience.
In the last decade police have
from serving and protecting gay citi- : isted, some within the community cannot : Such news stories also provide too narworked through training, outreach and
other means to be seen as allies to LGBT : zens it does stump the institution in how : see any arm of the state as possibly being = row a view of who is being affected by
it
can
conceive and react to violence. : available to them. This unfortunately un- : violence. The other day a friend pointed
s@ommunities. This alignment has allowed :
the police to do a better job of protecting : Frameworks like hate crime legislation : does much of the good work that mem- : out how often when “hate crimes" are
citizens and helped members of the gay : are helpful when violence is a clear-cut : bers of the EPS do. It also highlights the : reported in the gay media the victim is
community feel safer.
: homophobic attack but not useful when : limited role that police can have around
almost always a young white male. While
Critics of neoliberalism, like Dean Spade, : dealing with other violence directed to- : violence towards queers.
t someone could argue this is because
wards queers such as systemic discrimina- : "Is Gay Bashing on the Rise?" asked a : most homophobic violence is directed
articulate problems with queers allying
: headline appearing last week on XTRA.ca : towards visibly gay men, a more complex
closely with the police (and so the state) : tion, homelessness and drug laws.
better than | can. The caution for meis that : Police are also not overly useful when : in reaction to a recent wave of violence : reading is useful.
while | respect the job police do, | underviolence is directed towards marginal- : directed towards gay men in Ontario, in- : We live in a culture, writer Sarah Schulstand their loyalty is to uphold laws that : ized people within the LGBT community. : cluding the death of Chris Skinner. Born : man points out, obsessed with the comare not and more obviously in the past, : | helped organize last year’s Edmonton's : out of the influential publication Body ; ing-of-age story of white males—a tale as

CLASSIFIEDS
FAX YOUR FREE LISTINGS TO 780.426.2889
THER EMAIL LISTINGS@VUEWEEKLY.COM
DEADLINE: FRIDAY AT SPM
DUNT
LET
LL L LL LCL CLLOOT CCE OLLEECULLEOT ULL OLEUO CCCP CCCOOO LOO OLCUCE COE LEO CLL COLeOOO CeO COE CEC CLCCE

The Cutting Room is looking for
Assistants and Stylists
Please drop off your resume at

BIGGEST HEALTH
DISCOVERY IN
20 YEARS!

10536-124 Street

Drivers wanted: $15+/hr, Wed (night). Thu (day),
perm/PT. Must have mini-van or truck.

Looking for reliable, responsible person.

in some way. All styles are welcome, on DVD
in NTSC format. $20 (CAD) submission fee.
Info: zombieshortfilmfestival.com or contact
Jim Taylor at 647.291.4774, zombieshortfilmfestival@gmail.com

Specific Installation; Curated Group Exhibit,
Individual or Two Artist Exhibit, and Community Programs are invited to participate

Canadian Mental Health Association / Board
Recruiting 2009 Learn about our community
work: www.cmha-edmonton.ab.ca

Inspired Creations Market

Ph 780.907.0570

Nov 14 & 15; Looking for unique hand crafted

will be the next

MODAL MUSIC INC. 780.221.3716
Quality music instruction since 1981.
Guitarist. Educator.
Graduate of GMCC music program

International Songwriting Competition (ISC)
deadline extended until Dec 2, 2009. Submit
as many songs as desired, entries accepted

Great opportunity to improve
your health and weaith!

For more info call Ken

780-454-6971
www.maxtrax4u.com/kenneths

EDUCATIONAL
FILM AND TV ACTING

Learn from pro's how to
act in Film and TV
Full-time training.
1-866-231-8232
wwwwadastudios.com

éi HELP WANTED
CHANGE YOUR LIFE! TRAVEL, TEACH
ENGLISH: We train you to teach. 1000's of jobs
around the world. Next in-class or ONLINE by
correspondence. Jobs guaranteed, 7712-104 St.
Call for info pack 1.888.270.2941

ORDER
FORM

online, by mail, email using a MySpace ac-

Guitar lessons available
LEARN ROCK, FOLK, COUNTRY, BLUES
$20/hour
Contact Justin T: 780. 760.7284

E: Justin.wayne.shaw@gmail.com

count. Info: songwritingcompetition.com,
615.251.4441, info@songwritingcompetition

Professional pianist for hire

FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
ARTIST/NON PROFIT CLASSIFIEDS
Need a volunteer? Forming an acting troupe?
Want someone to jam with? Place up to 20 words
FREE, providing the ad is non-profit. Ads of more
than 20 words subject to regular price or cruel
editing. Free ads must be submitted in writing, in
person or by fax. Free ads will run for four weeks,
ifyou want to renew or cancel please phone Gleny at 780.426.1996/fax 780.426.2889/e-m office@
vueweekly.com or drop it offat10303-108 St.
Deadline is noon the Tuesday before publication.
Placement will depend upon available space
The Zombie Short Film Festival (Oct 30 in
Toronto) is currently seeking submissions
from all over the world. Film must be less
than 25 mins long and must involve zombies

EXTRAS

FORM OF PAYMENT

Ol Cash
Card#

“DI Extra Line $&
OBox Word Ad $4
OD Symbols $4

Check OViSA O Mastercard

accompaniment,

events

Ph.

Volunteers needed for Global Visions Film f
Noy 5-8. www.globalvisionsfestival.com/volunteer
CNIB's Friendly Visitor Program needs
f
to Help and be a sighted guide with a friend
voice. Ifyou can help someone with vision |:
visit cnib.ca or call 780. 453.8304

Bicycle Mechanic Volunteers for Bissell Centr
community homeless or near homlessness m«
bers on Mon, Wed, Fri, gar-12pm. Contact
780.423.2285 ext 134

fundraising, is currently

hiring its fall staff. Our|

fundraisers spread awareness and raise funds
for a select group of non profits.
¢ $12/h, guaranteed
e Flexible
¢ Travel

and

¢ Perks

such

780.973.5593, randyglen@JumpUpDj.com

Campus Food Bank Trick or (Tr)eat Food Drive;
Sat, Oct 31, 5-8pm; ETLC E1-0003 (Engineering Teaching and Learning Complex), U of A;
Volunteers walk door-to-door, collecting food
bank donations; to volunteer E: volunteer@

edmontonbikes.ca

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FOOD BANK

ox

:

GST 5%

___

=

at

de

ae

TOTARS aes
= 5

Phone 780.426.1996 from 9am to 5pm Mon-Fri * Email rob@vueweekly.com * Stop by 10303-108 St. Edmonton
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Work

wage

hours

advancement

opportunities

as daily coffee

« Friendly, socially
¢ A fun, dynamic,

Deadline Tues at Noon « Please print legibly on Lines at right * Up to 45 characters per Line = Every letter, space or mark counts as one character + Allow one space following punctuation

46//BACK

$$$
Deep Freeze,
Jan 9-10, winter festival, need vol,
teers; contact Judy 780 496 1933; artsontheav:

f

or shows

Volunteer website for youth 14-24 years old.
youthvolunteer.ca

=|

? ask, as suggested by Dean Spade, would in
: stead be: what makes harm possible?

WE’RE HIRING

228A Ave. Rock, country & old time music Ph.

Subtotal
Postal Code.

= lives, maybe a useful question we can

Public Outreach, Canada’s leader in face-to-face |

WANTED: JAMMERS for open public monthly
jam on the second Sunday of the month at 9119-

Extras

Name
Address

: and should conceive and intervene in quee;

Jazz, blues, classial. Trained singer. For

CLASSIFIEDS Four tines For $20

1 Bolding $4
Caps $&

: and highlights the limited ways—due t., .
: lack of resources—media, like the poljc.
: cover violence.
: Seemingly at the heart of police and »
: media's response to violence is the g
: tion of how it can be stopped. Due ¢
: limited ways in which media and police ¢3),

Plan events (like Aboriginal Health Week,

AJ Barlow 780.299.6252

ARTIST
TO ARTIST

This i;

: looking at violence towards lesbian:
: when a couple was assaulted in fron;
of
: their children.
: Common sense tells us in a culture th:
: does not understand trans lives or
: women more attacks happen than are )
: Ing reported. This makes the proliferati,
: of reports and articles about hurt \,
: gay male bodies all the more upset :

Volunteer with the Aboriginal Health Group.

This patented product

BILLION DOLLAR GIANT!

it goes unreported.

= story appearing last year in the Bay medi

Speaker Series). Promote healthy habits to high
school students. Set up events. E: abhealthgroup@gmail.com; aboriginalhealthgroup.org

items, created by you. Details available at
www.inspiredcreationsmarket.com

pens to be gay, it is mews. When a wom.
is attacked, unless she's a celebrity ra

= rored in gay media. The only high-prosi|

Do you remember someone who believed in

Brother Big Sister today. 780.424.8181

old as Jesus. When something interrupts
this narrative, even if the protagonist } ap

= mom,

you when you were a child? Be that person in a
child's life today. All it takes is one hour a week,
which may not be much to you but will make
all the difference in the life ofachild. Be a Big
Brother or Big Sister! Be a Mentor! Call Big

Submit exhibits for consideration in the
following categories: Environmental Site

in 2010 at The Works Art Market and Food
Street (deadline Feb. 15, 2010) and Street Stage
(deadline Mar. 15, 2010). Application at www.
theworks.ab.ca

:
:
:
:

conscious

and inspiring

to make

and treats

co-workers

work

environment

a difference

today!

www.publicoutreach.ca

edmontonjobs@publicoutreach.ca

780-436-9896
Print your ad here:

Dear Size:
i

4 pelling recent research makes astrong ar: gument against the nuclear family as the
+ essential unit of protohuman and early
human society. (See Sarah Blaffer Hrdy's
‘Mothers and Others,” where she dem; onstrates, very persuasively, that it takes

’

beloved's abdomen (and I'm not saying :: epidemic,” misogyny, feminism and fat.

: the wad does not bear some responsibil? ity here) but | don't think it's the whole
: story. Are you sure you do?
: Now: his fat. | don't have to tell you that
he has probably noticed it himself, correct?

: Kate also recently answered this ques:: tion, and she isn’t even an advice colum: nist. She was just fed up with the. way
:: people who are advice columnists Have

? historically bungled it. Writes Kate:

Beforewe even consider getting into the : a village and always has.) But we don't :: Your pointing it out is not going tocomeas = Dear Not Attracted to Your Spouse Any-

ut I'm really no
jartment, Do | try

ht, or just put up
ship (forever?) or
do have the hots

hopelessness of pinning your future on
_ weight loss, yours or anyone else's,
let's talk about relationships at
s the seven- or eight-year mark.
This is not, generally speaking,
a high point. So common is
com
the "seven-year itch” that sociobiologists have attempted
to explain it, alleging that it
takes seven years for a man-cub
to achieve enough independence
to survive without two parents regularly
provisioning it. Thus, the hormonal glue
= that holds a couple together need last
E no longer than that. And it doesn't. There
: are several obvious holes in this theory
: (it takes longer than seven years to con: ceive and rear a child to the age of seven;
: couples historically would have had more
: than one child, etc). Plus, the most com-

: need sociobiology to convince us that :: some great revelation? So either he does :+ more: get over it or get a fucking divorce.
: relationships often beach themselves on + not wish to "do anything” about it, hastried :: And |truly mean you should consider both
: the rocky shores of not-quite-a-decade :: and, like nearly everyone who attempts to + options seriously. If you believe it is actu: together. Six or seven or eight years out, :: diet off excess poundage, has succeeded t ally possible for you to get over it—by
; the very last of the initial biochemical : only in making himself miserable and pos- : which | mean, you find a way to reframe
: rush we call “falling in love" has finally : sibly fatter, or he will take on the project :: the way you look at your fat partner, find
: dissipated. Real life is in ascendence. And :: in his own good time. In any event, nagging + him attractive again, and go back to what: real life is nowhere near as much fun. Six : him, shaming him, even attempting to in
ever you both agree is a normal sex life—
: or seven or eight years is also enough :: spire him (We'll go running together!”) ar : then by all means, work on that (provided
: time for individual priorities to deviate : all pretty much doomed to fail Fail you, > everything else in the marriage is “godd
: from the original, couple-led mandate, t that is. He may lose the weight. He may : and worth saving, which it probably isn't
: which was basically "be together as much : not. But it is his fat, his body, his life, and, : If you're not even a little bit attracted to
: as possible and have lots and lots of sex." :: well, your problem. Sorry.
: him anymore).
: Careers, families or origin, children yea or : | was recently reading over at Kate 2 If, however, you're so hung up on your
: nay or present, all conspire to pull you :.: Harding's Shapely Prose (kateharding. : partner's weight that you can't even con: apart unless you make all possible effort : net) and if you, that is the collective : ceive of being attracted to him anymore?
: to cleave unto each other. Have you done :: "you," not, you know, you haven't read : Get a fucking divorce already.
: enough cleaving?
? her you probably should. She and her : So writes Kate, who is not an advice col: You can blame the wad of adipose tis- : co-bloggers have the sharpest and the : umnist. Hear hear, say |, who am
: sue which has attached itself to your : funniest take out there on the “obesity
Love, Andrea
i

The Support Networle Volunteer today to be a
Distress Line Listener. Apply at thesupporinetwork.com T: 780.732.6648

a
\ ee

LAY

i

Guerilla Gardening need volunteers. E: theurban;

i

gmail.com, T: 780.432.6181 for info.

TEXT CHAT’

Facebook: http;//edmontongg blogspot.com

Edmonton Bicycle Commuters (EBC) is looking
for people to help at the shop or with other tasks.
Contact: info@edmontonbikes.ca

SACRED Edmonton Society; sacredeatingdisorders.com; An Eating Disorder Intensive Recovery
Program for those with anorexia or with bulimia.
E; sacred6@telus.net; T: 780.429.3380

Haye you been affected by another person's sexual

girls!
Chat with 100's of HOT naughty

behaviour? S-Anon is a 12-Step fellowship for the

veneers wth a

family members and friends of sex addicts. Call
780.988.4411 for Edmonton area meeting locations

and information, sanon.org

SCARS: Second Chance

Animal Rescue Society

Our dogs areTVstars! Watch Global TVevery
te
i
dogs will be

creamer, diapers,

ormula

to
saute
East,10527-96 St,Man:Pri,8330am430pm

Rl

Lna |
rr
yeh dec
her rand nothave a

history of

Monetary com-

pensation provided forparticipation. 7804073906

SACE-Public Education Program: Sexual Assault
Centre of Edmonton (sace.ab.ca) provides crisis

Calgary 403-31 3-33 j { {

intervention, info, counseling, public education.

Other Cities 1-877-834-4044

T: 780.423.4102/F: 780.421.8734/E: info@sace.ab.ca;
sace.ab.ca/24 Hour Crisis Line: 780.423.4121

_¢,780-665-6565
Edmonton

Are you an International Medical Graduate seeking licensure? The Alberta International Medical
Graduates Association is here to help. Support,
study groups, volunteer opportunities—all while
creating change for tomorrow. aimga.ca

Mobile pay, text SCORE” to 96669 soto»

Canadian Mental Health Association, cmha-edmonton.ab.ca Education Program offer workshops
to give skills to intervene with people who may be
at riskfor suicide. Follow the links
toASIST or call
780.414.6300
:
oO
Ee
Jewish Family Services Edmonton/TASIS (Transforming Acculturative Stress Into Success): A free

403-313-3330

program aimed at minimizing culture shockand

1-900-451-3334,

displacement for trained professional immigrant

women. T: Svetlana io
-

org

E: community@

ee
ee
eS

780-665-0808
Edmonton

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HELP LINE 24
Hours a Day-7 Days a Week If you want to
stop using, we can help

Local: 780.421.4429

Toll free: 1.877.463.3537
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~Volunteer drivers andKitchen helpurgently _

Fedenouti
esasgorrme

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FOOD BANK
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ADULT

ALL HOT SEXY BABES
Try it FREE! 18+
780.665.0808
403.313.3330

1005 OF HOT LOCAL SINGLES
It's FREE to try! 18+
780.669.2323

STEAMWORKS GAY & BIMENS BATHHOUSE.

Call now! FREE to try! 18+

IASPER AVE. 780.451.5554
WrwwesreiMWORKSEDMONTON.COM

ee

Rectorexumiine’
LOCAL CHAT. CALL FREE: code 2315

780.413.7122

403.770.0990

WI SEXIEST CHAT!
780.665.6565
403313.33n
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Rally In Red Deer
Saturday, November 7, 11:30 a.m.
Kinsmen Community Hall, 4726-34 Street
March to the PC convention at noon
Buses provided from the following locations:
Westmount Shopping Centre, SW corner of parking lot behind the Safeway, 111 Ave - 135 St
Belvedere LRT Park and Ride, 129 Ave - Fort Road.

Call 780-420-04710m780-423-4581

for more information.
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